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he first three editions of MncrOl!C0I1V1I1ics were extremely \vell Ieceived by 
instructors and students. In the Fourth Edition we have added new material 
to keep the text modern and fresh, while building on the strengths that 

underlie the book's lasting appeal, including: 

//I Renl·world applicatiolls A perennial challenge for instructors is to help students 
make active use of the economic ideas developed in the text The rich variety of 
applications in this book shows by example how economic concepts can be put 
to work in explaining real-world issues such as the contrasting behaviOl of unem
ployment in the United States and Europe, the slowdown and revival in pro· 
ductivity growth, the link between the Social Security system and the Federal 
budget surplus, sources of international financial crises, and alternative 
approaches to making monetary policy The Fourth Edition offers new applica
tions as well as updates of the best applications and analyses of previolls editions 

II Bmnd modem cOIJerngc, From its conception, NIacroccollol1lics has responded to 
students' desires to investigate and understand a wider range of macroeco
nomic issues than is permitted by the course's traditional emphasis on short
run fluctuations and stabilization poHcy This book provides a modern 
treatment of these tIaditional topics but also gives in-depth coverage of othel' 
important macroecononlic issues such as the determinants of long-run eco
nomic growth, the trade balance and financial flows, labOl' mal' kets, and the 
political and institutional framework of policymaking This comprehensive 
coverage also makes the book a useful tool fO! instructors with differing views 
about course coverage and topic sequence, 

II Reliallce 011 a set of core ecollOl1Iic ideas Although we cover a \vide range of topics, 
we avoid developing a new model or theory for each issue Instead we empha
size the broad applicability of a set of core economic ideas (such as the pro
duction function, the trade-off between consuming today and saving for 
tomorrow, and supply-demand analysis) Using these core ideas, we build a 
theoretical framework that enconlpasses all the macroeconomic analyses ple
sented in the book: long-run and short-run, open-economy and closed
economy, and classical and Keynesian, 

II A balanced preselltation Macroeconomics is full of conttoversies, many of which 
arise from the split between classicals and Keynesians (of the old, new, and 
neo-varieties), Sometimes the controversies overshadow the bload common 
ground shared by the two schools We emphasize that common ground First, 
we pay greater attention to long-run issues (on which classicals and 
Keynesians have less disagreement) Second, we develop the classical and 
Keynesian analyses of short-lun fluctuations within a single overall frame
wOlk, in which we show that the two approaches differ principally in their 
assumptions about how quickly wages and prices adjust Where differences in 
viewpoint remain-for example, in the search versus efficiency-wage inter
pretations of unemployment-we present and critique both perspectives This 
balanced approach exposes students to all the best ideas in modern macroeco
nomics,. At the sanle time, an instructor of either classical or Keynesian incli
nation can easily base a COUlse on this book 
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II ill/lovative pedagogy. The Fourth Edition, like its pledecessOIs, provides a vEui
ety of useful tools to help students study, understand, and retain the material 
Described in more detail later in the Preface, these tools include Summary 
tables, Key Diaglams, Key Terms, and Key Equations to aid students in OIga
ruzing their study; and fOllr types of questions and problems for practice and 
developing understanding New to this edition: The text now includes prob
lems that encourage students to do their own empirical 'work, using 
Conference Board® data downloadable from the text Web site 

New and Updated Coverage 

What is taught in intermediate macIoeconomics courses-and ho\<\' it is taught
has changed substantially in recent years Previous editions of IvlacroeuHlol1lics 
played a major role in these developments The Fourth Edition provides lively 
coverage of a broad spectrum of macroeconomic issues and ideas, including a 
variety of new and updated topics: 

II LOllg-term ecolIomic grmufh, Because the rate of econo111ic growth plays a central 
role in determining living standards, we devote much of Part 2 to growth and 
related issues. We first discuss factors contributing to growth, such as produc
tivity (Chapter 3) and rates of saving and investment (Chapter 4); then in 
Chapter 6 we tum to a full-fledged analysis of the growth process, using tools 
such as growth accounting and the SolO"w model. Growth-related topics cov
ered include the post-1973 productivity slowdown, growth "miracles," the 
factors that determine long-run living standards, convergence in gIowth rates, 
and government policies to stimulate growth New to til is cditioll: The text now 
includes falling cOlnputel prices and the measurement of economic growth 
(Chapter 2), a more extensive treatment of endogenous h'1owth theory (Chapter 6), 
and the information technology revolution and the behavior of productivity 
(Chapter 6) 

1.1 IllfenwfiOlwlllwcroecOIlOl11ic issIIes We address the increasing integration of the 
world economy in two ways. FiIst, we frequently use cross-country compar
isons and applications that draw on the experiences of nations other than the 
United States. For example, in Chaptet 3, we compare hours of work in nations 
mound the world; in Chapter 6 we examine the growth experiences of the 
East Asian tigers; in Chapter 7 we compare inflation expeIiences among 
European countries in transition; in Chapter 12 we compare sacrifice ratios 
among various countries; and in Chapter 14 we discuss stIategies used for 
making monetary policy around the world Second, we devote two chapters, 5 
and 13, specifically to international issues In Chapter 5 'we show how the 
trade balance is related to a nation's rates of saving and investment, and then 
apply this framework to discuss issues such as the 1994 Mexican cr isis and the 
US trade deficit In Chapter 13 we use a simple supply-demand framework to 
examine the detennination of exchange rates. The chapter features innovative 
material on fixed exchange rates and currency unions, including an explana
tion of why a currency may face a speculative lun Neiu or sIlbstmltially revised 
eovemge: The text now covers Japanese monetary policy in the 1990s (Chapter 
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1l), the 1997-1998 financial crisis in East Asia (Chapter 13), and the adoption of 
the euro by the European Community in 1999 (Chapter 13) 

II Busincss ellcles Ow analvsis of business cycles begins with facts lather than 
theories, lil Chapter 8 we give a history of U"S business cycles and then describe 
the observed cyclical behavior of a vaIiety of impOltant economic variables 
(the "business cycle facts"). In Chapters 9-11 we evaluate alternative classical 
and Keynesian theories of the cycle by ho\v \vell they explain the facts 

II !vIo/lctal .II and/isml policy. The effects of macroeconoDlic policies are considered in 
nearly every chapter, in both theory and applications. We present classical 
(Chapter 10), Keynesian (Chapter J J), and monetarist (Chapter 14) views on the 
appropriate use of policy. Nc'(u or slllJshllltially I cviscd covclagc: The text now 
includes budget surpluses and the uses of saving (Chapter 2); sources of money 
demand instability in the 1990s (Chapter 7); tests of rational expectations 
(Chapter 10); the Taylor rule (Chapter 14); seignorage and hyperinflation in the 
Confederacy (Chapter 15); Social Security and the Federal budget (Chapter 15); 
and the generational accounts appIoach to fiscal policy evaluation (Chapter 15) 

II Labor lIIarkL'f' issucs We pay close attention to issues Ielating to employment, 
unemployment, and rea! wages. We introduce the basic supply-demand 
model of the labor market and present a first-pass discussion of unemployment 
eal'ly, in Chapter 3 We discuss unemployment more extensively in Chapter 12, 
which covers the inflation-unemployment trade-off, the costs of unemploy
ment, and government policies for reducing unemployment Other labor 
market topics include efficiency wages (Chapter 11), hysteresis in unemploy
ment (Chaptet 12), and the effects of mmginal and average tax late changes on 
labor supply (Chapter 15) NCiU 01' slIbstal/tially revised covcrage: The text now 
covelS job creation and job destruction in manufacturing (Chapter 10) and the 
declining natural rate (Chapter 12) 

Also New to the fOllJJrrth Edition 

In preparing the Fourth Edition, \,\'e viewed our main objective to be keeping the 
book fresh and up-to-date We have added new applications, boxes, and prob
lems thloughout and made marlY revisions of the text to reflect recent events and 
developments in the field However, two changes made for this edition are WOl th 
emphasizing: 

II Bctta-illtcglf1ted lIIic/{~f(J/{lldatiolls Plevious editions contained l11aterial on the 
microfoundations of labor supply, consumption, saving, and othel aspects of 
household and firm behaviOl However, much of the discussion of the l11icro
foundations of household behavior was contained in a separate, optional chap
ter. The Fourth Edition features better-integlated microfoundations, with 
enhanced discussions of the labor supply decision in Chapter 3 and of con
sllnlption and saving behavior in Chapter 4 The optional chapter has been 
eliminated, with its more technical material (on budget constraints and indif
ference curves) now appem ing in the appendix to Chapter 4, This rearrange
ment gives students more exposule to the basic microeconomics of household 
decisions, \vithout an inoease in technical difficulty and without the need to 
covel an optional chapter 
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II iI/creased /{se {~f the ll/tellld The .FOUl th Edition has been \Neb-enabled in several 
ways First, throughout the text students are referred to useful \A,leb sites-to 
help them find the most recent data or just to learn more about a subject 
Second, The Conference Board'" problems at the end of each chapter ask stu
dents to solve problems using real macroeconomic data, easily downloadable 
frol11 the textbook's companion vVeb site, whose other tools and resources ale 
described later in the section "Supplementary Nlaterials " 

A flexible Orgcmization 

Other than the incOlporation of the microfoundations material in Chapters 3 and 4, 
and the Iesulting elimination of the optional chapter on miCIofoundations, the 
basic structure of the text is lalgely unchanged from earlier editions. In Palt 1 
(Chapters 1-2) we introduce the field of macroeconomics and discuss issues of eco
nomic measwement In Part 2 (Chapters 3-7) we focus on long-run issues, includ
ing productiVity, saving, investment, the trade balance, growth, and inflation We 
devote Part.3 (Chapters 8-11) to the study of short-run economic fluctuations and 
stabilization policy Finally, in Part 4 (Chapters 12-15) we take a closer look at 
issues and institutions of policymaking Appendix A at the end of the book reviews 
useful algebraic and graphical tools 

Instructors of intermediate macroeconomics have different preferences as to 
cowse content, and their choices ale often constrained by the it' students' back
grounds and the length of the term The stlucture of !vIaclocCOIlOl11ics accommodates 
various needs. In planning how to use the book in your course, you 111ight find it 
useful to keep the following points in mind: 

II Corc c/WptCI5. We Iecommend that every course include six chaptets: 
ChapteI 1 [ntloduction to Ivlacroeconomics 

ChapteI2 The MeaSluement and StructtlIe of the National Economy 
Chapter 3 Productivity, Output, and Employment 
ChapteI 4 Consumption, Saving, and Investment 
ChapteI 7 The Asset !vIm-ket, Ivloney, and Prices 

Chapter 9 The IS-LM/AO-AS Model: A General Framework fOl Macro-
economic Analysis 

Chaptels 1 and 2 provide an intIoduction to macroeCOllOlnics, including 
national income accounting. The next four chapters in the list make up the 
analytical COle of the book: Chapter .3 exatllines the labor market, Chapters 3 
and 4 together develop the goods market, Chapter 7 discusses the asset 
market, and Chapter 9 combines the three maIkets into a general equilibrium 
model usable for shm t-run analysis (in either a classical Ol Keynesian mode) 

To a syllabus containing these six chaptels, instIllctOl"S can add various 
combinations of the other chaptets, depending on the COUlse focus The fol
lowing ale some possible choices: 

II SIIOI t-I 'Ill I fOClls lnstructols who pIefer to emphasize short-run issues (busi
ness cycle fluctuations and stabilization policy) may omit Chapters 5 and 6 
without loss of continuity They could also go directly from Chapters 1 and 2 
to Chapters 8 and 9, which introduce business cycles and the IS-LM/AO-AS 
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framework Although the presentation in Chapters 8 and 9 is self-contained, it 
will be helpful for instructors who skip Chapters 3-7 to provide some back
ground and 111otivation for the various behavioral relationships and equilibri
um conditions 

II. Classical emphasis. Fm instructOIs 1,vho want to teach the course with a modern 
classical en1phasis, we recOlllmend assigning all the chapters in Part 2, In Part 3, 
Chapters 8-10 provide a self-contained presentation of classical business cycle 
theory Other material of interest includes the Friedman-Phelps interpreta
tion of the Phillips curve (Chapter 12), the role of credibility in monetary policy 
(Chapter 14), and Ricardian equivalence with multiple generations (Chapter 
15) 

II KCllllcsinll emphasis. Instructors who prefeI' a Keynesian emphasis may choose 
to 'omit Chapter 10 (classical business cycle analysis) As noted, if a short-run 
focus is preferred, Chapter 5 (full-employment analysis of the open economy) 
and Chapter 6 (long-run economic growth) may also be omitted without loss of 
continuity. 

II IlIternatiollalfGells. Chapter 5 discusses saving, investment, and the trade bal
ance in an open economy \vith full employnlent. Chapter 13 considers 
exchange late determination and macroeconomic policy in an open-economy 
model in which short-run deviations from full employment are possible 
(Chapter 5 is a useful but not essential prerequisite fOl Chapter 13.) Both chap
ters may be omitted for a COLllse focusing on the domestic economy, 

Applying Macroeconomics to the Real World 

Economists sometimes get caught up in the elegance of formal models and fOlget 
that the ultimate test of a model or theory is its practical relevance In the previous 
editions of !vlacroccollolllics, we dedicated a significant portion of each chapter to 
showing how the theory could be applied to real events and issues. Our efforts were 
well received by instructors alld students In this edition we go even further to help 
students learn how to "think like an economist" by including the following features: 

IiiI Applicatiolls. Applications in each chapter show students how they can use 
theory to understand an inlportant episode or issue. Examples of topics cov
ered in Applications include the link between technical change and wage 
inequality (Chapter 3), the United States as international debtor (Chapter 5), 
calibrating the business cycle (Chapter 10), the financial crisis in East Asia 
(Chapter 13), money-growth targeting versus inflation targeting (Chapter 14), 
and labor supply and tax reform (Chapter 15) 

II Boxes, Boxes feature interesting additional infOllnation or sidelights, often 
drawn from current resealch. RepIesentative topiCS covered in boxes include 
discussions of biases in inflation measurement (Chapter 2), the link between 
capital investment and the stock market (Chapter 4), flows of U S dollars 
abroad (Chapter 7), tempOlary and permanent components of recessions 
(Chapter 8), the lucas critique (Chapter 12), purchasing power parity and ham
burger prices (Chapter 13), and the outlook for Social Security (Chapter 15). 

• III TOllcll 'with the MaCl'DeCOIlOI1I!/ One important component of thinking like an 
economist is being familial with macroeconomic data-what's available, its 
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strengths and shortcomings To help students develop the habit of staying in 
touch with the macroeconomy, this series of boxes shows where to find kev 
macroeconomic data-such as labor market data (Chapter 3), balance of pa);
ments data (Chapter 5); and the index of leading indicators (Chapter 8)-and 
how to interpret them. Online data SOluces are featured along with Olore tra
ditional media 

III The Political EllvilollllIwt. In talking about economic policy, students frequent
ly note the discrepancy between the recommendations of economists (assum
ing they even agree!) and the decisions of politicians or government We 
address this discrepancy in special boxes that highlight the political environ
ment of economic issues and policies These boxes examine such topics as the 
relationship between democracy and economic growth (Chapter 6), the role of 
the Council of Economic Advisers (Chapter 11), and the link between the state 
of the economy and presidential elections (Chapter 12) 

learning Features 

The following features of this book aim to help students understand, apply, and 
retain important concepts: 

IIlI Detailed, filII-color graphs The book is liberally illustrated with data glOphs, 
which emphasize the empirical relevance of the theory, and allalytical gl'Ophs, 
which guide students thlOugh the development of model and theory in a well
paced, step-by-step manner. For both types of graphs, descriptive captions 
summarize the details of the events shown 

The use of color in an analytical graph is demonstrated by the figllle on the 
next page, which shows the effects of a shifting curve on a set of endogenous 
variables. Note that the Oliginal curve is in black, whereas its new position is 
marked in red, with the direction of the shift indicated by arrows A peach-col
ored "shock box" points out the reason for the shift, and a blue "result box" lists 
the main effects of the shock on endogenous valiables. These and smlilar con
ventions make it easy for students to gain a clear lmderstandillg of the analysis 

JIll Key diagrallls Key diagrams, a tmique study feature at the end of selected chap
ters, are self-contained descriptions of the most important analytical graphs in 
the book (see the end of the Detailed Contents for a list). For each key diagram, 
we present the graph (for example, the production function, p 100, or the 
AD-AS diagram, p. 339) and define and describe its elements in words and 
equations We then analyze what the graph reveals and discuss the factors 
that shift the curves in the graph 

III SlIlIIlIIary tables, Summary tables are used thlOughout the book to bring togeth
er the main results of an analysis Summary tables reduce the amount of time 
that students must spend writing and memorizing results, allowing a greater 
concentration on tmderstanding and applying these results 

III ElId-oJ-cllOpte! review lIIaterinls. To facilitate review, at the end of each chapter 
students will find a chapte! SIIIIIIWIIY, covering the chapter's main points; a list 
of key tenlls with page references; and an annotated list of kelj eqllatiolls 

Ii Elld-oJ-ch"pter qllestiolls alld problellls An extensive set of questions and prob
lems includes !eview qllestiolls, for student self-testing and study; IIlImerical 
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Figure 9.14 
Monetary neutrality in 
the AD-AS framework 
If we start from general 
equilibrium at point E, a 
10% increase in the nOI11~ 
inal money supply shifts 
the AD curve up by 10% 
at each level of output, 
from AOl to AO~ The 
AD cunoe shifts Lip by 
!O'~,;, because at any given 
level of output, a lU'!,;, 

increase in the pl'ice level 
is needed to keep the real 
money supply, and thus 
the aggregate quantity of 
outpul demanded, 
unchanged In the new 
shorl-run equilibrium at 
point F. the price lend is 
unchanged, and output 
is highcr than its full
employment level In thc 
new long-run cquilibri~ 
um at point N, output is 
uncJlilnged at)', and the 
price level p~ is lO':;, 
higher than the initial 
price le\Oel P l Thus 
money is neutral in the 
long rllll 
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problel11s, which have numerical solutions and are especially useful fol' check
ing students' understanding of basic relationships and concepts; and allalytical 
plobiclIIS, which ask students to use OI extend a theory qualitatively AnsweIS 
to these ploblems appear in the lnstl//(Jor's !vIal/ual 

The (oll!c/,c/lce BOnJd~' p/OlJlcl/Is Ivlost chapters noW include The Confe1enc: 
Boatd'~" problems, which students can answer using The Conference Boald'~' 
data (downloadable from the text \Neb page) These pIoblems allow students 
to do their own empirical analyses, to see f01 themselves how well the theory 
does in explaining real-world data 
RcuiC(lJ of useful flllfllljtiwi tools Although we use no mathematics beyond high 
school aOlgel;ra, some students will find it handy to have a review of the book's 
main analytical tools, Appendix A (at the end of the text) succinctly discusses 
functions of one variable and multiple variables, graphs, slopes, exponents, 
and formulas for finding the growth rates of products and ratios 
Glossallf. The glossary at the end of the book defines all key terms (boldfaced 
within -the chapteI and also listed at the end of each chapter) and refers stu
dents to the pa<Ye on which the term is fully defined and discussed o -

Suppiementary Materials 

A full range of supplementary mateIials to suppmt teaching and learning accom
panies this book All of these items are available to qualified domestic adopters but 
in some cases may not be available to international adopters 

II The Sflldy Cllidc, by Dean Croushme, provides a revie\v of each chapter, as well 
as multiple-choice and short-answer problems (and answers) 
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JIll The lllslrllclo,'s Malllial/Tesl Balik, also by Dean Croushore, offers guidance for 
instructors on using the text, solutions to all end-of-chapter problems in the 
book, and suggested topics for class discussion The [cst Bf1Ilk section contains a 
generous selection of multiple-choice questions and problems, all with answers 

JIll The IrlSlllrclor's Resource CD-ROM contains eleclrouic Power Poinl slides for all 
text figures, to facilitate classroom presentations, You may also print trans
parency masters fIonl the program A Power Point vie\ver is provided for those 
who do not have the full software program The CD-ROM also holds the 
Compuler i:ed T esl Bank in the T estGen-EQ software program in both IBM and 
Ivlacintosh platforms, allo\ving for the easy creation of multiple-choice tests 

II Full-color ttnllSpmCllcics for key figures in the text ale also available 
III The Compauion Welr Site offers an up-to-date version of The Conference 

Boald(f"s Business Cycle Indicators database, providing students a unique 
opportunity to analyze the very data that plofessional economists, policy
makels, and government officials use in their \vork. By having access to these 
data, students can also answer The Conference Boan .. i{f> problems at the end of 
most chapters in the textbook The Web site also offers handy links to Internet 
sites \vhere students can read further on topics coveIed in the textbook, sanlple 
\'\'OIked problems, and take chapteI-by-chapter self-test quizzes 
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I ntrod uction to 
Macroeconomics 

1.1 What Macroeconomics Is About 

2 

Macroeconomics is the study of the structure and performance of national 
economies and of the policies that governments use to try to affect economic per
fOI'mance. The issues that maCIoeconornists address include the following: 

III Wliat detellllilles a lIatioll's iOllg-nlll ecollolllic growtlI? In 1870, income per capita 
\vas smaller in Norway than in Argentina But today, income per capita is 
mOle than tvvice as high in Norway as in ArgentinR Why do some nations' 
economies grow quickly, providing their citizens with rapidly improving 
living standards, while other nations' economies are relatively stagnant? 

l1li Wlint cnllses a IIntioll's ecollolllic activilIl to fllIctlIate' After nearly a decade of pros
perity during the 19805, the Us. eco;"omy began to falter in 1990 By th~ spring 
of 1991, output in the United States had fallen by more than 15% from rts level 
nine months earlier But then, for the remainder of the 1990s, the US. economy 
Cyrew rapidly Why do economies sometimes experience sharp short-run fluc
rua tions, lurching between periods of prosperity and periods of hard times? 

l1li Wliat cnllses IIllelllpioYlIlellt? Dming the 1930s, one quarter of the work force in 
the United States was unemployed A decade later, during World War II, less 
than 2% of ti1e work fOice was unemployed. Why does unemployment some
times reach very high levels? Why, even during times of relative prosperity, is 
a significant fraction of the wor k force unemployed? 

r!I Wliat callses pi ices to I ise? The rate of inflation in the United States crept steadi
ly upward during the 1970s, and reached 10% per year in the early 1980s, 
before dropping to less than 4% per year in the mid 1980s a;'d dropping eve~ 
further to less than 2% per year m the late 1990s Germany s mflation expen
ence has been much more extreme: Although Germany has earned a reputation 
for low inflation in recent decades, following its defeat in World War I 
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Germany experienced an eighteen-month period (July 1922-December 1923) 
during which prices rose by a factor of several billion! What causes inflation 
and what can be done about it? 

£I Hm.u does beillg part of 17 global CWIIOlIIic S!/stClII affect natiolls' ceol/ol1lies? In the 
summer of J997, the currency of Thailand, the baht, began to plummet in 
value, losing more than half of its value in six months Other Asian countries 
also suffered financial crises and economic slumps A year later, the Russian 
government was unable to make promised interest payments on its bonds, and 
financial markets around the world reacted, How do economic links among 
nations, such as international trade and borrowing, affect the performance of 
individual economies and the world economy as a whole? 

II ((/11 gOl'el'ltlllcllt policies be I1sed to improve (/ lIatioll'S economic pCI/Ofl/lf1llCC? In the 
late 19905, the U.S. Federal government began to rUlllarge budget surpluses for 
the first time in decades Should the funds made available by these smpluses 
be used to shore up the Social Security system in preparation for the retirement 
of the baby-boom generation? Or should the funds be used for social pro
grams, or to reduce taxes? This debate reflects a fundamental question facing 
economic policymakers: How should economic policy be conducted so as to 
keep the economy as prosperous and stable as possible? 

ivlacroeconomics seeks to offer answers to such questions, which are of great 
practical impoltance and are constantly debated by politicians, the press, and the 
public. In the lest of this section, we consider these key macroeconomic issues in 
more detail 

long-Run Economic Growth 

If you have eveI traveled in a developing country, you could not help but observe 
the difference in living standards relative to those of countries such as the United 
States The problems of inadequate food, shelter, and health care experienced by the 
poorest citizens of rich nations often represent the average situation for the people 
of a developing country. From a macroeconomic perspective, the difference behveen 
rich nations and developing nations may be summarized by saying that rich nations 
have at some point in their history experienced extended periods of rapid econom
ic growth but that the pOOler nations either have never experienced sustained 
growth or have had periods of growth offset by periods of economic decline 

Figure 1 J summarizes the growth in output of the U S. economy since 1869 I 

The record is an impressive one: Over the past century and a third, the annual 
output of US goods and services has increased by mOle than 75 times The per
formance of the US. economy is not unique, however; other industrial nations 
have had sinlilar, and in some cases higher, rates of growth over the same period 
of time This massive increase in the output of industrial economies is one of the 
cenh'"al facts of modern histOlY and has had enormolls political, military, social, and 
even cultural implications 

1 Output is measured in Fig t 1 by two vcry similar concepts, cnllcd real gross naHanni product (real 
GNP) und re,ll gross domestic product (real GOP), both of which attempt to measure the physical 
volume of production in each year We discllss the menstlrcmcnt of output in detail in (hupter 2 
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Figure 1" 1 
Output of the U,S 
economy. 1869-1998 
In this grnph the output 
of the U S economy is 
measured by real gross 
domestic product (real 
CDP) f01 the period 
1930-1998 and by real 
gross national product 
(real GNP) for the period 
prior to 1930, with goods 
and services valued at 
their 1992 prices in both 
cases (see Chapter 2) 
Note the strong upward 
trend in output over 
time, as weB as shoUp 
fluctuations dwing the 
Great Depression 
(1929-194()). World War 
II (1941-1945), and the 
recessions of 1973-1975, 
1981-1982,and 
199()-1991 
5(1l1rCt'~: Rf..'ill GNP 1!:J(l9-lq29 
from Christina D Romer. "Thl' 
Pn:\\iIr Businc;;s Cycle 
Reconsidered: New Estimi1le;; 
of Gross Niltillna! Product 
186Q-190H. lUll mal (!f I)(lli/hlll 
[(OHm!!!1.97 I (Pebruilry \9W)) 

pp 22-23; n .. 'al GOP 19)0-1958 
from Hi~lorica/ 511l1Hic~ (~f tilL 
Ullild Slllh;; 18S9-'/9iO Serics 
FI:23 p 232; rCill GDP 
1939-\997 from Tilblc D-2of 
the [c()r/()mit Rtpm'l (~f illl' 

Pn~id('lll, 19'J(); ]99R dilta from 
SUn'l!! (~fCllrr(l11 {l11$iIl6~ 
August 199'J. lilblc 1:2 Data 
from Romcr and Hi$/orit"lI/ 
5/lIli~/ic~ (:f 1I1l' Lilliit'd Slate;; 
1889-1970 WCfe resCilled to 
19()2 prices 
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In part, the long-term growth of the U S. economy is the result of a rising pop
ulation, which has meant a steady inClease in the number of available WOl" kers. But 
another significant facto! is the increase in the amount of output that can be pro
duced with a given amount of labor The amount of output ploduced per unit of 
labor input-for exanlple, per \VOI ker 01 per hOUl of work-is called average labOI 
productivity. Figure 1 2 shows hmv average labor productivity, defined in this case 
as output per employed worker, has changed since 1900. In 1998, the average U.s 
worker produced more than fOUl times as much output as the average wOlker at 
the beginning of the twentieth century, despite wmking fewer hours over the 
COUIse of the year, BecaLlse today's typical worker is so much more ploductive, 
Americans enjoy a significantly higher standard of living than would have been 
possible earlier in the centmy 

Although the long-term record of productivity growth in the US economy is 
excellent, in recent years avelage labor productivity in the United States has gro\\'n 
slowly In the thirty-year period between 1968 and 1998, output per US worker 
grew only about 32%1, \vhich compares poody with the more than 50{~1 total 
improvement that occmred in the eighteen-year pedod flom 1950 to 1968. As a 
Iesult, living standmds rose relatively 1110re slowly in the recent period Labor pro
ductivity growth did rise some in the 1980s and the 1990s, and even accelerated a bit 
in the late 1990s, as you can see f!Om Fig 12 Nevertheless, the possibility that the 
productivity growth slowdown will continue underlies many of the concerns that 
have been expressed about the health and long-term future of the U S. economy 

Figure 1,2 
Average labor 
productivity 
in the United States. 
1900-1998 
Average labor productiv
ity (output per employed 
worker) has risen over 
time. with J peJk during 
World WJr II reflecting 
increased wJrtirne pro
duction. Productivity 
growth WJS particularly 
strong in the 19505 and 
1960s but has slowed 
since then For the calcu
lation of productivity, 
output is mcaslIIcd as in 
Fig 1 1 
S(IJ;I"l\'~ Emp[oyment in thou
~,ll1d~ of w,lrkers 1·[ ilnd older 
(1(}(lO-19-17) .md 1(, ,1Ild ~)Idcr 
(19-18-199H) for 19()()-!()69 
from HH(Ir/oli 51j/li~li(~ (~f II/L' 

lilliit'd 5111/6 (p/pllial T illlL'; 10 

/9,0 pp [26-127; fOf 

jlJ70-llJ\)H from E(Omlllli( 

l\(}lorl(!(tlu /,n;;idtll/ 1'199 

Table B-J6 t\\ Cr.1gl' lilbor pro
dUcli\'ily is Ol,ltput di\"ided by 
employment \vill'rl' output is 
from Fi~ ! 1 
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Because the rates of growth of output and, particularly, of output per worker 
ultimately determine whether a nation \-vill be rich or poor, understanding what 
determines growth is one of the most important goals of macroeconomics 
Unfortunately, explaining why economies grow is not easy. Why, for example, did 
resomce-poor Japan and Korea experience growth rates that transformed them in a 
generation or two from war-torn nations into industrial powers, whereas several 
Iesource-rich nations of Latin America have had erratic or even negative growth in 
recent years? Although macroeconomists have nothing close to a complete answer 
to the question of what determines rates of econonlic growth, they do have some 
ideas to offer For example, as we discuss in some detail in this book, most macro
economists believe that rates of saving and investment are important for growth 
Another key determinant of growth we discuss is the rate at which technological 
change and other factors help increase the productivity of machines and workeIs 

Business Cydes 

If you look at the history of U S output in Fig 1.1, you will notice that the growth 
of output isn't always smooth but has hills and valleys. Most striking is the period 
between 1929 and 1945, which spans the Great DepreSSion and World War II 
During the 1929-1933 economic collapse that marked the first major phase of the 
Great DepreSSion, the output of the US economy fell by nearly 30% Over the 
period 1939-1944, as the United States entered World War II and expanded pro
duction of armaments, output nearly doubled. No fluctuations in U S. output since 
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Figure 13 
The u..s unemployment 
rate, 1890-1998 
The figure shows the 
percentage of the civilian 
labor force (excluding 
people in the military) 
that was unemployed in 
each YC<H since 1890 
Unemployment peaked 
during the depression of 
the 18905 and the Great 
Depression of the 19305, 
<lIld rC<lchcd its low point 
during World W,'\[ II 
Since World War II, the 
highest unemployment 
rates occurred dllring the 
1973-19'75 and 1981-1982 
rcccsskms< 
S(JIIr(t',;: Civilian unemploy+ 
men! rate (people il!;cd 1·1 ilnd 
~)1dcr prior to 1947 aged 16 
ilnd older bcgirming in 1947) 
for 189()-1970 fnml Hi~l(lriclll 
5lHlislir,; ({ 111(' Uuitct! SI(/It's, 

Coltlllflll rill/6fo 1970, p 135; 
for \971-1998 from f.cO/wlllic 

Ht'l'orl (lflhe Jlr~',;idOlI 1999, 
Tilble [J··12 
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1945 have been as severe as those of the 1929-1945 period, However, during the 
postwar era there have been periods of unusually rapid econonlic grmvth, such as 
during the 19605, and times during which output actually declined from one year 
to the next, as in 1973-1975, 1981-1982, and 1990-1991 

Maeraeconomists use the term bllsilless ellcie to describe short-run, but some
times sharp, contI actions and expansions in" economic activity2 The downward 
phase of a business cycle, during which national output may be falling or perhaps 
growing only very slowly, is called a recession Even when they are relatively 
mild, recessions mean hald economic times for many people Recessions are also a 
major political concern, because almost every politician wants to be reelected and 
the chances of reelection are better if the nation's economy is expanding rather than 
declining Macroeconomists put a lot of effort into trying to figure out what causes 
business cycles and into deciding what can or should be done about them, In this 
book we describe a variety of features of business cycles, compare alternative 
explanations for cyclical fluctuations, and evaluate the policy options that are avail
able for affecting the course of the cycle 

One important aspect of l€cessions is that they usually are accompanied by an 
increase in unemployment, or the number of people who are available for work and 

2 A morc cxact definition is given in Chapter 8 [3usincss cycles do not include fluctuations lasting 
only a few months, such ilS the increase in activity that occurs around Christmils 
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are actively seeking work but cannot find jobs" Along with growth and business 
cycles, the problem of unemployment is a third majO!' issue in macroeconomics,. 

The best-known meaSlllc of unemployment is the unemployment rate, which 
is the number of unelnployed divided by the total labor force (the number of 
people eithcr WOl king 01 sceking work), Figwc 1.3 shows the unemployment late 
il: the United States ovel the past century The highest and most prolonged period 
at unemployment occUlred dming the Great Depression of the 1930s. [n 1933, the 
unemployment rate was 249%, indicating that about one of every foul' potential 
workers was unablc to find a job In contrast, the tremcndous inCIease in econom
ic activity thnt occurred during Wodd War [l significantly rcduced uncITIploy
ment In 1944, nt thc penk of the wmtime boom, the unemployment ratc \vas 1 21X, 

. Recessions have led to significant inoeases in unemployment in the poshval 
ponod For example, during the 1981-1982 recession the US unemployment rate 
reached 10 SIX),:! Even during pcriods of economic cxpansion, howevcr, the unem
ploymcnt rate remains well above zero, as )rou can see fLom Fie,. 13 In 1999 after 0' " , , 

cight years of cconomic gIowth with no recession, the unemployment rate remained 
above 4%, Why the unemployment rate can Iemain fairly high even \vhen the econ
omy as a whole is doing well is anothel important qucstion in macroeconomics 

inflatioDU 

W~1en thc pi ices of most goods and selvices alC rising over time, the economy is 
saId to be experiencing inflation" Figlllc 1 4 shows a meaSllre of the average level 
of priccs faced by consumcrs in the United States OVCI the past two cenhtries ·1 Note 
that pI i()I to \Alorld War II inflation usually occuned only dming wartime, such as 
during the Wilr of 1812, the Civil \lVar, and Wor-Id Wal' I These wartime periods of 
inflation were followed by periods of deflation, during which the prices of most 
goods and services fell The Icsult of these offsctting pel'iods of inflation and defla
tion was that, OVCI the long nm, the Icvcl of prices was fairly constant For exam
ple, prices at the end of World War I (1918) stood "t "bout the same level as in 1800, 
more than a century em lier 

The last significant deflation in the United Stntcs occurred during 1929-1.933, 
thc initial phase of thc Grcat Depression Since then inflation, \vithout offsetting 
deflation, has become the normal state of affails, although inflation duIing the 
final fcw years of the 1990s was only about 2% Figure 14 shows that consumer 
prices have risen significantly since \'Vmld War H, with the measure of pIices 
shown increasing morc than sevenfold 

The perccntagc inClease in the avcrage level of priccs ovel a year is called the 
inflation rate If the inflation rate in consumer pIices is 10%, for example, then on 
avcrage the prices of items that consumeIS buy are rising by 10% per year Rates of 

J fhe unemployment wtt.: was 10 S':" in November ilnd December ISlS2 J:igure 1 3 sho\\'~ the unem
ployment rates for cnch yeilr 1'01' the entire yeal of 19H2, thl: uncmploymcnt ['nle WilS 9 7'!;, 
-l This measure is called the consumer price index, or CPI, which is discllssed in (hupter:2 
Conceptunlly. the (PI is intended to measure the cost ofbLlying a certnin fixed set. or '·bnskct,· of 
consumer goods I-!OWC\'CI', the constructiml of u C(1IlSUIl1L'r price index m'L'1" it period a~ long as two 
centuries in\'oln:s muny com promises For im,tanc(:. the basket of g,oods pr"lccd by the CPI is not litel
al!y the snme tI\ t.:r the: lntire period shO\\'I1 in I;jg 1 -I but is periodica!ly ch<lnged to reflect tilt: differ
(·nt mix ()f consumer goods avnilnblc nt different times 
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Figure 1.4 
Consumer prices 
in the United States, 
1800-1998 
Prior to Wmld Waf II, the 
average level of prices 
faced by consumers 
remained relatively con
stant, with periods of 
inflation (rising prices) 
offset by periods of defla
tion (falling prices) Since 
World Wm II, however, 
pIices have risen more 
than sevenfold In the 
figure, the average level 
of prices is measured by 
the consumer price index, 
or cpr (see Chapter 2) 
The CPI measures the 
cost of a fixed set, or 
basket', of consumer 
goods relative to the cost 
of the same goods in a 
base period-in this case, 
1982-1984 ThllS a CPt of 
1630 in 199B means that a 
basket of consumer goods 
that cost S100 in 
1982-198·~ \voldd cost 
5163 00 in 1998 
5(lur(j:~: Consumer price index 

1800-1970 (1967 '" 100) from 
Historical SllItis/ics (1' tilt' Llllilt'li 
S/lIhs. Co/tlllill/ Tjmt'~ 1(/ J970 

pp 210-211; 1970-1998 
(1982-198-\::: 1(0) from 

EWIIOlllic Nt'porl of III!' PrL'sit/CII/ 
1999. Table B-60 o.1t.1 prior to 
1'/71 WI.'rC rescaled tll a base 
with 1982-19$-1-:::: 100 
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inflation may vary dramatically both over time and by country, from lor 2 percent 
per year in low-inflation countries (such as Switzerland) to 1000%) per year ~r m~re 
in countries (such as Bolivia and Argentina in recent yems) that are expenencmg 
hyperinflations, or extreme inflations. When the inflation late reaches an extre~1e
Iy high level, with prices changing daily or hourly, the economy tends to functIOn 
pOOlIy. High inflation also means that the purchasing power of money erodes 
quickly, which forces people to sClamble to spend their money almost as soon as 
they receive it 

The International Economy 

Today every major economy is an open economy, OI one that has extensive trading 
and financial relationships with othel national econon1ies. (A closed economy 
doesn't interact economically with the rest of the world) Macroeconomists study 
patterns of international trade and bOlrowing to understand betteI the links among 
national economies, For example, an important topic in macroeconomics is how 
international trade and borrOWing relationships can help ttansl11it business cycles 
from country to country 

Another issue for which international considerations ale central is trade imbal
ances Figure 1.5 shows the historical behavior of the in1ports and exports of goods 
and services by the United States, U.s. impOlts are goods and services produced 
abroad and purchased by people in the United States; US exports are goods and 
services produced in the United States and sold to people in other countries. To 

Figure 1.5 
U ,5. exports and imports, 
1869-1998 
The figure shows U.S 
exports (black) ilnd U S 
imports (red), each 
expressed as a percent~ 
age of total output 
Expmts and imports 
need not be equal in ench 
yenr: U 5 exports 
exceeded impmts 
(shaded gray) during 
much of the twentieth 
century During the 
1980s and 1990s, howe\'~ 
er, U 5 exports were 
smaller thnn U S imports 
(shaded red) 
SUI/n',;;. Ill\p~)rb and export;; 
of bonds ilnd ~en ices: 
!8Cl9-19,9 from Hi~l(!ri(i11 
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give you a sense of the relative impOltance of international trade, Fig 1.5 expless
es exports and imports as percentages of total U S output CUl'lently, both exports 
and imports are larger fractions of U S output than they weIe during the 19505 and 
19605, reflecting both the recovery of trade from the disruptions of the Great 
Depression and \Norld War II and the trend toward greater economic interdepen
dence among nations. Note, though, that a century ago exports and imports 
aheady were impOltant relative to the size of the overall economy 

Figure 1.5 demonshates that exports and imports need not be equal in each 
year For example, following World War I and World War ll, US. exports out
stripped U.S, impOIts because the country was sending large quantities of supplies 
to countries whose econOinies had been damaged by war When exports exceed 
imports, a trade surplus exists. In the 19805, however, US. exports declined 
sharply relative to imports, a situation that has persisted through the 19905, as 
you can see from Fig 15 Ihis Iecent excess of imports over expOIts, or hade 
deficit, has received considerable attention from policymakers and the news 
media, What causes these trade imbalances? Ale they bad for the U.s economy or 
for the economies of this country's trading partners? These are among the ques
tions that maooecon01uists try to answeI 
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Figure 1.6 
us Federal government 
spending and tax 
collections, 1869-1999 
US Federal government 
spending (red) and U S 
Federal government tax 
collections (black) are 
shmvn as a percentage of 
total output Deficits 
(excesses of spending 
over tax collections) are 
shaded red, and stlrplus~ 
es (excesses of taxes over 
spending) are shaded 
gray The government 
sectOl"s share of the 
economy has grown 
since World War II 
Large deficits occurred 
during the two world 
wars, the Great 
Depression, and during 
the 19805 and much of 
the 19905. 
SOllrn's: Feder,,! spending <lnd 
n:cl'irts: 1869-1933 from 
Hi~larical Sialisib (!ftllL' Lflli/cd 
SIIl/e:;, Calm/illl Tilllt'S /0 1970, P 
II04;OUlput, 1869-1928 
(GNP) from Christina D 
Romer, "lhe Prewilf Busines.s 
Cycle Hewnsidl'red: New 
Estim"les of Gross Nalionill 
Product, 11:169-1908," JOllw1I1 l!f 
P/lhliC/11 Ecollomy, 97, 1 
(Pebrtl<11)' 1(89), pp 22.-23; 
1929-1933 (GOP) fron1 £lEA 
Web site. niltiOllill, GOP ,1nd 
related d"I,,; 1934 onwilrd: 
federal spending ilnd receipts 
,15 percent of GOP, from 
Ecrmmlli( R!'f'Il/'/ (!ftll!' Prl'sidt'll/ 
1999, l'ilble B-79 
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Macroeconomic Po~icy 

A nation's economic performance depends on many factors, including its natural 
and human resources, its capital stock (buildings and machines), its technology, 
and the economic choices made by its citizens, both individually and collectively 
Another extremely important factor affecting economic performance is the set of 
macloeconOlnic policies pursued by the government 

Macroeconomic policies affect the performance of the economy as a whole. The 
two major types of macroeconomic policies are fiscal policy and monetary policy 
Fiscal policy, which is determined at the national, state, and local levels, concerns 
government spending and taxation Monetary policy determines the rate of 
growth of the nation's money supply and is under the control of a government 
institution known as the central bank In the United States, the central bank is the 
Federal Reserve System, or the Fed 

One of the main macroeconomic policy issues of recent years in the United 
States has been in the realm of fiscal policy As mentioned earlier, the emergence of 
lawe Federal budget surpluses in the late 19905 led to debate about how to use the 
Ies~urces made available by the surpluses The recent behaviOl of the Federal 
budget is put into a long-term peIspective in Fig 1.6, which presents dat~ o~ 
Federal government spending and tax revenues for the past century and a thud,::."I 

5 Government spending includes both government purchilses of goods ilnd services, such as pur
chases of militilry equipment and the salaries of government offici,,\:;, and government benefits pnid 
to individu<1ls. such as Social Security payments 
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Again, so that their importance relative to the economy as a whole is indicated, 
spending, tax collections, and government budget deficits and slupluses are 
explessed as percentages of total output 

Two obvious features of Fig, 1..6 are the peaks in government spending and 
deficits that resulted from military buildups in World War I and World War II 
At its high point during World War II, Federal government spending exceeded 
43% of total output. Significant deficits also occurred during the Great 
Depression of the 1930s because the government increased its spending on var
ious plograms designed to help the economy, such as government-financed 
jobs programs, Also shown clearly is the increase in the size of the government 
sector since Wodd Wal II, an increase reflected in the major upwaId shift in gov
ernment spending and in tax collections relative to national output that occt1ned 
in about 1940 as well as the mild upward tlend in both variables that has 
oceUI red since then 

The large and persistent Federal budget deficits of the 1980s and early and 
mid 1990s were historically unusual in that they occurred during a period of 
peace and relative prosperity The emergence of large Federal defIcits in the 1980s 
coincided with the emergence of large trade deficits (see Fig 15) Indeed, the 
Federal budget deficit and the trade deficit have been called the "twin deficits." 
Are these deficits related? If so, ,"vhat can be done about them? These questions 
also fall within the purview of maCloeconomics 

The possible link between the government's budget deficit and the trade 
imbalance illustrates an impOJtant aspect of maCIoeconomics: iv[acroeconomic 
issues and problems (ue frequently interconnected, For this reason studying one 
macroeconomic question, such as the effects of the gover-nment budget deficit, in 
isolation ()'enerallv is not sufficient, Instead, maooeconomists usually study the o . 
economy as a complete system, recognizing that changes in one sector or market 
may affect the behavior of the entire economy 

Aggregation 

iviaeroeconomics is one of tvvo broad areas within the field of econOlnics, the 
other being 111icroeconOInies ivIao oeconomics and microeconomics have many 
basic economic ideas and methods in common; the difference between them is 
the level at which the economy is studied, ivlicroeconomists focus on individ
ual consumers, workers, and firms, each of whom is too small to have an 
impact on the national economy Niaeroeconomists ignore the fine distinctions 
among the many different kinds of goods, firms, and markets that exist in the 
economy and instead focus on national totals FOl example, in their analyses 
macroeconomists do not care whethel consumers are buying VCRs or DVD 
players, beef 01 chicken, Pepsi or Coke Instead, they add consumer expendi
tures on all goods and services to get an overall total called aggregate con
sumption The process of summing individual economic variables to obtain 
eeonomy\vide totals is called aggregation. The use of aggregation and the 
emphasis on aggregate quantities such as aggregate consumption, aggregate 
investment, and aggregate output are the primary factoIs that distinguish 
macroeconomics from microeconomics 
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11.2 What Macl"OlecOlnOlmists DOl 

How do macroeconomists use their skills, and wh<1t do they do with all the data 
they gathct and the theories they develop? Besides teaching economics, maClO

economists engage in a ,vide variety of activities, including forecasting, macroeco
nomic analysis, basic lcsealch, and data development fm government, nonprofit 
organizations, and private businesses 

Macroeconomic forecasting 
Nlany people believe that economists spend most of their time trying to forecast the 
perfOImance of the economy. In fact, except for a relatively small number of fore
casting specialists, forecasting is a min01 part of what maCIoeconomists do One 
reason macroeconol11ists don't emphasize fmecasting is that on the whole they 
zne not terribly good at it! Forecasting is difficult not only because Our under
standing of how the economy WOl'ks is imperfect, but also because it is impossible 
to take into account all the factms-many of them not stIictly economic-that 
might affect futUle economic trends. Here are some questions that a forecasteI, in 
trying to ploject the COUIse of the economy, might have to try to answer: How will 
events abroad affect cong1essional authorizations for military spending ovel the 
next few yeats? \Vhat oil pIice will the Organization of Petroleum Exporting 
Countries (OPFC) decide on at its next meeting? Will there be a severe drought in 
agl icultUIal regions, with adverse effects on food quantities and prices? Will new 
technologies that ale being developed ever COme to market? Because answelS to 
such questions are highly uncel tain, macloeconomic forecasters rarely offer a 
single prediction Instead, they usually combine a "most likely" fmecast with "opti
mistic" and "pessimistic" altel'J1(1tive scenarios 

Does the fact that macroeconomics can't be used to make highly accurate fote
Gists of economic activity me<ln that it is a pOintless field of study? Some people 
may think so, but that's really an umeason<lble stand aId ivleteolology is an exam
ple of a field in which forecasting is difficult (will it de/illite/II be nice this weekend?) 
but in which there is also a lot of useful knowledge (meteorologists helped discover 
the depletion of the earth's ozone layer and pointed out its dangers), Similarly, car
diologists can't usually pledict if or when a patient will have a heart attack-they 
can only talk about probabilities. Like meteorologists and doctors, economists deal 
with a system whose complexity makes gaining a thorough understanding difficult 
and forecasting the system's behavior even morc difficult Rather than predicting 
what will happen, most mt1croeconomists are engaged in analyzing and interpret
ing events as they happen (mi;lcroeconomic ('malysis) 01' in trying to understand the 
structure of the economy in general (macroeconomic 1csealch) 

Macroeconomic Analysis 
Macroeconomic analysts monitor the economy and think about the implications of 
CUI rent economic events. iviany analysts me employed in the private sector, such as 
in banks or large cmporations, Private-sector analysts try to detelJl1ine hot'\' general 
economic trends will affect their employers' financial investments, their opportu-
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nities fm expansion, the demand for their products, and so on Some private fiUllS 

specialize in maCl'oeconomic analysis and assist clients on a fee-far-service basis 
The public sectOI, which includes national and regional governments and 

international agencies such as the Wodd Bank and the International Monetary 
Fund, also employs many macroeconomic analysts The n1ain function of public
sector analysts is to assist in policymaking-for exalnple, by writing repOIts that 
assess various macroeconomic problems and by identifying and evaluating possi
ble policy options Among US. policymakers, the officials who set monetary policy 
may call on the aid of several hundred Ph D, economists employed within the 
Federal Reserve System, and the President has the advice of the Council of 
Econ01nic Advisers and the professional staffs of numerous departments and agen
cies, FOI members of Congress a frequent source of maooeconomic analysiS is the 
Congressional Budget Office Economic policymakers also often go outside the 
government to seek the advice of maCIoeconomists from business or acadenlia. 

If a country has many \vell-trained macroeconomic analysts, as is true in the 
United States, does that mean that its macloeconolnic policies will always be intel
ligent and farsighted? The anS\Vel, unfmtunately, is "no," Because of the com
plexity of the economy, macroeconomic policy analYSiS, like macroeconomic 
fOIecasting, often is difficult and uncertain PeIhaps even more in1portant, politi
cialls, Jlot ecollomists, /lSI/ally l1Iake ecollolJlic policy Politicians ate typically less con
cerned with the abstract desirability of a policy than with the policy's immediate 
effects on their constillients Thus in late 1990 international talks intended to reduce 
trade barriers failed because European governments found it politically inadvisable 
to reduce high subsidy payments to theiI fanners-despite the neatly universal 
opposition of economists to both trade barriels and faIm price SUppOIt payments 
To Ieflect the impOItance of politics in econon1ic policymaking, at various points in 
this book we include a feature called "The Political Environment," in which we dis
cuss political aspects of macroeconomics 

Although the technical advice pIovided by macroeconomic analysts is not the 
sole basis on \vhich macroeconomic policy is mflde, such advice is probably neces
sary f01 making good policy decisions, especially if dramatic cbanges are being 
consideIed, In recent years, for example, a number of countries in Eastern Europe, 
Latin America, and elsewhere have undertaken radicallefmms of their economies 
In most of these cases the counh'ies' leaders have sought the technical advice of 
domestic and foreign economists, and this advice has been influential in policy
making. In the fmmer Soviet Union, economists have played an in1portant role in 
the debate over restructuring and reform, both as technical specialists and as polit
ical advocates 

Macroeconomic Research 
ivlacroeconomic lesealch takes an amazing variety of forms, from abstract mathe
matical analysiS to psychological experimentation to massive number-crunching 
projects in which supercomputers ale used to process large amounts of economic 
data Nevertheless, the goal of all macroeconon1ic research is to make general state
ments about how the economy wmks, The general insights about the economy 
gained hom successful Iesearch form the basis for the analyses of specific eco
nomic pIoblems, policies, or situations 
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To see why research is impOl tant, imagine that you are an economist with the 
International Monetar), Fund whose task is to help a small African country contini 
its high rate of inflation. On what basis can YOLI offer Jddce? Basically, you should 
know what inflation-fighting policies othcl countIies have L1sed in the past, whClt 
the results have been, how the results have depended on the chal'!;lcteristics of the 
country employing the policy, and so on. Particularly if the situation you are ana
lyzing is not identical to any of the previolls cases, having 50l11e thcOlctical princi
ples \vould also help you identify and understand the main factors contributing to 
that country's inflation Analyzing the historical cases and woddng out the theo
retical principles by yourself from scratch might involve many yeal's' effmt. The 
value of ongoing lesearch activities is that many of the results and ideas that you 
need will already be available in books or professional journals or circulated in 
unpublished form. Because it forms the basis for activities such as economic analy
sis and forecasting, in a very real sense macroeconomic Iesealch is the engine that 
pulls the \vhole enterpIise of macroeconomics behind it 

Macroeconomic research takes place primarily in colleges and universities, in 
nonprofit institutions (such as the National Bureau of Economic Resemch, the 
Blookings Institution, and the American Enterprise Institute), and in the public 
sector (the government and intelnational agencies) Particularly in the public 
sectol, the line between economic analysis and maooeconomic lesearch is much 
fuzzier than we have dlawn it here The reason is that many economists move back 
and fOl'th between an<Jlysis of specific problems (such as an Afric<Jn country's infla
tion ploblem) and mOle basic macroeconomic research (such as an analysis of 
inflation in general) 

Economic Theory" How is macroeconomic leseal"ch carried out? As in many 
other fields, macroeconomic rese<uch proceeds primarily through the fOlmulation 
and testing of theories An economic theory is a set of ideas about the economy that 
has been organized in a logical framework. Most economic theol ies ,He developed 
in tel ms of an economic model, which is a sirnplified description of some aspect of 
the economy, usually expressed in mathematical form Economists evaluate an 
economic model or theory by applying four critel ia: 

1. Are its assumptions leasonable and realistic? 

2. Is it undelstandable and manageable enough to be used in studying real plob
lems? 

3, Does it have implications that can be tested by empirical analysis? That is, can 
its implications be evaluated by comparing them with data obtained in the real 
wOlld? 

4, vVhen the implications and the data are compaled, ale the implications of the 
theory consistent with the data? 

For a theolY or model-of any type, not just economic-to be useful, the 
answer to each of these questions must be "yes" Unfortunately, though, econo
mists may not always agree in their evaluation of a particular model, with the 
ICSUit that contloversies sometimes persist about the best way to model a given 
economic situation 

VVe present a summary of the main steps in developing and testing an eco
nomic thew y 01' model in Box 1.1 

1:2 Wil,lt \t"\C!(ll'C(1110mlsts Do 

Developing and Testing an Economic Theory 

To illustrate the process of developing and testing an 
economic theory, suppose that we want to develop a 
theory that explains the routes that people take when 
they commute from home to work and back. Such a 
theory would be useful, for example, to a traffic planner 
who is concerned about how a pl'Oposed housing devel
opment wil! affect traffic patterns Here are the steps 
we would take 

Step 1. State the research question 

E:rlllllplc: What determines traffic flows in the city 
during rush hours? 

Step 2. ivlake plOvisional clssumptions that describe the 
economic setting <1nd the behavio[ of the economic 
actOrS These ilssumptions should be simple yet capture 
the most imporL:mt aspects of the problem 

Crail/pIc: The setting is described by the map of the city 
The assumption about behavior is that commuters 
choose routes that minimize driving time 

Step 3, Work out the implicutions of the theory 

E.ral/lple: Use the map of the city to plot a route that min
imizes driving time between home and plilce of work 

Step 4" Conduct an clllphicalllllaillsis to compare the 
implications of the theory with the d<1ta 

E.ulIllplc: Conduct a sUITey of commuters to identify (1) 
home 10c<1tions; (2) work locations; and (3) routes taken 
to WlHk Then determine whether the routes p['edicted 

Data Deveiopment 

by the model are generally the same as those reported in 
the commuter survey, 

Step 5. Evaluate the results of your comparisons. 

{f tlte tlIeorypts the data ([lell: Use the theory to predict 
what \vould happen if the economic setting or econom
ic policies change 

[rolllJlle: Use the minimum-driving-time assumption to 
cvaluilte the traffic effects of a new housing develop
ment by figuring out which routes the residents of the 
development are likely to take 

{f tlte tltc(lry/its tlte dllta poorly: Start from scratch 
with il new model. Repeat steps 2-5 

EX/1l1lple: Change the provisional behavioral assump
tion to the following: Commuters choose the route that 
minimizes the distallce they must drive (not the time 
they spend driving) 

1/ filL' flieory/i"ts thL' data I/wdcmtcly well: Either make do 
with a partially successful theory or modify the model 
with additional assumptions and then repeat steps 3-5 

Exall1ple: A possible modification of the minimum-dri
ving-time assumption is that commuters will choose 
more scenic over less scenic routes, if driving time is not 
increased by more than a certain number of minutes To 
test the model with this modified assumption, you must 
determine which routes are more scenic (those that pass a 
lake) and which are less scenic (those that pass a dump) 
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Thl' collection of economic data is a vital part of macroeconomics, and many econ
omists ale involved in the datE'! development process In the United States as well 
<1S all other l11i1jor c0U11trics, data on thousands of economic variables are collected 
<lnd analyzed \!I./e have aheady presented some important maCloeconomic data 
series, such <1S measwes of output and the price level, and will look at these and 
others in more detail in Chapter 2 ivtacroeconomists use economic data to assess 
the Cl!! lent state of the economy, make forecasts, analyze policy alternatives, and 
test m<'lcrocconomic theories 

i\llost economic data are collected and published by tile FedeIaI govel'nn1ent-for 
example, by agencies such as the Bureau of the Census, the Bureau of Labor Statistics, 
and the Bureau of Economic Analysis in the United States, and by central banks such 
as the Fedel<1l Reserve To an increasing deglec, however, these activities also take 
place in the pi i\'i.lte sector For example, mal' keting finns and pIivate econmnic fore
Glsting comp<'lnics <1re impol'tzmt collectors, lIsers, and sellers of econolnic data. In 
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this book, boxes called "In Touch with the 1vlacloeconomy" describe majOl macro
economic data series and tell you how they are collected and vvhere to find them 

1vluch of the data collection and preparation process is routine. However, 
because providers of data want their l1t.l111bers to be as useful as possible while 
keeping costs down, the organization of major data collection projects is typically 
the joint effort of many skilled professionals PlOviders of data must decide what 
types of data should be collected on the basis of who is expected to use the data and 
how, They 111USt take care that measures of ecoIlOlnic activity correspond to abstract 
concepts (such as "capital" and "labor") that ale suggested by economic theolY In 
addition, data providers must guarantee the confidentiality of data that may reveal 
information about individual firms and people in the economy, In a large data-gath
ering organization such as the Bureau of the Census, each of these issues is exhaus
tively analyzed by econOll1ists and statisticians before data collection begins ,6 

1.3 Why Macroecoll1omists lDiisagree 

Over the years, the efforts of thousands of analysts, data collectors, and 
researchers have greatly enhanced the undelstanding of macroecononlic phe
nomena Yet no ma Her wha t the macroeconomic issue, the news media seeming
ly can find an economist to argue either side of it Why do macro economists 
appear to disagree so much?' 

To a certain extent, the amount of disagreement among macroeconomists is 
exaggelated by the tendency of the public and the media to focus on the most dif
ficult and controversial issues In addition, the very fact that economic policy and 
performance are of such broad interest and concern contributes to the intensity of 
debate: More than controversies in many other fields, debates in macroeconom
ics tend to take place in public, rather than in the seminar room or the laborato
ry. Although impOltant disagIeements among manoeconoI11ists certainly exist, 
theIe also are many aIeas of substantial agreement in macroecononlics 

We can provide an insight into why macroeconomists disagree by drawing 
the important distinction between positive and normative analyses of econoI11ic 
policy. A positive analysis of an econOlnic policy examines the economic conse
quences of a policy but doesn't address the question of \vhether those conse
quences are desirable A normative analysis of policy tries to detelmine \vhethel 
a certain policy shollid be used. FOl example, if an economist is asked to evaluate 
the effects on the economy of a 5(X) reduction in the income tax, the response 
involves a positive analysis, But if asked whether the income tax should be reduced 
by 5%, the economist's response requires a normative analysis, This normative 

6 For a readable: discussion of issues that face data collectors, sec Jnnd L Norwood, "Distinguished 
Lectuw on Economics in Government: Dut.1 QUillity .1nd Public Policy," jOllmill (:f EWl1oll/ic 
PaspL'ctivt's, Spring 1990, pp 3-12 
7 Not only do mncroeconmnists often seem to disngrce with 011(: anoti1(:r, but they illso sometimes 
nrc nccused of not being ilble to ngrec with themsch"es Pn;:sident Hilfry T fumiln expressed the frLls~ 
tration of m.1ny policy makers when he said he wanted a one-handed economist-one who wouldn't 
<1l\vdyS St1)'. "On lht.: ont;: !ldnd. ; on the oLher h<lI1d 
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analysis will involve not only the economist's objective, scientific understanding 
of how the economy works but also personal value judgments-for example, 
about the appropriate size of the government sector O! the amount of income 
redistribution that is desirable 

Economists may agree on the positive analysis of a question yet disagree on the 
nOllnative PaIt because of differences in values. Value differences also are common 
in other fields: Physicists may be in perfect agreement on what would happen {f a 
nuclear bomb were detonated (a positive analysis) But physicist "hawks" and 
physicist "doves" may disagree strongly about ",hethel' nuclear weapons stum!d be 
deployed (a normative question) 

Disagreement may occur on positive issues, however, and these differences are 
important in economics In macroeconomics there always have been many schools 
of thought, each with a somewhat different perspective on how the economy 
works Examples include monetarism and supply-side econOinics, both of which 
we discuss in this book However, the most impmtant-and enduring-disaglee
ments on positive issues in macroeconomics involve the two schools of thought 
called the classical approach and the Keynesian &lpploach 

Ciassicals VersVis Keynesians 

The classical appIoach and the Keynesian apptoach ale the two major intellectual 
traditions in maooeconomics \iVe discuss the differences between the two 
appro&lches briefly hE'le and in much greater detaillatel in the book 

The Classical Approach. The origins of the cl"ssical applOach go back 11101e 
than two centuries, at least to the famous Scottish economist Adam Smith In 1776 
Smith published his classic, Tile HlmItil L?{Nl1tioIlS, in which he proposed the concept 
of the "invisible hand." The idea of the invisible hand is that, if thele ale free mm
kets and individuals conduct theiI economic affails in their own best intelests, the 
overall economy will work well As Smith put it, in a market economy individuals, 
while pLHsuing theil own self-interests, seem to be led by an invisible hand to 
maximize the general welfale of everyone in the economy 

However, we mllst not ovelstate what Smith claimed: To say that an invisible 
hand is at wOlk does /lot mean th&lt no one in a market economy will be hungry OJ 

dissatisfied; free markets cannot insulate a nation hom the effects of drollght, war, 
or political instability Nor does the invisible hand Iule out the existence of gleat 
inequalities between the I ich and the poor, because in Snlith's analysis he took the 
initial distribution of wealth among people as given Rathel', the invisible-hand idea 
says that given a country's resources (natural, human, and technological) and its 
initial distribution of wealth, the use of free mal kets will make people as econom
ically well off as possible 

Validity of the invisible-hand idea depends on a key assumption: The various 
mal kets in the economy, including financial markets, labor mal kets, and mal' kets 
for goods and services, must function smoothly and without impediments such as 
minimum wages and interest rate ceilings In pal ticular, wages and pIices must 
adjust rapidly enough to maintain equilibrium-a situation in which the quantities 
demanded and supplied are equal-in all markets In malkets \-vhele quantity 
demanded exceeds quantity supplied, plices must lise to bring the market into 
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equilibrium In markets whcl"c more of a good is available than people want to buy, 
pIices mllst fall to bring the market into equilibrium 

Wage and price flexibility is crucial to the invisible-hand idea, because in a free
market system changes in wages and prices are the signals that coordinate the 
actions of people in the econom~r To illustrate, suppose that wal abroad disrupts 
oil imports This drop in supply will drive up the price of oil. A higher oil price will 
make it profitable for domestic oil suppliers to pump more oil and to drill more 
\vells The higher price will also induce domestic consumers to conserve oil and to 
switch to alternative sources of energy InCleased demand fO! alternative energy 
sources will raise their prices and stimulate tlIeir production, and so on. Thus in the 
absence of impediments such as government price controls, the adjustment of 
prices helps the free-market economy respond in a constructive and coordinated 
way to the initial disruption of supplies 

The classical approach to macroeconomics builds on Slnith's basic assUlnptions 
that people plllsue their o\vn economic self-interests and that prices adjust rea
sonably quickly to achieve equilibrium in all markets With these two assumptions 
as a basis, followers of the classical approach attempt to construct models of the 
macroeconomy that me consistent with the data and that can be used to answer the 
questions raised at the beginning of this chapter 

The use of the classical approach canies with it some strong policy implications. 
Because the classical assumptions imply that the invisible hand works \vell, classi
cal economists often argue (as a normative proposition) that the government should 
have, at most, a limited Iole in the economy. As a positive proposition, classical 
economists also often argue that government policies will be ineffective or counter
productive at achieving theiI stated goals. Thus, for example, most classicals believe 
that the government should not try actively to eliminate business cycles 

The Keynesian Approach. Compared with the classical approach, the 
Keynesian apploach is relatively recent The book that introduced it, Tile Gellew/ 
Thcolt/ of E"'plotjIlICllt, IlItCICst, I1l1d MOllcr/, by British economist John Maynard 
Keynes, appeared in 1936-160 years after Adam Smith's Thc Wcalth o/Nntiolls In 
1936 the world was suffering through the Great Depression: Unpreced~ntedly high 
rates of unemployment had afflicted most of the world's economies for years, and 
the invisible hand of free mal kets seemed completely ineffective From the vie\v
point of 1936, the classical theory appeared to be seriously inconsistent with the 
data, creating a need for a ne\v maCloeconomic theory Keynes pIovided this theory 

In his book Keynes offered an explanation for persistently high unemploy
ment.H He based this explanation on an assUlnption about wage and price adjust
ment that was fundamentally different from the classical assumption. Instead of 
assuming that wages and pI ices adjust lapidly to achieve equilibrium in each 
market, as in the classical tradition, Keynes assumed that v'lages and prices adjust 
slowly. Slov~1 ,,"vage and price adjustment meant that markets could be out of equi
librium-with quantities demanded not equal to quantities supplied-for long 
periods of time. In the Keynesian themy, unemployment can persist because wages 

8 Actuillly. Keyne~ presented il numbu of explilnations of unemployment in his book, unci clebute 
continues about ·'what Kt:ynt:s rt:i1Uy rIlt:.'i1nt" Our interpret<ltion of whilt Keynes !11Ci1nt is the olle 
i1doptecl by his nwjor followers 
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and prices don't adjust quickly enough to equalize the number of people finns 
want to employ with the number of people who want to vvork 

Keynes's ploposed solution to high unemployment \vas to have the govern
ment increase its purchases of goods and selvices, thus raising the demand for 
output Keynes argued that this policy would leduce unemployment because, to 
meet the higher demands for their products, businesses would have to employ 
more workers In addition, Keynes suggested, the newly hired \VOrkeIs would have 
more income to spend, creating anotheI source of demand for output that would 
raise employment furthel More generally, in contrast to classicals, Keynesians tend 
to be skeptical about the invisible hand and thus are more willing to advocate a role 
for government in imploving macroeconOlnic perfOImance 

The Evolution of the Classical-Keynesian Debate. Because the Great 
Depression so strongly shook the faith of many economists in the classical 
approach, the Keynesian approach dominated macroeconon1ic themy and policy 
from World War [[ until about 1970 At the height of Keynesian influence, econo
mists widely believed that, through the skillful use of macroeconomic policies, the 
governn1ent could plomote econ01nic growth while avoiding inflation or recession 
The main problems of macroeconomics apparently had been solved, with only 
some details to be filled in. 

However, in the 19705 the United States suffered from both high unemploy
ment and high inflation-called "stagflation," or stagnation plus inflation This 
experience \veakened economists' and policymakeIs' confidence in the traditional 
Keynesian approach, much as the Great DepreSSion had undermined the badi
tional classical approach In addition, the Keynesian assumption that prices and 
wages adjust slowly, so that markets may be out of equilibrium, was criticized as 
being without sound theoretical foundations While the Keynesian approach was 
coming unde!' attack, developments in economic theory made classical ll1aCIoeco
nomics look more intelesting and attractive to many econon1ists Starting in the 
early 1970s a modernized classical apploach enjoyed a major resurgence an10ng 
maooeconomic researchers, although classical maCIoeconomics did not achieve 
the dominance that Keynesianism had enjoyed in the early poshvar years 

In the past hventy-five years advocates of both approaches have rewmked 
them extensively to repair their weaknesses. Economists working in the classical 
tradition have imploved their explanations of business cycles and llI1enlployment 
Keynesians have vvorked on the development of sound themetical foundations 
for the slow adjustment of wages and prices, and Keynesian models can now 
accon1modate stagflation. Currently, excellent research is being conducted with 
both approaches, and substantial communication and cross-fertilization are occur
t" ing between them 

A Unified Approach to Macroeconomics 

In writing this book, we needed a stlategy to deal with the fact that there are two 
major macIoeconomic schools of thought. One strategy would have been to 
emphasize one of the two schools of thought and to treat the other only briefly. The 
problem with that stJategy is that it would not expose YOll to the full range of ideas 
and insights that compose modern macroeconoll1ics. Alternatively, we might have 
presented the two approaches separately and then compared and contrasted their 
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conclusions-but you would have missed the opportunity to explore the large 
common ground shared by the two schools of thought 

Our choice was to take an approach to macroeconomics that is as balanced and 
unified as possible in keeping with this unified approach, all our analyses in th..is 
book-whether of economic growth, business cycles, inflation, or policy, and whether 
classical 01' Keynesian in spirit-ate based on a sillgle ecollolllic J/lodel, or on compo
nents OI extensions of the basic model This economic model, which draws heavily 
from both the classical and Keynesian traditions, has the follov.'ing characteristics 

1. II/diuiduals, /i/'/IIs, I7l1d tile g(ruL'lllIlIcllt illtclt7ct ill goods IIlmkets, asset" II/arkets, 
alld laln)}' IIWI kefs We have already discussed the need fm aggregation in maClO
economics. In the economic model of this book we follo\v standard macroeco
nomic practice and aggregate all the markets in the economy into three major 
markets: the market for goods and services, the asset market (in which assets such 
as stocks, bonds, and real estate ,ne traded), and the labor market We shO\v how 
participants in the economy interad in each of these three markets and how these 
markets relate to one another and to the economy as a whole 

2, T flL' /I /Odd's /I UlC/'oeCOI/OIII ie ollal ysis is based 011 the 01101 ysis (:0 lid ivid lIal bcluru-
iOI ivlacroeconomic behavior reflects the behavi<)ls of many individuals and firms 
interacting in markets. To understand how individuals and firms behave, we take 
a "bottom-up" approach and focus our analysis at the level of individual decision 
making (as in Box 1 1 \vhere we discuss a model of individual choices about the 
Ioute to take to wOIk). The insights gained me then used for studying the economy 
as a whole 

The guiding principle in analyzing the behaviOI of individuals and films is the 
assumption that they tnt to Il/axil1li:L' tlIch OWII CcolIOlllie soti~factiol/; givcll tlIch /leeds, 
dcshcs; opportllllities, alld l'eSOlll'(es Although the foundel of classical economics, 
Adam Smith, emphasized this assumption, it is generally accepted by Keynesians 
and classicals alike, and it is used in virtually all modern macroeconomic Iesearch 

3" Although Keynesians Ieject the classical assumption that \vages and prices 
quickly adjust to achieve equilibrium in the short lun, Keynesialls and clossiwls botlI 
agree tlIat ill tile lOllS rUJI prices alld wagesflllly adjllst to achieve eqllililll iI/ill ill tlIc IIlflr
kdsfor goods, assc/s, olld lobor Because complete flexibility of wages and prices in the 
long run is not contIovelsial, we exalnine the long-term behavior of the economy 
(Chapters 3-7) before discussing short-run issues associated v.rith business cycles 
(Chapters 8-13) 

4 The basic //Iodel tliat we ?l,escllt //lay hc llsed 'with eitlIc/, tile classical aSSlll11ption 
tliat wages alld prices ol'cJlc:ribje 01 the Ke~!I/Csil1/I aSSllIl1ptioll t!tat IUI7gcs and ~n ices mc slow 
to adjust This aspect of the model allO\vs us to cOlnpare classical and Keynesian con
clusions and policy recommendations \vithin a common theOletical frame\vork 

CHANtER SUMMARY 

Macroeconomics is the study of the structure t1nd per- 2 
formance of national economies and the policies that 
governments use to try to affect economic perfol'~ 
mancc Important topics in macroeconomics include 
the determinants of long-run economic growth, busi
ness cydes, unemployment, inflation, international 
trade and lending, and n1acroeconomic policy 

Because macroeconomics covers the economy as a 
whole, macroeconomists ignor e the fine distinctions 
among different kinds of goods; firms, or markets 
and ft~cus on national totals such as aggregate con
sumption. The process of adding individual eco
nomic var iables to obtain economywide totals is 
called aggregation 

Chapter Summary 

3, The activities engaged in by macroeconomists 
include (in addition to teaching) forecasting, macro
economic an(l!ysis, m(lct'oeconomic reseat'ch, and 
d<1ta development 

4. The goa! of macroeconomic research is to be (Ible to 
make general statements about how the economy 
works M<1croeconomic research makes progress 
toward this goal by developing economic theories 
and testing them empirically-that is, by seeing 
whether they are consistent \vith data obtained from 
the rea! world A useful economic theory is based on 
reasonable and realistic assumptions, is easy to use, 
has implications that can be tested in the real \vorld, 
and is consistent with the data and the observed 
behavior of the I"e(li-world economy 

5. A positive analysis of an economic policy examines 
the economic consequences of the policy but does not 
address the question of whether those consequences 
are desirable A normative analysis of a policy tries to 
determine whether the policy shollid be used 

Key Terms 
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Disagreements among macroeconomists may arise 
because of differences in normative conclusions, as 
the result of differences in personal values and beliefs; 
and because of differences in the positive analysis of a 
policy proposal 

6" The classical appl'Oach to macroeconomics is based 
on the assumptions that individuals and firms act in 
their own best interests and that wages and prices 
adjust quickly to achieve equilibrium in all markets 
Under these assumptions the invisible hand of the 
hee~malket economy works well, with only a limited 
scope for government intervention in the economy 

7_ [he Keynesian approach to macroeconomics assumes 
that wages and prices do not adjust rnpidly and thus 
the invisible hand may not wor k well Keynesians 
argue that, because of slow wage and price adjust
ment, unemployment may remain high for a long 
time. Keynesians arc usually more inclined than clas~ 
sica Is to believe that government intervention in the 
economy may help improve economic perfmrnance 

aggregation, p 11 

average labor productivity, p .f 

closed economy, p 8 

deflation, p 7 

economic model, p 14 

economic theory, p 14-

empirical analysis, p 14 

equilibrium, p 17 
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macroeconomics, p 2 

monetary policy, p 10 
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trade surplus, p 9 

unemployment, p 6 

Review Questions 

1, How have total output and output per worker changed 
over time in the United States? How have these 
changes affected the lives of typical people? 

2. What is a business cycle? How does the unemployment 
rate behave over the course of a business cycle? Does 
the unernplo)'!Tlent rate ever reach zero? 

3, Define h~{1l1tiol1 and thflnthl/l Compare the behavior of 
consumer prices in the United States in the years before 
and after World \'Var II 

4 Define bJ/dget dtficif. Historically, when has the Federal 
government been most likely to run deficits? What has 
been the recent experience? 

5, What is meant by aggregation? Why is aggregation 
important for macroeconomic analysis? 

6, List the principal professional activities of macroecon~ 
om1sts What role does macroeconomic research play in 
each of these activities? 

7. What steps are involved in developing and testing an 
economic theory or model? What ate the criteria for a 
useful theory 0; model? 

B. Might two economists agree about the effecls of a par
ticular economic policy but disagree about the desirabil
ity of implementing the policy? Explain your answer 

9. Compare the classical and Keynesian views on the speed 
of wage and price adjustment What are the impOl'tant 
consequences of the differences in their views? 
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Numerical Problems 

1, Here iHe some macroeconomic data for lhe country of 
Oz for the years 1999 and 2000 

1999 2000 
Ouq...,ut 12,000 tons of 14,300 tons of 

potatoes potatoes 

Employment 1,000 workers 1,100 workers 

Unemployed 100 workers 50 workers 

Total labor force 1,100 workers 1,150 wOl'kers 

Prices 2 shekels/ton 2,5 shekels/ton 
of potatoes of potatoes 

As the data suggest, Oz produces only potatoes, and its 
monetary unit is the shekel Calculate each of the fol~ 
lowing macroeconomic variables for Oz, being sure to 
give units 
II A,oerage labor productivity in 1999 and :WOO 
/1 The growth rate of average labor productivity 

between 1999 and 2000 

The unemployment rate in 1999 and 2000 

d The inflation rate between 1999 and 2000 

Analytical Problems 

1, Can a\'erage labor productivity fall e\'en though total 
output is rising? Can the unemployment rate rise even 
though total output is rising? 

2, Prices were much higher in the United States in 1996 
than in 1890 Does this fact mean that people were eco~ 
nomic<:lily better off in 18907 Why or why not? 

3" State a theory for why people vote Republican Ot' 
Democratic that potentially could satisfy the criteria fm 
a useful theory given in the text How would you go 
about testing your theory? 

4. Which of the following statements at'e positive in 
nature and which are normative? 

iI A tax cut will raise interest rates 

b A reduction in the paYIOIl tax would primarily ben
efit poor and middle~c\ass workers 

c Payroll taxes are too high 

2 In a recent issue of the SurL'CY (~f eIi/TCII! BIISilll:SS, find 
the data section entitled "Selected NIPA Tables," In 
Table 1 1, "Gross Domestic Product," find data on gross 
domestic product (a measure of total output), exports, 
and imports, In Table 3 2, "Federal Government 
Receipts and Expenditures," find data on the govell1~ 
ment's total receipts (taxes) and expenditures These 
tables from the SlIfllC!! {~r CllncHl BusiJJess can be 
accessed from the home page of the Bureau of 
Economic Analysis at "iPiLla' bell doc goP 
11 Calculate the ratio of exports to GOP, the ratio of 

imports to GOP, and the ratio of the trade imbal
ance to GOP in the latest reported quarter Compare 
the answers with the values reported for the previ
ous two complete years 

b Calculate the ratio of Federal government receipts to 
GOP, the ratio of Federal government expenditures 
to GOP, and the ratio of the budget deficit to GOP, 
for the most recent quarter and for the previous two 
complete yeiHs 

d A cut in the payrot! tax would improve the 
President's popularity ratings 

c Payroll taxes should not be cut unless capital gains 
taxes are cut also 

5, In 1993 the debilte heated up in the United States about 
the North American hee Trade Agreement (NAFT A), 
which proposed to reduce barriers to trade (such as 
laxes on or limits to imports) among Canada, the 
United States, and Mexico Some people strongly 
opposed the agreement, arguing that an influx of for
eign goods under NAFI'A would disrupt the U S econ
omy, harm domestic industries, and throw American 
workers out of work How might a cl,lss1cal economist 
respond to these concerns? Would you expect a 
Keynesian economist to be more or less sympathetic to 
these concerns than the classical economist? vVhy? 

Chapter Summary 

For file C(l/~tL,}"CI/Cl' BOllrd' BIISillc;;s (!/clt' [lIdiwlofS Da/abast', 
so!o ww\\' awlonline_com/abel_bernanke 

1,11 Calculate the total percentage growth in average labor 
pwductivity in the U S economy for the 19505, 1960s, 
19705, and 19805 Define average labor productivity for 
any year as real gross domestic product in the last quar
ter of the year divided by civilian employment in the 
last IllOnth of the year In which decades did aver age 
labor productivity gww the most quickly overall? The 
most slowly? Express the growth rates for each decade 
in annualized terms by using the formula 

(J + g)'" = 1 + G 

where g is the annual growth rate, expressed as a dec
ima! (for example, 005 for 5'~';,), and G is the growth 
rate fOf the decade (the change in productivity during 
the decade divided by the initial producti\'ity level) 
For each of the fom decades, plug your calculated 
values for G into a calculator to solve for g 
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b Calculale annual labor producti\'ity growth rales for 
each yeaI' since 1990 for which data me m"ailable 
How do the recent growth rates compare with those 
of the foUl' previous decades? 

2, Graph the behavior of the civilian unemploym~nt I"tlte 
from 1961 until the present using monthly data Can 
you see the periods of recession that occurred in 
1969-1970,1973-1975,1980, and 1981-1982? In terms 
of the unemployment rate, how does the 1990-1991 
recession compare in severity with those earlier down~ 
turns? How does the behavior of the unen1ployment 
rate over the 1990s compare to its behavior in the 
1960s, 19705, and 1980s? 

3~ Using data on the consumer price index (CPI) fol" a\1 
urban consumers, calculate and graph the annual U S 
inflation rate (the percentage change in the price index, 
December to December) for each year since 1948 In 
what periods within the postwar era did the United 
States expedence the most severe inflation problems? 
In what periods has inflation been the most stable (that 
is, roughly constant from one year to the next)? 
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2 

The Measurement and 
Structure of the National 
Economy 

easurement is a (lucial part of scientific study Accurate measurement is 
essential for making nev\' discoveries, evaluating competing theories, 
and predicting futllIe events or hends. During the fiIst half of the hven

tieth century, painstaking research by economists such as Nobel Prize ,vinner 
Simon Kuznets (the fiIst person to obtain comprehensive measures of national 
output) and the team of Arthur Burns and Wesley Mitchell (who performed 
detailed measurements of the stages of the business cycle) showed that careful 
econom.ic meaSlHement is not only possible but also necessary fm any seriolls 
understanding of the economy Their wor k, and the efforts of many other 
lesearehers, transformed economics from a field in \vhich scholars Ielied on infor
mal observations and broad generalizations to one in which numbels and statis
tical analysis play an essential Iole 

In this chapter \ve present some of the conceptual and practical issues involved 
in measuIing the macloeconomy We focus on the national inc01ne accounts, a 
frame\vork for measuring economic activity that is widely used by economic 
resealchels and analysts, Learning about the national income accounts will famil
iarize you \vith some useful economic data In addition, because the national 
income accounts are set up in a logical ,vay that minors the structure of the econ
omy, working through these accounts is an important first step toward under
standing ho\v the macroeconomy works, When you finish this chapter, you will 
have a clearer understanding of the relationships that exist among key macroeco
nomic variables and among the different sectors of the economy 

T 

2. -I Nationill Income Accountinp;: The ivieilsUI'cmcnt of Production, Income, 
<lnd E:xpcnditmc 

2.11 Natnona~ income Accmmting: The Measurement of 
Production, Income, and Expendnture 
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The national income accounts are ,1n accounting framework used in measuring 
current economic activity Almost all countr ies have some form of official nation
al income accounts (Fm backglound information on the US, national income 
accounts, see the box urn Touch with the Macroeconomy: The National Income and 
Product Accounts," p 26 ) 

The national income accounts ale based on the idea that the amount of eco
nomic activity that oecms during a petiod of time can be measLUed in terms of 

1. the amount of output pwduced, excluding output used up in intelmediate 
stages of production (the product approach); 

2. the incomes l'eceived by the producers of output (the income approach); and 
3. the amount of spending by the ultimate purchasers of output (the expenditure 

apploach) 

Each apploach gives a different pelspective on the economy However, the 
fundamental plinciple underlying national income accounting is that, except for 
problems such as incomplete or misreported data, all tllIee npplonclics give identical 
IlIl!I1S11 I'L' IIICIl is (:l t ftc I'II/I(lllll t c:f C/I// C /I f CCOIIOIII if. acti'ui t y 

V'Ve can illustrate why these three apf..lloaches are equivalent by an exall1ple 
Imagine an economy with only two businesses, called OrangeInc and Juicelnc 
Orangelnc owns and operate!; orange groves. It sells !;ome of its manges directly to 
the public It sells the rest of its oranges to JuiceInc, which produces and sells or'ange 
juice The following table shows the transactions of each business during a year 

Orangelnc Transactions 
Wages paid to Orangelnc employees 
Taxes paid to government 
Revenue received from sale of oranges 

Oranges sold to public 
Oranges sold to Juicelnc 

Juicelnc Transactions 
Wages paid to Juicelnc employees 
Taxes paid to government 
Oranges purchased from Orangelnc 
Revenue received from sale of orange juice 

515,000 
5,000 

35,000 
10,000 
25,000 

510,000 
2,000 

25,000 
40,000 

Otangelnc pays 5115,000 per year in wages to workers to pick oranges, and it 
sells these manges for 535,000 (510,000 wOlth of oranges to households and 
$25,000 worth of oranges to juicelnc). Thus Orangelnc's profit before taxes is 
535,000 - 515,000 = $20,000 Because Orangelnc pays taxes of $5000, its after-tax 
profit is $15,000 

)uiceInc buys 525,000 of manges flom Orangelnc and pays \'\'ages of $10,000 to 
workers to plocess the oranges into mange juice It sells the orange juice fOl 
$40,000, so its profit before taxes is 55000 (540,000 - 525,000 - $10,000) After paying 
taxes of S2000, its after -tax pr ofit is $3000 
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• 
The National Income and Product Accounts 

I
n the United States, the national income accounts arc 
officially called the National Income and Product 
Accounts, or NIPA These accounts provide compre

hensive measurements of production, income, and 
expenditure for the US, economy Developed in the 
19305 and 19405 by the Department of Commerce, the 
US, national income accounts were lIsed for economic 
planning during World War If Official accounts have 
been constructed as far back as 1929, and some official 
data are available from as early as 1909. 

weeks after the end of each quarter. Revised estimates, 
known as "preliminary" estimates, are released about 
one month later, and llfinal" figures are released about 
one month after that. 

Historical NIPA data may be obtained from numer
ous sources, including the Slirvey of ClIlTcnt BIlSillcss (the 
BEA's monthly publication), BlfSillcss Statistics (the BEA's 
biennial publication), and the Ecollomic Report of the 
Presidellt. which is issued each February by the 
President's Council of Economic Advisers. Latest-qlmr
tel' NIP A data appear in the business press, which gives 
extensive coverage to the BEA's monthly releases,. The 
BEA's home page at www.iJca,docgov provides access to 
current and historical data" National income accounts 
data for other countries are available in National 
AccolII/ls, a publication of the Organization for Economic 
Cooperation and Development (OEeD), in World 
Ecollolllic Olltlook (published by the International 
Monetary Fund), and in the United Nations' National 
ACCOllllts Statistics 

Currently, the accounts are constructed quarterly by 
government economists and statisticians in the Bureau of 
Economic Analysis (BEA), a pmt of the Deparhnent of 
Commerce In constructing the accounts, the BEA relies 
heavily on data provided by other government agencies, 
such as the Census Bureau and the Bmeau of Labor 
Statistics The BEA also lIses data from tax returns and 
from private sources, such as industry associations 

Initial estimates, known as "advance" estimates, of 
quarterly economic activity are released three or fOUl 

VVhat is the total value, measUI'cd in doll31'S, of the econo111ic activity gencIat
ed by these two businesses? The product approach, income approach, and expen
diture approach are three different \vays of arriving at the answer to this question; 
all yield the same answer 

L The product approach meaSlIlCS economic activity by adding the market 
\"ailles of goods and services plOduced, excluding any goods and services lIsed up 
in intermedi<lte stages of production This approach makes use of the value-added 
concept. The value added of any producer is the value of its output l11inllS the 
\ aiue of the inputs it purchases flam other producers The pIoduct approach com
putes economic activity by summing the value added by all producers 

tn our example, OliH1gelnc produces output wOIth $35,000 and ]uicelnc pro
duces output WOl th $40,000 However, measuring overall economic activity by 
simply adding 535,000 and 540,000 would "double count" the $25,000 of oranges 
that ]uicelnc purchased from OIangelnc and processed into juice To avoid this 
double counting, we sum value added rather than output: Because JuiceInc 
plocessed oranges worth $25,000 into il ploduct wOIth $40,000, ]lIicelnc's value 
edded is 515,000 (5-10,000 - $25,(00). Orangelnc doesn't use any inputs purchased 
from other businesses, so its value added equals its revenue of $35,000. Thus total 
value added in the economy is 535,000 + $15,000 = $50,000 

2, The income approach measures economic activity by adding all income 
reeeh'ed by ploduce1s of output, including wages received by \vol'kers and plofits 
recch ed by owners of films As you hi.! \ e seen, the (before-tax) plofits of Ol'angelnc 
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equal its Ievenues of $35,000 minus its wage costs of SI5,000, or $20,000 The prof
its of Juicelnc equal its revenues of 540,000 minus the 525,000 the company paid to 
buy ol'ElI1ges and the S10,000 in wages paid to its employees, or $5000 Adding the 
$20,000 profit of Orangelnc, the $5000 plofit of Juicelnc, and the $25,000 in wage 
income received by the employees of the two companies, we get a total of $50,000, 
the same amount deteIll1ined by the product approach 

In this calculation vve added the before-tax incomes of workers and firm 
owners. Equivalently, \ve could have added the after-tax incomes of producers of 
output ilnd the taxes received by the government Recall that, when taxes are 
subtracted, OrangeLnc's after-tax pIofits are $15,000 and JlIicelnc's after-tax prof
its ale $3000. Adding the two films' after-tax profits of $18,000, total wage income 
of $25,000 (\ve assumed that workers pay no taxes), and the $7000 in taxes received 
by the government, we agilin obtain 550,000 as the measure of econonlic activity 

3. Finally, the expenditure approach measures activity by adding the amolU1t 
spent by all ultimate useIS of output. In this example, households are ultimate 
users of manges Juicelnc is not an ultimate user of oranges because it sells the 
oranges (in processed, liquid form) to households Thus ultimate users pUlchase 
S10,000 of oranges from Orangelnc ilnd $40,000 of orange juice from Juicelnc for a 
total of $50,000, the same amount computed in both the product and the expendi
ture approaches. I 

Why the Three Approaches Are Equivalel1lt 

I hat the product, income, and expenditllIe approaches all give the same answer is 
no accident. The logic of these three approaches is such that they must nlzunys give 
the same answel 

r 0 see why, fiISt observe that the market value of goods and services pro
duced in a given period is by dl/illilion equal to the amount that buyers must 
spend to pllIchase them Juicelnc's orange juice has a market value of $40,000 
only because that is what people ale vdlling to spend to buy it. The market value 
of a good or service and the spending on that good or service are always the 
same, so the product approach (which meaSllIes malket values) and the expen
diture approach (which meaSUIes spending) must give the same measure of eco
nomic activity. 2 

Next, observe that \vhat the seller receives must equal what the buyers spend 
The seller's receipts in turn equal the total income generated by the economic 
activity, including the incomes paid to workers and suppliers, taxes paid to the 
goveIl1ment, and profits (whatever is left over) Thus total expenditure must 
equal total income generated, implying that the expenditure ilnd income 
approaches must also l-"Hoduce the same ans\ver Finally, as both product value 
and income equal expenditure, they also must be equal 

! In the example, each business also purchases labor services from employees" but because these ser
\"iceS arc used in production, thc), iHCll't collnted ilS scrvices purchased by ultimate users 

2 Our explan<ltion implicitly ilSSUI1H:S tl1M t:vt:l'ything produced is sold What if a firm produces 
SOITH:.' guuds that it C<ln"t sell? As we disclIss shortly" tht: n<ltional income accounts trcat unsold goods 
as though they werc purchilsed by the firm from itself; tl1M is, <lccllmuiMion of unsold goods in 
in\'cntmy is trcatcd as part of cxpcnditurc Thus cxpenditure ilnd production remain equal even if 
somc g~lods remain unsold 
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Because of the equivalence of the three approaches, over any specified time period 

tot<11 plOduction = tot(l] income = total expenditure, (2 1) 

WhCIC production, income, and expenditure all are measured in the same units (for 
example, in dollars). Equation (21) is called the fundamental identity of national 
income accounting and forms the basis fm national income accounting_ (An identity 
is an equation that is hue by definition.) In Section 2 2, we shmv how this fundamen
tal identity is used in measlllingcllrrent economic activity for the economy as a whole 

2.2 Gross Domestic Product 

The llIoadest meaStHC of aggregate economic activity, as well as the best-known 
and most often used, is the gross domestic product, 01 GOP As in the example in 
Section 2.1, a country's GOP may be meastlled by the product approach, the 
expenditure approach, or the income approach Although the three approaches 
anive at the same value for COP, each views GOP differently Using all three 
approaches gives a more complete pictwe of an economy's stIttcture than any 
single approach could 

The Product Approach to Measuring GDP 

The product approach defines a nation's gross domestic product (GOP) as the 
I11iHket value of final goods and services newly puxluced within a nation during a 
fixed period of time In w01king through the various parts of this definition, we dis
cuss some practical issues that aIise in measuring GOP 

Market Value, Goods and services ale counted in GOP at their market values
that is, at the plices at which they me sold The advantage of using market values 
is that it allows adding the production of different goods and services Imagine, fOl 
example, that you want to measure the total output of an economy that produces 
7 cars and 100 pairs of shoes Adding the number of cars and the number of pairs 
of shoes to (ret a total out[lut of 107 wouldn't make much sense because cars and - " 
shoes aren't of equal economic value But suppose that each car sells for 510,000 
and each pair of shoes sells for S60 Taking these market-determined pIices as 
measures of relative economic \ralues, you can calculate the value of caIS produced 
as $70,000 (7 x $10,000) and the value ~f shoes produced as $6000 (100 x $60) The 
total market value of production, or GOP, is $70,000 + 56000 = $76,000. Using 
market values to measure production makes sense because it takes into account dif
ferences in the I'€lative economic importance of different goods and services 

A problem with using mtuket values to l11eaSllIe GOP is that some useful 
goods and services ale not sold in formal mal' kets. Ideally, GOP should be adjust
ed upvvard to reflect the existence of these goods and services !-Im,\,eveI, because 
of the difficulty of obtaining reliable measures, some nonmm ket goods and services 
simply are ignored in the calculation of GOP J Homemaking and child-rearing 

3 Periodically .. ilth:mpts hil\'{.: bt:('11 m,ldt: by pri\ all.: 1.:((lI1(Hnists to l'il.'dsL' IlWilsures thilt include non~ 
mnrh;1 ccnnomi( <Icti\'lty Sl'l' for l;X<lJ11 ph..', Robl'rt Eisner. "'[he Total Incomes System of Accounts," 
SIlIl't"I/{~rClir/,i'111 011:,111(;;;;, jill1Ui1ry [9~5. pp 2--l--!.s 
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services performed within the fanlily without pay, for example, are not included in 
GOP, although homemaking ane! child care that are provided for pay (for example, 
by professional housedeaners or by private day-care centers) are included 
Sinlilarly, because the benefits of clean air and water aren't bought and sold in mar
kets, actions to reduce pollution or othenvise improve environnlental quality usu
ally are not reflected in GOP (see Box 2.1, p. 31). 

Some nonmarket goods and services are pattially incorporated in official GOP 
measures, An example is activities that take place in the so-called underground 
economy The underground economy includes both legal activities hidden from 
government recOId keepers (to avoid payment of taxes or compliance 'with regu
lations, for example) and illegal activities such as dnrg dealing, prostitution, and 
(in some places) gambling Some might argue that activities such as drug dealing 
are "bads" rather than "goods" and shouldn't be included in GOP anyway
although a consistent application of this argUlnent might rule out 1nany goods and 
services cunently included in GOP Clearly, though, the services of a housepainter 
who is paid in cash to avoid taxes should be included in GOP Government sta
tisticians regularly adjust GOP figures to include estimates of the underground 
economy's size Because cash is the favOIed Illeal1S of payment for off-the-books 
transactions, one clue to the size of the underground econolllY is the amount of 
cash in circulation . .! 

A particularly important C0111pOnent of econo111ic activity that does not pass 
through markets is the value of the services provided by goverrunent, such as 
defense, public education, and the building and maintenance of roads and bridges 
The fact that most goveInment services are not sold in markets implies a lack of 
market values to use when calculating the government's contribution to GOP, In 
this case the solution that has been adopted is to value govenUl1ent services at their 
cost of plOduction Thus the contribution of national defense to GOP equals the 
government's cost of providing defense: the salaries of service and civilian per
sonnel, the costs of building and maintaining weapons and bases, and so on 
Similarly, the contribution of public education to GOP is measured by the cost of 
teachers' salaries, new schools and equipment, and so on 

Newly Produced Goods and Services. As a measure of current economic 
activity, GOP includes only goods or services that are nevl/Iy produced within the 
current period GOP excludes purchases or sales of goods that were produced in 
previous periods, Thus, although the mmket price paid for a newly constructed 
house would be included in GOP, the price paid in the sale of a used house is not 
counted in GOP (The value of the used house would have been included in GOP 
fOI the year it was built) However, the value of the services of the real estate agent 
involved in the sale of the used house is part of GOP, because those services are 
prOVided in the CUlrent period 

Final Goods and Services. Goods and services produced during a period of 
time may be classified as either intermediate goods and services or final goods and 

-i A det<litcd discussion of NIPA Jdjustments for the underground economy is given in "fhe 
Underground Economy: An Introduction" in thE: May <lnd July 1984 issues of the 5/111'L'f/ ofCIIITL'1I1 
BII;;illcs;; On the use of c<lsh in circut<ltion to estil11Jte the size of the underground economy, see Vito 
T<lnzi, ·'The Underground Economy in the United States: Annu<ll Estimates, 1930-1980," IldF 5/1((f 
Papas, June 1983, pp 283-305 
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services. Intermediate goods and services arc those used up in the production of 
othel goods and services ill tlIc !>I1/11C pL'riod t!Jat thCI! tliCIIISc/UL'S (perl' prodJ/ccd. For 
example, flour that is produced and then llsed to make bread in the same yeal 15 an 
intermedi8te good The trucking company that delivers the flour to the bakery 
provides an intermediute SCI vice 

Final (Toads and services ale those goods and services that are not interme
diate Fin~ goods and services ale the end products of a process Fm example, 
bread pItxluced by the bakery is a final good, and a shoppeI's bus ride home from 
the bakerv is a final service. Because the purpose of economic activity is the pro
duction ~f final goods and services, with intermediate goods being but a step 
along the way, only final goods and selvices are counted in GOP 

Sometimes the distinction between intermediate goods and final goods is 
subtle For example, is a new lathe sold to a furniture manufacturer an interme
diate (Tood or a final good? Although the lathe is used to produce other goods, it 
is not~lsed up during the year Hence it is not an intermediate good; it is a final 
(rood [n pa!ticulal, the lathe is an example of a type of final good called a capi
~al CTood Othel mOle general examples of capital goods include factories, office 
buildings, and equipment. A capital good is a good that is itself produced (which 
rules out natlllal resources such as land) and is used to produce othcI goods; 
however, unlike an intermediate gO(xt a capital good is not used up in the same 
period that it is produced The prepiuers of the national income accounts decid
ed to cliJssify capital goods as final goods and thus to include theil production in 
GOP Their reasoning was that the addition to ploductive capacity that new cap
it;]l goods represent is an important purpose of economic activity 

~\nother subtle distinction bet-ween intermediate and final goods arises in 
the treatment of inventOl V investn1ent. Inventories are stocks of unsold fin
ished goods, goods in pr"ocess, and raw materials held by firms, lnvel~tory 
investment is the amount bv which inventories increase during the year,:' For 
example, suppose that a bal~er began the year with 51000 worth of floUl' in hel 
stolel'OOm and that at the end of the year she is holding 51100 worth of flour 
The difference between her be~"Tinning and endinLo"T stocks, or 5100 worth of flour, " ' equals the baker's inventory investment during the yea! Even though the ulti-
mate plllpose of the baker's floll! is fOJ making bread, h~r innease in in\:ento
ry represents production of flour that is not used up dunng, the yea! As m the 
case of capital goods, inventOlY investment is treated as ;] f1l1al good and thus 
part of GOP because increased inventories on hand imply gleater ploductive 
capacity in the future 

In the Orangelnc-Juicelnc example, we showed that total economic activity 
could be measlll'ed bv summing the value added (value of Olltput minus value of 
purchased inputs) f~! each pl~du(er The advantage of the value-added tech
nic1ue is that it automtlticailv includes final ooods and excludes intermediate _ D 

goods hom the measllle of total output, If you go back to that example, you will 
~ee that, by summing the value added of the two companies, we obtained a mea
sure of economic activitv that included the value of final sales of the two busi
nesses to the public but ~xcluded the intelmediate goods (unprocessed oranges) 
sold to J uicelnc by Ol'angelnc 
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Natural Resources, the Environment, and the National Income Accounts 

!'vluch of any country's economic well-being flows from 
natural, rather thiJl1 human-made, assets-land, rivers 
and oceans, natmal resources (sllch as oil and timber), 
and indeed the <1ir that everyone bl'C<1thes Ideally, for 
the purposes of economic <1nd environmental planning, 
the use <1nd misuse of natl1l<1i resources and the environ
ment should be appropriately measured in the national 
income <1CCOlll1ts Unfortunately, they are not There are 
at least two important conceptual problems with the way 
the national income accounts currently handle the eco
nomic use of natural resources and the enviIonment 

1, Nlltllrrll rCS(lIlt(e deplctioll When an oil driller 
pumps oil from an underground field, the value of the 
oil produced is counted as pmt of the nation's GOP; 
there is no offsetting deduction to account for the fact 
that nonrenewable lesources are being depleted,. In 
principle, the draining of the oil field GlI1 be thought of 
as a type of negative inventory investment because in a 
sense it teduces the inventory of oil If it were included 
in the national income accounts, this IwgClti\·t! inventory 
im'estment would reduce the computed value of GOP 

2 .. Tilt' C(lsts I7l1d [ll'IIL:fits (:l/Jolllllioll COlli rof Imagine that 
a company has the following choices: It can produce $100 
million worth of output and in the process pollute the 
local r i\'cr by dumping its wastes; alternatively, by using 
HI'~/;, of its \\'01 ket's to dispose properly of its wastes, it can 
a\'oid polluting but will get only $90 million of output 
Under current national income accounting rules, if the 
finn chooses to pollute I'i.lther than not to pollute, its con
tribution to GOP will be larger (5100 million rather than 

590 million) because the national income accounts attach 
no explicit value to a dean river. In an ideal accounting 
system, the economic costs of environmental degrada
tion would be subtracted in the calculation of a firm's 
contribution to output, and activities that improve the 
environment-beG1Use they provide real economic bene
fits-would be added to oUlput 

Discussing the national income accounting implica
tions of resource depletion and pollution may seem to 
trivialize these importilnt problems" Actually, because 
GOP and related statistics are used continually in policy 
analyses, abstract questions of measurement often may 
turn out to have significant real effects, For example, 
economic development experts have expressed concern 
that some poor countries, in attempting to raise mea
sured GOP as quickly as possible, have done so in part 
by overexploiting their natural resources and harming 
the environment Conceivably, explicitly incorporating 
"hidden" resource and environmental costs into offi
cial measures of economic growth might cause these 
policies to be modified Similarly, in industrialized 
countries political debates about the environment at 
times ha\'e emphasized the impact on conventionally 
measLired CDP of pIOposed pollution control measures, 
['ather than their impact on overall economic welfare 
Br2lter accounting for environmental quality might 
serve to refocus these debates to the more relevant 
question of whether, for any particular environmental 
proposal, the benefits (economic and noneconomic) 
exceed the costs 

GNP Versus GDP. Until about ten :ye;]IS ago, most economists \vorking \vith U.5 
dat;] focllsed on i1 measure of economic activity known <IS gross national product 
(GNP) lather than on COP However, in 1991, primarily to conform with national 
income accounting practices in other major industrialized countries, the 
Department of Commerce beg;:111 to lise GOP as its basic measure of economic 
activity, The difference between GNP and GOP concerns the treatment of output 
FlIoduced by capital and labot' working outside its home (domestic) country 
Specifically, gross national product is the market value of final goods and services 
newly produced [11/ dOlllestic /iJ(fors L:f prodflction dudng the current period (as 
opposed to ploduction taking place within a country, which is COP) 

VVhen US capital and labol-also called factol's of ploduction-are llsed 
abroad, they produce output and enrn income This output and income are 
included in U S GNP but not in U S GOP beci.1use they don't represent pl(xiuc-
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tion taking place \vithin the United States, So, for example, the value of roads 
built by a US construction company in Saudi Arabia, as measured by the fees 
that the construction company receives from the Saudi government, is counted in 
US GNP but not in U S GOP Similarly, when foreign capital or labor is used in 
the United States, the output produced and the income eamed ale palt of US 
GOP (because the production occurs within the United States) but not of US 
GNP (they are counted in the foreign country's GNP instead) For example, the 
portion of the value of Japanese cars built in the United States that is attributable 
to Japanese capital and management counts in Japanese GNP and US GOP, but 
not in US GNP 

We define net factor payments from abroad (NFP) to be income paid to 
domestic factols of production by the rest of the world minus income paid to for
eign factols of production by the domestic economy Using this concept, we 
express the relationship between GOP and GNP as 

GDP = GNP - NFP (22) 

For the United States, GOP and GNP give sinlilar measures of econonlic activ
ity For example, in 1998 the US. GOP was $8511 billion and the US GNP was 
$8491 billion, a diffelence of about 0.2% The distinction between GNP and GOP is 
mOle impor tant fm countries such as Egypt and Turkey that have many citizens 
working abroad The Ieason is that remittances sent home by workeIs abroad are 
part of a country's GNP but not its GOP 

The Expenditure Approach to Measuring GDP 

A different perspective on the components of GOP is obtained by looking at the 
expenditure side of the national income accounts, The expenditure approach mea
sures GDP as total spending on final goods and services produced within a nation 
during a specified period of time Four major categOlies of spending are added to 
get GOP: consumption, investment, government purchases of goods and services, 
and net expo! ts of goods and services In symbols, 

Y = GOP = total production (o! output) 
= total income 
= total expenditure; 

C = consumption; 
I = investment; 

G = government purchases of goods and seIvices; 
NX = net exports of goods and services 

With these symbols, we express the expenditUIe approach to measming GOP as 

y = C + I + G + NX (2 3) 

Equation (2.3), like Eq (2.1), is one of the basic relationships in macroeconom
ics Equation (2 3) is called the income-expenditure identity because it states that 
income, Y, equals total expenditure, C + I + G + NX Recent U S data for the four 
categmies of spending, along with some major subcategories, are given in Table 2 1 
As you read the rest of this section, you should look at Table 2.1 to get a feel for the 
relative sizes of different components of spending in the US economy 

i' 
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Table 2 .. 1 

Expenditure Approach to Measuring GDP in the United States, 1999 

Billions Percent 
of dollars of GDP 

Personal consumption expenditures (C) 6257 67 .. 6 
Durable goods 759 8.2 
Nondurable goods 1843 19 .. 9 
Services 3656 39.5 
Gross private domestic investment (I) 1623 1705 
Business fixed investment 1167 12.6 

Nonresidential structures 273 30 
Producers' durable equipment 893 97 

Residential Investment 411 44 
Inventory investment 45 05 
Government purchases of goods and services (G) 1630 1706 
Federal 571 62 

National defense 365 39 
Nondefense 206 22 

Stale and local 1059 11 4 
Net exports (NX) -254 -2.7 
Exports 998 108 
Imports 1252 135 
Total (equals GDP) (y) 9256 100.0 

Note Numbers may not acid \0 101als shown O'.ving to rounding 
Source Survey of Curren/Busmess April 2000 Table 1 1 

Consumption. Consumption is spending by domestic households on final 
goods and services, including those produced· abroad h It is the laIgest component 
of expenditure, lIsually accounting for about two-thirds of GOP in the United 
States Consumption expenditures arc grouped into three categories: 

1, (OIlSIIIII('1 durables, which are long-lived consumer items, such as ems, televi
sions, fmniture, nnd major appliances (but not houses, \vhich are classified 
under investment); 

2. lIolldJllobie goods, which ,lie sholter-livcd items, such as food, clothing, and 
fuel; and 

3. sc,.·uiccs, slIch as education, health ((He, financial services, and transportation 

Investment. Investment includes both spending fm new capital goods, called 
fixed ill'UL'stIllCllt, and increases in firms' inventory holdings, called hruclltory im.Jcst-
1IlL'llt Fixed investment in turn has two major components: 

1 bl/si IIL'SS /i.red lm. lcst/IICIl!, which is spend ing by businesses on stI uctures (facto
ries, warehouses, and office buildings, for example) and equipment (such as 
machines, vehides, and fUlniture); and 

Ii LatL:r. \\"12 subh<ld imp{1] t;:; to get totul spL'nding on thl: goods and sen·ice:;; prodllC~d in the domes
Ik t.:(llIHlIHY 
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2 Il.'sidclltiai iIIPCSt/IICllt, which is spending on the construction of l1€\V houses 
iJnd apartment buildings ,Hollses and apartJ11ent buildings ale treated as cap
ital goods because they plOvide a service (sheltel) over a long period of time 

Like consumption, investment includes spending on fmeign-produced goods 
Overall, fixed investment in the United States usually is about one-sixth of GOP 

As we have mentioned, inCIeases in inventories are included in investn1ent 
spending, regaH..iless of \vhy inventories rose. In particular, if a firm produces goods 
that it can't sell, the resulting lise in inventories counts as investment by the finn. 
For the purposes of national income accounting, the firm has, in effect, purchased 
the unsold goods from itself This accounting rule is useful because it guarantees 
that production and expenditule will ahvays be equal in the national income 
accounts Anything that is produced must, by definition, either be bought by a cus
tomer or "purchased" by the firm itself 

Government Purchases of Goods and Services. Govemmenl purchases of 
goods and services, which include any expendituIe by the government fO! a current
ly produced good or service, foreign OI domestic, is the third major component of 
spending. Government purchases in the United States recently have been about one
fifth of GOP Note in I able 2.1 that in the United States the majority of govenunent 
purchases are made by state and local governments, not the Federal govenm1ent 

Not all the checks written by the government are for purchases of goods and 
selvices Transfers, a category that includes government payments for Social 
Security and rvledicare benefitti, unemployment insurance, welfme payments, 
and so on, are payments (primatily to individuals) by the government that me 
not made in exchange for current goods or selvices As a result, they are exclud
ed hom the government purchases category and are not counted in GOP as cal
culated by the expenditure approach SimilaIly, interest payments on the national 
debt are not counted as part of gavel nment pUlchases 

Much like the distinction between private-sector consumption and investment, 
some part of government purchases goes toward current needs (such as employee 
salaries) and some is devoted to acquiring capital goods (such as office buildings) 
Until recently, the U S national income accounts didn't distinguish between con
sumption and investment activities carried out by the govermnent. Since 1996, 
however, government spending on capital goods (buildings and equipment) has 
been bloken out hom otheI government plilchases. Investment by the govern
ment is fairly sizable-mme than $200 billion annually in recent years, or about 
one-fifth of the amount invested annually by the private sectm. When we speak of 
"investment" in the national income accounts, hO\vever, we are generally referring 
to investment by the private sector, I; fm simplicity, we include government invest
ment with otheI government pllIchases of goods and services, G 

Net E)(ports. Net exports are exports minus impor ts As discussed in Chapler 1, 
exports are the goods and services ploduced within a country that are purchased 
by foreigners; imports me the goods and services produced abload that are pur
chased by a country's residents Net exports are positive if exports are greater than 
impmts and negative if imports exceed exports 

Exports are added to total spending because they represent spending (by for
eigners) on final goods and services produced in a country Imports are subtracted 
from total spending because consumption, investment, and government purchases 

Table 2.2 
Income Approach to Measuring GDP in the United States. 1999 

Compensation 01 employees 
Proprietors' income 
Rental income of persons 
Corporate profits 
Net interest 
Total (equals National Income) 
Plus Indirect bUsiness taxes (and other small items) 
Equals Net National Product 
Plus Consumption of fixed capital 
Equals Gross National Product (GNP) 
Less Factor income received from rest of world 
Plus Payments of lactor income to rest 01 world 
Equals Gross Domestic Product (GOP) 

Note ['Jumbers may not add to totals shovm owing to rounding 
Source Survey of Current Business April 2000 Tables 1 9 and 1 14 

Billions 
of dollars 

5332 
659 
146 
893 
468 

7496 
604 

8100 
1136 
9236 

302 
322 

9256 

Percent 
ofGDP 

57.6 
71 
1 6 
96 
5 1 

81.0 
65 

87,S 
123 
99.8 
33 
35 

100 .. 0 
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ale defined to include impmted goods and services Subtracting imports ensures that 
total spending, C + I + G + NX, reflects spending only on output ploduced in the 
counhy For example, an increase in impmts may mean that Americans are buying 
Japanese cms instead of AmeIican cars. For fixed total spending by domestic resi
dents, therefore, an increase in imports lowers spending on domestic ploduction 

The Income Approach to Measuring GDP 

The thiId and final way to measure GOP is the income approach It calculates 
GOP by adding the incomes received by producels, including plofits, and taxes 
paid to the government A key part of the income approach is a concept known as 
national income National income is the slim of five types of income (see Table 2.2 
for recent US data) 

1. COlllpl.'llsatioll L:r l.'lIIployel.'s Compensation of employees is the income of 
WOI kers (excluding the self-employed) and includes wages, salaries, employee ben
efits (including contributions by employers to pension plans), and employer contri
butions to Social Security As you can see hom Table 2 2, compensation of employees 
is the largest component of national income, accounting for 58% of GOP in 1999 7 

2. PlOplictol s' iI/Wille. Proprietors' income is the income of the nonincorporat
ed self-employed Because many self-employed people Own some capital (examples 
me a farmer's tractor 01 a dentist's X-ray machine), proprietms' income includes 
both labor income and capital income Proprietors' income was TY<) of GOP in 1999 

3. RClltn! inwlIle L:f PCI50llS Rental income of persons, a small item, is the 
income earned by individuals who mvn land 01 stluctlll'es that they lent to others 
Some miscellaneous types of income, such as royalty income paid to authors, 

7 Compensation of employees overstah.:s the lake-home income of workers As in each of the other 
nH..'aStlreS of incorl1t.' on this list, pnrt of tht.' income received by t:mp!oyces must bt.' paid to the govern
ment uS taxes 
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lccmding artists, and otheIS, also ,He included in this categOIY Rental income of 
persons was about "1.6% ofCDP in 1999,S 

40 Corporate p}'(:f/ts Cmpol'ate profits are the profits earned by corporations 
and represent the remainder of corporate revenue after wages, interest, rents, and 
other costs have been pakt Corporate profits ale llsed to pay taxes levied on cor
porations, such as the corporate income tax, and to pay dividends to shareholders 
The rest of corporate profits afteI taxes and dividends, called retained earnings, are 
kept by the corpmation. Corporate plofits generally ale a modest fraction of CDP 
(10% of GOP in 1999), but the amount of profits ea!l1ed by corporations may 
change dramatically from yea!' to yem 01 even from quarter to quarter 

5. Net il/fcII.!:;t Net interest is interest earned by individuals from businesses 
and fmeign sources minus interest paid by individuals. In 1999 net interest \vas 5%.) 
of GOP, down from 11 % in 1990 The recent decline in net interest reflects falling 
intelest Iates and some Ieduction in the use of debt by corporations 

In addition to the five components of national income just described, three 
other items need to be accounted fol' to obtain CDP: 

iii indirect business taxes; 

iii depreciation; and 

III net factor payments 

illditcd bliSilIcss faxes, such as sales and excise taxes, are paid by businesses to 
Fedel aI, state, and local governments Indirect business taxes do not appear in any 
of the five categories of income discussed, but because they are income to the gov
elnment, they must be added to national income to measure all of a counhy's 
incOine Nationtll income plus indirect business taxes equals net national product 
(NNP), as indicated in Table 2 2 q 

Depreciation (also known as consumption of fixed capital) is the value of the 
capittll that wems out during the period over which economic activity is being mea
sUl'ed. HI In the calculation of the components of national income (specifically, PIO
prietOIs' income, COrpOltlte pl'Ofits, and lental income), depreciation is subtracted 
from total, or glOSS, income Thus, to compute the total or gloss amount of income, 
we must add back in depreciation The sum of net national product and deprecia
tion is glOSS national ploduct (GNP) Gross national product and gross domestic 
product are called gross because they measure the nation's total production or 
output of goods and services without subtracting depleciation 

As we discussed earlier, to go from GNP to GOP we have to subtract net factor 
payments from abroad, NFP (see Eq 2.2) As we have aheady mentioned and as 
you can see fIOHl Table 2.2, fm the United States net factor payments ale relative
ly small and so GOP and GNP are very close 

8 Rentill incollH:.' of persons is il tiny fril(tion of GDP beciluse it represents net rentill income. ()r rents 
received minus the cost of repbcing worn-out or depreciilted structures AlsQ, rentnl income of per
sons docs not include nil rents pnid in the economy beG'lllSl' it excludes rents received by corporations 

9 ;\ few smilll ,ldditiollnl items nrc included in NNP, such ilS nd subsidies to government enterpris~ 
es We do not discuss tlll'Sl' items here 

W Depredation (consumption of fixed cilpilill) includes both cilpitnl thnt physically wears out and 
capital th'lt is scrapped bccallse it is 110 lon~er economically useful For installce, still-functioning 
computers that Me scrappL'd bL'cause they han' bl'en Illildc obsolete by later models would be includ
ed in Lkprcci<1tion 

2.3 
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Private Sector and Government Sector Income. [n this section we have 
measured economic activitv as the sum of all the incomes Ieceived in an economv 
Sometimes, however, ecoI;omists need to know how much of total income w;s 
received by the private sector (households and businesses) and how much accrues 
to the government sector, which in the United States consists of Federal, state, and 
local governnlents. For exanlple, in trying to predict the demand for consumeI' 
goods, focllsing on the income available to the private sector might be nlore useful 
than focllsing on the income of the economy as a whole 

The income of the private sector, knm,vn as private disposable income, mea
sures the amount of income the private sector has available to spend. In general, as 
for an individual family, the disposable income of the pIivate sectOI' as a \<\Ihole 
equals income received from private-sector activities, plus payments received by 
the private sectOI' hom the government, minus taxes paid to the government The 
precise definition is 

where 

private disposable income"" Y + NFP + T R + [NT T, 

Y"" gross domestic product (GDP); 
NFP "" net f<lctor payments from abroad; 

T R "" tr ansfers received from the government; 
lNT "" interest payments on the government's debt; 

T "" taxes ~ 

(2-1) 

As you can see from Etl (24), private disposnble income el1uals privale seclol 
income earned at home (GOP) and abroad (net factor payments from abroad, 
NF P)} I pillS payments to the private sector from the government sector (transfers, 
r R, and interest on the government debt, INT); minus taxes paid to the govern
ment, T 

The part of GOP that is not at the disposal of the private sector is the net 
income of the government sector. Net government income equals taxes paid by the 
private sector, T, minus payments from the government to the private sector (trans
fers, T R, and interest payments on the government debt, [NT): 

net government income"" T - TR -lNT (25) 

Adding Eqs (24) and (25) yields the slim of private disposable income and net 
government income, Y + NF P, which is gross national product 

Saving and Wealth 

If you wanted to assess the economic situation of a household, the cmrent income of 
the household would be an important piece of information. However, someone 
with a high cunent income isn't necessarily better off economically than someone 
with a low current income. For example, a retired tycoon who has no current emn
ings but owns real estate worth $10 million probably is economically better off than 
a newly graduated doctor with a high salary but heavy debts left over from medical 
school To determine how well off a household is, in addition to knowing current 

11 Note that the sum of incomes eilrnec! at home and nbrond, GDP + NfP equals GNP 
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income, you also need to know what the household ovvns (its assets) and owes (its 
liabilities) .. The value of assets minus the value of liabilities is called wealth. 

As for a household, the economic well-being of a country depends not only on its 
income but also on its \,\Icalth. The wealth of an entire nation is called national wealth. 

An important determinant of vvealth is the rate of saving: A family that puts 
aside a quarter of its income each month will accumulate wealth much more quick
ly than a family with the same income that saves only 2% of its income Sitllilarly, 
the rate at \vhich national wealth inoeases depends on the rate at \vhich individu
als, businesses, and governments in the economy save Thus Iates of saving and 
\vealth accumulation are closely Ielated 

In this section we present some concepts of aggregate saving and \vealth and 
examine the relationships among them QUI main inteIest here is measurement 
Questions such as what determines the late of saving in a country are covered in 
latel' chapters 

Measures of Aggregate Savllng 

In general, the saving of any economic unit is the unit's cturen! income minus its 
spending on current needs. The saving mtc of an economic unit is its saving divid
ed by its income Flom a macroeconomic perspective, three important meaSUIes of 
saving are private saving, government saving, and national saving. SU1llmary table 1 
outlines the definitions of each measure 

Private Saving. The saving of the pIivate sectOl, known as private saving, 
equals private disposable income minus consumption Using the definition of pri
vate disposable income from Eq. (2.4), \ve have 

Sp\! :::: pri\,ilte disposable income - consumption 
~(Y+NFP-T+Tn+INT)-C, 

(2.6) 

\vhele Sp\! is private saving. Consumption is subtracted from private disposable 
income to obtain pIivate saving because consumption lepresents the private 

Summary '1 

Measures of Aggregate Saving 

Saving Measure 

Private saving 

Government saving 

National saving 

Definition and Formula 

Private disposable income less consumption 

Sr';' ~ (Y+ NFP- T + TR+ fN7)- C 

Government receipts less governrnent outlays 

Private saving plus government saving; also 
GNP (Y + NFp) less consumption and government 
purchases 

S:::: SpVl + 590'11 

~Y+NFP-C-G 
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sectOI's spending to meet current needs. Investment, although part of private 
sector spending, is not subtracted from private disposable income because capital 
goods are purchased to enhance future productive capJcity {'Jther than to satisfy 
cunent needs. The private saving mtc is private saving divided by pIivate dis
posable income 12 

Government Saving. The 1996 revision of the national income and product 
accounts (N[PA) led to J change in the official definition of government saving 
Before 1996, government saving was defined as net government income, Eq (25), 
less government purchases of goods and services Using Sgod for government 
saving, \,\'e write the traditional definition of government saving as 

Sgol'l :::: net govemment income - govemment purchases 
~ (T - TR - INT) - G 

(2 7) 

Equation (2 '7) treats total government purchases, G, as the government's 
spending to meet current needs. Thus the definition of govelnment saving fits the 
genewl definition of saving as income less spending on CUlTent needs 

Howevel, as we discussed emlier, not all government purchases ale in fact 
devoted to satisfying current needs; some part of G is devoted to the acquisition of 
long-lived capital, such as schools, highways, and dams The 1996 NIPA Ievisions, 
unlike prior versions, l"Heak total government purchases into the portion devoted 
to current needs (lefened to as gO'[lCI'IIIIICllt COll5111l1ptioll) and the portion spent on 
long-lived capital goods (referred to as :;OZlL'II1I1IL'llt imJL'stlllcllt). Under the new 
system, government saving is defined as net government income less govermnent 
consumption only, ratheI than net government income less all government pur
chases This new approach increases the amount of measured saving and invest
ment in the US. economy by the amount of government investment, an amount 
exceeding $200 billion per yeaI'. [J 

Although the ne\v definition of goveII1ment saving is conceptually more COl

lect, for most of the analyses in this book, keeping track of government consump
tion and government investment separately is an unnecessary complication To 
keep things as simple as pOSSible, vve usually ignore government investment, 
assuming that government purchases ale made up entiIely of government con
sumption With this assumption, we can use the traditional definition of govern
ment saVing, EL1 (27) _ \,yhen considering issues such as the government budget 
deficit, however, you should keep in mind that, in fact, some government spend
ing is devoted to building OI acquiring long-lived capital goods 

Another, probably more familiar, name for government saving is the govern
ment budget surplus, The government budget surplus equals government receipts 
minus government outlays. Government receipts equal tax revenue, T 

12 A measure of aggregate saving that you rna)' hear !'l:pmted and disclissed is pcr:;;oll111 :;;(1t.illg .. which 
is the si1\'ing of the household portion of the private sector Personal saving differs from private 
saving by excluding saving done within busim.'sses The personal saving ratt: in thc United States has 
bcen notoriously low Ho\\,(.'vef, because businesses me owned and controlled bv households, it 
makes little eco;lOmic sense to distinguish between the portion of private s<lving-done within hOllse~ 
holds and the portion donc within busine%es Thus wc fOCLlS 011 private rather than personnl saving 

13 Note thilt, by similar reasoning, household spending on cars and other long~!i\'ed consumer 
durables should not be subtracted from private disposable income in the calculation of private 
SJ\ ing; howe\ er, in practice they arc subtracted 
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Government outlays are the sum of government purchases of goods and services, 
G, tlansfeIs, T R, and interest payments on government debt, [NT Thus the govern
ment budget surplus equals T - (G + T R + INT), which, as you can see ftom Eq (27), 
is the same as government saving 

When government I€ceipts are less than government outlays, the difference 
between outlays and receipts is knovvll as the government budget deficit. Thus, 
\<\Ihen the government llins a budget deficit, with its outlays gIeateI than its 
receipts, goveInment saving is negative, 

National Saving. National saving, or the saving of the economy as a whole, 
equals private saving plus government saving. Using the definitions of pIivate 
and government saving, Eqs (26) and (2]), "ve obtain national saving, 5: 

5 = 5pI t + 5g()I·t 

= (Y + NFP - T + T R + INT - C) + (T - T R - INT - G) 

=Y+NFP-C-G 

(28) 

Equation (28) shmvs that national saving equals the total income of the economy, 
Y + NFP (which ecpals GNP), minus spending to satisfy current needs (consump
tion, C, and government purchases, G) 

The Uses of PI"ivate Saving 

How is pl'ivate saving in an economy put to use? Private saving is used to fund 
new capital investment, provide the resources the government needs to finance its 
budget deficits, and acquire assets from 01 lend to foreigners 

10 derive an important identity that illustlates the uses of private saving, we 
first use the income-expenditure identity (Eq 2.3) and substitute C + I + G + NX for 
Y in the expression fOI national saving (Eq. 2.8): 

5 = (C + I + G + NX) + NFP - C - G 

Simplifying this explession, we obtain 

5=1+(NX+NFP) (29) 

The expression for national saving in Eq (29) contains the term NX + NFl', 
which is the sum of net expOl' ts and net factor payments, and is called the current 
account balance, CA [.j The current account balance equals payments leceived 
from abroad in exchange fO! currently produced goods and services (including 
factoI services), minus the analogous payments made to foreigners by the domes
tic economy Substituting CA for NX + NFP in Eq (29), we obtain 

5=I+CA ~lm 

We now have an expression for national saving,S; our goal is an expression fO! 
pIivate saving, Spvt Equation (2.8) shm,\'s that private sav~ng, S~wt' equals nati~nal 
saving, 5, minus government saving, Sgovt Then, subttactmg Sgovt from both SIdes 
of Eq (2.10), we get 

(2.11) 

1-1 Actu<lll\', the current <lccount b,"d<lnce <l150 includes the term /Ie! lilli/a/era/ /1'i11lsfcr:.. which mC<l
:-ilU't;!S [{',Ills"fers bf.!twef.!11 countl ics :-ilH.:h ,1S prh",lte gifts or official foreign <lid (sf.!e Ch<lptcr 5) In Ollr 
<lIwlysis we gcncruJly ignore this term 

The Uses of 
Saving and the 
Role of 
Government 
Budget Deficits 
and Surpluses 
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where -Sgo\'1 is the government budget deficit 
Equation (2.11) is anotheI important macroeconomic identity, called the uses

of-saving identity_ It states that an economy's prh-ate sadng is used in three ways 

1, Investment ([) Firms bOll ow from private savers to finance the construction 
and purchase of new capital (including residential capital) and inventory investment 

2. The govel'1lll/cllt blldget deficit (-5go\ t). \rVhen the government runs a budget 
deficit (so that Sgmol is negative and -SgO\"1 is positive), it must bonow from private 
savers to cover the difference between outlays and Ieceipts 

3. Thc ClIncllt aCCollllt balnllce (CA) \rVhen the U.s current account balance is 
positive, foreigners' receipts of payments f10m the United States are not sufficient 
to cover the payments they make to the United States To make up the difference, 
foreignels must either borrow from u.s private savers or sell to U S savers some 
of theil' assets, such as land, factories, stocks, and bonds. Thus financing the current 
account balance is a use of a country's private saving 

In contrast, when the U.S current account balance is negative, as it was during 
most of the 1980s and 1990s, US receipts of payments from foreigners are not suf
ficient to covel US payments to foreignels. To offset this excess of payrnents over 
receipts, the United States must borrow hom fOIeignels or sell to foreigners some 
US assets In this case foreigners use their saving to lend to the United States or to 
acquile U S. assets I:; 

15 The CUITE:nt account and its rt'l<ltiollship to inlr-rnal'ioni11 borroWing "nd lending ,m} discuss<:d in 
gre<lter dt:t<lil in Chilpter 5 

Understanding the uses-of-saving identity is a helpful first step for analyzing some 
complicated macroeconomic issues. For example, the effects of government budget 
deficits and surpluses on the economy are argued endlessly. Equation (2.11) shows 
that, if SS''''' faUs so that the government budget deficit increases, at least one of the 
foUowing three things, or a combination of them, must happen: (1) private saving 
must rise, (2) investment must fall, and/ or (3) the current accOlmt balance must faU 

Figure 2.1 shows the behavior of private saving and its three uses in the United 
States since 1959, all measured as a percentage of GOP. The increase in the Federal 
budget deficit in 1982 is evident in the sharp decrease in Sgov" which includes the 
saving of state and local governments as well as Federal governInent saving 
During the early 19805, the drop in Sgm·, was accompanied by a decline in invest
ment relative to private saving From 1984 until near the end of the decade, how
ever, investment nearly equaled private saving, so the large government budget 
deficit (negative Sgov,) was matched by a large current account deficit. As men
tioned in Chapter 1, the nearly equal government budget deficit and current 
account deficit were known as the "twin deficits," 

In 1991, the current account balance was nearly zero, so the large government 
budget deficit meant that investment was much less than private saving. Since 
1992, the budget deficit has been shrinking so that Sgov' has been growing. By the 
end of the 1990s, Sgov, was positive, reflecting the emergence of Federal budget sur
pluses. The sharp increase in Saovt has been accon1panied by an increase in invest~ 
ment spending dnring this period. 
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Figure 2.1 
The uses~of~saving 
identity in the United 
States, 1959-1998 
The figure illustrates the 
l1ses~of-sa\'ing identity
which implies that pri~ 

vate saving plus 
government saving 
equals the sum of invest
ment and the CLlrrent 

<1CCOl1nt balance-for the 
United States over the 
period 1959-1998 All 
variables are measured 
as a percentage of GOP, 
and government saving 
is the combined saving of 
Feder,,!, state, and local 

governments 
S(l1Irt(';;: Clllnp{lnent~ ~\f uscs
of-~,l\'ing identity from T nblc 
13-32 of the EUlI/omit' l~t'J!orJ of 
till' f'f<'~idt'1l1. 1')99; GDP from 
Ti1blc 13-1 of the EWI/omi( 
l~,p(lrl (:f till' Pr,'sidull, 1999; 
1998 data from Tables 5 'I and 
I I of the SlIn"!I11"CIIITLIII 
llu:-;iu(:>.'; August 1999 
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Re~atirog Savirog am:! Wealth 
Saving is a key econOlnic variable because it is closely relate~ to U:e rate o~ wealth 
accUlnulation. In the rest of this section we discuss the relationslup of savmg and 
wealth. To do so, however, \ve must first introduce the concept of stocks versus flows. 

Stocks and Flows. The economic variables we have discussed so fm in this 
chapter-such as GOP and the various types of expenditure, income, and ~aving
are measured per unit of time (for example, per quarter or per year), For lllstance, 
alUlual GDP figures measure the economy's production per yeaL Variables that are 
measured pel unit of time ale called flow variables.. . 

In contrast, some econornic variables, called stock vanables, are defmed at a 
point in time. Examples of stock vmiables include the amount of money in your 
bank account on September 15 of this year and the total value of all houses 111 the 
United States on January 1, 2001 

In many applications a flow variable is the rate of change in a stock variable A 
classic exanlple is a bathtub with water flowing in from a f~ucet. The amou~t of 
water in the tub at any moment is a stock variable. The umts of a stock vanable 
(gallons, in this case) don't have a time dimension. The rate at ,,:hich :vater.enters 
the tub is a flow variable; its units (gallons per minute) have a tIme dImenSIOn. In 
this case the flow equals the rate of change of the stock 
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Wealth and Saving as Stock and Flow. Saving and wealth ale related to each 
other in much the same way that the flow and stock of \vater in a bathtub are 
related The wealth of any economic unit, also called net worth, is its assets (the 
things that it owns, including IOUs from other economic units) minus its liabilities 
(what it owes to other units) .. Wealth is measured in dollars at a point in tirne and 
is a stock variable, Saving is measured in dollars per unit time and is a flow vari
able, Because saving takes the form of an accumulation of assets or a reduction in 
liabilities (for example, if saving is used to payoff debts), it adds to wealth just as 
water flowing into a bathtub adds to the stock of water. 

National Wealth. National wealth is the total wealth of the residents of a coun
try National wealth consists of two parts: (1) the country's domestic physical 
assets, such as its stock of capital goods and land;16 and (2) its net foreign assets 
The net foreign assets of a country equal the country's foreign assets (foreign 
stocks, bonds, and factories owned by domestic residents) minus its foreign liabil
ities (domestic physical and financial assets owned by foreigners). Net foreign 
assets are part of national wealth because they represent claims on foreigners that 
are not offset by foreigners' claims on the domestic economy 

Domestic financial assets held by domestic residents are not par t of national 
wealth because the value of any domestic financial asset is offset by a domestic 
financial liability For example, a checking account of a US resident in a U S. bank 
is an asset for the depositor but a liability for the bank; it thus does not represent 
wealth for the economy as a whole In contrast, a US resident's checking account 
in a foreign bank has no corresponding domestic liability (it is a liability of a for
eigner) and so is part of US national wealth 

National wealth can change in hvo ways over time First, the value of the exist
ing assets 01' liabilities that make up national wealth may change. For example, the 
dramatic increase in the stock market during the 1990s increased US national 
wealth. The wearing out or depreciation of physical assets, which corresponds to a 
drop in the value of those assets, reduces national wealth 

The second way that national wealth can change is through national saving 
Over any particular period of time, with the value of existing assets and liabilities 
held constant each extra dollar of national saving adds a dollar to national 
wealth. That is, 

5 = I + CA, 

which you will recognize as Eq (210). This equation shows that national saving 
has two uses: (1) to increase the stock of domestic physical capital through invest
ment, i, and (2) to increase the nation's stock of net foreign assets by lending to for
eigners or acquiring foreign assets in an amount equal to the current account 
balance, CA But each dollar by which domestic physical assets or net foreign 
assets increase is a dollar by which national wealth increases Thus, as we claimed, 
increases in national saving incIease national wealth dollar for dollar As in the 

l6 In principle, national wealth should also include the value of the skills and training of the coun
try's residents-what economists call human capital In practice. because of measurement problems, 
human capital is not usually included in measures of national wealth 
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example of water flowing into a bathtub, the mOle rapid the flow of national 
saving, the more quickly the stock of national wealth will rise 

How do national saving and investment in the United States compare to that in 
other countries? The United States is a relatively low-saving country, compared to 
otheI industrialized nations Investment is also relatively low in the United States, 
according to the official statistics. 17 However, investment rates in the United States 
are generally highel than saving rates Using the relationship 5 :::: I + CA, we see 
that, if investment, I, is greater than national saving,S, then the ClIlrent account bal
ance, CA, must be negative As we mentioned earlier, the U.S current account has 
indeed been in deficit since the early 19805 In contIast, high-saving countries such 
as Japan have typically had investment rates lower than their saving Iates, result
ing in conSistently positive CUlIent account balances for those countries, 

All of the key maCloeconOlnic variables that we have discussed so far in this chap
ter-GOP, the components of expenditure and income, national wealth, and 
saving-are measmed in terms of cunent market values Such variables are called 
nominal variables. The advant<lge of using malket values to measure economic 
activity is that it allows summing of different types of goods and services 

However, a problem with measuring economic activity in nominal telms arises 
if you \vant to compare the values of an economic variable-GOP, fm example-at 
two diffelent points in time. If the current market value of the goods and services 
included in GOP changes over time, you can't tell whether this change Ieflects 
changes in the quantities of goods and services produced, changes in the prices of 
goods and services, or a combination of these factOl's.l:or example, a large inCIease 
in the cunent market value of GOP might mean that a countly has greatly expand
ed its production of goods and selvices, OI it might mean that the country has expe
Iienced inflation, which raised the prices of goods and selvices 

Real GDP 

Economists have devised methods fOl breaking down changes in nominal variables 
into the part owing to changes in physical quantities and the part owing to changes 
in prices Consider the numerical example in I able 2.3, which gives production and 
price data fol' an economy that produces two types of goods: computeIs and bicycles. 
The data are presented for two different years. In year 1, the value of GOP is $46,000 
(5 computers wOIth $1200 each and 200 bicycles wOIth $200 each). In year 2, the value 
of GOP is S66,000 (10 computers worth S600 each and 250 bicycles worth $240 each), 
which is 4JSXl higher than the value of GDP in year 1 This 43 51}'o increase in non1i
nal GDP does not reflect either a 43.5% increase in phYSical output or a 43,5(},o increase 
in pI ices. instead, it reflects changes in both output and prices 

How much of the 43.5% increase in nominal output is athibutable to an increase 
in physical output? A simple way to remove the effects of price changes, and thus 

17 Some economists hnn~ suggested Ihat tht.: 1m\' US sU\'ing nnd inn~stment rntes reflect \'uri~)us 
I11l'n!'Ufc·mt.:nt pr&11l'nls ilS f11urh il~ fundnllwntnl diffefvno..'s in behnvitlf Set', for eXilmple vVillinOl 
Dewald and l'vlkhuc! Uhlll, "Appreciating U 5 Saving and !I1\'cstment;" Bllsilless EWI10111b, Jnnu<lry 
1 Y92, pp -1-2-16 

Table 2.3 
Production and Price Data 

Year 1 Year 2 
Percent change from 

year 1 to year 2 

Product (quantity) 
Computers 
Bicycles 

Price 
Computers 
Bicycles 

Value 
Computers 
Bicycles 

Total 

Table 2.4 

5 10 
200 250 

51,200/computer 
S200/bicycle 

= 

56.000 
$40.000 

546,000 

S600/computer 
S240/bicycle 

56,000 
560,000 

S66,000 

=== 

Calculation of Real Output with Alternative Base Years 

Calculation of real output with base year::: Year 1 

Current 
quantities Base-year prices 

Year 1 

Computers 5 X $1,200 
Bicycles 200 X 5200 

Total = 
Year 2 

Computers 10 X 51,200 
Bicycles 250 X 5200 

Total = 
Percentage growth ot real GDP = (562,000 - 546000)/546.000 = 34.8% 

Calculation of real output with base year::: Year 2 

CUrrent 
quantities Base~year prices 

Year 1 

Computers 5 X 5600 
Bicycles 200 X 8240 

Tota! ::: 
Year 2 

Computers 10 X $600 
Bicyc!es 250 X $240 = 

Total ::: 
Percentage growth 01 real GDP = (866,000 - S51 ,000)/551 ,000 = 294% 

+100% 
+25% 

o 
+50% 

+435% 

56,000 
540,000 
546,000 

512,000 
S50,000 
562,000 

83,000 
$48,000 
551,000 

S6,000 
560,000 
566,000 
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to foclIs on changes in quantities of Olltput, is to measwe the value of ploduction in 
each yenr by using the prices hom some base year For this example, let's choose 
year '1 as the base year Using the prices from yeaI' "1 ($1200 per computer and $200 
per bicycle) to value the production in year 2 (1O computers and 250 bicycles) yields 
a value of 562,000, as shown in Table 2.-1. 'vVe say that $62,000 is the value of real GOP 
in yeaI' 2, measured using the prices of year "1 
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In general, an economic variable that is measUlcd by the prices of a biJse year 
is called a real variable" Real economic variables meaSllre the physical quantity of 
economic activity Specifically, real GOP, also called cOl/stallt-dollar GOP, mea
sures the physical volume of an economy's final production using the prices of a 
base veal. Nominal GOP, also called ([IITcllt-dollal" GOP, is the dollnt' value of an 
ecol1(;my's final output measUlcd tit (Llll'Cnt market prices_ Thus nominal GDP in 
year 2 fm Ollr example is $66,000, which we computed ear Iier using current (that is, 
year 2) prices to value output 

What is the value of real GOP in yea! l? Continuing to treat year "1 as the base 
yeaI, use the prices of year 1 (51200 pel' computer and 5200 pel' bicycle) to value 
production The production of 5 computet's and 200 bicycles has a value of $46,000, 
Thus the value of leal GOP in year 1 is the same as the value of nominal COP in 
year 1. This result is a general one: Because cunent prices and base-year prices are 
the 5<lme in the base year, real and nominal values are always the same in the base 
year Specifically, real GDP and nominal GOP ,He equal in the base year 

Now we are prepared to calculate the increase in the physical production flOm 
year 1 to year 2 Rea! GOP is designed to meaSUle the physical quantity of PIO
duction Because leal GOP in year 2 is 562,000, and I'eal GOP in year 1 is 546,000, 
output, as measmed by leal COP, is 34.8% higher in year 2 than in year 1 

Prke ~fi'lde}(es 

We havE' spell how to calculate the portion of the chnnge in nominal GOP owing 
to a change in physical quantities Now we turn our attention to the change in 
plices by using price indexes A price index is a mensure of the avelage level of 
prices for some specified set of goods and services, Ie\ative to the prices in a 
specified base year For example, the GOP deflator is a price index that measures 
the overalileveJ of prices of goods and set vices included in GOP, and is defined 
by the formula 

leal GOP ~ nominal GOP/GOP deflatDl 

The GOP deflator is the amount by which nominal GOP must be divided, or 
"deflated," to obtain real GOP In our example, we have <llleady computed nomi
nal GOP and real GOP, so we can now calculate the GDP defl<llol' by rcwIiting the 
preceding formul<l as 

GOP deflotol = nominal GOP/leal GOP 

In yem 1 (the base yeal in our example), nominal GOP and real GOP ale equ,ll, 
so the GOP deflator equals 1 111 This result is an example of the general principle 
that the GOP defialOI always equals 1 in the base year In year 2, nomil1<l1 GOP is 
566,000 (see Table 2 3) and real GOP is 562,000 (see Table 2 4), so the GOP deflator 
in yeal 2 is 566,000/$62,000 = 'I 065, which is 6 5% higher than the value of the GOP 
deflator in year 1. Thus the ovcl'allieve! of prices, as measUl'ed by the GOP defla
tor, is 6 S(XI higheI in year 1 than in year 1 

The measurement of leal GOP and the GOP defiatOi depends on the choice of 
a base yem Box 2 2 demonstl'Jtes that the choice of a base yea!" can have impOItant 

18 Tht: GOP defintor nftl!l1 is rnultiplitd by !(lO, so that it t:quals ](l(l rather than 1 Otl in thl' base: YCiH 
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The widespread use of computers has revolutionized 
business, educ<1tioll, and leisure throughout much of 
the developed world The haction of the real spending 
in the United Stilles devoted to computers quintupled 
between the mid FJSOs i1nd the mid 19905,' while com
puter prices fell by more than 1m-;, per year on a\'er~ 
i1ge t The shilrp increilsc in the I'C<1\ quantity of 
computers ,mel the ShL11p decline in computer prices 
higlilight the pwblem of choosing a base year in calcll~ 
lating the growth of rca] GOP 

We can use the example in TaL"des:2 3 and :2.4, which 
includes a large increase in the quantity of computers 
coupled with a sharp decreilse in computeI' prices, to 
illustrJte the problem. We hm'e shown thilt, when we 
treat year "I as the base year, real output increases by 
3..J- S'~,;, hom yeaI' 1 to year 2 i-10\\'c\'er, i1S we wil1sce in 
this box using Table 2..J-, we get a subst<1ntially different 
measwe of real output growth if we treat yem 2 as the 
base year Tn.'<1ting ye<1r 2 as the bJse year meilns that 
we use the prices of year 2 to \,<1lue output SpecificJIly, 
each computer is \'Jlued Jt 560U and each bicycle is 
v<1lued at 5:2..J-O Thus the Will viliue of the 5 computers 
Jnd 200 bicycles produced in year 1 is S51,OOO If we 
continue to trent yem 2 as the base YCilI', the real \'alue 
of output in yeaI' 2 is the same as the nominal value of 
output, which we have alre<1dy calculated to be 566,000 
Thus, by treilting yenI 2 as the basc yea!", we sec real 
output grow from S51,000 in year 1 to S66,OOO in ye<1r 2, 
nn increase of 2t) . ..J-'~,-" 

Let's sUlllmarize our Gllculations so fiII Using year 1 
<1S the bJse year, the calculJted growth of output is 
3..J- S'~'-;" but using yeJI":2 as the base year, the cJlcubted 
gwwth of output is only 29 . .f(~/;1 Why does this diffcI
ence arise? In this examplc, the quantity of computers 
grows by W(n';, (froll,) 5 Lo "(0) nnd the quantity of bicy
cles grows by ].5':,;, (from 200 to 250) frolll yeiII 1 to year 
2 The computed growth of (werall outpul-3 .. t8(;;, using 
ycar 1 as the base YCilr or 29 . ..J-(~,;, using yeJI" 2 as the base 
yeJl"-is between the growth rates of the two individual 
goods The overall growth mte is a sort of \veighted 
ayerage of the growth rate of the individual goods 

\'Vhen year 1 is the b<1se year, we use year 1 prices to 
value output, and in year 1 computers are much more 
expensi\'e than bicycles Thus the growth of overall 
output is closer to the very high growth rate of comput
ers than when the growth rate is computed using year 2 
as the base year 

Vvhich base year is the "right" one to use? There is 
no clear rCJson to prefer one over the other. Io deal 
with this pr-oblem, in 1995 the Bureau of Economic 
Analysis introduced chain-weighted indexes to mea
sure rei'll GOP. Chain-weighted reill GOP represents a 
mathematical compromise between using year 1 and 
using year 2 ilS the base year. The growth rate of real 
GOP computcd using chain~weighted reJI GOP is a sort 
of avemge of the growth rate computed lIsing year 1 as 
the base yeilr and the growth rate computed using year 
2 as the base year (In this example, the growth rate of 
real GOP using chain-weighting is 321 (:·:1, but we will 
not go through the details of that calculation here )t 

Before the Bureau of Economic Analysis adopted 
chain-weighting, it used 19t57 as the base yem to compute 
real GOP As time passed, it became necessary to update 
the bJSC year so that the prices used to compute rei'll GOP 
would reflect the true values of various goads being pro
duced Every time the base year was cl1i'1nged, the 
Bureau of Economic Analysis h<1d to calculate new his
torical data for real GOP Chain~weighting effectively 
updates the base yem autolllatic<1Uy The annual grmvth 
rate for a given year is computed using that year and the 
preceding year as base years As time goes on, there is 
no need to recompute histOl'ical growth rJtes of real GOP 
using new base years. Nevertheless, chain-weighted real 
GOP has a peculiar fCJture Although the income-expen
diture identity, Y = C + 1+ G + NX, always holds exactly 
in nominal terms, for technical reasons, this relationship 
necd not hold exactly when GOP and its components are 
measured in real terms when chain-weighting is used 
Because the discrepancy is usually small, we assume in 
this book thJt the income-expenditure identity holds in 
both real and nominal terms 

(Collli/lIIed) 

-'See Joseph [-{,lirnolVitz, "Has the Surge in Computer Spcnding Fundamcntally Changed the Economy?" F('deral l{(':-,c17}(, 
flill/k 4 hiIlNI;; City [cUl/tllllie l\(-;:'h·iI'. Second QU<lfter 1998, pp 27--!2 
fl h(:s(; prict:s Jr(; for compute!' and peripheral equipment in Table 1 of Stephen D DUner and Daniel E SicheL "Computers 
Jnd Output CJ'(m th Re:\ isite:c\: How Big Is the Puzzle?·· Bn1okillS:; Papl'l':; (l/I EcolHlIIlic Actipity, 2: 199-!, pp. 273-317 
tFor dis(llSsiol1s {If chain-wcighting. sce Chilrks Ste:indcJ, "Ch;Jin~Weighting: 'The New Approach to Measuring GOP," 
Cllrn III l~~lIi-:-' ill En)/Itl/llils IIlId rhIilIlU', New l'orlc Fedcr<11 Reserve Bank of New York, December 1995, and Eugene P 
Seskin ,1nd R(lbert)l P,ukcr, '.i\ Cuidl' to thl' N1PA's," SlIrvl'Y t:(Cllrrcllt HI/shlt'ss, March 1998, pp. 26--48, especially p 38 
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(COl/filII/cd) 
Chain-weighting was introduced to resolve the probM 

lem of choosing a given year as a base year in calculatM 

ing real GDP How large a difference does 
chain-weighting make in the face of the rapidly increas
ing production of computers and plummeting comput
er pI-ices? Using 1987 as the base year, real GOP in the 

fourth quarter of 1994 was computed to be growing at a 
5 '1 (~,';) annual rate, Using chain-weighting, real GOP 
growth during this quarter was a less impressive 4.0%, 
The Bureau of Economic Analysis estimates that com
puters account for about three-fifths of the difference 
between these two growth rates," 

H1hese figures nrc from p 36 of 1 Steven Landefeld and Robert P Parker, "Preview of the Comprehensive Revision of the 
Ni1tioni1l Income and Product Accounts: BEA's New Featured Measures of Output and Prices," SIII7.IL'Y of Cllrrellt BIISiHL'SS, 
July 1995, pp. 31-38 

effects on the calculated growth of leal output, which in turn affects the calculated 
change in the price level 

The Consumer Price Index. The GOP deflator measures the average level of 
prices of g1..1ods and selvices included in GDP The consumer price index, or CPI, 
meastues the prices of consumer goods Unlike the GDP deflatOI, \vhich is calcu
lated quarterly, the CPI is available monthly. The Bureau of Labor Statistics con
stlUcts the cpr by sending people out each month to find the CUIlent prices of a 
fixed list, or "basket," of consumer goods and services, including many specific 
items of food, clothing, housing, and fuel The cpr for that month is then calculat
ed as the current cost of the basket of consumer items divided by the cost of the 
same basket of items in the base vear 1<) 

The calculation of the consuI;leI pIice index requiIes the use of a base yeal. If 
a base yea I-say 1992-is chosen and then never changed, the basket of goods and 
services established foI' the base year would eventually become outdated C0I11-
pared with the goods and selvices that people are actually consuming today. (Not 
only do people change theiI buying patterns-switching, for exan1ple, from beef to 
chicken-but some goods 1..1n the market today did not even exist in 1992.) This 
problem suggests that the base year should be updated occasionally, so that the 
base-year basket of goods and services better resembles the basket of goods and 
services that consumers choose in the Cllrrent yeaI' Box 2 3 discllsses another con
cern with Llsing the cpr to measure pIices 

Inflation" An important variable that is measured with price indexes is the rate of 
inflation The rate of inflation equals the percentage rate of increase in the price 
index per period Thus, if the CPI rises from 100 in one year to 105 the next, the rate 
of inflation between the two vears is (lOS -100)/100 = 5/100 = 005 = 5% per year 
If in the third year the CPI is i 12, the rate of inflation between the second and third 
years is (112 -105)/105 = 7/105 = 0.0667 = 6.67% per year More generally, if 1', is 
the pi ice level in period t and PI+/ is the price level in period t + 1, the rate of infla
tion between t and t + 1, or 7th /, is 

(1',+1- P,) 
TII+! = 

P, 

III ;\:; with the C;[)P deflator the CP[ often is multiplied b~' 100, so buse~year prices equal 100 rather 

than J 00 

:2 -1 Ri.:.'.l! GDP, Pric~ Ind~\:L's, i,1I1d InfiJtion 

Does CPI Inflation Overstate Increases in the Cost of Livina? 
~ 

In 1995-1996 a govel'llment commission (headed by 
Michael Boskin of St<1I1fol"d Univel'sity, iI former chief 
economic i1dvisor to President Bush) prepared a 
report on the accuracy of official inflation measures 
The commission concluded that inflation as meilsured 
by the CPI may ovelstate tl ue increases in the cost of 
living by as much as 1-2 pelcentage points per year 
In other words, if the official inflation rate is 3{};f per 
year, the "true" inflation rate may well be only 
1 %-2% per yeal 

Why might inoeases in the CPI overstate the actual 
rate at which the cost of living rises? One reason is the 
difficulty that government statisticinns face in trying 
to meaSllle changes in the quality of goods FOI exam
ple, if the design of an air conditioner is improved so 
that it can put out lO'~';, more cold air without an 
increased use of electricity, then a 1m';, increase in the 
price of the air conditioner should not be considered 
inflation; although paying lO{~'{f more, the consumer is 
also receiving 1m·;) more cooling capacity However, if 
government statisticians fail to account fot' the 
impJ'llved quality of the air conditioner and simply 
note its 1m,;) increase in price, the price chilnge will be 
incorrectly inteqneted ns infliltion 

Although measuring the output of an iii!" conditioner 
isn't difficult, for some products (especinlly services) 
quality change is hard to measme For example, what 
percentage does the availability of 24-hour cash 
machines improve the quality of bilnking services? To 
the extent that the CPt filils to account for quality 
improvements in the goods and services people use, 
inflation will be overstated This overstatement is called 
the qllalify adjllstlllcllt [lias 

Another pwblem with cpr inflation as i.1 meaSLHe of 
cost of living increases can be illustrated by the follow
ing example. Suppose that consumers like chicken and 
turkey about equally well and in the base yem consume 
equal amounts of each. But then for some reason the 

price of chicken rises sharply, leading consumers to 
switch to eating turkey almost exclusively, Because con~ 
sumers are about equally satisfied with chicken and 
turkey, this switch doesn't make them significantly 
wmse off; their true cost of living has not been affected 
much by the rise in the price of chicken" However, the 
official CPI, which measures the cost of buying the base
year basket of goods and services, will register a signif
icant increase when the price of chicken skyrockets .. 
Thus the rise in the CPI exaggerates the true increase in 
the cost of living The problem is that the cpr is based on 
the i.1ssumption that consumers purchase a basket of 
goods and services that is fixed over time, ignoring the 
fnct that consumers can (and do) substitute cheaper 
goods or services for more expensive ones This source 
of overstatement of the true inCl'ease in the cost of living 
is cillled the sllbstitlltioll llias 

If official inflation measures do, in fact, overstate 
true infbtion, there are importi.1nt implications First, if 
cost of living increases are overstated, then increases in 
important quantities such as real family income (the 
purchasing power of a typical family's income) are cor
respondingly understated. As a result, the bias in the 
CPI may leild to too gloomy n view of how well the 
US economy has done over the past few decades 
Second, many government payments and taxes are 
tied, or indexed, to the cpr Social Security benefits, for 
example, automatically increase each year by the same 
percentage as the CPI If CPI inflation overstates true 
inflation, then Social Security recipients have been 
receiving greater benefit increases than necessary to 
compensate them for increases in the cost of living, 
Economists have estimated that, if Social Security and 
other transfer program payments were set to increase at 
the ratc of "true" inflation, rather than i1t the CPI infla
tion rate, the Federal government would save billions 
of dollars each year 

Noh-: For a det<liled disclission of biases in the CPt see i'v[atthew Shapiro and David Wilcox, "Mismeasurement in the 
Consumer Price Index: An E\<altwtion."' in Ben Bemankc <lnd Julio Rlltemberg, eds, tl'/llcr()L'COIIOlllic~ AIIIIIII1/, Cambridge, MA, 
Natiollul Burei1u of Economic Research, 1996 

whclc iJ.l'I_!>I, or l\d - PI' represents the change in PI 
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FigUle 2 2 shows the US inflation rate for 1960-1998, based on the GOP defla
to! as the measure of the price level. Inflation rose during the 1960s and 19705, fell 
shal"l)' in the early 19805, and fell more in the 19905 I 
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Figure 2.2 
The inflation rate 
in the United States, 
1960-1998 
Here, inOation is mea~ 
sured as the annual per~ 
centage change in the 
GOP deflator Inflation 
rose during the 19605 and 
19705, and fell sharply in 
the eady 19805 After 
rising somewhat in the 
late 19805, it ren steadily 
through the 19905 
StJlIIU: Implicit price deflntor 
for GOP, from Table 0·3 of the 
£Coll(1l11ic nqlOrl (~fth<, Pn';;iiiL'lIt. 
1999; 1998 dati'! from SUfPt'Y (if" 
CII/"/'L'III11IlS;IIl':;" June 1999, 
Tilblc 7 J 
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2.5 Irnrterest lRates 

Interest rates are another important-and familiar-type of economic variable An 
interest late is a late of return promised by a borrower to a lender. If, for example, the 
interest rate on a $100, one-year loan is 8%, the borrower has promised to repay the 
lender $108 one year from now, or $8 interest plus repayment of the $100 borrowed. 

As we discuss in more detail in Chapter 4, there are many different interest 
lates in the economy Interest rates vary according to who is doing the borrowing, 
how long the funds are bOlrowed for, and other factors (see "In Touch with the 
Macroeconomy: Interest Rates," p 121) There are also many assets in the economy, 
such as shares of corporate stock, that do not pay a specified interest rate but do 
pay their holders a return; for shares of stock, the return comes in the fOlm of div
idends and capital gains (increases in the stock's market price) The existence of so 
many different assets, each with its own rate of return, has the potential to com
plicate greatly the study of macroeconomics. Fortunately, however, most interest 
lates and other rates of return tend to move up and down together For purposes 
of macroeconomic analysis we usually speak of "the" interest rate, as if there were 
only one. If we say that a certain policy causes "the" interest rate to rise, for exam
ple, we mean that interest rates and rates of return in general are likely to rise 

Real Versus Nomunal Interest Rates 

[nterest rates and other rates of return share a measurement problem with nominal 
CDP: An interest rate indicates how quickly the nominal, or dollar, value of an 
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interest-bearing asset inClcases oveI time, but it does not reveal ho\v quickly the 
value of the asset changes in real, 01' purchasing-power, terms Consider, for exam
ple, a savings account \,\rith an interest rate of 4% pel yeal that has $300 in it at the 
beginning of the year At the end of the year the savings account is wOlth $312, 
which is a relatively good deal for the depositor if inf1ation is zero; with no inflation 
the price level is unchanged over the year, and $312 buys 4%) more goods and ser
vices in real terms than the initial $300 did one year earlier. If inflation is 4(},o, how
ever, what cost $300 one year eallier now costs $312, and in leal terms the savinas 

. I 0 account IS \vor't 1 no more today than it was a year ago 
To distinguish changes in the real value of assets hom changes in nOll1inal 

value, economists frequently use the concept of the leal intelest rate The real 
interest rate (or real rate of return) on an asset is the rate at which the real value or 
purchasing pmver of the asset increases over time. To distinguish them fron1 real 
interest rates, we refer to conventionaUy measured interest rates, such as those 
Iepmted in the media, as nominal interest rates The nominal interest rate (or 
nominal rate of return) is the rate at which the nominal value of an asset increases 
over time, The symbol for the n0111inal interest rate is i 

The real interest rate is related to the n0l11inal interest rate and the inflation rate 
as follows: 

real interest rate == nominal interest late - inflation rate 
== i-IT 

(212) 

We derive and discuss Eq (212) further at the end of the book in Appendix A, 
Section A.7 2() For now, consider again the savings account pllying 4°/c) interest. If 
the inflation rate is zero, the real interest rate on that savings account is the 4{X) 
nominal interest rate minus the O(X) inflation rate, or 4(X) , A 4% real interest rate on 
the account means that the depositor will be able to buy 4% more goods and seI
vices at the end of the yea I than at the beginning But, if inflation is 4oh), the leal 
interest wte on the savings account is the 4{XI nominal interest rate minus the 4(XI 
inflation rate, m 0%. In this case the purchasing power of the account is no greater 
at the end of the year than at the beginning 

Nominal and real interest lates for the United States for 1960-1998 are shown 
in Fig. 23. The real interest rate was unusually 10\,\' in the mid 1970s; indeed, it was 
negative, which means that the real values of interest-bearing assets actually were 
declining over tilne Both nonlinal and real intelest rates rose to lecord highs in the 
early 1980s before returning to a more nmmallevel in lecent yeats 

The E)(pected Real Interest Rate, When you bOll ow, lend, or make a bank 
deposit, the nominal interest rate is specified in advance. But what about the real 
interest rate? For any nominal interest rate, Eq. (2.12) states that the real interest rate 
depends on the rate of inflation over the period of the loan or deposit-saYI one 
year. HoweveI, the rate of inflation during the year generally can't be determined 
until the year is over. Thus, at the time that a loan or deposit is made, the real inter
est rate that will be received is uncertain 

Because borrowers, lenders, and depositOls don't know what the actual real 
interest rate will be, they must Inake their decisions about how much to borrow, 

:?O Equ<Jtion (2 11) is <In approxim<Jtion, f<Jther th<Jn an exact relationship This approximation holds 
most closely when interest rates <lnd inflation rates are not too high 
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Figure 2.3 
Nominal and real interest 
rates in the United 
States, 1960-1998 
The nominal interest rate 
shown is the interest rate 
011 thrce-yc<lr Treasmy 
securities The real inter
est rate is meilsured <IS 

the nominill interest rate 
minus the average infla
tion }'ate (using the GOP 
deflator) over the cmrent 
i1nd subsequent two 
years The real interest 
rate Wi1S ullllsua!!y low 
(actually negative) in the 
mid 19705 In the eady 
19805, both the nominal 
i1nd le,d interest rates 
were vcry high Nomina! 
and real interest rates 
have returned to more 
normal levels recently 
Sllllrn: The implicit price 
ddJiI!11r for GOP b the ~ilme ilS 
for Fih ::.::. Infiiltioll f;'lleS for 
jl)qq and 2()O{l Me i1SS11IllCd to 

be I'~~. The norninill interest 
rilte on three-yeM Treasury 
~l.'cllritjl';; is from the [(PI/omh' 

1~<'Jltlrl (~(III! Pn':;idull 1999, 

Tilbk B-7J 
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lend, or deposit on the basis of the real interest rate they expect to prevail They 
know the nominal interest rate in advance, so the leal interest rate they expect 
depends on what they think inflation will be. The expected real interest rate is the 
nominal in tel est rate ntinus the expected rate of inflation, or 

/' :::: i - 7t', (213) 

whele r is the expected leal interest rate and rr<' is the expected rate of inflation 
Comparing Eqs (2_13) and (2.12), you can see that if people are correct in 

their expectations-so that expected inflation and actual inflation turn out to be 
the same-the expected reai interest rate and the real interest rate actually 
leceived ,vill be the same 

The expected real interest late is the conect interest rate to use for studying 
most types of economic decisions, such as people's decisions about how 111uch to 
bonow or lend However, a problem in measuring the expected real intelest 
rate is that economists generally don't know exactly what the public's expected 
rate of inflation is Economists use VaIious means to measure expected infla
tion One approach is to survey the public and simply ask what rate of inflation 
people expect A second method is to assume that the public's expectations of 
inflation are the same as publicly announced government 01 private forecasts A 
third possibility is to assume that people's inflation expectations are an extrapo
lation of recently observed rates of inflation Unfortunately, none of these meth
ods is perfect, so the measurement of the expected real interest rate always 
contains some eHor 

Chapter Summary 

CHAPTER SUMMARY 

1, The national income accounts are an accounting 
framework used in measuring cunent economic 
activity The national income accounts me<1SUfe <1ctiv
ity in three ways: the product approach, the expendi
ture approach, and the income approach Although 
each gives the same value for current economic activ
ity, all three approaches me used because each gives a 
different perspective on the econolTIY 

2" Gross domestic product (GOP) is the broadest mea
sure of aggregate economic activity occurring during 
a specified period of time The product approach 
measures GOP by adding the market values of final 
goods and services newly produced in an economy; 
this approach sums the value added by all producers 
The expenditure approach measures GOP by adding 
the four Gltegories of spending: consumption, invest
ment, government purchases, and net exports The 
income approach measures GOP by adding all the 
incomes, including taxes and pwfits, generated by 
economic activity 

3, The income of the private Sector (domestic house
holds and businesses) is called private disposable 
income Private clisposilble income equals income 
received hom private-sector activities (GOP plus net 
factor payments from abroad, or GNP) plus payments 
received from the government (t['ansfers and interest 
on government debt) minus taxes paid to the govern
ment. The net income of the government sector equals 
taxes collected minus transfer payments and interest 
paid on government debt Private disposable income 
and net government income sum to GNP 

4 Saving is the portion of an economic unit's current 
income that it doesn't spend to meet current needs 
Saving by the private sector, called private saving, 
equals private disposable income minus consumpM 
bon Government s(1Ving, which is the same as the 
government budget surplus, equ<1ls the government's 
net income minus its purchases of goods and services 
(assuming that government purchases are devoted 
solely to government consumption rather than par
tially to government investment) Equivalently, gov
ernment saving equals government receipts minus 
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government outlays National saving is the sum of 
pri\'ate saving <1nd government s<1ving; it equals GOP 
plus net factor payments from abroad minus conM 

sumption and government purchases 

5. fhe uses-of-saving identity states that private saving 
equals the sum of investment, the government budget 
deficit, and the current account balance Equivalently, 
national saving equals the sum of investment and the 
current account balance 

60 The national wealth of a country equals its physical 
assets, such as capital, plus its net foreign assets 
National wealth increases in two ways: through 
changes in the value of existing assets and through 
n<1tional saving, National saving adds to nationill 
wcalth because national saving is used either (or 
investment, thus adding to physical capital, or fO! 
lending to foreigners an amount that equals the cur
rent account balance, which increases the country's 
net foreign assets 

7. Nominal GDP is the vidue of an economy's final 
output measured at current market prices Real GOP 
is a measure of the physical volume of the economy's 
final output Real GOP equals nominal GOP divided 
by the GOP deflator 

R A price index is a measure of the current price level 
relative to a bnse yeaI The GOP deflator meaSllIes the 
over all price level of goods and services included in 
GOP The consumer price index (CPI) measures the 
price level of a basket of consumer goods, The rate of 
inflation is the perccntage r<1te of change of the price 
level, as meilsured by percentage rate of change of a 
prke index such as the GOP deflator or the cpr 

9, An interest rate is a rate of return promised by a bor
rower to a lender, The nominal interest rilte is the rate at 
which the nominal value of an interest-bearing asset 
increases over time The real interest l"nte, or the nomi
nal interest rate minus the rate of inflation, is the rate at 
which the value of an asset grows in reat or pUl'chasing
power, terms Borrowing and lending decisions all' 

based on the expected real interest rate, which is the 
nominal interest rate less the expected !'ate of inflation 

budget deficit, p 40 

budget surplus, p 39 

capital good, p, 30 

consumer price index, p 48 

consumption, p, 33 

depreciation, p 36 

expected real interest rate, p 52 

expenditure approach, p 2i current account balance, p 40 
·1· 

, 
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final goods and selvices, p 30 
flow variables, p 42 

fundamental identity of national 

inventories, p 30 

investment, p 33 

national income, p 35 

price index, p .. 46 

private disposable income, p 37 

private saving, p 38 
income accounting, p 28 

GOP deflator, p 46 
national income accounts, p 25 

national saving, p 40 

product approach, p 26 

real GOP, p 46 
government outlays, p 40 

government purchases, p. 34 

government receipts, p 39 

government saving, p 39 

national wealth, p 38 real interest rate, p 51 

real variable, p 46 

saving, p 38 

net exports, p 34 

net factor payments from abroad, 
p.32 

gross domestic product, p 28 net foreign assets, p 43 
stock variables, p 42 

transfers, p. 34 
gross national product, p 31 

income approach, p 26 

income-expenditure identity, p 32 

interest rate, p 50 

net government income, p 37 

net national product, p 36 

nominal GOP, p 46 

underground economy, p 29 

uses-of-saving identity, p 41 

value added, p 26 

intermediate goods and services, 
p 30 

nominal interest rate, p 51 

nominal variables, p. 4-1 
wealth, p 38 

total production::::: total income::::: total expenditure 
(2.1 ) 

The fIIIldm/wltal idcllfifll oFlllltiollll1 ilt(Ollf1.' I1CCOlllltillS states 
that· the same value o( tt~tal economic activity is obtained 
whether activity is measured by the production of final 
goods and services, the amount of income generated by 
the economic activity, or the expenditure on final goods 
and services 

y = C + I + G + NX (13) 

According to the ilICO/lII.'-eXpcllditlIlL' idclltity, total income 
or product or output, )', equals the sum of the fOll!" types 
of expenditure: consumption, C, investment, I, govern~ 
ment purchases, G, and net exports, NX 

5",,=(Y+NFP-T+ TR+INT)-C (26) 

Private saving equals private disposable income less con
sumption, C Private sector disposable income equals 
gross domestic product, )', plus net factor payments from 
abroad, NFP, plus transfers, TR, and interest, INT, 
received from the government, less taxes paid, I 

5,,,,., = (T - TR - INT! - G (2.7) 

Government saving equals government receipls from taxes, 
I, less outlays for transfers, IR, interest on the national 
debt, INT, and government purchases, G. Government 

saving is the same as the government budget surplus and is 
the negative of the government budget deficit 

5 = 5,,,., + 5, .. ", = Y + NFP - C - G (28) 

National saving, S, is the sum of private saving and gov
ernment saving Equivalently, national saving equals gross 
domestic product, )', plus net factor payments from abroad, 
NFP, less consumption, C, and government purchases, G 

5 = I + CA (2.10) 

National s(lving, 5, has two uses: to finance investment, I, 
and to lend to foreigners (or to acquire foreign assets) an 
amount that equals the cuuent account balance, CA The 
current account balance equals the increase in net for
eign assets 

(2.11) 

According to the IISCS-(~f-sm:.'ilig idelltity, private saving is 
used to finance investment spending, I, to provide the 
government with the funds it needs to cover its budget 
deficit, -51;0\'1' and to lend to foreigners (or to acquire for
eign assets) an amount that equals the current account bal
ance, CA 

r::::: i-IT' (213) 

The expected real interest rate, /', equals the nominal inter
est rate, i, minus expected inflation IT" 

Chapter Summary 

1 What are the three approaches to meastt!'ing economic 
activity? Why do they! give the same answer? 

2, Why are goods and services counted in GOP almarket 
value? Are there any disadvantages or problems in 
using market values to measure production? 

3, vVhal is the difference between intermediate and final 
goods and services? In which of these categories do 
capital goods, such as factories and machines, fall? 
vVhy is the distinction between intermediate and final 
goods important for measllling GOP? 

4, list the four components of total spending Why are 
imports subtracted when GDP is calculated in the 
expenditure approach? 

5. Define private saving How is private saving used in 
the economy? Whilt is the relationship between private 
saving and national saving? 

L After a boat rescues everyone else from Gilligan's Island, 
the ProfessOl' and Gilligan remain behind, afraid of get
ting shipwrecked again with the same bunch of people 
The Professor grows coconuts ,md catches fish Last year 
he harvested 1000 coconuts and caught 500 fish He 
values one fish as worth two coconuts The Professor 
ga\'e 200 coconuts to Gilligan in exchange for help in the 
harvest, and he gave Gilligan 100 fish in exchange for 
collecting worms for lIse in fishing. The Professor stored 
100 of his coconuts in his hut for consumption at some 
future time He also llsed 100 fish as fertilizer for the 
coconut trees, as he must every year to keep the trees 
prodUCing Gilligan consumed all his coconuts and fish 

In terms of fish, wh(1t is the GOP of Gilligan's 
Island? ""hat are consumption and investment? \Vhat 
are the incon1es of the Professor and Gilligan? 

2" National income and product data are generally 
revised vVhat effects would the following revisions 
have on consumption, investment, government pur
chases, net exports, and GOP? 

{/ It is discovered that consumers bought $6 billion 
more furniture than previously thought. This furni
ture \vas manufactured in North Carolina 

b It is discovered that consumers bought $6 billion 
more furniture than previously thought [his furni
ture was manufactured in Sweden 
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6,. What is national wcalth, and why is it important? How 
is national wealth linked to national saving? 

7, Fm the purposes of assessing an economy's growth 
performance, which is the more important statistic: real 
GOP or nominal GOP? \Vhy? 

8" Describe how the CPI and CPI inflation are calculated 
\"Ihat are some reasons that CPI inflation may over
state true intlation? 

9" Explain the differences among the nominal interest rate, 
the rea! interest rate, and the expected real interest rate 
\"Ihich interest rate concept is the most important for the 
decisions made by borrowers and lenders? \"Ihy? 

It is discovered that businesses bought 56 billion 
more furniture than previously thought. This furni
ture was manufactured in North Carolina 

d It is discovered that businesses bought $6 billion 
more furniture than previously thought. This furni
ture was manufactlll'cd in Sweden 

3" ABC Computer Company has a $20,000,000 factory in 
Silicon Valley During the clll'rent year ABC builds 
$2,000,000 worth of computer components ABC's costs 
are labor, 51,000,000; interest on debt, $100,000; and 
taxes, 5200,000 

ABC sells all its output to XYZ Supercomputer 
Using ABC's components, XYZ builds four supercom
puters at a cost of $800,000 each ($500,000 worth of 
components, S200,OOO in labor costs, and 5100,000 in 
taxes per computer) XYZ has a 530,000,000 factory 

XYZ sells three of the supercomputers for 51,000,000 
each At year's end, it had not sold the fourth. The 
unsold computer is carried on XYZ's books as an 
8800,000 increase in inventory 
(/ Calculate the contributions to GDr of these transac

tions, showing that all three approaches give the 
same answer 

b Repeat part (a), but now assume that, in addition to 
its other costs, ABC paid 5500,000 for imported com
puter chips 

I 
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~ The Conference BoarcJJ® Exercises 

For 'lhe COllfercllce Board~' BIlSIIICSS Cycle Illdicators Database, 
go to www awlonline,com/abeCbernanke 

1, Graph the four main expenditure components of GOP, 
in real terms, since the first quarter of 1947. Also graph 
the expenditure components as a share of total real 
GOP Do you see any significant trends? 

2, On the same figure, graph national saving and invest
ment as fractions of real cor, using quarterly US. 
data since 1947 (Note that national saving is not in the 
database; it must be constructed from other macro 
variables) How does the behavior of these variables in 
the past ten years compare to their behavior in earlier 
periods? How is it possible for investment to exceed 
national saving, as it does in some periods? 

3. Graph the annual (December to December) CPI infla
tion rate and the annual (fourth quarter to fourth quar
ter) GOP deflator inflation rate since 1960 on the same 
figure What are the conceptual differences between 
these two measures of inflation? Judging from your 

gtaph, would you say that the two measures give sim
ilar Of' different estimates of the rate of inflation in the 
economy? 

40 If the leal interest rate were approximately constant, 
then in periods in which inflation is high the nominal 
interest fate should be relatively high (because the 
nominal interest rate equals the real interest rate plus 
the inflation rate) Using annual data since 1948, graph 
the three-month Treasury bill interest tate ("Discount 
rate on new ninety-one-day T Ieasury bills") and the 
CPI inflation rate for the U S economy (Take annual 
averages of monthly interest rates and measure armual 
inflation rates as the change in the CPI from December 
to December) Is it generally true that nominal interest 
rates rise with inflation? Does the relationship appear 
to be one~for-one (so that each additional percentage 
point of inflation raises the nominal interest rate by 
one percentage point), as would be the case if the real 
interest rate were constant? Calculate the real interest 
rate and graph its behavior since 1948 
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Productivity, Output, and 
Employment 

1'1 Chapter 2 we discussed the measurement of several economic vaIiables used 
to gauge the economy's health The measurement of economic performance is a 
prelude to the main objective of maCIOeCOn0111ics: to ulltiel stmlli flOW the CCOIIOI1~!j 

works Understanding how the economy works requires a shift hom econonl1C 
/1/eaSIlrelllent to economic allnll/sis 

In Part 2 of this book, which begins with this chaptel, we have two main goals, 
The first is to analyze the factors that 8ffect the longer-term perfOImance of the 
economy, including the rate of economic grmvth, productivity and living stan
dards, the long-run levels of employment and unemploYlnenC saving and capital 
f0l'111atioll, and the rate of infl2ltioll, among others 

The second goal is to develop a theOletical model of the macroeconomy that 
vou can use to analvze the economjc issues covered in this book and others that 
"OU may encounter-in the future As outlined in Chapter I, OUt model is based on 
the assumption that individutlls, firms, and the government interact in three aggre
gate markets: the labol' mal' ket (covered in this chapter), the goods Il1arket (Chapter 
4), and the asset milrkct (Chapter 7). In developing and using this model in Part 2, 
we o'enerally assume that the economy is at full employment, vvith quantities sup
plied and demanded being equal in the thlee major markets. As we are focusing on 
the long-term behaviOl of the economy, this assun1ption is a reasonable one In Part 
3, in which we explore business cycles, we allow for the possibility that quantities 
supplied and demanded may not be equal in the sho1 t run 

In this chapter, we begin the discussion of how the economy works with \vhat 
is perhaps the most fundamental determinant of economic well-being in a society: 
the economy's productive capacity. Everything else being equal, the g[eate~' the 
quantity of goods and services an economy can produce, the more peop~e wlll be 
able to consume in the present and the more they ,vill be able to save and l11vest for 
the future. 

In the fiIst section of the chapter we show that the amount of output an econo
my produces depends on two foctors: (1) the quantities of inputs (such as labor, cap
it~l, and raw materials) utilized in the production process; and (2) the productivity 
of thc inputs-that is, the effectiveness with which they are used As discussed in 

3 1 How tvluch DDt'S the Economy Produce? The Production Function 61 

ChapteI I, an economy's ploductivity is basic to deteI111ining living standards. In 
this chapter we show how productivity affects people's incomes by helping to 
determine how many \VOl kers ale employed and how I11llch they receive in wages 

Of the various inputs to production, the most important (as measllIed by share 
of total cost) is labor .For this reason, \'\'e spend most of the chapter analyzing the 
labor market, using the tools of supply and demand We first consider the factors 
that affect how much labor employers demand and workers supply and then look 
at the forces that tend to bring the labor market into equilibrium. Equilibrium in the 
labor market deternlines \vages a11<..i en1ployment; ~.n turn, the level of empJ<?y
ment, together with the quantities of other inputs (such as capital) and the level of 
prod(lctivity;-deleI:~j_i~les l:o'v_E1_~!ch_ output an ~conom),- produces 

Our basic model of the labor 111al'ket rests on the assUI11ption-t11aT the quantities 
of labor supplied and demanded are equal so that all labor [eSOUIces are fully uti
lized In reality, however, there are always some unemployed ,VOlkers. In the latter 
part of the chapter, we introduce unemployment and look at the relationship 
beh'\'cen the unemployment rate and the aIl1Ol..mt of output produced in the economy, 

3.11 How Much lDoes the Economy PlI"Oduce? 
The PlI"Odudoon function 

EvelY day the business ne''''s lcports many economic variables that influence the 
economy's perfmmance-the rate of constlmer spending, the value of the dollar, 
the gyrations of the stock market, the growth rate of the money supply, and so on 
All of these variables ale impmtant. Ho,,\'ever, no determinant of econOInic per
formance and living standards is more basic than the economy's physical capacity 
to produce goods and services If an economy's factories, farms, and other busi
nesses all shut down for some reaSOll, other economic factors wouldn't mean much" 

What determines the quantity of goods and services that an economy can pro
duce? A key factor is the quantity of inputs-such as capital goods, labor, raw 
materials, land, and energy-that producers in the economy use. Economists refer 
to inputs to the production process as factors of production. All else being equal, 
the greater the quantities of factors of production used, the mme goods and ser
vices me produced 

Of the variolls factms of production, the tvvo most important are capital (fac
tories and machines, for example) and labor (workers) Hence we focus on these 
two factors in discllssing an economy's capacity to ploduce goods and services. In 
modern ecol10111ies, however, output often responds strongly to changes in the 
supply of other factors, such as energy m law mateIials Later in this chapter, the 
Application "Output, Employment, and the Real Wage During Oil Price Shocks," 
p 87, disCllsses the effects of a disruption in oil supplies on the economy 

The quantities of capital ilnd labor (and other inputs) used in production don't 
completely determine the amount of output produced Equally important is how 
effectively these factors are used. Fm the same stocks of capital and labor, an econ
omy with superior technologies and management Plactices, for example, will pro
duce a greateI amount of output than an economy without those strengths 

The effectiveness with which capital and labor are used may be summarized 
by il relationship called the production function The production function is a 
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The Production 
Function of the 
u.s. Economy 
and u.s. 
Productivity 
Growth 
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mnthematical expression relating the amount of output ploduced to quantities of 
capital ,md labor utilized, A con\'enient way to write the production function is 

where 

Y=MIK,NI, 

Y::::; real output produced in a given period of time; 
A::::; a number measuring overall productivity; 
k ::::; the capital stock, or quantity of capital used in the period; 

N::::; the number of \VorkeIs employed in the period; 
F = a function relating output Y to capital K and labor N 

(3 I) 

The production function in Eq, (31) applies both to an economy as a whole (\vhere 
Y, K, and N refer to the economy's output, capital stock, and numbel of wmkers, 
respectively) and to an individual firm, in which case y, K, and N Iefer to the 
film's output, capital, and number of wmkers, respectively 

According to Eq (3.1), the amount of output Y that an economy (or firm) can 
pmduce during any period of time depends on the siz.e of the capital stock K and the 
number of workers N The symbol A in Eq (31), which multiplies the function 
F(K, N), is a measure of the overall effectiveness with which capital and labor ale 
used VVe refer to A as total factor productivity, 01 simply productivity Note that, 
for any values of capital and l(1bOI, an increase in pl'Oductivity of, say, 10%) implies 
a HY;;;) inCl'easc in the amount of output that can be produced, Thus inCl'eases in pro
ductivity, A, correspond to implovements in production technology 01 to any other 
change in the economy that allows capital and labor to be utilized mOle effectively 

economy is described reasonably well by the following pHxiuction function: l 

\' = AK'"l'J''' (3.2) 

The production function in Eq. (32) is a specific example of the general pro
duction function in Eq (3 .. 1), in which we set the general function F( K, N) equal to 
[(\I"N')~ (Note that this production function contains exponents; if you need to 
review the properties of exponents, see Appendix A, Section A.6.) 

Equation (3.2) sllows how output, Y, relates to the use of factors of production, 
capital, K, and labor, N, and to productivity, A, in the United States. Table 3.1 pre
sents data on these variables for the U 5., economy for eighteen years beginning in 
1980 Columns (1), (2), and (3) show output (real GOP), capital stock, and labor lor 
each yeaL Real GDP and the capital stock are measured in billions of 1992 dollars, 
and labor is measured in millions of employed workers Column (4) shows the U S. 
economy's productivity for each year 

Output, capital, and labor in Table 3.1 are measured directly, but there is no way 
to measure productivity directly, Instead, the productivity index, A, shown in 

1 This type of production function is called a Cobb-Douglas production function Cobb-Dougl<l.s pro
duction functions t<1ke the form Y = AKIN/-,l, where 0 < 11< 1 Under cert<1in conditions, the parame
ter 11 in the Cobb-Dt1uglas production function corresponds to the share of income received by owners 
of (<1pit<11, where<1s labor receives <1 share of income equal to 1-11 rhus observing the actual sh<1res of 
income received by capital and l<1bor provides a W<1y of estimating the p<1ral11eter 17 
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column (-1,) is measured indirectly by assigning to./\ the \'alue necC'ssarv to satish' 
Eq, (3 2), Specifically, for each year /\ is determined by the formul,l!\ =" riCK"~ 'iV,,,), 
which is just <l11other wa!' of writing Eq (32), In 1997, for exan1ple, Table 3,1 repOils 
that r ~ 7270, K ~ 7734, and N ~ 129.6; therefore the value of J\ for 1997 is 
7270/[(7734),,'(129.6)"'1 DI J\ ~ 1645 Calculating producti\'itv in this wav ensules 
that the production function relationship, Eq (32), is satisfied-exactlv fOJ' ~ach veal 

The levels of the productivity index, A, leporled in Table 3"1 -depend 0;1 the 
units in which output, capital, and labor are measuted-for example, the values of 
A would change if workers were measured in thousands rather than millions-and 
thus ,<11:12 difficult to intel'pl'~t. In contrast, the year-to-ye<1I' growth rates of the pro
ductiVity measwe shown In column (5) are units-flee nncl are thelefore easiel' to 
\~fork with i: close look at the productivity glOwth rates shown in TiJble 3"\ empha
sizes two P01l1ts 

First, productivity growth can \'ary sharply from yeM lo yeal ivlosl strikin(r\v, 
productivity in the United States fell 23°/;) in 1982, u deep recession veae then I~)~e 
J ""(l" 1()()"'" ...I"" [Jo:' "10 0 I ,'...I f" ' 
.:..,J /() 111 . o~, anu ~1 ,'() 111 /0-1:, a pel'lOU 0 economic recOVe! V P!(xiuctivitv also fell 
dllling the -1990-1991 lecession Productivitv nonnaUv fails il; lecessions at;d rises in 
lecoveries, but explanations fOJ its behavior-O\'el the L;usiness cvele are controversial 
VVe return to this issue in Pal t 3 of this bonk, \vhich is devoted- to business cvcles 
, Second, sincc 1980 pl'oductidty in the United States has been growi;lg rela

tively slmvly, avelaging slightly more than O.8()/;) pcr year dwing the "1980-1997 
period This result is better than the pc!formance of the 19705, when procluctivitv 
glUwth wa~ only llA';';) per ye<ll', but notably less than in the 1950-1970 petiOii 
when P!{JLluctidty growth exceeded 1 ,T,~';) pel' year:: This bend is bad news for the 
economy- beG1USe the late of productivity growth is closely related to the late of 
improvement of living standards, In Chapter 6 we discuss the relationship between 
productivity and lidng standards in greater detail 

:2 Other (tluntrit,.::; ,lbll 11m l' ~~:\pt,.:rit:tKl'd :;IOIn:r producti\ it) gJ'()\\'th since thl' mid 1971b 

The production function in I:q (3"l) can be shown graphically The c<lsicst \Va\, to 
gl<lph it is to hold Olll' (,)/ thc l\\"O f<Ktms of production, l'ilhl'l' C<lpit,11 01 lab()]", Con
stant ,lnd thl'n graph the 11'1i.ltillnship bL'l\\ecll (lutput <llld thl' (lthl'r factor ,> 

Supposc that wc usc the U S plOduction function for the veil I" [997 and hold labo! 
N ilt its actual '1997 \-alue of L?t) 0 million \\,prkcl's (sec L~ble J \) \Ve Jisl) usc the 
actLl<'11 1997 \-alul' of 10 -L5 f(H ;\ Thc plOduction function (Eq J 2) becomes 

)" = /\!;Y'\NP ;'::::: (Ih --1-5)(1-:11 ')( 129 hO :)::::: ,-flJ5 _~-11-:1I ~ 

This lelutionship is graphed in I~ig 3 I, with GlpitJI stock I\. on the horizont,11 
a;'\is und output r on the \ e! tical <'l;'\is VVith labor <lnd prOdUdi\-itv held at thei! 
1997 \'alucs, the g!aph shows the amount pf output that could I{a\,e been pro
duced in that year fo! allY \"alue of the Glpital stock P()int A on the gl aph shows the 

"i "I u . .,11\)\\ tilL- I'ddtiul\~hip dtllPng t)utl,lut dtld b(Jth t',!\"ttlr~ uf prududiull ~ill\ldldt1l:tlllsh \\ lluld 

requirc" ,1 ti1ll'l'-liimUlShlll,ll gl'<lph -
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Table 3.1 
The Production Function of the United States, 1980-1997 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) 
Real GOP, Y Capital Stock, K Labor, N 
(Billions of (Billions of (Millions of Growth in A 

Year 1992 dollars) 1992 dollars) workers) A" (% Change in A) 

1980 4615 5032 99.3 1431 

1981 4721 5218 1004 1437 0.4 

1982 4620 5359 995 14.04 -23 

1983 4804 5479 1008 1437 23 

1984 5140 5667 105 .. 0 1479 30 

1985 5324 5876 1072 1494 1.0 

1986 5488 6044 1096 15.04 0.6 

1987 5650 6195 1124 1509 04 

1988 5865 6348 1150 1531 1 5 

1989 6062 6502 1173 1549 1 2 

1990 6136 6650 1188 1544 -0 .. 3 

1991 6079 6743 1177 1533 -07 

1992 6244 6830 118 .. 5 1562 1 9 

1993 6390 6949 1203 1573 07 

1994 6611 7091 123 1 1592 12 

1995 6762 7278 1249 15 .. 99 04 

1996 6995 7493 1267 1623 1 5 

1997 7270 7734 1296 1645 1 4 

.• Total factor productivity is calculated by the iormula A '" l'/(I(O";WO,) 
Sources i' is real GOP in billions of 1992 dollars from Table 8-2 in Economic Report of tile President 1999: I( is 
leal net stock of fixed private nonresid2nlial capital in billions of 1992 dollars from Table 151\RE on the Web site 
of tile Bureau of Economic Analysis; N is civilian employment in millions of workers from Table 8-36 of Ihe 
Economic Report of tile President 1999 

situation that actually occurred in 1997: The value of the capital stock ($7734 billion) 
appears on the hOl"iz~ntal axis, and the value of real GOP ($7270 billion) appears on 
the vertical axis 

The US production function graphed in Fig, 3, '1 shares two ploperties with 
most production functions: 

i. The p/odllclioll jill/clioll slopes IIp'''nld/rolllleti 10 righl The slope of the produc
tion function reveals that, as the capital stock increases, mOle output can be 
produced 

2, The slope ofthe prodllc lioll fill/clioll becollles/Intter/rolll leti 10 / ighl I his proper ty 
implies tl~at although Olme capital always leads to mOle output, it does so at a 
deCleasing rate 

Before discussing the economics behind the second ploperty of the production 
function, we can illustrate it numerically, using Fig 31 Suppose that we ale ini
tially at point B, where the capital stock is $2000 billion. Adding $1000 billion in 
capital moves us to point C. where the capital stock is $3000 billion, How mllch 

• I' 

Figure 3.1 
The production function 
relating output and 
capital 
This pwciuction function 
shows how much Olltput 
the U S economy could 
produce for each le\'e\ of 
U 5 capital stock, hold-
ing U S labor and pro-
ductivity at 1997 levels 
Point A corresponds to 
the actual 1997 output 
and capital stock The 

-., production function has 
diminishing margin<ll 
productivity of capital: 
Rnising the capital stock 
by 51000 billion to move 
from point B to point C 
wises output by 5627 bil-
lion, but adding another 
SUJOO billion in capital to 
go from point C to point 
o increases output by 
only 5-193 billion 
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extra output has this expansion in capital provided? The diffelence in Olltput 
between points Band C is $627 billion ($5472 billion output at C minus 54845 bil
lion output at B), This extra $627 billion in output is the benefit flom Iaising the 
capital stock from $2000 billion to 53000 billion, with productivity and employment 
held constant 

NOlV suppose that, starting at (, \ve add another $1000 billion of capital This 
new addition of capital takes us to 0, where the capital stock is $4000 billion The 
difference in output between C and 0 is only 5493 billion (55965 billion output at 
o minus $5472 billion output at C), which is less than the 5627 billion increase in 
output betvveen Band C. Thus, although the second 51000 billion of extra capital 
raises total output, it does so by less than did the first $1000 billion of extra capital 
Ihis result illustrates that the production function rises less steeply between points 
C and 0 than between points Band C 

The Marginal Product of Capital. The two properties of the production func
tion ale closely related to a concept known as the marginal product of capital. To 
understand this concept, \ve can start from some given capital stock, K, and 
increase the capital stock by some amount, uK (otheI factOIS held constant) This 
increase in capital would calise output, Y, to increase by some amount, !l Y The 
marginal product of capital, or !\!IPf(, is the increase in output produced that 
lesults from a one-unit inclease in the capital stock. Because Il[( additional units of 
capital permit the production of L; Y additional units of output, the amount of addi
tional output produced per additional unit of capital is tl Y ILll\' Thus the marginal 
product of capital is L; Y jL;/< 

The marginal product of capital, !l Y /!1K, is the change in the variable on the 
vertical axis of the production function graph, !lY, divided by the change in the 
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vaIiable on the horizontal axis, 6.K, which you might recognize as a slope·1 For 
small inocases in the capital stock, the lvfPk can be measured by the slope of a line 
t:hawn tangent to the production function. Figure 3 2 illustrates this way of mea
suring the MPK When the capital stock is 2000, for example, the MPK equals the 
slope of the line tangent to the production function at point B 5 We can use the con
cept of the marginal product of capital to restate the two properties of production 
functions listed earliel 

1 The 111m giJ/a/ plodllct L:f capital is positiz)£! Whenever the capital stock is increased, 
more output can be produced, Because the marginal product of capital is pos
itive, the production function slopes upward from left to right 

2" TlIe IIIl71gilln! p/Odl/ct afcapital deC/illL's as the capital stack is increased Because the 
marginal plOduct of capital is the slope of the production function, the slope 
of the production function decreases as the capital stock is increased As Fig, 
3.2 shows, the slope of the production function at point 0, where the capital 
stock is 4000, is smaller than the slope at point B, where the capital stock is 
2000 Thus the production function becomes flatter from left to right 

The tendency for the malginal product of capital to decline as the amollnt of 
capital in use inueases is called the diminishing marginal productivity of cap
itaL The economic Jeason for diminishing marginal productivity of capital is as 
follows: \Nhen the capital stock is low, there are many workers for each 
machine, and the benefits of increasing capital further ale great; but when the 
capita! stock is high, \Vorkel's already have plenty of capital to work with, and 
little benefit is to be gained hom expanding capital further FOI example, in a 
secretarial pool in which thele are many mOle secretaries than computer termi
nals, each terminal is constantly being utilized and secretaries must waste time 
waiting for a free terminal In this situation, the benefit in terms of increased 
output of adding extra terminals is high. Ho\vever, if there are already as many 
terminals as secretaries, so that terminals often are idle and there is no waiting 
for a terminal to become available/ little additional output can be obtained by 
adding yet another terminal 

The Marginal Product of LaboL [n Figs 31 and 32 we graphed the rela
tionship between output and capital implied by the 1997 U S production func
tion/ holding constant the amount of labor Similarly, \-ve can look at the 
relationship between output and labor, holding constant the quantity of capital 
Suppose that we fix capital, K, at its actual 1997 value of $7734 billion and hold 
productivity, A, at its actual 1997 value of 16.45 (see Table 3.1) The production 
function (Eq 32) becomes 

Y = IlK'"N''' = (16 45)(7734''')(N"7) = 241. 37N'l7 

This relationship is shown graphically in Fig 33. Point A, where N = 129.6 mil
lion wmkers and Y = $7270 billion, cOI'Iesponds to the actual 1997 values 

-1 I;or definition:; ilncl il discu:;silltl of :;Iope:; of Jines and curves, st::e Appendix A Section A 2 
5 We often refer t{l tht:: slope of the linc tangent to the production function at a given point as simply 
the slope of the production function i1I that point, for short 

Figure 3.2 
The marginal product of 
capital 
fhe marginal product of 
capital (MPK) at any 
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the slope of the line tan
gent to the ptoduction 
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Because the slope of the 
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duction function at point 
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Figure 3.3 
The production function 
relating output and labor 
This production function 
shows how much output 
the U 5 economy could 
produce at each level of 
employment (labor 
input), holding produc
tivity and the capital 
stock constant at 1997 
levels Point A corre
sponds to acl'ua11997 
output and employment 
The marginal product of 
labor (MPN) at any point 
is measured as the slope 
of the line tangent to the 
production function at 
that point The MPN is 
lower al higher levels of 
employment, reflecting 
diminishing marginal 
productivity of labor 
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The production function relating output and labor looks generally the saIne as 
the ploduction function Ielating output and c3pit3L6 As in the case of capital, 
increases in the number of workeIs t'aise output but do so at a diminishing rate 
Thus the principle of diminishing marginal productivity also applies to labor, and 
fO! similaI reasons: the greatel the number of workeIs already using a fixed 
amount of capital and othel inputs, the smaller the benefit (in tCUllS of increased 
output) of adding even more workers 

The marginal product of labor, or MPN, is the additional output produced by 
each additional unit of labor, t;Yjt;N As with the marginal product of capital, for 
small increases in employment the MPN can be measured by the slope of the line 
tangent to a production function that relates output and labor In Fig, 3.3, when 
employment equals 30 million workers, the MPN equals the slope of the line tan
gent to the production function at point B; when employment is 90 million "VOlk

ers, the MPN is the slope of the line that touches the production function at point 
C Because of the diminishing marginal productivity of labor, the slope of the pro
duction function Ielating output to labor is gleater at B than at C, and the produc
tion function flattens from left to light 

Supply Shocks 

The production function of an economy doesn't usually lemain fixed over time 
Economists use the ter111 supply shock-or, sometimes, productivity shock-to 
Iefer to a change in an economy's production function? A positive, or beneficial, 
supply shock raises the amount of output that can be produced fm given quantities 
of capital and labor A negative, or adverse, supply shock lmvers the amount of 
output that can be produced for each capital-labOl combination 

Real-wOlld exatnples of supply shocks include changes in the weatheI, such as 
a dlought or an unusually cold vvinter; inventions or iru10vations in management 
tecluliques that improve efficiency, such as minicOlnputers or statistical analysis in 
quality control; and changes in government regulations, such as antipollution laws, 
that affect the technologies or production methods used Also included in the cat
egory of supply shocks are changes in the supplies of factors of production other 
than capital and labor that affect the amount that can be produced 

Figure 34 shows the effects of an adverse supply shock on the production 
function relating output and laboL The negative supply shock shifts the production 
function dO'wnwald so that less output can be produced for specific quantities of 
labor and capital In addition, the supply shock shown reduces the slope of the pro
duction function so that the output gains from adding a worker (the marginal 
product of labor) are lower at every level of employment 8 Conversely, a beneficial 

6 Because N is raised to the power of 07 but K is raised to the power of 0 3. the production fundion 
relating output and labor is not as sharply bowed as the production flmction relating output and capHal 
7 The term ··shock" i5 a slight misnomer Not all changes in the production function are sharp or 
unpredictable, although many are 
8 Logically, an adverse supply shock need not always reduce the marginal products of labor and 
capital; for example, the production function could make a parallel downward shift However, think
ing of an adverse supply shock reducing marginal products as being the normal case seems reason
able A shift of the production function like: that shown in Fig 3·1 would occur if there were a decline 
in total factor productivity. 1\, for example 

Figure 3.4 
An adverse supply shock 
that lowers the MPN 
An adverse supply shock 
is a downward shift of 
the production function 
h)r any level of labor, the 
amOLmt of output that 
G1n be produced is now 
less than before The 
adverse shock reduces 
the slope of the produc
tion function at every 
level of employment 
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suppl~r shock makes possible the production of more output \vith given quantities 
of capital and labor and thus shifts the production function upward I) 

3.2 The DemanliD1 for labor 

VYe have shown that the amount of output produced by Cl country, Or by Cl firm, 
depends both on productivity and tbe quantities of inputs used in the production 
process In Section 3.1 ow foclls was on p1oductivHy-its measmement and factors 
sllch as supply shocks that cause it to change In this section we examine what 
detelmines the quantities of inputs that produccIs lise 

R~call that the two most important inputs are capital and labm The capital 
stock II: an economy changes over time as a Iesult of investment by firms and the 
scrappmg of worn-out or obsolete capital However, because the capital stock is 
l~ng-lived and ~1as been built up over many yems, new investment and the scrap
prng of old caprtal only slowly have a significant effect on the overall quantity of 
caP.Ital avaIlable Ihus, for analyses spanning only a few quarters OI years, econ
omrsts often treat the economy's capital stock as fixed For now we follow this 
practice and aSSLIme a fixed capital stock. In takina up Ion a-term economic 
g10wth in Chapter 6, we drop this assumption Clnd exa~ine ho; the capital stock 
evolves over time, 

In contrast to the amount of capital, the amount of labor employed in the econ
omy can change fairly quickly. For example, firms may layoff workers or ask 
them to \'\lork aveI time without 11111ch notice Wor kers may quit or decide to enter 

9 T"ht: cfieds of supply shocks on the production function relating output and capita! wOldd be similar 
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the \\'ork fmce quickly Thus year-ta-year changes in production often can be 
traced to changes in employment. To explain why employment changes I for the 
remainder of this chaptcI we focus on how the labor market works, lIsing a supply 
and demand approach. In this section we look at labor demand, and in Section 3.3 
\ve discuss factors affecting labor supply 

As a step toward understanding the overall demand for labor in the economy, 
\NC consider how an individual film decides hmv many wOlkers to employ, To 
keep things simple for the time being, we make the following assUlnptions: 

1. \1\1(lIkcIS l7Ie 11/1 nlike We ignore diffelences in wmkcls' aptitudes, skills, ambi
tions, and so on 

2. Fin11s vil!w tltc wngl!s of the wOlkcl::> tlrey Itirc as beilIg ddcIIllilll!d ill a coII/pdftiv/! 
lfliJol' 11/(11 kct alld lIot sd hI! UiI.' films tItI!IIISi!lVC::> For example, a competitive firm 
in Cleveland that \vants to I~ire machinists knows that it must pay the going 
local wage for machinists if it wants to attlact qualified workel's The film then 
decides how many machinists to employ 

3,. Il/lIlakilIg thl! dl!eisioll al/(l/If !tow IIIfllIy Iuorkcls to elllploy, a Jl 1'1 II '5 goal is to I!arll tile 
Iiighl!st possible h'llel (:f P/'(~t/f (the value of its output minus its costs of ploduc
tion, including taxes) The firm will demand the amount of IZlbol that maxi
mizes its profit 

To figure out the profit-maximizing amount of labor, the firm must compare 
the costs and benefits of hiring each additional wm kel' The cost of an ext1'8 worker 
is the workeI's wage, and the benefit of 8n extla wOlker is the value of the addi
tional goods 01' services the wOlker produces, As long as the benefits of additional 
labor exceed the costs, hiring mme labO!' will inoease the firm's p1ofits. The firm 
will continue to hire additional labor until the benefit of an extra worker (the value 
of exha goods 01 services ploduced) equals the cost (the w8ge) 

The Mar9ina~ Product of labor aL1d labor Demandi: 
An lE){amp~e 

Let's make the discussion of [abm demand more concrete by looking at The Clip 
Joint, 8 small business that grooms dogs The Clip Joint uses both capital, such as 
clippers, tubs, 8nd brushes, and labor to produce its output of groomed dogs 

The production function that applies to The Clip joint appears in Table 3.2 
Fm given levels of pIoductivity and the capital stock, it shows how The Clip 
joint's daily output of groomed dogs, column (2), depends on the number of 
\vOlkeIs employed, column (1) The more workers The Clip Joint has, the greateI 
its d8ily output is 

The iVll'N of each worker at The Clip joint is shown in column (3). Employing 
the first worker raises The Clip joint's output from 0 to 11, so the iVll'N of the first 
worker is 11 Employing the second worker raises The Clip joint's output from 11 
to 20, an increase of 9, so the NIPN of the second workel' is 9; and so on Column 
(3) 8150 shovvs that, as the number of workel's at The Clip Joint inCIeases, the 
iVll'N falls so that labor at The Clip joint has diminishing mmginal productivity 
The more wOlkers there are on the job, the more they must shme the fixed 
amount of capital (tubs, clippers, brushes), and the less benefit there is to adding 
yet another worker 
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Table 3.2 
The Clip Joint's Production Function 

(1 ) (2) (3) (4) 
Marginal Revenue 
Product of Labor, 
MRPN= MPNx P 

Number of Number of Marginal Product (when P = S10 per 
Workers, N Dogs Groomed, Y of Labor, MPN grooming) 

0 0 

11 5110 

11 

9 590 

2 20 

7 570 

3 27 

5 550 

4 32 

3 530 

5 35 

$10 

6 36 

The marginal ploduct of labor me8SUles the benefit of employing an addi
tional worker in terms of the extra output pwduced A rel8ted concept, the mar
ginal revenue product of labor, or i\JUPN, measures the benefit of employing an 
additional worker in tell11S of the extra l'el'CI/I/C produced To calculate the lvIRPN, 
we need to know the price of the firm's output If The Clip joint receives $10 for 
each dog it grooms, the tvIRPN of the first worker is $110 per day (11 additional 
dogs gl'Oomed per day at SID pel' grooming) More generally, the marginal revenue 
product of an additional worker equals the price of the firm's output, 1', times the 
extra output gained by adding the worker, tvlPN: 

MRPN= P,MPN (3.3) 

At The Clip Joint the price of output, 1', is $10 per grooming, so the MRPN of each 
worker, column (4), equals the MPN of the worker, column (3), multiplied by $10 

Now suppose th<lt the wage, \"', that The Clip Joint must pay to attract quali
fied workers is $SO pel' day. (vVe refel to the w8ge, ~"', when measured in the con
ventional way in terms of today's dollms, 8S the l10lllillal wnge) How many \vorkers 
should The Clip joint employ to maximize its profits? To answer this question, The 
Clip Joint (Omp8res the benefits and costs of employing each additional \vorkeI 
The benefit of employing an additional wOlker, in dollars pel day, is the worker's 
marginallevenue product, NiRPN The cost of an additional workel, in dollars per 
day, is the nominal daily wage, I-Y 

Table 32 shows that the MRPN of the first worker is $110 per day, which 
exceeds the daily wage of $80, so employing the first worker is plofitable for Ihe 
Clip Joint Adding a second workel inCle8ses The Clip Joint's profit as \vell because 
the MRPN of the second worker ($90 per d"y) also exceeds the daily w"ge 
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Hov/ever, employing a third worker reduces The Clip Joint's profit because the 
third worker's MRPN of $70 per doy is less thon the $80 daily wage Therefore The 
Clip Joint's profit-maximizing level of employment at S80/ day-equivalently, the 
quantity of labor demonded by The Clip joint-is two workers. 

In finding the quantity of labor demanded by The Clip joint, we measured the 
benefits and costs of an extra \Varkel in nominal, or dollar, terms If we measure the 
benefits and costs of an extIa worker in leal terms, the results would be the same 
In leal terms the benefit to The Clip Joint of an extra WOl ker is the number of extra 
groomings that the extra warkel' provides, which is the 111a1ginal product of labor, 
lvIPN. The real cost of adding another \varkel' is the real wage, \vhich is the wage 
measured in terms of units of output Algebraically, the leal wage, w, equals the 
nOlninal wage, ltV, divided by the price of ouq.1ut, P 

In this example the nominol wage, ]AI, is $80 per day and the price of output, P, 
is $10 per grooming, so the leal wage, w, equals ($80 pel day)/ ($10 per grooming), 
or 8 groomings per day To find the profit-maximizing level of employment, The 
Clip Joint compares this real cost of an additional \vorker \vith the real benefit of an 
additional worker, the IvlPN The MPN of the first worker is 11 groomings per 
day, which exceeds the leal \vage of 8 groomings per day, so employing this 
worker is profitable The second worker also should be hired, as the second 
wor-ker's NIPN of 9 gloomings per day also exceeds the real wage of 8 groomings 
per day Hmvever, a third worker should not be hiIed, as the third workel's MPN 
of '7 gloomings pel day is less than the real wage The quantity of labor demanded 
by The Clip Joint is therefore two workers, which is the same lesult \..ve got \vhen 
we compared costs and benefits in nominal terms 

This example shm,\ls that, when the benefit of an additional workel exceeds the 
cost of an additional worker, the firm should increase employment so as to maxinlize 
profits Similorly, if at the firm's current employment level the benefit of the last 
wor ker employed is less than the cost of the worker, the firm should reduce employ
ment Sutnmary table 2 compares benefits and costs of additional labor in both real 
and nominal terms. In the choice of the profit-maximizing level of employment, a 
comparison of benefits and costs in either real or nominal tenns is equally valid 

A Change in the Wage 

The Clip Joint's decision to employ two \,vod<els was based on a nominal wage of 
$80 per day Nmv suppose that for some reason the non1inal wage needed to athact 
qualified wOlker'S drops to $60 per day. How will the reduction in the nmninai 
wage affect the number of workel's that The Clip Joint wants to employ? 

To find the answer, we can compare costs and benefits in either nominal m real 
terms. Let's make the comparison in real terms. If the nomimll wage drops to $60 
per day while the price of gloamings remains at $10, the leal wage falls to ($60 per 
day)/($lO per grooming), or 6 groomings per day Column (3) of Table 3.2 shows 
that the lvIPN of the third worker is '7 groamings per day, \vhich is now greateI than 
the real wage Thus, at the Imver wage, expanding the quantity of labm demand
ed from two to three workers is profitable fOI The Clip joint However, the firm will 
not hire a four th worker because the MPN of the fourth worker (5 groomings per 
day) is less than the new real \vage (6 groomings per day) 

This example illustrates a general point about the effect of the leal wage on 
labor demand: All else being equal, 11 dCCfmsc iJl tlte real wage wises tile 1II1/oIIIlt (if'labor 
delllalIded Similarly, all il/ucase ill the I cal (mgc decrcases tile al/lOllllt Of labor dClllal1ded 

Figure 3.5 
The determination 
of labor demand 
The amount of labor 
demanded is determined 
by locating the point on 
the AtfPN curve at which 
the AtfPN equals the real 
,',rage rate; the amount of 
labor corresponding to 
that point is the amount 
of labol" demanded For 
example, when the real 
wage is w~', the AtlPN 
equals the real wage at 
point A and the quantity 
of labor demanded is N* 
The labor demand curve, 
NO, shows the amount 
of labor demanded at 
each level of the real 
wage The labor demand 
curve is identical to the 
MPNcurve 

32. The Demand for Lr:lbor 

Summary 2 

Comparing the Benefits and Costs of Changing the 
Amount of Labor 

To maximize profits, Increase 
the firm should: employment if 

Real terms MPN> w 
(MPN> W/P) 

Nominal terms PxMPN> W 
(MRPN> W) 

MPN = marginal product of labor 
P = price of output 

Decrease 
employment if 

MPN<w 
(MPN < WIP) 

PxMPN< W 
(MRPN< W) 

MRPN = marginal revenue product of labor = P x MPN 
W = nominal wage 
w = real wage = vviP 

The Marginal Product of labor and the 
labor Demand Curve 

73 

Using The Clip Joint as an example, we showed the negative relationship between 
the real wage and the quantity of labor that a fiuH demands Figure 3.5 shows in 
mOle genera! terms how the link between the real wage and the quantity of labm 
demanded is deteImined, The amount of labor, N, is on the hOlizontal axis, The 
/vIPN and the real wage, both of which me measUI'cd in goods PCl' unit of labol', are 
on the vertical axis. The downward-sloping curve is the lvlPN curve; it relates the 

M PN curve and 
labor demand curve, NO 

Real wage 

tV' 

Labot', N 
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marginal ploduct of labor, IvIPN, to the amount of labor employed by the firm, N 
The tvIPN curve slopes downward because of the diminishing mmginal produc
tivity of labor The horizontal line lcplesents the real wage firms face in the labor 
market, which the firms take as given Here, the real wage is ((1'~, 

For any lcal "vage, 'w1f
, the amount of labor that yields the highest profit (and 

therefore the amount of labor demanded) is determined at point A, the intersection 
of the real-wage line and the MPN curve At A the quantity 01 labor demanded is 
N*. Why is N* a film's profit-maximizing level of labor input? At employment 
levels of less than N*, the marginal product of labor exceeds the leal \vage (the 
MPN curve lies above the real-wage line); thus, if the firm's employment is initial
ly less than N*, it can inclease its plofit by expanding the amount of labor it uses 
Similarly, il the firm's employment is initially greater than N', the marginal prod
uct 01 labor is less than the real wage (MPN < w') and the finn can raise profits by 
Ieducing employment. Only when employment equals N* will the firm be satisfied 
with the numbeI of \vorkels it has. More generally, for any real wage, the profit
maximizing amount of labOt' input-labor demanded-corresponds to the point at 
\vhich the lvIPN CllIve and the real-\vage line intersect 

The graph of the Ielationship between the amount of labor demanded by a firm 
and the real wage that the firm faces is called the JabO/ dClllfllld cur-ttC Because the 
lvIPN curve also shovvs the amount of labor demanded at any real wage, tile Jabol' 
denllllId curve is the sallie as tIll..' NIPN curoe, except that the vel tical axis measures the 
leal v.'age for the labor demand CUlve and meaSUles the marginal product of labor 
for the MPN (UlVe lO Like the MPN curve, the labor demand curve slopes down
ward, indicating that the quantity of labor demanded falls as the real wage rises 

This labor demand (UIVe is male general than that in the example of1he Clip 
Joint in a couple of ways that are wmth mentioning, First, we lefeHed to the 
demand for labor and not specifically to the demand for workers, as in The Clip 
Joint example, In general, labor, N, can be measured in various \,\Iays-fm example, 
as total hours worked, total weeks worked, or the number of employees-depend
ing on the application Second, although we assumed in the example that The Clip 
Joint had to hire a \vhole numbeI of workel's, the labor demand curve shown in Fig. 
35 allows labor, N, to have any positive value, whole or fractional Allowing N to 
take any value is sensible because people may wor k fractions of an hour 

Factors That Shift the labor Demall1d Curve 

Because the labor demand cllIve shows the relation betvveen the real vvage and the 
amount of labor that firms want to employ, changes in the real wage are repre
sented as movements alol1g the labOl demand CUlve, Changes in the leal wage do 
not cause the labor demand curve to shift. The labor demand curve shifts in 
response to factors that change the amount of labm that firms want to employ at 
allY gi'ucll /Cl)c/ (~f the leal imge Fm example, we showed earlier in this chapter that 
beneficial, or positive, supply shocks are likely to increase the MPN at all levels of 
labor input and that adveIse, or negative, supply shocks are likely to reduce the 
IvIPN at all levels of labor input Thus a beneficial supply shock shifts the IvIPN 

10 Reci'l11 thi'lt the rCJI Wi'lge and the MPN .'In: meJsured in the Si'lme units, goods per unit of li'lbor 
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Table 3.3 
The Clip Joint's Production Function After a Beneficial Productivity Shock 

(1 ) (2) (3) (4) 
Marginal Revenue 
Product of Labor, 
MRPN=MPNxP 

Number of Number of Marginal Product (when P= 510 per 
Workers, N Dogs Groomed, Y of Labor, MPN grooming) 

0 0 
22 $220 

22 
18 S180 

2 40 
14 S140 

3 54 
10 S100 

4 64 
6 $60 

5 70 
2 520 

6 72 

curve upward and to the right and raises the quantity of labor demanded at any 
given real wage; an advelse supply shock does the reverse 

The elfect 01 a supply shock on The Clip joint's demand for labor can be illus
trated by imagining that the proprietor of The Clip joint discovers that playing 
New Age music soothes the dogs It makes them more cooperative and doubles the 
numbeI of gloomings per day that the same number of workers can produce. This 
technological improvement gives The Clip Joint a new production function, as 
described in Table 3.3. Note that doubling total output doubles the IvIPN at each 
employment level 

The Clip joint demanded two workers when laced with the original production 
nmction (Table 3 2) and a real wage 01 8 groomings per day. Table 3 3 shows that the 
productivity improvement increases The Clip Joint's labor demand at the given 
real wage to four workers, because the MPN of the fourth worker (10 groomings per 
day) now exceeds the real wage The Clip joint will not hire a fifth worker, howev
er, because this worker's MPN (6 groomings per day) is less than the real wage 

The effect of a beneficial supply shock on a labor demand curve is shown in 
Fig. 36. The shock causes the MPN to increase at any level of labor input, so the 
MPN curve shifts upward and to the right Because the MPN and labor demand 
curves are identical, the labor demand curve also shifts upward and to the light, 
f!Om NO' to NO' in Fig 36. When the labor demand curve is NO', the film hires 
more \'Vorkers at any real wage level than when the labor dernand curve is NO l 

Thus worker productivity and the amount 01 labor demanded are closely linked 
Another factor that may affect labor demand is the size of the capital stock 

Generally, an increase in the capital stock, K-by giving each worker more 
machines or equipment to work with-raises workers' productivity and increases 
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Figure 3.6 
The effect 
of a beneficial 
supply shock 
on labor demand 
A beneficial supply 
shock that raises the 
MPN <It every level of 
labor shifts the MPN 
curve upward and to the 
right Because the labor 
demilnd cUI've is identi~ 

cal to the MPN curve, the 
labor demand curve 
shifts upwmd and to the 
right from NOI to NO' 
For any real w"ge, firms 
demnnd m{)re labor after 

it beneficial supply 
shock 
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A beneficial supply shock 
raises the MPN at all 
levels of labor input 

ND' 

Labof,N 

the NIPN at any level of labol' Hence an increase in the capital stock will calise the 
labOI demand curve to shift up\vaId and to the right, raising the amount of labor 
that a finn demands at any palticlliar real wage. II 

Aggregate labor Demand 

So far we have focused on the demand for labor by an individual firm, such as The 
Clip Joint For macl'Oeconomic analysis, however, we usually work with the con
cept of the aggregate demand for labor, or the sum of the labor demands of all the 
firms in an economy 

Because the agglegate demand for labor is the sum of fiIl11s' labol demands, 
the factors that determine the aggregate demand for labor are the same as those fm 
an individual fin11. Thus the aggregate labor demand curve looks the same as the 
labor demand clll've for an individual film (Fig 3.5), Like the firm's labm demand 
curve, the aggregate labor demand Clilve slopes down\vard, showing that an 
increase in the economywide real wage reduces the total amount of labor that 
firms want to use Similm 1y, a beneficial supply shock or an increase in the aggre
gate capital stock shifts the C1gg1egate labm demand CUlve up'ward and to the 
right; an adverse supply shock 01' a drop in the aggregate capital stock shifts it 
downward and to the left. The factors affecting aggregate labm demand are listed 
for convenience in Summmy table 3 

11 An incfL'ase in the capital stock may reduce th(;: demand for labor if thl' nl'\\' capital substitutes for 
the use of labor For example, the install,ltion of <lutomatic eiev<ltors reduced tlw margin<l! product of 
t::ievator oper;)tors ilnd thus the demand for these workers 

3.3 The Supply of Labor 

Summary 3 

Factors That Shift the Aggregate Labor Demand Curve 

An increase in 

Productivity 

Capital stock 

3.3 The Supply of labor 

Causes the labor 
demand curve 
to shift 

Fligilt 

Right 

Reason 

Beneficia! supply shock 
increases MPN 
and shifts tvlPN curve 
up and to the right. 

Higher capita! stoc!~ 
increases MPN 
and shifts MPN curve 
up and to the rigtlt 
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The demand for labor is determined by firms, but the supply of labor is determined 
by individuals 01 membels of a family making a joint decision, Each person of 
working age must decide how much (if at aU) to \vmk in the \vage-paying sector of 
the economy versus non-wage-paying alternatives, such as taking care of the home 
and children, going to school, or being retired. The aggregate supply of labor is the 
sum of the labOl supplied by everyone in the economy 

Recall that, in determining how much labor to demand, firms compare the costs 
and benefits of hiring additional \volkers, Similarly, in deciding how much to work, 
an illdividual should weigh the benefits against the costs of 'working. Beyond any 
psychological satisfaction gained from having a job, the principal benefit of working 
is the income earned, vvhich can be used to buy necessities and luxuries. The princi
pal cost of working is that it involves time and effOlt that are no longer available fO! 
other activities. Economists use the term leisure!:! for all off-the-job activities, includ
ing eating, sleeping, \VOl' king alound the house, spending time with family and 
friends, and so on. 10 make themselves as \vell off as possible, individuals should 
choose to supply labor up to the point at which the income obtained from working 
an extra hour just makes up for the extra hour of leisure they have to forgo 

The Income-leisure Trade-off 
To illustrate how the trade-off between income and leisure affects the labor supply 
decision, let's look at an example Consider a tennis instructor named Ace who 
offers tennis lessons. After paying taxes and job-related expenses, Ace can earn $35 
per hour, which we \vill call his (aftel-tax) non1inal ,",vage rate. Ace enjoys a repu
tation as an outstanding tennis instructor and could wmk as many hours per year 
as he chooses He is leluctant to \vork too much, however, because evelY day he 

12 The term leislire does not imply that;)l1 off~the-job nctivities (housework or schoolwork, for exam
ple) are "Ieisurc!)",! 
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spends teaching tennis means one less day available to devote to his real passion, 
skydiving The decision Ace faces is how many hOUIS to work this year-or, in 
other words, how much labor to supply 

Ace approaches this question by asking himself: Economically speaking, what 
really makes me happy? After a little leflection, Ace concludes that his level of hap
piness, or utility, depends on the amount of goods and services he consumes and 
on the amount of leisure time he has available to jump out of airplanes. His ques
tion can thcl'cfOlC be recast as follmvs: Hmv much should I \'\'01' k this year so as to 
obtain the highest possible level of utility? 

To find the level of labOt' supply that maximizes his utility, Ace mllst compare 
the costs and benefits of \vorking an extra haul. The cost of an extra haUl of \V01 k 
is the loss of an hour of leisure; this cost can be measured as the loss in utility that 
Ace experiences when he must work for an hour instead of skydive The benefit of 
Walking an exha hatH is an increase of $35 in income, which allows Ace to enjoy 
more consumption 

If the benefit of working an extra hour (the utility gained hom exha income) 
exceeds the cost (the utility lost by reducing leisure), Ace should work the extla 
houl In fact, he should continue to increase his time at \vork until the utility he 
receives from the addition(li income of $35 just equals the loss of utility associated 
with Inissing an hour of leisUl'e Ace's i(lbor supply at that point is the one that 
l11(1ximizes his utility!:) Using the idea that the labor supply decision results frol11 
a trade-off of leisule against income, we can discuss factOl's that influence the 
amount of labor supplied by Ace 

Real Wages and labor Supply 

The real wage is the amount of real income that (I WOl' keI receives in exchange fOl' 
giving up a unit of leisUl'e (an hOtlI, a day, or a week, fOl' example) fol' wOIk It is an 
important deteollinant of the quantity of labor that is supplied 

GenelaIly, an increase in the real wage affects the labol supply decision in 
two ways Fitst, an inuease in the leal wage raises the benefit (in terms of addi
tional real income) of working an (ldditional hour and thus tends to make the 
workel want to supply mote labor The tendency of workels to supply more labOI 
in Iesponse to a higheI reward fOl WOl' king is called the substitution effect of a 
higher real wage on the quantity of labor supplied 

Second, (In increase in the real wage makes workels effectively wealthier 
because for the same amount of WOl k they now earn a highel real income, Someone 
who is wealthier will be better able to afford additional leisure and, as a result, \vill 
supply less labOl The tendency of workels to supply less labor in response to 
becoming wealthier is called the income effect of a higher real wage on the quan
tity of labor supplied Note that the substitution and income effects of a higher real 
wage opelate in opposite directions, with the substitution effect tending to raise the 
quantity of labor supplied and the income effect tending to reduce it. 

13 Not 12\ l:ryonl: can Ch(l(lSl: his or her labor supply as fll::'\ibly as Ace; for e:'\ample, soml: jobs arc 
m·ailabk> for forty hours a wCl..'k (H" not at all Nevertheless, by choosing to work overtime, p<lrHlme, 
or <It <I second job, or by \,<lrying tht:: number of family members who ,m: working, households do 
ha\'l..' a significant <l1l1otll1t of latitude o"{:r how much labor to supply 
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A Pure Substitution Effect: A One-Day Rise in the Real Wage. We can 
illustrate the substitution effect by supposing that, after some consideration, Ace 
decides to work forty-eight hotHS pel week, by \\'01 king eight hours per day fO! six 
days each week He leaves every \A/ednesday free to go skydiving Although Ace 
could work and earn 535 per hour each \Nednesday, his highest utility is obtained 
by taking leisure on that day instead 

Now imagine that one Tuesday, an eccentric tennis player calls Ace and 
Iequests a lesson on Wednesday to help him prepare for a \'\'eekend amateur tour
nament He offers Ace his regulm wage of $35 per hour, but Ace declines, explain
ing that he plans to go skydiving on Wednesday Not willing to take "no" fm an 
answer, the tennis player then offers to pay Ace $350 per hOtH fOI an all-day lesson 
on \"'ednesday \"'hen Ace heClrs this offeI to work fm ten times his usual wage 
rate, he thinks: "1 don't get offers like this one evelY day I'll go skydiving some 
otheI day, but this Wednesday I'm going to work" 

Ace's decision to work rather than skydive (that is, to substitute labor for 
leisule) on this particular Wednesday represents a lesponse to (I very high reward, 
in terms of additional income, that each additional hotH of work on that day will 
bIing His decision to work the extra day ICsultS from the substitution effect 
Because receiving a very high wage fm only one day doesn't make Ace substan
tiallv wealthier, the income eHect of the one-day wage increase is negligible, Thus 
the ~ffect of a one-day incre(lse in the real wage on the quantity of l(lbOI supplied 
by Ace is an almost pllIe example of the substitution effect 

A Pure Income Effect: Winning the Lottery. In addition to skydiving, Ace 
enjoys playing the state lotteIY As luck would have it, a week after spending the 
VVednesday teaching the eccentric tennis playeI, Ace wins $300,000 in the state lot
tery Ace's response is to reduce his wOlkweek from six to five days, because the 
additional S300,OOO of lVealth enables him to afford to take more time off f,om 
work-and sO he does, Because the lottery prize has made him wealthier, he 
reduces his labor supply As the 10ttelY prize does not affect the current reward 
for giving up an hour of leisure to work-Ace's real wage is still $35 per hour
there is no substitution effect. Thus, winning the lottery is an example of a pUle 
income effect 

Anothet example of a pure income effect is an increase in the expected future 
real wage Suppose that the aging tennis pro at the posh counh'y club in Ace's con1-
munity announces that he will retire the following yem, and the country club 
aglees to hire Ace beginning one year from now Ace will earn $50 per hour (after 
taxes) fm as many hours as he wants to teach tennis.i-l Ace recognizes that this 
increase in his future wage has effectively made him wealthier by incIeasing the 
future income he will receive for any given amount of labor supplied in the future 
Looking at his lifetime income, Ace realizes that he is better able to afford leisure 
today That is, the inclease in the future real wage has an income effect that leads 
Ace to reduce his current lab01 supply, Because this increase in the future wage 
does not change Ace's CUIIent wage, and thus does not affect the current reward 
f01 giving up an hour of leistue to work an additional hotu, there is no substitution 

t.t- VVe assume thill zero inf!<ltion is expected over the next ye<lr. so tJw 550 per hour wage rate in the 
following year is <In increase in Ace·s real wage rate as well as an increm;e in his nominal wage rate 
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effect on Ace's CtllIcnt labOl supply_ Thus the increase in the future leal wage has 
a pure income effect on Ace's labOI supply 

The Sub~titution Effect and the Income Effect Together: A Long-Term 
Increase In the Real Wage. The aging tennis pro at the country club quits sud
denly, and the country club asks Ace to start work inu11ediately. Ace accepts the offer 
and earns $50 per hour (aftcl taxes) for as many hours as he wants to teach tennis 

On his new job, "vill Ace "\vork more hOllIS or fewer hours than he did before? 
In this case, the two effects work in opposite directions. On the one hand, because 
the re\vmd for \vorking is gIcateI, Ace will be tempted to work more than he did 
previ~usly This .tcn.dency to increase labor supply in lcsponse to a higher leal 
wage IS the substitution effect. On the other hand, at his ne\v, higher 'wage, Ace can 
pay for food, rent, and skydiving expenses by working only three or four days each 
week, so he is tempted to wOlk less and spend mOle time skydiving This tenden
cy to reduce labor supply because he is wealthier is the income effect 

Which effect vdns? One factOl that \vill influence Ace's decision is the lenoth of 
time he expects his ne\v, higher wage to last. The longer the higher wage is e;pect
~d to last, the l~rgel' its i~pact on Ace's lifetime resources is, and the stIonger the 
Il1come effect IS. Thus, If Ace expects to hold the new job until he retires, the 
income effect is stIong (he is much \vealthicl) and he is mOle likely to leduce the 
amount of time that he WOl ks In contrast, if Ace believes that the job may not last 
very long, the income effect is weak (the increase in his lifetime IeSOtHCes is small) 
and he may choose to wOlk more so as to take advantage of the higher wage while 
he can In general, the 10ngeI an increase in the real \vage is expected to last, the 
larger the income effect is and the more likely it is that the quantity of labOt' sup-
plied will be reduced . 

Empirical Evidence on Real Wages and labor Supply. Because of conflict
~ng incon1e and su~stitution effects, some ambiguity exists legarding hoyv a change 
m the real "vage wIll affect labor supply. What is the empirical evidence? 

In his book on labm supply, Malk Killingswol"th l5 of Rutgers Univelsity sur
veyed the results of more than sixty studies of the labor supply decision in the 
United States, the United Kingdom, Canada, West Germany, Japan, and Tahvan 
Although the studies differed in many respects, and all of them didn't yield pre
Cisely the same results, generally they showed that the aggregate amount of labor 
supplied rises in response to a temporary increase in the real "vage but falls in 
~·esponse. to a permanent increase in the real wage The finding that a temporary 
ll1crease 111 the real wage raises the amount of labor supplied confirms the substi
tution effect: If the reward for \'\rorking rises for a short period, people \vill take 
~dvantage of the opportunity to work more, The JesuIt that a permanent increase 
111 the real wage lo\ve[s the agglegate amount of labor supplied indicates that for 
long-lived inCIeases in the real wage, the income effect outweighs the substitution 
effect; If permanently higheI \vages make workers much better ofL they will choose 
to work less The effect of permanent inoeases in l'eal wages is further illustrated 
in the Application "Weekly Hours of Work and the Wealth of Nations," p 83 

15 Lll/Jor 5111'1'/1/, CtlOlbridge, UK: Cambridge University Press, 1983 See especially Tables 31-35 
and -l- 2--1--l-

Figure 3.7 
The labor supply curve of 
an individual worl<er 
The hor-izontal axis 
shows the amount of 
labor that a worker will 
supply for any given cur
rent real wage on the 
vertical axis The labor 
supply curve slopes 
upward, indicating 
that-with other factors, 
induding the expected 
future real wage, held 
constant-an increa~e in 
the current real wage 
raises the amount of 
labor supplied 
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labor supply curve, NS 

Labor, N 

The labor Supply Curve 
VVe have discussed how the amount of labOl' supplied by an individual depends 
on the cunent and expected future lea! wage tates The labor slipply C/lrve of an 
individual relates the amount of labor supplied to the current real wage rate, 
holding constant all other factors (including the expected futtlIe real wage rate) 
that affect the amount of labor supplied, Figure 3.7 plesents a graph of a typical 
labor supply curve, The cunent leal wage is measlued on the velticai axis, and 
the amount of labm supplied is measured on the horizontal axis The labol 
supply CUIve slopes upward because an increase in the curlent real wage (hold
ing constant the expected futme real wage) leads to an inCl'ease in the amount of 
labor supplied 

Factors That Shift the Labor Supply Curve. Any factor that changes the 
amount of labm supplied at a given level of the current real wage shifts the labor 
supply curve, Specifically, any factor that increases the amount of labor sup
plied at a given level of the real wage shifts the labor supply curve to the right, 
and any factor that decleases the amount of labOI supplied at a given leal waae 
shifts the labor supply curve to the left. We have already discussed how ~n 
inclease in wealth (say, from winning the lottery) has a pUle income effect that 
leduces the amount of labor supplied at a given real wage. Thus, as shown in Fig 
38, an increase in wealth shifts the labor supply curve to the left We have also 
discussed how an increase in the expected future real wage has a pure income 
effect that leduces the amount of labor supplied at a given leal wage Figure 3,8 
also depicts the response of the labor supply curve to an increase in the expected 
future real \vage 
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Figure 3.8 
The effect on labor 
supply of an increase 
in wealth 
An increase in wealth 
reduces the amount of 
labor supplied at any 
real wage. Therefore an 
increase in wealth causes 
the labor supply curve to 
shift to the left Similarly, 
an increase in the expect
ed future real wage, 
which has the effect of 
making the worker 
wealthier, reduces the 
amount of labor supplied 
at any given current real 
wage and shifts the labor 
supply curve to the left 
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Aggregate labor Supply 

Wealth increases 

or 

Expected future 
real wage increases 

Labor, N 

As we mentioned earlier, the aggregate supply of labor is the total amount of labor 
supplied by everyone in the economy. Just as the quantity of labor supplied by an 
individual rises when the person's current real wage rises, the aggregate quantity 
of labor supplied increases when the economywide real wage rises An increase in 
the current economywide real wage raises the aggregate quantity of labor supplied 
for hl'o reasons First, when the real wage rises, people who are already working 
may supply even more hours-by offering to work overtime, by changing from 
part-time to full-time work, or by taking a second job. Second, a higher real wage 
may entice some people who are not currently in the labor force to decide to look 
for work Because higher current real wages induce people to want to work more, 
the aggregate labor supply curve--which shows the relation between the aggregate 
amourlt of labor supplied and the current real wage--slopes upward 

Factors other than the current real wage that change the amount of labor that 
people want to supply cause the aggregate labor supply curve to shift Summary 
table 4 lists the factors that shift aggregate labor supply. We have discussed the first 
two factors in the table, wealth and the expected future real wage Aggregate labor 
supply will also increase if the cOlmtry's working-age population increases (for 
example, because of an increased birth rate or imnligration), or if changes in the 
social or legal environment cause a greater proportion of the working-age popula
tion to enter the labor force (increased labor force participation) For example, 
evolving attitudes about the role of women in society have contributed to a large 
increase in the number of women in the U,S. labot market in recent decades; and 
the elimination of mandatory retilement in nlany fields may increase the partici
pation rates of older workers 

Weekly Hours 
of Work and 
the Wealth of 
Nations 
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Factors That Shift the Aggregate Labor Supply Curve 

An increase in 

Wealttl 

Expected future real wage 

Working-age population 

Participation rate 

Causes the labor 
supply curve 
to shift Reason 

Left Increase in wealth 
increases amount of 
leisure workers can 
allord 

LeI! 

Right 

Right 

Increase in expected 
future real wage 
increases amount of 
leisure workers can 
afford 

Increased number of 
potential worl~ers 
increases amount of 
labor supplied 

Increased number of 
people wanting to 
work increases amount 
of labor supplied 
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In 1869, the typical wor ker in the US" manufacturing sector worked approximate
ly fifty-six hours per week However, as shown in Fig 39, the average workweek 
in U.s manufacturing declined steadily into the 1930s. Although various forces 
contributed to the shortening of the workweek prior to 1930, the main factor under
lying this trend was sharply rising real wages" Increases in real wages over the late 
nineteenth and early twentieth centuries in the United States were driven by tech
nological innovation and increased productivity and thus were largely pernla
nent. In response to permanent increases in the real wage, workers reduced the 
amount of labor they supplied. 

The response of labor supply to increases in real wages doesn't explain all of 
the changes in weekly hours worked For example, the relatively low number of 
hours worked per week during the 1930s reflects primarily the general econom
ic collapse that occmred during the Great Depression. The sharp increase in 
weekly hours of work during the 1940s resulted in part from the threat to nation
al survival posed by World War II, which induced workers to work more hours 
per week Since World War II, the workweek in US manufacturing has stabi
lized at around forty hours, with little decline despite increases in the real wage 
rate in the 19505 and 1960s Post-World War II workers, however, have reduced 
the quantities of labor supplied in other ways, notably by retiring earlier and 
taking mOle vacation tiIne, 

The historical data given in Fig 39 provide some evidence that, in response to a 
permanent increase in the real wage, workers choose to have more leisure and to 

(COl/till/LCd) 
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Figure 3.9 
Average weekly hours, 
U,S" manufacturing 
Reflecting the income 
effect of wages on labor 
supply, the steady 
increase in the real wage 
rate in the United States 
during the late nineteenth 
and early twentieth cen
turies tended to reduce 
the average weekly hours 
of manufacturing work
ers Weekly hours fluctu
ated sharply during the 
Great Depression and 
World War II but stabi
lized in the postwar 
period Note: Data were 
available only for selected 
years prior to 1919 
SourCt.'S: Average weekly 
hours, production workers in 
manufacturing eslabljsh~ 
men Is: Bureau of Economic 
Anillysis, LOlls-Tam Ecollomic 
Growtlt 1B60-1970, June 1973, 
pp 212-213, and Table B-I7 of 
the ECONumic RCf!(l1'f (!f tilL' 

Prl';;idCII/,1999 

Figure 3.10 
The workweek and real 
GOP per person in 36 
countries 
The point corresponding 
to each country shows 
the country's real GOP 
per person in 1980 on the 
horizontal axis and the 
average number of hours 
worked per \veek in 
manufacturing on the 
vertical axis. Because of 
the income effect on 
labor supply, richer 
countries tend to have 
short workweeks 
Sources: Averilgc hours per 
week: UJlited Na/imls St(/tistical 
Yl.'ilr/loak.1985-19R6, p. 89; reill 
GOP per capita (in 19i5 dollars): 
Robert Summers and Alan 
Heston, "Improved !nterH 
nntionni Compilrisons of RC<li 
Product <lnd lis Components: 
ilJ50-1i}!)O," /{L'viL'w of illCOI1I1.' IIl1d 
Wmltll, June )98-1, pp. 259-261. 
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work fevver hours per week. Figure 3.10 presents additional evidence, drawn from 
thirty~six nations .. Each point in the diagram represents a different countryo The hor
izontal axis measures real gross domestic product (GDP) per person, and the vertical 
axis measures the average number of hours worked per week by production work
ers in manufacturing. Workers in richer countries witl, higher wage rates (tl,e United 
States, Canada) tend to work fewer hours per week than do workers in poorer coun
tries with lower 'wage rates (South Korea, Bolivia), Because the differences in wages 
among countries reflect long-term differences in productivity, the fact that high
wage cOlmtries have shorter workweeks provides further support for the idea that 
permanent increases in the real wage cause workers to supply less laboL 

3.4 labor Market Equilibrium 

Figure 3011 
Labor market equilibrium 
The quantity of labor 
demanded equals the 
quantity of labor SllP~ 
plied at point E The 
equilibrium real wage is 
fIi, ilnd the corresponding 
equilibrium level of 
employment is FJ, the 
fuUHempJoyment level of 
employment 

Equilibrium in the labor market requires that the aggregate quantity of labor 
demanded equal the aggregate quantity of labor supplied The basic 
supply-demand model of the labor market introduced here (called the classical 
lIIodel (~f tire lnllLlI lIIarket) is based on the assumption that the real \vage adjusts rea
sonably quickly to equate labor supply and labor demand. Thus, if labor supply is 
less than labor demand, firms competing for scarce workers bid up the real wage, 
whereas if many WOl kers are competing for lelatively few jobs, the real wage \vill 
tend to fall 

Labor market equilibrium is represented graphically by the intersection of the 
aggregate labor demand curve and the aggregate labor supply curve at point E in 
Fig 311 The equilibrium level of employment, achieved after the complete 

labor supply, NS 

it' 

Labor demand, ND 

Labof, N 
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Figure 3.12 
Effects of a temporary 
adverse supply shock on 
the labor market 
An adverse supply shock 
that lowers the marginal 
product of labor (see 
Fig. 3 4) reduces the quan~ 
tity of labor demanded at 
any real wage level. Thus 
the labor demand curve 
shifts left, from NOl to 
NO!, and the labOl' market 
equilibrium moves from 
point A to point B The 
adverse supply shock 
causes the real wage to 
fall from WI to w2 and 
reduces the fllU~emp!oy
ment level of employment 
from N1 toN'J. 
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adjustment of wages and prices, is kno\vn as the full-employment level of 
employment, N The corresponding market-clearing real wage is w 

Factors that shift either the aggregate labol delnand CUIve or the aggregate 
labor supply curve affect both the equilibrium real wage and the full-employment 
level of employment An example of such a factor is a temporary adverse supply 
shock A temporary adverse supply shock-because of, say, a spell of unusually bad 
weather-decreases the marginal ploduct of labOI at every level of employment. As 
Fig 312 shows, this decrease causes the labor demand Clllve to shift to the left, from 
NO' to NO'. Because the supply shock is temporary, however, it is not expected to 
affect futuIe marginal ploducts m the future real \vage, so the labol supply curve 
doesn't shift. Equilibrium in the labor market moves from point A to point B. Thus 
the model predicts that a temporar), supply shock will lower both the current real 
wage (from WI to W,) and the flIll-employment level of employment (from NI to N,). 

The classical supply-demand model of the labor market has the virtue of sim
plicity and is quite useful fm studying ho"" econ0111ic disturbances or changes in 
economic policy affect enlployment and the real wage. However, a significant 
dJawback of this basic model is that it cannot be used to study tmemployment 
Because it assumes that any worker who wants to 'work at the equilibrium leal 
\vage can find a job, the D10del implies zelO unemployment, which neveI occurs, 
We discuss unemployment later in this chaptel', but in the meantime we will con
tinue to use the classical supply-demand model of the labor market 

Full-Employment Output 

By combining labor malket equilibrium and the production function, we can deter
mine how much output finns want to supply Full-employment output, Y, some 

Output, 
Employment, 
and the Real 
Wage During Oil 
Price Shocks 
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times called potclltinl OlltPllt, is the level of output that firms in the economy supply 
when wages and prices have fully adjusted_ Equivalently, full-employment output 
is the level of output supplied when aggregate employment equals its full-employ
ment level, N Algebraically, we define full-employment output, Y, by using the 
production function (Eq. 31): 

Y~AF(K, N) (34) 

Equation (3.4) shows that, for constant capital stock, K, full-employment output 
is determined by two general factors: the full-employment level of employment, N, 
and the production function relating output to employment 

Anything that changes either the full-employment level of employment, N, or 
the production function will change full-employment output, Y For example, an 
adverse supply shock that reduces the iVlPN (Fig 312) works in two distinct ways 
to lower full-employment output: 

1. The adverse supply shock lowers output directly, by reducing the quantity of 
output that can be produced with any fixed amounts of capital and labor This 
direct effect can be thought of as a reduction in the productivity measure A in 
Eq (3.4). 

2, The adverse supply shock reduces the demand for labor and thus lowers the 
full-employment level of employment N, as Fig 3.12 shows. A reduction in N 
also reduces full-employment output, Y, as Eq (3.4) confirms 

II were sharp in tl1e prices of oil and other energy products 
Figure 3.13 shows how the price of energy paid by firms, measured relative to the 
GOP deflator (the general price level of all output), varied during the period 
1960-1997. Two adverse oil price shocks stand out: one in 1973-1974, when the 
Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC) first imposed an oil 
embargo and then greatly increased crude oil prices; and a second in 1979-1980, 
after the Iranian revolution disrupted oil supplies. The 1979-1980 oil price shock 
turned out to be temporary, as energy prices subsequently felL A third increase in 
oil prices followed Iraq's invasion of Kuwait in August 1990. However, the 1990 
shock had less of an impact on overall energy prices than the previous two oil price 
shocks and thus doesn't appear as much more than a blip in Fig. 3.13. 

When energy prices rise, firms cut back on energy use, implying tl1at less output 
is produced at any particular levels of capital and labor. An increase in energy 
prices is therefore an adverse supply shock. How important were these supply 
shocks? In an empirical study of the 1979-1980 oil price shock, Jolm A. Tatom'6 of 
the Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis used post-World War II data to estimate a pro
duction nmction for the United States, in which he allowed for effects of energy 
price changes Tatom estimated that the 1979-1980 increase in the relative price of 
energy reduced the amOlmt of output that could be produced by given quantities of 
capital and labor by about 5.7%. Tatom's resuits, if correct, suggest a large impact on 
the supply of output from oil price shocks, at least in the 1979-1980 case 

16 "Are the Macroeconomic Effects of Oil Price Changes Symmetric?" in K Brunner and A Meltzer, 
cds., Cllrllcgic-Roc/ICstCf COllferellce Series 011 Pllblic Policy, Vol. 28, Spring 1988 
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Figure 3.13 
Relative price of energy, 
1960-1997 
The figure shows the pro~ 
d tlcer price index of fuels 
and related products and 
power (an index of 
energy prices paid by 
producers) relative to the 
GOP deflator. Note the 
impact of the 1973-1974 
and 1979-1980 oil shocks 
and the decline in energy 
prices in the first half of 
the 19805. The 1990 Iraqi 
invasion of Kuwait also 
increased this price index. 
Sources: Producer price index 
for fuels and rclated products 
and power from 1able 6"67, 
Ermwlllic Rqmr/ oflht' Prc.<;iril.'lIf, 
1999; GOP deflator from 
Ecunomie Rql(JrJ oflhe Pn'sitil.'lIf, 
1999, Table B¥3 Data were 
scaled so that 1992 "" 100 
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Oll!' analysis predicts that an adverse supply shock will lower labor demand, 
reducing employment and the real wage, as well as reducing the supply of output. 
In fact, the economy went into recession following the 1973-1974, the 1979-1980, 
and the 1990 oil shocks, with negative GOP growth each time. In each case, 
employment and the real wage fell. The real wage declined by about 5% between 
1973 and 1975, by more than 8% between 1978 and 1981, and by more than 2% 
between 1989 and 1991. Care must be taken in interpreting these results because 
macroeconomic policies and other factors were changing at the same time; how
ever, our model appears to account for the response of the economy to these major 
oil price increases. 

Because many families have little income other than wage income, trends in real 
wages have important implications for the standard of living of a large segment of ti,e 
society_ During the first twenty-five years after World War II, real wages in the United 
States grew strongly. Since about 1970, however, there have been two distutbing 
h-ends: (1) overall real wage growth has slowed considerably; and (2) real wages 
have become more unequal, with wages of tl,e best-paid workers continuing to rise 
but wages of the worst-paid workers aChtally falling substantially i.n real terms. 

The explanations offered by most economists for both trends focus on the pat
tern of teclmological change. The overall slowdown in real wage growth is gener-
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ally attributed to the slO\,\rdown in productivity growth in the US economy ovel 
the past thlce decades (discussed in the Application "The Production Function of 
the U S Economy and U.S Productivity Growth," cadiel in the chapter) Because 
of slow productivity grmvth, the marginal product of !nbor, lvlPN, and thus labor 
demand have gIown slowly, Coupled with relatively rapid increases in labor 
supply (the fraction of the adult population in the wOlk fOlce has risen from about 
60(X) to nlQl'C than 66(X) during this period), s10\v gIowth in labor demand has held 
dawn the growth of real wages In Chaptet' 6, we discuss fLUthel the general slow
down in productivity growth and its implications 

Some econonlists link the [ising inequality in real wages to the characteI, not 
the pace, of technical change. In particular, they argue that technical change 
during the past two decades has been skill-biased, meaning that it has raised the 
productivity of highly trained or educated workers more than that of the less 
skilled. 17 For example, some new manufacturing techniques rely considelably 
more on worker initiative and problem solving than did the traditional assen1bly
line approach and thus require more highly skilled workers. Computerization is 
another development that has in many cases increased the productivity of mOle 
skilled \VOrkels ,"vhile squeezing out those without the education or training to 
use this new tool effectively. For example, a study by Alan Krueger of Princeton 
University found that workers who are able to use computers in thei!" jobs enjoy 
a 10%) to 15%) wage preIniul11 over similar workers who are not trained to use 
conlputers. 18 

Figure 314 illustrates the labor I11drket effecls of a skill-biased technical 
change_ Here we drop the simplifying assumption made earlier that all workeIs are 
identical and instead allovv for two types of workers, skilled and unskilled 19 

Supply and demand for each type of \vOlker are shown sepalately, 'with the market 
for skilled workers shown in Fig 3.l4(a) and the market for unskilled workers 
shown in Fig 3.l4(b) The supply of each type of worker reflects the number of 
people in the labor force with each level of skills. For simplicity, and to focus on the 
effects of a skill-biased technical change, we ignore population grO\vth and chang
ing participation rates and assume that the labor supply curves ale fixed, The 
demand for each type of worker depends on the MPN of that type of worker, for 
constant capital stock and number of employed workers of the other type 

The initial labor demand curves are ND;, in Fig 3.l4(a) and ND;,,», in Fig 3.14(b), 
and the initial labor market equilibriunl is at point A in both parts The real lvages of 
skilled Wor kers are higher than those of tU1skilJed war kers [that is, the equilibrium real 
wage at point A in Fig 3 14(a) is higher than the equilibrium real wage at point A in 

17 This conclusion is drilwn by, illllong others, John Bound and George Johnson, '"C!wnges in the 
Structure of Wages in the 1980's: An E~'aillation of Alternative Explanations," Americall ECOIlOlllic 
[\('vic,l', June 1992. pp 371-392 
Hl "How Computers Have Chnngcd the Wnge Structure: Evidence from Microdntn, 1984-1989," 
QWlI"tl'l"ly jOllmnl {~f EC'OIlOmics, I:ebruary 1993, pp 33-60 
19 With two types of workers, there nrc three factors of production: capit!!!' skilled I!!bof, !!nd 
unskilled labor The production function thus becomes Y = AF(l< N,k, NU!I"d, where N,k is the number 
of skilled and Nunck the number of unskilled workers employed A skill-biased technical change 
ch,lllgcs the function r so that the m<1rginal product of skilled workers rises relativE' to the marginnl 
product of unskilled workers 
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Figure 3.14 
The effects of skill~biased technical change on wage inequality 
The supply and demand for skHled labor are shown in (<I), and the supply and demand for unskilled labor are shown in (b). 
1he initial equilibrium is shown as point A in both parts. Because skilled workers have a higher /vIPN than unskilled work
ers do, their real wage is higher. 

A skill-biased technical change increases the MPN of skilled ,"Yorkers relative to the MPN of unskilled \-vorkel's A rise in 
the MPN of skilled workers raises the demand for skilled labor from ND~k to ND;k in (a) If the MPN of unskilled workers 
actually falls, demand for unskilled labor falls, from NDtmsk to ND~n~k in (b). At the new equilibrium, point B in both parts, 
the wages of skilled workers have risen relative to those of unskilled workers 
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Fig. 314(b)]. This difference reflects the higher MPN and lower supply of skilled 
workers, relative to tU1skilled workers. 

A skill-biased teclmical change, such as the introduction of computers, raises 
the MPN of skilled workers (who can accomplish more with the aid of a computer 
than they could without one) but reduces the MPN of unskilled workers (who do 
not have the training to be productive in a computerized workplace). Because the 
MPN curve and the demand curve for labor are the same, this tec1ulical change 
raises the demand for skilled workers [from NDlk to ND;k in Fig. 3.14(a)] but 
reduces the demand for unskilled workers [from NDLn,k to ND~n'k in Fig. 3 . .14(b)]. 
At the new equilibrium, at point B in both parts, skilled workers' real wages and 
employment have risen, and the wages and employment of the unskilled have 
fallen. The increased wage inequality by this analysis is consistent with 
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3.5 iUJnemployment 

Our classical model of the labor Inarket, which relies on supply-demand analysis, 
is useful for studying the wage rate and the level 01 employment in an economy 
and for showing ho\v these vaIiables are linked to output and productivity 
However, this model of the labor market is based on the strong assunlption that, 
when the labor market is in equilibrium, aU workers who are willing to work at the 
prevailing wage are able to find jobs In reality, 01 course, not everyone who would 
like to work has a job; there is always some unemployment The existence of lmem
ployment implies that, at any time, not all of society's labor resources are actively 
involved in producing goods and services 

We discuss the problem of unemployment several times in this book, notably 
in Chapter 12 Here we introduce the topic by presenting some basic facts about 
unemployment and then turning to a preliminalY econo111ic analysis of it. 

Measuring Unemp!oymeD1lt 

I'o estimate the unemployment rate in the United States, each month the Bureau of 
Labor Statistics (BLS) sllIveys about 50,000 households Each person over age 16 in 
the surveyed households is assigned to one of three categories: 

1. ell1plo"ed, if the person worked full-time or part-time during the past week (or 
was on sick leave or vacation from a job); 

2 IIlIell1plo"ed, if the person didn't work during the past week but looked for 
work during the past fOlll weeks; OI 

3. lIot ill the lobO! farce, if the person didn't work during the past week and didn't 
look for work during the past fOllI weeks (examples are full-time students, 
homemakeIs, and retirees) 

Table 34 shows the number of people in each category in August 1999 (Good 
sources fO! these and other data about the labor maIket are described in the box "In 
T ouch with the Macroeconorny: Labor Mar ket Data," p 93) In that monU1 there 
were 1334 million employed and 5.9 million lrnemployed wOlkers. The labor force 
consists of all employed and unemployed workers, so in August 1999 it totaled 
139.3 million workers (133.4 million employed plus 5 9 million unemployed) The 
adult (over age 16) population in August 1999 was 20RO million, which leaves 
688 million adults not in the labor lorce (total population of 208.0 million less 
139.3 million in the labor force, with a small difference resulting from rounding) 

Some useful measllIes of the labOl market are the unemployment rate, the 
participation rate, and the employment ratio. The unemployment rate is the frac
tion of the labor force that is unemployed In August 1999, the w1employment 
rate was 4.2% (5 9 million unemployed divided by 1393 million in the labor force). 
Figure 1.3 shows the US. unemployment rate for the period since 1890. 

The fraction of the adult population in the labor force is the participation rate. 
Of the 2080 million adults in the United States in August 1999, 1393 million were 
in the labor force, so the participation rate was 66.9%) 

The employment ratio is the employed fraction of the adult population In 
August 1999 the employment ratio was 64.1% (133.4 million employed divided by 

I 
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Table 3.4 
Employment Status of the U S, Adult Population, August 1999 

Number 

Category (Millions) 

Employed workers 1334 

Unemployed workers 59 

Labor force 1393 
(employed + unemployed workefs) 
Not in labor force 688 

Adult population 2080 
(labor force + not in labor force) 

Nole Figures may not add up because of rounding 
Source The Employment Situation August 1999 Tavie A 

Share of 
Labor Force 
(Percent) 

95.8 

42 
(unemployment rate) 

100 .. 0 

Population 
(Percent) 

641 
(employment ratio) 

28 

669 
(participation rate) 

331 

1000 

the adult population of 208 0 million) \A/ith an employment ratio of 64.1%, 35.9(YcJ 
of the adult population \\'JS not employed in August 1999 Of this 35.9 f X), 28%) 
lcflected unemployment and the Icmaining 331 1

;,;) lcflected people not in the labot 
force Thus a 1aIge majority of adults who ale not employed at any given tilne are 
not in the labor force lathe! than unemployed 

Changes in Empioyment Statl.ls 

The labor market is in a constant state of flux Even when the unemployment fate 
remains unchanged hom one month to the next, during the month hundreds of 
thousands of U S wOl'kels become unemployed and hundreds of thousands 

become employed 
Figure 315 shows how workers change their employment status (that is, 

whether they ale employed, unemployed, or not in the labor force) in a typical 
month The arrows between each pail' of boxes represent changes from one 
employment status to another, and the number on each anow shows the fraction 
of the people in one status that switch to the other status in a typical month 20 For 
example, the allOw from the employed box to the unemployed box has the label 
1 (~,{), indicating that 1 %) of employed WOl' kers in a typical month will become unem

ployed by the following month 
What ;)I'e the employment prospects of an unemployed worker? Figtue 3,15 

shows that 22(XI of the unemployed people in a typical month vdll be employed the 
following month and that 13(~'~1 of the unemployed people will be out of the labor 
force the next month The remaining 65(;'~) of the unemployed people will still be 

20 J:igure 3 15 Illi'lkes use of eli'lli'l un cmployed i'lnd ul1cmploYl:d pt:ople ,lncl people not in the I<lbor 
force from Llble.3..j. The flow riltes <He from j(lhn i'v! AblHvd and Arnold Zellner, ""Estinwting Gross 
1 ,i'lbor-Fprc(' 1"1(1\\ s·' fn1l1"!l1l11~r HII~hll ~~ IIlId FI jl!/IIJllir SI{/ll~lh~ July I{)S5 pp 25-\.-283 Abowd <lnd 
Zellner (<lkLilateel thl:sL' figures from ll111nthly elM,l hI!' thl' period J<lnllilry 1977-Den.'mbcl 1982 

'f 
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Labor Market Data 

G
overnment agencies collect and distribute a 
,remarkable variety of data pertaining to the labor 
market A useful summary of labor market data 

can be found in Tile E/lIp/oyllIellt Situatioll, a monthly 
report isslled by the Bureau of Labor Statistics, 1his 
report, which is usually released on the first Friday of the 
month, includes data for the previous month on employ
ment, unemployment, average hours worked each week, 
and average weekly and hourly earnings The data are 
presented fol' the aggregate U.s economy and for vari
OllS categories of \vol'kers based on age, gender, race, 
occupation, and industry Many of these data are later 
reprinted in a variety of sources, including Elllployll/ellt 
alld Earllillgs, EnJlIoll1ic Illdicators, and the Ecollomic Report 
(:ltfle Presidellt 

The data in T!le Elllploljlllellt Siluatioll are obtained 
from two diffel'ent surveys, a household survey and an 
establishment survey, The household survey is the 
monthly survey described earlier in this chapter and is 

used to calculate employment and the unemployment 
rate, The establishment survey (also known as the pay
roll survey) is based on the responses of almost 400,000 
business establishments about their employment, hours 
wOl'ked, and employee earnings,. 

Both the household survey and the establishment 
survey provide information on employment, but they 
sometimes give conflicting signals about what happened 
to employment in the previous month. An important dif
ference between the two surveys is that the establish
ment survey counts jobs whereas the household survey 
counts people Thus a \vorker with two jobs could be 
counted twice in the establishment survey but only once 
in the household survey .. The employment data from the 
establishment survey are more comprehensive and seem 
to be more closely related to output than are the employ
ment data from the household survey: However, the 
household survey provides information about unem
ployment and the establishment survey doesn't. 

"See Roy Webb, ed, MacroL'wl1olllic Dnta: A l/Sl!r"s Gllide, Federal Reserve B<lnk of Richmond, 1990, pp 22-23 

Figure 3.15 
Changes in employment 
status in a typical month 
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show the IrJction of the 
people in one st",tus who 

switch to lhe other status 
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e:\ample, the "'HOW from 
the unemployed box to 
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cates that 22"~" of unem

ployed WOI kers become 
employed the following: 
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lhe employed bo:\ to the 

unemployed bo:\ indi-
Glles th,1t I(~;, of 

employed workers 
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fllllowing: month 
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unemployed the following month. Of the 13(X) of the unemployed who leave the 
labol' fOIce each month, some are discouraged work erSt 01 people who have 
become so discoUlaged by lack of success at finding a job that they stop searching 
Other unemployed workers leave the labo!' fOlce to engage in some activity outside 
the labor market, sllch as homemaking or going to school 

How long Are People Unemployed? 

Of the 65% of those unemployed in a typical month who remain unemployed the 
following month, some may remain unemployed f01 a considerable period of tiIne. 
The pedod of time that an individual is continuously unemployed is called an 
unemployment spelL The length of time that an unemployment spell lasts is called 
its duration. Ihe duration of an unemployment spell determines in large part the 
degree of hardship suffered by an unemployed wOlker At one extreme, a one
week unemployment spell vvill cost a worker a week's pay but plobably \<\Iill not 
seriously affect the wOlker's standau-i of living At the other extreme, an unem
ployment spell that lasts for several months may fDIce an unemployed WOl ker to 
exhaust his 01 hel life savings 01 to sell a car or house 

The dUlation of unemployment spells in the United States is chatacterized by 
two seemingly contradictOlY statements: 

1. tvlost unemployment spells ale of sholl' duration, about two months or less 

2. tvlost people who are unemployed on a given date are experiencing unem
ploymenl spells wilh lOllg duralion 

To understand how both of these statements can be tl ue, consider an economy 
with 100 people in the Iabm force, Suppose that at the beginning of every month, 
two workel's become unemployed and lemain unemployed for one month befOIe 
finding a ne\v job in addition, at the beginning of every year four \vOl kers become 
unemployed and remain unemployed fm the entire year 

In this example, there are twenty-eight spells of unemployment during a year: 
twenty-four spells that last one month, and four spells that last one yeaL Thus 
twenty-four of t\venty-eight! or 86(Xl, of the spells last only one month/ \vhich is 
consistent with the first statement: tvlost spells are short 

How many people are unemployed on a given day-say, on May 15? There are 
six unemployed workers on tvIay 15: two unemployed WOl' kers who began one
month spells of unemployment on !VIay 1, and four unemployed wOlkers who 
began one-year spells of unemployment on January 1 Thus fOUl of six, or 67%, of 
the workers unemployed on !VIay 15 ale experiencing one-year spells of unem
ployment, which is consistent with the second statement: Most people \vho are 
unemployed on a given date ale experiencing long spells of unemployment 

Why There Always Are Unemployed People 

Even when the economy is growing vigorously and many ne\v jobs ale being cre
ated/ some people Iemain unemployed. "Vhy is unen1ployment apparently a per
manent featUIe of the economy? Here we discllss frictional unemployment and 
stIuctural unemployment, two types of unemployment that always exist in the 
labor market and thus prevent the unemployment rate from ever reaching zero 
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Frictional Unemployment. The labor mar ket is characterized by a great deal of 
searching by both workers and firms. Unemployed workers sealeh for suitable 
jobs, and firms with vacancies search fol' suitable workers .. If all workers were 
identical and all jobs were identicaL these searches would be short and easy: 
Unemployed workers would simply have to find firms that had vacancies and 
they would immediately be hired The problem, of COUlse, is that neither jobs nor 
workers are identical Workers vary in their talents, skills, experience, goals, geo
graphic location (and willingness to move), and amount of time and energy they 
are willing to commit to their job Similarly, jobs vary in the skills and experience 
lequiIed, working conditions, location, hours, and pay Because of these diffel
ences, an unemployed \VOI ker may search for several weeks or more before finding 
a suitable job; similarly, a finn may search fm a considerable time before it is able 
to hire a suitable workel 

The unemployment that arises as wOlkels search for suitable jobs and firms 
search for suitable WOl' kels is called frictional unemployment Because the econ
omy is dynamic, with jobs continually being created and dcstloyed and workers 
continually entering and exiting the labor fOlce, there is alvvays some frictional 
unemployment as workers ale matched with appropriate jobs 

Structural Unemployment. In addition to those suffeting long spells of unem
ployment, many people ale chronically unemployed Although their unemploy
ment spells may be broken by bIief periods of employment or being out of the 
labor force, workers who are chronically unemployed are unemployed a large part 
of the time. Long spells of unemployment and chronic unemployment can't be 
attlibuted pi i111arily to the matching p10cess. People in these situations don't seem 
to search for work very intensively and don't generally find stable employment 
The long-term and chronic unemployment that exists even when the economy is 
not in a recession is called structural unemployment. 

Stluctural unemployment OCCUlS for two primary reasons FilSt, unskilled 01' 

low-skilled workers often are unable to obtain desirable, long-teIlll jobs. The jobs 
available to them typically offer relatively low wages and little chance for training 
or advancement. tvlost directly lelated to the issue of structural unemployment is 
the fact that jobs held by low-skilled workers often don't last long After a few 
months the job may end, OI' the \vorker may quit OJ' be fired, thus entering anoth
er spell of unemployment Some workers \vith low skill levels eventually get 
enough training 01 experience to obtain more secure, long-term jobs. Because of 
factors such as inadequate education, discrimination/ and language barriels, how
ever, some unskilled workers never make the transition to long-term employment 
and remain chronically unemployed 

The second SOUlce of shuctural unemployment is the Ieallocation of labOt 
from industries that are shIinking, 01' regions that are depressed, to areas that are 
growing. When industries find that theiI products ale no longer in demand (fm 
example, buggy \vhip manufacturers) 01 that they ale no longer competitive (for 
example, US. producers of color television sets that lost much of the market to the 
Japanese), wOIkels in these industries lose their jobs At the same time, some indus
tIies will be growing (for example, health care providers and computel software 
developers) To prevent unemployment from rising requiles that workers who 
lose jobs in declining industries be matched 50mehO\v \vith jobs in growing indus-
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hies. This matching may involve a long period of unemployment, especially if 
\VOrkeIs need to relocate or be trained for a new job 

The Natural Rate of Unemployment, Because of the combination of friction
al and structural unemployment, an ecoIlOll1Y'S unemployment rate is never zero, 
even when the economy is at its full-employment level The rate of unemployment 
that prevails when output and employment are at the full-employment level is 
called the natUIal rate of unemployment, IT The natlllal rate of unemployment 
reflects tmemployment owing to ftictional and stIuctLUal causes, Although there is 
no single official I11eaSUre of the natural late of unemployment, many economists 
believe that the natural rate was in the lange of 4%1 to 5°;(! during the 19505 and 
increased gradually to about 6% in the 1980s Many economists think that the nat
mal rate fell toward 5 5% or lower dming the 1990s In Chapter 12 we discuss the 
reasons for the variations in the natural late 

As output fluctuates around its full-employment level, the unemployment rate 
fluctuates mound the natural rate, The difference between the actual unemploy
ment rate and the natural rate of unemployment is called cyclical unemployment. 
Specifically, cyclical unemployment ~ /I - IT, where /I is the actual unemployment 
rate and IT is the natural rate Cyclical unemployment is positive \vheneVeI the 
economy's output and employn1ent are belo\v full-employment levels; it is nega
tive when output and employment exceed full-employment levels 

3.6 Relating Output and Unemployment: Okun's law 

Earlier in this chapter we said that many short-run output fluctuations result 
from changes in employment When employment falls and unemployment rises, 
the reduction in the number of people wor king leads to a decline in the quantity 
of goods and services produced We can use the concept of cyclical unemploy
ment to provide a more precise link between the state of the labor market and 
aggregate output 

The quantitative impact on aggregate output of a change in the unemploy
ment rate is described by Ohm's law, a rule of thumb (rather than a "law") first 
stated by Arthur Ohm, chairman of the Council of Economic Advisers in the 
1960s during the Johnson administration According to Okun's law, the gap 
between an economy's full-employment output and its actual level of output 
increases by 2.5 percentage points for each percentage point the unemployment 
rate increases21. 22 We express Okun's Imv algebraically as 

y-y 
--::c- ~ 25(1/ - IT) 

Y 
(35) 

21 When the unemployment rate increases (for eX<1mplc, from 6% to 9%), we Si1Y that it incrcilscs by 3 
percentage pOints (9\%,- 6%), or that it increases by 50 percent (3% is 50 percent of 6%) 
22 In Oktm's original work ("Potential GNP: Its Measurement tlnd Significance;· reprinted in Arthur 
Okun, TIlL' Political Ecol1(lIllY (!f Prosperity, Washington, 0 c.: Brookings Institution. pp 132-145), the 
"Ohm's law coefficient"· was 3 a rather th<ln 2 5, so each percent<lge point of cyclical unemployment 
was associntcd with a difference between <lctu<ll output and full-employment output of 3 a percent
<lge points Current estim<ltes put the Okun·s law coefficient closer to 2 5 
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The left side of Eq (35) equals the amount by which actual output, Y, falls shor t of 
full-employment output, f, explessed as a percentage of f Thus Eq. (3 5) says that 
the percentage gap between potential and actual output equals 25 times the cycli
cal unemployment rate 

Let's apply Okun's law by supposing that the natural rate of unemployment 
is 6% and that the full-employment level of output is S8000 billion. If the actual 
unemployment IJte is 7(XI, 01 1 percentage point above the natural late, cyclical 
unemployment, It - Ti, equals "1 % If cyclical unemployment is 1 (Xl, Okun's law 
pledicts that actual output, Y, will be 25(!{) (25 times 1%) lower than full
employment output, f Because f equals $8000 billion, Okun's law says that 
actual output will be $200 billion below the full-employment level (2.5% times 
$8000 billion) 

You may wonder why a 1 percentage point increase in the unemployment 
rate, \\.-hich Ieduces employment by about 1 %, leads (according to Okun's law) to 
a drop in output that is about two and one-half times as Imge in percentage 
terms The Ieason is that when cyclical unemployment inCIeases, other factOIs 
that determine output-the number of people in the labm fOIce, the number of 
hours each workeI wmks per week, the average productivity of labor-also fall, 
which magnifies the effect of the inoease in unemployment. Numerical Problem 
10 at the end of this chapter illustrates this point 

Sometimes we expless Ohm's law in a slightly diffelent f01m: 

LlY LlY ,... 
-~--2:1LlII Y j" , (36) 

where £1 Y ('I" is the percentage glowth rate of output, L1 flY is the percentage growth 
rate of full-employment output and L111 is the change in the actual unemployment 
rate from one yeal to the next Equation (36) says that when unemployment is 
rising (£111 > 0), actual output, y, is glowing more slowly than full-employment 
outpuC r Equation (36), which requiles the assumption that the nattaal rate of 
unemployment is constant, is called the gIowth late form of Okun's law See 
Appendix 3 A at the end of this chapter fora derivation of El]. (36) 

Figure 316 iIlushates the glowth late form of Ok un's law The figure shows 
the lelation between the annual change in the unemployment rate (measured on 
the horizontal axis) and the annual gIO\vth [ate of U.s. output (measured on the 
vertical axis) for the period 1951-1998 Line OL in this figure represents Ohm's 
law Its slope is -2 5, indicating that a 1 percentage point increase in the unem
ployment rate is associated with a 25% drop in output. The vel tical line rising 
fIOin a on the hmizontal axis intel"sects OL at 3% This intercept indicates that, 
when no change occurs in the unemployment late, the growth rate of actual 
output is 3{Xl, or the approximate average growth rate of full-employment output 
in the United States 
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Figure 3.16 
Okun's law in the United 
States: 1951-1998 
This figure shows the 
relation between the 
growth tate of real GOP 
(vertical axis) and the 
change in the unemploy
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CHAPTER SUMMARY 

I. The production function tells us the amount of output 
that can be produced \.vith any given quantities of 
capital and labor, It can be graphed as a relationship 
between output and capital, holding labor fixed, or as 
a relationship betv.reen output and labor, holding cap~ 
ital fixed In either case the production function slopes 
upward, implying that greater use of capital or labor 
leads to more output A shift in the production func
tion, which indicates a change in the amount of 
output that can be produced with given amounts of 
capital and labOI, is called a supply shock 

2, The extra output that can be produced \ ..... hen the cap~ 
ital stock is increased by one unit, , ..... ith labor held 

constant, is called the marginal product of capital 
(MPK) In a graph of the production function relating 
output to capital, the MPK can be measured as the 
slope of the production function The MPK falls as 
the capital stock increases, reflecting the diminishing 
marginal productivity of capital Similarly, the mar
ginal product of labor (MPN) is the extra output that 
Ci,-ln be produced when labor increases by one unit, 
with capital held constant. The MPN-which can be 
measured as the slope of the production function 
relating output to labor-falls as employment rises, 
indicating that labor also has diminishing marginal 
productivity 

Chapter Summary 

3, To maximize profits, firms demand labor to the point 
that the marginal revenue product of labor (lvIRPN) 
equals the nominal wage, W; or, equivalently, to the 
point that the MPN equals the real wage, 'W 

4. The labor demand curve is identical to the MPN 
curve Because an increase in the real wage causes 
firms to demand less labor, the labor demand curve 
slopes downward Factors that increase the amount of 
labor demanded at any real ,vage, such as a beneficial 
supply shock or an increase in the capital stock, shift 
the labor demand curve to the light Aggregate labOl' 
demand is the sum of the labor demands of firms in 
the economy 

5. An individual's decision about how much labor to 
supply reflects a comparison of the benefit and cost of 
working an additional hour The benefit of working 
an additional hour is the additional real income 
ear ned, which can be Llsed to increase consumption 
The cost of working an extra hour is the loss of an 
hour's leisure, An individual's happiness, or utility, is 
maximized by supplying labor to the point where the 
cost of working an extra hour (the utility lost because 
of reduced leisure) equals the benefit (the utility 
gained because of increased income) 

6, An increase in the real wage has competing substi
tution and income effects on the amount of labor 
supplied, The substitution effect of a higher real 
wage increases the amount of labor supplied, as the 
worker responds to the increased reward for \vork
ing The income effect reduces the amount of labor 
supplied, as the higher real wage makes the \voller 
wealthier and thus able to afford a greater amount of 
leisure The longer an increase in the leal wage is 
expected to last, the stronger the income effect is 
Thus a tempmary increase in the real wage will 
increase the amount of labm supplied A permanent 
increase in the re(11 wage will increase the amount of 
labor supplied by (1 smaller amount than a tempo
rary increase in the real wage of the same size, how
ever, and may even le(1d to a decrease in the amount 
of labor supplied 

7 The labm supply curve relates the amount of labor 
supplied to the current real vvage The labor supply 
curve slopes upward, indicating that an increase in 
the current real wage-with other factors, including 
the expected future real w(1ge, held fixed-raises the 
amount of labor supplied Factors that decrease the 
quantity of labor supplied at the current real wage, 
and thus shift the labor supply curve to the left, 
include an increase in we(1lth and an increase in the 
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expected future r-eal wage Aggregate labor supply, 
which is the sum of labor supplies of the indh'iduals 
in the economy, is also influenced by' changes in the 
(1dult population and social or legal factors that 
affect the number of people particip(lting in the 
labor mar ket 

8. The classical supply-demand model of the i(lbor 
market is based on the assumption that the real wage 
adjusts relatively quickly to equalize the quantities of 
labor demanded and supplied The equilibrium level 
of employment, which arises when wages and prices 
in the economy have fully adjusted, is called the fuli M 

employment level of employment Fluctuations in 
employment and the re.d wage result from factors 
that shift the labor supply curve ,md/or the labor 
demand curve 

9. Full-employment output, or potenti<d output, is the 
amount of output produced when employment is at 
its full-employment level Increases in the full
employment level of employment 01" beneficial 
supply shocks increase the futl-employment level 
of output 

10. Adults without jobs al'e classified as unemployed if 
they looked foI' work during the preceding four 
weeks; they are classified as not in the labor force if 
they haven't been looking for work The l(1bor force 
consists of all employed workers plus all unemployed 
workers The unemployment rate is the fraction of 
the labor force that is unemployed 

110 Frictional unemployment ref1ects the time lcquired 
for potential workers to find suitable jobs and for 
firms with vacancies to find suitable workers 
Structural unemployment-lollg-term and chronic 
unemployment that exists even when the economy 
isn't in recession-occurs because some workers 
don't have the skills needed to obtain long-term 
employment, or because of delays as workers relo
cate from economically depressed me<ls to those th<lt 
are growing Frictional and structural unemploy
ment together account for the natural rilte of unem M 

ployment, which is the unemployment rate thJt 
exists when employment is at its full-employment 
level Cyclical unemployment is the excess of the 
actual unemployment rate over the n<ltural rate of 
unemployment 

12. According to Ohm's l(1w, a 1 percentage point 
increase in the rate of cyclical unemployment reduces 
output by 2 5 percentage points 

I 

I 
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Key Diagram 1 

The Production Function 
The ptoduction function 
indicates how much 
output an economy or a 
firm can produce with any 
given quantities of capital 
ilnd labor 

Diagram Elements 

II The production function graphed here has the amount 
of output produced, Y, on the vertical axis and the quanti
ty of capital used, K, on the horizontal axis, with labor, N, 
held constant It can also be drawn as a relationship 
between output and labor, with capital held constant The 
production function relating output to labor looks like the 
graph shown here 

Ell The equation for the production function is Y = 
AF(K, N), where A (total factor productivity, or simply 
productivity) measures how effectively the economy uses 
capital and labor 

Analysis 

II The pwduction function slopes upward, reflecting the 
fact that an increase in the quantity of capital \viII aHow 
more output to be produced 

III The production function becomes flatter from left to 
right, implying that the larger the capital stock ,llready is, 
the less extra output is gained by adding another unit of 
capital The fact that extra capital becomes less productive 

~ __ - Production function 
Y=MU<,N) 

as the capital stock grows is called diminishing marginal 
pwductivity of capital 

II With labor held constant, if an inCt'ease in capital of D.K 
leads to an increase in output of AY, then L\Y/l'1K is called 
the m<.1rginal product of G1pital, or IvIPK The tvlPK is mea
sured graphic<.111y by the slope of the line tangent to the 
pIOduction function For example, in the diagrum the IvIPK 
when the capital stock is K 1 equals the slope of the line tan
gent to the production function at point B 

Factors That Shift the Curve 

III Any change that allows more output to be pl'oduced 
for given quantities of capital and labor-a beneficial 
supply shock-shifts the production function upward 
Examples of beneficial supply shocks include new inven
tions and improved management techniques 

II Any change that reduces the amount of output that can 
be produced for given quantities of capital and labor-an 
adveIse supply shock-shifts the production function 
downward Examples of adverse supply shocks include 
bad weather and the depletion of natural resources 

Key Diagram :2 
The Labor Market 
An economy'sleve! of 
employment ilnd the renl 
wage Me determined in 
the labor Olat ket 

Diagram Elements 

Chapter Summary 

II The current real wage, w, is on the vertical axis, (lnd the 
level of employment, N, is on the horizontal axis, The vari
able N may also represent altern(ltive me(lSures of labor, 
sllch as tolal hours worked 

Ii The labor demand curve, NO, shows the amount of 
labor that firms want to employ at each current real w(lge 
The labor demand curve slopes downward because finns 
find hiring more labor profitable when the teal wage falls 
The labor demand Curve for an individual firm is the same 
as the MPN curve, which shows the margin(ll product of 
labor at each level of employment 

II T he labor supply curve, NS, shows the amount of labor 
offered by workers at each cun'ent real wage, The labor 
supply Curve slopes upward because an increase in the 
current real wagc, with other factms held constant, 
increnses the amount of labor supplied 

AnalYSis 

II Equilibrium in the labor market OCCurs when the 
tluantity of labor demanded equals the quantity of labor 
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L.bor supply, NS 

Labor demand, ND 

Labor, N 

supplied In the figure, equilibrium employment is NJ and 
the equilibrium real wage is fl\ The equilibrium level of 
employment, \vhich occurs after wages and prices have 
fully adjusted, is called the full-employment level of 
employment 

Factors That Shift the Curves 

iii Any factor that increases the amount of labor 
demanded at a given current leal wage shifts the labor 
demand curve to the right Such factors include an 
increase in productivity that increases the marginal 
product of labor and an increase in the capital stock See 
Summary table 3 

II Any factor that increases the amount of labor sup
plied at il given CUrrent real wage shifts the labor supply 
curve to the right Such factors include a decline in 
wealth, il drop in the expected future real wage, an 
increase in the adult population, ilnd an increase in labor 
force participation See Summary table 4 
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Key Terms 

aggregate demand for labor, p. 76 

aggregate supply of labor, p 77 

chronically unemployed, p 95 

cyclical unemployment, p 96 

diminishing marginal productivity, 

full-employment output, p 86 

income effect of a higher real wage, 

participation rate, p. 91 

production function, p 61 

productivity, p. 60 p 78 

labor force, p 91 

leisure, p 77 
real wage, p 72 

p 66 

discouraged workers, p 94 

duration, p 94 

marginal product of capital (MPK), 
p 65 

structural unemployment, p 95 

substitution effect of a higher real 
wage, p 78 

marginal product of labor (MPN), 
p 68 

supply shock, P 68 

total factor productivity, p 62 

unemployment rate, p 91 

unemployment spell, p 94 

employment ratio, p 91 

factors of production, p 61 

frictional unemployment, p 95 

full-employment level of 

marginal revenue product of labor 
(MRPN),p 71 

natural rate of unemployment, p 96 

Okun'5 law, p. 96 
employment, p 86 

Key Equations 

Y =AF(K, N) (3.1) 

The productioll jilllCtiOl/ indicates how much output, Y, can 
be produced for given quantities of capital, K, and labof, 
N, and for a given level of total factor productivity, A 

(34) 

Full~employment output, Y, is the quantity of output sup
plied by firms when wages and prices have fully adjusted, 
and employment equals its equilibrium value, N 

y:.: y ~ 25(11 - IT) 
Y 

(35) 

Oklll(S law states that a 1 pelcentage point increase in the 
unemployment rate, II, leduces output, y, by 2 5% of the 
full~employment level of output, Y When the unemploy-

Review Questions 

1, What is a production function? What are some factms 
that can cause a nation's production function to shift 
over time? What do you have to know besides an econ
omy's production function to know how much output 
the economy can produce? 

2, The production function slopes upward, but its slope 
declines from left to right Give an economic interpre-

ment rate equals the natural rate of unemployment, Ii, 

output equals its full-employment level 

~Y=~Y-25~1I 
Y Y 

(36) 

The growth rate form of Ohm's law relates the growth 
rate of output, ~Y/Y, to the growth rate of full-employ
ment output, ~Y!Y, and the change in the unemployment 
rate, Doll According to Eq (3.6), output grows more slowly 
than full-employment output when unemployment is 
rising and more quickly than full~employment output 
\vhen unemployment is falling_ This version of Ohm's 
law is based on the assumption that the natural [ate of 
unemployment is constant 

tation of each of these properties of the production 
function 

3, Define lIIatgillal prodllct of capital, or MPK How can the 
MPK be shown graphically? 

4. Explain why the profit-maximizing level of employment 
fOl a firm OCCUIS when the marginal revenue product of 

Chapter Summary 

labor equals the nominal wage How can this profit-max
imizing condition be expressed in real terms? 

5. What is the MPN curn.:'? How is the lvlPN curve related 
to the production function? How is it re!<1ted to labor 
demand? 

6, Use the concepts of income effect and substitution 
effect to explain why a temporary increase in the real 
wage inC!'C<tses the amount of labor supplied, but a per
manent increase in the real wage may decrease the 
quantity of labor supplied 

7, ,,yhat two variables are related by the aggregate labor 
supply cl11've? What are some factors that cause the 
aggregate labor supply curve to shift? 

8" Defincfi1lI-i'lIlpluylllcllt Olltput How is full-employment 
output affected by an increase in labor supply? By a 
beneficial supply shock? 

9, Why is the classical model of the labor market dis
cussed in this chapter not very useful for studying 
unemployment? 

I\]umericai Problems 

1" The following data give real COP, Y, capital, K, and 
labor, N, for the U S economy in various years 

Year Y K N 

1960 2263 2390 658 
1970 3398 3525 787 

1980 4615 5032 993 

1990 6136 6650 1188 

Units and sources are the same £IS in Table 3'1 Assumc 
th<1t the production function is Y -= AKII,lN'~ 

11 By what percentage did US total factor productiv
ity grow between 1960 and1970? Between 1970 and 
1980? Between 1980 and 1990? 

[J \Vhat happened to the marginal product of labor 
between 1960 and 1990? Calculate the marginal 
product numerically as the extra output gained by 
adding 1 million workers in each of the two years 
(The dat,] for employment, N, are measured in nlil~ 
lions of wor kcrs, so an incrcilse of 1 Jlljllion workel's 
is an increase of 1 ,0 ) 

2. An economy has the production function 

Y=02(K+/N) 

In the current period, K -= 100 and N -= 100 

11 Graph the relationship between output and capital, 
holding lab!.)!" constant at its current value \Vhat is 
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10. Define the following: la/lor/ol'Ce, III/ClllploylllL'lIt ratc, pnr
ticilmti(lll raft', and L'lIlploylllL'lIt ratio 

11" Define IIIIC/IIPlo!/IIIi'lIt spell and dllmtioll What are the 
["\\,0 seemingly contradictory facts about unemployment 
spells? ''''hy are the two facts not actually contradictory? 

12. What is frictional unemployment? Why is <1 certain 
amount of frictional unemployment probably neces~ 
sary in a well~functioning economy? 

13. \Vhat is structural unemployment? What arc the two 
principal sources of structural unemployment? 

14. Define the ltafllm! rate 4 1I1101lp101/IIICllt and c!lcliclli 
IIIICl/lploljlllL'1I1 \,yhat does negative cyclicalunemploy
ment mean? 

15 What is Oklln's law? If the unemployment rate 
increases by 2 percentage points between this year and 
next year, by how much will output change during the 
same period? Assume that the natural unemployment 
rate and full-employment output are constant 

the f\I/PK? Does the marginal productivity of capital 
diminish? 

b Graph the t'elationship between output and labor, 
holding capital constant at its current value Find 
the MPN for an increase of labor from 100 to 110 
Compare this result with the MPN for an increase in 
labor from 110 to 120 Does the marginal productiv~ 
it)' of labor diminish? 

3" Acme Widget, Inc, has the following production func
tion 

Number of Workers 

o 

2 

3 

4 
5 

6 

Number of 
Widgets Produced 

o 
8 

15 

21 

26 

30 

33 

(/ Find the MPN for each level of employment 

b Acme can get 55 for each widget it produces How 
many workers will it hire if the nominal wage is 
538? If it is 52?? If it is $22? I 

I 
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c Graph the relationship between Acme's iabo[ 
demand and the nomina! wage. How does this 
graph differ from it labor demand ('lHye? Ct'Jph 
Acme's labor dem,md curve 

d With the nominal wage fixed at 538, the price of 
widgets doubles from 55 each to $10 each What 
happens to Acme's labor demand and production? 

L' With the nominal wage fixed at 538 and the price of 
widgets fixed at $5, the introduction of a Ilew auto
matic widget maker doubles the nUI11ber of widgets 
that the same number of workers can produce 
What happens to labor demand and pIOeluction? 

f What is the relationship between your answers to 
part (d) and part (e)? Explain 

4 .. The marginal pl'Ociuct of labor (measured in units of 
output) for a certain firm is 

MPN ~ A(100 - N), 

where A measmes productivity and N is the number of 
labor hours used in production The price of output js 
5200 per Llnit 

11 If A :::: 1 0, what will be the demand for li1bor jf the 
nominal wage is 510? If it is 520? Graph the demand 
curve fm labor What is theequilibrilllTl real wage if 
the supply of labor is fixed at 95? 

b Repeat part (a) for A :::: 2 0 

5, Consider an economy in which the marginal product of 
labor /vIPN is MPN ~ 309 - 2N, where N is the amount 
of labor used The amount of labor supplied, NS, is 
given by NS:::: 22 + 12w + 2T, where (j) is the real wage 
and T is a lump-sum tax levied on individuals 

t1 Use the concepts of income effect and substitution 
effect to explain why an increase in lump-sum taxes 
will inoease the amount of labor supplied 

b Suppose that T :::: 35 \'Vhat are the equilibrium 
values of employment and the real wage? 

c With T remaining equal to 35, the government 
passes minimum-wage legislation that requires 
firms to pay a real wage greater than or equal to 7 
vVhat are the resulting values of employment and 
the real wage? 

6 Suppose that the production function is Y :::: 9KH'N'" 
With this production function, the marginal product of 
labor is IVIPN = -1 5Ko 5N-05 The capital stock is K = 25 
The labor supply curve is NS = 100[(1- t)wF-, where w 
is the real wage rate, f is the tax rate on labor income, 
and hence (1 - t),ll is the after-tax real wage rate 

11 Assume that the tax rate on labor income, t, equals 
zero Find the elllJation of the labor demand curve 
Calculate the equilibrium levels of the real wage and 

employment, the level of full-employment output, 
and the total after-tax wage incomc of workers 

b Repeat part (<I) under the <lssumption that the tilX 

[<lte 011 li:1bor income, t, equals 0 6 

( Suppose that a minimum wage of w:::: 2 is imposed 
If the tax rate on labol' income, t, equals zero, what 
me the resulting values of employment and the real 
wage? Does the introduction of the minimum wi:1ge 
increase the total income of workers, taken as a 
group? 

7 Consider an economy with 500 people in the labor 
force At the beginning of every month, 5 people lose 
their jobs and remain unemployed for exactly one 
month; one month later, they find new jobs and 
become employed In addition, on January 1 of each 
year, 20 people lose their jobs and remain unemployed 
for six months before finding new jobs Finally, on July 
"1 of each year, 20 people lose their jobs and remain 
unemployed for six months before finding new jobs 

(/ What is the unemployment Iate in this econon"y in a 
typical month? 

/1 What fraction of unemployment spells lasts for onc 
month? \"'hat fraction lasts for six months? 

t What is the average duration of an unemployment 
spell? 

d On any particular date, what fraction of the unem
ployed iHe suffering a long spell (six months) of 
unemployment? 

8. Use the data in Fig 315 to calculate how many people 
become unemployed during a typical month How 
many become employed? How many leave the labor 
force? 

9 YOlt are gi\·en the following data on the unemployment 
rate and output 

Year 1 2 3 4 

Unemployment rate S'" L /(J 6'~{) 7".' ", 51~:, 

Output 950 1030 10335 11275 

11 Assume that the natural rate of unemployment is 
6':;, and that (f - Y)!y = 25(11 - IT) Find the full
employment level of output in each year 

b Calculate the growth rate of full-employment 
output in years 2, 3, and -1 two different ways Fil'st, 
calculate the growth rates by using the values for 
full-employment output that you found in part (a) 
Then calculate the growth rate of full-employment 
output by using only the change in the unemploy
ment rate, the growth rate of output, and the growth 
r<lte version of Ok un's law, Eq (36) Compare your 
answers from the two sets of calculations 

Chapter Summary 

10, Consider an economy that initially has a labor force of 
2000 workers Of these workers, 1900 are employed 
and each works.,lO hours pel' week. Ten units of output 
are produced by each hour of labO! 

11 vVhat is the total number of hours worked per week 
in the economy? Vvhat is the total output per vveek 
in the economy? 

11 The economy enters a recession Employment falls 
by 4(X" and the number of hours per week worked 
by each employed worker falls by 2 5%. In addition, 
a 2% of the labor force becomes discouraged at the 

Analytical Problems 

1. a A technological breakthrough raises n country's 
total factor productivity A by 10% Show how this 
change affects the graphs of both the production 
function relating output to capital and the produc
tion function relating output to labor 

b Show that a 10% increase in A also increases the lvlPK 
and the lvfPN by 10%, at any level of capital and I<lbor 
(Hillt: What happens to fiY for apy increase in capital, 
fiK, or fof' any increase in labor, fiN?) 

c Can a beneficial supply shock leave the MPK and 
MPN unaffected? Show your answer graphically 

2, How would each of the following affect the current 
level of full-employment output? Explain 

(/ A large number of immigrants enter the country 

/I Energy supplies become depleted 

c New teaching techniques improve the educational 
pet'formance of high school seniors 

d A new law mandates the shutdown of some unsafe 
forms of capital 

3" During the 1980s and 1990s the average rate of unem
ployment in Europe was high Some economists 
claimed that this rate was in part the result of "I'eal
wage rigidity/' a situation in which unions kept real 
wages above their market-dearing levels 

11 Accepting for the s<lke of argument that real wages 
were too high in Europe in the 19805 and 19905, 
show how this situation would lead to unemploy
ment (a situation where people \vho \vOlild like to 
wOIk at the going wage cannot find jobs) 

b What is the effect of rei1l-wage rigidity on the output 
actually supplied by firms, rebtive to the output they 
would supply if there were no real-wage rigidity? 

4. How would each of the following affect Helena 
I-land basket's supply of labor? 
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prospect of finding a job and leaves the labor fDIce 
Finally, suppose that whenever total hotHS fall by 
l'~';J, total output falls by 1 -1(;;) 

After the recession begins, what is the size of the 
labor force? How many workel's are unemployed 
and whnt is the unemployment rate? vVhat is the 
total output per week in the economy? 

By what pelcentage has total output fallen rela
tive to the initial situation? \Vhat is the value of the 
Okun's law coefficient relating the loss of output to 
the increase in the unemployment rate? 

a The value of Helena's home triples in an unexpect
edly hot real estate market 

b Originally an unskilled worker, Helena acquires 
skills that give her access to a higher-paying job 
AssUlTle that her preferences about leisure are not 
affected by the change in jobs 

c A temporary income tax sl1[charge raises the per
centage of her income that she must pay in taxes, for 
the current year only (Taxes all" pmI'm tional to 
income in Helena's country) 

:; Suppose that under a new law all businesses must pay a 
tax equallo 6% of their sales revenue Assume that this 
tax is not passed on to consumers Instead, consumers 
pay the same prices after the tax is imposed as they did 
before vVhat is the effect of this tax on labor demand? If 
the labor supply curve is unch<lnged, what will be the 
effect of the tax on employment and the real wage? 

6 Com the unemployment rate and the employment ratio 
rise during the same month? Can the participation late 
fall at the same time that the employment ratio rises? 
Explain 

7" Self-employed workers in the United States must pay 
Social Security taxes equal to 12 -1% of any income up to 
$72,600 in 1999 This income level of $'72,600 is known 
as the "cap" Income in excess of the cap is not subject 
to Social Security tax, so self-employed workers with 
incomes exceeding 572,600 pay $72,600 x ° 124 0=:: 

$9002 40 Now consider two pr op05a Is designed to 
increase Social Security tax revenue Pwposal A 
increases the cap to $8'7,82260, so that Social Security 
taxes equal 12 4(},;, of income up to $87,822 60 Proposal 
B increases the Social Security tax rate to 15%, but 
leaves the cap unchanged at $72,600 For people with 
income that always exceeds the cap, the amount of 
Social SeCLllity tax is the san1e under Proposal A 
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($87,82260 x 0.124 = $10,890) as under Proposal B 
($72,600 x 0.15 = $10,890) There are no planned 
changes in future Social Seeur'ity benefits anticipated by 
current \vorkers 

a Sally is self-employed and earns $150,000 per year 
What are the effects of Proposal A and Proposal B 
on Sally's labor supply? Under which proposal 
would she supply a greater amount of labor? 

Explain your answers using the concepts of income 
effect and substitution effect 

/J Fred is self-employed and earns 550,000 per year 
What are the effects of Proposal A and Proposal B 
on Fred's labor supply? Under which proposal 
would he supply a greater amount of labor? Explain 
your answers using the concepts of income effect 
and substitution effect 

~ The Conference lBoard® Exercises 

For Ihe COllfereHce BonrdD BlISillcss Cycle Illdicators Database, 
go to wwwawlonlinecom/abeCbernanke 

L Using the production function in Equation (32) and 
annual data for real GDP, the capital stock (private 
equipment capital plus private structures capital), and 
civilian employment, calculate and graph US total 
factor productivity for the period since 1948 

Calculate and graph the growth rate of total factor 
productivity In what period was total factor produc
tivity growth highest? Lowest? Compare your graph 
to a graph of the civilian unemployment rate How 
does productivity behave in periods around reces
sions? How was productivity affected by the oil shocks 
of 1973-1975, 1979-1980, and 1990? 

2, Using monthly data from 1948 to the present, calculate 
and graph the total working-age population (ltillt: use 
data on civilian employment and the ratio of employ-

ment to working-age population), the number of 
employed workers, the number of unemployed work
ers, and the number of workers in the labor force, 

Calculate and graph the labOI' force participation 
rate fOI' the overall working-age population, and graph 
the labor force participation rates for males aged 20 
and older and for females aged 20 and older What are 
the major changes in these vmiables that have 
occurred over the postwar period? 

3_ Use Ohm's law and annual data on the actual unem
ployment rate, the natural unemployment rate (nonac
celelating inflation rate of unemployment, NAIRU), and 
real GDP to calculate full-employment CDP for each 
year from 1970 to the present Graph actual and full
employment CDP on the same graph Which variable is 
"smoother"? Can you pick out the recessions of 
1973-1975,1980,1981-1982, and 1990-1991 on tile graph? 

3.A The Growth Rate Form of Ol<un's law 

To derive the growth rate form of Ohm's law, Eq (3.6), we start with the basic 
form of Okun's law, Eq (35): 

Y 
= 25(II-IT) 

After multiplying by -1, we rewrite Eq (3.5) as 

-1 + ~ = -2511 + 2 5IT 
Y 

(3.5) 

We now calculate the change from the previous year to the current year for 
each side of this equation Setting the change on the left side equal to the change on 
the right side, and assuming that IT is constant (so that "'IT = 0), we get 

A(Y!Y) = -2 5 All 

The left side of this equation, which is the change in Y /'1, is very close to the 
growth rate of Y/Y, which is MY /Y)I(Y /Y) (To go from the change to the growth 
rate, we divide by Y/y, which is a number close to 1.) Approximating the change in 
Y/Y by the growth rate, and using the formula that states that the growth rate of a 
ratio is the growth rate of the numerator minus the growth rate of the denomina
tor (Appendix A, Section A.7), we rewrite the equation once more as 

AY AY Y - Y =-25 All 

Rearranging this equation gives the growth rate form of Okun's law, Eq (36). 
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4 

Consumption, Saving, and 
Investment 

I
n Chapter 3 we focused on some of the factols determining the amount of 
output produced, or supplied, in the economy. In this chapter we ,consider the 
factors that underlie the economywide del1lnud for goods and servrces In other 

words, \ve move fIam exalnining how much is produced to examining how that 
ploduction is used 

Recall from Chapter 2 that aggregate demand (spending) in the economy has 
four components: the demand for consumer goods and services by households 
(consumption), the demand for new capital goods by firms (investment), govern
ment purchases of goods and services, and the net demand for dom,:stic goods by 
foreigners (net exports) Because the level of government plllchases rs determmed 
primarily by the political process, macroecollOlnic analysis usually treats that CO~
ponent of spending as given. Fm this chapter we also assume that the econ~my .15 

closed so that net exports are zero (we drop the closed-economy assumption m 
Chapter 5) That leaves two major components of spending-consumption and 
investment-to be discussed in this chapter In Section 4.1 we present the factors 
that determine how much households choose to consume, and irl Section 4.2 we 
look at the decision by finns about how much to invest 

We have said that this chapter is about the aggregate demand for goods and ser
vices, However, \ve could just as easily say that it is about a seemingly very differ
ent (but equally important) topic: the determination of saving and capital formation 
Studying the aggregate demand for goods and services is the san::e as studying the 
factors that determine saving and capital fmn1ation for the followmg reasons. Fust, 
saving is simply what is left after an economic unit (say, a household) decides ho,:" 
much of its inCOll1e to consume Thus the decision about how much to consume IS 

the same as the decision about how much to save Second, investn1ent spending is 
part of the aggregate demand for goods and servkes, but it also repres~nts the 
acquisition of new capital goods by firms. In studymg mveshnent spendmg, we 
therefore are also looking at the factors that lead an economy to acqmre new facto
ries, machines, and housing In effect, we do two things at once in this chapter: 

III We explore the determinants of the aggregate demand for goods, which pre
pares you for future discussions of topics such as the role of spending fluctua
tions in business cycles 
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Ii While exploring aggregate demand we also examine the factms affecting 
saving and capital formation, which prepales you for future discussions of the 
sources of economic growth and other issues 

In making many economic decisions, including those we consider in this chap
tel', people must trade off the present against the futtuc. In deciding hmv much to 
consume and save, for example, a household must weigh the benefits of enjoying 
more consumption today against the benefits of putting aside some of its income as 
saving fOt the future. Similarly, in deciding how much to invest, a firm's manage! 
must detell11ine how much to spend today so as to increase the firm's ploductive 
capacity one, five, 01 even t\venty yeals from now Tn making these trade-offs, 
households and firms must take into account their expectations about the future of 
the economy, including expectations about government policy 

In Chapter 3 we asked, \lVhat forces act to bring the labor market into equilib
rium? VVe close this chapter by asking the same question fm the goods market. The 
goods market is in equilibrium when the quantity of goods and selvices that pro
ducers want to supply (discussed in ChapteI 3) equals the quantity of goods and 
services demanded by households, firms, and the government (discussed in this 
chapter) Equivalently, the goods market is in equilibrium when desired saving in 
the economy equals desiled investment. VVe show that the real interest rate plays 
a key Iole ir~ bringing the goods market into equilibrium 

4.11 Consumption and Saving 

We begin consideration of the demand for goods and sen1ices by discussing the 
factors that affect consumeI' spending. Because consumption spending by house
holds is by far the lalgest component of the demand for goods and services
accountin o" for mOle than two-thirds of total spending in the United 

" States-changes in consumeIs' willingness to spend have major implications fOI 
the behavior of the economy 

Besides the sheer size o"f consumption spending, another I'eason to study con
sumption is that the individu8l's or household's decision about hO\,\7 much to con
sume is closely linked to another impm tant economic decision, the decision about 
how much to save. Indeed, for given levels of disposable income, the decision 
about how much to consume and the decision about how much to save are really 
the same decision. Fm example, a college student with a paIt-time job that pays 
54000 pel year after taxes might decide to spend $3700 pel' yeal on clothes, food, 
entel'tainmenr, and other consumption If she does consume this amount, hel 
savinO" will automaticallv be $300 (54000 minus $3700) ner year Equivalently, she v _ r 
might decide to save 5300 pel yeaI' If she succeeds in saving $300, hel' consumption 
automatically is 53700 ($4000 minus 5300) per year Because the decision about how 
much to consume and the decision about how much to save actually are two sides 
of the same coin, we analyze them togethel 

Flam a maooeconomic perspective, we ale interested in the aggregate, or 
national, levels of consumption and saving. We define the national level of desired 
COI/Slllllptioll, Cd, as the aggregate quantity of goods and services that households 
want to consume, given income and other factors that detelmine households' eco
nomic opportunities We will analyze desired consumption and its response to 
various factors, such as income and in tel est rates, by examining the cOnStm.1ption 
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decisions of individual households The aggregate level of desired consumption, 
(d, is obtained by adding up the desired consumption of all households Thus any 
factor that increases the desired consumption of individual households will 
increase Cd, and any factor that decreases the desired consumption of individual 
households will dCCIease Cd 

Just as a household's consumption decision and saving decision are closely 
linked, a country's desired consumption is closed linked to its desiled national 
saving Specifically, dcsilcd notiollal sauillg, 9', is the level of national saving that 
QeeUIS \vhen aggregate consumption is at its desiIed level Recall from ChaptcI 2 
(Eq 2.8) that if net factor payments from abroad (NFP) equal zero (as must be tIue 
in a closed economy), national saving, 5, equals Y - C - G, where Y is output, Cis 
consumption, and G is government purchases Because desired national saving, Sil, 
is the level of national saving that oceUIS when consumption equals its desiIed 
level, we obtain an explcssion for desiIed nationEll saving by substituting desired 
consumption, e l, for consumption, C, in the definition of national saving This 
substitution yields 

S"=y-C'I-G (41) 

We can gain insight into the fadO!'s that affect consumption and saving at the 
national level by considering how consumption and saving decisions are made at 
the individual level Appendix.:1 A provides a more formal analysis of this deci
sion-making plocess 

The Consumption and Saving Decision of an Individual 

Let's consider the case of Prudence, a bookkeepcI foI' the Spectacular Eyeglasses 
Company Prudence earns $20,000 pcr year aftcr taxes Hence she could, if she 
chose, consume $20,000 wOlth of goods and services every year Prudence, ho\v
ever, has tvvo other options 

First, she can save by consuming less than 520,000 per yeaI' Why should 
Prudence consume less than her income allows? The reason is that she is thinking 
about the future, By consuming less than her cmrent income, she will accumulate 
savings that will allow her, at some time in the future, to consume more than her 
income. For example, Prudence may expect hel' income to be vcry low when she 
retires; by saving during her \vo1"ki1'1g life, she will be able to consume more than 
her income during retirement Indeed, the desire to provide for retirement is an 
irnportant motivation for saving in the real world 

Alternatively, Prudence could consume more than hel' cunent income by bo1'
I'O\ving or by drawing down previously accumulated savings. If she bonows $5000 
fIom a bank, for example, she could consume as much as 525,000 wOIth of goods 
and services this year even though her income is only $20,000 Consuming mme 
than her income is enjoyable for Prudence, but the cost to her is that at some future 
time, when she must repay the loan, she \vill have to consunle less than her income 

[f Prudence consumes less today, she will be able to consume more in the 
future and vice versa. [n other WOlds, she faces a trade-off between current con
sump;ion and future consumption. The rate at which Pru~ience trades off current 
and futlll'e consumption depends on the leal interest rate prevailing in the econo
my. Suppose that Prudence can earn a real interest rate of r pel' year on hel' saving 
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and, for simplicity, suppose that if she borrows, she must pay the same real inter
est rate r on the loan. These assumptions imply that Pludence can tlade one unit of 
ClII'rent (this year's) consumption for 1 + r units of future (next year's) consump
tion .. For example, suppose Pltldence reduces hel' consumption today by one 
dollar, theleby increasing her saving by one dollar. Because she earns a leal inter
est rate of /' on her saving, the dollaI' she saves today will be \vOIth 1 + r dollars one 
yem from now I Under the assumption that Prudence uses the extra 1 + I dollaIS to 
increase her next year's consumption, she has effectively haded one dollal's worth 
of consumption today for 1 + I dollars of consumption a year from now 

SimilaIiy, Pludence can trade 1 + t l'eal dollars of future consumption fO! one 
extla dollar of consumption today She does so by borrmving and spending an 
extla dollm today In a year she will have to lepay the loan with intelest, a total of 
1 + r dollars. Because she has to repay 1 +}' dollars next year, her consumption next 
yeal will be 1 + r dollars less than it would be otherwise So the "price" to Prudence 
of one dollar's worth of extra consumption today is 1 + /' dollars' worth of con
sumption in the future 

The real interest rate I' determines the relative price of cuuent consumption 
and future consumption Given this relative price, how should Prudence choose 
between consuming today and consuming in the future? One extreme possibility 
would be for her to borrow heavily and consume much more than her income 
today. The problem with this strategy is that, after lepaying her loan, Prudence 
would be able to consume almost nothing in the fuhue The opposite, but equally 
extreme, approach would be fm Prudence to save nearty all of her current income 
This strategy would allow hel' to consume a great deal in the futUIe, but at the cost 
of neal'-st;;uvation today .. 

Realistically, most people would choose neither of those extl'eme strategies 
but would instead tI).1 to avoid sharp fluctuations in consumption The desire to 
have a relatively even pattern of consumption over time-avoiding periods of 
very high or velY low consumption-is knmvn as the consumption-smoothing 
motive,. Because of her consumption-smoothing motive, Prudence will try to 
spread her consumption spending mme or less evenly over time, rather than binge
ing in one period and starving in another 

Next, we \vill see how the consumption-smoothing motive guides Prudence's 
behaviol when changes occur in some impmtant determinants of her economic 
well-being, including her current income, her expected future income, and her 
wealth As we consider each of these changes, we \vill hold constant the real inter
est rale r and, hence, the relative price of current consumption and futtne con
sumption_ Later, we will discuss what happens if the real interest rate changes 

Effect of Changes in Current ~ncome 

Cwrent income is an impmtant factor affecting consumption and saving decisions 
To illustrate, suppose that Prudence receives a one-time bonus of $3000 at work, 

1 \Ve Me ilsstlrning thilt there is zero inf!<1tion m'e!' the Cllming ye<1r, so that 5J purch<1ses the same 
i1Olount of rcal goods in each period Allcl /lath ely. wc could SilY thilt since the reil! intercst mtc is r, 
each relll dO!!ilf Prucknce Sil\ es todilY wi!! bl: worth I + r rell! dollars onc yeM from now 
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\vhich increases hel' current yem's income by 53000 (\Nc ignOlc inCOll1C taxes; equiv
alently, we can assume that the bonus is actually larger than 53000 but that, after 
paying hel' taxes, Prudence finds that hel' current income has increased by 53000.) 
What will she do with this extra income? Prudence could splurge and spend the 
entire bonus on a trip to Hawaii. if she spends the entire bonus, her CUII'cnt (011-

5un1ption will increase by $.3000 but, because she has not inCIeased hel' saving, her 
future consumption will be unchanged Alternatively, she could save the entire 
bonus, leaving her cunent consumption unchanged but using the bonus plus the 
interest it earns to increase hel consumption in the future Because of the consump
tion-smoothing motive, ho\vever, Prudence is unlikely to follow either of these 
extreme strategies. Instead, she will spend part of the bonus (inCleasing Clllrent con
sumption) and save the rest (enabling her to increase future consumption as \.vell) , 

The portion of her bonus that Prudence spends will depend on factors such as 
her \'\'illingness to defer gratification and hel assessment of her current and future 
needs We define Prudence's marginal propensity to consume, or MPC, as the frac
tion of additional current income that she consumes in the current period Because 
Prudence consumes some but not all of hel' extra income, her NIPC will be between 
2e10 and one Suppose, fOl example that Prudence has an NfPC equal to 0.4, so that 
she consumes 04, or 40%, of an increase in cunent income Then, when she 
receives a 53000 bonus, Prudence will increase her current consumption by 
(04)($3000) ; $1200. Because the pillt of income that is not consumed is saved, her 
saving also inCleases by the amount of 53000 - 51200 = 51800 

The marginal propensity to consume also applies to dcclillCS in current income, 
For example, if Pllldence WCle temporarily laid off from hel' bookkeeping job so 
that her current year's income decreased by 54000, she would Ieduce both her 
consumption and her saving If we aSSume that her marginal plopensity to con
sume remains 0 4, she would reduce her consumption by (0 4)($4000) ; $1600, and 
her saving would therefore have to diminish by $4000 - $1600 ; $2400 

Agglegate income and consumption reflect the decisions of millions of indi
viduals and households, so that the lessons we learned from thinking about the 
case of Prudence also apply at the macroeconomic level Just as an increase in 
Prudence's income caused her to consume mOl'e, we would expect an increase in 
aggregate output (income) Y to lead to an increase in aggregate desited consump
tion, ei, as well Because marginal propensities to consume are less than 1, how
ever, the inCl'ease in ('Ii \vill be less than the increase in Y As not all of the increase 
in Y is spent, desiled national saving 5" will also lise when Y Iises 

Effect of Changes in Expected Future Income 

Today's consumption decisions may depend not only on current income, but also 
on the income that one expects to earn in the future. For example, an individual 
who is currently not employed but who has a contract to begin a high-paying job 
in thlCe months will probably consume more today than anothel unemployed 
individual with no job prospects 

To illustrate the effect of changes in expected future income, suppose that 
instead of l'eceiving the $3000 bonus during the cunent year, Prudence learns that 
she wilileceive a 53000 bonus (aftel taxes) next year The pIomise of the bonus is 
legally binding, and Prudence has no doubt that she will receive the extra income 
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next year How \ViII this information affect Pludence's consumption and saving in 
the current year? 

Because her current income is unaffected, PI udence could leave her current 
consumption and saving unchanged, waiting until she actually receives the bonus 
to increase her consumption If her decisions ale guided by a consumption-smooth
ing n10tive, however, she \viIl prefer to use the bonus to increase her current con
sumption as well as her future consumption She can inClease hel current 
conslunption, despite the fact that hel' current income remains unchanged, by reduc
ing he! current saving (she could even "dissave," or have negative current saving, 
with current consumption exceeding current income, by using her accumulated 
assets or by borrowing) Suppose, for example, that Prudence decides to consume 
$1000 D10Ie this yeaL Because her current income is unchanged, Prudence's $1000 
increase in current consumption is equivalent to a S1000 reduction in current saving 

The $1000 reduction in current saving will reduce Prudence's available 
resources in the next year, relative to the situation in which her saving is unchanged, 
by $1000(1 + r). For example, if the real interest rate is 0 OS, cutting current saving by 
$1000 reduces Prudence's available resources next year by $1000(105) ; $1050 
Overall, her available resources next year will inoease by $3000 because of the 
bonus but will deClease by $1050 because of leduced current saving, giving a net 
increase in resources of $3000 - $1050; $1950, which can be used to increase con
sumption next year OI in the following yeal's Effectively, Prudence can use the 
increase in her expected future income to increase consumption both in the plesent 
and in the future. 

To SUlllmarize, an increase in an individual's expected future income is likely 
to lead that person to increase current consumption and decrease cunent saving 
The same result applies at the macroeconOIi1ic level: If people expect that aggregate 
output and income, 1', will be higher in the futllIe, ctlIrent desired consumption, 
e l, should increase and current desired national saving, Sd, should deClease 

Economists can't measure expected future income directly, so how do thcy 
take this variable into account ,",vhen predicting consumption and saving behavior? 
One appIoach is to survey consumelS and ask them about their expectations Their 
answers can be useful for assessing developments in the mac[Qcconomy, as the 
Application "Consumer Sentiment and the 1990-1991 Recession" shows 

111e theory of consumer behavior tells us that consumers' decisions about how 
much to consume and how much to save should depend on their expectations 
about the economy's futurec When consumers are optimistic about the future, they 
will consume more and save less than when they are pessimistic about it For this 
reason, economic forecasters and other analysts find it useful to know what con
sumers are thinking about the future at any particular timec 

Various smveys regularly try to measure consumers' expectations. Two of the 
best known are the" consumer confidence index" published by The Conference 
Board and the "index of consumer sentiment" published by The Survey Research 
Center at the University of Michigan. Here we focus on the index of consumer sen
timent, which is based on the responses of several htmdred households to ques
tions about their current and expected future financial situation and their 

(Continued) 
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Figure 4.1 (a) 
The index of consumer 
sentiment, January 
1987-December 1994 
The index of consumer 
sentiment is based on 
what consumers tell 
interviewers about their 
expectations for the 
future of the economy, 
The index of consumer 
sentiment dipped after 
the October 1987 stock 
market crash and then 
feU sharply after the 1990 
Iraqi invasion of Kuwait. 
The index jumped 
sharply in early 1991 and 
was volatile during the 
subsequent few years 
SlJIIm.': Index of consumer sen~ 
timent (copyright, University 
of Michigan) from n,c 
Conference Board 
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expectations about the economy's performance in the next one to five years The 
index is measured relative to a value of 100 for 1966, with higher values corre
sponding to greater consumer optimism. The Survey Research Center publishes the 
index in a detailed monthly report called Surveys of Consumer Attitudes, with these 
findings being available on the Internet at athena.sca.isr.umich.edu. 

Historically, the index of consumer sentiment has been a sensitive indicator of 
recessions and other macroeconomic shocks. Figure 4.1(a) shows monthly data for the 
index of consumer sentiment for the eight-year period January 1987-December 1994, 
and Fig 4J(b) shows quarterly data for real total consumption and real consumption 
expenditures on durable goods during the same period. Expenditures on durable 
goods, which are measured on the scale on the right side of the figure, are only about 
one-eighth of total consumption expenditures, which are measured on the scale on 
the left side of Ule figure. We show expenditures on durable goods in addition to 
total consumption because expenditures on durable goods (such as automobiles, 
appliances, and furniture) tend to display sharper fluctuations Ulan expenditures on 
the other components of consumption (such as food and heating oil). When con
sumers become pessimistic about Ule future, Uley may delay the purchase of a new 
car more easily than they would delay the purchase of food or heating oil, so Ute 
effects of consumer sentiment may be more readily evident in durable goods expen
ditures than in overall consumption. 

When Iraq invaded Kuwait in August 1990, the index of consumer sentiment 
took its sharpest tumble in almost a decade, reflecting consumers' concerns about 
Ule long-term implications of the invasion and perhaps broader economic wOl'ries 

Figure 4.1(b) 
Total consumption 
expenditures and 
consumption 
expenditures on durable 
goods, 1987-1994 
10tal consumption expen
ditures are measured on 
the left vertical axis, and 
consumption expendi
tures on durable goods 
are measured on the right 
vertical axis,. The growth 
of total consumption 
slowed after the stock 
market crash in 1987, and 
total consumption actual
ly fell along with the 
index of consumer senti
ment after the 1990-1991 
recession began in the 
third quarter of 1990, 
Consumption expendi
tures on durable goods 
reacted more strongly, 
dropping after the 1987 
stock market crash and 
falling sharply during the 
1990-1991 recession. 
S(mrc~': Personal consumption 
e.xpenditures and durable 
goods consumption expcndi~ 
tures in billions of chained 
(1992) dollars from BEA Web 
site, natiolltll. GOP and related 
data, lable 1 2 
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as well. As Fig. 4.1(b) shows, consumer spending also fell sharply in the fourth 
quarter of 1990 as a recession began. Total consumption expenditures fell by 0 8% 
and expenditures on durable goods declined by 2.9% during that quarter 

As Fig. 4 l(a) shows, the index of consumer sentiment was quite volatile during 
1991, soaring in March after the Gulf War, then plummeting later in the year In 
1992, the index of consumer sentiment dropped in each of the four months pre
ceding Ule presidential election, perhaps reflecting the economic concerns of voters 
that led U,em to vote President Bush out of office. The index of consumer sentiment 
strengthened sharply after the election, only to fall again in the spring of 1993. As 
a consequence of this consumer pessimism and uncertainty, growth in overall con
sumption and growth in expenditures on durable goods were slow and erratic 
during the early stages of the economic recovery that began in March 1991 

/Effect of Changes in Wealth 
Another factor that affects consumption and saving is wealth. Recall from Chapter 
2 that the wealth of any entity, such as a household or an entire nation, equals its 
assets minus its liabilities, 

To see how consumption and saving respond to an increase in wealth, suppose 
that while cleaning out her attic Prudence finds a stock certificate for 50 shares of 
stock in a pharmaceutical company Prudence's grandmother bought this stock for 
Prudence when she was born, and Prudence did not know about it. She immedi
ately calls her broker and learns that the stock is now wOlth $3000 This unexpect
ed $3000 increase in Prudence's wealth has the same effect on her available 
resources as the $3000 increase in current income that we exami.ned earlier As in 
the case involving an increase in her current income, Prudence will use her increase 
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in wealth to inoease her cmrent consumption by an amount smallel than $3000 so 
that she can use some of the additional $3000 to inCIcase her future consumption 
Because Prudence's CUIIent income is not affected by finding the stock certificate, 
the increase in her (linent consumption is matched by a decrease in current saving 
of the same size In this \,\'3Y, an inCIease in wealth increases cunent consumption 
and reduces Clinent saving The same line of reasoning leads to the conclusion that 
a decrease in wealth Icduces current consumption and incleases saving 

The ups and dovvns in the stock market are an important SOLHce of changes in 
\vealth, and the effects on consumption of changes in the stock mmket are explOled 
in the following Application 

On October 19, 1987, stock prices took their biggest-ever one-day plunge. The 
Standard and Poor's index of 500 stocks dropped 20% that day, after having fallen 
by 16% from the market's peak in August of the same yeaI'. Although estimates 
differ, apparently $1 trillion of financial wealth (equal in value to nearly three 
months of GDP) was eliminated by the decline in stock prices on that single day. 

According to economic theory, how should a stock market Clash affect con
sumers' spending? There are two possible channels. 

First, the crash reduced households' wealth, which should have reduced con
sumption According to economic theory, however, the decline in consumption 
should have been much smaller than the $1 trillion decline in wealth, because con
sumers would spread the effects of their losses over a long period of time by reduc
ing plmmed future consumption as well as CUITent consumption. We can get a quick 
estimate of the effect of a $1 trillion drop in stock values on current consumption by 
supposing that consumers spread their reduction in consumption over twenty-five 
years Also, for simplicity, let's assume that the real interest rate is zero. 2 Hence, in 
response to a $1 trillion loss in wealth, consumers would plan to reduce their con
sumption in each of the next twenty-five years by 1/25 of $1 trillion, or $40 billion per 
year This number is consistent with an estimate presented in the 1988 Ecollomic 
Report of the PresideJlt (p 42) of the likely effects of the stock market crash on CUlTent 
consumption To the extent that current .income remained unaffected by the crash, 
saving would have to rise by the same amount that consumption fell 

Second, a crash could affect consumption by leading consumers to expect bad 
economic times and declining incomes in the future. As discussed previously, a 
reduction in expected future income tends to reduce CUlrent consumption and 
increase current saving Surveys of consumer attitudes found significant declines 
in consumer confidence about the future in the months following the crash (see the 
Application "Consumer Sentiment and the 1990-1991 Recession," p. 113). This 
effect appeared to be temporary, however; by early 1988, consumer confidence 
had recovered completely (see Fig 4.1a) 

What, then, was the actual effect of the 1987 crash on consumption? 
Consumption behavior is affected by many factors, and isolating the influence of 
any single factor isn't easy Nevertheless, C Alan Garner3 of the Federal Reserve 

2 If the real interest rate were positive, in calculating the effect on consumption we would have to 
take into account the interest that the lost $1 trillion would have earned in future years 
3 "Has the Stock Market Crash Reduced Consumer Spending?" Ecollomic Review, Federal Reserve 
Bank of Kansas City, April 1988, pp 3-6 Some of the other information in this application is also 
taken from this article 
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Bank of Kansas City estiInated thJt the Clash led to a 57 5-H1 billion shortfall in con
slImption between October 1987 and January 1988, OI S30-:1-0 billion at an annual 
rate .. (The weakness of consumption in the fO~1l th quartet of 1987 is appalent in Fig 
·lIb,) Although GalneI's estimates are reasonably close to the direct impact of the 
change in wealth on consumption that we calculated, thev leave no room for an 
impact on expected future incomes David Runkle-l of the Federal Reserve Bank of 
rvUnneapolis argued that the overall effect of the cri.1sh on the economy was sur
pi isingly small-probably less than the $40 billion predicted 

ECOl1(..l11'1ic theory was correct, then, in predicting that the loss of financial wealth 
in the crash should reduce consumntion and increase savina but the effects on r 0' 

consumption and saving appealed to be even smallel than those predicted by the 
themy Why? One possible explanation is connected with the unusually erratic 
behavior of stock pi ices dUling 1987, The tremendous decline in stock pI ices after 
August mirnned equally impressive gains earlie! in the yem-39{XI beh,\'een 
December 31, 1986, and August 25,1987.. Because the eallier inoease of stock prices 
occurred so rapidly, it is possible that by August 1987 stockholders had not yet fully 
adjusted their consumption and saving behavior to the higher level of \vealth, Thus, 
when the market fell, consumption did not have to decline by very much to fall back 
into line with wealth_s 

VVe ha\'e seen that a p!ecipitous decline in the stock malket can cause con
sumption to fall below the level it would have attained otherwise But does the 
lelationship between the stock market and consumption hold when the stock market 
lises sharply? Ihe stock market in the United States enjoyed tremendous growth 
during the 1990s The widely watched Dow Jones lndustrial Average (an index of 
the value of 30 stocks) began the decade of the 19905 at 2753 and quadrupled to 
11,326 on August 25, 1999 Adjusting for inflation during this nine-and-a-half-year 
period, the leal value of the Do\\' Jones Industrial Avelage tripled, The United States 
also expel ienced a consumption boom in the 19905, with consumption increasing 
from 66 1 % of GOP in 1989 to 69 3% of GOP in the second quarter of 1999 

VVas this consumption boom caused by the stock market boom in the 1990s? Our 
theory pledicts that a large inclease in \veaIth, such as the one that resulted from the 
boom in stock prices, should inCIease consumption Indeed, many observers 
attribute the consumption boom to the stock market boom Jonathan Palker of the 
University of VVisconsin examined the behavim of consumntion and savina in the _ r 0 

United States during the 1980s and 1990s" He pOinted out that the consumption 
boom began before the 19905 boom in the stock maIi<et The Iatio of consumption to 

(Colltill/lcd) 

..j. "Why N() Crunch hom tht: Cril:;;h?- QUI/riaft, r~d'hiV Fcdcl'ill RCSL'!'\,C Snnk of ivlinnenpolis. \Vinter 
191313, pp 2-7 intuL.'stingly whl;n the Jnpi'lllcsc: stock market fell sharply in early 1990, the effect on 
consumption agilin ilppenred tn bi.:' quill' s!l1n[1 
5 In "Consumption, Aggregilte Wealth, ilnd Exp!.:ct(:d Stock Rdul'l1s." AugU!:;t 1999, Martin Lettau 
illld Sydney Luddgson of the Federal Reserve Bank of NeW l'mk noted that, prior to the crnsh, nggrc
gntt: consllmption wns ul1ustwllv lo\\' rl'intive to stock market \\'t:nlth Their il!1nJvsis indicates thdt 
this bt:hildor reflected COnStllllC;'S' l'xpectntions of ,1 declinc in the stock mnrkd . 
6 '·Spendthrift in Americn? On Two Decades of Decline in the U S Sn\-ing Rntl',' Nntionall3ureau of 
Ecnnnrnic R(:~b)r(h, Wmking P<'lpel' inR, July lqqq 
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CDP increased hom 62 3(X) in 1979 to 66.1 ex) in 1989-an even larger increase than 
that seen during the 19905. Real stock prices doubled during the 1980s, but this 
increase was substantially smaller than the tripling of real stock prices in the 19905. 
Parker concluded that no more than one-fifth of the increase in the ratio of con
sumption to GOP during the 19805 and 1990s resulted from the increased wealth 
associated with the stock nlarket boom. Thus, while Parker found some evidence 
consistent with OllI' theory's prediction that an increase in wealth '''lill cause an 
increase in consumption, he found that much of the increase in consumption, and 
the decrease in saving, over the final two decades of the hventieth century stenlmed 
from other factors. In paIticular, he found that consumers appeared to increase the 
value they place on current COl1suTIlption relative to future consumption 'and thus 
reduced their saving_ Tracking down the reason for this change in attitudes toward 
current and future consumption remains a challenge for economists. 

!Effect of Changes in the iRea! Interest iRate 

We have seen that the real interest rate is the price of CUIIent consumption in 
terms of futwe consumption We held the real interest rate fixed \vhen we exam
ined the effects of changes in current income, expected futwe income, and wealth 
Now we let the real interest late vary, examining the effect on CUI rent consuDlption 
and saving of changes in the leal interest rate 

How vvould PIlldence's consumption and saving change in response to an 
increase in the real interest rate? Her response to such an increase reflects t\vo 
opposing tendencies On the one hand, because each real dollar of saving in the 
CUIrent year gIO\VS to 1 + r leal dollars next yeaI', an increase in the real interest rate 
means that each dollar of current saving will have a higher payoff in teIl11S of 
inCleased futwe consumption, Ihis inneased reward fm CUIIent saving tends to 
increase saving 

On the othel hand, a higher real interest late means that Prudence can achieve 
any fuhue savings target with a smaller amount of current saving For example, 
suppose that she is trying to accumulate $1400 to buy a new laptop computer next 
yeaI' An il1CIease in the real interest rate means that any cunent saving will gro\v 
to a large!' amount by next yeaI, so the amount that she needs to save this year to 
reach her goal of $1400 is lower Because she needs to save less to leach her goal, 
she can inCIease her current consumption and thus reduce her saving 

The two opposing effects desclibed above are known as the substitution effect 
and the income effect of an increase in the real interest late The substitution effect 
of the real interest late on saving reflects the tendency to reduce cunent con
sumption and increase future consumption as the plice of current consumption, 
1 + 1", increases In response to an increase in the price of CUlTent consumption, con
sumelS sllbstitllte away flom current consumption, which has become relatively 
more expensive, toward futme consumption, which has become relatively less 
expensive The Ieduction in cuuent consumption implies that current saving 
increases Thus the substitution effect implies that cunent saving inoeases in 
response to an increase in the real interest rate 
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The income effect of the real interest late on saving leflects the change in cur
rent consumption that lesults vvhen a higher real interest rate makes a consumer 
richer or pOOler, For example, if Prudence has a savings account and has not bor
rowed any funds, she is a recipient of interest payments, She thelefOle benefits 
flom an incIease in the leal interest rate because her interest income inCleases 
With a higher interest rate, she can afford to have the SaIne levels of cunent and 
future consumption as before the interest rate change, and she \voltld have SOflle 
additional resources to spend These extra resources are effectively the same as an 
increase in hel' wealth, so she \vill inClease both her current and her future COl1-
SUfllption, Thus, for a saver, who is a recipient of interest payments, the income 
effect of an inClease in the real interest rate is to increase cunent consumption and 
reduce current saving, Therefore, fm a savel, the income and substitution effects of 
an increase in the leal interest rate \vmk in opposite directions, with the income 
effect reducing saving and the substitution effect increasing saving 

The income effect of an increase in the real interest late is diffeIent fm a payer 
of interest, such as a borrower. An increase in the leal interest rate increases the 
amount of interest payments that a bm rowel' must make, thereby making the bor
rower unable to afford the same levels of cunent and future consufllption as before 
the increase in the real interest late, The bOll ower has effectively suffered a loss of 
wealth as a result of the increase in the real interest rate, and responds to this decline 
in wealth by reducing both current consumption and future consumption The 
reduction in cunent consumption means that cunent saving increases (that is, bor
rowing decreases) Hence, for a borrowel, the income effect of an increase in the real 
interest late is to increase saving Thus both the substitution effect and the income 
effect of an increase in the real interest rate inClease the saving of a borrower 

Let's sUIllmarize the effect of an inclease in the real interest rate For a savel, 
who is a recipient of intelest, an increase in the leal interest rate tends to increase 
saving through the substitution effect but to reduce saving through the income 
effect Without additional information, \ve calU'lOt say l,vhich of these two opposing 
effects is larger, For a bmIO\V€I, \vho is a payel of interest, both the substitution 
effect and the income effect operate to increase saving Consequently, the saving of 
a borrower unambiguously increases 

What is the effect of an inclease in the leal interest late on national saving? 
Because the national econOIny is conlposed of both bOIIowels and savers, and 
because, in principle, saveIS could either increase 01 declease their saving in 
response to an inClease in the real interest rate, economic theory cannot answer this 
question, As economic themy does not indicate whether national saving increases 
or deCleases in response to an increase in the leal intelest rate, we must rely on 
empirical studies that examine this relationship using actual data, Unfortunately, 
interpretation of the empirical evidence from the many studies done continues to 
inspire debate, The most widely accepted conclusion seems to be that an increase 
in the real interest late leduces current consumption and increases saving, but this 
effect isn't very strong 

Taxes and the Real Return to Saving. [n discussing the leal return that savers 
earn, \ve have not yet mentioned an important practical consideration: Interest 
earnings (and other retUlns on savings) are taxed Because part of interest earnings 
must be paid as taxes, the leal return earned by saveIS is actually less than the dif
ference between the nominal interest rate and expected inflation 
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Table 4.1 
Calculating After~Tax Interest Rates 

= 
j:::: nomina! intel8st rate:::: 5%) per year 

Ita:::: expected inflation rate:::: 2% per year 

Example 1 
t :::: tax rate on interest income:::: 30% 
AfteHax nominal interest rate:::: (1 - t)i:::: {1 - 0.30)5°,"0:::: 3 5% 
Expected afleHax real interest rate:::: (1 - I)/-Ira :::: (1 - a 30)5'%, - 2%:::: 15% 

Example 2 
t = tax rale on interest income:::: 20% 
After-tax nominal interest rate:::: (1 - 1)1:::: (1 - 0 20)5%:::: 4% 
Expected after-tax real interest rate:::: {1 - t)i- rca:::: (1 - 020)5% - 2%:::: 2% 

A useful meaSllre of the [ctUIns received by savers that recognizes the effects 
of taxes is the L'xpcr:.tcd l~ffL'l-t(/X I'en! iJltclL'st rate To define this concepC vve let i Iep
Icsent the nominal interest rate and t the rate at which interest income is taxed In 
the United States, fol' eXilInple, most intelest earnings are taxed as ordinmy income, 
so t is the income tax rate Savels retain a fraction (1 - t) of total intelest earned so 
that the after-tax nominal intelest rate, received by savel'S after payment of taxes, 
is (1 - t)i The expected after~tax real interest rate, 1 a-t' is the after-tax nominal inter
est rate minus the expected inflation rate nt, 01 

I',H = (1- f)i - it' (12) 

The expected aftel-tax real interest late is the appropriate interest rate for con
sumers to use in nwking consumption and saving decisions because it measures 
the incre<lse in the plllchasing pO\veI of their saving after payment of taxes 

Table.J 1 shows how to calculate the aftcl-tax nomin<ll interest rate and the 
expected <lfter-tax real intelcst rate Note that, given the nominal interest rate and 
expected inflation, a reduction in the tax rate on intelest income increases the nom
inal and real after-tax rates of return that a saver receives, Thus, by Ieducing the 
mte at which it taxes inteI'CsC the govelnment c<ln increase the leal late of retllln 
earned by savers and (possibly) increase the rate of saving in the economy The 
stimulation of saving is the rnotivation for ti2lX plovisions such as individual retire
ment accounts (IRAsL which allow savers to shelter palt of their intelest earnings 
from taxes and thus earn higher afteI-tax rates of return_ Unfortunately, because 
economists disagree about the effect of higher leal interest rates on saving, the 
effectiveness of IRAs and simBal tax bteaks for saving also is in dispute 

fuscal Polky 

We've just demonstrated how goveIl1ment tax policies can affect the leal return 
earned by savers and thus, pel haps, the saving late However, even \vhen govern
ment fiscal policies-decisions about spending and taxes-aren't intentionally direct
ed at affecting the saving late, these policies have important implications for the 
amount of consumption and saving that takes place in the economy_ Although under
standing the links between fiscal policy and consumer behavior requires some diffi
cult economic reasoning, these links are so important that we introduce them here 
LateI' we discuss several of these issues further, particularly in Chaptel 15 
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Interest Rates 

A
lthough in our theoretical discussions we refer to 
"the" interest rate, as if there were only one, actu
ally there are many different interest rates, each 

of which depends on the identity of the borrower and 
the terms of the loan Shown here are some interest rates 
that appeared in the daily "Key Rates" box in the busi
ness section of the New YOlk Times on October 15, 1999, 

Current Year Earlier 

Prime rate 825% 850%) 
Federal funds 525 549 
3-month Treasury bills 486 392 
6-mon!h Treasury bills 4.94 394 
10-year Treasury notes 616 440 
30-year Treasury bonds 632 497 
Municipal bonds 606 509 

The prime rate is the basic rate that banks charge on 
loans to their best ctlstomers The Federal funds rate is the 
rate at which banks make overnight loans to one another 
Treasury bills, notes, and bonds are debts of the U S, gov
ernment, and mWlicipal bonds are obligations of state and 
local govermnents With the exception of the prime rate, 
these interest rates vary continuously as financial market 
conditions change, The prime rate is an average of lending 
rates set by major banks and changes less frequently 

The interest rates charged on these different types of 
loans need not be the same, One reason for this variation is 
differences in the risk of nonrepayment, or default. Federal 
government debt is believed to be free from default risk, 
but there is ahvays a chance that a business, bank, or 
municipality may not be able to repay what it borrowed 
Lenders chmge risky borrowers extra interest to compen
sate themselves for the risk of default Thus the prime late, 
the Federal funds rate, and the municipal bond rate are 
higher than they would be if there ,"vere no default risk 

A second factor affecting interest Iates is the length of 
time fm which the funds are borrmved, The relationship 

Yield Curve 

7 

CURRENT 

3 ~oLn-:;th-5----'6:--m-'.o-nt::-h-5----'1::0:-'y'-e-ar-5--::-30=-"years 
Maturity 

between the life of a bond (its maturity) and the interest 
rate it pays is called the yield curve The accompanying 
figure shows the yield curve in October 1999 (labeled cur
rent) and the yield curve one year earlieL Because longer 
maturity bonds typically pay higher interest rates than 
shorter maturity bonds, the yield curve generally slopes 
upward Note that the yield curve was steeper in October 
1999 than a year earlier; that is, the difference between 
long-term and short-term interest rates was greater in 
October 1999 than a year earlier. 

A final factor affecting interest rates is tax status 
Because interest on municipal bonds is not taxable, 
lenders are willing to accept a relatively low interest rate 
on these loans, 

Although the levels of the various interest rates are 
quite different, interest rates go up and down together 
most of the time. Most of the interest rates discussed here, 
including those on Treasury bills, notes, and bonds of 
various maturities and on municipal bonds, increased 
between October 1998 and October 1999. However, the 
prime rate and the Federal funds rate fen during this 
period, As a general rule, interest rates tend to move 
together, so in our economic analyses we usually refer to 
lithe" interest rate, as if there were only one, 

To make the discussion of fiscal policy effects as straightforward as possible, 
\ve take the econOlny's aggregate output, Y, as a given. That is, we ignore the pos
sibility that the changes in fiscal policy that we consider could affect the aggregate 
supply of goods and services This assumption is valid if the economy is at full 
employment (as we are assuming throughout Part 2 of this book) and if the fiscal 
policy changes don't significantly affect the capital stock or employment. Later we 
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relax the fixed-output assumption and discuss both the classical and Keynesian 
views about how fiscal policy changes can affect output 

In geneIal, fiscal policy affects desired COIlSJlJllptiOIl, el, primatily by affecting 
households' current and expected future incomes. MOle specifically, fiscal changes 
that increase the tax bUIden on the private sector, either by raising current taxes 01 

by leading people to expect that taxes will be higher in the future, will cause people 
to consume less 

For a given level of output, Y, government fiscal policies affect desired IIntiolInl 
sl1'uillg, Sd, 01 Y - ('1'- G, in two basic \vays, FiIst, as we just noted, fiscal policy can 
influence desired consumption: For any levels of output, 1", and government pur
chases, G, a fiscal policy change that reduces desited consumption, e l , by one 
dollar \vill at the same time faise desired national saving, SIi, by one dollar Second, 
for any levels of output and desiled consumption, increases in government PUI

chases directly lower desired national saving, as is apparent from the definition of 
desired national saving, Sd :::: Y - e' - G 

To illustrate these general points, we consider ho\'v desired consumption and 
desired national saving \votdd be affected by two specific fiscal policy changes: an 
increase in government purchases and a tax cut 

Government Purchases. Suppose that current government purchases, G, 
increase by $10 billion, perhaps because the government increases military spend
ing Assume that this increase in G is temporary so that plans for future govern
ment pUIchases are unchanged (Analytical Problem 5 at the end of this chapter 
looks at the case of a permanent increase in government purchases) For any fixed 
level of output, 1", how will this change in fiscal policy affect desired consumption 
and desiIed national saving in the economy? 

Let's start by finding the effect of the increased government purchases on con
sumption As already mentioned, changes in government purchases affect consump
tion because they affect pIivate-sector tax burdens. Suppose for example that the 
government pays for the extra $10 billion in military spending by raising current taxes 
by $10 billion. For il given total (before-tax) output, Y, this tax increase impLies il $10 biJ
lion decline in consumels' CUIrent (afteI-tax) incomes, We know that consumers 
respond to a decline in their current incomes by reducing consumption, although by 
less than the decline in current income? So, in response to the 510 billion tax increase, 
consumers might, for example, reduce their current consumption by $6 billion 

What happens to consumption if the government doesn't raise cunent taxes 
when it inoeases its pmchases? The analysis in this case is more subtle If the gov
ernment doesn't raise cunent taxes, it will have to bonovv the $10 billion to pay for 
the extra spending The government \vill have to repay the $10 billion it borrows, 
plus interest, sometime in the futUIe, implying that futme taxes will have to rises 
If taxpayers ale clever enough to understand that inCleased government purchas
es todilY mean higher taxes in the future, households' expected future (after-tax) 
incomes will fall, and again they \vill reduce desired consumption. For the sake of 
iIlustIation, we can imagine that they again reduce their current consumption by $6 
billion, although the reduction in consumption might be less if some consumers 
don't undelstand that theiI futllle taxes ale likely to rise 

7 Recall that the marginal propl'nsity to consume out of current income is positive but less than 1 
g For example, in 1993 President (linton asked for tax increilses to hdp control the Federal budget 
deficit, much of which reflects interest on earlier government borrowings 
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What about the effects on desired national saving? The increase in government 
purchases affects desired national saving, Y - Cl - G. directly by increasing G and 
i.ndirectly by reducing desited consUInption, Cd In ollr example, the increase in gov
ernment purchases reduces desired consumption by $6 billion, which by itseLf would 
raise national saving by $6 billion, Hmvevel, this effect is ounveighed by the increase 
in G of$10 billion so that overall desired national silving, Y - C"- G, falls by $4 billion, 
with output, Y, held constant9 ivIore genelally, because the decline in desired con
sumption can be expected to be less than the initial increase in government pUIchas
es, a temporary increase in govenunent purchases willlmvel desired national saving 

To stunmarize, for a given cunent level of output, 1", we conclude that a tem
porary increase in govermnent purchases reduces both desired consumption and 
desired national saving 

Taxes. Nmv suppose that govenlll1ent purchases, G, remain constant but that the 
gover111nent reduces current taxes, T, by $10 billion To keep things as simple as 
possible, we suppose that the tax cut is a ill/liP Slim, giving each taxpayer the same 
amount (think of the country's 100 million taxpayers receiving $100 each) With 
government purchases, G, and output, 1", held constant, desired national saving, 
Y - Cd - G, will change only if desired consumption, Cd, changes. So the question is, 
How will desired consumption respond to the cut in cunent taxes? 

Again the key issue is, How does the tax cut affect people's current and expect
ed future incomes? The $10 billion ctIIIent tax cut directly increases current (after
tax) incomes by $10 billion, so the tax cut should increase desired consumption (by 
somewhat less than $10 billion). Ho\vever, the $10 billion current tax cut also 
should lead people to expect IO'((lcr after-tax incomes in the future The reason is 
that, because the govel'llment hasn't changed its spending, to cut taxes by $10 bil
lion today the government must also increase its CUI rent bOl'To\ving by $10 billion 
Because the extIa $10 billion of government debt will have to be repaid with inter
est in the future, future taxes will have to be higheI, \vhich in turn inlplies lower 
futme disposable incomes for households. All else being equal, the decline in 
expected future incomes will cause people to consume less today, offsetting the 
positive effect of inoeased current income on desired consunlption. Thus, in prin
ciple, a current tax cut-\vhich raises current incomes but lowels expected future 
incomes-could either raise or lower current desired consumption 

Interestingly, some econonlists argue that the positive effect of increased current 
income and the negative effect of decreased future income on desired consurnption 
should exactly cancel so that the ovelall effect of a current tax cut on consumption is 
zero! The idea that tax cuts do not affect desired consLUnption and (therefore) also do 
not affect desired national saving,lO is called the Ricardian equivalence proposition.1l 

9 Note that national saving would fall by (':v(;n more than $-1 billion if consumers ignored the 
prospect of future tax increases and tlllls didn't reduce their current consumption 
10 In this example, pri\,ilte disposable income rises by 510 billion, S() if desired consumption doesn't 
change, desired private saving rises by 510 billion However, the government deficit also rises by $10 
billion because of the tax cut, so government saving falls by 510 billion Therefore desired national 
saving-private saving plus government silving-doesn't change 
11 The algument was first advanced by the nineteenth-century economist David Ricilrdo, although 
he expressed some reservations about its applicability to real-world situations The word "equiva
lence'· refers to the idea that, if Ricardian eqUivalence is true, taxes and government borrowing have 
equh'alent effects on the economy 
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Summary 5 

Determinants of Desired National Saving 

An increase In 

Current output, Y 

Expected future 
output 

Wealth 

Expected real interest 
rate. r 

Government 
purchases. G 

Taxes. T 

= 

Causes desired 
national 
saving to 

Rise 

Fall 

Fall 

Reason 

Part of the extra income is saved to provide 
for future consumption 

Anticipation of future income raises current 
desired consumption, lowering current 
desired saving 

Some of the extra wealth is consumed. which 
reduces saving for given income 

Probably rise An increased relurn makes saving more 
attractive, probably outweighing the fact that 
less must be saved to reach a specific 
savings target 

Fall Higher government purchases directly lower 
desired national saving 

Remain unchanged Saving doesn't change if consumers take 
or rise into account an offsetting future tax cut; 

saving rises if consumers don't take into 
account a future tax cut and thus reduce 
current consumption 

The Ricardian equiv<llence idea can be briefly explained as follows (see 
Chapter 15 fm a mme detailed discussion) In the long nUl, all government pur~ 
chases mLlst be paid for by taxes. Thus, if the government's current and planned 
ptlIchtlses do not change, a cut in current taxes can affect the timillg of tax collec
tions but (advoctltes of Ricardian equivalence emphasize) not the ultimate tax 
burden borne by consumers. A current tax cut with no change in government pur
chases doesn't leally make consumers any better off (any reduction in taxes today 
is balanced by tax increases in the future), so they have no reason to respond to the 
tax cut by changing their desired consumption 

Al though the logic of the Ricardian equivalence proposition is sOlmd, many 
economists question whether it makes sense in practice Most of these skeptics 
argue that, even though the proposition predicts that consumers will not increase 
consumption when taxes are cut, in IeaUty lower current taxes likely will lead to 
inCIeased desit-ed consumption and thus reduced desired national saving. One 
letlSOn that consumption may rise after a tax cut is that many-perhaps most--con
Slll11erS do not undel"stand that increased government bOlrowing today is likely to 
lead to higher taxes in the future Thus consumers may simply respond to the cur
rent tax cut, as they would to any other increase in current incon1e, by increasing 
their desired consumption 

The effects of a tax cut on consumption and saving may be summarized as fol
lows: According to the Ricardian equivalence pIoposition, with no change in cur
rent or planned government purchases, a tax cut doesn't change desired 
consumption and dcsilcd natiolltll saving. Ho\-vever, the Ricardian equivalence 
proposition may not apply if consumers fail to take account of possible future tax 
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increases in their planning; in that case, a tax cut will increase desired consumption 
and leduce desiIed national saving 

The factors that affect consumption and saving are listed in Summary table 5 

4.2 Investment 

Let's now turn to a second majOl con1ponent of spending: investment spending by 
firms. Like consumption and saving decisions, the decision about how much to 
invest depends largely on expectations about the economy's fuhIre, Invesonent also 
shares in common with saving and consun1ption the idea of a trade-off between the 
present and the future In making a capital investment, a firm comn1its its cunent 
Iesowces (which could otherwise be used, for example, to pay increased dividends 
to shareholders) to increasing its capacity to produce and earn profits in the future 

Recall flom Chapter 2 that investment refers to the purchase OI construction of 
ctlpital goods, including lesidential and nonresidential buildings, machines and 
equipment used in production, and additions to inventory stocks Fron1 a maClO
economic perspective, there are t\vo main reasons to study investment behavior 
First more so than the other components of aggregate spending, investment spend
ing fluctuates sharply ove!" the business cycle, falling in Iecessions and rising in 
booms. Even though investment is only about one-sixth of GOP, in the typical 
recession half or more of the total decline in spending is reduced invesonent spend
ing. Hence explaining the behaviOI of investment is important for understanding 
the business cycle, which we explore fLU ther in Par t 3 

The second reason for studying investment behavior is that investment plays 
a crucial role in determining the long-run productive capacity of the economy 
Because investment creates ne\v capital goods, a high rate of inveshnent means that 
the capittll stock is gro\ving quickly. As discussed in Chaptet" 3, capital is one of the 
two most important factors of production (the other is labor) All else being equal, 
output will be higheI in an economy that has invested rapidly and thus built up a 
large capital stock than in an economy that hasn't acquired much capital 

The Desired Capital Stoci( 

To understand what deteIInines the amount of investment, we must consider how 
finns decide how much capital they want [f firms attempt to maxunize profit, as 
\ve assume, a firm's desired capital stock is the amount of capital that allows the 
finn to earn the largest expected profit. IVlanagers can determine the profit-maxi~ 
mizing level of the capital stock by comparing the costs and benefits of using addi
tional capital-a ne\v machine, for example If the benefits outweigh the costs, 
expanding the capital stock will raise profits But if the costs outweigh the benefits, 
the film shouldn't increase its planned capital stock and may even want to reduce 
it As you might infer from this brief description, the economic logic underlying a 
film's decision about how much capital to use is similar to the logic of its decision 
about how many workers to employ, discllssed in ChapteI 3 

In real terms, the benefit to a firm of having an additional unit of capital is the 
marginal product of capital, MPR. Recall from Chapter 3 that the MPR is the 
inclease in output that a firm can obtain by adding a unit of capital, holding con
stant the film's work force and other factors of production, Because lags occur in 
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obtaining and installing new capital, the expected}iltlil'C marginal product of Glp

itaL lVIPKf, is the benefit hom increasing investment today by one unit of capital 
Ihis expected futmc benefit TIllist be compared to the expected cost of using that 
extra unit of capital, 01' the tlser cost of capital 

The User Cost of Capital. To make the discussion of the user cost of capital 
more concrete, let's consider the case of Kyle's BakelY, Inc I a company that pro
duces specialty cookies Kyle, the bakery'S owner-manageI, is considering invest
ing in £I new sO!£lr-poweled oven that will allow him to ploduce mme cookies in 
the future. If he decides to buy such an oven, he nUlst also detennine its size. In 
making this decision, Kyle has the following information: 

L A new oven can be purchased in any size at a price of $100 pel' cubic foot, mea
sured in real (base-yeaI') dollars 

2. Because the oven is solen powered, Llsing it does not involve energy costs. The 
oven also does not Iequile maintenance expenditures 12 Ho\,vevel, the oven 
becomes less efficient as it ages: With each year that passes, the oven produces 
10%1 feweI cookies. Because of this depredation, the leal value of an oven falls 
10!XI pel' yeaI' For example, after one yeaI' of use, the real value of the oven is 
$90 PCI cubic foot 

3. Kyle can bonow (from a bank) or lend (to the government, by buying a one-year 
government bond) at the prevailing expected real interest rate of S% pel' yeaI' 

in calculating the lIser cost of capital, \VC lise the follOWing symbols (the 
numerical values ,He from the example of Kyle's Bakery): 

PI' = rea! price of capital ~oods (SlOO per cubic foot); 
d = [ale at which capita! dq.1Icciates (H),:';, per year); 
,. = expected !'Cal interest rate (8 f

};, per year) 

The user cost of capital is the expected real cost of using a unit of capital fm a 
specified period of time. l~or Kyle'S Bakery, we consider the expected costs of pur
chasing a new oven, using it foI' a ye(u, and then selling it, The cost of using the 
oven has two components: depreCiation and interest 

In generaL the de~lIeciation cost of using capital is the value lost as the capital 
wealS out. Because of depreciation, after one year the oven for which Kyle pays $100 
pel cubic foot when new will be WOl th only $90 per cubic foot The $10-per-cubic
foot loss that Kyle suffers over the yeaI' is the depreciation cost of using the oven 
Even if .Kyle doesn't sell the oven at the end of a year, he suffers this loss because at 
the end of the year the asset's (the oven's) ecol1OInic value \vill be 10% less 

The interest cost of using capita! equals the expected real interest late times the 
price of the capital As the expected leal interest rate is 81;{I, Kyle's interest cost of 
using the oven for a year is 8% of $100 pel cubic foot, 01' $S pel cubic foot. To see 
\<\,hy the interest cost is a cost of using capitaL imagine fiIst that Kyle must borrow 
the funds necessary to buy the oven; in this case, the interest cost of $S per cubic 
foot is the interest he pays on the loan, which is obviously part of the total cost of 

12 fhese assumptions simplify thl; l.':\iHnplL' If there \\'!.:re nperilting custs, such as fuel and lllainte~ 
llnllC(, cnst.", we would subtrnct Ih<:111 from till' l':\pL'cted futufL' marginnl product of cilpitnl when cill
culnting the benefit of using the mTn 

Figure 4.2 
Determination of the 
desired capital stock 
fhe desired capital stock 
(5000 cubic feet of oven 
capacity in this example) 
is the Glpital stock that 
maximizes profits When 
the capital stock is 5000 
cubic feet, the expected 
futmc marginal product 
of capital, MPI\/ is equal 
to the lIser cost of capi~ 
tal, Ill. If the MPKf is 
larger than 11(., as it is 
when the capital stock is 
.. 1.000 cubic feet, the bene~ 
fit of extra capitnl 
exceeds the cost, and the 
firm shou!d increase its 
capital stock If the MPK.I 
is smaller than 11(, as it is 
at 6000 cubic fcet, the 
cost of extJa capita! 
exceeds the benefit, and 
the firm should reduce 
its capita! stock 
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using the ~ven. Alternatively, if Kyle uses profits from the business to buy the 
oven, he gIves up the OppOI tunity to use those funds to buy an interest-bearing 

~,:~et, .~l~~~1 ~s ,~~ ~o\:ern~1~n~ bond For evelY S100 that Kyle puts il~tO the~ oven, he 
Issacufic1l1b ~o 1l1.lI1telest th~t he would have earned by purchasmg a $100 gov
~rnment bO!:d ThIS fOIgone 1l1telest is a cost to Kyle of using the oven. Thus the 
mtel'est c~st ~s palt of tl:e true economic cost of using capitat whether the capital's 
purchase IS fmanced wI~h b?IIOWed funds or with the film's ovvn tetained profits 

The user cost of capItal IS the sum of the depreciation cost and the interest cost 
The intelest cost is rpK, the depreciation cost is dPK' and the user cost of capitaL lie, is 

lie = rp/\ + dp/\ = (/' + d)p/\ 

In the case of Kyle's Bakery, 

IIC = 0 08(5100 pcr cubic foot) + 0 '10(5100 per cubic foot) 
= $18 per cubic foot 

Thus Kyle's user cost of capital is $IS per cubic foot per yeaI' 

(43) 

Determining the Desired Capital Stock. Now we can find a film's plOfit
maxunl.zmg capItal sto~k, or desired capital stock A film's desired capital stock is 
the capital stock at WhICh the expected future marginal product of capital equals 
the user cost of capital 

[~igul'e 4.2 shows the determination of the desired capital stock for Kvle's 
Bakely. The capital stock, K, explessed as cubic feet of oven capacity, is meas~lred 
along the hori~ont<ll.axis Both the i\!U'Kfand the lise!' cost of capital <lIe measured 
along the vertical aXIs 
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The dOvvI'lward-sloping curve shows the value of the A/IPKf for different sizes 
of the capital stock, 1<.; at each level of K, the lvIPl\/equa!s the expected real value of 
the extla cookies that (ould be produced if oven capacity were expanded an addi
tional cubic foot. The IV1PKfcllrvc slopes downward because the marginal product 
of capital falls as the capital stock is inCIcased (we discussed reasons for the dimin
ishing marginal productivity of capital in Chapter 3). The user cost (equal to $18 
per cubic foot in the example) doesn't depend on the amount of capital and is rep
resented by a horizontal line 

The amount of capital that maximizes the expected profit of Kyle's Bakery is 
5000 cubic feet, represented by point II in Fig 4.2 At II, the expected benefit of an 
additional unit of capital, lvfPKf, equals the user cost, llC For any amount of oven 
capacity less than 5000 cubic feet, Kyle's Bakery could increase its expected profit 
by inCIeasing oven capacity Fm example, Fig 4.2 shows that at a planned capaci
ty of 4000 cubic feet the lVII'K/ of an additional cubic foot is $20 worth of cookies per 
year, which exceeds the $18 expected cost of using the additional cubic foot of 
capacity_ Starting hom a planned capacity of 4000 cubic feet, if Kyle adds an extra 
cubic foot of capacity, he \-vill gain an additional $20 wOlth of future output while 
incuning only $18 in expected future costs Thus expanding beyond 4000 cubic feet 
is profitable for Kyle Similmly, Fig 4.2 shows that at an oven capacity of mOle than 
5000 cubic feet the expected future marginal product of capital, lVII'K'~ is less than 
the user cost, IfC; in this case Kyle's Bakery could increase expected profit by reduc
ing its capital stock Only when lVIl'l</= IIC will the capital stock be at the level that 
maximizes expected profit 

As mentioned eaIlieI, the determination of the desiled capital stock is similar 
to the determination of the firm's labm demand, desClibed in Chapter 3, Recall that 
the film's plofit-maximizing level of employment is the level at which the marginal 
product of labm equals the wage Analogously, the firm's profit-maximizing level 
of capital is the level at \vhich the expected future malginal product of capital 
equals the user cost, \vhich can be thought of as the "wage" of capital (the cost of 
using capital f01 one period) 

The desited capital stock can be deIived in other ways as well In Box -1:,1 
(page 131) we discuss the relationship of the desired capital stock to stock pr ices 

Changes in the Desired Capital Stoci< 
Any factor that shifts the MPI,/curve or changes the user cost of capital changes the 
film's desired capital stock For Kyle's Bakery, suppose that the real interest rate 
falls flom 8(Y<) to 6(X) If the leal intelest rate, f, is 0 06 and the depreciation rate, d, 
and the plice of capital, PI\, remain at 0,10 and 5100 per cubic foot, respectively, the 
decline in the leal inte!'est Iflte reduces the useI cost of capital, (/ + d)pf\' from $18 
per cubic foot to (0.06 + 0.10)5100 per cubic foot, or $16 per cubic foot 

This decline in the user cost is shown as a downward shift of the user cost line, 
from IIC I to II" in Fig 43 After that shift, the lVIl'KI at the original desired capital 
stock of 5000 cubic feet (point 11),01 $18 per cubic foot, exceeds the user cost of cap
ital, now $16 pel cubic foot (point B) Kyle's Bakery can inCl'ease its plofit by Iais
ing planned oven capacity to 6000 cubic feet, where the MI'Kf equals the user cost 
of $16 per cubic foot (point C) This example illustrates that a decrease in the 
expected leal interest rate-or any other change that lowers the user cost of capi
tal-increases the desired capital stock 

Figure 4.3 
A decline in the real 
interest rate raises the 
desired capital stock 
For the Kyle's Bakery 
example, a decline in the 
real interest rate from 8% 
to 6'X., reduces the user 
cost, 11(., of oven capacity 
from 518 to $16 per cubic 
foot and shifts the USer

cost line down from lIe l 

to w::2 The desired capital 
stock rises from 5000 
(point A) to 6000 (pOint C) 
cubic feet of oven capaci
ty. At 6000 cubic feet the 
MPK/ and the user cost of 
capital again me equal, at 
$16 per cubic foot 
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Technological changes that affect the MI'K'clllve also affect the desired stock 
of capit~l Suppose that Kyle invents a new type of cookie dough that requires 
les~ bakmg tm1e, allowmg 125% mOle cookies to be baked daily Such a techno
logLCal advance would cause the lvIPKI curve fm ovens to shift upward by 12,so;b 
at each value of the capital stock. Figure 44 shows this effect as a shift of the 
MI'Kf curve from lVIl'K,r to MPK,2 If the user cost remains at $18 per cubic foot, 
the technologrcal advance causes Kyle's desired capital stock to rise from 5000 to 
6000 cubic feet At 6000 cubic feet (point 0) the lVIl'[(i again equals the user cost 
of capital In general, with the user cost of capital held constant, an increase in the 
expected future marginal ploduct of capital at any level of capital Iaises the 
desired capital stock 

Ta)(es and the Desired Capital Stock. So far we have ignored the role of 
taxes in the investment decision But Kyle is interested in maximizing the profit his 
firm gets to keep after paymg taxes, Thus he must take into account taxes in eval
uating the desirability of an additional unit of capital 

Suppose that Kyle's Bakery pays 20% of its revenues in taxes In this case extra 
oven capacity that inCleases the firm's futLUe revenues by, say, $20 will raise Kyle's 
after-tax revenue by only $16, with $4 going to the government To decide whether 
to add this extra capacity, Kyle should compare the after-tax lVIl'Kf of $16-not the 
before-tax lVIl'l<J of $20-with the user cost In general, if 1 is the tax rate on firm 
revenues, the after-tax future marginal product of capital is (1 - l)lVIPKf The 
desired capital stock is the one for which the after-tax future marginal product 
equals the user cost, 01' 

(l-I)MPK' = lie 
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Figure 4.4 
An increase in the 
expected future MPJ<. 
raises the desired capital 
stock 
A technological advance 
raises the expected 
future 1TI<H'ginai product 
of capital, MPKf, shifting 
the MPKf curve upward 
from /vIPKII to /vIPKI2 

The desired capital stock 
increases from 5000 
(point A) to 6000 (point D) 
cubic feel of oven capac
ity At 6000 cubic feet the 
lvIPKf equals the user cost 
of capitaillc at $18 per 
cubic foot 
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Dividing both sides of this equation by 1 - 1, we obtain 

/vIPKi = ..!'-'- = (r + d)l', 
1-1 1-1 

(44) 

In Eq (4.4), the term Ilc/(1-1) is called the tax-adjusted user cost of capital. The 
tax-adjusted user cost of capital shows how large the before-tax future marginal 
product of capital must be for a firm to willingly add another illlit of capital. An 
increase in the tax rate t laises the tax-adjusted user cost and thus reduces the 
desired stock of capital 

To derive the tax-adjusted user cost, we assumed that taxes are levied as a pro
portion of firms' revenues, However, actual corporate taxes in the United States 
and other countries are much nlOre complicated Firms generally pay taxes on 
their profits rather than on theil revenues, and the part of profit that is considered 
taxable may depend on how much the film invests For example, when a firm 
purchases some capital, it is allowed to deduct part of the purchase price of the cap
ital from its taxable profit in both the year of purchase and in subsequent years By 
reducing the amount of profit to be taxed, these deductions, known as depreciatioll 
allowallces, allow the firm to reduce its total tax payment 

Another important tax provision, which has been used at various times in the 
United States, is the illvestmellt tax C/edit An investment tax credit permits the firm 
to subtract a percentage of the purchase price of new capital directly from its tax 
bill. So, for example, if the investment tax credit is 10%, a firm that purchases a 
$15,000 piece of equipment can reduce its taxes by $1500 (10% of $15,000) in the 
yea I the equiplnent is purchased 

..l, 2 Investment 

Investment and the Stock Market 

Fluctuations in the stock market can have important 
macroeconomic effects, Earlier in this chapter we 
showed that changes in stock prices may calise house
holds to change how much they consume and save (see 
the Application, "The Response of Consumption to 
Stock Market Crashes and Booms," p, 116). Similarly, 
economic theory suggests that rises and falls in the stock 
market should lead firms to change their rates of capital 
investment in the same direction The relationship 
between stock prices and firms' investment in physical 
c<1pital is captured by the "q theory of investment," 
developed by Nobel laureate James Tobin of Yale 
University 

Tobin argued that the rate of investment in any par
ticular type of capital can be predicted by looking at the 
ratio of the capital's market value to its replacement 
cost When this ratio, often called "T obin's q," is greater 
than 1, it is profitable to acquire additional capital 
because the value of capital exceeds the cost of acquir
ing it Similarly, when 1 obin's q is smaller than 1, the 
value of cilpital is less than the cost of <lcquiring it, so it 
is not profitable to invest in additional capital 

Because much of the value of firms comes from the 
capital they own, we can use the stock market value of a 
firm as a measure of the market value of the firm's capi
tal stock. If we let V be the stock market value of a firm, 
K be the amount of capital the firm owns, and PK be the 
price of new capital goods, then for an individual firm 

where PKK is the replacement cost of the firm's capital 
stock 1£ the replacement cost of capital isn't changing 
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much, a boom in the stock market (an increase in V) 
will cause Tobin's q to rise for most firms, leading to 
increased rates of investment.. Essentially, when the 
stock market is high, firms find it profitabl~ to expand 

Empirically, researchers have found that investment 
in new capital goods does tend to rise when the stock 
market rises and to fall when the market falls, although 
the relationship isn't always strong Part of the prob
lem is that, in practice, stock prices reflect many assets 
besides capitat such as the patents a firm holds or the 
reputation of a firm's products Thus changes in stock 
prices are imperfect measures of the changes in the 
market value of capital 

Although it may seem different, the q theory of 
investment is very similar to the theory of investment 
discussed in this chapter In the theory developed in 
this chapter \ve identified three m<1in factors affecting 
the desired capital stock: the expected future marginal 
product of capital, MPKI; the real interest rate, r; and 
the purchase price of new capital, PI\_ Each of these fac~ 
Lors also affects Tobin's q: (1) An increase in the expect
ed marginal product of capital tends to increase the 
expected future earnings of the finn, which raises the 
stock market value of the firm and thus increases q; (2) a 
reduction in the real interest rate also tends to raise 
stock prices (and hence q), as financial investors substi
tute away from low-yielding bonds and bank deposits 
and buy stocks instead; and (3) a decrease in the pur
chase price of capital reduces the denominator of the q 
ratio and thus increases q. Because aU three types of 
change increase Tobin's q, they also increase the desired 
capital stock and investment, as predicted by our analy
sis in this chapter. 

Economists summarize the many provisions of the tax code affecting invest
ment by a single measure of the tax but'den on capital called the effective tax rate. 
Essentially, the idea is to ask, ""hat tax late t on a firm's revenue would have the 
same effect on the desired capital stock as do the actual provisions of the tax code? 
The hypothetical tax rate that anS\VeIS this question is the effective tax rate 
Changes in the tax law that, for example, Iaise the effective tax rate are equivalent 
to an increased tax on firm revenue and a rise in the tax-adjusted user cost of cap
ital, Thus, all else being equal, an increase in the effective tax wte lowers the 
desired capital stock 

Table 4,2 shows effective tax rates on capital for several countries in 1990, The 
highest effective tax lates \vel'e in the United Kingdom (28 O(~q, Canada (25.9(X), 
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Table 4.2 
Effective Tax Rate on Capital, 1990. Selected Countries 

Effective Tax Rate 
Country on Capital (Percent) 

Australia 14.6 

Canada 25 9 

FIance -334" 

Germany 46 

Italy -72..8' 

Japan 6.1 

Sweden 1 0 

United Kingdom 28.0 

United States 240 

Source Dale Jorgenson "Tax Reform and the Cost of Capital: An 
International Comparison Tax Notes International April 19 1993 
Table 1 
• A negative effective lax rale indicates that lhe lax system subsidizes 
investment 

and the United States (24 0%) Although other factors besides the effective tax rate 
affect investment, investment-to~GDP ratios in these countries generally are ~OW~1 
than in the other countries listed In contrast, 1990 effective tax rates on capital 111 

France and Italy actually wele negative, reflecting tax systems that subsidize 
investment in those countries 

Does the effective tax rate significantly affect inveshnent patterns? Determining the 
empirical relationship between tax rates and inveshnent isn:t easy. One problem IS 
that the factors other than taxes that affect the deSlred capItal stock-such as the 
expected future marginal product of capital and real interest rates-are always 
changing, making it difficult to isolate the "pure" effects of tax changes Another 
problem is that changes in the tax code don't happen randomly but reflect the 
government's assessment of economic conditions. For.example, Congress IS hkely 
to reduce taxes on investment when investment spendmg IS expected to be unusu
ally low so as to boost spending. But if Congress does so, low taxes on capital ~i11 
tend to be associated with periods of low inveshnent, and an econometncran IUlght 
mistakenly conclude that tax cuts reduce rather than increase inveshnent spending. 

An interesting study that attempted to solve both of these proble:"s ,,:as car
ried out by Jason Cummins and R Glenn Hubbmd of Columbra Uruvers1ty and 
Kevin Hassett of the Bomd of Governors of the Federal Reserve System13 To get 

B. "A Reconsideration of Investment Behavior Using T ax Reforms as Natural Expe~iments,': 
Brookillgs Papers 011 ECO//Oll/ic Activity, 1994:2, pp_ 1-59 For a survey of work on taxatIOn and InVest
ment, see Kevin Hassett and R Glenn Hubbard, "lax Policy and Investment," National Bureau of 
Economic Research working paper no. 5683, July 1996 
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,Hound the pl'Oblem that factOlS othel' than taxes are always changing, Cummins, 
I-Iubb;:m..i, ilnd Hassetl focused on the periods around thirteen milior tax [eforms, 
beginning with the investment tax oedit initiated by President Kennedy in 1962 
and ending with the major tnx reform of 1986, passed under President Reagan The 
authors' idea was that, by looking at occasions when the tax code changed signif
icantly in a shot t pedod of time, they could reasonably assume that most of the 
ensuing change in investment was the Iesult of the tax change rather than other fac
tors To get around the second problem, that tax cuts tend to take place when 
aggregate investment is low, Cummins, Hubbmd, and Hassett didn't look at the 
behavior of aggIegate investment; instead, they compared the investment respons
es of a large number of individual corporations to each tax reform. Because the tax 
laws tleat different types of capital differently (for example, a machine and a fac
tOlY are taxed differently) and because companies use capital in different combi
nations, the authors believed that observing how different companies changed 
their investment after each tax !efolm would provide infO! mation on the effects of 
the tax changes For exarnple, if a tax reform cuts taxes on machines relative to 
taxes on factories and taxes ale an important detcIIllinant of investment, companies 
whose investment is concentI8ted in machinery should respond Ielatively mo[e 
strongly to the tax chElnge thEln cornp,1nies \\'ho invest primarily in factories 

Cummins, Hubbmd, and Hnssett found considerably stlonger effects of tax 
changes on investment than repcnted in previous studies, pOSSibly because the 
earlier studies didn't deal effectively with the two problems that we identified. 
These authors found an empirical elasticity of Jbout -0 66. That is, accon.:ling to 
their estimates, a tax change that lowers the user cost of capital by lOI!,{) would raise 
urn-Treg· ate investment bv about 6.6(}';f, a significant amollnt IVlost F'reviOllS studies 00 _ l~ 

had found this elasticity to be about -0,25 

No\\' let's look <.It the link bdween ,1 fil ill'S desiled Glpital stock and the amount it 
1m ests In genl'!,";'ll, the Glpital st()(k (of ,1 firm or of J country) changes over time 
thlough two opposing ch,lnnels First, the purchase (11' construction of new capital 
goods inueases the capital stock \Ve\'l' been calling the totnl purchase or con
struction of new capiti11 goods that takes place each yenr "in\'estment," but its pre
cise nnllle is glOSS investment Second, the capitJi stock depreciiltes 01 wears out, 
which leduces the capital stock 

\Vhethel' the capitill stock incleJses 01 decreJses over the (OUI'Se of <1 yeal 
depends nn whether gross in\'cstment is greater 01 less th<1n depreciation during 
the .ye<'lJ'; when gloss in\'estlllcnt exceeds dcpleciation, the capital stock glows 
The change in the capital stock 0\'121" thl' yeJI"-or, equi\'Jlently, the difference 
between g'lOSS i!'lYcstment and dl'!:lIeciation-is net investment. 

VVe expless these concepts symbolically as 

f! :::: gn)~s i!l\ l'st!11ent du! ing rCi1! f 

"I:::: Glpit<ll stock ill the beginning ~)f ~'e<H I ilnd 
I\l o ! :::: c,'pital stuck ,1[ the beginning of }T\l! I + I (equi\ alenlly, <:liihe end of yeaI' /) 
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Figure 4.5 
Gross and net 
investment, 1929-1998 
Gross ilnd net invest
ment in the United States 
since 1929 are shown as 
percentages of GOP 
During some years of the 
Great Depression and 
World War II net invest
ment was negative; 
implying thi.lt the capital 
stock was shrinking 
5(llln:c~' GOP (Ind HI'OSS pri\'ate 
domestic irwcstmcnt from 
BEA Web sill' Depredation 
ilnd net invc:;tllll'nt from Table 
52 of NIIJhllw! !tI(O/llt.' IIl1d 

Product J\cCOUllis (1"'h<, lhli1t'd 
SllIll's Voir/lilt' I 1929-1951{ 
Wilshington, 0 C : U S. 
G(ln~rnmcnt Printing Office. 
Fchru.1rV 1993; hlil/IIIL' 2 
1959-'1988 Washington, DC: 
US Governml.'nt Printing 
Office. September 1992 
Consumption of fi:-:cd Glpital 

1989-1997, from IlIl~illt'SS 
SllIli,;liL,; of 11It.' UHilt'd 511116 
]9()S cditi~m. p 33; 1998.- from 
SUn'L'!' of Cur rOll Dw;ill(,jj 
September 199'.1, i';Jbte 5 J 
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Net investment, the change in the capital stock during period t, equals K'+l - K, 
The amount of depreciation during year tis dK 1, whele d is the fraction of capital 
that depteciates each year. The relationship between net and gross investment is 

net investment::::: gross investment - depreciation; 
Klel - K1 ::::: il-dK I 

(45) 

In most but not all years, gross investment is larger than depreciation so that 
net investment is positive and the capital stock increases. FiguIe 4.5 shows the 
behavior since 1929 of gross and net investment in the United States, expressed as 
percentages of GOP; the difference between gross and net inveshnent is deprecia
tion. Note the occasional large swings in both gross and net investment and the 
negative rates of net investment that occurred in several years during the Great 
Depression of the 19305 and World War I[ (1941-1945) 

We use Eq (45) to illustrate the relationship between the desired capital stock 
and investment First, rewriting Eq (45) gives 

II::::: K/+! - K/ + dKI, 

which states that gross investment equals net investment plus depreciation 
Novv suppose that firms use information available at the beginning of yeat t 

about the expected futule marginal product of capital and the user cost of capital 
and determine the desired capital stock, K', they want by the end of year I (the 
beginning of year t + 1) For the moment, suppose also that capital is easily obtain
able so that firms can match the actual capital stock at the end of year t, K/+l' with the 
desired capital stock, K~', Substituting K* for Rh -1 in the preceding equation yields 
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(4.6) 

Equation (-16) shows that firms' gross investment, [I' during a year has two 
parts: (1) the desired net inClease in the capital stock over the year, K* - [(I; and (2) 
the investment needed to replace worn-out 01' depreciated capital, dKI The amount 
of depreciation that occurs during a year is determined by the depreciation rate and 
the initial capital stock However, the desiled net increase in the capital stock over 
the year depends on the factOIs-such as taxes, interest rates, and the expected 
future maIginal product of capital-that affect the desired capital stock Indeed, 
Eq. (46) shows that any factor that leads to a change in the desired capital stock, K*, 
leslrits in an equal change in gross investment, I, 

Lags and Investment. The assumption just made-that films can obtain capi
tal quickly enough to match actual capital stocks \vith desired levels each year
isn't realistic in all cases Although most types of equipment are Ieadily available, 
a skyscraper OI a nuclear power plant may take years to construct Thus, in prac
tice, a $1 million increase in a finn's desired capital stock may not translate into a 
$1 million increase in gross investment within the yeal'; instead, the extra invest
ment may be splead over several years as planning and construction proceed 
Despite this qualification, factors that increase firms' desiled capital stocks also 
tend to increase the CllIl'ent rate of investment Summary table 6 brings together the 
factors that affect investment 

Ow discussion so fa!' has emphasized what is called business fixed investment, Ot 
investment by firms in structwes (such as factories and office buildings) and equip
ment (such as drill presses and jetliners) Howevel', there are t\vo other compo
nents of investment spending: inventory investment and Iesidential investment 
As discussed in Chapter 2, inventory investment equals the increase in firms' inven
tories of unsold goods, unfinished goods, or raw materials Residential investment 
is the conshuction of housing, such as single-family homes, condominiums, OJ' 

apartment buildings, 
Fortunately, the concepts of future malginal ploduct and the user cost of cap

ital, which we used to examine business fixed investment, apply equally well to 
inventory investment and residential investment Consider, fo!' example, a new-cal' 
dealer trying to decide whether to inCIease the numbel of cat's she normally keeps 

Summary 6 

Determinants of Desired Investment 

An increase in 

Rea! interest rate r 

Effective tax rate. 1: 

Expected future MPf<. 

Causes desired 
investment to 

Fall 

Fall 

Rise 

Reason 

The user cost increases, which reduces 
desired capita! stock 
The tax-adjusted user cost increases., 
whic!, reduces desired capital stocl\ 
The desired capital stock increases 
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on her lot from 100 to ISO-that is, whether to make an inventory investment of 50 
cars,. The benefit of having more cars to show is that potential car buyers will have 
a greater variety of models from which to select and may not have to \vait for 
delivery, enabling the car dealer to sell more cars The increase in sales commis
sions the car dealer expects to make, measured in real terms and with the same 
sales force, is the expected future marginal product of the increased inventory The 
cost of holding more cars reflects (1) depreciation of the cars sitting on the lot and 
(2) the interest the car dealer must pay on the loan obtained to finance the higher 
inventory The car dealer wlll make the inventory investment if the expected ben
efits of increasing heI inventory, in terms of increased sales commissions, are at 
least as great as the interest and depreciation costs of adding 50 cars This principle 
is the same one that applies to business fixed investment 

We can also use this same approach to analyze residential investment The 
expected future marginal product of an apartment building, for example, is the real 
value of rents that can be collected from the tenants, minus taxes and operating 
costs The user cost of capital for an apartment building during a year is its depre
ciation, or loss of value from wear and tear, plus the interest cost (reflected in 
mortgage payments, for example) As for other types of capital, constructing an 
apartment building is profitable only if its expected future marginal product is at 
least as great as its user cost 

4.3 Goods Market Equilibrium 

In Chapter 3 we showed that the quantity of goods and services supplied in an 
economy depends on the level of productivity-as determined, for example, by the 
tedmology used-and on the quantity of inputs, such as the capital and labor 
used In this chapter \ve have discussed the factors that affect the demand for 
goods and services, particularly the demand for consumption goods by house
holds and the demand for investment goods by firms. But how do we know that 
the amount of goods and services that consumers and investors want to buy will be 
the same as the amount that producers are willing to provide? Putting the question 
another way, What economic forces bring the goods market into equilibrium, with 
quantities demanded equal to quantities supplied? In this section, we show that the 
real interest rate is the key economic variable whose adjustments help bring the 
quantities of goods supplied and demanded into balance; thus a benefit of our 
analysis is an explanation of \vhat determines interest rates, Another benefit is 
that, by adding the analysis of goods market equilibrium to the analysis of labor 
market equilibIium in Chapter 3, we take another large step toward constructing a 
complete model of the macroeconomy 

The goods market is in equilibrium when the aggregate quantity of goods 
supplied equals the aggregate quantity of goods demanded (For breVity, we refer 
only to "goods" rather than to "goods and services," but services always are 
included.) Algebraically, this condition is 

y=Cd+Id+G (47) 

The left side of Eq (4.7) is the quantity of goods, Y, supplied by firms, which is 
determined by the factors discussed in Chapter 3. The right side of Eq. (4.7) is the 
aggregate demand for goods. If we continue to assume no foreign sector, so that net 
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exports are zero, the quantity of goods demanded is the sum of desired consump
tion by households, Cd, desired investment by firms, jil, and government pUIchas
es, G I-! Equation (4 7) is called the goods nUII"k:et equilibrilllll conditioll 

The goods market equilibrium condition is different in an important way from 
the income-expenditure identity fO! a closed economy, Y = C + I + G (this identity 
is ELl 2,3, with NX =: 0), The income-expenditUIe identity is a relationship between 
actual income (output) and actual spending, which, by definition, is always satis
fied In contrast, the goods malket equilibIium condition does not always have to 
be satisfied, For example, firms may produce output faster than consumers vvant to 
buy it so that undesired inventories pile up in firms' \vatehouses, In this situation 
the income-expenditure identity is still satisfied (because the undesiIed additions 
to firms' inventories are counted as part of total spending-see Chapter 2), but the 
goods market wouldn't be in equilibrium because ploduction exceeds desired 
spending (which does I/Oi' include the undesired increases in inventories), Although 
in principle the goods market equilibIium condition need not always hold, strong 
forces act to bring the goods market into equilibdum fairly quickly 

A different, but equivalent, way to write the goods malket equilibrium condi
tion emphasizes the relationship between desiled saving and desired investment 
To obtain this alternative form of the goods market equilibrium condition, \ve fiIst 
subtract C" + G from both sides of Eq (4.7): 

y _ Cd _ G = 1.1 

The left side of this equation, Y - Cd - G, is desiled national saving, 511 (see Eq 4J), 
Thus the goods market equilibrium condition becomes 

(4 S) 

This alternative way of writing the goods market equilibtium condition says that 
the goods mmket is in equilibrium when desired national saving equals desired 
investment 

Because saving and investment are centra! to many issues we present in this 
book and because the desired-saving-equals-desired-invcstment form of the goods 
market equilibrium condition often is easier to work with, we utilize Eq, (4,8) in 
most of our analyses However, we emphasize once again that Eq (4,8) is equivalent 
to the condition that the supply of goods equals the demand for goods, Eq (4.7) 

The Saving-Investment Diagram 

For the goods market to be in equilibrium, then, the agglegate supply of goods 
mllst equal the aggregate demand for goods, 01' equivalently, desired national 
saving must ellual desired investment. We demonstrate in this section that adjust
ments of the leal interest Iale allow the goods market to attain equilibIiuml::; 

The determination of goods market equilibrium can be shmvn gIaphically 
''\lith a saving-investment diaglam (Fig 4,6), The leal interest [ate is measured 

l-l \Ve assume that G illwuys equals tile level desired by the gO\·ernment Jnd so we don't distinguish 
behn.'l:!l dl'Sirt;;d and nctunl C 
15 Strictly spt:aking, we should refer to the expected real intere5t rute rMher than simply the real 
interest mtl' The two are the same if expected inflJtion und i1ctui11 infliltion arc equal 
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Figure 4"6 
Goods market 
equilibrium 
Goods n1mket equilibri
um occurs when desired 
national saving equals 
desired investment In 
the figure, equilibrium 
occurs when the real 
interest rate is 6% <lnd 

both desired national 
si1ving and desired 
investment equal 1000 If 
the real interest fate 
Well', say, 3'X), desired 

investment (1500) would 
not equal desired nation
al saving (850), and the 
goods market would not 
be in equilibrium 
Competition among bor
rowers for funds would 
then cause the real inter
est rate to rise until it 
reaches 6% 
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Saving curve,S 

6'~" i-------------il\ 

3%~--------~~--l_-----~~ 

850 1000 1500 

Investment 
curve, 1 

Desired national saving, Sil, and desired investment, /<1 

along the vertical axis, and national saving and investment are measured along the 
horizontal axis. The saving curve, 5, shows the relationship bet\veen desiled 
national saving and the real interest rate The upv~'ard slope of the saving curve 
reflects the empirical finding (Section 4.1) that a higher real interest rate raises 
desired national saving The investment CLave, I, shows the relationship between 
desired investment and the real interest rate. The investment curve slopes down
ward because a higher real intelest rate increases the user cost of capital and thus 
reduces desired investment, 

Goods market equilibrium is represented by point E, at which desired nation
al saving equals desired investment, as required by Eq. (48). The real inteIest late 
corresponding to E (6%1 in this example) is the only leal interest rate that clears the 
goods market When the real interest rate is 6{XI, both desired national saving and 
desired investment equal 1000 

How does the goods market come to equilibrium at E, \vhere the leal intelest 
late is 6(XJ? Suppose instead that the real interest rate is ,3<X). As Fig. 4.6 shows, when 
the real interest rate is 3°1<1, the amount of investment that firms want to do (1500) 
exceeds desired national saving (850), With investors wanting to borrow mOle 
than savers want to lend, the "pI ice" of saving-the real interest late that lenders 
receive-will be bid up, The leturn to savers will lise until it reaches 6(X), and 
desired national saving and desired investment are equal Similarly, if the real 
interest rate exceeds 6%, the amount that savers want to lend ,vill exceed what 
investors want to borrow, and the leal return paid to savels will be bid dmvn Thus 
adjustments of the real interest late, in response to an excess supply 01 excess 
demand fO! saving, bring the goods market into equilibrium 

Although Fig 4.6 shows goods market equilibrium in terms of equal saving and 
investment, keep in mind that an equivalent way to express goods mmket equilib
rium is that U,e supply of goods, Y, equals the demand for goods, Cd + 1'1 + G (Eq 47) 
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Table 4.3 
components of Aggregate Demand for Goods (An Example) 

Real 
Interest 
Rate, r Output, Y 

31'1/1'1 4500 
6% 4500 

Desired Aggregate 
National Demand 

Desired Desired Government Saving, for Goods) 
Consumption, Cd Investment, Id Purchases, G .5"; Y-C"-G ()i+ Id+ G 

2150 1500 1500 850 5150 
2000 1000 1500 1000 4500 

Table 4.3 illustrates this point \-vith a numerical example consistent with the values 
shown in Fig 46. Here the assumption is that ouq.lut, Y, and government purchases, 
G, are fixed at values of 4500 and 1500, respectively Desired consumption, Cd, and 
desired investment, [tI, depend on the real interest late Desired consunlption 
depends on the real interest rate because a higher real interest late raises desired 
saving, which necessarily Ieduces desired consumption Desired investment 
depends on the real interest rate because an increase in the real interest rate raises the 
user cost of capital, which lowers desired investment 

In the example in Table 43, when the real inteIest rate is 6%, desiled con
sumption Cd ; 2000 Therefore desired national saving 5.1 ; Y - Cd - G ; 4500 - 2000 
-1500; 1000. Also, when the real interest rate is 6%, desired investment Jd; 1000 
As desired national saving equals desired investment when I ;:;:;: 6%, the equilibrium 
real interest rate is 6%), as in Fig 4.6 

Note, moreover, that when the real interest rate is at the equilibrium value of 
6%, the aggregate supply of goods, Y, which is 4500, equals the aggregate demand 
for goods, C'I + /,1 + G ; 2000 + 1000 + 1500 ; 4500 Thus both forms of the goods 
market equilibrium condition, Eqs. (47) and (4 8), are satisfied when the real inter
est rate equals 6(X.) 

Table 43 also illustrates how adjustments of the real interest rate bring about 
equilibrium in the goods mar ket Suppose that the real interest rate initially is 3%. 
Both components of private-sector demand for goods (Cd and Jd) are higher when 
the real intelest rate is 3% than when it is 6%_ The reason is that consumers save 
less and firms invest more when real interest rates are relatively low. Thus, at a real 
interest of 3%, the demand for goods (Cd + Jd + G ; 2150 + 1500 + 1500 ; 5150) is 
greater than the supply of goods (Y ; 4500) Equivalently, at a real interest rate of 
3%, Table 4.3 shows thot desired investment (1.1 ; 1500) exceeds desired saving 
(5.1 ; 850). As Fig 46 shows, an increase in the real interest rate to 6% eliminates the 
disequilibriUln in the goods market by reducing desired investment and increaSing 
desired national saving. An alternative explanation is that the increase in the real 
interest rate eliminates the excess of the demand for goods over the supply of 
goods by reducing both consumption demand and investment demand 

Shifts of the Saving Curve. For any real interest rate, a change in the economy 
that raises desired national saving shifts the saving CLUve to the right, and a change 
that reduces desired national saving shifts the saving curve to the left (Summary 
table 5 on p 124 lists the factors affecting desired national saving) 

A shift of the saving curve leads to a new goods market equilibrium with a dif
ferent real intert:st rate and different amounts of saving and investment. Figure 4.7 
illustrates the effects of a decrease in desired national saving-resulting, fa! exam-
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Figure 4.7 
A decline in 
desired saving 
A change that r~dL1ces 
desired national s<1ving, 
such as a temporary 
I11CI'On5(, in current go\'

ernment purchases, 
shifts the s<wing curve to 
the left, [rom 51 to 5:': 

The goods market equi
librium point moves 
from E. to F The decline 
in desired saving raises 
the real int(,I(,5t r<lte, 
from 6'~i;, to r';~1 <Inc! 

lowers si.1\'ing and 
investment, from 1000 to 
850 

The Effect of 
Wars on 
Investment and 
the Real Interest 
Rate 
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850 1000 

Desired national saving,S", and desired investment, I'I 

pIe, from a tempmary increase in current government purchases The initial equi
libIium point is at f, whele (as in Fig 4.6) the leal inteIest rate is 6(10 and desired 
national saving and desired investment both equal 1000, When current government 
ptlIchases increase, the resulting decrease in desired national saving causes the 
saving curve to shift to the left, from 5' to 5' At the new goods market equilibrium 
point, F, the leal interest rate is TX), Ieflecting the fact that at the initial real interest 
rate of 61X) the demand for funds by investors now exceeds the supply of saving 

Figute 4 '1 also shows that, in response to the increase in government purchas
es, national saving and investment both fall, flam 1000 to 850, Saving falls because 
of the initial decrease in desired saving, \vhich is only partially offset by the 
increase in the real interest rate Investment falls because the higher teal interest 
rate raises the user cost of capital that firms face, When increased government 
purchases cause investment to decline, economists say that investment has been 
Clowdcd 0111' The crowding out of investment by increased government purchases 
occurs, in effect, because the government is using more real resources, some of 
which \'vould otherwise have gone into investment 

Economically, an important aspect of war and military buildups in general is that 
government purchases rise sharply as expenditures for military pay and equip
ment increase. Also, to a greater degree than other types of increases in government 
purchases, increases owing to military buildups are temporary because military 
expenditures tend to return to lower peacetime levels after a war Thus thinking of 
a war as a largely temporary increase in current goverrunent purchases is reason
able. OUf model predicts that a temporary increase in governnlent purchases asso
ciated with a war will increase the real interest rate and reduce investment 

Figure 4.8 
Shares of government 
purchases and 
investment in U,S. GOP. 
1929-1998 
The graph shows the 
percentages of U 5 GDP 
devoted to government 
purchases and to invest
ment since 1929 Note 
the sharp increases in 
government purchases 
during World War Il and 
the Korean War, as \"\'e11 
as the tendency for 
investment's share to fall 
during those military 
buildups. 
S(llm'e: GOP, gross private 
domestic investment, and gov
ernment consumption expen
ditures and gross investment 
from Bureau of Economic 
Analysis Web site 
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How well do these predictions hold up? Historically, wars (especially large 
ones) often have had negative effects on investment. Figure 4.8 shows U.S real 
investment spending and real government purchases, measured relative to real 
GDP, for the period 1929-1998 .. During World War II a large decline in private 
investment spending mirrored the sharp increase in government purchases A 
similar pattern developed during the Korean War in the early 1950s. Interestingly, 
the military buildups of the Vietnam War era and the early 1980s didn't change 
total government purchases enough to show clearly. 

Besides predicting that military buildups will crowd out investment, our 
analysis also implies that real interest rates will be higher during wars. Robert 
Barro16 of Harvard University has studied the behavior of real interest rates during 
wars. He found that this prediction of the model does not fit the data well for the 
United States: Although real interest rates were slightly above normal during the 
Korean and Vietnam wars, they were below normal during the Civil War, World 
War I, and World War II. 

For the U.S. case, especially during the two world wars, government price 
controls, rationing, and control of production decisions may have prevented the 
private economy from functioning normally. As an alternative test of the theory, 
Barra used British data for the period 1730-1913. The British fought many wars, 
both large and small, during that period, and tlley rarely invoked price or produc
tion controls. Thus the British data should provide a good test of the theory 

16, "The Neoclassical Approach to Fiscal Policy." in Robert Barra, ed" Modem Bllsiness Cycle Theory, 
Cambridge, Mass,: Harvard University Press, 1989. 
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Figure 4.9 
An increase in desired 
investment 

A ch<lnge in the economy 
that increases desired 
investment, such as <Ill 

invention that raises the 
expected future MPK, 
shifts the investment 
curve to the fight, from 11 
to P. The goods mi1rket 
equilibrium point moves 
fmm E to G The real 
interest rate rises from 
6% to 8%, and saving 
and investment also rise, 
hom lOOO to non 
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(Col/tillI/cd) 
Barra found evidence in the British data that real interest rates do rise during 

wars. Long-term nominal interest rates (which, because inflation ,",vas essentially 
zero over this periodr were about the same as real rates) \<\'ere normally about 35% 
in Britain for this time span. During the Amelican Revolution, hmvever, British 
rates rose to about 5.5%, and they reached 6% during the Napoleonic Wars For the 
British case, at least, Barro's evidence is consistent with the prediction that -wars 
raise real interest rates, 

6'" '" 

l' 

1000 110D 

Desired national saving, Sri, and desired investment,]rI 

Shifts of the Investment Curve. Like the saving CUI ve, the investment curve 
can shifL For any real interest rate, a change in the' economy that raises desired 
investment shifts the investment curve to the tight, and a change that lowers 
desired investment shifts the investment curve to the left. (See SummaIV table 6 on 
p 135 for the factOls affecting desired investment.) . 

The effects on goods mmket equilibrium of an increase in desired investment
as from an invention that raises the expected futwe marginal product of capital
are shown in Fig, 4.9. The inclease in desired investment shifts the investment 
curve to the right, from [I to I'2, changing the goods market equilibrium point from 
E to G The leal intelest rate rises fIom 6{X) to 8% because the inCleased demand for 
investment funds causes the real interest rate to be bid up. Saving and investment 
also increase, from 1000 to 1100, \vith the higher saving reflecting the willingness 
of savelS to save more when the real interest rate Iises 

[n these last two chaptels we have plesentcd supply-demand analyses of the 
labor and goods markets and developed tools needed to undelstand the behavior 
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of variolls macroeconomic vaIiables, including employment, the real \vage, output, 
saving, investment, and the real interest rate. These concepts-and a few more 
developed in the study of asset markets in Chapter 7-fonn the basis for the eco
nomic analysis presented in the rest of this book in Chapter 5 we use the concepts 
developed so far to examine the determinants of trade flows and international 
borrO\ving and lending. In Chapter 6 \,ve lise them to tackle the fundamental ques
tion of why some countries' economies gIO\,\' more quickly than others' 

OliAPTER SUMMARY 

1 

2, 

3, 

Because saving equals income minus consumption, a 
household's decisions about how much to consume 
and how much to save are really the Silme decision 
Individuals and households save because they value 
both future consumption and current consumption; 
fm the Silme amount of income, iln increase in current 
saving reduces cunent consumption but increases the 
amount that the individual or household will be able 
to consume in the future 

For an individual 01' household, an increase in current 
income raises both desired consumption and desired 
saving Analogously, 'It the national level, an increase 
in current output I"<lises both desired consumption 
and desired national saving At both the household 
and national levels, iln increase in expected future 
income or in wealth raises desired consumption; 
however, because these changes raise desired con~ 
sumption without affecting cunent income or out},ut, 
they cause desired saving to fall 4. 

An increase in the reill interest r<lte has two poten
tially offsetting effects on saving First, a higher leal 
interest rate increases the price of current consump-
tion relative to future consumption (ench unit of cur-
rent consumption costs 1 + }' units of forgone future 
consumption) In response to the increased l'elative 
price of current consumption, people substitute 
future «)I1sumption for current consumption by 
saving 1110re today This tendency to increase saving 5, 
in response to an increase in the relative price of cur-
rent consumption is called the substitution effect of 
the real interest rate on saving Second, a higher real 
interest rille increases the wealth of savers by increas-
ing the interest payments they receive, while reduc-
ing the weillth of borrowers by increasing the amount 
of interest they must pay By making savers wealthi-
er, an increase in the re<l1 interest rate leads savers to 
consume more and reduce theiI saving; however, 
because it makes bonowers poorer, an increase in the 
real interest rate causes borrowers to ('educe their con~ 6. 
sumption and increase their saving The change in 

current consumption that l'esults because a consumer 
is made richer 01' poorer by an increase in the real 
interest rate is caDed the income effect of the teal 
interest rate on saving 

For a saver, the substitution effect of an inCIease in 
the real interest fate (which tends to boost saving) 
and the income effect (which tends to reduce saving) 
work in opposite directions, so that the overall effect 
is ambiguous For a borrower, both the substitution 
effect and the income effect of a higher real interest 
rate act to increase saving. Overall, empirical studies 
suggest that an increase in the real interest rate 
increases desired national saving and reduces desired 
consumption, but not by very much 

The renl interest rate that is relevant to saving 
decisions is the expected after-tax real interest rate, 
which is the real return that savers expect to earn after 
paying a portion of the interest they receive in taxes 

vVith total output held constant, a temporary increase 
in government purchases reduces desired consump~ 
tion The reason is that higher government purchases 
imply increases in present or future taxes, which 
makes consumers feel poorer However, the decrease 
in desired consumption is smaller than the increase in 
government purchases, so that desired national 
saving, Y - Cd - G, falls as a result of a tempmary 
increase in government purchases 

According to the Ricardian equivalence proposition, a 
current lump~sum lax cut should have no effect on 
desired consumption or desired national saving The 
reason is thnt, if no change occurs in current or 
planned government purchases, a tax cut that increas~ 
es current income must be offset by future tax increas~ 
es that lower expected future income. If consumers do 
not take into account expected future tax changes, 
however, the Ricardian equivalence proposition will 
not hold and a lax cut is likely to raise desired con
sumption and lower desired national saving 

The desired capital stock is the level of capital that 
maximizes expected profits At the desired capital 
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stock the expected future marginal product of capital 
equals the user cost of capital The user cost of capital 
is the expected real cost of using a unit of capital for a 
period of time; it is the sum of the depreciation cost 
(the loss in value because the capital wears out) and 
the interest cost (the interest rate times the price of the 
capital good) 

7. Any change that reduces the user cost of capital or 
increases the expected future marginal product of 
capital increases the desired capital stock A reduction 
in the taxation of capital, as measured by the effective 
tax rate, also increases the desired capital stock 

8. Gross investment is spending on new capital goods 
Gross investment minus depreciation (worn-out or 
scrapped capital) equals net investment, or the 
change in the capital stock Firms invest so as to 
achieve their desired level of capital stock; when the 
desired capital stock increases, firms invest more 

9. The goods market is in equilibrium when the aggregate 
quantity of goods supplied equals the aggregate quan-

Key Diagram 31 

The Saving-Investment 
Diagram 

tity of goods demanded, which (in a dosed economy) is 
the sum of desired consumption, desired investment, 
and government purchases of goods and services 
Equivalently, the goods market is in equilibrium when 
desired national saving equals desired investment. For 
any given level of output, the goods market is brought 
into equilibrium by changes in the real interest rate 

10_ The determination of goods market equilibrium, for 
any fixed supply of output, Y, is represented graphi
cally by the saving-investment diagram. The saving 
curve slopes upward because empirical evidence sug~ 
gests that a higher real interest rate raises desired 
saving The investment curve slopes downward 
because a higher real interest rate raises the user cost 
of capital, which lowers firms' desired capital stocks 
and thus the amount of investment they do. Changes 
in variables that affect desired saving or investment 
shift the saving or investment curves and change the 
real interest rate that clears the goods market 

In an economy with no 
foreign trade, the goods 
market is in equilibrium 
when desired national 
saving equals desired 
investment Equivalently, 
the goods market is in 
equilibrium when the 
aggregate quantity of goods 
supplied equals the 
aggregate quantity of goods 
demanded 

'" 

v ~.;""".".,; 

/
"~ 

Diagram Elements 

• The real interest rate, t, is on the vertical axis; desired 
national saving, Sri, and desired investment, Id, are on the 
horizontal axis 

~ Investment curve, I 

Desired national saving, Sll, and desired investment, pi 

• The saving curve, $, shows the level of desired nation
al saving at each real interest rate. The saving curve slopes 
upward because a higher real interest rate increases the 
reward for saving and causes households to save more 

Chapter Summary 

(Empirically, this effect outweighs the tendency of a 
higher real interest rate to lowel' sa\'ing by reducing the 
amount of saving necessary lo reach any specified target) 
Desired national sa\'ing is defined as 5.1 = Y - Cd - G, 
where Y is output, Cd is desired consumption, and G is 
government purchases 

&I The investment curve, l. shows the amount that fin11s 
want to invest in new cnpital goods at each real interest 
rate The investment curve slopes downward because a 
higher real interest rate raises the user cost of capital and 
thus lowels the amount of capital that firms want to use 

Analysis 

II Goods market equilibrium requires that desired nation~ 
al saving equal desired investment, 01" 5.1 = ['I 

III Goods market equilibrium occurs in the diagram at 
point E. where the saving curve and investment cur\'e 
intersect. At E, desired national s<1ving equals 51, desired 
invcstmentequals/], and 51 = 1\ The reed interest rate at E, 
II, is the real interest rate that cie<lrs the goods market 

Key Terms 
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ill An a!tcrnath'e way to express the goods market equi
librium condition is as follows: The quantity of goods 
supplied, r, l'qu<1is the quantity of goods demanded by 
households, e,l, [inTIS, {.I, and the government, G, or Y = 
(,I + Id + G As 5.1 = Y - Cd - G. this condition is equivalent 
to 5,1 = 1'/ 

Factors That Shift the Curves 

III Any factor that raises desired national s<lving at a gi\'en 
rcal interest rate shifts the saving curve to the right; simil<1t'
Iy, any factor that lowers desiled !1<1tional saving shifts the 
SEwing curve to the left Factors that affect desired national 
s(lving are listed in Summary table 5. Similarly, factors that 
ch<lnge desired im'estment for a given real interest fate shift 
the iI~vestment curve; see Summary table 6 for factors that 
affect dcshed investment Shifts of either curve chnnge the 
goods market equilibrium point and thus change national 
sa\'ing, investment, and the real intercst ratc 

consumption-smoothing motive, 
pIll 

income effect of the real interest 
rate on saving, p 1]9 

substitution effect of the real 
interest rate on saving, p 11S 

desired capital stock, p 125 

effective tax rate, p 131 

marginal propensity to consume, 
p 112 

tax-adjusted user cost of capital, 
p 130 

expected after-tax real interest rate, 
p 120 

net investment, p 133 user cost of capital, p 126 

gross investment, p 133 

Ricardian equivalence proposition, 
p 123 

Key Equations 

H 1) 

Desired national saving, 5.1, is the level of national saving 
that occurs when consumption is at its desired level 
Equation (41) is obtained by substituting desired con~ 
sumption, ("-/, for actual consumption, C. in the definition 
of national saving 

(42) 

The expected after-tax ICal interest rate, I'il_!' is the after~tax 
nominal interest rate, (1 - t)i, minus the expected rate of 
inflation,1t' The expected after-tax real interest rate is the 
real retuln earned by a savel' when i:l pm lion, I, of intelest 
income must be paid as taxes 

lie ::: J'PI' + tipf: = (r + d)pl' (43) 

The user cost of capital. lie, is the sum of the interest cost, 
rpK, and the depreciation cost, tip].:" where d is the depreci~ 
iltiOIl rate and p/\ is the price of a new capital good 

IIC (r + 
!VI PK' = -- = '---'-= 

1- t 1- t 

Ihe desired capital stock, or the capital stock that Irlaxi
mizes the firm's expected profits, is the capital stock fol' 
which the expected future marginal product of capital, 
lvlPk/, equals the tax-adjusted user cost of capital, 
IIL/(I - 1), where 1" is the lax rate on the firms' l'evenues 
(equivalently, the effective tax rate) 
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y:::: Cd + ld + G (4.7) 

The ~oods //Iarket cqlli/ibrilllll [(J/Iditioll in a closed econonw 
says~ that the goods market is in equilibrium when th-c 
aggregate quantity of goods supplied, y, equals the aggre
gate quantity of goods demanded, Cd + It! + G 

Review Questions 

1. Given income, how are consumption and saving 
linked? What is the basic motivation for saving? 

2. How are desired consumption and desired saving 
affected by increases in current income, expected future 
income, and \vcalth? 

3, Use the concepts of income effect and substihltion effect 
to explain vvhy the effect on desired saving of an increase 
in the expected real interest rate is potentially ambiguous 

4. What effect does a temporary increase in government 
purchases-for example, to fight a war-have on 
desired consumption and desired national saving, for a 
constant level of output? What is the effect on desired 
national saving of a lump-sum tax increase? \'Vhy is the 
effect of a lump-sum tax increase controversial? 

5. What are the two components of the user cost of capi
tal? Explain why each is a cost of using a capital good 

Numerical Problems 

1. A consumer is making saving plans for this year and 
next She knows that her real income after taxes will be 
S50,OOO in both years Any part of her income saved 
this year will cam a real interest rate of H)!X, between 
this yem and next year Currently, the consumer has no 
wealth (no money in the bank or other financial assets, 
and no debts), There is no uncertainty about the future 

The consumer wants to save an "amount this vear 
that will allow her to (1) make college tuition paym"ents 
next year equal to $12,600 in real terms; (2) enjoy exact
ly the same amount of consumption this year and next 
year, not counting tuition payments as part of next 
year's consumption; and (3) have neither assets nor 
debts at the end of next year 

11 How much should the consumer save this year? 
How much should she consume? 

How are the amounts that the consumer should 
save and consume affected by each of the following 
changes (taken one at a time, with other variables 
held at their original values)? 

b Her current income rises from $50,000 to 554,200 

c fhe income she expects to receive next year rises 
from S50,000 to $54,200 

(48) 

Another way of stating the goods market equilibrium con
dition is that desired nationalsClving, 511, mllst equal desired 
investment,1 ,1 Ihis equation is equivalent to Eq (4.7) 

6, What is the desired capital stock? How does it depend 
on the expected future marginal product of capital, the 
user cost of capital, and the effective tax rate? 

7. What is the diffetence between gross investment and 
net investment? Can gIOSS investment be positive when 
net investment is negative? 

8. Give two equivalent ways of describing equilibrium in 
the goods market Use a diagram to show hmv goods 
market equilibrium is attained 

9. Explain why the saving curve slopes upward and the 
investment curve slopes downward in the 
saving-investment diagram, Give two examples of 
changes that would shift the saving curve to the right, 
and two examples of changes that \vould shift the 
inveshnent curve to the right 

d During the CLUrent year she receives an inheritance 
of S1050 (an increase in wealth, not income) 

t' The expected tuition payment for next year rises 
from $12,600 to $14,700 

f The real interest rate rises from 10% to 251
};) 

2, Hula hoop fabr-icators cost S100 each, The Hi-Ho Hula 
Hoop Company is trying to decide how many of these 
machines to buy HHHHC expects to produce the fol~ 
lowing number of hoops each year for each level of 
capital stock shown 

Number of 
Number of Hoops Produced 
FabricatOIs per Year 

0 0 

1 100 

2 150 

3 180 

4 195 

5 205 

6 210 

Chapter Summary 

I-iuli'l hoops have a leal value of SI each, HHHHC has 
no other costs besides the cost of fabricators 

(/ Find the expected future marginal pl'Oduct of capital 
(in terms of dollars) for each le\'el of capital The 
MPKf for the third fabricator, for exam pic, is the real 
value of the extra output obtained when the thir'd 
fabricator is added 

/I If the real interest rate is 12% per year and the 
depreciation rate of capital is 20(;{) per year, find the 
user cost of capita! (in dallal'S per fabricator pet 
yeal), How many fabricators should HHHHC buy? 

c Repeat part (b) for a real interest rate of 8(;{, per year 

d Repeat part (b) for a 40% tax on HHHHC's sales 
revenues 

L' A technical inno\'ation doubles the number of 
hoops a fabricator can produce How many fabrica
tors should HHHHC buy when the real interest rate 
is 12% pet year? 8% per year? Assume that there are 
no taxes and that the deprcciation rate is still 20% 
per year 

3~ You have just taken a job that requires you to move to 
a new city In relocating, you face the decision of 
whether to buy or rent a house A suitable house costs 
S200,OOO and you have saved enough for the down 
payment The (nominal) ITlOl"tgage interest rate is 10% 
per year, and you can also earn 10% per year on sav
ings Mortgage intelest payments are tax deductible, 
interest earnings on savings are taxable, and you are in 
a 3m~) tax bracket Interest 'is paid or received: and taxes 
are paid, on the last day of the year The expected infla
tion rate is 5% per year 

The cost of maintaining the house (replacing worn
out l'Oofing, painting, and so on) is 6% of the value of 
the house Assume that these expenses also are paid 
entirely on the last dal,' of the vcar If the maintenance 
is don~, the house tet;ins its f~d! [cal value There are 
no other relevant costs or expenses 

a What is the expected after-tax real interest rate on 
the home mortgage? 

b What is the user cost of the house? 

If all you care about is minimizing your living 
expenses, at what (annual) rent level would you be 
just indifferent between buying a house and renting 
a house of comparable quality? Rent is also paid on 
the last day of the year 

4. The rVtissing Link Chain-Link Fence Company is trying 
to determine how many chain-link fabricating 
machines to buy for its fadorv If we define a chain-link 
fence of some s~")ecified lengti1 to be equal to one unit of 
output, the price of a new fabricating machine is 60 
units of output, and the price of a one-year-old machine 
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is 51 units of output These relative prices are expected 
to be the same in the future, The expected future mar
ginal pl'Oduct of fabricating machines, measured in 
units of output, is 165 - 2K, where K is the number of 
machines in use There are no taxes of any sort The 
real interest rate is 10% per year 

a VVhat is the user cost of capital? Specify the units in 
which your answer is measured 

b Determine the number of machines that \vill aUow 
Missing Link to maximize its profit 

c Suppose that Missing Link must pay a tax equal to 
40(~';) of its gross revenue What is the optimal 
number of machines for the company? 

d Suppose that in addition to the 40% tax on revenue 
described in part (c), the firm can take advantage of 
a 20% investment tax credit, which allows it to 
reduce its taxes paid by 20% of the cost of any new 
machines purchased, What is Missing Link's desired 
capital stock now? (Hillt: An investment tax credit 
effectively reduces the price of capital to the firm) 

5. An economy has full-employment output of 9000, and 
government purchases are 2000 Desired consumption 
and desired investment are as follows: 

Real Interest Desired Desired 
Rate eX,) Consumption Investment 

2 6100 1500 

3 6000 1400 

4 5900 1300 

5 5800 1200 

6 5700 1100 

11 Why do desired consumption and desired invest
ment fall as the real interest rate rises? 

II Find desired national saving for each value of the 
real interest rate 

( If the goods market is in equilibrium, what are the 
values of the real interest rate, desired national saving, 
and desired investment? Shmv that both forms of the 
goods market equilibrium condition, Eqs (4 '7) and 
(48), are satisfied at the equilibrium Assume that 
out},ut is fixed at its full-employment level 

d Repeat part (c) for the case in which government 
purchases fall to 1600 Assume that the amount 
people desire to consume at each real interest rate is 
unchanged 

6, An economy has full-employment output of 6000 
Government purchases, G, are 1200 Desired consump
tion and desired investment are 

oJ = 3600 - 2000r + 0 lOY, and 
[" = 1200 - 4000r, 
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where Y is output and r is the retd intcrest rate 

{/ Find an eqlwtion relatin~ desired national saving, 
Sd, to rand Y -

II Using both \'crsions of the goods mmket equiHbri
l!!11 condition, Eqs (-17) and (4 8), find the real inter
est rate that clears the goods market Assume that 
output equals full-employment output 

Government purchases rise to 1.J,40 How does this 
increase change the equation describing desired 
national saving? Show the chilnge graphically. 'What 
happens to the market-clearing real interest rate? 

7. Suppose that the economy".,'ide expected futllte mar
ginai product of capital is fo,'fPKf::= 20 - a 02K, where K 
is the futufe capital stock The depreciation fate of Ci;lp

it<ll, d, is 20% per period The current capital stock is 900 
units of capital fhe price of a unit of capitClI is 1 unit of 
out'put Firms pCly fClxes equal to 50% of their output 
The consumption function in the economv is C 100 + 
o sy - 2001', where ( is consumption, Y is 'Output, Clnd I 

is the reClj interest ratc Government purchClses equ<ll 
200, and full-employment output is 1000 

i7 Suppose that the rcal interest rate is 1m-;) per period 
What are the values of the tax-adjusted user cost of 
c<lpital, the desired future capital stock, and the 
desired le\'cl of iIwestment? 

b Now consider the real interest rate determined bv 
goods market equilibrium This p<lrt of the proble~l 
will guide you to this interest fate 

\Vrite the tax-adjusted user cost of capital as a 
function of the real interest rate r Also write the 
desired future capital stock and desired invest
ment as functions of r 

1. Use the im'estment function deri\"ed in part (i) 
along with the consumption function and gov
ernment purchases, to calculate the real interest 
fate that dears the goods market What me the 
goods market-clearing values of consumption, 
Sewing, and investment? \A/hat are the tax-adjust-

Analyticai PlI"Oblems 

1. Use the saving-investment diagram to analvze the 
effects of the following on national saving, inv~stment, 
and the real interest rate Explain your reasoning 

a Consumers become more future-oriented and thus 
decide to save more 

b The gO\'ernment announces a large, one-time bonus 
payment to veterans returning from a war The 
bonus will be financed by additional taxes levied on 
the general population over the next five years 

ed user cost of capital and the desired capital 
stock in this equilibrium? 

8. (Appendix 4 A) A consumer has initial teal \vealth of 
20, current real income of 90, and future rea! income of 
110 The real interest rate is 10% per period 

i7 Find the consumer's PVLR 
h Write the equation for the consumer's budget con

straint (using the given numerical values) and graph 
the budget line 

Suppose that the consumer's goal is to smooth 
consumption completely Thilt is, he wants to have 
the same level of consumption in both the current 
and the future period 

[ How much will he sa\'e and consume in the current 
period? 

d How wi!! his current saving and consumption be 
affected by an increase of 11 in current income? 

(' How will his current saving and consumption be 
affected by an increase of 11 in future income? 

r HoI\' I\'ill his current soving ond consumption be 
affected by an increase of 11 in his initial \vealth? 

9. (Appendix -! A) A consume I li\'es three periods, called 
the learning period, the working period, and the retire
ment pedod Her income is 200 during the learning 
period, 800 during the working period, and 200 again 
during the retirement period The consumer's initial 
assets are 300 The real interest rate is zero The consumer 
desires per fectly smooth consumption over her lifetime 

a \Vhat are COnSU!11ption and saving in each period, 
assuming no borrowing constraints? What happens 
if the consumer faces a borrowing constraint that 
prevents her from borrowing? 

/J Assume that the consumer's initial wealth is zero 
instead of 300- Repeat part (a) Does being bOrImv
ing-constrained mean that consumption is lower in 
al! three periods of the consumer's life than it would 
be if no borrowing constraints applied? 

c The government introduces an investment tax credit 
(offset by other types of taxes, so total lax collec
tions remain unchanged) 

d A large number of accessible oil deposits are dis
covered, which increases the expected future mar
ginill pwduct of oil rigs and pipelines It also causes 
an increase in expected futme income 

2 A country loses much of its capital stock to a war 

Chapter Summary 

a What effects should this event have on the coun
try's current employment, output, and real wage? 

II What effect will the loss of capital have on desired 
investment? 

c The effects on desired national saving of the 
wartime losses ate ambiguous Give one reason for 
desired saving to rise and one reason for it to fall 

d Assume that desired saving doesn't change What 
effect does the loss of capital have on the country's 
real interest rate and the quantity of investment? 

3. a Analyze the effects of a tempormy increase in the 
price of oil (a temporary adverse supply shock) on 
current output, employment, the real wage, national 
saving, invesbnent, and the real interest rate, Because 
the supply shock is temporary, you should assume 
that the expected future MPK and households' 
expected futme incomes me unchanged Assume 
throughout that output and employment remain at 
full-employment levels (which may change) 

b Analyze the effects of a permanent increase in the 
price of oil (a permanent adverse supply shock) on 
cur rent output, employment, the real wage, national 
saving, investment, and the real interest rate Show 
that in this case, unlike the case of a temporary 
supply shock, the real interest rate need not change 
(Hillt: A permanent adverse supply shock lowers the 
current productivity of capital and labor, just as a 
temporary supply shock does In addition, a perma
nent supply shock lowers both the expected future 
MPK and households' expected future incomes) 

4. Economists often argue that a temporary increase in 
government purchases-say, for military purposes
\vill crowd out private investment Use the 
saving-investment diagram to illustrate this point, 
explaining why the curve(s) shift Does it matter 
whether the temporary increase in military spending is 
funded by taxes or by borrmving? 

Alternatively, suppose that the temporary increase in 
government purchases is for infrastructure (roads, 
sewers, bridges) rather than for military purposes, The 
government spending on infrastructure makes private 
investment more productive, increasing the expected 
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future MPK at each level of the capital stock Use the 
saving-investment diagram to analyze the effects of gov
ernment infrastructure spending on current consump
tion, national saving, investment, and the real interest 
rate Does investment by private firms get crowded out 
by this kind of government investment? If not, what kind 
of spending, if any, does get crowded out? Assume that 
there is no change in current productivity or current 
output and assume also (for simplicity) that households 
do not expect a change in their future incomes 

5. "A permanent increase in government purchases has a 
larger effect than a temporary increase of the same 
amount" Use the saving-investment diagram to eval
uate this statement, focusing on effects on consump
tion, investment, and the real interest rate for a fixed 
level of output (Hillt: The permanent increase in gov
ernment purchases implies larger increases in current 
and future taxes) 

6, (Appendix 4 A) Draw a budget line and indifference 
curves for a consumer who initially is a borrower, Be 
SUfe to indicate the no-borrowing, no-lending point 
and the optimal consumption point Then show the 
effect on the budget line and the consumer's optimal 
consumption of an increase in the real interest rate 
Using an intermediate budget line, show the income 
effect and the substitution effect Do they work in the 
same direction or in opposite directions? Explain your 
answer 

70 (Appendix 4 A) Consumers typically poy a higher real 
interest rate to borrow than they receive when they 
lend (by moking bank deposits, for example). Draw a 
consumer's budget line under the assumption that the 
real interest rate earned on funds lent, ti, is lower than 
the real interest rate paid to borrow, 1/1 Show how the 
budget line is affected by an increase in t (, an increase 
in fb' or an increase in the consumer's initial wealth 

Show that changes in r( and r/J may leave current 
and future consumption unchanged (Hillt: Draw the 
consumer's indifference curves so that the consumer 
initially chooses the no-borrowing, no-lending point_) 

~ The Conference Board® IExercises 

For Thc (ollfcICIICi' BoardE) Bllsilless (l/de Illdicators Database, 
go to \VWW awl online com/abel_be~nanke 

10 Graph the index of consumer sentiment, using data 
since 1965 Can you pick out the recessions of 
1969-1970, 1973-1975, 1980, 1981-1982, ond 1990-1991? 

Construct a scatter plot relating the consumer senti~ 
ment index to the growth rates of real consumption 
expenditures and leal consumption expenditures on 
durables, using quarterly data since 1965 Generally 
speaking, does consumption grow more quickly when 
consumers are more optimistic? Compare the growth 
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rates of rcal consumption and of real consumption 
expenditures on dliiables during recessions 

2. The S&P 500 stock market index rnCZlsures the totili 
dollar value of a large sel of stocks traded on the New 
York Stock Exchange The real value of the S&P index, 
which measures the real value of the wealth represent~ 
cd by that set of stocks, is obtained by dividing the 
index by a measure of the price level, such as the GOP 
deflator 

Using quarterly data for the period since 1961, graph 
the real value of the S&P 500 stock market index What 
striking difference do you sec in comparing the values 
in the 19705 with the values in the fcst of the period? 
According to the theory, what effect should the behav
ior of stock Illarket wealth during the 19705 have had on 
the national saving r(lte during th(lt period, rel(ltive to 
the 19605 and 1980s? Look at a graph of the national 
saving rate for 1960 to the present. \Vould you say that 
the prediction is borne out? Discuss 

3. This problem asks you to calculate the actual after-tax 
real interest rate (as opposed to the expect~d rate) using 
annual data from 1961 to the present The formula fOi 
the actual after-tax real interest rate is (1- t)i - IT, where 
i is the nominal interest rate, t is the tax rate, and IT is 
the infi .. tion [" .. ll' 

Use the ,Wef(lge fOf each year of the three-month 
(ninety-one-day) Treasury bill interest rate for the nom
inal interest rate i and measure annu(l\ inflation IT by 
the CPI inflation rate from December to Decembe;' 
Take the lax rate f to be the ratio of total (Federal plus 
state and local) government receipts to nominal GOP in 
the fourth quarter of each year, In what periods did 
financial conditions favor savers? Borrowers? 

4" Using quarterly data f!'Om 19·17 to the plesent, graph 
residential fixed investment relative to GOP 

(/ Compare the graph of residential investment rela
tive to COP to a graph of the civilian unemploy-
ment rate, \"Ihat happens to residential investment 
dming recessions? In this respect, is residential 
investment similar to or different from other types 
of irwestment? 

b During the two decades after VVodd War II, there was 
an upsurge in population growth and household for-
l11ation known as the "baby boom," The baby boom 
was followed by a "baby bust" during which popu
lation growth slowed How are these demographic 
trends connected to the behavior of residential invest
ment relative to GOP shown in your graph? 

5. The chapter claims that interest rates tend to move 
together Using monthly data since 1955, graph the 
interest rate on ninety-one-day Treasury bills, the yield 
on high-grade corporate bonds, the yield on municipal 
bonds, the interest rate on FHA mortgages, the prime 
rate charged by banks, and the yield on ten-vear 
T reasmv bonds Which interest rat~s tend to be I~inh-. 0 

est? lowest? Expl<tin Which interest rates tend to 
move together? Explain 

6. Graph real cquipmcnt investment and rea! structures 
investment since 1948 How has the relative emphasis 
on the two types of investment changed in the pilst 
tlne(' decades or so? Can you think of an explanation? 
(Hillt: What is the most important new technology to 
be intlOduced in the past three decades?) 

4.A A forma~ Model of Consumption 
and Savi 

This appendix analyzes mme formally the decision about how much to consume 
and how much to save We focus on the decisions of a consumer named Prudence, 
1,vho was inhoduced in Chapter 4 To help keep the analysis manageable, we make 
three simplifying assumptions: 

1. The time horizon over which Prudence makes plans consists of only two peri
ods: the present, or ClIlIent, period and the futule period The current period 
might represent Prudence's working years and the future period might repre
sent hel retirement years, for example 

2. Prudence takes hel CUIIent income, future income, and wealth as given 
3. Prudence faces a given leal interest rate and can choose how much to borrow 

OI save at that rate 

How Much Can the Consumer Afford? The Budget Constraint 

To analyze Prudence's decision about how much to consume and save, we filst exam
ine the choices available to hel' To have some specific numbers to analyze, let's sup
pose that Prudence receives a fixed after-tax income, measured in real tenns, I of 
14,000 in the current period and expects to receive a real income of 11,000 in the 
future pedod. [n addition, she begins the CUlrent period with real wealth of 6000 in a 
savings account, and she can bOITo\v OI lend at a real interest late of 10%) PCI period 

Next, we list the symbols used to represent Prudence's situation: 

I{::::: Prudence's current rcal income (14,000); 
yl::::: Prudence's futme real income (11,000);2 

17 ::::: Prudencc·s real wealth (assets) at the beginning of the Cllrrent period (6000); 
r:::: real interest rate (10%); 
c:::; Prudence's current real consumption (not vet determined); 

c {:;:: Prudence's futmc l'cal consumption (not y~t determined) 

In general, any amount of em rent consumption, c, that Prudence chooses will 
determine the amount of futmc consumption, c.t~ that she will be able to affmd, To 
work out this relationship, note that the funds that Prudence has on hand in the 
cunent pedod ale her current income, If, and her initial wealth, a If hel cunent 
consumption is c, then at the end of the cunent period she has If + a - cleft 

Prudence can put these leftover current resources, 1/ + a - c, in the bank to earn 
interest. If the real interest rate that she can earn on hel deposit is i", the real value of her 
bank account (principal plus interest) in the future period will be (If + n - ()(1 + /) In 
addition to the real value of her bank account in the future petiod, Pludence receives 
income of l;i, so ber total resources in the future period equal (If + n - c) (1 + /) + It" 

1 The units in which Prudence'S income is meaSlm~d an.:: bilse~\'eilr doHm·s 
2 \\le do not include in future income yl the interest thilt Pnld'(:ncc earns on her sa\'in).'; I:utur(: 
incol1l(:. Il incllllks only labor incom(: or transfers n:c(:i\ cd, such as Social Security payments 
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Figure 4.A.1 
The budget line 
The budget line shows 
the combinations of cur
rent and future con
sumption, ( and c/; 
available to Prudence 
The slope of the budget 
line is -(1 + r)= -110 
The horizontal intercept 
is at c = PVLR = 30,000 
"You can verify that the 
combinations of current 
and future consumption 
at each of the lettered 
points (as \vell as any 
point on the budget line) 
satisfies c + (J /(1 + r) "" 
PVLR = 30,000 
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Because the future period is the last period of Prudence's life, she spends all of her 
. 'Tl Pd 'C~" {. remaining resources on consumption: lUS III ence 5 1 LltLlre COnSUnlpllOI1, c· J 15 

,I = (1/ + 11- ,)(1 + J) + I/, (4Al) 

Equation (4.A.l) is called the blldget collslmilll It shows for any level of current con
sumption, c, how much futllIe consumption, cl, Prudence can affo~d, ?ased on hel 
current and future income and initial wealth·1 The budget constramt U1 Eq (4 AI) 
is represented graphically by the blldgel lille, which shows the combinations of 
CUIrent and future consumption that Prudence can affOld, based on her- current and 
future income, her initial level of wealth, and the real interest rate. Figure 4 A 1 
depicts Prudence's budget line, with current consumption, e, on the horizontal 
axis and future consumption, c/, on the vertical aXIS, 

The budget line slopes downward, reflecting the trade-off between current 
and futme consumption. If Prudence inCleases her cunent consumption by one 
unit, her saving falls by one unit Because saving earns interest at rate I, a one-unit 
decline in saving today iInplies that Prudence's future resources-and thus her 
future consumption-will be lo\ver by 1 + r units. Because a one-unit increase in 
current conslllnption lo\vels future consumption by 1 + I' units, the slope of the 
budget line is -(1 + 1'), In our numerical example, the real interest rate is 10%), so the 
slope of the budget line in Fig 4 A.1 is -1 10 
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Current consumption, c 

3 Here we assumc that Prudcnce dOtS not wish to ICilvc a bequest to anyone Later we will bl iefly 
examine the effect of bequests on saving decisions 
-! In our derivation of Eq (4 A 1), we assumed thilt Prudencc's current consumption was less than 
her total current resources so that .she had some rcsourccsleft to deposit in the bank However, thc 
budget constraint, Eq (4 A 'I), still works if Prudence's current consumption exceeds her total current 
I"t;:soun:es so liM! she must borrow fWIll lhe b,lI1h. 
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Present Values, VVe can conveniently represent Prudence's budget constraint by 
using the concept of present (VI/lie The present value measures the value of payments 
to be made in the future in terms of today's dollars or goods To illustrate this con
cept, suppose that you n1ust make a payment of $1.3,200 one year from now. How 
much money would you have to put aside today so that you could make that future 
payment? The answer to this question is the present value of $13,200 

The present value of a future payment depends on the interest rate, If the cur
rent nominal interest rate, i, is 101X) per year, the present value of $13,200 to be paid 
one vear from now is $12,000 The reason is that $12,000 deposited in the bank 
toda)T at a 10% interest rate will earn $1200 (10% of 512,000) of interest in one year, 
which, \vhen added to the initial 512,000, gives the $13,200 Therefme, at an inter
est rate of 10%, having 513,200 one yeaI' from now is economically equivalent to 
having $12,000 today 

MOIe generally, if the nominal intelest rate is i per year, each dollaI in the bank 
today is \vorth 1 + i dollaIs one yem flam no\v To have $13,200 one year from now 
requires 513,200/(1 + i) in the bank today; thus the present value of $13,200 to be 
paid one year hom nmv is $13,200/(1 + i). As we have aheady sho"vn, if i -== 100ft) pel 
year, the present value of $13,200 one year f!Om now is $13,200/110 = $12,000. If 
i::::: 20% pel year, the present value of $13,200 one year in the future is $13,200/1.20 
-== $11,000. Hence an increase in the interest rate leduces the present value of a 
future payment 

If futllle payments are measured in nominal terms, as in the preceding exam
ple, the appropriate interest rate for calculating present values is the nominal inter
est late, i If future payments are measured in real terms, present values ale 
calculated in exactly the same way, except that \ve use the real interest rate, J', 

ratheI than the nominal interest rate, i In analyzing Prudence's consumption
saving decision, 'we'le measuring evelything in leal terms, so we use the leal 
interest rate, I, to calculate the present values of Prudence's future income and 
consumption 

Present Value and the Budget Constraint. We define the I',eselll vllllle ofllfe
fillll! lCSOlllces (PVLR) as the present value of the income that a consumer expects to 
receive in CUI'Ient and future periods plus initial \vealth In the hvo-period case, the 
plesent value of lifetime resources is 

PVLR = 1/ + "f/(l+J) +11 (4 A.2) 

\vhich is the sum of cunent income, Y/' the present value of future income, 
Il/(l + I), and current wealth, n. In our example, Prudence has PVLR = 14,000 + 
11,000/1.10 + 6000 = 30,000 

Next, we divide both sides of Eq (4 AI) by (1 + I) and then add c to both sides 
to get 

e + e'/ (l + I) = " + yf/ (1 + r) + n 
PVLC = PVLR 

(4.A 3) 

The left side of Eq (4.A 3) is the present value of lifetime consumption, 
e + ,i/(1 + r), which we denote PVLC The budget constraint in Eq (4 A.3) states 

5 Nute thililhe pn::st::nL vdlue of LlllTenl lnt:omt;: is just current incume 
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Figure 4.A.2 
Indifference curves 
All points on an indiffer
ence curve represent con
sumption combinations 
that yield the same level 
of utility Indifference 
curveS slope downward 
because a consumer can 
be compensated for a 
reduction in current con
sumption by an appro
priilte increase in future 
consumption All points 
on lC~ represent con

sumption combinations 
that are preferred to all 
consumption combina
tions represented by 
points on Ie [ 
Indifference curves are 
bowed tmvard the origin 
to reflect the consump
tion-smoothing motive 
Prudence prefers the 
consumption combina
tion at point W, which is 
an average of the combi
nations at point X and Z 
because \tV represents a 
smoolher pattern of con
sumption Thus the 
indifference curve con
taining W(lC2) lies above 

and to the right of the 
indifference curve con
taining X, Y, and Z (Ie l ) 
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that the presellt vallie o(lifelillle COIISlllllpiioll (PVLC), equals the present value of life· 
time resources PVLR 

In terms of Fig 4 A I, and indeed for any graph of the budget line, PVLR 
equals the value of current consun1ption, C, at the horizontal intercept of the budO'et 
line because the horizontal intercept is the point on the budget line at which fut~re 
consumption, cf, equals zero Setting future consumption, cf; to zelO in Eq (4.A 3) 
yields current consumption, c, on the left side of the equation, which must equal 
PVLR on the right side. Thus c = PVLR at the horizontal intercept of the budget line. 

What Does the Consumer Want? Consumer Preferences 

The budget constraint, represented graphically as the budget line, shows the combi
nations of current and future consumption available to Prudence. To determine which 
of the many possible consumption combinations Prudence will choose, we need to 
know something about Prudence's preferences for CLUTent versus futLu'e conslll1ption. 

Economists use the term IIli1ily to describe the satisfaction or well-being of an 
individual Preferences about current versus future consumption are summarized 
by how n1uch utility a consumer obtains from each combination of current and 
future consumption. We can graphically represent Prudence's preferences for cur
rent versus future consumption through illdifferellce curves, which represent all 
combinations of CUrTent and future consumption that yield the same level of utili
ty. Because Prudence is equally happy with all consumption con1binations on an 
indifference curve, she doesn't care (that is, she is indifferent to) which combination 
she actually gets Figure 4 A.2 sho\vs hvo of Prudence's indifference curves, 
Because the consumption combinations corresponding to points X, Y, and Z all are 
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on the same indifference curve, Ie I, Prudence \VOldd obtain the same level of util
ity at X, Y. and Z 

Indiffelence curves have three important properties, each of which has an eco
nomic interpretation and each of which appears in Fig. 4 .. A,2: 

I. IlIdiflerClIcc (111""5 slopc dO,Pll1uardf/(l1l/ left 10 rigill To understand why, let's 
suppose that Pruden~e has selected the consumption combination at point Y, 
where ( = 15,000 and c1 = 15,000" Now suppose that Pmdence must reduce her cur
rent consumption to c = 13,000 Clearly, if she reduces cunent consumption while 
maintaining future consumption at 15,000, she will suffer a Ieduction in utility. 
HO\VeVeI, Prudence can be compensated for this reduction in current consumption 
by additional future consumption Suppose that, if she increases her future con
sumption to ci = 21,000 when her current consumption falls to C = 13,000, so that 
she moves to point X, her level of utility Icmains unchanged. In such a case, she is 
indifferent to the consumption combinations at X and Y, and points X and Y must 
lie on the same indifference curve In general, any change in the level of current 
consumption 11lUSt be accompanied by a change in the opposite direction in the 
level of future consumption so as to keep Prudence's level of utility unchanged 
Thus indifference curves, which represent consumption combinations with equal 
levels of utility, must slope downward from left to right 

2. Illdiffelellce ClIIl'CS tilal OIejalliler "I' alld 10 liIe righileplesellt iIigilerleveis oj 
lltilitlj Consider for example point W, which lies above and to the right of point Y 
in Fig 4A2. Both current consumption and future consumption are higher at W 
than at Y Because Pl'ucience obtains utility frOll) both cuncnt and futuIe con
sumption, W offers a higher level of utility than does Y; that is, Prudence prefers W 
to Y In fact, as all points on the indifference curve IC I yield the same level of util· 
ity as Y, Prudence prefers i'V to all points on the indifference curve IC r 

Furthermore, as all points on indifference curve Ie yield the same level of utility as 
W. Prudence prefers all points on ICz to all points on ICi. In general, for any two 
indifference curves, consumers prefeI' consumption combinations on an indiffer
ence curve that is above and to the right of the other indifference curve . 

3. 11ldWL'I'L'IlU' curves me bowed toward tlte origilI This characteristic shape of 
indiffeIence CUIves captures the consumption-smoothing motive, discussed in 
Chaptet 4. Under the consumption-smoothing motive, consumers prefer a rela
tively smooth pattern of consUfl1ption over time to having large amounts of con
sumption in one period and small amounts in another period We can illustrate the 
link behveen the shape of indifference curves and the consumption-smoothing 
motive by considering the following three consumption combinations in Fig. 4A.2: 
point X (c = 13,000; c1 = 21,000), point W (c = 17,000; cf = 17,000), and point Z (c = 
21,000; cf = 13,000) Note that W corlesponds to complete consumption smoothing, 
with equal consumption occurring in both periods In contrast, X and Z represent 
consUInption combinations \vith large changes in consumption between the first 
period and the second period [n addition, note that W represents a consumption 
combination that is the average of the consumption combinations at X and Z: 

6 Point Y lies below Prudence'S budget line, shown in Fig -! A 1, which means that not only could 
Prudence afford this consumption combinaUon. but she would have resources left over at the end of 
the future period Unk-ss she wants to leave a bequest she: w{)tlid not actually choose such a combi~ 
nation for the resources shown in I:ig 4 A 1 
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Figure 4.A.3 
The optimal consumption 
combination 
The optimal (highest l1til~ 
it'}') combin<1lion of cur
rent and future 
consllmption is I'ep!'e~ 
sen ted by the point of 
tangency between the 
budget line and an indif
ference curve (point D) 

All other points on the 
budget line, such ilS B 
and E, lie on indifference 
curves below and to the 
left of indifference curve 
1C" ilnd thus yield lower 
utility thull the consl1mp~ 
tion combiniltion at 0, 
which lies on 1(* 

Prudence ,"ould prefer 
the consumption cOl11bi~ 
nation nt point T to the 
one at D. hut as T lies 
above the budget line she 
can't afford the con
sumption combination 
that T represents 
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CllIrent consumption at \IV, 17,000, is the avelage of current consumption at X and 
Z. 13,000 and 21,000, respectively; Similarly, future consumption at W, also 17,000, 
is the average of future consumption at X and Z, 21,000 and 13,000, respectively 

Even though point {V essentially is an average of points X and Z, and Prudence 
is indifferent between X and Z, she prefers W to X and Z because W represents 
much "smoother" (more even) consumption Graphically, her preference for W 
over X and Z is indicated by W's position above and to the right of indifference 
curve Ie' (which runs through X and Z) Note that W lies on a straight line drawn 
between X and Z The only way that W can lie above and to the right of Ie is if leI 
bows toward the origin, as depicted in Fig 4 A 2 Thus the bowed shape of the 
indifference CUlve reflects the consumption-smoothing motive 

The Optimal Level of Consumption 

Combining Prudence's budget line (which describes hel available consUDlption 
combinations) and her indifference curves (which describe her preferences for 
current versus future consumption), we can find the levels of current con
sumption and saving that make her happiest. This best available, OI optimnl, 
level of current consumption and saving is represented graphically by the point 
at which Prudence's budget line is tangent to an indifference curve, shown as 
point 0 in Fig ~ A 3 

To see why PI udence achieves heI highest pOSSible level of satisfaction, or 
utility, at point 0, first note that 0 lies on indiffelence CUIve IC*, which means that 
all consumption combinations on IC* yield the same level of utility as 0 All points 
on Prudence's budget line other than point o-points such as Band E, for exam-

16,500 

ll,OOO 

o 

Optimal 
consumption 
point / Budget line 

5000 !O,OOO 15,000 20,000 25,000 30,000 

Current consumption, c 
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pIe-lie on indifference curves that are below and to the left of le*. Thus the con
sumption combinations represented by all of these other points yield a lower level 
of utility than the consumption combination at 0 Prudence would prefer the con
sumption combination represented by a point such as T in Fig. 4.A3 to the con
sumption combination represented by 0, because T lies on an indifference CllIve 
above and to the right of Ie*; because T also lies above the budget line, however, 
Prudence can't afford the consumption combination represented by that point 
With her budget constraint, Prudence can't do any better than 0 

We conclude that Prudence's utility-maximizing consumption and saving 
choice is represented by point D, where her budget line is tangent to an indifference 
CllIve Here, her optimal level of current consumption is 15,000, and her optimal 
level of future consumption is 16,500. Prudence's choice of cUlTent consumption 
automatically determines her current saving, s, which equals her CUlTent income, 
minus her optimal cunent consumption: 

5 = y-c = 14,000-15,000= -1000 

Thus Prudence chooses to dissave (decrease her initial assets) by 1000 

The Effects of Changes in Income and Wealth 
on Consumption and Saving 

The formal model developed in this appendix provides a helpful insight: The effect 
Oil COIlSlllllptioll ofa challge ill Cllrrellt illcollle, expectedflltwe illcollle, or wealth depCl/ds 
ollly Oil how that c!/ollge affects the COIlSIllller' s presellt vallie oj lifetillle resollJ ces, or PVlR 

An Increase in Current Income. Suppose that Prudence receives a bonus at 
work of 4000, which raises her current real income from 14,000 to 18,000. Her ini
tial assets (6000), future income (11,000), and the real interest rate (10%) remain 
unchanged; hence the increase of 4000 in current income implies an equal increase 
in Prudence's present value of lifetime resources, or PVLR. If she hasn't yet com
mitted herself to her original consumption-saving plan, how might Prudence 
revise that plan in light of her increased cunent income? 

We use the graph in Fig 4.AA to answer this question. In Fig. 4A4, BLI is 
Prudence's original budget line, and point 0, where c = 15,000 and cf = 16,500, rep
resents Prudence's original, pre-bonus consumption plan Prudence's bonus will 
allow her to consume more, both now and in the future, so the increase in her 
income causes her budget line to shift. To see exactly how it shifts, note that the 
increase of 4000 in Prudence's current income implies that her PVLR also increas
es by 4000 Because the horizontal intercept of tl,e budget line occurs at c = PVLR, 
the bonus shifts the horizontal intercept to the right by 4000. The slope of the 
budget line, -(1 + 1') = -110, remains unchanged because the real interest rate r is 
unchanged Thus the increase in current income of 4000 causes a parallel shift of the 
budget line to the right by 4000, from BL' to BL 2 

That shift demonstrates graphically that, after receiving her bonus, Prudence 
can enjoy greater current and future consumption One strategy for Prudence, rep
resented by point K on tl,e new budget line BL 2, is to use the entire bonus to increase 
her current consumption by 4000 while leaving her future consumption unchanged 
Another strategy, represented by point H on BL2, is to save all of her bonus while 
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Figure 4.A.4 
An increase in income or 
wealth 
:\n increase in cunent 
itKtlIlH.'. future income, 
unci/oJ' initial wealth 
that rabes Prudence's 
PVU~ by .. lOOO Cilt\ses the 

budget line to make il 
parallel shift to the right 
by..J.OOO, from HLi to BL2 
If Prudence's ol'iginaJ 
consumption plilll was to 
consume JI point D, she 
could 1110V(' to point [-f 
by spending <111 the 
incn.'Jse on future COI1-

sumptitm ilnd none on 
Cllrn.'nt consumption; or 

she c(luld mo\·e t(l point 
I\. by spending all the 
inCl'clise on (unenl con

sumption ,me! none on 
futlll'l' consumption 

Howe\cl', if Prudence 
hns il cOl1stlmption
smoothing mnti\'t.:' she 
wi!! mo\'(: to pl,lint I, 
which hilS both higher 

ctllTl'nt consumption und 
higher future consllmp~ 

tinn tlWIl 0 Point I is 

opt'iIlli1! because it lies 
where the new budget 
line Be:. is tilngcnt to illl 
indiffcrence cwve, /C*" 
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keeping her cunent consumption unchanged, and then use both the bonus and the 
interest of 400 earned on the bonus to increase hel futllle consumption by 4400 

If Prudence opelates under a consumption-smoothing motive, she \villuse her 
bonus to increase [lotI! her current consumption and (by saving part of her bonus) 
hel futllle consumption, thereby choosing a point on BL:! between point K (consume 
the entiIe bonus) and point H (save the entire bonus) If her indifference curves are 
as shown in Fig. 4 A4, she will move to j, where her- new budget line, BL:!, is tangent 
to the indifference curve 1(** At I, CLHrent consumption, c, is 17,000, future con
sumption, ,I: is 18,700, and saving, 5. is 18,000 - 17,000 = 1000. Both current and 
futLHe consumption are higher at j than at 0 (whele c :::;:; 15,000 and cf:::;:; 16,500), 
Prudence's current saving of 1000 at I is higher than her saving was at 0 (\vhele she 
dissaved by 1000) because the increase in her CLHrent consumption of 2000 is less 
than the increase in her current income of 4000. This example illustrates that an 
increase in CUIrent income raises both current consumption and current saving 

An Increase in Future Income. Suppose that Prudence doesn't receive her 
bonus of 4000 in the CllIIent period, so that her current income, y, remains at its ini
tialleve! of 14,000 Instead, because of an imploved company pension plan, she 
learns that her future income will increase by 4400, so tl rises from 11,000 to 15,400 
How will this good news affect Prudence's cunent consumption and saving? 

At a real interest rate of 10(X), the implovement in the pension plan increases 
the present value of Prudence's future income by 4400/110, or 4000. So, as in the 
case of the current-period bonus just discllssed, the imploved pension plan raises 
Prudence's l'VLR by 4000 and causes a parallel shift of the budget line to the right 
by that amount. The effects on current and future consumption ale thelefoIe exact
ly the same as they were for the increase of 4000 in current income (and Fig 4 A 4 
applies equally well here) 
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Although inCIeases in clInent income and expected future income that are 
equal in present \';:!luc will han:, the same effects on current and planned future 
cnl1s11mption, the effects of these changes on CUI rent saving a["e different 
Previously, we showed that an increase in current income raises CUIlent saving. In 
contrast, because the increase in future income raises current consumption (by 
2000 i~1 this example) but doesn't affect current income, it causes saving to fall (by 
2000, twm -1000 to -3000). Prudence knows that she will be receiving more income 
in the future, so she has less need to save today ~ 

An Increase in Wealth. Changes in wealth also affect consumption and saving 
As in the cases of cUI'!'ent and future income, the effect of a change in wealth on 
consumption depends only on how much the PVLR changes. For example, if 
Prudence finds a passbook savings account in her attic worth 4000, her PVL[;:' 
increases by 4000 To illustlate this situation, we use Fig. 4 A.4 again Prudence's 
increase in wealth raises he! PVLR by 4000 and thus shifts the budget line to the 
right by 4000, from BL I to BL:!, As before, her optimal consumption choice goes 
from point lJ (before she finds the passbook) to point I (after her increase in 
wealth)_ Because the inC! ease in wealth raises current consumption (from 15,000 at 
o to 17,000 at f) but leaves CUI rent inco1ne (14,000) unchnnged, it results in a decline 
in current saving (hom -1000 at 0 to -3000 at f) Being wealthiel, Prudence does 
not have to save as much of hel current income (actualiy, she is inoeasing hel' dis
sowing) to provide for the future 

The preceding t1nt1lyses show that changes in cunent income; fulure income; 
and initial vvealth all lead to narallel shifts of the bucio-et line bv thc amount that r 0_ 

they change the PVLR Economists use the term incolI/e L:trcct to desCIibe the impact 
of any change that causes a pmallel shift of the budget line 

The Permanent Income Theory. In terms of our model, a temporary inclease in 
income repIesents a! ise in current income, lj, with future income, Ilf~ held constant, 
A pelmanent inClease in incomc raises lloth current income, II, mitt {uture income, 1/ 
Therefole a permanent one-unit increase in income leads to a lalger increase 'in 
PVLR than does a tempOIary one-unit increase in income Because income changes 
affect consumption only to the extent that they lead to changes in PVLR, our them), 
ptedicts that a permanent one-unit increase in income will raise CUI lent and futule 
consumption mOle than a tempmary one-unit innease in income will 

This distinction between the effects of permanent and tempmary income 
changes is emphasized in the pcrt/u7Ilcllf il/COIIIC thcory of consumption and saving, 
developed in the 1950s by Nobel laureate Milton I~riedman He pointed out that 
income should affect consumption only thlough the PVLR in a many-period ver
sion of the model we present here Thus permanent changes in income; because 
they last fm many periods, may have much largeI effects on consumption th(ln 
temporary changes in income. As a result, temporary income increases would be 
mostly saved, and pennanent income inn eases would be mostly consumed. 7 

7 I;riedmiln ilbll prm ided SU!11L' (If tilL' first empirkill t.:\ idl'l1ce fur this themy h)r eXilIllpk he found 
thilt the cUl1sumptil1!l of farm f<llllilit.:s, l)J1 il\'er,lge, rt:"pnnded !L'ss to (hunges in inCO!l1l' than did the 
consumption ()f n(Hl far m fiunilie" Frit:dmi'lll"S C'xplanation WilS thM, becausl' farm incomes depl;nd 
lKil\'i1y on wC'ather ilnd crop prices_ both of which ut'L' \ obtik, chilnges in f;lrm inconll's ML\ mllch 
mort: likely to be tl'mporury thiln are c!lunges in nonfarm incomes Current chungL's in farm incoll1l's 
ha\'l' il smilller effl'ct on the PVU~ and therdlH't: h<l\'e il smalier dft:ct on current consumption 
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Figure 4.A.S 
life·cycle consumption, 
income, and saving 
(a) Income and consump~ 
ticn are plotted against 
age. Income typically rises 
gradually throughout 
most of a person's work· 
ing life and peaks shortly 
before retirement The 
desire for a smooth pattern 
of consumption means 
tha~ consumption varies 
less than income over the 
life cycle Consumption 
here is constant 
(b) Saving is the difference 
behveen income and can· 
sumption; the saving pat
tern is hump-shaped 
Early in a person's work
ing life consumption is 
lilrger than income, so 
saving is negative In the 
middle years saving is 
positive; the excess of 
income over consumption 
is used to repay debts 
incurred earlier in life and 
to provide for retirement 
During retirement people 
dissOlve 
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Consumption and Saving over Many Periods: The Life-Cycle Model. 
The two-period model suggests that a significant part of saving is intended to pay 
for retirement However, it doesn't reflect other important aspects of a consumer's 
lifetime income and consumption patterns For example, income typically rises 
over most of a person's working life, and people Save for reasons other than retire
ment The life-cycle 1/lodel of consumption and saving, originated in the 1950s by 
Nobel laureate Franco Modigliani and his associates, extends the model from two 
periods to many periods and focuses on the patterns of income, consumption, and 
saving throughout an individual's life, 

The essence of the life-cycle model is shown in Fig 4.AS. In Fig, 4AS(a), the typ
ical consumer's patterns of income and consumption are plotted against the con
stuner's age, from age hventy (the approximate age of economic independence) to 
age eighty (the approximate age of death) Two aspects of Fig, 4A5(a) are significant 
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First, the average worker exneIiences steadilv Iisinn- real income with peak 
, j • 0 ' 

earnings typically occurring between the ages of fifty and sixtv After retirement, 
income (excluding in tel est earned fr0111 previous sa\:ing) dlOPS sharply 

. Second, the lifetime puttem of consumption is much slnoother than the pattern 
of lllcome ovel time, which is consistent with the consumption-smoothincr motive 
disc.ussed ~arlie[ Although shown as perfectly flat in Fig 4 A.5(a), consun~tion, in 
realIty, vanes somewhat by age; fm example, it will be hicrhe! durino' y-ears of high 
I 'ld . " " C 11 -r~anng expenses An advantage of lIsing the life-cycle model to study con-

sU~1pt~on ~nd saving is that it may be easily modified to allow for various pattelns 
of hfetune Income and consumption 

The lifetime pattern of saving, shown in Fig 4,A.5(b), is the difference between 
the income and consumption curves in Fig, -! A.5(a) This overall hump-shaped pat
tern has been confirmed empirically Saving is minimal 01' even negative during the 
eady working years, when income is low fvlaximum saving occurs when the 
worker is b.etweel: ages fifty and sixty, when income is highest. Finally, dissaving 
occurs dUrIng retlIement as the consumeI' draws down accumulated wealth to 
meet living expenses 

An important implication of the hump-shaped pattern of savinO'- is that national 
. j " savmg rates (epend on the age distribution of a country's population. Countries with 

unusually young or unusually old populations have low saving rates, and countries 
with relatively more people in their middle years have higher saving Iates, 

Bequests and Saving. We have assumed that the consumer plans to spend all 
01' hIS 01 her wealth and income dur ing his or her lifetime, leaving nothing to heils 
In reality, many people leave bequests, 01 inheritances, to childlen, chadties, and 
others To the extent that consumeIS desire to leave bequests, they will consume 
less and save mOle than when they simpl\' consume all their Ie~oulces durino 
theiI lifetimes . - 0 

Ricard.ian Equivalence. One of the most significant results of analyzing ow 
model IS that changes in income 01' wealth affect desiled consumption only to the 
extent that they affect the consumer's PVLR The point made by advocates of 
Ricardian equivalence, discussed in Chapter 4, is that, holding CUIIcnt and future 
government purchases constant, (/ cflallge ill Clilli'llt taxes docs lIot affect tfle COI/
Slilllel's PVLR alld thlls :;;J/Ould /lot n.tTcct desiled COIISUlllptiolI, Cd, or desired notiollal 
SIH.1i11g, y - Cd - G 

To illustrate this idea, suppose that the government cuts Prudence's current 
taxes by 100 This tax leduction increases Prudence's cmrent income by 100, which 
(all else being equal) would cause hel to consume more, Because the government's 
revenue has been reduced bv 100 and its exnenditures have not chanoed ho\vev-

- r 0 ' 
er, the government must inClcase its current borrowing hom the public by 100 (pCI 
taxpayeI), Furthelmore, the govcrnment must pay interest on its bonowings ,FOl 
example, if the Ieell intclest rate that the government must pay on its debt is 10%), 
in thc future peliod the government's outstanding debt will be 110 greater than it 
would have been without the tax cut 

As a taxpayeJ, Prudence is ultimately responsible for the government's debts, 
Suppose that the government decides to repay its borrowings and accumulated 
interest in the future period (Chaptel 15 discusses what happens if the Govern
menfs debt is left for Prudence's descendants to repay). To repay its dcl1t plus 
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interest, the government must raise taxes in the future period by lID, so Prudence's 
expected future income falls by 110. Overall, then, the government's tax pIogram 
has raised Prudence's current income by 100 but reduced her future income by 110 
At a leal interest rate of lO(XI, the present value of the future income change is -100, 
which cancels out the increase in current income of 100. Thus Prudence's PVLR is 
unchanged by the tax cut, and (as the Ricardian equivalence proposition implies) 
she should not change her current consumption, 

Excess Sensitivity and Borrowing Constraints, A variety of studies have 
confirmed that consumption is affected by current income, expected future income, 
and wealth, and that permanent income changes have larger effects on consump
tion than do temporary income changes-all of which are outcomes implied by the 
model Nevertheless, some studies show that the response of consumption to a 
change in Cllnent income is greateI than \vould be expected on the basis of the 
effect of the current income change on PVLR This tendency of consumption to 
respond to current income more strongly than the model predicts is called the 
excess sellsitivity of consumption to current income. 

One explanation for excess sensitivity is that people are more short-sighted 
than assumed in our model and thus consunle a larger pOltion of an increase in 
current income than predicted by it Another explanation, which is more in the 
spirit of the model, is that the amount that people can borrow is limited. A restric
tion imposed by lenders on the amount that someone can bOlrow against future 
income is called a bOl"loruillS collstrnilft 

The effect of a borrowing constraint on the consumption-saving decision 
depends on whether the consumer would want to borrow in the absence of a bor
rowing constraint If the consumer vvouldn't want to bonow even if borrowing 
were possible, the borrowing constraint is said to be n01lbindillg When a consumer 
wants to borrow but is plevented from doing so, the borrowing constraint is said 
to be binding A consumer who faces a binding borrowing constraint will spend all 
available current income and wealth on current consulllption so as to come as 
close as possible to the consumption combination desired in the absence of bor
rowing constraints Such a consumer would consume the entire aInount of an 
increase in current income, Thus the effect of an increase in current income on cur
rent consumption is greater for a consumer who faces a binding borrowing con
straint than is predicted by our simple model without borrowing constraints. In 
macroeconomic terms, this result implies that-if a significant number of con
sumeIS face binding borrowing constraints-the response of aggregate consump
tion to an increase in aggregate income will be greater than implied by the basic 
theory in the absence of borrowing constraints In other words, if borrowing con
straints exist, consumption may be excessively sensitive to current incorne 8 

8 Although we have no direct way of counting how many consumers arE: constrained from borrow~ 
ing, several studies estimate thi'lt, to account for the observed relationship between consumption and 
current income, during any year some 20% to 50'%, of U S consumers face binding borrowing con~ 
straints See, for e:.;ample, John Y C:1mpbeil and N Gregory Mankiw, "Consumption, Income, and 
Interest Rates: Reinterpreting the Time Series Evidence," in 0 Blanchard and S Fischer, eds, NB£R 
MllUO!..'COIlOlllics AIIIIIIIII .. Cambrid&e. Mass: MIT Press, 1989; and Robert E Hall and Frederic S 
Mishkin, ., The Sensitivity of Consumptitln ttl Transitory Income: Estimates from Panel Data on 
Households," Ecollollldriw, March 1982, pp -!61-!81 

Figure 4,A,6 
The effect of an increase 
in the real interest rate 
on the budget line 
The figure shmvs the 
effect on Prudence's 
budget line of an increase 
in the real interest rate, t, 
from 10% to 76% Because 
the slope of a budget line 
is -(1 + r) and the initial 
real interest rate is 10%, 
the slope of Prudence's 
initial budget line, BL I, is 
-1 10 The initial budget 
line, BL I, also passes 
through the no~borrow
ing, no~lending point, E, 

which represents the con~ 
SUlnption combination 
that Prudence obtains by 
spending all her cmrent 
income and wealth on 
current consumption 
Because E can still be 
ubtdilleu when the n~'ll 
interest rate rises, it also 
lies on the new budget 
line, BL:2 However, the 
slope of BL:2 is -176, 
reflecting the rise in the 
real interest rate to 76% 
Thus the higher real 
interest rate causes the 
budget line to pivot 
clockwise around the no~ 
borrowing, no~lending 
point 
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The Real Interest Rate and the Consumption-Saving Decision 
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To explore the effects of a change in the real interest rate on consumption and 
saving, let's return to the two-period model and PllIdence's situation. Recall that 
Prudence initially has current real income, y, of 14,000, future income, y/~ of 11,000, 
initial wealth, a, of 6000, and that she faces a real interest rate, I, of 10%. Her budget 
line, which is the same as in Fig 4A 1, is shown in Fig 4A6 as BL '. Now let's see 
what happens when for some reason the real interest rate jumps from lO(X) to 76%.'J 

The Heal Interest Rate and the Budget Line, To see how Prudence's budget 
lme rs affected when the real interest rate rises, let's first consider point E on the 
budget line BL (. Point E is special in that it is the only pOint on the budget line at 
which current consumption equals current income plus initial wealth (c == y + t1 == 
20,000) and future consumption equals future income (cI = yI = 11,000). If Prudence 
chooses this consumption combination, she doesn't need to borrow (her current 
income and initial wealth are just sufficient to pay for her current consumption), 
nor does she have any current resources left to deposit in (lend to) the bank Thus 
E is the llo-bolTowillg, flO-leI/ding point Because E involves neither borrowing nm 
lending, the consumption combination it represents is available to Prudence 
regardless of the real interest rate. Thus the no-bonowing, no-lending point 
remains on the budget line when the real interest rate changes 

Next, recall that the budget line's slope is -(1 + 1) When the real interest rate, 
1, jumps flOm 10% to 76%, the slope of the budget line changes flOm -1.10 to -176; 

9 A 76% real interest rate isn't realistic. but assuming this large a change makes its effects more obvious 
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Figure 4.A.7 
The substitution effect of 
an increase in the real 
interest rate 
We assume tlwt 
Prudence's preferences 
are such that when the 
real interest r(lte is 10% 
she chooses the con
sumption combination at 
the no-borrowing, 110-

lending point E, on the 
initial budget line BL 1 

Point E lies on the indif
ference curve Ie! An 
il1crensc in the t'eal inter

est rate to 76% causes the 
budget line to pivot 
clockwise from BL 1 to 
B(2, as in Fig -1 A 6 By 
substituting futll[e con
sumption for current 
consumption along the 
new budget line, BL:o., 
Prudence can reach 
points that lie above and 
to the right of lC I; these 
points represent con
sumption combinations 
that yield higher utility 

than the consumption 
combin<ltion at E Her 

highest utility is 
achieved by moving to 
point \I, where the new 
budget line, BL z, is tan
gent to indifference 
curve Iez The drop in 
current consumption (by 
3000) and the resulting 
equal rise in saving that 
occur in moving from E 
to \I reflect the substitu
tion effect of the inClease 
in the real intcIcst rate 
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that is, the new budget line becomes steeper Because the budget line becomes 
steeper but still passes through the no-borrowing, no-lending point, E. it pivots 
clockvdse around point E 

The Substitution Effect" As we discussed in Chapter 4, the price of current con
sumption in terms of future consumption is 1 + /', because if Prudence increases her 
consumption by one unit today, thereby reducing her saving by one unit, she will 
have to reduce hel futme consumption by 1 + r units When the real interest rate 
inoeases, current consumption becomes mOIe expensive relative to future con
sumption, In response to this inCIease in the relative price of current consumption, 
Prudence substitutes avvay from current consumption toward future consump
tion by inoeasing her saving This increase in saving Ieflects tile slIbstitlition effect of 
the Il..'al illteicst wtc Oil sauillg, introduced in Chapter 4 

The substitution effect is illustrated graphically in Fig 4 A 7 Initially, the real 
interest rate is 10% and the budget line is BL 1 Suppose fO! now that Prudence's 
prefelences are such that BL 1 is tangent to an indifference curve, [(1, at the no-bor
rowing, no-lending point, E [0 At a real interest rate of 100ft), Prudence chooses the 
consumption combination CIt E 

When the leal interest rate rises flam 10%) to 76%), the budget line pivots clock
\vise to BU- Because Prudence's original consumption point-the no-borrowing, 
no-lending point, E-also lies on the new budget line, BU, she has the option of 
remaining at E and enjoying the same combination of CUIIent and future con
sumption after the leal interest rate rises Points along BL 2 immediately above and 

!O Note that Prudence'S indifference curves in Fig -1: A 7 arc different from those in Fig -1: A 4 
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to the left of E lie above and to the right of lCI, however These points represent 
consumption combinations that me available to Pllidence and yield a higher level 
of utility than the consumption combination at E._ Prudence can attain the highest 
level of utility along BL' at point V, where indifference curve IC' is tangent to BL' 
In response to the increase in the relative price of current consumption, Prudence 
reduces her current consumption, from 20,000 to 17,000, and moves from E to Von 
BL 1 Her reduction of 3000 in current consumption between E and V is equivalent 
to an increase of 3000 in saving. The increase in saving behveen E and V reflects the 
substitution effect on saving of a higher real interest rate 

The Income Effect, If P!l!dence's Cl!!rent consumption initially equals her cur
rent resources (current income plus initial \vealth) so that she is neither a lender nO! 
a borrower, a change in the leal interest rate has only a substitution effect on her 
saving, as shown in Fig 4,A,7 If hel' current conslllnption initially is not equal to 
her current resources, however, then an inCIease in the real interest rate also has an 
income effect, As we discussed in Chapter 4, if Prudence is initially a saver (equiv
alently, a lender), with current consumption less than her current reSOUIces (cur
rent income plus initial \vealth), an increase in the leal interest rate makes hel 
financially better off by increasing the future interest payments that she will 
receive In response to this increase in futur-e interest income, she increases her cur
rent consumption and reduces her current saving On the other hand, if Prudence 
is initially a borrmver, with current consumption exceeding her current resources, 
an increase in the real interest rate inCleases the intelest she will have to pay in the 
future Having to make higher interest payments in the future makes Prudence 
~inancially \Vorse off,overall, leading hel to leduce her current consulnption, Thus, 
tm a bmroweI, the mcome effect of an increase in the real interest rate leads to 
reduced current consumption and inCIeased saving 

The Substitution Effect and the Income Effect Together" Figure 4 A 8 illus
h'ates the full impact of an increase in the real interest rate on Prudence's saving, 
including the substitution and income effects-assuming that Prudence initially is 
a lender. As before, Prudence's original budget line is BLI when the real interest rate 
is looh) We nmv assllme that PIudence's preferences are such that BL 1 is tangent to 
an indiffeIence curve, [e I, at point 0 Thus, at a 10% real interest rate, Prudence 
plans current consumption of 15,000 and future consumption of 16,500 Her current 
resources equal 20,000 (current income of 14,000 plus initial assets of 6000), so if she 
enjoys current consumption of 15,000 she will have resources of 5000 to lend" Her 
chosen point, D. is located to the left of the no-borrowing, no-lending point, E (cur
rent consumption is }mver at 0 than at E) showing that Prudence is a lender 

The increase in the real interest rate flom 10('l() to 76%) causes Prudence's budget 
line to pivot clockwise through the no-borrowing, no-lending point, E, ending at 
BL2 as before, 10 separate the substitution and income effects of the increase in the 
real interest rate, think of the movement of the budget line from BL' to BL' as 
taking place in two steps 

First, imagine that the m iginal budget line, BL I, pivots clockwise around 
Prudence's miginal consllmption combination, point 0, until it is parallel with the 
new budget line, BL' (that is, its slope is -1 76) The resulting intermediate budget 
line is the dotted line, BLm' Second, imagine that BL'n' makes a parallel shift to the 
right to BU 
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Figure 4.A.S 
An increase in the real 
interest rate with both 
an income effect and a 
substitution effect 
We <l5Sume that 
Prudence initially con~ 
sUlnes at point 0 011 the 
ol"iginnl budget line, BL I 
An increase in the real 
interest rate from 10% to 

i6% causes the budget 
line to pivot clockwise, 
from BL I to the new 
budget line, BL;). We 
break the overall shift of 
the budget line into two 
p,nls: ('1) a pivot around 
the originnl consumption 
point, D, to yield <Hl 

intermediate budget Iinc, 
liL in I, and (2) i.1 parallel 
shift irom BUnl to the 
finJI budget line, BL 2 

The substitution effect is 
mCilsUI'cd by the move
ment from the original 
consumption point, 0, tll 
point P on Bl.inl, and the 

income effect is m('<1-
sured by the movement 
from P to Q 011 8L2 As 

drawn, the substitution 
effect is larger than the 
income effect ~o tlwt the 
o\'crnll effect is for cw~ 
rent consumption to full 
and sudng to rise 
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The response of Pludence's saving and current consumption to the increase in 
the leal interest rate can also be broken into hvo steps First, consider hel lesponse 
to the pivot of the budget line thlDugh point 0, from BL' to BL'''' If this change 
were the only one in Prudence's budget line, she would move from 0 to P (c ;:;:; 
12,200 and [f = 21,428) on BL'''' At P, she would save more and enjoy less current 
consumption than at 0 The inClease in saving between 0 and P, sitl1ilar to 
Prudence's shift from E to V in Fig 4.A7, measures the substitution effect on 
PIll(jence's saving of the increase in the real interest rate, 

Second, consider the effect of the parallel shift from BL'''' to BU The new 
budget line, BLl, is tangent to an indiffelence curve, Ie:., at point Q, so Prudence 
will choose the consumption combination at Q. CUIlent and futtlIe consumption 
are higher, and saving is !mvel', at Q than at P The increase in current consumption 
and the decrease in saving between P and Q reflect the income effect of the increilse 
in the real interest 1 ate. Thus, as discussed eal'lier, income effects occur when a 
change in some variable causes a parallel shift of the budget line 

The total change in Prudence's consumption and saving resulting from the 
rise in the real interest late is depicted in Fig 4.A.8 as the change in saving 
between point 0 and point Q This change is the sum of the substitution effect, 
measured by the inoease in saving in moving flom 0 to P, and the income effect, 
measllIed by the decline in saving in moving from P to Q, In Fig. 4.A S, cunent 
consumption is lower and saving is higher at the final point, Q, than at the migi
nal point, D HoweveI, we could just as easily dIaw the CUIves so that saving is 
less at the final point, Q, than at the initial point, D. Thus the theory fails to predict 
whether PItldence's saving will rise or fall in response to an increase in the real 
interest late, because the income and substitution effects work in opposite diIec
tions for a lendel 
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As we discussed in Chapter 4, for a borrower the income and substitution 
effects WOl k in the same direction (Analytical Problem 6 at the end of Chapter 4 
asks you to explain this result). A higher real interest rate increases a borrower's 
reward for saving (equivalently, it increases the relative price of current consUll1p
tion), so he or she tends to save more (the substitution effect); because a borrower 
pays rather than receives interest, a higher real interest rate also makes him m her 
poorer, leading to less consumption and more saving, 

To sUllunal'ize, the two-period lllodel inlplies that an increase in the real inter
est rate increases saving by borrowers. Nevertheless, because of conflicting income 
and substitution effects, economic theory isn't decisive about the effect of the real 
interest rate on the saving of lenders. As we discussed in Chapter 4, empirical 
studies have shown that an increase in the real interest rate tends to increase 
desired national saving, though this effect is not very shong 
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5 

Saving and Investment in 
the Open Economy 

ith virtually no exceptions, modern economies are open economies, 
which means that they engage in international trade of goods and ser
vices and in international borrowing and lending, Economic opermess is 

of tremendolls benefit to the average person. Because tht:: United States is an open 
economy, U.s. consumeIS can enjoy products from around the world (Japanese 
videocassette IccordcIs,itillian shoes, Irish woolens) and U.s. businesses call find 
new markets abload for their products (computers, beef, financial services), 
Similarly, the internationalization of financial markets means that US savers have 
the opportunity to purchase Gelman government bonds or shares in Taiwanese 
companies as well as domestic assets, and U.S. firms that want to finance invest
ment projects can borrow in London ol Tokyo as well as in New YOlk 

Beyond the econon1ic diversity and oppol tunity it creates, econonlic openness 
carries another impOltant implication: In an open economy, n coulItry's spending 
need not eqlIal its prodllctioll ill (7)ery pel iod, as would be required in a closed econo
my \vith no fmeign trade and no international bOll owing and lending. In par tiClI
lar, by iInporting more than they export and borrowing from abroad to pay for the 
difference, the residents of an open economy can temporarily spend more than 
they produce 

The ability of an open economy to spend more than it produces is both an 
opportunity and a potential problem For example, by borrowing abroad (and by 
selling off US-owned assets to foreign investors), the United States was able to 
finance a large excess of imports over exports during the 1980s and 1990s, As a 
result, Americans enjoyed higher levels of consumption, investment, and govern
ment ptHchases than they could have othenvise At the same time, however, they 
incurred foreign debts that may be a future burden to the U.s economy Similar ly, 
by borrowing heavily from abroad during the 19705, some less developed countries 
(LDCs) were able to avoid large reductions in domestic spending even though the 
two oil price shocks of that decade caused sharp declines in their output During 
the 19805, ho\ovever, many LDC borrowers were unable to cope with the burden of 
their fOIeign debts-a situation that became known as the LDC debt crisis-and 
perhaps as a result suffered severely reduced economic growth 
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VVhy do countries sometimes bonow abuJad to pay for an excess of impm ts 
ovel exports but at other times export more than they import and lend the differ
ence to other countries? '''Thy doesn't each country just balance its books and 
import as much as it exports each year? As we explain in this chapter, the funda
mental determinants of a country's trade position are the country's saving and 
investment decisions Thus although the issues of trade balances and internation
allending introduced here may seem at first to be unrelated to the topics covered 
in ChapteI 4, the two sets of questions actually are closely related 

To explore hmv desired national saving and desired investment help deter
mine patterns of international trade and lending, we extend the idea of goods 
market equilibrium, desCIibed by the saving-investment diagram, to include a for
eign sector We show that, unlike the situation in a closed economy, in an open 
economy desired national saving and desired investment don't have to be equal 
Instead, we show that, when a country's desired national saving exceeds its desired 
investment, the count!'y will be a lendeI in the international capital market and will 
have a cU!'rent account surplus_ Sitnilady, when a country's desired national saving 
is less than its desired investment, the countly will be an international borrower 
and will have a cunent account deficit 

By emphasizing saving and investment, we develop an important theme of this 
pal't of the book Howevel, to focus on the role of saving and investment, we 
ignore some other factors that also influence international trade and lending. The 
most important of these factors is the exchange rate, or the rate at which domestic 
currency can be exchanged fol' foreign currency \lVe fully discuss exchange rates 
and their role in the open economy in Chapter 13 

5.11 Baiafl"ilce of Payments AccO!!,)Jfl"iltifl"ilg 

Examining the factors that affect international trade and lending filst requires an 
understanding of the basics of balance of payments accounting The balance of 
payments accounts, which are palt of the national income accounts discussed in 
Chapter 2, are the lecOld of a countly's intelnational transactions (The box "In 
Touch with the ivlacroeconomy: The Balance of Payments Accounts," p 171. con
tains information about how the balance of payments accounts are constructed and 
whele to find these data) As you read this section, you should lefeI to Table 5,1, 
which presents U 5 balance of payments data for 1998; note that some of the num
bers are positive and that others ate negative To sort out which internationul 
tlansactions me cnteled with a plus sign and which are enteled with a minus sign, 
keep the following principle in mind: Any transaction that involves a flmv of funds 
ii/to the United States is a ucdit item and is entered with a plus sign; any transaction 
that involves a flow of funds Ollt afthe United States is a dellit item and is entered 
with a minus sign We illustrate this principle as we discuss the various compo
nents of the balance of payments accounts 

The Current Account 

The current account measures a country's trade in cunently produced goods and 
services, along with unilateral hansfeIs between countries. For convenience we 
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Table 5,,1 
Balance of Payments Accounts of the United States, 1998 
(Billions of Dollars) 

CURRENT ACCOUNT 

Net exports of goods and services (NX) 
Exports of goods and services 

Goods 
Services 

Imports of goods and services 
Goods 
Services 

Net Income from abroad (NFP) 
Income receipts from abroad 
Income payments to residents of other countries 

Net unilateral transfers 
Current Account Balance (CA) 

670 2 
2637 

-9172 
-1810 

9339 

-10982 

2583 
-2705 

CAPITAL AND FINANCIAL ACCOUNT 

CAPITAL ACCOUNT 
Net capital account transactions 

FINANCIAL ACCOUNT 
Net financial flows 

Increase in U ,8 -owned assets abroad 
(financial outllow) 

U S official reserve assets 
Other foreign assets 

Increase in foreign-owned assets in U S 
(financia! inflow) 

Foreign official assets 
Other foreign assets 

Capital and Financial Account Balance (KFA) 
Statistical Discrepancy 
Memoranda 

Balance on goods (merchandise trade balance) = 
Balance on goods and selVices = 
Balance on goods, services, and income = 
Official settlements balance = 

Balance of payments = 

-68 
-286 a 

-217 
5243 

-2928 

5026 

-164,3 

-12.2 

0.6 

209.8 

Increase in U ,8 official reserve assets minus increase in foreign official assets = 
6.8 - (-21 7) = 

Note Numbers may not add to totals shown due to rounding. 
Source Survey of Current Business, July 1999 Table A p 75 

= 

-220,6 

210A 
10.1 

-247.0 
-164.3 
-176.5 

28.5 

= 

divide the current account into thlee separate components: (1) net exports of goods 
and services, (2) net income from abload, and (3) net unilateral transfers 

Net Exports of Goods and Services. We discussed the concept of net expO! ts, 
N X, or exports minus imports, as part of the expenditure approach to meaSUI ing 
GDP in Chapter 2, Here we point out that net expmts often are broken into two cat
egories: merchandise (goods) and selvices 

Merchandise consists of currently produced goods, such as American ~oy
beans, French perfume, Brazilian coffee, and Japanese cars, When an American 
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The Balance of Payments Accounts 

rI'~ ... "he data on US internatiomd transactions that 
make up the balance of payments accounts are 

.' produced quarterly by the Bureau of Economic 
Analysis (BEA) in the U.S Department of Commerce 
The BEA releases data to the public about two and one
half months after the end of the quarter to \vhich those 
data refer, and detailed figures appear in the January, 
April, July, and October issues of Survey of Cllrrellt 
Bllsitless Balance of payments dtlta for recent years are 
revised each June to reflect more complete information, 
and these revisions are published in the July issue of 
5111'Z1l'Y (:f CIIITellt Bllsilless Summary data, much like 
those that appear in Table 5 1, appear in various publi
cations including the monthly Federal Reserve 81111etill and 
the Ecollomic Report of the Pl'csidellt, which is published 
each February Balance of payments data can also be 
obtained by going to the BEA's Web site at 
www,bea doc gov and clicking on "Data" under the 
heading "Interntltional " 

ponents of the accounts are released monthly The best
known example is the merchandise trade balance, which 
equals exports of goods minus imports of goods" These 
data are initially tabulated by the US, Bureau of the 
Census (which then passes them on to the BEA) and are 
based primarily on information provided by the US 
Customs Service, the government agency responsible for 
monitoring flows of goods in and out of the country~ In 
recent years the Census Bureau has also negotiated with 
the data collection agencies of major US, trading part
ners to swap information about trade flows, The benefit 
of exchanging trade information is that it allows the 
Census Bureau to find out, for example, whether 
Canadian estimates of the imports they receive from the 
United States are similar to US estimates of exports 
shipped to Canada In principle, of course, the two mun
bers should be the same 

For- mor'e information, see Bureau of Economic 
Analysis, The BnInllce of PnYIIIl'Hts of the Ullited Stntes: 

Although full information about the balance of pny
mcnts accounts is available only quarterly, some com-

COllcepts, Data 50llrces, alld Estill/atillg Procedul'es, 
Washington, DC: U S Government Printing Office, 1990 

=._-= 

buys a Japanese cal', for example, the transaction is recorded as a merchandise 
import for the United States (a debit item for the United States, because funds 
flow out of the United States to pay for the car) and a merchandise expOIt for 
Japan (a credit item for Japan because funds flow into Japan to pay for the car). The 
diffelence between a country's merchandise exports and its merchandise imports 
is called the merchandise trade balance, OI simply the trade balance The mer
chandise trade balance receives a lot of attention flam the public and the pIess,l 
This attention doesn't seem entirely \varranted, however, because merchandise 
tlilde is only one component of the cturent account 

Internationally traded services include transportation, tourism, insurance, edu
ciltion, and financial services, among others When a US, family spends a week's 
vacation in rvlexico, fm example, the family'S expenditures fm accommodations, 
food, sight-seeing tOUIS, and so on, are counted in the u.s, current account as an 
import of touIism services (a debit item fm the United States because funds are 
flowing out of the country) The family's expenditures count as an export of 
touIism services for Mexico (a credit item in the Nlexican current account) 
Similarly, when a foreign student attends college in the United States, hel tuition 

I This ilttention mily in pi1rt reflect the il\'ailability of mcrchi1ndise tri1de di1ti1 monthly, whereil5 most 
btlli1nc(; of pi1ym~nts datil are i1\·ailablc only quarte:rly S~e the box '·In T oLlch with the ivli1croeconomy: 
TIll' 8,11,111(1.: uf !\\yml'nls Accounts Rt.:(t:ntly, huwl'veJ', thl' GEA hi1s begun releasing monthly datu 
on tri1de in sel vices as wcll ilS tri1d\! in goods . 
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payments are included as an export of services foI' the United States and an import 
of services for her home cOllnhv 

Net Income from Abroad. Net income flom abload equals income receipts 
from abroad minus income payments to residents of other countlies, It is almost 
equal to net factor payments from abroad, NFP, discussed in Chapter 2,2 We will 
ignOle the difference between NFP and net income from abroad and treat the two 
as equivalent concepts 

The income receipts flowing into a counhy, which ale credit items in the cur
rent account, consist of compensation received from residents working abroad 
plus investment income hom assets abroad Investment income from assets abroad 
includes in tel est payments, dividends, loyalties, and other returns that residents of 
a counhy receive from assets (such as bonds, stocks, and patents) that they own in 
otheI countries Fo!' example, the interest that a U.S saver receives flOm a Flench 
government bond she owns, or the profits that aU S company receives hom a for
eign subsidiary, qualify as income receipts from abH)ad 

The income payments flowing out of a country, \,vhich ale debit items in the 
current <lccount, consist of compensation paid to foreign Iesidents \'VOl king in the 
country plus payments to fmeign owners of assets in the country For example, the 
wages paid by a U.S company to a Swedish engineer who is temporarily residing 
in the United States, or the dividends paid by a U S alltc~llobile company to a 
l'vlexican owner of stock in the company, are both income payments to residents of 
othel countries 

Net Unilateral Transfers~ Unilateral transfers are p"yments from one country to 
anotheI that do not correspond to the plll'chase of any good, selvice, or asset, 
Examples are official foreign aid (a payment hom one government to another) or a 
gift of money from a resident of one country to family membeIs living in another 
country, vVhen the United States makes a transfer to anothel country, the amount of 
the transfeI is a debit item because funds flo\\' out of the United St;tes, A country's 
net unilateral tIansfel's equal unilateral transfers Ieceived by the countIy mil~us 
unilateral transfers flowing out of the country The negative value of net unilateral 
transfers in Table 5 1 shows that the United States is a net donor to other countries 

Current Account Balance. Adding "II the credit items and subtt"cting "II the 
debit items in the cunent account vields a number called the cunent account bal~ 
ance. If the cunent account balar;ce is positive-with the value of credit items 
exceeding the value of debit items-the country has a current account surplus If 
the current account balance is ncgative-with the value of debit items exceeding 
the value of credit items-the country has a cunent account deficit As Table 5.1 
shows, in 1998 the United States had; 5220 6 billion current account deficit, equal 
to the sum of net exports of goods and services (NX = -5164 3 billion), net income 
flom "bro"d (NFP = -$l2.2 billion), and net unilateral tr"nsfers (-544.1 billion) 

2 Nd f<1ctor p<1yrnents from <1bro<1d <1n.: presented in the n<1tion<111ncome and product accounts 
(N!PA). <1nd net income from <1broad is prlosented in the balance of payments accounts (BPA) The 
!3u['{..'all of ECOlwrnic Analysis publislkS <1 ""rewncili<1tion t<1b!t..,,"" (in the Appendi~ section of SEA 
Curr~nt <1nd Histnric<1! Data in 51Ir.J~'1I or ClIrrenl HII;;!JIf;;;;) to account for the relath-e!v minor diffu* 
ences bdWlololl tht:: NlPA <1nd HPA <1ew"unts -
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rhe Capita~ and finanda~ Account 

In July ]Y99, the U S Depa! tment of Commerce changed the way it Ieports trans
actions involving <lssets flOWing into and out of the United States, It adopted this 
change so as to make the balance of payments accounts of the United States con
form more closely with international guidelines recommended by the International 
Monetary Fund, an international agency that facilitates hade and financial rela
tionships among countIies:1 Beginning in July 1999, international trans<lctions 
involving assets, either real 01' financial, ale lecmded in the capital and financial 
account, which consists of a capital account and a financial account The capital 
account is a ne\vly defined category th<lt encompasses unilateral transfers of assets 
between countries, such as debt fOIgiveness or miglants' transfers (the assets that 
migrants take with them when they move into m out of a country)" The capital 
account balance measures the net flow of assets unilatelally transferred into the 
country As you can see in Table 5,1, the dollar value of the capital account balance 
in the United States was less than $1 billion in 1998 

rvlost transactions involving the flow of assets into or out of a country are 
lecorded in the financial account (Before July 1999, this aCCOLInt was called the enp
ital (lCCOJlllt, so beware: If you use data from a source published befOIe 1999, the 
term "capital account" refe!s to a meaSUle cUlTcntly known as the financial 
account) When the home country sells an asset to another country, the transaction 
is Iecorded as a financial inflow fm the home counby and as a cledit item in the 
financial account of the home (ountry. For exanlple, if a U.s. hotel is sold to Italian 
investors, the transaction is counted as financial inflmv to the United State!::! and 
therefore as a credit item in the U.s. financial account because funds flow iI/to the 
United States to pay for the hotel Similarly, when the home countIy buys an asset 
from abroad-say a U.s. resident opens a Swiss bank account-the tlansaction 
involves a financial outflow hom the home country (the United States in this 
example) and is Iecorded as a debit item in the home country's financi<ll account 
because funds are flowing Ollt of thc home country 

The financial account balance equals the value of financial inflovvs (credit items) 
111inU5 the value of financial outflows (debit items) ''''hen residents of a country sell 
more assets to foreigners than they buy from foreigners, the financial account balance 
is positive, creating a financial account surplus, When residents of the home country 
pUlchase mOle Zlssets from foreigners than they sell, the financial account balance is 
negative, creating a financial account deficit Table 5.1 shows that in 1998 U.s. resi
dents increased theiI holdings of fOleign assets (ignoring unilaterally transferred 
assets) by 52928 billion while fOleignel s increased their holdings of U S, assets by 
S502 6 billion. Thus the United States h"d a financial account surplus of $2098 billion 
in 1998 ($502 6 billion minus 5292 8 billion) The capital and financial account bal
ance is the sum of the capital account balance and the financial account balance 
Because the capital account balance of the United States is so small, the capital and 
financial account balance is almost equal to the financial account balance 

The Official Settlements Balance~ In TobIe 5 lone set of fin"ncial account 
transactions-transactions in official Ieserve assets-has been broken out sepa-

3 IJw new set of accounts is dloscriblod in Christophel L B<1ch, '"U S International Transactions, 
Revised Estimates for 1982-90."" 511/1'(,'1/ (:rClIlTwl HII;;illl'%. July 1999. pp 60-74 
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rate!y, These transactions diffeI' hom other financial account transactions in that 
they are conducted by central banks (such as the Federal Resclve in the United 
StatesL which are the official institutions that determine nationaimoney supplies. 
Held by central banks, official reserve assets arc assets, othc! than domestic money 
OI secuIities, that can be used in making international payments Historically, gold 
\vas the primary offici81 Ieserve asset, but now the official reserves of central banks 
also include government securities of majm industrialized economies, foreign bank 
deposits, and special assets Cleated by the International IVlonetary [:und 

Central banks can change the quantity of official Ieserve assets they hold by 
buying or selling reserve assets on open mar kets For example, the Federal Reserve 
could increase its reserve assets by using dollal's to buy gold Accmding to Table 5.1 
(see the line "US official reserve assets"), in 1998 the U S central bank bought $6 . .8 
billion of official reseI've assets -lIn the same year foreign central banks reduced theiI 
holdings of dollar-denominated reseI\'e assets by $21 7 billion (see the line "Foreign 
official assets") The official settlements balance-also called the balance of pay
ments-is the net increase (domestic less foreign) in a country's official reset ve 
assets A country that increases its net holdings of reserve assets during a year hilS 
a balance of payments surplus, and a country that reduces its net holdings of reserve 
assets has a balance of payments deficit Fm the United States in 1998 the official set
tlements balance was $28 5 billion (equClI to the $6 8 billion increase in U.S !esen'e 
Clssets plus the 5217 billion decrease in fmeign dollal'-denominClted leserve assets). 
Thus the United StCltes had a balance of payments surplus of $285 billion in 1998 

Fm the issues we discuss in this chapter, the balances on Cllnent account and 
on capital and financial account plzly a much largel role than the balance of pay
ments. We explain the maclOeconomic significance of the balance of payments in 
Chapter 13 when we discuss the dete!mination of exchange rates 

The lReiationship Between the (I.mrent Account 
and the Capita! and Finandai AccoUJnt 

The logiC of balance of payments accounting implies a dose relationship between 
the CUI rent account and the capital and financial account Except for crIors arising 
flam pn..1blems of measurement, ill L'Oeil period the (1lllellt t1CCOlillt lm!f7llu' alld tlie U1p

iln/ Olld}ll/{1J/ciI71 nCcolillt balm/(l' IIllIst SllIIl to :cro That is, if 

eA = current ilccount balance and 
KFA ::::::: capital ,md finilnciill account balance, 

then 

CA + KFA =() (51) 

The [C.150n thut Eq (5.1) holds is that eve! y intelnational transaction involves 
a swap of goods, SCI vices, OI assets between cOlintIies The two sides of the swap 
always have offsetting effects on the SUIll of the current account and the capital and 
financial account balances, eA + KFA Thus the sum of the Cll!'[ent account and the 
capital and financial accollnt balances must equal zero 

-! Remember tlwt i1 I1cgutin: number in the fini1ndnl i1(wunt indicates a fimmciaillLltflo\\' or a pur
chi1sC of ilssets 
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Table 502 
Why the Current Account Balance and the Capital and Financial Account Balance 
Sum to Zero: An Example (Balance of Payments Data Refer to the United States) 

Case J: United States Imports $75 Sweater from Britain; Britain Imports $75 
Computer Game from United States 

Current Account 
Exports 
Imports 

Current account balance. CA 

Capital and Financial Account 
No transaction 

+$75 
-$75 

o 

Capital and financial account balance, I(FA 0 
Sum of current and capital and financial account balances, CA + I(FA 0 

Case II: United States Imports $75 Sweater from Britain; Britain Buys $75 
Bond from United States 

Current Account 
Imports -$75 

Current account balance. CA -$75 

Capital and Financial Account 
Financial inflow +$75 

Capital and financial account balance, I(FA +$75 
Sum of current and capital and financial account balances., CA + I(FA 0 

Case III: United States Imports $75 Sweater from Britain; Federal Reserve 
Sells $75 of British Pounds to British Bank 

Current Account 
Imports -$75 

Current account balance. CA -$75 

Capital and Financial Account 
Financial inflow (reduction in U S official reserve assets) +$75 

Capital and financial account balance, KFA +575 
Sum of current and capital and financial account balances. CA + KFA 0 
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Table 5.2 helps clarify this point Suppose that an American buys an iUlport
ed British sweater, paying 575 for it. This transaction is an import of goods to the 
United States and thus leduces the U.s current account balance by $75. Howevel, 
the British exporter who sold the sweater now holds $75 What will he do with it? 
There ar e seve. 01 possibilities, any of which will offset the effect of the purchase of 
the sweateI on the sum of the CUITent account and the capital and financial 
account balances 

The Briton may use the 575 to buy a U 5 product-say, a computer game This 
purchase is a $75 export for the United States This US. export together with the 
original impoI t of the sweater into the United States results in no net change in the 
U.S cwrent account balance CA The US. capital and financial account balance 
KFA hasn't changed, (IS no assets have been traded Thus the sum of CA and !<.FA 
rem(lins the same 

A second possibility is that the Briton will use the $75 to buy a US asset-say, 
a bond issued by a U 5 corporation, The purchase of this bond is a financial inflow 
to the United States. This $75 increase in the U S. capital and financial account off
sets the 575 reduction in the U.s. current account caused by the original import of 
the sweater Again, the sum of the current account and the capital and financial 
account balances, Cl\ + KFA, is unilffected by the combination of transactions 
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Finally, the Briton may decide to go to his bank and trade his dollars for British 
pounds If the bank sells these dollars to another Briton for the purpose of buying 
US expOl ts or assets, or if it buys U S, Clssets itself, one of the previolls two cases 
is repeated Alternatively, the bank may sell the dollars to the Federal Reserve in 
exchange for pounds But in giving up $75 worth of British pounds, the Federal 
Reserve reduces its holdings of official reserve assets by $75, which counts as a 
financial inflo\'\' As in the previous casc, the capital and financial account balance 
rises by $75, offsetting the decline in the current account balance caused by the 
import of the sweater 5 

Ihis example shows why, conceptually, the current account balance and the 
capital and financial account balance must always sum to zero In practice, prob
lems in measuring international transactions prevent this relationship from hold
ing exactly, The amount that would have to be added to the sum of the current 
account and the capital and financial account balances for this sum to reach its the
oretical value of zero is called the statistical discrepancy. As Table 5,1 5ho\\'s, in 
1998 the statistical discrepancy was $10 1 billion. Box 5.1 describes a puzzle that 
arises because of statistical discrepancies in the balance of payments accounts 

Net foreign Assets ami the Iillalance of iPayments 
AccolLRnts 

[n Chapter 2 we defined the net foreign assets of a country as the foreign assets 
held by the counhy's residents (including, fOl' example, fOl'eign stocks, bonds, or 
leal estate) minus the country's fmeign liabilities (domestic physical and financial 
assets owned by foreigners), Net fmeign assets Me part of a country's national 
wealth, along with the country's domestic physical assets, such as land and the cap
ital stock The total value of a counhy's net fmeign assets can change in two ways: 
(1) the value of existing foreign assets and fOleign liabilities can change, as when 
stock held by an AmeIican in a foreign cmpmation increases in value 01' the value 
of U.S farmland owned by i:l foreigner declines; and (2) the country can acqui!e 
new fmeign assets OI inClH new foreign liabilities 

What determines the quantity of new foreign assets that a country can acquire? 
In any period tire 1IL'f nlllOlill t (:f lIewforcigll f1ssets tlrat a colllltry ncquires equals its c Ii r
ICllt aCColllIt slIIplllS For example, suppose a country exports $10 billion more in 
goods and services than it imports and thus Iuns a $10 billion CUllent account sur
plus (assuming that net factor payments from abroad, NFP, and net unilateral 
transfels both are zero) The country must then lise this $10 billion to acquire for
eign assets or Ieduce fmeign liabilities, In this case we say that the countly has 
undertaken net foreign lending of $10 billion 

Similarly, if i:l country has a $10 billion current account deficit, it must covel' 
this deficit eitheI by selling assets to foreignels m by bOIl owing ftom fmeignels 

5 [n this C<lSI.: the b,l[ance of paynu::nt::> [,1 lis by SiS, rdlecting the fells loss of offici,,[ reserves Wl: 
didn't consider the possibility th"t the Britun would jLlSt hold S75 in U S currency As doll;:us are an 
obligation of the United States (in particular, of the Federal Reserve), the Briton's i1CCjllisition of dol
lnrs would bl:" credit item in the U 5 capital "nd finill1ciill ilccnunt, which would offset thl: effect of 
the 5We<1tL'r import on the U S currcn! account 
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Does rvlars Have a Account Surplus? 

The exports and imports of any individual country need 
not be equal in vC1lue However, as every export is some
bodv else's import; for the world as a whole exports 
mu;t equal imports and the current account surplus 
must be zero 

Or must it? When official current account figures for 
all nations ilre added up, the result is a current account 
deficit for the world For example, International Monetary 
Fund (IMF) projections fm 1999 were that advanced 
economies would have a collective 539.9 billion current 
account deficit, developing coullITies would howe a 8'70.5 
billion deficit, and countries in transition (for mel' central
ly planned economies) would have a 513 4, billion deficit, 
all of which adds up to a current account deficit for the 
world as a whole of $123 8 billion. Is planet Earth i:l net 
importer, and does Mars hJVC a current account surplus? 

As extraterrestrial trade seems unlikely, the expla
nation of the Earth's current account deficit must lie in 
statistical and measurement problems A study by the 
IMF concluded that the 11'lain problem is the misreport~ 
ing of income from assets held abroad,_ For example, 
interest earned by an American on a foreign bank 
account should in principle be counted as a credit item 
in the US current account and a debit item in the Cur
rent account of the foreign country, However, if the 
American fails to report this interest income to the US 
government, it may show up only as a debit to the fOl'
eign current account, leading to a measured Earth-wide 
current account deficit The fact that the world's current 
account deficit is generally larger during periods of 
high interest r-ates provides some support for this 
explnnation 

S(lIllU'::;: Intel'lliltional j· .... lonetilry Fund, Rt'I'orf Oil Ih(' Wllr/d CllrrCII! r\CCt1l1l1t DisCI'cl'mlcy, September 1987; and IlvIF, World 
E(()lwlnic Ol1!l[IOJ.:, i\'1ay 1999. Table :?o7, p 175 

Eithc! action lcduces the countrv's net foreign assets by $10 billion Vve describe 
this situation by saying that the ~OUlltlY has engaged in net foreign borrowing of 
SIO billion 

Equation (5,"1) emphasizes the link bet\veen the cunent account and the acqui
sition of foreign tlssets Because CA + KFA = 0, if a countIy has a cunent account 
surplus, it must have an equal capital and financial account deficit. In turn, a cap
ital and financitll account deficit implies that the countly is increasing its net hold
ings of foreign assets Similarly, a CUlIent account deficit implies a capital and 
financial tlccount surplus and a decline in the country's net holdings of fOleign 
tlssets Summary table 7 presents some equivalent ways of describing a country's 
(Ullcnt account position and its acquisition of foreign assets 

Equivalent Measures of a Country's International Trade and Lending 

Each Item Describes the Same Situation 

A current account SUlp!US of $10 billion 

A capita! and financial account deficit of $10 billion 

Net acquisition of foreign assets of $10 billlon 

I\Jet foreign lending of $10 billion 

Net exports of $10 billion (if net factor payments NFP 
and net unilateral transfers equal zelO) 
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From about World War I until the 1980s, the United States was a net creditor inter
nationally; that is, it had more foreign assets than liabilities. Since the early 19805, 
hO\VeV€I, the United States has consistently lUll large annllal Cllrrent account 
deficits These current account deficits have had to be financed by net foreign bor
rowing (which we define broadly to include the sale of US-owned assets to for
eigners as well as the incurring of new fOleign debts) 

The accLUnulation of foreign debts and the sale of US assets to foreigners have, 
over time, changed the United States from a net creditor internationally to a net debtor. 
According to estimates by the Bureau of Economic Analysis, at the end of 1998 the 
United States had net foreign assets of -$15375 billion, measured at current market 
prices. Equivalently, we could say that the United States had net foreign debt of 
S15375 billion" This international obligation of more than $15 trillion is larger than 
that of any other country, making the United States the world's largest international 
debtor I his figure represented an increase of indebtedness of $471 2 billion from 
year-end 1997. Of this total increase, $220.6 billion resulted from the current account 
deficit rLm by the United States in 1998 (see Table 5.1); the rest reflected sharp incr'eas
es in the value of US. assets (such as stock and bonds) held by foreigners. 

Although the international debt of the United States is large and growing, the 
numbers need to be put in perspective First, the economic burden created by any 
debt depends not on the absolute size of the debt but on its size relative to the 
debtor's economic resources Even at $1537.5 billion, the US. international debt is 
only about 18% of one year's GOP (US GOP in 1998 was $851LO billion). By con
hast, some countries, especially certain developing countdes, have ratios of net for
eign debt to annual GOP that exceed 100% Second, the large negative net foreign 
asset position of the United States doesn't imply that it is being "bought up" or 
"contIolled" by foreignels. If \ve focus on foreign direct investment, in which a res
ident of one country has ownership in a business in another country and has influ
ence oveI the management of that business, it appears that the United States is on 
a nearly equal footing with other countries. At the end of 1998, the market value of 
Us. direct investment in foreign countries was $21405 billion, and the market 
value of foreign direct investment in the United States was $21941 billion? 

In evaluating the economic significance of a country's foreign debt, you should 
also keep in mind that net fOIeign assets are only part of a country's wealth; the 
much greater part of wealth is a country's physical capital stock and (though it isn't 
included in the official national income accounts) its "human capital"-the eco~ 
nomically valuable skills of its population. Thus, if a country borrows abroad but 
uses the proceeds of that borrowing to increase its physical and human capital, the 
foreign botTo\ving is of less concern than when a cOlmay borrows purely to finance 
CLment consumption spending Unfortunately, the deterioration of the U.s. net 

6 These and other data in this application are from Russell B Scholl, ,. The International Investment 
Position of the United States at l't;ar-end 1998," 511n'cy t!fCllrrcllf Bllsilless. July 1999, pp 36-17 
7 See Scholl. p. 36 Incidentally, the largest direct investor in the United States isn't Japan, as is com
monly believed. but the United Kingdom The United Kingdom also is the country tbnt receives the 
most direct investment from the United States For data on the distribution of U S. direct investment 
abroad and foreign direct im·estment in the United States, see S)'lvi<l E Bargas and Rosaria Iroia, 
··Direct Investment Positions for 1998," Sururl! ojCllrrL'lIf BIISillL';;S, July 1999, pp 48-59 
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foreign asset position doesn't appear to have been accompanied by any significant 
increase in the rates of physical investment or human capital formation in the 
United States. In that respect, the continued high rate of US. borrowing abroad is 
·worrisome but unlikely to create an imInediate crisis, 

We ale now leady to investigate the economic forces that determine international 
trade and borrowing. In the remainder of this chapter we demonstrate that a coun
try's CUI lent account balance and foreign lending are closely linked to its domestic 
spending and production decisions, Understanding these links fiIst requires devel
oping the open-economy velsion of the goods mal'ket equilibrium condition, 

[n Chapter 4 we derived the goods market equilibrium condition fm a closed 
economy We showed that this condition can be expressed either as desired national 
saving equals desired invesbnent Oi, equivalently, as the aggregate supply of goods 
equals the aggregate demand for goods With some modification, we can use these 
same two conditions to describe goods market equilibrium in an open econonlY 

Let's begin with the open-economy version of the condition that desired 
national saving equals desiled investment. In Chapter 2 \Ne derived the national 
income accounting identity (Eq 29): 

5 = 1 + (II = 1 + (NX + NFP) (52) 

Equation (5.2) is a version of the uses-of-saving identity It states that national 
saving, 5, has two uses: (1) to incIease the nation's stock of capital by funding 
investment, I, and (2) to inClease the nation's stock of net fOIeign assets by lending 
to foreigners (recall that the cllrrent account balance, CA, equals the amount of 
funds that the country has available for net foreign lending) Equation (52) also 
reminds us that (assuming no net unilateral transfers) the cunent account, CA, is 
the sum of net exports, NX, and net factor payments from abroad, NFP 

Because Eq (52) is an identity, it must always hold (by definition). For the econ
omy to be in goods mal ket equilibrium, actual national saving and investment must 
also equal their desired levels If actual and desired levels are equal, Eq (52) becomes 

5" = I" + (II = I" + (NX + NFP), (5.3) 

where 5" and pi represent desiIed national saving and desired investment, Iespec
tively Equation (5 3) is the goods market equilibrium condition for an open econ
omy, in \vhich the ctHrent account balance, CA, equals net lending to fOIeigners, or 
financial outflo\,\'s S Hence Eq (53) states that ill goods l1Ial ket equilibriulII ill all opell 
CCOIWIIlY, tlic dcshcd all/Ollllt (~f lIatiol1al SaLling, Sel, //lllst equal tile desired amollnt of 
dOlllcstic im.'L'st1l1L'llt, Ili, pIllS tlie allloulIt ICllt al1road, CA Note that the closed-econo
my equilibrium condition is a special case of Eq (5.3), with CA ~ 0 

[n genelal, the majority of net factor payments, NFP, ale determined by past 
investments and aren't much affected by current macroeconomic developments If 

H Throughout this section and for the n:mainder of this book, we ignore unilateral transfers of c<lpi
tal, so th~ (upHal account balance ("quais zero Ihe financi,,[ account balance therefore has the same 
size but the opposite si~n as tht' current account balance 
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for simplicity we assume that net factor payments, NF Pi are zero, the current account 
equals net expOlts and the goods market equilibrium condition, Eq, (5.3), becomes 

5" = I" + NX (5.4) 

Equation (5.4) is the form of the goods market equilibrium condition that we will 
work with UndeI' the assumption that net factor payments are zero, we can refer to 
the [elm NX interchangeably as net exports 01' as the cunent account balance 

As for the closed economv, we can also write the goods market equilibrium con~ 
dition for the open economy i~1 terms of the aggregate supply and aggregate demand 
fm goods In an open economy, where net exports, NX, are part of the aggregate 
demand for goods, this alternative condition fm goods market equilibrium is 

Y = C' + /" + G + NX, (55) 

where Y is output, CI is desired consumption spending, and G is government pur
chases Ihis way of wIiUng the goods market equilibrium condition is equivalent 
to the condition in Eq (54)" 

We can rewrite Eq (5.5) as 

NX=Y-(C"+/"+G) (56) 

Equation (5 6) states that in goods market equilibrium the amount of net expO! ts a 
country sends abroad equals the country's total output (gross domestic product), Y f 
less total desired spending by domestic residents, Cd + fd + G Iotal spending by 
domestic residents is called absorption" Thus Eq (56) states that an economy in 
\vhich output exceeds absorption will send goods abroad (NX > 0) and have a 
current account surplus and that an economy that absorbs more than it produces 
\vill be a net importer (NX < 0), with a current account deficit 

Saving and! investment in a Small Open Eccmomy 

To show how saving and investment are related to international trade and lending, 
\ve first plesent the case of a small open economy A small open economy is an 
economy that is too small to affect the wodd leal intelest rate. The wOIld real 
inteIest- rate is the leal interest rate that prevails in the international capital 
market-that is, the mmket in which individuals, businesses, and governments 
borrow and lend aooss national borders. Because changes in saving and invest
ment in the small open economy aren't lalge enough to affect the wodd leal inter
est late, this interest rate is fixed in our analysis, which is a convenient 
simplification Later in this chapter we considel the case of an open economy, such 
as the U.s economy, that is large enough to affect the wodd real interest late 

As with the closed economy, we can describe the goods mm ket equilibrium in 
a small open economy by using the saving-investment diaglam. The important 
new assunlption that we make is that residents of the economy can bonow or lend 
in the international capital market at the (expected) \vodd leal interest rate, r W

, 

9 To see that Eq (55) is cqui\'<1lent to Eq (5 .J.), subtract (-I + G from both sides of Eq (55) to obt<1in 
y - (-1- G = [d + NX The left side of this equation eqll<1!s desired nntillnai silVing, Sd, so it is the same 
asEq (5.J.) 

Figure 5.1 
A small open economy 
that lends abroad 
The gruph shows the 
saving-investment dia~ 

gram for a small open 
economy fhe country 
faces a fixed world real 
interest rate of 6% At 
this real interest rate, 
national saving is $5 bil
lion (point 8) and invest
ment is $1 billion (point 
A). The part of national 
saving not used for 
investment is lent 
abroad, so foreign lend
ing is $4 billion (distance 

AB) 
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which f01 now we assume is fixed, If the \vodd real interest late is til', the domestic 
[eal interest rate must be /"11' as well, as no domestic bon ower with access to the inter
national capital market \vould pay mOle than l'iU to borrow, and no domestic saver 
with access to the international capital market would accept less than til' to lend. 10 

Figure 5 1 sho\vs the saving and investment curves fm a small open econ?my 
In a closed economy, goods market equilibrium would be represented by pornt E, 
the intersection of the curves, The equilibrium leal interest rate in the closed econ
omy would be 4t X) (per year), and national saving and investment would be $3 bil
lion (per yeal). In an open economy, ho\vever, desired nati~nal saving nee~ not 
equal desired investment If the small open econoll1Y faces a fixed \'\'01 Id reall~ter
est rate, r 11', higher than 4{X), desired national saving will be greater than deslIed 
investment. For example, if l'iP is 6{XI, deshed national saving is $5 billion and 
desired investnlent is $1 billion, so desired national saving exceeds deshed invest
ment by $4 billion 

Can the economy be in equilibrium when desired national saving exceeds 
desired investment by $4 billion? In a closed economy it couldn't The excess saving 
would have no place to go, and the real interest rate would have to fall to bring 
desired saving and desited investnlent into balance However, in the O?el: ecOl:o
my the excess $4 billion of saving can be used to buy foreign assets. Ihrs frnancral 
outflovv uses up the excess national saving so that there is no disequilibrium 

10 For simplkity we ignore factors such uS differences in risk or taxes that might cause th.e dom~stk 
real interest rilte to differ from the world rate We also assume that there me no legal barners to mter
niltional borrowing und lending (when they exist, sLlch barriers are referred to as capital controls) 

i 
I 

i! 
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Figure 5.2 
A small open economy 
that borrows abroad 
The same small open 
economy shown in Fig 
5 1 now faces a fixed 
world real interest rate of 
2% At this real interest 
rate, national saving is 
51 billion (point C) and 
investment is 55 billion 
(point D) Foreign bor-
rowing of $4 billion (dis-
tance CD) makes up the 
difference between what 
investors want to borrow 
and what domestic 
savers want to lend 
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In!:itead, the goods market is in equilibriun1 with desired national saving of $5 bil
lion, desired investment ofSl billion, and net foreign lending of $4 billion (see Eq 
54 and recall that net exports, NX, and net foreign lending are the same). 

Alternatively, suppose that the world real interest rate, I'll', is 2% instead of 6(Yo 
As Fig. 5.2 shows, in this case desired national saving is $1 billion and desired 
investment is $5 billion so that desired investment exceeds desired saving by $4 bil
lion, Now firms desiring to invest will have to borrow $4 billion in the international 
capital market Is this also a goods market equilibrium? Yes it is, because desired 
national saving ($1 billion) again equals desired investment ($5 billion) plus net for
eign lending (minus $4 billion) Indeed, a small open economy can achieve goods 
market equilibrium for any value of the world real interest rate. All that is required 
is that net foreign lending equal the difference between the country's desired 
national saving and its desired investment 

A more detailed version of the example illustrated in Figs. 5.1 and 5.2 is pre
sented in Table 5.3. As shown in the top panel, we assume that in this small coun
try gross domestic product, Y, is fixed at its full-employment value of $20 billion 
and government purchases, G, are fixed at $4 billion The middle panel shows 
three possible values for the world real interest rate, 1 "', and the assumed levels of 
desired consumption and desired investment at each of these values of the real 
interest rate. Note that higher values of the world real interest rate imply lower 
levels of desired consumption (because people choose to save more) and lower 
desired investnlent. The bottom panel shows the values of various economic quan
tities implied by the assumed values in the top two panels 

The equilibrium in this example depends on the value of the wor ld real inter
est rate, rH' Suppose that r'" = 6%, as shown in Fig 5.1 Column (3) of Table 5 3 
shows that, if r"· = 6%, desired consumption, Cd, is $11 billion (row 2) and that 

5 3 Saving and Jnn~stment in a Small Open Economy 

Table 5.3 
Goods Market Equilibrium in a Small Open Economy: An Example 
(Billions of Dollars) 

Given 

Gross domestic product, Y 
Government purchases, G 

20 
4 

Effect of real interest rate on desired consumption and investment 

(1 ) (2) (3) 
(1) World real interest rate, (II' (%) 2 4 6 
(2) Desired consumption, Cd 15 13 11 
(3) Desired investment, Id 5 3 1 

Results 

(4) Desired absorption, Cd + Id + G 24 20 16 
(5) Desired national saving, E? =: Y - (Jd - G 1 3 5 
(6) Net exports, NX =: Y - desired absorption -4 0 4 
(7) Desired foreign !ending, E? _Id -4 0 4 

Nole. We assume lila! net factor payments NFP and net unilateral transfers equal zero 
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desired investment, [d, is $1 billion (lOW 3) With Cd at 511 billion, desired nation
al saving, Y - Cd - G, is 55 billion (row 5). Desired net foreign lending, 5d [d, is $4 
billion (row 7)-the same result illustrated in l'ig 51 

If Ii('"", 2(1£" as in Fig, 5.2, COlUl11n (1) of Table 53 shmvs that desired national 
saving is $1 billion (row 5) and that desired investment is S5 billion (lOW 3). Thus 
desired foreign lending, 5.1 - [.I, equals -$4 billion (row 7)-that is, foreign bor
rowing totals $4 billion Again, the result is the same as illustrated in Fig 52 

An advantage of \vOIking through the numerical exanlple in Table 5.3 is that we 
can also use it to demonstrate how the goods n1arket equilibritun, which \,\re've been 
interpreting in terms of desired saving and investment, can be interpreted in terms of 
output and absorption Suppose again that riP = 6%, giving a desired consurnption, 
Cd, of S11 billion and a desired investment, pi, of $1 billion Government purchases, 
G, are fixed at 54 billion. Thus when r';' is 6%, desired absorption (the desired spend
ing by domestic residents), Cd + [d + G, totals $16 billion (row 4, column 3) 

In goods market equilibrium a country's net exports-the net quantity of goods 
and services that it sends abload--equal gross domestic product, Y, lninus desired 
absorption (Eq 56) When 1 '" is 6%, Y is $20 billion and desired absorption is $16 bil
lion so that net exports, NX, ale 54 billion Net exports of $4 billion imply that the 
country is lending $4 billion abroad, as shown in Fig 51 If the world real interest 
rate drops to 2%1, desired absorption rises (because people l,vant to consume more 
and invest more) from $16 billion to $24 billion (row 4, column 1) Because in this case 
absorption ($24 billion) exceeds domestic production ($20 billion), the COlU1try has to 
import goods and services from abroad (NX = -$4 billion) Note that desired net 
imports of $4 billion imply net foreign borrowing of $4 billion, as shown in Fig. 5.2 

The Effects of Economnc Shocks un a Small Open Economy 
The saving-investment diagram can be used to detern1ine the effects of various 
types of economic disturbances in a small open economy. Briefly, any change that 
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Figure 5.3 
A temporary adverse 
supply shock in a small 
open economy 
Curve SI is the initial 
saving curve, and curve 
II is the initial investment 
curve of a small open 
economy With a fixed 
world real interest rate of 
ra , nationnisJving equals 
the distance OB and 
investment equals dis~ 
tance OA T he current 
account surplus (eqlliva~ 
lently, net foreign lend~ 
ing) is the difference 
between national saving 
and investment, shmvn 
as distance AB A tempo
r,HY ilclverse supply 
sIwek lowers current 
output and causes con
sumers to save less at 
any real interest rille, 
which shifts tlw saving 
CUI've left, from 51 to 52 

NJtionai saving decreas
es to distance 00, and 
the (urrent account sur
plus decrci'lses to dis
tanceAO 
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2 Current account 
surplus faIl$ 

H' i-:;:------:'Il\:--J" , 0 

5' 51 

B 

1 Tempornryadverse 
$upply shock 

Desired national saving, Sri, and desired investment, 1,1 

increases desired nation<11 saving relative to desired investment at a given wodd 
real interest rate will increase net fmeign lending, the current account balance, 
and net exports, which are all equivalent under our assumption that net factor 
payments flom abroad and net unilateral tIal1sfers are zero A decline in deshed 
national saving relative to desired investment reduces those quantities Let's look 
at two examples, both of which are useful in the application that follows 

Example 1: A Temporary Adverse Supply Shock.. Suppose that a small open 
economy is hit with a sevele drought-an advelse supply shock-that temporaIily 
!O\VeIS output The effects of the drought on the nation's saving, investment, and 
current account are shown in Fig. 5.3. The initial saving and investment curves are 
51 and II, respectively For the world real interest late, /"'i', initial net foreign lending 
(equivalently, net exports or the cunent account balance) is distance AB 

The drought brings \vith it a tempmary decline in income A drop in current 
income causes people to reduce their saving at any prevailing real interest rate, so 
the saving curve shifts left, from 51 to 5'. [f the supply shock is temporary, as we 
have assumed, the expected future marginal product of capital is unchanged As a 
leslllt, desired investment (It any real interest rate is unchanged, and the invest
ment curve does not shift. The \vorld real interest rate is given and does not change 

In the new equilibrium, net foreign lending and the current account have 
shrunk to distance AD The current account shrinks because the country saves less 
and thus is not able to lend abroad as much as before 

In this example \,\'e assumed that the country started vvith a CUIIent account 
surplus, which is reduced by the drought [f, instead, the country had begun with 

Figure 5.4 
An increase in the 
expected future MPI< in a 
small open economy 
As in Fig 53, the small 
open economys initial 
I1<ltional saving and 

in\'eshncnt curves ,He 5 I 
and [I, respedively At 

the fixed world real 
interest fate of r'l, there is 
an initial current account 
::;urplus equal to the dis~ 
tance;\6 An increase in 
tlw c:'\pected future l11ar~ 
ginal product of capital 
(MPF./) shifts the invest
ment curve right, from [I 

to (' causing investment 

to increase from distance 
o.A to distance OF The 
current nccollnt surplus, 
which is national saving 
minus investment, 
decreases from distance 
AU to distance FB 

5.3 Saving and lnn:stmcnt in a Small Open Economy 

1 Expected future 
/vIPK increases 

I' 

2 Current account 
surplus falls 

Desired national saving, Sll, and desired investment, ['I 
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a CllIrent account deficit, the drought would have made the deficit larger In either 
case the drought reduces (in the algebraic sense) net foreign lending and the CUI
rent account balance 

Example 2: An Increase in the Expected Future Marginal Product of 
Capital. Suppose that technological innovations increase the expected future 
marginal product, NIPI(.f~ of current capital investment. The effects on a s111all open 
economy are shown in Fig. 54. Again, the initial national saving and investn1ent 
curves me 51 and II, respectively, so that the initial CUIIent account sLHplus equals 
distance AB 

An increase in the lI/IPKf raises the capital stock that domestic films desire to 
hold so that desired investment rises at evelY leal interest rate Thus the investment 
CUIve shifts to the right, flam II to p. The current account and net foreign lending 
shrink to length FB Why does the cunent account fa!!? Because building capital 
has become more profitable in the home country, more of the country's output is 
absorbed by domestic investment, leaving less to send abroad II 

1l A possibility that we have neglected so far is that technological innov~tions also cause 
savers to expect a higher future income, which would reduce current savlIlg at every level of 
the world real interest rate A leftwiHd shift of the saving curve would further reduce the cLlr~ 
rent account balance This effect would only reinforce the effect on the cotlntrv"s cwrent 
account of the rightward shift of the invest;nent curve, so for simplicity we cl~nlinue to ignore 
lhis potential change in desired savlng 
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The UK Debt 
Crisis 

many 
international bonowi!{g, which allowed them to run large current account deficits 
Over the 1972-1981 period, a group of fifteen developing countries that were later 
to be designated as "heavily indebted" by the International Monetary Fund (IMF)13 
Ian cunent account deficits averaging more than 18(X) of theiI exports of goods and 
services. These cmrent account deficits ,,,,ere financed by bOIIO\'\'ing abload, pri
madly from C0111mClcial banks in the United States, Japan, and EUIope By 1986, the 
outstanding debt of these countries exceeded 60(XI of theiI combined annllal COPs. 

During 1982, for reasons that we discliss shortly, the private banks that had 
lent to the LDCs began to lose confidence that their loans would be repaid as 
promised and refused to make new loans. Unable to obtain new credit to replace 
maturing loans or to finance planned expenditures, dozens of countries came 
under intense financial pressure Negotiations with the banks and with interna
tional agencies such as the HvlF and the World Bank resulted in some modest 
reductions in outstanding LDC debt, as did some unilateral decisions by debtor 
countries to reduce or deldY payments to the banks. Mainly, though, the debtor 
countries didn't default on (refuse to repay) their debts and attempted (0 keep 
making the interest and principal payments as plomised 

In the years following 1982, interest payments on international debt were a 
heavy burden on LOC ecol1OInies. FOI the fifteen heavily indebted countries tracked 
by the IMF, interest payments to foreigners during the 1982-1989 period were 
between one-fourth and one-third of the value of those countries' exports In the bal
ance of payments accounts, payments of interest on international debt are part of 
income paid to foreigners and thus are debit items in the cwrent aCCOLU1L Because the 
LDCs couldn't get new loans (financial in£1O\vs) for use in making interest payments, 
the only \vay they could keep up theiI payments was to expand exports and cut 
imports of goods and services This swplus in trade in goods and services allowed 
the LOCs to make intelest payments while bringing their current accounts toward 
balance Unfortunately, lower imports, especially reductions in imports of capital 
goods and intermediate goods, contributed to slow, often negative, growth dwing 
the 1980s, and, as a result, living standards in some debtor countries fell sharply 

In March 1989, US, Treasury Secretary Nicholas Brady announced \'\'hat 
became known as the Blady Plan. The plan amounted to a three-way deal among 
the commercial banks holding LDC debt, the international agencies sllch as the 
World Bank that make loans to poor countries, and the debtor nations themselves 
The Brady Plan called on the commercial banks to accept significant reductions in 
the inteIest and principal owed to them by developing countIies in exchange for 
guarantees that the reduced lDC debts would be repaid The role of the interna
tional agencies was to help the debtor nations meet their reduced debt payments by 
providing new loans and other assistance For their par t, besides making continued 
interest payments, the lDC debtors were required by the Brady Plan to undertake 

12. The acronym LDC has been replaced in recent years by DC, for "developing country" Here 
we use the older term, LDC which was in use at the time of the crisis 
13 T he fifteen countries, ten of which are in Latin America, were Argentina, Bolivia, Brazil, 
Chile, Colombia, Cote d'Ivoire, Ecuador, Mexico, Morocco, Nigeria, Peru, the Philippines, 
Uruguay .. Venezuela, and Yugoslavia Data on this group of countries can be found in issues of 
the IMI:'s World EcollollliL Ou/look through 1994, after which the HvIF no longer felt the need to 
track these countries as a group 

Figure 55 
International borrowing 
in a developing economy 
In a small developing 
economy, income and 
desired national saving 
are low, so the saving 
curve S is far to the left 
Investment opportunities 
are good (the expected 
future MPK is high), so 
the investment curve, 1. 
is far to the right At the 
world real interest rate of 
,-t(·, investment (distance 
OB) greatly exceeds 
national saving (distance 
OA) To fund its desired 
investment, the country 
must borrow abroad 
Distance AB is the devel~ 
oping country's foreign 
borrowing or, equiva
lently, its current account 
deficit 
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reforms to improve the performance of their econon1ies These reforms included cut
ting high levels of government spending and increasing reliance on free markets 

The Brady Plan, together with falling interest rates, contributed to a reduced 
burden of LDC debt after 1989 Private lenders, encouraged by these develop
ments, began to make new loans to developing countries. However, the economic 
troubles of the LDC debtors weren't over: The worldwide recession of the early 
1990s reduced demand for lDC exports, and LDC trade balances and GDP growth 
rates deteriorated Then, in December 1994, a new crisis (see the Application "The 
1994 Mexican Crisis," on page 189) once again raised doubts about loans to devel
oping countries Ho\ovever, despite the Mexican crisis and worries about loans to 
developing countries, no country defaulted on Brady bonds until September 1999, 
when Ecuador failed to make a $98 million payment on its Brady bonds 

The LDC debt crisis raises several important questions: 

1. Why Did Ihe LDCs BOllOW So Much ill Ihe Firsl Plnce, nlId Why Were Lellders 
t'Villillg to Lend? Thele were two Inain causes of the incIease in lDC debt, both of 
which can be analyzed with OLIr model of the small open econon1Y The first cause 
is that heavy foreign bOllowing is a normal part of the process of economic devel
opment The United States and Canada, for example, both piled up large interna
tional debts during theil early growth. Figure 5.5 illustrates the reasons In a 
developing economy the capital stock is low, whereas other types of reSOUIces 
(labor, land, nlinerals) may be relatively abundant As a result, the expected future 
marginal product of capital investment is potentially high This high expected 
future MPK is reflected by a desired investment curve that is quite far to the right. 

At the same time, at early stages of development a country's llKoll1e is low, so 
desired national saving is low Reflecting this low desired saving, the saving CUIve 
is far to the left The combination of high desired investment and low desired 

5 
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foreign borrowing 
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national saving at the given world leal interest late results in large financial 
inflows, or foreign bOi lOwing, represented by distance A13 Corresponding to the 
financiJ\ inflows ale currL'nt account deficits, which arise because the developing 
country is impol ting large quantities of Glpitai goods and othel supplies without 
yet ploducing much fol' export. [n a growing LOC, attractive investment opportu
nities exceed the domestic population's capacity to save, so borrowing abroad is 
plofitable fOI domestic investors, and lending is profitable for fOleign lendels 

The second cause of the increase in LDC debt was specific to the 19705. The oil 
shocks of 1973-1974 and 1979-1980 leplesented sevele ad\'else supply shocks, 
\vhich sharply deptessed income in non-oil-exporting LDCs Plesumably because 
they thought that these shocks would be temporary, consumers in non-ail-export
ing LDCs lesponded by reducing saving, so they wouldn't ha\'e to reduce cwrent 
consumption by as much as the cwrent drop in output. Lower desired sa\'ing at 
given values of the w()11d Ieal interest rate led to inCleased CUIIent account deficits 
and foreign borrowing. Our analysis of a temporary advelse supply shock in Fig, 
53 predicts such a lesuit 

Ironically, the uitimnte SOUlce of a significant pOI tion of the funds btHrO\\'ed by 
LDCs was the oil-exporting countries themselves, which needed someplace to 
invest the huge increase in their oill'evenues Cleated by the higheI prices In plac
tice, the oil exporters lent to bolllks in industrialized countries, who then re-Ient the 
funds to LDCs in a plOcess known as "recycling petlo-dolltus II 

2, lillie LDC Lelldillg WIIS l"slifled, WlIy Did Ilie LOIlIIS Go Bnd' Various adverse 
macroeconomic de\'elopments, not foreseen when most of the LDC loans were made, 
caused pi oblen'ls fOi the LDC debtors Among these developments was a wOlldwide 
recession in 1979-1982 that lowered the demand for LDC expOlts Reduced export 
sales kept LOC bOITowers flOm achieving the large surpluses on the merchandise 
and serdces portion of the current account that they needed to pay interest on their 
debts Another adverse macroeconomic development of the eatly 1980s was a sharp 
inClease in interest [tltes Because most LDC debt was in the form of floating-rate 
1001l1s, whose H:,quired interest payments rise automatically v~'hen cmrent interest 
rates rise, the interest obligations of the LDC debtOls increased greatly 

Although the macroeconomic problems that arose generally \vere unexpected, 
many of the loans made to the LOCs in the 1970s plobably were not adequately 
researched by lendels, and some bonowing firms and governments \vasted or 
misrnanaged the funds they received. The rapidity with which lending was 
expanded in the 19705 may have been one reason that careless lending and invest
ment decisions were made 

3" IIV/Il! Did NIL' LDC OeM Crisis Take 50 LOllg to Be Resoh)Cd? Because the true 
economic values of LDC loans fell dramatically below their "paper" values, someone 
had to bear lalge losses; the long delay in lesolving the crisis VI'as a lesLtlt of contin
uing disngreement over how the losses should be shared The borrowers, of courser 
could howe escaped their debts by defaulting However/ default itself may impose 
sufficient economic and political costs on the bonowers to make it unathactive (see 
the box, "The Political Environment: Default and Sovereign Debt"). The bonks that 
made the LDC loans had little incentive to make concessions, particularly when their 
own finuncial health \\'as at serious lisk early in the decade, Only ovel' a long period 
of time, as the costs of iJn ongoing debt crisis became clear, did political leaders begin 
to take toward a resolution of the debt ",,,ledc,n, 
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Default and Sovereign Debt 

I
f an individual consun1eI defaults on a loan, the credi
tOl'S have well~cstablished legal means to try to fDIce 
repayment For example, they may be able to seize the 

consumer's assets, or a court may rule that part of the con
sumer's future wages may be attached in repayment. In 
contrast, default on sovereign debt, or debt owed by an 
independent nation, leaves creditors with limited options 
There is no international authority to enforce repayment 
of sovereign debts, and creditors can neither seize the 
debtors' domestic assets nor "attach" its income 

With this lack of legal enforceability, why do sover
eign debtors usually try to repay what they owe, even 
when doing so imposes economic hardship on their 
people? Some researchers emphasize that defaulting 
countries may face significant economic costs Such costs 
may include seizUle of the country's assets held abroad, 
dis! uption of international trade (as creditors interfere 
with shipments or payments), and denial of future inter
national loans 

Although the economic costs of default me part of the 
I'CilSOn that international debtors usually repay, key 
politicill considerations are equally important: 

1. Creditors' politiCili pmuel' withill thell O'WII colllitry When 
there were widespread defaults on fmeign bonds dur
ing the Great Depression, the American holders of the 
foreign bonds were politicil!ly unorgill1ized and re
ceived little help from the U S. government (well-orga
nized British bondholders got much more help from 
their government in the 1930s)' In the 1980s, in con
hast, concern about the health of the domestic banking 

system (which stood to suffer from LDC defaults) 
prompted the United States to put diplomatic and po~ 
litical pressures on the debtor countries to repay 

2. 1~c1(JtioJls bcfH!CCIl credifor al/d debtor COllI/tries. History 
has shown that debtors are more likely to repay when 
they value the political, economic, and military rela
tions they have with creditors A debt-laden Australia 
did not default during the Great Depression because 
it wanted good relations \vith its main creditor, Great 
Britain. At the opposite extreme, in 1990 Iraq tried to 
"solve" its foreign debt problems by invading a prin
cipal creditor, Kuwait Similarly, creditors are less 
likely to be tough when they value their relationships 
with the debtors. The United States has forgiven 
milny of the war debts owed it by its military allies, 
for example 

3. Rclafhms (J/Ilong the debtor coJlJltries. If many LDC 
debtors defaulted simultaneously, the creditor coun~ 
tries would have much greater difficulty punishing 
them Enforcing trade sanctions against one country 
is easier than enforcing them against thirty countries, 
for eXilmple. For this reason some LDC leaders have 
caUed for the formation of a "debtOl's' cartel," an or~ 
ganization of debtor countries that would negotiate 
with the creditors as a bloc. Ihe feasibility of such 
debtor cooperation depends on the ability of the 
debtors to get along and cooperate politically. So far, 
differing goals and animosities among debtors, and 
political pressures from the creditor nations, have 
prevented the emergence of a debtors' cartel 

* For <111 interesting discussion of the debt crisis in historical perspective, sec Barry Eichcngreen, "Historical Research on 
Intc!'llutilma! Lending unci Debt.'" fnftnw/ (:r EC(Jfwm/c PL'rspeclivcs .. Spring 1991, pp 1-19-169 

The 1994 
Mexican Crisis 

The Mexican economy suffered severely during the 19805. In 1982 concerns about 
Mexican foreign debt helped spark the LDC debt crisis, and in 1986 a sharp drop in 
world oil prices dealt the Mexican economy a further blow (Mexico is a major oil 
producer). Yet Mexico gamely fought back Beginning in 1987 and continuing into 
the 1990s, the government pursued an econOfl1ic reform program that included a 
major restructuring of foreign debt under the Brady Plan (see the Application "The 
LDC Debt Crisis," p, 186), sharp reductions in the inflation rate and the govern-
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menfs budget deficit, and market-oriented reforms. These reforms included the 
elinlination of burdensome regulations, the sale of govcrnment-mvned companies 
to the private sector, and the removal of restrictions on international trade, The cap
stone of Mexico's apparent recovery was the signing of the North American Free 
Trade Agreement (NAFTA) in 1993, which promised lower trade barriers among 
Mexico, Canada, and the United States. 1·1 

The reforms undertaken and the signing of NAFTA led to a resurgence in 
optimism about Mexican economic prospects In particular, fOleign private 
inV€stOls, \vho had been wary of making financial investments in Mexico during 
the debt crisis period, came flocking back During 1992 and 1993, net financial 
inflows to Ivlexico amounted to about 8t Xl of Mexican COP, an extraordinarily 
high rate. Of C01U'S€, as we have emphasized in this chapter, the minor image of 
a sluplus in the capital and financial account is a deficit in the current account. 
Hence ivIexico also ran a current account deficit of about 8% of GDP in 1992 and 
1993 Essentially, in 1992-1993 Mexico was importing large quantities of goods 
and selvices to help Iebuild its economy and paying for these impolts by bor
rowing abroad 

In 1994 Mexico faced new problems, many of a political nature. An armed 
uprising in the southern province of Chiapas and several political assassina
tions-most notably, the killing of the ruling party's presidential candidate, Luis 
Donaldo Colosio-raised doubts about the country's political stability Concerns 
also alose about the government's willingness to stick to its tough reform policies 
because of the upcoming presidential election. In December 1994 these doubts and 
fears led investOls to lose confidence in Mexico, and a financial crisis ensued, In 
a panic, financial investors sold their ivlexican stocks and bonds or refused to 
Iene\V loans to the country The situation wasn't helped by the fact that many of 
the financial investments in NIexico were of short maturities and so could be liq
uidated quickly]; 

The sudden drying up of financial inflows forced the Mexican government to 
cllltail imports sharply to reduce its current account deficit Reducing the current 
account deficit, as we have shown, implies adopting policies to increase saving 
(and thus to reduce consumption) and to reduce investment. The United States 
tried to help Mexico \vith emergency loans, but this assistance wasn't sufficient to 
prevent a severe recession and dl0P in living standards in Ivlexico. EconOlllic and 
financial conditions did not return to normal in Mexico for several years 

The Nlexican crisis shows that large financial inflows to a developing country 
(and hence large CUIlent account deficits) are a two-edged sword, On the one 
hand, a continued inflow of foreign capital can help the country develop much 
more quickly On the other hand, if the foreign investors lose confidence in the eco
nomic or political stability of the country, the sudden withdrawal of foreign funds 
can lead to a wrenching period of adjustment 

14 Much has been written aboul ivlexko's n.'!cent economic experience and the December 1994 crisis. 
For a good introductory account, see Joseph A Whitt, Jr , "The f..,lexican Peso Crisis," Ecol/omic 
Ikl'iL'u', Federal Reserve Bank of Atlanta, January I February 1996, pp 1-20 
15 A side effect of the pank was the collupse in value of the Mexican peso, as investors sold pesos 
and peso-denominated im'estmcnts We discuss the determinntion of exchnnge rutes in detail in 
Chapler 13 
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5.4 Saving and Investment in large Open Economies 

Figure 5.6 

Although the model of a small open economy facing a fixed real interest late is 
appropriate for studying many of the countries in the \VOI' Id, it isn't the right model 
to use for analyzing the world's majm developed economies. The problem is that 
significant changes in the saving and investment patterns of a major economy can 
and do affect the world leal interest rate, 'which violates the assumption made for 
the small open economy that the world leal interest late is fixed Fortunately, we 
can readily adapt the analysis of the small open economy to the case of a large open 
economy, that is, an economy large enough to affect the world leal interest rate 

To begin, let's think of the wmld as comprising only two lalge economies: (1) 
the home, 01 domestic economy, and (2) the foreign economy (representing the 
economies of the rest of the world combined). Pigwe 5 6 shows the saving-invest
ment diagram that applies to this case. Figule 5.6(a) shO\vs the saving curve,S, and 
the investment curve, I, of the home economy Figure 56(b) displays the saving 

The determination of the world real interest rate with two large open economies 
The equilibrium world real interest rate is the real interest rate <11 which desired international lending by one counlry equals 
desired international bor!'Owing by the other count"!")' In the figure, when tilt.' world real interest rate is 5%, desi!f.~d interna
tiona I lending by the home country is 5200 billion (5-100 billion desired national saving less 5200 billion desired investment, 
or distance A l3), which equals the foreign country's desired international borrowing of 5200 billion (S7nO hillion desin'd 
investment less 5500 billion desired national saving, or distance DE). Thus 5';;, is the equilibrium world real interest rate 
Equivalently, when the interest rate is 5'~';" the cUITcn! account swplus of the hom(' country equals the CUI rent <1ccount 
deficit of the foreign count!'y (both are 5200 billion) 
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curve, SF~lrl and the investment curve, hop of the foreign economy These saving 
and investment curves ale just like those for the small open economy 

Instead of taking the \vodd real interest rate as given, as we did in the model 
of a small open economy, we determine the \vorld real in tel est rate within the 
model fm a large open economy What determines the value of the world real 
interest rate? Remember that fa! the closed economy the leal i:.:terest rate was set 
by the condition that the amount that savels \,\'ant to lend must equal the amount 
that investors \vant to borrow Analogously, in the case of two large open 
economies, the wolfd renl illtel/lst rate will be sllcll thnt desilcd illtcnwtiollallclIdillS by 
OIlC COIll/try equals dcsired illtenwtiollal bonm:ulIlg by the otlIer colllltry 

To illustrate the determination of the equilibrium world leal intel'est rate, we 
return to Fig 56 Suppose, arbitrarily, that the \vorld real interest rate, 1'1£', is 6% 
Does this rate result in a goods market equilibrium? Figtue 5.6(a) shows that, at a 
6(X) real interest rate, in the home country desiIed national saving is $450 billion and 
desired investment is $150 billion. Because desired national saving exceeds desiled 
investment by $300 billion, the amount that the home country would like to lend 
abroad is $300 billion 

To find how much the foreign countIY 'wants to borrmv, we turn to Fig. 5.6(b), 
When the leal interest rate is 6(X), desired national saving is $550 billion and desiIed 
investment is $650 billion in the foreign country. Thus at a 6% leal interest rate the 
foreign country wants to borrow $100 billion ($650 billion less $550 billion) in the 
international capital mal ket Because this amount is less than the $300 billion the 
home country \vants to lend, 6% is /lot the leal intelest rate that is consistent \-vith 
equilibdum in the international capital market 

At a leal interest rate of 6%, desired international lending exceeds desired inter
national borrowing, so the equilibrium wOlld real intelest late must be less than 6%. 
Let's tIy a real interest rate of 5(Yo Figure 5.6(a) sho\'\'s that at that interest rate 
desired national saving is $400 billion and desired inveshnent is $200 billion in the 
home country, so the home country wants to lend $200 billion abroad [n Fig 56(b), 
when the real intclest rate is 5%, desiled national saving in the foreign country is 
$500 billion and desired investment is $700 billion, so the foreign country's desiled 
international bonowing is $200 billion At a 5% real inteIest rate, desired interna
tional borrowing and desired international lending are equal (both are 5200 billion), 
so the equilibrium world real interest rate is 5(X) in this example 

Graphically, the home Cow1try's desired lending when I il' equals 5% is distance 
fiB in Fig 5.6(a), and the foreign country's desired bonowing is distance DE in Fig 
56(b) Because distance fiB equals distance DE, desired international lending and 
bOIIowing are equal when the world real interest rate is 5%) 

We defined international equilibrium in terms of desired international lending 
and borrowing, Equivalently, we can define equilibrium in terms of international 
flows of goods and services. The amount the lending country desires to lend (distance 
AB in Fig 5,6a) is the Satne as its current account surplus The amount the borrowing 
country wants to borrow (distance DE in Fig. 5.6b) equals its current account deficit 
Thus saying that desired international lending n1ust equal desired international bor
rowing is the same as saying that the desired net outflmv of goods and services ftOIn 
the lending counby (its CUIlent account stuplus) must equal the desired net inflow of 
goods and services to the borrowing colmtry (its current account deficit) 

In sununary, for a lal'ge open economy the equilibrium world real interest rate is 
the late at which the desired intel'nationallending by one country equals the desired 
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intelnational borl'Owing of the othcl counhy. Equivalently, it is the Ical interest late 
at which the lending country's cunent account swplus equals the bonowing coun-
try's current ,Jccount deficit -

Unlike the situation in a small open economy, fm large open economies the 
\VOIld real interest rate is not fixed but will change when desired national savina OI , b 

desiled investment changes in either country Generallv anv factor that increases 
desired international lending lelative to desir~d internati~;1al L;orrowing,Jt the initial 
wOIld real intelest rate c,Juses the world real interest rate to fall. Similatly, a ch'IllO"e 
I ' . b t 1at reuuces desired international lending relative to desired intemational borlOwing 

at the initial wOIld real interest rate will cause the world leal interest rate to rise 

During the 19805 and 19905 the United States often had both large government 
budget deficits and !alge cunent account deficits Ale these two phenomena relat
ed? IvIany economists and other commentatOls argue that they are, suggesting 
that in fact the budget deficit is the primary cause of the cUlI'ent account deficit 
Those supporting this view often USe the phrase "twin deficits" to convey the idea 
that the government budget deficit and the cU[J'ent account deficit a;e closely 
linked Not ail economists agree with this in tel pretation, however; some atgue 
that the two deficits are largely unrelated In this section we briefly discuss what 
the the<.ny has to say about this issue and then tllln to the evidence 

The Critical Factor: The Response 

In theory, the issue of whethel theu.? is a link between the government budget 
deficit and the cunent account deficit revolves around the following proposition: 
All illClmsc ill tile go"UeI'lIllfl.'llt lJ/fdgL'f dL'ficit wi/lwisc the ClIrrellt I1(COIlllt deficit olllll if 
tftc illCIL'I15e ill fhe budget !it:flcit Icdllcl's desired lIatiollal SI1"Uillg -. -

Let's filst look at why the link to national saving is crucial Figure 5 7 shows the 
case of the small open economy The wmld real intelest rilte is fixed at I ii' \Ale draw 
the initial saving ilnd investment CLHves, 51 and I, so that, at the world real interest 
late, ril', the country is running a cUl"rent account sUlplus, represented by distance 
AB Now suppose thilt the govelnment budget deficit rises For simplicity, we 
assume throughout this section that the change in fiscal policy doesn't affect the tax 
treatment of investment so that the investment cwve doesn't shift Hence as Fig 57 
shows, the government deficit increZlse will change the cuuent account balance 
onIv if it affects desired national savinlt 

• b 

The usual claim made by supporters of the twin-deficits idea is that an increase 
in the government budget deficit reduces desiIed national saving. If it does, the 
increase in the government deficit shifts the desiJed national saving CUIve to the 
left, flam 51 to 5:: The country still has a current account swplus, now equal to dis
tance AC, but it is less than the original surplus, AB 

We conclude that in <l small open economy an increase in the government 
budget deficit reduces the current account balance by the same amount that it 
reduces desiIed national saving By reducing saving, the inoeased budget deficit 
reduces the amount that domestic lcsidents want to lend abroad at the world real 
interest rate, thus lowering financial outflows Equivalently, reduced national 
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Figure 5.7 
The government budget 
deficit and the current 
account in a small open 
economy 
An increase in the gov
ernment budget deficit 
affects the current 
aCCQunt only if the 
increased budget deficit 
reduces national saving 
initially, the saving curve 
is Sl and the current 
account surplus is dis
tance AB If an increase in 
the government deficit 
reduces national saving, 
the saving curve shifts to 
the left, from 5' to 52 
With no change in the 
effective tax rate on capi
tal, the investment curve, 
l, doesn't move Thus the 
increase in the budget 
deficit causes the current 
account surplus to 
decrease from distance 
All to distance AC In 
contrast, if the increase in 
the budget deficit has no 
effect on national saving, 
the cmrent account also 
is unaffected and remains 
equal to distance AB 
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2 CA surplus 
decreases 

rill k------' .. -~_1I o 

5' 

B 

I 

Budget deficit 
increases 

Desired national saving, 5;/, and desired investment, [II 

saving means that a greateI PaIt of domestic output is absorbed at home; \vith less 
output to send abroad, the country's current account falls Silnilar results hold for 
the large open econon1Y (you are asked to work out this case in Analytical Problem 
4 at the end of the chapter) 

The Government Budget Deficit and Nationa! Saving 

Let's now tum to the link between the budget deficit and saving and consider two 
cases: a budget deficit arising from an increase in government purchases and a 
deficit rising from a cut in taxes 

A Deficit Caused by Increased Government Purchases. Suppose that tile source 
of the government budget deficit is a temporary increase in govenUllent purchases, per
haps owing to a military buildup In this case there is no controversy: .Recall (~hapter 
4) that, with output, Y, held constant at its full-employment level, an ll1crease rn gov: 

I G d ' I d d' d ti' I ' Sd Y' Cd G 16,1, ernment pure lases, , Irect y re uces eSlre na ona savmg, ;;::; - -
Because economists agree that a deficit owing to increased government purchases 
reduces desired national saving, they also agree that a deficit resulting from increased 
government purchases reduces the nation's current accolmt balance 

16 Because the increase in government purchases also means that taxes may be raised in the future, 
lowering consumers' expected future income, desired consumption, e l

, may fall However, because 
the increase in G is temporary so that the future tax increase need not be too large, this drop in C! 
should not completely offset the effect of increased G on desired national saving 
17 In general, in an open economy Sd :::: Y + NF P - c,t - G, but we arc assuming that NFP :::: () so that 
5,1 = y- Col - G 

The Twin 
Deficits 
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A Deficit Resulting from a Tax Cut. Suppose instead that the government 
budget deficit is the result of a cut in current taxes, with current and planned 
future government plllchases unchanged VVith government purchases, G, 
unchanged and with output, Y, held constant at its full-employment level, the tax 
cut \vill cause desired national saving, 51! ;;::; Y - Cd - G, to fall only if it causes 
desired consumption, Cd, to Iise 

Will a tax cut cause people to consume more? As we discussed in Chapter -:i, 
believers in the Ricaldian equivalence proposition argue that a lump-sum tax change 
(with CUIrent and future government purchases held constant) won't affect desired 
consumption or desired national saving. These economists point out that a cut in 
taxes today forces the government to bonow more to pay for its current purchases; 
when this extra borrowing plus interest is repaid in the future, future taxes will have 
to rise Thus, although a tax cut raises consumers' curlent after-tax incomes, the tax 
cut creates the need for higher futwe taxes and lowers the after-tax incomes that con
sumers can expect to receive in the future Overall, according to this algumenC a tax 
cut doesn't benefit consumers and thus won't increase their desired consumption 

If the Ricardian equivalence proposition is true, a budget deficit resulting from 
a tax cut will have no effect on the curlent account because it doesn't affect desired 
national saving HoweveI, as we noted in Chapter 4, many economists argue that
despite the logic of Ricardian equivalence-in practice many consumelS do 
respond to a CWl'ent tax cut by consuming more Fm example, consumers simply 
may not undelstand that a higher deficit today makes higher taxes tomorIOW more 
likely If for any reason consumers do respond to a tax cut by consuming mOIe, the 
deficit resulting from a tax cut will reduce national saving and thus also willl'educe 
the current account balance 

The relationship between the US. govenunent budget and the U S current account 
for the period 1960-1998 is illustrated in Fig 5.8c This figure shows government 
purchases and net government inCOlne (taxes less transfers and interest) for the 
Federal government alone as well as for the combined Federal, state, and local gov
ernments, all measured as a percentage of GOP, Our discussion of the current 
account balance as the excess of national saving over investment leads us to focus 
on the broadest level of government, which includes state and local govermnent in 
addition to the Federal government We also present data on the purchases and net 
income of the Federal governnlent alone because Federal budget deficits and sur
pluses are often the focus of public attention, In addition, as shown in Fig 58, 
llluch of the nlovement in purchases and net income of the combined Federal, 
state, and local government reflects ll10vement in the corresponding components of 
the Federal budget 

The excess of government purchases over net income is the government budget 
deficit, shmvn in pink,IS Negative values of the current account balance indicate a 
current account deficit, also shown in pink During the 1960s, the combined gov

(Colltilllled) 

18 Government purchases are current expenditures minus transfer payments and interest Thus gov
ernment investment is not included in government purchases fhe budget deficit is the current 
deficit; see Chapter 15 for a further discussion of this concept 
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Figure S.S 
The government 
budget deficit and 
the current account 
in the United States, 
1960-1998 
Shown are government 
purchases, net govern~ 
ment income (taxes less 
transfers and interest), 
and the current account 
balance for the United 
States for 1960-1998 All 
data series are measured 
as a percentage of GDP 
The government deficit 
(pink) is the difference 
between government 
purchases and net gov
ernment income The 
simultaneous appearance 
of the government 
budget deficit and the 
current account deficit in 
the 19805 and early 19905 
is the twin-deficits phe~ 
nomenao 
SOl/ret'S: Tota! government .md 
Federal government receipts, 
current expenditures, interest, 
nod transfers: 1960-1997 from 
Ecol1{l1l1ic RCFort I:ftlw Prr.'sidml 
(ERP), 1999, Tables [3·83, B-S·!, 
B-85; 1998 from Sun'cy vf 
Currellt Bllsi/less (SCRl. 
September 1999, 1ables 31 
and 3.2. GDP: 1960-1997 data 
from El~P 1999, Table B-1; 1998 
data from SeB. September 
1999. Tab!e"l 1 Current 
account balimce: 1960-14)97 
from ERIl 1999, Tilblc B-103; 
1998 data from Sell. April 
1999. P 18 
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ernment sector in the United States ran a surplus, even though the Federal govern
ment ran modest budget deficits in the late 19605 At the same time, the current 
account showed a modest surplus The largest deficits--both government and cur
rent account--ocCLlITed during the 19805 and 19905. Between 1981 and 1983, the 
budget deficit of the combined goverrmlent sector increased from less than 01% of 
GOP to more than 3% of GOP, corresponding to an increase in the Federal budget 
deficit from less than 2% of GOP to approximately 5% of GOP over the same period 
of time This growth in the government budget deficit reflected a decline in net go:'
enunent income (particularly important in this respect were the tax cuts phased m 
following the Economic Recovery Tax Act of 1981), but military spending also 
increased. The current accolmt, which was in surplus in 1981, fell to a deficit of 2 5% 
of GDP in 1984. Both the <7overnment budget deficit and the current accOlmt deficit 

o 19 
remained large throughout the 1980s and the first half of the 19905 .. 

The apparently close relationship between the US government budget deftClt 
and the current accolmt deficit in the 19805 and tl,e first half of the 19905 represents 
evidence in favor of the twin-deficits idea that budget deficits cause current account 
deficits Because tl,e rise in budget deficits primarily reflected tax cuts (or increas
es in transfers and interest payments, which reduced net government income) 
rather than increased government purchases, this behavior of the two deficits also 
seems to contradict the Ricardian equivalence proposition, which says that tax 
cuts should have no effect on saving or the current account 

(Colltilllled) 

19 During 1991 the current account deficit was less than a 1,}\) of GOP. This improvement was hugely 
the result of one~time unilateral tri1llsfcrs to the United States from allies to help defrJ)' the costs of 
the Persian Gulf War 
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Even though the US. experience during the 1980s and first half of the 19905 
seems to confirm the link between government budget and the current account, 
evidence f[l)l11 other episodes is less supportive of the twin-deficits idea. For exam
ple, the United States simultaneously Ian large government budget deficits and 
laIge current account surpluses in the periods mound World War I and II (compare 
Figs 15 and 1.6) Another situation in which the twin-deficits idea failed to hold 
occurred in 1975 A one-time Federal tax rebate contributed to a large (almost 3% 
of GDP for the combined government; -4 51X) of GDP for the Federal government) 
government budget deficit, yet the U.s current account balance rose noticeably in 
1975, as Fig 58 shows More recently, in the late 1990s, the Federal government 
budget and the combined government budget were both in surplus, yet the US. 
current account balance remained deeply in deficit because private saving fell and 
investment rose as a share of GOP at the same time 

The evidence from otheI countries on the relationship between government 
budget and CUI rent account deficits is also mixed For example, Germany's budget 
deficit and current account deficit both increased in the early 19905 following the 
leunification of Germany. This behavim is consistent ·with the twin-deficits idea 
During the Inid 1980s, however, Canada and Italy both ran government budget 
deficits that were considerably largel than those in the United States (as a percent
age of GOP), ·without expedencing severe curlent account problems Because of the 
lack of cleal evidence, a good deal of disagreement pCIsists among economists 
about the relationship between government budget deficits and the current 
account.20 We can say fm sure (because it is implied by the uses-of-saving identi
ty, Eg. 2.11) that if an increase in the government budget deficit is not offset by an 
equal increase in private saving, the result must be a decline in dOlnestic invest
ment, a rise in the current account deficit, or both 

20 ror" rc\'i(;:\\' l)f this debilt(;. including llseful references, s<:e Ellis Tdllman and Jeffrey Rosenweig, 
.. In\"{;-stigating U 5 Cm L'rnment und 1 rude Deficit.s.·· in Federil! Reserve Bunk of AtIantu, EnliWI/IIL 
Rl1'it'<1' l' .... Ii1y/Jlllll.' 1991 pp !-11 

1 The b<1IJllcL' of p,lYlllellls ,1t:(Ounts consist of thl' Cllr~ 
rcnt .:lCCOLlnt and thL' G1pit,11 ,lIld fin,lI1ci,,1 ,leCOlln! 

The CUI rent account records Irilde in (LlrtcnUy pw¥ 
dllccd goods .:lnd sc[yiccs, incomc from ,1bro,ld, and 
tr,1J1sfers betwecn countries Thl' (,lpit;ll.1nd fin,lIlc.i'l! 
accoun!, which consists 01 the c,lpilul iKcmlll! ,llld the 
financial account. records tr,H.ie in e\:isting ,lssds, 
both reDl and fillunciul In thc United Sl,ltes the c'lpi~ 
tal account, which fecolds uniiater,d transfers of 
assets. is very small 

2 In the currenl accollnt, e:xporb of g(l{l(ls and Sl't \ ices, 
receipts of income flolll ablOad, ,lnd unilateral !r,lIlS~ 3 
fefs rccch ed from <1bw'H.:l count <1S oedit (plus) items 
Irnpol ts of goods and sel \·icl'S, puYl11l'nts of incOllle to 

Iml'igtll'l"S holding ,1SSl'IS m \\ ~)/ king in the home 
((lun!'~· ,1Ild lIni lalcral tl"illlsfers senl 'lL~rD,lLi ,11"e dcbi t 
(minus) items in the cLlncnt account The CLHI"Cn! 

,lecount b,li<l11Cl', e'l cquals the \ <1iul' of cnxill itl'llls 
less dcbit itellls in thc current ,lC(Ollnl Ignoring net 
j",lCtor p,l~ lllen!s and net unibtel"al transfers, the cu/
rl'lll ,1CCPltnt balancc b the same as nel e:xpor Is, NX 
ThL' capil'l! ,111d fin,lIlci,ll account balance, [{.fA. is the 
\ ,II LIe 01 ,1SSl'tS sold lo IOleignl'l"s (finalldJI inflows) 
minus the \·,llul' of assets plltchJsed (rom foreigncrs 
(fin,lllcj,lloutflows) 

In l',1(11 period, l'\:Cl'pl for llleasurement enOlS, Ihl' 
(UI rent ,1(count balallce, C·l, <lnd tilt..' cdpil,d dilL! 

financial JCCount balance, I\.FA, mUst slim to zero The 
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reason is that any international transaction amounts 
to a swap of goods, services, or assets between coun
tries; the two sides of the swap always have offsetting 
effects on the sum of the current account and capital 
and financial account balances 

4. In an open economy, goods market equilibrium 
requires that the desired amount of national saving 
equal the desired amount of domestic investment 
plus the amount the country lends abroad 
Equivalently, net exports must equal the country's 
output (gross domestic product) less desired total 
spending by domestic residents (absorption) 

5. A small open economy faces a fixed rcal interest rate 
in the international capital market In goods market 
equilibrium in a small open economy, national saving 
and investment equal their desired levels at the pre
vailing world leal interest rate; foreign lending, net 
exports, and the current account all equal the excess 
of national saving over investment Any factor that 
increases desired national saving or reduces desired 
investment at the world real interest fate will increase 
the small open economy's foreign lending (equiva
lently, its current account balance) 

6, The leveLs of saving and investment of a lat'ge open 
ec.onomy affect the world real interest rate In a model 
of two large open economies, the equilibrium real 

Key iOiagram 4 

National Saving and 
Investment in a Small Open 
Economy ;:l.. 

ThiS open~economy version 
of the sadng-itwestment 
diagram shows the 
determinntion of niltionill 
saving, investment, ilnd the 
current i1ccount bnlance in i1 
smilll open economy that 
takes the world rea! interest 
rilte ns given 

7. 

interest rale in the international capital market is the 
rate at which desired international lending by one 
country equals desired international borrowing by 
the other country Equivalently, it is the rate at which 
the lending country's cunent account surplus equals 
the borrowing country's cunent nccount deficit Any 
factor that increases desired national saving or 
reduces desired investment at the initial interest rate 
for either large country will increase the supply of 
international loans relative to the demand and cause 
the wodd real interest rate to fall 

According to the "twin-deficits" hypothesis, the lmge 
US government budget deficits of the 1980s and the 
first half of the 19905 helped cause the sharply 
increased U S current account deficits of that period, 
Whether budget deficits cause current account 
deficits is the subject of disagreement In theory, and 
if we assume no change in the tax treatment of invest
ment, an increase in the government budget deficit 
will raise the Cl1trent account deficit only if it reduces 
national saving Economists generally agree that an 
increase in the budget deficit caused by a temporary 
increase in government purchases will reduce nation~ 
al saving, but whether an increase in the budget 
deficit caused by a tax cut reduces Il<ltional saving 
remains controversial 

Net exports, 
IVX 

,------',------; 

:B 

Saving 
curve,S 

Investment 
curve, 1 

Desired national saving,S", and desired investment, ['I 

Chi1pteI' Summary 

Diagram Elements 
II The world real interest rate is measured on the H'J"tie<Ji 
Jxis, and the small open economy·s desired national 
saving, 5", and desired investment, Id, all.' measured on 
the horizontal axis 

III The world leal interest rate, ril', is fixed, as indicated by 
the hmizontalline 

II The saving curve, 5, and the investment CUl've, I, aIe 
the same as in the closed~economy saving-investment dia
gram, Key Diagram 3 (p 144) 

Analysis 
18 Goods mmket equilibrium in a smail open economy 
requires that desired national saving equal desired invest
ment plus net exports (Eq 5.4) In the diagram when the 
world real interest rate is rT, desired national saving is 51 
and desiIed investment is II The country's net exports, 
NX, nnd current account balance, CA, or 51 -II, is distance 
AB Equivalently, distance AB, the excess of desired 
national saving over dcshed investment, is the amount 
that the small open economy is lcnding abroad, or its cap
ital ,lnd financial account deficit, -KFA 

Factors That Shift the Curves 

II!I Anything that inCIeases desired ni1tional saving in the 
small open economy, for il fixed valuc of the world real 
interest rate, shifts the saving curve to the right l~actots 

that shift the saving curve to the right (see Summary table 
5, p 124) include 

an inCl'ease in current output, Y. 

a dccrease in cxpected future outpul, 

a decreasc in wealth, 
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a deC!'ease in current government purchases, G, and 

an increase in Cl1lrcnt taxes, L if Ricardian equiva
lence doesn't hold and taxes affect saving 

1'1 Anything that increases desiIed investment at the pre~ 
vailing real interest rate shifts the investment curve to the 
right Factors thilt shift the invt."Stment curve to the right 
(see Summary tnble 6, pBS) include 

an increasc in the expected future marginal product 
of capital, IvlPK-', and 

a decrease in the effecti\·e tax rate on capital 

II An increase in desired national saving shifts the saving 
curve to the right and raises net exports and the current 
account balance, CA Equivalently, an increase in desired 
n<ltionai saving raises the country's net foreign lending, 
which equals its capital and financial account deficit, 
-KFA Similarly, an inCl'case in desired investment shifts 
the Im'estment cun-e to the right <lnd lowers net exports, 
the cunent account balance, net foreign lending, and the 
capita! and financial nccounl deficit 

m An increase in the world real interest rate, r il ', raises 
the horizontal line in the diagram Because an increase in 
the world real interest rate increases national saving and 
reduces investmcnt, it raises net fOt'eign lending, net 
exports, the Clll't'ent account surplus, and the capital and 
finatKial account deficit 
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Key Diagram 5 

National Saving and Investment in Large Open Economies 
This cii<1gram shows the determination of national saving, in\'estment, and the cwrent account balance in large open 
economies-that is, economies large enough to affect the world real interest rate 

'" '1 

Home 
saving 
curve,S 

investment 
curve, I 

Desired national saving, S'i, and desired investment, [il 

(a) Home country 

Diagram Elements 
Ell The figure consists of two saving-investment dia
grams, one for the home country and one for the foreign 
country (representing the {'cst of the world) 

III The world rea! interest ratc, I'll', measured on the verti
cal axis, is the real interest rate faced by both countries in 
the international capital market 

DB The saving and investment curves in the home country 
(S and /) and in the foreign country (5j'oT and /ror) are the 
same as the .saving and investment curves presented 
before (Key Diagram 3, p 144, and Key Diagram 4) 

Analysis 
iii This case differs from the case of the small open econ
omy (Key Diagram 4) in that the world real interest rate, 
ro!', is determined within the model, not given 

II Goods market equilibrium for- large open economies 
requires that the desired international lending of one 
country equal the desired interncttional borrowing of the 

c 

Foreign 
saving 
curve,SFor 

D 

'------,~ 
Desired 

international 
borrowing 

Foreign 
investment 
curve, I For 

Desired nationaisaving, siort and desired investment, linr 

(b) Foreign country 

other Equivalently, because a country's international 
lending equals its current account balance, goods market 
equilibrium l'equires that one country's current account 
surplus equal the other country's current account deficit 

I!lI The world real interest rate adjusts to achieve goods 
market equilibrium In the diagram I"l' is the equilibrium 
world real interest rate, because at that interest rate the 
home country's desired international lending (its desired 
national saving less desired investment, or distance AB) 
equnls the fOl'eign country's desired international borrow
ing (its desired investment less desired national saving, or 
distance CD) 

Factors That Shift the Curves 
II The saving and investment cllIves in the two countries 
are shifted by the same factors as in Key Diagram 3, p. 1+!-, 
and Key Diagram 4 

II The ''I'orld real interest rate changes when desired 
national saving or desired investment changes in either 
country. Any change that increases desired intcmatio!ltll 

Chapter Summary 

lending relative to desired intemntionaJ bOl"wwing at the 
initial world I'eal interest rale wi!! cause the world [enl 
interest rate to fall to restore equilibrium in the interna
tional capital market Changes that increilse desired intel'
nntional lending relative to desired internationnl 
borrowing include an inCIease in desired national saving 

Key Terms 
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01 a decrensc in desired investment in eithel countr), 
Similarly, a decrease in desired national saving or an 
increase in desired investment in either coulltry reduces 
desired internntional lending relative to desired interna
tional borrowing and raises the world real interest rate 

absorption, p 180 current account, p 169 official reserve assets, p 174 

official settlements balance, p 174 

small open economy, p 180 

statistical discrepancy, p 176 

unilateral transfers, p 171 

balance of payments, p 17-1 

balance of payments accounts, 

current account balance, p 172 

financial account, p 173 
p 169 

capital account, p 173 
financial account balance, p 173 

financial inflow, p 173 
capital account balance, p 173 

capital and financial account, p 173 

capital and financial account 

financial outflow, p 173 world real interest rate, p 180 

balance, p 173 

large open economy, p. 191 

merchandise trade balance, p 171 

Key iEquations 

C!l+KF!l=O (51) 

Except fm problems of measurement, the CUllent 
account balance, CA, and the capital and financial 
account balance, KFA, always sum to zero The 
reJSon is that eveIY intelnational tlansaction 
involves a swap of goods, services, or assets; the two 
sides of the swap always have offsetting effects on 
CA + f(FA 

5" = I" + NX (54) 

The goods market equilibrium condition in an open 
economy holds that desiIed national saving, SIi, 

Review Questions 

1 List the categories of credit items and debit items that 
appenr in a country's current account What is the cur~ 
rent account balance? What is the relationship between 
the current account balance and net exports? 

2" What is the key difference that determines whether an 
internntional transaction appears in the cllIrent 
account or the capital and financial nccount? 

3, An American publisher sells 5200 worth of books to a 
resident of Blazil By itself, this item is n clcdit item in 

must equal desired investment, [Ii, plus the amount 
lent abload The amount lent abroad equals the cur
rent account balance, which (if \ve assume that net 
factOI' payments and unilateral tIansfel's ale zero) 
also equals net expO!' ts, NX 

NX = Y - (e i + I" + G) (56) 

An alternative \,\'ay of wIiting the goods market 
equilibrium condition, this equation states that net 
expOI'ts must equal the country's output, V, less its 
desired absorption, C l + [Ii + G 

the US. current account Describe some offsetting 
transactions that could ensure that the US current 
account and the capita! and financial account balances 
would continue to SllIn to zero 

4, How do a country's current account and capital and 
financial account balances affect its net foreign assets? 
If country A has greater net foreign assets per citizen 
than docs country B, is country A necessarily bettel 
off than country B? 
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5. Explain why, in a small open economy, (a) national 
saving does not have to equal investment, and (b) 
output does not have to equal absorption 

60 Generally, what types of factors will cause a small open 
economy to run a large current account defidt and thus 
borrow abroad? More specifically, what two major fac
tors contributed to heavy LDC bonowing in the 197057 

70 In a world with two large open economies, what deter
mines the world real interest rate? What relationship 
behveen the current accounts of the two countries is 
satisfied \vhen the world real interest rate is at its equi
librium value? 

8, How does an increase in desired national saving in a 
large open economy affect the world real interest rate? 

Numerical Problems 

1. Here are some balance of payments data (without 
pluses and minuses): 

Merchandise exports, 100 

Merchandise imports, 125 

Service exports, 90 

Service imports, 80 

Income receipts from abroad, 110 

Income payments to foreigners, 150 

Increase in home country's ownership of assets 
abroad,160 

Increase in foreign ownership of assets in home 
country, 200 

Increase in home reserve assets, 30 

Increase in foreign reserve assets, 35 

Assuming that unilateral transfers equal zero, find 
the merchandise tr(lde bal(lnce, net exports, the current 
account balance, the c(lpital and financial account bal
ance, the official settlements balance, and the statistical 
discrepancy 

2. In (I small open economy, output (gross domestic prod
uct) is $25 billion, government purchases are $6 billion, 
and net factor payments from abroad are zero Desired 
consumption and desired investment are related to the 
world real interest rate in the following manner: 

World Real Desired Desired 
Interest Rate Consumption Investment 

5%t $12 billion $3 billion 
41Xt $13 billion $4 billion 
3% $14 billion $5 billion 
2% SIS billion $6 billion 

How does an increase in desired investment affect it? 
Why do changes in desired saving or investment in 
large open economies affect the \,vorld real interest ri.1te 
but changes in desired saving or investment in small 
open economies do not? 

9. Under what circumstances 'will (In increase in the gov~ 
ernment budget deficit affect the current account bal
ance in a small open economy? In the cases in which 
the current account balance changes, by how much 
does it change? 

lR What are the twin deficits? What is the connection 
between them? 

For each value of the world real interest rate, find 
national saving, foreign lending, and absorption 
Calculate net exports as the difference behveen output 
and absorption What is the relationship between nct 
exports and foreign lending? 

3" In a small open economy, 

desired national saving, Sd =: $10 billion + 
(S100 billion)r"'; 

desired investment, E" =: $15 billion
(S100 billion)r"'; 

output, Y = 550 billion; 

government purchases, G =: S10 billion; 

world teal interest rate, r'" =: 0 03 

a Find the economy's national saving, investment, 
current account surplus, net expDIts, desired con
sumption, and absorption 

b O\ving to a technological innovation that increases 
future productivity, the country's desired invest
ment rises by $2 billion at each level of the world 
real interest rate Repeat part (a) with this ne\\' infor
mation 

4. Consider two large open economies, the home econo
my and the foreign economy In the home country the 
following relationships hold: 

desired consumption, C" = 320 + 0.4(Y - T) - 200r"; 
desired investment, Ed =: 150 - 200rH'; 

output, Y 1000; 

taxes, r = 200; 

govcrnment purchases, G =: 275 

Chapter Summary 

In the foreign country the following relationships hold: 

desired consumption, C'iFnr =: 480 + 0 4(YFor - T For)-
300ril'; 

desired investment, ["For =: :225 - 300ril'; 

output, YF(1r =: 1500; 

taxes, T For =: 300; 

government purchases, Gror = 300 

(l What is the equilibrium interest rate in the interna
tional capital market? What ale the eqUilibrium 
values of consumption, national saving, investment, 
and the current account balance in each country? 

b Suppose that in the home country government pur
chases increase by 50 to 325 Taxes also increase by 
50 to keep the deficit from growing What is the new 
equilibrium interest rate in the international capital 
market? What are the new equilibrium values of 
consumption, national saving, investment, and the 
current account balance in each country? 

5. Consider a world with only two countries, which are 
designated the home country (H) and the foreign coun
try (F) Output equals its fuH~employment level in e(lch 
country You are given the following information about 
each country: 
Home Country 
Consumption: 

Investment: 

Government Purchases: 

(" = 100 + 0 5Y,,- 500, 

I" = 300 - 500r 

G" = 155 

Analytical Problems 

1, Explain how each of the following transactions would 
enter the US balance of payments accounts. Discuss 
only the transactions described Do not be concerned 
\vith possible offsetting transactions 

a The US government sells F-16 fighter planes to a 
foreign government 

b A London bank sells yen to, (lnd buys dollars from, 
a Swiss bank 

c The Federal Reserve sells yen to, and buys dollars 
from, a Swiss bank 

d A New York bank receives the interest on its loans 
to Brazil 

c A US collector buys some ancient artifacts from a 
collection in Egypt 

f AU S oil company buys insurance from a Canadian 
insurance company to insure its oil rigs in the Gulf 
of Mexico 

g A U S. company borrows from a British bank 

Fullwemployment Output: 

Foreign Country 
Consumption: 

Investment: 

Gover nment Purchases: 

Full-employment Output: 
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CF :::: 2:25 + 0. 7YF - 600r 

I" = 250 - 200r 

G" = 190 

Y" = 1200 
(l Write national saving in the home country and in 

the foreign country as functions of the world [,eal 
interest rate r 

b VVhat is the equilibrium value of the world leal 
interest rate? 

c What are the equilibrium values of consumption, 
national saving, investment, the current account balw 
ance, and absorption in each country? 

6, A small island nation is endowed \"ith indestructible 
coconut trees. These trees live forever and no ne'" trees 
can be planted Every year $1 million worth of coconuts 
fall off the trees and can be eaten locally or exported to 
otheI countries In past years the island nation ran cur
rent account surpluses and capital and financial 
account deficits, acquiring foreign bonds It now owns 
$500,000 of fOJ'eign bonds The interest fate on these 
bonds is 5(~) per year The residents of the island nation 
consume 51,025,000 per year What are the values of 
investment, national saving, the current account bal
ance, the capital and financial account balance, net 
exports, cor, and GNP in this country? 

2, For each transaction described in Analytical Problem 1 
that by itself changes the sum of the US current 
account balance, CA, and the U.S capital and financial 
account balance, KFA, give an example of an offsetting 
transaction that would leave CA + KFA unchanged 

3. A large country imposes capital controls that prohibit 
foreign borrowing and lending by domestic residents 
Analyze the effects on the country's current account 
balance, national saving, and investment, and on 
domestic and world real interest rates Assume that, 
before the capital controls were imposed, the large 
country was running a capital and financial account 
surplus 

4. The text showed, for a small open economy, that an 
increase in the government budget deficit raises the 
current account deficit only if it affects desired nation
al saving in the home country Show that this result is 
also true for a large open economy Then assume that 
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an increase in thl: government budget deficit does 
affect desired national saving in the home country 
What effects will the increased budget ddicit have on 
the foreign cQuntrY"s current account, investment in 
both countries, and the world real interest rate? 

5 How would each of the following affect national 
s<1ving, investment, the clIrrent account balance, and 
the real interest rate in a large open economy? 

11 An increase in the domestic willingness to save 
(which raises desired national saving at any given 
real interest rate) 

b An increase in the wiHingness of foreigncts to save 

( An increase in foreign government purchases 

d An increase in foreign taxes (consider both the case 
in which Ricardian equivalence holds and the case 
in which it doesn't hold) 

6. Analyze the effects on a Imge open economy of a tem
porary adverse supply shock that hits only the foreign 
economy Discuss the impact on the home country's 
national saving, investment, and cut'Ient account b<!l~ 
ance-and on the world real interest [ate How does 
your answer differ if the adverse supply shock is 
worldwide? 

7 The chief economic ad\'isor of a small open economy 
makes the foJlowing announcement: "\Ve have good 
news and bad news: The good news is that we have 
just had a temporary beneficial productivity shock that 

will inCIease output; the bad news is that the increase in 
output and income will lead domestic consumers to buy 
!11Ol'e impm ted goods, and our cwrent account balance 
will fall" Analyze this statement, taking as given that a 
beneficial productivity shock has indeed occuned 

8. fhe world is made up of only two large countries: 
Eastland and \!\festland Westland is funning a Imge 
current account deficit and often appeals to Eastland 
for help in reducing this current account deficit 
Currently the government of Eastland purchases 510 
billion of goods and services, c1l1d all of these goods 
and services are produced in Eastland, The finance 
minister of Eastland proposes that the government 
purchase half of its goods from vVestland Specifically, 
the government of Eastland will continue to plll'chase 
510 billion of goods, but 55 billion will be from 
Eastland and 55 billion will be from Westland The 
finance minister gives the following rationale: "Both 
countries produce identical goods so it does not renlly 
matter to us which COUIltry produced the goods we 
plll'chase, Moreovel', this change in purchasing policy 
witl help reduce WestlanLi"s large current account 
deficit" What ,He the effects of this change in pur
chasing policy on the current account balance in etlch 
country tlnd on the world real interest rate? (Hillt; 
VVhat happens to net exports by the privJte sector in 
each country after the government of E<1stland changes 
its purchasing policy?) 

~ The Conference Boardl® Exercises 

For The CO/~tf.,},C/l(C Boord" BlIsillL'SS CyelL' IlIdiclltor::> Database, 
So to www awlonline com/abel_bernanke 

1. A popular measure of a country's "openness" to inter~ 
national trade is an index computed as the sum of the 
country's exports and imports divided by its GOP 
Calculate and graph the openness index for the United 
States using quarterly data since 1947 What has been 
the postwar trend? Can you think of any factors that 
might help explain this trend? 

2 Using quarterly data since 1961, graph output and 
absorption (both in real terms) in the same figure, In 
another figure, graph real investment, national saving, 
and the cur rent account balance for the same period 

(Use [ca! GNP, which includes net factor payments, 
ns the measure of output and/or income) \'\Thal is the 
relationship between the two figures? 

3~ Using quarterly data since 1950, grnph the combined 
state-local and Federal government budget deficit (<15 a 
shClle of GOP) and the current account deficit (as a 
sha['e of GDP) on the same figure (Note th<1t the data
base includes the budget deficit in nominni terms and 
that the Clllrent account deficit must be calculated in 
real terms; hence, di\'ide the fOIl11er by nominal GOP 
and the IJtter by IeJI GOP to put them in compJulble 
terms) How does the "twin deficits" theory hold lip 
according to these data? 

6 

long-Run Economic 
Growth 

nation's ability to provide improving standards of living for its people 
depends crucially on its long-run rate of economic growth Over a long 
period of time, even an apparently small difference in the [ate of econom

ic growth can translate into a large difference in the income of the average pelson 
Compare, for example, the historical expeIiences of AustIalia and Japan [n 

1870 real GDP per person \vas about five times as large in Australia as in Japan, as 
the data on national growth performances in Table 6,1 shmv, Indeed, of sixteen 

Table 6.1 
Economic Growth in Eight Major Countries, 1870-1996 

Levels of Real GOP per Capita 

Annual Growth Rate 
1870 1913 1950 1996 1870-1996 

Australia 3,123 4.523 5.931 15,076 13% 

Canada 1,347 3,560 6,113 17,453 21 

France 1.571 2,734 4,149 14,631 1 8 

Germany 1,300 2,606 3,339 15,313 20 
Japan 618 1.114 1,563 17,346 27 

Sweden 1,316 2,450 5,331 14,912 1 9 

United Kingdom 2,610 4,024 5,651 14,440 1 4 

United States 2,247 4,854 8,611 19,638 1 7 

Note Figures are in U S dollars a! 1985 prices adjusted lor differences in the purchasing pOlNer of 
the various national currencies 
Sources Data from 1870 1913 1950 from Angus tvladdison, Dynamic Forces in Capitalist 
Development A Long-Run Comparative View New Yor!\: Oxford University Press. 1991, Table 1.1 
Data for 1996 computed by auH10rs using grolr'lth rates of real GOP per capita from 1989 to 1996 
reported in DECO National Accounts tdain Aggregates. 1960-1996, Volume 1 Part Four. Growth 
Triangles and 19S91evels of GOP per capita from Maddison (The 1996 data for Germany apply the 
growth rate for unified Germany to the '1989 GOP per capita for West Germany and thus overstate 
GOP per capita for unified Germany in 1996 because income per capita was higher in West Germany 
than in East Germany in '1989) 
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major economies considered by British economist Angus Maddison in his important 
rescmch on long-run growth (and from whose work some of the dala in Table 6 . .1 
iHe taken), Australia was the richest and Japan the poorest in 1870. Australia's econ
omy didn't stand still after 1870 Over the next 126 years, Australian leal GDP per 
person grew by l.3{Xf pel' year so that by 1996 the real income of the average 
Australian was almost five times as great as it had been in 1870. However, during 
the same period Japanese real GOP per person grcv'l at a rate of 2.7%) pel' year, 
reaching a level in 1996 that was twenty-eight times hugel than it had been in 1870. 

The Japanese growth late of 2.7% pel year may not seem dlamatically greater 
than the Aushalian growth rate of 1-3% per year Yet by 1996 Japan, which had 
been far poorer than AustIalia a century earlier, had surpassed its Pacific neighbor 
in per capita GDP by a margin of lSI};), Other, similar comparisons can be dlawn 
hom Table 61; compare, for example, the long-term growth performance of the 
United Kingdom against that of Canada 01' Sweden. Note, however, that even 
those countries that grew relatively slowly have dlamatically increased their 
output per person during the past century and a quaIter 

Although the compmisons highlighted by Table 6.1 span a long period of time, 
a change in the rate of economic growth can hZlve impOl'tant effects over even a 
decade or two. For example, since about 1973 the United States and other indus
trialized countries have experienced a sustained slowdown in theil rates of growth, 
Between 1947 and 1973, total (not per capita) real GOP in the United States glew by 
more than 3.7% per year, but between 1973 and 1998 U.S real GDP grew by only 
27% per yeal. To appreciate the significance of this slowdown, imagine that the 
1947-1973 glowth trend had continued-that is, suppose that real GOP in the 
United States had continued to grow at 3 7% per yea I instead of at the 27% per 
year rate actually achieved Then in 1998 the U.S real GDP would have been more 
than ]]lX) higheI than its actual value-a bonus of about $2 4 trillion, 01' 59000 per 

person (in 1998 dollaJs) 
No one understands completely \vhy economies glOW, and no one has a magic 

fOlmula for inducing rapid growth Indeed, if such a formula existed, thele would 
be no poor nations. Neveltheless, economists have gained useful insights about the 
glowth process. In this chapter \ve identify the fOlces that detelmine the growth 
rate of an economy over long periods of time and examine various policies that 
governments may use to try to influence the rate of growth Once again, saving and 
investment decisions playa central role in the analysis Along with changes in 
productivity, the rates at which a nation saves and invests-and thus the rate at 
which it accumulates capital goods-are important fadors in detel'mining the stan
dard of living that the nation's people can attain 

The Sources of Economic Growth 

An economy's output of goods and services depends on the quantities of available 
inputs, such as capital and labor, and on the productivity of those inputs The rela
tionship between out}1ut and inputs is described by the production function, intro

duced in Chapter 3: 

Y=AF(K,N) (61) 

Equation (6 1) Ielates total output, Y, to the economy's use of capital, 1\., and labor, 

N, and to productivity, A 
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If inputs and productivity iHe constant, the production function states that 
output also \vill be .constant-there \vill be no economic gro\vth. Fm the quantity of 
:)utput to grow, e~thel' th~ quantity of inputs must grow or productivity n~ust 
Im~1rove, or both 1 he relatIOnship between the late of output gro\vth and the rates 
of lIlpUt growth and productivity growth is 

where 

"y M "K MI -)' =--\ +0,,-+17,\/-
f K N 

D.Y Y :;::: wte of output gwwth; 

"A --:;::: late of pmductivitv nlOwth· A .0 ' 

"K K :;::: rate of capital growth; 

"N N:;::: lilte of labor gIt)wth; 

11/\:;::: elasticity of output with respect to capital; 

fiN:;::: elasticity of output with respect to Jabm 

(62) 

.. . In El~. (6.2) the ~Iasti~ity of output \'\~ith resp~ct to capital, f7/{, is the pelcentage 
l~l~Iease In output resulting from a 1% mcrease m the capital stock, and the elas
~lClty of out~)ut, \vith res~1ect to labor, flN! is the percentage increase in output lesult
mg from a 1~) lIlClease m the amount of labm used The elasticities oJ..: and flN both 
ale numbers between 0 and 1 that must be estimated from historical data I 

. Equation (62), called the growth accounting equation, is the production func
tIOn (Eq 61) wntten tn growth rate form Some examples will be helpful for ttnder
standlllg the growth accounting equation 
, Suppose that a !:ew invention allovvs firms to ploduce 10% mOle output for the 
same amount of capItal and labor In terms of the production function, Eq (61), for 
c~nstan~)cap.lta.l and labm inputs, a 10% inClease in productivity, A, raises output, 
) , by 10 1., SU111lariy, from the growth accounting equation, Eq (62), if productiv
Ity glowth: 6.A/~, equals 10% and capital and labor grovdh are zero, output 
?l'owth, ~ Y/Y, :<\'111 be 10% Thus the production function and the growth account
mg equation gIve the same result, as they should, 
, 0 No~v ~upp~~e that. firms' il:vestments cause the economy's capital stock to rise by 
10 1., ("K/K = 10 X,) whIle labor mput and productivity remain tmchanged What will 
happen to output? The production function shows that, if the capital stock grows, 
ou~ut wllll:lcrease Hmvevel', because of the dinlinishing marginal productivity of 
capItal (see Chapter 3), the extra capital will be less productive than that used previ
~u~ly, so th~ mC.lease m output \vlll be less than 10%). Diminishing marginal produc
tIVity of capltall~ the reason that the growth rate of capital, "K/K, is multiplied by a 
factor less than 1 111 the gwvvth accounting equation. For the United States this factor, fll{, 

'1 Elasticities and growth rate formulas such as Eq (62) are discllssed further in Appendix A 
Sections A 3 and A 7 ' , 
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the elasticity of output \vith respect to capital, is about 0.3. Thus the gro\'\lth accot.ll1ting 
equation, Eq (62), indicates that a 10%) increase in the capital stock, with labor and pro
ductivity held constant, will increase U.S output by about 3%., or (O.3)(lOIX)) 

Similarly, the elasticity 01 output with respect to labor, I1N' is about 0.7 in the 
United States Thus, according to Eq. (6,2), a 10%1 increase in the amount of labor 
llsed (b.N/N:::: 10%), vvith no change in capital or productivity, will raise U,S output 
by about 7%, or (0.7)(10%) 2 

Growth Accol,llt1ltilt1lg 

According to Eq (62), output growth, I1Y/y, can be broken into three parts: 

1. that resulting hom f..11oductivity growth, LlAjA, 

2. that resulting f10111 increased capital inputs, flK !lK/K, and 
3, that resulting flom increased labor inputs, aN nN/N 

Growth accounting measures empirically the relative importance of these 
thlee sources of output grmvth A typical grovvth accounting analysis involves the 
following foUl steps (see Table 6.2 fm a sU111mary and numerical example): 

III Step 1 Obtain measures 01 the growth rates of output, I1Y/y, capital, M</K, and 
labO!,I1N/N, lor the economy over any period 01 time In Ule calculation of growth 
rates fm capital and labor, more sophisticated analyses make adjustments for 
changing quality as \vell as quantity of inputs. For example, to obtain a quality
adjusled measure uf N, dll hom of \vork by a skilled worker is cOlmted as more 
labOI than an hour of w01k by an unskilled \,vorker. Similarly, to obtain a quality
adjusted measure of K, a machine that can turn fifty bolts per minute is treated as 
being more capital than a machine that can turn only thirty bolts per minute 

Ii'I Step 2. Estimate values for the elasticities (7/\ and (7N from historical data Keep 
in mind the estimates lor the United States 010.3 for "K and 0.7 lor aN 

fI Step 3 Calculate the contribution of capital to economic gro\vth as (7/\ LlK/K and 
the contribution of labor to economic glo\vth as (7N LlN/N 

III Step 4 The part 01 economic growth aSSignable to neither capital growth no! 
labor growth is attributed to improvements in total factor productivity, A The 
rate 01 productivity change, M/A, is calculated lrom the lormula 

i1A 11 Y M<. I1N 
- = --nl{---I1N--
A Y K N ' 

which is the growth accounting equation, Eq (62), rewritten with M/A on the 
left side Thus the grovith accounting technique treats ploductivity change as 
a residual-that is, the portion of gIO\vth not otherwise explained J 

2. In Chapter 3 we eXilmined the producti(111 function for the U S economy, Y = AK'''N'7 In that pro~ 
duction function, cillied a Cobb~Douglas production function. the exponent on the capital stock, K 
(03), equals the dastic.ily of output with respect to capital, and the exponent on the quantity of labor 
input, N, (0 7), equals the e!ilsticity of output with rcspl'ct to labor See Appendix A, Section A 7 
.3 The growth accounting method for cillculating productivity growth is simililr to the method we used 
to find productivity growth in Section 3 'j, where we also determined productivity growth ilS the part of 
output growth not explained by incrCil5CS in cilpital and 1,1bor The differences ilre that growth account~ 
ing US(;S the growth ilccotmting l'quation: which is the production function in growth rate form, insteild 
of using the production function directly, as we did in Chapter 3; ilnd growth accounting analyses USll" 

ally adjust m(;aSllfeS of cilpHill ilnd labor for changes in quality, which we did not do in Chapter 3 

Growth 
Accounting and 
the East Asian 
"Miracle" 

61 The Soutce:- of E('()t111mic Cn,,)\\'th 

Table 6.2 
The Steps of Growth Accounting: A Numerical Example 

Step 1 Obtain measures of output groWU1, capital growth, and labor growth over the 
period to be studied 

Example: 
L\Y 

output growth.;::: y = 40%; 

nK 
capital growth = - = 20%; 

K 
i1N 

labor growth.;::: --= 30% 
N 

Slep 2 Using historical data. obtain es\lmates of the elasticities of output with respect 
to capital and labor., 11K and aN 

Example: 

Step 3 Find the contributions to growth of capital and labor 

Example: 
contribution to output growtll 

of growth in capita! 

contribution to output growth 
of growth in labor 

=11/( 
11K 

= (0 3)(20%) = 6%; 
K 

I1N 
= aN -- = (0 7)(30%) = 21% 

N 
Step 4 Find productivity groVith as the residual (the part of output growth not 
explained by capital or labor) 

Example: productivity growth 
1111 I1Y 11K I1N 

= --= --aK -- -aN ---
A Y K N 

= 40% - 6% - 21% = 13% 
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Several East Asian countries-sometimes called the East Asian tigers-exhibited 
remarkable rates 01 economic growth during the final third 01 U1e twentieth centu
ry. Between 1966 and 1991, Hong Kong averaged real GOP groWU1 of more than 7% 
per year, and between 1966 and 1990, Singapore, SouU! Korea, and Taiwan averaged 
real GOP growth of more than 8% per year An 8% annual growth rate sustained 
over 25 years translates into a level 01 real output nearly seven times as high at the 
end of the period as at the beginning These countries were hit by severe linancial 
crises in the late 1990s, which slowed their GOP growth-and even caused negative 
GOP growth in some cases (see the Application "The Asian Crisis," p_ 504)_ 
Never the less, the East Asian growth miracle remains an interesting example to 
economists, politicalleadeIs, and businesspeople who would like to find a way to 
create similar miracles in their own countries 

What caused the East Asian miracle? And will it continue? To address U1ese 
questions, Alwyn YOWlg of the University of Chicago applied the methodology 01 
groWUl accoLfiting in a particularly careful study of East Asian growth' Young 
used a variety of data sources to develop comprehensive measures of the growth of 
output, capital, and labor for Hong Kong, Singapore, South Korea, and Taiwan. He 

(Colltillued) 

4 Alwyn Young, "The T'yranny of Numbers: Confronting the Statistical Realities of the East Asian 
Growth Experience," Qllarter/v JOHnlal of fCO/lOlIIics, August 1995, pp 641-680 
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found that, to a surprising degree, the rapid ecol1OInic grmvth of these East Asian 
econonties has resulted hum rapid growth in capital and labor inputs rather than 
implOvements in total factor productivity (TFP). For exa1l1ple, all four countries 
experienced remarkable increases in labor-force participation rates, as well as gen
eral population growth Similarly, extremely high rates of national saving (in some 
cases, enforced by govenunent regulations) led to rapid growth in capital stocks. 

After accounting for increases in inputs, Young found that rates of growth in 
IFP in the fOUl East Asian COUlltries were not so high as many people had thought: 
2.3% for Hong Kong, 1.7% for South Korea, 2.6% for Taiwan, and only 0.2% for 
Singapore! These are good rates of TFP growth (except for Singapore's) but not 
"miraculous" rates; for example, over approxunately the same period Italy enjoyed 
IFP growth of about 20% per year 

As we discuss in detail in this chapter, the declining marginal productivity of 
capital makes it very difficult to sustain growth over the very long term by increas
ing inputs alone. At SOIne point, only advances in TFP can keep an economy on a 
path of rapid growth. Thus an implication of Young's research is that (even with
out the Asian financial crisis) the rapid growth in East Asia may have run out of 
steam on its own. Furthermore, the rapid growth of the East Asian tigers is unlike
ly to resume, unless those cOLU1tries can find ways to stimulate growth in TFP. 

Growth Accounting and the Productivity Slowdown. What does glOwth 
accountina say about the sources of US, economic growth? Among the best-known 

<0 • 

rescmch using the glowth accounting framework was done at the Bl'ookings 
[nstitution by Edward Denison Table 6.3 summarizes Denison's findings for the 
period 1929-1982 and plovides tnme Iccent data from the Bureau of Labor 
Statistics covedng the peIiod 1982-1997 

The last entry in column (4) shows that, over the 1929-1982 period, output grew 
CIt an ilvcr<Jge rate of 2. 92% per year r\ccOlding to Denison's measurements (column 
4), the gIowth of ltlbar accounted for output gIowth of 1.34(X) pel' year The growth 
of labot in turn resulted primarily flom an incre8se in population, an increase in the 
percentage of the population in the labm fOlce, and higheI educational levels, which 
Itliscd workers' skills (Offsetting these trends to a degree was a decline in the 
number of houts wmked per person,) According to Denison, the growth of the cap-

Table 6.3 
Sources of Economic Growth in the United States (Denison) (Percent per Year) 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) 
1929-1948 1948-1973 1973-1982 1929-1982 1982-1997 

Source of Growth 
Labor growth 142 140 1 13 1 34 1.71 
Capital growth 011 077 069 056 0.98 

Total input growth 1 53 217 182 1 .. 90 269 
Productivity growth 1 01 153 -027 102 076 

Total output growth 2.54 3.70 1.55 2.92 3 .. 45 

Sources Columns (1) -(4) from Ed\.'lard F Denison, Trends in American Economic Growth '/929-1982 
Washington 0 C : The Brookings Instilution 1985 Table 8 I P t 11 Column (5) from Bureau 01 Labor Sta!!slics 
Web site, Productivity and Related Issues 1948-1997 Table 1 accessed through stats bls gov/mprl1ome hIm 

The Post-1973 
Slowdown in 
Productivity 
Growth 
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ital stock accounted for output growth of 0.56% per year So, taken together, labor 
and capital gH)\<vth contributed 1 90%l to the annual growth rate of output 

The difference behveen total growth (2 92%) and the amount of gIowth attrib
uted to capital and labor growth (1.90%) is 102% By the growth accounting 
method, this remaining 1. 02{X) per year of growth is attributed to increases in pro
ductivity Thus, accOIding to Denison, increased quantities of factOIs of production 
and improvements in the effectiveness with which those factors were used both 
played an impOItant role in US. growth after 1929 

Data for three shorter periods are given in colunms (1)-(3) of Table 6.3 This 
breakdown highlights a striking conclusion: productivity growth during 1973-1982 
was negative (fourth entry in column 3). In other words, Denison estimated that 
any combination of capital and labor would have produced less output in 1982 
than it could have in 1973! (See the application, "The Post-1973 Slowdown in 
Productivity Growth," for various hypotheses to explain this drop in productivity.) 
Comparing colunu1s (2) and (3) reveals that the decline in US. productivity growth 
between the 1948-1973 and 1973-1982 periods of 180 percentage points (153 
minus -0.27) accounts for the bulk of the overall slowdown in output growth 
between those periods of 215 percentage points (3.70 minus 1 55). 

The slowdown in productivity growth after 1973 reported by Denison was con
firmed by other studies, both for the United States and for other industrialized 
countries_ This slowdown has generated widespread concern, because a sustained 
reduction in the rate of productivity growth would have an adverse effect on futllIe 
real wages and living standards In addition, to the extent that future Social Security 
benefits will be paid by taxing the wage income of future workers, a long-term pro
ductivity slowdown would threaten the future of the Social Security system But will 
the productivity slowdown continue? To shed light on this question, the final 
column of Table 6.3 extends Denison's calculations by adding 15 years of more 
recent data. During the period 1982-1997, productivity grew at an average annual 
rate of 0.76%. Although the return to a positive rate of productivity growth was a 
welcome developn1ent, the O,76!X) growth rate was only about half of the produc
tivity growth rate seen during the 25-year period preceding the 1973 slowdown. 

We have seen in Table 6.3 that productivity in the United States grew much more 
slowly after 1973 than in the quarter-century preceding 1973. Indeed, productivity 
growth was negative during the period 1973-1982. What caused productivity per
formance to deteriorate so sharply? In this application we discuss some alternative 
explanations, including possible measurement problems, deterioration in the legal 
and hLUnan environment, reduced rates of technological innovation, the effects of 
high oil prices, and the infOImation tedmology revolution. 

Measurement. Interestingly, several economists have suggested that the pro
ductivity slowdown really isn't a genuine economic problem Instead, they argue, 
the slowdown is an illusion, the result of measurement problems that have over
stated the extent of the decline. 

The key issue in productivity measurement is whether the official output sta
tistics adequately capture changes in quality .. Consider the case of a firm producing 
personal computers that, using unchanged quantities of capital and labor, makes the 
same number of computers this year as last year However, this year's computers 

(Co1ItilIl/ed) 
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ale of much higher quality than last year's because they are faster and have more 
memory. The firm's output this year has a greater leal economic value than last 
year's output, so the true productivity of the firm's capital and labOt' has risen over 
the year, even though the firm produces the san1e number of computels as before. 
However, if statisticians measuring the finn's output counted only the number of 
computers produced and failed to adjust for quality change, they would miss this 
improvement in productivity. SiInilar issues arise 111 th~ constructIon O.f t1nc~,mdex
es; see Box 23, "Does CPI Inflation Overstate Increases tn the Cost of Lrvmg? ,p 49. 

In fact, official output measures do try to account for quality improvements
for example, by counting a faster computer as contributing Inore to output than a 
slower model However, measUling quality change is difficult, and to the extent 
that iInprovements are not fully accounted for in the data, productivity growth will 
be underestimated 

A careful study of the measurement issue was done for the Brookings Institution 
by Martin N. Baily, who served as chair of President Clinton:s Council of Economic 
Advisers, and Robert J Gordon of Northwestern University' They found that mea
surement problems may be important for explaining the productivity slowdown in 
some industries A striking example is the construction industry: According to the 
official data, productivity in the construction industry declilled by 40% between 1967 
and 1986! Baily and Gordon argue that this result is implausible and point to various 
quality improvements in residential construction (such as more ~'eque~t installation 
of central air-conditioning, more custom v~loodwork, and better 1l1sulatlon and land
scaping), which official measures of construction output don't recognize 

However, Baily and Gordon also point out that measurement problems aren't 
new-they also existed before 1973 For inadequate measmement to explaIn the 
post-1973 productivity decline, it must be shown not only that current measure
ment procedures understate productivity glOwth but also that recent productrvrty 
growth is understated by much more than it was before 1973 Overall, BarIl' and 
Gordon conclude that measurement problems could explall1 at most one-thud of 
the reported post-1973 slowdown Ihus the pIOductivity slowdown is not, for the 
Ill0st part, simply a measurement problem 

The Legal and Human Environment. In his gIOwth accounting study, 
Edward Denison didn't stop at reporting the decline in productivity growth but 
went on to offer some explanations for the decline One explanation given by 
Denison for the negative plOductivity growth during 1973-1982 is the change in 
what he called tile legnl aJ/d 1I111I1fl/I el1Virolll11ent, which includes several diverse fac
tors For example, since 1973 a cleaner environment and wDIker safety and health 
have been emphasized To the extent that capital and labor are devoted to these 
goals, measured output and productivity will decline 6 

5 "rile Produdivity Slowdown, Measurement Issues, and the ExplOSion of Computer Power ,'. 
Brookings Papers 011 Eco/IOII/ie Actipity, 1988:2, pp 3-1-7-420 . .. . 
6 Of course, the reduction in measured productivity caused by redUCing pollution or Increasmg 
worker safety is not in any W8Y an argument against pursuing these goals The proper criterion for 
evaluating proposed environmental regulC1tions, for example, is wh~th.er the benefits t,o soci~ty of the 
regulations, in terms of cleaner nir or water, exceed the ensts they will Impose For a dISCUSSIon of the 
problems of accounting for environmental quality when mcnsul'ing output, see l30x 2 1, P 31 
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In addition to pollution control and improvements in wOlker health and safety, 
changes in the legal and hlllnan environment include factors that reduce produc
tivity but do not yield any benefit to the society. For exan1ple, Denison estimated 
that incIeased dishonesty and crime reduced the annual grmvth rate of output by 
O .. 05{Yo pel' year, because productive resources were diveI ted to protection against 
crime m ,",vere lost to theft, arson, or vandalism. A potentially more impmtant 
pIoblem ,vas an apparent dedine in educational quality during the 1970s, which 
led to slower improvement in workers' skills A study by John H Bishop7 of 
Cornell University found that some slowdown in productivity growth could be 
attributed to declines in student achievement, as measured by standardized tests, 
that took place primarily between 1967 and 1980 

Technological Depletion and Slow Commercial Adaptation. Improvements 
in technology are a fundaIl1ental SOUIce of pIoductivity glovdh and economic 
growth. The production processes used and the ploducts and services available 
today are vastly different than those of 50 years ago. One explanation of the pro
ductivity slovvdo\vn is that the major technological advances of the past have now 
been largely exploited, but commercially significant ne\\! technologies haven't 
arrived fast enough to maintain earlier rates of productivity growth, The idea that 
technological im10vation has at least ten1porarily dried up is part of the "depletion 
hypothesis" suggested by William Nordhaus8 of Yale University 

Why should the pace of technological i.m10vation have slowed down since 1973? 
One argument is that the high rate of innovation in ti1e decades following World War 
II was abnOImal, reflecting a backlog of technological opportunities that v,'ere not 
exploited earlier because of the Great Depression and World War II According to 
this view, in recent yeals we have simply returned to a mme normal rate of innova
tion. Some economists also point out that nothing requires economically valuable 
inventions to arrive at a steady rate. Perhaps the United States has just been unlucky 
in that the recent scientific and engineering breakthroughs in computerization and 
gene splicing, for example, haven't yet produced all the expected economic payoffs 

The Oil Price Explanation. A popular explanation for the productivity slow
down is the large increase in energy prices that followed the OPEC oil embargo in 
1973 The idea is that, as companies responded to high energy prices by using less 
energy, the amount of output they could produce vvith the same amount of capital 
and labor declined, reducing productivity What makes this explanation plausible 
is not only that the timing is right-the ploductivity decline appealS to have begun 
in earnest in about 1973-but that, unlike several of the other explanations, the oil 
price story explains why all major industrial countries, not just the United States, 
experienced a slo\vdown 

Pinning the blame for the productivity slo\vdov·/n on oil price increases isn't 
easy, though Fm many industries enelgy costs are a relatively small part of total 
costs. Why then should enelgy pI ice increases have had such dramatic effects? One 

(ColllilIl/ed) 

7 ··ls the T cst Score: Decline Responsible for the Productivity Growth Declincr· AlIlL'fiCIlII EC()IWlllit: 

Rnricw lVlarch 1989, pp 178-197 
8 '·Economic Policy in the Filce of Declining Productivity Growth;· EIIIWJCilIl Ero/lOm/( Rcpiau. 
Mi1y/June1982, pp 131-158 
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answer, proposed by lvlartin N Baily,') is that the rise in oil prices mny hJve made 
many older, more enel-gy-intensive machines and factories unprofitable to operate, 
thus effectively reducing the nation's capital stock. Such a decline in the "tIue" cap~ 
ital stock below the measmed capital stock would show up in the data as a dlop in 
productivity If Baily's explanation were correct, however, the prices of used cap
ital goods should have dropped sharply when oil prices rose, reflecting their 
diminished economic value Generally, though, the predicted decline in the prices 
of used capital goods didn't happen 10 

In a detailed growth accounting analysis, Dale Jorgenson!l of Harvard 
University argued that the impact of oil prices shows up in an analysis of produc
tivity perfollnance industry by indusny. Some basic industries rely heavily on energy 
and vvere hurt badly by the oil price increases,. According to Jorgenson, the effect of 
oil price increases on productivity is underestimated in economywide data, Despite 
these points, howevel, pIOponents of the oil price explanation face the pUJblem of 
explaining why productivity gr 0\'\' th did not resurge when oil prices fell in real terms 
in the 1980s 

The Beginning of a New Industrial Revolution? [n an article titled simply 
"1974," Jeremy Greenwood of the University of Rochester and Mehmet Yonrkoglu of 
the UniVClsity of Chicago l:! argue that the slowdown in productivity after 1973 may 
have resulted from the onset of the infortnation technology (IT) revolution_ The devel
opment and commercial implementation of new information technologies required a 
substantial period of learning by both the developers of the new technology and the 
skilled worke1s who would work with the technology. D~lring the learning process, 
productivity was temporarily depressed as developers and workers groped toward 
developing mOle powel ful technologies and operating those technologies more effi
ciently To support their view that productivity was depressed following the intro
duction of a new range of technologies, Greenwood and Yorukoglu present data 
showing that pIoductivity in Great Britain fell in the late eighteenth century during the 
early paIt of the (ndustrial Revolution in that country In the United States, produc
tivity fell in the 1830s as the young country was beginning its industl ialization 

This view' of the post-1973 productivity slowdown offers an optimistic prospect 
for the future, In the previous industdal revolutions examined by Greenwood and 
Yorukoglu, the revolutionary ideas eventually paid off in terms of very large 
inCl'eases in productivity after a few decades of learning If the productivity slow
down in the 1970s did, in fact, result from the IT revolution, then we should see 
incleases in productivity growth in the not-too-distant future, In fact, proponents 
of this view suggest that the improved ploductivity growth in the 19905 reflects the 

9 "Productivity nnd the SL'rvices of Capital and Lnbor." Bro(lkiIlS~ PI1J1rr~ 011 [WI/omit Adi<'il!/, 19R2:2, 
pp 423--15-1, 
10 See (hnrks R Hullen, Jnmes W Robertson, and Frnnk C Wykoff, ··Energy. Obsolescence. and the 
Produdivity Slowdown;' in 0 Jorgenson nnd R Lnnders. eds. T cdmoloSII Imd Cllpilol FOflllalioll 
Cambridge, Mass: tvtI r Press, 1989 
II "Productivity and Economic Crowlh:' in E Berndt <lnd J Triplett, eds, 1:~ft!1 Yel,,..:' (!f EWI/olllic 
MCII~lInlll('//f, Chicngo: Uni\'ersity (lfChkngo Pre:ss, 1t)90 

11 Jeremy Crcenwood nnd IVleiunet Yorukuglu, "197·1." C(/rm'xi/'-r~(l(lw;la COI~/~'/'('mt- 5t'riL's 011 PI/NiL 
Poliuf- June 1997, pp -!-9-95 
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IT revolution Additional support for this hypothesis is provided by Bart Hobijn 
and Bovan Jovanovic,I:I both of New York Univelsitv, -.,yho argue that the stock 
market"fell during the 19705 because the.II Ievoluti~n would eventually benefit 
new firms that had not yet been fanned, at the expense of existing firms then 
traded on the stock market As these new firms were born, flourished, and became 
traded on the stock market in the 1980s and 1990s, the stock market boomed Of 
COinse, only time vdll teU whether pledicted gains in productivity will materialize 
and whether the rise in the stock market in the 1990s will continue into the hventy
first century 

Conclusion. The problem involved in explaining the p05t-1973 slowdown in 
productivity growth may not be a lack of reasonable explanations but too many 
We should not dismiss the possibility that there was no single cause of the slow
down but that many factols contributed to it Unfortunately, if there are multiple 
explanations fOJ the slowdown, no single policy action by itself is likely to rev up 
the productivity engine Instead, poliCies to improve productivity glowth will 
have to address many problems at the same tin1e 

13 Bnrt Hobijn nnd Boynn Jovnnovic, .. The Informalion Technology Revolution nnd the Stock i\i!ilrkct: 
Preliminary Evidence," mimeo. New York University, August 1999 

6.2 Gwwth Dynamics: The Solow Model 

Although growth accounting proddes useful infol mation about the sowces of 
economic glOw th, it doesn't complete! y expla in a coun tr y' s gHHvth per ft.)!' mance 
Because glowth accounting lakes the economy's lates of input growth as given, it 
can't exp-Iain why capit<ll and IJbOI glOw at the lales that they do, The growth of 
the capital stock in pal'ticula! is the lesult of the myriad sa\"ing and investment 
decisions of households and firms, By taking the growth of the capital stock as 
given, the growth accounting method lea\'es out an ilnpol tant pal t of the story 

In this section we take a closer look at the dynamicS of economic growth, or 
how the growth pnxess evolves over time In doing SO, we drop the assumption 
made in Chaptel 3 that the capital stock is fixed and study the facto!'s that cause 
the economy's stock of capital to grow, Olll analysis is based on a famous model 
of economic (T]"owth de\'eloned in the late 1950s by Nobel laureate Robert Solow!'! u, " 
of rvlIT, a model thut has become the basic flamework fOI most subsequent 
research on growth Besides clarifying how capital accumulation and eCOnOITtIC 
growth are intel'lciated, the Solow model is useful fOl examining three basic ques
tions about growth: 

1" VVhat is the lelationship between a nation's long-run standard of living and 
fundamental factors such <Is its saving late, its popubtion growth rate, and its 
late of technical progless? 

l-l '[ hl: original article is Ruber! Iv! ti(ll(1w .. t\ Cuntribution 10 the Theory of Ewnornic Crowth; 
(!1I111'lt-rill/OllflW/ l!( /:'Ul/Wlllit~ h.:brunry [956, pp 65-lJ-!-
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2. I-{(nv does a nation's rate of economic gIowth evolve over time? Will econOIn
ic growth stabilize, accelerate, OI stop? 

30 Do economic fOl'ces exist that will ultimately allow pooreI' countries to catch up 
with the richest countries in terms of living standards? 

Setup of the Solow Model 

The Solow model examines an economy as it evolves over time To analyze the 
effects of labor force grmvth as \vell as changes in capital, we assume that the pop
ulation is growing and that at any pmticular time a fixed share of the population is 
of war king age, For any year, t, 

N/ :::: the number of workers available 

We assume that the population and \vark force both grmv at fixed rate II So, if 11 = 
005, the nunlbeI of \VOl kers in any year is 5°;;) greater than in the previous year, 

At the beginning of each yeal, I, the economy has available a capital stock, Kt . 

(We demonstrate shortly how this capital stock is determined) During each year, 
f, capital, K/, and labor, Nil are used to produce the economy's total output, 1'/ Part 
of the output pIoduced eiJch yeal' is invested in new capital or in replacing worn
out capital. We fmther assume that the economy is closed and that there are no 
government purchases,l5 so the uninvested palt of output is consumed by the 
popula tion [f 

"I == output produced in yeilr I, 
[1:= gross (toti"!!) investment in year t, and 

C1 := consumption in year /, 

the Ielationship among consumption, output, and investment in each year is 

C1 := Y1-I1 (63) 

Equation (6.3) states that the uninvested part of the economy's output is consumed. 
Because the population and the labor force are grO\ving in this economy, focus

ing on output, consumption, and the capital stock pcr Iuorkcr is convenient Hence 
we use the following notation: 

)' , k . 
III = N"; = output per WOl 'er 111 year t; 

C 
(I = -' = consumption per worker in year t; 

N, 

kl ;;;:;; ~;;;:;; capital stock per worker in year t 
N, 

The capital stock per worker, k" is also called the capital-labor ratio. An important 
goal of the model is to understand hO\<\1 output pel worker, consumption per 
worker, and the capital-labor latio change oveI timeY) 

15 AnCllyticClI Probh:m 3 ilt the end of this chaptcr ildds government purchases to the model 
16 For purposes of tlJ1Cllysis. discllssing output Clnc! cunsumption pl:r worker is more cum'l:nient thtln 
discussing output and consumption per membcr of the popultltion ClS a whole Under the assumption 
that the wOlk force is il fixed frtlction of the popUlation, anything we stir about the growth rate of 
output or consumplion per worker tlisn wil! be true of the growth ftItc of output or consumption per 
member of the populiltion 

Figure 6.1 
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The Per-Worker Production Function. In general, the amount of output that 
can be produced by specific quantities of inputs is determined by the production 
function Until now we have written the production function as a relationship 
between total output, Y I and the total quantities of capital and labor inputs, K and 
N HoweveI, vve can also write the production function in per-worker terms as 

'It = J(k'l (64) 

Equation (64) indicates that, in each year I, output per worker, if, depends on 
the amount of available capital per worker, kl 17 Here we use a lower casefinstead 
of an uppel case F fm the production function to en1phasize that the measurement 
of output and capital is in pCI-worker terms For the time being we focus on the role 
of the capital stock in the growth process by assuming no plOductivity growth and 
thus leaving the productivity term out of the production function, Eq (64)lM We 
bring productivity growth back into the model later 

The per-worker production function is graphed in Fig. 61. The capital-Iabm 
ratio (the amount of capital per workel"), kif is measured on the horizontal axis, and 
output per worker, YI, is rneaslued on the vertical axis, The production fW1Ction 
slopes upward from left to right because an increase in the amount of capital per 
wor kef allows each worker to produce more output. As with the standard pro-

17 To write the plOduction function in the form of Eq (64) requires the assumption of constant 
returns to scale, which meClns that an equal percentage increase in both capitClI Clnd lClbor inputs 
results in the saine percentage increClsc in total output So, for example, with constClnt retums to scale, 
a 10% increClse in both cClpitClI and labor mises output by 10% In terms of the growth Clccounting 
equation. Eq (6 :n. constant retums to scale requires that 0" + liN = 1 See AnCllytical Problem 6 at the 
end of this chnpter 
18 More precisely, we set the totClI factor productivity term A equ<ll to 1 

!IJ 
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duction function, the bowed shape of the per-worker production function reflects 
the diminishing marginal productivity of capital Thus when the capital-labor 
ratio is already high, an increase in the capital-labor ratio has a relatively small 
effect on output per worker 

Steady States. One of the most striking conclusions obtained from the Solow 
model is that in the absence of productivity growth the economy reaches a steady 
state in the long run A steady state is a situation in which the economy's output 
per wOlker, consumption per worker, and capital stock per worker are constant
that is, in the steady state, !.II, Cit and k/ don't change over time. 19 To explain how the 
Solow model works, we first examine the characteristics of a steady state and then 
discuss how the economy might attain it 

Let's begin by looking at investment in a steady state. In general, gross (total) 
investment in year t, II' is devoted to two purposes: (1) replacing worn-out or 
depreciated capital, and (2) expanding the size of the capital stock If d is the capi
tal depreciation rate, or the fraction of capital that wears out each year, the total 
amount of depreciation in year t is dK I The amount by which the capital stock is 
increased is net investment What is net invesbnent in a steady state? Because cap
ital per wOlker, KtiNII is constant in a steady state, the total capital stock glOWS at 
the same rate as the labor force-that is, at rate 11- Net investment is therefore IlKt 
in a steady state,20 To obtain steady-state gross investment, we add steady-state net 
investment 11K/ and depreciation dK/: 

I, = (/I + d)KI (in a steady state) (65) 

To obtain steady-state consumption (output less investment), we substitute Eq 
(6.5) into Eq. (6.3): 

CI = 1'1- (/I + d)KI (in a steady state) (6.6) 

Equation (66) measures consUlnption, output, and capital as economywide 
totals rather than in per-worker terms To put them in per-wOlker terms, we divide 
both sides of Eq. (6.6) by the number of workers, N I, recalling that CI = CtlN I, III = 
1'1/NI, and kl = KtiNI Then we use the per-worker production function, Eq (6.4), to 
replace Ifl withfikl) and obtain 

c =f(k) - (1/ + d)k (in a steady state). (67) 

Equation (6.7) shows the relationship behveen consumption per worker, c, and the 
capital-labor ratio, k, in the steady state. Because consumption per worker and the 
capital-labor ratio are constant in the steady state, we dropped the time subscripts, t. 

Equation (6]) shows that an increase in the steady-state capital-labor ratio, k, 
has two opposing effects on steady-state consumption per worker, C First, an 
increase in the steady-state capital-iabm ratio raises the amount of output each 
worker can produce,f(k) Second, an increase in the steady-state capital-labor ratio 

19 Note that if output, consumption, and capital per worker are constant, then total output, con~ 
sumption, and capital aU are growing at rate II, the rate of growth of the work force 
20 Algebraically, net investment in year t is Kid - K/ If total capital grows at rate II, then Kid ::: 

(1 + II)K/ Substituting for KJ~! in the definition of net investment, we find that net investment::: 
(1 + JJ)K1 - K, = IIK, in a steady state 
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increases the amount of output per worker thElt must be devoted to investment, 
(JI + d)k. IVlore goods devoted to investment leaves fewer goods to consume 

Figure 6 2 shows the trade-off between these two effects, In Fig 6,2(a) different 
possible values of the steady-state capital-labor ratio, k, are meastued on the hor
izontal axis. The curve is the per-worker production function, If = f(k), as in Fig 61 
The straight line sho\\'s steady-state investment per \vorker, (1/ + d)k Equation 
(6.7) indicates that steady-state consumption per worker, c, equals the height of the 
curve, f(k), minus the height of the straight line, (1/ + d)k. Thus consumption per 
wOlker is the height of the shaded area 

The relationship between consumption pel \vOlker and the capital-iabm ratio in 
the steady state is shown more explicitly in Fig 6 2(b). For each value of the steady
state capital-labor Iatio, k, steady-state consumption, c, is the difference between the 
production function and investment in FiK 6.2(a). Note that, starting from Imv and 
medium values of k (values less than k\ in Fig_ 6,2(b)), ll1CreElSes ll1 the steady-state 
capital-labor ratio lead to greater steady-state consumption per \vorkel" The level of 
the capital-iabm ratio that maxiInizes consU11'lption per WOlkeI' in the steady state, 
shown as k\ in Fig, 6.2, is known as the Golden Rule capital-labor ratio, so-called 
because it maximizes the economic welfare of future genel'ations2 \ 

Ho\vever, for high values of k (values gleateI than the Golden Rule 
capital-IElbOl ratio k\), increases in the steady-state capital-labor latio actually 
result in lo\ver steady-state consumption per worker because so much investment 
is needed to maintain the high level of capital pel' wmker In the extreme case, 
where k = krnax in Fig. 62, all output has to be devoted to leplacing and expanding 
the capital stock, ,",vith nothing left to consume! 

Policymakers often tIl' to improve long-I un living standards with policies 
aimed at increasing the capital-iabm ratio by stimulating saving and investment 
Figure 6.2 shows the limits to this strategy A country with a low amount of cap
ital per worker may hope to improve long-am (steady-state) living standards 
substantially by increasing its capital-labor ratio However, a country that already 
has El high level of capital pel' \vmker may find that further increases in the capi
tal-Iabm latio fail to raise steady-state consumption much The fundamental 
reason fm this outcome is the diminishing marginal productivity of capital-that 
is, the larger the capital stock "heady is, the smaller the benefit from expanding 
the capital stock further. Indeed, Fig 62 shows that, theoretically, capital pel 
vvorker can be so high that fllitheI increases will actually lowel steady-state con
sumption per workel 

In any economy in the world today, could a higher capital stock lead to less 
consumption in the long run? An empirical study of seven advanced industrial 
countries concluded that the ans\ver is "no" Even fOI high-saving Japan, further 
increases in capital per WOl' ker would lead to higher steady-state consumption per 
worker. 22 Thus in our analysis we will alwElYs assume that an increase in the 
steady-state capital-labor ratio raises steady-state consllInption per wm-keI 

21 Renders fnmiliar with calculus might try to u5e Eq (fl 7) to show that, at the Golden Rule 
capital-Inbor ratio. the marginal producl of capita! equals /I + d 
22 See Andrew B Abl'i, N Gregory ivlnnkiw, L<1\VfCnCe H Summers, and Richard) Zeckhauser, 
·'Assessing Dynamic Efficiency: TIlL'ory nnd Evidence.' RL'Z'io('(~fEc(l//()lIIic Stlldies. Ji'lOUary 1989, 
pp J-20 
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Figure 6.2 
The relationship of 
consumption per worker 
to the capital-labor ratio 
in the steady state 
(a) For e<tch value of the 
capital-labor ratio, k 
steildy-state output pm 
worker, !I. is given by the 
per-wOf ker production 
fundion,p/.:) Steady-stilte 
investment per worker, (/1 

+ d)/.: is a straight line 
with slope 11 + d Steildy
state consumption per 
WOI kef. ( is the differ
ence between output per 
worker and im'cstment 
pel worker (the peach
sh<tded areil) for exam
ple, if the capital-labor 
ratio is kl' steady-state 
consumption pel 
worker is (I 
(b) For each value of the 

steady-state capital-Iabo! 
ratio, k, steildy-state con
sumption pCI' wmker, (, is 
del'i\'(xi in (il) as the dif
ference between output 
per \\,~H'ker and invest
ment per WOlkeI' Thus 
lhe shaded il!"L'il (peach) 
in (b) corresponds to the 
shilded area in (a) Noll' 
that, starting frolll a low 
\ alue of the c[lpital-I[lbol 
ratio, an increase in the 
Cilpital-l[lbor ratio raises 
steady-state consumption 
pel" worker However, 
starting from a 
capital-labor I'[ltio greater 
th[ln the Golden Rule 
level, kl' an increase in the 
c,lpitaH<1bor !"<1tio <1ctual
!y lowers consumption 
per workeJ' When the 
Glpital-Iabor l[ltio equals 
klll,j\' il!l output" is devoted 
to im eslment, and 
ste'ldy-state consulllption 
pel' wOI'kt:1' is Lew 
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Reaching the Steady State. OU! discussion of steady states leaves two loose 
ends, First, we need to say something about why an economy like the one we 
describe here eventually will reach a steady state, as we claiJned earlier Second, \ve 
have not yet shown I.ulticlI steady state the economy will reach; that is, we \vould 
like to know the steady-state level of consumption per worker and the steady-state 
capital-labor ratio that the economy \vill eventually attain 

To tie up these loose ends, \ve need one n10re piece of information: the late at 
\vhkh people save. To keep things as simple as possible, suppose that saving in this 
economy is propOl tional to current income: 

(6.8) 

where 5/ is national saving23 in year t and s is the saving rate, \vhich \",'e assun1e to 
be constant. Because a $1 increase in current income raises saving, but by less than 
$1 (see Chapter 4), we take s to be a number behveen 0 and 1 Equation (6.8) ignores 
some othel determinants of saving discussed in earlier chapters, such as the real 
interest late However, induding these other factors wouldn't change OUf basic 
conclusions, so for simplicity we omit them 

In evelY year, national saving, 51, equals investment, [/ Therefore 

SYI = (/I + d)KI (in a steady state), (6.9) 

where the left side of Eq (6.9) is saving (see Eq 68) and the right side of Eq (6.9) 
is steady-state investment (see Eq 65) 

Equation (6.9) shows the relation between total output, 1'1' and the total capital 
slock, K" that holds in the steady state To determine steady-state capital per 
worker, we divide both sides of Eq (6.9) by N, We then use the production func
lion, Eq (6.4), lo replace 1/, witbf(k,): 

sf(k) = (1/ + d)k (in the steady state) (610) 

Equation (6.10) indicates that saving per worker, sjlk), equals steady-state invest
ment per WOl' ker, (/I + d)k Because the capital-IabOl ratio, k, is constant in the 
steady state, we again drop the subscripts, I, from the equation 

With Eq (610) we can now determine the steady-state capital-labor ratio that 
the economy will attain, as shown in Fig 63 The capital-labor ratio is measuIed 
along the horizontal axis. Saving per wOlker and investment per worker are mea
sured on the vertical axis 

The bowed curve shows how the amount of saving per worker, sj(k), is related 
to the capital-IabOI ratio_ This CUIve slopes upward because an increase in the 
capital-labor ratio implies higher output per wOlker and thus mOle saving pel 
wOlker The saving-per-worker curve has the same general shape as the per
workel ploduction function, because saving per worker equals the per-worker 
production function,!(k), multiplied by the fixed saving rate,s 

The line in Fig 6.3 represents steady-state investment per worker, (II + d)k The 
steady-state investment line slopes upward because, as the capital-labor ratio rises, 
more investment per WOl ker is required to replace depreciating capital and equip 
new workeIs with the same high level of capital. 

23 With no government in this mode!, nationa! saving and private saving <1re the same 
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Figure 6.3 
Determining the 
capital-labor ratio in the 
steady state 
fhe stendy~st<1te 
cnpitnl-Inbor ratio, k* is 
determined by the condi

tion thnt saving per 
worker, sj!k), equals 
stendy-state investment 
per wOl"kel, (/I + d)k The 
ste<1dy~stnte capitnl-labor 
tatio, k*, corresponds to 
point A where the 
5<1\'ing curve <me! the 
steady-state investment 
line cross From nny 
starting point, eventually 
the capit<1I-1abor ratio 
reaches k* If the 
c<1pital-labor ratio hap~ 
pens to be below k* (say, 
nt k j ), saving pel' worker, 
~((kj), exceeds the invest
ment per \\'01' ker, (/I + 
d)k l , needed to maintain 
the capital-labor ratio at 
kl As this exha s<1\'lng is 
converted into capital, 
the capital-labor ratio 
will rise, ns indicated by 
the arrows Similarly, if 
the capital-labor l<1tio is 
greater th<111 k"' (sa)" nt 
k:..J, s<1ving is too low to 
maintain the 
capital-labor ratio, and it 
will filII over time 
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According to Eq (6.10), the steady-state capital-labor latio must ensure that 
saving per worker and steady-state investment pel \vorker are equal. The one level of 
the capital-labor ratio fO! which this condition is satisfied is shmvn in Fig 6.3 as k'", the 
value of k at v"hich the saving curve and the steady-state investment line cross, For any 
other value of k, saving and steady-state investment won't be equal, Thus k* is the only 
possible steady-state capital-labor ratio for this economy 24 

With the unique steady-state capital-labor latio, k*, \ve can also find steady-state 
output and consumption per wOlker From the per-worker production function, 
Eq, (6.4), if the steady-state capital-labor ratio is k*, steady-state output per worker, 
1/*, is 

1/'" = Irk") 

From Eq (6.7) steady-state consumption per \vorket, c:r, equals steady-state 
output per \vOlker, .f(k*), minus steady-state investment per \vorkel', (II + d)k*: 

c" = Irk') - (/I + d)k' 

Recall that, in the empirically realistic case, a higheI value of the steady-state cap
ital-labor ratio, k*, implies greater steady-state consumption per worker, c* 

Using the condition that in a steady state, national saving equals steady-state 
investment, we found the steady-state capital-labor ratio, k* When capital per 
\vorkel" is k*, the amount that people choose to save will just equal the amount of 
investment necessary to keep capital per \vorker at k*. Thus, when the economy's 
capital-Iabm ratio leaches k*, it will remain there fmever. 

::!...t. Actually, there is nlso a st~i'ldy state at the point k == 0, at which the cnpitul stock. output. i'lnd con~ 
5umptinn i'lr(' zel'(l fnrC'\'er How('ver, il::; Inng ilS the economy sti'lrts out with a positiv(- amount of cap
iti'll. it will ne\'er rei.1ch the zero-capital sh~i'ldy state 
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But is there any reason to believe that the capital-labor ratio will ever leach k* 
if it stalts at some other value? Yes, there is Suppose th<lt the capital-labor ratio hap
pens to be less than k*; for example, it equJ\s k! in Fig, 6.3 VVhen cJpital per worker 
is kl' the amount of saving per worker, ~((kd, is greater than the amount of invest
ment needed to keep the capital-labor ratio constant, (1/ + d)k l \Nhen this extra 
saving is invested to create new capital, the c<lpital-labor ratio will r' ',As indicat
ed by the <11 rows on the horizont<li axis, the capital-labor l<1tio will in,-t'ease from k\ 
towa1'(1 k* 

If capital pCl' WOl' ker is initially gleater than k:"-for example, if k equals k2 in Fig 
6 3-the explanation of why the economy convelges to a steady state is similaL If the 
capital-labor 1"<ltio exceeds k'", the amount of si.lving that is done will be less than the 
amount of investment that is necessary to keep the c<lpital-labOl ratio constant (In 
Fig 63, when k equals k2' the SEwing curve lies below the steady-state investment 
line,) Thus the capital-labor latio will 'fall over time from k2 toward k'", as indicated by 
the arrows Output pel' WOlkeI' wiil <1Iso fall until it reaches its steady-state value 

To summmize, if we assume no ploductivity growth, the ecolll;my must even
tually reach a steady state, In this steady state the capital-iabm I<ltio, output per 
workeI, and consumption per \Val ker remain constant over time (I-Iowever, total 
capital, output, and consumption grow at r<lte II, the rate of growth of the labOi 
force) This conclusion might seem gloomy because it implies that living standards 
must eventually stop imploving However, that conclusion can be avoided if, in 
fact, productivity continually inCleases 

The FlIndamental Determinants of long-RlIn Uvin!ll 
Standards 

What detelmines henv well off the average person in an economy \vill be in the long 
Ilm? If we mCi.lsure long-run well-being by the steady-state level of consumption 
per worker, we can use the Solow model to answer this question Here, we discuss 
three factors that <lffed long-run living standalds: the saving rate, population 
growth, and productivity gwwth (see Summary table 8) 

SlImmary 8 

The Fundamental Determinants of Long-Run Living Standards 

An increase in 

The saving rate. s 

The rate of 
population 
growth. n 

Productivity 

Causes long~run output, 
consumption, and 
capital per worker to 

Rise 

Fall 

Rise 

Reason 

Higher saving allows for more 
investment and a larger capital stock 

With higher population growth more 
output must be used to equip new 
workers with capital. leaving less output 
available for consumption or to 
increase capita! per worker 

Higher productivity directfy increases 
output: by raising incomes. it also 
raises saving and the capital stock 
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Figure 6.4 
The effect of an 
increased saving rate on 
the steady~state 
capital-labor ratio 
An increase in the saving 
rute from $1 to $2 raises 
the saving curve from 

'llW to '1(k) The point 
where saving per worker 
equals steady~statc 
investment per worker 
moves from point A to 
point B, and the corre
sponding capital-labor 
ratio rises from k~ to k; 
Thus a higher saving rate 
raises the steady~state 

capital-labor rutio 
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The Saving Rate. According to the Solow model, a higher saving rate implies 
higher living standards in the long !lm, as illustrated in F.ig 64. Suppose that the 
economy's initial saving rate is 5} so that saving per worker is sl/(k). The saving 
curve when the saving rate is 51 is labeled "Initial saving per worker II The initial 
steady-state capital-labor ratio, k1, is the capital-labor ratio at which the initial 
saving curve and the investment line cross (point A) 

Suppose now that the government intIoduces policies that stIengthen the 
incentives for saving, causing the counhy's saving rate to rise from 51 to 52 The 
incleased saving rate raises saving at every level of the capital-labor ratio, 
Graphically, the saving curve shifts upward from 5,[<k) to s:J(k) The new steady
state capital-labor ratio, k'i, corresponds to the intersection of the new saving CllIve 
and the investn1ent line (point B). Because k~ is larger than k1, the higher saving rate 
has increased the steady-state capital-labor ratio. Gradually, this economy will 
move to the highel steady-state capital-labor ratio, as indicated by the arrows on 
the horizontal axis, In the new steady state, output per worker and consumption 
per \vorker- \vill be higher than in the original steady state, 

An increased saving rate leads to higher- output, consumption, and capital per 
\vOIker in the long run, so it seems that a policy goal should be to make the coun
try's saving rate as high as pOSSible, However, this conclusion isn't necessarily 
correct: Although a higher saving rate raises consumption per worker in the long 
run, an increase in the saving late initially causes consufl1ption to fall. This decline 
occurs because, at the initial level of output, increases in saving and investment 
leave less available for current consumption Thus higher future consumption has 
a cost in terms of lower present consun1ption. Society's choice of a saving late 
should take into account this trade-off between CUIIent and future consumption 

Figure 6.5 
The effect of a higher 
population growth rate 
on the steady~state 
capital-iabor ratio 
An increase in the popu~ 

liltion growth rate from 
111 to "2 increilses steady
stilte investment pel 
worker from (Ill + d)k to 
(112 + d)k The steady

state investment line 
piH1ts up <lJ1d to the left 
ilS its slope rises from 111 

+dtOIl2+d The point 
",hele s<Jving pel workel 
equals steildy~state 
io\'cstment per wOI'ker 
shifts from poin t;\ to 
point B, and the corre~ 
sponding cilpita!-lJbOl' 
filtio fillis hom k1 to k'; 
A higher population 
growth I'ille therefore 
causes the steady-state 
capital-labor l"iltin to fal! 
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Beyond a ceItflin point the cost of reduced consumption today will outweiv-h the 
10ng-IllH benefits of a higher saving rate. . 0 

Population Growth. In many developing cOllntlies a high rate of population 
grovvth is consideled to be a major problem, and reducing it is a primary policy 
goal \'\That is the lelationship between population growth and a country's level ~f 
deVelopment, as measured by output consumption, and capital per workel? 

The Solow model's answer to this question is shown in Fig. 65 An initial 
steady-state capital-labor latio, k'r, conesponds to the intersection of the steady
state investment line and the saving curve at point A Now suppose that the rate of 
population growth, which is the same as the late of labor force growth, rises from 
an initial level of II} to 11'2- What happens? 

An increase in the population glowth late means that workers are entering the 
labor force mo[e rapidly than before. These new workers must be equipped with 
capital Thus, to maintain the same steady~state capital-labm ratio, the amount of 
investment per current member of the \vOl'k fOlce must rise Algebraically, the rise 
in II increases steady-state investment pel workeI from (I/! + d)k to (Ih + d)k This 
increase in the population growth ['ate causes the steady-state investl~1ent line to 
pivot up and to the left, as its slope rises from (II, + d) to-(II, + d) 

. After the pivot of the steady-st~1te investment line, the new steady state is at 
pomt B. The new steady-state capital-labor latio is k~, which is lo\ver than the 
original capital-labor Iatio, k1. Because the new steady-state capital-labor latio is 
lowell the new steady~state output per worker and consumption per \vmkeI will 
be lower as well 
.. Thus the Solow model implies that increased population grmvth will lowel 

lIvUlg standards The basic problem is that when the work fOIce is growing lapidly, 
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a large paIt of current output mllst be devoted just to providing capital fO! the new 
workers to use This result suggests that policies to control population growth will 
indeed implove living standards 

There are some counterarguments to the conclusion that policy should aim to 
Ieduce population growth, First, although a reduction in the rate of population 
gIowth 1/ raises consumption pcr workcl, it also reduces the growth late of total 
output and consumption, which grmv at rate II in the steady state. Having fewer 
people means more for each person but also less total productive capacity. For 
some ptllposes (military, political) a country may care about its total output as 
'well as output per peIson. Thus, for example, some countries of WesteIn EllIope 
are concerned about projections that their populations will actually shrink in the 
next century, possibly Ieducing their ability to defend themselves or influence 
\-vorld events, 

Second, an assumption in the Solow model is that the proportion of the total 
popUlation that is of working age is fixed When the population growth rate 
changes dramatically, this assumption may not hold, For example, declining birth 
rates in the United States imply that the ,atio of working-age people to retirees will 
become unusually low early in the hventy-fiIst century, a development that may 
cause problems for Social Security funding and other areas such as health care, 

Productivity Growth. A significant aspect of the basic Solow model is that, 
ultimately, the economy reaches a steady state in 'which output per capita is con
stant But in the introduction to this chapter ,ve desClibed how Japanese output per 
person has gIown by a facto! of 28 since 1870! Hov·,t can the Solow model account 
for that sustained growth? The key is a factor that we haven't yet made part of the 
analysis: productivity growth 

The effects of a productivity improvement-the result of, say, a new technol
ogy-ale shown in Figs. 6 6 and 6,7 An improvement in productivity corresponds 
to an upward shift in the per-\vorker production function because, at any prevail
ing capital-labOl ratio, each workeI can pIoduce more output. Figure 6.6 shows a 
shift from the original production function, y == /l(k), to a "nevv, imploved" pIO
duction function, If = J,(k) The productivity improvement corresponds to a benefi
cial supply shock, as explained in Chapter 3 

Figure 67 shows the effects of this productivity improvement in the Solow 
model. As before, the initial steady state is determined by the intersection of the 
saving curve and the steady-state investment line at point A; the corresponding 
steady-state capital-labor ratio is kt The productivity improvement Iaises output 
pel WOl' ker for any level of the capital-labor ratio. As saving per worker is a con
stant fraction, 8, of output per worker, saving per worker also rises at any capi
tal-labor ratio Graphically, the saving curve shifts upward from sf, (k) to sj,(k), now 
intersecting the steady-state investment line at point B The new steady-state cap
ital-labor ratio is k;, which is higher than the original steady-state capital-labor 
ratio, k~ 

Ovelall, a productiVity inlprovement raises steady-state output and con
sumption per wmker in two ways. First, it directly increases the amount that can 
be produced at any capital-labor ratio Second, as Fig 67 shows, by raising the 
supply of saving, a ploductivity improvement causes the long-I un capital-labor 
ratio to rise, Thus a productivity improvement has a doubly beneficial impact on 
the standard of living 

Figure 6.6 
An improvement in 
productivity 
An improvement in pro
ductivity shifts the per
\\'orker production 
function upward from 
the initial production 
function, y:::: fl(k), to the 
neW production function, 
1/ "J,(k) After the pro
ductivity improvement, 
more output per workel, 
I), can be produced 11t 
any capital-Iabol' ratio, k 

Figure 6.7 
The effect of a 
productivity 
improvement on the 
steady-state 
capital-labor ratio 
A productivity improve
ment shifts the produc
tion function upward 
from f,(k) to f,(k), raiSing 
output per worker for 
any capital-labor ratio 
Because saving is propor
tional to output, saving 
per worker also rises, 
from s{,(k) to sJ,(k) The 
point where saving pel 
worker equals steady
state investment per 
worker shifts from point 
A to point B, and the cor
responding steady-state 
capital-labor ratio rises 
from k~ to k~ Thus a pro
ductivity iInprovement 
ruises the steady-state 
cupital-Iabor ratio 
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Do Economies 
Converge? 

Chapter 6 Long-Run Economic Growth 

Like a one-time increase in the saving rate 01 deCIease in the population 
growth Iate, a one-time productivity impIovement shifts the economy only from 
one steady state to a higher one When the economy reaches the new steady st<Jte, 
consumption per worker once again becomes constant. Is there some way to keep 
consumption per worker growing indefinitely? 

In reality, there are limits to how high the saving rate can lise (it celtainly 
can't exceed 100%!) or how low the population growth rate can fall. Thus higher 
saving rates or slower population growth aren't likely SOllIces of continually higher 
living standards. However, since the Industrial Revolution, if not befme, people 
have shown remarkable ingenuity in becoming more and more productive. In the 
very long run, according to the Solow model, only these continuing increases in 
productivity hold the promise of perpetually better living standards Thus we COn

clude that, ill tlte IOllg lillI, tlte Inte oj P'OdllClivitlj illlp,ovelllellt is tlte dOlllillOlltjilctOi 
deterll/illillg Itow qllickly livillg stolldO/ds lise 

A wide gulf separates living standards in the richest and the poorest nations of the 
world. Will this difference persist forever? Will, indeed, the "rich get richer and the 
pOOl get poorer"? Or will national living standards ultimately converge? These 
questions obviously are of immense importance for humanity's future. In this 
Application we discuss what the Solow model says about the prospects for con
vergence and then turn to the empirical evidence. 

There are at least three possible scenarios for the evolution of living standards 
throughout the world: unconditional convergence, conditional convergence, and 
no convergence, 

By unconditional convergence we mean that the poor countries eventually 
will catch up to the rich countries so that in the long run living standards around 
the world become more or less the same. The Solow model predicts unconditional 
convergence under certain special conditions. For example, let's suppose that the 
wOlld's economies differed principally in terms of U1eir capital-labor ratios, with 
rich countries having high capital-labor ratios and high levels of output per 
worker, and poor countries having low capital-labor ratios and low levels of 
output per worker. Suppose, however, U1at in other respects-specifically in terms 
of saving rates, population growth rates, and the production hmctions to which 
they had access-rich and poor countries were the same. If each of a group of 
countries has the same saving rate, population growth rate, and production hmc
tion, U1e Solow model predicts that-despite any differences in initial capital-labor 
ratios-these countries all will eventually reach the same steady state In other 
words, according to the Solow model, if countries have the same fundamental 
characteristics, capital-labor ratios and living standards will unconditionally con
verge, even though some countries may start hom way behind .. 

But if countries differ in characteristics such as their saving rates, population 
groWU1 rates, and access to technology, according to the Solow model they will 
converge to different steady states, with different capital-labor ratios and different 
living standards in the long run. If countries differ in fundamental characteristics, 
the Solow model predicts conditional convergence, by which we mean that living 
standards will converge only within groups of countries having sin1ilar character
istics. For example, if there is conditional convergence, a poor country with a low 
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saving rate mEly catch up someday to a richer cOllntry that also has a low savino
ratc, but it will never catch up to a rich country that has a high saving rate 0 

For a vaIiety of reasons (such as different cultures, political systems, and eco
l:omic policies) countries do differ in characteristics such as saving rates, so condi
tional convergence seems to be the most likely outcome. However, OUI discussion so 
far aSSllInes that these economies are all closed economies Accordincr to the Solow 

" model, if ~~onomies are open and international bonowing and lending flo"v freely, 
some addItional ecol1Olnic forces support unconditional convergence. In partiCLI1aI, 
as poor countries have less capital per WOl' ker and thus higher marginal products of 
capital than do rich countries, savers in all countries will be able to earn the highest 
return ~)y investing in poor countries, Thus foreign investment should cause capital 
stocks 111 poor countnes to gro\\' rapidly, even if domestic saving rates are low 
Ev~ntually, boIl' owing abload should allow initially pOOl countries' capital-labor 
IatlOS and output per workel to be the same as in initially rich countries 25 

The third pOSSibility is 110 collucigellcc, by which we mean that poor countries don't 
catch up over time. Living standards may even diverge (the pOOl get poore! and the rid). 
get richer). Allhough reconciling the no-convergence scenario with the Solow 1110del 
isn't impOSSible (fm exan1ple, permanent differences in produclivity growth rates across 
countries could lead to divergence), this outcome would be inconsistent with the spirit 
of that model, whid). tends to favor the general idea of convergence 

What is the evidence? Unfortunately (from the perspective of the world's poor 
countries), there is little empirical support fm unconditional convergence: Most 
studies have uncoveled little tendency for poor countries to catch up with rich 
ones For example, in a study of seventy-two countries over the period 1950-1985, 
William Saumo}:!!' of Princeton University and Nevv York University fOlmd no over
all tendency toward convergence Using data begimling in 1870, Baumol did find 
some evidence fO!' convergence among a group of sixteen major free-market 
economies, with the countries in the sample that were relatively poorest in 1870 
growing some\vhat more rapidly over the per-iod However, J. Bradford DeLono27 
of the University of California at Berkeley painted out that the countries BalU1~ol 
studied wele the richest countries as of 1980. In choosing this set of countries, 
Delong argued, Baumol created a bias in favor of finding convergence, because 
countries that failed to converge to high levels of output per hour \vould not be 
included "mong the sample of currently rich countries Delong showed that if 
Baumol's sample were expanded to include countries that were relatively rich in 
1870 but are not among the richest countries today-countries such as Argentina, 
Chile, the fOlmer East Germany, Ireland, Ncvv Zealand, Portugal, and Spain
Baumol's evidence fol' convergence disappeaIs 

The evidence for conditional convergence, hov~lever, seems much bettec FOI 
exatnple, an aIticie by N, Gregory Mankiw of Harvard University, David Romer of 

(COli till lied) 

25 Although output per workL'r in potlr countries converges to th<1t of rich countries, consumption 
per worker will renwin i1t i1 lowcr l{;:n;:1 in poor countries beCi111Se pmt of output must be used to 
n:pny foreign investors 

26 ··Productivity Growth, Convergcnce, i1nd \Vt:lfilrl': Whi1t the Long-Run Dnti1 Show." Amcricml 
EuJl/tJ/II1e RCi'h'(t' December 1986, pp 1072-1085 
27 "Productivity Growth Convergence i1nd Welfi1re: Cnmmcnt, AIII['I";(l1II [wl/oII/ic l~i'i'ir<ll, 
Dcccmber198R, pp 1138-1154-
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(Col/til/ued) 
the University of California at Berkeley, and David Weil2H of Brown University exall1~ 
ined a sample of ninety-eight countries for the period 1960-1985. Although they 
fotmd no evidence for w1conditional convergence in their data, l'vlankiw, Romer, and 
Weil showed that the failure of poor cOlmtries to catch up j-eflected high rates of pop
ulation groWU1 and low rates of saving (defined broadly to include resources devot
ed to education along with those devoted to accumulation of physical capital) After 
cOIIecting for differences in national saving rates and population growth rates, 
Mankiw, Romer, and Wei! formd strong tendencies for countries with similar char
acteristics to converge, Similar results were obtained by Robert Barro of Harvard 
University and Xavier Sala-i-Martin29 of Columbia University, who also demonstrat
ed a convergence of living standards aIuong the states of the United States, Because 
the states are sin1ilar in ft.mdamental economic characteristics, such as saving rates and 
access to teclu1oIogy, this result also is consistent with conditional convergence, 

The findings in support of conditional convergence are encouraging for the 
Solow model, and they provide some empirical confirmation that factors such as 
the saving rate (including the provision of resources for education) are important 
for gro\vth These results also suggest that international capital markets linking rich 
and poor countlies are not as efficient as \ve might hope because evidently foreign 
inveshnent in poor countries has been insufficient to overcome the problenl of 
low domestic saving rates Possibly, political barriers such as legallitnits or high 
taxes on foreign investment prevent enough foreign lending from flowing into 
poor countries .. Alternatively, potentiallendels in dch nations may nol be able to 
obtain adequate infonnation about investment opportunities in counlTies that are 
physically distant and have different languages, cultures, and legal systems. 

28 .. A Contribution to the Empirics of Economic Growth;' Qllarterly /vllma/ of ECOIlOlltics, May 1992, 
pp -107-438 
29 "Convergence," /(111/"11111 (~{Poiif1'(111 EWl/oII/Y, April 1992, pp 223-251 

Endogenous Growth Theory 

The tJiJditional Solow I1lodel of economic gwwth has proved quite useful, but it 
neverthelt ss has at least one serious sh01 tcoming as a model of economic growth. 
AccoItiing to the Solow model, productivity growth is the only source of long-run 
gtowth of output pel capita, so a full explanation of long-lun economic growth 
requites an explanation of ploductivity growth The model, however, simply takes 
the rate of productivity growth as given, lathe!' than trying to explain how it is 
determined That is, the Solow modell1sSlIllICS, lather than c:rpil1ills, the behavior of 
the crucial detelminant of the long-run growth rate of output pel capita 

In response to this shm tcoming of the Solow model, a new blanch of gl'owth 
theory, endogenous growth theorYI has been developed to try to explain productivi
ty gIowth-and hence the growth I ate of output-elldogcllously, or '(uitlIilI tlIc IIlOde/,,3() 

J() r\\'o impurtunl e,ll"l) urtidt:s in L'ndllgenOtlS growth theury iU'L' Pull! RO!lll:l'. "Increusing Returns 
imd Long-Run Crnwth. !ollmai (~{ [\l/itiwl EWllol/I,lf October ll)86, pp 1002-1037, und Robert E 
l ueus. JI' , "On tht: j\,lt;dwnics llf ELllnomic Dl."\ dopnwnl." fOIir/IIl! 4 MOIldan! [(OIiO/uhs, July 1988, 
pp 3--1-2 A mOl'l: «ccl'ssible dl\scliption of l:ndogenous growth theory is in Pmtl Romer, "The Origins 
uf Endngl:11011S Growth," 10111"11111 (~r hOl/olllh Pl'I"SFt'di'-'I's. Winter 199-1, pp 3-22 
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As we will see, an important in1plication of endogenous growth theory is that a cotm
tIy's long-run growth rate depends on its rate of saving and investment, not only on 
exogenous pIoductivity growth (as implied by the Solow model) 

Hele \<\'e present a simple endogenous growth model in which the number of 
workers remains constant, a condition implying that the growth rate of output 
per wor ker is simply equal to the growth rate of output Our simple endogenous 
gl'Ovvth model is based on the aggregate production function 

)'=AK (611) 

where Y is aggregate output and K is the aggregate capital stock The parameter A 
in Eq (6.11) is a positive constant. According to the production function in Eq 
(6.11), each additiomlunit of capital increases output by A units, regardless of how 
many units of capital ale used in ploduction. Because the marginal product of cap
ital, equal to A, does not depend on the size of the capital stock K, the production 
function in Eq (611) does not imply diminishing mmginal productivity of capital 
The assumption that the marginal productivity is constant, lather than diIninish
ing, is a key depar ture from the Solow growth model 

Endogenous grmvth theorists have provided a number of reasons to explain why, 
fm the economy as a whole, the marginal productivity of capital may not be dimin
ishing One explanation emphasizes the lole of human capitall the economist's term 
for the knowledge, skills, and ttaining of individuals As economies accumulate cap
ital and become richer, they devote more resources to "investing in people," through 
improved nutrition, schooling, health care, and on-the-job training. 'TI1is investment in 
people increases the country's human capital, which in turn raises productivity If the 
physical capital stock increases 'while the stock of human capital is remains fixed, there 
will be diminishing marginal productivity of physical capital, as each LU1it of physical 
capital effectively \'\'orks with a smaller amount of human capital Endogenous 
growth theory argues that, as an economy's phYSical capital stock increases, its human 
capital stock tends to increase in the same plopmtion. Thus, when the physical capi
tal stock increases, each unit of physical capital effectively works with the same 
amount of human capital, so the marginal ploductivity of capital need not decrease 

A second rationalization of iJ constant marginal ploductivity of capital is based 
on the observation that, in a glOwing economy, firms have incentives to undertake 
research and development (R&D) activities These activities increase the stock of 
commercially valuable knowledge, including new products and production tech
niques According to this R&D~focused explanation, increases in capital and output 
tend to generate inCleases in technical know-how, and the resulting ploductivity 
gains offset any tendency for the marginal productivity of capital to decline 

Having examined vvhy a production function like Eq. (6.11) might be a rea
sonable description of the economy as a whole, once factors such as increased 
human capital and research and development are taken into account, let's work out 
the implications of this equation As in the Solow model, let's assume that nation
al saving, 5, is a constant fraction s of aggregate output, AK, so that 5:;::;:; sAK In a 
closed economy, investment must equal saving Recall that total investment equals 
net investment (the net increase in the capital stock) plus depreciation, or I :;::;:; 6K + 
dK Therefore, setting investment equal to saving, we have 

tlK+dK=,AK (612) 

Next, we divide both sides of Eq (6.12) by K and then subtract d from both 
sides of the resulting equation to obtain the growth rate of the capital stock 
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l'.f( 
-=sJ\-d 

f( 
(0 13) 

Because output IS PIOPOI tiona! to the capital stock, the growth rate of output 
~y equals the growth late of the capital stock _It ThelefOle Eq (6.13) implies 

i'.Y 
-=sJ\-d (614) 
y 

Equation (6.14) sho\\'s that, in the endogenous growth model, the growth late of 
output depends on the saving rate 5 As we ale asstlIning that the number of work
ers remains constant over time, the growth rate of output per worker equals the 
glOwth rate of output given in Eq (6.14), and thus depends on the saving rate s The 
result that the saving late affects the long-run gro\vth rate of output stands in sharp 
contrast to the results of the Solow model, in which the saving rate does not affect 
the long-nm glowth late. Saving affects iong-rLm growth in the endogenous gl o\vth 
framework because, in that fIamewOIk, higher rates of saving and capital form<ltion 
stimulate greater investment in human capital and R&D The resulting increases in 
productivity help to spullong-nm growth In summary, in comparison to the Solow 
model, the endogenous growth model places greater emphasis on saving, human 
capital formation, and R&D as sources of long-run gIowth 

Although endogenous growth theory remains in a developmental stage, the 
app10ach appeal's promiSing in at least two dimensions. First, this theory attempts 
to explain, !'ather than asstunes, the economy's tate of productivity growth Second, 
it shows holov the long-run growth rate of output may depend on factors, such as 
the country's saving rate, that can be affected by goveu1ment policies ivlanyecon
on1ists \vorking in this area are optiInistic that endogenous growth theory will 
yield furthel insights into the creative processes underlying ploductivity glowth, 
while providing lessons that might be applied to help the poorest nations of the 
world achieve substantially higher standards of living 

Increased gIo\vth and a highel standard of living in the long run often are cited by 
political leaders as prim.ary policy goals let's take a closer look at government 
policies that mEl)' be useful in raising a country's long-run standaId of living. (The 
box "The Political Environment: Economic Growth and Democracy" discusses 
whether changing thefiJr/1l of government-democratic Ol' nondemoCIatic-affects 
the long-run gIowth tate of an economy.) 

Poiudes to Affect the Savung Rate 

The Solmv model suggests that the rate of national saving is a principal detellni
nant of long-lun living standards However, this conclusion doesn't necessarily 
mean that policymakers should try to force the saving late upward, because mOIl' 
saving means less consumption in the short Iun Indeed, if the "invisible hand" of 
free markets is \VOl' king well l the saving rate freely chosen by individuals should be 
the one that optimally balances the benefit of saving mOl'e (higher future living 
standards) against the cost of saving more (less pIesent consumption) 
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Economic Growth and Democracy 

E.i conomk growth is an important social goal, but it 
is certainly not the only one Most people also 
highly value political freedom and a democratic 

political process. Are these two goals conflicting or 
mutually supporting? If the citizens of poor countries 
sLlcceed in achieving democracy, as many did dllIing the 
1980s and early 1990s, can they expect to enjoy faster 
economic growth as well? Or does increased political 
freedom involve economic sacrifice? 

There are several reasons to believe that delHocracy 
may pwmole growth Relative to dictatorships, democra
tic governn1cnts that command popular support might be 
expected to be more stable, to be less likely to start wars, 
and to have better relations with the advanced industrial 
nations, most of which are democracies Constitutional 
protections of both human and pJ'Openy rights should 
increase the willingness of both foreigners and residents to 
invest in the country, and freedoms of speech and expres~ 
slon probably are essential for the full development of a 
nation's educational and scientific potential However, the 
ability of a democratic government to undertake unpopu
lar but neCCSSill'y economic reforms 01 make other tough 
choices may be hampered by pressures of interest groups 
or fluctuations of public opinion Similarly, a dictatorial 
government may be better able than a democratic one to 
enforce a high national saving rate and keep government 
spending under control 

What docs empirical evidence show about the rela
tionship between democracy and economic growth? A 
simple fact is that, for the most part, the richest countries 
of the world <He demoC!'atic, and the pOOl'est nations are 
nondemocratic (There are exceptions: India is poor but 
is mOle democratic than wealthy Saudi Arabia or 
Singapore) Not too much should be read into this fact, 
howen:or, because many wealthy nations that me CUI"-

renUy democratic initially achieved economic leadership 
under kings, princes, or emperors 

A more dil'ect empirical test is to examine the grmvth 
performance of countries that experienced sharp changes 
in their level of democracy Jenny Minier of the 
University of Miami"" identified thirteen countries that 
experienced sharp increases in democracy and li,venty
two countl'ies that experienced sharp decreases in 
democracy during the period 1965-1987. To get a clear 
measure of the impact of changes in the level of democ
racy on the subsequent rate of economic growth, fOf each 
change in the level of democracy Minier formed a control 
group of countries She chose the control groups so that 
prior to the change in democracy, the levels of income 
per capita and of democracy were the same in the control 
group as in the country undergoing the change. She 
found that over the five-year period follO\ving an 
increase in democracy, countries experienced economic 
growth that averaged almost 2%), compared ,"vith growth 
of -1 % in the control gtOUps Countries that experienced 
a decrease in democracy had t.."Conomic growth of almost 
8{~';) in the five-year period following the change, com
pared with almost IS{X) growth in the control groups 
Thus, l'elative to the control groups, increases in democ
mc)' tended to increase economic growth, and decreases 
in democracy tended to decrease economic growth 
These findings were strengthened by Minier's examina
tion of growth in the fifteen-year period following a 
change in the level of democracy Countries that 
increased democracy experienced economic growth of 
32{~l;) in the fifteen years after the change (compared \vith 
6{~';) growth for the control groups), and countries that 
decreased democracy saw their economies grow by less 
than 8% in the fifteen years after the change (compared 
to 35% for the control groups) 

• Jenny A !\(linier, ""Oel11ooilcy and Gnndh: Alternative Approi1ches." to/trllal (:f EC(ll[olllic Growth, September 1998, pp. 241-266 

Despite the mgUInent that saving decisions are best left to private individuals 
and the flee market, some people claim that Americans save too little and that U.s 
policy should aim at raising the snving rate One possible justification for this 
clElim is that existing tax laws discriminate against saving by taxing away part of 
the letwns to saving; a "pro-saving" policy thus is necessary to offset this bias 
Another view is that Americans are just too shOItsighted in their saving decisions 
Jnd must be encouraged to save more 
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What policies can be used to increase saving? If saving were highly I€sponsive 
to the real interest rate, tax breaks that increase the real Icturn that savers receive 
would be effective For example, some economists advocate taXing households on 
how much they consume rather than on how much they earn, thereby exempting 
from taxation the income that is saved, But, as we noteq in Chapter 4, although 
saving appears to increase when the expected real return available to savers rises, 
most studies find this response to be small 

An alternative and perhaps more direct way to increase the national saving 
rate is by increasing the amollnt that the government saves; in other words, the 
governn1cnt should try to reduce its deficit or increase its surplus_ OUI analysis 
the "twin deficits" debate (Chapter 5) indicated that reducing the deficit by reduc
ing government purchases will lead to more national saving Manyeconon1ists 
argue that raising taxes to reduce the deficit or increase the surplus will also 
increase national saving by leading people to consume less. However, believers in 
Ricardian equivalence contend that tax increases without changes in current or 
planned government purchases won't affect consumption or national saving 

Po~ides to Raise the Rate of Productivity Growth 

Of the factors affecting long-I un living standards, the late of productivity growth 
may well be the most important in that-according to the Solow model-only 
ongoing productivity growth can lead to continuing improvement in output and 
consUlnption pel WO! ker Government policy can attempt to increase productivity 
in several ways31 

Improving Infrastructure. Some research findings suggest a significant link 
behveen productivity and the quality of a nation's infrastructure-its highways, 
bridges, utilities, dams, airpOl'ts, and other publicly owned capitaJ32 The construction 
of the interstnte highway system in the United States, for- example, significantly 
reduced the cost of transporting goods and sti.lllulated tourism and othel indus
tries, In the past quarter-century the rate of U.s government investment in infra
shucture has fallen, leading to a decline in the quality and quanlity of public capitaJ33 
Reversing this trend, some economists argue, might help achieve higher productiv
ity. However, not everyone agrees that more infrastructure investment is needed. For 
example, some critics have pointed out that the links between productivity growth 
and infrastructure aren't dear. If rich countries are more likely to build roads and 
hospitals, perhaps higher productivity growth leads to more infrastructure, rather 
than vice versa Others worry that infrastructure investments by the government 
may involve political considerations (for example, favoring the districts of powerful 
members of Congress) more than promoting economic efficiency 

31 According to endogenous growth the()ry, iln increase in the saving rate will increase the rate of 
productivity growth and hence increase the growth fates of output and consumption per worker 
Thus, in nddition to the policies discussed here, govemmcnt may attempt to increase productivity 
growth by hying to increase the saving ratc 
32 Sec, for exnmple, David A Aschiluer, "Rx for Productivity: Build Infrastructure .. ' Cllhag(l rfd 
tdt('l'.- Federal Reserve Bank of Chicilgo, September 1988 
33 For data .md discussion, see Clifford Winston nnd Barry Bosworth, "Public Infrastructure," in 
Henry J Aaron and Charles l Schultze, eds, Sdfillg DOIIIL's/it. Priori tiL's: Whal CI1I1 GOi'L'rlllllt'1I1 Do? .. 
Washington: Brookings Institution, 1992 
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Building Human Capital. Recent research findings point to a strong connec
tion behveen productivity grmvth and human capital The government affects 
human capital development through educational policies, ,",vorker training or relo
cation programs, health programs, and in other ways. Specific programs should 
be examined carefully to see whether benefits exceed costs, but a case may be 
made for greater commitment to human capital formation as a way to boost pro
ductivity growth 

One crucial form of hun1an capital, which we haven't yet mentioned, is entre
preneurial skill People with the ability to build a successful new business or to 
bring a new product to market playa key Iole in economic growth Productivity 
growth ll1ay increase if the government wele to Iemove ulU1ecessary barriers to 
entrepreneurial activity (such as excessive red tape) and give people with entre
preneurial skills greater incentives to use those skills productively" 

Encouraging Research and Development. The government also may be able 
to stimulate productivity growth by affecting rates of scientific and technical 
progress The US government directly supports much basic scientific research 
(through the National Science Foundation, for example) Most economists agree 
with this type of policy because the benefits of scientific progress, like those of human 
capital development, spread thIOughout the economy. Basic scientific research may 
thus be a good investment from society's point of view, even if no individual firm 
finds such research profitable Some economists would go further and say that even 
more applied, commercially oriented research deserves govermnent aid 

lR1dl.lstrria~ Policy 

Beyond support for basic science and technology, an aggressive approach that 
has been proposed for encouraging technological development is industrial 
policy Generally, industrial policy is a growth strategy in which the govern
ment-using taxes, subsidies, or regulation-attempts to influence the nation's 
pattern of industrial development More specifically, some advocates of indus~ 
trial policy argue that the government should subsidize and promote "high
tech" industries, so as to try to achieve or maintain national leadership in 
technologically dynamic areas 

The idea that the government should try to determine the nation's mix of 
industries is controversial. Economic theory and practice suggest that under 
normal circumstances the free mar ket can allocate reSOUlces well without govern
ment assistance Thus advocates of industrial policy must explain ,"vhy the free 
market fails in the case of high technology Two possible sources of mar ket failure 
that have been suggested are borrowing constraints and spillovers 

Bonowillg c01lstraiJlts are limits imposed by lenders on the amounts that indi
viduals or small firms can borrow.35 Because of borrowing constraints, private 
conlpanies, especially start-up firms, may have difficulty obtaining enough financ-

34 For a discussion of the importnnce of entrepreneurial activity and how it is nffected by govern
ment policy and the social environment, see William J Baumol, "Entrepreneurship: Productive, 
Unproductive, and Destructive," JOllnlill (~f Political EWIIOIllY. October 199() (part 1), pp 893-Y21 
35 In the Appendix to Chapter 4, we present a further discussion of borrowing constraints 
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ing for some projects Development of a ne\v slipelcomputeI, for example, is likely 
to require heavy investment in rescaleh and development and involve a long 
period during which expenses are high and no revenues are coming in 

SpilloL'crs ocellr when one c01npany's im1ovation-say, the development of an 
improved computer memory chip-stimulates a flood of related innovations and 
technical improvements by other companies and industries. The innovative com
pany thus may enjoy only some of the total benefits of its breakthrough while 
bearing the full development cost Without a government subsidy (argue advo
cates of industrial policy), such companies may not have a sufficiently strong 
incentive to innovate 

A third argument for industrial policy has less to do with market failure and 
mOle to do with nationalism. In some industries (such as aerospace) the efficient 
scale of operation is so large that the world market has room fm only a few finns 
For the world, the most desirable outcome is that those few firms be the most effi
cient, lnwest-cost producers However, in tenns of a single country, say, the United 
States, at least some of the finns in the market should be US firms so that profits 
hom the industlY \vill accrue to the United States. MmeoveI, having U.s finns in 
the market may enhance U.s, prestige and yield 111ilitary advantages These per~ 
ceived benefits might lead the United States to subsidize its firms in that industry, 
helping them to compete with the firms of other nations in the race to capture the 
\vOIld market Of course, other nations may well retaliate by intloducing or 
incleasing existing subsidies to their own firms 

These theOletical arguments for government intervention all assun1e that the 
government is skilled at picking "winning" technologies and that its decisions 
about which industries to subsidize would be free from purely political consider
ations. HoweveI, both assumptions are questionable. A danger of industrial policy 
is that the favored industries \vould be those \-vith the most powerful congression
al supporters, rather than those \vith the most economic promise 

The available evidence on the mguments for industrial policy has been sur
veyed by Gene Grossman36 of Princeton University Grossman concludes that, in 
genelBi, industrial policy is not desirable because, in chOOSing indushies to target, 
governments have frequently "backed the w10ng hOIse"; the costly attempt of 
Emopean governments to develop the supelsOluc transport (SST) and other new 
types of c01nmercial airplanes is a case in point_ Grossman also points out that alter
native policies-such as a tax break for all research and development spending-pro
mote technology without requiring the goverrUl1ent to target specific indushies, 

However, Glossman also concedes that government intervention may be desir
able in some cases, notably in the early development stages of technologically 
im10vative products, such as computers and CAT scanners Empirically, the poten
tial for beneficial spillovels in these cases appeal's so lmge that government inter
vention may be justified, even though many projects the government may choose 
to support ultimately will not prove worthwhile 

36 "rrornoting New Industliul Actidties: A Survey of Recent Arguments und Evidence," OECD 
L(()lIolIIll 5!lIdh'~_ Spring lQ90, pp 87-125 

Chapter Summary 

CI-ilAPTIER SUMMARY 

1.. Economic growth is the princip(!i SOUIce of improving 
standards of living over time. O\'er long periods, even 
small differences in growth rates can have a large 
effect on nations' stand<lrds of living 

2, Growth accounting is a method for breaking total 6. 
output' growth into the portions resulting from 
growth in capital inputs, growth in labor inputs, and 
growth in productivity All three factors have con
tributed to long-run econolTdc growth in the United 
States However, the slowdown in US output growth 
after 1973 (and in other countries) primarily Icflects a 
sharp decline in p!'Oductivity growth. Part of this 
slowdown may be illusory, a product of measure
ment problems Other explanations of the decline in 
productivity growth include problems in the legal 
and hum(!n environment, slower technical progress, 
increased oil prices, and the cost of adopting new 
information technologies 7 

3. The Solow model of econOlnic growth examines the 
interaction of g!'Owth, saving, and c<lpital accumula
tion on;?!" time It predicts that in the absence of pro
ductivity growth the economy will reach a steady 
stilte in which output, consumption, and capital per 
wor ker are constant 

4 Accord lllg to the Solow model, each of the following 
leads to higher output, consumption, and capital per 
worker in the long run: an increase in the saving rate, 
a decline in the population growth rate, and an 
increase in pI(xiuctivity 

5, The Solow model implies that living standards of 
countries with similar saving rates, population 
growth riltes, and production functions will tend to 
converge over time (conditional convergence) 
Empirical evidence tends to SUppOl't conditional con-

Terms 
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vergence Uncondition(!\ convergence-the idea tlul 
living standards in most poor countries will eventu
ally catch up to those of rich countries-is not sup
ported by the data 

Endogenous growth theory attempts to explain, 
rather than assumes, the economywide rate of pro
ductivity growth One strand of this approach 
emphasizes the formation of human capital, including 
the acquisition of skills and training by workers A 
second strand focuses on research and development 
activity by firms Endogenous growth theorists argue 
that, because growth in capital and output engenders 
increased human capital and innovation, the mmgin
al productivity of capital m(!y not be diminishing for 
the economy as a whole. An implication of this theory 
is that the saving rate can affect the long-run rate of 
economic growth 

Government policies to raise long~run living stan
dards include raising the rate of saving and increas
ing productivity. Possible ways of increasing 
productivity lIn-olve investing in public capital (infra
structure), encouraging the fonllation of human cap
ital, am! increasillg research and development A 
more aggressive strategy is industrial policy, in which 
the government uses subsidies and other tools to 
influence the nation's pattern of industrial develop
ment-and, in particular, to stimulate high-tech 
industries. Theoretical arguments for the use of 
industrial policy include the possible existence of bor
rowing constraints and spillovers Critics of this 
approach contend that in prilctice the government 
cannot successfully pick and subsidize only "win_ 
ning" technologies 

capital-labor ratio, p 216 

conditional convergence, p 228 

endogenous growth theory, p 230 

Golden Rule capital-labor ratio, 

growth accounting, p 208 industrial policy, p 235 

steady state, p 218 

p 219 

growth accounting equation, p 207 

human capital, p 231 unconditional convergence, p 228 
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~{ey iEquations 

ilY M ilK ilN 
Y~A+n'K+aNN (62) 

The growth accounting equation states that output 
grmvth, Ll y/y .. , depends on the growth rate of productiv
ity, flA/A, the grtHvth rate of capital, LlK/K, and the 
growth rate of labor, f:1N/N The elasticity of output with 
respect to capital, n/(, gives the percentage increase in 
output that results when capital increases by 1(};, The 
plasticity of output with respect to labor, aN! gives the 
percentage increase in output that results when labor 
increases by 1 (Yt, 

1/, ~j!k,) (6.4) 

For any year, t, the per-wor ker production function relates 
output per worker, YI! to capital per worker (also called the 
capital-labor ratio), k/ 

c ~jW - (II + d)k (67) 

Steady-state consumption per worker, c, equals stcady
state output per worker, f(k), minus steady-slate invest
ment per wor ker, (II + d)k Steady-state output per worker 
is determined by per-worker production, j?k), where k is 
the steady-state capital-labor ratio Steady-state invest
ment per worker has two parts: equipping new workel's 

Review Questions 

1. According to the growth accounting <1ppro<1ch, wh<1l 
are the three sources of economic growth? From what 
basic economic relationship is the growth accounting 
approach derived? 

2, Of the three sources of growth identified by growth 
accounting, which one is primarily responsible for the 
slowdown in U.S economic grmvth after 1973? What 
explanations have been given for the decline in this 
source of growth? 

3, According to the Solow model of economic growth, if 
there is no productivity growth, what will happen to 
output pel' \vorker, consumption pel" worker, and cap
ital per wor ker in the long run? 

4" True or false? The higher the steady-state capital-labor 
ratio is, the more consumption each worker can enjoy 
in the long run Explain yoUI' ill1SWer 

5, VVhat effect should each of the following have on lon(7-. n 
run living standmds, according to the Solow model? 

a An increase in the saving rate 

with the per-worker capital stock, Ilk, and replacing Wnf'O

out or depreciated capital, dk 

s((k) ~ (1/ + d)k (610) 

The steady state is determined by the condition 
saving per worker, ~r(k), equals steady-state investment 
per wo.rker, (II + d)k Saving per worker equals the saving 
rate s times output per worker,/(k) 

Y =AK (0 11) 

Endogenous growth theory replaces the assumption of 
diminishing marginal pl'Oductivity of capital with the 
assumption that the marginal productivity of capital is 
independent of the level of the capital stock In the pro
duction function relating aggregate output Y to the aggre
gate capital stock K in Eq (611), the marginal product of 
capital is constant and equal to the parameter A 

ilY 
-~5A-d Y , (614) 

In an end9genous growth model, the orowth rate of 
output, ;~: , is deterrnined endogenousl); by the siwing 
rate, s An increase in the saving r<1te incre<1ses the growth 
rate of output 

b An increase in the population growth ['ate 

C A onc-time improvement in productivity 

6, What is cOIIPcrgL'IICt'? Explain the diffet'ence between 
IIl/col/dithHlIl! COI/Ul.'rr,:L'IICl.' and (ollditiollal COlHtL'l'gO/(C. 

What prediction dt~es the Solow model make ',Jbnut 
convergence? What does the evidence say? 

7. What two explanations of productivity growth docs 
endogenous growth theory offer? How does the pro
duction function in an endogenous growth model 
differ from the production function in the Solow 
model? 

R What types of policies <1re <1vailable to a government 
that wants to promote economic growth? For each type 
of policy you identify, explain briefly how the policy is 
supposed to wor k and list its costs or disadvantagcs 
How does endogenous growth theory possibly change 
our thinking ab(Hlt the effectiveness of vnrious pro
growth policies, such as increasing the saving rate? 

Chaptcr Summary 

Two economies, Hare and Tortoise, each start with a 
real GDP pel' person of 85000 in 1950 Real GOP per 
person grows 3% per year in Hare and 1 % per year in 
Tortoise In the year 2000, what will be leal GOP pel" 
person in each economy? Make a guess first; then use a 
calcul<1tor to get the answer 

2. Over the past twenty years an economy's total output 
has grown from 1000 to 1300, its capital stock has risen 
from 2500 to 3250, and its labor force has increased 
from 500 to 575 All measurements arC in real terms 
Calculate the contributions to economic g(Owth of 
growth in c<1pital, labor, and productivity 

11 assuming that 11/\ = 0.3 and I1N = 0. 7 

b assuming that 11/\ = 0 5 and aN = a 5 

3, 1"01" a particular economy, the following capital input K 
and labor input N were repmted in four diffel'cnt years: 

Year J( N 

3 

200 
250 
250 

1000 
1000 
1250 

4 300 1200 

The production function in this economy is 

Y = Ko.JNll/, 

where Y is total output 

11 Find total output, the capital-labor ratio, and output 
pet worker in each yem Compare year 1 with year 
3 and year 2 with year -1, Can this production func
tion be written in per-wmker form? Ifso, write alge
br<1ically the per-worker form of the production 
function 

b Repeat part (a) but i1ssumc now that the production 
function is 1" = KO JN0 R 

4, Usc the data from Table 61 to calculate annual growth 
rates of GOP per capita for e<1ch countr y listed over the 
period 1950-1996 [Noll': The <1I111ual gl'Owth fate: will 
satisfy the equation (l + :),16 = GDPI'J'!6/GOPI9:;o, To 
solve this equation for: llsing a calculator, take logs of 
both sides of the equation"J You will find that Germany 
and Japan, two countries that suffered extensive 
damage in World War II, had the two highest growth 
rates after 1950 Give a reason, based on the analysis of 
the Solow model, for these countries' particulady fast 
growth during this period 

So An economy has the per-worker pwduction function 

!II = 3/\/1"', 
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where Ifl is output per worker and kl is the 
capital-labor ratio The depreciation rate is 0 1, and the 
population growth rate is 0 05 Saving is 

5, ~ OJY" 

where 51 is total national saving and 1"1 is total output 

a What are the stead y-state values of the capital-labor 
ratio, output pet worker, and consumption per 
wor kef? 

T he rest of the problem shows the effects of changes in 
the three fundamental determinants of long-run living 
standards 
b Repeat part (a) for a saving rate of 04- instead of 03 

Repeat part (a) for a population grovvth rate of 0.08 
(with a s<1ving rate of 0 3) 

d Repeat part (a) for a production function of 

111= 4k/)5 

Assume that the saving rate and population growth 
rate are at their original values 

6, Consider a closed economy in which the population 
grows at the rate of 1% per year The per-worker pro
duction function is !I = 6/k, where y is output per 
worker and k is capital per ,vorker The depreciation 
rate of capital is 14% per yeal 

{/ Households consume 90% of income and save the 
remaining Imr;, of income There is no government 
What are the steady~state values of capital per 
worker, output per w01'ker, consumption per 
worker, and investment per wor ker? 

b Suppose that the country wants to increase its ste<1dy
state value of output per worker vVhat stei1dy-state 
value of the capital-labor ratio is needed to double 
the steady-state value of output per capita? What 
fraction of income would households have to save to 
achieve a steady-state level of output per worker that 
is hvice as high as in part (a)? 

7. Both population and the work force grow at the r<1te 
of /I = 1 % per year in a closed economy 
Consumption is C = 0.5(1 - t)Y, where f is the tax rate 
on income and Y is total output The per-worker pro
duction function is 1/ = s/k. where y is output per 
worker and k is the capital-labor ratio, The deprecia
tion rate of capital is d = 9% per year. Suppose for 
now that there are no government purchases and the 
tax rate on income is t = 0 
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17 Find expressions for national saving per worker and 
the steady-state level of investment per worker as 
functions of the capital-labor ratio, k In the steady 
state, what are the values of the capital-labor rati~, 
output per worker, consumption pel" \v01ker, and 
investment per worker? 

1. According to the Solow model, how would each of the 
following affect consumption per worker in the long 
run (that is, in the steady state)? Explain 

17 The destruction of a portion of the nation's capital 
stock in a war 

b A permanent increase in the rate of immigration 
(which raises the overall population gl'Owth rate) 

c A permanent increase in energy prices 

d A temporary rise in the saving rate 

L' A permanent inCl'ease in the fraction of the popula~ 
tion in the labor force (the population growth rate is 
unchanged) 

2, An economy is in a steady state with no productivity 
change. Because of an increase in acid rain, the rate of 
capital depreciation rises permanently 

a According to the Solmv model, what are the effects 
on steady-state capital per worker, output per 
wor ker, consumption per worker, and the long-run 
growth rate of the total capital stock? 

b In an endogenous growth model, what are the 
effects on the growth rates of output, capital, and 
consumption of an increase in the depl'eciation rate 
of capital? 

3. This prob!en1 adds the government to the Solow 
model. Suppose that a government purchases goods in 
the amount of S per worker every year; with NI work~ 
ers in year t, total government purchases are gNI The 
government has a balanced budget so that its tax rev
enue in year t, TI , equals total government purchases 
Total national saving, 51' is 

s, = s(Y,- T,), 

where Y1 is total output and s is the saving rate 

a Graphically show the steady state for the initial level 
of government purchases per worker 

b Suppose that the government permanently increas~ 
es its purchases per worker \"'hat are the effects on 
the steady-state levels of capital per worker, output 

II Suppose that the government pUIchases goods each 
year and pays for these purchases using taxes on 
income The government fllns a bnlul1ced budget in 
each period and the tax rate on income is t :::: 0.5 
Repeat part (a) and compare yow results 

per worker, and consumption per worker? Does 
your result imply that the optimal level of govern
ment purchases is zero? 

4. In a Solow-type economy, total national saving, 51' is 

51 = sYI-IzK1 

fhe extra term, -IIKI' reflects the idea that when wealth 
(as measured by the capital stock) is higher, saving is 
lower. (,Wealthier people have less need to save for the 
future) 

Find the steady-state values of per-worker capital, 
output, and consumption What is the effect on the 
steady state of an increase in II? 

5" Two countries are identical in every way except that 
one has a much higher capital-labor ratio than the 
other According to the Solow model, which countrv's 
total output will grow more quickly? Does yOUI' ans\~rer 
depend on \vhether one countrv or the other is in a 
steady state? [n general terms, ho~\' will your answer be 
affected if the two countries are allowed to trade with 
each other? 

6. Suppose that total capital and labor both increase bv 
the same percentage amount, so that the amount (;f 
capital per worker, k, doesn't change vVriting the 
production function in per-worker terms, II = fl,k), 
requires that this increase in capital and lab'or J~1l1st 
not change the amount of output produced per 
worker, If Use the growth accounting equation to 
show that equal percentage increases in capital and 
labor will leave output per worker unaffected only if 
fll\+aN=l 

7. An economy has a per~capita production function 1/= 

Aktlll l - u, where A and a are fixed parameters, If is per
\vorker output, k is the capital-labor ratio, and It is 
human capital per worker, a measure of the skills and 
training of the average worker The production func~ 
tion implies that, for a given capital-labor ratio, 
increases in average human capital raise output per 
worker 

Chapter Summary 

The economy's Sewing rate is s, and all saving is 
used to create physical capital, which depreciates at 
rate d WOl'ket's acquire skills on the job by working 
with capital; the more capital with which they have to 
WOl'k, the more skills they acquire We capture this 
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idea by assuming that human capital per worker is 
alw<1Ys proportional to the amount of capital per 
worker, or f1 == Bk, where B is a fixed parameter 

Find the long-run growth rates of physical capital, 
human capital, and output in this economy 

(':) The Conference lBoard® Exercises 

For The COI/ferellce BoardE' BllsiHess C!jelL' [miicators Database, 
go to \VWW awl online com/abel_bernanke 

1. This problem asks you to do your own growth account
ing exercise. Using data since 1948, make a table of 
annual growth rates of real GDP, the capital stock (pri~ 
vate equipment capital plus private structures capital), 
and civilian employment Assuming aK = 0 3 and fiN = 
07, find the productivity growth rate for each year 

(1 Graph the contributions to overall economic growth 
of capital growth, labor growth, and productivity 
grmvth for the period since 1948 Contrast the 
behaviOI of each of these variables in the post-1973 
period to their behavior in the earlier period 

il Compdle lhe posl-1973 behavior of productivity 
growth with the graph of the relative price of 
energy, shown in Figure 313 To what extent do you 
think the productivity slowdown can be blamed on 
higher energy prices? 

2, Graph the US capital-labol' ratio since 1948 (use the 
sum of private equipment capital and private structures 
capital as the measure of capital, and civilian employ
ment as the measwe of labor) Do you see evidence of 
convergence to a steady state during the postwar 
period? Now graph real OUq.lut per worket' and real con~ 
sumption per worker for the same period According to 
the Solow model, what are the two basic explanations 
for the upward trends in these two variables? Can 

output per worker and consumption pet worker contin~ 
ue to grow even if the capital-labor ratio stops rising? 

3. Does unconditional convergence hold among the states 
of the United States? In other words, do states with per 
capita income lower (higher) than the national average 
tend to grow faster (slower) than the country <15 a 
whole? This problem asks you to check for convergence 
for your own stale 

a For your state, find real per capita personal income 
for 1950 and the latest dale available (state data are 
not included in the database, but you can obtain 
data on slate personal income from the Bureau of 
Economic Analysis's \'\feb site at \VWW bea doc gov / 
bea/regional/spi/index html) Was YOlii state 
richer or poorer than the national average in 1950? 
Has it grown faster or slower than the nation as a 
whole since 19507 Is the evidence for your state con
sistent with unconditional convergence? Try this 
exercise for five other states from different parts of 
the country 

b Repeat part (<1), but compare the Southeastern region 
of the United States (instead of a single state) against 
the country as a whole The South was poorer than 
the test of the country in 1950 Is it catching up? 

Reference (includes data sources for state pel' capita 
income): Robert BalTO and Xavier Sala-i~Martin, 
"Convergence," jOllrllfll of Political Eco//OJ1/!f, Apd11992, 
pp 223-251 



The Asset Market, Money, 
and Prices 

n Chapters 3 and 4 we discussed the labor market and the goods market, two of 
the three markets in Our model of the macroeconomy In this chapter we con
sider the third market, the asset market By nsse! IIwlke! we mean the entire set of 

markets in which people buy and sell real and financial assets, including, for exam
ple, gold, houses, stocks, and bonds 

A type of asset that has long been believed to have special macroeconomic sig
nificance is money Money is the economist's term for assets that can be used in 
making payments, such as cash and checking accounts. One reason that money is 
important is that most prices are expressed in units of money, such as dollars, yen, 
or eurDS Because prices are measured in money terms, understanding the role of 
money in the economy is basic to studying issues related to the price level, such as 
inflation and its causes, In addition, many economists believe that the amount of 
money in the economy affects real economic variables, such as output and employ
ment If it does, then it may be possible to use monetary policy to promote stable 
output growth and fight unemployment, as we discuss in Part 3. 

Because money is such an inlportant asset, it is the focus of our- discussion of 
the asset market In the first part of the chapter we explain what money is and why 
people choose to hold it We show that a person's decision about how much money 
to hold (his or her money demand) is part of a broader decision about how to allo
cate wealth among the various assets that are available. We then bring together the 
demand for money and the supply of money (which is determined by the central 
bank) to analyze equilibrium in the asset market This analysis demonstrates that 
the price level in an economy is closely related to the amOlmt of money in the econ
omy. Thus high rates of inflation-that is, rapid increases in prices-are likely 
when the money supply is growing rapidly 

1.1 What Us Money? 
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In economics the meaning of the term mOl/ev is different from its everyday mean
ing People often say III011ey when they mean iI/come or wealth, as in: That job pays 

7 '1 Whalls Money? 

Money in a Prisoner-of-War Camp 

Among the Allied soldiers liberated from German pris
oner-of-war (POW) camps at the end of World War 1I 
\-vas a young man named R. A. Radford Radford had 
been trained in economics, and shortly after his return 
home he published an article entitled "The Economic 
Organisation of a POW Camp n* This article, a minor 
classic in the economics literature, is a fascinating 
account of the daily lives of soldiers in several POW 
camps It focuses particularly on the primitive 
"economies" that grew up spontaneously in the camps 

The scope for economic behavior in a POW camp 
might seem severely limited, and to a degree that's so 
There was little production of goods within the camps, 
although there was some trade in services, such as laun
dry or tailoring services and even portI'aihlre. However, 
prisoners were allowed to move around freely within the 
compound, and they actively traded goods obtained 
from the Red Cross, the Germans, and other sources 
Among the commodities exchanged \-vere tinned milk, 
jam, butter, biscuits, chocolate, sugar, clothing, and toilet 
articles In one particular ci.1mp, which at various times 
had up to fifty thousand prisoners of many nationalities, 
active trading centers were run entirely by the prisoners 

A key pI actical issue was how to organize the trad
ing At first, the camp economies used barter, but it 
proved to be slow and inefficient Then the prisoners hit 
on the idea of using cigarettes as money. Soon prices of 
all goods were quoted in terms of cigarettes, and ciga-

* fUlI/olI/ica, November 19·15, pp 189-201 
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rettes were accepted as payment for any good or ser
vice Even nonsmoking prisoners would happily accept 
cigarettes as payment, because they knew that they 
could easily trade the cigarettes for other things they 
wanted. The use of cigarette money greatly simplified 
the problem of making trades and helped the camp 
economy function much more smoothly 

Why were cigarettes, rather than some other com
modity, used as money by the POWs? Cigarettes satis
fied a number of criteria for a good money: A cigarette is 
a fairly standardized commodity whose value \vas easy 
for both buyers and sellers to ascertain. An individual 
cigarette is low enough in value that making "change" 
wasn't a problem Cigarettes are portable, are easily 
passed from hand to hand, and don't spoil quickly. 

A drmvback was that, as a commodity money (a 
form of money with an alternative use), cigarette money 
had a resource cost: Cigarettes that 'were being used as 
money could not simultaneously be smoked. In the 
same way, the traditional use of gold and silver ilS 

money was costly in that it diverted these metals from 
alternative uses 

1 he use of cigarettes as money isn't restricted to 
POW camps, Just before the collapse of communism in 
Eastern Europe, cigarette money reportedly was used in 
Romania and other countries instead of the nearly 
worthless official money 

good money, or Hel' family has a lot of money In economics, howeveI, money 
refers specifically to assets that me widely used and accepted as payment 
Historically, the forms of money have ranged from beads and shells to gold and 
silver-and even to cigarettes (see Box 71) In modern economies the most famil
ial fOlIns of money ate coins and paper money, or cunency. Another common 
form of money is checkable deposits, or bank accounts on which checks can be 
\vritten for making payments 

The IFwuctiorlis of Money 

Since the earliest times almost all societies-hom the most primitive to the most 
sophisticated and with many types of political and economic systems-have used 
money Money hEls thlee useful functions in an economy: It is a medium of 
exchange, a unit of account, and a store of value 

:····1· 
! 

.1 
I 

ill 
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Medium of E)(change. ln an economy with no money, trading takes the form of 
boule!', or the direct exchange of certain goods fm othCI goods Even today some 
people belong to bOll tel" clubs, in which membcls swap goods and services "among 
themselves. Genclally, though, barter is an inefficient way to trade because finding 
someone who has the item you want and is willing to exchange that item fm some~ 
thing you have is both difficult and time-consuming In a ba!'tcl' system, if one of 
the authors of this book wanted a restaurant meal, he would first have to find a 
restamatcw willing to bade his blue-plate special for an economics lecture-which 
might not be easy to do 

Nloney makes seat ching for the pClfect tIuding partner unnecessmy, In an 
economy that utilizes money, the economics professor doesn't have to find a 
restmuant owner who is hungry for knowledge Instead, he can fiIst exchange his 
economics lectUle to students for money and then use the money to buy a meal In 
functi,oning as a medium of exchange, 01' a device for making tI~nsacti~ns, money 
permIts people to trade at less cost in time and effort. Having a medium of 
exchange also raises productivity by allowing people to specialize in economic 
activities at which they are most skilled In an economy with money, specialized 
producers have no problem trading thell goods or sel vices for the things they 
nee? Ln a barter economy, though, the difficulty of bading would leave people no 
chOice but to ~lIodllce most of their own food, clothing, and shelter Thus in a 
barter economy the oppOltunity to specialize is gIeatly reduced 

Unit o~ Account" As a ~mit of account, money is the basic unit for measllling 
economIC value In the Umted States, for example, virtuulIy ull prices, wages, asset 
values, and debts are expressed in dollars Having a single, unifOlm meaSUle of 
value is convenient For example, lnicing all goods in the United States in dollars
instead of some goods being priced in yen; some in gold, and some in General 
Iviotot's shares-simplifies comparison among different goods 

The medium-of-exchange and unit-of-account functions of money are closely 
lir.lked Because goods and servict"'5 are I11ostoften exchanged fol' money (the medium
at-exchange function), explessing economic values in money terms (the unit-of
account function) is natura! Otherwise, we could just as wel! express economic values 
in telms of, say, bushels of wheat However, the medium of exchange and the unit of 
account aren't always the same, In countries with high and erIatic inflation, for exam
ple, fluctuating currency value mElkes money El poor unit of account becEluse prices 
must be changed frequently In such cases econo111ic values are common Iv stated in 
terms of a more stable unitof account, such as dollars O! ounces of tl"old e\;en thoucrh 
transactions may continue to be carded out in the local clllrency 

b' b 

Store of Value. As a stOle of value, money is a way of holding wealth An 
extreme example is a mise!' who keeps his life's savings in cash under the mattress 
But even someone who spends his cash wages fifteen minutes aftel' receivina them 
. . 0 
IS usmg money as a stOIC of value for that sho1 t peIiod 

In most cases only money functions as a medium of exchantl"e 01' a unit of . . " 
account, but any asset-for example, stocks, bonds, 01 leal estatf:.'-can be a store of 
value As these othel types of assets nmmally pay the holder a highel Ietwn than 
money does, why do people use money as a store of value? The answer is that 
money's usefulness as a medium of exchange makes it wOIthwhile to hold, even 
though its Ieturn is relatively low 
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Meast,~ring uVioney: The Monetary p'9gregates 

IvIone), is defined as those assets that ale widely used and accepted in payment 
This definition suggests a hald-and-fast line between assets that should be count
ed as money and those that should not Actually, the distinction betvveen nl0netary 
assets and nonmonetary assets isn't so clear 

Consider, for example, money market mutual funds (MMMFs), which first 
became popular in the late 1970s MMMFs are organizations that sell shares to the 
public and invest the proceeds in shm t-term government and corporate debt 
MMMFs strive to earn a high return fO! their shareholders At the same tin1e, they 
typically allow their shareholders to \vrite a small number of checks each 11lonth 
aguinst their accounts, perhaps fm a fee Thus, although MMMF shares can be 
used to make payments, they are not as convenient as cash or regular checking 
accounts for this purpose Should MMMF shares be counted as money? There is no 
definitive answer to this question 

Because assets differ in their "moneyness," no single measure of the amount of 
money in the economy-or the money stock, as it is often called-is likely to be 
completely satisfactory Fo}' this reason, in most countries economists and policy
I11ukelS use several different meaSUles of the l110ney stock These official measures 
are known as monetary aggregates" The variolls monetary aggrcgEltes differ in 
how nurrowly they define the concept of money, In the United States the tvvo most 
widely used monetary aggregates are called Ml and NI2 Summary definitions 
and data fm these hvo aggregates are given in Table 7.1 Information about \vhere 
to find data on the monetmy aggregates is presented in the box "In Touch with the 
Ivl(lcIOeconomy: The ivlonetary AggregEltes " 

The M1 Monetary Aggregate. The most narrowly defined official money mea
sure, Ml, consists pIimarily of currency and balances held in checking accounts 
Ivlore precisely, Ivn is made up of currency (including U.s, cunency circulating 
outside the United States; see Box 7.2, "Where Have All the Dollars Gone?," p 247) 
and travelers' checks held by the public, demand deposits (non-interest-bearing 
checking accounts), and other checkable deposits The cutegory "other checkable 

Table 7.1 
U. S, Monetary Aggregates (July 1999) 

M1 

Currency 
Travelers' checks 
Demand deposits 
Other checkable deposits 

M2 

Components of M 1 
Savings deposits, including MMDAs 
Small·denomination time depOSits 
MMMFs (noninstitutional) 

Note I'Jumbers may not add to totals shown owing to rounding 

1098.0 
487.7 

83 
362 .. 5 
239 .. 5 

4534.1 

1098.0 
17168 

926 .. 0 
7934 

Source Federal Reserve Bulletin, October 1999 Table 1 21 M2 is M1 plus lines 33, 34. 36 37, and 39 Data 
are not seasonally adiusted 
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The Monetary Aggregates 

he official monetary aggregatcs-<:urrcntly Ml, Nl2, 
and M3-<lrc compiled and reported by the Board 
of Governors of the Federal Reserve System in 

Washington Only data for Ml were reported until 1971, 
when the Fed introduced M2 and Nt3 Since then the def
initions of the monetary aggregates have changed several 
times, reflecting the evolution of the financial system 

Wall Street JOl//'IIaJ Historical data are available in the 
Federal RCSL'fve BJ/lletill, the Federal Reserve's AlIIlIfal 
Statisticnl Digcst, the fCD/wlllie Report (:f the Presidellt, and 
on the J=ederal Reserve System's Vveb site at www 
federalreserve gov/releases/H6. Monetary data are 

revised frequently, reflecting the receipt of new data by 
the Federal Reserve or changes in the definitions of mon
etaryaggregates The Fed reports estimates of the aggregates both 

weekly and monthly, llsing data supplied by banks, the 
Treasury, money market mutual funds, foreign centrd 
banks, and other sources Each Thursday at 4:30 P i'vl 

Eastern time the Fed announces figures for MI, M2, and 
M3 for the week ending the Monday of the previous 
week These announcements are regularly reported by 
the business media; see, for example, the "FedeI<d 
Reserve Data" column that appears on l~ridays in the 

Publication of the monetary aggregates helps keep 
the public and Congress informed about how the Fed is 
changing the nation's money supply in addition, twice a 
year-in February and July-the Federal Reserve must 
report to Congress its plans for the future growth of the 
monetary aggregates These semiannual reports, known 
as Humphrey-Hawkins reports, allow public discussion 
and review of current monetary policy 

dpposits" includes interest-bearing check;]ble deposits, such as NO\A,1 (negotiable 
Older of withdr,l\val) accounts ilnd A TS (automatic tlansfer service) accounts. tvIl is 
perhaps the closest countelpart of the theoretical definition of money because all its 
component!:; ale actively used and widely accepted for making payments 

The M2 Monetary Aggregate" Evel ything in Ml plus othel ilssets that are 
somewhat less "moneylike" comprise M2" The main additional assets in M2 
include savings deposits, small-denomination (under 5100,000) time deposits, non
institutional! holdings of Inoney market mutual funds (tvHvUvII:s), and money 
market deposit accounts (tvlivIDAs) Time deposits are intelest-beming deposits 
with a fixed term (early \vithdlilwal lIsually involves a penalty) As mentioned, 
MtvtrvlFs invest their shmeholdel's' funds in short-term securities, pay market
based interest rates, cmd allow holders to write checks tvfMDAs ale like NIivIMFs, 
except they are offered by banks or thlift institutions such as savings and loan asso
ciations [n Table 7 1 we followed the presentation in the Fcdclr1! RcsL'/'uC Blilletill and 
included I'vIMDAs as part of savings deposits 

The M3 Monetary Aggregate An additional monetary aggreg<-1te, generally 
less well known and used than ivI1 and M2, is called ivB The aggregate M3 con
tains everything in ivI2 and other ilssets, such as lalge-denomination (wer 
$100,000) time deposits, MMMFs held by institutions, lepulchilse (RP) agreements, 
and EurodoHals held by U S residents in foreign branches of U.s banks. {n £m RP 
agreement;J bank bmlows from a nonbank customer by selling a seClIl ity, such as 

I Holding,.:. of !'\.'1!\'1!v!F~ by in:-;tilllt!llnO'. O'u(h ,10' pl'·n~i(ln illnd~. nrt.' includl·d in the- b!,(),ldl'J' tn(l[1t:iJr;' 

'lggrega!e i'vlJ, 1\ hkh In: discliss briefly nu,! 

i 1 Wh<lt Is Money? 

Where Have All the Dollars Gone? 

In 1999 the stock of US currency was $488 billion, or 
about $1800 for every man, woman, and child in the 
United Stiltes Ihis figure is surprisingly high After all, 
how many people actually have 51800 of cash on hand 
at <lny given time, and how many families of four hold 
$7200 in cash? [n fact, studies have found that the aver
age person in the United States holds not much more 
than SlOO in cunency. So where is the remaining $1700 
per per son?* 

Businesses, especially retailers, hold currency for 
making transactions, but the amount of currency held 
by U S_ businesses appears to account for less than $100 
of the "missing" $1700 per person Currency also is 
extensively used in the underground economy, either to 
conduct illegal transactions (such as trade in illegal 
drugs) or to hide legal transactions from tax collectors 
However, the Federal Reserve estimates that the 
amount of cllI'rency in the domestic underground econ
omy amounts to less than $125 per person. Studies have 
found that most of the "missing" U.s currency
amounting to 55% to 70% of currency outstanding-is 
held abIO<ld. Indeed, about 75% of the increase in US 
currency in the first half of the 1990s flmved abroad 

Why would people in other countries want to hold 
US dollars? Even though the dollar may not serve as 
medium of exchange or as a unit of account in a coun
try, it can be a relatively attractive store of value, espe~ 
cially in countries that are economically or- politically 
unstable For example, in countries \vith high rates of 
inflation, the local currency is a particularly poor store 
of value because the real value (purchasing power) of 
the local cunency decreases at the rate of inflation In 
high-inflation countries the dollar, which has had a rel
atively stable purchasing power, may be much more 
attractive than local currency as a means of holding 
wealth_ Political instability in a country might also 
induce residents to demand U.S dollars because, if 
political upheaval forces people to flee the country, car-
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rying dollars out may be the easiest way for them to 
take some of their wealth with them About half the u..s 
currency sent overseas between 1988 and 1995 went to 
Europe, much of it to Russia and other nations of 
Eastern Europe, \vhich in recent years have experienced 
substantial economic and political instability (see the 
Application "Money Growth and Inflation in European 
Countries in Transition," p, 264) 

Because currency is more than one-third of M1 in the 
United States and more than half of all U.S. currency is 
held abroad, more than one-sixth of U. 5 M1 is in fact 
held by foreign interests Therefore events abroad that 
change the foreign demand for US. dollars can cause 
substantial changes in measured U 5 monetary aggre
gates, Since 1960, the month with tile highest (seasonally 
adjusted) growth rate of u..s. currency outstanding was 
January 1991, when the United States began bombing 
Iraq after Iraq's invasion of Kuwait in August 1990. In 
fact, four of the seven highest monthly growth rates of 
currency since 1960 occurred behveen August 1990 and 
February 1991. These large increases in US" currency out
standing were driven by foreign concerns about political 
and military instability rather than by domestic factors 
determining money demand in the U S. economy, 

Although foreign holdings of U.S. dollars reduce the 
reliability of measured monetary aggregates as indica
tors of conditions in the U S. economy, the United States 
gets an important benefit from the foreign holdings of 
its currency U.S currency is a liability of the Federal 
Reserve System and thus represents a loan to the 
Federal Reserve System (ilnd ultimately to the U S. gov
ernment, to which most Federal Reserve profits go) 
However, currency pays no interest, so this loan being 
provided by foreign holders of U S currency to the 
United States is interest-free! The interest savings asso
ciated with this interest-free loan to the U..s govern
ment amount to several billion dollars each year 

* Most of the data in this box (except the months of most rapid currency growth) are reported in Richard 0 Porter and Ruth A 
Judson ... The Location of U 5 Currency: How Much Is Abroad?" Federal Reserve BlIlIetin, October 1996, pp 883-903 

a government bond, to the customer and promising to buy the security back 
ElilodoUars ilre doUill-denominated deposits in banks outside the United States 

Many of the assets included in M3 (as weU as some that are in M2) are not 
money in the strict sense of being directly acceptable in payment For example, 
repurchase agleements, which are part of M3, cannot be used directly for making 
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purchases Howevel, because these assets can be quickly and cheaply mllw,prtpri 

into currency or checkable deposits, economists include them in the broader 
sures of money 

Weighted Monetary Aggregates. The monetary aggregates are constructed 
by simply adding the outstanding amounts of variolls types of assets. Thus a dollar 
of cun-eney contributes no more to the measured money stock than does a dollaI of 
savings deposits This standmd way of measuring the money stock ignores the fact 
that some assets, slich as CUl"lency, are more money like than others. Recently, some 
economists have experimented with weighted monetary aggregates In this 
approach a dollar of a very moneylike asset such as cuneney is given a greater 
weight in the total than is a dollat' of a less money like asset such as a savings 
deposit Several studies conclude that weighted monetaIY aggregates ale more 
useful measures of money than ate the standard aggregates.?' Disagreements about 
the best \vay to \,\reight the various monetary assets remain, however, and so far 
this approach hasn't been officially adopted 

The Money Suppiy 

The money supply is the amount of money available in an economy3 In modern 
economies the money supply is determined by the centIal bank-in the United 
States, the Federal Reselve System 

A detailed explanation of how central banks contIol the money supply raises 
issues that would take us too fat afield at this point, so we defer that discussion to 
Chapter 14 To grasp the basic idea, however, let's consider the simple hypotheti
cal situation in which the only form of money is currency In this case, to increase 
the money supply the central bank needs only to increase the amount of currency 
in circulation. How can it do so? 

One way-which is close to \vhat happens in practice-is fO! the centIal bank 
to use newly minted cunency to buy financial assets, such as govelnn1ent bonds, 
from the public In making this swap, the public inCleases its holdings of money, 
and the amount of money in circulation rises When the central bank uses money 
to purchase government bonds flam the public, thus raising the money supply, it 
is said to have conducted an opell-lIu7Ikct pUJ"chase 

To reduce the money supply, the centIal bank can make this trade in reverse, 
selling government bonds that it holds to the public in exchange fm currency, 
After the central bank lemoves this cunency horn circulation, the money supply is 
10\ve1' When the central bank sells government bonds to the public to reduce the 
money supply, the transaction is an open-I/larket sale Open-market purchases and 
sales together are called open-market opelations. 

In addition to buying government bonds f1'om the public, the centIal bank can 
also increase the money supply by buying newly issued government bonds direct
ly from the government itself FOI example, if a countly's treasury needs $1 billion 
to pay fm some new fighter planes, it might give an IOU for $1 billion (government 

2 For a technical discussion of weighted <1ggregates. see WilIi<11ll A !J<lrnett, Douglas Hsber, i1nd 
Apostol(ls Seorldis. "Consumer Theory i1nd the Demi1nd for l'vloney .. JOllrl1111 (~r [wlIOIlliL Ulall/llre. 
Dect:ll1ber 1992, pp 2086-2 [ [9 
3 The terms 111011(11 ~IIPI'III and /II(ll/("lf ~Io(k i1re used interchi1ngeably 
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bonds) to the central bank in exchange for 51 billion in newly n1inted currency The 
treasury then gives the 51 billion of currency to the manufacturer of the fighter 
planes. After the tIeasurv has distributed this CUI renc\', the amount of mone\, in cir
culation-the money sL(pply-wi!l be higher by 51 b'illion. Effectively, this·second 
way of inc1easing the money supply amounts to the government financing its 
expenditUles by printing money.·\ This practice is most common in pOOl countries 
or in countries \vlacked by wal or natural disaster, in which government spending 
often greatly exceeds the amount that can be raised through taxes.:' 

For the rest of this chapter we assume that the economy has a money supply of 
I'd dollars, which is determined by the central bank. The term M may represent MI, 
.M2, Ol some other measure of money. Fo!" the purpose of developing the theOl'eti
cal model, which measure of money !vI lefers to doesn't matteI 

1.2 PlOrtflOlilO AUlOcatilOn and the Demand YlOr Assets 

OW' next goal is to understand hoyv people determine the amount of money they 
choose to hold VVe begin by consideIing the broader question of how people allo
cate their wealth among the many diffelent assets that ale available, of which 
money is only one example 

A consumer, a business, a pension fund, a university, or any other holder of 
wealth must decide how to distribute that wealth among many types of assets The 
set of assets that a holde!" of wealth chooses to own is called a portfiJ/io The decision 
about vvhich assets and how much of each asset to hold is called the portfolio 
allocation decision. 

The portfolio allocation decision can be complex Many people make their 
living by giving financial advice to holdels of wealth, and a major branch of eco
nomics, called financial economics, is devoted largely to the study of the portfolio 
allocation decision But, fundamentally, only three chmacteIistics of assets matteI 
fm the portfolio allocation decision: expected return, risk, and liquidity 

Expected Retum 

The rate of return to an asset is the late of inClease in its value per unit of tinle FOI 
example, the return on a bank account is the interest late on the account The leturn 
on a share of stock is the dividend paid by the stock plus any inclease in the stock's 
pIice Clearly, a high return is a desiIable feature for an asset to have: All else being 
equal, the higher the I"etmn a \vealth holder's portfolio provides, the nl0re con
sumption she can enjoy in the future for any given amount of saving done today 

Of course, the Ieturn on an asset is not always known in advance. Stock prices 
may go up or down, for example. Thus holders of \vealth must base their portfolio 
allocation decisions on expected returns, 01 their best guesses about returns on 

-1 In Ch<lptcr 2 Wl! ~aid thilt the portion of gO\'ernnu:nt outl'1yS not covered by taxes hi1d to be bor
rowed from the prh'i1te sector Is this ~til! true when the gm'ernment has the option of paying for its 
outlays by printing money? Yes; fOi national income accounting purposes, the Federal Reserve is 
treated as part of the private sector Sll when the Treasury sells government bonds to the Federal 
Reserve in exchange for currency. it is :-til! technically borwwing from the private sector 
5 The fini1ndng of gon:rnment spcnding through money cre<ltion is discussed further in Chapter 15 
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assets, Everything else being equal, the higher an asset's expected return 
subtlacting taxes and fees such as brokers' commissions), the more desirable 
asset is and the more of it holders of wealth will want to own (, 

Risk 
The uncertainty about the return an asset will earn relates to the second impm tant 
characteristic of assets-riskiness. An asset or a portfolio of assets has high risk if 
thele is a significant chance that the actualleturn received will be very different 
from the expected return. An example of a Iisky asset is a share in a start-up 
Internet company that will be worthless if the company fails but will grow in value 
by a factor of ten if the company succeeds Because most people don't like risk, they 
hold risky assets only if the expected return is higher than that on relatively safe 
assets, such as government bonds 

liquidity 
Besides risk and return a third characteristic, liquidity, affects the desirability of 
assets The liquidity of an asset is the ease and quickness with which it can be 
exchanged for goods, services, or other assets. Because it is accepted directly in pay
ment, money is a highly liquid asset. An example of an illiquid asset is YOll[ auto
mobile: Time and effort are required to exchange a used car for other goods and 
services; you 11lust find someone intele~ted in buying the cal and arrange legal 
transfel of ownership Bet\veen liquid money and illiquid autos are many assets, 
such as stocks and bonds, of intermediate liquidity A share of stock, for example, 
can't be used directly to pay for groceries as cash can, but stock can be lTansfonned 
into cash with a short delay and at the cost of a bIoker's fee, 

In addition to making transactions easier and cheapel, liquidity provides flex
ibility to the holder of wealth. A liquid asset can easily be disposed of if there is an 
emergency need for funds or if an unexpectedly good financial investment oppor
tunity arises Thus, everything else being equal, the more liquid an asset is, the 
more attractive it will be to holders of wealth 

Asset Demands 

Typically, there is a hade-off among the three characteIistics that make an asset 
desirable: a high expected return, safety (low risk), and liquidity. For example, a 
safe and liquid asset, such as a checking account, is likely to have a low expected 
return The essence of the portfolio allocation decision is deternlining which assets, 
taken together, achieve the wealth holder's prefelled combination of expected 
return, safety, and liquidity 

The amollnt of each particular asset that a holder of wealth desiIes to include 
in her portfolio is called her demand for that asset Because all wealth must be held 

6 For the purpose of comparing expected returns among assets, returns may be expressed in either 
real or nomina! terms For any expected rate of inflation, if <lsset As nominal return is 1% highc:r than 
<lsset B's nominal return. asset A's expected real return (its nominal return minus expected inflation) 
will also be 1 % higher th<ln asset B·s expected real return 
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as some type of asset, the sum of a wealth holder's asset demands must equal her 
total wealth For example, suppose that you have wealth of $10,000 and decide to 
hold $5000 in stock, $4000 in bonds, and $1000 in cash The sum of your three 
asset demands Inust equal your total \vealth of $10,000 

7.3 The Demand for Money 

The demand for money is the quantity of monetary assets, such as cash and check
ing accounts, that people choose to hold in their portfolios Choosing how much 
money to demand is thus a part of the broader portfolio allocation decision In gen
eral, the demand for money-like the demand for any other asset-will depend on 
the expected return, risk, and liquidity of money and of other assets. 

In practice, hvo features of money are particularly important. First, money is 
the most liquid asset. This liquidity is the primary benefit of holding money 7 

Second, money pays a low return (indeed, currency pays a zero nominal return). 
The low return earned by money, relative to other assets, is the major cost of hold
ing money People's demand for money is determined by how they trade off their 
need for liquidity against the cost of a lower return 

In this section we look at how some key macroeconOlnic variables affect the 
demand for money Although we primarily consider the aggregate, or total, 
demand fm money, the same economic algu11lents apply to individual money 
demands, This relationship is to be expected, as the aggregate demand for money 
is the sum of all individual money demands 

The macroeconomic variables that have the greatest effects on ll10ney demand 
are the price level, real income, and interest rates. Higher prices or incomes increase 
people's need for liquidity and thus raise the demand for money Interest rates 
affect money demand through the expected return channel: The higher the interest 
rate on money, the more money people will demand; however, the higher the 
interest rate paid on alternative assets to money, the more people will want to 
switch from money to those alternative assets 

The Price level 

The higher the general level of prices, the more dollars people need to conduct 
transactions and thus the more dollars people will want to hold. For example, 
sixty years ago the price level in the United States was about one-tenth of its level 
today; as your grandfather will tell you, in 1940 a good restaurant meal cost a 
dollar Because less money was needed for transactions, the number of dollaIS 
yOUl grandfather held in the form of currency or checking accounts-his nominal 
demand for money-was probably much smaller than the amount of money you 
hold today The general conclusion is that a higher price level, by raising the need 
for liquidity, increases the nominal demand for money In fact, because prices are 
ten times higher today than they were in 1940, an identical hansaction takes ten 
times as many dollars today as it did back then Thus, everything else being equal, 
the nominal demand for money is plapmtiol/ol to the price level 

7 Money also has low risk, but m<lny alternative <lssets (such <IS shorHerm government bonds) are no 
riskier th<ln money and pay a higher return 
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The more transactions that indi\'iduals 01 businesses conduct, the more liquidity 
the V need and the (l'Teater is their dem<lnd for money An important facto! deter~ _ Ll , 

mining the number of ttansactions is real income FOl example, a laIge, high-volume 
supermarket has to deal with a larger number of customers and supplieIs and pay 
mOle employees than does a comer grocery Similarly, a high-income individual 
makes more and lmger purchases than a low-income individual Because higher real 
income means mOle transactions and a greateI need fm liquidity, the amount of 
money demanded should inClease when real income incIeases. 

U'nlike the Iesponse of money demand to changes in the price level, the 
inoease in money demand need not be ploportional to an increase in real income, 
Actuallv, a 1(X) iI~Clease in leal income usually leads to less than a 1%) increase in 
money ~iemand One leason that money dem~nd glOWS mme slowly than income 
is that higher-income individu<lIs and firms typically use their money mme effi
ciently For example, a high-income individual may open a special cash lnanage
ment account in \\'hich money not needed for ClllTent transactions is automatically 
invested in nonm.onetary ass~ts paying a higher return. Because of Ininimum-bal
ance l"equitements and fees, such an account might not be worthwhile for a lower
income individual 

Another reason that money demand gIo\VS mOle slowly than income is that 
nations' financial sophistication tends to inC!'ease as national income gro\vs. In 
poor countries people may hold much of theiI saving in the form of money, for lack 
of anything bettel; in richel countries people have many uttr£lctivc ultclnativcs to 
money iVlonev substitutes such as credit G1Ii..is £lIso become more common as a 
count~·y beco';les richec again leading to agglegate money demand's gIovving 
more slowly than income 

Interest Rates 
The theory of pOl tfolio allocation implies that, with risk and liquidity held constant, 
the demand fOi money depends on the expected returns of both money and alter
native, nonmonetary assets An inoeilse in the expected letmn on money increas
es the dem<lnd fOl ;llonev, and an increase in the expected Ietllln on alternative 
assets causes holders of \\:ealth to switch from money to higher-return alternatives, 
thus lowedng the demand for money 

FOI' exam~')le, suppose that, of yOUl total wealth of 510,000, you have $8000 in gov
ernment bonds earning 8(};) interest and $2000 in a NOW account (an intelest-bearing 
checking account) earning 3(Yu You are willing to hold the NOW account at a lower 
return because of the liquidity it provides. But if the interest tate on bonds rises to 10%, 
and the NO\'V account interest rate remains unchanged, YOll may decide to switch 
51000 from the NOW account into bonds In making this switch, you reduce your 
holding of money (your money demand) from 52000 to 51000. Effectively, you have 
chosen to trade some liquidity for the higher return offered by bonds 

Similarly, if the interest rate paid on money rises, hoIdel's of vvealth vvill choose 
to hold more money In the example, if the NOW account begins paying sex) instead 
of 3%, with bonds still at 8%, you may sell $1000 of your bonds, lowering your 
holdings of bonds to 57000 and inoeasing YOlU NOW account to $3000 The sacri
fice in return associated with holding money is less than behne, so you increase 
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yoU! NOVV account balance and enjoy the flexibility and othel bendits of extla liq
uidity. Thus a higher interest rate on money makes the demand for money rise 

In principle, the interest rate on each of the many alternatives to money should 
aHect money demand Howevel', as pleviously noted (see "In Touch with the 
fvracloeconomy: Intelest Rates/' p. 121), the many interest rates in the economy 
genelally tend to move up and down together For the purposes of macroeconom
ic analysis, therefore, assuming that there is just one nominal inter-est late, i, \vhich 
measures the nominal return on nonmonetary assets, is simpler and not too Inis
leading The nominal interest late, i, minus the expected inflation late, nt, gives the 
expected real interest rate, I, that is Ie1evant to saving and investment decisions, as 
discussed in Chapter 4 

Also, in reality, various interest Iates are paid on money Fm example, curren
cy pays zero interest, but different types of checkable accounts pay varying Iates 
Again fol' simplicity, let's ilSSllme that there is just one nominal interest rate for 
money, 1111 The key conclusions me that an inuease in the intelest rate on non
monetaIY assets, I, reduces the amount of money demanded and that an inclease in 
the intelest rate on money, fIJI, raises the amount of money demanded 

VVe express the effects of the price level, leal income, and intelest rates on money 
demand as 

M' = I' x l(Y, i), 

where 

Md = lhe aggregate demand for money, in n()l11in8Ilerl11s; 
J> = the price level; 
Y = reid income or output; 
i = the nomin,d interest rille earned by allerIl8ti\'e, nonmonetary assets; 

L = il fUllction [elating Ilwney demand to real income and the nominal interest rate 

(71) 

Equation (7.1) holds that llominaimoney demand, Nld, is proportional to the 
price level, P Hence, if the price level, P, doubles (and leal income and interest 
lates don't change), nominal money demand, Ivl", also \vill double, reflecting the 
fact that twice ilS much money is needed to conduct the same real tIansactions 
Equation (7."1) also indicates that, for any price level, p, money demand depends 
(through the function L) on real income, Y, and the nominal intelest rate on non
monetal y assets, i An increase in real income, Y, raises the demand fOJ liquidity 
and thus incleases money demand. An increase in the nominal interest rate, i, 
makes nonmoneiiuy Elssets more i1ttwctive, which reduces money demi1nd 

VVe could have included the nominal interest rate On money, jill, in Eq, (7.1) 
because an inoease in the interest rate on money makes people more \vilting to hold 
money and thus inoeases money demand HistOIically, ho\veveI, the nominal inter
est rate on money has vaded much less than the nominal intelest rate on nomnon
etary assets (for example, cunency and a pOltion of checking accounts always have 
paid zero interest) and thus has been ignc.Hed by many statistical studies of 
Eq (7"l) Thus for simplicity we do not explicitly include jill in the equiltion 

An equivalent way of wIiting the demand for money expresses the nominal 
interest rate, /, in terms of the expected leal intelest rate and the expected rate of 

I, 
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inflation Recall from Eq (2.13) that the expected real interest rate, r, equals the 
nominal intclest ratc, i, minus the expected rate of inflation, rrt' Therefme the nom
inal interest late, I, equals r + rr" Substituting 1+ rc( for i in Eq (7.1) yields 

lvI" = P , L (Y, r + It') (72) 

Equation (? 2) shows that, for any expected rate of irl£latio11, 11:(', an increase in 
the real interest rate inocases the nominal interest rate and reduces the demand for 
money Similarly, for any leal interest rate, an increase in the expected Hlte of 
inflation increases the nominal intclcst late and reduces the demand for 111oney. 

Nominal money demand, NId, measures the demand fm money in terms of dol
lars (or yen or curos). But, sometimes, measuring money demand in real terms is 
more convenient If we divide both sides of Eq (72) by the price level, p, we get 

/vi" P = L(Y, r + It') (73) 

The expression on the left side of Eq (73), M' / P, is called real money demand 
or, sometimes, the demand fOl' real balances. Real money demand is the amount of 
money demanded in terms of the goods it can buy, Equation (7.3) states that real 
money demand, Nld / P, depends on teal income (01' output), Y, and on the nominal 
interest rate, which is the sum of the real interest rate, I, and expected inflation, nY 
The function L that relates real money demand to output and interest rates in Eq. 
(73) is called the money demand function. 

Other factors Affecting Money Demand 

The money demand function in Eq ('7.3) captures the main macroeconomic deter
minants of money demand, but some other factors should be mentioned. Besides 
the nominal intelest rate on money, which we have already discussed, additional 
factors influencing money demand include wealth, risk, liquidity of alternative 
assets, and payment technologies Summary table 9 contains a comprehensive list 
of variables that affect the demand for money 

Wealth. When wealth increases, part of the extIa wealth may be held as money, 
inoeasing total money demand. However, with income and the level of transac
tions held constant, a holder of wealth has little incentive to keep extra wealth in 
money rather than in higheI-return alternative assets Thus the effect of an increase 
in \'vealth on money demand is likely to be small 

Risk. iVIoney usually pays a fixed nominal interest rate (zero in the case of cash), 
so holding money itself usually isn't risky Hov~lever, if the risk of alternative 
assets such as stocks and real estate inCIeases greatly, people may demand safer 
assets, including money Thus increased riskiness in the economy may increase 
money demand 8 

HoweveI, money doesn't always carry a Imv risk. In a period of erratic inflil
tion, even if the nominal return on money is fixed, the real return on money (the 

1:\ For some evidence that this dk·ct occurred in the early 19805. see Jumes M McGiban), and I;mrokh 
Noufz.:1d, "Intercst Rate Volatility and the Demand for :\"\onc),. ': QUI/duly nl·piw' of fw/wlllies Illld 
BI/sille;.;s. Autumn 1986, pp 73-83 
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Summary 9 

Macroeconomic Determinants of the Demand for Money 

An Increase in 

Price level, P 

Real income, Y 

Real interest rate, f 

Expected inflation. "Ita 

Nominal interest rate 
on money, ill! 

Weallh 

Risk 

Causes Money 
Demand to 

Rise 
proportionally 

Rise less than 
proportionally 

Fall 

Fall 

Rise 

Rise 

Rise, if risk 
of alternative 
asset increases 

Fall, if risk 
of money 
increases 

Liquidity of alternative Fall 
assets 

Efficiency of payments Fall 
technologies 

Reason 

A doubling of the price level doubles the 
number of dollars needed for transactions 

Higher rea! income implies more transactions 
and thus a greater demand for liquidity, 

Higher real interest rale means a higher 
return on alternative assets and thus a switch 
away from money 

Higher expected inflation means a higher 
return on alternative assets and thus a switch 
away from money 

Higher return on money makes people more 
willing to hold money 

Part of an increase in wealth may be held in 
the form of money 

Higher risk of alternative asset makes 
money more attractive 

Higher risk of money makes it less 
attractive 

Higher liquidity of alternative assets 
makes these assets more attractive 

People can operate with less money 

nominal return minus inflation) may become quite uncertain, milking money risky 
ivloney demand then will fall as people switch to inflation hedges (assets whose 
leal returns are less likely to be affected by eHatk inflation) such as gold, consumeJ 
durable goods, and real estate 

Liquidity of Alternative Assets, The mOle quickly and easily alternative assets 
~a.n b: conver ted into cash, the less need there is to hold money In recent years the 
Jomt Impact of deregulation, competition, and innovation in financial markets has 
made altel natives to money more liquid For example, with a home equity line of 
uedit, a family can now write checks that are backed bv the value of its home, We 
have mentioned individual (ash management acc~unts whose intIoduction 
allowed individuals to switch wealth easily between high-Ie turn assets, such as 
stocks, ilI.1d more liquid forms As alternative assets become more liquid, the 
demand tOI money declines 

Payment Technologies, Money demand also is affected by the technologies 
available [01 making and receiving payments. For example, the inhoduction of 
credit calds allowed people to make transactions without money-at least until the 
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end of the month, when a check must be written to pay the credit card bilL 
Automatic teller machines (AlMs) probably have leduced the demand fm cash 
because people know that they can obtain cash quickly \vhenevel' they need it In 
the future Illore innovations in payment technologies undoubtedly will help people 
operate with less and less money. Some expelts even predict that ultimately we 
will live in a "cashless societv," in which almost all payments will be made through 
immediatelv accessible con;puterized accounting systems and that the demand 
for money will be close to zeIO 

E~astDcitDes of Money Demand! 

The theory of portfolio allocation helps econonlists identify factors that should 
affect the aggIegate demand for money Howevel, for many purposes-such as 
forecastin(T and quantitative analvses of the economy-economists need to know 
not just which factors affect mone)1 demand but also how strong the variolls effects 
are, This information can be obtnined only through statistical analysis of the data, 

Over the past thlee decades, economists have performed hundreds of statistical 
studies of the mone\, demand function The results of these studies often are expressed 
in terms of elasticities, which measure the change in money demand resulting flOm 
changes in factors affecting the demand fm money Specifically, the income elasticiM 

ty of 'money demand is the percentage change in money demand resulting from a 1 %J 
increase in real income Thus, fOl' example, if the income elasticity of money demand 
is 2/3, a 3% increase in rea.l income will increase money demand by 21

YtJ (2/3 x 3%;:;;: 
2%), Similarly, the interest elasticity of money demand is the percentage change in 
money demand resulting from a 1% increase in the interest rate 

When we work \vith the interest elasticity of money demand, some cme is 
needed to avoid a potential pitfnll To illustrate, suppose that the interest rate 
increases from 5% pel' year to 6% per yem To describe this increase in the interest 
rate as a 1% increase in the intelest late is tempting (but inconect) In fact, it is a 
20% inCIease in the interest 1 ate, because 6 is 20% lalger than 59 If the interest elas
ticity of money demand is -01, fO! example, an innease in the interest late flOm 5% 
to 6;~/{) reduce; money demand bv 21~';J (-0.1 x 20%;:;;: -2%) Note that, if the interest 
elasticity of money t.-femand is ne'gative, as in this example, an inoea.se in the inter
est rate reduces money demand 

\Nhat ale the actt~al values of the income elasticity and intelest elasticity of 
money demand? Although the many statisticnl studies of money demand provide 
a lange of answers, some common results emerge First, there is widesplead agree
ment that the income el<lsticity of monev demand is positive FOI example, in his 
classic 1973 study of Ml mOI;ey demm;d, which established the ftamewoI k for 
many later studi~s, Stephen Goldfeld of Princeton University found this elasticity 
to be about 2/3 10 A positive income elasticity of money demand implies that 
money demand rises when income rises, as predicted by our theory Goldfeld's 
finding that the income elasticity of money demand is less than 1,0 is similar to that 

<.) file change from 5',"" to6'';,can be desoibed as '·a one P('/"(I,:lIfaSI.' poilll incfease" or as "a twenty pcr-

1.(111 increaSl: 
10 ·'The Demand for i\'I~lllt:\' Rl:\ isiteLl," B"(I(JI:/IlS~ Palll!":; 0/1 EL(llltllllh At/il'ily, 1973:4, pp 577-638 
Cnidfdd ('epOlted elasticiti~s of tlHlney demand thnt applied ttl the short run nnd the long fun 1hc 
figures \\'e present here nre long-run elasticities 
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of many other empirical analyses, although some studies have found values for this 
elasticity as large as lOAn income elasticity of money demand smaller than 1,0 
implies that money demand rises less than proportionally with income. Earlier in 
the chapter we discussed SOiTle reasons why, as an individual or nation becomes 
richer, the demand for money might be expected to glOW more slowly than income 

Second, fm the interest elasticity of money demand, most studies find a small 
negative value F01 example, GoJdfeld found the interest elasticity of money 
demand to be about -0 1 01 -02, A negative value for the interest elasticity of 
money demand implies that when interest rates on nonmonetary assets rise, people 
reduce thei!' holdings of money, again as predicted by the theory 

Finally, Goldfe!d's study and others have confirmed empirically that the nom
inal demand fm money is propmtiona! to the price level Again, this result is con
sistent with the theory, as leflected in the money demand equation, Eq (73) 

Velocity and the Quantity Theory of Money 

A concept lela ted to money demand, which at times is used in discussions of 11"'IOn
etary policy, is velocity It measures how often the money stock "turns over" each 
period Specifically, velocity is nominal GDP (the price level, P, times real output, 
1") divided by the nomin<ll money stock, iVI If we let V represent velocity, 

nomin<:li GOP PY 
\1= 

nominal money stork 
(74) 

If velocity Iises, each dollar of the money stock is being used in a greatel dollar 
volume of transactions in each period, if we assume that the volume of tlansactions 
is proportionallo GDP Figure 7.1 shows the M1 and M2 velocities for the United 
States from 1959 through the third quarter of 1999 

The concept of velocity comes fl'om one of the earliest theories of money 
demand, the quantity themy of money II The quantity theOIY of money asserts 
that leal money demand is ploportional to real income, or 

AId 
p ~ kY, (75) 

where lvId / P is real money demand, I" is real income, and k is a constant. In Eq (7.5) 
the real money demand function, 1..( y, r + Tt''), takes the simple form kY This way 
of writing money demand is based on the strong assllmption that velocity is a 
constant, 11k, and doesn't depend on income 01' interest rates I~ 

But is velocity actually constant? As Fig, 71 shows, NIl velocity cleady is not con
stant: Mlvelocity rose steadily until abDut 1981, fell sharply in the early 1980s, and has 
behaved enatically since then, Financial innovations played a role in the 1980s' Ml 
velocity decline As discllssed in the following Application "Financial Regulation, 

11 The quantity theory of nwney was de,·elDped by se\ eral classicil! ~(on(lmists, notably Irving 
Fisher, in the ii1te nindeenth and early twentieth centuries A famolls sti1tel11ent of the theory is con
tnined in Fisher"s book lilt' Pllnl/{/~il/S Pu,/'rr (:rMo!l(:11 (Ncw York: MacmilinJ1, 1911) 
12 To deri\"e ,·elocity under thl: quantit~, theory, we must nSSlll11e th;:!! nominal monl"~' demnnd, M,I, 
l'qlwis the actual fTWfWY stock, tH, an assumption that Wl' justify tater in the chnpter Under this 
assumption. you should verify thnt V = 1/1: 
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Figure 7.1 
Velocity of M1 and M2, 
1959-1999 
!vII velocity is nominal 
GOP divided by Ml, and 
NI2 velocity is nominal 
GOP divided by M2. Ml 
velocity moved steadily 
upward until about 1981, 
but in the early 19805 Ml 
velocity feU and it has 
behaved erratically since 
then M2 velocity has no 
dear trend and is more 
stable than Ml velocity, 
but it has been unpre
dictable over some short 
periods 
SOllrCl!$: !viI ilnd M2 from 
FRED diltabase of the Fedeml 
Reserve Bank of St Louis. ilnd 
GOP from Bureau of Economic 
Analysis Web site 
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Innovation, and the Instability of Money Demand," the popularity of new interest
bearing checking accolmts during this period raised the demand for M1 at any level 
of GDP and thereby lowered its velocity But, in addition-conaary to the assumption 
lmderJying tile quantity theory tilat interest rates don't affect money demand-tile fall 
in nominal interest rates probably increased the demand for money and contributed 
to tile fall in velocity in the early 1980s Lower interest rates on nonmonetary assets in 
tile 1980s increased people's willingness to hold low-interest or zero-interest money, 
which raised the demand for M1 at any level of GDP and tims reduced M1 velocity, 

M2 velocity, also shown in Fig 7.1, is closer to being constant It shows no 
upward or downward trend and doesn't exhibit the instability of M1 velocity. 
However, even M2 velocity has been somewhat unpredIctable over short penods 
and most economists would be reluctant to treat M2 velocity as constant 

Goldfeld's 1973 study showed ti1at a money demand function for M1 in a form sim
ilar to Eg. (7.3) fit the existing data welL Shortly after his article was published, 
however, problems arose. Between late 1974 and early 1976, the demand for M1 
was much lower than Goldfeld's equation predicted-a puzzle that Goldfeld called 
the "case of the missing money" in a later article,13 After getting back on track in 
tile late 1970s, tile demand for M1 went the otilerway in the early 1980s, coming in 

13. Goldfeld, "The Case of the Missing Money," Brookillgs Papers 011 Ecollomic AcfiviMj, 1976:3, pp. 683-730. 
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higher than pledicted by money demand equations. Thus the relationship behveen 
money demand and its principal maCloeconomic determinants-the price level, 
income, and interest rates-seemed to have shifted erratically 

NUInelous explanations have been offered for the surprising instability of 
money demand One facto! emphasized by many econo111ists was an increased 
pace of innovation and changes in tile financial system during the 1970s and 1980s 
Spurred by deregulation and intense international competition during this period, 
banks and other financial instihltions provided the public with many new financial 
assets flom 'which to choose, as \vell as a variety of new portfolio management 
techniques Some of these innovations reduced the demand for narrowly defined 
money (Ml); others increased it 

During the 1970s some of the majOI innovations tended to reduce the demand 
for Ml Interest-bearing liquid assets, such as money market mutual funds and 
overnight repurchase agreements, wele introduced .. As interest rates reached new 
peaks in this decade, these new assets became increasingly attractive alternatives to 
holding MI, causing the demand for Ml to fall short of its predicted value. During 
the early 1980s, ho\vever, financial innovations tended to increase the demand for 
MI, as holdings of new intelest-bearing accounts, such as NOW accounts, grew 
Iapidly. Because these accounts are included in NIl, their inoeased use r-aised total 
holdings of Ml Indeed, holdings of interest-bearing checkable accounts lOse from 
4% of Ml in November 1979 to 21 % of ivIl by December 1982 1·1 Thus financial inno
vation helps explain \vhy M1 demand was lower than pIedicted in the 19705 and 
higher than predicted in the early 1980s 

Financial innovation again distorted the demand for M1 in the 19905. Beginning 
in 1994, banks developed sweep plograms as a way to avoid reserve requirements 
on transactions accounts (reserve Iequirements are discussed in Chapter 14), In a 
sweep program, a bank automatically transfers funds from a customer's checkable 
deposits, which are part of ivIl, to money market deposit accounts (MMDAs), which 
are included in M2 but not in Ml Because banks are required to hold a certain frac
tion of their checkable depOSits in the form of non-interest-eaming reserves, but do 
not have to hold reserves against MMDAs, sweep programs allow them to reduce 
the amount of reserves they must hold. The widespread use of such programs has 
substantially reduced the demand for M1 since 1994 relative to the level it would 
have attained otheIwise. Ihis reduction in M1 is evident in Fig. 7.1 as a large 
increase in Ml velocity (Remember that M1 appears in the denominator of ivIl 
velocity, so a reduction in M1 will increase velOCity for any given level of GDP ) 

Although sweep programs have reduced Ml substantially, they do not direct
ly affect M2 because they transfer assets from checkable deposits, which are includ
ed in M2, to MMDAs, which are also in M2. Nevertheless, the demand for M2 has 
also demonstrated instability. From mid 1989 to late 1993, M2 fell short of the levels 
predicted by M2 demand equations The difficulty of forecasting ivl2 during this 
period was one of the factors tilat prompted the Federal Reserve to deemphasize M2 
in making its policy decisions Cara Lawn and Stavros Peristiani of the Federal 
Reserve Bank of New York and Kemleth Robinson of the Federal Reserve Bank of 

(Continned) 

1-1 This figure is cited in Jnml':s l Pierce, "Did Hnancinllnnovation Hurt the Great Monetarist 
Experiment?· AIIIL'ticllIl EW/lOlIIif l{~Z'h'w !'vlay 1984, pp 392-396 This ilrticle con ttl ins addition,,1 dis
cussion and refE:rcnces on the topic of the effects of financial innovation 
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(Colllilllled) 
Dallas!5 have ,Haued that the systematic failule of the M2 den1and equation to pre~ " . diet actual M2 between 1989 and 1993 reflected the difficulties faced by savings and 
loan associations at that time as well as the effects of new financial regulations. 
Many savings and loans went bankrupt during this period,. In addition, ne\", regu~ 
lations constrained. the behavior of many banks and savings and loans at a time 
when many of these institutions were facing difficulties It appears that these diffi
culties and regulations reduced the attractiveness of M2 deposits in ways not cap
tured by the estimated M2 demand functions (for instance, service charges or other 
fees nlay have become relatively unath'active at institutions facing regulatory con
straints) Most of these problems were resolved by the end of 1993, and the predic
tive ability of M2 demand equations recovered in the second half of the 19905. 

The general lesson from these episodes of money demand instability is not that 
money demand equations are useless. In fact, they can be quite useful for forecast
ing money demand when the regulatory environment is stable and when no major 
financial innovations ocem When regulations change or new financial instruments 
are developed, hovvever, these changes 111USt be taken into account when using 
money demand equations to predict the levels of money holdings 

15 Cun 5 Lown. Stil\'r~l:;; Peristiani. and Kenneth J Robinson, "What Was Behind the M2 
Bretlkdown?" Federal Reserve Bank of New York, Staff Report Number B3, August 1999 

Asset Market 

Rccall that the asset market actual\v is a set of markets, in which real and financial 
assets me traded The demand for ~ny asset (say, government bonds) is the quan
tity of the asset that holders of wealth want in theil portfolios. The demand for each 
as~et depends on its expected letwn, risk, and liquidity rebtive to other assets The 
supplv of each (1sset is the qUi'H1tity of that asset that is available At any particular 
time tl1e supplies of individual assets iHe typically fixed, although over time asset 
supplies change (the government may issue more bonds, finns may issue new 
shares, more gold may be mined, and so on) 

The asset market is in equilibrium when the quantity of each asset that holders 
of wealth demand equals the (fixed) <wailable supply of that asset In this section 
we examine (1sset mal ket equilibrium, focusing on the Iole of money We then 
show how asset mtll ket equilibrium is linked to the pIice level 

Asset Market IEquiiibrilllm: An Aggregation Assumption 

in analvzinrr the labo!' market in ChaF'tel 3 and the goods market in Chapter 4, we 
lelied l~n ag~legation to keep things manageable That is, instead of looking at the 
supplv and denland for each of the many different types of labOI and goods in the 
econo'my, we studied the supply and demand for both labor and goods in general. 
Anr'-reuatin(Y in this \Vav allowed us to analvze the behaviOI of the economy as a 

00 0 t'l. -

\\'holc without (fettin£':.. jpst in the details 
,'j ~.' 

Because there are many different types of assets, aggregation is equally necessary 
for studying the asset mar ket Thus we adopt an aggregation assumption fO! the asset 
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market that economists often make fO! macroeconomic analysis: We assume that all 
assets may be glouped into two categOI'ies, monev and nonmonetmv assets Monev 
includes as~ets'that can be used in pa)rment, such ~s cunency and ch~cking account~ 
AU money IS assumed to have the same risk and liquidity and to pay the san1e nomi
nal interest late, jill The fixed nominal supply of money is Ivi Nonmonetary assets 
include all assets other than money, such as stocks, bonds, land, and so on All non
monetary assets are assumed to have the same risk and liquidity and to pay a nomi
nal interest rate of i = r + rrt', where r is the expected real interest late and rrC is the 
expected rate of inflation. The fixed nominal supply of nonmonetary assets is NNI 

Although the assumption that assets can be aggregated into tvvo types ignores 
many interesting differences among assets, it greatly sin1plifies OUI analysis and has 
J..lIoved to be very useful One inunediate benefit of making this aSS1..lIl1ption is that, 
if we allO\v fOI' only two types of assets, asset 111m ket el]lIililJrilllll redllces to tire cOllditioll 
llillillie i)lInJllit[1 0/ IIIOIIC[I slIpplicd ci)lIols Iii" i)lIlllililif of 1II0lle'l delllolldcd 

To demonstrate this point, let's look at the portfolio allocation decision of an indi
vidual named Ed Ed has a fixed amount of wealth that he allocates between money 
and non moneta I y assets_ If III" is the nominal am01..Ult of money and llI1ld is the nom
inal amount of nonmonetmv assets that Ed \vants to hold the sum of Ed's desired 
money holdings and his de~ired holdings of nonmonetal;' assets must be his total 
wealth, OI 

IIld + Ill/Id = Ed's tot<1i nOlllill<1i wealth 

This equation has to be true for every holder of wealth in the economy, 
Suppose that we sum this equation aCIOSS all holders of \vealth in the economy 

Then the sum of all individual money demands, III", equals the agglegate demand 
for money, 1\l1d The sum of all individual demands fm nonmonetary assets is the 
aggregate demand for nonmonetary assets, NNfd Finally, adding nominal wealth 
for all holders of wealth gives the aggregate nominal wealth of the economy, or 

M" + NMd = aggl"eg<1tc nominal wealth (76) 

Equation(76) st"tcs that the total dem"nd for money in the economy plus the total 
demand tor nonmonetary assets must equal the economy's total nominal wealth 

Next, we Ielate the total supplies of money and nonmonetary assets to aggre
g(1te wealth Because money and nonmonetary assets ale the only assets in the 
economy, aggreg(1te nominal \vealth equals the supply of money, NI, plus the 
supply of nonmonetary assets, NAif, or 

M + NM = uggl'egute nominal wealth 

Finally, we subtract Eq (77) from Eq. (7.6) to obtain 

(!VI'/ -!VI) + (NM'/ - NM) = 0 

(77) 

(78) 

. The term /vI'! - ivI in Eq (7.8) is the exccss de!!!ll!!d/ol !!ID!!C[/, or the amount by 
\vhlCh the total amount of money demanded exceeds the money supply Sin1i1arly, 
the term NlVId - NlVI in Eq (78) is the cxcess de!!!lliIdfo! /ID!!!lID!!elmy Ilssels 

Now suppose that the demand for money, lVId, equals the money supply, lVI, so 
that the excess demand for money, lVId - lVI, is zero Equation (7.8) shows that, if 
lVId - lVI is zero, NlVId - NlVI must also be zero; that is, if the amounts of money sup
plied and demanded me equal, the amounts of nonmonetary assets supplied and 
demanded "Iso must be equal By definition, if quantities supplied and demanded 
are equal fm each type of asset, the asset market is in equilibrium 
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If we make the simplifying assumption that assets can be lumped into mone
ta!y and nonmonetary categories, the asset market is in equilibrium if the ql1anti~ 
ty of money supplied equals the quantity of money demanded This result is 
convenient, because it means that in studying asset lllarket equilibriunl we have to 
look at only the supply and demand for money and can ignore nonmonetary 
assets. As long as the amounts of money supplied and demanded are equal, the 
entire asset market will be in equilibrium 

The Asset Market Eql.liiibril.lm Condiition 

Equilibrium in the asset market occurs when the quantity of money supplied 
equals the quantity of money demanded This condition is valid whether money 
supply and demand are expressed in nOIllinal terms or real terms We work with 
this condition in real terms, or 

/vl 
- ~ L(Y,f+lt') 
P 

(79) 

The left side of Eq (79) is the nominal supply of money, M, divided by the 
price level, P, which is the supply of money measured in real terms. The right side 
of the equation is the same as the real demand for money, M'//P, as in Eq (7.3). 
Equation (7.9), which states that the real quantity of money supplied equals the real 
quantity of money demanded, is called the asset market equilibrium condition, 

The asset l11arket eqllilibrilllll couditiol/ involves five variables: the nominal 
money supply, M; the price level, P; real income, Y; the real interest rate, I; and the 
expected rate of inflation, It' The nominal money supply, M, is determined by the 
central bank through its open-market operations. For now, we tIeat the expected 
rate of inflation, 1[1', as fixed (we return to the determination of expected inflation 
later in the chapter) That leaves three variables in the asset market equilibrium 
condition whose values we haven't yet specified: output, Y; the real interest rate, 1'; 
and the pr ice level, P 

In this part of the book we have made the assumption that the economy is at 
full employment or, equivalently, that all markets are in equilibIium Both classi
cal and Keynesian economists agree that the full-elnployment assumption is rea
sonable for analYZing the long-term behavior of the economy if we continue to 
assume full employment,16 we can use the analysis from previous chapters to 
describe how output and the real interest rate are determined Recall from Chapter 
3 that, if the labor market is in equilibrium-with employment at its full-employ
ment level-output equals full-employment output, Y In Chapter 4 we showed 
that, for any level of output, the real interest rate in a closed economy must take the 
value that makes desired national saving and desired investment equal (the goods 
mar ket equilibrium condition) 

With the values of output and the real interest rate established by equilibrium 
in the labor and goods markets, the only variable left to be determined by the asset 
mar ket equilibrium condition is the price level, P To emphasize that the price level 
is the variable determined by asset market equilibrium, we multiply both sides of 
Eq (79) by P and divide both sides by real money demand, L(Y, r + It'), to obtain 

16 We rei,1;>" thi:> '1ssumplion in p,u1 3 when we discuss shllrl-mll economic Ouctuiltions 
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(710) 

According to Eq ('710), the economy's price level, P, equals the ratio of the nom
inal money supply, Nt to the real demand foI' money, L(Y, r + ]I'). For given values 
of real output, 1", the real interest rate, I, and the expected rate of inflation, Jr', the real 
demand for money, L(Y, f + IT'), is fixed Thus Eq (710) states that the price level is 
proportional to the nominal money supply A doubling of the nominal money 
supply, NI, fm instance, would double the price level, P, with other factOl's held con
stant The existence of a close link between the price level and the money supply in 
an economy is one of the oldest and most reliable conclusions about macroeco
nomic behavior, having been recognized in some fmm fm hundreds if not thou
sands of yeal's. We discuss the empirical SUppOl't fm this link in Section 7.5 

What forces lead the price level to its equilibrium value, Eq (7.10)? A complete 
description of how the pIice level adjusts to its equilibrium value involves an 
analysis of the goods market as well as the asset mal' ket; \ve leave this task until 
Chaptel 9, where we discuss the links among the three main markets of the econ
omy in more detail. Briefly, in Chaptel 9 we show that an inclease in the money 
supply leads people to increase their nominal spending on goods and services; this 
increased nominal demand for output leads prices to lise. Prices continue to lise 
until people ate content to hold the increased nominal quantity of money in their 
portfolios, satisfying the asset market equilibrium condition (re\vl'itten as Eq. 7.10) 

1.5 Money Growth and inflation 

In Section 7.4 \ve established that, when the markets for labm, goods, and assets are 
all in equilibrium, the price level, P, is proportional to the nominal money supply, 
All. However, the pIice level itself generally is of less concern to policymakers and 
the public than is the rate of inflation, or the pelcentage rate of increase of the price 
level In this section we extend OUI analysis of the price level to show how inflation 
is determined We conclude that the inflation rate, which is the gIowth rate of the 
pIice level, is closely related to the growth late of the nominal money supply 

To obtain an equation for the rate of inflation, \ve set the growth rate of the left 
side of Eq (710) equal to the growth rate of its right side to obtain 

p M 

L\L{Y, r + 11:") 

L(Y, f + n") 
(711) 

where the symbol .0. indicates the change in a variable hom one year to the next 
The left side of Eq. (711) is the growth rate of the price level, tJ.PjP, which is the 
same as the inflation rate, 1[ The right side of Eq. (711) expresses the growth late 
of the ratio on the right side of Eq (7.10) as the growth [ate of the numeratm,!vt 
minus the growth rate of the denominator, L(Y, f + IT') (In Appendix A, Section 
A 7, we plovide some useful fmmulas for calculating growth rates.) Equation ('711) 
shows that, if the asset market is in equilibrium, the rate oj inflntio/I equals tile gJOwth 
mte oj tile nOll/illal IHOlle!! slIpply lIlill liS the grcl'wtlr rate of I enllllolley del/lalId 

Equation (7.11) highlights the point that the rate of inflation is closely related 
to the late of gIowth of the nominal money supply. HoweveI, to use Eq. (711) to 
pI edict the behavior of inflation \ve must also know ho\<v quickly real money 
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demand is growing The money demand function, Eq. (7.3), focused on two macro
economic vmiables with significant effects on real money demand: income (or 
output), Y, and the nominal interest rate, r + n' vVe show later in this section that 
in a long-run equilibrium with a constant growth rate of money, the nominal inter~ 
est rate will be constant. Therefore hele 've look only at growth in income as a 
SOllrce of glovdh in real money demand 

Earlier we defined the income elasticity of 1110ney demand to be the percentage 
change in money demand lesulting from a rXI increase in real income. If Li Y /Y is the 
percentage change in real income from one yea I to the next and 111' is the income 
elasticity of money demand, 'ly L\ Y /Y is the resulting increase in the real demand for 
money, with other factors affecting money demand held constant Substituting IT for 
L\PlP and '1r L\Y/y for the growth rate of real money demand in Eq (711) yields 

L\Y L\M 
1(;---llr 

M Y 
(712) 

Equation (7.12) is a useful simple expression for the rate of inflation According to 
Eq (7.12), the rate of inflation equals the growth rate of the nominal money supply 
minus an adjustment for- the growth rate of leal money demand arising hom 
growth in real output. For example, suppose that nominal money supply growth is 
10% per year, real income is glowing by 3(Yc) per year, and the income elasticity of 
money demand is 2/3 Then Eq (712) predicts tbat the inflation rate will be 
lOIXI - (2/3)(3%J), or 8%) per yea I 

The fall of communism in Eastern Europe and the breakup of the Soviet Union led 
to economic, politicaL and social upheaval. All of these countries, to varying 
degrees, have introduced reforms intended to make their economies more market
oriented, and many (particularly the new countries formed from the breakup of the 
Soviet Union) have introduced new currencies. Ho\vever, Russia and many of the 
Eastern European economies have continued to face serious problems, including 
very high rates of inflation. The main reason for the high inflation rates is the rapid 
rates of 1110ney grmvth in these countries, 

In general, both the growth of the nominal money supply and the growth of 
real money demand (resulting from real income growth, for example) affeel the 
rate of inflation (see Eq. 712) In counh·ies with high inflation, however, the growth 
of the nominal money supply usually is the much more important of these two fac
tors. To illustrate, if the income elasticity of money demand in a cOLU1try is 2/3, and 
real output were to grow at the stunning rate of 15% per year, then according to Eq. 
(7.12) real money demand would grow at 10% per year (2/3 x 15%) in that country. 
If a second country also has an income elasticity of 2/3, but its income is falling at 
the painful rate of 15% per year, the rate of growth of real money demand is -10% 
per year, Thus even with these radically different income gro\vth rates, the differ
ence in the growth rates of real money demand is only 20%) per yeaL 

In contrast to the relatively modest differences among countries in the growth 
rates of real money demand, rates of growth of nominal money supplies may vary 
among cOlll1hies by hundreds of percentage points per year Thus large differences 
in inflation rates among countries aln10st always are the result of large differences 
in rates of money growth 

Figure 7.2 
The relationship 
between money growth 
and inflation 
Nominal money growth 
and inflation during the 
period 1995-1998 are 
plotted for the European 
countries in transition for 
\vhich complete data are 
available There is a 
strong relationship 
behveen money growth 
rates and inflation rates, 
with countries having 
three-digit money 
growth rates also having 
three~digit inflation rates 
Sourcc; Money growth rates 
and consumer price inflation 
from /lIlt'nJaliolIlIl Fil/(lIIcill/ 
SllItistics, September 1999, 
International Monetary Fund 
Figure shows European coun~ 
tries in transition for which 
there are complete data 
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The link between the money growth rate and the inflation rate is illustrated in 
Fig. 7.2, which shows the average annual values of these rates during the period 
1995-1998 for the European cOlll1tries deSignated by the International Monetary 
FlIl1d as "colll1tries in hansition," Most of these cOlll1tries are in the process of 
moving from communism to free-market capitalism The two countries that had 
inflation rates that averaged more than 100% per year during this period-Belarus 
and Bulgaria-also had money growth rates that averaged more than 100% per 
year. Whether we compare inflation rates between these two countries or compare 
the high inflation rates of these two cowltries with the relatively low inflation lates 
of the remaining seventeen cOtmtries, large differences in inflation rates clearly are 
associated with large differences in rates of money growth. 

If rapid money growth causes inflation, why do cOlll1tries allow their money 
supplies to grow so quickly? As we discussed earlier, governments sometimes 
find that printing money (borrowing from the central bank) is the only way that 
they can finance their expenditures. This situation is most likely to occur in poor 
cOlll1tries or cOlll1tries that lIl1dergo economic upheavals associated with war, nat
ural disaster, or (as in the case of the European countries in transition) major polit
ical and economic change. Unfortunately, the almost inevitable result of financing 
government expenditures in this way is increased inflation. 
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The Expected Inflation Rate and 
the Nominal ~nterest Rate 

In our earlier discussion of asset market equilibrium, ,ve made the assumption that the 
expected inflation rate is fixed. For a given real interest rate, r (which is determined by 
the goods market equilibrium condition), if the expected inflation rate, It', is fixed, so 
is the nominal interest rate, at r + It' We close the chapter with a brief look at the fac
tors that determine the expected inflation late and the nominal interest rate 

What should holders of wealth and others expect the inflation rate to be in the 
future? As we demonstrated, Eq (7.12), which relates inflation to the growth rates 
of the nominal money supply and real income, is useful for predicting inflation. For 
expected values of money growth (based, for example, on plans arillounced by the 
central bank) and real income growth, as well as an estimate of the income elastic
ity of money demand, Eq. (7.12) can be used to calculate the expected inflation rate. 
Suppose that people in a particular country expect their nation's money supply to 
grow much more rapidly over the next two years because the government is com
mitted to large military expenditures and can pay for these expenditrues only by 
printing money. In this case, Eq (7.12) shows that people should expect much 
higher inflation rates in the future 

The inflation prediction equation, Eq (7.12), is particularly easy to apply when 
the growth rates of the nominal money supply and real income are constant over 
time In this case, the expected growth rates of the nominal money supply and real 
income equal their current growth rates, and (from Eq 712) the expected inflation 
rate equals the current inflation late (assuming no change in the income elasticity 
of money demand) In practice, the current inflation rate often approximates the 
expected inflation late, as long as people don't expect money or income growth to 
change too much in the near future 

The public's expected inflation rate is not directly observable, except perhaps 
through surveys and similar methods However, an observable economic variable 
that is strongly affected by expected inflation is the nominal interest rate At any 
real interest rate, i", which is determined by the goods market equilibrium condi
tion that desired national saving equals desired investment, the nominal interest 
late, t + ret', changes one-for-one 'with changes in the expected inflation rate, rel' 
Thus policy actions (such as rapid expansion of the money supply) that cause 
people to fear future increases in inflation should cause nominal interest rates to 
rise, all else being equaL 

But, as already noted, if people don't expect large changes in the growth rates 
of the money supply or leal income, expected inflation won't be much different 
from current inflation. In this case, nominal interest rates and current inflation 
rates should move together If current inflation is high, for example, expected infla
tion also is likely to be high; but high expected inflation also causes nominal inter
est rates to be high, all else being equal 

The historical relationship between nominal interest rates and inflation is illus
trated by Fig 73, which shows monthly data on the nominal interest rate on one-year 
Treasury bills and the twelve-month inflation rate measured by the consumer price 
index in the United States hum January 1960 to September 1999. The nominal inter
est rate and the inflation rate have tended to move together, rising during the 1960s 
and 1970s and then falling sharply after reaching a peak in the early 1980s However, 
movenlents in the inflation rate aren't perfectly matched by movements in the n0111-

Figure 1.3 
Inflation and the nominal 
interest rate in the 
United States, 1960-1999 
The figure shO\vs the 
nominal interest rate on 
one-year Treasury bills 
and the twelve-month 
rate of inflation as mea
sured by the consumer 
price index. The nominal 
interest rate tends to 
move with inflation, 
although there are peri
ods such as the early 
1980s when the two vari
ables diverge 
S(l/Ircc FRED dat,lbase ~)f the 
Federal Rcservc Bank of SI 
Louis 
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inal interest rate because the real interest rate hasn't been constant over this period 
In particular, dming the late 1970s and early 1980s, the lise in the nominal interest 
rate was much greater than the rise in the inflation rate, reflecting an increase in the 
real interest rate hom a negative value in the mid 1970s to much higher, positive 
values in the 1980s. (See Fig 2.3, P 52, for a graph of the real interest rate.) 

CHAPTER SUMMARY 

L Money is the set of assets that are widely used and 
accepted as payment, such as currency and checking 
accounts Money functions as a medium of exchange, 
a unit of account, and a store of value 

2. The supply of money is set by the central bank-the 
Federal Reserve System in the United States. The cen
tral bank's official measures of money are called the 
monetary aggregates MI, which is made up primar
ily of cUITency and checking accounts, and M2, which 
includes a broader set of monetary assets, are the 
monetary aggregates that are most widely watched in 
the U ni ted Sta tes 

3., A portfolio allocation decision is made by a holder of 
wealth when determining how much of each asset to 
hold The tlu'ee characteristics of assets that most affect 
their desirability are expected rerum, risk, and liquidity 

4. Money demand is the total amount of money that 
people choose to hold in their portfolios The princi
pal macroeconomic variables that affect money 
demand are the price level, real income, and interest 
rates Nominal money demand is proportional to the 
price level Higher real income increases the numbcl' 
of tIansactions and thus raises real money demand A 
higher interest rate on alternative, nonmonetary 
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5 

assets lowers [cal money demand by making the 
alternative assets more attractive rehltive to money 
The money demand function measures the relatioll~ 
ship between real money demand and these macIO
economic variables 

Velocity is the ratio of nominal GOP to the nominal 
money stock The quantity theory of money is an 
early theory of money demand based on the assump
tion that velocity is constant, so that money demand 
is propOI nonal to income Historically, M2 velocity 
has been more stable than Ntl velocity, although even 
M2 velocity isn't constant 

Under the simplifying assumption that assets can be 
gwuped into two categOl'ics-money and nonmone
tary assets-the asset marlet is in equilibrium if the 
quantity of money supplied equals the quantity of 
money demanded When all markets are in equilibri-

Keyierms 

M2, P 246 

um (the economy is at futl employment), the le\'l~1 of 
output is determined by equilibr ium in the labor 
market, the real interest rate is determined by equi
librium in the goods mmket, and the price level is 
determined by equilibrium in the asset m,nket. The 
equilibrium pr ice level is propor tional to the nominal 
money supply 

70 The inflation rate equals the growth rate of the norni~ 
nat money supply minus the growth rate of real 
money demand The growth rate of real money 
demand in turn depends primarily on the real income 
growth rate. Expected inflation depends on expected 
growth rates of the nominal money supply and real 
income For a given real interest l'ate, the nominal 
interest rate responds one-for-one to changes in 
expected inflation 

demand for money, p 251 

expected returns, p 249 

income elasticity of money demand, 
p 256 

medium of exchange, p 244 

monetary aggregates, p 245 

money, p 243 

portfolio allocation decision, p 249 

quantity theory of money, p 257 

real balances, p 254 

risk, P 250 
interest elasticity of money 

demand, p 256 

liquidity, p 250 

MI, P 245 

money demand function, p 25:1 

money supply, p 248 

open~market operations, p 248 

store of value, p 244 

unit of account, p 244 

velocity, p 257 

Key Equations 

Md 
P = L(Y, r + it') (73) 

According to the money demand function, the real quanti
ty of money demanded, Md/P, depends on output and the 
nominal interest rate on alternative, nonmonetary assets 
An increase in output, Y, raises the number of transactions 
pl"'Ople make and thus raises the demand for money An 
increase in the nominal interest rate on nonmonetary 
assets, i (which equals the real interest rate, r, plus the 
expected rate of inflation, It") raises the attractiveness of 
alternative assets and thus [educes the demand for money 

nominal GOP PY 
\I = =-

nominal money stock tvI 
(74) 

Velocity, V, is n0l11inal GOP, or P times y, divided by the 
nominal money stock, M Velocity is assumed to be conM 

stant by the quantity theory of money 

M 
- = L(Y, r + it') 
P 

(79) 

The asset market etluilibrium conditions states that the 
real supply of money, lVI/P, and the real demand for 
money, L(Y, /' + It'), are equal 

tiM til' 
it=---llr 

M I' 
(712) 

The inflation late, It, equals the growth rate of the nominal 
money supply, D.M/lvL minus the growth rate of renl 
money demand In long-run equilibrium with a constant 
nominal interest f'nte, the growth rate of real money 
demand equals the income elasticity of money demand, 
111', times the growth rate of real income or output, D. Y/Y 

Chapter Summary 

Review Questions 

1. Define 1II011L'!j How does the economist's use of this 
term differ from its everyday meaning? 

2. What are the three functions of money? How does 
each function contribute to a more smoothly operating 
economy? 

3" Who determines the nation's money supply? Explain 
I1mv the money supply could be expanded or reduced 
in an economy in which all money is in the form of 
currency 

4. What are the three characteristics of assets that are most 
impor tant to holders of wealth? How does money com
pare with other assets for each characteristic? 

5 list and discuss the macroeconomic variables th4lt 
affect the aggregate demand for money 

1.. Money demand in rU1 economy in which no interest is 
paid on money is 

Mil 
- = 500 + 021' -1000/ 

P 

n Suppose that P = 100, I' = 1000, and i = 0 10 Find 
real money demand, nominal money demand, and 
velocity 

b The price level doubles from P = 100 to I' = 200 Find 
real money demand, nominal money demand, and 
velocity 

c Starting from the values of the variables given in 
part (a) and assuming that the money demand func
tion as wr itten holds, determine how velocity is 
affected by an increase in real income, by an increase 
in the nominal interest rate, and by an increase in 
the price level 

2, Mr Midas has wealth of 5100,000 that he invests entireM 

ly in money (a checking account) and government 
bonds Mr Midas instructs his broker to invest 550,000 
in bonds, plus $5000 more in bonds for every percent
age point that the interest rate on bonds exceeds the 
interest rate on his checking account 

a Write an algebraic formula that gives Mr Midas's 
demand for money as a function of bond and check
ing account interest rates 

/J Write an algebraic formula that gives Mr Midas's 
demand for bonds What is the sum of his demand 
for money and his demand for bonds? 
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6. Define pclocify Discuss the !'Ole of velocity in the quan
tity theory of money 

7. Why is equilibrium in the asset market described by the 
condition that real money supply equal real money 
demand? What aggregation assumption is needed to 
allO\v ignoring the mar-kets for other assets? 

8. What is the relationship between the price level and 
the nominal money supply? What is the relationship 
behveen inflation and the growth rate of the nominal 
money supply? 

9. Give an example of a factor that would increase the 
public's expected rate of inflation All else being equal, 
how would this increase in the expected inflation rate 
affect interest rates? 

c Suppose that aU holders of wealth in the economy are 
identical to Mr Midas Fixed asset supplies per person 
are $80,000 of bonds and $20,000 of checking accounts 
Checking accounts pay no interest What is the inter ... 
est rate on bonds in asset market equilibrium? 

3. Assume that the quantity theory of money holds and 
that velocity is constant at 5. Output is fixed at its full ... 
employment value of 10,000, and the price level is 2 

a Determine the real demand for money and the nom
inal demand for money 

b In this same economy the government fixes the 
nominal money supply at 5000 With output fixed at 
its full ... employment level and with the assumption 
that prices are flexible, what will be the new price 
level? What happens to the price level jf the nominal 
money supply rises to 60007 

4. Consider an economy with a constant nominal money 
supply, a constant level of real output Y = 100, and a 
constant real interest rate r ::: 010 Suppose that the 
income elasticity of money demand is 0 5 and the inter
est elasticity of money demand is -0.1 
(/ By what percentage does the equilibrium price level 

differ from its initial value if output increases to Y ::: 
106 (and r remains at 0.10)' (Hilll: Use Eq 711) 

[J By what percentage does the equilibrium pI ice level 
differ from its initial value if the l'eal interest increas
es to r::: a 11 (and Y remains at lOa)? 
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c Suppose that the real interest rate increases to r :::: 
0.11 What would real output have to be for the 
equilibrium price level to remain at its initial value? 

5, Suppose that the rcal money demand function is 

UY, r + 1t' ) 
O.OlY 

r + 1£" 

where Y is real output, r is the real interest rate, and 1t" 

is the expected rate of inflation Real output is constant 
over time at Y = 150 The real interest is fixed in the 
goods market at r:;;;: O.oS per year 

n Suppose that the nominal money supply is growing 
at the rate of ]O'X, per year and that this growth rate 
is expected to persist forever Currently, the nominal 
money supply is M = 300. What are the values of the 
real money supply and the current price level? 
(Hillt: What is the value of the expected inflation 
rate that enters the money demand function?) 

/J Suppose that the nominal money supply is tV! :::: 300 
The central bank announces that fr()!)) now on the 

Analytical Problems 

1. All else being equal, how would each of the following 
affect the demand for Ml? The demand for M2? 
Explain 

a The maximum number of checks per month that can 
be written on money market mutual funds and 
money market deposit accounts is raised from three 
to thirty 

b Home equity lines of credit that allow homeowners 
to write checks against the value of their homes are 
introduced 

The stock mar ket crashes, and fw ther sharp declines 
in the market are widely feared 

d Banks introduce overdraft protection, under which 
funds are automatically transferred from savings to 
checking as needed to cover checks 

(.' A crackdown reduces the illegal drug trade (which 
is carried out largely in clll'rency) 

2" Figure 7.1 shmvs that, before the 19805, M1 velocity 
generally rose over time Suggest some explanations 
for this upward trend 

nominal money supply will grow at the rate of 51};} 

per year If everyone believes this announcement, 
and if <111 markets are in equilibrium, what are the 
values of the real money supply and the current 
price level? Explain the effects on the real money 
supply and the current price level of a slowdown in 
the rate of money growth 

6, The income elasticity of money demand is 2/3 and the 
interest elasticity of money demand is -0"1 Real 
income is expected to grow by 4 5% over the next year, 
and the real interest rate is expected to remain constant 
over the next year The rate of inflation has been zero 
for several years 

a If the central bank wants zero inflation over the next 
year, what growth rate of the nominal money 
supply should it choose? 

/, By how much will velocity change over the next 
year if the central bank follows the policy that 
achieves zero inflation? 

3. The prisoner-of-war camp described by Radford 
(Box 7 '1) periodically received large shipments of ciga
rettes from the Red Cross or other somces 

II How did cigarette shipments affect the price level 
(the prices of goods in terms of cigarettes) in the 
POW camp? 

b (More difficult) On some occasions the pl'is{mers 
knew in advance when the cigarette shipments were 
to arrive \>\fhal happened to the demand for ciga
rette money and the price level in the camp in the 
days just before an anticipated shipment? 

4, Assume that prices and wages adjust rapidly so that 
the mar kets for labor, goods, and assets are always in 
equilibrium What are the effects of each of the follow
ing on output, the real interest rate, and the current 
price level? 

17 A temporary increase in government purchases 

b A reduction in expected inflation 

L' A temporary increase in labor supply 

d An increase in the interest rate paid on money 

Chapter Summary 

For 1'11[' (ol~/i.'I'C/la Board" BII;';/II('S;'; (!IC/I.' llldimiors Database, 
So to w\\'w awlonlinc com/abel_bernanke 

1, Graph the CPI inflation rate, M1 money growth, and 
M2 money growth for the United States, using annual 
data since 1959 (Find annual growth rates for 
December to December) Also graph the three-year 
average rate of inflation and the tluee~year averages of 
Ml growth and M2 growth, starting with 1961 (The 
three~year average rate of inflation for, say, 1978 is the 
average of the inflation rates in 1976, 1977, and 1978 
Similarly, the th[ee~year average money growth rate 
for 1978 is the ilverage of the money growth rates for 
1976,1977, and 1978) 

is the inflation rate more closely related to M1 
gwwth or Iv12 growth? Is the relationship of inflation to 
money growth stronger in the short run (in annual 
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data) or in the longer run (using three-year averages)? 
\"'hat has happened to the link between inflation and 
money growth during the past decade? 

2" Graph the three-month Treasury bill interest rate, the 
ten-year government bond interest rate, and the CPI 
inflation rate on the same figure, using data since 1961 
Make sure that the units are comparable 

a In general, how do interest rates respond to changes 
in inflation? Why? 

b Is the three-month rate or the ten~year rate more 
sensitive to cuuent changes in inflation? Give an 
economic explanation 
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Business Cycles 

Since the Industrial Revolution, the economiesof the United States and many 
other countries have grown tremendously, That growth has transformed 
economies and greatly improved living standards. Yet even in prosperous 

countries, economic expansion has been periodically inten upted by episodes of 
declining production and income and rising unemployment. Sometimes-fortu
nately, not very often-these episodes have been severe and prolonged But 
whether brief or more extended, declines in economic activity have been followed 
almost invariably by a rcsUlnption of economic growth 

This repeated sequence of economic expansion giving way to temporary 
decline followed by recovery, is known as the bllsilless cllcie The business cycle is 
a central concern in macroeconomics because business cycle fluctuations-the ups 
and downs in overall economic activity-are felt throughout the economy. When 
the economy is growing strongly, prosperity is shared by most of the nation's 
industries and their workers and owners of capitaL When the economy weakens, 
many sectors of the economy experience declining sales and production, and "vark
ers are laid off or forced to work only part-time Because the effects of business 
cycles are so widespread, and because economic downturns can cause great hard
ship, economists have tried to find the causes of these episodes and to determine 
what, if anything, can be done to counteract them. The two basic questions of (1) 
what causes business cycles and (2) how policymakers should respond to cyclical 
fluctuations are the main concern of Part III of this book 

The answers to these two questions remain highly controversiaL Much of this 
conttovelsy involves the pIoponents of the classical and Keynesian approaches to 
macroeconomics, intt'Oduced in Chapter 1. In brief, classical economists view busi
ness cycles as generally representing the economy's best response to disturbances 
in production or spending Thus classical economists do not see much, if any, need 
Em govenm1ent action to COu.nteIact these fluctuations In contrast, Keynesian econ
omists argue that, because wages and prices adjust slowly, disturbances in pro
duction m spending n1ay drive the economy away from its most desirable level of 
output and employment for long periods of time According to the Keynesian 
vie·w, government should intervene to sInooth business cycle fluctuations 

We explore the debate between classicals and Keynesians, and the implications 
of that debate for economic analysis and macroeconomic policy, in Chapters 9-11 In 
this chapter \ve provide essential background for that discussion by presenting the 
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basic features of the business cycle We begin with a definition and a brief histOlY of 
the business cycle in the United States We then tum to a more detailed discussion of 
business cycle characteristics, 01 "business cycle facts." We conclude the chapter 
with a brief preview of the alternative approaches to the analysis of business cycles 

8.41 What is a Business Cyde? 

Countries have experienced ups and downs in overall economic activity since 
they began to industrialize. Economists have measured and studied these fluc
tuations for more than a century. Marx and Engels referred to "commercial 
crises," an early term for business cycles, in their Communist Manifesto in 1848 
In the United States, the National Bureau of Economic Research (NBER), a pri
vate nonprofit organization of economists founded in 1920, pioneered business 
cycle research The NBER developed and continues to update the business cycle 
chronology, a detailed history of business cycles in the United States and other 
countries The NBER has also sponsored many studies of the business cycle: One 
landmark study was the 1946 book Measllrillg BllsiJless Cycies, by Arthur Burns 
(who served as Federal Reserve chairman from 1970 until 1978) and Wesley 
Mitchell (a principal founder of the NBER). This work was among the first to 
document and analyze the empirical facts about business cycles It begins with 
the following definition: 

Business cycles are n type of fluctuation found in the aggregate economic activity of 
nations that organize their \vork mainly in business enterprises. A cycle consists of 
expansions occurring at about the same time in many economic activities, followed by 
similarly general recessions, contractions, and revivals which merge into the expansion 
phase of the next cycle; this sequence of changes is recurrent but not periodic; in dura
tion business cycles vary from mOl"e than one year to ten or twelve years, 1 

Five points in this definition should be clarified and emphasized 

1. Aggregate eco/IOIIlic activity Business cycles are defined broadly as fluctu
ations of "aggregate economic activity" rather than as fluctuations in a single, spe
cific economic variable such as real GOP Although real GOP may be the single 
variable that n10st closely measures aggregate economic activity, Burns and 
Mitchell also thought it important to look at other indicators of activity, such as 
employment and financial nlarket variables. 

2" Expallsiolls alld cOlltrnctiolls Figure 8.1-a diagram of a typical business 
cycle-helps explain what Burns and Mitchell meant by expansions and con
tractions The dashed line shows the average, or normal, growth path of aggre
gate economic actiVity, and the solid curve shows the rises and falls of actual 
economic activity The period of time during which aggregate economic activity 
is falling is a contraction or recession. If the recession is particularly severe, it 
becomes a depression, After reaching the low point of the contraction, the trough 
(T), aggregate economic activity begins to increase. The period of time during 

1 Burns and Mitchell, IvIt'IIsurillS BusilleSS Cycles, New York: National Bureau of Economic Research, 
1946, p 1 
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Figure 8.1 
A business cycle 
The solid curve g[nphs 
the behavior of aggregate 
economic activity over a 
typical business cycle 
The dnshed line shmvs 
the economy's normal 
growth path During a 
contraction aggregate 
economic activity falls 
until it reaches a hough, 
T The trough is foUmved 
by an expansion during 
which economic activity 
increases until it reaches 
a peak, P A complete 
cycle is measured hom 
peak to peak or trough to 
trough 
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which agglegate economic activity glOWS is an expansion OI a boom. After 1 cach
ing the high point of the expansion, the peak (P), aggregate economic activity 
begins to decline again The entire sequence of decline followed by recovery, 
measured flOm peak to peak or trough to trough, is a business cycle. 

Figure 81 suggests that business cycles are purely temporary deviations from 
the economy's nOlmal growth path However, part of the output losses and gains 
that occur dtlling a business cycle may become permanent (see Box 8 1) 

Peaks and troughs in the business cycle me known collectively as turning 
points. One goal of business cycle research is to identify when turning points 
occuc Aggregate economic activity isn't nleasured directly by any single variable, 
so there's no simple formula that tells economists when a peak or hough has been 
reached2 In practice, a small group of economists who form the NBER's Business 
Cycle Dating Committee determine that date. The committee meets only when its 
members believe that a huning point may have occurred. By exanlining a variety 
of economic data, the committee determines whether a peak or trough has been 
reached and, if so, the month it happened. However, the committee's announce
ments usually come well after a peak or trough OCCtllS, so their judgments are 
more useful for historical analysis of business cycles than as a guide to current 
policymaking 

3. COlllovelllell/ Business cycles do not occur in just a few sectors or in just 
a few economic variables. Instead, expansions 01 contractions "occur at about the 

2 A conventional definition llsed by the media-that a recession has occurred when there arc two 
consecutive quarters of negative reill GOP growth-isn't widely accepted by economists. The re<1Son 
that economists tend not to like this definition is th<1t real GDP is only one of many possible indic<1-
tors of economic activity 
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Temporary and Permanent Components of Recessions 

Until the 19805, economists generally believed that busi
ness cycles were temporary events According to this 
view, after the economy recovers from a recession, it 
returns to the level it would have reached had the reces
sion not occurred. Thus, although a recession creates 
short-run problems, it has no important long-run effects 
on a country's standard of living 

However, in a 1982 article* Charles Nelson of the 
University of Washington and Charles Plosser of the 
University of Rochester shovved that business cycles are 
not entirely temporary events Instead, some permanent 
reduction in output is associated with the typical reces
sion Nelson and PlasseI' examined many macroeco
nomic variables, including measures of output and 
C'mployn1ent Using statistical techniques, they found 
that for every variable except the unemployment rate, 

Permanent components of the business cycle 

part of a typical cyclical fluctuation represents a perma
nent change .. Only in the unemployment rate did they 
find fluctuations to be completely transitory 

The severe 1973-1975 recession illustrates the poten
tial permanence of cyclical changes in output The solid 
line in the accompanying figure shows actual real GDP 
in the United States from 1947 to the second quarter of 
1999. 'The dashed curve in the figure shows the trend in 
real output, based on the period 1947-1973 and extend
ed through 1999+ In the 19805 and 19905 GOP remained 
well below the levels it vl/ouid have reached on the basis 
of the earlier trend, suggesting that the 1973-1975 reces
sion was associated with a permanent reduction in real 
GDP. Of course, we can't conclude that the 1973-1975 
recession dir-ectiy caused the subsequent 

(COl/iiI/lied) 

The figurE.' shows actual U S real GOP (measured quarterly) and a trend line based on real GOP 
growth from 1947 to 1973 The economy didn't return to the earlier trend aftet' the 1973 reces
sion Hence llluch of the output 1055 of the 1973 recession appears to have been permanent 
S(lflrc(':;_ Real CDI' 19-,\7-1958 .. from Nllti(lIlIlII'IC(JII/<' Ilmf Prl1i1ucl Accoullt.<; (!filie L1l1iled SllIit':;, 1'0/ 1,1929-1958, US 
Department of Cornnwn:e. 1993 (rescaled); reill GOP 1959-1999. Bure,lu of Economic Analysis 
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(Col/tillllcd) 
5\owdown External faclor5, such as OPEC's quadru
pling of oil prices, may hi.lve causcd both the recession 
and the sub5cquent slowdown. Alternatively, the slow
down of growth after 1973 may have been purely coin
cidental and unrelated to the 19'73-19"75 recession 
VVhatever the reason, much of the 1973-1975 drop in 
output became permanent 

of post-World Wal II U5 recessions, only the 
1973-1975 downturn had a significant permanent effect 
on the level of output 

Another interesting statistical study of the degree of 
permanence of cycles was carried out by George 
Evans§ of the London School of Economics, Evans used 
the unemployment rate, which Nelson and Plosser 
found has only temporary fluctuations, as a measure 
of how far output is from its long-run or permanent 
level at any particular time. He used unusually high 
unemployment rates, for example, to indicate periods 
when output is well below its long-run level. Evans 
estimated that, on average, changes in real output are 
30% permanent and 70% temporary in the postwar 
US economy 

In a typical recession, what fraction of the decline in 
output is permanent? This question is not easily 
answered One problem is that the natme of a decline in 
ouq:mt-temporary or permanent-can't be determined 
until several years afterward. Another problem is that 
all cyclical output changes may not be alike in their 
degree of permanence Indeed, one statistical analysis
by Pierre Perront of Boston University-conduded that, 

* ·'Tre:nds and Random Walks in Macroeconomic Timt: Series: Some Evidence and lmpliciltions," JounUlI of Mondllry ECOllomlCS, 
Sl:pte:mber 1982, pp 139-162 
t Thl;' trend line in the figuw curveS upward slightly becau~e it is based on the assumption of a constant growth rate The graph 
of a \·ariable that grows by the s,Hl1e percentage: every year wlll CLlrve upward over time, rather than being a straight line 
+ " The Grt:ilt Crash, the Oil Price Shock and the Unit Root Hypothesis," ECO/IOII/cfrhll, November 1989, pp 1361-1401 
§ "Output and Une:mployment Dynamics in the United States: 1950-1985," IOlmUlI t!f Applied ECO/IOII/dries, 1989, pp 213-237 

same time in many economic activities" Thus, although some industries are 
Inure sensitive to the business cycle than others, output and employment in most 
industries tend to fall in recessions and rise in expansions. Nlany other econom
ic val iables, such as prices, productivity, investment, and government purchas
es, also hClve legulaI and pledictable patterns of behavioI over the course of the 
business cycle The tendency of many economic variables to move together in a 
pI edictable WCly o\'el the business cycle is called comovemenL 

40 Recurrclit bllt /lot pcriodic The business cycle isn't periodic, in that it does 
not OCCUI" at regulClr, predictable intervals and doesn't last for a fixed or plede
termined length of time (Box 82, P 295, discusses the seasonal cycle-or eco
nomie fluctuations ovel the seasons of the yeal-vvhich, unlike the business cycle, 
is periodic) Although the business cyde isn't periodic, it is recurrent; that is, the 
stanc!<.lld pattern of contrClction-hough-expansion-peak leCtH'S again and again 
in industrial economies 

5. PCl'sistclI(c The duration of a complete business cycle can vary greatly, 
hom about a year to molC' than a decade, and pledicting it is extlemely difficult. 
However, once a recession begins, the economy tends to keep contracting for a 
pel'iod of time, pelhClps fOI Cl year or more. Similady, an expansion, once begun, 
usually lasts a while. This tendency for declines in econonlic activity to be fol
lowed by further declines, and foI' growth in economic activity to be followed 
by mOle growth, is called persistence. Because movements in economic activi
ty have some pelsistence, economic fOlecasters are always on the lookout for 
tlllning points, which arc likely to indicate a change in the direction of economic 
activity 
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8.2 The American Business Cyde: The i1listorkal Rewrd 

An ovelvie\v of American business cycle history is provided by the NBER's 
monthly business cycle chronology? as summarized in Table 8.1 It gives the 
dates of the troughs and peaks of the thilty-one complete business cycles that the 
US economy has experienced since 1854. Also shown are the number of months 
that each contraction and expansion lasted 

Table 8.1 
NBER Business Cycle Turning Points and Durations of Post-1854 Business Cycles 

Expansion Contraction 

(Months from (Monlhs Irom Peak 

Trough Trough 10 Peak) Peak to Next Trough) 

Dec. 1854 30 June 1857 18 

Dec 1858 22 Ocl 1860 8 

June 1861 46 (Civil War) Apr 1865 32 

Dec 1867 18 June 1869 18 

Dec. 1870 34 Ocl 1873 65 

Mar 1879 36 Mar 1882 38 

May 1885 22 Mar 1887 13 

Apr 1888 27 July 1890 10 

May 1891 20 Jan 1893 17 

June 1894 18 Dec. 1895 18 

June 1897 24 June 1899 18 

Dec. 1900 21 Sept. 1902 23 

Aug 1904 33 May 1907 13 

June 1908 19 Jan 1910 24 

Jan 1912 12 Jan 1913 23 

Dec 1914 44 (WWI) Aug 1918 7 

Mar 1919 10 Jan .. 1920 18 

July 1921 22 May 1923 14 

July 1924 27 Oct. 1926 13 

Nov. 1927 21 Aug. 1929 43 (Depression) 

Mar. 1933 50 May 1937 13 (Depression) 

June 1938 80 (WWII) Feb. 1945 8 

Ocl 1945 37 Nov 1948 11 

Oct 1949 45 (Korean War) July 1953 10 

May 1954 39 Aug. 1957 8 

Apr. 1958 24 Apr. 1960 10 

Feb. 1961 106 (Vielnam War) Dec .. 1969 11 

Nov 1970 36 Nov .. 1973 16 

Mar 1975 58 Jan 1980 6 

July 1980 12 July 1981 16 

Nov 1982 92 July 1990 8 

Mar. 1991 

Source' f\lBER Web site. wwwnberorg/cycles hlml 

3 For a detailed discLlssion of the NI3ER chronologies, see Geoffrey H Moore and Victor Znmowitz, 
.. The NI3ER's Business Cycle Chronologies,·· in Robert J Gordon, ed , Tlw AIIIL'ricm/ BusillL'sS Cyele: 
COllljllllitl/lllld ClIII/I~C. Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1986 The NBER chronology is a\·ailable 
online at the NBER's Web site, www nbcr org/ 
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The Pre-World War I Period 

The per.iod between the Civil War (1861-1865) and World War. I (1917-J918) was 
one of rapid economic growth in the United States Nevertheless, as Table 8.1 
shows, recessions were a serious problem during that time. Indeed, the longest Con
traction on record is the 65-month-Iong decline between October 1873 and March 
1879, a contraction that \vas wOIld,vide in scope and is referred to by economic his
torians as the Depression of the 18705 Overall, during the 1854-1914 period the 
economy suffered 338 months of contIactioll, OI nearly as many as the 382 months 
of expansion In contlast, from the end of World War. II in 1945 through January 
2000, the number of months of expansion (554) outnumbered months of contraction 
(96) by mOle than five to one 

The Great Depressiorn arnd World War II 

The WOIst econornic contraction in the history of the United States was the 
Great DepreSSion of the 1930s After a prosperous decade in the 19205, aggre
gate economic activity reached a peak in August 1929, two months before the 
stock market crash in October 1929 Between the 1929 peak and the 1933 trough, 
leal GOP fell by nearly 30% During the same period the unemployment rate 
rose from about 3{Yo to nearly 25%, \vith many of those lucky enough to have 
jobs only able to work part-time To appreciate ho\v severe the Great 
Depression was, compare it with the tvvo \vorst post-World War II recessions of 
1973-1975 and 1981-1982 [n contrast to the 30% leal GOP decline and 25% 
unemployment rate of the Depression, in the 1973-1975 recession real GOP fell 
by 34°1c1 and the unemployment rate rose from about 4{Yo to about 9!J;); in the 
1981-1982 recession real GOP fell by 2.8% and the unemployment rate rose 
from about 7(X) to about 11 % 

Although no sector escaped the Great Depression, some were particularly hard 
hit In the financial sector, stock prices continued to collapse after the crash, 
Depositors withdre\v their money from banks, and bOlTowels, unable to repay 
their bank loans, were fmced to default; as a result, thousands of banks were forced 
to go out of business OI merge \vith other banks In agriculture, farmers were bank~ 
rupted by low crop prices, and a prolonged drought in the Midwest turned thou
sands of farm fan1ilies into homeless migrants. Investment, both business and 
residential, fell to extremely low levels, and a "trade war"-in which countries 
competed in erecting barriers to irllports-virtually halted international trade, 

Although most people think of the Great Depression as a single episode, 
technically it consisted of two business cycles, as Table 8 1 shows. The contrac
tion phase of the first cycle lasted for ty-three months, from August 1929 until 
March 1933, and was the most precipitous economic decline in US. history. 
After Franklin Roosevelt took office as President in March 1933 and instituted a 
set of policies known collectively as the New Deal, a strong expansion began 
and continued for fifty months, flOm March 1933 to May 1937. By 1937 real 
GOP was almost back to its 1929 level, although at 14% the unemployment rate 
remained high Unemployment remained high in 1937 despite the recovery of 
real GOP because the number of people of working age had grown since 1929 
and because increases in productivity allowed employment to gI:O\V more 
slowly than output 
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The second cycle of the Great Depression began in May 1937 with a contrac
tion phase that lasted more than a year Despite a new recovery that began in 
June 1938, the unemployment rate was still more than 17% in 1939 

The Great Depression ended dramatically with the advent of WOIld War II 
Even befOle the Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor brought the United States into 
the war in December 1941, the economy was gearing up for increased arma
ments production After the shock of Pearl Harbor, the United States prepared 
for total war. With production supervised by government boards and driven by 
the insatiable demands of the military for more guns, planes, and ships, real 
GOP almost doubled between 1939 and 1944. Unemployment dropped sharply, 
averaging less than 2% of the labor fOlce in 1943-1945 and bottoming out at 
1.2% in 1944. 

Post-World War II U.S. Business Cycles 

As World War II was ending in 1945, economists and policymakers were con
cerned that the economy would relapse into depression As an expression of this 
concern, Congress passed the Employment Act of 1946, which required the gov
ernment to fight recessions and depreSSions with any measures at its disposal. But 
instead of falling into a new depression as feared, the US economy began to 
grow strongly 

Only a few relatively brief and mild recessions interrupted the economic 
expansion of the early postwar period None of the five contractions that occurred 
between 1945 and 1970 lasted more than a year, whereas eighteen of the twenty
two previous cyclical contractions in the NBER's monthly chronology had lasted a 
year or more. The largest drop in real GOP between 1945 and 1970 was 3.3% during 
the 1957-1958 recession, and throughout this period lmemployment never exceed
ed 8.1 % of the work fOlce. Again, there was a correlation between economic expan
sion and war: The 1949-1953 expansion corresponded closely to the Korean War, 
and the latter part of the strong 1961-1969 expansion occulTed dming the military 
buildup to fight the Vietnam War 

Because no serious recession occurred between 1945 and 1970, some econo
mists suggested that the business cycle had been "tamed," or even that it was 
"dead" This view was especially popular during the 106-month expansion of 
1961-1969, which was widely attributed not only to high rates of military spending 
during the Vietnam War but also to the macroeconomic policies of Presidents 
Kennedy and Johnson Some argued that policymakers should stop worrying 
about recessions and focus their attention on inflation, which had been graduaJly 
increasing over the 19605. 

Unfortunately, reports of the business cycle'S death proved premature Shortly 
after the Organization of Petroleum Expor ting Countries (OPEC) succeeded in 
quadrupling oil prices in the fall of 1973, the US. economy and the economies of 
many other nations fell into a severe recession In the 1973-1975 recession US real 
GOP fell by 34% and the unemployment rate reached 9%-not a depression but a 
serious downturn, nonetheless, Also distulbing was the fact that inflation, which 
had fallen during most previous recessions, shot up to unprecedented double
digit levels. Inflation continued to be a problem for the rest of the 1970s, even as the 
economy recovered from the 1973-1975 recession 
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rvlore evidence that the business cycle wasn't dead can1e \vith the sharp 
1981-1982 recession This contraction lasted sixteen months, the same length as the 
1973-1975 decline, and the tuoemployment rate reached 11%, a postwar high Many 
economists claim that the Fed kno\<\ringly cleated this recession to reduce inflation, 
a claim we discuss in Chapter 1 L Inflation did drop dramatically, from about 11 % 
to less than 4%.) per year, The recovery from this recession ,vas strong, however, 

The "lol'lg Boom" 

The expansion that followed the 1981-1982 recession lasted almost eight years, 
until July 1990, when the economy again entered a recession, This contraction was 
relatively short (the trough came in March 1991, only eight months after the peak) 
and shallow (the unemployment rate peaked in mid 1992 at 7.7%-not particular
ly high for a recession) Moreover, after some initial sluggislmess, the 1990-1991 
recession was followed by another sustained expansion, Indeed, in February 2000, 
after 107 months without a recession, the expansion of the 1990s became the longest 
in US history, exceeding in length the Vietnam War-era expansion of the 1960s_ 
Taking the expansions of the 1980s and 1990s together, you can see that the U S_ 
economy experienced a period of nearly eighteen years during which only one rel
atively ITlino!' recession OCCUlTed, Some obselvers have referred to this lengthy 
period of stability as the "long boom." 

Does the long boom mean that we no longer have to worry about recessions? 
No one can say for sure, Certainly the experiences of the 19605 and 19705, when 
many people prematurely concluded that the business cycle was "dead," warn us 
to guard against overconfidence 

t~ave Amerkal'l BI.ISDl'leSS Cydes Become less Severe? 

Until recently, macroeconon1ists believed that, over the long sweep of history, 
business cycles generally have become less severe Obviously, no recession in the 
United States since World War II can begin to rival the severity of the Great 
Depression, Even putting aside the DepreSSion, economists generally believed that 
business downturns before 1929 were longer and deeper than those since 1945 
According to the NBER business cycle chronology (Table 8.1), for example, the 
average contraction before 1929 lasted nearly twenty-one months and the average 
expansion lasted slightly more than twenty-five months Since 1945, contractions 
have shortened to an average of eleven n10nths, and expansions have lengthened 
to an average of fifty months, even excluding the lengthy expansion of the 1990s 
Standard meaSllres of econon1ic fluctuations, such as real GOP growth and the 
unernployment rate, also show considerably less volatility since 1945, lelative to 
data available fOI the pre-1929 era 

Since World War II a major goal of economic policy has been to reduce the size 
and frequency of recessions. If researchers fOLInd-contrary to the generally accept
ed vie\v-that business cycles had lIot moderated in the poshvar period, serious 
doubt would be cast on the ability of economic policymakers to achieve this goaL 
For this reason, although the question of whether the business cycle has moderat
ed over time may seem to be a matter of interest only to economic historians, this 
issue is of great practical impOItance. 
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Thus ChIistina Ramel, nO\v at the UniverSity of California at Berkeley, sparked 
a heated controversy by writing a series of articles denying the claim that the busi
ness cycle has moderated over time -I Romer's main point concerned the dubious 
quality of the pre-1929 data. Unlike today, in earlier periods the govenunent didn't 
collect comprehensive data on economic variables such as GOP, Instead, econom
ic historians, using whatever fragmentary information they could find, have had to 
estimate historical rneasures of these variables 

Romer argued that methods used for estimating historical data typically over
stated the size of ear-lier cyclical fluctuations For example, the widely accepted esti
mates of pre-1929 GNP; compiled by Nobel laureate Simon Kuznets made heavy use 
of data, originally collected by William Shaw, on the economy's total output of 
"commodities" during those years Shaw's commodity output data measured the 
output of the goods-producing sectors of the economy (agriculture, mining, manu
facturing, and to some extent construction) but left out impOItant components of 
GNP sllch as wholesale and retail disttibution, transportation, and services. Because 
manufacturing and construction are among the most cyclically volatile components 
of the modern economy-and distribution, transportation, and services are fi1uch 
less volatile-Romer argued that basing GNP estimates only on conml0dity output 
tends to overstate the size of business cycle fluctuations. She used statistical methods 
to create new estimates of GNP that showed TIluch less volatility in the pre
Depression economy than implied by Kuznets's work Indeed, she concluded that 
pre-Depression business cycles, on average, were only about 2St?;) larger than post-
1945 cycles, rather than roughly twice as severe, as Kuznets's figures implied 

Since RomeI' Iaised the issue, much research has been done, including work on 
the historical experience of countries other than the United States Some of this 
research has supported Romel's view that cycles haven't moderated For exalnple, 
Matthew ShapiI06 of the University of Michigan showed that the returns earned in 
the stock market-which are closely related to production and profitability and 
thus rnight be used as an indicator of cyclical conditions-were no more variable 
before the Great Depression than they are today Steven Sheffrin7 of the University 
of California at Davis looked at histOIicaI data for six European countries (United 
Kingdom, Denmar k, Sweden, Italy, France, and Norway) and found evidence for 
postwar moderation of the business cycle only in S,veden 

But the l:Iaditional vie\v that the cycle has moderated also has defenders. In a com
prehensive study of historical GNP Nathan Balke" of SouUlem Methodist University 

4 The artic!t:s included "Is the Stabilization of tht: Postwar Economy a Figmenl of the Data?·· 
AllleriWI1 EWl10lllh l~(,i'h-il', June 1986, pp 31+-334; --The Prewar Business Cycle Reconsidered: New 
Estimates of Gross National Product, 1869-1908," IOl/m1l1 (~r Polificill Ecol/olIIY_ February 1989, pp 1-37; 
and" The Cyclical Behavior of Individual Production Sel ies, 1889-198-1,·· Qltnrlaly IOI/fltal {!f 
EnJllomi(s. February 1991, pp 1-31 
5 As discussed in Chapter 2. until 199'1 the U S national income and product accounts focused on 
GNP rather than GOP As a result, studies of business cycle behavior have often focused on GNP 
rather than GOP 
6 "The Stabilization of the United States Ec~momy: Evidence from the Stock Market,·' Americall 
Ecol/omie Revint', December 1988, pp 1067-1079 
7 '-Have Economic Fluctuations Been Dampcn~d? A Look at Evidence Outside the United States," 
/OItr11111 of MO/letar!1 Ecol1omics, January 1988, pp 73-83 
8 "The Estimation of Prewar Gross National Product: Methodology and New Evidence," jOllnlnl of 
Political EC(lIWII/If. February 1989, pp 38-92 
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and Robel t Gordon of Northwestern University used previously lmutilized data On 

hanspmtatiorl, communications, and construction for the period 1869-1928 Although 
these historical data had been available fol' more than tvventy yeats, they hadn't been 
used in previous estimates of GNP, When Balke and GOIdon combined these data 
\vith the Shaw-Kuznets data on conunodity output to consh"uct a new series for pre
Depression GNP, they found that the size of pre-1929 business cycle fluctuations was 
closer to Kuznets's original findings than to Romer's revised estimates 

If Balke and Gordon are Iight, Romel's challenge will have been answeled, and 
the Oliginal belief that the business cycle has moderated over tiIne will be recon~ 
firmed Even if the traditional view is true, though, the debate served the useful 
purpose of forcing a GHcful reexamination of the historical data. 

8.3 li3usnrness Cycle fads 

Although no two business cycles ale identical, all (01' most) cycles have features in 
conUTIon This point has been made stIongly by a leading business cycle theorist, 
Nobellatllcate Robel t E Lucas, Jl'., of the University of Chicago: 

fhough there is absolutely no theoretical reason to anticipate it, one is led by the facts 
to conclude that, with respect to the qualitative behavior of comovements among series 
[th(lt is, economic variables], bllSillcss (ydcs nrc all alike To theoretically inclined econo~ 
mists, this conclusion should be attractive and challenging, for it suggests the possibil
ity of a unified expli1nation of business cycles, grounded in the gCllcrn/lmvs goveming 
market economies, rather than in political or institutional character istics specific to par
ticular countries or periods q 

Lucas's statement that business cycles are all alike (or more accurately, that 
they have many feattlIes in common) is based on examinations of co movements 
among economic vrlIiables ovel the business cycle In this section, we study these 
comovements, which we call business cycle facts, foI' the post-World War II pedod 
in the United States Knowing these business cycle facts is useful for interpreting 
economic data and evaluating the state of the economy, In addition, they provide 
guidance and discipline for developing econol11ic theories of the business cycle 
When \ve discuss alternative theories of the business cycle in Chapters 10 and It 
\ve evaluate the theories principally by determining how well they account for 
business cycle facts. To be successful, a theory of the business cycle must explain 
the cyclical behavim of not just a few variables, such as output and employment, 
but of a \vide range of key economic vaIiables 

The Cyclical Behavior of Economic Variables: 
Direction and Timing 

·hvo characteristics of the cyclical behavior of maCIoeconomic variables are impor
tant to OUI discussion of the business cycle facts The first is the diJeclioll in which 
a macroeconomic variable moves, relative to the diIection of aggregate economic 
activity An economic variable that moves in the same direction as aggregate eco-

9 Robt.:rL E LUC,lS, JI ,"Undt.'rst,mding uusillt.'!:>:' (yell'S; in K Drunner ,uld A H Meltzer, eds, 
Ca/"JIcsi('-{~(1dl(:,la COIIFrfIlCl." S('l"il'~ 011 Pllblic Poliel/. \'01 5, Autumn 1977. p 10 
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nomic activity (up in expansions, dovvn in contractions) is procyclicaL A variable 
that moves in the opposite direction to aggregate economic activity (up in con
tractions, down in expansions) is countercyclical. Variables that do not display a 
clear pattern over the business cycle are acyclicaL 

The second characteristic is the timing of the variable's turning points (peaks and 
troughs) relative to the turning points of the business cycle. An economic variable is 
a leading variable if it tends to move in advance of aggregate economic activity, In 
other \vOlds, the peaks and troughs in a leading variable occur before the corre
sponding peaks and troughs in the business cycle, A coincident variable is one 
whose peaks and rroughs occur at about the same tinle as the corresponding business 
cycle peaks and troughs Finally, a lagging variable is one whose peaks and troughs 
tend to occw later than the COl responding peaks and h'uughs in the business cyde 

The fact that some economic variables consistently lead the business cycle sug
gests that they might be used to forecast the future course of the econo111Y This 
idea underlies the index of leading indicators, discussed in the box, "In Touch 
with the Macroeconomy: The Index of Leading Indicators," on p 286 

In some cases the cyclical timing of a variable is obvious from a graph of its 
behavior over the course of several business cycles; in other cases elaborate statisti
cal teclmiques are needed to determine timing Conveniently, The Conference Board 
has analyzed the timing of dozens of econol11ic variables This information is pub
lished monthly in Busi11ess C~/clc bIliicntOl's, along with the most recent data for these 
variables, For the most part, in this chapter we Iely on The Conference Board's 
timing classifications 

Let's now examine the cyclical behavior of some key macroeconomic variables. 
We showed the historical behavior of several of these variables in Figs, 11-1.4 
Those figures covered a long time period and wete based on alUlual data We can 
get a better view of shOlt-run cyclical behavior by looking at quarterly OI monthly 
data The direction and timing of the variables considered are presented in 
Summary table 10 on page 288 

Procili.lction 

Because the level of production is a basic indicatm of aggregate economic activity, 
peaks and t10ughs in ploduction tend to occur at about the same time as peaks and 
troughs in aggregate economic activity, Thus production is a coincident and pro
cyclical valiable Figure 8.2, on page 2891 shows the behaviOl of the industrial pro
duction index in the United States since 1947. This index is a broad measure of 
ploduction in manufactuling, mining, and utilities The vertical lines P and Tin 
Figs. 8.2-88 indicate the dates of business cycle peaks and ttoughs, as determined 
by the NBER (see Table 8.1) The turning points in industrial production corre
spond closely to the turning points of the cycle 

Although almost all types of production rise in expansions and fall in recessions, 
the cyclical sensitivity of production in some sectOIs of the economy is greateI than in 
others Industries that produce relatively durable, or long-lasting, goods-houses, 
consumer durables (lcfrigeratOls, cars, washing machines), OI capital goods (drill 
presses, computers, factmies)-respond stwngly to the business cycle, producing at 
high Iates dwing expansions and at much lmver rates during recessions, In contrast, 
industries that produce relalively nondurable or short-lived goods (foods, paper prod
ucts) or services (education, insurance) are less sensitive to the business cycle 
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The Index of Leading Indicators 

T he index of leading indicators is a weighted aver
age of eleven economic variables that lead the 
business cycle Its purpose is to aid in forecasting 

futme aggregate economic activity The index was origi
nally developed in 1938 at the National Bureau of 
Economic Research by Wesley Mitchell and Arthm 
Burns,'· whose important early work on business cycles 
was mentioned earlier in the chapter The index of lead
ing indicators is currently updated by Thc Conference 
Board, with results released monthly Fot the most recent 
information, see The Conference Board's \!\jeb page, 
www conference-board org 

The eleven variables that make up the index of leJd
ing indicatOI's are listed in the accon1panying table They 
were chosen because each has a tendency to predict 
(lead) economic activity and because data on them ,He 
frequently and promptly reported This second churi1c
teristic is essential because n vnI'iable can't be of ml1ch 
help in forecasting if accurate data on the variable arrive 
only after a long delay 

Components of the index of leading indicators 

Average wor!,wee!, in manufacturing 
2~ Initial claims for unemployment insurance 
3, New orders for consumer goods 
4 Vendor performance (a measure of delays reported by 

purchasers in obtaining goods flam suppliers) 
:}, New orders for capital goods 
60 New private housing units auHlorized by issuance of 

building permits 
7, C!langes in unfilled orders for durable goods 
B .. Prices of raw materials 
g, Index of stock prices for 500 common stoc!,s 

10 .. 1v12 money slock measured in 1992 dollars 
11" Index of consumer expectations 

Although the components of the index are varied, 
there are good economic reasons for why each compo~ 
nent helps predict economic activity For example, new 

orders for consumer goods and for capital goods and 
new building permits are direct measures of the amount 
of future production being planned in the economy._ The 
index of stock prices lefleets the optimism or pessimism 
of stock market participants about the economy's future. 

The percentage change in the index of leading indica
tors is reported monthly, with two or three consecutive 
monthly declines being regarded as a warning sign that a 
recession is on the way The behavior of the index of 
leading indicators since 1959 is shown in the accompa
nying figure Note how the index tends to tum down in 
advance of cyclical peaks On the whole, the index is a 
valuable and much-watched forecasting device, correctly 
predicting a large majority of economic turning points 
during the post-World \IVaI' 1I period However, the 
index is not without problems, including the following: 

1, Despite the emphasis on the use of data that are 
pwmptly available, the data on the eleven compo
nents of the index and thus the index of leading indi
catms itself are usually revised during the first two 
months after their initial release As a result, an early 
Signal of recession or recovery may be reversed when 
the revised data become available 

2 On several occasions the index has given false warn
ings, predicting a recession when in fact no recession 
occurred in the several months following the drop in 
the index 

3" Although it may forecast that a recession is coming, 
the index doesn't provide much information about 
how far in the futllIe the recession is or how severe it 
will be when it arrives 

4, Changes in the structure of the economy over time 
may cause some variableslo become better predictors 
of the economy and others to become worse For this 
reason, the index of leading indicatolsmust be revised 
periodically, either to change the list of component 
indicators or to change the weights of the components,. 

(COil t ill lied) 

~ W~sley Mitchel! and Arthur Burns. Sll1li;;titl111l1dicl1tor:o: (~rClfdi((/ll\t'l'h'flb, Nt'w York: NBER, 1938 

iExpenditure 

For (omponents of expenditure, as for types of pI oduction, dUI ilbility is the key to 
determining sensitidty tD the business cycle. Figure B 3 shows the cyclical behav
ior of consumption of nondwable goods and services, consumption expenditures 
on durable goods, ;]nd investment Investment is made up prim;]!'ily of spending 
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(COli filiI/cd) 

The index of leading indicators 

Used for fon:!casting, the index of leading indicators is a weighted average of eleven economic 
variables that typically lead the business cycle. The index turns down in advance of business 
cycle peaks, Signaling the onset of recession 
SOll1"n': The Conference Board 
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on durable goods and is strongly procyclicai In contrast, consumption of non
durable goods and services is much smoother Consumption expenditures on 
dwable goods are more shongly plocyclical than consumption expendittlIes on 
nondurable goods and services, but not as plocyclical as investment expenditures 
With respect to timing, consumption and investment are genelally coincident \vith 
the business cycle, although individual components of fixed investment valY in 
their c)'clical timino- [0 o 

One component of spending that seems to foUow its O\vn rules is inventmy invest
ment, or changes in business inventories (not shown), which often displays large fluc
tuations that aren't associated with business cycle peaks and troughs. In general, 
howeveI, inventory inveshnent is procyclical and JeadLng. Even though goods kept in 
inventOIY need not be dwable, inventory investment is also vel')' volatile Although, 
on average, inventmy investment is a small part (about 1 (Yo) of total spending, sharp 

10 Summary tilbk' Hl shows that r~sidential investment leads the cycle 
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Sl.Immary 1 () 

The Cyclical Behavior of Key Macroeconomic Variables 
(The Business Cycle Facts) 

Variable 

Production 

Industrial production 

Direction 

Procyclical 

Timing 

Coincident 

Durable goods industries are more vofatile than nondurable goods and services 

Expenditure 

Consumption 
Business flxed investment 
Residential investment 
Inventory investment 
Government purchases 

Investment is more volatile than consumption 

Labor Market Variables 

Employment 
Unemployment 
Average labor productivity 
Real wage 

Money Supply and Inflation 

Money supply 
Inflation 

Financial Variables 

Stock prices 
Nominal interest rates 
Real interest rates 

d Timing is nOI designated by The Conference Board 

Procyclical 
Procyclical 
Procyclical 
Procyclical 
Procyclical 

Procyclical 
Countercyclical 
Procyclical 
Procyclical 

Procycllcal 
Procyclical 

ProcyclicaJ 
Procyclical 
Acyclical 

l> Designated as "unclassified by The Conference Board 

Coincident 
Coincident 
Leading 
Leading 

-' 

Coincident 
Unclassifiedb 

Leadinga 

-' 

Leading 
Lagging 

Leading 
Lagging 

-' 

.. 

Source Business Cycle Indicators November 1999 Industrial production: series 47 {industrial production}; 
consumption: selies 57 (manufacturing and trade sales constant dollars); business fixed investment: series 86 
(gross private nonresidential fixed investment): residential investment: series 29 (new private housing units 
started); inventory investment: se'ies 30 (change in business inventories constant dollars); employment: series 
41 (employees on nonagricultural payrolls); unemployment: series 43 (civilian unemployment rate); money 
supply: series '106 (money supply Iv12, constant dollars); inflation: series 120 (CPI for services change over six
month span): stock prices: series 19 (index of stock prices, 500 common slacks); nominal interest rates: series 
119 (Federal funds rate) series 114 (discount rate on ne,'/91-day Treasury bills) series 109 (average prime 
rate charged by banks) 

declines in inventory investment represented a large part of the total decline in spend~ 
ing in some recessions, most notably those of 1973-1975 and 1981-1982 

Government purchases of goods and selvices generally are procyclical (see 
Fig 4.8) Rapid military buildups, as during World War II, the Korean War, and the 
Vieh1am \NaI, ale usually associated 'with economic expansions. 

iEmpioyment and IUInemp!oymenrft 

Business cycles are strongly felt in the labor market. In a recession, employment grows 
slowly or falls, many workers are laid off, and jobs become more difficult to find. 

Figure 8.2 
Cyclical behavior of the 
index of industrial 
production 
The index of industrial 
production, a broad mea
sure of production in 
manufacturing, mining, 
and utilities, is procycli
cal and coincident The 
peaks and troughs of the 
business .cycle are shown 
by the vertical lines P 
and T The shaded areas 
represent recessions 
${lIIre<': The Conference 1J1lnrd 

Figure 83 
Cyclical behavior of 
consumption and 
investment 
Both consumption and 
investment are plOcycli
cal However, investment 
is more sensitive than 
consumption to the busi
ness cycle, reflecting the 
fact that durable goods 
are a larger pat t of 
investment spending 
than they are of con
sumption spending 
Similarly, expenditures 
on consumer dlllables 
are more sensitive to the 
business cycle than is 
consumption of non
durable goods and set-
vices 
Source" The Conference Board 
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Figure 8.4 
Cyclical behavior of 
civilian employment 
Civilian employment is 
procyclical and coinci
dent with the business 
cycle 
SOl/rcc U S Department of 
Labor. Bureau of Lilb~)r 
Statistics For recent diltil from 
the BlS, go to the BUrl'in!'s 
Web pilgC, stnb; bl:; go\' / 
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Figure 8.4 shows the number of civilians employed in the United States since 
1959. Employment clearly is procyclical, as more people have jobs in booms than in 
recessions, and also is coincident with the cycle 

Figure 8.5 5ho\V5 the civilian unemployment rate, which is the fraction of the 
civilian labor force (the number of people who are available for work and want to 
work) that is unemployed The civilian unemployment rate is strongly counter
cyclical, rising sharply in contractions but falling nlOIe slowly in expansions. 
Although The Conference Board has studied the timing of unemployment, 
Summary table 10 shows that the timing of this variable is designated as "unclas
sified," owing to the absence of a clear pattern in the data. Figure 8.5 illustrates a 
somewhat unusual aspect of the 1990-1991 recession: The unemployment rate 
continued to climb for several months after the recession's trough was reached. 
Note that by the end of the 1990s the unemployment rate had reached its lowest 
level since the 1960s 

Average labor Productivity and the Real Wage 

Two other significant labor malket variables are average labor productivity and the 
real wage. As discussed in Chapter 1, average labor productivity is output per unit 
of labor input FigUIe 8,6, on page 292, shows average labor productivity measured 
as total real output in the US economy (excluding farms) divided by the total 
number of hours wor ked to produce that output Average labor productivity tends 
to he procyclicill: In booms workers produce more output during each hour of 
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Figure 8.5 
cyclical behavior of the 
unemployment rate 
The unemployment rate 
is countercyclical and 
very sensitive to the 
business cycle Its timing 
pattern relative to the 
cycle is unclassified, 
meaning that it has no 
definite tendency to lead, 
be coincident, or lag 
SOl/re.'. US Depiutment of 
LJbor. Bureau of Labor 
Statistics 
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work than they do in recessions 11 Although The Conference Board doesn't desig
nate the timing of this variable, studies show that average labOI productivity tends 
to lead the business cycle. 12 

Recall from Chapter 3 that the real wage is the compensation received by 
workers per unit of time (such as an hour or a week) measured in real, or pur
chasing-power, terms. The real wage, as shown in Fig 8.6, is an especially impor
tant variable in the study of business cycles because it is one of the 111ain 
determinants of the amount of labor supplied by workers and demanded by firms 
Most of the evidence points to the conclusion that real wages are mildly procycli
cal, but there is some controversy on this point 13 

Money Growth and Inflation 

AnotheI variable whose cyclical behavior is somewhat controversial is the n10ney 
supply Figure 8.7 shows the behavior since 1959 of the growth in the M2 measure 

11 The Application in Chapter 3, .. The Production Function of the U 5 Economy and US Productivity 
Growth," p 62, made the point that total factor productivity A also tends to be procyclical 
12 See Robert J Gordon, "The 'End of Expansion' Phenomenon in Short~Run Productivity Behavior.·· 
Br(l(lkillgs Papas 011 Ecol/ollliL Adh-'ity, 1979:2, pp ·147-161 
13 Sec, for example, Mark Mitchell, Myles Wallace, and John Warner, "Real Wages Over the Business 
Cycle: Some Further Evidence,·· SOlllltern Ecollolllic !01lnwl, April 1985, pp 1162-1173; and Michael 
Keane, Robert Moffitt, and David Runkle, "Real Wages Over the Business Cycle: Estimating the 
Impact of Heterogeneity with Micro Datil;" /ollrlllll (if· Political Ecollomy, December 1988, pp 1232-1266 
Stronger procydicality for the real wage is claimed by Gary Solon, Robert Barsky, and Jonathan 
Parker, "Measuring the Cydicality of Reill Wages: How Important Is Composition Bias?" Qllllrh'rlt/ 
1(Jllmlll ojEuJ/lomil.:s, February 1994, pp 1-25 
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Figure 8.6 
Cyclical behavior of 
average labor 
productivity and the real 
wage 
Average labor produc
tivity, measured as real 
output per employee 
hour in the nonfarm 
business sector, is pro
cyclical and leading 'The 
econornywide average 
real wage is mildly pro
cyclical, and its growth 
has slowed sharply since 
1973 
S(Hlra: US Department of 
Labor, Bureau ()f Lnbor 
St;1tistic5 

Figure 8.7 
Cyclical behavior of 
nominal money growth 
and inflation 
Nominal money growth, 
here measured as the 
six-month moving aver
age of monthly growth 
rates in M2 (expressed in 
annual rates), is volatile 
How-ever, the figure 
shows that money 
growth often falls at or 
just before a cyclical 
peak Statistical and his
torical studies suggest 
that, generally, money 
growth is procyclical 
and leading. Inflation, 
here measured as the 
six-month moving aver
age of monthly growth 
rates of the cpr 
(expressed in annual 
rates), is procyclical and 
lags the business cycle 
SUI/ree: FRED database of the 
Federal Reserve Bank of St 
Louis For updates on mone
tary variables and much other 
useful data. sec the FRED 
Web pageat 
wwwstlsfrborg/fred/ 
index html 
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Figure 8.8 
Cyclical behavior of the 
nominal interest rate 
The nominal interest 
rate, measured here <15 

the interest rate on three
month Treasury bills, is 
procyclical and lagging 
S(wr(t'. Board of Governors of 
the Fl'der,11 Reserve, Rl'lt.'asl' 
H-J5 hlr updatl's. Sl'l' 
WWI\' bog frb fed us/ 
rcll',l~c~/ 
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of the money supply!·1 Note that (nominal) money growth fluctuates a great deal 
and doesn't ahvays display an obvious cyclical pattern However, as Fig. 8.7 shows, 
money growth often falls sharply at or just before the onset of a recession 
Ivloreover, many statistical and historical studieS-including a classic work by 
Milton Friedman and Anna J Schwartz IS that used data back to 1867-demonstrate 
that money growth is pIOcyclical and leads the cycle 

The cyclical behavior of inflation, also shown in Fig 8.7, presents a somewhat 
clearer picture Inflation is pmcyclical but with some lag Inflation typically builds 
duIing an economic expansion, peaks slightly after the business cycle peak, and 
then falls until some time after the business cycle trough is reached Atypically, 
inflation did 1101 increase during the long boom of the 1990s 

Financial variables are another class of economic variables that are sensitive to the 
cycle For example, stock prices are generally procyclical (stock prices rise in good 
economic times) and leading (stock prices usually fall in advance of a recession). 

Nominal interest rates are procyclical and lagging, The nominal interest rate 
shown in Fig 88 is the rate on three-month Treasury bills However, other interest 
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1-1 S(;t: lable 7 I for a definition of M2 To reduce the effect of high month~to-month volatility in 
money growth. r:ig 8 7 presents a six-month moving average of money growth rates; that is, the 
reported growth rate in each month is actually the averuge of the growth rate in the current month 
and in the previous five months 
15 A MOI1l.'II1I'1/l-listory of the Ullitcd 5tl1/e5, 1867-196U, Princeton, N.J : Princeton University Press for 
NBER. 1963 We discuss this study further in Chapter 10 
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Figure 8.9 
Industrial production 
indexes in six major 
countries 
The worldwide effect of 
business cycles is reflect
ed in the similarity of the 
behavior of industrial 
production in cnch of the 
six countries shown But 
individual countries also 
have fluctuations not 
shared with other 
countries 
Note; T he scales for the 
industrial production 
indexes differ by country; 
for example, the figure 
does not imply that the 
United Kingdom's total 
industrial production is 
higher than that of Japan 
SOli ret': The Conference Board 
(with sCilles adjusted for 
clarity) 
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rates, such as the prime rate (charged by banks to their best customers) and the 
Federal funds rate (the intelest rate on overnight loans made flom one bank to 
another) also are procyclical and lagging. Note that nominal interest lates have the 
same general cyclical pattern as inflation; in Chapter 7 we discussed why nominal 
interest rates tend to move up and down with the inflation rate 

The real interest rate doesn't have an obvious cyclical pattern. For instance, the real 
interest rate actually was negative during the 1973-1975 recession but was very high 
during the 1981-1982 recession (Annual values of the real interest rate are shown in 
Fig 2.3.) The acyclicality of the real interest rate doesn't necessarily mean its move
ments are unimportant over the business cycle. Instead, the lack of a stable cyclical pat
tern may reflect the facts that individual business cycles have different causes and that 
these different sources of cycles have different effects on the real interest rate. 

intemational Aspects of the Business Cycle 
So far we have concentIated on business cycles in the United States However, busi
ness cycles are by no means unique to the United States, having been regulady 
observed in all industrialized mmket economies. In most cases the cyclical behav~ 
im of key economic variables in these other economies is similar to that described 
for the United States 

The business cycle is an inteInational phenomenon in another sense: 
Frequently, the major industrial economies undergo recessions and expansions at 
about the same time, suggesting that they share a COlnmon cycle, Figure 8 9 illus-

Note: Scales differ by country 
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The Seasonal Cycle and the Business Cycle 

Did you know that the United States has a large eco
nomic boom, followed by a deep recession, every year? 
The boom always OCCUIS in the fourth quarter of the year 
(October through December) During this quarter output 
is 5% higher than in the third quarter Ouly-September) 
and about 8(}j) higher than in the following first quarter 
Qanuary-Mafch) Fortunately, the first-quarter recession 
is always a short one, with output rising by almost 4% in 
the second quarter (April-June). This regular seasonal 
pattern, known as the seasonal cycle, actually accounts 
for more than 85% of the total fluctuation in the growth 
rate of real output! 

Why don't lmge seasonal fluctuations appeal' in Figs 
8 2-8.9? Normally, macroeconomic data are seasonally 
adjusted, meaning that regularly recurring seasonal fluc
tuations me removed from the data Seasonal adjustment 
allows users of economic data to ignore seasonal changes 
and focus 011 business cycle fluctuations and longer-term 
movements in the data However, Robert Barsky of the 
University of Michigan and Jeffrey Miron of Boston 
Univcrsity'!- arguc th<.1t the practice of seasonally adjust
ing macroeconomic data may throwaway information 
that could help economists betteI understand the busi
ness cycle Using dat<1 that hadn't been seasonally adjust
ed, Barsky ,md tvliron determined that the comovements 
of variables over the seasonal cycle are similar to theil 
comovements over the business cycle. Specifically, they 
obtained the following Iesults: 

L Of the types of expenditure, expcnditwes on durable 
goods va!'y most over the seasonal cycle and expen
ditures on services vary least 

2 .. Government spending is seasonally procyclical 
3.. Employment is seasonally procyclical, and the unem

ployment rate is seasonally countercyclical 
4 Average labor- productivity is seasonally procyclical, 

and tile real wage hardly varies over the seasonal cycle 
5,. The nominal money stock is seasonally procyclical. 

Each observation appears to be true for both the busi
ness cycle and the seasonal cycle (although, as discussed, 
there is some controversy about the cyclical behavior of 
the real wage). However, the seasonal fluctuations of 
inventory investment, the price level, and the nominal 
interest rate are much smaller than theiI fluctuations over 
the business cycle 

The seasonal cycle illustrates three potential sources of 
aggregate economic fluctuations: (1) changes in consumer 
demand, as atChristmastime; (2) changes in productivity, 
as when construction workers become less productive 
because of winter weather in the first quarter; and (3) 
changes in labor supply, as when people take summer 
vacations in the third quarter. Each of these three sources 
of fluctuation may also contribute to the business cycle 

As we discuss in Chapter 10, classical economists 
believe that business cycles generally represent the 
economy's best response to changes in the economic 
environment, a response that macroeconomic policy 
need not try to eliminate Although it doesn't necessar
ily confirm this view, the seasonal cycle shows that large 
economic fluctuations may be desirable responses to 
various factot"s (Christmas, the weather) and do not 
need to be offset by government policy 

.. T11L' Scasonnl and the Business Cycle," IUl/fIUlI !:f"l)o/ithal [WI/OIIIY, June 1989, pp 503-534 

trates this C0I111110n cycle by showing the index of industrial production since 1961 
for each of six majm industd81 countries. Note in particular the effects of world
wide recessions in about 1975, 1982, and 1991 PigUIe 89 also shovvs that each 
economy expedences many small fluctuations not shaled by the others 

Business iCyde J.lmalysis: A Preview 

The business cycle facts plesented in this chapter would be useful even if we took 
them no further For example, being farnilim \vith the typical cyclical patterns of 
key ll1a(!"oeconomic variables helps fOlecastels ploject the course of the economy, 
as we showed when discussing the index of leading indicatOIs Knovdng the facts 
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about cycles also is important for businesspeople making investment and hiring 
decisions and for financial investors trying to choose portfolios that plovide the 
desired combinations of risk and return. However, macroeconomists are interest
ed not only in I.U/lI1t happens during business cycles but also in 'wlry it happens This 
desire to understand cycles isn't just idle intellectual (uIiosity. For example, as we 
demonstrate in Chaptels 9-11, the advice that macroeconomists give to policy~ 
makers about how to respond to a recession depends on what they think is causing 
the recession. Thus, with the business cycle facts as background, in the rest of Part 
3 \ve describe the primary alternative explanations of business cycle fluctuations, as 
wel! as policy recommendations based on these explanations 

In geneIal, theories of the business cycle have hvo main components. The first is 
a description of the types of factors that have major effects on the economy-wars, 
ne\v inventions, harvest failures, and changes in government policy are examples 
Economists often refer to these (typically unpredictable) forces hitting the economy 
as shocks The other component of a business cycle theory is a lIlodel of hm<\1 the econ
omy responds to the various shocks Think of the economy as a cal moving down a 
poorly maintained highway: The shocks can be thought of as the potholes and bumps 
in the lOad; the model describes how the components of the cm (its tires and shock 
absorbers) act to smooth aLit OI amplify the effects of the shocks on the passengers. 

The two principal business cycle theories that we discllss in this book are the 
classical and the KCI/Ilcsiall. Fortunately, to present and discuss these two theories vve 
don't have to develop two completely different models Instead, both can be con
sidered within a general fmmework called the aggregate dell/awl-aggregate slipply, or 
AD-AS, //lode/. To intIoduce some of the key differences betl,.veen the classical and 
Keynesian approaches to business cycle analysis, in the rest of this chapter we pre~ 
view the AD-AS model and how it is Llsed to analyze business cycles 

Aggregate Demand and Aggregate SlllPP~Y: 
A Brief ~ntmdllldionu 

We develop and apply the AD-AS model, and a key building block of the AD-AS 
model, the IS-LIvl model, in Chapters 9-11 Here, we simply introduce and briefly 
explain the basic components of the AD-AS model The AD-AS model has three 
components, as illushated in Fig 810: (1) the agglegate demand ClHve, (2) the short
run aggregate supply curve, and (3) the long-run aggregate supply CUIve Each 
curve represents a relationship behveen the aggregate price level, P, measured on the 
vel tical axis in Fig 8.10, and output, y, measured along the horizontal axis 

The nggregate dClI/olld CAD) CIII'Vl' shows fO!' any price level, p, the total quanti
ty of goods and services, Y, dClI/a/lded by households, films, and governments The 
AD curve slopes dmvnward in Fig 810, implying that, when the general price level 
is higher, people demand fewer goods and services. We give the precise expbna
tion fm this downward slope in Chapter 9. The intuitive explanation fO! the down
ward slope of the AD curve-that when prices are higher people can afford to buy 
fewer goods-is lIot conect The problem with the intuitive explanation is that, 
although an increase in the general price level does reflect an increase in the prices 
of most goods, it also implies an increase in the incomes of the people who produce 
and sell those goods. Thus to say that a higher price leveil'educes the quantities of 
goods and services that people can afford to buy is not conect, because their 
incomes, as well as prices, have gone up, 

Figure 8.10 
The aggregate 
demand-aggregate 
supply model 
The aggregate demand 
(AD) curve slopes down~ 
ward, reflecting the fact 
that the aggregate quan
tity of goods and services 
demanded, y, falls when 
the price level, p, rises 
The short~run aggregate 
supply (SRAS) curve is 
horizontal, reflecting the 
assumption that, in the 
short run, prices are fixed 
and firms simply pro~ 
duce whatever quantity 
is demanded In the long 
run, firms produce their 
normal levels of output, 
so the long~run aggregate 
supply (LRAS) curve is 
vertical at the full~ 
employment level of 
output". Y The economy's 
short-run equilibrium is 
at the point where the 
AD and 5R.A5 curves 
intersect, and its long-run 
equilibrium is where the 
AD and LRA5 curves 
intersect In this example 
the economy is in both 
short-run and icmg-run 
equilibrium at point E 
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E 
~--------------------~~----------SRAS 

AD 

Output, Y 
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The AD Cl!Ive relates the amount of output demanded to the price level, if we 
hold other economic factoIs constant. However, for a specific price level, any 
change in the economy that increases the aggregate quantity of goods and services 
demanded will shift the AD curve to the right (and any change that decreases the 
quantity of goods and services demanded will shift the AD Cl!Ive to the left) For 
example, a sharp rise in the stock market, by making consumers wealthier, would 
likely increase households' demand for goods and services, shifting the AD Cl!Ive 
to the right Similarly, the development of more efficient capital goods would 
increase firms' demand for new capital goods, again shifting the AD curve to the 
right Government policies also can affect the AD curve. For example, a decline in 
government spending on military hardware rednces the aggregate quantity of 
goods and services demanded and shifts the AD curve to the left 

An aggregate supply curve indicates the amount of output producers are will
ing to slIpply at any particular price level Two aggregate supply curves are shown 
in Fig 8.1O-one that holds in the short Il!n and one that holds in the long tun. The 
ShOlt-11I1I agglegote slIpply (SRAS) Cllrve, shown in Fig 8.10, is a horizontal line. The 
horizontal SRAS curve captures the ideas that in the short tun the price level is 
fixed and that firms are willing to supply any amount of output at that price If the 
shOlt run is a very short pedod of time, such as a day, this assumption is Iealistic 
For instance, an ice cream store posts the price of ice cream in the morning and sells 
as much ice cream as is demanded at that price (up to its capacity to produce ice 
cream). Dl!Iing a single day, the owner typically won't raise the price of ice cream 
if the quantity demanded is unusually high; nor does the owner lower the price of 
ice cream if the quantity demanded is unusually low The tendency of a producer 
to set a price for some time and then supply whatever is demanded at that price is 
represented by a horizontal SRAS curve 
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However, suppose that the quantity of ice cream demanded remains high 
day after day, to the point that the owner is straining to produce enough ice 
cream to meet demand In this case, the ownel may raise her price to reduce the 
quantity of ice crearn demanded to a more manageable level. The owner 'will 
keep raising the price of ice cream as long as the quantity demanded exceeds 
normal production capacity In the long run, the price of ice cream will be what
ever it has to be to equate the quantity demanded to the owner's normal level of 
output Similarly, in the long run, all other firms in the economy will adjust their 
prices as necessary so as to be able to produce their normal level of output As 
discussed in Chapter 3, the normal level of production for the economy as a 
whole is called the full-employment level of output, denoted Y In the long run, 
then, when prices fully adjust, the aggregate quantity of output supplied will 
simply equal the full-employment level of output, Y Thus the IOllg-11I1I aggl egate 
slIpply (LRAS) C111ve is vertical, as shown in Fig 8 la, at the point that output sup
plied, Y, equals Y 

Figure 8 10 represents an economy that is simultaneously in short-run and 
long-run equilibrium The short-run equilibrium is represented by the intersection 
of the AD and SRAS curves, shown as point E The long-Illn equilibrium is repre
sented by the intersection of the AD and LRAS curves, also shown as point E 
However, when some change OCCUIS in the economy, the short~run equilibrium can 
differ from the long-run equilibrium. 

Aggregate Demand Shocks, Recall that a theory of business cycles has to 
include a description of the shocks hitting the economy The AD-AS framework 
identifies shocks by their initial effects-on aggregate demand or aggregate supply 
An aggregate de111a11d sfrock is a change in the economy that shifts the AD curve. For 
example, a negative aggregate demand shock would OCCUI if consumers became 
more pessimistic about the future and thus reduced their current consumption 
spending, shifting the AD curve to the left. 

To analyze the effect of an aggregate demand shock, let's suppose that the 
economy initially is in both short-run and long-run equilibrium at point E in 
Fig 8,11. We assume that, because consumers become more pessimistic, the aggre
gate demand curve shifts down and to the left from ADI to ADO. In this case, the 
new short-run equilibrium (the intersection of AD' and 5RA5) is at point F, where 
output has fallen to Y2 and the price level remains unchanged at P" Thus the 
decline in household consumption demand causes a recession, with output falling 
below its normal level. However, the economy will not stay at point F forever, 
because firms won't be content to keep producing below their normal capacity 
Eventually firms will respond to lower demand by adjusting their prices-in this 
case downward-until the economy reaches its new long-run equilibrium at point 
H, the intersection of AD' and LRAS At point H, output is at its original level, Y, 
but the price level has fallen to P, 

Our analysis shows that an adverse aggregate demand shock, which shifts the 
AD curve down, will cause output to fall in the short run but not in the long run 
How long does it take for the economy to reach the long nm? This question is cru
cial to economic analysis and is one to which classical economists and Keynesian 
economists have very different answers. Their answers help explain why classicals 
and Keynesians have different views about the appropriate role of government 
policy in fighting recessions. 

Figure 8,11 
An adverse aggregate 
demand shock 
An adverse aggregate 
demand shock red L1ces 
the aggregate quantity of 
goods and services 
demanded at a given 
price level; an example is 
that consumers become 
more pessimistic and 
thus reduce their spend~ 
iog This shock is repre~ 
sen ted by a shift to the 
left of the aggregate 
demand curve from AD! 
to AD:: In the short run, 
the economy moves to 
point F At this shorH-un 
equilibrium, output has 
fallen to Y:: and the price 
level is unchanged 
Eventually, price adjust
ment causes the economy 
to move to the new long
run equilibrium at point 
H, where output returns 
to its full-employment 
level, Y, and the price 
level falls to P2' In the 
strict classical view, the 
economy moves almost 
immediately to point H, 
so the adverse aggregate 
demand shock essentially 
has no effect on output in 
both the short run and 
the long run Keynesians 
argue that the adjustment 
process takes longer, so 
that the adverse aggre
gate demand shock may 
lead to a sustained 
decline in output 
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The classical answer is that prices adjust quite rapidly to imbalances in quan
tities supplied and demanded so that the economy gets to its long-run equilibrium 
quickly-in a few months or less. Thus a recession caused by a downward shift of 
the AD curve is likely to end rathe! quickly, as the price level falls and the econo
my reaches the original level of output, Y In the strictest versions of the classical 
model, the economy is assumed to reach its long-run equilibrium essentially imme
diately, implying that the short-run aggregate supply curve is irrelevant and that 
the economy always operates on the long-run aggregate supply (LRAS) curve 
Because the adjustment takes place quickly, classical economists argue that little is 
gained by the government actively trying to fight recessions. Note that this con
clusion is consistent with the "invisible hand" argument described in Chapter 1, 
according to which the free market and unconstr'ained price adjustments are suffi
cient to achieve good economic results 

In contrast to the classical view, Keynesian economists argue that prices (and 
wages, which are the price of labor) do not necessarily adjust quickly in response 
to shocks. Hence the return of the economy to its long-run equilibrium may be 
slow, taking perhaps years rather than months. In other words, although 
Keynesians agree with classicals that the economy's level of output will eventual
ly return from its recessionary level (represented by Y, in Fig. 811) to its full
employment level, Y, they believe that this process may be slow. Because they lack 
confidence in the self-correcting powers of the economy, Keynesians tend to see an 
important role for the government in fighting recessions. For example, Keynes 
himself originally argued that government could fight recessions by increasing 
spending. In terms of Fig 8 11, an increase in government spending could in prin
ciple shift the AD curve to the right, from AD' back to AD!, restoring the economy 
to full employment 
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Figure 8.12 
An adverse aggregate 
supply shock 
An adverse aggregate 
supply shock, such as a 
drought, reduces the full~ 
employment level of 
output from 'PI to Y2 
EquivaJenlly, the shock 
shifts the Iong-run aggre~ 
gate supply curve to the 
left, from LRASI to 
U\;\S2 As a result of the 
adverse supply shock, 
the long-run equilibrium 
moves from point E to 
point F In the ne\v long
run equilibrium, output 
has fallen from VI to Yz 
and the price level has 
increased from PI to P2 
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Aggregate Supply Shocks. Because classical economists believe U1at aggregate 
demand shocks don't cause sustained fluctuations in output, they generally view 
aggregate supply shocks as the majm fmce behind changes in output and employ
ment An aggregate supply s!lOck is a change in the economy U1at causes the long-run 
aggregate supply (LRAS) curve to shift The pOSition of the LRAS curve depends 
only on U1e full-employment level of output, Y, so aggregate supply shocks can also 
be thought of as factols-such as changes in productivity or labor supply, for 
example-that lead to changes in Y 

Figure 812 illustrates the effects of an adverse supply shock-U1at is, a shock 
that reduces the full-employment level of output (an example would be a severe 
drought that greatly reduces crop yields). Suppose that the economy is initially in 
long-run equilibrium at point E in Fig 812, where the initiallong-rUI1 aggregate 
supply curve, LRAS1, intersects the aggregate demand curve, AD Now in1agine 
that the adverse supply shock hits, reducing full-employment output from Y1 to Y2 

and causing the 10ng-rUI1 aggregate supply curve to shift to the left from LRASl to 
LRAS2 The new long-run equilibrium occurs at point E, where the level of output 
is lower than at point E According to the classical view, the economy moves quick
ly from point E to point E and then remains at point F The drop in output as the 
economy moves from point E to point F is a recession. Note that the new price 
level. P2, is higher tl1an the initial price level. P" so adverse supply shocks cause 
prices to rise during recessions. We return to this implication for the price level and 
discuss its relation to tl1e business cycle facts in Chapter 10, 

Although classical economists first emphasized supply shocks, Keynesian 
economists also recognize the in1portance of supply shocks in accounting for busi
ness cycle fluctuations in output Keynesians agree that an adverse supply shock 
will reduce output and increase the price level in tl1e long run, In Chapter 11, we 
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discuss the Keynesian vic\v of the process by which the economy moves from the 
ShOlt run to the long run in response to a supply shock 

CHAPTER SUMMARY 

1, A business cycle consists of a period of declining 
aggregate economic activity (a contraction or reces
sion) followed by a period of rising economic activity 
(an expansion or a boom) The low point of the con~ 
traction is called the trough, and the high point of the 
expansion is called the peak Business cycles have 
been observed in market economies since the begin- 7,. 
ning of industrialization 

2~ The tendency of many economic variables to move 
together in regular ,md predictable ways over the 
COLHse of the cycle is called comovement. We refer to 
the typical cyclical patterns of key macroeconomic 
variables as the "business cycle facts" 

3, The fluctuations in aggregate economic ilctivity that 
constitute business cycles are recunent, having been 
observed again and again in industrialized market 
economies However, they aren't periodic, in that 
they don't OCCUI" at regular or predictable intervals 
Business cycle fluctuations also are persistent, which 
means that once a recession or expansion begins, it 8, 
usually lasts for a while 

4, Economists believe that the U.S economy before 1929 
had longer recessions and more cyclical volatility than 
the post-World War II economy However, data pr-ob
lems prevent pl'ecise measurements of how much 
mme cyclical the pre--1929 ecollomy was The Great 
Depression that began in 1929 and didn't end until 
the onset of World War II was the most severe cydical 
decline in US history Moderation of the business 
cycle after \Nor ld War 1I led to premature pronounce- 9. 
ments that the cycle was "deild " However, the US 
economy suffered severe recessions in 1973--1975 and 
1981--1982 Between 1982 and the end of the millenni~ 
urn the economy enjoyed a "long boom," with only· 
one minor recession in 1990-1991 

5. The direction of a variable relative to the business 
cycle can be procyclical, countercyclical, or acyclica! A 
procyclica! variable moves in the same direction as 
aggregate economic activity, rising in booms and 
falling in recessions A countercyclical variable moves 
in the opposite direction to aggregate economic activ
ity, falling in booms and rising in recessions An 
acyclical variable has no clear cyclical pattern 

6" The till1jng of a variable Ielative to the business cycle 
may be coincident, leading, or Jagging A coincident 

variable's peaks and troughs occur at about the same 
time as peaks and troughs in aggregate economic 
activity. Peaks and troughs in a leading variable come 
before, and peaks and troughs in a Jagging variable 
come after, the corresponding peaks and. twughs in 
aggregate economic activity 
The cyclical direction and timing of major macroeco
nomic variables-the business cycle facts-are 
described in Summary table 10. In bricf, production, 
cOI1sUlnption, and investment are procyclical and 
coincident. Investment is much more volatile over the 
business cycle than consumption is Employment is 
procyclical, but the unemployment rate is counter
cyclical. Average lilbor productivity and the real wage 
are procyclical, although according to most studies 
the [eal wage is only mildly so. Money and stock 
prices <1rc procyc1ical and lead the cycle Inflation and 
nominill interest rates are procyclicaJ and lagging The 
real inte[est rate is acyclical 

A theory of business cycles consists of (1) a descrip
tion of shocks thilt affect the economy and (2) a 
model, such as the aggregate demand-aggregate 
supply (AD-AS) model, that describes how the econ
omy responds to these shocks In the AD-AS model, 
shocks to the ilggregate demand (AD) curve cause 
output to change in the short run, but output returns 
to its full-employment level, Y, in the long lun Shocks 
to the aggregate supply curve can affect output both 
in the long run and the short run 

Classical economists argue that the economy reaches 
its long-run equilibrium quickly, because prices 
adjust l"<1pidly This view implies that aggregate 
demand shocks have only very short-lived effects on 
real variables such as output; instead, classical econo
mists emphasize agglegate supply shocks as the 
source of business cycles Classicais also see little role 
for government policies to fight recessions. Keynesian 
economists, in contrast, believe that it takes a long 
time for the economy to reach long-run equilibrium 
fhey conclude, therefore, that aggregate demand 
shocks can affect output for substantial periods of 
time. huthermore, they believe that goverI1lTlenl poli
cies may be useful in speeding the economy's return 
to ful! employment 
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I{ey Terms 

acyclical, p 285 

boom, p 276 

business cycle, p 276 

countercyclical, p. 285 

depression, p 275 
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persistence, p 278 

procyclical, p 285 

recession, p 275 
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Review Questiol1'lls 

1. Draw a diagram showing the phases and turning 
points of a business cycle Using the diagram, illustrate 
the concepts of recurrence and persistence 

2. What is COIlIOI'I.'IIICllf? How is comovcmcnt related to 
the business cycle facts presented in this chapter? 

3 vVhat is the evidence for the vicw that the U S business 
cycle has become less severe over time? \Vhy is the 
question of whether the cycle has modern ted over time 
an important one? 

4, Whnt terms nre used to describe the wny n variable 
moves when economic nctivity is rising or fnlling? 
What terms nre used to describe the timing of cyclical 
chnnges in economic vnriables? 

5, If you knew that the economy was falling into a reces
sion, whnt \vould you expect to happen to production 

1 FigllIe 81 shows that business cycle peaks and troughs 
are identified with peaks and troughs in the level of 
aggregate economic activity, which is consistent with 
current NBER methodology However, for business 
cycles before 1927, the NBER identified business cycle 
peaks and troughs with peaks and troughs in detrclf{icd 
nggregate economic activity (aggregate economic activ
ity minus the "normnl growth path" shown in Fig 8.1) 
Show that this alternative methodology implies that 
peaks occur enrlier nnd that troughs occur Inter than 
you would find when using the cur rent methodology 
Compared to the current methodology, does the alter-

during the next few quarters? To investment? To nver
age labor productivity? To the real wage? To the unem
ployment rate? 

6. How is the fact that some economic variables are 
known to lead the cycle used in macroeconomic fore
casting? 

7, What cue the two components of a theory of business 
cycles? 

8. How do Keynesians and classicals differ in their beliefs 
about how long it takes the economy to reach long-mn 
equilibrium? Whnt implkntions do these differences in 
beliefs hnve for Keynesian and classical views about 
the usefulness of antirecessionnry policies? About the 
types of shocks that cause most recessions? 

native methodology incl"ense or decreasc the computed 
length of contractions and expansions? How might this 
change in measurement account for the differences in 
the average measured lengths of expansions and con
tractions since World War II compared to the period 
before \Norld War [?![, 

2. Consumer expenditures on durable goods such as cars 
and furniture, as well as purchases of new houses, fall 
much more than expenditures on nondurable goods and 
services during recessions "Vhy do you think that is? 

16 h)r further discllssion of these issues, sc:c: Christina D Rom!.:r,·· Renlcasliring Business Cycles," /Ollrllll/I:f E((JI/(JlIlic riisfof!1 

September 1994, pp 573-609; and Randall E Parker and Philip Rothman. ··Further Evidence on the Stabilization of Postwar 
Econollli( r:JUClu<ltions, JOIII'IIll/ tY·MIICfOt:U)/Iolllic:o. Spring 1996, pp 289-2% Romel was the first to emphasize the potential impor~ 
tance of the change in business cycle dating methodology 

Ch<lpter Summary 

3. Output, total hours worked, and aVeI'Clge labor pro~ 
ductivit.y all arc procyclical 

{/ Which Y<Hinble, oulpul or total hours worked, 
increases by a larger percentage in expansions and 
falls by a larger pet'centage in recessions? (Hillt: 
Average lnbor productivity = output 7 total hours 
wor ked, so that the percentage changc in average 
labor productivity equals the percentage change in 
output minus the percentage change in total hours 
worked) 

b How is the pwcyc1ical behavior of average labor 
productivity related to Okun's Law, discussed in 
Chapter 3? 

For The (oJlfcreJJcc Board'·' BIiSillL'% (!fc/l' ludiclllors Oatabase, 
So to www awlonline com/abeLbernnnke 

1. An economic variable is persistent if declines in the vari
able tend to be followed by more declines, and increas
es by more inCl'eases, Ihis question asks you to study 
the persistence of the civilian unemployment rate 

Using data since 1961, identify all quarters in which 
the unemployment rate (in the li1st month of the quar
ter) changed by at least a 2 percentage points fIDm the 
previous quarter (either up or down) How many of 
these changes by a 2 percentage points or more were 
followed in the subsequent quarter by (1) another 
change in the same directioll, (2) a change in the oppo
site direction, or (3) no change? Based on your count, 
would you say that the unemployment rate is a pel'sis~ 
tent variable? 

2 Graph the composite indexes of leading, coincident, 
and lagging indicators, using monthly data since 1959 
Based on the graphs, estimate dates of business cycle 
peaks and troughs How close are your estimates to 
the NBER turning-point dates listed in I able 8 I? 
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4. Dming the period 1973-1975, the United States experi
enced a deep recession \vith a simultnneous sharp rise 
in the price level \Vould you conclude that the reces
sion was the result of a supply shock or a demand 
shock? Illustrate, using AD-AS analysis 

5 It is sometimes argued that econon)ic growth that is 
"too rapid" will be associated with inflation Use 
AD-AS analysis to show how this statement might be 
true, When this claim is made, what type of shock is 
implicitly assumed to be hitting the economy? 

3 How does each of the following varinbles respond to 
the business cycle? Develop graphs to show your 
results and give economic explanations 

11 Index of help-wanted advertising in newspapers 

b Real imports 

c Federal government receipts 

d Building permits for new private housing units 

(' Capacity utilization rate, manufacturing 

r Average weekly hOllIS, manufacturing 

4" It has been argued that the stock market fHedicts reces~ 
sions Using quarterly data since 1961, plot the real 
value of the stock market index (the S&P SOD index in 
the Inst month of the quarter divided by the GDP defla~ 
tm), Draw in the business cycle peaks and troughs Do 
you find the stock market to be a good economic fore~ 
caster'? 

5. Graph the U S index of industrial production and the 
Canadian index of industrial production in the same 
graph Are U 5 and Canadim) business cycles closely 
related? U 5 and German business cycles? 
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The IS-LMIAD-AS Model: 
A General Framework for 
Macroeconomic Analysis 

The main goal of Chapter 8 \,\'as to dcsCI ibc business cycles by presenting the 
business cycle facts This and the following two chapters attempt to explaill 
business cycles and how policymakers should respond to them. First \ve must 

develop a macroeconomic model that \ve can lise to analyze cyclical fluctuations 
and the effects of policy changes on the economy. By examining the labor market in 
Chapter 3, the goods mmket in Chapter 4, and the asset mmket in Chapter 7, we 
already have identified the three components of a complete macroeconomic model 
Nov\' we put these thlee components together into a single framewOlk that allmvs 
us to analyze them simultaneously This chapter, then, consolidates QUI previous 
analyses to provide the theoretical structure for the rest of the book 

The basic macroeconomic model developed in this chapte! is known as the 
IS-LlvI model (As we discuss later, this nan1e originates in tv.,ro of its basic equilib~ 
dum conditions: that investment, [, mllst equal saving,S, and that money demand
ed, L, must equal money supplied, tv!) The IS-Ltv! model was developed in 1937 by 
Nobellalueate Sir John Hicks, l 1,vho intended it as a graphical representation of the 
ideas presented by Keynes in his famous 1936 book, TlIe Gellelal TlIeonl of 
Elllplolllliellt, Illterest, alld tv!ollelf Reflecting Keynes's belief that wages and prices 
don't adjust quickly to clear mar kets (see Section 1 3), in his original IS-Ltv! model 
Hicks assumed that the price level \vas fixed, at least temporaIiIy Since Hicks, sev
eral generations of economists have worked to refine the lS-Llvl model, and it has 
been widely applied in analyses of cyclical fluctuations and macroeconomic policy, 
and in fmecasting 

Because of its origins, the IS-Ltv! model is commonly identified with the 
Keynesian apploach to business cycle analysis Classical economists-who believe 
that wages and prices move rapidly to clear mar kets-would reject Hicks's IS-LiVl 
model because of his assumption that the plice level is fixed However, the con-

1 Hicks outlined the 15-LM fl<l.mework in <In <lrticle entitled "Mr Keynes <lnd the Classics: A 
Suggested Interpretation .. - t'wlltlllldriw. April 1937. pp 137-159 
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ventional IS-Ltv! model may be easily adapted to allow for rapidly adjusting 
wages and prices_ Thus the IS-Llv! framework, although originally developed by 
Keynesians, also may be used to present and discuss the classical approach to 
business cycle analysis In addition, the IS-LiVl model is equivalent to the AD-AS 
model that we previewed in Section 84 We show how the AD-AS model is 
derived from the IS-Uv! model and illustrate how the AD-AS model can be used 
with either a classical or a Keynesian perspective 

Using the IS-Ltv! model (and the equivalent AD-AS model) as a framework 
for both classical and Keynesian analyses has several practical benefits: First, it 
avoids the need to learn two different models Second, utilizing a single frame
work emphasizes the large areas of agreement between the Keynesian and clas
sical approaches while showing clearly how the two approaches differ 
Moreover, because versions of the IS-Ltv! model (and its concepts and terminol
ogy) are so often applied in analyses of the economy and macroeconomic policy, 
studying this framework will help you understand and participate more fully in 
current economic debates 

We use a graphical approach to develop the IS-LiVl model Appendix 9 A 
presents the identical analysis in algebraic form If you have difficulty under
standing why the curves used in the graphical analysis have the slopes they do or 
why they shift, you may find the algebra in the appendix helpful. 

To keep things as simple as possible, in this chapter we assume that the econ
omy is closed In Chapter 13 we show how to extend the analysis to allow for a for
eign sector 

9. 'I The FE line: Equilibrium in the labor Market 

In previous chapters we discussed the three main mar kets of the economy: the 
labor market, the goods market, and the asset market We also identified some of 
the links among these markets, but now we want to be more precise about how 
they fit into a complete macroeconomic system 

Let's tum first to the labor market and recall from Chapter 3 the concepts of the 
full-employment level of employment and full-employment output The fIlII
elllploYlllell! level of elIlploYlIlellt, N, is the equilibrium level of employment reached 
after wages and prices have fully adjusted, so that the quantity of labor supplied 
equals the quantity of labor demanded FIIII-elllploYlllent OIl!pIIt, Y, is the amount of 
output produced when employment is at its full-employment level, for the current 
level of the capital stock and the production function. Algebraically, full-employ
ment output, Y, equals AF(K, N), where K is the capital stock, A is productivity, and 
F is the production function (see Eq 3.4) 

Our ultimate goal is a diagram that has the real interest rate on the vertical axis 
and output on the horizontal axis In such a diagram equilibrium in the labor 
market is represented by the full-employment line, or FE, in Fig 9.1 The FE line 
is vertical at Y == Y because, when the labor market is in equilibrium, output equals 
its full-employment level, regardless of the interest rate.' 

2 The re<ll interest rate affects investment and thus the amount of capital thut firms will h<lve in the 
future, but it doesn"t affect the current capital stock, and hence does not affect current full-employ
ment output 
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Figure 9.1 
The FE line 
The htll-employment 
(F E) line represents labor 
market equilibrium 
When the labor market is 
in equilibrium, employ
ment equals its full
employment level, N, and 
output equals its fuH
employment level, y, 
regardless of the value of 
the real interest rate 
Thus the FE line is verti
cal at Y = Y 
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FE line 

y 
Output, Y 

factors That Shift the FE line 

The full-employment level of output is determined by the full-employment level of 
employment and the current levels of capital and productivity Any change that 
affects the full-employment level of output, Y, will cause the FEline to shift. Recall 
that full-employment output, Y, increases-and thus the FE line shifts to the right
when the labor supply increases (which raises equilibrium employment N), when 
the capital stock increases, or when there is a beneficial supply shock Similarly, a 
drop in the labor supply or capital stock, or an adverse supply shock, lowels full
employment output, Y, and shifts the FEline to the left Summary table 11 lists the 
factors that shift the FE line 

9.2 The IS Curve: Equilibrium in the Goods Marl<et 

The second of the tluee markets in alii model is the goods market Recall from 
Chapter 4 that the goods market is in equilibrillll1 when desired investment and 
desired national saving are equal or, equivalently, when the aggregate quantity of 
goods supplied equals the aggregate quantity of goods demanded Recall that adjust
ments in the real interest rate help bring about equilibrium in tl1e goods market 

In a diagram with the real interest rate on the vertical axis and real output on the 
horizontal axis, equilibrium in tl1e goods market is described by a curve called the IS 
curve. For any level of output (or income), Y, the IS curve shows tl1e real interest rate, 
I, for which the goods market is in equilibrillll1 The IS curve is so named because at 
all points on the curve desired investment, pi, equals desired national saving, 9 1 
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Summary 11 

Factors That Shift the Full-Employment (FE) Line 

A(n) 

Beneficial supply shock 

Increase in labor supply 

Increase in the capital 
stock 

Shifts the 
FEline 

Right 

Right 

Rigllt 

Reason 

1. More output can be produced for the same 
amount of capital and labor 

2. If the MPN rises, labor demand increases 
and raises employment 

Full·employment output increases for both 
reasons 

Equilibrium employment rises, raising 
full-employment output 

More output can be produced with the same 
amount of labor In addition, increased capital 
may increase the MPN, which increases labor 
demand and equilibrium employment 
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Figllle 9 2 shows the derivation of the IS curve from the saving-investment 
diaglam introduced in Chapter 4 (see Key Diagram 3, p. 144). Figllle 9.2(a) shows 
the silving-investment diagram dlawn for two randomly chosen levels of output, 
4000 and 5000 Corresponding to each level is a saving curve, witl1 the value of 
output indicated in parentheses next to it Each saving curve slopes upward 
because an increase in the real interest rate causes households to increase their 
desired level of saving An increase in current output (income) leads to more 
desired saving at any real interest rate, so the saving (5) Clllve for Y ~ 5000 lies to 
the right of the saving (5) clllve for Y ~ 4000 

Also shown in Fig 9.2(a) is an investment curve. Recall from Chapter 4 that the 
investment cmve slopes downward, It slopes downward because an increase in the 
real interest rate increases the user cost of capital, which reduces the desired capi
tal stock and hence desired investment Desired investment isn't affected by cur
lent output, so the investment curve is the same whether Y ~ 4000 or Y ~ 5000 

Each level of output implies a different market-clearing real interest rate When 
output is 4000, goods market equilibrium is at point 0 and the market-clearing real 
interest late is 7% When output is 5000, goods market equilibrium OCCllIS at point 
F and the mar ket-clearing leal intelest late is 5%, 

Figure 9 2(b) shows the IS curve for this economy, with output on the horizon
tal axis and the real interest rate on the vertical axis. For any level of output, tl1e IS 
curve shows the real interest rate that clears tl1e goods market Thus Y ~ 4000 and 
r ~ 7% at point 0 on the IS curve (Note that point 0 in Fig 9.2b corresponds to point 
o in Fig 9.2a ) Sin1ilady, when output is 5000, the real interest rate that clears the 
goods market is 5(X) , This combination of output and the real interest rate occurs at 
point F on the IS curve in Fig 9.2(b), which corresponds to point F in Fig. 9.2(a). In 
general, because a rise in output increases desired national saving, tl1ereby reducing 
the real interest rate that clears the goods market, the IS curve slopes downward. 

The slope of the 15 curve may also be interpreted in terms of the alternative 
(but equivalent) version of the goods market equilibrium condition, which states 
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Figure 9.2 
Deriving the IS curve 
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(a) The graph shows the goods market equilibrium for hvo different levels of output: 4000 and 5000 (the output corre
sponding to each saving curve is indicated in parentheses next to the curve) Higher levels of output (income) increase 
desired national saving and shift the saving curve to the right When output is 4000, the real interest fate that clears the 
goods market is 7% (point D) When output is 5000, the market-clearing real interest rate is 5'Xl (point F) 
(b) For each level of oUlput the IS Curve shows the corresponding real interest !'ate that clears the goods market Thus each 
point on the IS curve corresponds to an equilibrium point in the goods market As in (a), when output is 4000, the real interest 
rate that cleat's the goods market is 7% (point D); when output is 5000, the market-clearing real interest rate is 5% (point F) 
Beciluse higher output raises saving and leads to il lower market-clearing real interest rate, the IS curve slopes downward 
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that in equilibrium the aggregate quantity of goods demanded must equal the 
aggregate quantity of goods supplied. 10 illustrate, let's suppose that the economy 
is initially at point F in Fig. 92(b). The aggregate quantities of goods supplied and 
demanded are equal at point F because F lies on the IS curve, which means that the 
goods market is in equilibrium at that point 3 

Now suppose that for some reason the real interest rate r rises from 5% to 7%, 
Recall from Chapter 4 that an increase in the real interest rate reduces both desired 
consumption, ei (because people desire to save more when the real interest rate rises), 
and desir·ed investment, ]", thereby reducing the aggregate quantity of goods demand
ed. If output, Y, remained at its initial level of 5000, the increase in ti1e real interest rate 
would imply that more goods were being supplied than demanded. For the goods 

3 We have just shown that desired national saving equals desired investment at point F, or 5.1 = ld 
Substituting the definition of desired national saving, Y - Cd - G, for Sd in the condition that desired 
national saving equals desired investment shows also that Y = Cd + ld + G at F 
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Summary 12 

Factors That Shift the IS Curve 

Shifts the 
An increase in IS curve 

Expected future output Up 

Wealth Up 

Government purchases, G Up 

Taxes, T 

Expected luture marginal 
product of capital MPJ(i 

Effective tax rate on 
cnpital 

I\Jo change 
01 down 

Up 

Down 

Reason 

Desired saving falls (desired consumption rises), 
raising tile real interest rate that clears the goods 
market 

Desired saving falls (desired consumption rises). 
raising tile real interest rate that clears the goods 
market 

Desired saving falls (demand for goods rises), 
raising the real interest rate tllat clears the goods 
market 

No cllange, if consumers take inlo account an 
offsetting future tax cut and do not change 
consumption (Ricardian equivalence); down, if 
consumers dorr! take into account a future tax cut 
and reduce desired consumption, increasing 
desired nat!onal saving and lowering the real 
interest rate til at clears the goods market 

Desired investment increases, raising the real 
interest rate that clears the goods market 

Desired investment falls, lowering the feal interest 
rate that clears the goods market 

market to reach equilibrium at the higheI real interest rate, the quantity of goods sup
plied has to fall At point 0 in Fig 9 2(b), output has fallen enough (from 5000 to 4000) 
that the quantities of goods supplied and demanded are equal, and the goods market 
has returned to equilibrium ,4 Again, higheI real interest rates are associated with less 
output in goods market equilibrium, so the [5 curve slopes dO\vn\vard 

Factors That Shuft the us Curve 

For any level of output, the [5 curve shO\vs the real interest rate needed to clear the 
goods mal ket With output held constant, any economic distmbance or policy change 
that changes the value of the goods-market-clearing real interest rate will cause the IS 
curve to shift. More specifically, for constant output, allY cliallge ill Ilie ecolwlIIY Ilial 
redllces desired natiollal s(l'llillg rclatiue to desired ilrllestl1lCllt ·will ii/crease tILe real illtcrest 
/ale IIIIII clems Ilie goods lIIarkc/ alld IlIlIs slIiflllie IS elll,," III' Similarly, for constant 
output, changes that increase desired saving relative to desired investn1ent, thereby 
reducing the market-clearing real interest late, shift the 15 cmve down Factors that 
shift the [5 curve are described in Summary table 12 

·l Although a drop in output, Y obdously n:duCl'::s the quantity of goods supplied, it iliso reduces the 
quantity (~f gtwds demanded The rca~(1!1 is that a drop in output is illso a drop in income, which reduces 
desired consllmptiCl/l However, although a drop in output of one dollar reduces the supp!y of output by 
one dollar, a drop in income of one dollar reduces desired consumption. (d, by less than one dollar (that 
is. thi..' marginal propensity to consume, defined in Chapte! -t-, is less than 1) rhus a drop in output. y, 
fi..'du(!;:s goods supplied more than goods demanded and therefore reduces the excess supply of goods 
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Figure 9.3 
Effect on the 15 curve of a temporary increase in government purchases 
(a) The saving-investment diagram shows the effecls of i1 temporary increase in government pwchases, G with output, Y. 
consti1nt at ·t500. The incrense in G reduces desired national saving and shifts the saving CLlIYe to the left, from 51 to 52 The 
goods market equilibrium point mov('s from point E to point F, <mel the real interest rate rises from 6% to 7% 
(b) The increase in G raises the real interest rate that clears the goods market fol' any level of output Thus the [5 curve 
shifts upward from [51 to IS:! In this example, with output held constant at -1500, an increase in government purchases 
raises the real interest rate that clears the goods market from 6% (point E) to 7% (point F) 
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VVe can use a change in current government purchases to illustrate IS curve 
shifts in general The effects of a tempOIaIY increase in government pUl'chases on 
the 15 curve are shown in Fig 9,3, FigllIe 9,3(a) shows the saving-investment dia
gram, with an initial saving CUl've, 51, and an initial investment curve, [ The 51 
curve represents saving when output (income) is fixed at Y = 4500. Figure 93(b) 
shmvs the initial IS curve, [51 The initial goods market equilibrium when output, 
Y, equals 4500 is represented by point E in both (a) and (b) At E, the initial market
clearing leal interest rate is 6% 

Now suppose that the govermnent increases its current purchases of goods, G, 
Desired investment at any level of the real interest late isn't affected by the increase 
in governn1ent ptlIchases, so the investment curve doesn't shift Howevel, as dis
cussed in Chapter 4, a tempOIary increase in government purchases reduces 
desired national saving, Y - Cd - G (see Summary table 5, p 124), so the saving 
curve shifts to the left from 5' to 5' in Fig 9.3(a). As a result of the reduction in 
desired national saVing, the real interest rate that clears the goods market when 
output equals 4500 increases from 6%1 to 7% (point F in Fig 93a) 

9.3 
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The effect on the IS curve is shown in Fig 93(b). With output constant at 4500, 
the real interest rate that clears the goods malket inoeases from 6%1 to TXI, as 
shown by the shift from point E to point F The new [S curve, 152, passes through 
F and lies above and to the right of the initial IS curve l IS! Thus a tempOIary 
increase in government purchases shifts the IS curve up 

So fa! OUI discussion of IS curve shifts has focused on the goods mar-ket equilib
rium condition that desiled national saving must equal desired investIl1ent 
However, factOIs that shift the [5 curve may also be described in terms of the alter
native (but equivalent) goods market equilibrium condition-that the aggregate 
quantities of goods demanded and supplied are equal, In particular, for a given level 
of output, /11111 chnllge Ihal illcrenses Ihe agg/egnle deHlalld /01 goods shifls Ihe IS ellrue lip. 

This lule \vOtks because, fm the initial level of output, an incr-ease in the aggre
gate demand for goods causes the quantity of goods demanded to exceed the 
quantity supplied Goods market equilibrium can be restored at the same level of 
output by an increase in the real intelest late, which reduces desired consumption, 
Cd, and desired investment, [d For any level of output, an increase in aggregate 
demand for goods raises the real interest late that clears the goods market, so we 
conclude that an inClease in the aggregate demand for goods shifts the [5 curve up 

To illustrate this alternative way of thinking about 15 curve shifts, \ve again use 
the example of a temporary increase in govern.ment purchases Note that an increase 
in government pLHchases, G1 directly raises the demand for goods, Cd + pi + G, 
leading to an excess demand for goods at the initial level of output. The excess 
demand fOt goods can be eliminated and goods market equilibrium at the initial 
level of output restOled by an increase in the real interest rate, which reduces Cd and 
[d Because a higher real interest rate is required for goods market equilibrium when 
government purchases increase, an increase in C causes the IS curve to shift up 

The third and final market in our macroeconomic model is the asset market, pre
sented in Chapter 1 The asset market is in equilibrium when the quantities of 
assets demanded by holders of wealth for their portfolios equal the supplies of 
those assets in the economy. In reality, there are many different assets, both real 
(houses, consumer durables, office buildings) and financial (checking accounts, 
government bonds), Recall, however, that we aggregated all assets into tvvo cate
gories-money and nonmonetary assets We assumed that the nominal supply of 
money is IvI and that money pays a fixed nominal interest late, jill Similarly, we 
assumed that the nominal supply of nonmonetary assets is NM and that these 
assets pay a nominal interest rate, i, and (given expected inflation, 1t~) an expected 
real interest rate, r 

With this agglegation assumption, vve showed that the asset market equilibri
um condition reduces to the requirement that the quantities of money supplied and 
demanded be equal In this section \ve show that asset market equilibrium can be 
represented by the LJvI curve However, to discuss how the asset market conles into 
equilibrium-a task that \ve didn't complete in Chapter 7-we first intloduce an 
impor tant relationship used every day by tradels in financial markets: the rela
tionship between the Friel' of a nonmonetary asset and the illterest mte on that asset 
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The interest Rate and the Prke of a Nonmonetary Asset 

The price of a nonmonet(llY asset, such as a government bond, is what a buyer has 
to pay for it. Its pIice is closely related to the interest rate that it pays (sometimes 
called its Ijidd) To illustrate this relationship with an example, let's consider a 
bond that- mattues in one year At matllIity, we assume, the bondholder will 
redeem it and receive $10,000; the bond doesn't pay any interest befOlc it matures.s 

Suppose that this bond can now be purchased for $9615 At this price, over the 
coming year the bond will increase in value by $385 ($10,000 - $9615), or approxi
mately 4!Xl of its current price of $9615. Therefore the nominal interest late on the 
bond, 01 its yield, is 4% per year 

Now suppose that for some Jeason the cwrent price of a $10,000 bond that 
matules in one year drops to $9524. The increase in the bond's value over the next 
year will be $476 ($10,000 - $9524), or approximately 5% of the purchase price of 
$9524. Therefore, when the CUllent price of the bond falls to $9524, the nominal 
interest rate on the bond increases to 5(;{) per year. NIOIe generally, for the promised 
schedule of repayments of a bond or other nonmonetary asset, the higher the price 
of the asset, the lower the nominal interest rate that the asset pays Thus a media 
report that, in yesterday's hading, the bond market "strengthened" (bond plices 
rose), is equivalent to saying that nominal interest rates fell 

We have just indicated why the price of a nonmonetary asset and its nominal 
intelest late ("lIe negatively telated POI a given expected rate of inflation, 7t", move
ments in the nominal interest rate me matched by equal movements in the real 
intclcst l;;1tC, so the price of ;;1llonmollcli:uy assel and its leal intelest late ;:lIe also 
invelsely related This Ielationship is a key to deriving the LM curve and explain
ing how the asset market comes into equilibrium 

The Equaiity of Money Demanded and Money SUfPfPiied 

To derive the LtVI CUIve, which Iepresents asset mar ket equilibrium, '-ve recall that 
the asset mar ket is in equilibrium only if the quantity of money demanded equals 
the cunently available money supply We depict the equality of money supplied 
and demanded using the /IIolley S/lpply-IIWIlCy dell/a lid rlingmlll, ShO\,\I11 in Fig 9.4(a). 
The real interest rate is on the vertical axis and money, measured in real terms, is 
on the horizontal axis 6 The N15 line 5ho\'\'s the economy's real money supply, 
IVl/P The nominal money supply IVl is set by the central bank. Thus, for a given 
price level, P, the real money supply, IVl/P, is a fixed number and the IVlS line is 
vertical For example, if IVI ; 2000 and 1'; 2, the IVlS line is vertical at IVlI 1'; 1000. 

Real money demand at two different levels of income, Y, is sho\'vn by the two 
NID curves in Fig. 9.4(a) Recall from ChapteI 7 that a higher leal intelest rate, t, 

increases the Ielative attractiveness of nonmonetary assets and causes holders of 
wealth to demand less money Thus the money demand curves slope downward. 
The money demand CllIve, !vIO, fO!' Y = 4000 shows the real demand for money 
when output is 4000; similar Iy, the IVlD curve for Y ; 5000 shows the real demand 

5 A bond thnt doesn"t pu}' i1ny int{:['{..'st bl:fon:' lllilturity is called i1 di:;wllllliJ(l!lli 
6 Asset market equilibrium may bl' l:xpn::sscd as either nominal mOlley supplied equals nominul 
rnone" dClllnntic-d. o!' <15 rei11 mOllc\, supplied c-qu<1b rC<11 lll(me:y dc·mandcd /\s in Chilpter 7 .. \\ (: 
work 'with the (ondition c:xpressed- in real terms 
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Figure 9.4 
Deriving the LM curve 
(a) The curves show real money demand and real money supply Real money supply is fixed at 1000 When output is 4000, 
the real money demand curve is Iv1D (Y ;::; 4000); the real interest rate that clears the asset market is 3%1 (point A) When 
output is 5000, more money is demanded at the same real interest rate, so the real money demand curve shifts to the right to 
MO (Y ;::; 5000). In this case the real interest rate that clears the asset market is 5% (point C) 
(b) The graph shows the corresponding L!vI curve For each level of output the Ltvl curve shows the real interest rate that 
clears the asset market Thus when output is 4000, the LM cun'e shows that the real interest rate that clears the asset market is 
3% (point A) When output is 5000, the LM curve shows a market~clearing real interest rate of 5% (paint C) Because higher 
output raises money demand, and thus raises the real interest rate that clears the asset market, the LtvI CLUve slopes upward 
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for money when output is 5000 Because an increase in income inCleases the 
amount of money demanded at any real interest rate, the money demand curve for 
Y ; 5000 is farther to the right than the money demand curve for Y ; 4000. 

Graphically, asset market equilibrium occurs at the intersection of the money 
supply and money demand curves, where the real quantities of money supplied 
and demanded are equal For example, when output is 4000, so that the money 
demand curve is IVlD (Y ; 4000), the money demand and money supply curves 
intersect at pOint A in Fig 9.4(a). The real interest rate at A is 3% Thus when 
output is 4000, the real interest rate that clears the asset market (equalizes the 
quantities of money supplied and demanded) is 3%. At a real interest rate of 3% 
and an output of 4000, the real quantity of money demanded by holders of wealth 
is 1000, which equals the real money supply made available by the cenhal bank 

What happens to the asset market equilibrium if output rises from 4000 to 
5000? People need to conduct more transactions, so their real money demand 
increases at any real interest late. As a result, the money demand curve shifts to the 
right, to MD (Y ; 5000). If the real interest rate remained at 3%, the real quantity of 
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money demanded would exceed the real money supply At point B in Fig 9 4(a) the 
rcal quantity of money demanded is 1200, which is greater than the real money 
supply of 1000. To [cstorc equality of money demanded and supplied and thus 
bring the asset market back into equilibrium, the lcal interest rate mllst rise to S(X}. 
When the real inteIest late is S(X), the real quantity of money demanded declines to 
1000, which equals the fixed real money supply (point C in Fig 94a) 

How does an increase in the real intelest rate eliminate the excess demand 
for money, and what causes this increase in the real interest rate? Recall that the 
prices of nonmonetary assets and the intcrest rates they pay arc negatively 
related, At the initialtcal interest rate of 3(X), the increase in output from 4000 to 
5000 causes people to demand more money (the lvlD curve shifts to the right in 
Fig 94a) 10 satisfy their desire to hold more money, people will til' to sell 
some of their nonmonetary assets for money But \<\rhen people rush to sell a 
pm tion of their nonmonetary assets, the prices of these assets will fall, which 
will cause the real interest rates on these assets to lise, Thus it is the public's 
attempt to increase its holdings of money by selling nonmonetary assets that 
causes the real intelest rate to rise 

Because the real supply of money in the economy is fixed, the public as a 
whole cannot increase the amount of money it holds As long as people attempt to 
do so by selling nonmonetary assets, the real interest late will continue to rise But 
the increase in the real interest late paid by n0l11110netary assets makes those 
assets more attractive relative to money, reducing the real quantity of money 
demanded (here the movement is along the NfO curve for Y ::::;: 5000, from point B 
to point C in Fig 9.4a), The real interest rate will dse until the real quantity of 
money demanded again equals the fixed supply of money and testmes asset 
market equilibrium The new asset mmket equilibrium is at C, where the real 
interest rate has risen from 3% to SIX) 

The preceding example shows that when output rises, increasing real money 
demand, a higher leal interest rate is needed to maintain equilibrium in the asset 
mal ket. In general, the Ielationship between output and the real interest rate that 
clears the asset market is expressed gt'aphically by the L!vI ClHve. For any level of 
output, the L!vI curve shows the teal interest late fm \vhich the asset market is in 
equilibrium, \vith equal quantities of money supplied and demanded, The term LM 
comes from the asset market equilibIium condition that the real quantity of money 
demanded, as determined by the real money demand function, C must equal the 

real money supply, M/ P 
The LM curve corresponding to OU! numerical example is shown in Fig 94(b), 

with the real interest rate, J", on the vertical axis and output, Y, on the horizontal 
axis Points A and C lie on the LM curve At A, which corresponds to point A in the 
money supply-money demand diagram of Fig 9 4(a), output, Y, is 4000 and the 
leal interest late, f, is 3% Because A lies on the L!vI CUIve, when output is 4000 the 
real intelest rate that clears the asset market is 3% Sin1ilaIiy, because C lies on the 
L!vI curve, when output is 5000 the real interest late that etlualizes money supplied 
and demanded is 5{Yt); this output-real intelest late combination corresponds to the 
asset market equilibrium at point C in Fig 94(a). 

Figure 94(b) illustrates the general point that the LM curve always slopes 
upwald from left to right. It does so because increases in output, by raising money 
demand, also laise the rcal interest rate on nonn1onetary assets needed to clear the 

asset mm ket 
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Factors That Shift the ff..M Curve 
In deriving the LlvI CllIve we varied output but held constant other factors, such as 
~he price level, that affect the r~al interest rate that clears the asset market Changes 
111 any of these other factors wrll cause the LM Cut ve to shift In par ticular, for con
st~n~ output, am} ch~nge tllat redllces realllloney supply relative to leailllouey dellland 
,mlllllclease tile renil11tercst rate thnt clears the nsset lIIarket alld calise the LM ClIrve to 
shift "l' Similar Iy, for constant output, anything that raises real money supply rel
ative to real money den1and will Ieduce the leal interest rate that cleals the asset 
market ~nd shift the L!vI curve down, Here we discuss in general terms how 
changes m leal money supply or demand affect the Llvl CUlve Summary table 13 
descnbes the factors that shift the LlVl curve 

Changes in the Real Money Supply. An increase in the real money supply lvl/P 
WIll reduce the realmterest rate that clears the asset market and shift the LIvI curve 
down. Figure 9.5 illustI~tes this point and extends our previous numerical example, 

Frgure 9.5(a) con tams the money supply-money demand diagram Initially, 
suppose that the real money supply lVl/ Pis 1000 and output is 4000, so the money 
demand CUlve is lvlD (Y = 4000). Then equilibrium in the asset market occurs at 
~loint A with a market-clearing real interest rate of 3(Yo. The LNI curve correspond
mg to the real money supply of 1000 is shown as Llvl (lVl/ P = 1000) in Fig. 9.5(b). At 
pomt ~ o~ thIS LM curve, ~s at point A in the money supply-money demand dia
gram m Frg. 95(a), output IS 4000 and the real interest rate is 3%. Because A lies on 
~he initial LM curve, \vhen output is 4000 and the money supply is 1000, the real 
mterest rate that clears the asset market is 3% 

Now suppose that,with output constant at 4000, the real money supply rises 
flOm 1000 to 1200 Thrs 111crease 111 the real money supply causes the vertical 

Summary 13 

Factors That Shift the LlVl Curve 

An increase in 

Nominal money supply. 
M 

Price level P 

Expected inflation, ree 

Nominal interest rate on 
money. fm 

Shifts the 
LMcurve 

Down 

Up 

Down 

Up 

Reason 

Real money supply increases, lowering the real 
interest rate that clears the asset market (equates 
money supplied and money demanded) 

Real money supply falls. raising the real interest rate 
that clears the asset market 

Demand for money falls, lowering the real interest 
rate ttlat clears the asset market 

Demand for money increases, raising the real 
interest rate that clears the asset market 

!n addition, for constant output, any factor that increases real money demand raises the real 
Interest rate that clears the asset market and shifts the LM curve up aUler factors that increase 
rea! money demand (see Summary table g, p 255) include 

• an increase in wealth; 
• an increase in the risk of alternative assets relative to the risk of holding money; 

• a decline in the liquidity of alternative assets; and 

• a decline in the efficiency of payment technologies 

I 
I 
i 
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Figure 9.5 
An increase in the real money supply shifts the LM curve down 
(<1) An increase in the real supply of money shifts the money supply curve to the right, from NISI to MS::! For a constant level 
of output, the real interest mtl' that dears the asset market falls If output is fixed at .1000, for example, the money demand 
CLUVC is fl'10 (Y = 4000) ilnd the real interest rate that clears the asset market faUs from 3% (point A) to 2% (point D) 
(b) The graph shows the effect of the increase in real money supply on the Ltd curve For any level of output, the increase 
in the real money supply causes the real interest rate that clears the asset market to fall So, for example, when output is 
4000, the increase in the real money supply causes the real interest rate that clears the asset market to fall from 3(10 (pOint 
A) to 2% (point 0) Thus the LM curve shifts down, from LM (M! P = 1000) to LM (M! P = 1200) 
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money supply wrve to shift to the right, from MS' to MS' in Fig 95(a). The asset 
market equilibrium point is now point 0, where, with output remaining at 4000, 
the market-clearing real inteIest rate has fallen to 2% 

Why has the real interest rate that clears the asset market fallen? At the ini
tial leal interest rate of 3%, there is an excess supply of money-that is, holders 
of wealth have more money in their par tfolios than they want to hold and, con
sequently, they have a smaller share of their wealth than they would like in 
nonmonetary assets To eliminate this imbalance in their portfolios, holders of 
wealth will want to use some of their money to buy nonmonetary assets. 
However, when holders of wealth as a group try to purchase nonmonetary 
assets, the price of nonmonetary assets is bid up and hence the real interest rate 
paid on these assets declines, As the real interest rate falls, nonmonetary assets 
become less attractive relative to money The real interest rate continues to faU 
until it reaches 2% at point 0 in Fig 9 5(a), where the excess supply of money 
and the excess demand for nonmonetary assets are eliminated and the asset 
market is back in equilibrium 
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The effect of the inClease in the leal money supply on the Ltvl curve is illustrat
ed in Fig 95(b) \A/ith output constant at4000, the increase in the real money supply 
lowers the leal interest rate that clears the asset market, from 3(~';1 to 2% Thus point 
0, where Y = 4000 and r = 2%J, is now a point of asset market equilibriu111, and point 
A no longer is MOle generally, for any level of output, an increase in the real money 
supply lmvels the real interest rate that clears the asset market Therefore the entiIe 
LIVl curve shifts down. The new LIVl curve, for M/ P = 1200, passes through the new 
equilibrium point 0 and lies below the old LIVl curve, for M/P = 1000 

Thus, with fixed output, an increase in the real money supply lowers the real 
interest rate that clears the asset market and causes the Ltvl curve to shift down, A 
similat' analysis \\Tould shmv that a drop in the leal money supply causes the Ltvf 
curve to shift up 

What might cause the real money supply to increase? In general, because the real 
money supply equals tvIl P, it will increase whenever the nominal money supply Nt 
which is controlled by the central bank, glOWS more quickly than the price level P 

Changes in Real Money Demand, A change in any variable that affects leal 
money demand, other than output 01 the leal in tel est [ate, will also shift the LNl 
curve, ivlOle specifically, \,\Iith output constant, an inclease in leal money demand 
raises the real interest late that clears the asset market and thus shifts the LM curve 
up Analogously, with output constant, a drop in real monel' demand shifts the LM 
curve down 

Figure 9,6 sho\'\'s a graphical analysis of an inCl'ease in money demand silnilar 
to that foI' a change in money supply shown in Fig. 9,5, As befOle, the money 
supply-money demand diagram is shown on the left, l~ig 9,6(a) Output is constant 
at 4000, and the real money supply again is 1000. The initial money demand CUlve 
is NIDI The initial asset market equilibrium point is at A, whele the money 
demand curve, tvIDl, and the money supply curve, M5, inteIsect, At initial equi
librium, point A, the real interest late that clears the asset mal ket is 3(Yc) 

Now suppose that, for a fixed level of output, a change OCCllrs in the economy 
that increases Ieal money demand. For example, if banks decided to increase the 
interest late paid on money, jill, the public would want to hold more money at the 
same levels of output and the real interest rate Glaphically, the increase in money 
demand shifts the money demand curve to the right, from MOl to MO' in Fig. 
96(a) At the initial real interest rate of 3%, the real quantity of money demanded 
is 1300, which exceeds the available supply of 1000; so 3% is no longer the value of 
the leal intelest late that clears the asset mal' ket 

How will the leal interest rate that clears the asset market change after the 
increase in money demand? If holders of wealth want to hold more 111oney, they 
\"vill exchange nonmonetary assets for money Increased sales of nonmonetary 
assets will drive down their price and thus raise the real interest rate that they pay 
The real interest rate will rise, reducing the attractiveness of holding money, until 
the public is satisfied to hold the available real money supply (1000) The real 
interest rate rises flam its initial value of 3% at A to 6'10 at G 

Figure 9 6(b) shows the effect of the increase in money demand on the LM 
curve, The initial LtvI CLHve, Ltvll, passes through point A, showing that when output 
is 4000, the real interest late that clears the asset malket is 3'Xl, (Point A in Fig. 9 6b 
em responds to point A in Pig, 9 6a.) Following the increase in money demand, with 
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Figure 9.6 
An increase in real money demand shifts the LM curve up 
(a) With output constant at --WOO and the real money supply at 1000, an increase in the inlerest rate paid on money l'aiscs 
rea! money demand. The money demand cur\'e shifts to the right, from MOl to AJD:!, and the real interest rate that clears 
the asset market rises from 3% (point J\) to 6% (point G) 
(b) The graph shows the effect of the incrcnse in real money demand on the LM curve When output is 4000, the increase in 
Teal money demand raises the renl interest rate that clears the ilsset market from 3% (point A) to 6% (point G) More gener
ally, for ilny level of output, the increase in real money demand raises the real interest rate that clears the asset market 
Thus the l.J\tf curve shifts up, from LMI to LA+1 
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output fixed at 4000, the market-dearing real interest Iate rises to 6(XJ Thus the new 
LM curve must pass thlOugh point G (corresponding to point G in Fig. 9.6a), where 
Y = 4000 and r = 6% The new LM curve, LM2, is higher than LM' because the real 
interest Iate that clears the asset market is now higher for any level of output 

9.4 General Equilibrium in the Complete is-LM Model 

The next step is to put the labor market, the goods market, and the asset mmket 
together and exan1ine the equilibIium of the economy as a \vhole A situation in 
which all markets in an economy are Simultaneously in equilibdum is called a 
genetal equilibrium. Figure 9 7 shows the complete IS-LM model, illustrating 
how the general equilibr ium of the economy is determined. Shown are 

III the full-employment, 0' FE, line, along which the labO! market is in equilibrium; 
II the 15 curve, along which the goods market is in equilibrium; and 
II the LM curve, along which the asset market is in equilibIium. 

Figure 9.7 
General equilibrium in 
the /S-LM model 
The economy is in gener~ 
al equilibrium when 
quantities supplied equal 
quantities demanded in 
every market The gener
al equilibrium point, E, 
lies on the IS curve, the 
LM curve, and the FE 
line Thus at E, and only 
at E, the goods market, 
the asselmmket, ilnd the 
labor market me simulta
neously in equilibrium 
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The three curves intersect at point E, indicating that all three markets ale in 
equilibrium at that point TherefOIe E represents a general equilibrium and, 
because it is the only point that lies on all three curves, the only general equilibri
um for this economy 

Although point E obviously is a general equilibrium point, not so clear is 
which forces, if any, act to bring the economy to that point To put it another \'\'ay, 
although the 15 CUIve and FEline must intersect some\vhere, we haven't explained 
why the LIvI curve must pass through that same point In Section 9.5 we discuss the 
economic forces that lead the economy to general equiliblium Thele we show 
that (1) the general equilibIium of the economy always occurs at the intelsection of 
the IS curve and the FE line; and (2) adjustments of the price level cause the UvI 
curve to shift until it passes through the general equilibrium point defined by the 
intersection of the IS curve and the FE line. Before discussing the details of this 
adjustment plocess, howeveI, let's consider an example that illustrates the use of 
the complete IS-LtvI model 

Applying the IS-ILM Framework: A Temporary Adverse 
Supply Shock 

An economic shock relevant to business cycle analysis is an adverse supply shock 
Specifically, suppose that (because of bad "veather or a temporary increase in oil 
pI~ces) the productivity parameter A in the production function drops tenlporari
Iy' We can LIse the IS-LM model to analyze the effects of this shock on the general 

7 Rc:c<l1! th<lt the production function. Eq (31). is Y '" Af{K. N), so <I drop in A reduces the amount of 
output thM can be produced for nny quantities of capital K and labor N 
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Figure 9.8 
Effects of a temporary adverse supply shock 
(a) lnitiidly, the economy is in genera! equilibrium at point E, with output at its flll1~employment level, )'1 

(b) A temilorary udverse supply shock reduces full-employment output from Yl to y~ and shifts the FE line to the left from 
FE! to FE! The new gene!'al equilibrium is represented by point F, where FE:!. intersects the unchanged IS curve The price 
level increases and shifts the LlvI curve lip and to the left, from LMI to Ltvl::', until it P<1SS€S through F At the new general 
equilibrium point, F. output is lower, the real interest rate is higher, and the price level is higher than at the original general 

equilibrium point, E 
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equilibrium of the economy and the general equilibrium values of economic vari
ables such as the real ,vage, employment, output, the real interest rate, the price 
level, consumption, and investment 

Suppose that the economy is initially in general equilibrium at point E in Fig 
9.8(a), where the initial FE line, FE 1, IS curve, and LM CUlve, LM', for this economy 
inteIsect. To detennine the effects of a temporary supply shock on the geneIal 
equilibrium of this economy, we ITlust consider ho,"\' the temporary drop in pro
ductivity A affects the positions of the FE line and the IS and LM curves 

The FEline describes equilibrium in the labor market Hence to find the effect 
of the supply shock on the FE line we must first look at how the shock affects labor 
supply and labor demand In Chapter 3 we demonstrated that an adverse supply 
shock reduces the marginal product of labor and thus shifts the labor demand 
curve down (see Fig. 3 10). Because the supply shock is temporary, we assume that 
it doesn't affect workers' wealth or expected future wages and so doesn't affect 
labor supply As a result of the decline in labor demand, the equilibrium values of 
the real wage and employment, N, fall 

The FE line shifts only to the degree that full-employment output, Y. changes 
Does Y change? Yes Recall from Chapter 3 that an adverse supply shock reduces 
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full-employment output, Y, which equals AF(K, N), for two reasons: (1) as we just 
mentioned, the supply shock reduces the equilibrium level of employment N, 
which lowers the amount of output that can be plOduced; and (2) the drop in pro
ductivity A directly reduces the amount of output produced by any combination of 
capital and labor The reduction in Y is represented by a shift to the left of the FE 
line, from FE' to FE' in Fig 98(b) 

Now consider the effects of the temporary adverse supply shock on the IS 
curve Recall that we derived the 15 curve by changing the level of current output 
in the saving-investment diagram (Fig 9.2) and finding for each level of current 
output the real interest rate fOI which desired saving equals desired investment A 
tClIlpotan; adverse supply shock leduces current output but doesn't change any 
other factOI- affecting desiIed saving or investment (such as wealth, expected future 
income, or the future marginal product of capital) Therefore a temporary supply 
shock is just the SOIt of change in current output that we used to hace out the IS 
curve We conclude that a temporary advelse supply shock is a movement nlolIg 
the 15 CUIve, lIot n shift of the 15 Clllve, leaving it unchanged oS 

Finally, we consider the LM curve A temporary supply shock has no direct 
effect on the demand or supply of money and thus doesn't shift the Ltv! curve 

We now look for the new general equilibrium of the economy. In Fig 9.8(b), 
there is no point at which FE' (the new FE line), IS, and LIVl' all intersect. As we 
mentioned-and demonsh"ate in Section 9. 5-when the FE line, the 15 curve, and the 
LM CUIve don't intelsect at a common point, the LAtI curve shifts until it passes 
thlOUgh the intersection of the FEline and [S curve This shift in the LM CLIlve is 
caused by changes in the price level, /J, which change the real money supply, M/ P, 
and thus affect the equilibrium of the asset market As Fig 9 8(b) shows, to restore 
general equilibrium at point F, the LM clllve must shift up and to the left, from LM' 
to LM' For it to do so the real money supply M/ P must fall (see Summary table 13) 
and thus the price level, P, must lise. We infer (although we haven't yet given an 
economic explanation) that an adverse supply shock ,vill cause the price level to rise, 

What is the effect of a temporary supply shock on the inflation rate, as distinct 
from the price level? As the inflation rate is the glOwth rate of the price level, 
during the pedod in which prices are rising to their new, higher level, a burst of 
inflation will occur However, afteI the pIice level stabilizes at its higher value (and 
is no longer rising), inflation will subside Thus a temporary supply shock should 
cause a tempOIary, ratheI than a permanent, increase in the rate of inflation 

Let's pause and Ievie\<\' our results 

1, As we had already shown in Chapter 3, a temporary adverse supply shock 
lowers the equilibrium values of the real wage and employment 

2, Comparing the new general equilibrium, point F, to the old general equilibri
um, point E, in Fig 9 Sib), we see that the supply shock lowers output and 
raises the real interest rate 

3, The supply shock raises the pI ice level and causes a temporary burst of inflation 
4. Because in the new genelai eqUilibrium the real interest rate is higher and output 

is lower, consumption must be lower than before the supply shock The higher 
real interest rate also implies that investment mllst be ImveI after the shock 

8 Analytical Problem:2 at the end of thc" chupter examines the (,ffl'ct of u permanent uth crsc supply 
shock and identifies factors thnt shift thE;: [5 curve in that case 
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Oil Price Shocks 
Revisited 

Chapter9 The IS-LM/AD-AS Model: A General Framework for Macroeconomic Analysis 

In tbe Application "Oil Price Shocks Revisited," we cbeck out bow well OUr 
model explains the historical behavior of the economy However, note that eco
nomic models, such as the IS-LtvI model, also are used extensively in forecasting 
economic conditions (Box 9 1, P 323) 

In Chapter 3 we pointed out that an increase in the price of oil is an example of an 
adverse supply shock, and we looked at the effects of the 1973-1974 and 1979-1980 
oil price shocks on the U S economy (see the Application, "Output, Employment, 
and the Real Wage During Oil Price Shocks," p 87). The theory's predictions-that 
adverse supply shocks reduce output, employment, and the real wage-were con
firmed for those two episodes. Our analysis using the complete IS-LM model is 
consistent with that earlier discussion. However, it adds the predictions that, fol
lowing an oil price shock, consumption and investment decline, inflation increas
es, and the real interest rate rises. 

Figure 8.3 shows that consumption fell slightly and that investment fell sharply 
immediately after these oil price shocks. From the beginning of tbe recession in the 
fourth quarter of 1973 until the fourth quarter of 1974, real consumption fell by 
1.6% and real investment fell by 12.2% Following the onset of the recession in the 
first quarter of 1980., real consumption fell by 2.3% and real investment fell by 
10.8% in just one quarter. Inflation also behaved as predicted by our analysis, surg
ing temporarily in 1973-1974 and again in 1979-1980. (see Fig 87). 

OUf analysis also predicted that an oil price shock will cause the real interest 
rate to rise However, this result depends somewhat on the assumption we made 
that people expected the oil price shock to be temporary In Analytical Problem 2 
at the end of the chapter, you will find that, if the adverse supply shock is expect
ed to be permanent, the rise in the real interest rate will be less than when the 
adverse supply shock is expected to be temporary (and the real interest rate may 
not rise) However, we don't really know what people's expectations were about 
the duration of the two major oil price shocks. Therefore we can't state with confi
dence what the effect of such a shock on the real interest rate should have been. 
Actually, the real interest rate rose during the 1979-1980. shock but not during the 
1973-1974 shock (see Fig 23) On the basis of these data only, our model suggests 
tbat people expected the 1973-1974 oil shock to be permanent and the 1979-1980 
shock to be temporary Interestingly, those expectations were essentially correct: 
Figure 3.13 shows that the oil price increase of 1979-1980. was reversed rather 
quickly but that the price increase of 1973-1974 was not 

9.5 Price Adjustment and the Attainment 
of General Equilibrium 

We now explain the economic forces that lead prices to change and shift the LM 
curve until it passes through the intersection of the IS curve and the FE line In dis
cussing the role of price adjustments in bringing the economy back to general 
eqUilibrium, we also show the basic difference between the two main approaches 
to business cycle analysis, classical and Keynesian 
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Econometric Models and Macroeconomic Forecasts 

The IS-LM model developed in this chapter is a relative
ly simple example of a macroeconomic model Much 
more complicated models of the economy (many, though 
not all of them, based on the IS-LM fr<lmework) me lIsed 
in applied macmcconomic research and analysis 

A common usc of macroeconomic models is to help 
economists forecast the course of the economy In gener
a!, llsing a macroeconomic model to obtain quantitative 
economic forecasts involves three steps First, numerical 
\'alues for the parameters of the model (such as the 
income elasticity of money demand) must be obtained In 
ccollolllciric models, these values are estimated through 
statistical analyses of the data Second, projections must 
be made of the likely behavior of relevant c.rogcllOlls vari
ables, or variables whose values arc not determined 
within the model Examples of exogenous variables 
include policy variables (such as government spending 
and the money supply), oil prices, and changes in pro
ductivity Third, based on the expected path of the 
exogenous variables and the model parameters, the 
model can be solved (usually on a computer) to give fore
casts of variables determined within the model (such as 
output, employment, and interest rates) Variables deter
mined within the model are ClltiOgCIIOllS variables 

Although a relatively simple model like the IS-LM 
model developed in this chapter could be used to create 
[cal forecasts, the t'estilts probably would not be very 
good Because real-world economies are complex, 

macroeconomic models actually used in forecasting tend 
to be much more detailed than the IS-Ltv! model pre
sented here For example, instead of a single aggregate 
production function, an econometric model used for 
forecasting might include production functions estimat
ed separately for many individual industries. fhe com~ 
plexity of models used in commercial forecasting is 
illustrated by the accompanying table, based on an arti
cle by Stephen McNees and John Ries* of the Federal 
Reserve Bank of Boston. For the three well-known fore
casting firms shown, the number of economic variables 
forecasted ranged from about 700 to about 1200 
Generally, the number of equations in an econometric 
model exceeds the number of variables forecasted, so 
these models become quite complex 

Despite the amount of detail in some econometric 
models, they typically do not capture all information 
relevant to forecasting the economy, As the aCCOtnpil
nying table also illustrates, most forecasters combine 
the results from their econometric models with other 
forecasting techniques, including personal judgment 
time-series methods (statistical methods that attempt to 
extrapolate economic trends without the explicit use of 
an economic model), and detailed analysis of current 
data (including partial and preliminary data). Studies 
have shown that combining several different forecasting 
methods usually provides more accurate forecasts than 
relying on a single approach + 

Number Forecasting 

Forecaster 

Chase Econometrics 

Data Resources, Inc 

Wharton Econometric Forecasting Associates 

Source Based on McHees and Ries (1983) Table 1 

of variables 
forecasted 

About 700 

About 1000 

About 1200 

techniques 
(approximate weights) 

Econometric model 
Judgment 
Time·series methods 
Current data analysis 
Econometric model 
Judgment 
Time-series methods 
Current data analYSis 
Econometric model 
Judgment 
Current data analysis 

* ··The Truck Record of Macroeconomic Porecasts," Ne,t' EIISlaud Ecollolllie Revil.'w, November/December 1983, pp 5-18 

70% 
20% 
5% 
5% 

55% 
30% 
10% 

5% 
60% 
30'% 
10% 

t See Stephen McNees, '·lvI;:111 vs Model? The Role of Judgment in Forecasting," NI.'7.p Ellg/mid ECOIIOlllic Rc1. 'it'w, July / August 
1990. pp. -! 1-52; und Victor Zurrlowitz, Bw;illl'sS CyclL's: Theor!!. His/ory. [IU/ica/Ol"s, alld ForL'castillg, Chicago: University of 
Chicugo Press, I ~)Y2, especially Chapter 18 
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Figure 9,9 
Effects of a monetary expansion 
(a) The economy is in general equilibrium at point E 
Output equals the fllll~employment level of 1000, the 
real interest rate is SIX), and the price level is 100 
(b) With the price level fixed, a 10'Yo increase in the 
nominal money supply, /vI, raises the real money 
supply, M/P, and shifts the LM curve dO'wn from LMI 
to LM2 At point F, the intersection of the IS curve and 
the new LM curve, LM2, the real interest rate has fallen 
to 3'X), which raises the aggregate demand for goods If 
firms produce extra output to meet the increase in 
aggregate demand, output rises to 1200 (higher than 
full-employment output of 1000) 
(c) Because aggregate demand exceeds full-employ
ment output at point F, firms raise prices A Im/0 rise in 
p. from 100 to 110, restores the real money supply to its 
original level and shifts the LM curve back to its origi
nal position at LNfI This returns the economy to point 
E, where output again is at its full-employment level of 
1000, but the price level has risen 1O(Y" from 100 to 110 
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To illustrate the adjustment process, let's use the complete IS-LM model to 
consider what happens to the economy if the nominal money supply increases. 
This analysis allows us to discuss monetary policy (the control of the money 
supply) and to intIoduce some ongoing controversies about the effects of monetary 
policy on the economy. 

The Effects of a Monetary Expansion 

Suppose that the centIal bank decides to raise the nominal money supply, M, by 
10%. For now we hold the price level, 1', constant so that the real money supply, 
MIl', also increases by 10%. What effects will this monetary expansion have on the 
economy? FigLUe 99 helps us answer this question with the complete IS-LM model. 

TI1e tluee parts of Fig 9.9 show the sequence of events involved in the analysis. 
For simplicity, suppose that the economy initially is in general equilibrium so that 
in Fig 9.9(a) the IS curve, the FE line, and the initial LM curve, LM1, all pass tluough 
the general equilibrium point, E. At E output equals its full-employment value of 
1000, and the real interest rate is 5%. Both the IS and LM curves pass tlu'Ough E, so 
we know that 5% is the market-clearing real interest rate in both the goods and asset 
markets. For the moment tl,e price level, 1', is fixed at its initial level of 100 

The 10% increase in the real supply of money, MIl', doesn't shift the IS curve 
or tl,e FE line because, with output and tl,e real interest rate held constant, a change 
in MI I' doesn't affect desired national saving, desired investment, labor demand, 
labor supply, or productivity However, Fig 95 showed that an increase in the real 
money supply does shift the LM curve down, which we show here as a shift of the 
LM curve from Llvl1 to LIvI', in Fig 9.9(b) The LM curve shifts down because, at any 
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level of output, an increase in the money supply lowers the real interest rate needed 
to clem the asset market 

Note that, after the LIvI curve has shifted down to LIvI', there is no point in Fig 
99(b) at which all thlee curves intersect. In other words, the goods 11larket, the 
labor market, and the asset market no langeI are Simultaneously in equilibrium 
We nmv must make some assumptions about how the economy behaves when it 
isn't in general equilibrium 

Of the three markets in the IS-LIvI model, the asset market (represented by the 
tNt cUlve) undoubtedly adjusts the most quickly, because financial markets can 
respond within minutes to changes in economic conditions The labor market (the 
FE line) is probably the slowest to adjust, because the process of matching workers 
and jobs takes time and wages may be Ienegotiated only periodically. The adjust
ment speed of the goods market (/5 curve) probably is somewhere in the middle. 
We assume that, when the economy isn't in general equilibrium, the asset market 
and the goods mmket me in equilibrium so that OlltPllt alld tile leal illte/'est rate are 
gi'uell by tlte illtel section (~f tile IS and livl ClIrues, Note that, when the economy isn't in 
general equilibrium, the IS-Ud intersection doesn't lie on the FEline, so the labor 
market isn't in equilibrium 

Immediately afteI the increase in the nOlninal money supply, therefme, the 
economy is out of general equilibIium with the level of output and the real inter
est rate represented by point F in Fig. 99(b), where the new LM curve, LIvI', inter
sects the IS CUIye At F, output (1200) is higher and the real interest rate (3%) is 
lower than at the original general equilibrium, point E We refer to F, the point at 
which the economy comes to rest befole any adjustment occurs in the price level, 
as the short-rull equilibriIlI1l point. (Although \ve refer to F as a short-run equilibri-
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tun point, keep in nlind that only the asset and goods mat' kets are in equilibrium 
there-the labor market isn't.) 

In economic terms, why does the increase in the money supply shift the econo
my to point F? The sequence of events can be described as follows: AftCI the increase 
in the money supply, holders of wealth are holding more money in their portfolios 
than they desire at the initial values of output and the real interest rate To bring their 
portfolios back into balance, they will try to use their excess money to buy nonmon
etary assets. However, as holders of v.'ealth bid for nonmonetary assets, they put 
upward pressure on the prices of those assets, 'which lcduces their interest rate. 
Thus, after an increase in the money supply, wealth-holders' attempts to achieve 
their desired mix of money and nonrnonetary assets cause the interest rate to fall 

The drop in the real interest rate isn't the end of the story, ho\vever Because 
the lowel leal interest rate increases the demand by households for consumption, 
Cd, and the demand by firms for investment, 1'1, the aggregate demand for goods 
rises Here we make a fundamental asslllnption, to which we return shortly: When 
demandels increase their spending on goods, finns are willing (at least temporar· 
ill') to produce enough to meet the extra demand for their output After the decline 
in the leal interest rate raises the aggregate demand for goods, thelefore, we 
assume that firms respond by increasing ploduction, leading to higheI output at 
the short-run equilibrium point, F 

To summarize, \vith the price level constant, an inclease in the nominal money 
supply takes the economy to tile short-nm equilibrium point, F, in Fig 9 9(b), at which 
the real interest Ii:lte is Imver and output is highel than at the initial general equilibri
um point, E We made two assun1ptions: (1) when the economy isn't in general equi~ 
libriul11, the economy's shOlt-ru.n equilibrium OCCLlIS at the intersection of the [S and 
LM curves; and (2) when the aggregate demand fm goods rises, firms are \villing (at 
least temporarily) to produce enough extra output to meet the expanded demand, 

The Adjustment of the Price Level. So far we have simply taken the price 
level, P, as fixed. In reality, prices respond to conditions of supply and demand in 
the economy The price level, P, refers to the price of output (goods), so to think 
about how prices me likely to adjust in this example, let's reconsideI the effects of 
the increase in the money supply on the goods market 

In Fig 9 9(b), the short-run equilibrium point, F, lies on the 15 Clllve, implying 
that the goods market is in equilibrium at that point with equal aggregate quanti
ties of goods supplied and demanded. Recall our assumption that firms are willing 
to meet any increases in Zlgglegate demand by producing more, In that sense, then, 
the aggregate quantity of goods supplied equals the aggregate quantity of goods 
demanded, Howevel, in another sense the goods market is /lot in equilibrium at 
point F The problem is that, to meet the aggregate demand for goods at F, firms 
have to produce more output than their full-employment level of output, Y FuU
employment output, Y, is the level of output that maximizes firms' plofits because 
that level of output corresponds to the profit-maximizing level of employment 
(Chapter 3) Therefore, in meeting the higher level of aggregate demand, firms are 
producing more output than they would like. In the sense that, at point F, the pro
duction of goods by firms is /lot the level of output that maximizes their profits, the 
goods 111m ket isn't truly in equilibdul11 

At point F the aggregate demand for goods exceeds firms' desired supply of 
output, Y, so \ve can expect firms to begin raising their prices, causing the price 
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level, P, to rise. With the nominal money supply, M, set by the central bank, an 
increase in the price revet P, !mvels the real money supply, IVII p, which in turn 
causes the LtvI curve to shift up Indeed, as long as the aggregate quantity of goods 
demanded exceeds what firms want to supply, prices will keep rising Thus the LA!I 
curve will keep shifting up and to the left until the aggregate quantity of goods 
demanded equals full-employment output. Aggregate demand equals full-employ
ment output only when the LtvI curve has returned to its initial position, LIV11 in Fig 
9.9(c), \vhere it passes through the miginal general equilibrium point, E At E all 
tluce markets of the economy again are in equilibrium, with output at its full
employment level 

Compare Fig 9 9(c) to the initial situation in Fig 9 9(a) and note that after the 
adjustment of the price level the 10<Xl increase in the nominal money supply has 
had no effect on output or the real interest rate Employment also is unchanged 
hom its initial value, as the economy has returned to its original level of output 
Hmvever, as a result of the 10% increase in the nominal money supply, the price 
level is 101};) higher (so that P == 110) Hm,v do we knmv that the pIice level changes 
by exactly lOtXl? To I'etwn the LtvI curve to its original position, the increase in the 
price level had to return the real money supply, NIl P, to its original value. Because 
the nominal money supply, M, \vas raised by 10%, to Ieturn tvI/P to its miginal 
value, the price level, P, had to Iise by 10% as well Thus the change in the nominal 
money supply causes the price level to change proportionally 1his result is the 
same result obtained in Chapter '7 (see Eq 710), where we assumed that all markets 
ale in equiliblium 

Note that, because in general equilibIium the price level has risen by 10% but 
real economic vadables ale unaffected, all nominal economic variables must also 
rise by 10% In particular, fOI' the real wage to have the same value aftel prices have 
risen by 10% as it did before, the nominal wage must Iise by 10% Thus the return 
of the economy to genelai equilibrium requires adjustment of the nominal \vage 
(the price of labor) as well as the price of goods 

Trend Money Growth and Inflation, In Fig 9.9 we analyzed the effects of a 
one-time 10% increase in the nominal money supply, followed by a one-time 10% 

adjustment in the price level In reality, in most countries the money supply and the 
price level gro\v continuously. Our fIamework easily handles this situation 
Suppose that in some country both the nominal rnoney supply, IVI, and the price 
level, P, are gH.1wing steadily at 7% pel' year, \vhich implies that the leal money 
supply, M/ i', is constant The LM curve depends on the real money supply, M/ P, 
so in this situation the LIVI curve won't shift, even though the nominal money 
supply and prices are rising, 

Now suppose thnt for one yeill' the money supply of this country is increased 
an additional 3%-for a total of 10<Xl-\vhile prices rise 7(Xl. Then the leal money 
supply, IVII P, gIO\VS by 3% (lOt};) minus 7%), and the LIVI curve shifts down 
Similady, if foI' one yeaI' the nominal money supply inCleased by only 4%, with 
inflation still at 7% per yeM, the Ltvl cwve \voltld shift up, Ieflecting the 3% drop 
(-3% == 4% -7%) in the real money supply 

This example illustrates that changes in M or P re/afiuc to fllc cxpected or trend 
rate (:fgl'Owth {:f' IIlOIlCif alld illj711tiOII (7% in this example) shift the LIVI curve Thus, 
when we analyze the effects of "an increase in the money supp!y," \ve have in lnind 
an increase in the money supply relative to the expected, or trend, late of money 
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gIowth (for example, a rise from 7{X) to 10%) gIo\vth fm one year); by a "deocase in 
the nloney supply," \ve mean a drop relative to a trend rate (such as a decline from 
7%) to 41X) grovvth in money) Similarly, if we say something like "the price level falls 
to restore general equilibrium," we don't necessarily mean that the price level lit
erally falls but only that it rises by less than its trend or expected ,ate of growth 
would suggest 

Classical Versus Keynesian Versions of the US-Lilli Model 

Our diagrammatic analYSis of the effects of a change in the money supply high
lights two questions that are central to the debate between the classical and 
Keynesian approaches to macroeconomics: (1) How ,apidly does the economy 
reach general equilibrium? and (2) What are the effects of monetary policy on the 
economy? We pIeviewed the filst of these questions in Section 8.4, using the 
AD-AS model Now we examine both questions, using the IS-L/vl model 

Price Adjustment and the Self-Correcting Economy_ [n our analysis of the 
effects of a monetary expansion, we showed that the eco/wIIlY is bIOI/gill i;1fo gCllcral 
eqlliliblilllll b'l adjllstment of the plice level [n graphical terms, if the intersection of the 
IS and LIV1 curves lies to the right of the FE line-so that the aggregate quantity of 
goods demanded exceeds full-employment output, as in Fig 9 9(b)-the price level 
will rise The increase in P shifts the LIV1 curve up, reducing the quantity of goods 
demanded, until all three curves intersect at the general equilibrium point, as in 
Fig 9. 9(c). Similarly, if the /S-LIV1 intersection lies to the left of the full-employment 
line-so that desired spending on goods is below firms' profit-maximizing I~vel of 
output-firms vdll cut prices. A decrease in the price level raises the real money 
supply and shifts the LNI curve do\vn, until all three curves again intersect, return
ing the economy to genelal equilibrium 

There is little disagreement about the idea that, afteI some sort of economic dis
turbance, price level adjustments will eventually Iestore the economy to general 
equilibrium, However, as discussed in Section 84, the speed at \vhich this pl'Ocess 
takes place is a controversial issue in macroecononlics, Under the classical assump
tion that prices are flexible, the adjustment process is rapid. When prices are flexible, 
the economy is effectively self-correcting, automatically returning to full employment 
after a shock moves it a\vay from general equilibrium? Indeed, if firms respond to 
increased demand by raising pI ices rather than by temporarily producing more (as 
we eadier assumed), the adjustment process would be almost immediate 

According to the opposing KeyneSian vie\v, hmvever, sluggish adjustment of 
prices (and of wages, the price of labor) might prevent gene,al equilibrium from 
being attained for a much longer period, perhaps even several years. While the 
economy is not in general equilibrium, Keynesians argue, output is determined by 
the level of aggregate demand, represented by the intersection of the [5 and LIV1 
curves; the economy is not on the FE line, and the labor market is not in equilibri
um, This assumption of sluggish price adjushnent, and the consequent disequilib
rium in the labor market, distinguishes the Keynesian version of the /S-LIV1 model 
from the classical version 

9 The proposition that a free-market economy with flexible prices is automatically self-correctin~ is 
consistent with Adam Smith s invisible-hand idea, discussed in Chapter I 
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Monetary Neutrality_ Closely lela ted to the issue of how fast the economy 
reaches gene I al equilibrium is the question of hm\' a change in the nominal money 
supply affects the economy \Ve showed thut, uftCl the economy rcuches its gener
al equilibrium, an inoease in thc nominal money supply has no effect on real \·ari
abies such as output, employment, or the real interest rate but raises the price 
level Economists say that thefe is monetary neutrality, 01 simply that money is 
neutral, if a change in the nominal money supply changes the pIice level propm
tionally but has no effect on real variables OUI analysis shows that, after the com
plete adjustment of pI ices, money is neutral in the /S-LlvI modcl 

The placticai relevance of monetat'y ncutrality is much debated by classicals 
and Keynesians The basic issue again is the speed of price adjustment In the clas
sical view a monetary expansion is lapidly tt'ansmitted into plices and has, at 
most, a transitmy effect on real variables; that is, the economy moves quickly from 
the situation shown in Fig 9,9(a) to the situation shown in Fig 9 9(c), spending little 
time in the position shown in Fig 99(b), Keynesians aglee that money is neutral 
after prices fully adjust but believe that, because of slow price adjustment, the 
economy may spend a long time in disequilibrium During this period the 
increased money supply causes output and employment to lise and the real intel
est late to fall (compare }:ig 9,9b with Fig 99a) 

In bdef, Keynesians believe in monetmy neutrality in the long run (after pIices 
adjust) but not in the short nm Classicals ale mme accepting of the view that 
money is neutral even in the relatively short am, VVe lettUn to the issue of mone
tary neutrality when we develop the classical and Keynesian models of the busi
ness cycle in mOle detail in ChZlpters 10 and 11 

9.6 Aggregate Demand and Aggregate Suppiy 

The /S-LAI[ model introduced in this chapter is a complete model representing the 
general equilibIium of the economy In this section we use the IS-Ltvl model to 
develop the aggregate demand-aggregate supply (AD-AS) model, which we ple
viewed in Ch"pter S. The AD-AS model appears to be different from the /S-LIVl 
model, but in fact the two models are equivalent They are based on the same 
assumptions about economic behavior and price adjllstment, and they give the 
same answelS when used to analyze the effects of variolls shocks on the economy 
\"'hy then do we bothel' to present both models? The reason is that, depending on 
the issue being addressed, one way of representing the economy may be more con
venient than the otheI The /S-LNI model relates the real intelest late to output, and 
the AD-AS model ,elates the price level to output Thus the /S-LIVl model is more 
useful for examining the effect of various shocks on the real interest rate and on 
vaIiables, such as saving and investment, that depend on the real interest rate, In 
Chapter 13, for example, when we discuss intelnational bonowing and lending in 
open economies, the behavior of the leal interest rate is crucial; therefore, in that 
chapter we emphasize the /S-LNI approach However, for issues related to the 
price level, m inflation, use of the AD-AS model is more convenient For example, 
we rely on the AD-AS flame\vor k in Chapter 12 when we describe the relationship 
between inflation and unemployment Keep in mind, though, that the choice of the 
/S-LNf fIamework or the AD-AS fIamewOlk is a mattel of convenience; the t\Vo 
models express the same basic macroeconomic theory, 
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The Aggregate Demai1ld Curve 

The aggregate demand curve shows the relation between the aggregate quomtity of 
goods demanded, Cd + pi + G, and the price leveL P The aggregate demand curve 
slopes downwald, as does the demand curve fO! a single ploduct (apples, for 
example), Despite the superficial similarity between the AD curve and the demand 
curve for a specific good, however, there is an important difference bet\<veen these 
l1vo types of curves, The demand curve for apples lelates the demand for apples to 
the price of apples relativ/! to the prices of othL'l" goods In contrast, the AD curve 
relates the aggregate quantity of output demanded to the gCllclnll'ricc Icuel If the 
prices of all goods increase by IO(},;), the price leveL P, also increases by lO(X), even 
though all relative pI ices of goods remain unchanged Nevertheless, the increase in 
the price level reduces the aggregate quantity of goods demanded 

The reason that an increase in the price level, P, reduces the aggregate quanti
ty of output demanded is illustrated in Fig 9.10. Recall that, for a gil'clI pricc Icuc/, 
the aggregate quantity of output that households, firms, and the government 
choose to demand is where the [S curve and the LM ClHve intersect Suppose that 
the nominal money supply is NI and that the initial price level is PI Then the real 
money supply is MI P" and the initial LM curve is LM' in Fig 9JO(a) The 15 and 
LNII curves intersect at point E, where the amount of output that households, 
finns, and the government vvant to buy is Y I Thus we conclude that, when the 
price level is PI, the aggregate amount of output demanded is Y1 

No\'\' suppose that the price level increases to P2 With a nominal money 
supply of NI, this increase in the ptice levell'cduces the real money supply from 
MI P, to MI P, Recall (Summary table 13, p 315) that a decrease in the real money 
supply shifts the LM Cl!!ve up and to the left, to LM2 The 15 and LM' Cl!!ves inter
sect at point F, \vhere the agglegate quantity of output demanded is Y=,-. Thus the 
increase in the price level from PI to P=,- reduces the aggregate quantity of output 
demanded from Y, to Y, 

This negative relation between the price level and the aggregate quantity of 
output demanded is shown as the downvvard-sloping AD curve in Fig 910(b). 
Points E and F in Fig 9JO(b) correspond to points E and F in Fig 9 10(a), ,espec
tively The AD Clave slopes dovvnward because an inoease in the price level 
reduces the real money supply, which shifts the LM Cl!!ve up and to the left; the 
reduction in the real money supply increases the lcal interest rate, which reduces 
the demand for goods by households and firms 

Factors That Shift the AD Curve. The AD curve relates the aggregate quanti
ty of output demanded to the price level. For a constant price level, any factor that 
changes the aggregate demand fm output will cause the AD curve to shift, with 
increases in aggregate demand shifting the AD curve to the right and decreases in 
aggregate demand shifting it to the left Aggregate demand is determined by the 
intersection of the [5 and LM curves, so we can also say that, holding the price level 
constant, any factor that causes the inteIsection of the [5 curve and the LtvI curve tn 
shift to the right raises aggregate demand and shifts the AD Clave to the light 
Similarly, fm a constant price level, any factor that causes the intelsection of the IS 
and LM curves to shift to the left shifts the AD curve to the left 

An example of a factor that shifts the AD curve to the right, which we have 
considered before, is a temporary increase in government purchases The effect of 

Figure 9.10 
Derivation of the 
aggregate demand curve 
For i1 gi\'en price le\'el, 
the i1ggregi1te qUi1ntity of 
output demi1nded is 
determined where the IS 
i1!1li LNt cur\'es intersect 
If the price level, p, is PI 
i1nd the initii11 Llv! curve 
is LtvI l , the initial i1ggre~ 
gi1te quantity of output 
demi1nded is Y It corre
sponding to point E in 
both (i1) i1nd (b) To 
deri\'e the aggregi1te 
dellli1nd curve, we eXi1m~ 
ine \Vhi1t hi1ppens to the 
quantity of output 
demanded when the 
price level changes 
(<I) An increase in the 
price level from PI to P:: 
reduces the rei1l money 
supply <lnd shifts the LNt 
curve up i1nd to the left, 
from LNII to Uvl:: 
Therefore the aggregate 
qUi1ntity of output 
demi1nded, represented 
by the intersection of the 
IS and LM curves, falls 
from Y1 to Y:: 
(b) The increase in the 
price level from PI to P:: 
reduces the aggregate 
quantity of output 
demanded from Y I to Y:;, 
so the aggreg<lte demand 
CUlve slopes downwi1rd 
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the increase in government purchases on the AD ClIlve is illustrated in Fig 9 n 
The initial 15 ClIlve, 15' , intersects the LM curve at point E in Fig. 9 11(a) so that the 
initial aggregate quantity of output demanded is Y r As we have shown, a tempo
rary increase in government plIlchases shifts the IS ClIlve to the right to 152 With 
the price level held constant at its initial value of Pr, the intersection of the IS and 
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Figure 9.11 
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LlvI Claves moves to point l~ 50 that the agglegate quantity of output demanded 
increases frorn Yl to Y2-

The shift of the AD curVe le5l11ting from the inClease in government purchas
es is sho\vn in Fig 911(b) The increase in the agglegate quantity of output 
demanded at pI ice level PI is shown by the movement from point E to point F~ 
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Because the increase in governnlent purchases raises the aggregate quantity of 
output demanded at any price level, the entire AD curve shifts to the right, from 
AD' to AD' Other factors that shift the AD curve are listed in Summary table 14 
and an algebraic derivation of the AD curve is presented in Appendix 9. A 

The Aggregate Supply Curve 

The aggregate supply curve shows the relationship between the price level and the 
aggregate amount of output that firms supply. Recall from the preview in Chapter 
8 and our discussion of the IS-LM model that firms are assumed to behave differ
ently in the short run than in the long lUn The assumption is that prices remain 
fixed in the short lUn and that firms supply the quantity of output demanded at 
this fixed price level Thus the short·lUn aggregate supply curve, or SRAS, is a hor
izontalline, as shO\vn in Fig. 9.12 

In the long run, prices and wages adjust to clear all markets in the econOlny. In 
particular, the labor market clears so that employment equals N, which is the level 
of employment that maximizes firms' profits When employment equals N, the 
aggregate amount of output supplied is the full-employment level, Y, which equals 
AF(K, N), regardless of the price level. In the long run, firms supply Y at any price 
level, so the long-run aggregate supply curve, or LRAS, is a vertical line at Y ~ Y, 
as shown in Fig. 9.12 

Factors That Shift the Aggregate Supply Curves. Any factor that increases 
the full·employment level of output, Y, shifts the long-run aggregate supply (LRAS) 
curve to the right, and any factor that reduces Y shifts the LRAS curve to the left. 
Thus any change that shifts the FE line to the right in the /S-LM diagram also shifts 
the LRAS curve to the right. For instance, an increase in the labOI force raises the full-

Summary 14 

Factors That Shift the AD Curve 

For a constant price level, any factor that shifts the intersection of the IS and LM curves to the 
right increases aggregate output demanded and shifts the AD curve to the right 

Factors that shift the IS curve up and to the right. and thus shift the AD curve to the right (see 
Summary lable 12. p 309) include 

II an increase in expected future output; 

III an increase in wealth; 

II an increase in government purchases, G; 

II a reduction in taxes. T(assuming no Ricardian equivalence so that consumers respond by rais-
ing desired consurnptlon); 

III an increase in the expected future MPK; and 

II a reduction in tile effective tax rate on capital 

Factors that shift the Uv! curve down and to the right. and thus shift the AO curve to the right (see 
Summary lable 13, p. 315) include 

II an increase in the nominal money supply. M; 
.. a rise in expected inflation, ne; 

• a decrease in tile nominal interest rate on money, I'm: and 

• any other change that reduces the rea! demand for money, 
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Figure 9,12 
The short~run and long~ 
run aggregate supply 
curves 
In the short run, firms 
supply the <lmount of 
output dcmtlnded at the 
fixed price, so the shO! ('
run aggrcgilte supply 
(SRAS) curve is a hori
zontili line In the long 
run, when the labor 
market clears, firms 
supply the full-employ
ment level of output, V, 
regmdless of the price 
level Thus the long-run 
aggregate supply (LRAS) 
curve is a vertical line at 
y=y 
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employment levels of employment and output, shifting the LRAS curve to the right 
The short-run aggregate supply curve shifts whenever firms change their 

prices in the short run Any factor, such as an increase in costs, that leads firms to 
increase prices in the short run will shift the SRAS curve up, and any factor that 
leads firms to deCIease prices in the short run will shift the 5RA5 curve down 

Equilibrium in the AD-AS Model 

When we previewed the AD-AS model in Section 84, we introduced the distinc
tion between short-run equilibrium (equilibrium when prices are fixed) and long
[un equilibrium (equilibrium when prices have fully adjusted) Short-run 
equilibrium is represented by the intersection of the AD and SRAS curves, as at 
point E in Fig 9.13 Long-mn equilibrium is represented by the intersection of the 
AD and LRAS curves, which is also at point E in Fig. 9.13. Thus point E represents 
both the short-run and long-run equilibria of the economy. When the economy is 
in long-run equilibrium, output equals its full-employment level, l' Long-run equi
libl'ium is the same as general equilibrium, because in long-run equilibrium all 
markets clear 

When the economy reaches general, or long-run, equilibrium, all three 
curves-AD, SRAS, and LRAS-intersect at a common point, as in Fig 9.13. This 
condition isn't a coincidence_ As with the IS curve, the LM curve, and the FE line, 
strong economic forces lead the economy to arrive eventually at a common point of 
intersection of the three curves. Indeed, the forces leading the AD, SRAS, and 
LRAS curves to intelsect at a common point are the same as the forces leading the 
IS curve, the L!vI curve, and FE line to intelBect at a common point. Io illustlate, we 

Figure 9.13 
Equilibrium in the 
AD-AS model 
Short-rull equilibrium is 
represented by the inter
section of the AD and 
5RAS curves at point E 
At short-run equilibrium, 
prices are fixed and firms 
meet demand at those 
prices long-run equilib
rium, which occurs <lfter 
prices have fully adjust
ed, is represented by the 
intet'section of the AD 
<lnd LRAS curves, <llso at 
point E Long-run equi
librium is the same <lS 
general equilibrium, 
because in long-run equi
librium all markets dear 
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lise the AD-AS framework to examine the effects on the economy of an increase in 
the money supply, which we previously analyzed with the IS-LIVI model 

Monetary Neutrality in the AD-AS Model 

Suppose that the economy is initially in equilibrium at point E in Fig 9.14, where 
the level of output is l' and the price level is Pv and that the money supply then 
increases by 10%. In the IS-Uv! model an increase in the money supply shifts the 
L!vI curve down and to the right, raising the aggregate quantity of output demand
ed at any particular price level Thus an increase in the money supply also shifts the 
AD curve up and to the right, from ADI to AD' 

Moreover, wliell Ilie /Ilolley sllpply rises by 10%, Ilie AD ClIrve silifls vellica/ly 
IIpwmd by 10% III eilcli level of 0"11'"1 de/llllllded To see why, compare points E and H 
Because H lies on AD' and E lies on AD" the nominal money supply, lVI, is 10% 
higher at H than at E. However, the aggregate quantity of output demanded is the 
same (1') at Hand E The aggregate quantity of output demanded can be the same 
at Hand E only if the real money supply, 1VI/ P, which determines the position of 
the LIVI curve and hence the aggregate quantity of output demanded, is the same at 
Hand E With the nominal money supply 10% higher at H, for the real money 
supply to be the same at the two points the price level at H must be 10% higher 
than at E Therefore P, is 10% higher than Pl. Indeed, for every level of output the 
price Ievel is 10% higher on AD' than on ADr 

In the short furl, the price level remains fixed, and the increase in the non1inal 
money supply shifts the aggregate demand curve from ADI to AD' Thus the short
run equilibrium moves from point E to point F (which corresponds to movement 
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Figure 9.14 
Monetary neutrality in 
the AD-AS framework 
If \ve start from general 
equilibrium at point E, a 
10% increase in the nom
inal money supply shifts 
the AD curve up by 10% 
at each level of output, 
from AOl to A02 The 

AD curve shifts up by 
10% because at any given 
level of output, a 10% 
increase in the price level 
is needed to keep the real 
money supply, and thus 
the aggregate quantity of 
output demanded, 
unchanged In the new 
short-run equilibrium at 
point F, the price level is 
unchanged, and output 
is higher than its full
employment level In the 
new long-run equilibri
um at point H. output is 
unchanged at 'P, and the 
price ic\'ei P,:! is 10% 
higher than the initial 
price level PI Thus 
money is neutral in the 
long run 
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from point E to point F in the IS-LM diagram in Fig 99b) Thus in the short run the 
nominal money supply increases output from Y to 1'21 causing an economic boom, 

However, the economy won't remain at point F indefinitely, Because the 
amount of output, Y" is higher than the profit-maximizing level of output, y, firms 
will eventually increase their prices Rising prices cause the short-Iun aggregate 
supply curve to shift up from SRAS'. Firms will increase their prices until the 
quantity of output demanded falls to the profit-maximizing level of output, Y The 
new long-llln equilibrium is represented by point H, where the AD Clllve, the 
LRAS curve, and the new short-llln aggregate supply curve, or SRAS', all intersect 
In the new long-run equilibrium, the price level has increased by 10%, which is the 
same anlo1mt that the nominal Inaney supply has increased, Output is the same in 
the new long-run equilibrium at point H as at point E Thus we conclude that 
money is neutral in the long run, as we did when using the IS-LM model 

Our analysis highlights the distinction between the short-run and long-llm 
effects of an increase in the money supply, but it leaves open the crucial question of 
how long it takes the economy to reach long-run equilibrium As we have empha
sized in both Chapter 8 and this chapter, classical and KeyneSian economists have 
very different answers to this question. Classical economists argue that the econo
my reaches its long-run equilibrium quickly Indeed, in its strictest form, the classi
cal view is that the economy leaches long-run equilibrilml almost inlnlediateiy, so 
that the long-run aggregate supply (LRAS) curve is the only aggregate supply curve 
that matters [the short-run aggregate supply (SRAS) curve is irrelevant]. However, 
Keynesians argue that the economy may take years to reach long-run equilibrium 
and that in the meantime output will differ from its full-employment level We 
elaborate on these points of view in Chapter 10, which is devoted to the classical 
model, and in Chapter 11, which is devoted to the Keynesian model 

Ch.:lpter 5u!l1!l1ilry 

1. The IS-LAl model represl'nts the three main mi1rkels 
of the economy-the bbol' Illilrket, the goods market, 
and the asset ;nilrket-simullaneollsly; in i1 di.:lgra!l1 
that has the renl interest rate on the vertici11 il\is and 
output on the horizontal il\is Although the IS-Ud 
model was originally dcveloped by Keynesiilns, it 
mi1y be used to illustrate both classical and Keynesian 
ani1lyses of the cconomy 

2 In the IS-LM model, equilibrium in the labor mar ket 
is representcd graphicillly by the full-employment, or 
FE, line, which is vertical at full*cmploymcnt output 
Factors that wise full~cmployll1ellt output shift the FE 
line to lhe right, and factors that reduce full-employ
ment output shift thc FE line to the left 

3 For any Je\'cl of output, the 15 curn~ shows the value 
of the real intelest ri1te that clears the goods m<l1'ket 
rhe IS cun'e slopcs downward btx.:luse higher output 
leads to morc desircd si1\'ing and thus illower goods~ 
market*c1caring rcal interest rate Fol' consti1nt output, 
any change that rcduces desired lli1liOlli1l si1ving reb~ 
tin~ to dcsiled investment incrci1ses the real interest 
li1te thM clears the goods market imd shifts the 15 
curve up ElluiVclicl1tiy, for CUllstant output, any 

change that increilses the aggregate demand for 
goods increases the real interest !'i1te thi1t clears the 
goods !l1i11'ket i1nd shifts the IS curve up 

4 For any le\'el of output, the LA,I cl1tve identifies the 
real interest rate that equates the qUilntities of money 
supplied and demi1nded and thus clears the ilSSet 
mi1tket The LM Cll!'\'e slopes upwi1rd because an 
increilse in output raises money dl'milnd, implying 
that a highe!' [cLlI inte!cst mtc is nccded to dear the 
asset m.:l!"ket With output fixed, any change th.:lt 
reduces the money supply relative to money demilnd 
inGeascs the rei11 interest rate that clears the asset 
market and C.:luses the LM curve to shift up 

5, General equilibrium in the macroeconomy OCCUIS 
when all markets ilIe in equilibrium GraphicC1l1y, the 
generill cquilibrium point is wherc the IS cl1t\'c, the 
FE line, and the LM cu!'ye intersect Price level adjust
ments push the economy toward general equilibri
um Spccifici1lly, changes in the price !c\'el, p, change 
thc real money supply, iV/I p, which Ci1uses the Ltd 
CUl'Ye to shift until it passes through the point at 
which thc FE line and the IS cu!ye intersect 

6. A temporary ildvcrsc supply shock causes the gencr
al equilibrium levels of the rcal wage, employment, 
output, consumption, and in\'estment to fall, and the 
general equilibriumlc\'els of the real interest ri1te and 
price le\'el to incre.:lse 
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j, A ch'lllge in thl' !1l(l!lcy supply is neutr,ll if it 1l.',1ds lo 
il proportional change in the p['ice Il.'\'e! but doesn't 
affect rei11 \'ari,lbles In the IS-LM Illodel, money is 
neutral .:lfter pt'iccs hm·e adjusted i111d the economy 
has returned to general equilibrium 

8, The aggrcgate demand-ilggregate supply (AD-AS) 
model is bi1sed on the IS-LM Illodel ilnd in fact is 
equi\-alent to it However, the two models allow us to 
focus on the behi1vior of different macroeconomic 
\'arii1bles: The IS-LM model is most useful for study~ 
ing the leliltionship betwccn the real interest rate i1nd 
the le\'el of output, whereas the AD-AS model focus~ 
es on the relationship betwecn the price level i1nd thc 
level of output 

9, fhc aggregate demand (AD) cut\'c relatcs the aggre M 

gate quantity of output demanded-the le\'el of 
output i1t the intcrsection of the 15 and LM curves-to 
the price le\'cl An increase in the price level reduces 
the rei11 llloney supply i1ncl shifts the LM curve up 
i1nd ttl the left, the!eby reducing the i1ggl'egate qUiln~ 
tity of output demanded Because an increase in the 
priCl' level reduces the .:lggreg.:lte qUi1ntity of goods 
del11anded, the agglegilte demilnd curve slopes 
downwald F.:lctms that incre.:lse the a ggreg.:lte qu,l!l~ 
tity of output dellli1nded at a gin~n price level. such a5 
increases in govcrnment pllIchases or the money 
supply, shift the AD cu!'\'e to the right 

10 The agglegate supply cun e relates the quantity of 
output supplied to the price le\'eI In the short run, thc 
price level is fixed i1nd fir illS supply whi1tever level of 
output is del11ilrH.ied, so the shOl"t~l"un aggregilte 
supply (5nA5) curve is hOl'izontal In the long run, 
i1fter prices i1ncl wages ha\ e fully adjusted and all 
l11<1Ikets <1IC in equilibrium, firms produce the profitM 
maximizing level of output Hence in the long run 
agg[,egate o'utput, r. equals its ftIl!~employmcnt level, 
Y' In the long run, firms supply)' regardless of the 
price le\'el, so the long~run aggregate supply (L RAS) 
CU!Te is a \'ertlcalline at Y = )' 

11. Cli1ssical lllacroeconomists argue that ptices and \\,i1ges 
i1djust rapidly in response to changes in supply 01 

demand This argument implies thi1t, following 
shocks 01 changes in policy, the economy quickly 
leaches its general equilibrium, represcnted by the 
15-LM-fE intersection or, cqui\'alently, by the intet~ 
section of the AD and LRAS clltn~s, In contrast, 
Keynesian milcroeconomists argue that pi ices and 
wages adjust slowly enough that the economy can 
remain i1W.:lY from its general equilibrium (long-run 
equilibrium) for a prolonged period of timc 
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Keynesial1s agree \vith c1assicals, however, that even
tually prices and wages fully adjust so that the econ
omy reaches its general equilibrium 

12, Classicals and Keynesians agree that money is neutral 
in the long nm, after the economy has reached its gen
eral equilibrium Because c1assicals believe that 10ng-

Key Diagram 6 
The /5-LM Model 
The JS-LM model shows 
general equilibrium in the 
goods, asset, and labor 
markets It can be used to 
analyze the effects of 
economic shocks on output, 
the real interest rate, the 
price level, and other 
macroeconomic variables 

Diagram Elements 

", 

II The real interest rate, J', is on the vertical axis, and 
output, Y, is on the horizontal axis 

II The full-employment line, FE, is vertical at full-employ
ment output Full-employment output, Y, is the level of 
output that firms supply when wages and prices have 
fully adjusted, so employment is at its full-employment 
level, N Full-employment output is determined by the 
equation l' = AF(K, N) 

III For any level of output, Y, the IS curve gives the real 
intel'est rate, J', that clears the goods market-or, in other 
\vor'ds, the rate that equalizes desired national saving, $Ii, 

and desired investment, Id Because higher output raises 
desired saving and lowers the real interest rate that dears 
the goods market, the IS curve slopes dO\vnward 
Equivalently, the IS curve gives combinations of output, l', 

run equilibrium is reached quickly, they dismiss the 
short-run equilibrium in which money is not neutral 
as essentially irrelevant Keynesians, who belic\"c that 
it may take severnl years for the economy to reach 
general equilibrium, ascribe much more importance 
to the shot t-run period in which money is not neutral. 

FE 

I 
I 

I 

" " "r 

I 
I 

15 

I 
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LM' 
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I 

Output, Y 

and the real interest rate, t, that equalize the aggregate qucm
tities of goods supplied and demanded, Y::: Cd + 1.1 + G 

II For given values of the price level and output, the LM 
curve gives the real interest rate that clears the asset 
market, making the real money supply, NIl P, and the real 
quantity of money demanded, L(Y, I + 1t'), equal Because 
an increase in income raises real money demand, which 
raises the real interest rate that clears the asset mal ket, the 
LM curve slopes upward 

Factors That Shift the Curves 
II Any factor that raises full~employment output shifts 
the FEline to the right See Summary table 11 

II For constant output, any change that reduces desired 
national saving relative to desired investment increases the 
real interest rate that clears the goods market and shifts 

Chapter Sumlnary 

the IS curve up Equivalently, any change that increases 
the aggregate demand for goods at a specific level of 
income raises the real interest rate that clears the goods 
111,,Hket and shifts the 15 cur\'e up See Summary table 12 

§II Fm constant outpul, any change that reduces real 
money supply relative to real money demand increases 
the real interest rate that clears the asset 111arket and shifts 
the LNI curve up See Summary table 13 

Analysis 
II If we assume that the LhI curve is Ltv1], the economy is 
in general equilibrium at point E, which lies on all three 
curves At E the labor market (FE line), the goods market 
(IS curve), and the asset market (LM curve) are all in equi
librium At E output equals full-employment output, Y; 
and the real interest rate, tl, clears both the goods and 
asset markets 

II If we <1ssume that the LM curve is Llvf!., the FE line and 
IS <lnd LM curves don't all intersect, and the economy is 
out of general equilibrium We assume that, when the 
economy is out of general equilibrium, the short-run equi
librium of the economy oecms at the intersection of the [5 
<lnd LM curves (point F), where the goods and asset mar-
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kets are in equilibrium but the labor market isn't If we 
assume that (at least temporarily) firms produce enough 
output to meet the increased aggregate demand at F, in 
short-run equilibrium the economy's output is )'2 

II At the short-run equilibdum point, F, output, )'2' is 
gre<1ter than firms' profit-maximizing level of output, Y 
Because aggregate demand at F exceeds what firms \'\'ant 
to produce, they raise prices An increase in the price level, 
P. lowers the real money supply, NIl p, and shifts the Ltd 
curve up to Ltvfl, and general equilibrium is reached at E 
At E output again equals full-employment output, Y 
Similarly, if the short-tun equilibrium had been to the left 
of the FEline, declines in the price level, P, would have 
shifted the LiVf curve to the right and restored general 
equilibrium at E 
!III According to classical economists, the price adjustment 
process quickly restores the economy to general equilibri
um at point E, so the economy spends little or no time at 
point F, away from full employment Keynesians argue 
that prices and wages are slow to adjust, so the economy 
may remain at the short~ru!l equilibrium point, F, with 
output different from Y, for an extended period of time 

LRAS 

The Aggregate Demand
Aggregate Supply Model 
The AD-AS I1wdel shows 
the determination of the 
price level <1nd output In 
the short run, before prices 
adjust, equilibrium occurs 
ilt lhe intersection of the AD 
,md SRAS curves In the 
long run, equilibrium 
occurs at the intel'sedi(lll of 
the AD and I.RAS CUf\'es 

P, I------..:.,:--~~---------- 5RilS' 

Pll---------------~~~~~--------------

AD' 

Output, Y 
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Diagram Elements 

mn The price le\'e!, p, is 011 the \'ertical axis, and the level of 
(1U!pUt, Y is on the horizon!;!! axis 

II The aggregatc dcmand (AD) Curve shows the aggre
gilte qUilntity of output demanded at each price level The 
aggregnte alllount of output demanded is detennined by 
the intersection of the IS ;:md LM Curves (see Fig 910) An 
increase in the price level, P, reduces the leal 1l1Oney 
supply, shifting the LM curve up and to the left, and 
reduces the aggregate quantity of output demanded, Thus 
the AD curvc slopes downward 

II The aggregate supply curves show the relationship 
between the price level and the aggregate qUilntity of 
output supplied in the shOt t run Gnd in the long run In 
the short run, the pI ice le\'cl is fixed, and finns supply 
whate\'er level of output is demanded Thus the short
run aggregate supply (SRAS) curve is horizontal In the 
long rlln, firms produce the C1Inount of output that max
imizes their profits, which is the full-employment level 
of output, Y Because aggregate output in the long I'lm 

equals Y regardless of the price level, P" the long-rull 
agg[,egate supply (LRAS) cUl'\'e is a vertical line <It Y= Y 

Factors That Shift the Curves 

iii The aggregate quantity of output demanded is dctcl
mined by the intersection of the IS i1l1d the LM curves At 
a constant price le\-el, any factor that shifts the IS-LtV! 
intcrsection to the tight inCIe<lscs the <lggregate quantity of 
goods dem<lI1ded <lnd thus also shifts the AD curve to the 

Key Terms 

IS curve, p 306 

LM curve, p 314 

right r:act{HS that shift the /\0 curve ale listed in 
Summary table 14 

mI Any factor, such clS an increase in the costs of pl'Oduc
tiOll, thilt leads firms to increase prices in the short run 
will shift the shOl't-tun aggregate supply (SRAS) curve up, 
Any filClor that increases the-full-employment level of 
output, Y, shifts the long-run aggregate supply (LRAS) 
curve to the l'ight FactOls that increase Y include beneficial 
supply shocks and an increase in labor supply 

Analysis 
III The economy's short-run eqUilibrium is represented by 
the intersection of the AD and SRAS curves, as at point E 
The long-run equilibrium of the ecollomy is represented 
by the intersection of the AD curve and LRA5 curve, also 
at point E In the long run, output equals its full-employ
ment level, Y 

iii The short-run equilibrium can temporarily differ from 
the long-run eqUilibrium ilS a result of shocks or policy 
changes that affect the economy For instance, an increase 
in the nominal money supply shifts the aggregate demand 
curve up from AD! to AD:'!. fhe new short-run equilibrium 
is represented by point F, where output is higher than its 
full-employment level, Y At point F, firms produce an 
amount of output thut is gl'c<ltcr th<ln the profit-l11ilximiz
ing level, and they begin to increase prices In the new 
long-run equilibrium at point H, output is at its full
employment level and the price level is higher than its ini
tial value, PI Because the new price level is P::., the 
shmt-Iun aggregate supply curve shifts up to 5RAS2, 
which is a horizontal line at p:::; P::. 

aggregate demand curve, p 330 

aggregate supply curve, p 333 

full-employment line, p 305 

general equilibrium, p 318 

long-run aggregate supply curve, 
p 333 

monetaty neutrality, p 329 

short-run aggregate supply curve, 
p 333 

/Revuew Questuons 

L What determines the positic.m of the FE line? Give two 
examples of changes in the econoIllY th(lt would shift 
the FEline to the right 

2 \Vhat relationship docs the 15 curve capture? Derive the 
/5 curve gtaphic<llly and show \Vhy it slopes (IS it docs 
Gi\'e two examples of changes in the economy thM 
would cause the IS clln-e to sllift down ilnd to th~ left 

3, What lelationship does the LM curve capture? Derive 
the LM curve graphically and show why it slopes as it 
does Give two examples of changes in the economy that 
would cause the Uvl curve to shift down and to the right 

4. For constant output, if the real money supply exceeds 
the real quantity of money demilnded, what will 
happen to the real interest rate that dears the asset 
market? In describing the adjustment of the real inte[est 
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rate, use the relationship that exists between the price of 
a nonmonetary asset and the intel'Cst rate that it pays 

5,. Define gl.'l/aill cqllilibritllli and show the general equi
librium point in the IS-LNI diagram. If the economy 
isn't in general equilibrium, what determines output 
and the real interest rate? What economic forces act to 
bring the economy back to general equilibrium? 

6. Define 1IIOIIctilr!IIIclltralitil Show that, after prices adjust 
completely, money is neutral in the /5-LM model Vvhat 
are the classical and Keynesian vie\vs about whether 
money is neutral in the short run? In the long run? 

Numerncal Problems 

1, Desired consumption and investment are 

c" = ~OOO - ·IOOOr + 0.20Y; 
l'r = 2400 - 4000r 

As usual, Y is output and r is the [eat interest rate 
Government purchases, G, are 2000 

11 Find an equation relating desired national saving, 
Sol, torand Y 

b What value of the rcal intcrest [ate clears the goods 
market when Y :::: 10,000? Use both forms of the 
goods market equilibrium condition What value of 
the real inteI(~st rate clems the goods market when 
Y = JO,200? Graph the IS curve 

c Government purchases rise to 2400, How does this 
increase change the equation for national saving in 
part (<1)? What value of the real interest rate clears 
the goods market when Y = 10,000? Use both forms 
of the goods market eqUilibrium condition How is 
the IS curve affected by the increase in G? 

2. In a particulc1r economy the real money demand func
tion is 

Md 
- = 3000 + 0 1 Y -10,000; 

P 

Assume that M = 6000, P = 2 0, and IT' = 0,02 

a \Nhat is the real interest rate, 1', that cleats the asset 
mill' ket when)' :::; 8000? When)' = 9000? Graph the 
Ltvl curve 

b Repeat paIt (a) for M:::; 6600 How does the LM curve 
in this case compare \vith the LM curve in part (a)? 

c Usc M = 6000 again and repeat part (a) for IT" = 0 03 
Compare the Uv! curve in this case with the one in 
part (a) 

3, An economy has full-employment output of 1000 
Desired consumption and desired investment are 
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7. What two variables arc related by the aggregate 
demand (AD) curve? Why does the AD curve slope 
downward? Give two examples of changes in the econ
omy that shift the AD curve to the right and explain 
why the shifts occur 

8. Describe the short-run aggregate supply (5RAS) curve 
and the long-run aggregate supply (U?AS) curve Why 
is one of these curves horizontal and the other vertical? 

9. Use the AD-AS framework to analyze whether money 
is neutral in the shol't run and whether it is neutral in 
the long run 

C" = 200 + 0 8(Y - I) 500r; 
I,r = 200 - 500r 

Government purchases are 196, and taxes are 

J = 20;. 0 25Y 

Money demand is 

M.! 
- = 051' - 250(,. + n'·), 

P 

where the expected rate of inflation, ITt', is 010 The 
nominal supply of money tvI = 9890 
n What are the general equilibrium values of the real 

interest fate, price level, consumption, and invest
ment? 

b Suppose that government purchases are increased 
to G :::; 216 What are the nevI.' general equilibrium 
values of the real interest rate, the price level, con
sumption, and investment? 

4, The production function in an economy is 

Y = A(SN - 0 0025N'), 

\vhere A is productivity With this production function, 
the marginal product of labor is 

MPN = 5A - a 005AN 

Suppose that A = 2 The labor supply CUI've is 

N5 = 55 + 10(1 -1)10, 

where NS is the amount of labor supplied, HI is the l'eal 
wage, and f is the tax rate, which is 0 5 

Desired consumption and investment are 

Cd = 300 + OB(Y - T) - 200r; 
Id = 258.5 - 250,. 

I axes and gover nIllent purchases are 
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T ~ 20 + () 51'; 
G ~ 50 

Money demand is 

M,I 
P = 051' - 250(,' + IT') 

The expected rate of inflation, nt', is 0 02, and the nom
inal money supply M is 9150 

n \'Vhat are the generill equilibrium levels of the real 
wage, employment, and output? 

b For any level of output, Y. find an equation that 
gives the real interest rate, f, that clears the goods 
market; this equation describes the IS curve. (Hill!: 
'Write the goods market equilibrium condition and 
solve for r in tCI'ms of Y and other variables) What 
are the general equilibrium values of the real inter
est rate, consumption, and investment? 

c For any level of output, y, find an equation that 
gives the real interest rille that clears the asset 
market; this equation describes the LM curve, [Hillt: 
As in part (b), write the appropriate equilibrium 
condition and solve for , in terms of Y and other 
variables_] What is the general equilibrium value of 
the price level? 

d Suppose that governnlCnt purchases increase to G:: 
725 Now what are the general equilibrium values 
of the real wage, employment, output, real interest 
rate, consumption, investment, and price level? 

5. Consider the following economy: 

Desired consumption Cd -= 1275 + 0,5(Y - T) - 200r 
Desired investment [d :: 900 - 200, 
Real money demand L -= 0 51' - ZOOi 
Full-employment output ¥ -= -4600 
Expected inflation 1'[' :: 0 

Analyticai Problems 

1" Use the /S-LM mode! to determine the effects of each of 
the following on the general equilibrium values of the 
real wage, employment, output, real interest rate, con
sumption, investment, and price level 

a A reduction in the effective tax rate on capitJl 
increases desired investment 

b The expected rate of inflation rises 

c An influx of working-age immigrants increases 
labor supply (ignore any othel' possible effects of 
increased population) 

d The intIoduction of automatic teller machines 
reduces the demand for money 

11 Suppose that T -= G:: ·150 and that hI::::: 9000 £:ind an 
equation describing the IS curve, (Hillt: Set desired 
national saving and desired investment equal, and 
solve for- the relationship between}' and Y) Find an 
equation describing the L!VI curve (Hillt: Set real 
money supply and real money demand equal. and 
again solve for the relationship between rand Y, 
given P) Finally, find an equation for the aggregate 
demand curve (I-fillt: Use the 15 and LM equations 
to find a relationship between Y and P) Whilt are 
the equilibrium values of output, consumption, 
investment, re,il interest rate, and price level? 

b Suppose that T ~ G ~ 450 and that M = 4500 What is 
the equation for the aggregate demand curve now? 
What are the equilibrium values of output, con~ 
sumption, investment, real interest rate, and price 
level? Assume that full-employment output Y is 
fixed 

c Repeat part (b) for [ ~ G ~ 330 and M = 9000 

6. (Appendix 9 A) This question asks you to usc the for
mulas in Appendix 9 A to find the general equilibrium 
values of variables for the economy described in 
Numerical Pl'oblem4, Assumc that G::::: 50 

a Use the data from Numerical Pwblem .:1 to find the 
numerical values of the parameters f\,.h,f"2, I/o, 1/«(" co, 
C)" (I" to, t. io, if' J u, f)', and if defined in Appendix 
9A 

b Substitute the values of these behavioral parameters 
into the relevant equations in Appendix 9 A to com
pute the generi11 equilibrium values of the real wage, 
employment, output, the real interest rate, and the 
price level 

c Assume that government purchases C increase to 
72 5, and repeat part (b) 

2, Use the /S-LM model to analyze the general equilibri
um effects of a permanent increase in the price of oil (a 
permanent adverse supply shock) on current output, 
employment, the leal wage, national saving, consump
tion, investment, the real interest ratc, and the price 
level Assume that, besides reducing the current pw
ductivity of capital and labor, the permanent supply 
shock lowers both the expected future MPK and house
holds' expected future incomes (Assume that the 
rightward shift in labor supply is smaller than the left
wmd shift in labor demand) Show that, if the real 
interest rate rises at all, it will rise Jess than in the case 

Chapter Summary 

of a temporary supply shock that has an equal effect on 
cunent output 

3. Suppose that the price level is fixed in the short run so 
that the economy doesn't reach general equilibrium 
immediately after a change in the economy For each of 
the following changes, what are the short-run effects on 
the real interest {'ate and output? Assume that, when 
the economy is in disequilibrium, only the labor market 
is out of equilibrium; assume also that for a short 
period firms ar'e willing to produce enough output to 
meet the agg!egate demand for output 

a A deCl'ease in the expected rate of inflation 

b An increase in consumer optimism that increases 
desired consumption at each level of income and 
the real interest rate 

c An increase in government purchases 

d An increase in lump-sum taxes, with no change in 
government purchases (consider both the case in 
which Ricardian equivalence holds and the case in 
which it doesn't) 

c A scientific breakthrough that inCIeases the expect
ed future MPK 

4, (Appendix 9 A) In some macroeconomic models, desired 
investment depends on both the current level of output 
and the real interest rate One possible reason that 
desired investment may depend on output is that, when 
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current pwduction and sales are high, firms may expect 
continued strong demand for their products in the 
future, which leads them to want to expand capacity 

Algebraically, we can allow for a link between 
desired investment and Cl1l'l'ent output by replacing 
Eq (9 A 10) with 

I" ::::: io - jr!' + iyY, 

where iy is a positive number Use this alternative 
equation for desired investment to derive the algebraic 
expressions for the general equilibrium values of 
employment, the real wage, output, the real interest 
rate, and the price level 

5, (Appendix 9A) Recall from Chapter 7 that an incl'ease 
in jill, the nominal interest late on money, increases the 
demand for money To capture that effect, let's replace 
Eq (9 A17) with 

M,I 
- = (0 + ('rY- (r(r+1t'< -jill) 
p 

How does this modification change the solutions for the 
general equilibrium values of the variables discussed in 
Appendix 9,A, including employment, the real wage, 
output, the real interest rate, and the price level? 
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Algebraic Versions of the IS=LM and 
AD-AS Models 

In this appendix we present algebraic versions of the IS-LM and AD-AS models. 
For each of the three markets-labor, goods, and assets-we first present equations 
that describe demand and supply in that market, then find the market equilibrium. 
After considering each market separately, we solve for the general equilibrium of 
the complete IS-LM model We use the IS-LM model to derive the aggregate 
demand (AD) curve and then introduce the shmt-Iull and long-fun agglegate 
supply curves to deIive the short-run and long-run equilibria 

The Labor Market 

The demand for labor is based on the marginal product of labor, as determined by 
the pIOduction function Recall from Chapter 3 (Eq 31) that the production func
tion can be written as l' = AF(K, N), where Y is output, K is the capital stock, N is 
labor input, and A is productivity Holding the capital stock K fixed, we can write 
the production function with output Y as a function only of labor input N and pro
ductiVity A A useful specific production function is 

(9A 1) 

whele./! and h are positive numbcls 
The marginal product of labor, MPN, is the slope of the production function. 

The slope of the production function in Eq (9.A 1) at any level of employment N 
equals IO A(fr -hN), so the marginal product of labor is 

MPN = AUr -/2N) (9 A2) 

Firms hire labO!' to the point at \vhich the marginal product of labor equals the 
real \vage Thus the relation between the real wage, w, and the amount of labor 
demanded, NO, is 

1U = AUr - hNO) (9.A 3) 

The supply of labor is an increasing function of the current, after-tax real wage. 
If t is the tax rate on wage income (\\'e assume that 0 S t < 1) so that (1 - t)w is the 
afteI-tax real wage, a simple fonn of the labm supply curve is 

NS = 110 + 11",(1 - t)"" (9 A4) 

where NS is the amount of labm supplied, and lin and II,!, are positive numbers. 
Factors other than the after-tax real wage that affect labm supply, such as wealth or 
the working-age population, are captured by the constant term 110 in Eq (9 A.4). 

Equilibrium in the labor Market, In equilibrium, the amounts of labor 
demanded, NO, and supplied, NS, are equal; their common value is the full-

10 Students who know calculus can derive the slope of the producticHl function by taking the deri\'a~ 
tive of Eq (9 A 1) with respect to N 
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employment level of employment, N If we substitute N for N5 zmd NO in Eqs 
(9 A 3) and (9,A 4), we ha\'e two linear equations in the two \'ariables Nand '((1 

Solving these equations for (/1 and N yields!! 

and 

ii' = A[ /1 - 12/0 ] (9.A 5) 
1 + (I - 1);\12"", 

110 + (I - l)fV,"". 
1 + (1- t);V,II", 

(9. A 6) 

Using the full-employment level of employment, N, in Eq (9 A6), we obtain 
the full-employment level of output, Y, by substituting N into the production flll1c
tion (9 A 1): 

Y = A[N'I - ±hN'], FE line (9 A 7) 

The value of full-employment output in Eq (9 A 7) is the horizontal intercept of the 
FE line 

We use these equations to analyze the effects on the labor market of changes in 
productivity and labor supply First consider an increase in productivity A 
Equation (9, A 5) shows that an increase in A leads to an inoease in the equilibrium 
real wage (an increase in A raises the ratio A/[1 + (J - t)Ar,II",]) Although not 
directly evident hom Eq, (9 A6), an inCIease in A also inoeases N 12 To see why, 
note first that an increase in II doesn't affect the labor supply curve, Eq (9A4) 
Second, an inclease in A raises the real wage, Hence the implication is that an 
increase in A raises the equiliblium a!110unt of labor supplied and thus also the full
employment level of employment, N Because an increase in A raises N, it must also 
raise full-employment output, Y (see Eq 9 A 7), and shift the FE line to the right 

Now consider an increase in the amount of labm supplied at each level of the 
after-tax leal wage, represented algebraically as an increase in ITo in Eq, (9 A,4) 
Equations (9 A 5) and (9.A 6) show that an inCIease in 110 reduces the equilibrium 
real wtlge and increases employment, N Because an increase in labor supply laises 
N, it also raises full-employment output, Y, and shifts the FE line to the right 

The Goods Market 

To find equilibrium in the goods market, we start with equations describing 
desired consumption and desired investment Desired consumption is 

C[=co+cr(l'- T)-c,.[, (9AS) 

whele Y - T is disposable income (income Y minus taxes T), r is the real interest 
late, and Co, Cr, and Cr ale positive numbers The number Cr in Eq (9 A 8) is the mar
ginal propensity to consume, as defined in Chapter 4; because people consume 

11 We <1SSLln1C thi'lt the conslants/i.h and I'll Me such tbM/! -hl1o > (l This assumption is needed to 
guarantee thilt thi.' marginal product of l<1b~)J' <1nd the equilibrium real wage afe positive 
12 Students wiw know c<1kuius can compute tlw derivilth'e of i\J with respect to II in Eq (9 A 6) and 
will find that the ~ign (If this deri\-<1tive is ~'osith e only iffl -hlld > () As \\ c: hu\'e assumed thilt 
/1 -f211(1 > 0 (sec preceding footnote), an increase in A does indeed increusl' N 
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only part of an increase in disposable income, saving the rest, a reasonable assump_ 
tion is that 0 < c)' < 1 According to Eq (9 AS), an increase in disposable income 
causes desired consumption to inclease, and an incIease in the leal intcl€st rate 
causes desired consumption to fall (and desiIed saving to rise) Other factors that 
affect desired consumption, such as wealth or expected future income, are includ
ed in the constant terID Co 13 

T axes in Eq (9. A8) are 

T=I,,+IY, (9A9) 

whele t is the tax rate on income (the San1€ tax rate that is levied on wages) and to 
is a lunlp-sum tax. As mentioned earlier, 0 :;;. t < 1, so an increase in income, Y, 
inCleases total taxes, T, and also increases disposable income, Y - T 

Desired investment is 

(9A10) 

where io and Ir are positive numbeIs Equation (9.A.10) indicates that desiled 
investment falls when the leal interest late rises Othel factors affecting desired 
investment, such as the expected future marginal product of capital, are included 
in the constant term in. 

Equilibrium in the Goods Market. The goods market equiliblium condition in 
a closed economy is given by Eq. (4 7), which we lepeat here: 

y =: Cd + Iii + G (9 A.ll) 

Equation (9A.11) is equivalent to the goods market equilibrium condition,S" = 1'1, 
which could be used equally well here 

If we substitute the equations for desired consumption (Eq 9 AS, with taxes T 
as given by Eq 9A9) and desired investment (Eq 9 A1O) into the goods market 
equilibrium condition (Eq 9.A 11), we get 

I' = Co + c,(Y -10 -11') - c,.! + io - i, 1+ G 

Collecting the terms that multiply Y on the left side yields 

[1 - (l-llcrlY = Co + io + G - c,lo - (c,. + i,)1 

(9 A.J2) 

(9A 13) 

Equation (9A 13) relates output, 1', to the real interest rate, I, that clears the 
goods market This relationship between Y and r defines the 15 curve. Because the 
IS curve is graphed with I on the ver tical axis and Y on the horizontal axis, we 
rewrite Eq (9 A.13) with r on the left side and I' on the right side Solving 
Eq (9A13)fOlI gives 

(9 A 14) 

13 Bl'Gll1Se an incrcasl' in taxes, T,. reduces desired consumption in Eq (9 A S), this formulation of 
desired consumption appears, i1t first glance. to be incom;istent with the Ricardian equi\'i1lence pnlpo
sitilln discussed in Chapter 4 Howcver, essential to the idea of Ricardian t:qui\,alencc is that con
sumers expect an increase in current taxes. L to be accompanied by lower taxes in the future This 
decrcase in expected future taxes would increase desired consumption, which would be captured in 
Eq (9 A R) <1:; an incn:asl' in III According to the Ricardian l'quivalence proposition, after an inCfl'aSe 
in r with no change in currcnt or planned governmcnt purchases, all increase in to would exactly 
offset thl' ]"l'duction in L)(Y - 1') so that desired consumption would be unchanged 
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[n Eq (9.A.14), a[S and Bl.s are positive numbers defined as 

(9A15) 

and 

(9AI6) 

Equation (9.A.14) yields the graph of the IS cmve In Eq (9.A.14), the coefficient 
of 1', or -~15' is the slope of the 15 curve; because this slope is negative, the IS cllIve 
slopes downward. Changes in the constant term ul5 in Eq (9A 14), which is defined 
in Eq (9A 15), shift the IS curve. Anything that increases u/s-such as (1) an 
increase in consumeI' optilnisn1 that increases desired consumption by increasing co; 
(2) an increase in the expected future marginal product of capital, MPKf, that raises 
desired investment by raising iD; or (3) an increase in governn1ent purchases, G
shifts the 15 curve up Similarly, anything that decreases u/s shifts the IS Cllive down 

The Asset Market 

In general, the leal demand fol' money depends on real income, Y, and the nomi
nal interest rate on nonn1onetary assets, i, which in turn equals the expected leal 
interest rate, /', plus the expected rate of inflation, TC( We assume that the money 
demand function takes the fOIm 

M" 
= I" + / y Y - I, (I + Jr' ), 

I' 
(9A17) 

where !vIti is the nml1inal demand for money, P is the ptice level, and Co, Cy, and fr 
are positive numbels The constant term to includes factOIs other than output and 
the interest late that affect money demand, such as the liquidity of alternative 
assets. The leal supply of money equals the nominal supply of money, M, which is 
determined by the central bank, divided by the price level, I' 

Equilibrium in the Asset Market. As we showed in Chapter 7, if we assume 
that there are only two types of assets (money and nonll1onetary assets), the asset 
market is in equilibrium vvhen the real quantity of money demanded equals the 
real money supply, MIl' Using the money demand function in Eq (9.A.17), we 
write the asset market equilibriull1 condition as 

M 
-=I,,+lyl'-I,(I+IT') (9A1S) 
I' 

For fixed levels of the nominal money supply, M, price level, 1', and expected rate 
of inflation, Jr', Eq. (9. A.1S) relates output, Y, and the real interest rate, r, that clears 
the asset malket Thus Eq (9 A 18) defines the LM curve To get Eq (9 A 18) into a 
form that is easier to interpret graphically, we rewrite the equation with r alone on 
the left side: 

L!vI curve, (9A19) 

\vhere 

(9.A 20) 
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,mel 

(9 A 21) 

The glaph of Eq (9 A19) is the LtV! curve In Eq (9.A 19), the coefficient of Y, Or 

PL,\!, is the slope of the uvr curve; because this coefficient is positive, the LtV! curve 
slopes upward Variables that change the intercept of the equation in Eq (9 A 19), 
(J.LAI - (1/ r,.)(tV! / Pi, shift the LtV! CUlve An increase in the real money supply, M/ P, 
leduces this intclcept and thus shifts the L1VI curve down, An inCIease in the 
expected rate of inflation IT" lcduces C(HJ and shifts the LIvI curve down. An increase 
in real mane\, demand aIising from (for example) reduced liquidity of alternative 
assets raises -(01 which raises aLM and shifts the LAII curve lip 

General Equilibrium in the IS-LM Model 

flom the supply and demand Iclationships and equilibrium conditions in each 
malket, we can calculate the general equilibIium values fO! the most important 
maCl'oeconomic variables VVe have aheadv solved for the genelal equilibrium 
levels of the leal wage, employment, and ~utput in the labor market: The re:l 
wage is given by Eq (9 A 5); employment equals its full-empl~yment level, N, 
given by Eg. (9 A 6); and, in general equilibl ium, output equals its tull-employment 
level, Y, as given by Eq (9 A 7) 

Ttuning to the goods market, we obtain the general equilibrium real interest 
rate by substituting Y for Yin [q (9 A l-l): 

(9A22) 

Having output, Y, and the real interest rate, r (determined by Eq. 9 A 22), we use 
Eqs (9.A.9), (9 AS), and (9 A 10) to find the genelal equiliblium values of taxes, r, 
consumption, C, and investment, I. respectively 

The final important macroeconomic variable whose equilibrium value needs to 
be determined is the price level, P To find the equilibrium plice level, we wm k with 
the asset market equiliblium condition, Eq (9 A IS). In Eq (9 A18), we substitute 
full-employment output, Y, for Y and use Eq (9A22) to substitute the equiliblium 
value of the feCli interest late fm I Solving Eq (9 A 18) fol' the price level gives 

!VI 
P=~~~~~-n~~ 

to + t 
(9.A23) 

Equation (9 A 23) confilms that the equilibrium price level, P, is propmtional to the 
nominal money supply, IH 

VVe can use these equiltions to analyze the effects of an adverse productivity 
shock on the general equilibrium, as in the text We have already shown that an 
inCl'ease in the productivity parameter A inneases the equilibrium leal wage, the 
full-employment level of employment, and the full-employment level of output 
Thus an adverse ploductivity shock (a reduction in A) reduces the general eqUl
libIium levels of the leal wage, employment, and output. Equation (9.A22) indi
cates that an adverse productivity shock, because it Ieduces y, must inClease the 
equilibrium leal interest rate Lowel output ilnd a higher real interest rate im.ply 
that both consumption and investment must decline (Eqs 9AS and 9 A 10). 
Finally, the deCIease in r resulting flOm an adverse productivity shock leduces the 
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denominator of the light side of Eq. (9.A 23), so the price level, P, must rise All 
these results are the same as those found by graphical analysis 

The AD-AS Model 

Building on the algeblaic velsion of the IS-LM model just derived, we now derive 
an algebraic version of the AD-AS model presented in this chapter. We present 
algebraic versions of the aggregate demand (AD) curve, the short-run aggregate 
supply (SRAS) curve, and the long-nm aggregate supply (LRAS) curve and then 
solve for shOlt-mn and long-llln equilibria 

The Aggregate Demand Curve 

Aggregate output demanded at any price level, P, is the amount of output corre
sponding to the intersection of the IS and LM Clllves. We find the value of Y at the 
intersection of the IS and LM CLlrves by setting the tight sides of Eqs (9.A14) and 
(9AI9) equal and solving for Y 

y = al5 -aUI +(l/I,)(M/P) (9A24) 
PIS + PLM 

Equation (9A24) is the aggregate demand curve For constant nominal money 
supply, M, Eq (9A24) shows that the aggregate quantity of goods demanded, Y, 
is a decreasing function of the price level, P, so that the AD Clllve slopes down
ward. Note that the numerator of the right side ofEq (9A24) is the intercept of the 
IS curve minus the intercept of the LIV! curve. Thus, for a constant price level, any 
change that shifts the IS curve up (such as an increase in government purchases) or 
shifts the LIV! curve down (such as an increase in the nominal money supply) 
increases aggregate output demanded and shifts the AD curve to the right 

The Aggregate Supply Curve 

In the shOlt llm, finns supply the output demanded at the fixed price level, which 
we denote P Thus the short-run aggregate supply (SRAS) curve is a horizontal line: 

P=P, SRAS. (9.A 25) 

The 10ng-lUn aggregate supply curve is a vertical line at the full-employment 
level of output, Y, or 

Y= Y, LRAS (9A26) 

Short~Run and Long-Run Equilibrium 

The short-mn equilibrium of the economy is represented by the intersection of the 
aggregate demand (AD) Clllve and the short-mn aggregate supply (SRAS) curve 
We find the quantity of output in shOlt-run equilibrium simply by substituting the 
equation of the SRAS curve (Eq 9 A 25) into the equation of the AD curve 
(Eq 9 A.24) to obtain 

(9 A 27) 
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The long-run equilibrium of the economy, which is reached when the labor, 
goods, and asset markets are all in equilibrium, is represented by the intersection 
of the aggregate demand curve and the long-run aggregate supply curve Thus 
y = Y in long-run equilibrium, flOm the LRAS curve in Eq (9.A.26) .. We find the 
price level in long-run equilibrium by setting the left sides of the equation of the 
AD curve (Eq 9.A.24) and the equation of the LRAS curve (Eq 9A26) equal and 
solving for P to obtain 

p M 

r,[au.l -a,s + (P,S +PLA.')Y] 
(9 A.28) 

The long-run equilibrium price level in Eq. (9 A28) is the same as that at the 
IS-LM-FE intersection in Eq (9A23). You can verify that the price level is the same 
in both equations by substituting the definitions of arM and PLM flOm Eqs (9.A 20) 
and (9A21), respectively, into Eq (9A28) 

10 
Classical Business Cycle 
Analysis: Market-Clearing 
Macroeconomics 

Economists generally agree about the basic business cycle facts outlined in 
Chapter 8 They know that economic glOwth isn't necessarily smooth and 
that occasionally there are periods of recession in which output declines and 

unemployment rises. They know that recessions typically are followed by periods 
of recovery in which the economy grows more strongly than normal And they also 
know a great deal about how other macroeconomic variables-such as productiv
ity, interest rates, and inflation-behave during recessions, 

Recall that recessions and booms in the economy raise two basic questions: 
(1) What are the underlying economic causes of these business cycles? and (2) 
What, if anything, should government policymakers do about them? 
Unfortunately, economists agree less about the answers to these two questions 
than about the basic business cycle facts. 

Ihe main disagreements about the causes and CUles of recessions are between 
two broad groups of macroeconornists, the classicals and the Keynesians. As dis
cussed first in Chapter 1 and again in Chapters 8 and 9, classicals and Keynesians
although agreeing on many points-differ primarily in their views on how rapidly 
prices and wages adjust to restore general equilibrium after an economic shock 
Classical macroeconomists assume that prices and wages adjust quickly to equate 
quantities supplied and demanded in each market; as a result, they argue, a market 
economy is largely "self-correcting," with a strong tendency to return to general 
equilibrium on its own when it is disturbed by an economic shock or a change in 
public policy. Keynesians usually agree that prices and wages (vel/tl/ally change as 
needed to clear markets; however, they believe that iI/ the shalt II/II price and wage 
adjustment is likely to be incomplete That is, in the short run, quantities supplied 
and demanded need not be equal and the economy may remain out of general 
equilibrium. Although this difference in views may seem purely theoretical, it has 
a practical irnplication: Because Keynesians are skeptical about the economy's abil
ity to reach equilibrium rapidly on its own, they are much more inclined than are 
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classicals to lecOInmend that government act to raise output and employment 
during recessions and to moderate economic growth during booms 

In this chapter and Chapter 11 we develop and compare the classical and 
Keynesian theories of the business cycle and the policy recommendations of the 
two groups, begi.m1ing with the classical perspective in this chapter Conveniently, 
both the classical and Keynesian analyses can be expressed in terms of a COlnmon 
analytical framework, the IS-LM/ AD-AS model. [n this chapter we use the classi
cal (or market-clearing) version of the IS-Llvl/ AD-AS model, composed of the 
IS-LM/ AD-AS model and the assumption that prices and wages adjust rapidly. 
The assumption that prices and wages adjllst rapidly implies that the economy 
always is in or near general equilibriull1 and therefore that variables such as output 
and employment always are close to theil general equilibrium levels 

In comparing the principal competing theories of the business cycle, we are 
particularly interested in how well the various theories explain the business cycle 
facts. The classical theory is consistent with many of the most important facts 
about the cycle However, one business cycle fact that challenges the classical 
theory is the observation that changes in the money stock lead the cycle Recall the 
implication of the classical assumption that wages and prices adjust quickly to 
clear markets, so that the economy reaches long-run equilibrium quickly. Money is 
neutral, which means that changes in the money supply do not affect output and 
othel real variables Hmvever, most economists interpret the fact that money leads 
the cycle as evidence that money is not neutral in all situations, If money isn't 
neutral, we must either modify the basic classical model to account for monetary 
nOlUleutrality or abandon the classical model in favor of alternative theories (such 
as the Keynesian approach) that are consistent with nonneutrality, In Section 103 
we extend the classical model to allow fOI nonneutrality of money We then exam
ine the in1plications of this extended classical approach for macroeconomic policy. 

10.1 Business Cycles in the Classical Model 

We have identified hvo basic questions of business cycle analysiS: What causes 
business cycles? and What can (or should) be done about them? Let's examine the 
classical answers to these questions, begiIuling with what causes business cycles. 

The Real Business Cycle Theory 

Recall from Section 84 that a complete theory of the business cycle must have two 
components The first is a description of the types of shocks or disturbances 
believed to affect the economy the most. Examples of economic disturbances 
emphasized by variolls theories of the business cycle include supply shocks, 
changes in monetary or fiscal policy, and changes in consumer spending The 
second component is a model that describes how key n1aCl'OeCOnOlllic variables, 
such as output, employment, and prices, respond to economic shocks. The model 
preferred by classical economists is the market-clearing version of the IS-LIvI model 
or some similar framework However, the issue of which shocks are crucial in dri
ving cyclical fluctuations remains 

An influential group of classical macroeconomists, led by Ed,vard Prescott of 
the University of Milmesota and FiJUl Kydland of Carnegie Mellon University, 
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developed a theory that tukes i:l strong stand on the SOUlces of shocks that cause 
cyclical fluctuations, This theory, the leal business cycle theory (or RBC theory), 
argues that real shocks to the economv ale the primilrv cause of business cvdes J 

Real shocks ale disturbances to the "l'~al side" of the e~ono1l1V, such as shocks that 
affect the production function, the size of the labor force, the-leal ouantitv of aov--1 • 0 

elnment purchases, and the spending and saving decisions of consumers 
Economists contrast real shocks with nominal shocl(s, or shocks to money supply 
01 money demand In terms of the 15-L1\1I model, real shocks directlv affect the IS 
curve OI the FE line, whereas nominal shocks dilectlv affect onlv th~ L!vI curve 

Although many types of real shocks could con"tribute to tile business cycle, 
RBC economists give the largest role to pHxiuction function shocks-what we've 
called supply shocks and what the RBC economists usually Iefer to as productiv
ity shocks" Producti\'ity shocks include the development of new ploducts or pro
duction methods, the introduction of new mnnagement techniques, changes in the 
quality of capital 01 labor, changes in the a\'ailability of raw materials or energy, 
unusuallv Lbyood or unusuallv bad weather, channes in (Yovelnment reryulations 

- .- _ b b b 

affecting production, and any other factor affecting productivity According to 
RBC economists, most economic booms result from beneficial ploductivity shocks, 
and most recessions are caused by adverse productivity shocks 

The Recessionary Impact of an Adverse Productivity Shock. Does the 
RBC economists' idea thnt advclse P10dllCti\'ity shocks lead to recessions (and, 
similarly, that beneficial pI(Kiuctivity shocks lead to booms) make sense? We 
examined the themetical effects on the economy of a temporary advel'se ploduc
tivity shock in Chapters 3, 8, and 9,21n Chupter 3 we showed that an adverse pro
ductivity shock (or supply shock), such as an increase in the price of oil, reduces 
the marginal product of labor (1IvlfJN) and the demand for labor at any leal wage 
As a result, the equilibrium vnlues of the lea! wage and employment both fall (see 
l'ig 3.12) The equilibrium le\'el of output (the full-employment level of output?) 
also falls, both because equilibrium employment declines and because the advelse 
plOductivity shock reduces the nmount" of output that can be ploduced by any 
amount of capit<.1l and labO! 

We later used the complete rS-LM model (l'ig 98) to explore the general equi
librium effects of a temporary adverse ploductivity shock We confirmed our ear
lier conclusion that an adverse productivity shock 100vers the general equilibrium 
levels of the lea! wage, employment, and output. In addition, we showed that an 
adverse productivity shock raises the leal interest rate, deplesses consumption 
and investment, and raises the price level 

Broadly, then, OU!' earlier analyses of the effects of an adverse productivity shock 
sllppmt the RBC economists' claim that such shocks ale recessionary, in that they 
lead to declines in output Similal' analyses show that a beneficial productivity shock 
le<.1ds to a rise in output (<.1 boom) Note that, in the RBC approach, output declines in 

[ f:or a more detailed inhodu(ti(H1 to rca! business cycles, see Ch<lries Plosser. "Understanding Real 
l3usint:ss C ycks." IUl/rllIl! ~~f El(ll/(llllh' P('j"spL'dh'(~, Summer 1909, pp 51-78, and Robcl t G King and 
Sergio Rcbel(l. .. Resuscitating Real Business Cy(lt;-s.. in J laylo!" and i'vl Woodford. eds . Hmllfbook of 
MlIlro('L{lIl{llllh~, Else\ icr. JlJ99 . 
::. RUC L'C(H1mnists ,1Ilalp:c perm.1J1l:nt ,1S \\ ell ,1S lL'mpm";lI") pn1ducti\ ity shocks; we fO(lIs l1l1 tempo
rary ShLlCks because iI is Ihe slightly l:asier caSL' 
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ll1d rises in booms because the general equilibrium (or full-employment) 
put has changed and because rapid price adjustment ensures that actual 
Iys equals full-employment output. As classical economists, RBC econo_ 
I reject the Keynesian view (discussed in Chapter 11) that recessions and 
·eriods of disequilibrium, during which actu~l output is belmv or above 
iuilibrium level for a protracted period of time 

ess Cycle Theory and the Business Cycle Facts. Although the 
-which combines the classical, or market-clearing, veIsion of the 

J with the assumption that productivity shocks are the dominant form 
of econonlic distmbance-is relatively sinlple, it is consistent with many of the 
basic business cycle facts. First, under the aSSUll1ption that the economy is being 
continuously buffeted by productivity shocks, the RBC approach predicts recmrent 
fluctuations in aggregate output, which actually OCCUl Second, the RBC theory cor
rectly predicts that employment will move procyclically-that is, in the same direc
tion as output Third, the RBC theory predicts that real wages will be higher during 
booms than during lecessions (plocyclical real vvages), as also occurs 

A fourth business cycle fact explained by the RBC theory is that average labor 
productivity is procyclical; that is, output per \vol"ker is higher during booms than 
during recessions This fact is consistent with the RBC economists' assumption 
that booms ale periods of beneficial productivity shocks, which tend to wise labor 
productivity, vvhcleas recessions are the results of adverse productivity shocks, 
which tend to reduce labO! productivity The RBC economists point out that with
out productivity shocks-allowing the production function to remain stable over 
time-average labor productivity vvouldn't be procyclical. With no productivity 
shocks, the expansion of employment that occurs during booms would tend to 
reduce average labor productivity because of the principle of diminishing marginal 
productivity of labor Similarly, without productivity shocks, recessions would be 
periods of relatively higher labor ploductivity, instead of lo-wer productivity as 
observed. Thus RBC economists regard the procyclical nature of average labor 
productivity as strong evidence supporting their approach 

A business cycle fact that does not seem to be consistent \vith the simple RBC 
theory is that inflation tends to slnw during or il11mediately aftel a recession. The 
theory predicts that an adverse productivity shock will both cause a recession and 
increase the general pI ice level. Thus, accOlding to the RBC approach, periods of 
recession should also be periods of inflation, contrary to the business cycle fact. 

S0111e RBC economists have Iesponded by taking issue with the conventional 
view that inflation is procyclical For example, in a study of the period 1954-1989, 
RBC proponents Kydland and Prescott' showed that the finding of procyclical 
inflation is some\vhat sensitive to the statistical methods used to calculate the 
trends in inflation and output Using a different method of calculating these trends, 
Kydland and Prescott found evidence that, \vhen aggregate output has been above 
its long-run trend, the pIice level has tended to be below its long-run trend, a 
result more nearly consistent with the RBC pIediction about the cyclical behavior 
of prices Kydland and Prescott suggested that standard views about the plocycli-

3 "Business Cycles: Rea! I:acts and <l Monetary Myth. QIIIJrll'l"Iy I~t-,'i('w Federal Reserve Bank of 
Minneapolis, Spring 1990, pp 3-18 

Calibrating the 
Business Cycle 
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cality of plices and inflation are based mostly on the experience of the economy 
between the hvo \vorId wars (1918-1941), when the economy had a different struc
ture and was subject to diffeIent t):pes of shocks than the 1ll00e recent economy For 
example, many economists believe that the Great Deplession-the most important 
macroeconomic event between the two \VOl'ld \vars-resulted from a set1uence of 
large, adverse aggregate demand shocks As we illustrated in Fig 8.11, an adverse 
aggregate demand shock shifts the AD curve down and to the left, leading first to a 
decline in output and then to a decline in prices; this pattern is consistent with the 
conventional business cycle fact that inflation is plocyclicaI and Jagging Kydland 
and Prescott argue, hovvever, that since Wmld War II large adverse supply shocks 
have caused the price level to rise \vhile output fell rvIost notably, inflation slIIged 
during the recessions that followed the oil price shocks of 1973-1974 and 1979-1980 
The issue of the cyclical behavior of prices remains contl'ovelsial, howevel 

[f we put aside the debate about price level behavior, the RBC theory can accotmt for 
some of the business cycle facts, including the procyclical behavior of employment, 
productivity, and real wages. However, real business cycle econon1ists argue that an 
adequate theory of the business cycle should be qllalltitative as well as qllalitative [n 
other words, in addition to predicting generally how key macroeconomic variables 
move throughout the business cycle, the theory should predict numerically the size 
of economic fluctuations and tile strength of relationships among the variables. 

To examine the quantitative implications of their theories, RUC economists 
developed a method called calibrntiOir The idea is to work out a detailed numerical 
example of a more general theory The results are then compared to macroeco
nomic data to see whether model and reality broadly agree, 

The first step in calibration is to write down a model of the economy-such as 
the classical version of the [S-LM model-except that specific functions replace 
general functions For example, instead of representing the production function in 
genera I terms as 

y ~ AF(K. N), 

the person doing the calibration uses a specific algebraic form for the production 
function, such as-4 

where a is a number between a and L Similarly, specific functions are used to 
describe the behavior of consumers and workers. 

Next, the specific functions chosen are made even more specific by expressing 
them in numerical terms, For example, for n =: 03, the production function becomes 

Y = AKo3NfJ.7 

In the same way, specific numbers are assigned to the functions describing the 
behavior of consumers and workers" Where do these numbers corne from? 

(Colltilllled) 

4. This production function is the Cobb-Douglas production function (Chapter 3) .. As we noted, 
although it is relatively simple, it fits U S data quite weB 
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Figure 10.1 
Actual versus simulated 
volatilities of key 
macroeconomic variables 

The figure compnres the 
actual volatilities of key 
macroeconomic variables 
observed in post-World 
War II U S data with the 
volatilities of the same 
variables predicted by 
computer simulations of 
Edward Prescott's cali~ 
brated RBe model 
Prescott set the size of 
the random productivity 
shocks in his simulations 
50 that the simulated 
volatility of GNP would 
match the netually 
observed volatility of 
GNP exactly For these 
random productivity 
shocks, the simubted 
volatilities of the other 
five macl'Oeconomic vnd
nbles (with the possible 
exception of consump~ 
tion) match the observed 
volatilities fairly well 
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Generally, they are Hot estimated from macroeconomic data but are based on other 
sources For example, the numbers assigned to the functions in the model may 
come from previous studies of the production function or of the saving behavior of 
individuals and families 

The third step, which must be carried out on a computer, is to find out how the 
numerically specified model behaves when it is hit by random shocks, such as 
productivity shocks. The shocks are created on the computer with a random 
number generator, with the size and persistence of the shocks (unlike the numbers 
assigned to the specific functions) being chosen to fit the actual macroeconomic 
data, For these shocks, the computer tracks the behavior of the model over many 
periods and reports the implied behavior of key macroeconomic variables such as 
output, employment, consumption, and investment The results from these simu
lations are then compared to the behavior of the actual economy to determine how 
well the model fits reality 

Edward PrescotI:-:; performed an early and influential calibration exercise. He 
used a model similar to the RBC model we present here, the main difference being 
that our version of the RBC model is essentially a two-period model (the present 
and the future), and Prescott's model allowed for many periods, The results of his 
conlputer simulations are shown in Figs, 10,1 and 10 2 

5 "Theory Ahead of Business Cycle Measurement," Cal'llcgic*Rodu!sfcr COIifcrcHcc Series all PI/blic 
Policy. Volume 25, Autumn 11:186, pp. 11-39 Reprinted in QUllttCrl!! ncvicw, Federal Reserve Bank of 
Minneapolis, F<l1I1986, pp 9-22 

10.2 
versus simulated 

'"",ol,'i,on' of key 
ma,croeee.nomi, variables 

GNP 
closely a variable 

with GNP over 
the business cycle is mea
sured by its correlation 
with GNP, with higher 
con"elations implying a 
closer relationship The 
figure compares the cor
relations of key variables 
with GNP that were 
actually observed in the 
post-World War II U S 
economy with the corre
lations predicted by COO1~ 
puter 5imulations of 
Prescott's calibrated RBC 
model Except for pro
ductivity, whose predict~ 
ed correlation with GNP 
is too high, the simula
tions predicted correla
tions of macroeconomic 
variables with GNP that 
closely resemble the 
actual correintions of 
these variables with 
GNP 
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Figure 101 compares the actually observed volatilities of six macroeconomic 
variables, as calculated from post-World War II US. data, with the volatilities pre
dicted by Prescott's calibrated RBC modeL6 Prescott set the size of the random pro
duCllvlty shocks in his simulations so that the volatility of GNP in his model would 
match the actual volatility in US, GNP,7 That choice explains why the actual and 
simulated volatilities of GNP are equal in Fig, 10,1. But he did nothing to guaran
tee that the slmulallon would match the actual volatilities of the other five vari
ables, Note, however, that the simulated and actual volatilities for the other 
variables in most cases are quite closeo 

Figure 10..2 compares the actual economy with Prescott's calibrated model in 
another respect: how closely important macroeconomic variables move with GNP 
over the business cycle, The statistical measure of how closely variables move 
together is called con elation. If a variable's correlation with GNP is positive, the 
:'anable tends to move in the same direction as GNP over the business cycle (that 
IS, the vanable is procyclical). A correlation with GNP of 10 indicates that the 
valiable's movements track the movements of GNP perfectly (thus the correlation 
of GNP with itself is 1.0), and a correlation with GNP of 0 indicates no relationship 

(Co1ltillued) 

6 The measure of volatility used is called the slal/dard dcvintioll The higher the standard devi<ltion, 
the more volatile the variable being measured 
7 At the time of Prescott's study, the national income and product accounts of the United States 
focused on GNP r<)ther than GOP, so Prescott also focllsed on GNP 
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(Colltilllled) 
to GNP. Correlations with GNP between ° and 1.0 reflect relationships with GNP 
of intermediate strength Figure 10.2 shows that Prescott's model generally 
accounts well for the strength of the relationships between some of the variables 
and GNP, although the correlation of productivity and GNP predicted by 
Prescott's model is noticeably larger than the achJaI correlation 

The degree to which relatively simple calibrated RBC models can match the 
achlal data is impressive In addition, the results of calibration exercises help guide 
further development of the model For example, the version of the RBC model 
discussed here has been modified to improve the match between the actual and 
predicted correlations of productivity with GNP. 

Are Productivity Shocks the Only Source of Recessions? Although RBC 
economists agree in principle that many types of real shocks buffet the economy, in 
practice n111ch of their wOlk rests on the assumption that productivity shocks are the 
dominanC OI even the only, source of recessions Many economists, including both 
classicals and Keynesians, have criticized this assumption as being umealistic For 
example, some economists challenged the RBC economists to identify the specific 
productivity shocks that they believe caused each of the recessions since World 
War II The critics argue that, except for the oil price shocks of 1973, 1979, and 1990, 
historical examples of economywide productivity shocks are virtually nonexistent. 

An interesting RBC Iesponse to that argument is that, in principle, economy
wide fluctuations could also be caused by the cumulative effects of a series of 
small productivity shocks To illustrate the point that small shocks can cause 
large fluctuations, Fig, 10,3 shows the results of a computer simulation of pro
ductivity shocks and the associated behavior of output for a simplified RBC 
model In this simple RBC model, the change in output from one month to the 
next has tvvo parts: (1) a fixed part that arises from normal technical progless or 
from a n01mal increase in population and employment; and (2) an unpredictable 
part that reflects a tandom shock to productivity during the current monthS The 
random, computer-generated ploductivity shocks are shown at the bottom of Fig. 
10.'3, and the implied behavi01 of output is displayed above them, Although none 
of the individual shocks is large, the cumulative effect of the shocks causes large 
fluctuations in output that look something like business cycles Hence business 
cycles may be the result of productivity shocks, even though identifying specific, 
large shocks is difficult 

Does the Solow Residual Measure Technology Shocks? Because produc
tivity shocks are the primary sotace of business cycle fluctuations in RBC models, 
RBC economists have attempted to measure the size of these shocks The most 
C01nmon measure of productivity shocks is knmvn as the Solow residual, \vhich is 
an empirical measure of total factor ploductivity, A The Solow lesidual is named 

8 Specifica!ly, the model is)'/ = Y1_ 1 + () en + C1_, where Y1 is output in month t, Y1_ 1 is output in the 
previolls month, and ('I is the random productivity shock in month t The productivity shocks arc 
randomly chosen numbers betwE:cn -'I () and 1 0 A similar example is given in Numerical Problem 6 
at the end of this chapter 

Figure 10.3 
Small shocks and large 
cycles 
A computer sil11ulution of 
a simple RBe mode! is 
used 10 find the relation
ship between computer
generJted random 
productivity shocks 
(shown at the bottom of 
the figure) and aggregate 
output (shown in the 
middle of the figure) 
Even though Jll of the 
productivity shocks are 
small, the simulation pro
duces large cyclical fluc
tl1<1tions in <1ggregate 
output Thus l<1rge pro
ductivity shocks Jren't 
nccessJrY to genera te 
large CycJiGl1 fiuctu<1tions 
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after the originator of modern gIovdh theory, Robert Solo\v9
, \vho used this mea

sure in the 1950s 
Recall from ChapteI 3 that, to measure tota! factm ploductivity A, we need 

data on output, Y, and the inputs of capital, K, and labor, N, In addition, \-ve need 
to use a specific algebwic form for the production function, such as 

y 
Solow residual :::: I = A 

KilN 1/ 
(101) 

The Solo,v residual is called a "Icsidual" because it is the part of output that cannot 
be directly explained by measured capital and labor inputs 

When the Solow residual is computed from actual U.s data, using Eq (10.1), it 
tUrns out to be strongly procyclical, rising in economic expansions and falling in 
recessions This procyclical behavior is consistent with the premise of RBC theory that 
cyclical fluctuations in aggregate output are driven largely by productivity shocks 

Recently I however, some economists have questioned \vhethel' the Solow 
Iesidual should be inteq..1reted solely as a measure of technology, as RBC propo
nents tend to do If changes in the Solow residual reflect only changes in the tech
nologies available to an economy, its value should be ul1lclated to factms such as 
government ptllchases or monetary policy that don't directly affect scientific and 
teclulological progress (at least in the short Hill) However, statistical studies reveal 

9 .. T cchnica! Chimgc and the Aggregnle Production Function,·· Repicit' 'V" ECOIIOlllltS ami Statistics. 
ILJ57, pp 312-.320 1;1 Chapter 6 we described Solow'S contI ibutions to growth theory 
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that the Solow residual is in fact cOIrelated with factors such as government expen
ditures, suggesting that movements in the Solo\-\' residual may also reflect the 
impacts of other factors. to 

To understand why measlued productivity can vary, even if the actual tech
nology used in production doesn't change, we need to recognize that capital and 
labol sometimes are used more intensively than at other times and that more inten
sive use of inputs leads to higher output For instance, a printing press used full
time contributes more to production than an othenvise identical printing press 
used half-time Similarly, \vorkers working lapidly (for example, lestaurant work
ers during a busy lunch hour) will ploduce mOle output and revenue than the 
same nU111ber of wOlkers \vorking mOle slowly (the same restaurant \vorkers 
during the afternoon lull), To capture the idea that capital and labor resources can 
be used more or less intensively at different times, we define the I1tilizatioll rate of 
capital, lll\' and the lltili:ntiO/l ratc of labor, liN The utilization rate of a factor mea
Slues the intensity at which it is being used, FOI' example, the utilization rate of cap
ital for the printing press run full-time would be twice as high as for the printing 
pless used half-time; similady, the utilization late of labor is higher in the l'estau
rant during lunch hour, The actual usage of the capital stock in production, which 
we call capitnl SCI vices, equals the utilization rate of capital times the stock of capi
tal, or lIj{K Capital services are a mme accurate measme of the contribution of the 
capital stock to output than is the level of capital itself, because the definition of 
capital selvices adjusts fm the intensity at \vhich capital is used Similarly, we 
define Inbol scruiccs to be the utilization rate of labor times the number of workers 
(01' hOUl'S) employed by the firm, OI liNN 1 hus the labor selvices received by an 
employer me higher when the same numbeI of workers are working rapidly than 
when they are \vorking slovvly (that is, the utilization of labor is higher), 

Recognizing that capital services and labor services go into the pIoduction of 
output, we rewrite the production function as 

y ~ AF(II,K, liNN) ~ A(II,K)"(IINN)'~", (102) 

""here we have Ieplaced the capital stock, K, \vith capital services, III\,K, and labor, 
N, \vith labm services, liNN Now we can use the production function in Eq (10.2) 
to substitute for Y in Eq (101) to obtain an expression for the Solow residual that 
incmpmates utilization Iates for capital and labm: 

. ;\(11 -K)<I(IINN)I-'I 
Solow reSidual =: 1(, "'" ;\111(<111 ,\,1 .... <1 

K<lNI-.t 
(10.3) 

Equation (103) shO\vs that the Solow residual, as conventionally measured, 
includes not only parameteI A (\vhich reflects technology and pel haps other factors 
affecting productivity) but also utilization rates of capital and labor, III\, and IlN' 

Thus, even if technology were unchanging, the calculated Solow residual \vould be 
procyclical if the utilization Iates of capital and labm wele plocyclical 

There is evidence that utilization is procyciicai (so that capital and labor are 
\vorked harder in boom periods than in economic slumps) F01' example, Craig 

10 Changes in technology might wcll be wrre!a!ed with changes in government spending on 
research und development (R&D) Howevcr, the Solow residua! is ulso highly correlated with nOIl

R&D g(lVernmcnt spending and with lags too short to be accounted for by the effects of spending all 

the rate of invention 
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Butnside of the Univelsity of Pittsburgh, Martin Eichenbaum of Nmthwesteln 
Univelsity, and Sergio Rebelo l1 of Northwestern Univelsity studied the cyclical 
behavior of capital utilization by using dilta on the <lmount of electricity used by 
producers, Their Iationille for llsing dala on electricity is th<lt i1dditional electricity 
is needed to inCiease capital utilization, whethel' the increased utilization is 
achieved by operating capital for an inCl'eased number of houIs pel day 01' by 
increasing the speed at \vhich the capital is operated This study revealed that elec
tricity used per unit of capital dses in economic uptllIns, leading the authols to 
conclude that capital utilization is strongly plocyclical. In addition, this study 
showed that a measure of technology, analogous to the teIm A in Eq, (102), is 
much less puxydical than is the Solow residual 

MeasuIing the cyclical behavior of labor utilization is more difficult, but vari
ous studies have found evidence that the utilization late of labor is also plocyclical 
For example, Jon Fay and James Medoff1:! of Harvard University sent question
naires to large manufacturing entel'prises, asking about employment and produc
tion during the most recent downturn experienced at each plant. Fay and IVIedoff 
found that during a downturn the average plant stl1'veyed cut production by 31(X) 
and cut its total use of blue-collar houls to 23% below the nOllnallevei Plant man
agers estimZlted that total hours could have been leduced by an additional 6% of 
the normal level without further reducing output Of this 6% of normal hotlIs, 
Zlbout half (3% of normal hours) were typically assigned to various types of useful 
\VOl k, including equipment maintenance and overhauL painting, cleaning, lework
ing output, <lnd training The lemaining 3!~/;) of normal houl's were aSSigned to 
"make .... wOlk" and othel unproductive activities These numbers suggest that Hnns 
utilize labO!' less intensively dUI ing l'ecessions 

Another interesting study, by R, Anton Braun and Charles L Evans l3 of the 
Federal Reselve Banks of Minnesota and Chicago, respectively, examined the behav
im of the Solow residual over the seasons of the year Using data that had not been 
adjusted fol' normal seasonal variation, BIaun and Evans found that the measured 
Solow residual was especially high during the period around Christmas, gLOwing 16% 
between the third and fourth qual tel'S of the yeaI' and then dIopping by 24{Xl between 
the fourth and filSt quarters The most Ieasonable explanation fOl this finding, as 
Braun and Evans pointed out, is that manufacturers and retaileIs wOlk particularly 
hard duIing the Christmas shopping season to meet the surge in demand [n othel 
words, the tempmaly lise in the Solow residual around Christmas is due in large part 
to higher labor utilization rates, lather than to changes in productive technology 

The tendency to use \Varkel'S less intensively in recessions than in expansions 
has been refel red to as labor hoarding, labor hoarding occws when, because of the 
costs of firing and hiring wOIkel's, firms letain some wOl'kels in a recession that 
they would otherwise layoff Films keep these workers on the payloll to avoid the 
costs of laying off workers and then rehiring them 01' hiIing and training new 
wOl'kel's when the economy revives Hoau..ied labor either works less hard during 

11 ··Capilnl UtilizutitHl i1nd Returns tn Scale,"' in B BCl'lli1nke and J Rotemberg, t:ds, NI3ER 
Mlla{l(,wl/[llllh'~ AIIIIIIIII. 1995 
12 "Lnbor nnd Output Over the Business Cycle. AlIll"riUIII t::ul//lllllh R("ir'l'. September 1%5, PF' 
(31)-655 
13 "Seasonal Solow Residuals and Christmas: A Case for Labor Hoarding und Increasing Returns 
lUI/mill (~lM{ll/('fl Credif 1I11J'113l1l1kI!lS, August Il)YI), part I, pp 306-330 
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the recession (there is less to do) or is put to wOlk doing tasks, slich as maintaining 
equipment, that aren't measured as part of the firm's output. When the economy 
revives, the hoarded labor goes b<lck to working in the normal way In much the 
same way, it may not pay the Iestaurant owner to send her \vorkcl's home between 
the lunch and dinner rush hours, with the result that restaurant \VOrkCIs are less 
productive during the slow afternoon period. This lo\ver rate of productivity 
during recessions (or during the afternoon slow period, in the restaurant) doesn't 
leflect changes in the available technology, but only changes in the rate at which 
firms utilize capital and 18bo!', Hence YOll should be cautious about interpreting 
cyclical changes in the Solow residual (equivalently, total factor productivity, A) as 
solely reflecting changes in technology 

Although changes in tedmology or the utilization rates of capital and labor can 
cause aggregate cyclical fluctuations, history suggests that shocks other than pro
ductivity shocks also affect the economy; wal'S and the corresponding military 
buildups are but one obvious example, Thus many classical economists favor a 
broader definition of classical business cycle theory that allows for both plOduc
tivity and other types of shocks to have an impact on the economy 

The maCIoeconomic effects of shocks other than productivity shocks can be 
analyzed ,vith the classicallS-LM model Let's use it to examine the effects of a 
fiscal policy shock 

fiscal Policy Shocks in the Classical Model 

Another type of shock that can be a source of business cycles in the classical model 
is a change in fiscal policy, such as an inCIease 01 decrease in real government pur~ 
chases of goods and services,I.1 Examples of shocks to government purchases 
include military buildups (or more recently, build-downs) and the initiation of large 
road-building or other public works programs Because government ptHchases are 
procyclical-and in particulaI, because national output tends to be above normal 
during wars and at other times "vhen military spending is high-we need to explore 
ho\\' shocks to government purchases affect aggregate output and employment 

Let's consider what happens when the government purchases more goods, as it 
would, for example, when the country is at wal (Think of the increase in government 
purchases as temporary Analytical Problem 2 at the end of the chapter asks you to 
work out what happens if the increase in government pLlIchases is permanent) 

Figure 10.4 illustrates the effects of an increase in government purchases in the 
c1assicalIS-LNI model Before the fiscal policy change, the economy's general equi
librium is represented by point E in both (a) and (b) To follow what happens after 
purchases rise, we start with the labor mar ket in Fig 10 4(0) The change in fiscal 
policy doesn't affect the production function or the marginal product of labor (the 
MPN curve), so the labor demand curve doesn't shift 

However, classical economists argue that an increase in government pllr(has~ 
es will affect labor supply by reducing workers' wealth People are made less 

14 An(1ther importunt exmnple of u chungc in fiscul policy is <1 chungc in the structun: of thl: tux code 
Ciussicul economists urgue thut the greatest effects of tax changes are those thut affect people's incentives 
to work, save, and invest, and thus affect full-employment output Because most dassicul economists 
accept the Ricardian equivalence proposition, they woukln' t expect lump-sum chimges in taxes without 
accompanying changes in government purchases to have much effect on the economy, however 
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Figure 10.4 
Effects of a temporary increase in government purchases 
Initinl equilibrium is at point E in both (<I) <lnd (b) 
(<I) A tetnpomry increase in glH'ernment purchases raises workers' cunent or future taxes Becnuse workers feel poorer, 
they supply more labor nnd the labor supply curve shifts to the right, from NS! to NS'2, The shift in the I<lbm supply curve 
reduces the leal w<lge and increnses employment, ns indicated by point F 
(b) The increase in employment rnises full-employment output and shifts the FE line to the right, from FE! to FE'2 The 
increase in government purchases also reduces desit-ed national saving and shifts the l5 curve up, from lSI to l5'2 Because 
the intersection of 15'2 and LIVP is to the right of FE'2, the aggrcgate quantity of ouq.,ut demanded is higher than the full
employment level of output, Y'2' so the price lcvel rises The rise in the price level reduces the real money supply and shifts 
the Llvl curve up, from U;1 1 to LM'2, until the new geneml equilibrium is reached at point F The effect of the increase in 
government purchases is to increase output, the real interest r<lte, and the price level 

1 A temporary incrcnse 
in government purchnscs 

A tempornry incrense 
in government purch<lses 

FE' FE' 
\ -I> 

(a) Labor market 

NS' 

1"3 

1", 

" 
ND 

2. Price level rises IS' 

labor, N Output, Y 

(b) General equilibrium 

wealthy because, if the government increases the amount of the nation's output 
that it takes for military purposes, less output will be left for private consumption 
and investment This negative impact of increased government purchases on pri
vate wealth is most obvious if the government pays for its increased military 
spending by raising current taxes 15 However, even if the government doesn't raise 
current taxes to pay for the extra military spending and bonows the funds it needs, 
taxes will still have to be raised in the future to pay the principal and interest on 
this extla government bonowing So, whether or not taxes are currently raised, 
under the classical assumption that output is always at its hIll-employment level, 
an increase in government military spending effectively makes people poorer 

15 For simplicity. we assume that the tnx increase is a lump sum A tnx increase that isn't a lump 
sum-for example, one that chnnges the effectiVE- tax rate on capitnl-hns complicating effects 
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In Chapter 3 we showed that a decrease in wealth inCIcases labor supply 
because someone who is poore!' can affold less leisure Thus, according to the clas
sical ill1alysis, an increase in govcll1mcnt purchases-which makes people finan
cially WOlse off-should lead to an increase in agglcgate labor supply !(, The 
increase in govclnment pLllchases causes the labor supply curve to shift to the 
right, from Nsl to Ns' in Fig 10.4(a) Following the shift of the labO! supply curve, 
the equilibrium in the labor market shifts from point E to point F, with employment 
increasing and the leal wage decreasing 17 

The effects of the increase in government purchases in the classical IS-LtvI 
framework are sho1;vn in l:ig 104(b) Filst, note that, because equilibrium employ
ment inoeases, full-employment output, Y, also increases Thus the FE line shifts to 
the light, from FE! to Fe-'-

In addition to shifting the FE line to the right, the fiscal policy change shifts the 
IS curve. Recall that, at any level 1..1f output, a tempmaly inclease in government 
ptlIchases leduces desiIed national saving and raises the real interest rate that 
clears the goods market Thus the 15 curve shifts up, from lSi to 15' (See also 
Summary table 12, p 309.) The LtvI curve isn't dilectly affected by the change in 
fiscal policy 

The new /5 CUI\'e, 152, the initial LtV! curve, LtV1!, and the new FE line, FE2, have 
n1..1 common point of intersection FOI general equilibrium to be restored, pi ices 
n1ust adjust, shifting the LivI curve until it passes thIough the intersection 1..1f 152 and 
FE:!. (point F). \A/ill prices rise or fall? The answer to this question is ambiguous 
because the fiscal policy change has inCl'eased both the aggregate demand for 
goods (by reducing desired saving and shifting the 15 curve up) and the full
employment level of output (by increasing labor supply and shifting the FEline to 
the right) If we assume that the eHect on labOl supply and full-employment output 
of the increase in government ptlIchases isn't too large (probably a reasonable 
assumption), after the fiscal policy change the aggregate quantity of goods 
demanded is likely to exceed full-employment output In Fig 10 4(b) the aggregate 
quantity of goods demanded (point H 8t the intersection of IS:!. and Ltv!!) exceeds 
full-employment output, Y, Thus the price level must rise, shifting the Uvl ClI! ve to 
the left and causing the economy to return to genelai equilibrium at F At F both 
output and the real interest rate ate higheI than at the initial equilibrium point, E. 

Thelefole the increase in government purchases increases output, employ
ment, the leal intelest rate, and the price level. Because the inClease in employment 
is the result of an increase in labol supply lather than an inCl'ease in labm demand, 
real \vages fall \vhen government purchases lise. Because of diminishing margin~ 
£II ploductivity of labm, the inoease in employment also implies a decline in aver
age labOl productivity when government pLHchases rise 

That fiscal shocks play some role in business cycles seems reasonable, which is 
itself justification for including them in the model However, including fiscal 

16 [n thl'ory thl: I:fft.:CI on labor supply of iln inut.:ilst.' in gm l'rnmt.:nt pUfchilSt.:S should be thl' 
strungl'st for spl:nding. sllch ilS military spending, that l:.\lracts rl:S(lu]"CI:S \\ ithollt prO\ kling any 
direct benefits tll thl: pri\'ah: st.:ct~lr Government purchasl's thill l.dfl:cti\ t.:Jy n:place prh'ate CllnsUlnp~ 
lion t.:.\penditures-flH' eXillllpll', purchilses of medicill serdces, fOi1ds, or pli1ygH1unds-should in 
principle hi1\ e i1 sll1i1l!er negilth l: impilct on pt.:(lple·s economic well-being ilnd thus i1 smallt.:r pDsitin~ 
effl'ct on [ilbor supply 
17 :\oll; lh,lllhb l,lb~lr ~ll~)ply dft:Ll \\"d~ lllllilll:d frum uur db(u~:,iollllf thL' imp<lLl of IIlUt;:<lSl'd g~)\'
ernml'nt purchases in Chapter -1-, ilS il!ustmtt:d in Fig -17 
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shocks along with ploductivity shocks in the RBC model has the additional advan
tage of imploving the match between model and data We previously noted that 
government purchases are plocyclical, which is consistent with the preceding 
analysis .. Another advantage of adding fiscal shocks to a model that also contains 
productivity shocks is that it improves the model's ability to explain the behavior 
of labm productivity 

Refer back to Fig 10 2 to recall a weakness of the RBC model with only pro
ductivity shocks: It predicts that average labor productivity and GNP are highly 
correlated In fact, RBC theory predicts a correlation that is more than tVlice the 
actual caudation. Ho\vever, as \ve have just sho\vn, a classical business cycle 
model with shocks to governnlent purchases predicts a negative correlation 
between labor productivity and GNP because a positive shock to goveulnlent pur
chases raises output but lowers average productivity. A classical business cycle 
model that includes bolh shocks to productivity and shocks to government pur
chases can match the empirically observed cOIIeiation of productivity and GNP 
well, without reducing the fit of the model in other respects lS Thus adding fiscal 
shocks to the real business cycle model seems to improve its ability to explain the 
actual behavior of the economy 

Should Fiscal Policy Be Used to Dampen the Cycle? Our analysis shows 
that changes in goveIllInent purchases can have real effects on the economy 
Changes in the tax laws can also have teal effects on the economy in the classical 
model, although these effects are more complicated and depend mainly on the 
natwe of the tax, the type of income or revenue that is taxed, and so on Potentially, 
then, changes in fiscal policy could be used to offset cyclical fluctuations and sta
bilize output and employment; for example, the government could increase its 
pUlchases dUling recessions This observation leads to the second of the two ques
tions posed in the introduction to the chapter: Should policymakers use fiscal 
policy to smooth business cycle fluctuations? 

Recall that classical economists generally oppose active attempts to dampen 
cyclical fluctuations because of Adam Smith's invisible-hand argument that free 
markets produce efficient outcomes without govermnent intervention, The classi
cal view holds that prices and wages adjust fairly rapidly to bring the economy into 
genelal equilibrium, allowing little scope for the government to improve the 
macroeconomy's response to economic disturbances. Therefme, although in prin
ciple fiscal policy could be used to fight recessions and reduce output fluctuations, 
classical economists advise against using this approach Instead, classicals argue 
that not interfering in the economy's adjustment to distmbances is better 

This skepticism about the value of active antirecessionary policies does not 
mean that classical economists don't regald recessions as a serious problem, If an 
adverse productivity shock causes a lecession, for example, real wages, employ
ment, and output all fall, which means that many people experience economic 
hardship But would offsetting the lecession by, for example, increasing govern
ment purchases help? In the classical analysis, a rise in government purchases 

18 Set.: LilWrenCl' Christiano ilnd Milrlin E.ichcnbi1lll11, "Current RCill-Busincss-Cyde Theories and 
Aggregate li1bor-Milrket 1;luctuiltions." AIIIl'I'iul1I Enlllolllic RL't'il.'w .. June 1992. pp -!30-450 The analy~ 
sis Df this paper is technic<llly compll:x but it givt:s a flavor of n:scarch in classical business cycle 
i1nillysis 
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increases output by raising the amount of labor supplied, and the amount of labor 
supplied is inocased by making \\'01 kers poorer (as a result of higher current Or 

future taxes) Thus, undeI' the classical assumption that the economy is always in 
general equilibrium, increasing government purchases fol' the sole purpose of 
inocasing output and employment makes people worse off rathcI than better off. 
Classical economists conclude that government plllchases should be increased 
only if the benefits of the expanded government program-in terms of imp lOved 
military security or public services, for example-exceed the costs to taxpayers. 
Classicals apply this Cl'itel ion fOi useful government spending-that the benefits 
should exceed the costs-whetheI or not the economy is currently in recession 

So far we have assumed that, because fiscal policy affects the equilibrium 
levels of employment and output, the goverl1Inent is capable of using fiscal policy 
to achieve the levels of employment and output it chooses, In fact, the legislative 
process can lead to lengthy delays, 01' lags, between the time th<.lt a fiscal policy 
change is pUJPosed and the time that it is en<.lcted Additional lags OCCllI in imple
menting the ne\\' policies and in the response of the economy to the policy changes 
Because of these lags, fiscal policy changes contemplated today should be based on 
where the economy will be sevel'al quarters in the future; unfOi tunately, fOiecast
ing the futUle of the economy is an inexZlct mt <It best, Beyond the problems of fore
c<lsting, policymakel's also fZlce uncertainties <.lbout how and by how much to 
modif)' theil policies to get the desired output and employment effects, Classical 
economists cite these practical difficulties as anotheI' retlson for not using fiscal 
policy to fight lecessions 

Unempioyment in the Classical Mode! 

A I11ajor weakness of the classical model is that it doesn't explain why unemploy
ment I ises during business downturns, Indeed, in the simple clZlssical, or 
supplY-Zlnd-demand, model of the l<lbor market, unemployment is literally zel'O: 

Anyone who wants to work at the mar ket-clearing wage can find a job Of course, 
in Ieality unemployment is nevel' zel'o I~urthel'more, the sharp inCl'eases in unem
ployment that occur during recessions iJre a princip<ll re<lson that policymakers and 
the public are so concerned tlbout economic downturns 

Classical economists are perfectly aware of this issue, Zlnd they htlve developed 
more sophisticated velsions of the classical business cycle model to account for unem~ 
ployment. The m<lin modification they make to the simple supply-and-demand 
model of the Itlbor mtlrket is to drop the model's implicit assumption th<lt all wOlk
ers and jobs ,ue the S<lme, Rather than all being the same, workers in the retll world 
h<lve different abilities, skills, and interests, among other things; jobs ent<lil diffel'ent 
skilll'equirements, wor k environments, lo(tltlons, and other characteristics Because 
W01 kers and jobs both vary in so many ways, matching workers to jobs isn't instan
taneous <lnd free, but time-consuming and costly The ftlct that someone who has lost 
tl job or has just entered the labO! force must spend time and effOI t to find a new job 
helps explain why there always are some unemployed people 

Some classical economists suggest that differences among WOl kers tlnd tlmong 
jobs explain not only why the unemployment rate is always gIeater than zero, but 
also why unemployment rises so shaq.1ly in recessions They argue that produc
tivity shoe ks ('mel other macroeconomic d isttll bclnces thM cause I ecessions also 
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often inCl'eZlSe the degree of mismZltch between workers zlI1d finns Iq Thus a major 
ndverse productivity shock 1l1ight affect the VZlriOUS industries and regions within 
the countl y differently, \vith jobs being destroyed in some sectms but ne\\' oppor
tunities emerging in others An oil price shock, for example, would eliminate jobs 
in energy-intensive industries but create new opportunities in industries that 
supply energy or are light enelgy users 

Following such <l shock, wm kels in industries and regions where labor demand 
htls f<lllen will be induced to search elsewhere fm jobs, which raises the frictional 
component of unemployment Some of these WOl' kers will find thtlt their skills don't 
match the lequiIements of industries with growing labor demand; these \vorkers 
may become chronically uneniployed, raising stluctural unemployment. 2o With 
mtlny unemployed workels looking for jobs, and because CIeating new jobs takes a 
while, the time necessmy to find tl new job is likely to inCIe<lse For all these reasons, 
an adverse pJOductivity shock m<ly rtlise unemployment as well tlS reduce output 
and employment Note th<lt this predicted Iise in friction<.ll and structlllal unem
ployment during lecessions is the same <IS an increase in the nattlIal rtlte of unem
ployment (the sum of hictiontll and structllIal unemployment rates) 

\'Vhtlt is the evidence of wOlker-job mismatch and unemployment? The pl'Ocess 
of job crention and job destruction in US manufactUling has been studied in some 
detail by Steven Dtlvis of the University of Chieago and John Haltiwanger:!'1 of the 
University of Maryland, Using data foJ' 160,000 I11tlnufactllling plants, the authors 
showed thZlt, during the 1973-1986 period, about 11 I X) of all existing manufacturing 
jobs disappeared, on tlverage, each YC<lI, reflecting plant closings and cutbacks 
Durino- tl tvnieal Veal, <lbou[ 81i~/;i of these lost I'obs wele renlaced by newly created o . • " • 
jobs elsewhere in the manufacturing sector (so thaC overall, employment in manu-
f<lcturing shrank over the peIiod), Thus Davis and HaltiwangeI confirmed that a 
great deal of "churning" of jobs and workers occurs in the economy They also 
showed that much of this ChUl ning reflected closing of old plants and opening of new 
ones "(uillziJl tlte Sill/Ie iJldustries, r<lther than a genewl decline in some industries and 
growth in othels, Thus re<lllocation of workels within industries seems to be as 
impOl'ttlnt tlS movement of \vorkers behveen industries as a source of unemployment 

Table 10, 'I shows the rates of job Cletltion and destruction in U.s. manufactur
ing fOt the yeals 1973-1993 22 YOLI can see thtlt in lecession years, sllch as 1975, 
1981-1982, <lnd 1990-1991, many more jobs were lost than created-although a sig
nificant number of new jobs were cre<lted even in tecession yetlIs, reflecting shifts 
of workers <lmong firms <lnd industries Note also thtlt the 1973-1975 recession \vas 
followed by fOllr years, and the 1981-1982 recession by one year (1984), in which 
job Cl'eation exceeded job destruction In contl'tlst, manufactUling jobs shmved con
tinuing net declines in the period immediately following the 1990-19911'ecession 

llJ rhis idbl \\',lS pn1posL·d in D,n ill LHiell. "St:cl(lf<ll Shifts <lnd Cyclicnl Unt:mploYIllt:nV }(1II/"JI/II (~r 
PoliliUlI UOI/(lIIn, August \tJt-i2, pp 777-7l)3 
:2.0 See Ch<1pler 3 f(u' definitions <md discussion of friction<11 und struclur<llunemploymt:nt 
21 "Cross Jub CrL'<ltillll, Cross Job Dl'strllctilln, ,md Empl(lynlL'nt Re<lllllc<ltion," Qllat/all! /oll/"lla/ (~r 
E.(()lIolllio; August \tJlJ::!, pp SI{)-f16-\ 
22 "Iable l(l] is taken fwm .!<lhn B<lld\\'in, Timolhy Dunne, <Inc! John Haltiwilngt:f, "A Cllrnpnrison of 
.I(lb Creation and Jtlb Dl:strudi(lll in Clnadil ,llld Ihe United 51,1Ies;' RI.'l,il'(ti I~r Enll/(Jlllh~ 111/11 Sf(/ti~liu" 
August \991). pp 3-17-336 J hilt p,lper Upd'llt:s L'slinhltes l:h.'vcloped by Davis <lnd Haltiwilnger in the 
pi1~1('1' ritl'·d in fnntnn\L· 21 
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Table 10.1 level between workers and jobs. A better apploach, in the classical view, is to elim-
Rates of Job Creation and Destruction in u..s Manufacturing. 1973-1993 inate bardeIS to labor market adjustment, such as high legal minimum wages that 

"'" Year Job Creation Job Destruction 

1973 11 9(~/o 61% 
1974 90% 93% 
1975 62% 165% 
1976 112% 94% 
1977 110% 86% 
1978 109% 73% 
1979 103% 7,0% 
1980 80% 9,,1% 
1981 63% 11.4% 
1982 68% 14.5"/0 
1983 84% 15.6% 
1984 133% 76% 
1985 7.9% 111% 
1986 7.9% 121% 
1987 8.4% 101% 
1988 83% 83% 
1989 81% 73% 
1990 78% 94% 
1991 67% 121% 
1992 73% 107% 
1993 85% 96% 

Note Job creation is the number 01 new manufacturing jobs created during the year as a percentage of exist
ing manufacturing jobs Job destruction is Ihe number of manufacturing jobs lost during the year as a result of 
closing or down-sizing plants as a percentage of existing jobs 
Source John Baldwin Timothy Dunne and John Haltiwanger "A Comparison of Jot) Creation and Job 
Destruction in Canada and the Uniled Slates Revie\\' of Economics and Sialislics August 1998 pp 347-356 

It seems clear that increased mismatches behveen workers and jobs can't 
account fm nil the increase in unemployment that occurs during recessions, Nluch 
of that increase is in the form of tempmary layoffs; rather than search for nc\v jobs, 
many \vorkeIs who are tempmarily laid off simply \vait until they are called back 
by their old firm MoreoveI, if Iecessions were times of increased mismatch in the 
labol' market, more postings of vacancies and help-\vanted ads during lecessions 
would be expected; in fact, both vacancies and new job openings fall in reces
sions. 23 Despite these objections, however, economists generally agree that the 
dynamic reallocation of wOlkers from shrinking to growing sectors is an important 
SOUIce of unemployment 

Nlodifying the classical model to allo\'\' for unemployment doesn't change the 
classical view that fiscal policy should not be actively used to combat Iecessions, 
Classical economists point out that raising the aggregate demand for goods (by 
increasing government purchases, fol' example) doesn't directly address the prob
lem of unemployment arising hom the mismatch that exists at the microeconomic 

23 See Katharine Abl'ah<1n1 ill1d l,<1\vrencL' K<1tz in ·'Cyclical Unemploymcnt: Sectoral Shifts or 
Aggreg<1tc Disturb<111CCSr· lOIlI"lIl!{ {~r Polithll{ [WI/Oil/II, June 1086, pp 507-522 

price low-skilled workers out of the labor market or bmdensome regulations thi1t 
raise businesses' costs of employing additional workers 

10.2 Money in the Classkal Model 

So far we have focused on real shocks to the economy, such as productivity shocks 
and changes in government pUlchases However, many macroeconomists believe 
that nominal shocks-shocks to money supply and money demand-also affect the 
business cycle In the lest of the chapter we discuss the role of money and monetary 
policy in the classical apploach to the business cycle 

Monetary Policy am:ll the Economy 

MonetaIY policy refeIs to the central bank's decisions about how much money to 
supply to the economy (Chapter 7) Recall that the central bank (the Federal 
Reserve in the United States) can control the money supply through open market 
opelations, in which it sells government bonds to the public in exchange for money 
(to reduce the money supply) 01 uses newly created money to buy bonds from the 
public (to inoease the money supply) 

In Chapter 9 we examined. the effects of changes in the money supply, using 
the IS-LiVlmodel (l'ig 99) and the AD-AS model (Fig 914) With both models we 
found that, after pIices fully adjust, changes in the money supply ale neutral: A 
change in the nominal money supply, lVI, causes the price level, P, to change plO
portionally, but a change in the money supply has no eHect on real variables, such 
as output, employment, or the real interest rate Our analysis left open the possi
bility that a change in the money supply would affect real variables, such as output, 
in the short run before prices had a chance to adjust. HoweveI, because ci<lssic.1l 
economists belie\'e that the price adjustment process is lapid, they view the period 
of time duIing which the price level is fixed-and money is not neutral-to be too 
shO! t to mattel That is, fOi pl'<lctical purposes, they view money as neutral for any 
relevant time hOI 1zon 

Monetary NonneLitraiity ami Reverse Cal.!satuon 

The plediction that money is neutIal is a striking lesult of the classical model, but 
it seems inconsistent with the business cycle fact that money is a leading, pro
cyclical variable If an expansion of the money supply has no effect, why ate 
expansions of the money supply typically followed by increased rates of eco
nomic activity? And, similarly, why are reductions in thc money supply often fol
lowed by recessions? 

Some classical economists have responded to these questions by pointing out 
that, although increases in the money supply tend to precede expansions in output, this 
fact doesn't necessarily plove that cconomic expansions arc caused by those increas
es Aftel all, just because people put storm windows on their hOllses before winter 
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begins doesn't mean that wintcI is caused by putting on storm windO\v5. Rtlther, 
people put storm vvindows on their houses because they know that \,\'inler is coming 

ivlany classical economists, including RBC economists in particular, aIgue that 
the link between money glOwth and economic expansion is like the link between 
putting on storm \vindows and the onset of winter, a relatiQl1ship they call reverse 
causation. Specifically, reverse causation means that expected future increases in 
output cause inClcases in the current money supply and that expected future 
decreases in output cause dCCleases in the cunent money supply, lather than the 
other way around. Reverse causation explains how money could be a procyclical 
and leading variable even if the classical model is COl reet and changes in the money 
supply are neutral and have no real effects 24 

Revelse causation might arise in one of several \vays One possibility (which 
you are asked to explore in more detail in Analytical Problem 4 at the end of the 
chapter) is based on the idea that money demand depends on both expected future 
output and cunent output. Suppose that a firm's managels expect business to pick 
up considetably in the next few quarters To prepale £01 this expected increase in 
output, the firm may need to increase its CUI rent transactions (for example, to pur
chase raw materials, hire workels, and so on) and thus it will demand mOle money 
now. If many firms do so, the agglegate demand for money may rise in advance of 
the actual inoease in output 

Now suppose that the Fed observes this increase in the demand for money If 
the Fed does nothing, leaving the money supply unchanged, the increase in money 
demand will cause the equilibrium value of the price level to fall As one of the 
Fed's objectives is stable prices, it won't like this outcome; to keep prices stable, 
instead of doing nothing, the Fed should p!'Ovide enough exha money to the econ
omy to meet the higher money demand. But if the Fed does so, the money supply 
will rise in advance of the increase in output, consistent with the business cycle 
fact-even though money is neutial 

Undoubtedly, reverse causation explains at least some of the tendency of 
money to lead output. However, this explanation doesn't lule out the possibility 
that changes in the money supply also sometimes cause changes in output so that 
money is nonneutral That is, a combination of reverse causation and monetary 
nonneutrality could account £01 the procyclical behaviOl of money 

The Nonnel.lltrality of Money: AdditiorDai Evidem:e 

Because of Ievelse causation, the leading and procyclical behavim of money can't 
by itself establish that money is nonneutral 10 settle the issue of \vhether money 
is neutral, we need additional evidence. One useful source is a historical analysis of 
monetary policy. The classic study is Milton Friedman and Anna J Schwartz's, It 
MOlletary History of the Ullited Stntes, 1867-1960 ,; Using a variety of sources, includ
ing Federal Reserve policy statements and the journals and correspondence of 
monetary policymakers, Friedman and Sclnvattz carefully described and analyzed 

2·1 Robert King and Ch<1rles Plo!iscf, ··l'vlOIll.'Y. Cn.:dit. and Prkt:s in <1 Re,il Btlsinl'ss Cyclc. Alllallllll 
E((lIwllliL N.t'l'it'W June 1984, pp ]63-380, e:..plnin re\ l'fSt.' c<1us<1tion and present supporting l'\'idl:l1cC 
for the idea 
25 Princcton, N J: Princdon Univcl'sity Press for NI3ER, 1963 
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the causes of money supply fluctuations and the intenelation of money and other 
economic variables They concluded (p 676): 

ThI()Ughout the near-century examined in detail we have found that: 
L Changes in the behavior of the money stock have been closely associated with 

changes in econon1ic activity, [nominal} income, and prices 

2, The intenelation behveen monetary and economic change has been highly 
stable 

30 rvlonetaIY changes have often had an independent origin; they have not been 
simply a reflection of changes in economic activity 

The first two conclusions restate the basic business cycle fact that money is pro
cyclical The third conclusion states that IeVel'Se causation can't explain the entire 
relationship behveen money and real income or output. Friedman and Schwartz 
focused on historical episodes in which changes in the supply of money were not 
(they argued) responses to macroeconomic conditions but instead resulted from 
other factors such as gold discoveries (which affected money supplies under the 
gold standmd), changes in monetaIY institutions, or changes in the leadership of 
the Federal Reserve. [n the majority of these cases "independent" changes in 
money growth wele followed by changes in the same direction in real output 
This evidence suggests that money isn't neutral 

rvlore recently, Christina RomeI' and David Romer,26 of the University of 
California at BeIkeley, Ievie\ved and updated the Friedman-Schwartz analysis 
Although they disputed some of Friedman and Schwartz's interpretations, they 
generally agreed with the conclusion that money isn't neutraL In particular, they 
argued that since 1960 half a dozen additional episodes of monetary norU1eutrali
ty have accuned. Plobably the most famous one occurred in 1979, when Federal 
Reselve Chainnan Paul Volcker announced that money supply procedures would 
change and that the money growth rate would be reduced to fight inflation A 
minor recession in 1980 and a severe downturn in 1981-1982 followed Volcker's 
change in monetruy policy An economic boom followed relaxation of the Fed's 
i.1nti-i~lflationa['y monetary policy in 1982 

Because of the Friedman-Schwartz evidence and episodes such as the 
1979-1982 Volcker policy (and a similar experience in Great Britain at the same 
time), most economists now believe that money is not neutral If we accept that evi
dence, contrary to the plediction of the classical model, we are left with two choic
es: Eithel \ve must adopt a different framework fOl macroeconomic analysis, or we 
must modify the classical modelln Section 10 3 we take the second approach and 
consider ho\v monetary nonneutrality can be explained in a classical model 

10.3 The Misperceptions Theory and the NonnelUltrality of Money 

According to the classical model, prices do not remain fixed for any substantial 
period of time, so the horizontal short-run aggregate supply curve developed in 
Chapter 9 is irrelevant. The only relevant aggregate supply curve is the long-run 
aggregate supply curve, which is vertical. As \ve showed in Fig 9.14, changes in the 

26 ··Oncs ivl(lllet<1ry Policy tvlattL'r? A Ncw Test in the- Spirit of Friedmnl1 ilnd Schwartz," in Olivier 
Blanchard nnd Stanley I~ischer, cds, NBER Mnaol'collolllits AIIII/Ill/, Cambridge, Mass: M I r Pre-ss, 1989 
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money supply cause the AD CUI ve to shift; because the aggregate supply curve is 
vel tical, however, the effect of the AD shift is simply to change prices without 
changing the level of output Thus money is neutral in the classical model 

For money to be nonncutlal, the relevant aggregate supply curve Inust not be 
vertical In this section, we extend the classical model to i!1COlporate the assump
tion that producers have impel feet infmmation about the general pIice level and 
thus sometimes misinterpret changes in the genclal plice level as changes in the 
Ielative prices of the goods that they produce Vve demonstrate that the assumption 
that producers may misperceive the agglegate price level-the lIIispcrccptioJIS 
theory-implies a short-run agglegate supply curve that isn't vertical Unlike the 
shm t-nm aggregate supply curve developed in Chapter 9, however, the sh01 t-run 
aggregate supply curve based on the misperceptions themy doesn't lequire the 
assumption that pIices me slow to adjust Even though prices may adjust instan
taneously, the shmt-I'un aggregate supply curve slopes upward, so money is non
neutI al in the short nm 

The misperceptions theory was originally proposed by Nobel laureate iVlilton 
Friedman and then was Iigol'ously formulated by another Nobel laureate, Robert 
E Lucas,)I', of the University of Chicago 27 According to the misperceptions 
theory, tile aggregate qualltity (~rolltpllt sllpplied rises alJ(lI.JL' thC/IIIl-Cl/lp!OI/IIlCllt fetlel, Y, 
"(ulIclI the aggrcgatc price fCtlel, P, is highel thall cxpccted Thus for any e~pe(ted price 
level, the agglegate supply curve [elating the price level and the agglegate quan
tity of output supplied slopes upward 

if you took a COtlISe in the principles of economics, you learned that supply 
curves genewlly slope upwau .. i, with higher prices leading to increased ploduction 
However, just as the demand curves for individual goods differ from the aggregate 
demand CUIve, the supply curves for individual goods differ from the aggregate 
supply curve An oldinal,)' supply curve relates the supply of some good to the 
price of that good rc/atil)c to offICI' prices In contrast, the aggregate supply curve 
relates the aggregate amount of output ploduced to the SCIICIOJ pI icc h'pc/ Changes 
in the genera! price level can OCCUI while the relative prices of individual goods 
remain unchanged 

To understand the lnisperceptions theory and why it implies an upward
sloping aggregate supply CllIve, let's think about an individual produce! of a 
particulaI good, say bread For simplicity, consider a bakery owned and opelated 
by one person, <l baker. The baker devotes all his labm to making bread and earns 
all his income from selling bread Thus the pIice of bread is effectively the bakel'S 
nominal wage, zlI1d the price of bread lelative to the general price level is the 
bakel'S real wage When the relative price ofbl'ead inCIeases, the baker responds 
to this inclease in his current real wage by working more and producing more 
blead Similarly, when the pIice of bread falls relative to the other prices in the 
economy, the baker's CUllent real wage falls and he decreases the amount of 
bread he produces 

But how does an individual baker know \vhethel the relative price of bread has 
changed? To calculate the relative pi ice of bread, the bakel needs to know both the 
nominal price of blead and the general pIice level The baker kno\vs the nominal 

27 See Friedman, ·"The Roll: of i\hmetary Policy,"' AIllt.riolII Ecollo!llh 1~f'l'h'il' i'v1urch 1%8, pp 1-17 
Lucus"s formalization of j;rit.:dmaIYS theory was first presented in Lucas·s artici(::, .... Expectations and 
the Ncutrulity of Money,·' /Oltrlllil (!f E(OII(!III;C Thc(lIY. April 1912, pp 103-12..1 
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price of bread because he sells lnead evelY day and observes the pdce dilectly 
Howevel, the baker probably is not as well informed about the general price level, 
because he observes the prices of the many goods and services he might \vant to 
buy less frequently than he observes the pIice of bread Thus, in calculating the rel
ative price of bread, the baker can't use the actual current price level. The best he 
can do is to use his previously formed expectation of the current pIice level to esti
mate the actual price level 

Suppose that before he observes the current market price of bread the baker 
expected an oveI<l1l inflation rate of 5(X), Hov~' will he react if he then observes that 
the pIice of bIead increases by SIX}? The bakeI reasons as follows: I expected the 
ovelall rate of inflation to be 5%, and now I know that the price of bread has 
increased by 5% This 5% increase in the price of bread is consistent with what I had 
expected Nly best estimate is that all prices increased by 5%, and thus I think that 
the relative pIice of blead is unchanged. There is no reason to change my output 

The baker's logic applies equally to suppliers of output in the aggregate 
Suppose that all suppliers expected the nOlninal pIice level to increase by SOh) and 
that in fact all prices do inClease by 51l1r}. Then each supplier will estirnate that hel 
Ielative price hasn't changed and won't ch<lnge her output Hence, if expected 
inflation is SIX}, an actual increase in prices of 5% won't affect aggregate output 

For a change in the nominal price of bread to affect the quantity of bread pro
duced, the increase in the nominal price of bread must differ from the expected 
inClease in the general price level. For example, suppose that the baker expected 
the general price level to increase by 5% but then observes that the price of bread 
Iises by SIX), The baker then estimates that the relative price ofblead has increased 
so that the leal wage he earns from baking is higher, In l'esponse to the perceived 
increase in the relative price, he increases the production of bread 

Again, the some logiC applies to the economy in the aggregate. Suppose that 
everyone expects the general price level to increase by 5{Yc), but instead it actually 
increases by S%, with the prices of all goods increasing by 8%. Now all ploducers 
will estimate that the relative prices of the goods they make have increased, and 
hence the production of all goods will increase Thus a greater than expected 
increase of the price level will tend to raise output Similarly, if the price level 
actually inCleases by only 2% when all producers expected a 5%) increase, produc
ers "vill think that the relative prices of their own goods have declined; in response, 
all suppliers Ieduce their output 

Thus, according to the mispelceptions theory, the amount of output that pro
ducers choose to supply depends on the actual general price level con1pared to the 
expected general price level. When the pIice level exceeds what was expected, 
ploducels are fooled into thinking that the Ielative prices of their own goods have 
risen, and they increase their output. Similarly, \vhen the price level is lower than 
expected, producers believe that the relative prices of their goods have fallen, and 
they reduce their output This relation between output and prices is captured by 
the equation 

y ~ Y + b(P - IX), (104) 

\vhere b is a positive number that desClibes how strongly output responds when 
the actual price level exceeds the expected plice level Equation (10.4) summarizes 
the mispelceptions theory by sho\ving that output, 1", exceeds full-employn1ent 
output, Y, when the price level, P, exceeds the expected price level, po' 
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Figure 10.5 
The aggregate supply 
curve in the 
misperceptions theory 
The misperceptions 
theory holds that, for a 
given vaJue of the 
expected pI ice level, P', 
nn increase in the actual 
price level, p, fools pro
ducers into increasing 
output. This relationship 
between output and the 
price level is shown by 
the short-run aggregate 
supply (SRAS) curve 
Along the SRAS curve, 
output equills Y when 
prices equal their expect
ed level (P = pi J ill point 
E), output exceeds Y 
when the price level is 
higher than expected 
(P> P'), and output is 
less lhill1 Y when the 
price level is lower th£1n 

expected (P < P') In the 
long run, the expected 
price level equals the 
uctunl price level so that 
output cquills f Thus 
the iong-fun aggregate 
supply (LRAS) curve is 
vertical at Y = y 
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SR;15 

Output, )' 

To obtain an aggregate supply curve from the misperceptions themy, we graph 
Eq. (104) in Fig 105 Given full-employment output, Y, and the expected price 
leveL pt', the aggregate supply CUIve slopes upward, illustrating the relation 
between the amount of output supplied, Y, and the actual pIice level, P Because an 
inCIease in the price level of nP increases the amount of the output supplied by 
11 Y = MP, the slope of the aggregate supply (LllVe is IIp/Il Y = 1 I b Thus the osgre
gate supply ctlIVe is steep if b is small and is relatively flat if b is large 

Point E helps us locate the aggregate supply CUIve At E the price level, P, 
equals the expected price level, l"., so that (from E'l 104) the amount of output sup
plied equals full-employment output, Y When the actual plice level is highcl than 
expected (P > l"), the aggregate supply CLllve shows that the amount of output sup
plied is greater than Y; when the price level is lower than expected (P < PL'), output 
is less than Y 

The aggregate supply curve in Fig 10.5 is called the short-Ilm aggregate 
supply (SRAS) curve because it applies only to the short period of time thot p'. 
remains unchanged In the long run, people learn what is actually happening to 
prices, and the expected price level adjusts to the actual price level (P = l"') When 
the actual price level equals the expected price level, no misperceptions remain and 
producers supply the full-employment level of output In terms of Eq (104), in the 
long run P equals P', and output, Y, equals full-employment output, Y In the icmg 
I un, then, the supply of output doesn't depend on the plice level Thus, os in 
Chapters 8 and 9, the long-Illn aggregate supply (LRAS) CLllve is vertical at the 
point where output equals Y 

International 
Evidence on the 
Slope of the 
Short-Run 
Aggregate 
Supply Curve 
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According to the mispcl'ceptions theory, when the actual pIice level, P, is higher 
than the expected pIice level, pc, output is highel' than the full-employment level, 
Y Extra OU~1ut is produced because all producels believe (mistakenly) that the rel
ative prices of the goods they produce have increased, The amount by vvhich pro
ducers inClease their output when the genelal price level rises depends on how 
much they believe that their relative prices have increased For example, when the 
general plice level increases, if producers believe that the increase in their indi
vidual relative pI ices is slllall, they won't increase output by much. In this case the 
coefficient b in the equation for the SRAS curve, Eq (10.4), which measures the 
Iesponse of output to changes in P - pc., will be small; the slope of the SRAS curve, 
lib, will be steep Alternatively, if producers interpret a rise in the price level as 
meaning that their individual relative prices have increased a lot, they will increase 
theil output substantially so that the coefficient b is large; the SRAS Clllve wiII be 
relatively flat (its slope, lib, is small) 

Under the mispelceptions theory, the slope of the SRAS Clllve depends on the 
degree to which produceIs tend to intclpret increases in the price level above its 
expected value as changes in their own relative pIices- But what determines 
whetheI producers believe that a positive value of P - pi..' represents a large OI 

small increase in relative prices? Robert E Lucas, Jr., "\,\laS the first to argue that, if 
the aggregate pIice level in a country is generally stable, ,",,,hen producers perceive 
increases in the prices of theiI own goods, they are likely to conclude that the over
all price level has changed little and thus that the relative prices of their individual 
goods must have increased lucas concluded that, in countries with stable prices, 
an unanticipated inCIease in prices will lead output to inCIease by a large anl0unt, 
and so the short-run aggregate supply curve will be relatively flat. However-, in 
countries with highly variable price levels (for example, high-inflation countries), 
producers are more likely to attribute increases in the prices of their own goods to 
a rise in the genewl pIice level, implying that the relative prices of their own goods 
probably haven't changed much Thus, in countries with unstable price levels, 
output \vill increase only a little in response to a general increase in prices, and the 
aggregate supply curve will be relatively steep 

One way to test the misperceptions theory is to compare the SRAS curves in 
different countries, to determine whether the SRAS CUIves are indeed flatter in 
countries with more stable prices, as the theory predicts lucas performed this 
test aftel developing the mispelceptions theory in the early 1970S 28 He examined 
aggregate supply curves in eighteen countries" Of these eighteen countries, sixteen 
had relatively stable inflation lates and thus relatively predictable price levels, 
and hvo-Argentina and Paraguay-had tmstable inflation rates and hence unpre
dictable price levels. lucas fotmd that the SRAS curves in Argentina and Paraguay 
were more than ten times as steep as the SRAS curves in any of the other sixteen 
countries The finding that countries with unpredictable prices have steep SRAS 
curves is exactly what the misperceptions theory predicts 

28 "Some Internntioni11 Evidence on Output-Infli1tion Tradeoffs,· i\1I1t'riCllJJ Ecollomic RC1 1jCit', June 

1973, pp 326-334 
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Figure 10.6 
An unanticipated 
increase in the money 
supply 
If we start from the ini
tial equilibrium at point 
E, an unanticipated lOP;;, 
increase in the money 
supply shifts the AD 
curve up by lQ{X) at each 
level of output, from ADI 
to AD2 The short-run 
equilibrium is located at 
point F, the intersection 
of AD:! and the short-run 
aggregate supply curve 
SRAS1, where prices and 
output are both higher 
than at point E Thus an 
unanticipated change in 
the money supply isn't 
neutral in the short run 
In the long run, people 
learn the true price level 
and the equilibrium 
shifts to point H, the 
intersection of AD:! and 
the long-run aggregate 
supply curve LRAS in 
the long-run equilibrium 
at H, the price level has 
risen by 10(10 but output 
returns to its full
employment level, y, so 
that money is neutral in 
the long run As expecta
tions of the price level 

rise from PI to P3' the 
SRAS curve also shifts 
up until it passes 
through H 
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Monetary Policy amJl the Misperceptions Theory 

Let's now reexamine the neutrality of money in the extended velsion of the classi
cal model based on the misperceptions theoty This framework highlights an 
important distinction behveen anticipated and lU1anticipated changes in the money 
supply: Unanticipated changes in the nominal money supply have real effects, but 
anticipated changes me neutral and have no real effects 

Unanticipated Changes in the Money Supply, Suppose that the economy is 
initially in general equilibrium at point E in Fig. 10.6, where ADI intersects SRASr. 
Here, output equals the full-employment level, Y, and the price level and the 
expected price level both equal PI' Suppose that everyone expects the money 
supply and the price level to remain constant but that the Fed unexpectedly and 
without publicity increases the money supply by 10% A 10% increase in the money 
supply shifts the AD cltJve up to AD', increasing the price level at each level of 
output by 10% For the expected ptice level PI, the SRAS curve remains lUlchanged, 
still passing through point E 

The increase in aggregate demand bids up the price level to the new equilibri
um level, P" where AD' intersects SRASt (point F) In the new short-run equilibri
um at F, the actual price level exceeds the expected price level and output exceeds 
Y Because the increase in the money supply leads to a rise in output, n10ney isn't 
neutral in this analysis 

The reason is that ploducers are fooled Each pIoducer n1isperceives the higher 
nominal price of her output as an inClease in its relative price, lathel than as an 
increase in the general pI ice level. Although output increases in the short run, pro~ 
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P, 

2 Expected price 
level riscs 

1 Money supply 
increases 
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Output, Y 

Figure 10.7 
An anticipated increase 
in the money supply 
The economy is in initiill 
equilibrium at point E 
when the Fed publicly 
,1nnOUllces <l 10% 

increase in the money 
supply When the money 
supply increases, the AD 
curve shifts lip by 10%, 
from ;l01 to AD::!. In 

addition, because the 
increase in the money 
supply is anticipated by 
the public, the expected 
price level increases by 
lO%, from P! to P':!. Thus 
the short-fUll aggregate 
supply curve shifts lip 
from SRA5 1 to SRA5~ 
fhe new short-run equi
librium, which is the 
same as the long-rull 
equilibrium, is at point F 
At F output is unchanged 
at Y and the price level is 
10'1" higher than in the 
initial equilibrium at E 
Thus an anticipated 
increase in the money 
supply is neutral in the 
short run ilS well as in the 
long run 
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ducers aren't bettel off. They end up plOducing more than they \vould have if they 
had known the true relative pIices 

The economy can't stav Ion(">" at the eL'lui!ibIium t'enlesented bv noint F because • _ 0 'I , _ , 

at F the actual ntice level P.., is hio-her than the exnected nrice level, PlOver timc, , ,_, 0 ,I'" 

pcople obtain information about the true level of prices and adjust their expecta
tions accordingly The only equilibrium that can be sustained in the long run is one 
in which people do not permanently underestimate 01 overestimate thc price level 
so that the expected pIice level and the actual pdce levcl are equal Graphically, 
when people learn the true pI ice level, the lelevant aggregate supply curve is the 
10nn--IUn ao-grelTate supnlv (LRAS) curve, along which P always equals Pl In o 0 0 I'" _ .., 

Fig. 10.6 the long-I un equilibrium is point H, the intersection of AD- and LRAS. At 
H output equals its full-employment level, Y, and the price level, P3, is 10l?;) higher 
than the initial pI ice levcl, PI Because everyone now expects the price level to be 
Pl , a new SRAS curve with Pl ;;: PJ , 5[(;\52, passes tl-uough H 

, Thus, according to the mispelceptions theory, an unanticipated increase in the 
money supply raises output and isn't neutral ill the stun f 1'1111 However, an unan
ticipated inCIcase in the money supply is neutral in the long run, after people have 
learned the true price level 

Anticipated Changes in the Money Supply. In the extended classical model 
based on the mispelceptions theory, the effects of an anticipated money supply 
inCIease me different from the effects of a sllIprise money supply increase Figme 
10'7 illustrates the cffects of an anticipated money supply increase Again, the ini
tial genelal equilibl ium point is at E, where output equals its full-employment 
level and the actual and expected plice levels both equal PI Suppose that the 

LRfI$ 2. Expected price 
level rises 

1 /I.,loney supply 
increases 

Output, Y 
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Federal Reserve announces that it is going to increase the money supply by 10% 
and that the public believes this announcement 

As we have shown, a 10% inclease in the money supply shifts the AD curve 
up by lO{Yrl at each level of output, from AD! to AD2 Ho\vever, in this case the 
SRAS curve also shifts up The reason is that the public's !,xpected price level rises 
as soon as people learn of the increase in the money supply Suppose that people 
expect-correctly-that the price level will also rise by 10% so that P' rises by 10%, 
from P, to P, Then the new SRAS curve, SRAS', passes through point F in 
Fig 10.7, where Y equals Y and both the actual and expected price levels equal P,. 
The new equilibrium also is at F, where AD' and SRAS' intersect. At the new equi
librium, output equals its full-employment level, and prices are 10% higher than 
they were initially The anticipated increase in the money supply hasn't affected 
output but has raised prices proportionally. Similarly, an anticipated drop in the 
money supply would lower prices but not affect output or other real variables. 
Thus allticipated cllallges ill tile lIIolley SI{/)p/y Ole lIelltlO/ ill tile sllo{ t 11111 as well as ill 
the IOllg fllll The reason is that, if producers know that increases in the 1101uinal 
prices of their products are the result of an increase in the money supply and do 
not reflect a change in relative pI ices, they won't be fooled into increasing plO
duction when prices rise 

Rational Expectations and the Role of Monetary Policy 

In the extended classical model based on the misperceptions theory, IlIwllticipntcd 
changes in the money supply affect output, but allticipated changes in the money 
supply are neutral. Thus, if the Federal Reserve wanted to use monetmy policy to 
affect output, it seemingly should use only unanticipated changes in the money 
supply So, for example, when the economy is in recession, the Fed would try to 
use surprise increases in the money supply to raise output; \vhen the economy is 
booming, the Fed \volild by to use surpIise decreases in the money supply to slow 
the economy 

A serious problem fm this strategy is the plesence of plivate economic fore
casters and "Fed watchels" in financial markets These people spend a good deal 
of time and effort trying to fOlecast maCloeconomic variables such as the money 
supply and the price level, and their forecasts are well publicized If the Fed 
began a pattern of raising the money supply in lecessions and reducing it in 
booms, forecasters and Fed watchers would quickly understand and Ieport this 
fact As a result, the Fed's manipulations of the money supply would no longer 
be unanticipated, and the changes in the money supply would have no effect 
other than possibly causing instability in the price level More generally, accord
ing to the misperceptions themy, to achieve any systematic change in the behav
ior of output, the Fed must conduct monetary policy in a way that systematically 
fools the public. But there are strong incentives in the financial markets and else~ 
where for people to try to figure out \vhat the Fed is doing. Thus most economists 
believe that attempts by the Fed to surprise the public in a systematic way cannot 
be successful 

The idea that the Federal Reserve cannot systematically surprise the public is 
part of a larger hypothesis that the public has rational expectations. The hypoth-
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esis of rational expectations states that the public's forecasts of various econom
ic variables, including the money supply, the price level, and GOP, are based on 
reasoned and intelligent examination of a\<ailable economic data :;l) (The evidence 
for rational expectations is discussed in Box 10 1 ) If the public has rational expec
tations, it will eventually understand the FedeIal Reserve's general pattern of 
behavim If expectations are rational, purely random changes in the money supply 
may be unanticipated and thus nonneutral. However, because the Fed won't be 
able to surprise the public systematically, it can't use monetary policy to stabilize 
output Thus, even if smoothing business cycles weIe desirable, according to the 
combination of the mispelceptions theory and rational expectations, the Fed can't 
systematically use monetmy policy to do so. 

Propagating the Effects of Unanticipated Changes in the Money 
Supply. The mispelceptions themy implies that unanticipated changes in the 
money supply are nonneutIal because individual producers are temporarily 
fooled about the pIice level HO\,\'evel', money supply data are available weekly 
and price level data ale reported monthly, suggesting that any misperceptions 
about monetary policy or the price level-and thus any leal effects of money 
supply changes-should be quickly eliminated 

10 explain how changes in the money supply Can have real effects that last 
more than a few weeks, classical economists stress the role of propagation mecha
nisms A propagation mechanism is an aspect of the economy that allows short
lived shocks to have relatively 10ng-telIn effects on the economy 

An important example of a plopagation mechanism is the behavim of inven
tmies. Consider a manufacturing firm that has both a nmmallevel of monthly 
sales and a normal amollnt of finished goods in inventOlY that it hies to main
tain. Suppose that an unanticipated rise in the money supply increases aggregate 
demand and raises prices above their expected level Because incleasing pro~ 
duction sharply in a short period of time is costly, the firm will respond to the 
increase in demand partly by ploducing more goods and partly by selling some 
finished goods from inventory, thus depleting its inventory stocks below their 
normal level 

Next month suppose that everyone learns the true price level and that the 
firm's late of sales returns to its normal level. Despite the fact that the monetary 
shock has passed, the firm may continue to produce fm a while at a higher than 
nOImal rate The reason for the continued high level of production is that besides 
meeting its normal demand, the firm wants to replenish its inventmy stock The 
need to rebuild inventOIies illustrates a propagation mechanism that allows a 
short-lived shock (a monetary shock, in this case) to have a longer-term effect on 
the economy 

29 The idea of rational expectiltions was first discussed by John I: l'v!uth in his classic 1961 paper, 
"Rational Expectations and the Theory of Price iV!on:ments."' Ecol/(lllll'lrica. July 1961, pp 315-335 
Howcver, this idea wasn't widely lIsf:d in macrDl.'wnomics until th~ new classical "revolution" of the 
carly 1970s 
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Are Price Forecasts Rational? 

tvlost classical cconombls ilssume that people hilYC ril~ 
tional expectations about futlln.' economic \"ati<tbles; thi1t 
is, people make intelligent use of J\'i1ibb\c information in 
forcc<1sting Vi.1l iables that tiffed their economic dedsions 
The r,ltional expectations asslImption hi15 important 
implications For example, ilS we h<1\"c dCl1lonstrJtcd, if 
monetary nonneutrJlity is the result of tempc1nuy mis~ 
perceptions of the price level ilnd people hi.1\'e rational 
expectations about future prices, !11oneti.1t'y policy is not 
able to affect the real economy systematically 

The rational expectations assllmption is attracti\'e to 
economists-induding ll1ill1Y Keynesian CIS wel! as clas~ 
sical economists-because it fils well economists' pre
sumption that people intelligently pUl'sue lhcil 
economic self-interests If people's eX~lectations alen't 
rational, the economic plans that individuals make 
won't gencr;:l\ly be as good as they could be But the 
themeUcal attractin~ness of rational expectations obvi
ously isn't enough; economists would like to know 
whether people really dl) h,we rational expecL:ltions 
about impm tant economic V<11 iubles 

The rational expectations idea call be tested with 
data from Sllr\'eys, in which people ,1l"e asked their opin
ions about the future of the economy To illustl'i1te how 
stich i1 test would be conducted, suppose {"hilt we have 
data from a sun'ey in which people were asked to make 
Cl prediction of the price iL~\'el one y(,;]1' in the futwe 
Imagine tilClt this survey is repeated eClch year for se\'
erClI yeClfs Now suppose that, for each individual in the 
survey, we define 

Pi = the individual's ftHecasl, made in year /-1, of 
the price level in yeClI' f 

Suppose also that we let PI lepresent the price level that 
actuaHy occurs in year I Then the individual's fotecast 
enm for Veal" t is the difference between the actual price 
level and" the individual's forecast: 

PI - p~' = the individuul's fmecast enOl in year I 

If people huve rational expectations, these for-ecast 
errors should be unpredictuble ri1ndom numbers 
Howe\'er, if forecast enol'S ure consistently positive or 

ncgative-meaning that people systematically tend to 
undel"predict or overpredict the price leve!-expecta~ 
hons are not rational If forecast ern)IS have a systemat
ic pattern-for exu!1lple, if people tend to over predict 
the price Ic\'eI when prices have bcen rising in the recent 
pust-again, expectations arc not rational 

Eurly statistical studies of price level forecusts !1lade 
bv consumers, journalists, professional economists, 
a~ld others tended to reject the rutionai expectations 
theon' Thesc studies, which were conducted in the 
late -i970s and early 1980s, followed the period in 
\\'hich inflation reached unprecedented len'ls, in part 
because of the mlljor increases in oil prices and expan
sionury monetary policy in 1973-1974 and in 1979 It is 
perhaps not surprising thi1t people found forecasting 
price changes to be unusually difficult during such a 
volatile pel iod 

j\.'lore recent studies of price level forecasts have been 
mOIl' fu\ ori.lble to the rational expectations theory 
t\llichuel Keune und Di.1\'id Runkle* of the Federal 
Rcscn'e Bank of ivlinneapolis studied the price level fore
casts of a panel of professional foreci1ste!'s which has 
been surveyed by the American Statistical Association 
and the National Bureau of Economic Research since 
1968 They found no evidence to refute the hypothesis 
thut the professional forecaslers had rational expecta
tions In anothcr article, DeiJn Croushoret of the Federal 
Reserve Bank of Phibde1phia analyzed a vuriety of fore
casts !1liJde not only by economists and forecasters but 
also by members of the general public, as reported in 
SUI \'e\'s of conSllmers, Cwushore found that the fore
casts ~)f each of these groups were broadly consistent 
with I'<ltionai l'xpeclutions, although there appeured to 
be some tendency for expectations to bg behind reality 
in pel iods when inflation rose or feU sharply 

Are Ewnomic h)rec<1sts Ibtion<1!? ' QII(/rft'l'II/I~t ('iCil' Fl'der,11 Rl'scn l: fkll1k of i\-linnl.'<1pulis, Spring t 989, pp 26-33 
t"lnflation Fort;:custs: HoI\' Gtwd Arl' 1 hey?' BII:::il1l'~::: [~(','itW reLiefal Reserve Bunk uf Philaddphii1, 1\-,1<1)' IJunf: 1996, pp 15-25, 

Chapter Summary 

Cl-IIAPlI'IER SUMMARY 

1, Classical business cycle analysis uses the classical 
IS-LlvI model along with the assumption that wages 
and prices adjust quickly to bring the economy into 
general equilibrium 

2. The real business cycle (RBC) theory is a version of 
the classical theory that emphasizes productivity 
shocks (shocks to the production function) as the 
source of business cycle fluctuations In the classical 
IS-LM model, a temporary decline in productivity 
reduces the real wage, employment, and output, 
while raising the real interest rate and the price level 
The RBC theory can account for the observed pro
cyclical behavior of employment, real wages, and 
labor productivity However, the pl'ediction of the 
RBC theory that prices are countercyclical is viewed 
by some as a failing 

3. The Solow residual is an empirici11 measure of total 
factor productivity, A, in the production function, It 
increases as a result of technical progress that increas
es the amount of output that can be produced with 
the same amounts of labor and capital services 
(inputs) The Solow residual also changes as a result of 
changes in the utilization rates of capital and IClbor It 
is procydic:al at least partly because the utilization 
rates of capital and labor are procydical The pwcycli
cal behavior of the utilization rate of labor may reflect 
Jabor hoarding, \vhich occurs when firms continue to 
employ workers during recessions but use them less 
intensively or on tasks, such as maintenClnce, that 
don't contribute directly to measured output 

4" Classical business cycle analysis allows for other 
shocks to the economy besides changes in productiv
ity, including changes in fiscal policy According to 
the classical IS-LM model, an increase in government 
purchases raises employment, output, the real interest 
rate, and the price level Including both fiscal and pro
ductivity shocks in the classical model improves its 
ability to fit the data Although fiscal policy can affect 
employment and output, clClssical economists argue 
that it should not be used to smooth the business 
cycle because the invisible hand leads the economy to 
an efficient outcome without government interfer
ence, Instead, decisions about government purchases 
should be based on comparisons of costs and benefits 

5 In the basic classical model (which includes RBC 
theory), money is neutral, \vhich means that changes 
in the nominal money supply change the price level 
proportionally but do not affect real vaIiables such as 
output, employment, and the real interest rate 
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6. The basic classicul model can account for the pro
cyclical und leading behavior of money if there is 
reverse causation-that is, if anticipated changes in 
output lead to changes in the money supply in the 
same direction For example, if firms increase their 
money demand in anticipation of future output 
increases, and if the Fed (to keep the price level stable) 
supplies enough extra money to meet the increase in 
money demand, increases in the money stock precede 
increases in output This result holds even though 
changes in the money stock don't calise subsequent 
changes in output 

T Examination of historical monetary policy actions 
suggests that money isn't neutral Friedman and 
Schwartz identified occasions when the money 
supply changed for independent r'easons, such as 
gold discoveries or changes in monetary institutions, 
and changes in output followed these chimges in the 
money supply in the same direction More recent 
experiences, such as the severe economic slowdown 
that followed Federal Reserve Chairman Volcker's 
decision to reduce money growth in 1979, also pro
vide evidence for the view that money isn't neutral 

8 The misperceptions theo!'), is based on the idea that pro
ducers have imprecise information about the current 
price level According to the misperceptions theory, the 
amount of output supplied equals the full-employment 
level of ouqnlt, y, only if the achlal price level equals the 
expected price level When the price level is higher than 
expected, suppliers are fooled into thinking that the rel
ative prices of the goods they supply hi1ve risen, so they 
supply a quantity of output that exceeds Y Similarly, 
when the price level is lower than expected, the quanti~ 
ty of output supplied is less than Y 

The short-run aggregate supply (SRAS) curve based 
on the misperceptions theory slopes upward in 
describing the relationship between output and the 
actual price level, with the expected price level held 
constant In the long run, the price level equals the 
expected price level so that the supply of output equals 
Y; thus the long-run aggregate supply (LRAS) curve is 
a vertical line at the point whel'e ouq."lut equals Y 

9. With the upward-sloping SRAS curve based on the 
misperceptions theory, an III/allticipated increase in the 
money supply increases output (und is thus nonneu
tral) in the short run However, because the long-run 
aggregate supply curve is vertical, an unanticipated 
increase in the money supply doesn't affect output 
(and so is neutral) in the long run An allticipated 
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increase in the money supply causes price expecta
tions to adjust il11l1lcdiille!y and leads to no mispcr
ceplions about the price \evel; thus an anticipated 
increase in the money supply is neutral in both the 
short and long runs 

10. According to the extended classical model based on 
the misperceptions theory, only surprise changes in 
the money supply can affect output If the public has 

Key iDiagram 8 

The Misperceptions 
Version of the AD-AS 
Model 
The mispel'ceptions 
version of the AD-AS 
model shows how the 
aggregate demand fOI 
output and the aggregate 
supply of output interact 
to determine the price 
level and oUlput in J 

c1Jssicai model in which 
pn)ducers mispclceive the 

aggregate pIice level 

Diagram Elements 

I' J 

II The price level, P, is on the vertical axis, and the level of 
output, Y, is on the horizontal axis 

iii The aggregate demand (AD) curve shows the aggre
gate quantity of output demanded nt each price level It is 
identicnl to thc AD curve in Key Diagram 7, p 339 The 
aggregate amount of output demanded is determined by 
the intersection of the IS and L!vI curves (see Fig 910) An 
increase in the price level, P, reduces the real money 
supply, shifting the L!vI curve up and to the left and reduc
ing the aggregate quantity of output demanded Thus the 
AD curve slopes downwmd 

IllII The misperceptions theory is based on the assumption 
that producers have imperfect information about the gen-

ratiollu! expectations about macroeconomic \'ariJbles, 
including the money supply, the Fed c<!nnot systcm
<ltically surprise the public because the public will 
understand and anticipate the Fed '$ pattern of behav
ior. Thus classical econqmists argue that the I:ed 
cannot systematically l;se changes in the money 
supply to affect output 

/ 
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el"al price level and hence don't know precisely the relative 
prices of their products \,Vhen producers misperceive the 
price level, an increase in the general price level above the 
expected price level fools suppliers into thinking that the 
relative prices of their goods have increased, so all suppli
ers increase output The short-run aggregate supply 
(SRAS) curve shows the aggregate quantity of output sup
plied at each price 1e\'el, with the expected price level held 
constant Because an increase in the price level fools pro
ducers into supplying more output, the short-run a~gre
gate supply curve slopes upward, ns shown by SR!\S! 
II The short-run aggregate supply curve, SRASI, is drawn 
so that the expected price level, P' equnls P! \A/hen the 
nctuai price level equals the expected price level, produc
ers aren't fooled and so supply the full-employment level 
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of output, Y Therefore at point E, where the actual price 
lerel equals the expected price le\'el (both equal Pd, the 
short-run aggregate supply cUr\'e, SRAS[, shows that pro
ducers supply Y 
J!I In the long rull, producers learn nbout the price level 
and adjust their expectations until the actual price level 
equals the expected price level Producers then supply the 
full-employment level of output, Y, regardless of the price 
level. Thus, the long-run aggregate supply (LRAS) curve is 
vertical at Y = Y, just as in the basic AD-AS model in Key 
Dii.1gram? 

Factors That Shift the Curves 

DD The aggregate quantity of output demanded is deter
mined by the intersection of the IS curve and the Uvf 
cUJ've At i.1 constant price level, any factor that shifts the 
[S-LM intersection to the right increases the aggregate 
quantity of goods demanded and thus also shifts the AD 
cUJ've to the right Factors thnt shift the AD curve arc listed 
in Summnry table 14, p 333 

III Any factor that increases full-employment output, ¥, 
shifts both the short-run and the long-run aggregate 
supply curves to the right. Fi.1ctors that increase full
employment output include beneficial supply shocks or 

Key Terms 
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an inC!'ease in labor supply. An inCl'ease in government 
purchases, because it induces workers to supply more 
l<lbor, also shifts the short-run ilnd long-run aggl'egate 
supply curves to the right in the dassicalmodel 

II An increase in the expected price level shifts the short
run aggregate supply curve up 

Analysis 

iJ The short-run equilibrium is at the intersection of the 
AD curve and the SRAS curve For example, if the expect
ed price level is PI, the SR.AS CLirve is S/~ASI, and the 
short-rull equilibrium is at point F At F output, Y I, is 
higher than the full-employment level, y, and the price 
level, P2, is higher than the expected price level, PI' As 
producers obtain information about the price level, the 
expected price level is revised upwnl"d, which shifts the 
SRAS curve up The long-run eqUilibrium is at point Hi 
where the long-nm aggregnte supply (LRAS) curve inter
sects the AD curve In the long run (1) output equals V, 
''lI1d (2) the price level equills the expected price level (both 
equal PJ ) In the long run, when the expected price level 
has risen to PJ , the short-run aggregate supply curve, 
SRA52, passes through H 

labor hoarding, p 361 

misperceptions theory, p 372 

nominal shocks, p 353 

productivity shocks, p 353 

propagation mechanism, p 3i9 

rational expectations, p 379 

real shocks, p 353 

reverse causation, p 370 

Solow residual, p 358 real business cycle theory, p 353 

y = j' + /1(1' - i") (104) 

The short-run aggregate supply clll've based on the mis
perceptions theory indicates that the ilggregate amount of 
output supplied, y, equi.1ls full~employment output, y, 

Review QlUJestions 

1 What main feature of the classical /S-LM model dis
tinguishes it from the Keynesinn IS-Ltd model? Why is 
the distinction of practical irnportance? . 

2 What are the two main components of any theory of 
the business cycle? Describe these two components for 
the rea! business cycle theory 

when the price level, p, equals the expected price level, P' 
When the price level is higher than expecled (P > peL 
output exceeds Y; when the price levcl is lower than 
expected (P < [x), output is less than Y 

3, Define fcal slwck and lIolllilla! sl/(Jck What type of real 
shock do real business cycle economists consider the 
nlOst important source of cyclici.11 fluctuations? 

4, \~rhat major business cycle facts does the RBC theory 
explain successfully? Does it explain any business 
cycle facts less well? 
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5. "Vhat is the Solow residual and how does it behave 
over the business cycle? What factors cause the Solow 
residual to change? 

6. VVhat effects does an increase in government pUI'chas~ 
es hi.lve on the labor market, according to the classical 
theory? What effects does it have on output, the real 
interest rate, and the price level? According to classical 
economists, should fiscal policy be llsed to smooth out 
the business cycle? Why or why not? 

7, in the context of the relationship behveen the money 
supply and real economic activity, what is meant by 
rc'1}ctSC WIISfltiOIl? Explain how reverse causation could 
occur. What business cycle fact is it intended to explain? 

Numerical Problems 

1. In a certain economy the production function is 

l' = A(lOON - 0 5N'), 

where Y is outpul, A is productivity, and N is total 
hours worked The marginal product of labor associat
ed with this production function is 

hll'N = 1\(100 - N) 

Initially, A :::::: 10, but a beneficial productivity shock 
raises A to 1.1 

11 The supply of labor is 

NS :::::: 45 + 0.1111, 

where w is the real wage Find the equilibrium levels 
of output, hours worked, and the real wage before 
and after the productivity shock Recall (Chapter 3) 
that the lvlPN curve is the same as the labor demand 
ClltVC, with the real wage replacing the Jv1PN 

b Repeat part (a) if the labor supply is 

NS = 10 + 08w 

[ Some studies show that the real wage is only slight
ly procyclicaJ Assume for the sake of argument that 
this finding is COI'J'Cct Would a calibrated RBe 
model fit the facts better if the labor supply is rela
tively insensitive to the real wage, or if it is Ielative-
11' sensitive? Justify your answer diagrammatically 
and relate it to yom answers to parts (a) and (b) 

2. An economy is described as follows 

Desired consumption C' = 600 + OS(y - T) - 50, 

Desired investment [d :::; 450 - 50, 

Real money demand L:::; ° 51' -lOOi 

Full-employment output Y:::; 2210 

Expected inflation J't":::; a 05 

8, According to the misperceptions theory, what effect 
does an increase in the price level have On the amount of 
output supplied by producers? Explain Does it matter 
whether the increase in the price level was expected? 

9. What conclusion does the basic clnssical model (with 
no misperceptions of the price level) allow about the 
neutrality or nonncutmlity of money? In what ways is 
this conclusion modified by the extended claSSical 
model based on the misperceptions theOI Y? 

100 Define IGtiollal L'xpccfnfiolls Accotding to the classical 
model, what implic<ltions do rational expectations 
have for the ability of the central bank to use monetary 
policy to smooth business cycles? 

In this economy the government always has a bal
anced budget, so r:::;: G, where T is total taxes collected. 

n Suppose that Nt :::;: 4320 and G:::;: ISO Use the classical 
IS-Uvl model to find the equilibrium values of output, 
the real interest rate, the price level, consumption, and 
investment (Hint: In the classical model, output 
always equals its full-employment level) 

b The money supply rises to 4'752 Repeat part (a). Is 
money neutr<ll? 

c With the money supply back at 4320, government 
purchases and taxes rise to 190, Repeat part (a). 
Assume for simplicity that Y is fixed (unaffected by 
G) Is fiscal policy neutral in this case? Explain 

3. Consider the following economy 

Desired consumption Cd = 250 + 0 5 (Y - T) - 500r 

Desired investment [il =: 250 - SOar 

Real money demand L = OS1' - 500i 

Full-employment output Y = 1000 

Expected inflation n" :::;: a 
a Suppose that T = G = 200 and that hi = 7650 Find an 

equation describing the IS curve, Find an equation 
describing the Ltv! curve Finally, find an equation 
for the aggregate demand curve What are the equi
librium values of output, consumption, investment, 
the real interest rate, and the price level? Assume that 
there are no misperceptions about the price level 

b Suppose that T = G = 200 and that hi = 9000 What is 
the equation for the aggregate demand CUIve now? 
What are the equilibrium values of output, con
sumption, investment, the real interest rate, and the 
price level? Assume that full~employment output, 'P, 
is fixed 

c Repeat PaIt (b) for T = G = 300 and hi = 7650 

Chaptel Summilry 

4 An economy h<ls the following AD <lnd AS curves 

AD cutl'e r = 301l + 30(M / 1') 

ASCLI('\e 

Here, Y:::;: 500 and AI :::;: -!OO 

II Suppose that P' :::;: 60 Wh<lt ale the equilibrium 
values of the prieto' le\"el, P, illld output, 1"? (Hillt: 
The solutions fol' P in this part and in part (b) are 
multiples of 10 ) 

/) An unanticipated incH.'i1se I'ilises the money supply 
to tv! :::;: 700 Because the increase is unanticipated, P' 
remains at 60 Wh<1t <Ire the equilibrium values of 
the price le\"el, p, and output, Y? 

The Fed announces that the IT"lDney supply will be 
increil5ed to M ::: 700, which the public believes 
Now what ale the equilibrium values of the pl'ice 
le\"{~I, p, the expected price level, P', and output, Y? 

5. Output in <111 economy is gin.'11 by the production fUllc-
t · )' \1'lnN'" I )' . \ Ion =:; \." , W 1ele IS output, i l11easures pro-
ducti\'ity, the c<lpitill stock 1< is fixed at 30, and 
employment N is fixed at 100 Output equals 100 in the 
year 2000 and eqllals 105 in 7.0m 

II Find the Solow residual in the years 2000 and 20m, 
and its growth rate between those two years 

b What is the lelationship between the growth in the 
Solow residui11 between 2000 and 2001 and the 
growth in producti\"ity (as meusuled by the pmu
meter A) in the same veal's? Assume that the rales of 
utilization of cnpitill ~nd labor I'emilin unch<'l11ge~d 
Repe<lt part (b) under the <lssul11ption thM utiliza
tion of labor increases by 3°,,, between 2000 and 7.001 
You will ha\ e to modify the production function 
'llong the lines of Eq ("102) 

d I\epeat pal t (b) under the <1ssumptiotl lhat the uti
liziltion rates of both labor ilnd CJpit;;ll incH.'£lsc bv 
3'~'" between 2000 and 2001 ' 

6, Try the following e;.;periment: I~!ip a coin nft\' times, 
keeping tmek of the results Think of each "heJ'ds" as a 
small positi\"e shock that increases output bv one unit, 
similarly, think of each "tails" as a sillall neg~ti\'e shock 
that reduces outplll by olle unit Let the initial value of 

Al'ila~ytica~ Prob~ems 

1 The discO\'ery of (l new technology inCl'eases the 
expected future mal gina I product of capital 

il Use the c1assicaI/S-LM model to deter mine the effect 
of the incrcilse in the expected future lVIPK on Cllt

lent output, the ["e<lj interest rate, employment, real 
wdges, (on:;umpl'illn, im"estment, and the price level 
Assume that expected future leal wages and futll1'e 
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output, y, be 50, and graph thL' level of output O\'el 
time <lS it is hit by the "positin'" and "negati\'e" shocks 
(coin flips) For e;.;nmple, if your first foUl' flips <Ire three 
hmds and a tail, output takes the values 5"1, 52, 53, 57. 
After fifty flips, hm'e your 5111<111 shocks produced <lIW 
large cycles in output? N 

7. In <1 particuli!l economy the labor fmce (the sum of 
employed <1nd unemployed workers) is fixed at 100 mil
lion In this economy, each month "I '~;, of the workers 
who were employed at the beginning of the month lose 
their jobs, and "ll.y~'" of lhe wOl'kers ~ who were unem
ployed at the beginning of the month find new jobs 

a The Janual y unemployment tate is 5':;, Fot the I'ates 
of job loss ,lnd job finding given, what will the 
unemployment rilte be in February? In ivlnrch? 

b In April all adn.'rsl' producti\ itv shock mises thL' 
job loss rnte to "Y'" of those L'mployed The job loss 
rate returns to 1'~" in 1'vl<1Y, while the job finding rate 
rCI1l<1ins unchanged at 19";, throughout Find the 
Llnempl~)yment late for April, l'v1ay, JunL', and July 

8. (Appcndi;.; 10 A) Considel the followinrr econonw 
b , 

15 CUlye r =: 7. .. J] - 0 000-1 Y 

Real l110ney demand L = 0 5Y - 500(1" + IT') 

Shor t-run aggregate supply Y = f + "lllO(p - P') 

Here, r is the reili interest rate, Y is output, imd P is the 
price le\el Assumc that e;.;pected inflation, n', is 0, 
nOl11inal money supply, M, is 88,950, and full-employ-
ment output, f is 6000 . 

/I Use the notation (.If Appendixes 9 A ilnd 10 A What 
<Ire the \ <llues of the palamete['s [I,/s, [3 IS ' (1.t;\1' [31.,\1, 'I" 
and b? (Hilll: Soh"e fOJ tlsset l1lillket equilibrium to 
obtain the coefficients of the LM equation) 

b Whi.1t is the equation of the aggrcg<1te demilild 
Cl!n"e? 

c Suppose thtlt the expected price level, P', is 2915 
What ale the sholt-run equiliblium values of the 
ptke le\ eI, P i.1nd output, Y? 

d What are the Itlllg-run equilibrium values of the 
price le\ d P and output, Y? 

incomes <Ire unaffected bv the new technollw\' 
, M, 

Assume i1lso that current productivity is unaffected 

b Find the effects of the increase in the expected future 
A'JeI\. OIl (Ullent output and prices frol11 the AO-AS 
diagram based on the misperceptiolls theory What 
accounts fl.)r the difference with part (J)? 
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2. Use the classicallS-LiVl model to analyze the effects of 
a permanent increase in government purch<lses of 100 
per year (in real terms). 'The incrc(lsc in purchases is 
financed by a per manent increase in Illmp~Sl1m taxes of 
100 per year 
n Begin by finding the effects of the fiscal change on 

the labor market. How does the effect of the perma
nent increase in government purchases of 100 com
pare with the effect of a tempo!'<l!'y increase in 
purchases of 100? 

b Because the tax increase is permanent, flSSllme that 
at any constant levels of output and the real interest 
rate, consumers respond by reducing their con
sumption each period by the full amount of the tax 
increase Under this assumption, how does the per
manent increase in gm'ernment purchases affect 
desired national saving and the IS curve? 

C Use the classical JS-UII model to find the effects of the 
permanent increase in government purchases and 
taxes on ouq.,ut, the real interest rate, and the price 
level in the cutl'ent period What happens if con
sumers reduce their current consumption by less than 
100 at any level of ouq.,ut and the [cal interest rate? 

3, Consider a business cycle theory that combines the 
classical IS-LiVl model with the assumption that tem
porary changes in government purchases are the main 
SOUrce of cyclical fluctuations How well would this 
theory explain the observed cyclical behavior of ench of 
the following variables? Give reasons for your answers 

II Employment 

b The real wage 

C Average labor productivity 

d Investment 

c The price level 

4, Ihis problem asks YOLI to work out in more detail the 
example of reverse causation described in the text. 
Suppose that firn1s that expect to increase production 
in the future have to increase their cLirrent transactions 
(for example, they may need to purchase more raw 
materials) For this reason, current real money demand 
rises when expected future output rises 

tl UndeI' the assumption that real money demand 
depends on expected future output, use the classical 
IS-LM model to find the effects of an increase in 
expected future ouq.,ut on the current price level. 
I~or simplicity, assume that any eHects of the 
increase in expected future output on the labor 
mar ket or on desil'ed saving and investment are 
sm.!!l and can be ignored 

b Suppose that the Fed wants to stabilize the current 
price level How will the Fed respond to the increase 
in expected future output? Explain why the Fed's 
response is an example of reverse causation 

5" Starting from a situation with no government spending 
and no taxes, the government introduces a foreign aid 
program (in which domestically produced goods are 
shipped abroad) and pays for it with a temporiJry 10% 
lax on current wages Future wages are untaxed 

What effects will the temporary wage tax have on 
labor supply? Use the classical IS-LM model to find 
the effects of the fiscal change on output, employment, 
the (before-tax) real wage, the real interest rate, (lnd the 
pIice level 

til1he Conference Board® Exercises 

For Tlte (olljc/'('/lCI.' Botlnt D
' BIISillL'5S Cycle II/dietltots, go to 

www,awlonline com / abel_ber nanke 

1. According to the real business cycle theory, productivi
ty shocks are an important source of business cycles 
Using the Cobb-Douglas production function (fOI 
example, Eq. 32, p 62) and annual data since 1961, cal
culate and graph U S total factor productivity Use real 
GOP for Y, the sum of private equipment capital and 
private structures capital for K, and civilian employ
ment (last month of quartel') for N Look for periods 
marked by sharp changes up Of' down in productivity 
How well do tht:.'5e changes match up with the dates of 
business cycle p~aks and lroughs (see ChiJptcr S)? 

2, This question asks you to study whether unanticipated 
declines in the money stock tend to raise interest rates 
and lead to recessions, as implied by the mispercep
tions themy 
tl Using quarterly dota from 1960 to the present, define 

unanticip<lted money growth in each quarter to be 
the tate of M2 growth (expressed as an annual rate) 
from the preceding quarter to the current quarter, 
minus average M2 growth over the preceding four 
quarters (Average M2 growth over the preceding 
four quarters is a simple <lpproximation of expected 
money growth) Graph unanticipated money growth 
along with the nominal three-month Treasury bill 
interest rate On a separate figure, graph unanticipat~ 
ed money growth against the [eal three-month 

Chapter Summary 

Treasury bill interest rate (the nominal fate minus the 
it~flation :'ate), Are unanticipated changes in M2 asso
CIated With changes in interest rates in the theoreti
cally predicted direction? 

lJ In a sep<Hate figure, graph unanticipated money 
growth and the unemployment rate Are increases in 
~he ll~employn~e~t late generally preceded by periods 
In which unanticipated money growth is negative? 
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Wh,at l~iJPpens to unanticipated money growth 
follOWing Il1Creases in the unemployment rilte? vVh\' 
do y~u think it happens? Why should the respons-e 
?f thiS m~asure of unanticipated money growlh to 
Increases In,unemployment make you wony about 
whether thiS measure captllres the unanticipated 
component of money growth? 
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An A~gebraic Version of the Classical 
AD=AS Model with Misperceptions 

Building on the algebraic version of the AD-AS model developed in Appendix 9A, 
in this appendix \ve derive an algebraic version of the classical AD-AS model with 
mispelceptiOl1s We plesent algebraic velsions of the aggregate demand (AD) curve 
and the aggregate supply (AS) curve and then solve for the general equilibl ium, 

The Aggregate Demand Curve 

Because misperceptiol1s by producers don't affect the demand for goods, the aggre
gate demand curve is the same as in Appendix 9.A Recall from Eq (9 A.27) that the 
equation of the aggregate demand (AD) curve is 

y = "IS - "1.,11 + (1/1,.)(M 11'), 

PIS +PI.,\I 
(10 AJ) 

where the coefficients of the 15 curve, al5 and PIS, are given by Eqs (9A 15) and 
(9.A 16), respectively, the coefficients of the L!VI curve, ClI.M and PI.,II, are given by 
Eqs (9 A 20) and (9 A 21), respectively, and I, is the coefficient of the nominal 
interest [ate in the money demand equation, Eq (9 A 17) 

The Aggregate Supply Curve 

The short-run aggregate supply (LHVe based on the misperceptions theol y is rep
resented by Eq (104), which, for convenience, we repeat here: 

Y = f + 1,(1' - 1"), 00 A 2) 

where b is a positive numbeI 

General Equilibrium 

FOI a given expected price level, pt', the short-run equilibrium value of the price level 
is dete[J11ined by the intersection of the aggregate demand curve (Eq, lQ,A 'j) and 
the short-run aggregate supply curve (Eq lOA 2). Setting the right sides of Eqs. 
(10 A 1) and (10 A 2) equal and multiplying both sides of the resulting equation by 
P(PIS + f3 L1\J) and Iearl'anging yields a quadratic equation for the pIice level P: 

(10 A 3) 

where 

"0 = (~IS + ~L\I )1,; 

ll[ = ([lIS + PI.",)(f -1>1" ) - "15 + ClI.,\I; 

I, 

The coefficients l12 and an i;ue positive, and the coefficient l1j could be positive, neg
ative, or zero Because both l1'2 and ao are positive, the solution of Eq (10 A 3) yields 
one positive value of P and one negative value of p, The price level can't be-nega-

Appendix 10 A An Algebraic Version of the Classical AD-AS Model 
with Misperceptions 
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tive, so the short-run equilibriun: price level is the positive solution of this equa
tion Usmg the standard quadratic formula, \ve find the positive solution of equa
tion (lOA 3) to be 

p -a
J 
+ \~~~+~ 

2a2 
(10 A4) 

We obtain the short-mn equilibrium level of output by substituting the value 
of the pnce level from Eq. (lO.A4) into either the aggregate demand curve 
Eq (lOA 1) or the aggregate supply curve Eq (10 A2) 

Note that an increase in the nominal money supply, !VI, increases the constant 
n" and thus,. according to Eq (lOA 4), it increases the equilibrium price level 
Because an mcrease in M doesn't affect the aggregate supply curve but does 
mcrease the equilibrium price level, Eq (1O.A2) shows that it increases output 

We f?cused on short-run equilibrium in this appendix In the long run, the 
actual pnce level equals the expected price level so that, according to Eq. (lOA2), 
output equals its full-employment level, ? In the long run, the economy reaches 
the general eqUilibrium described in Appendix 9A 
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Keynesianism: The 
Macroeconomics of Wage 
and Price Rigidity 

In ChapteI 10 \ve plesented the classical, or market-clearing, approach to busi
ness cycle analysis" In the classical appIoueh wages and pIices are assumed to 

, adjust quickly so that markets are almost always in equilibrium Classical econ
omists argue that business cycles represent the economy's best lesponse to distur
bances, such as productivity shocks, so there is little justification for government 
attempts to smooth the cycle 

In contrast to the classicals, Keynesians are less optimistic about the ability of 
free-market economies to respond quickly and efficiently to shocks One of the cen
tral ideas of Keynesianisl11 is that \vages and prices ale "rigid" or "sticky" and do 
/lot adjust quickly to market-clearing levels, Wage and price rigidity implies that 
the economy can be mvay from its general equilibrium for significant pedods of 
time. Thus a deep recession is not an optimal response of the free market to outside 
shocks; rather, it is a disequilibrium situation in which high unemployment reflects 
an excess of labor supplied over labor demanded, Keynesians believe that the gov
ernlnent should act to eliminate-or at least minimize-these periods of low 
output and high unemployment 

As wage and pIice rigidity is the basis for Keynesian themy and policy rec
ommendations, undeIstanding the potential causes of rigidity is important. A 
telling criticism that the classicals aimed at the Keynesians in the early 1970s was 
that the Keynesians simply assumed that \'\'ages and prices me rigid, without 
giving a good economic explanation of why these rigidities occur After alL argued 
the classicais, \'\'ages and prices are not simply "given" to the economy but are the 
results of decisions made by millions of individuals and firms If excessively high 
\'\'ages are causing unemployment, \'\'hy don't unemployed workers offer to wm k for 
lower wages until firms are willing to hire them? If prices aren't at the levels at 
which quantities supplied equal quantities demanded, why don't firms just change 
theil" prices? In effect, the c1assicals challenged the Keynesians to show how wage and 
price rigidity could be consistent with the idea-basic to almost all of economics-
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that individuals and firms are econolllicaliy rational; that is, they do the best they can 
fm themselves \vhen making economic decisions 

Keynesian lesearchers accepted this challenge and have made progress in 
explaining ;vage and price Iigidity in terms consistent with economic 1 a tionality. In 
the fiIst part of this chapter we discuss some leading Keynesian explanations for 
wage and price Iigidity. We then show how slow adjustment of wages and prices 
can be incolporated into the IS-LtvI model, converting it flam a classical model to 
a Keynesian model. Using this model, we discuss the Keynesian answers to the two 
central questions about business cycles-namely, ''''hat causes business cycles and 
What should policymakels do about them? 

1111.11 Real-Wage Rigidity 

Because Keynesian analysis and policy prescIiptions depend so gIeatly on the 
assumption that wages and prices do not move rapidly to clear markets, \ve begin 
by discussing in some detail the possible economic reasons for slow 01' incomplete 
adjustment In this section we focus on the rigidity of real wages, and in Section 
11.2 \ve look at the slow adjustment of prices, 

The main reason that Keynesians bring \vage rigidity into theiI analysis is theiI 
dissatisfaction \,\Iith the classical explanation of unemployment Recall that classicals 
believe that most unemployment, including the increases in unemployment that 
occur during recessions, arises from mismatches between warkel's and jobs (friction
alar structural unemployment). Keynesians don't dispute that mismatch is a major 
source of unemployment, but they are skeptical that it explains all unemployment 

Keynesians ale particularly unwilling to accept the classical idea that leces
sions are periods of increased mismatch between \vOIkeIS and jobs. If higher unem
ployment duting dO\Vntulns reflected increased mismatch, Keynesians algue, 
Iecessions should be pedods of particularly active search by workers f01 jobs and 
by firms for new employees. However, surveys suggest that unemployed workel's 
spend relatively little time searching for work (many are simply waiting, hoping to 
be recalled to their old jobs), and help-wanted advertising and vacancy postings by 
firms fall lather than rise during recessions_ Rather than times of increased 
worker-job mismatch, Keynesians believe that recessions are periods of geneIally 
lmv demand f01 both output and workeIs throughout the economy 

To explain the existence of unemployment without relying solely on 
workel-job mismatch, Keynesians argue for rejecting the classical assumption that 
leal wages adjust relatively quickly to equate the quantities oflabO!' supplied and 
demanded In particular, if the real wage is above the level that clears the labor 
market, unemployment (an excess of labor supplied over labor demanded) will 
lesult From the Keynesian perspective, the idea that the real wage moves "too 
little" to keep the quantity of lobor demanded equal to the quantity of labor sup
plied is coiled real-wage rigidity. 

Some Reasons for Real-Wage Rigidity 

FOI a rigid real wage to be the source of unemployment, the leal wage that firms 
are paying must be higher than the market-clearing real ,",vage, at which quantities 
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of labor supplied and demanded are equal But if the real wage is higher than nec
essary to attract \VOlkers, why don't firms save labOl costs by simply reducing the 
wage that they pay, as suggested by the cli]ssicai analysis? 

Various explanations have been offered for why real wages might be Iigid, 
evel~ in ~he ,face of an excess supply of labor One possibil~ty is that there ale legal 
and mstttutlol1ul factors that keep wages high, sllch as the minimum-wage law and 
union contracts HO\vevel', most U.s \VOl' kers me neitheI union members nor min
imum-wage earnCIS, so these bar r ieIS to wage cutting can't be the main Jeason for 
real-\'\rage rigidity Furthermme} the minimum wage in the United States is speci
fied in nominal terms so that workel's who are paid the minimum wage would 
have rigid nominal wages rather than rigid real wages (Union contI acts may help 
explain real-wage rigidity in Western ELHopean and other countries in \vhich a 
high proportion of wOlkels ale unionized, and in vvhich nominal wages are typi
cally adjusted fm inflation so as to maintain the real wage at its negotiated leveL) 

AnotheI explanation for why a firm might pay a higheI real wage than it "has" 
to is that this policy might reduce the firm's turnoveI costs, or the costs associated 
with hiring and haining ne\v \vorkers By paying a high wage, the film can keep 
more of its current workel'S, which saves the film the cost of hiring and training 
replacements Similarly, by developing a reputation fOI paying well, the film. can 
aSSLHe itself of more and better applicants for any position that it may have to fill. 

A thild Ieason that firms might pay leal wages above malket-clearing levels is 
that workers \,vho are paid \vel! may have greateI incentives to \vork hard and 
effectively If highly paid workers are mOle productive, the firm may plofit from 
paying its employees \,\Iell, even though it could atttact all the workers it needs at 
a lower real wage The idea that a \·VOl ker's pwductivity depends on the leal wage 
received, and that thelefore films may pay wages above the market-clearing level, 
is the essence of the efficiency wage modeL Because this model of \vage determi
nation has played a key IDle in Iecent Keynesian analyses and because it has sev
eral interesting aspects, \ve focus on it fO! the remainder of this section 

The Efficiency Wage Model 
If better-paid WOl'keIS me more productive, finns may gain by paying wages 
higher than the minimum necessary to attract workers But why might aWOl ker's 
productivity depend on the leal wage received? The answeI has both "carrot" and 
"stick" aspects 

The en/lOt 01' positive incentive is based on the idea that workels who feel well 
tleated will WOl' k halder and more efficiently Geolge Akerlof l of the Univelsitv of 
California at Berkeley argued that wOIkers who believe that theiI employe"r is 
treating them fairly-say, by paying higher wages than required to retain them and 
by not cutting wages in slack times-will in turn want to tleat the employer fairly 
by doing a good job. Akedof called this motivation the gift exc/wllge 1l1Oti'Ut! because 
it's similar to the one that leads people to exchange gifts 

The stick 01 threat aspect of why a firm would pay a higher \vage than neces
sary has been analyzed in an economic model called the "shirking" model of wage 

! See George AkerJof, "Labor Contracts as Pi1r liil [ Gift b;change. QlIllrl(rly JOllu1II1 (~r EtOIl(lIllit.~. 

November I Y02, pp 5..!3-56lJ 

Figure 11.1 
Determination of the 
efficiency wage 
The effort curve shows 
the relation between 

\\'01' ker effort, £. <mel the 

rca! wage workers 
receive, w A higher real 

wage leads to more 
effort, but i1bovc i1 cer
tain point higher wages 
are unable to spur effort 
much, so the effort curve 
is S-5hi1ped FOI' any 
point on the curve, the 
amount of effort per 
dollar of rea! wage is the 

S\(lpe of the line from the 
tlrigin lo that point At 
point A. effort pel" dollar 

of real wage is £,./'1(1:1 
The highest level of 
effort per dollar of real 
wage is i1t point B, where 

the line from the origin is 
tangent to the curve. The 
real wage ri1te at B is the 
efficiency wi1ge, ({'*. and 

the corresponding level 
of effort is E* 
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Effort curve 

o~~~--~----~-------------------
W,l 'it' 

Efficiency wage 
Real wage, W 

determination 2 According to the slIilking lIlodel, if a worker is paid only the mini
mum amollnt needed to attlact her to a particular job, she \von't be too concerned 
about the possibility of being filed if she doesn't perfOlm well After all, if the job 
pays the minimum amollnt necessmy to induce her to take the job, she isn't much 
happier with the job than without the job [n this case the worker will be more 
inclined to take it easy at work and shirk her duties, and the employeI will have to 
bear the cost either of the shirking or of paying supervisOIs to make SLUe that the 
work gets done. In contrast, a workel' Ieceiving a higher wage will place a greater 
value on keeping her job (it's not that easy to find another job as good) and will 
work hard to avoid being fired for shirking 

Ihe gift exchange idea and the shirking model both imply that workers' efforts 
on the job depend on the real wages they receive. Graphically, the relation between 
the real wage and the level of effort is shown by the effort curve in Fig 1 L 1 The real 
wage, w, is measured along the horizontal axis, and the level of effOIt, E, is measured 
along the vertical axis The effort CLUve passes through points 0, A, and B, When 
real wages are higher, workers choose to work harder, for eitheI 'Jcarrot" OI "stick" 
reasons; therefore the effort curve slopes upward. We assume that the effort curve 
is S-shaped At the lowest levels of the real wage, workers make hardly any effort, 
and effort rises only slowly as the real wage increases. At higher levels of the real 
wage, effort rises sharply, as shown by the steeply rising portion of the curve The 
curve flattens at very high levels of the real wage because there is some maxilnum 
level of effort that workers really can't exceed no matter how motivated they are 

2 See Carl Shi1piro <1nd Joseph E Stiglitz, "Equilibrium Unemployment <1S <1 \Vorkcr Discipline 
Device," i\/IILThllll £CO/Willi( Revit'u'. June 198{ pp -l33-!A-l 
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Wage Determination in the IEfficiency Wage Model 

The effort curve shows that effort depends on the real wage, but what determines 
the real wage? To make as much profit as possible, tIl 1115 "(Pill choose tflL' !l.'t1c/ of tile real 
tung!! that gets tIll! 11I0St ejfin tfrolll (Porkers fOl I.'f1ch doilnr oflcal'wages pnid The "amount 
of effort per dollar of real wages equals the amount of effort, E, divided by the leal 
wage, 'W The ratio of E to i[) can be found graphically from Fig. 111. Consider, fot' 
exan1ple, point A on the effort curve, at which the real \vage U',.\ induces \VOl' kCIS to 
supply effort E., The slope of the line from the origin to A equals the height of the 
CUlve at point A, EA' divided by the horizontal distance, "'" Thus the slope of the 
line flom the origin to A equals the amount of effort pet dollm of real \'vages at A, 

The real wage that achieves the highest effort per dollar of wages is at point B 
The slope of the line from the origin to B, which is the amount of effort pel dollar 
of ~eal \vage at B, is greateI than the slope of the line from the origin to any other 
pomt on the curve In generaL to locate the leal wage that maximizes effort per 
dollar of leal wage, we dra\v a line from the origin tangent to the effort curve; the 
leal wage at the tangency point maximizes effort per dollar of real wage We call 
the real wage that maximizes effmt or efficiency per dollar of real wages the effi~ 
dency wage. In Fig. 111 the efficiency wage is IP*, and the corresponding level of 
effort is E' 

The efficiency \vage theory helps explain real-wage rigidity Because the 
employer chooses the real wage that maxil11izes effmt received pel' dollar paid, as 
long as the effmt curve doesn't change, the employer won't change the rea! wage 
Therefore the theory implies that the real wage is permanently rigid and equals the 
efficiency \vage 

IEmployment and Unemployment in the 
IEfficiency Wage Model 

According to the efficiency wage theory, the real wage is rigid at the level that max
imizes effort per dollar of wages paid, We now cons ide I how the levels of employ
ment and unemployment in the labor market me determined 

The wmkings of the i8bm maIket when thele is an efficiency wage me shown 
in Fig. 11.2. The efficiency vvage, '({l'", is indicated by a hmizontaI line Because the 
~fficiency wage is determined solely by the effmt curve, for the purpose of analyz
mg the labm m,uket \ve can take '(p* to be fixed. Similarly, we can take the level of 
effort, E*, induced by the efficiency wage, w~', as fixed at this stage of the analysis 

The upvvard-sloping curve is the standard labor supply curve, NS As in the 
classical n10del, this curve shmvs the number of hOtHS of wor k that people would 
like to supply at each level of the leal wage :I 

The downward-sloping curve is the demand CUIve for labor in the efficiency 
wage model. Recall from Chapter 3 that the amount of labOl demanded by a firm 
depends on the marginal product of labor, or MPN Specifically, the labor demand 
curve is identical to the lvIPN CUI've, which in turn relates the marginal product of 

3 For simplicity \\'l' aSSLlml' thilt till' numbl'r of hours of lilbor that pl'np!l' wilnt to supply dOl'sn"t 
depend on the dfort they must exert while on the job 

Figure 11.2 
Excess supply of labor in 
the efficiency wage 
model 
When the efficiency 
\\'age, iU*, is paid, the 
firm's demand for labor 
is Fl, represented by 
point A However, the 
amount of labor that 
workers want to supply 
at a real wage of ("{J* is 
NS[. The excess supply 
of labor- equals distance 
JIB We assume that the 
efficiency wage, w*, is 
higher than the market~ 
clearing wage, wp that 
would prevail if the 
supply of labor equaled 
the demand for labor at 
point E 
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labor, lvIPN, to the quantity of labor input, N, being u!:ied. The lvIPN em ve-and 
hence the labor demand curve-slopes down because of the diminishin a margin-
al productivity of labor. 0 

[n the classical model, the marginal product of labor depends only on the pro
duction function and the capital stock. A complication of the efficiency wage model 
IS that the amount of output produced by an extra worker (or hour of work) also 
depends on the worker's effort Fortunately, as we noted, the efficiency wage, w*, 
and the effort level induced by that wage, E*, are fixed at this stage of the analysis 
Thus the labor demand curve in Fig 112, NO*, reflects the marginal product of 
labOI whcll workeJ effort is held fixed at E * As in the classical case, an increase in pro
ductivity or in the capital stock shifts the labor demand curve, NO', to the right [n 
addltIon, any change in the effort curve that led to an incIease in the optirnallevel 
of effol t E' would raise the MFN, and the labor demand CUlve, NO*, again would 
shift to the right 

Now we can put the elements of Fig 112 togetiler to show how employment is 
determined, Point A on the labor demand curve, ND*, indicates that, when the real 
wage is fixed at {u*, fums want to employ N hours of labor Point B on the labor 
supply CLUve indicates tilat, when tile real wage is fixed at w*, workers want to supply 
N5 1 hours of labor, which is greater ti,an tile amolUlt demanded by firms At the effi
ciency wage the quantity of labor supplied is greater ti,an tile quantity demanded; so 

.J, The result that there is an excess supply of labor requires the ilssumption that the efficiency wage. 
w~. is higher than the real wage that would clear the labor market. shown as {{Ie in Fig 11 2 \Ve 
always assume thM the efficiency wage is higher than the market~clearing wage; if it weren·t. firms 
would have to pay the market-clearing wage to attract workers 
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the level of employment is determined by the labor demand of firms and hence 
equals N The demand-determined level of employment is labeled N because it 
represents the full-employment level of employment for this model; that is, N is 
the level of employment leached after full adjustment of \vages and prices, (Note 
that the value of N in the efficiency wage model differ:; from the full-employ
ment level of employment in the classical model of the labor market, which 
would correspond to Nt: in Fig, 11.2) Because the efficiency wage is rigid at "(u*, 
in the absence of shocks the level of employment in this economy remains at N 
indefinitely 

Perhaps the most interesting aspect of Fig 11 2 is that it provides a new expla~ 
nation of unemployment It shows that, even when wages have adjusted as much 
as they are going to and the economy is teclmically at "full employment," an excess 
supply of labor, NS I - N, remains:; 

Why don't the unemployed bid dov~'n the real wage and thus gain ernploy
Inent, as they would in the classical model of the labor market? Unlike the classical 
case, in a laboI market with an efficiency wage the leal \vage can't be bid dov~'n by 
people offering to work at lower \vages because employels won't hile them, 
Employers knmv that people working at lower wages will not put out as much 
effort pel' dollar of leal wages as wmkels receiving the higher efficiency wage, 
Thus the excess supply of labor shown in Fig 11 2 will persist indefinitely The effi
ciency wage model thus implies that unemployment \vill exist even if there is no 
mismatch between jobs and workers 

The efficiency wage model is an intelesting theory of real wages and unem
ployment But does it explain actual behavior? Box 11.1 interprets a famous episode 
in labol' history in terms of efficiency wage theory In addition to this anecdotal evi
dence, studies of wages and employment in vaIious films and industries plovide 
some support for the efficiency wage model. For example, Peter Cappelli of the 
University of Pennsylvania and Keith Chauvin of the Univel'sity of Kansas6 found 
that, consistent with one aspect of the theory, plants that paid higher wages to 
workers experienced less shirking, measlued by the number of ,",varkel'S filed for 
disciplinalY leasons 

A criticism of the efficiency wage model plesented here is that it predicts that 
the real wage is literally fixed (fO! no change in the effOlt curve), Of course, this 
result is too extreme because the real wage does change oveI time (and over the 
business cycle, as demonstrated in Chapter 8) However, the basic model can be 
extended to allow for changes in the effort curve that bring changes in the effi
ciency wage over time For exmnple, a l:easonable assumption \,\'oltld be that wOlk
ers are more concerned about losing their jobs during recessions, when finding a 
new job is mOle difficult, than during booms Under this asslunptiol1, the leal 
wage necessary to obtain any specific level of effort will be lowel during recessions; 
hence the efficiency wage paid in Iecessions also may be lower, This extension may 
help the efficiency \",age model match the business cycle fact that real wages are 
lowel in recessions than in booms (plocyclical leal wages) 

5 Bec<1t1se the unemployment represented by the excess supply of labor persists even when tht: l'con~ 
omy is at full employment. it is considered pmt of structural unemployment 
6 .. An Inter plant T est of the Efficiency \V<1ge Hypothesis," Qllor/crll! JOl/mal t:r EcollOllliLs August 
199'[, PI' 769-787 

Henry Ford's Efficiency Wage 

During 1908-1914 Henry Ford instituted at Ford Malm 
Company a radically new way of producing automo
biles,'" Prior to Ford's innovations, automobile compo
nents welen't produced to uniform specifications 
Instead, eat'S had to be <1ssemblcd one by one by skilled 
craftsmen, who could make the parts fit even if sizes or 
shapes wCle off by fractions of an inch Ford intro
duced a system of assembly-line production in which a 
standardized product, the Model T automobile, was 
produced from plecisely made, interchangeable com
ponents The production process <11so was broken into 
numerous smail, simple steps, replacing the skilled 
craftsmen who had built cars from start to finish with 
unskilled wOlkers who pel"fOl'med only a few opera
tions over and ove! 

The high speed at which Ford ran the assembly line 
and the repetitiveness of the work wet'e hard on the 
workers As one labmer said, "If I kcep putting on Nut 
No 86 for about 86 more days, ! will be Nut No 86 in 
the Pontiac bughouse lIt As a result, worker turnovel 
was high, with the typical wOI'ker lasting only a few 
months on the job Absenteeism also was high-about 
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to% on any given day-and morale was low, Worker 
slowdowns and even sabotage occurred 

In January 1914 Ford announced that the company 
would begin paying 55 a day to workers who met cer
tain criteria, one being that the worker had been "vith 
the company at least six months, Five dollars a day was 
more than double the norm<11 wage for production 
workers at the time,. Although the motivation for Ford's 
announcement has been debated, its effect was stun
ning: Thousands of workers lined up outside the plant, 
hoping for jobs Within the plant the number of people 
quitting dropped by 87%, absenteeism dropped by 75%, 
and productivity rose by 30% or more. The productivi
ty increases helped increase Ford's profits, despite the 
higher wage bill and a cut in the price of a Model T. 

Many results of Ford's $5 day can be predicted by the 
efficiency wage model, including improved efficiency 
and higher profits As other <1utomakers adopted Ford's 
technological innovations, they also adopted his wage 
policies By 1928, befOIe unions were important in the 
industry, auto industry wages were almost 40(Xl higher 
than those in the rest of manufacturing. 

~ The source for this box is Di:lniel ivl G Rnff and L<1wrence H Summers, "Did Henry Ford l'<1y Efficiency W<lgcs?" /ol/mal (:f 
La/ror ECOIIPlllhti., Ock1ber 1987, PP 557-586 
t This quote is origini:llly from Stephen l'vlcycr, Tile Fi,'('-Oolll1,. Dili/; Lahar MfllIilXC/IICII/ olld Social COIl/rol ill til(' Ford M%r 
COII/pally 19{1S-J921, Albi'lny: Slate Uni\'ersity of New York Press, 198'[ 

Efficiency Wages aU'ld the FE liU'le 

In the Keynesian velsioll of the IS-LtVl model, as in the classical version, the FE line 
is vertical, at a level of output that equals the full-employment level of output, y If 
we assume that employers pay efficiency wages, full-employment output, Y, in 
twn is the output produced when employment is at the full-employment level of 
employment, N, as shown in Fig 1'1 2, and the level of worker effort is E * 

As in the classical model, anything that changes full-employment output, y, 
shifts the FEline The classical model emphasizes two factors that shift the FE line: 
changes in the supply of labor and changes in productivity. In the efficiency wage 
model, however, labol' supply doesn't affect employment, so changes ill labor slIpply 
dOI/'f (~aL'ct flie FE lil/e ill the KeYllesiall/Hodel with efficiency wages, A change in pro
ductivity, however, does affect the FE line in the Keynesian model, as in the clas
sical model A chop in productivity reduces full-employnlent output, Y, and shifts 
the FE line to the left, for two reasons. First, by reducing the marginal product of 
labO! ilt any given level of employment, a drop in productivity reduces the demand 
for labor at any fixed leal wage, With the real wage fixed at w*, the full-employ-
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ment level of employment, N, falls Second, a chop in productivity reduces the 
amount of output that can be pH.1LillCed with any particular amount of capital, 
labor, and effort 

11.2 Price Stiddness 

The rigidity created by efficiency wages is a Ical rigidity in that the leal wage, 
rather than the nominal wage, rem(lins fixed Keynesian theories also emphasize 
1l0Jllillfll rigidities that OCCllr when a price 01' wage is fixed in nominal, or dollar, 
terms and doesn't readily change in response to changes in supply or demand, 
Keynesians often refel to rigidity of nominal prices-a tendency of pI ices to adjust 
only slo"wly to changes in the economy-as price stickiness, 

VVe explained in Section ILl that Keynesians introduced real-I,vagc rigidity 
because of theiI dissatisfaction with the classical explanation of unemployment 
Simihnly, the assumption of price stickiness addresses what Keynesians believe is 
another significant weakness of the basic classical model: the classical prediction 
that monetary policy is neutlal 

Recall that, in the basic classical model without mispelceptions, the assumption 
that wages and prices adjust quickly implies that money is neutlal. If money is neu
tral, an increase OJ' decrease in the money supply changes the price level by the 
same proportion but has no effect on letll variables, such as output, employment, 
or the real intelest rate. However, recall also that empirical studies-including 
analyses of historical episodes-have led most economists to conclude that money 
probably is not neutlal in the real world 

One approach to accounting for monetary nonneutl'ality (pursued in Chapter 
Hl) is to extend the classical model by assuming that workers and firms have 
imperfect information about the CUIIent price level (the misperceptions theory): 
However, Keynesians favor an alternative explanation of monetary nonneutrality: 
PIices are sticky; that is, they don't adjust quickly If prices are sticky, the price level 
can't adjust immediately to offset changes in the money supply, and money isn't 
neutral Thus, fol' Keynesians, the importance of price stickiness is that it helps 
explain monetary nonneutlality 

Although we focus on nominal-price rigidity in this section, a long Keynesian 
tladition emphasizes nominal-wage Iigidity instead of nominal-price rigidity, l.;Ve 
discuss an alternative version of the Keynesian model that Iests on the assumption 
of nominal-wage rigidity in Appendix 11 A This alternative model has similar 
implications to the Keynesian model with pIice rigidity-in particular, that Inoney 
is not neutral 

Sources of Price Stickiness: Monopolistic Competition 
and Menu Costs 

To say that plice stickiness gives Iise to monetary nonneutl ality doesn't complete
ly explain nonneutrality because it raises another question: Why are prices sticky? 
The Keynesian explanation for the existence of price rigidity relies on two main 
ideas: (1) most films actively set the prices of their products rather than taking the 
price5 of their output as given by the 111011 ket; ,md (2) when Finns chnnge prices, 
they inCtII a cost, known as a menu cost 
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Monopolistic Competition. Talking about price stickiness in a highly com
petitive, olganized market-such as the market for corn or the stock exchange
wouldn't make much sense In these markets prices adjust rapidly to leflect 
changes in supply or demand PIincipal reasons for price flexibility in these com
petitive, highly org<111ized markets include standardization of the product being 
traded (one bushel of corn of a certain grade, or one share of IBlV! stock, is much 
like any other) and the large nlllnbel' of actual or potential market participants 
These two factors make it WOl thwhile to organize a centralized mal ket (such as the 
New York Stock Exchange) in which prices can react swiftly to changes in supply 
and demand These same two factOis also plomote keen competition among buyers 
and sellers, which gIeatly reduces the ability of any individual to affect prices 

lVlt1st partiCipants in the corn market or stock malket think of themselves as 
price takels. A pJicc taker is a market participant wht1 takes the market price as 
given. FOl example, a small farmer correctly perceives that the maIket pIice of 
corn is beyond his control. In contrast, a price settel has some power to set prices 

Mal kets having fewer participants and less standcudized products than the 
COlT! or stock malkets may exhibit price-setting lather than price-taking behavior 
FOl example l consider the market fm movies in a medium-sized city. This market 
may be bidy ct1mpetitive, with many different movie theaters, each trying to ath'"act 
customers fr0I11 other theatels, ht1me video stores, and so on Altht1ugh the market 
fOI movies is competitive l it isn't competitive tt1 the same degree as the corn market 
If a farmeI tried to raise the price t1f a bushel of his corn by J(£: above the market 
pJice, he would sell no conl; but a movie theater that raised its ticket prices by 5rt 
above its competitors' prices wouldn't lose all its customers Because the movie 
the<ltel's product isn't completely standardized (it is showing a different movie 
thnn other theatels, its lt1cation is better for some people, it has diffelent candy bars 
in the concession stnnd, a lalger screen, OI more comfortable seats, and so on), the 
thea tel has some pIice-setting discretion It is a price setter, not a pIice takel' 

Genelally, a situation in which all buyers and sellers ale price takers (such as 
the market for corn) is called perfect competition.. In contrast, a situation in which 
there is some competition, but in which a smaller number of sellers and imperfect 
standaldization of the pltxiuct allow individual pl'Oducers to act as price settelS, is 
called monopolistic competition. 

Pelfect competition is the model underlying the classical view of pIiee deter
mination, and, as we have said, pIice rigidity OI stickiness is exttemely unlikely in 
a pel fectly competitive mal' keto Keynesians agree that price rigidity wouldn't OCCllI 

in a pel fectly competitive mail<et but point out that a relatively small part of the 
economy is perfectly competitive. Keynesians argue that pIice rigidity is pOSSible, 
even likely, in a monopolistically competitive market 

To illustrate the issues, let's return to the exnmple of the competing movie 
theaters If the market for movie tickets wele perfectly competitive, how I,vould 
tickets be pI iced? Presumably, thew would be some central meeting place where 
buyers and sellers of tickets would congregate. Nlarket ol'ganizels would call out 
"bids" (prices at which they are willing to buy) and "asks" (prices at which they are 
willing to sell) Prices would fluctuate continuously as new information hit the 
mm ket, causing supplies and demands to change. For example, a "hvo thumbs up" 
leview by leading movie oitics would instantly drive up the price of tickets to that 
mt1vie, but news of a prospective shortage of baby-sitters would cause all movie 
ticket prices to fall 
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Obviously, though, this scheme isn't ho\v movie tickets arc priced Actual 
pricing by most theaters has the follO\ving three characteristics, which me also 
common to most price-setting markets: 

1. Rathel than accept the pIice of movies as conlpletely determined by the 
market, a movie theater sets the price of tickets (or a schedule of prices), in 1101/1-

inal terms, and maintains the nominal price fm some period of time 
2, At least within some l'ange, the theater /IIeets tlie dellland that is fOIthcoming at 

the fixed 110111inal price By "meets the demand" we mean that the theater will 
sell as many tickets as people want to buy at its fixed price, to the point that aU 
its seats are filled 

3. The theater readjusts its price from time to time, genelally when its costs or the 
level of demand changes significantly 

Can this type of pi icing behavior maximize profits? Keynesian theory sug~ 
gests that it can, if costs are associated with changing nominal prices, and if the 
market is monopolistically competitive 

Menu Costs and Price Setting. The classic example of a cost of changing 
prices is the cost that a restatlIant faces when it has to rq .. lril:t its ~1en~1 to show 
changes in the prices of its offerings. Hence the cost of changmg prIces IS called a 
menu cost More general examples of menu costs (which can apply to any kind of 
firm) include costs of rem8rking merchandise, Ieprinting price lists and catalogues, 
and informing potential customers Clearly, if fil'l11s incLir costs when changing 
prices, they \vill change pI ices less often than they would othenvise, which CIeates 
a ceItain amount of price ligidity 

A potential problem with the menu cost explanation for price rigidity is that 
these costs seem to be rather small Hov,', then, can they be responsible for an 
amount of nominal Iigidity that could have macroeconomic significance? 

Here is the fiIst point at which the monopolistic competition assumption is 
impOltant For a firm in a perfectly competitive market, getting the price "a little bit 
wrong" has serioLis consequences: The farmer who prices his corn 5~ a bushel above 
the m~I ket price sells no corn TheIefore the existence of a menu cost wouldn't pre~ 
vent the farmer fIom pricing his product at plecisely the correct level. HoweveI, the 
demand for the output of a monopolistically competitive firm Iesponds much less 
sharply to changes in its price; the movie theater doesn't lose many of its custom~rs 
if its ticket price is 5~ higher than its competitors' Thus, a~ lon~ as the monopo.hs~ 
tic competitm's price is in the right general range, the loss ot profIts from not gettmg 
the price exactly right isn't too great If the loss in profits is less than the cost of 
changing prices-the menu costs-the firm won't change its price . . 

Over time, the production function and the demand curve the fum faces \vIII 
undelgo a variety of shocks so that eventually the plofit-maximizing l-~rice for a 
firm may be Significantly different from the preset price When the profits lost by 
havina the "wrona" pIice clearly exceed the cost of changing the pIice, the firm wIll 
chang~ its nomin~l price Thus movie theaters periodically ~aise their tick~t. and 
popcorn prices to reflect general inflation and other changes 111 market conditions. 

Empirical Evidence on Price Stickiness. Several studies have examined the 
degrce of rigidity OI stickincss in actual prices. Using data first collected by Nobel 
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Table 11.1 
Average Times Between Price Changes for Various Industries 

Product Group 
(Mosllo Leasl Rigid) 

Cement 
Steel 
Chemicals 
Glass 
Paper 
Rubber tires 
Petroleum 
Truck motors 
Plywood 
Nonferrous metals 
Household appliances 

Average Time Between 
Price Changes (Months) 

13.2 
130 
128 
10.2 
87 
81 
59 
54 
47 
43 
36 
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Source Dennis W Carlton ·'The Rigidity of Prices American Economic Revielv September 1986. pp 637-658 
Table 1 

iaLllcatc GC01ge Stiglel and James Kindahi for the low-inflation pedod 1957-1966, 
Dennis Cat !ton;- of the Univelsity of Chicago documented that industrial prices can 
be velY sticky Table 111, taken fl"0111 Cadton's study, shows the average number 
of months bet\'\'een price changes fO!' val'ious industrial product gIOUpS Note that 
f01 three of eleven groups the average time behveen price changes is more than a 
year Using a statistical analysis, Carlton also found t~1at prices were less rigid in 
relatively more competitive indushies, a finding that tits the theory. , 

Ivlore recent data on pIice stickiness were obtained by Alan Blinder ti of 
Princeton University Assisted by a team of Princeton graduate students, during 
1990-1992 Blinder intel'vie\ved the Inanagers of 200 l'and0111ly selected films about 
their pricing behavior. Table 112 summarizes the evidence on price stickiness by 
showing the percentage of finns in the study that reported changing their prices at 
various fIequencies. For example, the first line of Table 11.2 tells us that 10.2(X) of 
these firms reported changing theit prices less than once pel year 

BlindeI' and his team found a degree of price stickiness comparable to what 
Carlton had uncovered. As Table 11 2 shows, almost half (495%) of managers 
interviewed said that theil firms changed prices once a year or less Only 22(Ycl of the 
firms changed prices more than four times pel yea I 

Besides probing into pricing behavior, Blinder and his students also asked 
firm managers wlI~f they tend to change prices infrequently. Direct costs of chang
ing prices (menu costs) did appear to playa role for many firms Nevel the less, 
many manageIs shessed as a reason for price stickiness their concern that, if they 
changed their own prices, their competitOls \vould not necessarily follow suit 
Ivlanagels \-veIe particularly reluctant to be the first in their market to raise prices, 

7 "The Rigidity of Prices," AIIIU'iulII EUlIWlllit /\("c'icw September 1986, pp 637-658 
oS "On Sticky Prices: Academic Theories ivleet the Real World,'" in N G ivlankiw, ed, M(Jllt:illry Po/icy 
Unh'(~r:;ity of Chi(<1gn Press,. 1 gl}-I-

I 
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Table 11.2 
Frequency of Price Adjustment Among Interviewed Firms 

Frequency of Price Change 
(Number of Times per Year) 

Less than once 
Once 
1.01 102 
201 104 
4.01 1012 
12.011052 
More than fifty-two 

Percentage of 
Firms 

10..2% 
39.3 
156 
12.9 
7.5 
4.3 

10.2 

Source: Alan S Blinder "On Sticky Prices: Academic Theories Meet the Real World." in N G Mankiw, ed . 
Monetary Policy University of Chicago Press 1994 Table 4 1 

fearing that they would lose customeIS to their rivals. For this reason, many firms 
IepOIted delaying price changes until it \vas evident throughout the industry that 
changes in costs or demand made price adjustment necessmy 

In another study of price stickiness Ani! Kashyap," of the University of 
Chicago, examined the prices of hvelve individual items listed in the catalogues 
of L L Bean, Orvis, and Recreational Equipment, Inc., over a thirty-five-year 
period Changing the prices listed in a new catalogue is virtually costless, yet 
Kashyap found that the nominal prices of many goods remained fixed in suc
cessive issues of the catalogue When nominal prices were changed, Kashyap 
found both large and small changes He interpreted the combination of small 
price changes and long periods of unchanged prices as evidence against menu 
costs If menu costs are the reason that prices aren't changed frequently, prices 
should be changed only \vhen they are relatively far out of line, and the price 
changes should be large; small changes seem to contradict this implication of 
menu costs. Even if menu costs aren't the underlying cause of pricing behavior, 
however, Kashyap's study confirms the findings by Carlton and Blinder of sub
stantial nominal-price rigidity in the economy 

Meeting the Demand at the Fi)(ed Nominal Price, When prices are sticky, 
firms react to changes in demand by changing the amount of ploduction rather 
than by changing prices According to Keynesians, why are firms willing to meet 
demand at a fixed nominal price? 10 answer this question, we again rely on the 
assumption of monopolistic competition We've stated that a monopolistically 
competitive firm can raise its price some \vithout risk of losing all its customers. 
The profit-maximizing strategy for a monopolistically competitive film is to charge 
a price highel than its marginal cost, or the cost of producing an additional unit of 
output. The excess of the price over the marginal cost is the markup_ For example, 
if a firm chaIges a pl'ice 15(X) above its marginal cost, the firm has a markup of 15%, 

9 ··Sticky Prices: New Evidence from Retail Catalogs," QI/(/rh'rlJ,/oUI"III1! of E(ollOllIics, Februury 1995, 
pp 2-15-274 .." 
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ivlOle ~enerally, if the fiuTI chmges a constant markup of 11 over marginal cost, the 
follo\v1l1g m<ukup rule describes its price: 

P = CI + 11)iVIC, (11 1) 

where P is the nominal price chalged by the firm and NIC is the nominal marginal 
cost 10 

, When the fim1 sets its price according to Eq (11 1), it has an idea of how many 
unrts It wlil sell Now suppose that, to the film's surprise, customers demand sev
eral more units than the firm expected to sell at that price Will it be profitable for 
the firm to meet the demand at this price? 

The answer is "yes." Because the price the firm receives for each extra unit 
~xceeds its cost of producing that extra unit (its mmginal cost), the firm's profits 
u:crease when i~ sells additional units at the fixed price. Thus, as long as the mar
grnal cost remams below the fixed price of its product, the firm gladly supplies 
~110re UI1l~S at ~lllS fIxed puce. FUI thermole, If the firm is paying an efficiency wage, 
It can easIly lure mOle \vorkel's to produce the units needed to meet the demand, 
because there is an excess supply of labol. 

The macroeconomic importance of fin11s' meeting demand at the fixed nomi
nal price is tl:at tIll! L'w//OI/ly mil plOduU' all allloullt of output tllat is /lot 011 tilL' !1I1J
ellJploYlIJent IlIIe Recall that the FE line shows the amount of output that firms 
would produce after complete adjustment of all wages and prices However, vdth 
non:i~1al.-price stickiness ~he prices of goods do not adjust rapidly to their genewl 
eq:llhbrrum values. Dunng the period in which prices haven't yet completely 
adjusted, the amount of output produced need not be on the FE line Instead, as 
10~1g as mal gina I cost is belmv the fixed price, monopolistically competitive firms 
will produce the level of output demanded 

Effective Labor Demand. When a firm meets the demand for its output at a 
specific price, it may produce a different amount of output and en1ploy a diffelent 
amoll1:t of labor than it had planned. How much labor will a firm actually el11ploy 
when It meets the demand? The answer is given by the effective labor demand 
CLlIve, NOt'(Y), sho\'\'n in Fig. 11 3 For any amount of output, Y, the effective labor 
demand curve indicates how much labor is needed to produce that output, with 
productivity, the capital stock, and effOlt held constant 

We airead y have a concept that expresses the relationship between the atl10unt 
of labor used and the amount of output produced: the production function. Indeed, 
the effective labor demand curve in Fig 113 is simply a graph of the production 
function relating output and labor input, except that output, Y, is measured on the 
horizontal axis and labor, N, is measllIed on the vertical axis (This reversal of the 
axe7 is convenient l~ter.) The effective labor demand curve slopes upwau .. i from left 
to right because a fum needs more labor to produce more output 

10 Technic<11 note: For a monopolisticuJly competitive firm that fuCl~S u demand curve with u constant 
pr.ice elasticity illld u fixed wage, the constant~nlf!rkllp rule in Eq (11 1) willmuximize profit Also, in 
tlus C<1se tht' labor demand Cllrve is proportional to (ruther than eqllul to) the murginal product of 
lubor curve Specificillly, to muximize profits the firm equiltes tilE: lvlPN to (1 + ll)"W* where w* is the 
efficiency Wilge, mther thun equuting the MPN to w* itself This qualification doesn't affect any con~ 
elusions presented in this chapter 
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Figure 11.3 
The effective labor 
demand curve 
When a firm meets the 
demand for its output, it 
employs just the amount 
of labor needed to pro
duce the quantity of 
output demanded 
Because more bbor is 
required to plOduce 
more output, firms must 
employ more lnbor when 
the demand for output is 
higher. This relationship 
between the amount of 
output demanded ilnd 
the amount of labO! 
employed is the effective 
bbor demi1nd curve The 
effective labor demand 
CUI've is the same as the 
production function 
re["ling output and labot', 
except that labor is plot
ted on the vertical axis 
nnd output is plotted on 
the horizont/;ll axis 
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Higher output implies 
that more labor is needed ---

Effective labor 
demand, ND'O') 

Output, Y 

We use the effective labOt demand curve to determine the level of employment 
in the Keynesian model in Section 11 3 When the economy is not on the FE line and 
the price level is fixed, the effective labor demand curve gives the level of employ~ 
ment Then! after complete adjustment of wages and prices, the economy returns to 
the FE line and the level of employment is given by the labor demand curve. NO* 
(Fig, 11.2) After wages and prices have completely adjusted, with output at its full
employment level, y, the effective labOI demand curve indicates that employment 
equals N, as shown in Fig 11 3 

11.3 M01l1etary a1l1d Fiscal Policy i1l1 the KeY1l1esia1l1 Model 

Let's now consider the complete Keynesian model Like the classical model, the 
Keynesian model can be expressed in terms of the IS-LtvI diaglam or, alternative
ly, in terms of the AD-AS diagram Rather than describe the Keynesian model in 
the abstract, \ve put it to \"lork analyzing the effects of monetary and fiscal policy, 

Monetary Policy 

The main Ieason fm introducing nominal-price stickiness into the Keynesian model 
\-vas to explain monetary nOlU'leutrality We examine the link between price sticki
ness and monetalY nonneutrality fiIst in the Keynesian IS-LM framework and 
then in the AD-AS version of the Keynesian model 

Monetary Policy in the Keynesian IS-LM Model. The Keynesian version 
of the IS-LIVl model is quite similar to the IS-LIVl model discussed in Chapters 9 
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and 10. In par ticular, the IS ettl ve and the LtVI curve are the same as in our earli
er analyses, The FE line in the Keynesian model also is similar to the FE line used 
earlier The Keynesian FE line is vertical at the full-employment level of output, 
r, which in turn depends on the full-employment level of employment deter
mined in the labor maIi<et. Hovvevel', the Keynesian and classical FE lines differ 
in t\vo lespects First, in the Keynesian model the full-employment level of 
employment is determined at the intersection of the labol demand CllIve and the 
efficiency \vage line! not at the point whele the quantities of labor demanded and 
supplied ale equaL as in the classical model Second! because labor supply doesn't 
affect employment in the efficiency wage model, changes in labor supply don't 
affect the Keynesian FE line, although changes in labor supply do affect the clas
sical FEline 

Because of price stickiness, in the Keynesian model the economy doesn't have 
to be in general equilibrium in the ShOll lltn_ However, in the long run when pI ices 
adjust, the economy leaches its general equilibrium at the intersection of the IS 
curve, the LtvI curve, and the FEline, as in the classical model 

According to Keynesians, what happens to the economy in the short rUll, if 
sticky prices prevent it from reaching general equilibrium? Keynesians assume 
that the asset market cleat's quickly and that the level of output is deternlined by 
aggregate demand, Thus, according to Keynesians, tile econolllY always lies at tile 
illtL'l'SectioJI (:f tilL' IS 01/(1 LrvI Clll'ues However! because monopolistically competitive 
films are willing to meet the demand for goods at fixed levels of prices, output can 
differ from full-employment output and the economy may not be on the FE line in 
the short run When the economy is off the FE line, firms use just enough labor to 
ploduce the output needed to meet demand Under the assumption that the effi
ciency wage is higher than the market-clearing I'eal wage, thele are always unem
ployed workers who want to \vol'k, and films are able to change employment as 
needed to meet the demand for output without changing the \'\'age 

Figme 11-4 analyzes the effect of an increase in the nominal money supply in 
the Keynesian IS-LtvI model. We assume that the economy starts at its general 
equilibrium point, E Recall that an increase in the money supply shifts the LM 
cwve down and to the right, from LtvJl to LtvI2 (Fig 114a) Because an increase in 
the money supply doesn't directly affect the goods or labor markets, the IS curve 
and the FEline ale unaffected So far this analysis is like that of the classical model. 

Unlike the classical model, however, the Keynesian model is based on the 
assllInption that prices are temporarily fixed (because of menu costs) so that the 
general equilibrium at E isn't restored immediately Instead! the shOtt-run equilib
rium of the economy-that is, the resting point of the economy at the fixed price 
level-lies at the intersection of IS and LtvI' (point F). where output rises to Y, and 
the leal interest rate falls to F:. 

Because the IS-LM intersection at point F is to the right of the FEline, aggre
gate output demanded, Y2' is greater than the full-employment level of output, Y 
Monopolistically competitive firms facing menu costs don't Iaise their prices in the 
shmt run! as competitive firms do, lnstead they increase ploduction to Y 2 to satis
fy the highel level of demand To inClease production, firms raise employment
for example! by hiring additional workel's or by having employees \VOl' k overtime 
The level of employment is given by the effective labor demand curve in Fig 1l.4(b) 
Because the level of output increases flom Y to )12 in the short run, the level of 
employment increases from N to N2 
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Figure 11.4 
An increase in the money 
supply 
(al If we stnrt from an 
initial general equilibri
Ulll at point E. an 
increJse in the money 
supply shifts the LM 
curve down and to the 
right, from LM! to LAf2; 
the IS CUI'Vl' and the FE 
line remnin unchanged 
Because prices are fixed 
and firms meet the 
demand for output in the 
short run, the economy 
moves to point F, which 
is to the right of the FE 
linc Output rises to Y2 
<lnd the real interest rate 
falls 
(b) Because firms PI'O
duce more output, 
employment rises to N~I 
i1S shown by the effecti\'e 
labor del1\i.\!1d curve 

In the long run, the price 
level rises in the same 
proportion as the money 
supply, the I'c,li money 
supply returns to its 1ni
tiallevcl, and the L!VI 
curve returns to its initial 
position, LMI, in (a) The 
economy returns to E in 
both (a) Jnd (b), and 
money is nClItl'al in the 
long run 
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We refer to a monetary policy that shifts the LM curve down and to the right
and thus increases output and employment-as an expansionary monetary policy, 
or "easy" 11l0ney, Analogously, a contl'actionary lllonetary policy, or "tight" 
money, is a decrease in the money supply that shifts the LM curve up and to the 
left, decreasing output and employment 

Why does easy 1110ney increase output in the Keynesian model? In the 
Keynesian modee prices ale fixed in the short [un, so an increase in the nominal 
money supply, M, also is an inc[ease in the [eal money supply, M/F Recall that, for 
holders of wealth to be \villing to hold a smalIeI amount of nonmonetary assets and 
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more real money, the real interest rate must fall !! Finally, the lower Teal interest 
late increases both consumption spending (because saving falls) and investment 
spending_ VVith more demand for their output, firms increase production and 
employment, taking the economy to point F in Fig 11.4 

The rigidity of the price level isn't permanent Eventually, firms \'\'illleview 
and readjust their prices, allowing the economy to leach its long-run equilibrium 
In the case of monetary expansion, firms find that demand for their products in the 
short run is greater than they had planned (aggregate output demanded, Y:!, is 
greater than full-employment output, Y), so eventually they raise their prices The 
rise in the price level Ieturns the real money supply to its initial leveL \vhich shifts 
the Llvl curve back to LM' and restores the general equilibrium at point E in 
Fig 11 4(a) This adjustment process is exactly the same as in the classical model, 
but it proceeds more slowly 

Thus, the Keynesian model predicts that Illolley is 1I0t /leIltral ill the short rlIll bIlt 
IS /lclltml ill tile lallg 11111 [n this lespect the p[edictions of the Keynesian model are 
the same as those of the extended classical model with misperceptions In the 
Keynesian model, shO! t-I'un price stickiness prevents the economy from reaching 
its general equilibrium, but in the long run plices are flexible, ensuring general 
equilibrium 

Monetary Policy in the Keynesian AD-AS Model. We can also analyze the 
effect of moneta[y policy on real output and the price level by using the Keynesian 
version of the AD-AS model In fact, we have already performed this analysis in 
Fig 9.14, where we used the 110-/\5 model to examine the effects of a 10% increase 
in the nominal money supply Although we didn't identify that analysis as specif
ically Keynesian or classicaL it can be readily given a Keynesian interpretation 

The distinguishing feature that deteImines whether an analysis is Keynesian 01 

classical is the speed of price adjustment As we emphasized in Chapter 10, classi
cal economists argue that prices adjust quickly so that the economy reaches its 
long-run equilibrium quickly [n the extreme ve[sion of the classical model, the 
long-run equilibrium is reached virtually imnlediately, and the short-uill aggregate 
supply (SR/\S) wrve is inelevant Howeve[, in the KeyneSian model, monopolis
tically cOInpetitive firms that face menu costs keep their prices fixed for a while, 
p!Oducing the amount of output demanded at the fixed price level. This behavior 
is represented by a hmizontal short-Iun aggregate supply Ctll've such as SRA5 i in 
Fig 914 If we assume that films maintain fixed prices and simply meet the 
demand for output for a substantial period of time, so that the depart1.11e from long
lun equilibrium lasts fm months or peIhaps even years, the analysis illustrated in 
Fig 9.14 reflects the Keynesian approach 

Let's briefly Ievie\v that analysis from an explicitly Keynesian perspective 
Figure 914 depicts the effects of a 10% increase in the nominal monel' supply on an 
economy that is initially in both short-run and long-run equilibrium (at point E) 
The increase in the nominal money supply causes the AD curve to shift up f!Om 
AD! to AD:!, In fact, as we explained in Chapter 9, the 10%) increase in the nODlinal 

11 As discusst::d in Chapter 9, the rcal interest rate is driven down by wealth~holders' attempts to 
exchange money for nonmonetary assets The purchase of nonmonetary assets drives up their prices, 
which is the same as decreasing the real interest rate that they pay 
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money supply shifts the AD curve up by 10% at each level of output The initial 
effect of this shift in the AD curve is to move the economy to a short-run eqllilibri~ 
lim at point F I where output is higher than its full-employment level, Y BecJlIse of 
menu costs, firms don't immediately react to increased demand by raising prices, 
but instead increase production to meet the higher deman0 Thus, at point F, filIns 
are pIoducing mme output than the amount that would maximize their plofits in 
the absence of menu costs Because output is temporarily higher than its fuU
employment level, \ve conclude that in the Keynesian model money isn't neutral in 
the short fun. Eventually, however, firms will inCIcase their pIices to bring the 
quantity of output demanded back to the profit-maximizing level of output In the 
long-run equilibrium, represented by point H in Fig 9.14, output equals the full
employment level, Y, and the pIice level, P2' is 10%) higher than the initial price 
level, PI [n long-run equilibrium the expansion of the money supply affects only 
nominal quantities, such as the price level, not real quantities, such as output or 
employment, so we conclude that in the Keynesian model (as in the classical 
model) money is neutral in the long run 

fiscal Policy 

The Keynesian model was initially developed during the Great Depression as 
economists struggled to explain the world\vide economic collapse and find policies 
to help the economy return to n01ma1. The early Keynesians stressed that fiscal 
policy----the government's decisions about government plI[chases and taxes-can 
significantly affect output and employment levels, Let's look at the Keynesians' 
conclusion that both increased government purchases and lo\ver taxes can be used 
to raise output and employment 

The Effect of Increased Government Purchases. The Keynesian analysis of 
how increased government pUIchases affect the economy is shown in Fig 11 5. 
Again, \ve assume that the economy st;;H ts from full employment (later we discllss 
what happens if the economy starts hom a recession), Point E leplesents the initial 
equilibrium in both (a) and (b) As before, a tempmary increase in government pur
chases increases the demand fm goods and reduces desired national saving at any 
level of the real interest rate, so that the [5 curve shifts up and to the right, from [5' 
to [5' (see Summary table 12, p 309). In the short lun, before prices can adjust, the 
economy moves to point F in Fig 11 5(a), where the ne\,\' [S curve, [52, and LMI 
intersect. At F both output and the real interest late have increased. Because firms 
meet the higher demand at the fixed pIice level, employment also rises, as shown 
by the movement from point E to point F along the effective Iabm demand curve in 
Fig 115(b) A fiscal policy cbange, such as this one, that shifts the [5 curve up and 
to the right and Iaises output and employment is an expansionary change" 
Similarly, a fiscal policy (such as a reduction in government purchases) that shifts 
the IS curve down and to the left and reduces output and employment is a con
tractionary change 

In discussing the effects of increased government pLUchases or other types of 
spending, Keynesians often use the multiplier concept The multiplier associated 
with any pm ticular type of spending is the shm t-run change in total output result
ing 6ot11 a one-unit change in that type of spending, So, fOI example, if the inocase 

Figure 11.5 
An increase in 
government purchases 
(a) If we stmt from the 
generul equi!ibJ'iun1 at 
point L an increase in 
government purchases 
reduces desired nati(l!1a! 
siwing ilnd shifts the IS 
curve up and to the right, 
from lSI to JS~ The short
run equilibrium is ilt point 
F, with output increasing 
10 y~ and the real interest 
rate rising to t: 
(b) As firms inCl'ease pro
duction to meet the 
demand, employment 
increases from i\f to N~, as 
shown by the effectiH' 
labor demand ClH\"C 

However, the economy 
doeslft rcmain at point 
F Because uggreg.1tc 
output delllilnded 
cxceed~ Y in the ::;11(11 t 
run, the pfice leyel 
increases, reducing the 
real money supply and 
shifting the LM curye up 
and to the left, from Ltd l 

to LM~ In the long fUll, 
with equilibrium at point 
H, output returns to Y 
and cmployment returns 
to iv, but the real interest 
rate rises further to r:; 
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in government purchases analyzed in Fig_ 11 5 is.6.G and the resulting short-nUl 
inClcasc in output between points E and F in Fig 11. 5 is 6. Y, the multiplier associat
ed with govelnment purchases is .6.Y/.6.G Keynesians usually argue that the fiscal 
policy multiplier is greater than 1, so that if government plilchases rise by $1 billion, 
output will rise by mOle than 51 billion We derive an algebraic expression fm the 
government purchases l11ultiplier in Appendix 11, B 

Recall that the classical version of the [5-LlvI model also pledicts that a tem
porary increase in government purchases increases output, but in a different way 
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Figure 11.6 
An increase in 
government purchases in 
the Keynesian AD-AS 
framework 
An increase in )jove! n~ 
ment purchnses raises 
Jggl'cgate demand for 
output at ,my plice level 
(see Fig 11,5) Thus the 

ilggrcgi1te demand curve 
shifts to the right, from 
AD] to AD~ In the short 

run the increase in nggrc¥ 
gate demand increases 
output to y~ (point F) but 
dOeSln affect the price 
level, because prices are 
sticky in the short run 
Bcci1l1se <1ggregate 
output demanded, y~, 
exceeds f <It F,. firms 
e"cntui1l1y r<lise their 
prices The long~run 
equilibrium is at H 
where AD~ intersects the 

LKAS CUI"!:' At H 
nut-put hus returned to Y 
and the pi icc le\ c! has 
risen from PI to P:. The 
higher price level raises 
the short-rull ilggl'cgatc 
supply curve, from 
SKA51 to SRAS 2 
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The classical analysis focllses on the fact that increased government purchases 
lequire higher cunent OI fuhue taxes to pay for the extra spending. Higher taxes 
make workel's (\''''ho me taxpayers) effectively poolel, which induces them to 
supply more labor. This increase in labor supply shifts the FE line to the right and 
causes output to rise in the classical model In contrast, the FE line in the Keynesian 
model doesn't depend on labor supply (because of efficiency wages) and thus is 
unaffected by the increase in government purchases. Instead, the increase in gov
ernment purchases affects output by laising aggregate demand (that is, by shifting 
the IS-LNI intersection to the right) Output increases above its full-employment 
level in the shmt run as films satisfy extta demand at the initial price level 

The effect of inCl'eased government purchases on output in the Keynesian 
model lasts only as long as needed for the price level to adjust (However, many 
Keynesians believe that price adjustment is sufficiently slow that this effect could 
be felt for several years) In the long run, when firms adjust their prices, the LNI 
curve moves up and to the left, from LNI' to LNI' in Fig 11 5(a), and the economy 
reaches genelal equilibrium at point H, with output again at Y Thus an increase in 
goveIl1ment purchases doesn't raise output in the long tun 

The effects of more government pUlchases also appear in the Keynesian 
AD-AS framework (Fig 11.6) Increased government purchases shift the 15 curve 
up and to the right and raise the aggregate demand for output at any given price 
level Thus, as a result of expansionary fiscal policy, the aggregate demand curve 
shifts to the r~ght, from AD' to AD' The increase in aggregate demand [aises 
output above Y, as shown by the shift from the initial equilibrium at point E to the 
short-run equilibrium at point F At F the aggregate demand for output is greater 
than full-employment OlltpuC so firms eventually raise their prices. In the long run 

Macroeconomic 
Policy and the 
Real Interest 
Rate in the 
1980s 
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the economy reaches the full-employment genclod cL1uilibriul11 at point H, \vith 
output again at Y and with a higher price level These results are identical to those 
we obtained llsing the Keynesian IS-LtvI fliJmeWOl k 

The Effect of Lower Taxes. Keynesians genclally believe that, like an increase 
in government purchases, a lump-sum reduction in current taxes is expansionary 
In otheI words, they expect that a tax cut will shift the IS curve up and to the 
~'ight, raising output and employment in the short run. Sil11ilady, they expect a tax 
mcrease to be contractionary, shifting the IS curve down and to the left 

Why does a tax cut affect the IS curve, according to Keynesians? The argument 
is that if consumers receive a tax cut, they will spend part of it on incleased con
sumption Fol' any output, Y, and level of government purchases, G, an increase in 
desired consumption ';lIising from a tax cut will lowel desiIed national saving, 
y - Cd - C A drop in desired saving raises the real interest rate that cleals the goods 
market and shifts the 15 curve up. 12 

If a tax cut raises desired consumption and shifts the IS curve up, as Keynesians 
claim, the effects on the economy me similar to the effects of increased govenUl1ent 
purchases (Figs. 11 5 and 11 6). In the short run a tax cut raises aggregate demand 
and thus output and emfllovment at the initinl flIke level In the lon~7 run after com-

• <:> ' 
plete price adjustment, the economy Ieturns to full employment with a higher real 
interest rate than in the initial general equilibrium The oniv difference behveen the 
t~x cut and the increase in government pUlchases is that, iI;stead of 1aising the por
hon of full-employment output devoted to government purchases, a tax cut raises 
the pOl tion of full-employment output devoted to consumption 

12 In urguing thul u tux cut ruist.:s dt.:sil"t.:d consumption und J(lwt.:rs dt.:sirt.:d lliltionaJ silving 
Kt:yot.:sian l'conomists rt.:jt.:d thl' Ricardian l'qui\"<lll'nct.: proposition (Chaptt.:r -n which statl'S that a 
lump-sum tax cut should I/O! afft.:d consumption or national sadng WI: discuss Ricardian equiva
icncL' further in Chapter 15 

In the early 1980s both U S. monetary and fiscal policy changed significantly. The 
shift actually began in October 1979 with the announcement by Federal Reserve 
Chairman Paul Volcker that, to bring down inflation, ,vhich was running at a rate 
of about 11 % per year, monetary policy would be tightened. Fiscal policy, in con
trast, became more expansionary. In 1981 Congress passed the Economic Recovery 
Tax Act (ERTA), which reduced tax rates, at about the same time that government 
spending (notably military spending) began to rise. 

The combined effects of tight money and easy fiscal policy are illustrated in 
Fig 11 7.111e economy was essentially at full employment in 1979 (unemploy
ment was 5.8% of the labor force, close to its normal level, and the business cycle 
reached a peak in January 1980), so the initial situation in 1979 is represented by the 
full-employment general equilibrium at point E Following Voleker's annOl!11Ce
ment, money growth fell below its previous trend, causing the LNI curve to shift up 
and to the left, from LNI' to LNI' The easing of fiscal policy-from both the tax cut 
and the increase in military spending-shifted the IS curve up and to the right, 

(Collthwed) 
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Figure 11.7 
Tight money and easy 
fiscal policy 
The U S economy was 
essentially at full employ
ment in 1979 (point E) 

Late in the year the Fed 
tightened monetary 
policy in an attempt to 
reduce inflation The 
reduction in monetary 
growth shifted the LM 
curve up and to the left, 
from LM! to LM2 Then in 
1981 lhe Economic 
Recovery T ax Act 
reduced taxes. This tax 
cut, combined with an 
increase in government 
purchases, shifted the 15 
curve up and to the right, 
from [SI to ISz With tight 
money and <In easy fiscal 
poHcy, the economy 
moved to point F with <I 

high real interest rute 
Point F is drawn to the 
left of the FEline, indicat
ing th<lt the contrac
tionary effects of tight 
money outweighed the 
expansionary effects of 
easy fiscal policy and con
tributed to a recession 
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from 151 to 15' As il result of the two policy changes, the economy shifted from 
point E to a short-run equilibrium ilt point F. 

What effects did this policy mix have on the economy? According to the 
Keynesian analysis in Fig. 11 7, the effect on output is ambiguous, because tight 
monetary policy tends to lower output but expansionary fiscal policy tends to 
raise it In other words, whether the short-run equilibrium at point F should be 
drawn to the right or to the left of the FE line is unclear .. Actually, the economy suf
fered recessions in 1980 and 1981-1982, so we placed F to the left of the FE line. 

Although the effect on output is unclear, the combination of tight monetary 
and easy fiscal policies has an unambiguous impact of raising the real interest 
rate. In fact, in the early 1980s the real interest rate in the United States soared to its 
highest level since the 1930s, at one point exceeding S%.. Figure 2.3, p. 52, shows the 
US real interest rate since 1960. 

1111.4 The iKeynesian Theory of iBusiness Cycles and 
Macroeconom ic Stabi I i;;:ation 

Recall that there are two basic questions about business cycles that a macroeco
nomic them), should try to answec (1) What causes reclirrent fluctuations in the 
economy? and (2) What, if anything, should policymakers try to do about cycles? 
\lVe are now rcady to give the Keynesian answers to these two questions 

I 

Figure 11.8 
A recession arising from 
an aggregate demand 
shock 
The figure illustrales 
how an advcIse aggre~ 
gate demand shock can 
cause a recession in the 
Keynesian model The 
economy starts at general 
equilibrium <It point E A 
decline in consumer con
fidence about the future 
of the economy reduces 
desired consumption 
and raises desired saving 
so that the [5 curve shifts 
down, from IS! to J5~ 
The economy falls into 
recession <It point F, with 
output below its full
employment Ic\tel, Y 
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Keynesian Business Cycle Theory 

An explanation of the business cycle requires not only a macroeconol11ic model but 
also some assumptions about the types of shocks hitting the economy For example, 
RBe theorists believe that productivity shocks, which directly shift the FEline, are 
the most impOltant type of macroeCOllOll1ic shock 

In contrast to RBC theorists, most Keynesians believe that aggregate demand 
shocks are the primary SOUlce of business cycle fluctuations. Aggregate demand 
shocks ale shocks to the economy that shift either the IS CUlve or the LM curve and 
thus affect the aggregate demand fO! output Exanlples of aggregate demand 
shocks affecting the [S curve are changes in fiscal policy, changes in desired invest
ment arising from changes in the expected future marginal product of capital, 1J and 
changes in consumer confidence about the future that affect desired saving 
Examples of aggregate demand shocks affecting the LM curve are changes in the 
demand for money or changes in the money supply The Keynesian version of the 
[S-LM model, combined with the vie\v that most shocks are aggregate demand 
shocks, constitutes the Keynesian theory of business cycles 

Figure 11.8 uses the Keynesian model to illustrate a recession caused by an 
agglegate demand shock Suppose that consumelS become pessimistic about the 
long-tenn future of the economy and thus reduce their current desired consump
tion; equivalently, they raise their Cllnent desired saving For any level of income, 

13 A change in the expected future MPK might also be thought of as a technological shock because it 
invol\'es a change in the future production function How~\'er" because a change in the future MPJ< 
shifts the 15 curve: but docsn"t affect the current FE Iinc, Keyn~sians classify it as an aggregate 
demand shock 

Drop in consumer 
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to recession 

FE 

LM 

IS' 

Output, Y 
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an increase in desired saving lowe15 the leal interest rate that clears the goods 
market and thus shifts the l5 clIlve down, from lSI to 15 2 The economy goes into 
recession iJt point F, und, as prices don't Jdjust immediately to restore full el11ploy~ 
ment, it remains in recession for some period of time with output below its full
employment level Because films face below-normalleyels of demand, they also 
cut employment. 

Note that J decline in investment spending (reflecting, fm example, pessimism 
of business investors) OJ reduced government purchases would have similar reces
sionary effects as the decline in consumer spending analyzed in Fig. 1 LS. 
Alternatively, a shift to the left of the UvI cUlve (because of either inoeased money 
demand 01' reduced money supply) also could cnuse a recession in the KeyneSian 
fIamework; in this case, high real intelest rates caused by the "shm tage" of money 
would cause the declines in consumer spending and investment Thus Keynesians 
attIibute lecessions to "not enough demand" for goods, in contrast to classical 
economists who attIibute recessions to "not enough supply" 

Like the renl business cycle themy, the Keynesian theory of cycles can account for 
seve!al of the business cycle facts: 0) in response to occasional aggregate demand 
shocks, the thec)IY pi edicts recunent fluctuations in output; (2) the theory correctly 
implies that employment will fluctuate in the same dilection as output; and (3) 
because it predicts that shocks to the money supply will be nonneutral, the theory is 
consistent with the business cycle fact that money is plocyclical and leading 

A business cycle fact that we previously emphasized (Chapter 8) is that spend
ing on investment goods and otheI dtuable goods is strongly plocyclical and 
volatile. This cyclical behavior of durable goods spending can be explained by the 
Keynesian theory if shocks to dwable goods demand are themselves a main source 
of cvcles. The demand for dUlable goods \vould be a source of cyclical fluctuations 
if, f~)J" example, investms frequently reassessed their expectations of the future 
NfPI< Keynes himself thought that waves of investm optimism and pessimism, 
which he called "animal spirits," wele a significant sowce of cyclical fluctuations. 
A rise in the demand for investment goods 01' consumeI' durables (at fixed levels of 
output and the real interest rate) is expansionary because it shifts the IS curve to the 
1 ight Investment will also be procyciicai in the Keynesian model whenever cycles 
i:He caused bv fluctuations in the LlvI curve; for example, an inoease in the money 
supply that ~hifts the LVI curve down and to the right both increases output and 
(by leducing the re£ll interest rate) inCleases investment 

AnotheI impmtant business cycle fact that is consistent with the Keynesian 
theory is the observation that intlation tends to slow during or just after recessions 
(intlation is plocyclical and lagging) In the Keynesian view, as Fig. 11,8 illustrates, 
during a recession aggtegate output demanded is less than the full-employment 
level of output Thus, when fiI m5 do adjust tl1eir pIices, tl1ey will be likely to cut them 
to increase their sales According to the Keynesian model, because demand pressure 
is low during recessions, inflation will tend to subside when the economy is weak. 

Procyclical Labor Productivity and Labor Hoarding. Although the 
Keynesian model is consistent with many of the business cycle facts, one fact-that 
labol' pHxiuctivity is procyclical-plesents problems for this apploach Recall that 
plocyclicallabor productivity is consistent with the real business cycle assumption 
that cycles are caused by pwductivity shocks-that recessions are times when pro
ductivity is unusually low and booms are times when ploductivity is unusually 
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high Unlike the RBC economists, however, Keynesians assume that demand 
shocks rather than supply (productivity) shocks cause most cyclicnl fluctuations 

Because supply shocks are shifts of the production function, the Keynesian 
assumption that supply shocks usually ale unimportant is the same as saying that 
the production function is faiIly stable over the business cycle But if the ploduction 
function is stable, increases in employment during booms should IcdJlcc average 
lnbm productivity because of the diminishing marginal productivity of labor Thus 
the Keynesian model predicts that average labor productivity is countercyclicat 
contI<:uy to the business cycle fact 

To explain the procyclical behavim of avelage labol productivity, Keynesians 
have modified their models to include labor hoarding. As discussed in Section 
10 I, labor hoarding OCCUl'S if films retain, 01 "hoaHl," labor in a recession lather 
than laying off 01' firing workel'S. The reason that firms might hoard labor during 
a recession is to avoid the costs of letting workels go and then having to rehire 
them 01' hire and train new workers when the recession ends. Thus hoarded labor 
may be used less intensively (fol' example, store clerks may wait on fewer cus
tomers in a day) m be assigned to activities such as painting, cleaning, maintaining 
equipment, and training. If labor is utilized less intensively during a recession, or 
WOl' kers spend time on activities such as maintenance that don't directly contribute 
to measllled output, labor productivity may fall during a recession even though the 
production function is stable, Thus labor hoarding provides a way of explaining 
the pl'ocyclical behaviOl' of average labor productivity without assuming that reces
sions and expansions are caused by productivity shocks 

Macroeconomic Stabilization 
From the Keynesian explanation of why business cycles occur, we tllln to the 
KeyneSian view on how policymakels should respond to recessions and booms 
Briefly, Keynesians-unlike classical economists-genelally favOI policy actions to 
"stabilize" the economy by eliminating large fluctuations in output and employ
ment. Keynesian support of more active policy meaSUles follows from the theory's 
characterization of business cycle expansions and contI actions as periods in which 
the economy is temporarily away from its general equilibrium (or not at the 
IS-Li\ll-FE intelsection) According to Keynesians, recessions ale pal ticulally unde
silnble because in a recession, employment may be far below the £lmount of labor 
that workels want to supply, which leads to haldships for the unemployed and to 
output that is "too low." Keynesians therefore algue that average economic well
being would be increased if governments tried to reduce cyclical fluctuations, 
espeCially Iecessions 

The Keynesian analysis of monetary and fiscal policies suggests that these 
policies could be used to smooth the business cycle. To undelstand how, consider 
Fig 11.9 Suppose that the economy, initially in general equilibrium at point E, has 
been driven into lecession at point F Various types of shocks could have caused 
this lecession In Fig 118, fm example, we consideled a d[op in consumer confi
dence about the future of the economy A drop in confidence would reduce current 
desired consumption and increase current desired saving, thereby shifting the IS 
curve down f[ol11 lSI to IS:!. This sort of change in COnSlll11el attitudes may have 
contributed to the 1990-F)91 recession (see the Application "ConsumeI' Sentiment 
and the 1990-1991 Recession," p 113) 
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Figure 11.9 
Stabilization policy in the 
Keynesian model 
From point E the econo~ 
my is driven into a reces
sion at point F by a drop 
in consumer confidence 
and spending, \.."hich 
shifts the 15 curve down, 
from lSI to IS:! If the gov
ernment took no action, 
in lhe long fun pIice 
adjustment would shift 
the LM curve from Uvl! 
to LM:! and restore ger1ef
al equilibrium at point H 
(scenario 1) 
Alternatively, the gov
ernment could try to 
offset the recession 
through stabilization 
policy For example, the 
Fed could increase the 
money supply, which 
would shift the I.I\;f curve 
directly from LNfI to Ltv1::, 
speeding the recovery in 
output (scenario 2) 
Another possibility is a 
fiscal expansion, such as 
an increase in govern
ment purchases, which 
would shift the IS curve 
from 152 back to lSi, 
again restoring full 
employment at E 
(scenario 3) 
Compared to a strategy 
of doing nothing, expan~ 
sionary monetary 01' 

fiscal policy helps the 
economy recover more 
quickly but leuds to a 
highet price level in the 
long run 
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1.. Drop in consumer 
confidence leads 
to recession 

FE 

15 2 

2, Scenario 1 or 2 

Output, Y 

How might policymakers respond to this recession? We consider three possi
bilities: (1) no change in monetary or fiscal policy; (2) an mcrease 111 the money 
supply; and (3) an increase in government purchases 

III Sccllorio 1: No ehollge illllloeroccollolllic policy One policy option is to do noth
ing, With no govellUl1ent intervention, the economy event~tally WIU con-ed 
itself At point F in Fig 11 9 aggregate output demanded rs below the full
employment level of output Y Therefore, over time, pnces wrll beg111 to fall, 
increasing the real money supply and shifting the LM curve down aJ""d to the 
right In the long nm price declines shift the LM curve from LM' toLM-, restor
ing the economy to general eqUilibrium at pmnt H, H~weve:, a dIsadvantage 
of this strategy is that, during the (possibly lengthy) pnce adjustment process, 
output and employment remain below their full-employment levels 

III Seelwi io 2: All illC/ense ;11 the I//OIIC'/ sllpply Instead of waiting for the economy 
to reach general equilibrium thro'ugh price adjustment, the Fed could inC1e~~e 
the money supply, which also would shift the LM curve from LM' to Uk 111 
Fig 11. 9, If pIices adjust slowly, this expansionary policy would move the 
economy to general equilibrium at point H more qurckly than would domg 

nothing 
II Sce1lario 3: An increase in govC/'1lIlle/It pll1'c/zases An alternative policy of rais!ng 

government purchases will shift the IS curve up and to the nght, from IS-to 
IS', This policy also takes the economy to full employment, although at pomt 
E in Fig 11.9 rather than at point H 
In all three scenarios, the economy eventually returns to full employment 

However, the use of monetary or fiscal policy to achieve full employment leads to 
two important differences from the scenario in which no policy action is taken. 
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FiIst, if the goveIIlment lIses monetary 01 fiscal expansion to end the 1'0Ce55ion, the 
economy returns directly to full employment; if policy isn't changed, the economy 
remains in lccession in the short I un, returning to full employment only \\'hen 
prices have fully adjusted Second, if there is no policy change (scenario I), in the 
long run the price level falls relative to the nominal money supply. Indeed, the 
drop in the price level relative to the money supply increases the leal money 
supply, shifts the LtV[ curve down and to the right, and restores full employment at 
point I-I In contlast, when moneta! y or fiscal policy is lIsed to rcstOle full employ
ment (scenarios 2 and 3), the downward adjustment of the price level doesn't occur 
because expansionary policy directly letmns aggregate demand to the full-employ
ment level Thus, according to the Key'nesian analysis, using expansionary mone
tary 01 fiscal policy has the advantage of bIinging the economy back to full 
employment mOle quickly but the disadvantage of leading to a higher pIice level 
than if no policy action is undertaken 

Usually, eitheI monetary or fiscal policy can be used to bring the economy back 
to full employment. (Box ., l 2 deser ibes a possible exception, a case in which both 
monetary and fiscal expansions are needed.) Does it mattel which policy is used? 
Yes, there is at least one basic difference bet\\'een the outcomes of the hvo policies: 
l'vIonetalY and fiscal policies ilffect the composition of spending (the amount of 
output that is devoted to consumption, the amount to investment, and so on) dif
ferently In Fig 11.9, although total output is the same at the alternativc general 
equilibrium points E and H, at E (reached by an inoease in government ptnchas
es) government purchases are higher than at H (reached by an increase in the 
money supply) Because government purchases are higher at E, the Iemaining 
components of spending-in a closed economy, consumption and investment
I11ust be lower at E than at H Relative to a monetary expansion, an inClease in gov
elnment purchases c[Qwds out consumption and investment by raising the real 
interest late, which is highel at E than at H In addition, inCl"eased government pur
chases imply higher current 01 futllle tax burdens, which also leduces consump
tion relativc to what it would be with monetary expansion 

Difficulties of Macroeconomic Stabilization. The lise of moneta,y and fiscal 
policies to smooth 01 moderate the business cycle is called macroeconomic stabi
lization,. Using maGoeconomic policies to try to smooth the cycle is also sometimes 
called aggregate demand management because monetary and fiscal policies shift 
the agglegate demand curve MaCIoeconomic stabilization was a popular concept 
in the heyday of Keynesian economics in the 1960s, and it still influences policy dis
cussions. Unfmtunately, even putting ilside the debates between c1assicals and 
Keynesians about \vhethel smoothing the business cycle is desirable, actual macro
economic stabilization has been much less successful than the simple Keynesian 
theory suggests 

As discussed eadier in connection with fiscal policy (Section 10 I), attempts to 
stabilize the economy lun into some technical problems. First, because the ability 
to measure and analyze the economy is imperfect, gauging ho\-v far the economy is 
from full employment at any pal ticular time is difficult Second, the amount that 
output will increase in response to a monetary 01 fiscal expansion isn't known 
exactly. These uncertainties Illnke assessing how much of a monetary OI fiscal 
change is needed to restate full employment difficult Finally, even knowing the 
size of the policy change needed still wouldn't provide enough information 
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Japanese Macroeconomic Policy in the 1990s 

Between 1960 and 1990, the Japanese economy was A liquidity trap 
the envy of the world The Hlte of Japanese eco-
nomic gl'Owth exceeded 6% per year over that Real 
period, with real GDP per capita reaching levels interest 

FE 

close to those of the United States, Japanese-man
ufactured goods, from automobiles to consumer 
electronics, became renowned for their quality and 
sophistication, and Japanese banks and financial 
investors acqUired large stakes in foreign 
economies, Japanese stock prices and land prices 
skyrocketed-at one point it was calculated that 
the land under the Imperial Palace in Tokyo \vas 
'worth morc than all the land in the state of 

rate, 
r LM' LM' 

r=i=O~=:~~==~~--------==~====~~-----
(r.t.'= 0) 

Cnlifornia Best-selling books in both Japan and 
the United States argued that Japan would soon be 
the world's pr-eeminent economy-if it was not 
already-and other countries were urged to copy 
Japanese business practices and economic policies 

Given this remarkable record, it was quite surprising 
to many ""hen, in 199L the Japanese economy began a 
protracted slowdown .. Over the decade of the 1990s, 
GDP growth in Japan fell nearly to zero, with negative 
growth rates occurring in some years. In retrospect, we 
can identify several reasons for the slump" Perhaps most 
important was a sharp decline in stock and land prices 
that began in 1990, reversing what many observers 
(including most Japanese) now regard as excessive 
increases in asset prices during the 1980s Japanese com~ 
mercial banks, which owned large amounts of stock and 
had made many loans to real-estate developers, were 
particularly hurt by the plunge in asset prices. The 
banks' financial distress in tUrn reduced their capacity 
to lend, choking off credit to potential borrowers, 
Investment in new capital goods fell particularly 
sharply, as many companies becmne convinced that the 
golden era of Japanese growth had ended and hence 
ne\'\' investments would not be profitable 

From a Keynesian perspective, the appropriate 
policy response to the deep Japanese recession was 
clear: Use expansionary fiscal and monetary policies 
On the sUI'face at least, the Japanese government fol
lowed this advice 'The government announced a series 
of expansionary fiscal moves, including tax cuts and 
plans for massive spending on public works such as 
highways and bridges. Simultaneously, the Bank of 
Japan eased the country's monetary policy, lowering 
nominal interest rates to a few hundredths of a percent
age point-zero, for all practical purposes 

IS' 

Output, Y 

When the economy did not recover, however, many 
Japanese officials argued that their experience showed 
the limits of Keynesian policies,. Further fiscal expan
sion would be dangerous, they asserted, because it 
would increase the government's already large budget 
deficit On the monetary side, the Japanese pointed out, 
an additional stimulus was prevented by a liquidity 
trap. A liquidity trap (the term was invented by Keynes) 
is a situation in which nominal interest rates have 
reached zero Nominal interest rates cannot go below 
zero, because no one ,vill lend at a negative nominal 
interest rate (it is always possible to hold cash, lNhich 
pays a zero nominal return, instead). Because monetary 
policy stimulates the economy in large part by lowering 
interest rates, it becomes ineffective in liquidity trap 
conditions. In the accompanying figure, point A shO\vs 
the position of the Japanese economy in the late 1990s: 
Output at pOint A, the intersection of [51 and UvJl is 
below potential, but interest rates are zero, preventing 
further stimulus from monetary policy (The figure 
shows both real and nominal interest rates equal to zero, 
which is accurate for the case of Japan, as inflation and 
expected inflation were both approximately zero ) 
Notice that the LNf curve is flat at a zero interest rate; 
this shape reflects the fact that increases in the money 
supply are powerless to lower the nominal interest rate, 
once it has reached zero .. 

Critics of Japanese policy, among them Adam Posen* 
of the Institute for International Economics, have 
argued that the problem lies not with Keynesian expan

(COI/tilllled) 
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sionary policies but \'\'ith the timidity of Japanese offi
cials about using them .. On the fiscal side, Posen and 
other critics claim that, in practice, the Japanese gener
aUy did not follow through with their announced plans 
for increased spending and tax cuts; indeed, at one point 
the government imposed a large tax increase (The one 
exception was the September 1995 fiscal stimulus pack
age" which was followed by a period of growth until 
fiscal policy turned contractionary in early 1997,,) As for 
the liqUidity trap, these critics point out, monetary 

expansion can still be effective if it is combined with 
fiscal expansion. The accompanying figure illustrates 
this idea: A combination of fiscal expansion (which 
moves the IS curve to the right, from IS' to [5') and 
monetary expansion (which moves the Llvf curve to the 
right, from LMI to LM2) can return the economy to full 
employment at point 8, without violating the require
ment that nominal interest rates cannot be negative. 
Numerical Problem 3 at the end of the chapter illus
trates this idea further 

"" Adam Posen, Rcsforillg Jnpnll's Ecollomic Growllt, Institute for International Economics, Washington, D.C, 1998. 

Because macloeconOlllic policies take time to implement and more time to affect 
the economy, their optimal use requires knowledge of \vhere the economy will be 
six months or a year flom now, But such knowledge is, at best, very imprecise 

Because of these problems, aggregate demand management has been likened 
to trying to hit a moving target in a heavy fog These problems haven't persuaded 
most Keynesians to abandon stabilization policy; hovveveI, many Keynesians agree 
that pohcymakers should concentrate on fighting major recessions and not try to 
"fine·tune" the economy by smoothing every bump and wiggle in output and 
employment 

Beyond the teclu1ical problems associated with trying to find the light policies 
to stabilize the economy, economists also face the plactical problem of convincinn 
policymakers to take their advice See "The Political Environment," p. 420, fO! a dis~ 
cuss ion of the role of the Council of Economic Advisers in formulating actual gov
ernment policies 

Supply Shocks un the Keynesian Model 

Until the 1970s the Keynesian business cycle theory focused almost exclusively on 
aggregi;lte demand shocks as the source of business cycle fluctuations Because 
aggregate demand shocks lead to procyclical movements in inflation, however, the 
Keynesi,an theory f~iled to account fm the stagflation-high inflation togetheI with 
a recesslon--that lut the US. economy following the 1973-1975 oil price shock This 
experience led to much cIiticism of the tladitional theory by both economists and 
policymakers, so Keynesii;lns recast the theory to allow for both supply and 
demand shocks Although Keynesians wouldn't go so far as to aglee with RBC the. 
orists thi;lt supply (productivity) shocks are a factor in most recessions, they now 
concede that there have been occasional episodes-the oil pIice S110cks of the 19705 
being the leading examples-in which supply shocks have played a prim<-ll'y Iole in 
an economic downturn 

Figure 1110 shO\vs a KeyneSian analysis of the effects of a sharp tempOlalY 
increase in the price of oil (a similar analysis would apply to other supply shocks, 
such as a drought) As we showed in Chapte[ 3, if firms respond to an increase in 
the price of oil by using less energy, the i;lmount of output that can be produced 
with the Same amount of capital i;lnd labor falls Thus the increase in the price of oil 



The Role of the Council of Economic Advisers in Formulating Economic Policy 

As World \'VClt' If drew to an end in 19-1:5, l11ill1Y 

people feared that the US eCOn0J11Y would 
revert to the Great Depression that pre\'ililecl in 

the 19305 This concern prompted Congress to P<:lSS the 
Employment Act of 1946 "to promote maximum 
employment, pJOciuction, and purchasing power" A 
more concrete provision of the Employment Act of 1946 
\ViiS the cstJblishmcnt of the three-person Council of 
Economic Advisers ((EA) In i,ldclition to advising the 
President on a \ a1 ietl' of economic issues, the (EA pre
pclles the annual ECOIIOIIlit' Report (:f tile Presidcllt and 
works with other agencies to f()J'ge economic policy 

1'v105t (EA members have been pl'Ofcssiol1ill econo
mislS who were dJ'i1\\,11 hom leading research universi
ties ,md nonprofit institutions Because they genC'1(1Ily 
.1Ie at the f[ontiel" of economic research, CEA men1bels 
bring fresh ideas nnd perspectives to policy discussions 
However, being inexperienced in the political aren<l, 
most CEA members must also gl'<1Sp the political dimcn
siems of policymaking and cien.'lop il style for dealing 
with situations in which their vicws diffe[ from those of 
others in the administration 

When [)resident John F Kenned\' took officc in 1961 
he inherited a l<lcklustereconomy m;d promised to Jlstart 
the countIy moving ilgain '" Kennedy's newly ilppointcd 
CEI\, cililil'ed by \'Valter Heller, recommended tax cuts 
to stimulate the econOI11\", but the Presidcnt's belief in 
"fiscil! rcsponsibility" initially mnde himreluct,mt to pm .. 
posc ilny policies that would Ci'ealc gm"ernJ11cnt budget 
deficits * T he opposition to fisea I stimulus was shared by 
other administration (lfficials However, by working: 
effectively within lhe administration, the CE,h\ Wil5 able to 
convince the President nnd his aides to SUpp01't expan
sionary fiscal policies The result W<lS a fiscal stimulus 
that was implemented in two stages: The Reu:~nue Act of 
1962 provided tax incentives for investment, and a more 
comprehensi\'e tax leduction WtlS instituted b\' the 
Revenue Act of 196·1 This fiscal package was follo\V~d by 
a strong cconomic expansion and \\,<15 widely regarded <IS 

<I successful experiment in Keynesian demand managl'
ment 

Twenty years Inter, the CEA was agilill at odds with the 
Plesident and the administrntion ilbout fundament<tl 
aspects of fiscill policy In the early 1980s President ROIlald 
Reagan ad\'ocated sharp cuts in income lax rates while 

CEl-\ Chilil"man t\·lartin Feldstein lll"ged fiscill cautioIl. 
Feldstein wamed lhat tax cuts would lead to persistent 
gm'ernment deficits, high real interest rates, and lower 
im'cstmellt in the United States. vVhen his wilmings were 
repeatedly ignored by the Reagan administ~ation, 
Feldstein made his views known to the public. Relations 
beh\'l:en the CEA and the administration then deteriorated 
to the point that the administration no longer relied on the 
CEA for economic advice, and the CEA temporarily lost its 
ability lo int1uence economic policy In testimony before 
Congress, Treasury Secretary Donald Regiln recommend
ed thi.lt the fco/IO/Ilie Reporf (!( tltc PrcsidL'II{ written by the 
CEA under Feldstein be thrown in the trash In July 1984 
Feldstein resigned from the CEA with his professionul rep
ut.:ltion intJct and hm"ing earned a l"eputntion for speaking 
his mind in the best interests of the country. However, the 
ReagJn administration was so angered by the experience 
that it consideled trying to ilbolish the CEA 

Did Feldstein do the right thing? In looking back at 
this incident, Williill1l Nordhaus, a member of the CEA 
under President Jimmy Carter, argued that "by taking 
the dispute public, Feldstein lost the trust of the 
President and of the President's confidants, thereby 
losing the Council's unique power to affect economic 
policy by persuading the President in close persona! con· 
tacts "i However, we will never know whether President 
Reagnn and his close ad\'isers could hJ"e been persuad
ed to change their policies by behind .. the-scenes discus
sion and negotiation. If not, the public interest may have 
been well served by Feldstein's public statement's, which 
cduci-1ted the Congress ilnd the public about the potenti<ll 
risks of government budget deficits 

The Clinton years saw little o\'ert conflict between the 
CEA Jnd the rest of the administration Indeed, Clinton 
appOintee Laura D Tyson of the University of California 
ilt Bcr keJey, the first woman to chiliI the Council, was 
considered a particulm'ly effective advocate fm adminis
tration policies However, in an effort to increase the 
focus of his administration on domestic economic policy, 
President Clinton set lip a new economic advisory 
group, the National Economic Council (NEC), within the 
\IVhite House. Many Jnillysts believe that the crcation of 
the NEC, which acti\'elv advises the President, effective
l.y reduced the influe~ce of the Council of Economic 
Advisers on economic policy 

~ fill' debilte within the Kennvdy ildminbtl'iltiol1 ilbout tnx cuts is dO(Ullll..'nted in ivlichne\ G Ru\.;stad, "The Zenith of Keyncsinl1 
Economics," MII{ rU('(l/wlllic Ocd:-;ioll A·JakillS ill Ih~' World EUJllolII!/. Chicn~o: The Dryden Press, 1986, Chapter 6 
t William 0 Nordh<tus. ·'The Council of Economic Advisers: Conscience or Ad\ ocate?"· in Knrl Brunner and Allan !V!eltzer, eds, 
C(/rllL'sh'-I~tJdll'~kr COIl/crclla 5l'1·it-~ 0/1 PuNic Polit II- \ 01 25. Amstt:rd<tm: North-Ho!!nnd, 1986. p 273 
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Figure 11.10 
An oil price shock in the 
Keynesian model 
An incrense in the price 
of oil is un ndverse 
supply shock that 
reduces full-employment 
output from i\ to y~ and 
thus shifts the FEline to 
the left In addition, the 
increase in the price of 
oil increases prices in 
sectors that depend 
heavily on oil, where-a::; 
prices in other sectors 
remain fixed in the short 
run. Thus the ilverage 
price level rises, which 
reduces the real money 
supply, M/ p, <lnd shifts 
the Llvl curve up and to 
the left, from LMI to LM~ 
In the short fun, the 
economy moves to point 
F. with output fnlling 
below the new, lowel 
\'<lllll.;' of full-employment 
output illH.i the re<ll inter
est rail' increasing 
Becnllse the aggregate 
quantity of goods 

demanded at F is less 
tl1il1l the full-employ
ment level of output, Y2' 
in the long run the price 
!e\"(~1 fnlis, pnrtiilily off
setting the initial increase 
in prices The dl'Op in the 
price level causes the Uv/ 
cUl've to shift down and 
to the right, from LM~ to 
f. AP, moving the econo .. 
my to full .. employment 
equilibrium at point Ii 
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Oil price increases 

'1 Oil price increase 
drives up price level 

2 Price level faUs 

Output, Y 

is an adverse supply shock, which reduces}11e full-employment level of output and 
shifts the FE Ime to the left, flam FE I to F E- After complete wage and price adjust
ment, \vhlch OCCUI'S virtually immediately in the basic classical model but only in 
~le long llln in the KeyneSian model, output falls to its new full-employment level. 
Y, Thus, in the long run (after full wage and price adjustment), the Keynesian 
analysis and the classical analysis of a supply shock are the same 
. ,Howev~I, the Keynesian analysis of the short-run effects of an oil price shock 
IS slightly different flam the classical analysis To understand the short-term effects 
of the oil price shock in the Keynesian model, first think about the effects of the 
increase in the oil price on the general price level Recall that firms facing menu 
~osts will not change their pIices if the "right" prices ale only a little different 
from the pIeset pI ices However, if the light prices are substantially different from 
the preset prices, so that finns would lose considerable profits by maintaining the 
pr~set pll"ces~ they w11l change their prices. In the case of a large increase in the 
p"ce of orl, fnms \vhose costs ate strongly affected by the price of oil-including 
~as stat~ons, suppl~eIs of home heating oil, and airlines, for example-find that the 
light p"ces for theu products are substantially higher than the preset prices These 
oIl-dependent firms inclease their prices tluickly, whereas firms in other sectors 
maintain their preset prices in the short lun. Thus there is price stickiness in the 
sense that not all prices adjust to their equilibrium values, and yet the average price 
level rises in the shOlt flln 

Because a sharp increase in the pdee of oil raises the price level, P, in the short 
lun, it also reduces the reall110ney supply, lvI/P A decline in the real money 
supply shrfts the LlvI curve to the left, from LMI to LM' in Fig n 10 As drawn, the 
LNI curve shifts farther to the left than the FE line shifts, although this outcome isn't 
logically necessary The short-lLIn equilibrium is at point F, where LM2 intersects 
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the 15 curve Because F is to the left of the FEline, the economy is in a recession at 
F, with output (at Y,) below the new value of full-employment output, Y, In the 
shOI t run, the economy expedences stagflation, \vith both a dlop in output and a 
burst of inflation, Note that, accotding to this analysis, the shOlt-run decline in 
output has two components: (1) the drop in full-employn1ent output flom Y1 to Y,; 
and (2) the drop in output below the new full-employment level arising from the 
shift to the left of the LIv! curve (the difference between Y, and 1'3) 

Supply shocks of the type analyzed in Fig 1110 pose tremendous difficulties 
for Keynesian stabilization policies, First, monetary or fiscal policy can do little 
about the portion of the decline in output 1esulting from the shift of the FE line; 
attempts to expand the economy beyond the new full-employment output level, Y" 
\vill increase output only temporarily and \VOlsen inflation, In contIast, the portion 
of the output decline arising flOm the shift to the left of the LIv! curve (the difference 
between Y, and Y 3) represents an output level below the full-employment level and 
could, in principle, be eliminated by expansionary monetary Ol fiscal policies that 
raise output to Y., HoweveI, by using expansionary policies at point F, rather than 
doing nothing, the government risks worsening the aheady-high rate of inflation. 
Hence, in the face of a shock that induces stagflation like the one shown in Fig. 
11.10, maCIoeconomic policy can neitheI avoid a sharp decline in output nor restore 
output even to its ne\v, lower full-employment level without potentially wotsening 

inflation 

CHAPTER SUMMARY 

1. 

4. 

Keynesians are skeptical that a mismatch between 
workers and jobs can explain all unemployment They 
argue that some unemployment is caused by real 
wages that are rigid and above the level at which the 
quantities of labor demanded and supplied are t.."'qual 

One explanation for real-wage rigidity is based on the 
efficiency wage model, which assumes that wor kers 
work harder in response to an inCl'ease in the real 
wage Firms can attain the highest level of profit by 
paying the real wage, known as the efficiency wage, 
that elicits the most worker effort per dollar of wages 
If the effort curve relating eHor t pwvided by workers 
to the real wage doesn't change, the efficiency wage, 
and hence the real wage actually paid; is rigid 
At the efficiency wage, firn1s demand the level of 
employment, N; at which the marginal product of 
labor equals the efficiency wage If the efficiency 
wage is above the market-clearing real wage, employ
ment is determined by labor demand The difference 
between the quantity of labor supplied and the quan
tity of labor demanded at the efficiency wage repI'e
sents unemployment 
Full-employment output; y, is the output that C01l1 be 
produced when employment is at its full-employ
ment level, N, and worker effort is at the level induced 

5. 

by the efficiency wage, The FE line in the Keynesian 
JS-Uv! model is vertical where output equals its full
employment level. In the Keynesian model, full
employment output and the FE line are affected by 
productivity shocks but not by changes in labor 
supply because changes in labor supply don't affect 
employment in the efficiency wage model 

Kevnesians attribute the nonneutrality of money to 
price stickiness, which means that so"me firms may 
not change their prices in the short run even though 
the demand for or supply of their product has 
changed Price stickiness is contrary to the assump
tion of the basic classical model that prices and w<1ges 
are completely flexible 

Price stickiness can arise from the profit-maximizing 
behavior of monopolistically competitive firms that 
face menu costs, or costs of changing prices Such 
firms are price setters rather th<1n price t<1kers, and 
once they set their prices they meet customer demand 
at that fixed price, These firms readjust prices only 
occasionally, generally when costs or demand have 
changed significantly 
In the Keynesian model with sticky prices; output is 
determined in the short fun at the intersection of the 
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IS and LIVI curves, T he economy can be off the FEline 
in the shor l run because firms are willing to meet 
demand at predetermined prices The level of 
emploYl11cnt in the short run is given by the effective 
labor demand curve, which shows the amount of 
labor needed to produce any given amount of output 
In the long run, after priccs and wages have com
pletely adjusted, the LM curve moves to restore gen
eral equilibrium with full employment 

8 The short-I'un and long-run equilibriil in the 
Keynesian model can also be analyzed with the 
AD-AS model The short-run equilibrium is repre
sentcd by the intersection of the downward-sloping 
aggregate demand (AD) curve and the horizontal 
short-run aggregate supply (SRAS) curve, In short
run equilibrium; monopolistically competitive firms 
produce whatever level of output is demanded at the 
fixed price level Eventually, however; the price level 
adjusts and the economy reaches its long-run equilib
rium, represented by the intersection of the AD curve 
and the "erUcnl long-run aggregatc supply (LRAS) 
cur\'e In 10ngMrun equilibrium, output cquals its fuIl
employment Ic\'el, )' 

9, In the Keynesian model an increase in the money 
supplv shifts the LM cur\'e down and to the ri(yht _ a ' 
r<1ising output and lowcring the real interest rate in 
the short run Thus money 'isn't neutral in the shott 
t'lm In the long run, ho~\rever, money is neutral· 
monetary expansion raises the price levc"1 proportion~ 
ally but has no real effects 

10, In the Keynesian model an inCIease in government 
purchases or a cut in taxes shifts the 15 curve up 
and to the right, raising output and the real intercst 
r<1te in the short l'tIn In the long run, output returns 
to the full-employment level but the real interest 

Key Terms 

aggregate demand management, effort Clllve, p 393 
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r<1te increases Fiscal policy isn't neutrnl in the long 
nIn because it affects the composition of output 
among consuillption. investment, and government 
purch<1ses 

11. Keynesions ottribute most business cycles to aggre
gate demand shocks These shocks hit the 15 curve 
(changes in government purchases, desired con
sumption, or desired investment) or the L!vI curve 
(changes in money supply or money demand) 
Keynesian business cycle theory, which has tradi
tionally emphasizcd the importance of aggregate 
demand shocks, can account for the procyclical 
behavior of employment, money, inflation, and 
in\'estment. To explain the procyclical behavior of 
average labor productivity, the Keynesian theory 
must include the additional assumption that firm-s 
hoard labor-th<.lt is, thcy employ morc workers than 
necessmy during rccessions 

12, M<.lcroeconomic stabilization, also called aggregate 
demand management, is the use of monetary or fiscal 
policy to try to eliminate recessions and keep the 
economy <1t full employment. The Keynesian thcory 
suggests that macroeconomic stabilization is both 
desirable and possible However, practical problems 
include the difficulty of measuring <.lnd forecasting 
the state of the economy and determining how much 
monet<1ry and fiscal stimulus is needed at any partic
ular time Keynesian antirecessionary policies also 
lead to a highel price level them \vollid occur in the 
absence of policy changes 

13~ Following the oil price shocks of the 1970s, the 
Keynesian theory was modified to allow for supply 
shocks Supply shocks lead to stagflation (a cornbinaM 

lion of inflation and recession) and pose great diffi
culties fOf" stabilization policy 
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Review Questions 

1" Define ~[flcicllc!! wnge What assumption about \vorker 
behavior underlies the efficiency wage theory? Why 
does it predict that the real wage will remain rigid 
even if there is an excess supply of labor? 

2" How is full-employment output, V, determined in the 
Keynesian model with efficiency wages? In this model, 
how is full-employment output affected by changes in 
productivity (supply shocks)? How is it affected by 
-:hanges in labor supply? 

3" What is price stickiness? Why do Keynesians believe 
that allowing for price stickiness in macroeconomic 
analysis is important? 

4. Define IIICIIII cost Why might small menu costs lead to 
price stickiness in monopolistically competitive mar
kets but not in perfectly competitive markets? Why 
can a monopolistically competitive firm profitably 
meet demand at its fixed price when actual demand is 
greater than the firm anticipated? 

5~ What does the Keynesian model predict about mone
tony neutrality (both in the short run and in the long 
run)? Compare the Keynesian predictions about neu
trality with those of the basic classical model and the 
extended classical model with misperceptions 

Numerical IPII"Oi:»iems 

1, A firm identifies the following relationship behveen the 
real wage it pays and the effort exerted by its wOtkers: 

Real Wage Effort 

8 7 
10 
12 
14 
16 
18 

10 
15 
17 
19 
20 

The marginal product of labor for this firm is 

IvIPN = £(100 - N) 
15 ' 

where E is the effort level and N is the number of work
ers employed If the firm can pay only one of the six 
wage levels shown, which should it choose? How 
many \yorkers will it employ? 

6. In the Keynesian model, hmv do increased govern~ 
ment purchases affect output and the real interest rate 
in the short fun? In the long ~un? How do increased 
government purchases affect the composition of 
output in the long run? 

7 Describe three alternative responses availnble to poli
cymakers when the economy is in recession 'What are 
the advantages and disadvantages of each strategy? 
Be sure to discuss the effects on employment, the price 
level, and the composition of output What are some of 
the practical difficulties in using macroeconomic sta
bilization policies to fight recessions? 

8. Use the Keynesian model to explain the procycJical 
behavior of employment, money, inflation, and 
investment 

9, What does the Keynesian model predict about the 
cydical behavior of average labor productivity? How 
does the idea of labor hoarding help bring the predic
tion of the mode! into conformity with the business 
cycle facts? 

10 According to the Keynesian analysis. in what two 
ways does an adverse supply shock reduce output? 
Wh(lt problems do supply shocks create for Keynesian 
stabilization policies? 

There me 200 workers in the town where the firm is 
located, all willing to work at a real wage of 8 Does this 
fact change your ;:lOswer to the first part of this ques
tion? If so, how? 

2 An economy is described by the following equations: 

Desired consumption CI:::: 130 + O.5(Y - T) - SOOr 
Desired investment 1,1 :::: 100 - SOOr 
Government purchases G:::: 100 
Taxes T = 100 
Real money demand L :::: 0 5Y -10001' 
Money supply tvl = 1320 
Full-employment output Y:::: 500 

Assume that expected inflation is zetO so th(lt money 
demand depends directly on the real interest rate 

II Write the equations for the /S and Ltv! Curves (These 
equ(ltions express the relationship between rand 1" 
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when the goods and asset markets, respectively, are 
in equilibrium) 

h Calculate the full-employment values of output, the 
real interest nHe, the price level, consumption, and 
investment 

c Suppose that, because of investor optimism about 
the future marginal ptOduct of capital, the invest
ment function becomes 

l" = 200 - 500, 

Assuming that the economy W(lS initially at full 
employment, what are the new values of output, the 
real interest rate, the price level, consumption, and 
investment in the short run? In the long lun? Show 
your results graphically 

3. An economy is described by the following equations: 

Desired consumption ("'I::::: 600 + 0 8(Y - T) - SOD' 
Desired investment ['I:::: 400 - SOOr 
Real money demand L :::: 0.51' - 200i, for i> a 

Government purchases G and taxes T both equal 
1000 The initial price level P equals 2 0, and expected 
inflation 1(' is zero. Full-employment output Y is 8000 
Notice that the real money demand function above is 
defined only for positive values of the nominal interest 
rate ""e assume that, when the nom1n(ll interest rate 
equals zero, people are willing to hold as much money 
as the central bank wishes to supply; this assumption 
implies that the Uv! curve becomes horizontal for zero 
values of the nominal interest rate 

11 Show that in this economy the requirement that the 
nominal interest rate must be greater than or equal 
to zero is not consistent with full employment That 
is, the economy is in a "liquidity tr(lp" (refer to Box 
112) Can monetary policy alone restore full 
employment in this economy? VVhy or why not? 

b Find a combination of the money supply M and 
government purch(lses G that restores full employ
ment while keeping the nominal interest rate at 
zero Discuss the relevance of this policy to the case 
of Japan in the 1990s Assume that the price level 
and inflation expectations are unchanged 

4, An economy is described by the following equations: 

Desired consumption C' = 300 + 0 5(Y - T) - 3001' 
Desired investment /d:::: 100 -100r 
Government purchases G::::: 100 
Taxes [=100 
Real money demand L :::: a 51" - 2001' 
Money supply M = 6300 
Full-employment output y::::: 700 

11 Write the equation for the aggregate demand curve 
(Hillt: Find the equations describing the goods 
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market and asset market equilibria Use these two 
equations to eliminate the real interest rate For any 
given price level, the equ(ltion of the aggregate 
demand curve gives the level of out}""'Iut that satisfies 
both goods market and asset market equilibria) 

b Suppose that p:::: 15 What are the short-run values 
of output, the real interest rate, consumption, and 
investment? 

c What are the long-run equilibrium values of output, 
the real interest rate, consumption, investment, and 
the price level? 

50 (Appendix 11 A) Consider an economy in which all 
workets are covered by contracts that specify the nom
inal wage and give the employer the right to choose the 
amount of employment The production function is 

l' = 20m, 

and the corresponding marginal product of labor is 

IvlI'N = 1£_ 
Jtv 

Suppose that the nominal wage W:::: 20 

a Derive an equation that relates the real wage to the 
amount of labor demanded by firms (the labOI 
demand curve) 

b For the nominal wage of 20, what is the relationship 
between the price level and the amount of labor 
demanded by firms? 

c What is the relationship between the price level and 
the amount of output supplied by firms? Graph this 
relationship 

Now suppose that the [5 and LM curves of the econo
my (the goods market .md asset market equilibrium 
conditions) are des(1'ibed by the following equations: 

IS curve Y::::: 120 - 500r 

LIvl cutve M I P = 0 51' - 500, 

d The money supply M is 300 Use the IS and LtvI 
equations to derive a relationship between output, 
Y, and the price level, P This relationship is the 
equation for the aggregate demand curve Graph it 
on the same axis as the relationship between the 
price level and the amount of output supplied by 
firms (the aggregate supply curve) from part (c) 

t' What ale the equilibrium values of the price level, 
output, employment, real wage, and rea! interest 
rate? 

f Suppose that the money supply, AI{, is 13S What are 
the equilibrium values of the price level, outpul, 
employment, real wage, and real interest rate? 
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6, (Appendix 11 B) Consider the following economy 

Desired consumption C':;:: 325 + O.5(Y - T) - SOOr 
Desired investment 1,1:;:: 200 - 500, 
Government purchases G = 150 
Taxes T = ISO 
Rea! money demand 
Money supply 
Fl1ll~employment output 

L = a 51' -IOOOr 
M = 6000 
Y = 1000 

Il Calculate the full-employment values of the rea! 
interest rate, the price level, consumption, and 
investment 

b What are the values of a/sl Pl9 ClL\JI J\M and {r for 
this economy? (You'll helVe to refer back to 
Appendix 9. A for definitions of these coefficients) 

1.. According to the Keynesian IS-Ltv1 model, what is the 
effect of each of the following On output, the real inter
est !"<lte, employment, und the price level? Distinguish 
between the short run and the long run 

17 Incrc<1sed tax incentives for investment (the tax 
breuks for investment are offset by lump-sum tax 
increases that keep total Current tax collections 
unchanged) 

b Increased tax incentives for saving [as in part (a), 
lump-sum luX increases offset the effect on total cur
rent tax collections] 

A W,1\'e of in\'estor pessimism about the future prof
itability of capital investmenls 

d An increase in consumer confidence, as consumers 
expect that their incomes will be higher in the 
future 

2, According to the Keynesian IS-LM model, what is the 
effect of each of the following on output, the real inter
est rate, employment, and the price level? Distinguish 
between the short r un and the long run 

II Financial deregulation allows banks to pay a higher 
interest ratc on checking <1CCounts 

b T he introduction of sophisticated credit cards great
ly reduces the amount of money that people need 
for transactions 

( A severe water shortage causes sharp declines in 
agricultural output and inct'eases in food prices 

d A temporary beneficial supply shock affects most 
of the economy, but no individual firm is affected 
sufficiently to change its prices in the short run 

3" Suppose that the l:ed has a policy of increasing the 
money supply when it obsen cs thut the economy is in 
recession However, suppose that about six months 

c Suppose that the price level is fixed at P = 15 What 
arc the short-rull equilibrium values of output and 
the real interest late? 

d With the price level still fixed at jJ :;:: 15, sUPPOse 
that government purcha,ses increase from C :::: 150 
to C = 250 What are the new values of a ls <lnd the 
short-run equilibrium level of output? 

L' Use Eq (11. B 5) to compute the government pur~ 
chases multiplier Use your answer to compute the 
short-lun change in Y resulting ftOm an increuse in 
government purchases from G = 150 to G :::: 250. 
How does your answer here compare to your 
answer in part (dF 

are needed for an increase in the money supply to 
affect aggregate demand, which is about the same 
amount of time needed for firms to review and reset 
their prices What effccts will the Fed's policy have on 
output and price stability? Does your answer change if 
(a) the Fed has some ability to forecast recessions or (b) 
price adjustment takes longer than six months? 

4. Classical economists argue that using fiscal policy to 
fight a recession doesn't make workers better off 
Suppose, however, that the Keynesian model is cor
rect Relative to a policy of doing nothing, does em 
increase in government purchases that brings the econ
omy to full employment make workers better off? In 
answer ing the question, discuss the effects of thc fiscal 
expansion on the real wage, employment, consumpM 
tion, and current and future taxes How does your 
answer depend on (a) the direct benefits of the gov
ernment spending program and (b) the speed with 
which prices adjust in the absence of fiscal stimulus? 

5, Some labor economists argue that it is useful to think 
of the labor market as being divided into two sectors: a 
primary sector, where "good" (high-paying, long
term) jobs are located, and a secondary sector, which 
has "bad" (low-paying, short-term) jobs. Suppose that 
the prim<.1ry sector has a high marginal product of 
labor and that (because effort is costly for firms to 
monitor) firms pay an efficiency wage The secondary 
sector has a low marginal product of labor and no effi
ciency wage; instead, the real wage in the secondary 
sector adjusts so that the quantities of labor demanded 
and supplied are equal in that sector Workers are 
alike, and all \vould prefer to wor k in the primucy 
sector Howcvcr, workers who can't find jobs in the 
primary sector work in the secondary sector 

Chapter Summary 

What are the effects of each of the following on the 
leal wage, employment, and output in both sectors? 

(/ Expiinsion<Hy monetilJ'Y po!iqr increases the 
demand for primary sector output 

b lmmigration increases the labor force 

The effort curve changes so that a higher rea! wage 
is needed to elicit the greatest effort per dollar in 
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the primary sector Effort exerted at the higher real 
wage is the same as before the change in the effort 
curve 

d There is a tempor<1(,Y productivity improvement in 
the prim,uy sector 

/.' There is a temporary productivity improvement in 
the secondary sector 

~ The Conference Board® Exercises 

for Tfle COl/ti'IL'IICL' BOllrd;' HIlSillL'sS Cl/t'fL' /l/{iicl7tors Database, 
So to www'awlonline com/abel_be~nanke 

1, Keynesian theory predicts that expanSionary fiscal 
policy-either higher spending or lmver taxes-will 
raise the leal interest rate 

Using data since 1960, graph the Federal govern
ment budget deficit, the state-local government 
budget deficit (both relative to GOP), and the real 
interest r<1te (three-month Treasury bill rate minus the 
CPI inflation rate over the preceding twelve-month 
period) Do you sec a link between deficits and real 
interest rates? In what period does the relationship 
seem clearest? Do your answers change when the lell
year government bond interest rate is used instead of 
the threeMmonth rate? 

2 Because of price stickiness, the Keynesi,:lI1 model pre
dicts that an increase in the growth rate of money will 
lead to higher infi<1tion only after some lag, when firms 

begin to adjust their prices Using data since 1960, 
graph the inflation rate and the rate of growth of M2 
Prior to 1980, is it true that increases in money growth 
only affected inflation with a lag? What has happened 
since 1980? 

Keynesians argue that financial innovations, sllch as 
the introduction of money market deposit accounts at 
banks, led to a large increase in the demand for NI2 in 
the early 1980s If this claim is true, how does it help 
explain the relationship between money growth and 
inflation that you observe Etfter 1980? 

3, Conference Bomd Exercise 1, Chapter 10, asked you to 
look at the cyclical behavior of total factor pl'Oductivi
tv If you have not completed that problem, do it now 
a"nd c~mpmc productivity changes with changes in the 
producer price index for pctroleum products How 
would Keynesian interpretations differ from those 
offered by classical macroeconomics? 
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labor Contracts and 
Nominal~Wage Rigidity 

In the Keynesian theory, the nonneuhality of money is a consequence of nominal 
rigidity In this chapter \ve emphasized non1ina1-p' icc rigidity An alternative nom
inal Iigidity that could account for the nonneutrality of 1110ney, which many 
Keynesians emphasize, is nominal-wn~c ti<"Yiciit\l Nominal-waae riaiciitv could <.: J {) 0 _ 

lcflect long-term labm contracts behveen firms and unions in which w£wes are set 
in nominal terms (the case we study here) In terms of the AD-AS fram~wO! k the 
diffelence between nominal-price rigidity and nominal-wage Iigidity is that nom
inal-price rigidity implies a horizontal short-run aggregate supply curve, whereas 
nominal-\vage rigidity implies a short-run aggregate supply CUIve that slopes 
upwmd HoweveI, this difference doesn't really affect the results obtained from the 
Keynesian model In pcuticulal', in the Keynesian model with nominal-wage rigid
ity, money lemains nonneutlal in the shOlt [un and neutral in the lonn run o 

The Short~Run Aggregate Supply Curve with Labor Contracts 

in the United States most labor contracts specify employment conditions and nom
inal wages for a period of thlee yeals Although labor contI acts specify the nomi~ 
nal w<lge l'<ltc, they usually don't specify the tot<ll <lITlount of employment Instead, 
employers unilaterally decide how many hOll1s will be wOlked and whethel w01k
eIS will be laid off These factols imply that the short-run aggregate supply Clilve 
slopes upward 

\Ale can see why the short-run agglegate supply curve slopes upwald when 
laboI contracts prespecify the nominal wage by considering what happens when 
the pdce level inCIeases. With the nominal wage, \'V, already detelmined by the 
conttact, an inCIease in the pIice level, P, reduces the real wage, w, OI ltV / P In 
lesponse to the drop in the real wage, firms demand more labor Because firms uni~ 
laterally choose the level of employment, the increase in the amount of labor 
demanded leads to an increase in employment and therefore an increase in output 
Thus an inClease in the pIice level leads to an increase in the amount of output sup
plied, as shown by the 5RA5 curves in Fig 11 A 1 

Nonneutrality of Money 

rvlonev is nonneutIal in the shmt run in the model with loner-term labor contracts 
. '" 

as illustrated in Fig 11 A.1 The initial general equilibrium is at point E, where the 
initial aggregate demand Cluve, ADI, intelsects the short-run aggregate supply 
curve,SRA5! A 10{X) inClease in the money supply shifts the AD CLHve up to AD:!, 
(For any level of output the price level is 10% higher on AD' than on AD' ) In the 
short fun, the innease in the money supply raises the pIice level to P2 and output 
to Y, at point F Output at F is higher than its full-employment level because the 
rise in prices lowered the real wage, which leads firms to employ more labOt and 
produce more output 

Figure 11.A,1 
Monetary nonneutrality 
with IQng~term contracts 
\Vith labor contracts that 
fix the nominal vI'age in 
the short run, an increase 
in the price level lowers 
the real wage <lnd 
induces firms to employ 
more labor and produce 
more output. Thus the 
shott~run aggregate 
supply curve SRAS1 

slopes upward When 
nomin<ll wages are rigid, 
money isn't neutral 
From the initial equilibri w 

um point E, a 10% 
increase in the money 
supply shifts the AD 
curve up, from ADI to 
AD:! In the short rlln, 
both output and the 
price level increase, as 
shown by point F Over 
time, contracts are rene~ 
gotiateci and nominal 
wages rise to match the 
increase in prices As 
wages tise, the short~run 
aggregate supply curve 
shifts up, from SRASI to 
SRAS l , so that general 
equilibrium is restored at 
H At H both the price 
level P and the nominal 
wage lV have risen by 
10%, so the real wage is 
the same as it was initial~ 
ly, and firms supply the 
fun~employment level of 
output, y 

Appendix 11 A Labor Contracts and Nominal-Wage Rigidity 
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At the short-run equilibrium point, F, however, workers will be dissatisfied 
because their leal wages me lower than they had expected, Over time, as contracts 
are renewed or Ienegotiated, nominal \vages will rise to offset the increase in 
prices At any price level a rise in the nominal \vage also raises the real wage, 
inducing firms to employ less labor and produce less output. Thus rising nominal 
wages cause the short~run aggregate supply curve to shift up, from SRAS' to 
SRAS2 Eventually, general equilibrium is restored at point H 

In the long run at point H, the price level rises to P3, which is 10% higher than 
its initial value, P, At H the nominal wage, W, has also increased by 10% so that the 
real wage, W! P, has returned to its initial value, With the real wage back at its orig
inal value, firms employ the same amotmt of labor and produce the same arnount of 
output (l') as they did at the initial equilibrium point, E Thus, as in the Keynesian 
model based on efficiency wages and price stickiness, in the Keynesian model with 
nominal~wage rigidity, money is neutral in the long run but not in the short nm 

Although nominal~wage rigidity arising from labor contracts can explain short
run monetary nonneutrality, some economists object to this explanation One objec
tion is that less than one-sixth of the labor force in the United States is tmionized and 
covered by long-term labor contracts. However, many nonunion workers receive 
wages similar to those set in tmion contracts For example, although most nonunion 
workers don't have formal wage contracts, they may have "implicit contracts" with 
thei.r employers, O! informal unwritten arrangements for comparable wages, 

A second objection is that many labor contracts contain cost~of~living adjust
ments (COLAs), which tie the nominal wage to the overall price level, as measured, 
for example, by the consumer price index. Contracts with colllp/ete indexation 
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increase the nominal \vage by the same percentage as the inoease in the pIice 
level If wages ,lIe completely indexed to the price level, the short-run aggregate 
supply CUIve is vClticai and money is neutral 10 show why, let's suppose thM the 
price level increases by 6%) If labor contracts are completely indexed, nominal 
wages also increase by 6(% and the leal wage, ll\'j P, remains unchanged Because 
the real \vage doesn't change, firms choose the same levels of employment and 
output independent of the price level 

However, in most U.s. labor contlflcts, wages aren't completely indexed to 
prices In recent years, feweI than one-fow th of the workers caveled by major pri
vate industry b<lIgaining agreements have had any COLA provisions, 
Furthennme, most contI acts ,",vith COLA provisions have partial rather than com· 
plete indexation. Fm example, under a contract that calls for 501X) indexation, the 
nominal \vage will increase by 50% of the oveJ'alll'ate of increase in pliees Thus, if 
the price level increases by 6%, the nominal wage increases by 3% As a result, the 
leal wage falls by 3% (a 3% increase in the nominal wage, 1,\1, minus a 6% inoease 
in the price level, P) The reduction in the leal wage induces Hnns to increase 
employment and ploduction Thus with p<lltial indexation the shOlt-run aggregate 
supply curve again slopes upward, and money isn't neutIai in the short run 

A third and final objection is that this themy pIedicts that leal wages will be 
countercyclical, contrary to the business cycle fact that leal wages ale pl'ocyclical. 
For eX<.lmple, at point F in Fig 11 A.1 output is higher than the full-employment 
leveL but the leal wage is !mvet than at full employment (indeed, the low real \vage 
induces firms to produce the extra output). Thus the theory holds that real wages 
will fall in booms-that is, the real wage is countelcyclical-which is inconsistent 
with the evidence 

Hmvevel', pel haps both supply shocks and agglegate den1and shocks affect 
real wages For the real business cycle theory we showed that, if ploductivity 
shocks cause cvclical fluctuations, the real wage should be plocyclical, perhaps 
strongly so A ~ombination of supply shocks (which cause the real wage to move 
nroc)rclicall)l) and ao-OTeO"8te demand shocks (which, as in Fig. 11 A 1, cause the real r 00 0 

wage to move countelcydically) might avelage out to a leal wage that is at least 
mildly plocyclieal Some evidence fOl this view was pH.wided in a study by Scott 
Sumner of Bentley College and Stephen Sih;er l .! of Virginia ivlilitary Institute, 
which shows that the real wage has been procyclical dwing periods dominated by 
supply shocks but has been countelcyclical dwing pedods in which aggregate 
demand shocks were mote important 

l-l ··Re,,1 W'lges. Emphlynll'nt ,mel the Phillips Curvc; {olll"llill (~r [lutilhal tC(lI/()11I11 JUlle !9HLJ. pp 
i06-720 

11.B The Multiplier in the Keynesian Model 

In ChapteI 11 we defined the l11uitiplieI associated with any particular type of 
spending as the short-am change in total output resulting from a one-unit change 
in that type of spending Here \ve use the analysis in Appendix 9 A to derive the 
multiplier associated with government purchases G. We proceed in three steps: 
First, we calculate the effect on a ls (the intercept of the IS curve in Eq 9 A.l4) of an 
increase in G. Then, \ve calculate the effect on the short-run equilibrium value of Y, 
shown by Eq. (9 A 27), of an increase in u lS Finally, we combine these two effects 
to calculate the effect on output, Y, of an increase in G 

To calculate the effect on u lS of an inCIease in G, we repeat the definition of a,s' 
Eq (9 A.15): 

(11 B 1) 

whele e[)l i(ll cp cr ' i" ("md t() ale pmametels that deteunine desired consumption and 
desired investment (see Appendix 9 A) If G increases by I\G, then a ls increases by 
I\G 1 (c, + ic)' So 

I\G 
c.CJ·/s = --.

Cr + 1/ 
(11 B 2) 

Next, recall from Eq (9. A27) that, in the shar t run when P = 1', the level of 
output is 

y = alS - al.A! + (l/lc)(M 1 1') 

PIS + [II.M 
(11 B 3) 

Observe hom Eq (11 B.3) that, if 0.15 increases by flu/s, output, Y, inCIcases by 
1\0.151 (PIS + Pl."')' or 

"'a IS 1\ Y = .. 
PIS + PI.A! 

(11 B 4) 

Finally, if we substitute the right side of Eq (11.8.2) far I\als on the right side of 
Eq (1 J B 4) and then divide both sides of the resulting equation by I\G, we obtain 

M 1 
- = -:----:-c-::c--;;--;
I\G (c,. + i, )(PIS + PI.Ail 

(118 5) 

The right side of Eq (11 B 5) is the increase in short-run equilibrium output, Y, 
that occurs for each one-unit increase in government pUIchases, G In other \vords, 
it is the government purchases multiplieI Similar calculations sho\v that changes 
in desired consumption 01 desired investment (as reflected in the telms Co and io) 
have the same multiplier as government purchases 

Because cr' il'! ~IS' and PtA! all ale positive, the multiplier is positive. However, 
depending on the specific values of those parameters, the multiplier may be greater 
or less than 1 A case in which the multiplier is likely to be large occurs when the 
LM curve is horizontal (that is, when the slope of the LM curve, Pl."" is 0) [f the LM 
curve is horizontal, shifts in the IS curve induced by changes in spending have rel
atively large effects on output Recall that Eq (9A 16) gives the slope of the IS 
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curve, PIS' as [1 - (1 - f)ey]! (c, + i,) Making this substitution and setting the slope 
of the LIVl curve, PW' at 0 yield a simple form of the multiplier: 

L\)' 1 
~ (11 B 6) 

L\G 1 - (1 - t)Cy 

FOI example, suppose that the marginal propensity to consume, c'" is OB and that 
the tax rate, f, is 025. Then the multiplier defined in Eq (11.B 6) is 1/[(1 _ 
(0.75)(OB)] = 1/0A, or 2S If the LIVl curve is very steep, by contrast-that is, PIAl is 
large-then the multiplier could be quite small, as you can see from Eq (11 B 5) 
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12 

Unemployment and 
Inflation 

In the last several chaptel's love focused on the concepts of the business cycle, 
macroeconomic stabilization, and classical and Keynesian approaches to busi
ness cycle analysis Although these concepts are central to today's macroeCQ-

110Inics, actual policy discussions lardy involve sllch abstract terms. Policy debates 
tend to focus on highly publicized economic statistics slich as inflation and unem~ 
ployment To make a stronger connection between business cycle theories and 
policy debates, we now take a closeI' look at unemployment and inflation, first 
together and then separately 

Unenlployment and inflation-sometimes refcned to as the "hvin evils" of 
macroeconomics-are among the most difficult and politically sensitive economic 
issues that policymakers face, High rates of unemployment and inflation generate 
intense public concern because their effects are direct and visible: AlInost everyone 
is affected by rising prices, and fe\v \vorkers can be confident that they \vill never 
lose their jobs 

Mmeovel, there is a long-standing idea in macroeconomics that unernploy
ment and inflation ate someho\v related, In the first part of this chaptel we discuss 
in some detail the concept of the Phillips curve-an ernpirical relationship behveen 
inflation and unemployment According to the Phillips CLlrve, inflation tends to be 
lo\v when unemployment is high and high "vhen unemployment is low The 
Phillips curve relationship raises some impmtant questions about hov.' the econo
my works and how macroeconOInic policies should be used 

We then look at unemployment and inflation separately. We examine the costs 
that each itnposes on society and consider the options that policymakers have for 
dealing with these problems. 

This chapter begins Part 4 of the book, the purpose of which is to explore 
macroeconomic policy making in greater detail Following the discussion of infla
tion and unemployment in this chapter, in Chapter 13 \ve address the issue of 
hmv economic openness-as reflected in the trading and financial links among 
countries-affects macroeconOlnic policy, In Chapter 14 we take a closer look at 
institutions and debates related to the making of monetary policy and in Chapter 
15 we provide a similaI' overview of fiscal policy 
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12.1 Unemployment and Inflation: Is ll"irllere a Trade-Off'? 

Figure 12.1 
The Phillips curve and 
the U,S, economy during 
the 1960, 
Duling the 1960s U S 
rates of inflation nnd 
unemployment seemed 
to lie along a Phillips 
curve Inflation rose and 
unemployment fell fairly 
steadily during this 
decade, and policymak
ers apparently had 
decided to live with 
higheI' inflation so uS to 
reduce unemployment 
S(llll"{(,: E((l1/alllil Ht'{I(lrJ (~(JJ!(' 

Pf('~idOlI, 1997; CPt inflation 
mit!. year to year, T"bk' 13-62; 
Ch iliilO unempl(lyment rail'. 
1<1ble 13-10 

Newspaper editorials and publiC discussions about economic policy often refer to the 
"hade-off" between inflation and unemployment. The idea is that, to reduce infla
tion, the economy must tolerate high unemployment, or alternatively that, to reduce 
unemployment, more inflation must be accepted This section exarnines the idea of 
an inflation-unemployment trade-off and its implications fm macroeconomic policy 

The oIigin of the idea of a trade-off between inflation and unemployment was 
a 1958 article by economist A W. Phillips! Phillips examined ninety-seven years of 
British data on unemployment and nominal wage growth and found thaC histori
cally, unemployment tended to be low in years when nominal \vages grew rapid
ly and high in years when nominal wages grew slowly. Economists who built on 
Phillips's work shifted its focus slightly by looking at the link between unemploy
ment and inflation-that is, the growth rate of pdces-rather than the link behveen 
unemployment and the growth rate of wages During the late 1950s and the 19605, 
many statistical studies examined inflation and unemployment data for numerous 
countries and time peIiods, in many cases finding a negative relationship behveen 
the two variables, This negative empirical relationship between unemployment 
and inflation is kno\vn as the Phillips curve, 

A striking example of a Phillips curve, shown in Fig, 12,1, occuned in the 
United States during the 19605, The US economy expanded throughout most of 

1 ··The Rclnti(H1 Iktwcen Unemployment nnd the Rnte of Chilnge of tvlnTley Wage Rah.:s in till.' United 
Kingcl(1I11. ! H61-1957 .. · E(.(ll/(Jllliul. NO\ t:mber IlJ5H, pp :::!S3-::'9Q 
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Figure 12,,2 
Inflation and 
unemployment in the 
United States, 1970-1998 
The figure shows the 
combinations of infliltion 
and unemployment 
experienced in the 
United St<1tes each year 
from 1970 to 1998 Unlike 
during the 19605 (see Fig 
121). after 1970 <1 clear 
negative relationship 
between inflJtion and 
unemployment in the 
United States didn't 
seem to exist 
SPlII'C[' E(()J1(l/uiL 1~t'J'orl (~{ IIll' 

/'1',:;;i&'111 1999; CPI infliltlon 
r,)te, ;reM to Yl.'iIf, Table (3-63; 
Ch ilian unemployment rate 
T,lble 1)--12 
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the 1960s, with unemployment falling and inflation rising steadily In Fig. 12 1, the 
inflation late is measured on the vertical axis, and the unemployn1ent rate is mea
sured on the hOlizontal axis Note that years, such as 1961, that had high unem
ployment also had lovv inflation, and that yeals, such as 1969, that had high 
inflation also had low unemployment. The data produce an aln10st peIfect down
ward-sloping relation between inflation and unemployment-that is, a Phillips 
CUlve The experience of the United States in the 1960s, which came after Phillips's 
article had been published and widely disseminated, \vas vie\ved by many as a 
confirmation of his basic finding 

The policy implications of these findings were much debated Initially, the 
Phillips curve seemed to offer policymakers a "menu" of combinations of inflation 
and unemployment ftom which they could choose. Indeed, during the 1960s some 
economists argued that, by accepting a modest amount of inflation, macroeco
nomic policymakers could keep the unemployment rate low indefinitely This 
belief seemed to be borne out during the 1960s, when rising inflation was accom
panied by falling unemployment 

In the following decades, ho\veveI, this relationship behveen inflation and 
unemployment failed to hold: Figure 12 2 shows inflation and unemployment for 
the period 1970-1998 During those years, unlike the 1960s, there seemed to be no 
reliable relationship between unemployment and inflation, Ftom the perspective of 
the Phillips cUtve the most puzzling period was the mid 1970s, during which the 
country experienced high inflation and high unemployment simultaneously 
(stagflation) In 1975, for example, unemployment reached 8.5% of the labor force 
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and the annual inflation rate \<\'as 9.1 (X) High unemployment, together vvith high 
inflation, is inconsistent with the Phillips curve 

The oliginal empiIical results of Phillips and others who extended his wOIk, 
together with the unexpected experience of the U S. economy after 1970, raises at 
least three important questions: 

II Why was the miginal Phillips curve relationship between inflation and unem
ployment frequently observed historically, as in the cases of Great Britain in the 
centLHy before 1958 and the United States in the 1960s7 

l1li Why did the simple negative relationship between inflation and unemploy
ment that seemed to exist during the 1960s in the United States vanish after 
1970? In other words, was there in fact no systematic relationship between 
inflation and unemployment in the US economy after 1970? 

l1li Does the Phillips curve actually provide a menu of choices from which poli
cymakel's can choose? FOl example, by electing to maintain a high i.nflation rate 
can policymakels guarantee a perlllanelltly low rate of unemployment? 

Economic theory provides reasonable answers to these questions; in particular, 
it explains the collapse of the Phillips curve after 1970. Interestingly, the key economic 
analysis of the Phillips curve-which predicted that this relationship would not be 
stable-was done during the 19605, befOie the Phillips curve had actually broken 
down, Thus we have at least one example of economic theorists predicling an in1por
tant development in the economy that policymakers and the public didn't anticipate 

The IExpectations-A!.lgmenteci Phimps C!.lrve 

Although the Phillips curve seemed to describe adequately the unemployment-in.fla
tion relationship in the United States in the 1960s, during the second half of the 
decade some economists, notably Milton Friedman2 of the University of Chicago and 
Edmund Phelps' of Columbia University, questioned the logic of the Phillips curve 
Friedman and Phelps argued-pllIely on the basis of economic theory-tl1at there 
should not be a stable negative relationship between inflation and unemployment 
Instead, a negative relationship should exist betvveen IIlwlllicipated inflation (the dif
ference behveen the actual and expected inflation rates) and cljclicni tmemployment 
(the difference between the actual and natural unemployment rates).' Although 
these distinctions appeal' to be merely technical, they are clucial in tmderstanding the 
relationship behveen the actual rates of inflation and unemployment. 

Before discussing the significance of their analyses, we need to explain how 
Friedman and Phelps anived at their conclusions. To do so we use the extended 
classical model, which includes the misperceptions theory. (Analytical Problem 3 
at the end of the chapter asks you to perform a similal' analysis lIsing the KeyneSian 
mode!.) We proceed in two steps, first considering an economy at full employment 

2 "The Role: of l'vlonetary Policy;" AllleriulII Ecollolllh nei'iNI', Murch 1968. pp 1-17 
3 ··l'vloney Wage Dynamics and Labor M<lrket Equilibrium;" in Edmund Phelps, ed, Microaol1omic 
r(J/lJld(1lioll~ {~f Elllp/oylltL'I1II1/1d /J~fl{/tiol1 Theory" New York: V .. .,r W Norton, 1970, pp 12-l-166 
-l In Ch<lpter 3 we define:d cyclic<llullcmployment Recilll that the natt!ril[ rate of unemployment is 
the unemployment rate that exists when output is at its fllll-empitlyment level The natur<li rilte 
exceeds zero because of friction<ll and structural unemployment, also defined in Chapter 3 
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Figure 12.3 
Ongoing inflation in the 
extended classical model 
If the money supply 
grows by 10% every 
year, the AD curve shifts 
up by 1m';) every year, 
from ADl in year 1 to 
AD~ in year 2, and so on 
If the money supply has 
been growing by 10% per 
year for some time and 
the fate of inflation has 
been 10% for some time, 
the expected rate of infla~ 
Hon abo is 10%. Thus the 
expected price level also 
grows by 10% each year, 
from 100 in year 1 to 110 
in year 2, and so on The 
10% annual increase in 
the expected price level 
shifts the 51{1\5 curve up 
by 10% ench year, for 
example, from SRA5 1 in 
year 1 to SRA5:! in year 2 
The economy remains in 
full"employment equilib
rium at the intersection 
of the AD curve and the 
SRAS curve in each year 
(point E in year 1 and 
point F in year 2), with 
output at Y, uncmploy~ 
ment at the natural rate 
of unemployment, fI, and 
inflation and expected 
inflation both at 10% per 
year 
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by 10':';, each year 

Output, Y 

with steady, fully anticipated inflation In this economy, both unanticipated infla
tion and cyclical tmemployment are zelO. Second, \ve consider what happens when 
agglegate demand growth incleases unexpectedly. In this case both positive unan
ticipated inflation (inflation greater than expected) and negative cyclical unem
ployment (actual unemployment !o\ver than the natural rate) occur This outcome 
demonstrates the Friedman-Phelps point that a negative relationship exists 
bet\veen unanticipated inflation and cyclical unelnployment 

We develop the first step of tbis analysis by using the extended classical model 
to analyze an economy \vith steady inflation (see Fig, 12.3) We assume that this 
economy is in full-employment equilibrium in \vhich the money supply has been 
growing at 10(Yo per year for many years and is expected to continue to grow at this 
rate indefinitely With the money supply growing by 10% per year, the aggregate 
demand CUIve shifts up by 10o~) each year, from AOI in year 1 to AD:! in yem 2, and 
so on For simplicity we aSSume tbat full-employment output, 7, is constant, but 
IeJaxing that assumption wouldn't affect our basic conclusions 

In Fig 123 the shott-run aggregate supply (SRA5) curve shifts up by 10% each 
year Why? With the growth in money supply fully anticipated, there are no mis
perceptions Instead, people expect the price level to rise by 10% per year (a 10% 
inflation rate), \vhich in turn causes the 5RA5 curve to shift up by 10tYc.) pel' year, 
With no misperceptions, the economy remains at full employment with output at 7 
Fm example, \vhen the expected price level is 100 in year 1, the ShOI t-IUl1 aggregate 
supply curve is 5RA51 At point E the price level is 100 (the same as the expected 
price level) and output is 7 In year 2 the expected price level is 110, and the short
lun aggregate supply curve is SIu\'S:! In year 2 equilibrium OCCUlS at point F, again 
with output of 7 and equal expected and actual price levels Each year, both the AD 

Figure 12.4 
Unanticipated inflation 
in the extended classical 
model 
If the money supply has 
been growing by '10% per 
year for <1 long time and 
is expected to continue 
growing by 10%, the 
expected price level 
increases by 10% each 
year The 10% increase in 
the expected price level 
shifts the SRAS curve up 
from SRASl in year 1 to 
5RAS~ in year 2 Then, if 
the money supply actual
ly increases by 15% in 
year 2 rather than by the 
expected 10%, the AD 
curve is AD~m.w l'ather 
than AU'.·llld As a result 
of higher than expected 
money growth, output 
increases above Y in year 
2 amI the price level 
increnses to 113, at pOint 
G Because the price level 
rises by 13% rather than 
the expected 10%, un<ln~ 
ticipnted inflntion is 3(Y., 
in yenr 2 This unnntici 8 

pated inflation is nssoci~ 
ated with output higher 
thnn Y and unemploy
ment below the natural 
rnte, fI (negative cyclical 
unemployment) 
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clilve and the 5RAS curve shift up by 10%, increasing the actual price level and 
expected price level by 10% and maintaining output at its full-employment level 

What happens to unemployment in this economy? Because output is continu
ously at its full-employment level, 7, unemployment remains at the natulal rate, R 

With tmernployment at its natural rate, cyclical unemployment is zero. Hence this 
economy has zero unanticipated inflation a11d zero cyclical unemployment. 

Against this backdrop of 10% monetary growth and 10(Yo inflation, suppose now 
that in year 2 the money supply grows by 15% rather than by the expected 10% (Fig 
12.4). In this case, instead of being 10% higher than A01 (as shown by AO'Old), the 
aggregate demand curve in year 2 will be 15% higher tban AOI (as shown by 
AD' "'W) If this increase in the rate of monetary growth is 111la1llicipnted at the begin
ning of year 2, the expected price level in year 2 remains at 110, and the short-nm 
aggregate supply Clllve is SRA5', as before The short-run eqUilibrium in year 2 is at 
point G, the intersection of the AD' '"'' and 5RAS' Clllves At G the price level is 113, 
so the actual rate of inflation in year 2 is 13%. Because the expected late of inflation 
was 10%, the 13% inflation late implies unanticipated inflation of 3% in year 2 
Furthermore, because output is above its full-employment level, 7, at G, the actual 
tmemployment rate is below the natural rate and cyclical unemployment is negative 

Why is output above its full-employment level in year 2? Note that, in yeal 2, 
the 13% rate of inflation is less than the 15% rate of money growth but greater than 
the 10% expected rate of inflation. Because the price level grows by less than does 
the nominal money supply in year 2, the real money supply, M/ P, increases, low· 
ering the real interest rate and raising the aggregate quantity of goods demanded 
above 7 At the same time, because the price level grows by more than expected, 
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the aggregate quantity of goods supplied also is grcateI than Y, as produceIs are 
fooled into thinking that the relative pIices of their products have increased 

Producers can't be fooled about price behaviol indefinitely, however In the 
long run ploduceIs learn the true price level, the economy IetUlI1S to full employ
ment, and the inflation late again equals the expected inflation ratc, as in Fig 12.3, 
In the meantime, ho\vever, as long as actual output is highcl than full-employment 
output, Y, and actual unemployment is bela\-\' the natural rate, IT, the actual pIice 
level must be higher than the expected price level Indeed, according to the mis
perceptions themy, output can be higher than Y only when prices are highel than 
expected (and therefore when inflation is also higheI than expected) 

Thus, in this economy, when the public correctly predicts aggregate demand 
glowth and inflation, unanticipated inflation is zero, actual unemployment 
equals the natural rate, and cyclical unemployment is zero (Fig 123). However, 
if aggregate demand growth unexpectedly speeds up, the economy faces a 
period of positive unanticipated inflation and negative cyclical unemployment 
(Fig. 12 4) Similarly, an unexpected slowdown in aggregate demand growth 
could OCCUI, causing the AD curve to rise more slo\vly than expected; for a time 
unanticipated inflation would be negative (actual inflation less than expected) 
and cyclical unemployment would be positive (actual unemployment greater 
than the natural rate) 

The Ielationship betvveen unanticipated inflation and cyclical unemployment 
implied by this analysis is 

where 

n - n' = -!J(1I -!i), 

1[ -1[" = unanticipated inflation (the difference between actual inflation, 
1[, and expected inflation, 1['"); 

11- Ti = cyciicalunemployment (the difference between the actualunemploy
ment ratc, IJ, and the natural unemployment rate, Ti); 

II = a positive number that measures the strength of the relationship 
between unanticipated inflation and cyclical unemployment 

The plcceding equation expresses mathematically the idea that unanticipated infla
tion \vill be positive when cyclical unemployment is negative, negative when cycli
cal unclnployment is positive, and zero when cyclical unemployment is zelO 5 If we 
add rr!' to both sides of the equation, it becomes 

1[ = 1[' -11(11- Ii} (12 I) 

Equation (12,1) describes the expectations-augmented Phillips curve, According to 
the expectations-augmented Phillips curve, actual inflation IT exceeds expected 
inflation, 1[", if the actual unemployment rate, Il, is less than the natmal late, IT; 
actual inflation is less than expected inflation if the unemployment rate exceeds the 
natural late 

5 The l:qlliltion also implies that the relationship bdween unanticipated inflation and cyclical unem
ployment is linear, but this formulation is for (011\'enience only rhe relationship of the two vilriilblcs 
might ilS eilsily be a CUl've as il line 

Figure 12.5 
The shifting Phillips 
curve: an increase in 
expected inflation 
The f"riedman-Phelps 
theory implies that there 
is a different Phillips 
curve for every expected 
inflation rate For exam· 
pie, PCI is the Phillips 
curve when the expected 
rate of inflation is 3% To 
verify this claim, note 
from Eq (12 1) that, 
when the actualunem
ployment rate equals the 
natural rate, Ii (6'X) here), 
the actual inflation late 
equals the expected infla" 
tion rate At point A. the 
unemployment rate 
l:Jquals the natural! ate 
and the inflation rate 
equals 3% on PCI, so the 
expected inflation rate is 
:~V%, on PC! Simibdy, ilt 
point B on PC'-, where 
the unemployment rate 
equals its natural fate, 
the inflation rate is 12%, 

so the expected inflation 
rate is 12% along PC~ 
rhus an increase in the 
expected inflation rate 
from 3% to 12% shifts the 
Phillips curve up and to 
the right, hom PC! to 
PC' 
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Let's return to the original Phillips curve, which links the levels of inflation and 
unemployment in the economy The insight gained from the FIiedman-Phelps 
analysis is that the relationship illustrated by the Phillips curve depends on the 
expected late of inflation and the natural rate of unemployment If either factor 
changes, the Phillips curve will shift 

Changes in the Expected Rate of Inflation, Figure 12 5 shows how a change 
in the expected inflation rate affects the relationship between inflation and unem
ployment, according to the Friedman-Phelps theory. The curve PC r is the Phillips 
curve for an expected rate of inflation of 3(Yt) What identifies the expected rate of 
inflation as 3% along PC!? Equation (12:1) indicates that, when the actual unem
ployment rate equals the natural late (6% in this example), the actual inflation rate 
equals the expected inflation rate Thus, to determine the expected inflation late on 
a Phillips curve, we find the inflation rate at the point \vhere the actual unemploy
ment late equals the natural rate For instance, at point A on CUIve PC-I, the unem
ployment rate equals the natural rate, and the actual and expected rates of inflation 
both equa13{XI, As long as the expected inflation late remains at 3% (and the natural 
unetnployment rate remains at 6{XI), the Phillips eUI've pel will describe the rela
tionship between inflation and unetnployment 

Now suppose that the expected late of inflation increases £rOln 3% to 12% 
Figure 12.5 shows that this 9 percentage point increase in the expected rate of 
inflation shifts the Phillips curve up by 9 percentage points at each level of the 
unemployment late, from PCl to PC:! When the actual unemployment rate equals 
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Figure 12.6 
The shifting Phillips 
curve: an increase in the 
natural unemployment 
rate 
According to the 
Friedman-Phelps theory, 
an increase in the natural 
unemployment fate 
shifts the Phillips curve 
up and to the right. At 
point A on PC! I the 
actual inflation rate and 
the expected inflation 
r<lte are equal at 3%, so 
the natural unemploy
ment rale equals the 
<1ctuai unemployment 
rate at A, or 6'YtJ Thus 
PC 1 is the Phillips curve 
when the natural unem
ployment rate is 6% and 
the expected inflation 
rate is 3%, as in Fig 12 5 
If the naturalunemploy
ment rate increases to 
7%, with expected infla
tion unchanged, the 
Phillips curve shifts to 
PC' At point C on PC:i, 
both expected ilnd actual 
inflation equal 3'~;), so the 
natural unemployment 
rate equals the actual 
unemployment I"ilte at C, 

01' r'i, 
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the natural rate on PC:! (at point B), the inflation rate is 12(X), confirming that the 
expected inflation rate is 12% along PC' Comparing PC' and PC' reveals that an 
increase in the expected inflation rate shifts the Phillips curve relationship between 
inflation and unemployment up and to the right 

Changes in the Natural Rate of Unemploymento The Phillips curve rela
tionship between inflation and unemployment also is shifted by changes in the nat
ural unemployment rate, as illustrated by Fig, 126 The Phillips curve PC' shows 
a natural unemployment rate at 6% and an expected inflation rate at 3%) (PC I in Fig 
126 is the same as PC' in Fig 125). Now suppose that the natural unemployment 
rate increases to 7% but that the expected inflation rate remains unchanged at 3%. 
As Fig. 12,6 shows, the increase in the natural unemployment rate causes the 
Phillips curve to shift, from PC' to PC' 

1'0 confirm that the natural unemployment rate corresponding to Phillips 
curve PC' in Fig 12.6 is 7%, look at point C on PC': At C, where the actual and 
expected inflation rates are equal, the unemployn1ent rate is 7%, Thus the natural 
unemployment late associated with Phillips curve PC' is 7%. This example illus
trates that-like an increase in expected inflation-an increase in the natural unem
ployment late causes the Phillips curve relationship between inflation and 
unemployment to shift up and to the right 

Supply Shocks and the Phillips Curve. The Friedman-Phelps theolY holds 
that changes in either expected inflation or the natural unemployment rate \vill 
shift the Phillips curve One type of economic disturbance that is likely to affect 
both factors is a supply shock Recall that an adverse supply shock causes a burst 
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of inflation, which may lead people to expect highel inflation I) An advelse supply 
shock also tends to inClease the natural unemployment rate, although the reasons 
fol' this effect are different in the classical and Kevnesian models 

Recall that, from the classical perspective, al{ adverse supply shock raises the 
natural rate of unemployment by increasing the degree of mismatch behveen 
workers and jobs For example, an oil price shock elinlinates jobs in heavy-energy
using industries but increases employment in energy-providing industries 

In the Keynesian model, recall that much of the unemployment that exists even 
when the economy is at the full-employment level is blamed on rigid real wages" In 
particular, if the efficiency wage is above the market-clearing real \vage, the amowlt 
of labOI supplied at the efficiency \vage will exceed the amount of labor demanded 
at that wage (Fig 11.2), leading to persistent structural unemployment. An adveIse 
supply shock has no effect on the supply of labor/ but it does reduce the malginal 
product of labol and thus labor demand With a Iigid efficiency wage, the dlop in 
labm demand increases the excess of labor supplied over labor demanded, raising 
the amount of unemployment that exists when the economy is at full employment, 
Thus, as in the classical model, the Keynesian model predicts that an adverse supply 
shock will raise the natural unemployment late 

Because adverse supply shocks raise both expected inflation and the natural 
unemployment rate, according to the Friedman-Phelps analysis they should cause 
the Phillips (l!1ye to shift up and to the I ight Similarly, beneficial supply shocks 
should shift the Phillips curve down and to the left. Overall, the Phillips curve 
should be pmticulady unstable during periods of supply shocks 

The Shifting Phillips Curve in Practiceo Olll analysis of the shifting Phillips 
curve (Figs 12.5 and 126) helps answeI the basic questions about the Phillips 
curve laised earlier in the chapter The first question \vas: Why did the original 
Phillips curve relationship between inflation and unemployment apply to many 
historical cases, including the United States during the 1960s? The 
FIiedman-Phelps analysis shows that a negative relationship bet\veen the levels of 
inflation and unemployment holds I7S IOllg as expected iI~flatiol1 alld tlte l1atllralllllCIII

pIO!!IIIL'lIt mtc OIL' applln:illlatcil! WllstOllt As shown in Fig 129 later in this chapter, 
the natural unemployment rate changes lclativcly slowly, and during the 1960s it 
changed very little Expected inflation probably was also nearly constant in the 
United States in the 19605, because at that time people \",'ere used to low and stable 
inflation and inflation remained low fo1' most of the decade. Thus, not surprising
ly, the US inflation and unemployment data fm the 1960s seem to lie along a 
single Phillips curve (Fig 12 1) 

The second question was: Why did the Phillips curve relationship, so appar
ent in the United States in the 19605, seem to disappear after 1970 (Fig. 12 2)? The 
answeI suggested by the Friedman-Phelps analysis is that, in the period afteI' 
1970, the expected inflation late and the natural unemployment rate varied con-

(, The infl<ltion<ll'Y imp<lct ()f <l supply shock will be reinforced if. in an i1ttcmpt to modewtc: the rise in 
ul1ell1pl(lYllH.'nt Glused by the shock, the centr<l] b<lnk incre<lses the money supply 
7 This slatclllent is strictly true only f('f i1 temporary <ldverse supply shock A permanent adverse 
supply shock, if it rt:dUCl'S expected future \vilses. would increas(' labor supply and thus calise an 
even lilrger rise in the nilturi1] f<lte of unemplorml:nt 
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sidclably more than they had in the 19605, causing the Phillips curve relationship 
to shift cll'atically 

Contributing to the shifts of the Phillips curve nftel 1970 were the two large 
supply shocks associated with sharp increases in the price of oil that hit the US. 
economy in 1973-197..J: and 1979-1980. Recall thClt adverse s~!pply shocks ale likely 
to increase both expected inflation and the naturailate of unemployment, shifting 
the Phillips cLlI've lip and to the right. Oil prices also varied (onsidclably during the 
19805, declining plccipitollsly in the middle of the decade and then tempOlarily 
lising again aftcl' the Iraqi il1\'Zl5iol1 of Kuwait in August 1990 

Beyond the direct effects of supply shocks, other forces may have increased the 
va! iability of expected inflZltion and the natural unemployment rate afteI 1970, As 
we discuss later in the chapleI, the natural unemployment rate first rose, then fell 
dwing this period as a lesult of labol force composition changes and other changes 
in the economv 

Expected inflation probably varied mOle after 1970 because actual inflation 
vaded more (see Fig 2.2 fo[ the U S inflation rate fo}' 1960-1998) After being rel
atively low for a long time, inflation-driven by monetary and fiscal policies that 
had probably been o\'eI-expansiomu y fOl several years-emerged as a problem at 
the end of the 1960s ~ The 19705 were il period of high and erratic inflation, the 
lesult of the oil price shocks and macroeconmnic policies that again were proba
bly too expansioI1my, especially in the latter paIt of the decade, In contrast fol
lowing the tough anti-inflationalY policies of the Federal Reserve during 
1979-1982, inflation retlllned to a Ielatively low level during the 19805 To the 
extent that expected inflation followed the path of tlctual inflation-high and 
eI ratic in the 19705, low in the 1980s-oLH analysis suggests that the Phillips CUI ve 
relationship between inflation and unemployment wouldn't have been stable 
over the pel' iod 

Does the unsttlble Phillips curve dming 1970-1998 imply that thele was no 
systematic relationship between inflation and unemployment dUling that 
period? The i1nswel' is "no," Accmding to the Friedman-Phelps analysis, a neg
i1tive relationship between 1IIII1IIticipatcd inflation and cyclical unemployment 
should appeal' in the data, e\'en if expected inflation and the natural unemploy
ment rate are changing ivleaslII'es of unanticipated inflation and cyclicalunem
p[oyment fOi each year duling the period 1970-1998 are shown in Fig 127. 
1hese measures ale approximate because we can't directly observe either expect
ed inflation (needed to ctliculate ul1nnticipated inflation) 01' the natulal unem
ployment rate (needed to find cyclical unemployment) VVe assumed that 
expected inflation for each year was the average inflation rate of the plevious two 
years, and we used estimates of the natUlal unemployment rate presented later 
in the chapter in Fig 129 

Figure 12 7 suggests thilt, despite the instability of the haditional Phillips curve 
relationship between inflation and unemployment, a negative relationship between 
II/wllfieipated inflation and cydiull unemployment did exist during the period 
1970-1990, as predicted by the FIiedman-Phelps analysis (compme Fig 127 to 

x r\\ (\ sourcl.'S tlf lisc,l[ OP.H'ISillll during the I t)60s \\ ere militJry c;,,:pl'nditurcs assodilh..'d with the 
Vietnam War and incrblsed ;.iuei,lI spl'nding fOl' the Gre,lt Socidy prtlgril!l1S 

1 
I 

Figure 12.7 
The expectations
augmented Phillips curve 
in the United States, 
1970-1998 
The expectalions~aug
men ted Phillips curve is a 
negative relationship 
behveen unanticipated 
inflation and cyclical 
unemployment Shown is 
this relationship for the 
years 1970-1998 in the 
United States 
Unanticipated inflation 
equals actual minus 
expected inflation, where 
expected inflation in any 
year is measured here as 
the average inflntion fate 
for the preceding two 
years C yclical unemploy~ 
ment for each year is 
actual unemployment 
minus an estimate of the 
flalUlal tlJlelllpluyment 
rute for that year (see Fig 
129) Note that years in 
which unanticipated 
inflation is high usually 
are yenrs in which cycli
cal unemployment is low 
SOllrce: Unemployment 
rilte. all civilian workers, 
E('OIWIII/c Report (~r the 
PnsidL'lIf., 1999, Table S-'!'2; 
natural rate of unemploy~ 
ment: see Figure 12 9; CPl 
inflation rate, year to year, 
all items (CP!~U), Ewnomic 
Report (~rllw Pn'sidcllt, 1999, 
Table 8·63 
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Fig. 122) 9 In particular, note that inflation was much lower than expected and 
that cyclical unemployment was high dllling 1982 and 1983, both years that fol
lowed Fed Chairman Volcker's attempt to reduce inflation through tight mone
tary policy 

Macroeconomic Policy ai'IC:iI the Phillips Curve 

We have addressed two of the questions about the Phillips curve raised earlier in 
the chapter-the questions of why the Phillips curve was observed in historical 
data and why it seemed to shift after 1970 We still must answer the third question: 
Can the Phillips curve be thought of as a "menu" of inflation-unemployment com
binations from which policymakers can choose? For example, can policymakers 
reduce the unemployment rate by increasing the rate of inflation (moving up and 
to the left along the Phillips curve)? 

9 In Fig 127, the points corresponding to the years 1974, 1975, 1979, and 1980 lie somewhat nbove 
the curve defined by the rest of the points Note that all four of those years contain or follow oil price 
shocks, which were largely unexpected when they occurred Our estimates of expected inflation for 
those years-based on inflation fates in the previous two years-may be too low, resulting in esti
mates of unanticipated inflation for those years that are too high The years 1974 and 1975 also foUm\, 
the 1971-1974 price control period, during which inflation was kept artificially 1m\' by government 
restrictions on price increases, so that <lgain \ve may have underestimated the inflation rate actuaUy 
expected in 1974 and 1975 
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According to the expectations-augmented Phillips curve, lmcmployment will fall 
below the natwai rate only when inflation is unanticipated So the question beC0I11cs: 
Can macroeconomic policy be llsed systematically to Clcate unanticipated inflation? 

Classical and Keynesian economists disagree on the answer to this question, 
Classicals argue that \vages and prices adjust quickly in response to new economic 
information, including information about changes in government policies. 
FurthcIInore, classicals believe that people have rational expectations, meaning that 
they make intelligent forecasts of future policy changes Because prices and price
level expectations respond quickly to new information, the government can't keep 
actual inflation above expected inflation-as would be needed to drive unemploy
ment belO\v the natmallate-except perhaps for a very ShOlt time. According to c1as
sica Is, policies (such as more rapid monetary expansion) that increase the grmvth rate 
of aggregate demand act primarily to raise actual and expected inflation and so do 
not lead to a sustained Ieduction in unemployment. Because any systematic attempt 
to affect the unemployment rate \viII be thwarted by the rapid adjustment of inflation 
expectations, classicals conclude that the Phillips curve does /lot represent a usable 
trade-off for po!icymakers (Box 121 explores a general lesson for policymakers of the 
shifting Phillips curve) 

In contrast, Keynesians contend that policymakers do have some ability-in the 
ShOlt run, at least-to create unanticipated inflation and thus to bring lmemployment 
below the nannal rate to Although many Keynesians accept the notion that people 
have rational expectations, they argue that the expected rate of inflation that should be 
included in the expectations-augmented Phillips curve is the forecast of inflation made 
at the time that the oldest sticky prices in the economy were set Because of price 
stickiness, when policymakels cause aggregate demand to rise above the expected 
leveL time is needed for prices to fully reflect this new infolmalion. In the meantime, 
some prices reflect older information, and the late of inflation is higher than the 
expected inflation late based on this older information. In response to increased infla
tion, therefore, unemployment may remain below the natulal rate for a while 

The long-Run Phillips Curve 

Although classicals and Keynesians disaglee about whether the Phillips CllIve 
relationship can be exploited to Ieduce unemployment temporarily, they agree 
that policymakels can't keep the unemployment rate Pf.'rIIWIlClltlV below the natur
al rate by maintaining a high late of inflation. Expectations about inflation even
tually wiII adjust so that the expected and actual inflation rates arc equal, or 1t" :;::: IL 

The expectations-augmented Phillips curve (Eq 12.1) implies that, when n:' = n:, the 
actual unemployment rate, 1/, equals the natural unemployment late, IT Thus the 
actual unemployment rate equals the natwai rate in the long lun legardless of the 
inflation rate maintained 

The long-run relationship of unemployment and inflation is shown by the 
long-run Phillips curve. In the long ['un, because unemployment equals the natural 
rate Iegmdless of the inflation rate, the long-run Phillips CUIve is a vel tical line at 
Il :;::: IT, as shown in Fig. 12.8 

10 As we dis(uss(:d in Chapt(;l I!. KeyneSian (:(O[10mi515 <1150 bt.:lic\·c that m<lcrncconomic policy (all 

be med to return the t1!wmployment r<lte: to its l1<1tUf<l! len'l. if the economy 5t<1r15 {)tlt in <1 rl.,'cessi{ltl 
or <1 boom 

Figure 12,8 
The long~run Phillips 
curve 

People won't permanent
ly lwerestim<1te or under
estimate the rail' of 
inflation, so in the long 
rtln the expected and 
actual inflation rates are 
equal and the actual 
unemployment rate 
equals the natural unem
ployment rate Because 
in the long run actual 
unemployment equals 
the natural rate regard
less of the inflation rate, 
the long-run Phillips 
curve is vertical 
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II 

Unemployment rate, II 

The vertical long-run Phillips CLave is related to the long-run neutrality of 
money, discussed in Chapters 10 and 11. Classicals and Keynesians agree that 
changes in the money supply will have no long-run effects on real variables, includ
ing unemployment The vertical long-run Phillips curve carries the notion of mone
tary neutrality one step fliither by indicating that changes in the growth rate of money, 
which lead to changes in the inflation rate, also have no real effects in the long run 

At best, the Phillips curve can be exploited only temporarily, so why would 
policymakels attempt to reduce unemployment by Cleating surprise inflation? One 
possibility is that stimulating the economy lllay help the incumbent political party 
win elections; see the box "The Political Environment: Presidential Elections and 
Macroeconomic Policy" (p 449) 

'Il2.2 The Problem of Unemployment 

In the [est of the chapter we look more closely at unemployment and inflation, 
beginning with unemployment in this section We stmt by discussing the costs of 
unemployment, then consider the factors that determine the long-run unemploy
ment level, and conclude by exploring some ways in which maCl'oeconomic policy 
can address unemployment 

The Costs of Unemployment 

There ale two pIincipal costs of unemployment The fiIst is the loss of output that 
occurs because fewer people are productively employed This cost is borne dis
proportionately by unemployed workers themselves, in terms of the income they 
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The Lucas Critique 

Suppose that YOll observed, in a particular season, that 
the New York Giants of the National Football League 
punted lOO{Yo of the time when faced with fourth down 
in their own territory. Could you safely conclude, based 
on this empirical evidence, that the Giants would punt 
on fourth down in their own territory next season? In 
most cases, YOLI probably could safely make this pre~ 
diction, even if you didn't know anything about foot
ball But what if, during the offseason, the rules were 
changed to allO\v six attempts to make a first down? 
Would you still expect the Giants to follow historical 
precedent and punt on fourth down? Certainly no one 
familiar with football would expect them to foHm\' their 
old strategy, which would be foolish under the new 
rules, The simple lesson from this example is that, 
\vhen the rules of the game change, people's behaviors 
also change," 

In an influential article/ Robert E. Lucas, JL, of the 
University of Chicago, applied this lesson to macroeco
nomic policymaking Frequently, in attempting to fOl'c

cast the effects of a new set of policies, economists and 
policymakers assume that historical relationships 
between macroeconomic variables will continue to hold 
after- the new policies are in place lucas objected to this 

assumplion, asserting what has 'become known as the 
LIICIlS critiqlle, According to the Lucas critique, because 
new policies change the economic "rules" and thus 
affect economic behavior, no one can safely assume that 
historical relationships bet\veen variables will hold 
when policies change 

A good example of the lucas critique in action is the 
shifting Phillips curve, Historically, there seemed to be 
a stable relationship between inflation and unemploy
ment, which led some policymakers to believe that they 
could permanently reduce unemployment by increasing 
inflation However, as we have discussed, when policy
makers allowed inflation to rise, the public's inflation 
expectations also rose. As a result, the Phillips curve 
shifted and the historical relationship between inflation 
and unemployment broke down 

The main message of the lucas critique for econo
mists is that, to predict the effects of policy changes on 
the economy, they must understand how economic 
behavior will change under the new policies 
Understanding the impact of policy changes on behav
ior-particularly the introduction of policies that 
haven't been tried before-requires the use of econOl11-
ic theory as well as empirical analysis 

* The example is from Thomas Sargent, RatimInI Expectatiolls Ill/d lt~flatioll, New York: Harper,& Row, 1986, pp 1-2 , 
t "Econometric Policy Evaluation: A Critique, It in K Brunner and A H Meltzer, eds, Cl1nIcglf;-Roc/tcsILl j' COII/aL'l/ee SmL'S 011 

PIIMic PoliCY, vol 1,1976 

lose because they are out of work However, because the unemployed may stop 
paying taxes and instead receive unemployment insurance benefits or other gov
ernn1ent payments, society (in this case, the taxpayer) also bears some of the output 
cost of unemployment 

How big is the output cost of unemployment? One estimate is provided by 
Okun's law (see Eq 35), which states that each percentage point of cyclical unem
ployment is associated with a loss equal to 2 5% of full-employment output Thus, 
if full-employment output is 58500 billion, Okun's law indicates that each percent
age point of unemployment sustained fO! one yea I reduces output by $2125 billion 

The loss of output predicted by Ohm's law reflects not only the direct impact 
of increased unemployment, but also other labOI market changes that OCCur during 
recessions, such as shorter v\lorkweeks, reduced labor force participation, and 
lower productivity (Numerical Problem 10 in Chapter 3 illustrates these effects» 
Thus the output cost of unemployment estimated by Ohm's law probably is too 
high Nevertheless, an output loss that was only one-foUlth of that predicted by 
Okun's law would still be a significant cost, particularly if it were borne lmgely by 
the relatively poor and disadvantaged membels of society 

I 

1 
1 
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Presidential Elections and Macroeconomic Policy 

A mong the many issues "ffecting presidenti"i e1ec
tlOIlS 111 the Ul1Iled States, J11<lcroeC0!10IlHC policy 
und perfollllancc always are nmong the most 

import<lnt The perception that the ecollomy was per
forming pondv underli1\' both Hi!! Clinton's defeat of 
Geol'ge Bush in-1992 and the surprisingly strong showing 
of third-p<llty candidate Ross Perot In 1996 Clinton's 
Ieeledion was assisted by the economy's strong perf 01'

mance l'vlore generally, statistical studies of election 
results con fir III that a gl'O\\,ll1g economy and falling unem
ployment during ,111 election yeilr signifiGlI1tly impro\'c 
the election prospects of the incumbent President (or i1 

cancHcL.ltc of the incumbent President's piutV) 'f 

To explain the difference in Illacl'Occonomic behavior 
during Demooatic ilnd Republican administrations, 
Douglas Hibbss of Harvard University proposed a "parti
san them)," of Ill<1CmeCOllomic policy in which Democrats, 
who typicillly ha\'e greater suppor~t among less ilffluent 

Of COUlse, Presidents ,He aW<1I'C th<1l <1~1 impro\'ing 
economy helps theiI reelection ch<1!1ces, and thev 
undoubtedly consider these political benefits when pla!{
ning macroeconomic policy According to the thcmy of 
"political btisiness c-vcles" introduced bv William 
NordhnusT of Yale Uni~'elsity', we should ex~~ect incum
bent Presidents to lise expflnsionnry ,1ggregate demand 
policies to stilllulate the econon1\' during election years 
Anecdoli'll e\ idence, at least, su'pports this theor\': For 
eX<lmplc, many' obsen-ers claimed th':ll President l\rb.:on 
used expansioni1ry aggregi"lte demand policies to 
impI"O\'e his reelection chances in '1972 t 

Despite this anccdotcll e\'idenee, the datn don't con
Sistently support NOldhaus's political business cvclc 
theory One problem with the theory is the i1SSLlmp'Uo n 
that incumbents arc moli\ ilted only by the prospects of 
['eelection, which ignOies the pOSSibility thi1t polilicL:ms 
ha\'(~ other goals, SLlch ilS pl'llllloting policies that thev 
favor hH example, fin implication of the political busi
ness cycle theory is that the President's political party 
shouldn't malleI" in terms of the economy's performance, 
as the P('L'sicient will simply do whilt is needed to win 
leelection regilldless of p<Jrly affilintioll Howe\'er, in 
general, economic perf 01 ll1i.1IlCC under Republicans i1nd 
Democrats isn't the same: HistOlicillly, Republicilns ha\'c 
been more successful than Democlats ,It rcducing inflfl
bon, but Democrats hilve done il belle! job at moderating 
unemployment 

(Coll/il/lIcd) 

Rate of growth of real output in Democratic and 
Republican administrations, by year of administration 
(percent) 

Year of Administration 
Administration First Second Third Fourth 

Democrats 

Truman 04 87 99 43 
Kennedy! 
Johnson 21 60 43 58 
Johnson 64 64 26 47 
Carter 49 50 29 -03 
Clinton I 24 40 27 37 
Clinton II 45 43 40 
Average 35 57 44 3.6 
Republicans 

Eisenhower I 37 -07 56 20 
Eisenhower II 1 9 -05 55 22 
Nixon 30 00 33 54 
Nixon/Ford 57 -04 -06 56 
Reagan I 25 -21 40 68 
Reagan II 37 30 29 38 
Bush 34 1.3 -1 0 27 
Average 34 01 28 4.1 

Gross dumestic product thl'llugh 1959 from US 
Depurtment of CO!ll11H:!'ce. Nil/hI/wi II/COllie mid Product 
.'\((0111/1:;, \lll/lllili l. '/929-'/958, und V(ll/lll/~' If, '1959-1988, U 5 
Cm'ernment Printing Office, Februar\' j993 (Vol I) und 
September 1992 (\'(11 II), Tuble 1 2, C;'owth mil'S of GDP for 
1%0-1')9R from EC/ll/Ollli( I~t-,p{lrl 0011(' [l1',';;idcl/l, 1999, Llble 
B-2 !'J99 COP from 5I1n'(~ll (~rCIII:n'lIl HII:;illL':;:;, February :WOO 

: An eurly study is Ray J;air, "Tho' Effl:cts of EClHl(lmic tn.;nts on Votes for President," '[ Ill' 1'('\'icll' uf' EWIIOIllic:; 1/1II15111Ijslic~, tV!fly 
1')7B, pp 13Y-J72 . 

t foOl ,,1 surVl':Y, sec Williurn NOl'dhults, "i\1tCrl1a!i\'L' :\ppnMdlL's to lhl: j\)liticu [ Business CYI..'!e." 13l1lokillSs Papers (111 Ecollomic 
:\dl<'1111 1,)})9:2, pp J-l9 
t r/lid pp ,l3-l5 

§ ''Politkrd Pur ties ulld i\-'luCl'oeconOll1ic Policy' A,lleriellll [loliliull S~itll{(, N,i'i'icil', December 1977, pp 1-167-14R7 
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(Col/tillllcd) 

voters, are assumed to Gne reJatin.'ly more JbOllt unem
ployment and relatively less about infblion than 
Republicans do The partisan theory accounts f(H the f(lct 
that unemployment is more likely to fall and infiiltion is 
more likely to rise during Democwtic administrations 
than during Republican administrations. A problem with 
the partisan theory is its assumption that a stable Phillips 
Curve gives policymakeIs a choice among fixed combina
tions of unemployment nnd inflation However, as we 
demonstrated, chunges in the expected inflation [(ltl' shift 
the Phillips curve so that poJicymakers do /lot face a stable 
tr<lde-off between inflation and unemployment 

Most recently, Alberto Alesina ll of Harvard Univetsity 
has combined the partisan theory with I"<ltiona! expecta
tions and an expectations-augmented Phillips curve to 
examine the effects of aggregilte demand policy in 
Democratic and Republican administrations, The impor
tance of rational expectations and an expectations-aug
mented Phillips curve is that only slllprises in policy can 
affect real variables such as output and unemployment 
Alesina argues that Slit prises arising hom electoral uncer
tainty ocCur only at the beginning of an administration 
hCC.1tlSC, when expectations of future infliltion are formed 

before an election, the outcome of the election is 
unknown Therefore the expected inflation rate is an aver
age of the higher infli.1tion thi.1t would prevail under a 
Democratic president and the lower inflation that would 
o(cur if a Republican is elected If a Democrat wins the 
election, inflation is higher than expected and unemploy
n1ent falls; if a Republican wins, inflation is lower than 
expected and unemployment rises After expectations 
have completely adjusted to take into account the elec
tion outcome, however, aggregate demand policy doesn't 
yield system<1tically different results for Democrats and 
Republicans 

An important implication of Alesina's theory is that 
recessions are likely to occur early in Republican adminis
trations, when inflation will be less than that expected 
before the election However, there should be no differ
ence between parties in the likelihood of recession later in 
administrations, when inflation expectations have had time 
to adjust. The accompanying table shows this implication 
to be generally b'llC In particular, recessions have tended to 
OCCl1I' in the second year of Republican administrations, 
whereas eady in Democratic administrations growth has 
been strong Economic growth in the second half of i1dmin
istrations, in contrast, hasn't varied mud1 by party 

II "jV\<.'IC!l1L'conomics and Politics: in Stun]!.':), Fi~cher, eli. NBER M/I( ro(wl/(Jlllhs AIIIIIIII!, Cambridge, tvi<1ss,:!vI 1 r Press, 1988 

The other subshmtinl (ost of unemployment is the personal 01' psychological 
cost faced by unemployed workels nnd their families This cost is especially impor
tant for workcls suffering long spells of unemployment i1nd fO!' the chronically 
unemployed VVorkers without steady employment for long periods lose job skills 
and self-esteem, and suffer from stress 

The (osts of unemployment Me leal and sClious, but two offsetting factors 
should be noted Filst, to the extent that unemployed \VOlkers engage in economi
cally producti\'e Jcti\'ities such £IS seillching for a job or acquiIing new skills, the loss 
of output al ising froll) cUll'cnt unemployment may be compensated for by increased 
output in the future In particular, hictionalunemployment-the result of \vorkets 
and films seeking appropriate matches-raises future productiVity and output and 
thus may impose little net economic cost, 01 even lead to an economic gain 

A second offsetting f£lctm is that unemployed people have more leisure time-
to spend with bmily iJnd fI iends, work around the house, and so on, However, the 
benefits of extra leisure time decrease as the amount of leislll'e increases, and most 
unemployed workers wouldn't feel that incleased leisure was adequate compen
sation for their lost income 

The long-Term Behavior of the Unemployment Rate 

ClassiG:l1 <1nd KeyneSian economists aglee that, although the actual unemployment 
rate may deviate from the natural unemployment late in the short run, in the long 
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I 

Figure 12.9 
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run the actual r~ate equals the natural rate Thus understanding the behavior of 
unemployment m all but the short lLm requires identifying the determinants of the 
natural rate of tmemployment. In Chapter 3 we discussed the reasons fm the natliial 
unenlployrnent rate alway~ being greater than zero; here we focus more narrowly 
On the reasons for changes m the natural rate in the United States and in Europe 

The Changing Natural Rate. The natural unemployment rate corresponds to 
full~employment output Unfortunately, because we can't be sure when the econo
my IS .at fu1l 7mployment, we can't directly observe the natural rate and so must esti
mate It. IneVItably, therefore, there is some uncertainty about the value of the natural 
rate at any particular time Figure 12,9 shows estimated values of the natural unem
ployment rate, published by the Congressional Budget Office, along with the actual 
unemployment rate, for the period 1956-1998. Most current estimates, including 
those m Frg. 129, suggest a natural unemployment rate of about 5% to 55% of the 
labor force, similar to what it was in the 1950s and 1960s In contrast, in the 1970s 
and 1980s the natural rate probably exceeded 6% of the labor force 

Giving a fully satisfactory explanation of the rise and fall in the natural rate of 
unemployment is difficult, but part of the story seems to have been the result of 
demographic Changes. Figures 12.10(a) and 12.10(b) show unemployment rates 
for workers m drfferent demographic groups (age, gender, and race) in the United 
States. Note that teenagers (aged sixteen through nineteen) have higher unem
ployment rates than adults, blacks have higher unemployment rates than whites, 
and for much of the post-World War II period (but not recently) women have had 
a hIgher unemployment rate than men, . 
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Figure 12.10 
Unemployment rates by 
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A pIincipal reason that teenageIs, blacks, and other members ~f minority 
groups, and (until recently) \vomen have higher unemployment rates IS tl:at these 
workers me less likely than white adult males to hold long-term, stable Jobs For 
example, because of discril11ination, language problems, and l?wer educatIOnal 
attainment, blacks and other minority group members are more hkely to hold tem-
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pOlary or "dead-end" jobs, with little prospect fO! advancement OI long-term 
employment Because these jobs don't last long, minority group members are fre
quently unemployed and must spend a relatively large amount of time looking for 
work A cause of the histmically higher unemployment rate for \vomen is that, tra
ditionally, women have spent more time than men in taking care of children and 
thus have had more interruptions in theiI careers For \vomcn, moving in and out 
of the labor force often involves periods of unemployment Teenagers have high 
unemployment Iates both because they move in and out of the labor force fre
quently while they are in school and also because many teenagers vvork at low-skill 
jobs that don't provide long-term employment. 

From World War rr through about 1980, teenagers, members of minority 
groups, and women made up an increasingly large portion of the labor force in the 
United States. Ihis shift in the composition of the labor force toward groups that 
have traditionally experienced higher unemployrnent rates may have raised the 
oveIali unemployment late duIing that period, particularly in the 19605 and 19705 
In contrast, since about 1980, demogIaphic factors have tended to reduce the nat
ural rate of unemployment rvlost striking is the decline in recent decades in the 
share of young people in the labor force-a trend that reflects the aging of the pop
ulation as a whole Indeed, only E'lbout 16{Xl of the U.S. labor force \vas aged sixteen 
to twenty-four in 1998, compared to about 25% of the labor force in 1980 A study 
by Robert Shimer 11 of Princeton University concluded that the declining share of 
unemployment-pICme younger '\V0l kels can account for the bulk of the decline in 
the natural rate of unemployment in the United States since 19S0 

Some economists have been skeptical of estimates of the US natural unem
ployment rate in the lange of 5% to 5.5%, noting that, at the end of the 19905, the 
US unemployment rate remained close to 4(X, fm a substantial period without gen
erating inflation They conclude that the natulal rate mLlst be 4SXl or even lower 
This disagreement illustrates the difficulty of obtaining precise estimates of the nat
ural rate-an impmtant problem for policymakel's as well as for economists in 
general If the U S natural wte at the end of the millennium is as low as, say 4SX" 
what explains this fav()I'able development? One possibility is that the labor market 
has become more efficient at matching workers and jobs, thereby reducing fric
tional and structuraltmen1ployment. For example, temporary help agencies have 
become faI mOle pwminent in the United States in recent years. These agencies 
specialize in helping firms fill theiI tenlporary vacancies "vith qualified Walkers In 
many cases, these tempolat'y jobs become permanent. If tempolary help agencies, 
Internet employment services, and other innovations have imploved the matching 
of \vo[kers and jobs, these developments might explain fUlther declines in the nat
ulal rate of unemployment. 12 

Hysteresis in Unemployment. Although economists would like to understand 
why the natural unemployment rate has fluctuated, the one or two percentage 
point changes in the U S natural rate over the past several decades don't represent 
lalge changes in the operation of the labor mmket A more serious and puzzling 

II Robt.::rt Shimcr, "Why Is thl:.' U 5 Unemployment Rut£: SCll'vluch lower?" in B Bernanke and J 
Rotembl:rg. t.:ds. NBER MlluoecolwllliLs 11111111111, IYY8 
12 Luwrence Katz of J-!ilrvurd Univcrsity und Alul1 Krueger of Princeton University argue that tetn
porury help agencies nluy desern, credit for purt of the falling natural rute Sce their article "The 
High-Pressure U 5 LubOf' I'vlark<:t of thl: 1990s"· Bf(l(Jkillgs PI/JILTS Oil Ecollollih Activitt/. 1999:1, pp 1-88 

, , 
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Figure 12.11 
Unemployment rates in 
Western Europe 
Unemployment rates in 
the United Kingdom, 
France, Germany, and 
Italy rose from the low 
single digits in the early 
19705 to 8-10%1 or more 
in the mid 19805 The 
persistence of high 
unemployment suggests 
that the nahual unem
ployment rate also 
increased I he increase in 
the natural rate, in 
response to an increase in 
actual unemployment, is 
an example of hysteresis 
Sou fCc'S: Dat<1strcam 
International Data for 
Germany through 1990 refer to 
West Germany only For up
to-date s\,1\istics on European 
economies, SCe the OECD Web 
site 
wwwacedorg/st<1tlbthllO 
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change in the natrllal unemployment rate occurred during the 1980s in several 
countries in Western Europe 

For thirty years after World War II many Western EllIopean countries main
tained low unemployment rates. Then, after the oil price shocks and worldwide 
recessions of the 1970s, unemployment rates in those countries lose sharply. 
(Unemployment rates for Germany, France, Italy, and the United Kingdom are 
shown in Fig 12.11 ) The unemployment rate in the United States also rose to high 
levels dming the 1970s but fell quickly during the recovery that followed the 
1981-1982 recession (see Fig 12.9) In contrast, unemployment rates in Western 
Europe remained high tluoughout most of the decade, falling temporarily during 
the late 1980s but rising again in the eady 1990s. This long-term increase in Western 
European unemployment rates from only 1%-3% of the labor force in the early 
1970s to much higher levels in the 1980s reflects an increase in the natural unem
ployment rate of five percentage points or more, according to SOllle estimates. 
What accounts for this apparent large inclease in the natural unemployment rate in 
Western Europe? 

Some economists use a term taken from physics, III/sieresis, to describe the 
behavior of European unemployment Applied to unemployment, hysteresis 
means that the natural unemployment rate changes in response to the actual unem
ployment rate, rising if the actual late is above the natural rate and falling if the 
actual rate is below the natural rate. According to the proponents of hysteresis 
theory, the rise in Western European unemployment in the mid 1970s, originally 
because of factors such as rising oil prices and contractionary macroeconomic poli
cies, also increased the natural unemployment rate. This increase in turn helps 
account for the continued high actual unemployment rate in these countries. ''''hen 
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these countries return to long-run equilibrium with full employment, the actual 
unenlployment rate equals the new, higher natmal rate 

There are several explanations of hysteresis in Emopean unenlployment_ First, 
some economists suggest that, when a high unemployment rate idles wOlkers for 
a long period of time, their skills deteriorate (or the workers fail to get training in 
the first place). Lower skill levels increase the mismatch between workers and 
firms and raise the natural unenlployment rate 

Second, economists have also argued that the bureaucratic aspects of firms and 
unions, as well as government regulation, inteIfele with the adjustment of the 
labor malket in Western Europe. For example, in some European cOlUltries the gov
ermnent severely restricts the ability of firms to fire workers Because firms know 
that firing workers is difficult, they are reluctant to hire additional workers unless 
they are confident that they won't bave to leduce their wOlk fOlces for a long time 
Thus after many wOlkers were laid off in the mid 1970s, firms were reluctant to 
rehire them or to hire new workers 

Third, the insider~outsider theory suggests that, when a union negotiates a 
labor contract with a firm, it seeks the highest real wage (induding fringe benefits) 
possible without causing the firm to cut employment This union behavior is in the 
best interests of currently employed workers, or insiders. But think about what 
happens if a contract is negotiated when unemployment is high If the union suc
ceeds in getting the highest wage consistent with continued employment of the 
insiders, the wage will be too higb for the finn to increase employment and hire 
outsiders. Thus outsiders will remain unemployed 

The insider-0utsider theory applies in a unionized setting Because European 
labor markets are much more highly unionized than the US. labor market, the insid
er-outsider tbeory predicts that hysteresis is quantitatively more important in 
Europe than in the United States. This prediction is consistent with the fact that 
dming the 1980s unemployment rates in Europe came down much more slowly 
than they did in the United States Another difference is that lUlemployrnent insur
ance is more generous in Europe than in the United States. Box 12.2 discusses tl,e 
implications of this difference for the behavior of the natural rate of unemployment 

Policies to Reduce the Naturai Rate of Unemployment 

Although we call the rate of unemployment toward which the economy gravitates 
in the long run the "natural" rate of unemployment, we don't mean to iUlply that 
it is necessarily desirable 01 optimal Many people would argue that, for both eco
nomic and social reasons, economic policies should be used to try to lower the nat
ural unemployment rate. Although no surefire method for reducing the natural 
rate exists, several strategies have been suggested 

1. Gaven/ment SUppOI tfOt job twillillg {/nd worke/' I'e/ocatioll Firms have strong 
incentives to find and train capable workers, and unemployed workers have equal
ly shong incentives to find productive jobs. However, some economists argue that 
the private incentives to match workers and jobs still are not as strong as they 
should be. For example, firms may be reluctant to train workers if they fear that, 
once trained, the workers will leave for other films Similarly, in deciding whether 
to retrain for a new job, unemployed wor kers \von't take into account the gain of 
their reemployment to taxpayers, who will no longer be responsible for financing 
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Unemployment 

Most countries have unemployment insurance (UI) sys
tems that provide income to unemployed wor kers fhe 
purpose of UI systems is to soften the economic hmd
ship associated with unemploym.ent, but UI benefits 
have an additional effect: BeCi111Se unemployed workels 
\\'ho receive UI benefits can afford to be more choosy 
when searching for a job, the availability of benefits may 
tend to increase the length of unemployment spells and 
the unemployment rate 

Some economists have suggested that the generous 
UI benefits in Europe are at least partly responsible for 
the persistent increase in unemployment that began 
there during the mid 19705 (see Fig 1211) Gary 
Bmtless* of the Brookings Institution compared unem
ployment rates and the generosity of UI systems for the 
period 1966-1985 in Great Britain, France, Germany, 
Sweden, and the United States To measure the gen
erosity of UI systems, he focused on three factors: 

1, the replaCclIlcllt ratio, which measures the size of 
unemployn1cnt benefits relative to lost wages (a 
replacement ratio of 2/3, as in the French, Gelman, 
and Swedish systems, means that UI benefits are 2/3 
of ('In uncmployed wOIker's lost wages); 

2, the bCllufit duraticlII, which measures the ('Imount of 
time th('lt an unemployed worker may receive bene
fits; and 

3. eligibility l('quia'lIlcllts, which specify who can collect 
UI benefits 

on 

Burtless didn't find much evidence that more gener
aliS UI systems lead directly to higher unemployment 
rates For example, the UI system in the United States 
histar ically has been less generous than the four 
European systems, having a lower replacement ratio, a 
substantially shorter benefit duration, and more strin
gent eligibility requirements than its European counter
parts Nevertheless, before 1973 the US. unemployment 
rate was higher than the European unemployment 
rates, despite a rel('ltiveiy ll'lOre restrictive UI system 
Similarly, according to Burtless, changes in UI benefits 
can't explain increases in European unemployment 
riltes after the mid 19705, except possibly in the c('Ise of 
France, where a sharp increase in unemployment fol
lowed illiberalization of the system 

Although the generosity of UI benefits doesn't seem 
c1ose!y related to unemployment rates, the dllmti(J/l of 
individual spells of unemployment-the length of time 
that an unemployed worker remains unemployed
apparently is affected by the genel'Osity of UI benefits 
Burtless found that unemployment spells were much 
longer in EUl'Ope (\vhere UI systems were much more 
genel'Ous) than in the United States, even during the 
late 1960s and early 1970s when European unemploy
ment rates overall were lower than in the United States., 
In particular, the longer benefit duration of European 
systems seems to account for the longer spells of unem
ployment in Ewope 

"Jobkss Pny <lnd High European Unemployment," in R Lawrence and C Schultze, cds. Barriers 1(1 EuropL'llI1 Cmiu/Ii: A 
Tml1:oIl/ll1l1ti( View Washington, 0 C: Brookings Institution, 1987 

the workers' unemployment benefits Thus a case can be made fO! policy measures 
such as t<1X breaks or subsidies fOf training 01 relocating unemployed workels If 
these measwes h<1d their desired effect, the mismatch between workers and jobs 
would be eliminated more quickly and the natural unemployment rate would fall, 

20 Increased tallor l//(lIkct17l'xibilit!! Currently, government Iegui<1tions man
cbte minimum wages, Walking conditions, workels' hinge benefits, conditions 
for firing a \VOl kel', and many other te!'ll1S of employment Such 1egulations may be 
well intentioned but they increase the cost of hiring additional wmkers, particu
!arly wo1"ke1s with limit~d skills and experience New and existing labot mEll-ket 
1egulations should be carefully reviewed to enSlIIe that their benefits outweigh the 
costs they ill1pOSe in highcl unemployment 

3. Unl'lIlploylllL'lIt ill5111'f111Cl' lL'/Cl/ II/ Although unemployment insurance (U1) 
provides essential SUppOlt fOI the unemployed, il may also increase the n<1lural 
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unemployment rate by increasing the time that the unemployed spend looking lor 
work (see Box 122) and by increasing the incentives f01 firms to layoff workers 
during slack times Refml11s to UI that pleSeI'Ve its function of supporting the 
unen1ployed but reduce incentives for increased unenlployment are needed For 
example, taxes on employers might be changed to force employers that use tem
porary layoffs extenSively to bear a greater portion of the unemployment benefits 
that their wOlkers receive 

4. A lIigh-press/lJ'e econo1llY? Classical and KeyneSian economists generally 
agree that maCloeconomic stabilization policies can't be used to affect the natuwl 
rate of unemployment; in othel words, the long-run Phillips CUlve is vertical 
Hmvever, sonle ploponents of the hysteresis theory take issue with this view. They 
argue that if monetary and fiscal policy are used aggressively to keep unemploy
ment as low as possible-a "high-pressure economy"-then, following the ptinci
pIe 01 hysteresis, the natural rate will eventually falL So, for example, il current 
employment is stimulated by monetary expansion, wOlkers may be able to acquire 
more on-the-job training, \vhich reduces mismatch and Imve1"s the n<1tural unem
ployment rate in the long [un, Opponents of this suggestion point out that there is 
much less evidence of hystereSiS in the United States than in Europe" Opponents 
also express concern that a high-pressure strategy would reignite inflation 

112.3 The Problem of Inflation 

In August 1971 President Nixon instituted a set of \,vage and price contIols in an 
attempt to reduce U.s inflation. These stlong meaSUles were taken even though 
the inflation rate was only 5%! at the time During the late 19705, when the U.s 
inflation rate apploached "double-digits," slllveys of voteIs found that they 
thought inflation was "public enemy nun1ber one"; one victim of the public's fear 
of inflation was President Jimmy Cartel, \vho lost his reelection bid to Ronald 
Reagan in 1980 in part because of his perceived inability to control inflation, In this 
section \ve look at inflation, beginning with a discussion of inflation costs and then 
turning to the question of what can be done to control inflation 

The Costs of Inflation 

The costs of inflation depend primarily on \vhether consumers, investors, \vOlkers, 
and finns are able to predict the inflation befoIe it OCCUrs. To illustrate this point, 
we discuss two extreme cases: an inflation that everyone is able to predict <1nd an 
inflation that comes as a complete surprise 

Perfectly Anticipated Inflation. Let's first consider the case 01 an inflation 
that is perlectly antiCipated by the public Imagine, lor example, that everyone 
kne\v that the inflation late would be 4tX) pel year. To keep things simple, assume 
no change in relative prices so that the prices of all individual goods and services 
also me !ising at the late of 41% per year 

Why then does a fully anticipated inflation impose any costs? The prices you 
pay for groceries, movie tickets, and other goods would increase by 4/Yc} per yeal 
but so \vould your nOlninal wage OI the nOlninal value of the goods or selvices you 
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produce, Because your nominal income is rising along with prices, your purchas
ing power isn't hurt by the perfectly anticipated inflation"lJ 

What about the money that you hold in your savings accotmt? Although inflation 
reduces the purchasing power of money, perfectly anticipated inflation wouldn't 
hurt the value of your savings accotmt. The reason is that the nominal interest rate 
would adjust to offset the drop in the purchasing power of money For instance, 
with a zerO inflation rate and a nominal interest rate on savings deposits of 3°/c), the 
real interest rate also is 3% per year If inflation rises to a perfectly anticipated rate 
of 4(YcI pel year, an increase in the nominal inteI€st rate to 7% per year will leave the 
real interest rate tmchanged at 3{Yc}. Because both savers and banks care only about 
the real interest rate, when inflation rises to 4% banks should be willing to offer 7% 
nominal interest, and savers should be willing to accept that nominal return Thus 
neither banks nor savers are hurt by an anticipated increase in inflation,l-I 

The suggestion that perfectly anticipated inflation imposes no economic costs 
isn't quite correct: Inflation erodes the value of currency, which leads people to keep 
less currency on hand-for example, by going to the bank or the automatic teller 
machine to make withdrawals every week instead of twice a month Similarly, 
inflation may induce firms to reduce their cash holdings by introducing computer
ized cash management systems or adding staff to the accounting department The 
costs in time and effort incurred by people and firms who are trying to minimize 
their holdings of cash are called shoe leather costs. For modest inflation rates, shoe 
leather costs are small but not completely triviaL For example, the shoe leather 
costs of a 10(1..) perfectly anticipated inflation have been estimated to be about O.3(Yo 
of GOP, which is a little more than $25 billion per year in the United States." 

A second cost of perfectly anticipated inflation arises from menu costs, or the 
costs of changing nominal prices. When there is inflation and prices are continual
ly rising, sellers of goods and services must use resources to change nominal prices. 
For instance, mail-ordel' firms have to print and mail catalogues frequently to 
report the increases in prices Although some finns face substantial menu costs, for 
the economy as a whole these costs probably are small FlIlthermore, technological 
progress, such as the introduction of electronic scarmers in supermarkets, reduces 
the cost of changing pr ices. 

Unanticipated Inflation. Much of the public's aversion to inflation is aversion 
to unanticipated inflation-inflation that is different from the rate expected For 
example, if everyone expects the inflation rate to be 4'X) per year, but it actually is 
6% per year, unanticipated inflation is 2°/r.) per year 

What is the effect of 6% inflation if (1) you expected 4% inflation and (2) your 
savings account pays 7{X) interest? When inflation is 6% per year instead of 4°/c) per 
year, the actual real interest rate on your savings account is only 1 % per year (the 
nominal interest rate of 7% minus the inflation rate of 6%) instead of the 3%) per 

13 It may be true that, psychologically, people think of increases in their wnges arising from ongoing 
inflntion as being enrned and thus "fair,'" but that increnses in the prices they pny because of inflation 
are "unfnir·· This is a confusion, although one that may have rea! polHicnl consequences if it causes 
the public to demand strong action on inflation 
14 This nrgument ignores the fnet that interest is taxed on n nominal bnsis If the nfter~tnx ren! interest 
rate is to be kept constant, the nomin<1l interest rate wHi h<1\'e to rise by somewhnt more than the 
in(.rense in inflntion See Section -! 1 on the after-tax real interest rate 
15 See Stanley Fischer, .. Towards an Understanding of the Costs of Inflation: II.·· in K Brunner and 
A Meltzer, eds , Cllnlegie~Roc"t'sla COlljen.'lIcl.? Series 011 Public Policy, vol 15, Autumn 1981 
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year that you expected. By earning a IO\VeI actual leal interest rate, you lose as a 
result of the unanticipated inflation However, your loss is the bank's gain because 
the bank pays a lower leal interest rate than it expected Note that the roles would 
have been reversed if the actual inflation rate had been lower than expected; in that 
case the real interest rate that you earn, and that the bank has to pay, would be 
higher than anticipated 

Similarly, suppose that your nominal salary is set in advance. If inflation is 
higher than expected, the real value of your salary is less than you expected, and 
your loss is your employer's gain If inflation is lower than expected, however, you 
benefit and your employer loses 

These examples show that a primary effect of tmanticipated inflation is to trans
fer wealth from one person or firm to another. People who lend or save at fixed 
interest rates (creditors) and those with incomes set in nominal terms are hurt by 
unanticipated inflation, whereas people who borrow at fixed interest rates (debtors) 
or who must make fixed nominal payments are helped by unanticipated inflation. 

For the economy as a whole, a transfer of wealth from one group to another 
isn't a net loss of Iesources and hence doesn't represent a true cost However, from 
the viewpoints of individual people and firms in the economy, the risk of gaining 
or losing wealth as a result of unanticipated inflation is unwelcoll1e, Because most 
people don't like risk, the possibility of significant gains or losses arising from 
unexpected inflation makes people feel worse off and hence is a cost of unantici
pated inflation. FUIthermore, any resources that people use in forecasting inflation 
and trying to protect themselves against the risks of unanticipated inflation repre
sent an additional cost. However, some of these costs of unanticipated inflation can 
be eliminated by contracts that are indexed to the price level (see Box 12.3). 

Another cost of unanticipated inflation relates to the fact that prices serve as 
signals in a market economy For example, if wheat becomes more expensive than 
corn, that is a signal to consumers to switch from wheat to COIn and to farmers to 
produce more wheat and less corn However, the prices that act as signals in the 
economy are telnti"ue prices, such as the price of wheat relative to the price of corn. 
Knowing that wheat is so many dollars per bushel doesn't help the consumer and 
farmer make good economic decisions unless they also know the price of corn 
When inflation is unanticipated, particularly if it is erratic, people may confuse 
changes in prices arising from changes in the general price level with changes in 
prices arising from shifts in the supply or demand for individual goods Because 
the signals provided by prices may be distorted by unanticipated inflation, the 
market economy works less efficiently In addition, when there is a great deal of 
uncertainty about the true inflation rate, people must spend time and effort learn
ing about different prices, by comparison shopping, for example 

The Costs of Hyperinflation. Hyperinflation OCClllS when the inflation rate is 
extremely high for a sustained period of time. 16 For example, during a twelve
month period beginning in August 1945, the average rate of inflation in Hungary 
was 19,800% PCI mOHlIi 17 In the more recent hyperinflation in Bolivia, the annual 

16 Philip Cagan, in his classic study of hyperinflation ("The Monetary Dynamics of Hyperinflation," 
in Milton Friedman, cd , StJldies ill IIIi' QUa/ifill! T flrory (:f tvfOllcl/. Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 
1956). defined a hyperinflation as beginning in the month in which the rate of inflation first exceeds 
50% pCI' lIIol1th 
17 Ibid, Table 1 
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Indexed Contracts 

In principle, much of the risk of gains and losses associ
ated with unanticipated inflation can be eliminated by 
using contracts in \vhich payments are indexed to infla
tion If a bank wanted to offer a guaranteed 3(}{) real 
interest rate on savings accounts, for instance, it could 
index the nomina! interest late to the rate of inflation by 
offering to pay a nominal interest rate equal to 3% plus 
whatever the rate of inflation turns out to be, Then if the 
actual inflation rate is 6%, the bank would end up 
paying a nominal interest rate of 9%)-giving the depos
itor the promised 3% real interest rate Similarly, other 
financial contr acts, such as loans, mortgages, and bonds, 
can be indexed to protect the real rate of return against 
unanticipated inflation \IVage payments set by labor 
contracts can also be indexed to protect workers and 
employers against unanticipated inflation (we discussed 
the macroeconomic effects of wage indexation in 
Appendix HA) 

How widespread is indexing? Most financial con
tracts in the United States are not indexed to the rate of 
inflation, although payments on some long~term finan
cial contracts (adjustable~[ate mortgages, for example) 
me indexed to nominnl interest rates such as the prime 
rate charged by banks or the Treasury bill interest rate 

Because nominal interest rates [nove roughly in step 
with inflation, these long-term financial contracts are to 
some extent indexed to inflation. Many labor contracts 
in the United States are indexed to the rate of inflation 
through provisions called cost-of-living adjustments, or 
COLAs I hey provide for some increase in nominal 
'wages if inflation is higher than expected, but usually a 
1% increase in unanticipated inflation results in some
what less than a 1(10 adjustment of wages In January 
1997 the U.s. T [CaSUI y began to sell bonds indexed to 
the rate of inflation 

In countries that have experienced high and unpre
dictable inflation tates, indexed contracts are common. A 
case in point is Israel. which had a cpr inflation rate of 
445% per year in 1984, At that time over 80% of liquid 
financial assets in Israel were indexed: For example, 
long-term government bonds wel'e indexed to the CPI, 
and banks offered short-ter m deposits whose purchasing 
power was tied to that of the U S, dollar. However, the 
fraction of financial assets that were indexed decreased 
after the Israeli hyperinflation ended in the second half 
of 1985, and has continued to decrease in recent years as 
Israeli inflation has fallen to the single digits, * 

• See Stanley rischer, "Israeli Inflation and Indexation," in J Wi!liilmson, ed, fl!flatioll alld !/lde:ratioll: Argelltilla, Brazil, ami 
1:.;1'Il(,/, Institute for fnternJtional Economics, 1985, reprinted in Stilnley Fischer, llldexillg. JI!{lathlJl, IImi fcO/wlllie Policy, 
Cambridge, Mass: M! T Press, 1986; and Zalman F Shiffer, "Adjusting to High Inflation: The Isrileli Experience," Federal 
Reservc Bilnk ofSt louis RI.'[licw Mil)' 1986, pp 18-29 

rate of inflation \vas 1281%) in 1984, and soared to 11,750(X) in 1985, before dropping 
to 276% in 1986, IS The costs of inflation during these hyperinflations \Vele much 
gleatel than the costs associated \vith model ate inflation For example, when prices 
ale increasing at such mind-boggling rates, the incentives to minimize holdings of 
CUI! ency nlC powerful and the resulting shoe leather costs are enOImous In severe 
hyperinflations, workers are paid much mOle frequently-perhaps even mOIe than 
once a day-and they lush out to spend their money (01' to con vel t their money 
into some other form, such as a foreign currency) before prices rise even further 
The time and energy devoted to getting rid of currency as fast as pOSSible wastes 
leSOlirces and dislupts production 

One early casualty of hyperinflations is the government's ability to collect 
taxes In a hyperinflation, taxpayers have an incentive to delay paying theiI taxes 

IH See 1 abl!: 7 :;, J Lli1Tl-f\ntonio i\'il)!'illeS, "Inflation St<lbiliziltion in Boliviil. in tvlichael Bruno, Cuido 
Ili Tdli1. Rudigl'l' [)()InbLl~dl. <Inc! Sti1nl~'y l:isdwl'. (-(is !J~17nlipIl511/1Ii!i:{/lioll n/( EXl'rrit'/I((' (:flsmd 
ArSLlllill1l Hm:il BoilI'ia, (I/ld Ml'yho, Cmnbridge. i'vlass: M J T Prcss.19HR 
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as long as possible, Because tax bills usually are set in nominal terms, the longer the 
taxpayer delays, the less the real value of that obligation is, The real value of taxes 
collected by the government falls sharply during hypelinflations, with destructive 
effects on the government's finances and its ability to provide public services 

Finally, the disIuptive effect of inflation on market efficiency that we discussed 
earlier becomes most severe in the case of a hyperinflation If prices change so often 
that they cease to be reliable indicators of the supply and demand for different goods 
and services, the invisible hand of the free market can't allocate resources efficiently 

Basically, inflCltion OCCllIS \,\Ihen the aggregate quantity of goods demanded at any 
particular price level is rising more quickly than the aggregate quantity of goods 
supplied at that price level. (Figure 123 illustrates such a situation,) Nlany factOls 
can cause rapid increases in the aggregate quantity of goods demanded lelative to 
the aggregate quantity supplied Among these sources of inflation ale increases in 
consumption or investment spending, expansionmy fiscal policies, and advelse 
supply shocks HO\VeVeI, as discussed in Chapter 7, in general the only factor that 
can create s/lstained rises in aggregate demand, and thus ongoing inflation, is a high 
rate of money gIowth 

If lapid money gl'Owth is inflationalY, why do central banks permit rapid l11on
etmy expansion? As mentioned in ChapteI 7 (and discussed in mOle detail in 
Chapter 15), in developing or wm-torn countries governments may not be able to 
raise enough revenue by taxing or bOlrowing, so they print money to finance their 
spending, Hmvever, in industrialized countries not engaged in m recovering from a 
wat, governments usually are able either to tax 01' bonow enough to cover their 
expenditures [n these countries, rapid money growth usually is the result of 
attempts to use expansionary monetaIY policy to fight recessions, not balanced by 
tighter monetary policies in periods when output is above the full-employment level 

Because ongoing inflation generally is the lesult of rapid money glowth, the 
prescription for stopping inflation appears to be simple: Reduce the tate of money 
growth Unfortunately, the process of disinflation-the reduction of the inflation 
rate-by slowing money glowth may lead to recession. In terms of the expecta
tions-augmented Phillips CllIve, Eq (12.1), if maCIoeconomic policy succeeds in 
Ieducing inflation below the expected late, unemployment will lise above the nat
tuaI rate, Unemployment will remain above the natural late until expected infla
tion falls to the new, lower actual inflation rate 

Is there some way to reduce inflation without incuning serious unemployment 
costs? The expectations-augmented Phillips curve suggests one possibility: If the 
public's expected rate of inflation could be lowered as actual inflation was being 
brought down, unemployment wouldn't have to rise above the natural rate. (You 
should confirm that, in Eq 121, if actual inflation, IT, and expected inflation, n", fall 
by the same amount, cyclical unemployment, II - IT, doesn't increase) That is, if 
expected inflation can be reduced, the original Phillips curve relating inflation and 
unemployment can be shifted down and to the left, reducing the rate of inflation 
associated with any level of unemployment 

But how can policymakers reduce the public's inflationmy expectations? In the 
rest of this section we discuss some suggested approaches fm reducing both infla
tion and inflationmy expectations 
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Rapid Versus Gradual Disinflation. Some classical economists have p.oposed 
that disinflation should be implemented CJuickly by (l rapid and decisive! eduction 
in the growth late of the money supply-a strategy sometimes t'eferl'ed to as cold 
turkey_ Because a cold-turkey disinflation is dramatic and highly· visible to the 
public, proponents of this policy ~1Igue that it will quickly and substantially reduce 
inflationary expectations, particulady if the policy is announced well in advance If 
expected inflation falls sufficiently, the expectations-augmented Phillips CLIl ve 
implies that the unemployment costs of the disinflation will be minimal 

Hmvever, most Keynesian economists disagree with the idea th<1t tapid disin
flation can be achieved \vithout significant costs in terms of increased cyclical unem
ployment They argue that because of factors such as menu costs and nominal wage 
contracts, several years may be Iequired for prices and wages to adjust to a clisin
flationary policy; during the adjustment period cyclical unemployment could be 
high. Furthermore, Keynesians point out that the cold-turkey stlategy may not 
Im-ver inflation expectations, because people may expect the govel nment to abandon 
the policy if the resulting unemployment reaches politically intolerable levels 

Because they fear the possible unemployment consequences of the cold-tul' key 
strategy, many Keynesians recommend a policy of gradualism, or reducing the late 
of money gIowth and inflation gradually over a period of years Keynesians al gue 
that a gradual approach, which gives prices, wages, and expectations mOle time to 
adjust to the disinflation, will laise the unemployment late by less than the cold
turkey strategy-although the period during which unemploy1ment exceeds the 
natural rate may be longer They further argue that, because the policy will be 
viewed as sustainable politically, gradualism may be as effective as the coid-tll! kev 
apploach at reducing infiationalY expectations The lesults of one study comparing 
cold turkey and gradualism are discussed in Box 12-! 

Wage and Price Controls" FI ustrated by the costs and difficulties of reducing 
inflation by reducing money growth, policymakers in some countIies have taken a 
more direct approach and imposed wage and price contlOls-lega! limits on the 
ability of firms to raise wages or prices Supporters of wiJge-price controls (01 of 
il/collles policies, as wage-price controls ale also called) J!'gue that by using the 
force of Jaw to stop pIice inCieases the government can "bleak the back" of infiCl
tionary expectations, allowing the disinflation to proceed without serious unem
ployment consequences 

Critics of price controls make two points FiIst, pIice controls (,lie Iikel\' to 
cause sholtages In a free market the ever-changing fOices of supply and dem";:md 
lead to changes in relative prices, with the prices of some products rising more 
rapidly than the prices of others. If price controls prevent the price of a ~~'roduct 
from rising to the level at which quantity supplied equals quantity demanded, 
there will be excess demand for the ploduct-that is, a shortage. These shortages 
and the disruptions they cause are a major cost of price controls 

Second, critics dispute that wage-price controls have a major effect on the 
public's inflation expectations. Although contl'Ols stop inflation for the moment, 
because they cause shortages and disIllpt the economy they eventually have to be 
I'emoved. Knowing that the controls <lIe tempOlaJ'Y, people may expect even 
greater inflation in the future 

One factor that may affect expectations of inflation dming the period of cnl1-
trois is how the government handles monetary and fiscal policy. If maooeconom-
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The Sacrifice Ratio 

To leduce inflation, tight monet<1ry <1nd fiscal policies 
must be L1sed to slow the growth rate of <1ggreg<1te 
dem<1nd However, if these policies aren't perfectly 
anticip<1ted, they will also C<1use output and employ
ment to f<lll below their full-employment ieveis-<1t leilst 
fOJ' <1 time. This 1055 of output Clnd jobs is an impo1"t<1nt 
cost th<1t must be weighed <1g<1inst the benefits of infla
tion-rcducing policies 

Economists sometimes LIse the s<1crifice I<1tio to 
measure the cost of lowering the infl<1tion rate The 
sacrifice ratio is the i1mount of output lost when the 
inflation rate is reduced by one percent<1ge point For 
example, <1ccording to (I study by L<1urence Ball of 
Johns Hopkins University,'" during the disinfi(ltion of 
the e<lrly 19805 the infi<1tion rate in the United St<1tes 
fel! by 883 percent<1ge points (from <1 I'<1te of 12 10% 
per ye(lr to .3 2r-;, per yei.lf) For the fifteen qU<1rters of 
this disinflation, Ball estimated the total loss in output 
caused by infbtion-reducing policies to be 1618% of 
one ye(lr's potenti<11 GDP Dividing the output loss of 
i6 18';-(, of potentia! GOP by the 8 83 percentage point 
reduction in infbtion yields Cl s<1crifice ratio of 1 .832 fm 
this episode We C<1n interpret this result <15 s<1ying that 
each pelcent<1ge point by which US inflation was 
leduced during the C<1rly 1980s cost the country 1 832(~-~, 
of <1 YC(lr's potenti<ll GDP 

Using quarterly dat<1 for nine countries, Ball calcu
lated the s<1crifice ratio for twenty-eight disinfiCltions 
that tlCClllTCd during the 1960s, 19705, and 1980s The 
<Iccompallying table reports the Clverage s<1crifice ratio 
he found for e<1ch country (lnd demonstr<1tes th<1t the 
output cost of reducing inflation l11<1y vary consider
ably The <1n~rage sacrifice ["<1tio ranges frol11 less th<1n 
lOin Fr<1nce, the United Kingdom, <1nd J<1pan to <1lmost 
JOin Germany In other words, reducing infl<1tion in 
Germany is three times more expensive, in terms of lost 
output. th<1n it is in those other indllstri<1lized cOLIn tries 
What <1ccOlll1ls fot' these differences? 
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Average Sacrifice Ratios by Country 

Australia 1.00 
Canada 150 
France 0.75 
Germany 2.92 
Italy 1..74 
Japan 0 .. 93 
Switzerland 1.57 
United Kingdom 079 
United States 239 

By comparing the characteristics of the different 
countries in his s<1l11ple, Ball found th<1t one factor <1ffecl
ing the s<1crifice 1"<1tio is the flexibility of the labor 
market Countries in which wages adjust relatively 
slowly to changes in l<1bor supply and demClnd-owing, 
for eX<1mple, to he<1vy government regul<1tion of the 
I<1bor ll1<1rkel-tend to have higher sacrifice ratios This 
finding l11<1kes sense because countries with inflexible 
labor markets should take longer to reach long-run 
equilibrium following <1n unexpected slowing of the 
growth of <1ggregate demand. Ball also found that rapid 
disinflations tend to have lower sacrifice ratios than do 
slow disinfi<1tions, which is a bit of evidence in favor of 
the cold turkey approach rather th<1n gradu<1lism. 

Ball's results are interesting but should be interpreted 
with some c<1ulion One problem is that determining 
eX<1ctly how much output loss can be attributed to a par
tindar set of anti-inflationary policies isn't easy. For 
exmnp!e, to c<1lcuIi1te the output loss owing to disinfla
tion we have to estimate the amount of output if there 
h<1d been no disinfIi1tion, which is difficult. If the output 
loss calculation is wrong, the sacrifice ratio calcul<1tion 
will also be wrong Factors such as supply shocks, l,vhich 
<1ffect both output <1nd infl<1tion, can also distort the cal
culation of sacrifice ratios Thus, at best, the s<1crifice ratio 
is a rough me<1SU1"e of the costs of reducing infl<1tion 

" -"Whill Determines till' Sacrifice Ratio?· in N Cregory l''iiilnkiw, ed, lvlOlll'illry Policy, ChicClgo: University of Chicago Press, 
lCJ9.J-,pp 155-1SS 

ic policies allow agglegate demand to continue to grmv lapidly, people may expect 
renewed inflation when the controls are lifted (see Analytical Problem 5 at the end 
of the chi1pter) This fClilwe teo leduce aggregate demand gIowth appeaIs to have 
been the plOblem with the Nixon wi1ge-pIice controls that began in 1971 (see the 
Application "The Nixon \'Vage-Price Controls") But if controls are accompanied by 
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tight monetary and fiscal policy, the idea that inflation will not lesume \,\rhen con
trols are lifted is more plausible 

After increasing gradually dming the 1960s, the inflation rate in 1970 and 1971 hov
ered at about 5% per year Attempts to control this inflation by tighter monetary 
and fiscal policies weren't successful Thus, on August 15, 1971, in a surprise 
announcement, President Nixon instituted a progranl of price controls in the 
United States. The controls began with a ninety-day price freeze, known as Phase 
I, that prevented any prices from increasing. The program evolved haphazardly in 
response to economic events, reaching Phase IV before the program was finaUy ter
minated in April 1974 

As predicted by the basic economics of supply and demand, shortages devel
oped during the period of price controls To hy to prevent shortages, the govern
ment exempted some prices, including the prices of raw agricultural 
products-feed grains, for example-from controls. But prices of final products, 
such as "broilers" (chickens sold to consumers in grocery stores), remained subject 
to controls. As feed grain prices increased, broiler producers could no longer make 
a profit by paying for feed grain at an uncontrolled price while selling bIoilers at a 
controlled price When this profit squeeze caused broilers to disappear from gro
cery shelves, the government reclassified broilers as a raw agricultural product so 
that the price of broilers was no longer controlled. Broilers reappeared on the 
shelves but at 501X) higher prices. 19 Shortages of other goods, including IUll1ber and 
various steel products, also developed. 

To study whether price controls succeeded in reduCing inflation after the con
trols were lifted, Robert J Gordon'" conducted a statistical analysis of inflation in 
the United States during and after the period of price controls. He concluded that 
price controls reduced the rate of inflation during the period they were in effect 
(August 1971-April 1974) However, after the price controls were eliminated in 
April 1974, Gordon found that prices rose rapidly, so that by the third quarter of 
1975 the price level had reached the same level that it would have attained had 
there been no controls. In other words, the reduction in the rate of inflation during 
the period of controls was completely offset by an acceleration of inflation after 
price controls were temoved A probable reason that inflation accelelated after 
the removal of controls is that, as 111entioned in liThe Political Environment: 
Presidential Elections and Macroeconomic Policy," p. 449, for political reasons the 
Nixon adlninistIation continued to use expansionary 1110netary and fiscal policy 
during the period of controls 

19 See George p, Shultz and Kenneth W Dam," The life Cycle of Wage and Price Controls," in G 
Shultz and K Dam, eds , Ecollomic Policy Bcyolld Ihl.' Hcadlilles, Stanford, Calif: Stanford Alumni 
Association, 1977 
20 "The Impact of Aggregate Demand on Prices," Brookillgs PapL'l's all Ecollomic Adil'ity, 1975:3, pp 
613-655 
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Credibility and Reputation. Classicals and Keynesians aglee that, for disinfla
tion to be achieved \\'ithout high unemployment costs, reducing the public's expect
ed inflation rate is important. Pel haps the most important factor determining how 
quickly expected inflation adjusts is the credibility, or believability, of the govern
ment's announced disintlationary policy If the government (in the person of the 
President or the chairman of the Federal Reserve, for example) announces a policy 
to reduce the inflation rate-and if workers, consumers, and firms believe that the 
o'overnment means what it says-exnected inflation should drop fairly rapidly o ' , 

How can a government implove its credibility with the public? One desirable 
way would be for the government to develop a reputation fm cauying through on 
its promises; then when it announced a disinflation program, people \vould likely 
take this announcement seIiously UnfOltunately, time is needed to develop such 
a leputation, and changes in administration may lead to relatively frequent 
changes in the people \vho make policy decisions 

Anothet strategy is to Olganize policymaking institutions in ways that create 
credibility with the public. FOI example, a strong and independent central bank, 
nm by someone with well-knO\vn anti-inflation views, may have credibility with 
the public when it announces a disinflationary policy However, if the central bank 
is controlled directly by the executive branch-and is thelefme exposed to intense 
political pressure when unemployment rises-an announced disinflationary pro
gram is likely to be less credible We expkHe the relationship among institutional 
stIucture, govelnInent credibility, and inflation expectations in greater detail in 
Chapter 14 

CIHIAPTER SUMMARY 

1. Following the famous 1958 article by A W Phillips, 
empitical studies often showed that inflation is high 
when unemployment is low and low when unem
ployment is high This negative empirical relation
ship between inflation and unemployment is called 
the Phillips curve inflation and unemployment in the 
United States conformed to the Phillips curve during 
the 19605 but not during the 1970s and "1980s 

2. Economic theory suggests thal, in general, the nega
tive relationship between inflntion and unemployment 
should not be stable. Instend, in an economy in which 
there are unanticipated changes in the growth rilte of 
aggregate demand, there should be a negative rela
tionship between IlIJallticipated inflation and cyclical 
unemployment In particular, when actual and expect
ed inflation nre equal (so thilt unanticipated intlation is 
zero), the actual unemployment rate will equnl the 
natural unemployment rnte (so that cyclical unem
ployment is zero) This negative relationship between 
unanticipated inflation and cyclical unemployment is 
called the expectations-augmented Phillips cutve 

3. According to the theory of the expectations-augment
ed Phillips CUIVC, d slable negative relalionship 

between inflation and unemployment (a Phillips 
curve) will be observed only if expected inflation and 
the naluI<JI unemployment rate are constant An 
increase in expected inflation or (In increase in the nat
ural unemployment r(lte shifts the Phillips curve up 
und to the right Adverse supply shocks typically 
increase both expected infl(ltion and the n(lturai 
unemployment rate (lnd thus shift the Phillips curve 
up and to the right rvlajor supply shocks during the 
19705, a rising natural unemployment rate, and highly 
variable expected inflation rates explain why the 
Phillips curve shifted enatically in the United States 
ilfter about 1970 

4, According to the expectations-augmented Phillips 
curve, macroeconomic policy can reduce unemploy
ment below the natural tate only by surprising the 
public with higher than expected inflation Classical 
economists argue that, beCiltlSe of rationeli expecta
tions and rapid price adjustment, policy cannot be 
used sYstem<1tically to create inflation higher than 
expect~d; thus poli~ymilkeIs cannot useful!y exploit 
the Phillips curve relationship by ttading higher infla
tion for lower unemployment Keynesians believe 
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5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

that, because not all prices adjust rapidly to reflect 
new information, policymakers are able to create sur
prise inflation temporarily and thus trade off infla
tion and unemployment in the short run 

Classicals and Keynesians agree that, in the long run, 
expected and actual inflation rates are equal. Thus in 
the long [un the actual unemployment rate equals the 
natural rate, regardless of Ule inflation rate. Reflecting 
the fact that there is no long-run trade-off between 
inflation and unemployment, the long-run Phillips 
curve is vertical at the natural unemployment rate 

The costs of unemployment include output lost ""hen 
fc\ver people are working and the personal OJ psy
chological costs for unemployed workers and their 
families 

In the long run the unemployment rate is determined 
by the natural unemployment rate According to 
some estimates, the natural unemployment rate in the 
United States rose during the 1960s and 1970s but has 
since declined Demographic changes in the labor 
force help to explain many of these changes 

The unemployment rate displays hysteresis if the nat
ural rate increases whenever the actual rate is above 
the natural rate and decreases \vhenever the actual 
unemployment rate is below the natural rate 
Hysteresis is thought to be a particularly serious 
problem in Western Emope, Explanations for hys
teresis include loss of skills by the unemployed, 
bmeaucratic and legal barriers to labor market adjust
ment, and wage-setting practices by unions that favor 
the currently employed (insiders) over those who are 
currently unemployed (outsiders) 

Policies to reduce the natural unemployment rate 
include government support for job training and 

Key Terms 

worker relocation, policies to increase labor market 
flexibility, and unemployment insurance reform Some 
proponents of the hysteresis theory argue that pushing 
down the actual unemployment rate by means of 
expansionary policies (a "high-pressure" economy) 
will ultimately reduce the natural rate as well 

10. The costs of inflation depend on whether the inflation 
was anticipated or unanticipated, The costs of antici~ 
pated inflation, which (except in extreme inflations) 
are relatively minor, include shoe leather costs 
(resources used by individuals and firms to l'educe 
their holdings of currency) and menu costs (costs of 
changing posted prices during an inflation) 
Unanticipated inflation causes unpredictable trans~ 
fers of wealth among individuals and firms The risk 
of unpredictable gains and losses, and the resources 
that people expend in trying to reduce this risk, are 
costs of unanticipated inflation Unanticipated infla~ 
tion may also reduce the efficiency of the market 
system by making it more difficult for people to 
observe relative prices 

11. Disinflation is a reduction in the rate of inflation 
Attempts to dis inflate by slowing money growth \vill 
cause cyclical unemployment to rise if actual infla
tion falls below expected inflation To reduce the 
unemployment cost of disinflation, the public's 
expected inflation rate should be brought dovvn along 
with the actual inflation rate Strategies for reducing 
expected inflation include rapid and decisive reduc
tion in the growth rate of the money supply (the cold~ 
turkey approach), wage and price controls, and 
taking measures to improve the credibility of govern
ment policy announcements 
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disinflation, p, 461 

expectations-augmented Phillips 
curve, p 440 

hyperinflation, p 459 

hysteresis, p 454 

insider-outsider theory, p 455 

long-run Phillips curve, p 446 
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Chapter Summar y 

Key Equatioll1l 

II = II' - 11(11 - IT) (121) 

The expectations-augmented Phillips curve states that unan
ticipated inflation, 1t - 1t", is negatively related to cyclical 
unemployment, II - Ti The expectations-augmented Phillips 
curve also implies that inflation, 1t, is negatively related to 

Review QuesticlII1ls 

1. What is the Phillips curve? Does the Phillips curve 
relationship hold for US data? Explain 

2. How does the expectations-augmented Phillips curve 
differ from the traditional Phillips curve? According to 
the theory of the expectations-augmented Phillips 
curve, under what conditions should the traditional 
Phillips curve relationship appear in the data? 

3., How do changes in the expected inflation rate account 
for the behavior of the Phillips curve in the 19605, 
19705, and 1980s in the United States? What role do 
supply shocks play in explaining the behavior of the 
Phillips curve in the United States? 

4. Can policymakers exploit the Phillips curve relation
ship by trading more inflation for less unemployment 
in the short run? In the long run? Explain both the clas
sical and Keynesian points of view 

Numerical Problems 

1" Consider an economy in long-run equilibrium with an 
inflation rale, II, of 12(X, (012) per year and a natmai 
unemployment rate, Ti, of m-;, (0.06) The expectations
augmented Phillips curve is 

1t:::1t"-2(1/-IT) 

Assume that Ohm's law holds so that a 1 percentage 
point increase in the unemployment rate maintained 
for one year reduces GOP by 2 5(},;, of full-employment 
output 

n Consider a two~year disinflation In the first year 
1t = 004 and 1t' = 0 08. In the second year 1t = 004 and 
]t" = 0 04 In the first year, what is the unemployment 
rate? By what percentage does output fall short of 
full~employment output? In the second year, what is 
the unemployment rate? By what percentage does 
output fall short of full-employment output? What is 
the sacrifice ratio for this disinflation? 
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unemployment, II, only if the expected inflation rate, 1(, and 
the nahlral w1employment rate, Ii, are constant Changes in 
the expected inflation rate Or in the nahtral unemployment 
rate cause the relationship between inflation and lmemploy
ment-the traditional Phillips curve-to shift 

5. Why is the natural unemployment rate an important 
economic variable? What factors explain the changes 
in the natural rate over time in the United States and in 
Europe? What government policies, if any, might be 
used to reduce the natural unemployment rate? 

6. Give tvvo costs of anticipated inflation and nvo costs of 
unanticipated inflation, How is the magnitude of each 
affected if, instead of a moderate inflation, hyperinfln
tion occurs? 

7" What is the greatest potential cost associated with disin
flation? How does the responsiveness of the public's 
inflation expectations affect the size of this potential cost? 

8. Discuss at least nvo strategies fm reducing expected 
inflation rapidly What are the pros and cons of these 
strategies? 

b Now consider a four-year disinflation according to 
the following table: 

Year 1 
IT 0.08 
1t' 010 

2 
004 
008 

3 
0.04 
006 

4 
004 
004 

What is the unemployment rate in each of the fOUI 
years? By what percentage does output fall short of 
full-employment output each year? What is the sac
rifice ratio for this disinflation? 

2 .. Consider the following extended classical economy (in 
\vhich the misperceptions theory holds); 

AD Y = 300 + lO(M/ P) 
SRAS y=¥+p-p' 
Okun's law (Y - ¥)/y = -2 5(11- Ii) 
Full-employment output ¥ = 500 
Natural unemployment rate Ii::: 0 06 
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11 Suppose that the money supply M = 1000 and that 
the expected price level PC' ;:;::. 50 vVhat are the short
run equilibrium values of output, )", the price level, 
p, and the unemployment rate, 1/? v"hat are the long
run equilibIium values of these tluce variables? 

1I Now suppose that an unanticip<1ted increase raises 
the nominal money supply to hI 1260. What are the 
new short-run equilibrium values of output, Y, the 
price level, p, and the unemploYlTlcnt rate, II? \"'hat 
arc the new long-run equilibrium values of these 
three variables? In general, are your results consis
tent with an expectations-augmented PhiHips curve? 

3. In a certain economy the expectations-augmented 
Phillips curve is 

IT = It' - 2(11 - IT) and Ii = 0 06 

II Graph the Phillips curve of this economy fm an 
expected inflation rate of 0.10 If the Fed chooses to 
keep the actual inflation rate at 010, what will be the 
unemployment rate? 

II An aggregate demand shock (resulting from 
increased military spending) rnises expected infla
tion to 0 "12 (the natural unemployment rate is unaf
fected) Graph the new Phillips curve and compare 
it to the curve you drew in part (a) \o\fhat happens to 
the unemployment rate if the Fed holds actual infla
tion at 0107 'What happens to the Phillips CUl've and 
the unemployment rate if the Fed announces that it 

Analytical Problems 
1. Suppose that the government institutes a program to 

help unemployed workers learn new skills, find new 
jobs, and relocate as necessary to take the new jobs 

a If this program reduces structwal unemployment, 
what is the effect on the expectations-augmented 
Phillips curve and the long-run Phillips curve? 

b The government pwgl'am is expensive, and critics 
argue that a cheaper way to cut unemployment 
would be by monetary expansion COl1'lment 

2, Two extended classical economies (in which the mis
perceptions theory holds) differ only in one respect: 
In economy A money growth and inflation ha\'e been 
low and stable for many years, but in economy B 
money growth and inflation have fluctuated erratical
ly between very low and very high levels When pro
ducers in economy B observe changes in the prices of 
the goods they pr ad lice, from past experience they 
usually attribute these changes to fluctuations in the 
overall price level rather than to changes in the relative 
prices of their goods 

will hold inflation at 0 10 after the aggregate 
demand shock, flnd this announcement is fully 
believed by the public? 

c Suppose that a supply shock (a dIOught) raises 
expected inflation to 012 Il/ld raises the natmal 
unemployment rate to 0,08 Repeat part (b) 

4. An economy is described by the follmving equations: 

AD Y = 4000 + 2(M/P) 
SRAS Y = l' + 100(1' - P') 
Ohm's low (Y - l')/l' -2 O(J/ - IT) 

In this economy full-employment output Y equals 6000 
and the natural unemployment late Ii equals 0 05 

/l Suppose that the nominnl money supply has long 
been constant at IvI :::::: 4000 and is expected by the 
public to remain constant forever What are the 
equilibrium values of the price level p, the expected 
price level PL', expected inflation 1t", ouq.:mt y, and 
the unemployment rate II? 

b A totaHy unexpected increase in the money supply 
OCCllIS, raising it from 4000 to 4488, What ate the 
short-run equilibrium values of the price level, 
expected price level, output, and unemployment 
rate? vVhat are the values of cycJicalunemployment 
and unanticipated inflation? 

c 'What is the slope of the expectations-augmented 
Phillips curve (equal to -It in Eq 121) in this econo
IT'!y? 

\o\fill the slope of the short-r un aggregate supply 
curve for economy B be flatter or steeper than the slope 
of the Curve for economy A? What about the slope of 
the Phillips curve? 

3. In this problem you are asked to show that the expec
tations-augmented Phillips curve (derived in the text 
using the extended classical model) can be derived 
using the Keynesian model 

Consider a Keynesian economy in which full
employment outputis constant, nnd in which the nom
inal money supply has been growing at 1O°It) per year 
for some time and is expected to keep growing at that 
rate in the futwe To avoid some teclmical complica
tions, suppose that, instead of growing continuously 
over time, the money supply is increased by 'lOt}';, each 
December 31 and then held constant until the next 
December 31 Monopolistically competitive firms reset 
their prices on December 31 of each year at the level 
that they expect will allm\' them to sell the full-employ
ment level of output during the coming year [nflation 
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is measured as the percentage change in prices between 
January 1 and Deccmbet' 31 of each year 

tl Show how the AD curve, SRA5 cmVe, output, the 
price Ic\'el, and the expected price level evolve over 
time in this econon1Y What are the values of unan
ticipated inflation and cyc1icalunemployment? 

11 Now suppose that on June 3D, 2001, the money 
supply is unexpectedly raised by an additional 5% 
However, the central bank announces-and firms 
believe-that this extra increase in the money 
supply is a one-time-only increase and that next 
December 31 the central bank will Ieturn to its 
policy of increasing the money supply by 10% 
(Thus tile total increase in the money supply 
between January 1,2001, and December 31,2001, is 
15()';, ) Firms don't change prices until December TI, 
as usual, but when they do they respond fully to 
the new information about money supply growth 

'What are the actual and un<lnticipated inflation 
rates during 2001? Is cyclical unemployment posi
tive, negiltive, or zelo (on average) during 2001? 
Relate yoUI' results to the expectations-augmented 
Phillips cur ve 

4" Some economists have suggested that someday we 
will Jive in a "cashless society" in which all businesses 
(including stores) ilnd bilnks will be linked to a cen
tralized accounting system. In this system you will be 
able to pay for purchases directly from your bank 
account without using cash What are the costs of 
anticipated inflntion in a cashless society? \Vhat are 
the c.osts of unanticipated intlation? 

",The 

For Tlte COl~rCfCUCC 13ol1rd'~ Busincss Cyde Illdiclltors Datllbast', 
So to w\\'w awlonline com/ abel_bernanke 

1, Using annual data since 1956, create scatter plots of the 
following variables: 

n CPI infliltion rate (December to December) against 
the average unemployment rate for the year 

II CPI intlation rate against the cydicalunemployment 
late (the actual unemployment rate minus the nat
ural unemployment rate, where the naturalunem
ployment rate is measured by the nonaccelerating 
intlation rate of unemployment, NAIRU) 

c Change in the CPI inflation rate hom the previolls 
Yl'ar against the cyclical unemployment [ate 

Discuss your results in light of the theory of the Phillips 
cur\'e 
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5, To fight an ongoing 1m;) inflation, the government 
makes raising wages or prices illegal However, the 
government continues to increilse the money supply 
(and hence aggrcgate demand) by 1m;, per year The 
economy starts at full-employment output, which 
remains constant 

a Using the Keynesian AD-AS framework, show the 
effects of the government's policies on the econo
my Assume that firms meet the demand at the fixed 
price level 

/J After sever'll years in which the controls have kept 
prices from rising, the government declares victory 
over inflation and removes the controls What hap
pens? 

6, I-low would ench of thl' following likely affect the nat
ural unemployment rate? 

11 A new law prohibits people from seeking employ
ment before age eighteen 

b A new Internet service, Findwork com, makes it 
easy for people to check on the availability of jobs 
al'Ound the country 

c The length of time that unemployed workers can 
receive government benefits increases from six 
months to one year 

d A shift in the public's buying habits greatly expands 
the demand for sophisticated consumer electronics 
while reducing the demand for tladitional con
sumer goods and services, such as clothing and 
restaurant meals 

e Tight monetary policy, introduced to gel the infla
tion rate down, drives the economy into a recession 

2, The purpose of this question is to obtain estimates of 
how the natural rate of unemployment for various 
demographic groups has changed over time, The idea 
is to look for periods in which the actual inflation rate 
equals the expected inflation rate In those periods, 
according to the expectations-augmented Phillips 
Curve concept, the natural unemployment rate and the 
actual unemployment rate should be the same 

Using annual data, graph unexpected inflation for 
the peIiod 1972 to the prescnt. Define unexpected 
inflation to be actual CPI inflation rate minus the aver
age CPl inflation rate over the previous tluee years 

According to the theory, the natural rate of unem
ployment equals the actual rate of unemployment 
when unexpected infliltion cqtwls zero Identify hvo 
specific yeMs (at least ten years apart) in which, accord
ing to your graph, unexpected inflation is equal to or 
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close to zero For each of those years, find the average 
unemployment rate over the year (and thus the natur
al unemployment rate) for white adults (males and 
females separately), white teenagers, black adults 
(males and females separately), and black teenagers 
How have natural unemployment rates by demo
graphic group changed over time, according to your 
estimates? 

3" Using annual averages since 1972, produce scatter plots 
of the adult white male unemployment rate IJgail1st: 

a The adult white female unemployment rate 

b I he white teenager unemployment rate 

c The adult black male unemployment rate 

d The black teenageI unemployment rate 

What do your results say about the sensitivity of the 
various groups' unemployment rates to cyclical fluctu
ations, relative to that of adult white males? (Hillt; In 
each graph, what is the approximate slope of the rela
tionship behveen the variables on the axes?) 

4. For each year since 1948, c~!Culate the share of total 
unemployment accounted for by people unemployed 
for fifteen weeks or more. How is this ratio related to 
the business cycle (for peak and trough dates, see lable 
81), and to the overall unemployment rate? What are 
the implications of these results for a policymaker 'who 
wants to assess the costs of a recession? 

--,-
I 13 

Exchange Rates/f Business 
Cycles/f and Macroeconomic 
Policy in the Open Economy 

I
n Chapters 9-12 we focused on a closed economy, or one that doesn't interact 
with other economies. For some purposes, ignoring the foreign sector simplifies 
the analysis But the reality is that today, more than ever, we live in a highly 

interdependent world economic system 
There are two primary aspects of the interdependence of the world's 

economies. lhe first is international trade in goods and services, which has 
increased steadily in volume since World War II. Today firms produce goods and 
services with an eye on foreign a1ld domestic markets, and they obtain many 
raw materials from distant sources. Expanded international trade has increased 
productivity by allowing economies to specialize in producing the goods and ser
vices best suited to their natural and human resources. However, expanded trade 
also implies that national economies are more dependent on what happens in 
other countries For example, because Japan sells so much of its output to the 
United States, a U.S recession or macroeconomic policy change may affect the 
Japanese economy as welL 

The second is the worldwide integration of financial markets, which allows 
borrowers to obtain funds and savers to look for their best lending opportunities 
almost anywhere in the world, not just in their own countries. By allowing sav
ings to flow to the highest-Jeturn uses regardless of where savers and investors 
happen to live, the integration of world financial markets increases worldwide 
productivity, as does the development of an integrated world trading system. 
But financial market linkages, like trade linkages, increase the sensitivity of 
individual economies to developments abIOad For example, because of closely 
connected financial markets, macroeconomic policies that change the real inter
est rate in one country may affect real interest rates and economic activity in 
other countries. 

In this chapter we build on earlier analyses of the open economy (Chapter 5) 
and cyclical fluctuations (Chapters 8-11) to examine the macroeconomic implica-
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tions of trading and financial links among countries We are particularly con
cerned in this chaptel with how economic openness affects fiscal and monetary 
policies and how macroeconomic policy changes affect the economies of a COlll~
try's trading partners \I'Ve begin our discussion by introducing two new variables 
that play centIal roles in the inteInational economy: the pominal exchange rate 
and the real exchange rate, ' 

Exchange Rates 

In discussing exchange rates, we must distinguish between 11011linal and leal 
exchange rates. Briefly stated, the nominal exchange rate is the answel to the 
question: How many units of a foreign clinelIey can [get in exchange for one unit 
of my domestic cllnl!lIcy? The leal exchange late is the anS\Vel to the question: 
Hmv many units of the foreign good can I get in exchange fO! one unit of my 
domestic good? 

Nominal Exchange Rates 

Virtually aU countries have their own national currencies: 1 The U.s dollar, the 
Japanese yen, the British pound, the German mad" and the French franc are but a 
few well-known currencies. If someone in one country \vants to buy goods, ser
vices, or assets from someone in another countlY, normally she '-vill first have to 
exchange hel' country's cuneney for that of her trading paltner's country 

The rate at which two currencies can be traded is the nominal exchange rate 
behveen the hvo cunencies For example, if the nominal exchange rate between the 
U.s dollar and the Japanese yen is 110 yen per dollar, a dollar can buy 110 yen 
(ignoring transaction fees) in the foreign exchange market, which is the market for 
international currencies. Equivalently, 110 yen can buy 1 dollar in the foreign 
exchange market MOle precisely, the nominal exchange rate between two cur
rencies, l!no!l1' is the number of units of foreign currency that can be pLUchased with 
one unit of the domestic currenc)'. For residents of the United States the domestic 
currency is the U.s dollar, and the nominal exchange rate behveen the U S. dollar 
and the Japanese yen is expressed as I.'nolll = 110 yen per dollar The nominal 
exchange rate often is SiIl1ply called the exchange rate, so \vhenever someone men
tions the exchange rate without specifying real or nonlinat the reference is taken to 
mean the lIolI/illnl exchange rate 

The dollar-yen exchange rate isn't constant The dollar might trade for 110 yen 
one day, but the next day it might rise in value to 112 yen or fall in value to 108 yen, 
Such changes in the exchange rate ale normal under a flexible-exchange-I'ate 
systenl, the type of system in which many of the world's major- cunencies (includ
ing the dollar and the yen) are cllIrently traded In a flexibie-exchange-rate 
system, or floating~exchange~Iate systemt exchange rates are not officially fixed 
but ale determined by conditions of supply and demand in the foreign exchange 

'1 An exception is Panama, in which us dollars arc the officinl cl!rr~ncy (some Panam<lnian coins <Ire 
<llso used) Also, as we discllss in this chilpter. a number of European economics havc replaced their 
individual national currencies with n common currency. c<llled the curo 
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market. Under a flexible-exchange-l'ate system, exchange rates move continuous
ly and. respond quickly to any economic or political news that might influence the 
supplies and demands fOI vaIious cllIIencies The box "In Touch with the 
rvIacroeconomy: Exchange Rates," p 482, discusses exchange rate data 

The values of cunencies haven't ahvays been determined by a flexible
exchange-late system, In the past, some type of fixed-exchange~!ate system under 
which exchange rates wele set at officially detennined levels, often operated 
Usually, these official mtes \vere maintained by the commitment of nations' central 
banks to b~IY and s:Il their o\vn currencies at the fixed exchange late POI example, 
under the mtelnatlOnaI gold standard system that operated in the late 1800s and 
~arly 19005, the central bank of each country maintained the value of its currency 
U1 terms of gold by agleeing to buy 01' sell gold in exchange for currency at a fixed 
rate of exchange The gold standard was suspended during World War I, was tem
pmarily restored in the late 1920s, and then collapsed duIing the eCOl10111ic and 
financial Clises of the 1930s 

A more recent example of a fixed-exchange-rate system was the Bretton Woods 
system, named after the town in Ne\v Hmnpshire where the 1944 conference estab
lishing the system was held. Under the Bretton VVoods system the values of vaIious 
currencies wele fixed in terms of the u.s. dollar, and the value of the dollar was set 
at $35 pel ounce of gold The Bretton Woods system functioned until the eady 1970s, 
when inflation in the United States made keeping the price of gold flom rising above 
$35 per ounce virtually impossible (see the Application "Policy COOl dina tion Failure 

. ," p 508, for a further discussion of the collapse of the B,etton Woods system) 
Smce the breakdown of the Bletton \IVoods system, no fixed~exchange-late system 
has encompassed all the world's majm currencies. In particular, US policymakers 
haven't attempted to maintain a fixed value for the dollal 

Although no worldwide system of fixed exchange rates currently exists, fixed 
exchange rates haven't disappeared entirely ivlany individual countries, especial
ly smaller ones, attempt to fix their exchange rates against a major cuneney For 
example, several African countries tie theh currencies to the Flench franc, and 
Argentina has adopted a system under which its currency, the peso, trades one-for
one with the US dollm By doing so, these countries hope to stabilize their own 
currencies and reduce the shal p swings in import and export prices that may result 
from exchange rate fluctuations We discuss fixed exchange rates in Section 13.5 

Real Exchange Rates 

The ~lOlninal exchange late doesn't tell you all you need to kno\v about the pur
chasmg powel of a currency If you were told, for example, that the nominal 
exchange rilte between the Us. dollm and the Japanese yen is 110 yen per dollar, 
bl~t you didn't know anything else about the US or Japanese economies, you 
nught be tempted to conclude that someone from Kansas City could visit Tokyo 
very cheaply-after all, 110 yen for just 1 dollar seems like a good deal. But even at 
110 yen per dollar, Japan is an expensive place to visit. The reason is that, although 
1 dollar can buy a lot of yen, it also takes a lot of yen (thousands or htmdreds of 
thousands) to buy eveIyday goods in Japan 

Suppose,for example, that you want to compare the price of hamburgers in 
Tokyo and Kansas City Knowing that the exchange rate is 110 yen per dollar 
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doesn't help much But if you also know that a hamburger costs 2 dollms in Kansas 
City and 1100 yen in Tokyo, you can compare the price of a hambmger in the two 
cities by asking how many dollars are needed to buy a hamburger in Japan. 
Because a hambutger costs 1100 yen in Tokyo, and 110 yen cost 1 dollar, the price 
of a hamburger in Tokyo is 10 dollars (calculated by dividing the price of a 
Japanese hamburger, ¥1l00, by ¥110/$1, to obtain $10 per hamburger) The price of 
a US. hamburger relative to a Japanese hamburger is therefore ($2 per US ham
burger)/ ($10 per Japanese hamburger) = 0.20 Japanese hambmgers per US. ham
burger. The Japanese hamburger is expensive in the sense that (in this example) 
one U S hamburger equals only one-fifth of a Japanese hamburger 

The price of domestic goods relative to foreign goods-equivalently, the 
number of foreign goods someone gets in exchange for one domestic good-is 
called the real exchange late. In the hamburger example the real exchange rate 
between the United States and Japan is 020 Japanese hamburgers per US. ham

burger 
In general, the real exchange late is related to the nominal exchange rate and to 

prices in both countries To write this relation we use the following symbols: 

L'nUfll =: the nominal exchange rate 
(110 yen per dollar); 

P
For

:: the price of foreign goods, measured in the foreign currency 
(1100 yen per Japanese hamburger); 

P = the price of domestic goods, measured in the domestic currency 
(2 dollars per U.s hambl1l'ger) 

The real exchange rate, e, is the number of foreign goods Uapanese hamburg
els) that can be obtained in exchange for one unit of the domestic good (U S ham
burgers) The general formula for the real exchange rate is 

CnomP 
c=-

Pror 

(¥110 / 51)($2 / U.5. hamburger) 
= 

¥1100/Japanese hamburger 

= 020 Japanese hamburgers per U.S hamburger 

(131) 

In defining the leal exchange rate as the number of foreign goods that can be 
obtained for each domestic good, we assume that each country produces a single, 
unique good (Think of France producing only bottles of wine and Saudi Arabia 
producing only ballels of oil; then the French real exchange rate with respect to 
Saudi Arabia is the number of barrels of oil that can be purchased for one bottle of 
wine) The assumption that each country produces a single good (which is differ
ent from the good produced by any other country) simplifies the theoretical analy

sis in this chapter.' 
Of course, in reality countries produce thousands of different goods, so leal 

exchange rates must be based on price indexes (such as the CPI) to measure P and 

2 The assumption that different countries produce different goods is a change from Chapter 5, where 
we implicitly assumed that <Ill countries produce an identical good that can be used for all purposes 
(consumption, investment, and so on) The assumption that all countries produce the smm:: goud 
implied that, in the analysis of that chapter, the real exchange rate was always 1 

I 
13 '1 Exchange Rates 

Summary 15 

Terminology for Changes in Exchange Rates 

Type of Exchange 
Rate System 

Flexible exchange rates 
Fixed exchange rates 

Exchange Rate Increases 
(Currency Strengthens) 

Appreciation 
Revaluation 
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Exchange Rate Decreases 
(Currency Weakens) 

Depreciation 
Devaluation 

PFor .~hus the real.exchan?e rate isn't actually the rate of exchange between two 
~peclfrc goods but mstead IS the late of exchange between a lypical basket of goods 
m one cOLmtr), and a typIcal basket of goods in the other countr), Changes in the 
real exchange rate over time indicate that, on average, the goods of the country 
\vhose real exchange rate is rising are becOlning more expensive relative to the 
goods of the othel country 

Appreciation and Depreciation 

Wh~n the nominal exchange rate, L'num' falls so that, say, a dollar buys fewer units of 
for~Ign currency, we say that the dollar has undergone a nominal depreciation. 
:flus IS the same as saying that the dollar has become "\veaker," If the dollar's nom
mal exchange. rate, ~norn' rises, the dollal has had a nominal appreciation. When the 
dollar apprecIates, It can buy more units of foreign currency and thus has become 
"stronger II} The terms appreciation and depreciation are associated with flexible 
exchange rates. Und.e~'· a fixed-exchange-rate system, in which exchange rates are 
changed only by offlclal government action, different terms are used Instead of a 
depreciat~on, a 'veaken~1g of the currency is .called a devaluation. A strengthening 
of the cuuency under fIxed exchange rates 15 called a revaluation rather than an 
appreci~tion Th~se terms are listed for convenience in Summary t~ble 15 

An. m~l"ease m the real exchange rate, c, is called a real appreciation. With a real 
appreCiatIon, the same quantity of domestic goods can be traded for more of the 
foreIgn good than before because c, the price of domestic goods relative to the 
pllce of fore~gn goods, has risen A drop in the leal exchange rate, which decreas
es the quantIty of foreign goods that can be purchased with the same quantity of 
domestrc goods, IS called a real depreciation, 

Purchasing Power Parity 

Ho,:: are nominal exchange rate~ and real ex~hange rates Ielated? A simple hypo
thetIcal case that allows us to thmk about thIS question is when all countries pro
duce the same good (or same set of goods) and goods are freely traded among 

3 :'oU will :ometlmes see the exchange rate defined as the number of units of domestic currency per 
UllIt of foreign currency, which is the reciprocal of how we have defined it For example, the 
exchange :'ate between the British pound and the U 5 dollar is typically quoted in this form (for 
example, $1 60 per pound), Under this alternative definition an appreciation of the dollar corre
s~o,n~s to ~ drop in the ~omina.l excl~an~e rate fhe two ways of defining the exchange rate <Ire equal
I) \ alld, <IS lo~g as con~lsten(y IS malOtamed We have chosen to define the exchange rate as the 
number 0: u~1ltS of foreign currency p~r unit of home currency because it is easier to remember that 
an appreCIatIOn (when the value of the do!lar goes up) is associated with a rise in the exchange rate 
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countries In this case, no one would hade domestic goods for foreign goods except 
on a one-For-one basis, so (ignoring transportation costs) the real exchange [ate, c, 
would alwil)'s equall If L' ~ 1, we Ciln use Eq (13 1) to write 

p;:;;: PF(lr (13 2) 
CnlllH 

Equation (13.2) says that the price of the domestic good must equal the price of the 
foreign good when the price of the foreign good is expressed in t:rms of the dO.!11.es
tic cunenev (To express the foreign price in terms of the domeshc cunene)" dIVIde 
bv the eXcl;{ll1("TC rate.) The idea that similar foreign and dOInestic goods, 01' baskets 
of (Toods, sho~ld have the same price in terms of the same cuneney is called pur~ 
ch~sing power parity (1'1'1'). Ec1uivalently, ilS implied by Eq (13 2), purchilsing 
powel parity says that the nominal exchange rate should equal the foreign price 
level divided by the domestic price level, so that 

PrOf 
L'lll'II1::C::-p-

There is some empirical evidence that PPP holds in the very long run, but (as Box 
13.1 suggests) over shOl'ter periods PPP does not describe exchange rate behavior 
very well The failure of PPP in the shm t to medium run occurs for various reasons 
I:OI'-example, countries produce very different baskets of goods and services, not the 
same goods as assumed for PPP; some types of goods, and most services, are not 
intenl~tionally traded; and transportation costs and legal barriers to trade may prevent 
the pIkes of l~raded goods and services from being equalized in different countries 

To find a relationship between real and nominal exchange rates that holds 
mOle nenelallv we can use the definition of the real exchange rate in ELl (13.1), " ~ , 
L' = c PIP, to calculate !!:.L'/L', the F1ercentao'e change in the real exchange rate. 

110m hn' 0 
Because the real exchange rate is expressed as a latio, its percentage change equals 
the percentage change in the numclator minus the percentage cha~lge in the 
denominatoI'\ The percentuge change in the numerator of the expressIOn fO! the 
I""al exchanp'e [ute:> is!!:.L' / c +!!:.P / P and the F,ercentuge change in the denom-'-" n nOIil 110m ' 
inatm is!!:.P, / p, Thus the F,crcentage chunge in the real exchange rate is 

, j'or lur 

!!:.c i\.L'no!ll !!:.P !!:.PFor - ~ ---+------
C C 11ll1ll P PrOf 

In the preceding equation the term !!:.P/P, the percentage change in the domes
tic price level, is the same uS the domestic rate of inflation IT, and the te_rm 
!!:.p. I P _ the F1ercentaoe charwe in the foreign price level, is the same as the tor-

h,1' h'r' no. . . . 
eign rute of inflation, ITFllr Making these substIhltIOns and reanangmg the equutIon, 
we rewrite this equation 8S 

6.c nom 6.(' 
--- = - + 1tror - n: 

L' ntlm L' 

(13.3) 

Equation (13.3) is purely definitional and thus must always be satisfied It 
states that the ulte of nominal exchange rate appleciation, !!:.enon/cnol1l' equals the 
[ute of [eal exchunge rate appreciation, D.c/c, plus the excess of foreign inflation over 

4 Appl':ndb: A, Section A 7. describes hU\\ to (alculilte growth rates of products und ra,tios 
5 This result is obtained by using the rule thut the percentuge chunge in a product XY IS the percent
age change in X plw; the percentuge chungt;' in )' See Appendix A, Section A 7 
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McParity 

If PPP holds, similar goods produced in different coun~ 
tries should cost <1bout the same ,,,hen their prices are 
expressed in a common currency-s<1Y, U S. doHaIs As 
i.l test of this hypothesis, Tlte Ecol/ollIist mag<1zine h<1s 
long recorded the prices of Big M<1c hamburgers in dif
ferent countries The following are dollar prices of Big 

Macs in selected countries <1S reported in The EC(l/wlIlist's 
April 3-9, 1999, issue 

Big M<1cS men't exactly the same pI'oduct the ,,,orId 
over. for example, in Italy, ketchup costs about fifty 
cents extril, instead of being included in the price as in 
the United Sates and Canadil Big Macs in 151"<1el must be 
made with more expensive kosher beef Nevertheless, 
the prices suggest that PPP holds only approxim<1teJy at 
best for Big Macs. Doll<1I'~equivalent Big Mac prices 
J ange from <1 low of 51 19 in Malaysia to a high of 53 97 
in Switzeri<1nd 

Country 

United States 
Argentina 
Brazil 
Canada 
China 
France 
Germany 
Great Blitain 
Israel 
Italy 
Japan 
Malaysia 
Mexico 
Russia 
South Korea 
Switzerland 

Dollar Price 
of a Big Mac 

3243 
250 
1.71 
1 98 
120 
287 
272 
307 
344 
2.50 
244 
1 19 
209 
135 
246 
397 

Even though PPP f<1ils to hold exactly, Big Mac 
prices in different countries still might be expected to 
come gradually closer together Such a convergence 
could OCCUI-, for example, if the currencies in countries 
in which Big Macs are relatively expensive depreciated 
relative to the currencies of the countries in which Big 
Macs are cheap. Such a calculation would suggest that 
the British pound, the Israeli shekel, and the Swiss 
franc are likely to depIeciate in v<11ue relative to the 
dollar (because Big Macs [ue most expensive in those 
countries), In contrast, the Big Mac index suggests that 
the Chinese yuan, the Malaysian ringgit, and the 
Russian ruble may appreciate 

domestic inflation, 1trl 'f - IT Hence two factors contribute to stlengthening a CUI

rency (a nominul appreciation): (1) an inClease in the Ielative pIice of a country's 
exports (a leal appreciution), which might occur if, for example, fOleign demand fm 
those exports Iises; and (2) a lute of domestic inflation, rt, lower than that of the 
countly's trading partners, ITFl1f 

A spedul case of Eq (133) OCClIIS when the leal exchange late is constant, so that 

In this case the pIeceding equation expresses a relationship called Ielative pur
(husing power pmity AccOIding to relative purchasing power parity, the rate of 
uppl'eciation of the nominal exchange late equals the foreign inflation rate minus 
the domestic inflation rute. Relative pllIchasing power pmity usually works well 
for high-inflation countIies because in those countries, changes in relative inflation 
rates are usually much larger than changes in the leal exchange rate 

rhe Real Exchange Rate ami Net Exports 

We've defined the real exchunge rule, but so far we huven't indicated why it is 
impOl'tunt in macroeconomic analysis. One reason that policymakels and the 
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public care about the lcal exchange late is that it lcpresents the rate Cl,t which 
domestic e;oods and. sCI'\'ices can be traded fO! those produced abroad An IncreaSe 
in the rea'j exchange rate-rJ!so sometimes retcned to as the terms of trade-is 
LTood for a COllntr~r in the sense that its citizens .. lIe able to obtain mOle foreign 
~oods and service~ in exchange for (1 given amount of d()mestic production 
L A second reason is that the leal exchange late affects a country's net exports, or 
exports less imports Changes in net exports in tUrn have a d~le~t impact on the 
domestic industries that produce fm export or that compete WIth rmpOIted goods 
in the domestic market In addition, as we disclIss later in the chapter, changes in 
net exports affect a country's overall level of economic activity and ale a .prim~:IY 
channel through which business cycle disturbances and macroeconomIC pohcy 
changes me [Iansmitted internationally . 

What is the link between the real exchange rate and net exports? A bastc deter
Ininant of the demand for any good 01' service--say, coffee 01' taxi rides-is the price 
of that (Tood OI service relative to alternatives If the price of coffee is too high, some 
people ~vill switch to tea; if taxi fares rise, mOle people w.ill take the ,bus Simiia!'ly, the 
real exchan~e rate-the price of domestic goods relatIve to foreIgn goods-helps 
determine the demand for domestic goods both in home and foreign markets 

Suppose that the real exchange late is high, so that a unit of the domestic good 
can buy lelatively many units of the foreign good For example, le~'s say that a 
domestically produced cat' costs twice as much as a compal'~ble f~)relgn ca.1' (both 
prices are measured in telms of the same cl1Irency)~ DomestIC IeSl<..ients, wtll then 
find that foreign cat's ale less expensive than domestic cal'S, so (al! e,lse bell1g equ~l) 
theil demand fOi impOlted autos wiII be high Foreign residents, 111 contrast, wIiI 
find that the domestic country's cars are nlO1e expensive them theil' own, so they 
will want to purchase relatively few of the domestic country's exports, Vvith few 
cars being sold abroad and many cars being impOi ted, the country's net exports of 
cars will be low, probably even negative . , 

Conversely, suppose that the real exchange !ate is. low; fOI' example, lI:lag,me 
that a domestically produced automobile costs only halt what a comparable torclgn 
car costs Then, all else being equal, the domestic country will be able to expO! t I col
atively large quantities of cars and will import relatively few, so that its net expOlls 
of cars will be high , 

The geneEIi conclusion, then, is that fliL' higliL'1 tht' I~cnl L'xclll1!:Sc ~nfc IS, the 10[(1('1" 

l1 tOllllfnt's lief ('xpods will be, holding constant othef tactors attectmg expO! t and 
import ~iemand The reason for this result is the same reason tl,la~ higher prices 
reduce the amount of coHee people dlink or the nUInber of taxI ndes they take. 
Because the real exchange rate is the relative pIice of a country's goods and ser
vices, an increase in the real exchange rate induces both foreigners and domestic 
residents to consume less domestic production and more goods and services PH.1-
duced abroad, which lowers net exports 

The j Curve. Although the conclusion that (holding other fac~ols const~nt) a 
higher real exchange IClte depresses net exports is generally valid, there IS one 
importClnt qualification: Depending on how quickly importers and exportels 
resF1Cmd to changes in relative prices, the effect of a change in the leal exchange rate 

L 'I ", " on net exports may be \veak in the shm t I un anll may even go tIe . . \vn:ng way 
To understand whv, consider a country that impmts most ot Its otl and sud

denlv faces a shalp in~rease in worki oil prices Because the country's domestic 
goods now can buy less of the foreign good (oil), the countly's leal exchange rate 

~ 
\ 
I 

1 

I 
Figure 1301 
The J curve 

r he ,I cun e shows thl: 
response pattern of net 
e;,;pol"ts to a real ckpreci
ation Here, net c;.;pmts 
arc negative at timc zero, 
when the re<llexch<lnge 
mtl'depreciates In the 
short run net e;.;ports 
become mme negativc, 
as the decline in the rcal 
cxclwllge fatc raises the 
re<ll cost of imports (mL'<l
sured in terms of the 
expo!t good) Over time, 
howc"er, incrcased 
e;.;ports and reduced 
quantities of imports 
l110re than compcns<lte 
fof' the incre<lsed cost of 
imports, <lnd net 
e;.;pol'ts rise ab(we theil 
initi<l! le\"l'j 
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Net exports, NX 

o 

1 
Time 

has fallen In the long run, this decline in the real exchange rate may increase the 
country's net exports because high oil plices \vililead domestic residents to reduce 
oil imports and the lelative cheapness of domestic goods will stimulate expmts (to 
oil-pl'lxiucing countries, fm exan1ple), [n the short run, however, switching to 
othel fuels and increasing domestic oil production are difficult, so the number of 
barrels of oil imported may drop only slightly_ For this reason, and because the real 
cost of each barrel of oil (in tel ms of the domestic good) has risen, for some period 
of time after the oil price innense the country's total leal cost of impmt (measured 
in terms of the domestic good) may rise, Thus, in the short nm, a decline in the real 
exchange rate might be associated \vith a dlop rather than a rise in net expmts, con
trary to our earliel' conclusion (Numerical Problem 2 at the end of the chap tel pro
vides an example of how a leal dq:Heciation can cause net exports to fall ) 

Figure 131 shows the typical response p~1ttern of a counhy's net exports to a 
drop in the leal exchange late (a real depreciation) The economy initially has neg
ative net exports when the real exchange rate depreciates [n the short run the real 
depleciation reduces lather than increases net expmts because the drop in the leal 
exchange rate fmces the counhy to pay more fOl its imports_ Over time, however, as 
the lowel' real exchange rate leads to largel export quantities and smalleI' impol t 
quantities, net exports begin to rise (even taking into account the higher relative cost 
of imports) Eventually, the country's net expOlts rise relative to the initial situation 
This typical response pattern of net exports to a real depreciation is called the J curve 
because the graph of net exports against time looks like the letter J lying on its back 

The macroeconomic analyses in this chapter are based on the assumption that 
the time PCI iod is long enough that (all else being equal) a real depreciation increas
es nct expmts and that a leal appreciation lcduces net exports, Keep in mind, 
though, that this assumption may not be valid for shOlter peIiods-and in some 
cases, even fol' several yeats-as the folJo\ving Application demonstrates 
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The Value of the 
Dollar and U.S. 
Net Exports 

Figure 13.2 
The u.s, real exchange 
rate and net exports, 
1970-1999 
U 5 real net exports tIrc 
measured along the left 
vertici11 axis, and the U 5 
fCJi exchange fate (the 
real value of the dollar) 
is measured along the 
right vertical axis The 
shilt p increase in the real 
exchange rate in the first 
half of the ,\9805 was 
acwmpanicd by a 
decline in U 5 Ilet 

exports. The decline of 
the dol!ur Jfter '1 Y85 
stimulated US net 
exports, but with a delay 
that probably reflected 
the J~ctl1've effect 
S(luras' Real cxdl,mge rall': 
US re,11 ni1rnlW dfl'cti\ l' 
t.':\(hange rate. 19\j(l '" !OO 

llH.'ilsurcd ilgains! 15 industri
,ll-country t:tlrrencies. fnull 
J I' t-.jol'g<m Ecotwmic 

Hl'~ear(h; net l';o.;pllrb (billitlllS 
of 1992 doll,u's). SUn't'!II{ 
Currml H[/,;ilH'~,; \'MjOU~ 

j~Slll..'S for updatl..'s on 
c)(c.11<lngc ratct\ ,1nd other 
financial datil. :'cc 
www jpmorgan cDm/ 

In the eady 1970$ the major industrialized countIies of the wodd $\vitched from 
fixed to flexible exchange lates. FigUle 13..2 shows the U S leal exchange lnte (the 
"teal value of the dollar") and real Us. net exports since 1970. Because the U.s,. real 
exchange rate is the relative price of U S goods, the real valde of the dollar and U S. 
net exports should move in opposite directions (assuming that changes in the real 
exchange late are the primary source of changes in net exports) 

An apparent confirmation that the real exchange late and net exports move in 
opposite directions occulTed during the early 1980s From 1980 to 1985 the real value 
of the dollar increased by about SOIXL This sharp increase was followed, with a brief 
delay, by a large decline in U S, net exports At the lime, many U.s firms complained 
that the strong dollar vvas pricing their products out of foreign lTImkets and, by 
making impmted goods cheap for US consumers, also reducing their sales at hOJlle. 

After peaking in March 1985, the real value of the dollar fell sharply for almost 
three years Despite this precipitous decline, U S. net exports continued to fall until 
late in 1987, when they finally began to rise, During the hvo and a half years in which 
US. net exports continued to decline despite the rapid depreciation ofthe dollar, the 
public and policymakers expressed inCIeasing skepticism about economists' pte
dictions that the depreciation would lead to more net exports. Initially, economists 
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(Colltillllcd) 
responded by sZlying that, because of the J curve, there would be some delav 
between the del.ll'eciation of the dollar and the improvement in net exports, By 1987, 
hmvevel, even the strongest believers in the J curve had begun to wonder whether 
net exports would evel begin to rise, Fina!!y, US. real net exports did recover sub
stantially, although they remained negative 

What took so long? One explanation suggests that, because the dollar was so 
strong in the first half of the 1980s (which made U S. goods very expensive relative to 
foreign goods), US firms lost many of their foreign customers Once these foreign cus
tomers were lost, regaining them or adding new foreign customers was difficult, espe
cially as many u.s. exporters reduced production capacity and cut back foreign sales 
operations when the value of the doHm was high. Similarly! the sh'Ong dollar gave for
eign producers, including some that hadn't preViously sold their output to the United 
States, a chance to make inroads into the US. domestic market Having established 
sales nehvorks and customer relationships in the United States, these foreign compa
nies were better able than before to compete with U.s firms when the dollar began its 
decline in 1985. The idea that the strong dollm permanently increased the penetration 
of the U.s market by foreign producers, while similarly reducing the capability of 
American fit ms to sell in fOl eign markets, has been called the "beachhead effect. "6 

The U S real exchange rate and US net exports moved in opposite directions 
again in 1997-1998, as the dollar strengthened and net expOlts fell sharply In part 
this decline in net exp01ts reflected the higher value of the doliaI However, the 
majO! factor in this episode was probably the slmv growth 01 outright recession 
experienced by most U S. trading pal'tnel's during this period As incomes abroad 
stagnated 01 declined, the demand fm US expOIts fell with them. We discuss the 
effects of national income on impOlts and exports in the next section 

6 Empirical support for the beilchhend effect is pn.:sented in Richard E 13Jlc\win, "Hysteresis in 
Import Prices: The Beachhead Effect, AIIIl·riwl/ Enlllolllh Rct'h'w September 1988, pp 773-785 

113.2 How /E}H.:hJzHl1Ige lRates Are Detern1lined: Supply-and-
Demand Analysis 

In f1cxible-exchange-rJle systems, exchange I ates ch,mge constantly In fixed
exchange-rate systems, by definition, l'xchange rates all' stable most of the tilTle; 
C\'cn undel a fixed-late systeln, large de\'a!uations 01 re\'i.liuations alcn't uncom
mon VVhat economic fOlces G1Llse <l nJtion's exchJnge rate to I ise OJ fall? In this sec
tion wc addlcss this question by using supply and demand to aniJlyze the 
determination of exchange rates in a f1exible~ex(hange-rJte svstem (we return to 
fixed exchange rates in S~,ction 13 5) ,. 

For chuity our supply-and-demand analysis focuses on the nominal exchange 
rate rather thnn the real exchange late HOWC\'CI, recall from Eq (13.1) that, for 
given levels of domestic and forei~n pI ices, thl' leal exchanhe rate tlnd the nominal 
cxchange rntc Jrc propol tionJI BecJusc \\ e hold pricc lc\ els constzlI1t in this scction, 
I7Il 011/' wlldliSiollS ai/ollt the nOli/ina! e:u:'!u111gc Il1tc I7ppl!/ Cq/ll7ll,l/ to the /'1.'171 c,rc/lllllgc 117lL' 
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Exchange Rates 

Exchange rates are determined in fOICih'TI exchange 
markets, in which the currencies of different coun~ 
tries are traded. Principal foreign exchange mar

kets arc located in New York, London, Tokyo, and other 
financial centers Because foreign exchange markets me 
if I widely separated time zones, at least one of the mar
kets is open at almost any time of the day, so trading in 
currencies essentially takes place around~the-c1ock 

Exchange rates among major currencies often arc 
reported daily on I'adio and television, and daily quota
tions of exchange rates arc printed in major newspapers 
and financial dailies, The exchange rates in the accom~ 
panying table were reported in the "Money and 
Investing" section of the Waif Street JOllrlwl on January 31 

20001 and apply to transactions of December 30,1999 
Four exchange rates relative to the US dollar are 

reported in the table for each country or area: a spot rate 
and three fort,.vard rates All are expressed as units of for
eibYTI currency per U S dollar The spot rate is the rate at 
which foreign currency can be traded immediately for 
Us. dollars For instance, the spot exchange rate for Great 
Britain, 0 6191, means that on December 3D, 1999, one US 
dollar could buy 0 6191 pounds for immediate delivery 

Forward exchange rates are prices at which you can 
agree now to buy foreign currency at a specified date in 
the future. For example, on December 3D, 1999, you 
could have arranged to buy or sell ellIOS (the common 
currency of the European Monetary Union) 30 dayslateI 
at an exchange rate of 09910 eures per dollar Note that 

for each of the currencies listed, except for the British 
pound, the 30-day forward exchange rate is lower than 
the spot exchange rate and that forward exchange rates 
decrease for da tes farther into the future (90 days and 
180 days) This pattern of falling forward rates indicates 
that, as of December 30, 1999, participants in the foreign 
exchange market expected the value of the dollar relative 
to the other currencies (except the pound) to decrease 
over the next six months For the British pound, the for
ward rates against the dollar are roughly equal to the 
spot rate, indicating that the dollar was expected neither 
to appreciate nor depreciate relative to the pound 

Exchange Rate Against U.S. Dollar 

30-Day 90-Day lBO-Day 
Country/Area Spot Forward Forward Forward 

Great Britain 06191 06190 06190 06193 
(pounds per 
US dollar) 

Canada 14442 14432 1 4411 1 4381 
(Canadian dollars 
per U S dollar) 

European Union 09932 09910 09866 09803 
(euras per U S 
dollar) 

Japan 10212 10159 10064 9913 
(yen per U S 
dollar) 

The nominal exchan~Te rate, L' ,is the value of a cunenc)!-say, the dollar. The 
C! nom 

value of the dollar, like that of any asset, is determined by supply and demand in the 
relevant market For dolJats, the relevant market is the foreign exchange market, 
whele banks and clllrency traders continuously trade dollaIs for other currencies. 

Figlile 13,3 shows the supply and demand for dollars. The horizontal axis 
measures the quantity of dollars supplied or demanded, and the vertical axis mea
sures the value of the dollar in terms of other currencies, or the nominal exchange 
rate l' . The SUPF,I), CUIve for dollars,S, shows the number of dollars that people , nom 

want to supply to the foreign exchange market at each "price" (nominal exchange 
rate) To supply dollars to the fOIeign exchange market means to offer to exchange 
dollars for some other currency When the dollar's value in terms of other curren
cies is high, people me male willing to supply dollars to the market; thus the 
supply curve slopes uI:nvaJd Similarly, the demand curve for dollars, 0, shows the 
quantity of dollars that people \vant to buy in the foreign exchange market at each 

Figure 13.3 
The supply of and 
demand for the dollar 
The figure shows the 
determination of the 
value of the dollar in the 
foreign exchange market 
The supply curve for dol
lars, 5, indicates the 
number of dollars that 
people are willing to sell 
in the foreign exchange 
market at each value of 
the U S, nominal 
exchange rate, ('nom The 
demand curve for dol
lars, 0, shows the 
number of dollars that 
people want to buy at 
each nominal exchange 
rate At equilibrium, 
point E', the value of the 
dollar, c;lm,,' is the nomi
nal exchange rate at 
which the quantity of 
dollars supplied equals 
the quantity of dollars 
den1<mded 
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Supply of dollars,S 

Demand for dollars, D 

Dollars traded 

Number of dollars 

exchange rate, When the dollar is rnore expensive in terms of other cunencies, 
people demand fewer dollars, so the demand curve slopes downward. The equi
l~bI1um value of the. dollar at point E is e~()m' the exchange rate at which the quan
lity of dollars supplIed and the quantity of dollars demanded are equal 

Figure 13.3 helps explain the forces that determine the value of the dollar, or 
any other currency. To go any further, though, we must ask why people decide to 
demand or supply dollars Unlike apples or haircuts, dollars aren't demanded 
because people value them in themselves; rather, people value dollars because of 
what they can buy. Specifically, foreign individuals or firms demand dollars in the 
foreign exchange market for two reasons: 

L to be able to buy Us. goods and services (U.s exports), and 

2. to be able to buy Us. real and financial assets (US. financial inflows) 

Note that the two types of transactions for which foreigners need dollars (to 
purchase Us. exports and US assets) correspond to the two major components of 
the balance of payments accounts: the cunent account and the financial account 7 

Similarly, U S residents supply dollars to the foreign exchange market, there
by acquiring foreign currencies, for two reasons: 

7 We defined and discussed the Current account and the finandi.11 account in Chapter 5 Throughout 
~his chapter ~ve !gnore the ca~ital account, the third component of the balance of payments, beciluse it 
IS so small The Idea that foreigners must hold dollars to buy U 5 goods or assets isn"t completely 
accurate, because many transactions behveen the United States and foreigners are done without 
a~yo~e ever literally holding a supply of dollars or the foreign currency Nevertheless, this \'-.'<1y of 
thmkmg about the determination of exchange rates is fnidy simple and gives the same answers as 
would a more complex analysis 
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Figure 13.4 
The effect of increased 
export quality on the 
value of the dollar 
An increase in the quali
ty of U S exports raises 
foreigners' demands for 
US goods and hence 
their demand for US 
dollars; which <Ire 
needed to buy U S 
goods The demand 
curve for dollars shifts 
from 0 1 to 0:', raising the 
value of the dollar (the 
nominal exchange rate) 
fronl e~1(>m to e;wm 
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2 Dollar's value 
rises 

\ 

Supply 
of dollars,S 

1 Quality of U 5 
exports increases 

D' 

Demand 
for dollars, Dl 

Number of dollars 

1. to be able to buy foreign goods and services (U S. imports), and 
2. to be able to buy real and financial assets in foreign countries (U.s financial 

outflows) 

Thus factors that increase foreigners' demand for U 5 exports and assets \<\Iill 

also increase the foreign-exchange-maI ket demand fOI dollars, raising the dollar 
exchange rate, Likewise, the value of the dollar will rise if US, residents' demand 
for foreign goods and assets declines, so they supply fewer dollars to the foreign 
exchange mal ket 

For example, suppose that US goods improve in quality so that foreigners 
demand more of them. This increase in the demand for U S. exports would trans
late into an increase in the demand for US. dollars In Fig 13.4 the demand for dol
lars shifts to the right, from 0' to 0', and the equilibrium value of the dollar rises 
fr·orn ,,' to c' All else being equal then imnrovements in the quality of u.s, 

"'nom 110m ' 'i 

goods would lead to an appreciation of the dollar 

Macroeconomic Determinants of the Exchange Rate 
and Net Export Demand 

In OUI previolls l5-Llvl analyses we emphasized two key macroeconomic vari
ables: real output (income), Y, and the real interest rate, r In anticipation of the 
open-economy version of the IS-LIVl model presented in Section 13. 3, we now con
sider how chanaes in real output or the real interest rate (either at home or abroad) 
are linked to tl~e exchange rate and net expOIts, Again, because we are holding 
domestic and foreign price levels constant, the results we discuss here apply equal
ly to the nominal exchange rate and the leal exchange rate 
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Effects of Changes in Output (Income). Imagine that domestic output 
(equivalently, domestic income), Y, increases but that other factors (such as the real 
intelcst tate) lemain unchanged .. How \vould the inoease in Yaffect the exchange 
ra te and net exports? 

T () consider the effect on net exports first is easier We know that spending by 
consumers depends in pal' t on theiI current incomes When donlestic incorne rises, 
consumers will spend rnOle on all goods and services, illcllldillg illlports Thus, 
when domestic output (income) rises, net exports (exports minus imports) must 
fall, other factors held constant' 

To determine the effect of inCl'eased domestic output on the exchange late, 
recall that, to increase their purchases of imports l domestic residents must obtain 
foreign currencies, Equivalently, domestic residents must supply more domestic 
cunency to the foreign exchange market, An increased supply of domestic cur
lency causes its value to fall; that is, the exchange rate depreciates 

Vlfe can also analyze the effects of an inoease in the leal OUq.lut of the country's 
tl'ading pmtners, YFor (foreign output or income), An increase in Y ror leads foreign 
consumers to increase their spending on all goods and services, including the 
expOIts of the domestic country_ Thus an increase in the income of Germany and 
Japan, fa!' example, would increase those nations' demand for US exports and 
raise U S, net exports The inoease in fOleign demand for US goods also would 
inoease fOleignels' demand for U.s dollal's, raising the value of the dollar, Note 
that the effects of changes in foreign income are the opposite of the effects of 
changes in domestic income 

Effects of Changes in Real Interest Rates. A second key macroeconomic 
variable to be considered is the leal intelest rate Imagine that the domestic coun
try's real interest rate, r, rises, \vith other factors (including the foreign leal interest 
late) held constant q In this case, the country's real and financial assets will become 
more attractive to fOIeign savelS seeking the highest return on their funds, Because 
domestic cunency can be lIsed to buy domestic assets, a rise in the domestic real 
interest late also increases the demand fol' domestic currency An increased 
demand fo!' domestic currency in tliin leads to exchange late appreciation 

A dse in the domestic real interest rate, I, has no dilect effect on net exports, but 
it does have an illdheef effect through the exchange rate An increase in r raises the 
exchange rate so that domestic expOIts become mOIe expensive and imports from 
abroad become cheaper Thus, other factOIs being constant, an increase in r reduces 
the domestic countIy's net expmts 

8 The conclusion th<lt <In incre<lse in output reduces nd exports seems to contradict a result obtained 
in Ch<lpter 5-that an incre<lse in output O\\Oing to <I benefici<ll supply shock rabes net exports There 
is no contradiction b{;'catls(; a ::iUpply sIwek dOL'sn"t hold vJri<lbles other thiln OLltput const<lnt ilS we 
<Ire <lssl101ing here See An<llytkal Problem -! ill the end of the ch<lpter 
9 Note thM, by holding the foreign re,11 interest rute constant, we no longer ilssume (<IS we did in 
Chapter 5) th<lt the dOlllestic <lnd foreign cOllntries face the S<101e world real interest rate In generaL 
real interest rutl:S in different countries need not be the same when countries produce different goods, 
<IS we assume in this ch<lpter The reason is thM real interest riltes in different countries measure dif
ferent things f<or exampll:. the Jilpanese real interest r<ltl: meilsures the growth of an asset's purChilS
ing power in terms of japanesl: goods. whereas the German real interest r<lle measures the growth of 
<In asset's purcbasing power in terms of Cerman goods If the Japanese-German real exchange rate is 
cllilnging, the two need not be the same 
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The effects of a change in the foreign real interest rate, I Fm, are the opposite of 
the effects of a change in the domestic real interest rate If the foreign real interest 
rate rises, for example, foreign assets will become more attractive to domestic 
savers To get the foreign currency needed to buy foreign assets, domestic savers 
will supply domestic currency to the foreign exchange market The increased 
supply of domestic currency will lead to a depreciation of the exchange rate The 
depreciation of the exchange rate caused by the rise in tro, in turn raIses the domes
tic country's net exports 

Summary tables 16 and 17 list the effects of the various macroeconomic factors 
on the exchange rate and net exports. 

Summary 16 
Determinants of the Exchange Rate (Real or Nominal) 

An Increase In 

Domestic output 
(income) Y 

Foreign output 
(income), YFor 

Domestic feal interest 
rate. r 

Foreign real interest 
rate. (For 

World demand for 
domestic goods 

Summary 17 

Causes the 
exchange rate to 

Fall 

Rise 

Rise 

Fall 

Rise 

Determinants of Net Exports 

Reason 

Higher domestic output raises demand for 
imports and increases supply of domestic 
currency 
Higher foreign output raises demand for 
exports and increases demand for 
domestic currency 
Higher rea! interest rate makes domestic 
assets more attractive and increases 
demand for domestic currency 

Higher foreign real interest rate makes 
foreign assets more attractive and 
increases supply of domestic currency 
Higher demand for domestic goods 
increases demand for domestic currency 

--=------=----=------==---=.~ 
An increase in 

Domestic output 
(income). Y 

Foreign output 
(income), YFol 

Domestic real interest 
rate. ( 

Foreign real interest 
rate. (For 

World demand for 
domestic goods 

Causes net 
exports to 

Fall 

Rise 

Fall 

Rise 

Rise 

Reason 

Higher domestic output raises demand for 
imports 
Higher foreign output raises foreign 
demand for exports 
Higher real interest rate appreciates 
the real exchange rate and makes 
domestic goods more expensive relative to 

foreign goods 
Higher foreign real interest rate depreciates 
the real exchange r ate and makes 
domestic goods cheaper relative to 
foreign goods 
Higher demand for domestic goods directly 
increases net exports --
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NO\v we're ready to explore how exchange rates and international trade interact 
with the behavior of the economy as a whole To do so, we extend the [S-LiV[ 
model to allow for trade and lending among nations. An algebraic version of this 
analysis is presented in Appendix 13 A We use the [S-LM diagram rather than the 
AD-AS diagram because \-ve want to focus on the real interest rate, which plays ZI 

key Iole in determining exchange Iates and the flows of goods and assets 
Recall that the components of the [S-LM model are the [5 curve, which 

describes goods market equilibrium; the LM curve, which describes asset market 
equilibrium; and the FE line, which describes labor market equilibrium Nothing 
discussed in this chapter affects our analysis of the supply of or demand for money 
in the domestic asset market; so, in developing the open-economy IS-LM model, 
we use the same LlvI curve that we used for the closed-economy modeL Similarly, 
the labor market and the ploduction function aren't directly affected by interna
tional factors, so the FEline also is unchanged \0 

Hm.veveI, because net exports are PaIt of the demand for goods, \,\'e have to 
modify the [5 curve to describe the open economy Three main points need to be 
made about the IS curve in the open economy: 

1. Although the open-economy IS CUIve is derived somewhat differently than the 
closed-econ01ny IS curve, it is a downward-Sloping relationship between 
output and the real interest rate, as the closed-economy IS curve is 

2. All factors that shift the IS curve in the closed economy shift the IS cmve in the 
open economy in the same way 

3, In an open economy factors that change net expOlts also shift the IS curve 
Specifically, for given values of domestic output and the domestic leal interest 
rate, factors that raise a country's net exports shift the open-economy IS curve 
up; factors that lower a country's net expOlts shift the IS curve down 

After discussing each point, we use the open-economy IS-LM model to analyze 
the international transmission of business cycles and the operation of macroeco
nomic policies in an open economy 

The Open-Economy IS ClJlrve 

For any level of output the IS curve gives the leal interest rate that brings the 
goods market into equilibrium In a closed economy the goods market equilibrium 
condition is that desired national saving, Sil, must equal desired investment, pi, or 
5" - pI ~ O. In an open economy, as we showed in Chapter 5, the goods market equi
librium condition is that desired saving, S", must equal desired investment, pi, plus 
net expoIts, NX WIiting the goods market equilibrium condition for an open econ
omy, we have 

S" -1" ~ NX (13 4) 

10 A case in which the l:E line dlles depend on int~rnationa! considerations is when some raw mnte· 
rinls (such ns oil) me imported In this book we have modeled oil price shocks as productivity shocks, 
which captures the 1l1nin domestic macroeconomic effects A fuB analvsis that includes nl! the interna
tional aspects of an oil price shock is complex, so we don' t present it l~ere 
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The effects of a change in the foreign real interest rate, fro<' are the opP?site of 
the effects of a change in the domestic real interest rate If the foreIgn real mtere~t 
rate rises, for example, foreign assets will become more attractIve to domestic 
savers To get the foreign currency needed to buy foreign assets, dome~tIc savers 
will supply domestic currency to the foreIgn exdlange market The mClea,sed 
supply of domestic currency will lead to a depreCI~tion of the exchange rate. The 
depreciation of the exchange rate caused by the nse m frM m tum rarses the domes-

tic country's net exports. . 
Summary tables 16 and 17 list the effects of the various macroeconorruc factors 

on the exchange rate and net exports. 

summary 16 

Determinants of the Exchange Rate (Real or Nominal) 

An increase in 

Domestic output 
(income), Y 

Foreign output 
(income), YFor 

Domestic real interest 
rate, r 

Foreign real interest 
rate, (For 

World demand for 
domestic goods 

summary 11 

Causes the 
exchange rate to 

Fall 

Rise 

Rise 

Fall 

Rise 

Determinants of Net Exports 

An increase In 

Domestic output 
(income), Y 
Foreign output 
(income), YFcr 

Domestic real interest 
rate. r 

Foreign real interest 
rate. (For 

World demand for 
domestic goods 

Causes net 
exports to 

Fall 

Rise 

Fall 

Rise 

Rise 

Reason 

Higher domestic output raises demand for 
imports and increases supply of domestic 
currency 
Higher foreign output raises demand for 
exports and increases demand for 
domestic currency 
Higher real interest rate makes domestic 
assets more attractive and increases 
demand for domestic currency 

Higher foreign real interest rate makes 
foreign assets more attractive and 
increases supply of domestic currency 

Higher demand for domestic goods 
increases demand for domestic currency, 

Reason 

Higher domestiC output raises demand for 
imports 
Higher foreign output raises foreign 
demand for exports 
Higher real interest rate appreciates 
the real exchange rate and makes 
domestic goods more expensive relative to 
foreign goods 
Higher foreign real interest rate depreCiates 
the real exchange rate and makes 
domestic goods cheaper relative to 
foreign goods 
Higher demand fOf domestic goods directly 
increases net exports .. 
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13.3 The US-LIM Mode~ for $ll'il Opel'il EWl'ilomy 

No\v we're leady to explore hO\'\' exchange rates and international trade interact 
with the behavior of the economy as a whole To do so, we extend the IS-LIVI 
model to allow for hade and lending among nations An algebraic version of this 
analysis is presented in Appendix 1'3. A We use the IS-LIVI diagram lather than the 
AD-AS diagram because 'we want to focus on the real intelest rate, which plays a 
key Iole in determining exchange Iates and the flows of goods and assets. 

Recall that the components of the IS-LIVI model are the IS curve, which 
describes goods market equilibrium; the LIvI curve, which describes asset market 
equilibrium; and the FE line, which describes labor market equilibriun1 Nothing 
discussed in this chapter affects our analysis of the supply of or demand for money 
in the domestic asset market; so, in developing the open-economy IS-Uvl model, 
we use the same LM curve that we used for the closed~economy model Similarly, 
the labor market and the production function aren't directly affected by interna
tional factors, so the FE line also is unchanged H] 

Hmvever, because net exports are part of the demand for goods, we have to 
modify the IS curve to describe the open economy Three main points need to be 
made about the IS curve in the open econon1Y: 

1_ Although the open-economy IS curve is derived somewhat differently than the 
closed-economy IS curve, it is a downward-sloping relationship between 
output and the real intelest rate, as the closed-economy IS curve is 

2. All factors that shift the IS curve in the closed economy shift the IS curve in the 
open economy in the same way 

30 In an open economy factms that change net exports also shift the IS curve 
Specifically, for given values of domestic output and the domestic real interest 
rate, factors that raise a country's net exports shift the open-economy IS curve 
up; factors that lowe! a country's net exports shift the IS CUIve down 

After discussing each point, we use the open-economy IS-LM model to analyze 
the international transmission of business cycles and the operation of macroeco
nomic policies in an open economy 

The OperHEcoU1omy 15 Cluve 

For any level of output the IS curve gives the real interest rate that brings the 
goods market into equilibrium, In a closed economy the goods nlarket equilibrium 
condition is that desired national saving, 5'/, must equal desired investment, pi, or 
Sd - pi ;:;:; 0, In an open economy, as we showed in Chapter 5, the goods market equi
librium condition is that desired saving, S.i, must equal desired inveshnent, [tI, plus 
net expOIts, NX WIiting the goods market equilibrium condition for an open econ
omy, we have 

(13 4) 

10 A Cilse in which the fE line dlles deptmd on internntionill consideriltions is when some raw milte
rials (such ilS oil) arc imported In this book we have moddcd oil price shocks as productivity shocks, 
which captures the m<1in domestic milcrocconomic effeds A full ilnilivsis that includes all the intema
tionai aspects of <1n oil price shock is complex, so we don't present it I;ere 
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Figure 13.5 
Goods market 
equilibrium in an open 
economy 
The upward-sloping 
curve shows desired 
saving 5.1 less desired 
investment ['I This curve 
slopes upward because a 
higher domestic renl 
interest rate increases the 
excess of desired saving 
over desired investment 
The NX curve relates net 
exports to the domestic 
rea! interest rate This 
curve slopes downward 
because a higher domes
tic real interest rate 
causes the real exchange 
rate to appreciute, reduc
ing net exports Goods 
market equilibrium 
occurs at point E, where 
the excess of desired 
snving over desired 
investment equals net 
exports (elluivalently, 
where desired lending 
abroad equals desired 
borrowing by foreign
ers) The rea! interest fate 
that clears the goods 
market is 1'1 
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10 interpret Eq. (134), r-ecall that Sd _pi, the excess of national saving over invest
ment, is the amount that domestic residents desire to lend abroad. Recall also that net 
exports NX (which, if net factor payments and net unilateral transfers are zero, is the 
same as the current account balance) equals the amount that foreigtlels \vant to 
bonow from domestic savers. Thus Eq. (13.4) indicates that, for the goods market to 
be in equilibrium, desired foreign lending must equal desired foreign bonowing 

Equivalently, \ve can ... \lrite the goods market equilibrium condition as 

y = (" + I" + G + NX (135) 

We obtained Eq (135) from Eq (134) by replacing desired saving,S", with its def
inition, Y - Cd - G, and rearranging Equation (135) states that the goods market is 
in equilibrium when the supply of goods, Y, equals the demand for goods, (" + 
I" + G + NX Note that in an open economy the total demand for goods includes 
spending on net exports 

Figure 135 illustrates goods mar ket equilibrium in an open economy. The hor
izontal axis measures desired saving fllinus desired investment 9 1 

- 1<1, and net 
exports, NX Note that the horizontal axis includes both positive and negative 
values The vertical axis measures the domestic real interest rate, r 

The upward-sloping CUIve, 5 - I, shows the difference between desiIed nation
al saving and desired investment for each value of the real inteIest rate, I This 
curve slopes upward because, \vith output held constant, an increase in the leal 
interest rate raises desired national saving and Ieduces desired investment, raising 
the country's desired foreign lending 

The down\vard-sloping curve, NX, in Fig. 13.5, shows the relationship behveen 
the country's net eXPQrts and the domestic real interest rate, other factOIs held 
constant As discussed in Section 13,2, a rise in the real interest rate appreciates the 
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Figure 13.6 
Derivation of the /5 curve in an open economy 
The initial equilibrium in the goods market is represented by point E in both (a) and (b) 
(a) At point E, domestic output is Yl and the domestic real interest rate is tl An increase in domestic output from Yl to Y2 

raises desired national saving at each real interest rate and doesn't affect desired investment Therefore the 5 -I curve shifts 
to the right, from (5 _1)1 to (5 _1)2 lhe increase in output also fuises domestic spending on imports, reducing net exports 
and cuusing the NX curve to shift to the left, hom NX 1 to NX~ At the new equilibrium point, F, the real interest tate is 1'2 

(b) Because an increase in output from)' 1 to )' 2 lowers the real interest rate that clears the goods market from '"I to r 2' the IS 
curve slopes downward 
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(a) Goods market equilibrium (b) Open·economy IS curve 

exchange rate, which in tUrn reduces net exports (see Sunlmary table 17). Hence the 
NX curve slopes downward 

Goods market equilibrium Iequires that the excess of desired saving over 
desired investment equal net exports (Eq. 13.4) This condition is satisfied at the 
intersection of the 5 - [ and NX curves at point E Thus the domestic real interest 
rate that dealS the goods matket is the interest rate at E, or fl 

To derive the open-economy [5 curve, we need to know what happens to the 
real interest rate that clears the goods market when the current level of domestic 
output rises (see Fig 136). Suppose that domestic output initially equals Yr and 
that goods market equilibrium is at point E, with a real interest rate of rr Now sup
pose that output rises to Y 2- An increase in current output raises desired national 
saving but doesn't affect desired investment, so the excess of desired saving over 
desired investnlent rises at any real interest rate Thus the curve measuring the 
excess of desired saving over desired investment shifts to the right, from (5 - [)' to 
(S - [)' in Fig 13.6(a). 
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Figure 13.7 
Effect of an increase in government purchases on the open-economy IS curve 
Initial equilibrium is at point E, where output is Yj and the real interest rate is 1'1' in both (a) and (b) 
(a) A tempor<lry increase in government purchases lowers desired twtional saving at every level of output and the real inter
est rate Thus the 5 -/ curve shifts to the left, from (5 - 1)1 to (S _1)1 

(b) For output Y \' the real interest rate that clears the goods mal'ket is now ";0.' at point F in both (a) <and (b) Because the real 
interest rate that clears the goods market has risen, the IS curve shifts lip and to the right, from lSI to 152 
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A temporary incrcnse in 
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(a) Goods market equilibrium (b) Open-economy IS curve 

What about the NX curve? An increase in domestic income causes domestic 
consumers to spend more on imported goods, which (other factors held constant) 
reduces net exports (Summary table 17) Thus, when output rises from Y, to Y" net 
exports fall, and the NX curve shifts to the left, from NX' to NX' 

After the increase in oUlput from Y 1 to Y 2' the new goods market equilibrium is at 
point F in Fig 13.6(a), with the real interest rate at " The IS curve in Fig 136(b) 
shows that, when output equals Y l' the real interest rate that clears the goods market 
is r1; and that when output equals Y21 the real interest rate that clears the goods market 
is " Because higher current output lowers the real interest rate that clears the goods 
market, the open-economy IS curve slopes downward, as for a closed economy 

factors That Shift the Opern-Ecoi1omy IS Curve 

As in a closed economy, in an open economy any factor that raises the real interest 
rate that clears the goods market at a constant level of output shifts the IS curve up 
This point is illustrated in Fig. 13.7 which shows the effects on the open-economy 
IS curve of a temporary increase in governrnent purchases With output held con
stant at Y!I the initial equilibrium is at point E, where the real interest rate is /"1 A J 

Figure 13.8 
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temporary increase in government purchases lowers desired national saving at 
every level of output and the real interest rate Thus the 5 -I curve shifts to the left, 
from (S _1)1 to (5 - 1)', as shown in Fig 13 7(a) The new goods market equilibrium 
is at point F, vvhere the real interest rate is r') 

Figure 13. 7(b) shows the effect on the IS curve For output Y1, the increase in 
government purchases raises the real interest rate that clears the goods market 
from 'I to 12 Thus the IS curve shifts up and to the right, from lSI to 152 

In general, any factor that shifts the closed-economy 15 curve up does so by 
reducing desired national saving relative to desired invesin1ent. Because a Change 
that reduces desired national saving relative to desired investment shifts the 5 - I 
curve to the left (Fig 13.7a), such a change also shifts the open-economy IS curve up 

In addition to the standard factors that shift the IS curve in a closed economy, 
some new factors affect the position of the IS curve in an open economy In partic
ular, anything that raises a country's net exports, given domestic output and the 
domestic real interest rate, will shift the open-economy IS curve up This point is 
illustrated in Fig 138 

At the initial equilibrium point, E, in both Figs 13.8(a) and (b), domestic output 
is Y 1 and the domestic Ieal interest rate is /' \' Now suppose that some change raises 

Effect of an increase in net exports on the open-economy IS curve 
In both (a) and (b), at the initial equilibrium point, E. output is Y I and the real interest rate that dears the goods market is r1 

(a) If some change raises the country's net exports <1t any given domestic output and domestic real interest rate, the NX 
curve shifts to the right, from NX I to NX~ 
(b) For output Y I' the real interest rate that clears the goods market has risen from 1'1 to r'l' ilt pOint J= in both (a) and (b) Thus 
the IS curve shifts up and to the right, from 151 to 15~ 
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Summary 18 

International Factors That Shift the IS Curve 

An increase in 

Foreign output, YFor 

Foreign real 
interest rate, (For 

Demand for domestic 
goods relative to 
foreign goods 

Shifts the 
IS curve 

Up 

Up 

Up 

Reason 

Higher foreign output raises demand for 
home country exports 

Higher foreign real interest rate depreciates 
the real exchange rate and raises net 
exports 

Higher demand for domestic goods 
raises net exports 

'" 

the COLliltry's net exports at any level of domestic output and the domestic real 
interest rate This increase in net exports is shown as a shift to the right of the NX 
curve in Fig 13.8(a), from NX' to NX' At the new goods market equilibrium point, 
F, the real interest rate has risen to I.,. Because the real interest rate that clears the 
goods market has risen for constant output, the IS curve shifts up and to the right, 
as shown in Fig 13 8(b), from IS' to IS' 

What might cause a country's net exports to rise, for any given domestic output 
and donlestic real interest rate? We've discussed three possibilities at various 
points in this chapter: an increase in foreign output, an increase in the foreign real 
interest rate, and a shift in world demand toward the domestic country's goods (see 
Summary table 17) 

iii All illclcase iI/foreign OlItput, Y For' increases purchases of the domestic country's 
goods by foreigners, directly raising the domestic country's net exports and 
shifting the IS curve up 

II All illClease ill tlleforeiglI real il/terest late, IFn,' makes foreign assets Ielatively 
more attractive to domestic savers, increasing the supply of domestic curren~ 
cy and causing the exchange rate to depleciate A lower real exchange rate 
stimulates net exports, shifting the domestic country's IS curve up 

III A sItift ill wotld delllalld lowmel lIte dOlllestic COlllllly'S goods, as might occur if the 
quality of domestic goods improved, raises net exports and thus also shifts the 
IS cmve up A similar effect would occm if, for example, the domestic country 
imposed trade barriers that reduced imports (thereby increaSing net exports); 
see Analytical Problem 1 at the end of the chapter Summary table 18 lists fac
tors that shift the open-economy IS curve 

The International Transmission of Business Cycles 

In the introduction to this chapter we discussed briefly how hade and financial links 
an10ng countries transmit cyclical fluctuations acrosS borders. "The analysis here shows 
that the impact of foreign economic conditions on the real exchange rate and net 
exports is one of the principal ways by which cycles are h'ansmitted internationally. 

For example, consider the impact of a recession in the United States on the 
economies for which the United States is a major export market-say, japan In 
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terms of the IS-LM model, a decline in Us. output lowers the demand for japanese 
net exports, which shifts the Japanese 15 curve down. In the Keynesian version of 
the model, this downward shift of the [5 curve throws the Japanese economy into 
a recession, with output below its full-elTIployment level, until price adjustment 
restores full employment (see, for example, Fig 11.8) japanese output also is pre
dicted to fall in the classical model with misperceptions because the drop in net 
exports implies a decline in the Japanese aggregate demand (AD) curve and the 
shOi t-run aggregate supply (SRAS) curve slopes upward However, in the basic 
classical model without misperceptions, output remains at its full-employment 
level so the decline in net exports wouldn't affect japanese output 

Similarly, a country's domestic economy can be sensitive to shifts in interna
tional tastes for various goods. For example, a shift in demand away from Japanese 
goods-induced perhaps by trade restrictions against Japanese ploducts-vvould 
shift the Japanese IS curve down, 'with the same contractionalY effects as the 
decrease in foreign (US) output had 

113.4 Macroeconomic Policy un an Open Economy with flexible 
Exchange Rates 

A primary reason for deveiof,ing the [S-LM model for the open economy is to 
determine ho\v borTo\ving and trading links among countries affect fiscal and 
monetary policies. When exchange Iates are flexible, the effects of macroeconom
ic policy on domestic variables such as output and the real interest rate are largely 
unchanged \vhen foreign trade is added Howevel, adding fOleign trade raises 
two ne\\' questions: (1) How do fiscal and lTIOnetary policy affect a country's real 
exchange late and net exports? and (2) How do the macroecononlic policies of one 
country affect the economies of other countries? With the open-economy IS-LM 
modeL we can answer both questions. 

10 examine the international effects of vadous domestic macroeconomic poli
cies, we proceed as follows: 

1. We use the IS-UvI diagram for the domestic economy to determine the effects 
of the policies on domestic output and the domestic real interest rate This 
step is the same as in our analyses of closed economies in Chapte15 9-11. 

2. We apply the results of Section 13.2 (see in particular Summary tables 16 and 
17) to determine how changes in domestic output and the domestic real inter
est rate affect the exchange rate and net exports 

3. We use the [S-LM diagram for the foreign economy to determine the effects of 
the domestic policies on foreign output and the foreign real interest rate. 
Domestic policies that change the demand for the foreign country's net exports 
will shift the foreign 15 curve 

A fiscal Expansion 
To considel the effects of fiscal policy in an open economy, let's look again at a tem
porary increase in domestic government purchases In analyzing this policy change 
we use the classical version of the IS-LiVI model (with nO misperceptions) but also 
discllss the results that would be obtained in the Keynesian framewOIk 
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Figure 13.9 
Effects of an increase in 
domestic government 
purchases 
(a) In the classical IS-LM 
model, <In increase in 
domestic government 
plltchases shifts the 
domestic IS curve up and 
to the right, from 151 to 
15~ It <lIsa shifts the 
domestic FEline to the 
right, from FEI to FE~ 
T hel'cfore domestic 
output and the domestic 
leal interest rate both 
incre<lse These incre<lses 
reduce net exports but 
have an ambiguous effect 
on the re<ll exchange rate 
The results are similar in 
the Keynesian model 
(b) Bec<ll!sl! the domestic 
country's exports are the 
fOlcign country's 
imports, und vice verS<I, 
the decrease in the 
domestic country's net 
exports is equivalent to a 
rise in the fOleign coun
try's net exports This 
incre<lse shifts the foreign 
IS curve up, from 15/'m to 
IS~"r In the classic<li 
model, prices <ldjust 
rapidly, shifting the LM 
curve from Lh1i'''f to 
LM~"r The new equilibri
um is at point F, where 
the foreign real interest 
rate and price level are 
higher but foreign output 
is unchanged In the 
Keynesielll model, price 
stickiness would cause <l 

tl!mpOf£Iry increase in 
foreign output at H 
before price adjustment 
restores gencl'a! equilibri
um at I: 
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Figllle 139 shows two /S-LlvI diaglams, one for the domestic country (v~rhere 
the fiscal policy change is taking place) and one for the foreign country, represent
ing the domestic countl y's majO!' tIading partners Suppose that the original equi
librium is at point E in Fig. 13.9(a). As usual, the increase in government purchases 
shifts the domestic IS curve up and to the right, from lSI to IS' In addition, in the 
classical model the FE line shifts to the right, from FEI to FE' The reason for this 
shift is that the inCIease in government purchases raises present or future tax bur
dens; because higher taxes make WOl kers pOOlel', they increase their labor supply, 
which raises full-employment output. The ne\,\r equilibIiun1 is represented by point 
F, the intelsection of IS' and FE' The domestic price level rises, shifting the domes
tic LM curve up and to the left, flO111 LMI to LM', until it passes thlOugh F 
Comparing point F with point E reveals that the increase in government purchas
es increases both output, Y, and the real intelest late, 1', in the domestic country So 
far the analysis is identical to the classical analysis fOI a closed economy (ChapteI 
10) Note also that fiscal expansion raises output and the real interest rate-the 
same results that we would get from the Keynesian model 

To examine the role of international trade, we first consider the effects on the 
exchange rate of the increases in domestic output and the domestic real interest 
rate. Recall that an increase in output, y, causes domestic residents to demand 
more impoI ts and thus to supply more currency to the foreign exchange market 
The increase in domestic output therefore depreciates the exchange rate_ However, 
the rise in the domestic leal interest rate makes domestic assets mOle attractive, 
causing fOleign savers to demand the domestic currency and appreciating the 
exchange I a te. The overall effect of the increase in govenunent purchases on the 
exchange late is ambiguous: We can't be sure whether the increase in government 
pmchases will raise or lower the exchange rate 

The effect of the fiscal expansion on the country's net export demand isn't 
ambiguous Recall that the increase in domestic output (which raises domestic 
consumers' demand foI' imports) and the increase in the real interest rate (which 
tends to appreciate the exchange rate) both cause net exports to fall Thus the oveI
all effect of the fiscal expansion clearly is to move the country's trade balance 
toward deficit This result is consistent with the analysis of the "twin deficits" (the 
government budget deficit and the tIade deficit) in Chapter 5 

In an interconnected world, the effects of macroeconomic policies in one cotmtry 
aren't lilnited to that country but also are felt abroad. Based on the analysis \ve've just 
finished, taking the extra step and finding out how the domestic fiscal expansion 
affects the economies of the domestic country's trading parh1els isn't difficult 

The effects of the domestic fiscal expansion on the rest of the world-repre
sented by the foreign COLIn try IS-LIVI diagram in Fig 13.9(b)-are transmitted 
through the change in net exports Because the domestic country's imports are the 
foreign country's exports, and vice versa, the decline in net exports of the domes
tic country is et1uivalent to an increase in net expOlts for the foreign country. Thus 
the foreign country's IS CllIve shifts up, from L5Lr to IS}.(lr' 

III the classical IS-LM model, the upward shift of the foreign IS curve doesn't 
affect fOleign output; instead the price level rises il1unediately to restore general 
equilibrium (the LM ct1lve shifts lip ftom LML, to LML') The foreign economy 
ends up at point I~ I with the real interest rate and the price level higher than they 
were initially 
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If prices were sticky, as in the Keynesian mndel, the effects of the shift of the for
eign country's IS curve would be slightly different If prices don't adjust in the 
short HUl, the shift of the IS curve implies that the foreign economy would have tem
porarily higher output at the intersection of the IS and LM curves at point H in Fig 
13 9(b); only after firms adjust their prices would the economy arrive at point E 
Otherwise, the implications of the classical and Keynesian analyses ale the same, II 

Therefore, in the open-econaD1Y versions of both the classical and Keynesian 
models, a tempOIary increase in governnlcnt purchases raises domestic income and 
the domestic real interest late, as in a closed economy. In addition, net expmts fall; 
thus increased government purchases reduce, or cro\vd out, both investment and 
net exports. The effect on the real exchange rate is ambiguous: It can either rise or 
falL In the foreign economy the leal interest rate and the price level rise. In the 
Keynesian version of the model foreign output also rises, but only in the short run 

A Monetary Contraction 

We can also use the open-economy IS-LM model to study the effects of monetary 
policy when exchange rates are flexible For the Keynesian version of the IS-LM 
model we analyze the effects of a drop in the money supply in both the short and 
long Hill. Because the effects of monetary policy are the same in the basic classical 
model (without misperceptions) and the long-run Keynesian model, OUI analysis 
applies to the classical model as \vell 

Short-Run Effects on the Domestic and Foreign Economies. The effects of 
a monetary contraction are shmNn in Fig. 13, la, \'\!hich shows IS-LtvI diagrams cor
responding to both the domestic and foreign countries Suppose that the initial 
equilibrium is represented by point E and that a decrease in the money supply 
shifts the domestic Livl curve up and to the left, from Llvl l to LNI', in Fig 13.10(a). 
[n the Keynesian model, the price level is rigid in the short run, so the short-run 
equilibrium is at point F, the intersection of the IS and LM2 curves Comparing 
points F and E reveals that in the short run domestic output falls and the domestic 
real interest late rises This Iesult is the same as for the closed economy 

After the monetary contraction, the exchange rate appreciates in the shalt lun, 
for two reasons. First, the drop in domestic income reduces the domestic demand 
for impmts, leading domestic consumers to demand less fmeign currency to buy 
imported goods Second, the rise in the domestic real interest rate makes domestic 
assets relatively more attractive to foreign savers, increasing fOleign savels' 
demand for the domestic cunency 

What happens to the country's net exports? Here there are two competing 
effects: (1) The drop in domestic income created by the monetary contraction 
reduces the domestic demand for foreign goods and thus tends to increase the 
country's net exports; but (2) the rise in the real interest rate, which leads to 
exchange rate appreciation, tends to reduce net exports The theory doesn't indicate 
for certain which way net exports \vill change_ In OUI earlier discussion of the J 
curve, however, we noted that the effects of changes in the leal exchange rate on 

11 In principle, we could continue the analysis by discussing how changes in foreign output and n:'<11 
int~rest rates in turn affect the domestic economy However, these so~cal!ed Ji.'L'dback (lIL'ets arc gcncf* 
ally small and thus don·t re\'ers~ any of our conclusions, so we omit this discussion 
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Figure 13.10 
Effects of a decrease in 
the domestic money 
supply 
(a) A decrease in the 
domestic money supply 
shifts the domestic LM 
curve up, from Uv[l to 
Uvf2 The shorHun equi
librium in the Keynesian 
model is at point F, the 
intersection of the IS and 
Uv1 2 curves. The decline 
in the money supply 
reduces domestic output 
and increases the domes~ 
tic real interest late. The 
drop in domestic output 
and the rise in the real 
interest rate cause the 
real exchange rate to 
appreciate The effect on 
net exports is potentiaDy 
ambiguous; if we assume 
that the effect on net 
exports of the drop in 
domestic income is 
stronger than the effect of 
the appreciation of the 
exchange rate, net 
exports increase uS 

domestic residents 
demand fewer goods 
from abroad 
(b) Because the domestic 
country's net expmts 
increase, the foreign 
country's net expmts fall 
and the foreign 15 ctlIve 
shifts down, from 15L,r to 
ISLr Thus output and 
the real interest rate fall 
in the foreign country in 
the short run 

In the long run domes~ 
tic prices fall and both 
economies return to equi
librium at point E Thus 
in the long run money is 
neutral 
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net exports may be weak in the ShOlt run Based on that analysis, we assume that 
ill IlIe SIIOII/1I1l exciiollge rale effecls all Ilel expolls me weaker 111O1l IlIe effecls o{c/wlIges 
ill dO/llestic ilIcol1le so that overall the country's net exports will increase 

The next question is: Hmv does the domestic monetary contraction affect the 
economies of the country's trading partrlers? The effects on the typical foreign 
economy are illustrated by Fig 13.10(b). If the domestic country's net exports are 
increased by the monetary contraction, the foreign country's net exports must 
decrease because the domestic country's exports are the foreign country's imports 
Thus the IS curve of the foreign country shifts to the left, from lSi"", to ISlo", The 
short-fun equilibrium is at point F I where the IS}or and LNI ror curves intersect 
Output in the foreign cOlmtry declines, and the foreign real interest rate falls 

These results show that a domestic monetary contraction also leads to a reces
sion abroad This transmission of recession occurs because the decline in domestic 
output also reduces domestic demand for foreign goods The appreciation of the 
domestic real exchange rate works in the opposite direction by making foreign 
goods relatively cheaper, which tends to increase the net expoIts of the foreign 
country. However, we have assumed that the negative effect of declining domes
tic income on the foreign country's net exports is stronger than the positive effect 
of the appreciating domestic exchange rate, Thus a dOIlIes tic IIIDI/ctary cOlltwcthm 
leads 10 a recessioll ill bolii tlwforeigll colllIllll alld IIIe dO/lleslic colllIlll1 

Long-Run Effects on the Domestic and Foreign Economies. In the long 
[un after a monetary contraction, wages and prices decline in the domestic country, 
as firms find themselves selling less output than they desire. rhe domestic coun
try's LM curve returns to its initial pOSition, LMi in Fig 1310(a), so that money is 
neutral in the long run, As all real variables in the domestic economy return to their 
original levels, the teal exchange rate and the domestic demand for foreign goods 
also r-etuIl1 to their original levels. As a result, the foreign country's 15 curve shifts 
back to its initial pOSition, 15k" in Fig. 1310(b), and the foreign country's economy 
also returns to its initial equilibrium point, E At E, all foreign macroeconomic 
variables (including the price level) are at their original levels. Hence in the long 
run the change in the domestic money supply doesn't affect any real variables, 
either domestically or abroad In palticular, the real exchange rate and net exports 
aren't affected by the monetary contraction in the long nm 

Although monetmy neutrality holds in the long nUl in the Keynesian model, it 
holds immediately in the basic classical model So, in the basic classical model, 
monetary policy changes have no effect on real exchange rates or trade flmvs; they 
affect only the price level In a monetary contraction, the domestic price level will 
fall (the foreign price level doesn't change) 

Although money can't affect the leal exchange rate in the long run, it does 
affect the /wllIillal exchange rate by changing the domestic price level (This is one 
case where the responses of the real and nOlninal exchange rates to a change in 
macroeconomic conditions differ.) As we have shown, the long-run neutrality of 
money implies that a 10(Xl decIease in the nominal nloney supply will decrease the 
domestic price level by 10% Note that Eq, 131 implies that the nominal exchange 
rate, c[1(lnl' equals ePFo/P' where e is the real exchange rate, PFor is the foreign price 
level, and P is the domestic price level. Because the real exchange rate, e, and the 
foreign price level, P For' are tmchanged in the long run by a domestic monetary con
traction, the 10% drop in the domestic price level P raises the nominal exchange 

Why the Dollar 
Rose So High 
and Fell So Far 
in the 19805 
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late, cnom ' by (appl'oxiInately) 10(10, Thus a monetary contraction reduces the 
domestic price level and appreciates the nominal exchange rate by the same per
centage as the drop in money supply 

As Fig. 13.2 shows, the U.s. dollar appreciated strongly during the first half of the 
1980s. Then, after reaching its peak in March 1985, the dollar fell precipitously for 
nearly three years before stabilizing at a level close to where it had been in 1980, 
Associated with the rise in the dollar was a sharp decline in US. net exports, as Fig 
13.2 also shows. What were the ultimate causes of these fluctuations? 

To explain these fluctuations, Keynesians focus on the effects of macroeco
nomic policies during that decade-specifically, a combination of tight monetary 
policy and expansionary fiscal policy, The tight-money policy began in October 
1979 when Federal Reserve Chairman Paul VoJcker aImounced that money growth 
rates would be reduced to fight inflation, which at that time was worrisome. 
Contractionary monetary policy contributed to a short recession in 1980 and a 
deep recession in 1981-1982, Fiscal policy became expansionary in about 1981, 
when the tax cuts mandated by the Economic Recovery Tax Act (ERIA) began to 
be phased in. Military expenditures also increased, and the government's budget 
deficit rose significantly 

In the Keynesian aIlalysis the effects on output of tight money and expansionary 
fiscal policy tend to cancel out, and, indeed, by 1983 the economy had beglm a strong 
recovery from the 1981-1982 recession However, the tight money and expansionary 
fiscal combination also led to a higher real interest rate, reaching record levels in the 
early 1980s (see Application "Macroeconomic Policy and the Real Interest Rate in the 
1980s", p 411, as well as Fig, 23). The high real interest rate in the United States 
attracted foreign investors; as foreigners demanded dollar-denominated assets, the 
real value of the dollar rose sharply According to tile Keynesians, because tile dollar 
was so strung, US. net exports fell sharply in 1983 and 1984 

By the mid 1980s some of the factors keeping the dollar high had begun to 
reverse. Although budget deficits remained high, the ebbing of inflation reduced 
the need for tight money and the U.s. real interest rate declined (see Fig, 23), In 
1985 and 1986 some major foreign countries, notably Japan and Germany, agreed 
to cooperate with the United States to help bring the value of the dollar down At 
the same time, fOIeign savers, who had acquired large quantities of u.s.. assets 
during the early 1980s, became reluctant to hold more dollar assets Hence the 
dollar declined, ultimately bringing some improvement in the US. net export 
position, 

An alternative (and to some degree complementary) explanation of the dollar's 
rise has been offered by some classical economists Their explanation is based on 
the idea that during the early 1980s the United States became a relatively more 
attractive place to make real and financial investments. The argument is based on 
both a "push" and a "pull" TIle pull came from the liberalization of US, tax laws 
pertaining to investment and the geneIally pro-business attitude of the Reagan 
administration, both of which increased the profitability of investirlg in the United 
States. The push came from the failure of many developing countries to repay 
their international debts fully and on schedule Savers both in the United States and 
abroad began to shy away from lending to these countries, preferring instead the 

(Colltilllled) 
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(COil till ued) 
safe haven of U.s assets, According to the classical argument, the increased desir
ability of US" assets relative to foreign assets increased the demand for the dollar 
and raised the US, real exchange rate, which in tum reduced U.s.. net exports,12 
Again, however, as the decade progressed foreign savers became "satiated" with 
U.s.. assets, setting the stage for the ultimate decline in the value of the dollar, 

12 Analytical Problem 2 at the end of the chapter asks you to work out this argument in more detail. 

'Il3.5 Fixed Exchange Raites 

The United States has had a flexible exchange rate since abandomnent of the Bretton 
Woods system of fixed exchange rates during the early 1970s, However, fixed
exchange-rate systems-in vvhich exchange lates are officially set by international 
agreement-have been important histOlically and are still used by many countries, 
Let's now consider fixed-exchange-rate systems and address two questions: (1) How 
does the use of a fixed-exchange-rate system affect an economy and macroeconomic 
policy? and (2) Ultimately, which is the better system, flexible or fixed exchange rates? 

Fixing the Exchange Rate 

In contrast to flexible-exchange-late systems-\vhel'€ exchange rates are deter
mined by supply and demand in foreign exchange mar kets-in a fixed-exchange
rate system the value of the nominal exchange rate is officiaUy set by the 
govenunent, perhaps in consultation or agreement with other countries 13 

A potential problem with fixed-exchange-rate systems is that the value of the 
exchange rate set by the governn1ent may not be the exchange rate determined by 
the supply and demand fm currency Figure 13.11 shows a situation in which the 
official exchange rate, C , is higher than the fundamental value of the exchanooe nom 

rate, el or the value that would be determined by free market forces without gov-nom' 

ernment intervention. When an exchange rate is higher than its fundamental value, 
it is an overvalued exchange rate (often refened to as an overvalued currency) 

How can a country deal with a situation in which its official exchange rate is 
different from the fundamental value of its exchange late? There ale several pos
sible strategies: First, the country can simply change the official value of its 
exchange rate so that it equals, or is close to, its fundamental value. For example, 111 
the case of overvaluation shown in Fig 13.11, the country could simply devalue 
(Im·vel') its nominal fixed exchange late from cnom to e;lOlI\' However, although occa
sional devaluations or revaluations can be expected under fixed-exchange-rate 
systems, if a country continuously adjusts its exchange rate it might as well switch 
to a flexible-rate system 

Second, the governn1ent could restrict international transactions-for example, 
by limiting or taxing imports or financial outflows. Such policies reduce the supply 

13 In some fixed-exchange-rate systems, the exchange rate is allowed to fluctuate within a nurrow, 
prespl:(ified billH.i rot simplicity, we will tlSSLlln~ in this slOction that the exchange rate is fixed at il 
single value 

Figure 13,11 
An overvalued exchange 
rate 
The figure shows a situa
tion in which the official
ly fixed nominal 
exchange rate, e"mn' is 
higher than the funda
mental value of the 
exchange rate, (I;U"" as 
dete! mined by supply 
and demand in the for
eign exchange market In 
this situation the 
exchange rate is said to 
be overvalued T he coun
try's centra! bank can 
maintain the exchange 
rate at the official rate by 
using its reserves to pur
chase its own currency in 
the foreign exchange 
market, in the amount of 
AB in each period This 
loss of resc! ves also is 
referred to as the coun
try's bal,1nce of pay
ments deficit 
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of the domestic currency to the foreign exchange market, thus raising the funda
mental value of the exchange rate towaId its fixed value. Some countries ?o even 
further and prohibit people from trading the domestic cLlIrency for foreIgn cur
rencies without 0"0VeITln1ent approval; a currency that can't be freely traded for 

o d' other currencies is said to be an inconveItible cuuency_ Hmvever, Irect govern-
ment intervention in international transactions has many economic costs, including 
reduced access to fOleign goods and credit. . . 

Third, the government itself may become a demander or suppberof Its cur
rency in the foreign exchange malket, an approach used by most o~ the mdustnal
ized countries having fixed exchange rates For example, In the case of 
overvaluation shown in Fig 13.11, the supply of the country's currency to the for
eign exchange mar ket (point B) exceeds private demand fo~ the currency (pornt fI) 
at the official exchange late by the amount AB To n1aU1tam the value of th~ CUI

Iency at the official rate, the government could buy back its m,vn currency 111 the 
amount AB in each period . '.' 

Usually, these currency purchases are n1ade by the nation s central bank, usmg 
official reserve assets Recall (Chapter 5) that official reserve assets are assets other 
than domestic money or securities that can be used to make inteInatiOl:al payu:ents 
(examples are gold, foreign bank deposits, or special assets created by Ultel1lali~nal 
agencies such as the InternationallvIonetary Fund) Durmg the gold standard peIlod, 
for exan1ple, gold was the basic form of official reserve asset, and. central banks 
offered to exchange gold for their own cU!Tencies at a fixed price. If Fig. 1311 repre
sented a gold-standard cOlmtry, fiB would represent the amount of gold the cenlial 
bank would have to use to buy back its currency in each period to equalize the quan
tities of its currency supplied and demanded at the official exchange rate Recall also 
that the decline in a cOlU1try's official reserve assets during a year equals its balance oj 
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Figure 13.12 
A speculative run on an 
overvalued currency 
Initially, the supply 
curve of the domestic 
currency is 51 and, to 
maintain the fixed 
exchange rate, the central 
bank must use amount 
AB of its reserves each 
period to purchase its 
own currency in the for
eign exchange market A 
speculative run occurs 
when holders of domes
tic assets begin to fear a 
devaluation, \vhich 
would reduce the values 
of their assels (measured 
in terms of foreign cur
rency) Panicky sales of 
domestic-etHIency assets 
lead to more domestic 
cllrrency being supplied 
to the foreign exchange 
market, whjch shifts the 
supply curve of the 
domestic cutrency to the 
right, from 51 to S2 The 
central bank mllst now 
purchase its currency 
and lose reserves in the 
amount AC. This more 
rapid loss of reserves 
may force the central 
bank to stop supporting 
the overvalued currency 
and to devalue it, con~ 
firming the market's 
expectations 
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paYl11eJlts deficit Thus an10unt AB measures the reserves the central bank must use to 
support the currency and corresponds to the country's balance of payments deficit 

Although a central bank can n1aintain an overvalued exchange rate for a time 
by offering to buy back its own cunency at a fixed price, it can't do so forever 
because it has only a limited supply of official reserve assets. Duting the gold stan
dard period, for example, central banks did not own unlimited amounts of gold 
Attempting to support an overvalued currency for a long period of time would 
have exhausted a central bank's limited gold reserves, leaving the country no 
choice but to devalue its currency, 

A central bank's attempts to support an overvalued currency can be ended 
quickly and dramatically by a speculative run A speculative run, also called a spec
ulative attack, OCCllIS when financial investms begin to fear that an overvalued cur
Iency may soon be devalued, reducing the value of assets denominated in that 
cunency lelative to assets denon1inated in other currencies. -r 0 avoid losses, finan
cial investors frantically sell assets denominated in the overvalued cunency. The 
panicky sales of domestic assets associated with a speculative run on a currency 
shift the supply curve for that currency sharply to the right (see Fig 13.12), increas
ing the gap between the quantities supplied and demanded of the currency from 
amolU1t AB to amount AC This widening gap increases the rate at which the cen
tIal bank has to spend its official leserve assets to maintain the oveIvalued 
exchange rate, speeding devaluation and confirming the financial investors' expec
tations For exan1ple, in December 1994 Mexico faced just such a crisis, as investors 
lost confidence in the Mexican economy and sold pesos (see the Application "The 
1994 Mexican Crisis," p 189). Another dramatic example, the Asian crisis of 
1997-1998, is the subject of the Application "The Asian Crisis." 

... ¥\f 

Figure 13.13 
An undervalued 
exchange rate 
The exchange rate is 
undervalued when the 
officially determined 
nominal exchange rate, 
cnom' is less than the fun~ 
damental value of the 
exchange rate as deter
mined by supply and 
demand in the foreign 
exchange market, e~\Om 
To maintain the 
exchange rate at its offi
ciallevel, the central 
bank must supply its 
own currency to the for
eign exchange market in 
the amount AB each 
period, thereby accumu
lating foreign reserves 
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Without shong resh"ictions on international trade and finance (themselves ecu
nomically costly), we conclude that an overvalued exchange rate isn't sustainable 
for long If the exchange rate is overvalued, the country must eitl1er devalue its cm
rency or make some policy change to raise the fundamental value of the exchange 
rate We show in the next section that the basic tool for changing the fundamental 
value of the exchange rate is monetary policy. 

We've focused on overvaluation, but an exchange rate also could be LU\der
valued. As illustrated in Fig 13.13, an undervalued exchange rate (or undervalued 
currency) exists if the officially fixed value is less than the value determined by 
supply and demand in the foreign exchange market In this case, instead of buying 
its own currency, the central bank sells its currency to the foreign exchange market 
and accumulates reserves in the amount AB each period. With no limit to the quan
tity of reserve assets (gold, for example) a centr·al bank could accumulate, an under
valued exchange rate could apparently be maintained indefinitely However, a 
country with an undervalued exchange rate can accumulate reserves only at the 
expense of trading partners who have overvalued exchange rates and are therefore 
losing reserves. Because the country's trading partners can't continue to lose 
reserves indefinitely, eventually they may put political pressure on the COLU\try to 
bring the fundamental value of its exchange rate back in line with the official rate. 

Monetary Policy and the fixed Exchange Rate 

Suppose that a country wants to eliminate currency overvaluation by raising the 
fundamental value of its nominal exchange rate until it equals the fixed value of the 
exchange rate. How can it achieve this goal? Economists have long recognized 
that the best way for a country to do so is tluuugh contr·action of its money supply 
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The Asian Crisis 

Until relatively recentlv, the countries of East Asia enjoyed some of the most 
impressive rat~s of eC01;omic growth in the world (see th~ Application "Growth 
Accounting and the East Asian 'ivlil'acle,'" p, 209), But the East Asian miracle came 
suddenly unstuck in 1997, when a wave of speculative attacks hit the currencies of 
the region. The fiIst country to come under fire \vas Thailand: The Thai currency, 
the baht, had been successfully pegged to the US dollar for more than a decade, 
but panic selling of the baht quickly threatened to exhaust Thailand's foreign 
reserves and fmced a devaluation on July 2, 1997 From Thailand the attack spread 
to other Asian countries, including South KOlea, Indonesia, and Nlalaysia. (The 
tendency of speculative attacks to spread from country to country is called cOlltn~ 
gio/I ) Each of these countries devalued its currency 

The attacks on the Asian cunencies not only forced devaluations but also did 
major econonlic damage, The panicky selling of Asian assets caused stock and land 
prices in those countries to plummet, wiping out billions of dollars of financial 
wealth Bank runs occurred in several cOtmtries, as depositors became concerned that 
the increasing inability of bOITO\vers to repay loans would cause banks to become 
insolvent Anothet problem \vas that many Asian banks and corporations had taken 
out large loans from abroad that were denominated in foreign ctllTencies such as dol
lms. The large devaluations greatly increased the cost, in terms of the domestic cur
rency, of paying the interest and principal on these loans. Ultimately, many Asian 
banks and firms were forced into bankruptcy, and unemployment rose 

What caused the Asian crisis? At the time some observers, pointing to the 
impressive record of growth of the East Asian econonlies, argued that no funda
mental economic cause tmdeday the crisis. Rather, they claimed, an unjustified loss 
of confidence by international financial investols had become a "self-fulfilling 
prophecy," as panic selling of Asian assets by some financial investOIs frightened 
other investors into selling as well Once the panic had begun, it affected countries 
indiscriminately, including non-Asian nations such as Russia and Brazil, \vhich 
also faced speculative attacks. These observers likened the situation to a clo\vded 
theater in which someone mistakenly cries "Fire!" Even though no fire exists, a 
panic may ensue in which innocent people are hurt. 

With the benefit of hindsight, howevel, 1110st econonlists ·would now probably 
agree that fundamental problems with the East Asian econOInies contributed in an 
important \vay to the c!isis. The most serious issues revolved alound the banking 
systems of the legion_ During the eady 19905 Asian banks received huge inflows of 
foreign investment, reflecting the international excitement generated by the Asian 
growth "miIacle." The large financial inflows, and the associated CUIIent account 
deficits, would not necessaIily have been a problell1 if the funds had been produc
tively invested Unfortunately, many local bankers made loans based on friend
ship, family connections, or political ties rather than for sound economic 
reasons-a phenomenon that became known as "crony capitalism." Poor invest
ll1ent returns and increasing numbers of defaults by bonuwers resulted. The real
ization by financial investors that the returns on their Asian loans and investments 
would be much lower than anticipated sparked the sales of Asian assets and the 
ensuing cur rency crises 

By 1999, signs of recovery were already apparent in the East Asian economies, 
in part because of assistance from the International tvlonetary Fund and other 
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agencies Several lessons were learned fr0111 the experience. First, the combination 
of a fixed exchange rate and large financial inflows is potentially quite dangerous, 
because of the potential for speculative attack Second, banking markets and regu
lations in emerging-market economies need to be structured in ways that promote 
economically sound lending rather than "crony capitalism "1·1 

14 Useful references on the Asian crisis include Paul Krugman, ThL' Refill'll oJDeprL'ssiml ECO/lOlIIics, New 
York: W_ W Norton & Co" 1999; and Giancarlo Corsetti, Paolo Pesenti, and Nouriel Roubini, "What 
Caused the Asian Currency and Financial Crisis?" Inpml £llId tilL' World Ecol/omy, 1999, pp. 305-373. 

To delTIonstrate \,vhy a monetary contraction raises the fundamental value of 
the nominal exchange rate, we filslrewIite Eq (13.1), which defined the relation
ship of the leal and nominal exchange rates: 

ePror 
eoom =p (13 6) 

Equation (13.6) slates that, for any foreign price level, Prm, the nominal exchange 
rate, L'tlom' is proportional to the leal exchange rate, c, and inversely proportional to 
the domestic plice level, P 

In our earlier discussion of monetary policy in the Keynesian model with 
flexible exchange rates, we showed that a monetary contraction cause~ the real 
exchange rate to appreciate in the short run by leducing dOll1estic output and 
increasing the real interest tate, Because short-run domestic and foreign price 
levels are fixed in the KeyneSian model, Eq (13.6) indicates that the short-!l1n 
appreciation of the real exchange rate also implies a shOIt-run appreciation of the 
n0111inal exchange late, In the long run money is neutral; hence a 1110netary con
traction has no effect on the leal exchange late, but it does cause the domestic 
price level to fall In the long run the domestic price level, P, falls but the real 
exchange late, e, is unaffected, so Eq (13.6) implies that the nominal exchange rate 
rises (appreciates) both in the long IUn and the short nm Thus in both the short 
and long run a nl0netary contraction increases the fundamental value of the nom
inal exchange rate, or the value of the IlOlninal exchange rate determined by 
supply and demand in the foreign exchange market 15 Conversely, a monetary 
easing reduces the fundaulental value of the nominal exchange rate in both the 
short and long run 

Figure 13.14 illustrates the lelationship batween the nominal exchange rate 
and the money supply in a COlmtry with a fixed exchange rate. 16 Ihe downward
sloping curve shows the relationship of the money supply to the fundamental 
value of the nOll1inal exchange rate This curve slopes downward because, other 
factors being equal, an increase in the money supply reduces the fundamental 

15 Because money is always neutral in the basic classical model, a monetary contraction increases the 
fundamental vi11ue of the nominal exchange ri1te in the bi1sic classical model as well 
16 The country's money supply is the nmount of money in circulation domestically, i1S in previous 
chupters It is 110/ the supply of currency to foreign exchange markets, \vhich depends only on domes
tic residents' demunds for foreign goods and ussets 
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Figure 13.14 
Determination of the 
money supply under 
fixed exchange rates 
The dO\vnward-sloping 
fundamental value curve 
shows that a higher 
domestic money supply 
causes a lo\ver funda
mental value of the 
exchange fate The horl
zontalline shows the 
officially fixed nominal 
exchange rate Only 
when the country's 
money supply equals NIl 
does the fundamental 
value of the exchange 
rate equal the official 
rate. If the central bank 
increased the money 
supply above M I , the 
exchange rate would 
become overvalued. A 
money supply below NIl 
would result in dll 
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value of the nominal exchange rate The horizontal line in Fig 1314 is the offi
cially determined exchange rate. The value of M, on the horizontal axis is the 
money supply that equalizes the fundamental value of the exchange rate and its 
offiCially fixed value If the money supply is more than M" the country has an 
overvaluation problem (the fundamental value of the exchange rate is below the 
official value), and if the money supply is less than M" the country has an under
valuation problem, 

Figure 13 14 suggests that, in a fixed-exchange-rate system, individual coun
tries typically are lIot free to expand their money supplies to try to raise output and 
employment Instead, the money supply is governed by the condition that the offi
cial and fundamental values of the exchange rate be the same. If the cOlmtry rep
resented in Fig 13 14 wanted to expand its money supply to fight a recession, for 
example, it could do so only by creating an overvaluation problem (most likely 
leading to a future devaluation) or by devaluing its currency immediately Under 
fixed exchange rates, then, a central bank cannot use monetary policy to pursue 
macroeconomic stabilization goals 

Although one member of a group of countries in a fixed-exchange-rate system 
generally isn't free to use monetary policy by itself, the group as a whole may be able 
to do so, if the members coordinate their policies For example, suppose that Spain 
and Portugal have a fixed exchange rate between their hvo currencies and that, 
because of a recession in both countries, both want to expand their money supplies,. 
If Portugal attempts a monetary expansion on its own, from M, to M, in Fig 13.15, 
its exchange rate will become overvalued (its fundamental value, at the intersection 
of M, and FV', would be lower than the official exchange rate) As a result, the 
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Figure 13.15 
Coordinated monetary 
expansion 

Suppose that Spain and 
Portugal are members of 
a fixed~exchange-rate 
system and that both are 
suffering from recessions 
lnitially, the fundamental 
\falue of Portugal's 
exchange rate as a func~ 
lion of the country's 
money supply is F \11, and 
its money supply level 
consistent \vith mainte
nance of the official 
exchange rate is Nfl If 
Portugal raises its money 
supply to M'1 in an 
attempt to stimulate its 
economy, the fundamen~ 
tal value of its exchange 
rate would fall below the 
official fixed rate, and 
Portugal's currency 
would be overvalued 

Now suppose that 
Spain also expands its 
money supply in a coor~ 
dinated effort to stimulate 
both economies For any 
level of Portugal's money 
supply, the increase in 
Spain's money supply 
would depreciate the fun~ 
damental value of Spain'S 
exchange rate and appre
ciate the fundamental 
value of Portugal's 
exchange rate The funda~ 
mental value curve of 
Portugal's exchange rate 
shifts up, from F \11 to F \f'1 
Porhlgal can now increase 
its money supply to Nf2 
without creating an over
valuation problem. Thus 
Spain and Portugal have 
achieved a coordinated 
monetary expansion 
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Bank of Portugal would lose reserves, ultimately forcing Portugal to undo its 
attempted expansion 

Suppose, however, that Spain goes ahead with its own money supply expan
sion If Portugal's money supply remains constant, an increase in Spain's money 
supply reduces Spain's (nominal) exchange rate, which is equivalent to raising 
Portugal's exchange rate As shown in Fig 1315, the increase in Spain's money 
supply increases the lrU1damental value of Portugal's exchange late at any level of 
its money supply The fundamental value curve in Fig 13.15 shifts up, from FV' to 
FV'. Now Portugal can expand its money supply, from M, to M" without creating 
an overvaluation problem (the fundamental value of the Portuguese exchange 
rate, at the intersection of M, and F 0', is the same as the official exchange rate) 
Thus, if Spain and Portugal cooperate by changing their money supplies in the 
same direction, both countries can achieve their stabilization goals without either 
country experiencing overvaluation 

As this example shows, fixed exchange rates are most likely to work well when 
the countries in the system have similar macroeconomic goals and can cooperate 
on monetary policies As the following Application illustrates, the failure of nations 
to cooperate within a fixed-exchange-rate system can lead to severe problems, 
including the potential breakdown 01 the system 
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Po~icy 

Coordination 
failure and the 
Collapse of 
fixed Exchange 
Rates: The Cases 
of Bretton 
Woods and the 
EMS 

After VVorld \Var II, the world's industrialized nations established the Bretton 
Woods system, uncler which exchange rates were fixed (with occasional adjust
ments),17 The United States, by far the world's largest economy at the time, played 
a centIal role in the system, and U.s. dollars \vere \videly used by other countries 
as officialtcserve assets Other countries \vere 'willing to do so because the United 
States pledged to maintain the exchange late between dollars and gold at $35 per 
ounce. In other WOlds, the U S. dollar was "as good as gold" All in all, the Bretton 
Woods system seemed to perform well While the system was fully operational 
(1959-1971)" most countries recorded solid macroeconomic growth and stability. 
Hov,rever, the inability of the principaimcmber countries to com'ciinate their mon
etalY policies created severe strains in the system and eventually led to its collapse 
SeveIal internation;:ll disputes erupted over monetary policy during the Bretton 
"\loods era, but the one that ultimately proved fatal \vas triggered by US, n10netary 
policy during the 1960s. The U.s money supply grew more and more rapidly, 
reflecting the Federal Reserve's aggressive attempts to promote growth in output 
and employment and its desire to keep interest rates lovv despite expansionary 
fiscal policies. (U S government spending lllcleased significantly during the 1960s, 
because of both the Vietnam War and expansion of Great Society social programs) 
Increasing money growth and the inflation that followed caused the dollar to 
become increasingly overvalued 

Normally, in a fixed-exchange-rate system, a country's loss of international 
reserves makes sustaining an overvalued currency impossible However, the 
United States avoided the loss of its reserves fm a time by persuading fmeign cen
tral banks to buy the excess supply of dollars in the foreign exchange market. 
Foreign central banks at fiIst were \villing to use their own currencies to buy U S 
dollars because they could use the dollars as international reserves. Ultimately, 
however, the foreign central banks gre\v tiled of accun1ulating dollars and com
plained about \'\Ihat they considered to be overexpansionary U.s. monetary policy. 
The solution suggested by US policymakers was for the other Bretton Woods 
members to increase their money supplies, theleby eliminating the dollar overval
uation problem However, sevelal countries, notably Germany, refused to accept 
the inflationary consequences of this proposal and began to demand instead that 
the United States redeem its dollars with gold. Fearing a huge drain on its gold 
reserves, the United States \vas reluctant to ledeen1 its dollars. A series of crises in 
the foreign exchange markets followed, and in August 1971 President Nixon 
announced that the United States would no longer exchange gold for dollars. This 
arUlouncement effectively ended the Bretton Woods system and left the world's 
major currencies to float freely against each other 

Two decades later a different kind of dispute over monetary policy threat
ened the European Monetary System (EMS), a system of fixed exchange rates 
among Western EUlopean nations, Because of its large economy, Germany was the 
most influential country in the EivIS. In 1992, concerned about increased inflation 
after German reunification, the Bundesbank tightened Germany's monetary policy, 

(COil t i 11 lied) 

17 For a detailed stud\' of till: Bretton \Voods svstem. se~ l'VtiChilCI D Bordo and Barry Eichcngrccn. 
eds , A Relru::;pcLliI'l' 0/; tlri' Brdloll W(lods 5ysfcn;. Chicago: University of Chicago Press for NBER 1993 
18 Bcfor~ 1959 not till currencies in the system were convertible 
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raising interest rates significantly This action undervalued the mark and ovely.;d
ued other ElvIS currencies, putting considerable pressure on other membeIs of the 
ElvIS to tighten their monetary policies as well HoweveI, Gleat Britain and other 
counbies at the time 'were mired in serious recessions and didn't want to go along 
with German contractionary policies 

In September 1992, participants in the foreign exchange market becaIne con
vinced that Great Britain would not tighten InonetalY policy and that, as a l'esulC 
the Bank of England would eventually have to devalue the pounll This fear led to 
a speculative lun on the pound. After losing large quantities of reserves in attempts 
to maintain the value of the pound relative to othel currencies in the ElvIS, Great 
Blitain decided to leave the fixed-exchange-rate system and allowed the value of 
the pound to fall. Several othel countries also refused to match Germany's tight 
monetmy policies and were forced to devalue or leave the system. The 1992 EMS 
crisis substantially delayed plOgteSS toward the ultimate goa! of a single European 
cunency. Indeed, new speculative crises occurred in the summer of 1993 

In the Bretton Woods case, the dOlninant country in the system followed a 
monetary policy that was more expansionary than the other members wanted; in 
the ElvIS case, the dominant country followed a monetary policy that was tightel 
than the other membels prefened In both instances, however, international dis
agreements about the appropriate rate of monetary glOwth posed a severe threat to 
the veIY existence of the fixed-exchange-rate syslem 

Fixed Versus flexible Exchange Rates 

\Ve hl1ve discussed some of the problems that arose in the I3letton "Voods and 
EfvlS fixed-exchange-rate systems I-Iowe\'er, flexible-exchange-Iate systems han:, 
problems of theil own, PI' imal il~' the volatility of exchange lates, which intlod uce5 
uncertainty for people and businesses in theil tiansactions with other countries 
Each type of system has its problems, 50 which is prefelable? 

PlOponents of fixed-exchange-lab2 systems stress two maiol benefits [:irst, lel
alive to a situation in which exchange rates fluctuate continuously, fixed exchange 
r<ltes (if they ale stable and not subject to frequent changes 01' speculative C1'ises) 
Inay make ttading goods and assets among countJ ies easiel' and less costly Thus <l 
system of fixed I'ates may promote economic and financial integlation and improve 
econolllic efficiency Second, fixed exchange rates may implove monetary policy 
"discipline," in the sense that countries with fixed exchange rates typically <lIe less 
able to cany out highly expansionary monetary policies; the lesult Illay be lower 
inflation in the long run 

The other side" of the monetalY discipline lHgument is that fixed exchange 
rates take away a countly's ability to use monetary policy flexibly to deal with 
recessions l'l This inability is palticulaIly serious if the diffelent countries in the 
fixed-exchange-rate system have different policy goals and face different types of 
economic sh(~cks As the preceding Application illustrated, disagleements among 

It) Kl'ynL'siM1S ((lI1sidt:r this infll::\ibilily to bL';l ((lsI, but c!assiCills don'! 
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countries in a fixed-exchange-rate system about the conduct of monetat y policy 
mav even lead to the breakdown of the svstem 

-VVhich systenl is bette! depends on "the ciIcul11stances. Fixed exchange rates 
among a group of countlies ale useful when large benefits can be gained f10m 
increased trade and integration and when the countries in the system coordinate 
their monetary policies closely. Countries that value the ability to use monetary 
policy independently-perhaps because they face different macroeconomic shocks 
than athel countries or hold different views about the relative costs of unemploy
ment and inflation-should retain a floating exchange rate 

Cu.urrency Unions 

An alternative to fixing exchange lates is for a glOUp of countries to fOIm a cur
rency union, under which they agree to share a common currency Members of a 
cUllency union also typically coopelate economically and politically, The agree
ment among the original thirteen colonies, enshlined in the US Constitution, to 
abandon their individual cunencies and create a single cmrency, is an early eX<JIl1-
pIe of cunency union 

An effective currency union usually requires mOle than just cooperation of 
nationnl central banks For a cunency union to wor k, the common monetaIY policy 
must be controlled by a single institution Because countries are typically reluctant 
to give up theiI own cunencies and monetary policies, cunency unions have been 
lale However, if politically feasible, a currency union has at least two advantages 
over fixed exchange 1 <.1 tes, First, the costs of trading goods and assets among COUI'1-

tIies are even lower with <.1 single currency than undel' fixed exchange rates 
Second, if national cUllencies are eliminnted in favor of the common currency, 
speculative attacks on the n<.1tional cunencies obviously can no longer occur 

Howevel, a currency union shares the major disadvantage of a fixed-exchange
rate system: It lequires" all of its members to share a common monetary policy 
Thus" if one melnber of a cwrency union is in a recession while another is con
ceI'I1~d about inflation, the commol~ monetaI'Y policy can't deal with both countries' 
ploblems simultaneollsly. In contrast, undel flexible exchange rates, each cOllntry 
could set its own monetary policy independently 

In December 1991 at a summit meeting in Maastricht in the Netherlands, the 
member countries of the European Community (EC) adopted the I reaty on 
European Union, usually called the Maastricht Treaty This treaty took effect in 
November 1993, after being ratified (with some resistance) by popular votes in the 
member countries One of the most iInportant provisions of the treaty was that 
those member counhies meeting certain criteria (including the achievement of low 
inflation rates and small government budget deficits) would adopt a COU1mon cur
rency, to be called the eUlO" The common currency came into being on January 1, 
1999 Eleven countries, with a collective population and GDP similar to those of the 
United States, qualified to becOlne paIt of the new currency union 

The C0111mon monetary policy for the elllO countries is determined by the 
Governing Council of the European Central Bank (ECB), a multinational institution 
located in Frankfurt, Germany The seventeen-member Council includes six mem

(Colltilllled) 
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bers of an Executi\'e Board, appointed through a coltecti\'e decision of the membel 
countries, plus the eleven governors of the national central banks of the member 
countries Except through their lepI'esentation on the Council, the national central 
banks, such as Germany's Bundesbank and the Bank of France, have of necessity 
given up their power to make monetaIY policy for their countties 

The monetary unification of EUl'"Op'e is an impOItant development but one 
whose long-term implications I'emain unknown as yet. Possible advantanes of the 

- " currency union include easier movement of goods, capital, and labor among 
European countlies; lower costs of financi<JI transactions; and enhanced political 
and economic cooperation, An integrated European market would rival that of the 
United States in size and wealth, and the elilO could become <.1 prefeITed currenc\' 
for internation<ll transactions, as the dollar is today A major risk is that membdl 
count! ies might disagree about whethel the common monetaIY policy should be 
expansionary or contractionary at any particular time [ndeed, at the time of the 
introduction of the emo, a I'ecession in Europe affected different membel countries 
to varying deglces, The ECB thus faced the decision of whether to ease the 
common monet<lI'Y policy, to assist those countries worst hit bv the recession, or to 
leave monetary policy unchanged, as desired by those count; ies doing relatively 
better The ECB complomised, easing moderately in 1999,20 

2() For" ddililed discussion of [hI.: Eurupe<m i\lonet.lry Union, SCl- elwl C lkr\,lul i1l1d i\'ltu<ll F 
Iyigun, .. Thl' Llllilch of lht: Euw, -, ft'dtrl/I n('scl('t', Bullt/ill_ October, I ()lll), pp 655-666 

1. The Ilomin<ll exchange 1,1te is t11L' !lumbel' of units of 
fmeign cunl'ncy t1lilt «In bl' (lbt,lined for (lIH,' unit of 
dtllllestic CU[lene\' rhe l'e,11l'\ch,lllgl' l,lil' is the 
numbl'!' of units of f{ll'l'ign gonds thilt can bl' obtainl'd 
fOl one unit of the dOlllestic gO(ld 'The idl',1 th'll simi
I<H fOl'l'ign and dOlllestic gt)(xls should h,1\ l' the S,l111l' 
prices in tl'l'lllS tlf the S,ll1ll' cUlrl'ncy is Gliled PUI-
cililsing pO\\'l'l' pmity (PPf)) -! 

2. There ,11"l' 1\\"0 Illajm types of l'xch'lIlgl' [",lll,' syslL'll1s: 
f1l'xibll'- 01' f1o,lting-l'.\ch.lllgl'-r,ltl' S\'stl'IllS_ in which 
the \'illue of the nominal L'x~h'lngl' 1,~tL' is detl'/mined 
by l11ilrkl't forcL's; ilnd fixl'd-l'\ch,lngL'-l'iltl.' s\'slL'ms, 
in \\ hich the \ <llul' of the l'xch,ltlgL' lilll' is (lfriel'lll)' set 
b) a gml'['11lllent or gloul~ of gt)\ l'mments In il fll'\.-
ibll'-L'\changl'~r'ltL' syslL'lll, illlexchilllge 1<1lL' i!lul'asL' .3 
is called all ilppreci,ltion, ,lnd ,1n L'\(il,mgl' [,,1lL' 
deul'<lsl' is cillled a depl'l'ci,ltioll 

3 ThL' ll'<lll'xchilllgl' I'<lte is importilnt bl'c,ltlsl' it afft:.:cts 
net e"pol Is, or l'\])OI ts minus illlf~olis OlhL'[' f.lcttH's 
held constant, ,1 declinL' in the IL"11 l'\ch,ll1gl' ['illL' 
makes dOIllL'stic goods Chl',lIJl'1 [,l'1.1Ii\l' ttl fOIL'ign 
goods al1d thus tends to inUl',lSl' net exports in the 
long rUIl [3l'C<lllSe <l drop in the I'l'al L'\Chilngl' l'all' 

,",lisl's the cost llf imports, ho\\'l'\'l'l', it mily C<lUSL' net 
exports to f,111 ill the short rLin before physie'll flows (11 
L'\P(ll'ts ,111d i11lF'l(lIIS hil\ L' h,ld timC' 1(1 ,ldjust The 
C"h.l I ,lClL'1 islic P,ltlL'11l (If the rL'sponsl' tll nl'! l'xpurls ttl 
il dl(lP in the !'l'<lll'\ch,lllgL' 1'.1tl'-f'llling net e\porls 
in the siwi t [un but rising Ill'! L'XPlll ts in the long 
I'lIl1-is GIllet.:! the J cun l' 

In ,1 fll'xibll'-exdlJngL'~riltl' SYStL'lll, the \,llul' of the 
(nomin,ll) l'\ch.1ngl' riltl' is dl'tl'lll1inl'd b~ supply <llh.i 
dl'llund in the fO['(;'ign l'xeh,ltlgL' 111<11 ket Foreigners 
dl'lll,lnd tlll~ dOlllestic cllIITncy to bLl~ dlllllestic 
gtlods .Jnd aSSl'ls DlllllL'Stic Il'sidel1ts supply the 
dOlllL'slic (Ul'IL'ncy to obt<lin the forl'ign CU] rl'nc~' 
nCL't.:kd ttl buy fOll'ign goods ,11ld ,1SSet~ 

OthL'1' ',lctorS hL'ld Cllllstillll, ,11l inol'<lSL' in dOlllestic 
{lutput Il',lds domestic lesiLil'nls to dl'llland 111(ll'l' 
imp{ll'ts, ['educing lhl' COUlltly'S nl'! l'xp0l'l~ ,lnd 
depl'l'ci,lting its exchange l<ltl' An increase in the 
dOllll'stie Il',)1 inll'['! .. '~t [,lll' m,lkl'S domL'stic ilssets 
IlWI'L' attl,l('li\l' incll'<1sillg the dl'lll,11ld for the 
d{111ll'Stic CU] rency ,lnd ,lpprl'cl,lting the e.\chal1gf.:,' 

rail'; thL' highl'l l'\(hangL' lilll' in tUII' ['educes net 
l'''Ptll Is Thl' effects of changes in foreign output and 
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the foreign real interest rate on the domestic C0l1l1-

try's net exports and c;..:change fi1tl' <Ire the opposite of 
lhe effects of Chi1J1ges in domestic output ,md the 
domestic real interest 1(1tl' 

6~ The IS-LM model for an open economy is similm to 
tha t for the closed economy The principal difference is 
th('lt, in the open-economy lS-LM model, factors (other 
than output or the rcal interest rate) that increase a 
country's !let expo[,ts cause the IS curve to shift up 
Among the factors that increase net exports are a rise 
in foreign output, an increase in the foreign real inter
est rate, and a shift in world dCIll<lI1d towi:nd the 
domestic country's goods Economic shocks or policy 
changes ilre transmitted from one country to another 
by ch,mges in net exports thClt leilClto IS curve shifts 

7, In an open economy with tlexible exchange rates, i1 

fiscal expansion increases domestic output, domestic 
pJ'ices, ilnd the domestic reill interest rilte, CIS in il 
dosed economy The effect on the exchClnge rilte is 
ambiguous The increilse in output raises the demilnd 
for imported goods, which weakens the exchange 
IClte, but the higher l'eill intereslrate milkes domestic 
assets more attrilctivc, which strengthens the 
exchClnge rilte BeG1USe inCIcilsed output I'ilises the 
demand for imports, nel exports filII The fiSCdi expall w 

sinn b trantimitted to tlH:.' foreign country by the 
increase in demClnd for the foreign country's exports 

8, In <In open economy with flexible exchange rates, 
changes in the money supply are neutrill in the basic 
classical model Changes in the money supply also 
are neutral in the long run in the Keynesian model In 
the short run in the Keynesian model, however, a 
decrease in lhe domestic money supply reduces 
domestic output and r-aises the domestic real interest 
rate, causing the current real exchange rilte to appIC
ciate Net exports by the domestic country increase, if 
the effect of lowt!f output (which increases net 
exports) is stronger than the effect of the lise in the 
real exchange rute (which tends to reduce net 
exports) rhe monetary contmction is transmitted to 

Key Terms 

the foreign country by the effect on the foreign coun
try's net exports, which decline 

9. in a fixed-exchange-rate system, nominal exchange 
rates ate officially determined If the officially deter
mined exchange rate is greater than the fundamental 
value of the exch<1nge {'ate as determined by supply 
and demand in the fmeign exchange mar ket, the 
exchange rate is said to be overvalued The cent!"Cli 
bank can !1)aintain the exchange rate at an overvalued 
level for a time by using official reserves (such as gold 
OI fOl"eign-clllrency bank deposits) to buy its own cur
rency in the foreign exchange mar ket A country that 
tries to maintain an overvalued exchange rate for too 
long wilil'Lln out of reserves and be forced to devalue 
its currency _ If financial investors expect a devalua
tion, they may sell large quantities of domestic assets 
(il speculative run) A speculative run increases the 
supply of the domestic cunency in the foreign 
exchunge mat ket and increases the rate at which the 
central bank must payout its reserves 

10" To mise the fundamental value of its exchange rate, 
the central bank can tighten lllOnetary policy. There is 
only one value of the domestic money supply at 
which the fundamental vnlue of the exchange rate 
equals its officinlJy fixed t'ute With fixed exchange 
rates, individual countries aren't free to use expan
sionary monetClI"Y policies to fight recessions because 
such policies result in an overvalued exchange rate 
Howe\'er, a group of countries in a fixed-exchange
rate system can lise expansionary monetaty policies 
effectively if they coordinate their policies 

11.. The advantages of a fixed~exchange-rate system are 
thut it may promote economic and financial integra
tion among countries and that it imposes discipline on 
the monetary policies of individual countries A fixed
exchange-rilte system won't work well if member 
countIies have different macIOeconomic policy goals 
or face different macroeconomic disturbances and 
thus are unable or unwilling to coordinate their mon
etary policies 

currency union, p 510 

devaluation, p 475 

floating-exchange-rate system, 
p472 

J curve, p 479 

nominal appreciation, p 475 

nominal depreciation, p 475 

nominal exchange rate, p 472 

overvalued exchange rate, p 500 

purchasing power parity, p 476 

exchange rate, p -1-72 

fixed-exchange-l'ate system, p 473 

flexible-exchange-rate system, 
p 472 

foreign exchange market, p -1-72 

fundamental value of the exchange 
rate, p 500 

inconvertible currency, p 501 
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real appreciation, p 475 

real depreciation, p 475 

real exchange rate, p 474 

relative purchasing power parity, 
1'477 

speculative run, p 502 

terms of trade, p 4'78 
revaluation, p 475 

underval lied exchange rate, p 503 

Key Equations 

L'nom P 
e::::---

PrO! (131) 

The real exchClnge rate, e, or the number of foreign goods 
that can be obtained for one domestic good, is defined in 
terms of the nominal exchange rate el\Wl\ (the amount of 
foreign currency that can be obtained for one unit of 
domestic cunency), the domestic price level p, and the 
foreign pr ice level P Fur 

(13 3) 

Review Questions 

1. Define 1/OlI/il~l1f cychrlltgc rote and renl exchallge mfL' How 
are changes lt1 the real exchange rate nnd the nominal 
exchange rate related? 

2, What are the two main types of exchange-rate SYS

tems? Currently, which type of system determines the 
values of the major currencies, such as the dollar, yen, 
and mark? -

3. Define plll'c!w::iillg powe}' pmit!f! or PPP Does PPP work 
well empirically? Explain 

4. What is the J curve? \,\rhat explains the behavior of net 
exports represented by the J curve? 

5, l:or a given rea! exchange rate, how are a count!'v's net 
exports affected by an increase in domestic in~ome? 
An increase in foreign income? How does an inneClse 
in the domestic real interest rate affect the real 
exchange tale and net exports? Explain 

6, Why do foreigners demand dollars in the foreign 
exchange market? Why do US residents supply dol
lars to the foreign exchange market? Give two exam
ples of changes that would lead to an increased 
demand for dollars and two examples of changes that 
would lead to an increased supplv of dollars in the 
foreign exchange market -

The percentage change in the nominal exchange rate, 
Lknom /c l1 (\IU' equals the percentage change in the real 
~xch~nge rate, D.c/ (', plus the excess of the foreign rate of 
lIlflatlOn over the domestic rate of inflation It -It 

, For 

5" -1'/ = NX (13 4) 

In an open economy, goods market equilibrium (the [5 
curve) r~quir.es that the excess of desired national saving 
~wer l~eslled I!lvestment equal net expor ts Equation (13 4) 
IS equ\\'alent to the condition that outpul, Y, must equal the 
Clggregate demand for goods, C,l + 1,1 + G + NX, Eq (135) 

7 l-:l~W does the IS---LA'f mode! for an open economy 
dltfer from the IS-LA'[ model for a closed economy? 
Illustrate the use of the open-economv IS-Llv1 model in 
descril~ing how a [ecession in one-country may be 
transmItted to other countries 

8. How are net exports affected by expansionary fiscal 
policy? By expansionary monetary policy? What is the 
potentia! ambiguity in determining these effects? 

9" \Vhat effects does expansionary monetary policy have 
on the nominal exchange rate in both the shOlt and 
long run? Explilin 

10, What is theflllldl7l11cllfal Z.'fI(IIC of n currency? What does 
saying that a currency is m'L'rpl7/lIed mean? Why is an 
ovcrvnlued currency i1 problem? Wh(lt mn a countIy 
do about an overvalued cunency? 

11, Why is a c~untry limited in changing its money supply 
under <1 flxed-exchange-rate system? Explain how 
policy coordination among countries in a fixed
exchange-rate system can increase the degree to which 
monetary policy may be used to pursue macroeco
nomic goals 

12. Dis~uss the relative advantages and disildvantages of 
Ilexlble exchange rates, fixed exchange rilles, (lnd (l cur
rency union 
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Numerica! PwiJiems 

L West Bubble makes ordinary soap bars that are sold 
for 5 guilders each. East Bubble makes deluxe soap 
bars that are sold for 100 florins each. The real 
exchange rate between West and East Bubble is two 
ordinary soap bars per deluxe soap bar 
a What is the nominal exchange rate between the two 

countries? 
b During the following year West Bubble has 10% 

domestic inflation and East Bubble has 200ft) domes
tic inflation. Two ordinary soap bars are still traded 
for a deluxe soap bar At the end of the year what 
has happened to the nominal exchange rate? Which 
country has had a nominal appreciation? Which has 
had a nominal depreciation? 

20 Japan produces and exports only cameras, and Saudi 
Arabia produces and exports only barrels of oil 
Initially, Japan exports 40 cameras to Saudi Arabia and 
imports 64 banels of oil The real exchange rate is 4 
barrels of oil per camera Neither country has any 
other trading partners 
n Initially, what is the real value of Japan's net 

exports, measured in terms of its domestic good? 
(Hillt: You have to use the real exchange rate to 
express Japan's oil imports in terms of an equivalent 
number of cameras, Then calculate Japan's net 
exports as the number of cameras exported minus 
the real value of its impOIts in terms of cameras,) 

b The real exchange rate falls to 3 barrels of oil pel' 
camera Although the decline in the real exchange 
rate makes oil more expensive in terms of cameras, 
in the short run there is relatively little change in 
the quantities of exports and imports, as Japan's 
exports rise to 42 cameras and its imports fall to 60 
barrels of oil, What has happened to the real value 
of Japan's net exports? 

c in the longer run, quantities of exports and impmts 
adjust more to the drop in the real exchange fate 
from 4 to 3, and Japan's exports rise to 45 cameras 
and its imports of oil fall to 54 barrels What are 
Japan's real net exports now? 

d Relate your ans\vers to parts (b) and (c) to the J
curve concept 

3. Consider the following classical economy: 
Desired consumption C'I = 300 + O.5Y - 200r 
Desired investment I" = 200 - 300r 
Government purchases G = 100 
Net exports NX = ISO - 0 1Y - 05" 
Real exchange rate e = 20 + 600t 
Full-employment output Y = 900 

11 What are the equilibrium values of the real interest 
rate, real exchange rate, consumption, investment, 
and net exports? 

b Now suppose that full~employment output increas
es to 940 What are the equilibrium values of the 
real interest rate, real exchange rate, consumption, 
investment, and net exports? 

( Suppose that full-employment output remains at 
940 and that government purchases increase to 132. 
What are the equilibrium values of the real interest 
rate, real exchange rate, consumption, investment, 
and net exports? 

4. Consider the following Keynesian economy: 

Desired consumption C" = 200 + 0 6(1' - T) - 200r 
Desired investment j" = 300 - 300, 
Taxes 
Government purchases 
Net exports 
Money demand 
Money supply 
Full-employment output 

T = 20 + 0 21' 
G = 152 

NX = 150-0 OSY -500r 
L = 0 5Y - 200r 

M=924 
Y = 1000 

11 What are the gener'al equilibrium (that is, long-tun) 
values of output, the real interest rate, consumption, 
investment, net exports, and the price level? 

b Starting from full employment, government pur
chases axe increased by 62, to 214 What are the 
effects of this change on output, the real interest 
rate, consumption, investment, net exports, and the 
price level in the short run? In the long rlln? 

c With government purchases at their initial value of 
152, net exports increase by 62 at any income and 
real interest rate so that NX = 212 - 0,08Y - 5001' 
What are the effects of this change on output, the 
real interest rate, consumption, investment, net 
exports, and the price level in the short run? In the 
tong run? Compare yOUI' answer to that for part (b) 

5. Consider the following classical economy: 

AD 1'=400+50M/P 
A5 l' = Y= 1000 

This economy produces only wine, its output is mea
sured in terms of wine, and its cUIrency is francs. It 
trades with a country that produces only cheese, and 
the currency of that country is crmvns The real 
exchange rate, e, equals 5 wedges of cheese per bottle of 
wine The foreign price level is 20 crmvns per wedge of 
cheese, and the domestic money supply is 48 francs 

/I What is the domestic price level? \"1hat is the funda
mental value of the (nominal) exchange rate? 

Chapter Summary 

b Suppose that the domestic country fixes its 
exchange rate at 50 crowns per franc Is its currency 
overvalued, undervalued, or neither? What wiil 
happen to the domestic central bank's stock of offi
cial reserve assets if it maintains the exchange rate at 
50 crowns per franc? 

c Suppose that the domestic country wants a money 
supply level that equalizes the fundamental value of 
the exchange rate and the fixed rate of 50 crowns per 
fra~c Wh~t level of, the domestic money supply 
adueves thIS goal? (Hill!: For the given real exchange 
rate ~nd fo~eign p~'ice level, what domestic price 
level IS conSIstent With the official rate? What domes
tic money supply level will yield this price level?) 

6, (Appendix 13 A) 

n For the economy described in Numerical Problem 4 
find the values of all the parameters of Eqs (13 A 1): 

Analytical PwiJlems 

1, Recessions often lead to caUs for protectionist measures 
~o 'preserve ~on:estic jobs Suppose that a country that 
IS 111 a recession Imposes restrictions that sharply reduce 
the amount of goods imported by the country 

a Using th~ Keynesian IS-LM model, analyze the 
effects of Import restrictions on the domestic coun
try's employment, output, real interest rate, and real 
~x,c~lang~ rate, keeping in mind that the country is 
lllltIally 111 a recession 

b What are the effects of the country's action on for
eign employment, output, real interest rate, and real 
exch~nge rat:? What happens if the foreign country 
retaliates by Imposing restrictions on goods export
ed by the domestic country? 

( Suppose that the domestic economy is at full 
employment when it imposes restrictions on 
imports Using the basic classical model vvithout 
misperceptions, find the effects on the country's 
employment, output, real interest rate, and real 
exchange rate 

2" The Application at the end of Section 13 4 discussed 
the idea that, the United ~tales became a relatively 
more atlra:tlve place to Invest in the early 1980s 
Analyze thIS argument by using the classical IS-LM 
model for two countries, Assume that, because of more 
favorable tax laws, the user cost of capital falls in the 
domestic country and that, because of the LDC debt 
crisis~ the expec.ted future marginal product of capital 
falls m the foreign. c~untry Show that these changes 
lead to an appreciation of the home country's real 
exchange rale and a drop in the domestic country's 
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(13 A 2), and (BA 3) Use Eqs (I3.A 8) and (13A 9) to 
denve the open~econorny IS curve for this econOIl1\' 

b Derive the Llvl curve for this economy -

c Find output, the real interest rate, and the price level 
v"hen the economy is in general equilibrium 

d Derive ~D curve for this economy Suppose that net 
exports 111crease by 62 at any given level of domestic 
output and the domestic interest rate How is the 
AD curve affected? 

e Find th~ eff:ct of the increase in net expor ts on 
outpt:t 1~ thiS economy, assuming that the price 
levell~ fixed at the general equilibrium value you 
found In part, (c), (Hhlt: This assumption is equiva
lent to assumlIlg that the 5RAS curve is horizontal) 

net exports Assume no change in current productivi
ty or current labor supply in either country What is 
happening to financial flows? Why? -

3. East Bubble's main trading partner is West Bubble To 
fight inflation, West Bubble undertakes a contrac~ 
tionary monetary policy 

a What is the e.ffect Of. West Bubble's contractionary 
~onetary policy on East Bubble's real exchange rate 
lI1 the short run, assuming no change in East 
Bubbl~'s policies? In the long run? Use the 
KeyneSIan model with flexible exchange rates 

b Wha.t is the effect of West Bubble's monetary con
tractIOn on East Bubble's lIo/lIilwl exchange rate in 
the short run and in the long run? 

( Suppose now that East Bubble has fixed its 
exchange rate with West Bubble If East Bubble 
wants to keep the exchange rate equal to its funda
mental value, how will East Bubble have to respond 
to West Bubble's monetary tightening? What will 
happen to East Bubble's output, real exchange rate, 
and net exports in the short r un if it maintains the 
fixed exchange rate at its fundamental va"lue? 
Compare your answer to that for part (a) 

d Suppose that, after West Bubble's monetary tight
enmg, East Bubble decides not to change any of its 
O\.\'n :nacroeconomic policies (the exchange rate is 
stilI fixed), What will happen? Describe some alter
native scenarios 

4. Use a diagram like Fig 13,6 to analyze the effect on a 
country's net exports of a beneficial supply shock that 
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temporarily raises full-employment output by 100 ~el' 
person. Assume that the basic classical model applies 
so that income is always at its full-employment level 

a Suppose that, in response to the temporary increase 
in income, the residents of the country do not 
change the amount they desire to spend at any real 
interest rate (on either domestic or foreign goods) 
What is the effect of the supply shock on the coun
try's net exports? (Hillt: What is the effect of the 
increase in income on the curve representing 
desired saving minLis desired investment? What is 
the effect on the Clirve representing net exports?) 

b Nmv suppose that. in response to a temporary 
increase in income, the residents of the country 

Q The Conference Board@ Exercises 

For till! COlljerelU:e Board~1 BIISillcss Cyclc llldicatNs Database, 
go fa wwwawlonlinecom/abel_bernanke 

1. The United States left the Bretton Woods fixed
exchange-rate system in stages during the early 1970s 

a Graph the U S nominal exchange rate from 1973 to 
the present Calculate and graph the U S. real 
exchange rate from 1973 to the present, using the 
(PI of Canada (the largest trading partner of the 
United States) for the "foreign" price level and the 
US CPI for the domestic price level Comparing the 
t'\\'o graphs, would you say that real exchange-rate 
fluchmtions arise primarily from nominal exchange
rate fluctuations or from changes in domestic and 
foreign price levels? 

b The theory says that higher U S real interest rates, 
by making dollar assets more attractive, ought to 

increase their desired spending at any real interest 
rate bv 100 per person A portion of this increased 
spending is for fateign-plOduced goods. What is the 
effect on the country's net exports? 

c More difficult: If the increas~ in income is tempo
rary, \\'ould the spending behavior assumed in part 
(a) 01' the spending behavior assumed in part (b) be 
more likely to occur? Based on your answer, do the 
results of this problem confirm 01' contradict the pre~ 
diction of the model in Chapter 5 of the response of 
net exports to a supply shock? Explain 

strengthen the dollar (all else equal) Add the real 
interest rate (the three-month Treasury bill rate 
minus the inflation rate) to a graph that includes the 
nominal and real exchange rates. (You may have to 
rescale some of the variables so that they are on 
approximately the same scale on the graph) Do you 
see the hypothesized relationship bety..reen the real 
interest rate and the exchange rates? 

2 Using quarterly data since 1973, graph the US real 
exchange rate (as calculated in Exercise 1) and net 
exports as a fraction of GDP in the same figure Also 
create a scatter plot of the same two variables. Is the 
theoretically predicted relationship of the real 
exchange rate and net exports visible in the figures? 

13.A 

J 

An A~gebrak Version of the 
Open-Economy IS-1M Mode~ 

The 15-Uvr model for the open economy is basically the same as the closed-econo
my 15-LM model derived in Appendix 9A, with the exception that the goods 
mar ket equilibrium condition (the IS curve) is expanded to include net exports The 
L!vI eUIve and the FE line are unchanged flom previous analyses 

To derive the 15 curve for the open economy, we begin ,"vith the equations 
describing desired consumption and desired investment, Eqs (9 AS) and (9 A 10): 

(13 A 1) 

(13 A2) 

Equation (13 AJ) shows that desired consumption depends positively on dispos
able income, Y - T, and negatively on the real interest rate, I (In Eq. 13 A 1 we used 
Eq 9 A 9 to substitute for taxes, r) Equation (13. A 2) states that desiIed investment 
depends negatively on the leal interest rate, I Other factOIs influencing desired 
consumption and desired investment are included in the constant terms Co and 10' 
respectively 

In an open economy net exports also are a source of demand for domestic 
output We assume that net export!:! are 

(13 A 3) 

where x(}I xi"' xrp xI" and -Y,r are positive numbers According to Eq, (13 A.3), a coun
try's net expOI ts depend negatively on domestic income, Y (increased domestic 
income raises spending on imports), and positively on foreign income, Yror (increased 
foreign income raises spending on expmts). Net expmts also depend negatively on the 
domestic real interest rate, r (a higher real interest late appreciates the real exchange 
rate, making domestic goods relatively more expensive), and positively on the foreign 
real interest rate, I'Fm (a higher foreign real interest rate depreciates the domestic coun
try's real exchange rate) Other factms influencing net exports, such as the qualities of 
domestic and fmeign goods, are reflected in the constant term Xo in Eq (13,A3) 

The goods market equilibrium condition for an open economy, Eq (5 5), is 

y =: ("'I + [" -!- C -!- NX (13 A-I) 

The alternative version of the open-economy goods market equilibrium condition, 
5" = I" + NX, which is emphasized in the text, could be used equally weIl. 

If we substitute the equations for desired consumption, Eq. (13 AI), desired 
investment, Eq (13 A 2), and net exports, Eq (13 A.3), into the goods market equi
librium condition, Eq (13 A 4), we get 

y =: Co -!- cr(Y - t(l- tY)-c/-!- it) -i/ -I- G -!- xo-x)'Y -I- .r1IYFor-x/ -!- xrr/'Fnr (13.A 5) 

Collecting the terms that multiply Yon the left side yields 

[1- (1- t)cr -I- :r11Y =: c(I -!- in -!- C-c1t(l -!- Xo -!- .rnY fUf -!- xd'/""(lr-(c r -!- ir -!-xr)r (1.3 A.6) 

Equation (13..A 6) relates output, Y, to the real interest rate, I, that clears the 
goods market and thus defines the open-economy 15 curve. To put Eq (13 A 6) in 
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a form that is easier to interpret graphically, we rewrite it with I' on the left side and 
Y on the right side to obtain 

r::: a.'IS - W/5 )', open-economy IS curve (13 A.7) 

Here, a',s and W,s are positive numbers defined as 

I Co + in + G - cytO +.to + Xw YFor + xrFJ'For 
UlS:::: . 

Cr+l,+Xr 
(13 A.8) 

and 

A' _l-(l-t)cy+Xy 
PtS - , 

Cr+lr+X r 

(13 A 9) 

1£ there are no net exports, so that XO:::= xI' :::: XYF = Xr == XrF :::: 0, the coefficients a'is and 
WIS reduce to the coefficients of the closed-economy IS curve, fil5 and PIS (compare 
Eqs BAS and 13A9 to Eqs 9A 15 and 9A16) 

We use the open-economy IS curve equation, Eq (13.A.7), to confirm the three 
points made about the curve in the text First, it slopes downward (the slope of the 
IS curve is -WIS' which is negative). Second, any factor that shifts the closed-econ
omy IS curve also shifts the open-economy IS curve (any factor that changes the 
intercept a IS also changes the intercept a'IS in the same direction) Finally, for a 
given output and real interest rate, any factor that increases net exports shifts the 
open-economy IS curve up. That is, an increase in Y For or t For' or some other change 
that increases the demand for net exports as reflected in an increase in xil' raises the 
intercept term a'lS and thus shifts the IS curve up 

General equilibrium in the open-economy IS-LM model is determined as in the 
closed-economy model, except that the open-economy IS curve (Eq 13 A.7) 
replaces the closed-economy IS curve (Eq. 9.A 14) Similarly, classical and 
Keynesian AD-AS analysis in the open economy is the same as in the closed econ
omy (Appendix 9 A), except that the coefficients a IS and ~15 in the equation for the 
aggregate demand curve, Eq (9 A.24), are replaced by their open-economy ana
logues, a'IS and WIS 

For values of output, Y, the real interest rate, 1', and the price level, P, deter
mined by the open-economy IS-LM or AD-AS model, exchange lates can be deter
mined hom 

where co' C)'I eYF er, and erf are positive numbeIs; and 

_ ePF(lf 
Cnom - p 

(13 A.lO) 

(13 A 11) 

According to Eq (13 AJO), an increase in foreign income, Y""" Or the domestic 
real interest rate, ,-either of which raises the demand for the domestic currency
appreciates the real exchange rate, e, Also, an increase in domestic income, Y, or the 
foreign real interest rate, '",,,-either of which increases the supply of domestic cur
rency-depreciates the real exchange rate. Eq. (13 All), which is the same as Eq. 
(13.6), states that the nominal exchange late, enom' depends on the real exchange 
rate, e, and the foreign and domestic price levels, P fn' and P 

To illustrate the use ofEqs (13 AJO) and (13AJ1), let's consider the effects of 
a monetary expansion in the Keynesian model. In the short nm an increase in the 
money supply raises domestic output, Y, lowers the domestic real interest rate, r, 
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and leaves the domestic price level, P, lillchanged. For these changes, Eqs. (13A 10) 
and (13A 11 )-holdmg constant foreign output, Yfo<' and the foreign real interest 
rate, '"For-Imply a lower real exchange rate, c, and a lowel nominal exchange rate, 
cnom (both a real and a nonlinal depreciation), In the long!'lm money is neutral, so 
Yand r return to their original levels .. Equation (HA.10) indicates therefore that the 
real exchange rat~f c, also returns to its original value in the long run. However, a 
monetary expansIOn leads to a long-run increase in the domestic price level, P 
Hence Eq (13,A 11) shows that the nominal eXChange rate e also depreciates in 
the long nm, ' nom' 
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14 
Monetary Policy and the 
federal Reserve System 

onetary policy-the government's decisions about hO\v much money to 
supply to the economy-is one of the tvvo principal tools available for 
affecting maooeconomic behavior (The other, fiscal policy, is discussed in 

Chapter 15.) Monetary policy decisions have widespread inlplications for the econ
amy, The macroeconomic models that we have presented predict that changes in the 
money supply will affect nominal variables sllch as the price level and the nominal 
exchange rate In addition, theories that allow for nonneutlality (including the 
extended classical theory with misperceptions and the Keynesian theory) imply that, 
in the short run, monetary policy also affects real variables such as real GOP, the real 
interest latc, and the unemployment rate Because monetary policy has such perva
sive economic effects, the central bank's announcements and actions ale closely 
monitored by the media, financial market participants, and the general public 

In this chapter we look more closely at monetary policy, concentrating first on 
the basic question of how the nation's money supply is deternlined We demonstrate 
that, although a nation's central bank (the Federal Reserve System in the United 
States) can exert shong influence over the level of the money supply, the money 
supply also is affected by the banking system's behavior and the public's decisions 

In the second part of the chapter, we explore the question: HO\<\7 should the cen
tral bank conduct monetary policy? Not surprisingly, because of classical and 
Keynesian differences over the effects of monetary policy and the desirability of 
trying to smooth the business cycle (Chapters 10 and 11), the question is controver
sial. Keynesians usually argue that monetary authorities should have considerable 
latitude to try to offset cyclical fluctuations Opposing the Keynesian view, both clas
sical economists and a gIOUp of econonlists called JllOllctnrists believe that monetary 
policy shouldn't be left to the discretion of the central bank but instead should be 
governed by simple rules, Although establishing lules for monetary policy might 
seem to tie policymakers' hands unnecessarily, monetmists and classicals argue 
that the use of rules would lead to a more stable and less inflationary economy in the 
long run, After examining the arguments for and against the use of rules, \ve discuss 
the effectiveness of alles-based monetary policies in the United States and other 
countries, We also discllss how the debate about rules is related to questions of how 
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monetary policymaking institutions should be designed. For example, should the 
centIa! bank be largely independent from the rest of the govenunent, or should it be 
more directly controlled by the executive and legislative branches? 

Principles IOf MlOney Supply DeterminatilOn 

How is the nation's money supply determined'? So far we have assumed that the 
money supply, M, is controlled directly by the central bank Although this assLffilption 
is a useful Simplification, it isn't literally hue The central bank's conhul of the money 
supply is only indirect and depends to some extent on the shucture of the economy. 

Most generally, three groups affect the money supply: the central bank, depos
itory institutions, and the public 

1. In nearly all countries the central bank is the govenunent institution Iespon
sible fO! monetary policy I Examples of central banks are the Federal Reserve 
System in the United States, the Bank of England, and the Bank of Japan 

2. Depository institutions are privately owned banks and thrift institutions (such 
as savings and loan associations) that accept deposits from and make loans 
directly to the public. We refer to depository institutions as banks, for short 

3. The public includes every person or firm (except banks) that holds money, 
either as cunency and coin or as deposits in banks-in other ,",vords, virtually 
the whole private economy outside the banking system 

Befme investigating how these gIOUpS interact to set the money supply in a 
financially complex country like the United States, \ve begin with an exalnple of a 
primitive agricultural economy, which we call Agricola. Examining the introduc
tion of money and the development of banking in Agricola identifies clearly the 
factors involved in the determination of the money supply Additionally, the devel
opment of the monetary and banking systems in fictitious Agricola loosely paral
lels the actual evolution of such systenls over the centuries in many countries 

The MOn1ley SUIPIP~y Dn1I 1m Aii,CurJrem:y !Econ1lomy 

The imaginary country of Agricola is an agricultural nation that produces a variety 
of fruits, nuts, vegetables, and grains Initially, Agricola has no money supply, so 
all trading is done by barter, or the direct trading of goods for goods Recall, how
ever, that a trading system based on barter is extremely inconvenient (Chapter 7) 
Under a barter system a fmmer who 'Nants to trade barley fm pomegranates must 
find someone willing to exchange pomegranates for baIley, which involves a costly 
and time-consuming search 

The benevolent leader of Agricola recognizes this inconvenience and decides to 
create a national money to ease trade among the people. The first step in estab
lishing a national money is to create a government agency called the Aglicolan 

1 Most industrialized countries established central banks in the nineteenth century or early twentieth 
century, Prior to the establishment of central banks, national treasury departments often were respon
sible for currency issue ilnd other miltters pertaining to the money supply 
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Central Bank The Central Bank then prints paper certificates and decrees the value 
of each certificate to be one florin (abbreviated fl), which becomes the national 
currency of Agricola The government of Agricola prohibits anyone other than the 
Agricolan Central Bank from printing these certificates 

To get the florins into general circulation, the Central Bank uses them to buy 
some real assets from the public In the agricultural economy of Agricola, real assets 
are storable agricultural products such as coconuts, so the Central Bank uses newly 
printed florins to buy coconuts from the public Why do people in Agricola willingly 
surrender valuable coconuts in exchange for paper certificates? In general, people 
accept paper money in payment for goods, services, or assets because they expect to 
be able to use it to buy other goods, services, or assets in the future. In other words, 
people accept paper money because they believe that other people also will accept 
it. The belief that money has value becomes self-justifying: If most people believe 
that money has value, then it has value, The government helps convince the public 
that paper money has value, usually by decreeing that the money is legal tellda
that is, creditors are required to accept the money in settlement of debts-and by 
stating its own willingness to accept money from the public in payment of taxes 

Suppose that the people of Agricola accept the new currency and that the 
Central Bank trades 1 million florins to the public for 1 million coconuts The bal
ance sheet of the Agricolan Central Bank is 

Assets 
Coconuts 

Agricolan Central Bank 

1,000,000 II 
Liabilities 
Currency 1,000,000 II 

On the left side of the balance sheet are the Central Bank's assets-what it owns 
or is owed, in this case, the coconuts, On the right side are the bank's liabilities-what 
it owes to others. Because the florins are technically debt obligations of the Central 
Bank, they are entered as liabilities in the balance sheet The liabilities of the Central 
Bank that are usable as money are called the monetmy base, or, equivalently, high
powered money. The monetary base of Agricola is thus 1 million florins 

Assume that Agricola initially has no banking system With no banks and 
hence no bank deposits, the total money supply is the currency held by the public. 
That is, the paper certificates distributed by the Agricolan Central Bank are used 
directly as money Thus the money supply in Agricola equals 1 million florins, 
which in tum equals the monetary base (the liabilities of the Agricolan Central 
Bank). Hence ill all all-cllI/elley ecollo//lY (olle with 110 bal/k deposits) the //Iolley sl/pply 
eqllals the IllOl/etary base 

The Money Supply Under Fractional Reserve Banking 

As the people of Agricola become financially more sophisticated, a system of pri
vate banks emerges. The banks announce their willingness to accept deposits from 
the public 

For the time being, let's assume that, because currency is easily lost 01 stolen, 
Agricolans want to hold all their money in bank deposits rather than in currency. 
After the Agricolans deposit all tl1eir currency (1 million florins) in banks, the com
bined, or consolidated, balance sheet of all the banks is 
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Consolidated Balance Sheet of Banks 

Assets 
Currency 1,000,000 II 

Liabilities 
Deposits 
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1,000,000 II 

The banking system's assets are the 1,000,000 paper florins in bank vaults The 
banking system's liabilities are the deposits, which are the banks' debts or obliga
tions to the public The balance sheet of the Central Bank remains the same. 

Liquid assets held by banks to meet the demands for withdrawals by depOSitors 
or to pay the checks drawn on depositors' accounts are called bank reseIves" In 
general, bank reserves cOInprise currency held by private banks in their vaults and 
deposits held by private banks at the Central Bank Here, all bank reserves are held 
as cllIrency in the banks' vaults. Note that the bank reserves equal total deposits of 
1,000,000 n This type of banking system is called 100% reserve banking because 
bank reserves equallOO{XI of deposits Under lOOtX) reserve banking, banks are noth
ing more than a safekeeping service for the public'S cllIrency Indeed, the only way 
that banks could cover their expenses and make a profit tUlder lOO(X) reserve banking 
would be to charge depositors a fee for holding their money for them (that is, to pay 
negative interest on deposits) 

However, one day an enterprising Agricolan banker notices that the paper florins 
the bank has accepted from depositors are just sitting idly in neat stacks in the bank's 
vault T rue, a few florins flow out when a deposito! writes a check to someone who 
banks elsewhere, or when a depositor switches an account to another bank Huwever, 
this outflow is balanced by a roughly equivalent inflow, when the bank's depositors 
receive checks drawn on other banks or the bank attracts a deposito! away from 
another bank, The banker calculates that keeping florins in the vault equal to, say, 200ft) 
of outstanding deposits \voltld more than cover this random ebb and flow, The 
remaining 80% of the nolins on deposit could be lent to earn interest for the bank! 

Under the Agricolan banker's scheme the reserves held by the bank will equal 
only a fraction of the bank's outstanding deposits In this case, the reserve-cieposit 
ratio, or reserves divided by deposits, equals 20% A banking system in which banks 
hold only a fr'action of U1eir deposits in reserve, so that the reserve-cieposit ratio is less 
U1an 1, is ca]Jed nactional reserve banking, Fractional reserve banking is profitable for 
banks because, instead of sitting in the vault earning no interest for the bank, a portion 
of the funds received from depositors can be used to make interest-earning loans 

A]J the bankers of Agricola quickly grasp the idea of fractional reserve banking, 
and decide to hold reserves of 20% of deposits and lend the other 80% (800,000 fl) 
to farmers. The farmers use the loans to buy fertilizer for their farms The sellers of 
the fertilizer receive 800,000 fl in payment, and, because everyone prefers having 
bank deposits to holding currency, they deposit the 800,000 fl in the banking 
system After these depOSits are made all of the florins are back in the banks, and 
the consolidated balance sheet of the banking system is 

Assets 
Currency (reserves) 
Loans to farmers 
Tolal 

Consolidated Balance Sheet of Banks 

1,000,000 II 
800,000 II 

1,800,000 II 

Liabilities 
Deposits 

Tolal 

1,800,000 II 

1,800,000 II 
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The banks' assets now include the 800,000 fl in loans to farmers (the loans are 
owed to the banks, so they are assets of the banks), The banks' assets also include 
1,000,000 paper florins: 200,000 fl originally kept in reserve plus the 800,000 fl 
deposited by the sellers of the fertilizer 

The banks' consolidated liabilities equal 1,800,000 fl in deposits: the 1,000,000 
fl in original deposits and the 800,000 fl in new deposits from the fertilizer sellers. 

At this point, as the bankers exanline their balance sheets, they note that their 
reserves (holdings of paper florins) are back up to 1,000,000 fl Their deposits equal 
1,800,000 fl. Based on the principle that reserves need be only 20% of deposits, their 
reserves of 1,000,000 fl are too high The bankers need to hold only 360,000 fl, or 
020(1,800,000 fl). The other 640,000 fl, or 1,000,000 fl- 360,000 fl, can be lent again 
to earn more interest 

So the banks make additional interest-bearing loans in the amount of 640,000 
fl The banks' borrowers use the funds to make purchases As before, these florins 
eventually are redeposited in the banking system At this point the consolidated 
balance sheet of all the banks is 

Assets 
Currency (reserves) 
Loans to farmers 
Total 

Consolidated Balance Sheet of 

1,000,000 II 
1.440,000 II 
2,440,000 II 

Liabilities 
Deposits 

Total 

2,440,000 II 

2,440,000 II 

The assets of the banks now include 1,000,000 paper florins (the 360,000 fl kept 
as reser ves and the 640,000 fl redeposited by the public) and 1,440,000 fl in loans 
(the 800,000 fl of first-round loans and the 640,000 fl of second-IOund loans) The 
liabilities are 2,440,000 fl in deposits (the 1,800,000 fl from earlier deposits and the 
640,000 fl in new deposits) 

The process doesn't stop hele Checking their balance sheets after this latest 
round of loans and redeposits, the bankers find that their reserves (1,000,000 fl) still 
exceed 20% of their deposits, or 020(2,440,000 fl) = 488,000 fl So yet another round 
of loans and Iecieposits of loaned funds will occur 

This process of multiple expansion of loans and deposits, in which fraction
al reserve banking inCIeases an economy's loans and deposits, will stop only 
when the reserves of the banking system equal 20%l of its deposits The reserves 
of the banks always equal 1,000,000 fl (the entire supply of paper florins) at the 
end of each round, so the process will stop when total bank deposits equal 
1,000,000 fl/0.20, or 5,000,000 fl At this final point the consolidated balance sheet 
of the banks is 

Assets 
Currency (reserves) 
Loans to farmers 
Total 

Consolidated Balance Sheet of Banks 

1,000,000 II 
4,000,000 II 
5,000,000 II 

Liabilities 
DepOSits 

Total 

5,000,000 II 

5,000,000 II 
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At this final stage the ratio of reserves to deposits equals the Iatio desired by 
banks (20 I Yr)) No further expansion of loans and deposits can occur- after this point 
because the ratio of reserves to deposits is at its minimum acceptable level 

What is the money supply in Agricola at the end of this process? Recall that the 
public doesn't hold any currency but, instead, deposits any currency Ieceived in 
the banking system, where it is held in the form of bank reserves. The reserves in 
the banks' vaults alen't available for transactions and thus aren't counted as 
money. However, the public is holding deposits Because they are liquid and can be 
used for transactions, bank deposits are counted as part of the money supply,:' 
Indeed, as there is no public holding of currency in Agricola, bank deposits nrc the 
money supply Therefore the money supply equals 5,000,000 fl, or the total quan
tity of deposits 

What is the relationship between the money supply and the monetary base 
with fractional reserve banking and no holding of currency by the public? We use 
the following variables to answer this question algebraically: 

!VI ::::: the money supply; 
BASE = the monetary base; 

DEP::::: total bank deposits; 
RES = total bank reserves; 

rcs = the banks' desired reserve-deposit ratio = RES/DEP 

With no currency being held by the public, the money supply equals the quantity 
of bank deposits: 

M=DEP (14.1) 

Fm any level of deposits, DEP, the amount of reserves that banks want to hold 
is (res)(OE!') At the end of the multiple-expansion process, bank reserves must 
equal the amount of currency distributed by the Central Bank (the monetary base) 
Therefore 

(res)(DEP) = BASE 

Solving Eq (14 2) for deposits yields DE!' = BASE/res 
supply equals deposits in this example, 

M = DEI' = BASE 
rcs 

(142) 

Because the money 

(14 3) 

Hence ill nil CeolWlllY witlt fractiolIal Icserue bankillg nlld /10 cllrrellcy held by tlte 
public, the I/lOlIey supply equnls tire 11101It'tary base divided by the lesettle-deposit ratio, In 
Agricola the monetary base is 1,000,000 fl, and the reserve-deposit ratio chosen by 
the banks is 0.20 The money supply is therefore 1,000,000 fl/0.20, or 5,000,000 fl, as 
vve have already shown 

lhe multiple expansion of loans and deposits allows the economy to create a 
money supply that is much l('nger than the monetary base. Each unit of monetary 
base allows l/les units of money to be created, leading to a money supply that is 

2 Rec<lll from Chaptcr 7 that tlw most nilrrowly dcfined monet<lfY <lggregilte Ml includes demand 
deposits and other (he(kable deposits Slightly less liquid deposits, such as s<lvings deposits and time 
deposits, arc included in broader monet<1fY aggregates 
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a multiple of the monetary base Because each unit of monetary base permits cre
ation of several units of money supply, the base is also called iliSIl-pOIUCtcd /llOl/el! 

Bank Runs 

Fractional reserve banking works on the assumption that outflows and inflows of 
reserves will loughly balance, and in particular that a large fIaction of a bank's 
depositors will never want to withdraw theiI funds at the same time If alaI ge 
number of depositors attempt to \vithdraw currency simultaneously (mOle than 
20%) of the bank's deposits in AgIicola), the bank will run out of Ieserves and be 
unable to meet all its depositors' demands for cash 

Historically in the United States, there have been episodes in which lumors cir
culated that a particular bank had made some bad loans and was at risk of becom
ing bankrupt On the principle of "better safe than sorry," the bank's depositors 
lined up to withdraw their money. From the depositors' perspective, vvithdlawal 
avoided the risk that the bank would fail and not be able to payoff depositors in 
full, A large-scale, panicky withdrawal of deposits from a bank is called a bank 
run. Even if the rumors about the bank's loans ploved untrue, a large enough 1 un 
could exhaust the bank's reserves and force it to close,J Vlie discuss the link between 
bank runs and the money supply in the Application "The Money Nlultiplier During 
the Great Depression," p. 529 

The Money Supply with Both Public Hoh:llings of Currency 
and !Fractional Reserve Banking 

In most economies the public holds some cunency (as at fiIst in AgIicola) and there 
is also a fractional reserve banking system (as later in Agricola) Cunency in the 
public's hands and bank deposits both may be used for transactions, so both are 
forms of money When the public holds both cUHeney, ell, and bank deposits, 
DEP, the money supply, M, is 

NI = CLI + DEI' ([.I ~) 

In this situation the monetary base has two uses: Some of the monetary base is 
held as currency by the public, and the rest is held as reserves by banks TherefOl'e 
the monetary base equals the sum of the two, or 

BASE = ell + I!ES (l~ 5) 

The central bank controls the amount of monetary base but doesn't diIectly 
control the money supply To relate the money supply to the monetary base, we 
first divide the money supply, Eg (144), by the monetary base, Eg (14.5), to get 

M eLi + DEI' 

BASE Cli + RES 
(1~ 6) 

Next, we divide both the numerator and the denOlninator on the right side of 
Eg (14.6) by DEP to obtain 

3 To stop n run. a bnnk hnd to convince customers that j" wns ··sound·' -finandnlly solvent-;1I1d 
had plenty of funds available This was Jimmy StewiHt·s stratcgy in the movie II":> A IVolldL'lful L~rl; 
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M (CLI/DEP) + J 

Bi\SE (CLIIDEP) + (RESIDEP) 
(14.7) 

The right side of Eg (147) contains two important ratios The first is the cur
rency-deposit ratio (ell / DEI', or ClI), which is the ratio of the currency held by the 
public to the public's deposits in banks. The currency-deposit ratio is determined 
by the public and depends on the amount of money the public wants to hold as 
cunency velSUS the amount it wants to hold as deposits. The public can raise the 
cunency-deposit ratio to any level that it wants by withdrawing currency from 
banks (which increases currency held and reduces deposits); similarly, by deposit
ing cUIIency in banks, the public can lo\ver the cUlrency-deposit ratio 

The second impor tant ratio on the right side of Eq (14.7) is the reserve-deposit 
ratio (RES / DEI', or res), which we've already discussed The reserve-deposit ratio 
is detclmined by banks' decisions about hov~r nluch of their deposits to lend. 4 

When the process of multiple expansion of loans and deposits is complete, the 
currency-deposit ratio equals the ratio desired by the public, ell, and the 
resetve ...... deposit ratio equals the ratio desired by the banks, res, Substituting ell for 
ell / DEP and res for RES / DEI' in Eg (147) and multiplying both sides of Eg (14.7) 
by BASE, we obtain 

( '"+1) M ~ BASE 
(II + res 

(148) 

Eguation (148) states that the money supply is a multiple of the monetary 
base The relationship of the money supply to the monetary base depends on the 
cunency-deposit ratio chosen by the public and the reserve-deposit ratio chosen 
by banks The factor (ell + 1)/(C/I + res), which is the number of dollars of money 
supply that can be Cleated hom each dollar of monetary base, is called the money 
multiplier. The money IllultiplieI will be gleater than 1 as long as 1'es is less than 1 
(that is, with fractional reserve banking) Note that if the public holds no currency 
(w ~ 0), the money multiplier eguals l/les, Or the same value as that in Agricola 
when all money was held as bank deposits (Eg. 143) 

Table 141 uses US data to illustrate the money multiplier and the relation
ships among currency, leselves, monetary base, and the money supply. With these 
data, YOll can verify that the cuuency-deposit ratio is 0,7468 and that the 
reserve-deposit ratio is 00686. Thus the money multiplier, (ell + l)/(w + res), 
eguals 214. You may verify this formula by dividing the money supply ($1113.4 
billion) by the monetary base ($519 7 billion) to obtain 214 

It can be shown algebraically that the money multiplier decreases when eitheI 
the cunency-deposit ratio, ell, or the Ieserve-deposit ratio, res, incleases 5 Recall 
that the reason that the monetmy base gets "multiplied" is that, under fIactional 
reserve banking, banks use some of the cUlIcncy received as deposits to make 
loans to the public The public can either hold the money it bOIroWS from banks as 

-l As wc discuss later in this chnptcr, govcrnment regulntions may set minimum levels for banks' 
reserve-deposit ratios 
5 That the money multiplier decreases when ClI increases is not obvious, ns CI/ appciHs in both the 
nutnerntor and thc d<':l1ominator of the money multiplier However, as you cnn confirm by trying 
numerical examples or by taking a derivative. an increase in ell reduces the money multiplier as long 
,15 res is less than I, which must always bl;: tll(;: case under fractional reserve banking 
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Table 14.1 
The Monetary Base, the Money Multiplier, and the Money Supply in the United States 

Currency in circulation, CU 
Bank reserves, RES 
Monetary base, BASE (=CU + RES) 
Deposits, DEP 
Money supply, M (=CU + OEp) 
Res8rve-deposil ratio, res (=RESIDEp) 
Currency-deposit ratio, cu (=CUlDEp) 
Money multiplier, (cu + 1)/(cu + res) 
Ratio of money supply to base, M'BASE 

$4760 billion 
$437 billion 

$519 . .7 billion 
$6374 billion 

$11134 billion 
00686 
0.7468 
214 
214 

Source Federal Reserve Bulletin July 1999, Tables 1 20 and 1 21 Deposits are transactions deposits plus 
travelers' checks, and the money supply is Ml oala are for April 1999 For recent data and historical series 
see wwv/ federalreserve gov/rnd him 

cunene), or redeposit its borrowings in the banking system, but in eitheI case the 
result is a higheI total money supply than existed before the loans \vere made, 
When the reserve-deposit ratio rises, banks lend a smaller fraction of each dollar of 
deposits, creating less money for the same amount of monetary base; thus an 
increase in the reserve-deposit ratio lowers the money multiplier. When the cur
rency-deposit ratio rises, the public puts a smaller fraction of its money in banks, 
which means that banks have less money to loan With banks lending less, less 
money is created from the same amount of monetary base, again leducing the 
money multiplier 

Open-Market Operations 

We have shmvn how the monetary base and the money multiplier determine the 
money supply To change the level of the money supply, a central bank must 
change the amount of monetary base or change the money multipliel In Section 
14.2 \ve discuss how the central bank can affect the money multiplier For now we 
focus on the most direct and frequently used way of changing the money supply: 
Iaising 01 100vering the monetary base For any value of the money multiplier 
Eq (14.8) indicates that a change in the monetary base vdll cause a proportional 
change in the money supply 

Suppose that the Agricolan Central Bank decides to increase the monetary 
base by 10%, ftom 1,000,000 to 1,100,000 fl How would it actually do so? First, the 
Central Bank has to print the extra 100,000 fl Then it can use the 100,000 new 
florins to buy assets (coconuts) from the public After purchasing the additional 
coconuts, the Agricolan Central Bank's balance sheet is 

Assets 
Coconuts 

Agricolan Central Bank 

1,100,00011 
liabilities 
Currency 1,100,000fi 

By purchasing 100,000 A of coconuts, the CentIal Bank puts 100,000 more paper 
certificates (florins) into cilculation The monetary base, \vhich is the same as the 

The Money 
Multiplier 
During the 
Great 
Depression 
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total liabilities of the Cent",l Bank, rises to 1,100,000 fI If the money multiplier 
remains unchanged, the money supply also inoeases by un{) 

Suppose, instead, that the Agricolan Central Bank wanted to reduce the mon
etary base by 10%. To do so it would sell 100,000 fl of coconuts to the public for 
100,000 fI in currency The 100,000 florins collected by the Central Bank are retired 
from cilculation (The retiIed floIins aren't treated as assets of the Central Bank; if 
you paid off a debt and retrieved your IOU, you wouldn't consider the IOU to be 
an asset.) The Agricolan Central Bank's balance sheet now is 

Assets 
Coconuts 

Agricolan Central Bank 

900.000 II 
Liabilities 
Currency 900,000 fI 

lhe Agricolan Central Bank's liabilities outstanding (the monetary base) have been 
reduced to 900,000 florins With a constant money multiplier the money supply will 
fall pwpor tionately 

Recall (Chapter 7) that a purchase of assets by the central bank is called an 
open~market purchase.6 It inCIeases the monetary base and thus the money supply 
A sale of assets to the public by the central bank is called an open-market sale. It 
reduces the monetary base and the money supply. Open-market purchases and 
sales collectively ale called open-market operations. Open-market operations ale 
the 1110st direct way fO! central banks to change theiI national money supplies 

6 The term oprll-markd refers to the fae that the (t.:ntr;:d bank's transactions with the public tilke place 
in regular asset markets that are open to and used by the public 

The money multiplier usually is relatively stable, but not always. During 
1930-1933, in the early part of the Great Depression, the money multiplier fell 
sharply, creating serious problems for monetary policy. 

The source of the instability in the money multiplier, as discussed in detail by 
Milton Friedman and Anna Schwartz in their MOlletary History of the LIllited States, 
1867-1960/ was a series of severe banking panics A banking paruc is an episode in 
which many banks suffer nIllS by depositors, with some banks being forced to 
close. The U.s. panics resulted from both financial weakness in the banking system 
and the arrival of bad economic and financial news .. Among the causes of banking 
panics emphasized by Friedman and Schwartz were: (1) the effects of falling agri
cultural prices on the economies of farm states in the autumn of 1930; (2) the fail
ure of a large New York bank called the Bank of United States, in December 1930 
(a private bank, despite its name); (3) the failure in May 1931 of Austria's largest 
bank, wluch led to a European financial crisis; and (4) Great Britain's abandonment 
of the gold standard in September 1931. 111e most severe banking panic began in 
January 1933 and was halted only when the newly inaugurated President 
Roosevelt proclaimed a "bank holiday" that closed all the banks in March 1933. By 
that time more than one-third of the banks in the United States had failed or been 

(Collti/wed) 

7 Princeton, N J: Princeton University Press for NBER, 1963 
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Figure 14.1 
The currency-deposit 
ratio and the 
reserve-deposit ratio in 
the Great Depression 
During the Great 
Depression people wor
ried about the safety of 
their money in banks 
and increased the ratio of 
currency to deposits In 
<lnticipation of possible 
bank runs banks 
increased the ratio of 
reserves to deposits 
Source: Milton Friedman ilnd 
Anna Schwartz. 1\ Mom:/llry 
Hi$/ory vI tin' LIlli/cd SIIl'~S, 
1867-1960: Currcl1cy--Table 
A·I, column (1); deposits. total 
commercial bilnks (demand 
ilnd time)-Table A-l, col
umn (4); bank reServcs
Table 1\-2, column (3) 
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taken over by other banks. Banking reforms that were passed as part of Roosevelt's 
New Deal legislation restored confidence in the banking system and halted bank 
runs after March 1933. 

The banking partics affected the money multiplier in two ways. (See Fig 14 .. 1) 
First, people became very distrustful of banks, fearing that their banks might sud
denly fail and not be able to pay them the full amounts of their deposits. (These 
events occurred before deposits were insured by the Federal government, as they are 
today) instead of holding bank deposits, people felt safer holding currency, perhaps 
under the mattress or in coffee cans buried in the backyard. Conversion of deposits 
into currency caused the cUlTency-cieposit ratio to rise, as shown in Fig. 14.1, with a 
spectacular rise in the first quarter of 1933 

Second, in anticipation of possible runs, banks began to hold more reserves 
(including vault cash) to back their deposits, as shown in Fig. 14 . .1 by the behavior 
of the reserve-deposit ratio Banks hoped to convince depositors that there was 
enough cash in the banks' vaults to satisfy withdrawals so that the depositors 
would not be tempted to start a run. 

As discussed earlier, increases in either the currency-deposit ratio or the 
reserve-deposit ratio cause the money multiplier to fall. As shown in Fig. 142(a), 
as a result of the banking panics, the money multiplier fell precipitously, from 6.6 
in March 1930 to 3.6 by the bank holiday in March 1933. Thus, even though the 
monetary base grew by 20% during that three-year period, the money multipli
er fell by so much that the money supply fell by 35%, as shown in Fig. 142(b). 

Figure 14.2 
Monetary variables in 
the Great Depression 
(a) As a result of the 
increases in the curren
cy-deposit ratio and the 
reserve-deposit ratio, the 
money multiplier fell 
sharply during the Great 
Depression. The mone~ 
tary base rose during the 
Great Depression 
(b) Although the mone
tary base rose during the 
Great Depression, the 
money multiplier fell so 
much that the money 
supply-the product of 
the money multiplier 
and the monetary base
declined sharply 
Source: Milton Friedman and 
Anna Schwnrtz, A MOIIt'fllry 
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(b) The money supply in the Great Depression 
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There is some controversy about whether the drop in the money supply was a 
primary cause of the decline in output during 1930-1933 (Friedman and 
Schwartz argue that it was), but there is general agreement that the drastic 
decline in the price level (by about one-third) in this period was the result of the 
plunge in the money supply. 

j--------------------

1 
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14.2 Monetary Contro~ in tlhie United States 

Figure 14.3 
Location of the Federal 
Reserve Banks 
The twelve regional 
Federal Reserve Banks 
are located in twelve 
major cities in the United 
Slates The Board of 
Governors of the Federal 
Reserve System is locat
ed in Washington, 0 C 

The principles of money supply determination developed in the Agricola example can 
be applied directly to actual economies by adding a few institutional details. In this 
section we link these general principles to monetary institutions in the United States 

The Federal Reserve System 

The central bank of the United States is called the Federal Reserve System, or the 
Fed for short It was created by the Federal Reserve Act in 1913 and began opera
tion in 1914 One of Congress's primary motives in establishing the Fed was the 
hope that a central bank would help eliIninate the severe financial crises (combi
nations of stock market clashes, business failmes, and banking panics) that had 
periodically afflicted the United States before World War I Ironically, the most 
severe financial crisis in US. history occuned in 1930-1933, barely a decade and a 
half after the creation of the Fed 

The Federal Reselve Act established a system of twelve regional Federal 
Reserve Banks, each associated with a geographical alea called a Federal Reserve 
district. The locations of the twelve Federal Reserve Banks are shown in Fig. 14.3 
Technically, the regional Federal Reserve Banks are owned by the private banks 
within the district that are members of the Federal Reserve System. All federally 
char teled private banks are lllembels of the Federal Reserve System, and state
chartered banks may join Whether an individual bank is a member of the system 

Boundaries of Federal Reserve districts 
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has ceased to mean much, however, because Congress passed legislation in 1980 
extending the responsibilities and privileges of member banks to all banks. Befot'e 
1980 member b<.mks faced strictet' regulatory requirements than nonmembers but 
also had access to some useful seI vices (such as check-clearing services) 

The leadership of the !'cderal Reserve System is provided by the Board of 
Governors of the Federal Reserve System (also called the Federal Reserve Board), 
located in Washington, D.C The Board consists of seven governOls, appointed by 
the President of the United States to staggered fourteen-year terms, with one of th~ 
governOls beginning a new term every other year (See liThe Political Environment: 
Reliability of Fed Governors," p 535, for a discussion of hO\\1 closely governors 
follow the wishes of the President who appointed them) The President appoints 
one Board membel to be the chairman of the Board of Govcrnms for a term of foUl 
years Besides having considerable influence over monetary policy, the chairman is 
an important figUlc in financial markets (the Fed has paltial responsibility for reg
ulating securities markets and the banking sector) and often is consulted by 
Congless and the President on matters of national economic policy . 

Decisions about monetary policy are the responsibility of the Federal Open 
Market Committee (FOMc)o The FOMC consists of the seven governors, the pres
ident of the Federal Reserve Bank of New York, and fOll[ of the presidents of the 
other regional Federal Reserve Banks, who serve on the FOMC on a rotating basis 
The FONIC meets about eight times a year to review the state of the economy and 
to plan the conduct of monetary policy The .FOMC can meet more frequently (in 
person 01' by conference call) if developments in the economy seem to warrant dis
cussion FONIC decisions to tighten OI ease monetary policy me announced imme
diately after the meeting and are closely monitored by the press, public, and 
financial mat' kets 

The Federal Reserve's Baiarroce Sheet ami 
Operro-Marrket Operratiorros 

The balance sheet of the Federal Reserve System (all Federal Reserve Banks taken 
together) as of April 1999 is shown in Table 14 2 The Fed's largest asset by far is its 
holdings of U S Tleasury secuIities, 01' government bonds. Indeed, the Fed owns 
about 10%1 of outstanding U.s government bonds. It also owns gold and makes 
loans to banks (depository institutions), which count as Fed assets The category 
"Othel assets" includes fOleign exchange, bonds issued by Federal agencies, and 
other relatively small iten1s 

The largest liability of the Fed is cunency outstanding Some of this cuneney 
($34.4 billion) is held in the vaults of private banks and is known as vault cash. The 
remainder of cunency outstanding, 5459.2 billion, is in circulation (that is, held by 
the public) and corresponds to \vhat we label ell . 

The other principal liability of the Fed is deposits made by depository institu
tions, such as banks, savings and loan associations, and mutual savings banks. In 
accepting deposits flom depository institutions, the Fed acts as the "banks' bank 1/ 

Depository institutions make deposits at the Fed because it is a convenient way of 
holding reserves These accounts at the Fed ($18.1 billion), together with vault 
cash ($34.4 billion), equal the total reserves of the banking system ($525 billion), 
which is what we call l~E5 
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Table 14.2 
The Balance Sheet of the Federal Reserve System (Billions of Dollars) 

Assets 

Gold 
Loans to depository 

institutions 
U S Treasury securities 

Other assets 

Total 

Addenda 

$11 1 

50.1 
54825 

$51 . .2 

$5448 

Liabilities 
Currency 

Vault cash 
In circulation 

Deposits of depository 
institutions 

Other liabilities and 
net worth 

Total 

Reserves::::: deposits of depository institutions + vault cash:::: $52 5 billion 

Monetary base:::: currency in circulation + reserves:::: $511..7 billion 

Note Numbers may nol add to totals s!10wn owing to rounding 

5344 
$4592 

Source Federal Rese{\/e Bulletin July 1999 Tables '1 11 '1 12, and 1 18 Data are for April 1999 

$4936 

$18.1 

$33 .. 1 
$544 . .8 

== 

77' 

Recall from Eq (145) that the monetary base equals bank reserves ($52 5 billion) 
plus cunency in circulation ($459.2 billion), or $511.7 billion As shown in Fig 14.4, 
the monetary base can be calculated equivalently as the sum of total cuneney out
standing ($493 6 billion) plus deposits of depository institutions at the Fed ($18 1 
billion), which again is $511'7 billion,H 

Like the Agricolan Central Bank, if the Fed wants to change the money supply, 
its primary tool is open-mmket operations. To inoease the money supply, fm 
example, the Fed could conduct an open-market pllIchase, in which it would buy 
US Treasury securities (instead of coconuts, as in Agricola) from the public. A pur
chase of $1 billion in securities would increase the Fed's assets by $1 billion, To pay 
for these secudties, the Fed would write a check on itself, redeemable by a bank 
either as a deposit at the Fed or as currency In either (ase the monetary base 
would rise by $1 billion Becallse of the money multiplier, an increase in the mon
etary base translates into a proportional increase in the n10ney supply 

10 reduce the money supply, the Fed could use an open-market sale. The 
Fed could sell $1 billion of T,easury securities to the public, receiving checks 
drawn on banks in exchange The Fed's assets would fall by $1 billion (it owns $1 
billion less in securities) The Fed would use the $1 billion in checks it receives to 
elitninate $1 billion in deposits of depository institutions, so that the monetary 
base would fall by $1 billion 

Other Means of Controlling the Money Supply 

Although open-market operations are the main way that the Fed affects the money 
supply, it has two othel methods available: changes in reserve requirements and 

!:l fhe Fcd "Iso hilS other U"bilities. including "CCOllnts held by the U 5 I rCi1sllIY "1ll1 by foreign cen
tl"\ banks Bl:;'(alls(;: tht.'se a(((lullts ilf(: not owned by the public or the U 5 b"nking sector, they "ren' t 
clIun\ed <IS pMt tlf the mm1et<lry bi1st;: 
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Reliability of Fed Governors 

A lthough the Fede['al Reserve System WilS CIeat
cd by an act of Congress and is ultimately 
responsible to Congress and the President, 

under normal circumstances the Fed has the authority to 
conduct monetary policy as it chooses without having to 
get their approval The most dil'ect control that the 
President has over the policies of the Fed is through the 
appointment of Federal Reserve governors But because 
governors hil\'e nonrenewable fourteen-year terms, they 
don't have to worry about pleasing the President who 
appointed them to be reappointed Thus, if the President 
wants the I:ed to conduct monetary policy in accordance 
with the administration's general economic philosophy, 
the President will have to select ilppointees who are 
"l'eliable"-that is, people who are loyal and persuasive 
and who share the President's views on economic policy 

Is there some systematic characteristic that a President 
can look for in trying to appoint a reliable Fed governor? 
To answer this question, Thomas HavIilesky of Duke 
Univel bity dill;! Jolul Gilded of \'Vlledlull Cullege* studied 
individual governors' voting records at FOMC meetings 
during the period 1959-1987 Although govemot's may 
hold different views on any given issue, the desire to pre
sent a unified stilnce on monetary policy leads most gov
ernors to vote with the majority most of the time As the 
accompanying table shows, governors who we[,e profes
sional economists dissented only 7 6(~';) of the time, and 
noneconomists dissented only 8. 9(~/;, of the tilne More 
interesting is the timing of the dissenting votes The first 
!'Ow shows that economists were more likely to dissent 
during il presidential term of the opposing party than 
during a presidential term of the governor's own party (a 
governor's own party was lilken to be the party of the 
President who appointed thl.1t governor) For nO!lecono
mists the pattern of dissent was just the opposite 
Noneconomists dissented 1.3 3(;';' of the time during theil 
own party's presidentiill tenure and only 5 4% of the time 
during the opposing party's presidential tenure 

I-Javrilesky and Gildea found that among ten charac
teristics of the governors only a Ph. n in economics, an 
academic background, and experience as an economist 
seemed to be systematically associated with reliability 
There arc two explanations for the reliability of econo
mists: A charitable explanation is that economists are 
professionals with coherent and consistent viewpoints 
that they maintain over il long period of time; an unchar
itable explanation is that they are stubborn ideologues 

Fraction of Votes in Which a Governor Dissents 
from the Majority 

Dissents During 
Own Party's 

Profession Tenure 

Economist 5.1% 

Noneconomist 13 .. 3% 

Dissents During 
Opposing Party's 
Tenure Total 

95% 76% 
54% 89% 

Source Based on Havriles\,y and Gildea (1990) Table 1 

If economists are systematically more reliable, why 
would a Pl'esident appoint noneconomists? I-Javrilesky 
and Gildea argue that noneconomists chosen as gover
nors generally arc better connected politically than are 
economists, and their connections may help in presi
dential campaigns Thus economists bring reliability to 
the job of Fed govemor, and noneconomists bring polit
ical clout to the job Thus it would make sense to 
appoint economists near the beginning of a presidential 
term to take advantage of a long period of reliability 
and to appoint noneconomists neal" the end of a presi
dential term for their value in the campaign Havrilesky 
and Gildea point out that this pattern holds in most 
administrations 

* ··Packing the BOi1n.i of Go\"\~!'l1ors,·· CllIIlh'IISt' Mi1rch/ April 1990, pp 52-55 
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Figure 14.4 
Components of the 
monetary base 
The monetary base 
equals currency in circu
lation, CLl, plus bank 
resel'ves, RES Ihe mone
tary base also may be 
expressed as the sum of 
deposits at the Fed by 
depository institutions 
and total currency out
standing (currency in cir
cuintion and vault cash) 
SOl/fa; FI.:dcrnl [k"l'rt,I.' Bllifdil1. 
July 1999. 'lilblcs Ill, 1 12, 
and 1 18 D,lta are for April 
'1999 
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Vault cash (RES) 

(534.4 billion) (552.5 billion) 

Total 
currency Currency in circulation 

outstanding (CU) 

(5493.6 billion) (5459.2 billion) 

MONETARY BASE (5511.7 BILLION) 

discount window lending The effects of these and other factols on the money 
supply are listed in Summary table 19 

Reserve Requirements. The Fed sets the minimum fraction of each type of 
depOSit that banks must hold as IeseJ'ves. An increase in reserve requirements 
fOIces banks to hold mOIe reselves and inCleases the Ieserve-deposit latio A 
higher reselve-deposit ratio reduces the money mlIitiplieI, so an increase in reserve 
lequirements reduces the money supply for any level of the monetary base 

OveI' the past several yeals the Fed has phased out reseI've requirements on 
many types of deposits so that, cunently, reserve requirements apply only to trans
actions deposits (pdmaI ily checking accounts and NOW accounts), As of January 
1999, banks wele requiled to hold reserves equal to ~:n~) of the first $46 5 million of 
transactions deposits and 10% of the tlansactions deposits over $465 million 1) 

Discount Window Lending. A principalrcason that the Fed was created was 
to try to reduce severe financial crises The Fed \vas supposed to accomplish this 
goa! mainly by acting as a "lender of last l'esOI't"-that is, by standing ready to lend 
Ieserves to banks that need cash to meet depositors' demands or reserve require
ments The Fed's lending of reserves to banks is called discount window lending, 
and the interest rate it chalges fm lending leserves is called the discount rate" 

() For tht.: most rtxent reserve requirements. Sl'(: I <1blt: 1 15 of tht.: federal [((;;('11'(' Bulletin 
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Summary 19 

Factors Affecting the Monetary Base, the Money Multiplier, 
and the Money Supply 

Effect on Effect on Money Effect on 
Monetary Multiplier, Money 

Factor Base, BASE (cu + 1)I(cu + res) Supply, M 

An Increase in the 
reserve-deposit ratio res Unchanged Decrease Decrease 

An increase in the 
currency-deposit ratio cu Unchanged Decrease Decrease 

An open-market 
purchase Increase Unchanged Increase 

An open-market sale Decrease Uncllanged Decrease 

An increase in reserve 
requirements Unchanged Decrease Decrease 

An increase in discount 
window borrowing Increase Unchanged Increase 

An increase in the 
discount rate Decrease Unchanged Decrease 

Nole The relationship among the money supply_ the money multiplier, and the monetary 
base is M:;,. [(cu + l)/(cu + res)]BASE 
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Although financial panics and bank runs are no longer common, the Fed still 
lends Ieserves to banks through the discount window, which affects the monetary 
base. For example, if banks borrow $1 billion from the Fed and deposit these bor
rowings in their reselve accounts at the Fed, the Fed's balance sheet is affected in 
hvo \-vays: (1) on the asset side, loans to depository institutions rise by $1 billion; 
and (2) on the liability side, deposits held by depository institutions also rise by $1 
billion, inCIeasing the monetary base by 51 billion Thus an increase in borrowing 
from the discount window raises the monetary base, and a decrease in discount 
window borrowing lo\vers the monetary base 

From time to time the Fed changes the discount rate it charges. An increase in 
the discount rate makes bono-wing at the discount window more costly, If banks 
reduce their bOl'To\ving in Iesponse to the higheI discount rate, the monetary base 
falls. Fol' a constant money multiplier, a dlop in the lTIOnetalY base implies a 
decline in the money supply as well 

Although banks may bOIl ow l'eSeIVes through the discount window, the Fed 
discourages banks from using the discount \vindow frequently. Instead of borrow
ing from the Fed, a bank can bonow lesel'Ves from other banks that have exb:a 
reserves These borrowed funds are called Fedelal funds, or Fed funds, and the 
interest rate charged on these loans is the Fed funds rate. Despite its name, the Fed 
funds rate is not an interest rate chalged by the Fed; it is the interest rate charged on 
loans from one bank to another Figme 145 shows the behavior of the Fed funds 
rate and the discount rate The Fed funds rate is a market interest rate determined 
by the fOtces of supply and demand, which changes much more frequently than the 
discount rate, which the Fed sets The Fed funds rate usually exceeds tl1e discount 
rate, because banks Me \vi!ling to pay a premium to avoid borrowing from the Fed, 
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Figure 14.5 
The discount rate and 
the Fed funds rate 
Banks can borrow 
reserves from the Fed at 
the discount window 
and pay the discount 
rate, or they can bon ow 
reserves from other 
banks and pay the Fed 
funds rate Because the 
Fed discourages borrow~ 
ing at the discount 
window, banks are will
ing to pay a premium to 
borrow in the Fed funds 
111m ket rather than to 
borrow from the Fed As 
a result, the Fed funds 
fate is usually higher 
than the discount rate 
Sill/ret: Ft'daal R~'sal.'l: Bulldhl .. 
varioLls issues. Table I 35 
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The existence of the discount window doesn't affect the Fed's ultimate control 
over the monetary base, If the Fed thinks that banks are borrowing too much, it can 
discourage borrowing by raising the discount rate or simply refuse to lend, 
Moreover, the Fed can offset any effects of bank borrowing on the monetary base 
through open-market operations 

Intermediate Targets 
In conducting monetary policy, the Fed has cer tain goals, 01 ultimate targets, such 
as price stability and stable economic growth. In trying to reach these goals, the Fed 
can use the monetary policy tools, or insh'uments, that we've discussed: reserve 
requirements, the discount rate, and especially open-market operations, The prob
lem the Fed faces is how to use the instIllments that it controls directly, particularly 
open-market operations, to achieve its goals, Because there are several steps 
between open-market operations and the ultimate behavior of prices and econom
ic activity-and because these steps often can't be predicted accurately-the Fed 
uses intermediate targets to guide monetary policy Intermediate targets, also 
sometimes called indicatOls, are macroeconomic variables that the Fed cannot con
trol directly but can influence fairly predictably, and tllat in tum are related to the 
goals the Fed is trying to achieve \0 

HistOlically, the most frequently used intermediate targets have been monetary 
aggregates, such as M1 and M2, and shOlt-term interest rates, such as the Fed 

10 For il discussion of the use of intermediate targets Jnd further references, see Richnrd Davis. 
"Intermediate Targets and Indicators for Monetary Policy: An Introduction to the Issues," in l~ederal 
Reserve Bank of New York, QlInrta/.*} RL'vitw, Summer 1990, pp. 71-82 

Figure 14.6 
Interest rate targeting 
The figure shows an 
economy that is buffeted 
by nominal shocks 
Changes in the money 
supply or money 
demand cause the LM 
curve to shift between 
LM2 and Uvf' and cause 
aggregate demand to 
move erratically between 
Y, and Y, A Fed policy 
of keeping the real inter
est rate at /"1' by raising 
the monetary base when
ever the interest rate 
exceeds 1'1 and lowering 
the base whenever the 
interest rate falls below 
/'1' will keep the economy 
at full employment at E 
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funds rate. By using open-market operations, the Fed can directly control the level 
of the monetary base, \vhich influences the monetary aggregates_ Fluctuations in 
the money supply in turn affect interest rates, at least telnporarily, by causing the 
Ltv1 curve to shift. Neither monetmy aggregates nor shOlt-tern1 interest rates are 
iInportant detenninants of economic welfare in and of themselves, but both influ
ence the state of the macroeconomy Because monetary aggregates and shOlt-term 
interest rates are affected in a predictable way by the Fed's policies and because 
both in tum affect the economy, these variables qualify as intermediate targets 

At various times the Fed has guided monetary policy by attempting to keep 
either monetary growth rates or short-term interest rates at or near preestablished 
target ranges (the Application "Money-GlOwth Targeting and Inflation Targeting," 
p 554, discusses the experience with money-growth targets). Note that, although 
the Fed may be able to stabilize one or the other of these variables, it cannot target 
both simultaneously POI' example, suppose that the Fed were trying to target both 
the money supply and the Fed funds rate and that the preestablished target ranges 
called for an increase in both variables How could the Fed meet these targets 
simultaneously? If it raised the monetary base to raise the money supply, in the 
short run the increase in money supply would shift the LM curve down and to the 
right, which would lower rather than raise the Fed funds rate Alternatively, if the 
Fed lowered the monetary base to try to increase the Fed funds rate, the money 
supply would fall instead of rising, as required Thus, in general, the Fed cannot 
simultaneously meet targets for both interest rates and the money supply, unless 
those targets are set to be consistent with each other. 

In recent years the Fed has typically downplayed monetary aggregates and 
focused on stabiliZing the Fed funds rate at a target level. Figure 14 6 shows a sit
uation in which this strategy is useful When the LM curve is LM', the economy is 
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at full-employment equilibrium at point E, with output at Y and a real interest rate 
of /"1 Suppose that most of the shocks hitting the economy are nominal shocks, 
including shocks to money supply (perhaps because of changes in the money mul
tiplier) and to money demand \Nithout intervention by the Fed, these nonlmal 
shocks cause the LM curve to shift between LM' and LM', leading aggregate 
demand to shift erratically between Y:! and Y3· In either the extended classical 
model with misperceptions or the Keynesian model, random shifts in aggregate 
demand cause undesirable cyclical fluctuations in the economy 

The Fed could reduce the instability caused by nominal shocks by using mon
etary policy to hold the real interest rate at /', II In other words, whenever the LM 
curve shifted up to Uvl', the Fed could increase the money supply to restore the LM 
curve to LM'; similarly, shifts of the LM curve to LM' could be offset by reductions 
in the money supply to return the Llvl curve to LM' [n this case stabilizing the 
intermediate target, the interest rate, also would stabilize output at its full
employment level FOI interest late targeting to be a good strategy, however, nOl11-
inal shocks must be the main SOUIce of instability As discllssed in Analytical 
Problem 2 at the end of the chapter, if other types of shocks to the economy are 
mOle important than nominal shocks, the use of monetary policy to stabilize the 
intclcst rate could instead destabilize output 

The [S-Llvl or ;\0----A5 analysis of monetary policy suggests that using monetary 
policy to affect output and pIices is a relatively sinlple matter: All that the Fed 
needs to do is change the money supply enough to shift the LIvI curve or the AD 
Clll ve to the desired point. In reality, ho-wever, making monetary policy is a com
plex, ongoing process Two important plactical issues that policymakers have to 
deal with ate the lags in the effects of monetaIY policy on the economy and uncer
tainty about the channels through which monetary policy WOl ks 

Lags in the Effects of Monetary Policy. If changes in the money supply led 
to immediate changes in output or prices, using 1110netmy policy to stabilize the 
economy would be relatively easy. The Fed would simply have to adjust its policy 
instruments until the economy attained full employment with stable prices. 
Unfortunately, most empirical evidence suggests that changes in 1110netary policy 
take a failly long time to affect the economy 

Some ell1pirical estimates of hmv long it takes monetary policy to work are pre
sented in Fig 14 7, adapted from an article by Ben Bemanke of Princeton University 
and Mark Gertler" of New York University Shown are the estimated behaviors of 
three important variables during the first forty-eight 1110nths after an unanticipated 
tightening of monetary policy by the Fed. The variables shuwn are the Fed fLmds rate 
(described in the preceding section), real GOP (a measure of output), and the GOP 

11 The Fed nctuilHy tnrgc:ts nominill inten..'st r<ltes Ovcr <I short period of time, in which expected 
infliltion is constimt, targt::ting nominill interest riltes and tnrgeting rent interest riltes are the same 
12 "Inside th~ Black Box: The Credit Channel of Monetnry Policy 1 ransmission,·· !OlmU/[ of Ecollomic 
Paspcctiz'L'S, h1111995. pp 27-lH 

Figure 14.7 
Responses of output, 
prices, and the Fed funds 
rate to a monetary policy 
shock 
Shown me the estimated 
changes in the Fed funds 
I ate, real GDP, and the 
GDP deflator during the 
first 48 months following 
an unanticipated tighten~ 
ing of monetary policy 
by the Fed The Fed 
funds ["ate and other 
interest fates respond 
quickly to Illonetmv 
policy changes, but 
output (real GDP) and 
the price level (the GDP 
deflator) respond much 
more slowly The long 
lags in the responses of 
au t}.lllt ilnd prices iIlus~ 
trate the difficulty of 
using monetary policy to 
stabilize the economy 
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def~atOI (a measure of the price level).!3 The vertical axis measures the challges in each 
vallable that O~cLU after the policy change, in percentage points, 

. ~ote that mterest lates (here, the Fed funds rate) react quickly to monetary 
polrc) changes. Followrng a hghtenmg of monetary policy, the Fed flmds rate rises 
by more than 0.3 percentage point (for example, from 50% to 5.3%) within a 
month However, the effect of the policy change on interest rates is tranSitory; the 
Fed funds rate starts falling quickly, and six to twelve months after the monetary 
polrcy ttghtemng It has nearly returned to its original value 

[n contrast: output and (especially) the price level take much longer to respond 
to the change rn monetary pobcy Real GOP barely responds to the policy change 
durtng the fust four months or so (Figure H.7 actually shows a slight rise in GOP 
during the filst two months, rathel than the expected drop; this "wrong" response 
probably Ieflects statistical LUKer tamty m the estimates ratheI than actual economic 
behavior.) After about fOUl months GOP begins [0 decline sharply, but the full effect 
on output rsn'[ felt w1til sixteen to twenty months after the initial policy change .. 

Th~ response of prices to the policy change is even slower than that of output 
The. prIce. level r~emains essentially unaffected for more than a year after- the mon
etary polrcy actron! Only after this long delay does the tightening of monetary 
polrcy cause prices to begin to fall 

13 Official diltil on feill GOP ilnd the GOP deflator nre aVilililble only quarterly For their stud". 
Bcrnanke and Gertler used statistical interpolation methods to construct monthly series for th~se two 
variables 
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The long lags in the operation of monetary policy make it vcry difficult to Lise this 
policy instrument with precision I·! Because of these long lags, th~ FOMe can't ~)8Se its 
decisions on current levels of output ;]nd intlation alone. Instead,!t mllst try to forecast 
what the economv will be doing six 1110nths to two years in the future--and make 
policy based on th-ose forecasts. Because economic forecasts are otten ~n~cclll'ate, mon
etary policymaking has sometimes been likened to trying to steel' a shIp In a dense f~g 

An illustiation of the pIOblen15 raised by the delayed effects of monettHY policy 
is a recent debate about how Elggressivc the Fed should be in its anti-inflationary 
policies Under Fed Chairman Alan Greenspan, the FONIC hils on several occasions 
ennaned in what were called ~J/ CClllptit1C stl ikc5 on inflation, raising the Fed funds 

'" '" I . 'I . rate (that is, tightening monetary policy) even though t 1e current Int atlOn rate WilS 
low, Cl'itics of the Fed asked why tightening monetalY policy was necessary when 
inflation wasn't cLlIrently a problem Greenspan and the FOMC responded that 
they weren't reacting to cunent inflation but ratheI to forec(lsts of inflation a year 
01 t;10te into the futLlIe The chairman and his supporters were conect in asserting 
that, because of lags in monetary policy, trying to anticipate future inflation, lather 
than reacting only to cunent inflation, is necessary: Becaus.e of the difficulties in 
forecasting inflation, however, there was plenty of I'OOIll tor debate i1bollt how 
ti(Tht monetal'V I)oiicv needed to be to nrevent flltlll'e inflation o _ r . r 

The Channels of Monetary Policy Transmission. Another plactical difficulty 
faced bv monetary policymakers is detel'lnining exactly how monetary policy 
affects tile economy So far we h(lve identified two primal y ways in which mone-
tary policy affects ~conomic activity and prices . . 

FilsC i1ccording to the Keynesian lS-LiVI ani1lysis (see Chaptel 11), a reduction 11'1 

the money supply raises I cal intclcst mtcs, which in turn reduces aggregate del1l~nd 
(spending by consumeIS and firms). Declining aggregate demand leads to fallmg 
output and prices, The effects of monetalY policy on the economy t.hat \VOl' k tlUOl.lgh 
changes in rea! interest rates are called the interest rate channel 01· monetary policy 

Second, in open economies, a tightening of monetary policy raises the 1L'111 

L'xcht1l/~(, Il1tC (see Chapter 13) A higher rea! exchange rate, by making domestic 
goods Lmore expensive fOl' foreigners and foreign goods chen pel for dom.estic resi
dents, leduces the demand fOl the home country's net expO! ts All else bemg equal, 
this reduced demand for net exports also reduces agglegate demand, depressing 
output and prices The effects of monetary policy wOl'king through changes in the 
rea! exchange rate are called the exchange rate channeL 

Accord ing to some economists, a tightening of monetary policy also \YO! I<s by 
]'educin~"T both the supply of and demand f01 credit, a mech(lnism l'efened to as the 
credit channel of mon~t'IIY policy Box 14,·1 provides a brief description of this 

potential channel .. 
Controversy 5\vi1"1s about the relative importance of these dlHelent channels of 

monetalY polic)T That in turn increases the difficulty thi1t policymakers hi1ve in 
judging ho\V "tight" or "easy" monetary policy is at any particular time. FOI exam
ple, suppose that the Fed observes that real interest rates are cwrently high but that 
the dollar has been failing Is monetal y policy tight O! not? It's hard to say, unless 

[-t Indeed, ilS we discuss shortly. il group of economisb called IIHHIt'i(Jri;:;/;:; hilS ilr).';ul:d th'lt Ihese long 
lilgs Illilk!.: nltlndury ptllky n!.:xl 10 worthless as a 1~1()1 tor stilbilizing th!.: !.:(O!lO!llY 

The Credit Channel of Monetary Policy 

According to some economists, besides wor king 
through interest rates ilnd exchilnge riltes, monetary 
policy also affects credit supply ilnd demilnd These 
effects ure called the credit c!UJlI/lc! of monetary policy_* 

On lhcsuppJy side of the credit mmket, according to 
this theory, tight monetary policy leads to reduced lend
ing by banks. The reason is that, as we demonstrated 
earlier in this chapter- a tightening of monetary policy 
reduces bank reserves and thus the quantity of cus
tomer deposits that banks can accept. '-Yith fewer 
deposits on hand, banks have a smi1ller qlli1ntity of 
funds available to lend As banks cut bi1ck on their lend
ing, the argument goes, borrowers who depend on 
banks for credit, such as consumers and small firms, are 
unable to obtain the credit they need to muke planned 
pUlchases The resulting decline in spending depresses 
aggregate demand and thus economic i1ctivity. 

On the demi1nd side of the credit malket, according 
to proponents of the credit channel, tight monetary 
policy has the effect of making: potential borrowers less 
"credit-worthy," or less eligible for loans Consider for 
example a firm that has a substantial amount of float
ing-rate debt, or debt whose interest rate is tied to the 
current interest rate in the m<1rket If il tightening of 
monetary policy raises interest rates, the firm's interest 
costs will dse, reducing its profitability The firm's 
reduced profitability makes lending to the firm riskier 
(the firm is more likely to go bankrupt), so the firm has 
tr:ouble obtaining credit Allernatively, consider a con
sumer who wants to use some shmcs of stock that she 
owns as coll<1teral for (l bunk loan, Tighter monetary 
policy reduces the vi1lue of those shares (as financial 
investors, lured by higher interest rates, switch from 
stocks to bonds) With reduced collateral, the consumer 
will be able to borrow less, In either example, the reduc-
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tion in credit available to the borrower is likely to Ie<1d to 
reduced spending (a shift down and to the left of the [S 
curve) and thus a weaker economy. 

What is the evidence for the credit channel? On the 
supply side of the credit market. many economists 
would argue that the credit chnnnel was powerful in 
the United States in the 1960s and 1970s but has been 
less so recently The reason for this weakening is that 
the deregulation of the banking sector <lnd elimination 
of reserve requirements for some types of large deposits 
have made it easier for banks to maintain their lending, 
despite a reduction in bank reserves caused by tight 
money For example, today (unlike twenty years ago), a 
bank that loses deposits can replace them by selling cer
tific<1tes of deposit (CDs) to corporations or wealthy 
individuals_ A CD is a large fixed-term debt obligation 
of the bank, against which no reserveS need to be held. 
As the bank doesn't need to back its CD issuances with 
reserves, a tightening of monetary policy doesn't affect 
its ability to raise funds in this way (except, perhaps, by 
raising the interest rate that the bank must pay). 

The evidence that monetary policy affects the 
demand side of the credit market is stronger. For exam
ple, consumer and small firm spending is more sensi
tive to monetary policy than spending by lmge firms. t 
A likely explanation of this finding is that consumers 
and small firms are financially riskier than large firms 
to begin with, so when monetary policy tightens they 
are much more likely to find themselves disqualified 
for loans Bankruptcies do increase (ll1long small firms 
and consumers following a tightening of monetary 
policy, and small firms and consumers also receive less 
credit after monetary policy tightens, reli1tive to that 
received by large firms 

* Fur a survey of till: theory and evidence for the credit channel, see Ben Bernanke ilnd !\'filrk Gertler, "Inside the Blilck Box: The 
Credit Channel of Monetary Policy Transmission," IClIImal of Ecollomic PcrsJlcdit'cs, Fall 1995, pp 2748, 
tScc. for example, t-.... lark Gertler and Simon Gilchrist. '·lVlonetary Policy, Business Cycles, and the Behavior of Small 
!\'lanufilCturing Firms," QlllIrlafy Jll/lmal t:r ECOIIOIlliL'S, Mil)' 199-t, pp 309-3-10. 

we know the relative strengths of the intelest rate channel and the exchange lMe 
channel Similarly, suppose that the real interest rate is low (suggesting an easy 
monetary pol icy) but that bOl IC1\ving and lending have been unusually weak (sug
gesting <l tight monet,;1! y policy) Again, the signals are conflicting, and the judg
ment i1bout· whether monetary polky is expansionary or contractionary depends 
on the relative strength of the diffelent channels 
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In discussing the many problems of practical monetary policymaking, \'\Ie do 
not mean to sU<.To-est that (Tood monetary F10licy is impossible. Indeed, U S, Illone-

bO b -
tary policy in the last fifteen years OI so has produced quite good results in thClt 
both inflation and unemployment have been relatively lovv and stable. However, 
this discussion does illustrate \vhy making monetary policy has been called "more 
an art than a science. " 

114.3 The Conduct of Monetary Policy: Rules Versus Discretion 

How should monetary policy be used? On some aspects of this question, there is 
broad agreement Most classicals and Keynesians aglce that money is neutral in 
the long run so that changes in ITlOney growth affect inflation but not real vmi
abIes in the long run. Therefore most would accept that the main long-run goal of 
monetary policy should be to maintain a 1m..\' and stable inflation rate However, 
there is much less agreement about the effects of monetary policy and its appro
priate use in the short run (Chapters 10 and 11). Most Keynesians believe that 
monetary policy can and should be used to smooth the business cycle, but most 
classicals don't. In this section \ve revisit the debate about the appropriate use of 
monetary policy by addressing a long-standing question in maCIoeconomics: 
Should monetary policy be conducted according to fixed rules or at the discretion 
of the central bank? 

The use of rules in monetary policy has been advocated pIimarily by a group 
of economists called monetarists, and also by classical macloeconomists 
Supporters of rules believe that monetary policy should be essentially automatic 
In particular, in its control of the money supply, the central bank should be 
required to follow a set of simple, prespecified, and publicly announced rules 
Many such rules can be imagined For exanlple, the Fed might be instructed to 
illerease the monetary base by 1 {Xl each quarter An alternative lule, \vhich has been 
used historically, is to require the central bank to conduct monetary policy to keep 
the price of gold at a predetermined level (this mle was the essence of the gold 
standard) One might also imagine a rule that permits the Fed to respond to the 
state of the economy; see Box 142 for a discussion of such a Ittle 

Although the exact form of the rule chosen isn't crucial, supporters of the rule
based approach emphasize that the monetary rule should be simple; there can't be 
dozens of exceptions and conditions Furthermore, the rule should be stated m 
terms of variables that the Fed can control directly or nearly directly Because the 
Fed can control the monetary base precisely, a prespecified growth rate for the 
11lonetary base is acceptable as a lule But as the Fed's contIol over, say, the 
national unemployment rate is indirect and imperfect, an instruction to the Fed to 
"keep the unemployment rate at 4%" isn~t acceptable to advocates of a rule

guided monetar y policy 
The opposite of the rules approach, which has been supported by most (though 

not all) Keynesian economists, is called discretion. The idea behind discretion is 
that the central bank should be free to conduct monetary policy in any way that it 
believes will advance the ultimate objectives of low and stable inflation, high eco
nomic growth, and low unemployment. In partiClllar, the central bank should con
tinuously monitor the economy and, using the advice of economic experts, should 
change the money supply as needed to best achieve its goals Because a strategy of 
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The Taylor Rule 

Advocates of the use of rules in monetary policy believe 
that the Fed should be required to follow a set of simple, 
prespecified, and publicly announced rules when set
ting policy instruments Nothing in the concept of rules, 
however, necessaril y prohibits the Fed from responding 
to the state of the economy, as long as those responses 
are built into the rule itself An example of a monetMY 
policy rule that allows the Fed to take economic condi
tions into account is the so-called Iaylor rule, intro
duced by John Taylor* of Stanford University The 
Taylor rule is given by 

where 

i = n + 0 02 + 0 5 Y + O.5(n - 0 02), 

i = the nominal Fed funds rate (the Fed's 
policy instrument); 

It::: the rate of inflation over the previous 
fOlu quarters; 

y::: (Y - ?)/?::: the percentage deviation 
of outt,ut from full-employment output 

The T aylol rule requires that the renl Fed funds rate, 
i-It, respond to (1) the difference between output and 
full-employment output and (2) the difference between 

inflation and its target, here taken to be 2%, or 0..02 If 
the economy is "overheating," with output growing 
more rapidly than full-employment output and infla
tion rising, the Taylor rule would have the Fed tighten 
monetary policy by raising the real Fed funds rate. 
Conversely, if the economy is weakening, with output 
and inflation declining, the "Taylor rule indicates that 
the real Fed funds rate should be reduced, thereby 
easing monetary policy. Both responses are consistent 
with standard Fed practice Indeed, Taylor showed that, 
historically, his relatively simple rule describes actual 
Fed behavior quite accurately Notice that if output is at 
its full-employment level and inflation is at its 2% target, 
the -r aylor rule has the Fed setting the real funds rate at 
2%, which is approximately its long-run average level 

Unlike some advocates of rules, Taylor has not 
argued that the Fed foUm.\' his rule slavishly and 
mechanically Rather, he would have his rule serve as a 
guideline for monetary policy Deviations from the rule 
would be permitted when, in the judgment of the poli
cymakers, special circumstances prevailed. Nevertheless, 
for the idea of a policy rule to have meaning, the Fed 
would have to commit to following the rule (or staying 
very close to it) the great majority of the time 

""Discretion Versus Policy Rules in Practice,·· C{jrllL'gi!!"{~ochL':ilr,. Ctl/~(rrclIo! SL'ries 011 Public Policy, 1993, pp 195-214 

discretion involves active lesF,onses bv the central bank to chanaes in economic cu-. 0 
cumstances, such il strategy sometimes is called oc:.ti·uist 

From this description of rules and disCIetion, you may have trouble under
standing why many economists advocate the use of rules. After all, why should 
anyone arbitIarilv and unnecessarily tie the hands of the central bank? The idea 
that giving the c~ntIal bank the option of responding to changing economic con
ditions as it sees fit is always better than putting monetary policy in a straitjacket 
dictated by rules is the essence of the Keynesian case foI' discretion. 

This basic argument fOI" discretion is attlactive, but a strong case also may be 
made for rules Next we discuss the traditional monetarist argument for rules We 
then consider a relatively new illgument fm rules: that the use of rules increases the 
credibility of the ccntlal bank 

The Monetarist Case for Rules 

Monetarism emphasizes the imptHtance of monetmy factms in the macroeconorny 
Although monetarists ha\'c included numerous outstanding econOlnists, the donl
inant figure and leader of the group is Nlilton Friedman For many years Friedman 
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has argued that monetary policy should be conducted by rules, and this idea has 
become an important part of monetarist doctrine.,15 

FJiedman's aIgtunent for rules may be broken down into a series of propositions, 

Proposition 1 Monetary policy has powerful short-Iun effects on the r~al ~cono-
my In the longer run, however, changes in the money supply have their pIlmary 
effect on the price level 

Friedman's research on US. monetary history (with Anna Schwartz) provided 
some of the earliest and best evidence that changes in the money supply can be 
nonneutral in the short run (Chapter 10) Friedman and other monetarists believe 
that fluctuations in the money supply historically have been one of the most sig
nificant-if not the most significant-sources of business cycle fluctuations On 
long-run neutrality, Friedman (along with Edmund Phelps) was one of the first to 
argue that, because prices eventually adjust to changes in the money supply, the 
effect of money on real variables can be only tempOlary (Chapter 12) 

Proposition 2. Despite the powerful short-run effect of money on the economy, there 
is little scope for using monetary policy actively to try to smooth business cycles 

Friedman backs this proposition with several points (several of which we dis-
cussed in connection with macroeconomic policy mOle generally in earlier chap
ters) First, time is needed for the central bank and other agencies to gather and 
process information about the current state of the economy. These information 
lags may make it difficult for the central bank to determme whether the economy 
actually is in a recession and whether a change in policy is appropIiate. . 

Second, there is considerable uncertainty about how much effect a change III 
the money supply will have on the economy and how long the effect will take to 
occur (see Fig 147). Friedman has emphasized that there are IOllgmui vnltable logs 
between monetary policy actions and their economic results That IS, not only does 
monetary policy take a relatively long time to work, but the amount of time it 
takes to work is unpredictable and can vary from episode to episode 

Third, wage and price adjustment, although not instantan~o~ls, occurs .rapidly 
enough that, by the time the Fed recognizes that the economy IS m a recessIOn and 
increases the money supply, the economy may already be heading out of the reces
sion If the expansion in the money supply stimulates the economy with a lag of 
about a year, the stimulus may take effect when output has a!read y recovered and the 
economy is in a boom In this case the monetary expansion will cause the economy 
to overshoot full employment and cause prices to rise. Thus the monetary increase, 
intended to fight the recession, may actually be destabilizing (causing more vari
ability of output than there would have been otherwise), as well as inflationary. 

Proposition 3 .. Even if there is some scope for using monetary policy to smooth 
business cycles, the Fed cannot be relied on to do 50 effectively 

One reason that Friedman doesn't trust the Fed to manage an activist monetary 
policy effectively is political He believes that despite its supposed independence, 
the Fed is susceptible to short-run political pressures from the PreSIdent and others 
in the administration For example, the Fed might be pressured to stimulate the 

15 Friedman'S 1959 book, A Progmili/or MOlldnry $tabilit.!/ (New York: Fordham University Press) 

presents a dear early statement of his views 
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economy during an election yeaL If tirned reasonably well, an election-year mon
etary expansion could expand output and employment just before voters go to the 
polls, with the inflationary effects of the policy not being felt until after the incum
bents were safely reelected (see "The Political Environment: Presidential Elections 
and Macroeconomic Policy," p 449) 

More fundamentally, though, Friedman's distrust of the Fed arises from his 
interpretation of Inacroeconon1ic history From his work with Anna Schwartz, 
Friedman concludes that for whatever reason-incompetence, shortsightedness, or 
bad luck-monetary policy historically has been a greater source of economic 
instability than stability The primary example cited by Friedman is the 1929-1933 
period, when the Fed was unable or unwilling to stop the money supply from 
falling by one-third in the wake of widespread runs on banks Friedman and 
Schwartz argued that this 1110netary contraction was one of the main causes of the 
Great DepreSSion Thus Friedman concludes that eliminating monetary policy as a 
source of instability would substantially improve macroeconomic performance 

How could the Fed be removed as a source of instability? This question leads 
to Friedman's policy recommendation, the last proposition 

Proposition 4. The Fed should choose a specific monetary aggregate (such as Ml 
or M2) and commit itself to making that aggregate grow at a fixed percentage rate, 
year in and year alit 

For Friedman the crucial step in eliminating the Fed as a source of instability is 
to get it to give up activist, or discretionary, monetary policy and to commit itself
publicly and in advance-to follOWing some rule Although the exact choice of a 
rule isn't critical, Friedman believes that a constant-maney-growth rule would be 
a good choice for two reasons First, the Fed has considerable influence, though not 
complete control, over the rate of money growth Thus, if money growth deviated 
significantly from its target, the Fed couldn't easily blame the deviation on forces 
beyond its control Second, Friedman argues that steady money growth would 
lead to smaller cyclical fluctuations than the supposedly "countercyclical" mone
tary policies utilized historically He concludes that a constant money growth rate 
would pIovide a "stable monetary background" that would allow economic 
growth to proceed without concern about monetary instability 

Friedman doesn't advocate a sudden shift from discretionary monetary policy 
to a low, constant rate of money growth Instead, he envisions a transition period 
in which the Fed, by gradual preannounced steps, would steadily reduce the 
growth rate of money Ultimately, the growth rate of the monetary aggregate 
selected would be consistent with an inflation rate near zero Importantly, after the 
constant growth rate has been attained, the Fed wouldn't respond to modest eco
nomic downturns by increasing money growth but would continue to follow the 
policy of maintaining a fixed rate of money growth, However, in some of his writ
ings Friedman appears to leave open the possibility that the monetary rule could be 
temporarily suspended in the face of major economic crises, such as a depression 

Rules al1ld Cel1ltral iBal1lk Credibility 

Much of the monetarist argument for rules rests on pessimism about the con1pe
tence or political reliability of the Federal Reserve Economists who are more opti
mistic about the ability of the government to intervene effectively in the economy 
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(which includes ll1any Keynesians) question the monetarist case for rules A "policy 
optimist" could argue as follows: 

Monetary policy may hm'c performed badly in the past. However, as time passes, we 
learn more about the economy and the use of policy gets better For example, US 
monetary policy c1curly was handled better i;1fter World War n than during the Great 
Depression. Imposing rigid rules just as we ate beginning to learn how to use activist 
policy properly would be foolish As to the issue of political reliability, that pIOblcm 
affects fiscal policymakers and indeed all our branches of government. Vve just have to 
trust in the democratic process to ensure that policymakcrs will take actions that for the 

most pnrt are in the best interests of the country 

For policy optimists this reply to the monetarist case for rules seems perfectly 
satisfactory During the past hvo decades, however, a ne\v atgument for rules has 
been developed that applies even if the central bank knows exactly ho\v monetary 
changes affect the economy and is completely public-spirited. Thus the new argu
ment for rules is a challenge even to policy optimists It holds that the use of mon
etary rules can improve the credibility of the central bank, or the degree to which 
the public believes centIal bank a1U10ll11Cements about future policy, and that the 
credibility of the central bank influences how well monetary policy works 

Dad, the Kids, and the Game: Credible Threats and Commitment. To 
help explain \vhat cledibility is, why it may be enhanced by lules, and why it may 
be impOItant to monetary policy, let's look at a simple example drawn from family 
life Knowing that Mom will be going to i:l business meeting, Dad has bought tick
ets to a baseball game for himself and the two kids, Junior and Sis Dad likes base
ball, as do the kids Unfortunately, the kids also like to fight with each other Dad 
has \varned the kids: "Don't fight. If you do, we just won't go to the baseball 
game. /I Dad can't go to the baseball game without both kids because Mom won't be 
home, and on such shot t notice he \von't be able to find a sitter We are interested 
in the following questions about the behavior of Dad and the kids: (1) Will the kids 
fight? and (2) Will Dad take the kids to the baseball game? 

BefOIe \ve analyze this situation, let's discuss it informally. The kids know that, 
because Dad wants to go to the game himself, he will be reluctant to in1pose the pun
ishment he has threatened That is, Dad's threat isn't credible (believable) to the kids. 
Therefore the kids \vill fight anyway, assuming that vvhen push comes to shove, Dad 
won't be able to bring himself to waste the tickets and they'll go to the game 

Figure 14,8 illustrates this situation. The hvo columns of the diagram corre
spond to the two possible actions that the kids can take:fighl and dOIl'lfighl The 
tvvo ro\VS conespond to the two actions that Dad can take: go to game and don't go 
to gallic Each of the foul" squares in the diagram thus refers to a possible outcome: 
Square A corresponds to the outcome kidsfighl and Dod lokes kids 10 gOllle; square B 
refers to kids dOIl'tfight alld Dnd takes kids to gallIe; and so on 

Dad and the kids each have preferences about the fOUl possible Qutcon1es. 
Let's measure preferences in terms of points: The more points someone assigns to 
an outcome, the more he or she likes it. Dad likes baseball, so let's assume that he 
assigns 2 points to going to the game Also, he assigns 1 point to having the kids 
not fight The total number of points Dad assigns to each outcome is shown in each 
square Dad's preferred outcome (worth 3 points) is B, in which the kids don't fight 
and they all go to the game Dad's worst outcome is C, in which the kids fight and 
no one goes to the game, an outcome that gets 0 points from Dad 

Figure 14,8 
The game between Dad 
and the kids 
Each square represents a 
combin<ltiol1 of <Ill <lction 
by the kids <lnd <.ltl <lction 
by Dad The points 
assigned to each combi
nation of actions (shown 
in e<lch square) measure 
how much each set of 
players likes each out
come The kids "move" 
first by picking a 
column; then D<ld 
"moves" by picking a 
row The equilibrium is 
outcome A, in which the 
kids fight and still get to 
go to the game 
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DAD'S 
STRATEGY 

Go to game 

Don't 
go to game 

Fight 
Don'tfight 

Gotogame 
Don't go to game 

KIDS' STRATEGY 

Fight I Don't fight 

I Dad: 2 I I Dad: 3 

I Kids: 3 I I Kids: 2 

Outcome A Outcome B 

I Dad: 0 I I Dad: 1 

I Kids: 1 I I Kids: 0 

Outcome C Outcome D 

POINT ASSIGNMENTS 

KIDS DAD 
1 0 

0 1 
2 2 

0 0 
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I 
I 

I 
I 

The kids also like baseball, and they also assign 2 points to going to the game. 
However, they also like to frght, and they assign 1 point to fighting. The kids' 
pomt totals tm each outcome are also shown in each box The kids' favorite out
come: worth 3 points, is A (they fight and still get to go to the game) Their least 
favo.nte outcome, \vOl'th 0 points, is 0 (no fight and no game) 

[he sequence of actions is as follows First, the kids decide whether to fight 
(after heallng the warnmg), and then Dad decides whether to take the kids to the 
game In terms of Fig 14.8 the kids get to pick the column (fighl or dOII'lfighl) After 
the krds plCk the column, Dad gets to pick whether they will be in the top square 
(~o to Salin:) or the bottom squale (doll'f go to game) We assume that at each stage 
both the kids and Dad make the choices that attain their preferred outcome 

T he kids reason as follows: 

Sl.lppose ~ve pick/igM (the left colu~1n) That leaves Dad l.vith the choice of A l~o to gall/c) 

O!. C (~tOIl t go to SI1I11C) ?utco~e A 15 wor th 2 points to Dad; C is wor th 0 points So Dad 
\~'11! p~ck A over C an~, If ~\'e fight, we still get to go to the game [f we pick dOII't fight (the 
llgh~ co!ul1:n), Dad will pICk B over 0, so we also go to the game in that case But because 
we like to fight, and we get to go to the game in either case, we might as \vell fight 

In ,terms of Fig 14.8, the kids know that once they factor in their Dad's response, 
they effectively hove a chOIce between A and B. They prefer A to B, so they pick the 
lett column (that rs, they frght) 

This type of diagram is a standard tool from a branch of mathematics much 
used in economics, called game theory Game theOlY explores situations (~ames) 
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in which sttEltegy is used by individuals (players) to achieve their goals, possibly at 
the expense of the othCl plJyers An equilibrium of a game is an outcome that 
oeems if all players do the best they can for themselves 

[n the game hete, the "players" ate Dad and the kids_ The equilibrium of the 
game is outcome A, in \vhich the kids fight and still go to the game Outcome A is 
the equilibrium because the kids Jecognize that Dad's thrc(lt isn't credible; he has 
a strong incentive to back away from his threat \,\Ihen the time (mIleS to cauy it out. 
Indeed, if Dad is sma! t enough to realize that his threat has no force, he won't 
bother to make it in the fiIst place 

Is there some way for Dad to make his threat credible and thereby get the kids 
to behilve? Yes; the key to credibility fm Dad is to find some ,"vay by which he can 
commit himself to carrying out the threat. In otheI wOIds, Dad must convince the 
kids that, should they fight, he will have 110 choice but to keep everybody home 
from the game. Suppose, for example, that Dad gives the game tickets to ivlom, 
vdth instIllctions to hide them and not to reveal theiI whereabouts if the kids fight 
Suppose that Mom is indifferent about whether Dad and the kids go to the game 
and can be counted on to carry out these instructions 

How does ivlom's hiding the tickets affect the equilibrium of the game? 
Formally, the effect is to ClOSS out square A (kids fight, go to game) as a possible 
outcome. If the kids fight, going to the game will not be a possible choice for Dad 
Thus the kids know thet if they choose the left column (tigiIt), Ded will be fDlced to 
choose square C (dol/'t ,,\0 to gall/c), an outcome that yields 1 point for the kids On 
the other hand, if the l<ids choose the right column (dol/'t fi'ghtL Dad's pleferred 
choice between his options Band D will be B (So to gl1I11C) Because the kids pIder 
B (2 points) to C (l point), they will pick the right column and not fight The key 
conclusion of this analysis is that by comnlitting in advance to cany out his threat, 
Dad has made his threat credible If the kids act in their own best interests, Dad 
achieves the outcome (B) that he likes the best 

A Game Between the Central Bank and Firms. We can lise game theory to 
think nbout the credibility of the central bank Consider <I situation in which the 
maCIoeconomy is in geneI~<l1 equilibrium so that the IS cmd L/vl curves cross at the FE 
line (point E in Fig 149Z1) Initially, suppose that both the money supply and the price 
level me growing steadily at 10~X) pel' yeaI' As tvI and P are growing at the same rate, 
the leal money supply tvll P is constant, Elnd the LtvI curve, LAllI, remains fixed and 
passes through E. Thus the economy is initially at full employment with the unem
ployment rate at the natUlal rate, say, 6%, and the inflation equal to 10~X) pel year 

The centl'<.ll bank (the Fed, let's SClV) wcmts to reduce the inflation rate to zero 
without increasing the unemploymet{t rate Suppose that the Fed makes the fol
lowing announcement to all Finns in the economy: 

Thcre's no rei1son why wc should be suffering [[(,,)tIl this 10% inflation Let's m<lke a 
deal If you businesses hold prices, p, const<lnt this pCl"iod, rather thnn r<lising thcm by 
1m;), we will hold the money supply,;VI, const<lnt \Vith M and P both const<lnt, the real 
money supply, MI p, won't chnngl' and the LM curve won't shift Thlls the economy 
will remain at full employment, with an unemployment rale of 6%, but we'll all be 
bettcr off with no inflation However, if you insist on raising prices, we'll still keep the 
money supply COnS('lnt In this case the -I'ealmoney supply,-!VII p, will filII by 10'1,-;" the 
LM cun c will shift tiP ilncl to thl' left to tid"!, and we'll <III suffer from both high unem
ployn"'\cnt <lncl continuerl infliltion (point F) 

Figure 14.9 
The game between the 
Fed and the firms 
(a) This part of the figure 
shows the possible out
comes of the game 
between the Fed .1nd the 
Finns Initially, the econoM 
my is at point E (full 
employment) with lO'Y" 

inflation. The real money 
supply, /vll P, depends 
both on the price level, p. 
chosen by firms and the 
money supply, AI. chosen 
by the Fed If the real 
money supply doesn't 
change, the economy 
remains at full emp!OYM 
ment, at E If the real 
money supply falls, the 
LM curve shifts f!'Om LAII 
to LM2, ilnd the economy 
goes into i.1 recession with 
Sl(~';, unemployment at 
point F If lhe rCdilllullt?\, 

supply incrc<lses, the Lt:1 
curve shifts from LIW to 
tAP, and the economy 
goes into a boom with 3°,';, 
unemployment at 
point f-l 
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,HU\lV will the film~ Iespond to this statement by the Fed? As we show, the 
Fed s threat ~to reduce the real money supply if Finns raise prices isn't credible 
be"caus~ the l~ed doesn't \vant a recession As a result, the firms will go ahead and 
raISe pnces 

.. The game behveen the Fed end the finns is analyzed formally in Fia 149(b). The 
fI~·I11s' chOICes, f(1Ise P (by 10~~q and dOIl't mise P, correspond to the tvvo c~llmuls of the 
dJagIam The Fed's hvo choices, increase Nl (by 10%1) and dOII't increase M correspond 
to the hvo lOWS, SquClre A represents the outcome firms misc P l1/Ui Fed inC/cases NI; 
square B Ieplesents the outcomefil IllS dOII't raise P I1l1d Fed illocases M; and so on 
" v:'ha~ happens to the economy in each case? Determining what happens to 
~n:)lat~on IS easy: in squares A and C, finns Iaise prices by 10{X), so inflation, rt, is 
lOX); 111 squares Band 0 films don't mise pIices, so rt = 0, 
, \A/ha,t about unemployment? in sLluare A both money and prices rise by 10(X>, 
s~ NI I P IS u~lcl:aIlgeL: and the economy remains at full employment (point E in 
FIg. 14.9a) SlmIlarly, m squtlIe D neither tvl nor P changes, so NIl Pis lll1chan CTed 
and the economy remains at full employment. Thus in squares A and D the un:m
ployment late, Il, remains at the natural rate of 6{X) in square C, P rises but Nl doesn't 
~h~ISMI P falls~ the LM curve shifts up and to the left to LM', and the economy 
~pes Ult~ lec:sslon ~t pOlnt F m FIg 14 9(a), With the unemployment rate increas
rng to 9 X,. Frnally, Ul square B, M rises but P doesn't, so MIP rises and the LM 
curve shifts down,~nd to the right to LM' In this case the economy goes into a 
boom (pornt H rn Frg 14.9a), and the unemployment rate falls to 3% 

, The nex,t step is to determine the points that each player assigns to each outcome, 
Let s start \vlth the F,ed, which doesn't like inflation It assigns 1 point to zero inflation 
(B and, D~ and no pomts to a positive rate of inflation (A and C). However, the Fed also 
doesn t lrke unemployment It assigns 0 points to the natural tmemployment rate 
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Figure 14.9 
(b) This part of the figure 
shows the possible 
moves in the game 
between the Fed and the 
firms The firms move 
first by deciding whether 
to raise the price level, p, 
choosing the column 
T hen the Fed moves by 
deciding whether to 
increase the money 
supply, At{, choosing the 
row If M <lnd P both rise 
(outcome A) or both stay 
the same (outcome D), 
the real money supply is 
unchanged, and the 
economy remains at full 
employment. at point E 
in (a) In outcome B, Iv1 
increases i1l1d P remains 
the same; thus the real 
money supply rises and 
unemployment falls as at 
point H in (a) In out
come C, td remains the 
same and P increases, so 
the real money supply 
falls and unemployment 
rises <15 at point F in (a) 
Point assignments show 
the preferences of the 
Fed and firms for each 
outcome. The equilibri
um of the game is oul
come A, in which the 
firms raise prices and the 
Fed increuses the money 
supply 
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I FIRMS' STRATEGY I 

FED'S 
STRATEGY 

Increase M 

Don't 
Increase M 

»=0% 
,,=10% 

u = natural rate (6%) 
u> natural rate (9%) 
u < natural rate (3%) 

Raise P 

I Fed: 0 I 
I Firms: 2 I 
Outcome A 

iT = 10%; u= 6% 

I Fed: -1 I 
I Firms: 0 I 
Outcome C 

iT = 10%; u = 9% 

POINT ASSIGNMENTS 

FIRMS FED 
1 

0 0 
2 0 

0 -1 

0 

I Don't raise P 

I Fed: 2 I 
I Firms: 1 I 
Outcome B 

iT = 0%; u= 3% 

I Fed: 1 I 
I Firms: 3 I 
Outcome D 

To = 0%; u = 6% 

(A and 0), 1 point to unemployment below the natural rate (B), and -1 point to unem
ployment above the nEltural IElte (C) The totEll point scores fOI the Fed are shown in 
each square The Fed's preferred outcome is B, with no inflation and 3(X) unemploy
ment; its least favOIite outcome is C, \vith 10% inflation and 9% unemployment 

The finns' plofits are maximized on the FE line-that is, \vhen the economy is 
at full employment. Therefore the firms assign 2 points to the naturalunemploy
ment rate (A and D) Firms prefer zero inflation to positive inflation, so they assign 
'1 point to zero inflation (8 and 0) Total scores fm firms are also shown in each box. 

Now let's find the equilibIium, assuming that firms fiIst decide vvhether to 
raise prices and then the Fed decides \vhethel to inClease the money supply The 
films leason as follows: 

Suppose that we raise prices This action leaves the Fed the choice between outcomes A 
and C The Fed doesn't want a recession, so it wiIJ choose A; that is, it will inC'tease the 
money supply If we don't raise prices, the Fed has a choice of B or 0 The Fed prefers 
B to D because, with no infiCltion, it prefers unemployment below the natur<l] rate to 
unemployment at the natur<11 r<lte In this C<1se the Fed also will incre<lse the money 
supply TherefOt'e, no matter what we do, the Fed will increase the money supply The 
Fed's claim that it will maintain a constant money supply if we raise prices just isn't 
credible If we raise prices we get outcome A, and if we don't raise prices we get out
come S. We prefer A to S (we'd rather be at full employment than off the FE line and 
abo\'e full employment), so we will raise prices 

The equilibrium of the game is therefore outcome A, in which the fiuns wise 
prices and the Fed (failing to carry through on its threat) raises the money supply 
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Because the FecI's thleat isn't oedible, the Hnns ignore it Note that both fill! Fed al/d 
the/inlls p/'Lie/" OlltWlIlt: 0 (fllll cl11/.JioYl11cl/t alld 110 i}~f7nfiol/) to tlic ('qllilil)} illlli outcomc 
A Yet because the Fed's promise to hold the money supply constant isn't c[edible, 
the economy doesn't attain outcome D 

In contrast, suppose that the Fed could credibly pwmise not to increase the 
money supply undeI' any ciIclimstances and that the firms believed this promise 
The firms would reason: "If \ve raise prices, the Fed will pick outcome C (inflation 
and a lecession). If we don't raise prices, the Fed will pick D (no inflation and no 
recession) We plefer D to C, so we \von't raise prices" 

The equilibrium in this case \.'\'ould be outcome 0, which is preferred by every
one to the no-credibility outcome A. In outcome D disinflation is achieved without 
increasing unemployment because the central bank is credible 

Rules, Commitment, and Credibility. The formal analysis shows why central 
bank credibility is important If a central bank is CIedible, it can leduce money 
growth and inflation without incurring high unemployment But how can a central 
bank achieve credibility? 

One possibility is for the cenhai bank to develop a reputation kH carrying out its 
pIomises, Suppose that in the preceding example firms Iaise theiI prices, fully expect
ing the Fed to increase the money supply However, the Fed holds the money supply 
constant, causing a recession The next time, the firms may take the Fed's promises 
more seriously, and the economy may attain outcome D Similarly, if Dad crosses up 
the kids and refuses to take them to the game after they fight, he will improve his rep
utation fOI canying out his threats; the next time, the kids may take him seriously 

The problem with this strategy is that it may involve serious costs while the 
reputation is being established: The economy suffers a recession while the central 
bank establishes its reputation; Dad and the kids miss the game while Dad estab
lishes his Is there some less costly way to achieve Cledibility? 

Advocates of rules suggest that, by fOIcing the central bank to keep its plomis
es, niles may substitute for reputation in establishing credibility Suppose that 
thele is an ironclad lule-ideally, enforced by some outside agency-that the Fed 
must gIadually reduce the gIowth of the money supply Observing the existence of 
this rule, the finns might well believe that money supply growth is going to decline 
no matter what, and painless disinflation (outcome D) can be achieved Similarly, 
in the case with Dad and the kids, if thele is an unbreakable family nile that fight
ing suspends all privileges-and Mom is thele to help enfOlce it-Dad's tlneat not 
to go to the game [11ight be more credible Note that if it increases credibility, a rule 
improves centIal bank pelfOImance even if the central bank is competent and 
public-spirited Hence this reason for monetary policy rules is different from the 
monetarists' argument plesented earlier 

How do advocates of discretion Iespond to the credibility argument fm ndes? 
Keynesians argue that there may be a trade-off between credibility and flexibility 
For a lule to establish credibility, it must be virtually impossible to change-oth
envise, no one will believe that the Fed \,vill stick to it. In the extreme, the monetary 
growth Iule \vould be added as an amendment to the Constitution, which could 
then be changed only at great cost and with long delays, But if a Iule is complete
ly unbreakable, what happens (ask the Keynesians) if some unexpected crisis 
arises-for example, a new depression? In that case the inability of the Fed to take 
corrective action-that is, its lack of flexibility-could prove disastrous Therefore, 
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Keynesians argue, establishing a lule ironclad enough to create CIedibility for the 
central bank \,\Iould, by eliminating policy flexibility, also CIeate unacceptable risks 

The decade of the 1970s, with its combination of high unemployment and high 
inflation, led many central banks around the woIld to wonder whether monetary 
policy could be handled more effectively" Since then, many have experimented 
with alternative monetary policy strategies in the hope of improving macroeco
nomic performance, In response to economists' arguments for the importance of 
credibility, many of these strategies have involved public mmOlmcements by cen
tral banks of their goals, accompanied by attempts to convince the public that 
monetary policymakers were committed to those goals" In this Application we 
discuss the experience with two such strategies: money-growth targeting and infla
tion targeting16 

Money-growth targeting is the older of the two strategies The Bundesbank 
(the central bank of Germany) introduced money-growth targets in 1975, following 
a run-up in inflation, and Germany adhered to this strategy until the formation of 
the European Monetary Union in 1999. Other countries that adopted some form of 
money-growth targeting during the 1970s included the United States, Canada, the 
United Kingdom, and Switzerland 

When using a strategy of /IIolley-growth targetillg, the central bank announces in 
advance the rate of growth of money that it will try to achieve over the next year (or 
perhaps longer). In principle, the target growth rate of money is set so as to be con
sistent with the central bank's desired levels of inflation and real output growth; 
hitting the targeted rate of growth of money is understood to be the central bank's 
most important objective" Initially, Germany targeted the growth of a broad money 
aggregate called central bank money (CBM), a weighted sum of currency, checking 
accounts, savings accounts, and time deposits. In most years, the Bundesbank 
came reasonably close to achieving its stated targets, although there were excep
tions, as in 1978 when the Bundesbank overshot its money-growth tmgets as part 
of an international effOlt to strengthen the dollar 

The United States also began to experiment with money-growth targeting in 
1975 when the Fed annolmced target growth ranges for three different monetary 
aggregates: M1, M2, and M3 Because the Fed, like any central bank, has only one 
instrument at its disposal-the control of the monetary base-attempting to control 
the growth rate of three separate monetary aggregates at the same time wasn't real
istic; indeed, the Fed wasn't able to accomplish this feat, often badly missing its 
annolmced targets" Monetarists have argued that, in choosing three different mon
etary aggregates to target simultaneously, the Fed revealed that it wasn't very 
serious about adhering to a money-growth rule 

According to the arguments advanced by Milton Friedman, maintaining a low 
and steady gTOwth rate of money should lead to low inflation and stable output and 

(Colltilll/ed) 

16 For discussions and historical analyses of these approaches, see Ben Bernanke and Frederic 
Mishkin, "Central Bank Behavior and the Strategy of Monetary Policy: Observations from Six 
Industrialized Countries," in Olivier Blanchard and Stanley Fischer, eds I NBER Macroecollomics 
;\1II1IWl. 1992; and Bernanke and Mishkin, "Inflation I argeting: A New Strategy for Monetary 
Policy?" /ollmnl of EcO/wlIlie Pcrspccti'Ucs, Spring 1997 
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(Colltilll/cd) 
employment gIovvth ivlost countries, including the United States, did experience a 
substantial reduction in inflation during the eady 19805 Often, however, output 
and employment growth were unstable For example, Gelmany, the United States, 
Canada, and the United Kingdoll1 all suffered sharp increases in unemployment in 
the early 1980s, during the period of their money-growth targeting experiments In 
the United States, the Fed became so dissatisfied with money-growth targeting that 
it deemphasized money-growth targets in 1982 and emphasized interest rate tar
geting In 1993 the Fed dropped the use of money-growth targets entirely Many 
other calm tries also abandoned or weakened their reliance on money-growth tar
geting dllling the 1980s, the principal exceptions being Germany and Switzerland, 
which continued to annOtuKe 1110ney-growth targets. 

Why was money-growth targeting abandoned? The Fed's explanation was that, 
because of rapid changes in the US. financial system, at times during the 1970s and 
1980s the demand for money was quite unstable and unpredictable (see the 
Application, "Financial Regulation, Innovation, and the Instability of Money 
Demand," p 258). Recall that, if money demand is so unstable that the LM curve 
moves randomly back and forth, varying the money supply to keep interest lates 
constant leads to more stable aggregate demand than does holding the money stock 
at a fixed level (see Fig 146). In the Fed's view, sharp changes in the demand for 
money (unstable velocity) made money-growth targeting an ineffective strategy 
Instability of money demand also contributed to the abandonment of money
growth targets in Canada and the United Kingdom Gernlany's more tightly regu
lated financial system changed less during the 1980s than those of other countries, 
reducing the Bundesbank's problems with unstable money demand But even the 
Bundesbank Was fmced to switch flOm targeting central bank money to targeting 
M3 in 1987 because the relationship between the former aggregate and the economy 
appeared to have become too LU1stable 

The end of money-growth targeting in many countries left central banks glOp
ing for a new strategy Since 1990 a number of countries have adopted an alterna
tive strategy called inflation targeting The pioneer of this new approach was New 
Zealand, vvhich, as part of a package of economic reforms, announced a set of 
inflation targets that the Reserve Bank (the central bank of New Zealand) would 
have to meet. Under the law passed by New Zealand, if the Reserve Bank failed to 
meet its inflation targets, the Governm of the Bank (analogous to the Chairman of 
the Federal Reserve) could be fired. Numerous other countries have adopted infla
tion targeting in recent years, including Canada, the United Kingdom, Sweden, 
Australia, Israel, Brazil, and Spain. In the United States, the Fed has increased its 
emphasis on maintaining low and stable inflation, but hasn't officially adopted a 
strategy of inflation targeting The new European Central Bank uses a modified 
inflation-targeting apploach that retains some role for money-growth targets, 

When using a strategy of il/flatiol/ targetillg, as the name implies, the central bank 
(usually together with the executive branch of the government) announces the infla
tion rate that it willlT)' to achieve over the subsequent one to four years, Thus, rather 
than targeting an intermediate variable (money growth), the central bank targets one 
of its ultimate goals, the rate of inflation A strategy of inflation targeting doesn't pre
clude the use of monetary policy to help stabilize output or other macroeconomic 

(Cvlltil/lIed) 
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vatiables in the short Ilm, However, by alU10tmcing an inflation target, the cenh'al 
bank signals that hitting that target in the longer run is its number-one priority,!7 

Relative to money-growth targeting, inflation targeting has advantages and 
disadvantages, One clear advantage is that inflation targeting siaesteps the prob
lem of money demand instability Under an inflation-targeting strategy, if money 
demand changes, there is nothing to prevent the central bank from adjusting the 
money supply to compensate 18 Another advantage of inflation targeting is that 
explaining to the public that the central bank is trying to achieve a certain rate of 
inflation (which most people understand) is easier than explaining that it is trying 
to achieve a certain growth rate of M3 (which most people don't understand). 
Better communication of the central bank's goals should make the public and the 
financial markets less uncertain about what the central bank is going to do and may 
increase the credibility and accountability of the central bank 

A majO! disadvantage of inflation targeting is that inflation responds to policy 
actions only with a long lag (see Fig 147) As a result, the central bank can't easily 
judge which policy actions are needed to hit the inflation target, and the public 
can't easily determine whether the central bank is living np to its prorruses. Thus 
inflation-targeting central banks may sometimes badly miss their targets, losing 
cledibility as a result Whether inflation targeting will be the preferred strategy for 
monetary policy in the future renlains to be seen, 

17 inf!;)tion targeting does not qualify as il policy rule in the strict sense advocilted by Friedman, for 
two reasons first, it involves targeting u gaul variable (inflation) rather than an instrument of policy, 
such uS an interest fate or n monetary aggregate, Second, this approach allows the central bank to 
exercise some discretion in the short run, as long as it meets the inflation target in the longer run 
Advocates of inflation targeting hope that this approach will combine the credibility benefits of a 
strict rule with the advantage of having some degree of policy discretion Bernanke and Mishkin, in 
their article cited in footnote 16, refer to inflation targeting as a strategy of "constrained discretion" 
18 As Fig 146 shows, this compensation for money demand shocks occurs automaticnlIy when inter~ 
est rates me llsed as intermediate targets Most central banks thnt set inflation targets for the longer 
run also lise interest rates ilS their intermediate target in the short run There is no conflict behveen 
short-run interest rate targeting and long-run inflation targeting, as long as the interest fate is periodi
cn!!y i1djusted in a way consistent with the long-run inflation target 

Other Ways to Achieve Central Bank Credibility 

Besides announcing tal gets fm money gIO\vth 01 inflation, are there othel ways to 
increase the central bank's credibility and thus improve the performance of mon
etarv policY? Thlee possibilities have been suggested: to appoint a "tough" central 
banker; to 'change central bankels' incentives; and to inCIease the central bank's 
independence 

1. Appointillg 17 "tollgh" cCHtll11 ballker By definition, a cledible central bank is 
one that will be believed by the public when the bank, usually thlough its chair
man, states its intention to reduce money growth and inflation, One way to 
inuease Cledibilitv is for the President to appoint a Fed chairman who strongly dis
likes inflation anti \vho people believe is willing to accept inoeased unemployment 
if necessal'V to bring inflation dmvn Thus, when President Jimmy Carter faced a 
seIious inflation problem in 1979, he appointed Paul Volckel"-an imposing indi-
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vidual with a shang anti-inflation reputation-to be chairman of the Fed In 
appointing a "tough" centIal banker, Carter hoped to convince the financial mar
kets and the public that he was serious about reducing inflation Vo!cker succeed
ed in getting rid of inflation, but, because unemployment lose significantly in the 
process, his appointment didn't completely solve the credibility problem IY 

2" CIWllgillg cClltwi bankers' illccJltives A second way to enhance the central 
bank's credibility is to give its leadership strong incentives to be "tough" on infla
tion (and to ignore any unemployment costs associated with disinflation).21l If the 
incentives are strong enough and ale publicly known, people may find the central 
bank's anti-inflation plonouncements to be credible An interesting recent example 
of this appro(lch, mentioned in the preceding Application, is the 13\<\7 passed in New 
Zealand that sets explicit inflation targets for the central bank and provides for the 
replacement of the head of the central bank if those targets aren't Inet. Inflation has 
come down significantly in New Zealand, but unemployment has risen Again, 
credibility problems haven't been completely solved 

3. illCtL'l7sillg cClltmll1f1l1k il/dcpendence, A third strategy is to increase the inde
pendence of the central bank from the other palts of the governnlent-for example, 
by limiting the legal ability of the executive and legislative branches to interfere in 
monetary policy decisions The rationale is that a more independent central bank 
will be less subject to short-term political plessures to tty to expand output and 
employment (say, before an election) and will be more strongly committed to 
maintaining a low long-lun inflation late Because the public will recognize that an 
independent central bank is less subject to political pressures, announcements 
made by the centlal bank should be mme credible 

Considerable evidence supports the idea that independent central banks ale 
more credible Figwe 14,10, taken from a study by Alberto Alesina of Harvard 
UniveIsity and US. IleasulY Secletary Lawlence Summers,::1 shows the relation
ship between central bank independence and inflation in sixteen industrialized 
countries The veItical axis meastues average inflation fm each country for the 
period 1955-1988 The horizontal axis shows an index of central bank indepen
dence (based on factors such as the ease with which the government can disnliss 
the head of the (entIal bank or reverse central bank decisions) Countries with rel
atively independent centIal banks, such as Germany, Svvitzerland, and the United 
States, clearly have lower long-I un inflation lates than countries \vithout indepen
dent central banks, such as the United Kingdom, New Zealand,2:! Italy, and Spain 
A similar figure in the Alesina-Summers study shows that countries with inde
pendent (entIai banks don't have higher long-run rates of unemployment, This 
evidence SUppOIts the idea that increased central bank independence Iaises credi
bility and thus lowels the unemployment cost of keeping inflation low 

I q Th~ point thM ilppointing a tough ccntrill bankt::r mily improve central bank credibility was made by 
Kenneth Rogoff, "The Optimnl Degree of Commitment to an Intermediate Monetary T nrget," Quarta/y 
IOllnl1l1 (:f [COII0Illi(5, Non::mher 1985. pp 1169-/189 Keyneslans might argue that Volcker was credible 
but that long-lived stickiness in W<1gcs and prices led unemployment to increase in 1981-1982 anyway 
20 An analysis of central bankers' incentives is Carl Wnlsh. "Optimal Contracts for Central Bankers," 
Amulum EUll/OllllL [~('1'i('"iI', 1 ..... lnrch lY95, pp 150-167 
2'} "CentrnJ Bank Independence and f..'lacroeconomic Performance," 101/1"11111 of MOIIL'.!!, Credit Illld 
Hl/llkil1g. ivJay lYY3, pp 151-162 
22 The evaluation of the independence of New Zealand's central bank preceded the recent reforms in 
New Ze,lJand's central bnnking laws mentioned earlier 

I 
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Figure 14.10 
Central bank 
independence and 
inflation 
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CHAPTER SUMMARY 

1. Three groups help determine the ITlOney supply: the 
central bank, private b<lnks, and the gener<ll public 
The central b<lnk sets the monetary base, which is the 
qUilntity of central bank liabilities th<lt cOIn be used <lS 
money The monetary base equals the sum of bank 
reserves (deposits by banks ilt the central bilnk plus 
cunency in the VilUltS of banks) <lnd currency in cir
culntion Private banks and the general public'inter<lct 
to determine the money multiplier, which is the ratio 
of the money supply to the monetary base 

2 In an all-currency economy the monetary base con
sists entirely of currency in circulation. Therefore the 
money supply equals the monetary base, and the 
money multiplier equills 1 

3. In an economy with fractional reserve b,mking and 
no currency held by the public, the money supply is 
l/n.'s times the monetary base, where rL'S is the r<ltio 
of reserves to deposits d'esired by b<lnks The money 
supply is gre<lter th<ln the monetary base in this case 
because banks lend part of the deposits they receive 
\Vhen those funds arc redeposited in the banking 
system, bank deposits and thus the money supply 
increase 

2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 

® Switzerland 
® Germany 

4.0 4.5 

Index of Central Bank Independence 

4. In an economy with both fractional reserve banking 
and currency in circulation, the money multiplier 
equals (C/1 + l)/(clI + res), where (II is the public's 
desired ratio of ctHrency to deposits. The money 
supply equals deposits plus currency in circul<ltion 
und also equals the money multiplier times the mone
tary base An increase in the desired currency-deposit 
ratio, (II, or in the desired reserve-deposit ratio, res, 
reduces the money multiplier During the Great 
Depression in the United States, banking panics 
caused both (II and rcs to inoease, <lnd the money 
multiplier and the money supply both feU sharply 

5, The central bank can affect the size of the monetary 
base <lnd thus the money supply through open
mar ket operutions An open-mar ket sale (in which 
central b<lnk assets are sold for currency or bank 
reserves) reduces the monetary base An open-market 
purchase (in which the central bank uses money to 
buy assets, such as government securities, from'the 
public) increases the monetary base 

6,. The central bank of the United States is called the 
Federal Reserve System, or the Fed The leadership of 
the Fed is the Board of Governors, which in turn is 

Chapter Summary 

headed by the chairman of the Federal Reserve The 
f;ederal Open Market Committee (FOMC) meets 
Jbout eight times each year to set monetary policy 

7 The Fed affects the US money supply prin1arily 
through open-market operations. Discount window 
lending and changes in reserve requirements can also 
be used to affect the money supply An increase in 
discount window lending raises the monetary base 
and thus the money supply An increase in reserve 
requirements raises the reserve-deposit l'atio, 10we1'
ing the money multiplier und the money supply 

8, The Fed uses intermediate targets such as the money 
supply or short-term interest rates (primarily the Fed 
funds rate) to guide monetary policy. Stabilizing 
interest rates is a useful strategy when fluctuations in 
money supply or demand would otherwise cause the 
LM curve to shift randomly back and forth 

9" The channels through which monetary policy has its 
effects include the inlerest rate ch<lnne1; the exchange 
rale channel, and the ('[edit channel Proponents of 
the credit channel argue that monetary policy wOl'ks 
in part by affecting the supply of credit (lhe quantity 
of funds that bunks can lend) and the demand for 
credit (which reflects the ability of potential borrow
ers to 1.1Lwlify for loans) 

10, ivlonetary policy may be conducted either by rules or 
by discretion. Under rules the central bank is required 
to follow a simple predetermined rule for monetary 
policy, such as a requirement for constant money 
growth, and 1S1ft allowed to respond to current eco
nomie conditions Under discretion the central bank is 
expected to monitor the economy <lnd use monetary 
policy actively to maintain full employment and to 
keep inflation low Discretion for monetary policy is 
usually favored by Keynesialls, who argue that it gives 
the Fed maximum flexibility to stabilize the econon1), 

11. I'vlonetarists, led by rVliIton Friedman, argue that, 
because of information problems and lags between 

Terms 
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the implementation of policy changes and their 
effects, the scope for using monetary policy to stabi
lize the econom.y is small FllI'lhermore, they argue, 
the Fed cannot be relied on to use active monetar\' 
policy wisely and in the public interest Monetarists 
advocate a constant-growth-rate rule for the money 
supply to discipline the Fed and keep monetary fluc
tuations from destubilizing the economy 

12. An additional argument for rules is that they increase 
central bank credibility Supporters of rules claim that 
the lise of ironclad rules wi!! calise the public to 
believe the central bank if it says (for example) that 
money supply growth will be reduced, with the 
implication that inflation can be reduced without a 
large inCl'ease in unemployment 

13. Although some countries have experimented with 
money-growth tmgets-similar in spirit to the mone
tarists' constant~growth~rate rule-central bunks 
hJven't been willing or able to make strong commit
ments to meet their targets. One reason for their reluc
tance is that fluctuations in the demand for money 
have led the relationship between specific monetary 
aggregates and the macI'Oeconomy to be unstable or 
unpredictable at times. The use of money-growth tar
gets seems to h<1ve helped central banks bring intla
tion under control, but there isn't much evidence that 
money targeting has reduced instability in output or 
employment An alternative strategy, called infliltion 
targeting, has been udopted by a number of countries 
This approach allows the centr<ll b<lnk some discretion 
in the short run but commits the bank to achieving a 
preannounced tat'get for inflation in the longer run 

14. Possible alternatives for increasing a central bank's 
credibilily are to appoint a central banker \\'ho is 
"tough" on inflation; to increase central bankers' 
incentives to reduce infl<ltion; <lnd to increase the cen
tral bank's independence from other parts of the gov
ernment 

bank reserves, p 523 

bank run, p 526 

depository institutions, p 521 

discount rate, p 536 

hactional reserve banking; p 523 

game theory, p. 549 

high~powered money, p 522 

instruments, p 5.38 

Board of Governors of the federal 
Reserve System, p 53.3 

central bank; p 521 

credibility, p 548 

credit channel, p. 5-!-2 

currency-deposit ratio, p 527 

discount window lending, p 536 

discretion, p. 544 

exchange rate channel, p 5-!-2 

Federal Open Market Committee 
(FOMe), p 533 

Fed funds rate, p 537 

interest rate channel, p 5,12 

intermediate targets, p 538 

monetarism, p 545 

monetary base, p 522 
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money multiplier, p 52? 

multiple expansion of loans and 
deposits, p. 524 

open-market purchase, p 529 

open-market sale, p 529 

reserve-deposit ratio, p 523 

rules, p 544 

I aylor fule, p 545 

vault cash, p 533 
100° A) reserve banking, p 523 

M = Cli + DEP (14.4) 

The money supply, /VI, is the sum of currency in circula
tion, ClI, and deposits held by the public at banks, DEP 

BASE = Cli + RES (14 5) 

The monetary base, or the liabilities of the central bank 
that are usable as money, equals the sum of currency in 
circulation, ell, and bank reserves, RES 

!Review Questions 

1" Define IIlOllctl1ry basc What is the relationship between 
the monetary base and the money supply in an ali-cur-
rene), economy? 

2. Define II/o/ll':y lIll/ttipficr VVhat is the value of the money 
multiplier in a system of 100(Y<) Ieserve banking? What is 
the value of the money multiplier in a system of h'action
al reserve banking, if all money is held in the form of 
deposits? Why islhe money multiplier higher under frac
tional reserve banking than under 100% reserve banking? 

3. Discuss how actions of the public and banks can cause 
the money multiplier to rise Or fall Does the fact that 
the public and banks can affect the money multiplier 
imply that the central bank cannot control the money 
supply? Why or why not? 

4. What is the effect on the monetary base of an open
market purchase of US Treasmy securities? What is 
the effect on the money supply? 

5. Who determines monetary policy in the United States? 
What role does the President play? 

Numerical Problems 
1. The AgricoJan monetary base is 1,000,000 florins The 

public always holds half its money supply as cunency 
and half as deposits Banks hold 20% of deposits in the 
form of reserves, Starting with the initial creation of a 
monetary base that accompanies the purchase by the 
cenll'al bank of 1,000,000 fl worth of coconuts from the 
public, show the consolidated balance sheet of the 
banks after they first receive deposits, after a first round 

( 
'" + 1 ) M = --- BJ\5E 

ell + It'S 
(148) 

The money supply, NI, equals the monetary base times the 
money multiplier, (CII + l)/(w + res), where w is the cur
rency-deposit ratio chosen by the public and res is the 
reserve-deposit ratio chosen by banks 

6, Besides open-market opel'ations, what other means 
does the Federal Reserve have fm controlling the money 
supply? Explain how these alternative methods work 

7. \-V'hat me intermediate targets? How do they differ 
from monetary policy goals? List the two principal 
types of intermediate targets that the Fed has used 

8. What are the three channels of monetary policy? 
Explain each channel brietly 

9, "It is plain to see that discretion is a better way to run 
monetary policy than following a rule because a policy 
of discretion gives the central bank the ability to react 
to news about the economy" What is the monetarist 
response to the statement? What is the more recent 
argument for using rules rather than discretion? 

10. Has the use of money-growth targets significantly 
improved centlal bank credibility? Besides adopting 
money-growth tmgets, what other actions can a coun
t!"y take to increase the Cl'edibility of its central bank? 

of ImU1s and redeposits, and after a second rollnd of 
loans and redeposits (Hillt: Don't fOlget that the public 
keeps only half its money in the form of bank deposits) 

Show the balance sheets of the central bank, the 
bell1king system, and the public at the end of the 
process of multiple expansion of loans and deposits 
What is the final value of the money supply? 

Chapter Summary 

2, (I The n10ney supply is S6,000,000, currency held bv 
the public is $2,000,000, and the rescrv~-deposit 
ratio is a 25 l~ind deposits, bank reserves, the mOI1-
etary base, and the money multiplier 

II In a different economy, vault cash is $1,000,000, 
deposits by depository institutions at the centred bank 
are $4,000,000, the monetary base is $10,000,000, and 
bank deposits are $10,000,000 Find bank reserves, 
the money supply, and the money multiplier 

3. When the real interest rate increases, banks hove an 
inc:ntive to lend a greater portion of their deposits, 
which reduces the reserve-deposit ratio In particular, 
suppose lhilt 

rcs=04-2r, 

whew rcs is the reserve-deposit [atio ilnd r is the real 
interest rate The cUIl"ency-deposit ratio is 0·1, the price 
level is fixed at 10, and the monctarv bilse is 60. The 
real quantity of money demanded is -

L(Y, i) = a 5" - 1Oi, 

where Y is real output and i is the nominal interest rate 
Assume that expected inflation is zero so that the nom~ 
inal interest rate and the real interest rElte are equal 

11 If I' = i = ° 10, what are the reserve-deposit ratio, the 
money multiplier, and the money supply? For what 
real output, Y, does a rcal interest rate of 0 10 dear 
the asset market? 

b Repeat part (a) for r = i = a as 
c Suppose that the reserve-deposit ratio is fixed at the 

value you found in part (a) and isn't affected by 
interest lates If /' = i = 0 05, for what output, Y, does 
the asset market dear in this case? 

d Is the LM CUI've flatter or steeper when the 
reserve-deposit ratio depends on the rcal interest 
rate than when the reserve-deposit ratio is fixed? 
Explain your answer in econom.ic tel ms 

Analytical Problems 

1, would ench of the follOWing affect the US 
money supply? Explain 

a Banks decide to hold mOl"e excess reserves (Excess 
reserves are reserves over and above what banks 
are legally reqUired to hold against deposits) 

b People withdrmv cash from their bank accounts for 
Christmas shopping 

( The Federal Reserve sells gold to the public 
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4. fhis question asks you to analyze a game played by 
lwo players, player I and player If Plaver I can choosl' 
nne of two actions, A and B Pluvcr"1I also has t\\'~) 
actions from which to choose, a an~! b Both players arc 
affected by their own action and by the action of the 
other player The points that eilch player assigns to 
each possible outcome (combination of actions) arc 
shown in the following table: 

Points Points 
Outcome fO! Playe, [ for PI aye, II 
(A, a) 2 2 
(A,b) 5 0 
(8,0) 0 5 
(8, b) 3 3 

The first row indicates that, if player I chooses action 
A and player II chooses action a, player I gets 2 points 
and player II gets 2 points_ The more points a playel 
gels, the h\lppier she is with the olltcome. Players don't 
care about how many pOints the other player gets 

(/ If player I moves (chooses an action) fil'st ~nd then 
player II moves, what action will each player take? 
(Set up a game theo!"y diagram like that shown in 
Fig 1 .. 1,.8) What is the outcome of the gan1e? Does 
your answer change if player II I11m'I.:'S firs!"? 

b Suppose thi.1t pl'lyer I mO\'es first, but before playel 
r moves, player II announces which action (a or b) 
she will take when it is her turn P1.:wer [I's 
announcement is legEllly binding \Vhat is "the out~ 
come of the game now? 

( Before player I makes the first move, player II is 
allowed to make a threat, telling player I whal 
action she \Vill take on her turn if player r chooses A 
and what action she will take if player I chooses 13 
Player Irs threats are legally binding \Vhat is the 
outcome of the game now? Is player r made worse 
off or better off by player II's ability to threaten her? 

d The Feder'll Reserve begins to pay interest on 
deposits of depositmy institutions held at the Fed (it 
currently doesn't pay interest) 

L' The introduction of automatic teller machines, which 
ailow people to withdraw cash from the bank as 
neL.'t..icd, mnkes deposits relatively mOl"e convenient 

f The Federal government sells S:W billion of new 
government bonds to the Federal Reserve, The pl'O
ceeds of the sale are used to pay government 
employees 
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g The Federal Reserve sells some of its government 
securities in Tokyo for yen 

2. Suppose that the central bank strictly followed a rule of 
keeping the real interest Iilte at 3%, per year That rale 
happens to be the real interest rate consistent with the 
economy's initial general equilibrillll1 

n Assume that the economy is hit by money demand 
shocks only Under the central bank's rule, how will 
the money supply respond to money demand 
shocks? Will the rule make aggregate demand more 
stable or less stable than it would be if the money 
supply were constant? 

11 Assume that the economy is hit by IS shocks only 
Under the central bank's interest-rate rule, how will 
the money supply behave? "vill the inlerest-ri:1te rule 
mi:1ke aggregate demi:1nd more sti:1ble or less stable 
than it would be if the money supply were constant? 
Will the central bank be able to follow its rule in the 
long fun? 

( Assume that the economy is hit by supply shocks 
(shocks to the FE line) only Repeat part (b) 

3 Suppose that the Fed were committed to following the 
T <1ykH- ruh~, given in Box 142, P 545 For each of the 
fol!owing types of shocks, determine whether the use 

of the Taylor rule would tend to be stabilizing or desta
bilizing, or would have an ambiguous effect, relative to 
a policy of leaving the money supply unchanged 
Consider the behavior of both output and inflation 

a An increase in money demand 
b A temporary increase in government purchases 

c An adverse supply shock 

d A decline in consumer confidence 

c An increase in expor t demand 

4.. In the game between the Fed and the firms shown dia
gran"lmatically in Fig 14.9(b), what happens if the Fed 
doesn't value having the unemployment rate below 
the natural fate, IT? Specifically, assume that the Fed 
assigns 0 points to a situation in which II equals IT and 
assigns -1 points to a situation in which II is either 
above or below IT How does this modification affect 
the outcome of the game? (Assume that if the Fed is 
indifferent between hvo actions, it chooses the one that 
makes the firms better off ) 

5, Why do many governments have policies against nego
tiating with hostage-taking terrorists? Under what con
ditions, if any, are such policies likely to reduce hostage 
taking? Discuss the analogy to monetary rules 

~ The Conference Board® Exercises 
Ci:1\cuiate and graph the quarter-ta-quarter change 

in the three-month Treasury bill rate since 1961 What 
happened to the volatility of interest fates in the 
1979-1982 period? What has happened to the volatility 
of interest rates since 1982? Does your answer change if 
your measure of the interest rate is the ten-year gov
ernment bond rate? 

For TIll.' COJl({r(lIct' Boant"' BI/silless (veil' Illdicators Oaiabas{, 
go to W\VW -awlonline. coml abel_be~nanke 

1, Obtuin annual data on currency in circulation (starting in 
1959) and add it to the database (Try the Federal Reserve 
Bank ofSt Louis's FRED database, which is available at 
wwwstls fIb org/fred) Define "deposits" for each year 
since 1959 to be !vI1 minus currency, and define 
"reserves" to be the m.onetary base minus currency 

Calculate and graph the !vI1 money multiplier, the 
reserve-deposit ratio, and the currency-deposit ratio 
for the period since 1959 What is the trend in the 
money multiplier? How is this hend related to the 
trends in the reserve-deposit and currency-deposit 
ratios? Do you have any hypotheses about what factors 
underlie these trends? 

2. During much of the postwar period, the Fed attempt
ed to stabilize nominal interest rates. Howevel', dllling 
1979-1982 the Fed under Paul Volcker greatly reduced 
its emphasis on interest rale stabilization to focus on 
fighting inflation 

3. As discussed in the text, if money demand is unstable, 
the Fed may prefer to target interest rates rather than 
the money supply itself. When the Fed follows an 
interest-rate-targeting policy, "Fed watchers" in finan
cialmarkets and the media typically look to changes in 
short-term interest rates rather than changes in the 
money supply to gauge the Fed's intentions 

On the same figure you created in Exercise 2, graph 
the three-month Treasury bill interest rate and the 
unemployment rate, using monthly data since 1961 If 
changes in monetary policy are reflected primarily by 
changes in the short-term interest rate, what relation
ship would you expect to see between these two var i
abIes? Does this relationship hold up in the data? 

15 
Government Spending and 
Its Financing 

t every level of government, from the town hall to the White House, fiscal 
policy-government decisions about how much to spend, what to spend 
fol', and hmv to finance its spending-is of central impor tance_ Politicians 

and the public understand that the govenU11ent's fiscal choices have a direct impact 
on the "blead and butter" issues of how much they pay in taxes and what govern
ment benefits and services they receive. Equally important are the effects of fiscal 
policy on the economy In recent yems people have become more aware of the 
macroeconomic effects of fiscal policy as the economic implications of government 
budget deficits and surpluses, tax reform, Social Security reform, and other aspects 
of fiscal policy have been extensively debated 

In this chapter we take a close look at fiscal policy and its macroecononlic 
effects. To proVide some background, we begin with definitions and facts about the 
govenunent's budget We then discuss some basic fiscal policy issues, including the 
effects of govelnment spending and taxes on economic activity, the bUIden of gov
ernment debt, and the link between budget deficits and inflation 

115.11 The Government Budget: Some fads and figures 

Before getting into the analytical issues of fiscal policy, we set the stage by looking 
at the components of the government budget and their recent trends. We discuss 
three main aspects of the budget: (1) spending, or outlays; (2) tax revenues, or 
receipts; and (3) the budget surplus or deficit Our discussion reviews and builds 
on Chapter 2, in which we introduced basic budget concepts 

Government Outlays 

Government outlays, the total spending by the government during a period of 
time, are classified into thlee primary categories: government purchases, twnsfeI 
payments, and net interest payments, 
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Figure 15.1 
Government outlays: 
Federal, state, and local, 
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Chapter 15 Government Spending .:md Its Financing 

1. COLlC/IIIIICHt purcliascs (C) ale government spending on currently produced 
goods and selvices As discussed in Chapter 21 since 1996 government pur
chases of goods and services have been broken into tvvo parts Government 
spending on capital goods, or goverlllllcnt invcstlllclIt, accounts for one-sixth 
of government purchases of goods and services. The Ien\aining five-sixths 
of goveIl1ment purchases are gOUC/IlIl/Cllt COIlSlllllptiolI expellditurcs In 
Fig 15.1, the data on government purchases since 1959 are goveInment 
consumption expenditures HovveveI, before 1959 the data on governn1ent 
purchases include both government investment and govelnn1ent consump
tion expenditures. This change accounts for the apparent drop in govern
ment purchases in 1959 in Fig. 15.1 \vhen governn1ent investrnent is no 
longer included 

2. T/{/II~fcr paYlIlcllts (TR) ale payments made to individuals for which the gov
eInment does not receive (111 rCllt goods or services in exchange Examples of 
transfels are Social Security benefit payments, military and civil service pen
sions, unemployment insurance, welfare payments (Aid to Families with 
Dependent Children), and Medicare.' 

3. Net ill lei csl PI7IIIlI(,lIls (lNT) are the interest paid to the holders of government 
bonds less the interest I'eceived by the govenl111ent-for example, on out
standing government loans to students or fannel's 

Although government outlays for i\'letiicare and I'vlcdicaid ar(;' llsed to puy for current medical ser
vices, they are treated as transfCI payments to indidduals who then purchase these services 
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In addition there is a minor category called sllbsiriicsicss surplllsl.'s of go vcr 11-

1I11.'IIt cllterprises Subsidies are government payments that are intended to affect 
the production 01 prices of "adous goods Examples ale plice support payments 
to farmers and fare subsidies for mass tIansit systems, The surpluses of govern
ment ente1prises represent the profits of government-run entelpIises such as the 
Tennessee Valley Authority (an electriCity producer) This category of outlays is 
relatively smail, so for simplicity we will ignme it 

In the United States total government outlays (Federal, state, and local) ale 
about a third of GOP Figure 151 shows the trends since 1940 in the three main cat
egories of government outlays, as well as total government outlays, exptessed as a 
pelcentage of GOP The most obvious feature of Fig. 15.1 is the enormous increase 
in government purchases duIing World Wal' II: In 1943 and 1944, \vhen the war 
effmt was at its peak, government purchases exceeded 45%) of GOP The in1pact of 
the Korean War (1951-1953) also is evident, though less dramatic: Government 
purchases of goods and services increased from 13.5%l of GOP in 1950 to 22 4{Yo of 
GOP in 1953 Since the mid 1950s, the share of GOP devoted to government PUl
chases has temained fairly steady at about 15%-17%1 

Figlue 15.1 also shows that transfer payments lose steadily as a share of 
GOP from the eady 19505 until the eady 19805, doubling their share of GOP 
during that thirty-year period. Transfers are currently about 13%)-14{;{) of GDP 
The long-telm inoease in transfer payments is the result of the creation of new 
social plograms (such as Medicare and IvIedicaid in 1965), the expansion of ben
efits undeI' existing programs (such as Social Security which is discussed lateI in 
the chapter in Box 15 1, on p 582), and the increased number of people covered 
by the various programs 

Finally, Fig. 15.1 shows hmv net interest payments-interest payments, for 
shmt-have evolved Because interest payn1ents ale n1uch smaller than the other 
two categories of government outlays, they appem to fluctuate less. HoweveI, 
interest payments lose sharply as a percentage of GOP in hvo periods Filst, inter
est payments doubled from 096% of GOP in 1941 to 193% of GOP in 1946, reflect
ing the large amount of government bono\ving done to finance the \var effmt 
during World War II. Second, interest payments as a share of GOP almost doubled 
dwing the 1980s, Iising frol11112% in 1979 to 212%1 in 1989. This increase reflect
ed both highel' rates of borrowing by the government and the generally high level 
ofinterest rates during the 1980s Net interest payments as a share of GDP declined 
in the 19905, as inteIest rates fell and the government budget moved into surplus 

How does the late of government expenditure in the United States compare 
with rates in othel countries with similar living standards? Because official accow1t
ing rules fm measuring the government budget vary widely among countties, 
the answer isn't as straightforward as you lnight think Nevertheless, Table 15.1 
compales the ratios of government spending to GOP for eighteen countries in the 
Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OEeD). Shown are 
Iatios for both central government spending (Federal, in the United States) and 
total government spending (including state and local, in the United States). The 
United States has the lowest rate of total government spending, as a percentage of 
GOP The lower rate of government spending in the United States relative to the 
other countlies largely reflects the more extensive government-financed social wel
fare programs (such as national health insurance) in those countries 
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Table 15.1 
Government Spending in Eighteen aECO Countries, Percentage of GOP, 1996 

country Central Government 

United States 227 
Japan 271 
Germany 353 
France 422 
Iialy (1995) 474 
United Kingdom 377 
Canada 21.7 
Australia 254 
Austria 42.0 
Belgium 496 
Denmark (1995) 447 
Finland 504 
Greece (1995) 334 
Iceland 36.5 
Ireland (1995) 350 
Netherlands 44.3 
Spain (1995) 375 
Sweden 412 

Source OEeD Nalional Accounts 1984-1996 Volume II Detailed Tables 

Taxes 

Total Government 

34.4 
359 
491 
550 
527 
43.0 
445 
34.5 
518 
529 
593 
545 
483 
382 
376 
493 
437 
623 

On the lcvenuc side of the government's budget tHe tax receipts Thelc are foul' 
principal cutegories of tax tcceipts: personal taxes, contributions fol' social insur
ance, indiIect business taxes, and corporate taxes. FigUlC 15.2 shows the histolY of 
revenues from these four major categories of taxes in the United States, all 
expressed as a pCIcent<lge of GOP Note that the share of taxes in GOP has risen 
steadily, nearly doubling from 178% of GDP in 1940 to 32.4% of GOP in 1998 

The largest category of tax receipts is pcrsollal taxcs, which are primarily person
al income taxes and property taxes Income taxes \vete first introduced at the Federal 
level in the United States (at very low rates and for only the richest people) during the 
Civil War However, this tax faced a series of legal challenges, and eventually the 
Supreme COUI t declared the income tax unconstitutional. In 1913 the Sixteenth 
Amendment to the Constitution gave Congress the light to impose an income tax, 
Used lightly at first, this tax is now a major SOUIce of revenue for government 

PeIsonal taxes took their biggest jump during WOl'ld War 1[, rising from 2.6%) 
of GOP in 1940 to 9 WXI of GDP in 1945 The general up\vard drift in personal tax 
receipts since 1945 has been intelrupted by several tax cut bills, notably the 
Kennedy-Johnson tax cu t of 1964 and the Rengnn tax cut of 1981 In recent years, 
pelsona-l taxes lose as a Iesult of the deficit-reduction efforts of President Clinton 

Fio'lII'e 15,2 sho\vs that a l<:lIge shnre of the increase in tax receipts since World 
Wal' IIreflects the increase in the second category of taxes, col1i'1ilJlltiollSfOI' social 
iJlSllltll1CC (primaIily Social Security taxes). Social insurance contributions usually 
alC levied as a fixed percentage of a workeI's sa1my, up to a ceiling; income above 
that ceiling isn't taxed In most cases the WOI' kel 's contributic)I1s are matched by the 
employer so that the deduction appearing on the \vorke!"s paychcck reflects only 
about half the total tax levied [ncr eases in social insmance contributions are the 

Figure 15.2 
Taxes: Federal, state, and 
local. 1940-1998 

Shown is the history of 
revenues collected from 
various types of taxes, 
for a!1levcls of govern~ 
ment combined <lnd mea
sured as a percentage of 
GDP Tot<ll taxes have 
drifted upward dming 
the past six decades 
Most of this incrc<lse in 
taxes is accounled for by 
incf(,lases in conh ibu
hons for social insurance 
and in personal taxes 
501lr«:;: GOP as in r'ig 151; 
total la, n:ct:ipt.s pl·rsonal 
til),;l:S, c(lrp(lratr.: profit taxr.:s, 
indirect business taxes, and 
contributions for soeial insur
allCe: saBle sources ils expendi
ture compo!lents, Fi~ 151 
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result of inCIeases both in the contribution rate and higher ceilings on the amount 
of income subject to the tax 

The third category of tax receipts is indirect busilIess taxes, mainly sales taxes 
These taxes declined as a share of GOP during World War II and haven't sho\vn 
any significant long-term increase or decrease since 

The final category of tax receipts is COlpolate faxes, particularly corporate profit 
taxes. Figure 15.2 shows that corporate taxes rose sharply during World War II and 
the Korean War, then drifted gradually downward as a share of GDP from the mid 
1950s until the mid 1980s. Changes in the tax code under Presidents Reagan, Bush, 
and Clinton incleased corporate tax receipts, which are about 3%) of GOP today, 

The Composition of Outlays and Taxes: The Federal Government Versus 
State and Local Governments. The components of government spending 
shown in Fig 15.1 and the components of taxes shown in Fig 15.2 lump together 
Fedelal, state, <lnd local governments, For most purposes of macroeconOInic analy
sis, combining Federal, state, and local fiscal policy is the most sensible choice. The 
macroeconomic effect of a new highway-building program, for example, shouldn't 
depend on whether the ne\v higlnvays are financed from the Fedelal, state, o{ 
local budgets-or from a combination of those budgets. In this respect the tenden
cy of many news stories about fiscal policy to focus exclusively on the Federal 
government's budget can be misleading 

Nevertheless, it is useful to know that in the United States, Federal govetnment 
budgets have a much different composition, on both the expenditure and the rev
enue sides, than those of state and local governments. A sunlnlary of the major 
components of both the Federal and the combined state and local government 
budgets for 1998 is given in Table 15 2. Note in particular the following points: 
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Table 15 .. 2 
Government Receipts and Current Expenditures,199B 

Federal 

Percentage 
Billions of Current 
of Dollars Expenditures 

Current Expenditures 
Consumption expenditures 4610 260 

National defense 3404 19 .. 2 
Nondefense 1206 68 

Transfer payments 8166 461 
Grants in aid 231 1 13.0 

Net interest paid 2261 128 
Subsidies less surpluses 36.6 21 

of government enterprises 
and less dividends received 

Total current expenditures 17714 1000 

Federal 

Billions Percentage 
of Dollars of Receipts 

Receipts 
Personallaxes 8580 465 
Contributions for 6854 372 

social insurance 
Indirect business taxes 959 52 
Corporate taxes 2049 11 1 
Grants in aid 0.0 0.0 
Total receipts 18442 1000 

Current deficit -72 8 
(current expenditures 
less receipts; negative if surplus) 

Primary Current Deficit -2989 
(negative if surplus) 

Note Figures may not add due to rounding 
Source Survey of Current Business April 1999 Tables 3 2 33 and 3 7 

State 

Percentage 
Billions of Current 
of Dollars Expenditures 

7891 79.1 
0.0 00 

7891 79 .. 1 
3174 318 

00 00 
-830 -8 .. 3 
-256 -26 

9979 1000 

State and Local 

Billions Percentage 
of Dollars of Receipts 

240 .. 3 209 
821 72 

5594 487 
352 31 

231 1 201 
11481 1000 

-1502 

-672 

1, GO"UL'fllIIICllt COIISllIllptioll expL'llditlll'L'S About 80%) of state and local current 
expenditmes (expenditures excluding investment) is for goods and services. In 
contrast, about one-fourth of FedeIal CUlIent expenditures is for goods and ser
vices, and more than 70%) of this amount is for national defense. Nlol'L' tliall 85% of 
souelllillellt COIlSJl/llpthm cxpelIditllles 011 1I0lldefcllse goods alId seruices ill tile Ullited 
States collies Ii 0111 state alld local gmJcllllllcJlfs 

20 T/,(lII~fc/' paYlllcllts. The Federal budget is mOle heavily \veighted toward 
transfer payments (particulady, benefits hom Social SecuIity and related pro
grams) than state and local budgets are 

3, Glf7llts ill aid Grants in aid are payments made by the Federal govenUllent 
to state and local governments to help SUppOlt vaIious education, tIansportation, 
and welfare plogTams GIants in aid appear as a current expenditure for the 
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Federal government and as a receipt fO! state and local governments. In 1998 these 
grants made up one-fifth of state and local government receipts 

4. Net il/terest paid Because of the large quantity of Federal govenm1ent bonds 
outstanding, net interest payments are an important component of Federal spend
ing. In contrast, net interest payn1ents for state and local govenmlents are actually 
negativc, n1eaning that state and local governnlents (which hold substantial arnolmts 
of Federal govenunent bonds) receive more interest than they payout 

5. CO/llpositioll of taxes. About 84% of Federal government receipts come 
from personal taxes (primarily the Federal income tax) and contributions for 
social insurance Only about 11 %) of Federal revenues are from corporate taxes, 
and only about 5(X) ate from indirect business taxes such as sales taxes In con
trast, indirect business taxes account for half of state and local revenues, About 
28(Yc) of state and local revenues come from personal taxes (both income taxes and 
property taxes) and contributions for social insurance As already mentioned, 
state and local govenunents also count as revenue the grants in aid they receive 
from the Federal government 

Deficits aD'llill Surpluses 

Government outlays need not equal tax revenues in each period In Chapter 2 we 
showed that, when government outlays exceed revenues, there is a government 
budget deficit (or simply a deficit); when revenues exceed outlays, there is a gov
Pl'nment budget surplus For ease of reference we \vrite the definition of the deficit as 

deficit = outlays - tax revenues 
= (government purchases + transfers + net inteIest) - tax revenues 
;(G+TR+INT)-T (15.1) 

A second deficit concept, called the primary government budget deficit, 
excludes net interest from government outlays: 

primary deficit = outlays - net interest - tax revenues 
::::: (government purchases + transfers) - tax revenues 
; (G + TR) - T (15.2) 

The primary deficit is the amount by which govenilllent purchases and transfers 
exceed tax revenues; the primary deficit plus net interest payments equals the 
deficit Figure 153 illustrates the relationship between the two concepts 

Why have two deficit concepts? The reason is that each answers a different 
question The standard or total budget deficit answers the question: How much 
does the government currently have to borrow to pay for its total outlays? When 
measllled in nominal terms, the deficit during any year is the number of addition
al dollars that the governn1ent IllUSt bonow during that year 

The primary deficit answers the question: Can the government afford its ell/
relit programs? If the primary deficit is zero, the government is collecting just 
enough tax revenue to pay for its cunent purchases of goods and services and its 
current social programs (as reflected by transfer payments) If the primary deficit 
is greater than zero, CUIlent governn1ent purchases and social programs cost more 
than current tax revenue can pay fOL Net interest paynlents are ignored in the pri
mary deficit because they represent not current program costs but costs of past 
expenditures financed by government borrowing 
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Figure 15.3 
The relationship between 
the total budget deficit 
and the primary deficit 
T he standard measure of 
the total government 
budget deficit is the 
amount by which gO\'

ernmcnt outlays exceed 
tnx re"enues The prima
ry deficit is the amount 
by which government 
pUl"chnses plus transfers 
e:-.:ceed tax revenues The 
total budget deficit 
equals the primary 
deficit plus net interest 
pnyments 
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The sepalation of government ptuchases into government investment and 
government consumption expenditures since 1996 introduces another set of deficit 
concepts: the (llIrellt deficit and the I" il/lmlJ ellltellt deficit The CUlTent deficit is 
equivalent to the deficit in Eq (15.1), with outlays replaced by current expend i
tun~St which arc all government outlays except government investment The pri
ma!'y current deficit is the current deficit minus interest payments, Table 15.2 
shows the current deficit and the primary CUlTent deficit for 1998 

[=igllIC 154 shows the deficit and primary deficit for all levels of govermnent 
combined as a percentage of GOP since 1940 The data since 1959 reflect the concept 
of the cunent deficit, introduced in 1996 The data prior to 1959 reflect the concept 
of the deficit based on total outlays rather than on current expenditures, Again, the 
Wodd War II period stands out; the government financed only part of the war 
effol't \vith taxes and thus ran large pritnary and overall deficits. Large deficits 
(using both concepts) also occurred in the mid 1970s and again in the early 1980s 
Although the primary deficit actually became a primary surplus for several years 
in the 19805 and 19905, large interest payments kept the overall deficit large until 
the late 19905, when the overall budget \vent into surplus 

1\5.2 Government Spendiing, Taxes, andi the Macroeconomy 

I-low does fiscdl policy affect the per fOl mance of the macroeconolllY? ECOilOlnists 
emphasize thlee main ways by which governnlent spending and taxing decisions 

Figure 15.4 
Deficits and primary 
deficits: Federal, state, 
and local, 1940-1998 
Shown are the total gov
ernment budget deficit 
and the primary deficit, 
both measured as a per
centage of GOP, since 
1940 The government 
ran large deficits during 
World War II Deficits 
also occurred dwing the 
19805 and early 1990s 
The widening gap 
between the deficit and 
the primary deficit after 
1982 reflects increasing 
interest payments on the 
government's accl1mlllat~ 
ed debt Prior to 1959, 
deficits and primary 
deficits include total out
lays; since 1959 current 
expenditures are used 
rather than outlays, so 
deficits are current 
deficits 
SOllrus. Same as Figs 15 1 ilnd 
152 
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influence macroeconomic variables such as output, employment, and pI ices: 
(1) aggregate demand, (2) government capital formation, and (3) incentives 

fusca! Polky a!'ld Aggregate Dema!'ld 

Fiscal policy can affect economic activity by influencll1g the total amow1t of spending 
in the economy, or aggregate demand. Recall that aggregate demand is represented 
by the intersection of the [5 and LM cwves. In either the classical or the KeyneSian 
/S-LM model, an increase in govenunent purchases reduces desired national saving 
and shifts the [5 curve up and to the right, thereby raising aggregate demand 

Classical and KeyneSian economists have different beliefs about the effect of tax 
changes on aggregate demand Classicals usually accept the Ricardian equivalence 
proposition, which says that lump-sum tax changes do not affect desired national 
saving and thus have no iInpact on the IS curve or aggregate demand. 2 Keynesians 
generally disagree Witi1 this conclusion; ll1 the Keynesian view, a cut (for example) in 
taxes is likely to stimulate desired consumption and reduce desired national saving, 
thereby shifting the 15 curve up and to the right and raising aggregate demand. 

Classicals and Keynesians also disagree over the question of whether fiscal 
policy should be used to fight the business cycle. Classicals generally reject 
attempts to smooth business cycles, by fiscal policy or by other means. In contrast, 
Keynesians argue that using fiscal policy to stabilize the economy and maintain full 
employment-for example, by cuttllrg taxes and raisllrg spending when the econ
omy is in a recession-is desirable 

2 We introduced Ricnrdinn equivalence in Chapter 4: We discuss this idea further in Section 15 3 
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However even Keynesians admit that the llse of fiscal policy as a stabilization tool 
is difficult A' significa-nt problem is lack ((flexibility The goverIU~1en~'s. budge~ has 
many purposes besides maCIoecon~mjc ,st~bilization, such as ?1amtmnu:g ~~~o~~al 
security, plCwiding income support fO! eligIble groups, deve~opmg the natIon S 111:Ia
structlll'C (toads, bridges, and public buildings), and supplymg. govern~ent selvlc~s 
(educotion ond public heolth). Much of govenunent spending IS c~mnutted years 111 

advance (as in weapons development programs) 01 even decades In advaI:ce (as :or 
Social Security benefits) Expanding or contracting, tot~l ?overr~.ment s~endUlg rap.Id
Iy for macroeconomic stabilization purposes ,thus IS dlfhcult wI~hout eIther spe~d~g 
wastefully or compromising other fiscal polIcy goals. I~xes are somewhat eaSlel to 
change than spending, but the tax laws also l~lave ma~1Y dIfferent goals and may be the 
result of a fran-ile political compromise that Isn't eaSIly altered , 

Compou~cHng the ploblem of inflexibility is the frob~em of IO!lg ~IIIIe lngs that 
result fI0111 the slow-moving political process by \vhlch :,lsca1 polIcy IS mad~ (see 
"The Political Environment: The Federal Budget Process, p 573) From tl": tIme a 
spending or tax proposal is made until it goes int? effect is rar~ly less tl:an el?l~teen 
months This lag makes effective countercyclical use of fIscal polrcy dIffICUlt 
because (for example), by the time an antirecession fiscal measure actually had an 
impact on the economy, the recession might already be ovel 

Automatic Stabilizers and the Full-Employment Deficit" One way to get 
mound the problems of fiscal policy inflexibility and ,long l~~s tha~ impede the use 
of countercyclical fiscal policies is to build automatIc stabIlIzers mto the budget 
Automatic stabilizers are provisions in the budget tha,t ca~lse go\:ernment spend
ing to rise or taxes to fall automatically-withol:t,leglslattve actiOn~when GDP, 
falls Similarlv, when GOP Iises, automatic stabIlizers cause spendmg to fall or 
taxes to lise \-~'ithout any need for ditect legislative action , 

A good example of an automatic stabilizer is unemployment ll1SUlance. Wl;en 
the economv (foes into a Iecessian and unemployment rises, more people I:celve 
unemployn~e~t benefits, which are paid automatically \vithout fu~th~~· aChon.'b~ 
Congress Thus the unemployment insurance component o~ tIansf~rs uses dUl1l1o 

lecessions, making fiscal policy automatically n10l~ eXPaI:s,lOna~y.- , 
Quantitativelv, the most important automatlC stabIlizer IS the mcome tax 

svstem When the- economy goes into a recession, peapl,e's incomes ~all, ,and they 
l-~ay less income tax Ihis Jlautom~tic tax cut" helps cushiOn the drop ll1 dlsp~sable 
income and (according to Keyneslans) prevents aggregate d~mand, from fallmg as 
fal' as it miuht otherwise. Likewise, when people's incomes nse dunng a boom, the 
govelnmel~t collects more income tax Ievenue~ which helps ~·estrain t!1e i~crease, in 
aggregate demand Keynesians argue that thls al~tOlnahc fiscal policy IS a major 
reason for the increased stability of the economy S1l1ce Wodd War II .' 

A side effect of automatic stabilizels is that govellunent budget dehclts tend to 
increase in recessions because government spending automatically ris.es and taxes 
automatically fall when GOP declines Similarly, the deficit tends to fallm booms. To 
distinbruish changes in the deficit caused by recessions or b~~ms hom. changes caused 
bv othel factors, some economists advocate the use of a defiCIt measure called the full
e;11ployment deficit The full-employment deficit indicates what the government 

3 This s~tcmcnt is bused on the Keynesiun vie\' thut un in(rcuse in twnsfers-which is equivalent to 

u reduction in tuxes-raises aggregute dC!l1<111d 
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The Federal Budget Process 

Enacting the Federal govell1ment's budget is a long 
and con:ple: process, involving both the executive 
;:md leglslatl\'e branches The budget process has 

three m<11n ph<1ses: (1) development of a proposed budget 
and its presentation to Congress by the President; (2) con~ 
gressiollal action on the budget; and (3) implement<1tion 
of the budget, primarily by the executive branch 

The President ustwlly submits the proposed budget to 
CongIess eight or nine months before October 1, the 
beginning of the fiscal year About nine months are 
required to formulate the budget, so this submission 
deadline implies that budget planning must begin a full 
year and a half befOl'e the beginning of the fiscal year to 
which the budget applies rhe Plesident is assisted in 
developing his budget by his staff, the Office of 
I'vlanagl'ment and Budget (OMB), the Treasury, the 
Council of Economic Advisers, and other members of the 
executive branch, all of whom gather information and 
requests for funds from the various government agencies 

After receiving the President's budget proposal, 
Congress usually modifies it extensively Congressional 
consideration of the budget begins in the House of 
Representati\'es, where spending plans are first consid~ 
ered by the Appropriations Committee and proposals for 
raising I'evenue are considered by the \Vays and t'vleans 
Committee After the \'ar ious appwpriations and tax bills 
are approved by the I-louse, they are sent to the Senate, 
which conducts its own review. Differences between the 
House and Senate versions of the various bills are recon
ciled by a confcl'ence committee, consisting of members 
from both the I-louse <lnd Senate, <lnd the reconciled legis
l<ltion is returned to the full memberships of the House 
and Senate for app!'ov<ll. Finally, the <lppropf'i<ltions and 
re\'enue bills me sent t(1 the President for signilturc or veto 

"Vhen some of the appropriations bills are not com
pleted by the beginning of the fiscal year-which has 
happened frequently in recent yems-Congress passes a 
COiltil/llillS r(SOlllfioll to provide temporary funding for 
the government However, in the fall of 1995 Congress 
and the President were de<ldlocked over several fiscal 
issues <lnd President Clinton vetoed a continuing reso-

iution Without a continuing resolution, much of the 
Federal government was forced to shut down for six 
days in November and again for about three weeks in 
December 1995 and January 1996. The budget for fiscal 
year 1996 (October 1, 1995, to September 30,1996) was 
HnaHy signed on April 26, 1996, more than halfway 
through the fiscal year 

Upon approval of the budget the process enters the 
third phase-the actual spending and collection of taxes 
Overseeing this process is the responsibility of the 
President and the executive branch Ihe actual alloca
tion of funds to the variolls government agencies is done 
bv the director of the OMS If more money is needed 
d-uring the year, the President may reque~t a supple
mentary appropriation from Congress. 

Over- the past two dec,Jdes CongIcss has reformed 
the budget process several times, pl"imurily to reduce 
the size of the budget deficit In 1985 Congress adopted 
the Balunced Budget and Emergency Deficit Control 
Act (better known as the Gramm-Rudman-Hollings 
bill), which required a steadily decreasing deficit lead
ing to a balanced budget in fiscal year 1991 The origi
nal legislation failed to achieve significant deficit 
reduction and has been revised several times. The cur
rent system divides Federal spending into 50-called 
mandatory spending (about 67% of total spending) and 
disCI'etionary spending (33'Yo of spending) Mandatory 
spending is authorized by permanent laws and 
includes such items as Social Security and interest on 
the national debt, Discretionary spelltiing, which 
includes funds for a variety of activities ranging from 
defense to education, must be reauthorized each year 
under thirteen annual appropriations bills. Currently 
the law imposes limits, or "caps," on total annual dis
cretionary spending. So, in principle at least, one dollar 
more for, say, education means one dollar less for other 
discretionary programs 

For more on the budget process and for current 
budget data, see the Web page of the Office of 
Management and BudgeL www whitehouse gov / 
OMB/index html 
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Figure 15,5 
Full~employment and 
actual budget deficits, 
1958-1998 
The actual and full
employment Federal 
budget deficits are 
shown as a percentage of 
GOP T he actual budget 
deficit exceeded the full
employment deficit by 
sllb5tm~tial amounts 
during the 19'73-1975, 
1981-1982, and 
1990-1991 recessions, 
reflecting the importance 
of automatic stabilizers 
SOllfa' I'I/j~ [(puPlI/fewlli 

llJUiSd Olit/O(Ik. Fi:;clli Yt'l1r~ 
1998-~()1J9 Cllngressiollill 
I:ludgct Office, Table F-J 
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budget deficit would be-given the tax and spending policies cmrently in force--if the 
economv were operating at its full-employment level.·\ Because it eliminates the 
effects o"f automatic stabilizers, the full-employment deficit measure is affected pri
marily by changes in fiscal policy reflected in new legislation I~ particular, expa~
sionalY fiscal changes-such as increases in govenunent spendmg programs or, (~n 
the Keynesian model) reduced tax rates-Iaise the full-employment budget defiCit, 
\vhele~s contractionary fiscal changes reduce the full-e1TIployment deficit 

Fi~Ule 15 5 shows the actual and full-employment budget deficits (as percent
alTes of GDP) of the FedeIaI government since 1958_ Note that the actual budget 
d~ficit substantially exceeded the full-employment budget deficit dUling the reces
sions of 1973-1975,1981-1982, and 1990-1991 when output was below Its full
employment level The difference between the two deficit measures reflects the 
iU1pmtance of automatic stabilizers in the budget 

Government Capital Formation 
The health 01 the economy depends not only on IIoil' 1I11/CII the govenunent spends but 
also on !tow it spends its resources For example, as discussed in Chapter 6, the quan
tity and quality of public inlrastlllctuie-lOads, schools, public hospitals, and the 
like-are potentially important lor the rate of economic glOwth Thus the formatlO,n 
of government capital-long-lived physical assets owned by the government-Is 
one way that fiscal policy affects the macroeconomy The government budget affects 

-t- In practice .. the (nlctllation of full-employment deficits is ba~L'd on thL', Keynesian ~ssumplit;n th~t 
recessions reflect deviations from full employment rather than the c!i1ss1cal assumption thnt (111 the 
nbsence of mispcrceptions) recessions reflect changes in ful!-cmploymcnt output 
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not only physical capital formation but also human capital formation At least pal t of 
government expenditures on health, nutrition, and education are an investment, in 
the sense thJt they willleJd to a more ploductivc work force in the future 

As discussed in Chapter 2 and eadier in this chapter, since 1996 the important 
distinction between government investment and government consumption has 
been recognized officially, and government investment has been measured sepa
rately from otheI government pUlchases of goods and services The official figures 
f01 government capital investment focus on physical capitJi fOImation and 
exclude human capital formation. In 1998 FedeIa! govelnment investment expen
ditures were $59 6 billion (just ove, one-ninth of Federal purchases of goods and 
services), \vith two-thirds of investment spending for national defense and one
third for nondefense government capital State and local goveInment investment 
was $177.4 billion (almost one-fifth of state and local government purchases of 
goods and selvices) The composition of government investment by state and 
local govelnments differs from that by the Federal government rv[ost FederJi 
government investment is in the form of equipment (such as military hard\vare) 
rather than stIuctules, but mOle than fOUl-fifths of state and local government 
investment is for structwes 

Incentive Effects of fiscal Policy 
The third WJy in which fiscal policy affects the maCloeconomy is by its effects on 
incentives Tax policies in particular can affect economic behavior by changing the 
financial rewards to various activities. For example, in Chaptel 4 we showed how 
tax rates influence the incentives of households to s<.we and of finTIs to make capi
tal investments 

Average Versus Marginal TaJ( Rates" To analyze the ellects of taxes on eco
nomic incentives, we need to distinguish between avelage and Illmginal tJX Iates 
The average tax rate is the total amount of taxes paid by a person (or a firm), 
divided by the person's before-tax income The marginal tax rate is the fraction of 
an additiollal dollar of income that must be paid in taxes. FOI example, suppose that 
in a particular country no taxes are levied on the first $10,000 of income and that a 
25(;{) tax is levied on all income above S10,OOO (see Table 15 3) Under this income 
tax system a person with an income of $IS,OOO pays a tax of S2000. Thus her aveI
age tax rate is 1] 1% ($2000 in taxes divided by $18,000 in before-tax income) 
However, this taxpayer's marginal tax late is 25%, because a $1.00 increase in hel' 
income will increase hel taxes by SO 25 Table 15 3 shows that everyone with an 
income higher than $10,000 faces the same malginai tax rate of 25% but that the 
average tax rJte increases \vith income 

Table 153 
Marginal and Average Tax Rates: An Example (Total Tax = 25% of Income over $10,000) 

Average Marginal 
Income Income - 510,000 Tax Tax Rate Tax Rate 

$ 18,000 $ 8,000 S 2,000 11 1% 25% 
50,000 40,000 10,000 200% 25% 

100,000 90,000 22,500 22.5% 25% 
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We can sho\v why the distinction between average and marginal tax rates is 
impOl tant by considering the individual's decision about ho\v much labor to 
supply. The effects of a tax increase on the amount of labor supplied depend 
strongly on whethel average OJ marginal taxes are being inueased Economic 
theory predicts that an increase in the average tax rate, \vith th~ marginal tax rate 
held constant, will iI/crease the amount of labm supplied at any (before-tax) leal 
wage In contrast, the theory pledicts that an increase in the marginal tax rate, 
with the average tax rate held constant, will decrease the amount of labor supplied 

at any real wage 
To explain these conclusions, let's first consider the effects of a change in the 

average tax late Returning to OUI example hom Table 15.3, iInagine that the Inar
ginal tax rate stays at 251Xl but that now all income over $8000 (rather than all 
income over $10,000) is subject to a 25% tax The taxpayer with an income of 
$18,000 finds that her tax bill has risen from 52000 to $2500, or 0 25(518,000 - 58000), 
so her average tax !'ate has risen from 11.1% to 13.9(X" or $2500/$18,000 As a Iesult, 
the taxpayer is $500 pooreI' Because she is effectively less wealthy, she will increase 
the amount of labOl' she supplies at any real \,vage (see SummaIY table 4, p 83) 
Hence an increase in the average tax rate, holding the marginal tax late fixed, 
shifts the labor supply curve (in a diagram with the before-tax leal wage on the vel

tical axis) to the light:> 
Now consider the effects of an inClease in the marginal tax rate, with the aver

age tax rate constant Suppose that the marginal tax rate on income increases from 
25(1., to .JO(};, and the riSE' is accompanied by othel changes in the tax law that keep 
the average tax late-and thus the total amount of taxes paid by the typical tax
payer-the same To be specific, suppose that the portion of income not subject to 
tax is increased from $10,000 to $13,000. Then for the taxpayer emning $18,000, total 
taxes are $2000, 01 0.40($18,000 - $13,000), and the average tax rate of 111 ·Y;" 01 

$2000/$IS,OOO, is the same as it was under the original tax law (, 
With the average tax rate unchanged, the taxpayer's \'\'ealth is unaffected, and 

so there is no change in labor supply stemming from a change in wealth However, 
the increase in the marginal tax rate implies that the taxpayer's after-tax rewmd for 
each extra hOUI worked declines, For example, if her wage is $20 per hour before 
taxes, at the original marginal tax late of 25%, hel' actual take-home pay for cuch 
extra hOllr of work is S15 ($20 minus 25(X, of $20, or $5, in taxes) At the new mar
ginal tax rate of 40%, the taxpayer's take-home pay for each extw haUl of Wo! k is 
only $12 (S20 in before-tax wages minus $8 in taxes) Because extra hoLUs of work 
no longer cany as much reward in terms of real income earned, at any specific 
before-tax real wage the taxpayeI is likely to work fe\veI hours and enjoy more 
leisllre instead. Thus, if the avelage tax rate is held fixed, an inCtease in the mC1!
ginal tax rate causes the labor supply curve to shift to the left-; 

5 In terms of tilt' analysis ()f Ch,1pter 3, the increase in the n\'erage tax rilte has a purl' inwme eff~ct 
on j,1bor supply 
6 Although the average tax rate is unchilnged for the taxpayer earning 518,000, the average tilX rak 
lncreilses for taxpaycrs cilrning more thiln 518,000 and decreases for taxpilyers cilrning less thiln 

SIS,OOO 
7 In terms of the discussion in Chilph::r 3, ,) change in the 11ltlfginnl tilX rate with no chang..: in the 

a\crage \,1:\ ['die hdS ,1 pure substitulion effect on l;]bor supply 

4 

labor Supply 
and Tal' Reform 
in the 19805 
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~ wice durin~. the 19805 Congress passed tax reform legislation that dramatically 
leduced mar~U1al tax rates At the begiJuling of the decade the highest marginal tax 
rate on labor Il1come 'vas 50%. The Economic Recovery Tax Act of 1981 (known as 
ER:A) reduced personal income tax rates in three stages, with a complete phase-in by 
1984 The I ax Reform Act of 1986 further reduced personal tax rates. By the end of the 
1980s tile margmal tax rate on the hrghest levels of personal income had fallen to 28%" 
. Th~ 1981 tax act was championed by a group of economists, politicians, and 
JouI1;alIsts who favored an approach to economic policy called supply-side eco
nOInlCS. The basrc belIef of supply-side economics is that all aspects of economic 
~ehav~OI-such as labor supply, saving, and investment-respond to economic 
mcentrv~s and, in p~rticLilar, to incentives provided by the tax code. Although most 
econOI:1:sts a~ree With this idea i:l genelat "supply-siders" went further, claiming 
tl:~t tlle Il1cen.hve effects of tax pohcy are much larger than most economists have tra
drtronally belIeved [n particular, supply-siders argued that the amount of labor sup
plIed would mcrease substantrally as a result of the tax reductions in ERTA 

What does the theory discussed in this section predict about the likely response 
of labor supply to ERTA? Along wrth the sharp reduction in marginal tax rates, tile 
average tax rate also fell after 1981 (see the accompanying table) Behveen 1981 and 
1984 Federal taxes tell from 211 % of GOP to 19.2% of GOP, and the combined taxes 
collected by Federal, state, and local governments fell from 31.1 % of GOP to 29.7% 
?f GOP. The theory suggests that the reduction in marginal tax rates should have 
lI1crcilsed labor supply and that the decline in aveIage tax rates should have 
reduced labor supply, leading to an ambiguous and probably small effect overall 
Actually, the labor force par ticipation rate (the proportion of adults who are work-

(eOlrli/wed) 

R .Ho\\'ev~r. becil.lIse of a quirk in the ta:>.l;]w, some people with relatively high income, but not those 
WIth the highest mcomes, faced a 33(:;, marginal tax rate 

Average Tax Rates in the United States, 1981-1988 

Federal Taxes Federal, State, and Local Taxes 

Real Real 
Tax Revenue Average Tax Revenue Average 
(Billions of Tax Rate (Billions of Tax Rate 

Year 1987 Dollars) (% of GDP) 1987 Dollars) (% of GDP) 

1981 80.99 211 11938 31 1 
1982 7582 20.2 11462 30. 5 
1983 7569 19.4 11656 299 
1984 7976 19.2 12347 297 
1985 835.4 195 12892 301 
1986 8537 19.4 1332.1 302 
1987 9138 20..1 140.5.2 310. 
1988 9358 198 14364 30. 5 

Source Economic Report of the President 1993 T a:, revenues trom Table 8· 77 GOP trom Table 8-1 and GOP 
deflator from Table B·3 
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(Continned) 
ing or actively searching for jobs) didn't change noticeably after 1981, so apparently 
any effect that ERTA had on labor supply was indeed small 

The 1986 Tax Reform Act also reduced the marginal tax rate 0'1 labor income but, 
tullike ERIA, it caused a small increase in the average tax rate" Between the passage 
of tax reform in 1986 and its full phase-in in 1988, the average Federal tax rate rose 
from 19.4% of GOP to 198% of GOP The average combined tax rate of Federal, 
state, and local governments also rose, increasing from 30.2% to 305% of GOP. 
Because the 1986 Tax Reform Act reduced the margmal tax rate and raIsed the aver
age tax rate slightly, the overall result should have been an increase in labor supply. 
There is some evidence that this increase in labor supply occurred. For example, after 
gradually declining since at least 1950, the labor force particip~tion rate for men lev
eled off in 1988 and actually increased in 1989 for the first time m more than a decade. 

Overall, the responses of labor supply to the revisions to the tax la,,: ill the 
1980s are consistent with our analysis of the effects of average and margmal tax 
changes. However, contrary to the predictions of the supply-siders: the actual 
changes in labor supply were quite small. One study estimated that the Tax Reform 
Act of 1986 increased the labor supply of men by 0.9%, and the 1981 ERTA 
increased the labor supply of men by only 0.4%9 

9 Jerry A Hausman and James M Poterbn, "Household Behavior and the lax Reform Act of 1986," 
/orml(l[ (lfEcollolllJc Pcrspectives. Summer1987, pp 101-119 Cited results are from p 106 

Ta)(-Induced Distortions and Tax Rate Smoothing. Because taxes affect 
economic incentives, they change the pattern of economic behavior. If the invisible 
hand of free markets is ~"orking properly, the pattern of economic activity in the 
absence of taxes is the most efficient, so changes in behavior caused by taxes reduce 
economic welfare, Tax-induced deviations from efficient, free-market outcon1e are 

called distortions. 
To illustrate the idea of a distortion, let's go back to the example of the worker 

whose before-tax leal wage is $20 Because profit-maximizing employers demand 
labor up to the point that the marginal product of labor equals the r:eal wage, the real 
output produced by an extra hour of the worker's labo~' (her margmal product) also 
is $20. Nov'll suppose that the \<\'orker is willing to sacnftce leIsure to wOIk an extra 
hour if she receives at least $14 tn additional real earnings Because the value of what 
the \vOIker (an produce in an extra hour of labor exceeds the val~le that sl:e. places 
on an extra hour of !eisme, her wOIking the extra hour is economIcally effICIent 

In an economy without taxes, this efficient outcome occurs because the worker 
is willing to WOI k the extra hour for the extra $20 in leal wages She would also be 
\,\,illing to work the extra hour if the marginal tax rate ~n earning.s was 25%, becaus~ 
at a marginal tax rate of 25%) he! after-tax real wage IS $15, .whICh exc~eds the $14 
real vvage n1inimum that she is willing to accept. However, If the margmal tax r~te 
rises to 40%), so that the worker's after-tax wage taIls to only $12, she would deCIde 
that it isn't wmth her while to wmk the extra hour, even though for her to do so 
would have been economically efficient The difference between the number of 
hOtHS the \vOIkeI vvould have worked had there been no tax on wages and.~he 
numbeI of hOLlIS she actually works when there is a tax reflects the distorting eHect 
of the tax The higher the tax rate is, the greater the distortion is likely to be 
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Because doing without taxes entirely isn't possible, the problem for fiscal pol
icymakers is how to raise needed government revenues while keeping distortions 
relatively small, Because high tax rates are particularly costly in terms of econom
ic efficiency, economists argue that keeping tax rates roughly constant at a moder
ate level is preferable to alternate periods of very low and very high tax rates. For 
example, if the government's spending plans require it to levy a tax rate that over 
a number of years averages 20%, most economists would advise the government 
I/ot to set the tax rate at 30% half the time and 10% the other half The reason is the 
large distortions that the 30% tax rate would cause in the years that it was effective, 
A better strategy is to hold the tax rate constant at 20%. A policy of maintaining 
stable tax rates so as to minimize distortions is called tax rate smoothing. 

Has the Federal government had a policy of tax rate smoothing? Statistical 
studies typically have found that Federal tax rates are affected by political and 
other factors and hence aren't as smooth as is necessary to nlinimize distortions,\() 
Never theless, the idea of tax smoothing is stillllsefui. For example, what explains 
the U S. government's huge deficit during World War II (Fig. 15.4)? The alternative 
to deficit financing of the war would have been a large wartime increase in tax 
rates, coupled with a drop in tax rates when the war was over, But high tax rates 
during the war would have distorted the economy when pIoductive efficiency 
was especially impo! tant. By financing the war through borrowing, the govern
ment effectively spread the needed tax increase over a long period of time (as the 
debt \vas repaid) rather than raising current taxes by a large amount This action is 
consistent with the idea of tax smoothing 

15.3 Government Deficits and Debt 

The single number in the Federal government's budget that is the focus of most 
public debate is the size of the budget deficit or surplus During the 1980s and early 
1990s, a series of unprecedentedly large (for peacetime) deficits led to a barrage of 
claims and counteIclaims about the potential impact of big deficits on the economy 
In the rest of this chapter we discuss the government budget deficit, the govern
ment debt, and their effects on the economy 

The Growth of the Govemmen1lt Debt 

There is an important distinction between the government budget deficit and the 
government debt (also called the national debt) The government budget deficit (a 
flow variable) is the difference between expenditures and tax revenues in any 
fiscal year The government debt (a stock variable) is the total value of govern
n1ent bonds outstanding at any particular time Because the excess of govern
ment expenditures oveI revenues equals the amount of new borrowing that the 
government must do-that is, the amount of new government debt that it must 
issue-any year's deficit (measured in dollar, or nominal, terms) equals the 
change in the debt in that year. We can express the relationship between goveln
ment debt and the budget deficit by 

10 David Bizt;:r and Steven Durlauf, "" Testing the Positive Theory of Govt;!rIlment f:inanCt;!," j01l1"ll1l1 (~( 

Mom"lan! EUI/1()lIIics, August 1990, pp 123-141 
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Figure 15.6 
Ratio of Federal debt to 
GOP. 1939-1998 
The upper curve shows 
the ratio of total govern
ment debt-including 
government bonds hetd 
by government agencies 
and the Federal 
Reserve-to GDP The 
lower curve shows the 
latio of government 
bonds held by the public 
to GOP The debt-GOP 
ratio rose dramatically 
during World War [I, fell 
steadily for the next 
thirty-five years, and 
then rose again from 
1980 until the mid 19905 
Currently the debt-GOP 
laHa is again declining. 
Sou ret: [n!l1omic [{~I'()rl oftlw 
Pn'sidc/li. 1999. Table 8-77 
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.6.8 = nominal governn1ent budget deficit, (15.3) 

wheIe ~B is the change in the nominal value of government bonds o~ltstanding 
In a period of persistently large budget deficits, such as that expe!lenced by the 

United States in the 1980s and early and mid 1990s, the nommaI value of the gov
ernment's debt will alOW quickly For example, between 1980 and 1998, Federal 
aovernment debt ou~tanding grev\' by more than six times in n0111mal teIms, horn 
$909 billion in 1980 to $5549 billion in 1998 11 Taking inflation hlto account, the real 
value of government debt outstanding tripled dUlmg thIS pellod . . 

Because counnies with a high GDP have relatIvely nlOI€ resources avatlable to 
pay the principal and interest on the govenunent's bonds, a useful measUI:e of 
government indebtedness is the quantity of government debt outstandmg dIVIded 
by the GDP, or the debt-GOP wtia Figure 156 shows the hIstory of the debt-GDP 
ratio in the United States The upper CUIve shows the debt-GDP ratro when the 
measure of total governn1ent debt outstanding includes both govenm:ent bonds 
held by the public and government bonds held by government agencIes and the 
Federal Reserve The lo\ver curve includes in the l11eaSUIe of debt outstandmg 

only the government debt held by the public . ' . . 
The most striking feature of Fig 15.6 is the large mcrease m the debt-GDP ratro 

that occUIred during World War II \vhen the government sold bon(~s .to fU1~nce the 
war efforl. By the end of the war the debt-GDP ratio exceeded 100 Yo, mlplymg that 

11 EUl/Io1l11c Report (~flht· Pn'sidcIII. 1999, Table 8-76 
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the value of government debt outstanding was greater than a year's GDP Over the 
following thirty-five years the government steadily reduced its indebtedness rela
tive to GOP. Beginning in about 1980, though, greater budget deficits caused the 
debt-GOP ratio to rise, which it did throughout the decade. Despite this inclease, 
by 1998 the ratio of Federal debt to GDP was still only about half its size at the end 
of World War II Moreover, in recent years the ratio of debt to GDP has begun to 
decline again, reflecting budget surpluses 

We can describe changes in the debt-GDP latio over time by the following 
formula (derived in Appendix 15 A at the end of the chapter): 

. primary deficit 
gIowth rate of debt-GOP ratio = B 

+ i-growth late of nominal GOP, (15.4) 

where B is the nominal quantity of government bonds outstanding and i is the 
nominal interest rate. Recall that the primary deficit is the total budget deficit less 
interest payments, measured here in nOIninal terms. Equation (15.4) emphasizes 
three factors that cause the debt-GDP latio to rise quickly: 

II a high primary deficit; 
\I a high interest !'ate, which increases the intelcst payments the govenunent must 

make on its outstanding debt and thus increases the total budget deficit; and 

II a slow rate of GOP growth, 

Equation (J5.4) helps accollnt for the pallern of the debt-GOP ratio shown in 
Fig 15.6. The sharp inCIease during World \A/ar II \vas the Iesult of laIge primary 
deficits In contrast, for the thlee and a half decades after World War [I, the Federal 
government's primary deficit was small OJ' even negative and interest rates were 
genelally lower than GOP growth, so the debt-GOP ratio declined The debt-GDP 
ratio increased dtning the 1980s and 1990s because the Federal primary deficit 
was relatively high and because interest lates exceeded GOP grmvth rates for 
much of the period A factor that may significantly reduce the US debt-GDP ratio 
in the not-tao-distant future is discussed in Box 15.1 

rhe lfilm:!eD'l of the GoverD'lmeD'lt Debt on future 
GeD'leratioD'is 

People often express concern that the trillions of dollars of Federal government debt 
will impose a crushing financial burden on their children and grandchildren, who 
will someday be taxed to payoff these debts (Box 15 2, on page 583, discusses the rel
ative tax bllIdens borne by diffelent generations) In this view, high rates of govern
ment bonowing amount to "lobbing the futme" to pay for government spending 
that is too high OI taxes that are too low in the present 

Ihis conventional argument ignores the fact that most U S. government bonds 
are O\vned by U S citizens Therefore, although OUI descendants someday may face 
heavy taxes to pay the interest and principal of the government debt, these future 
taxpayeIs also will inheIit the outstanding government bonds and thus will be the 
recipielIts of most of those interest and principal payments, To a substantial degree, 
we owe the government debt to ourselves, so the debt isn't a burden in the same 
sense that it would be if it were owed entirely to outsiders 
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Social Security and the Federal Budget 

After many years of deficits, the Federal government's 
budget finished in surplus in 1998 Substantial surpluses, 
which will result in a major reduction in the Federal debt, 
are projected for the next decade as \vell A few forecast
ers have gone so far as to suggest that the government's 
debt may be entirely paid off in the next 15 years 

What is the source of this remar kable turnaround? 
Legislative actions to cut spending and increase taxes 
have certainly played a role The strong economy-and 
the resulting increase in tax collections-has also 
helped, The majm explanation for the Federal surplus, 
however, lies in the operation of the Social Security 
system Social Secluity receipts, which are primarily in 
the form of payroll taxes, and payments to retirees and 
othel beneficiaries ar-e counted as part of the Federal 
budget. Hence, when Social Security's current payroll 
taxes collected exceed current benefits paid, the Federal 
government's budget shows a larger surplus, or a small
er deficit, than it othenvise would 

In fOld, for the ncar term the Social Securi~y system is 
projected to run large surpluses According to official esti~ 
mates, the value of government bonds held by the Social 
Security Trust Fund should increase by about $1 trillion 
(in 1999 dollars) over the first decade of the twenty-fiIst 
century and reach more than $2-3 trillion (in 1999 dollars) 
in 2015 These large net inflows of revenue will make 
Federal budget surpluses far more common in the next 
twenty years than they were in the past two decades 

Should concerns about the Federal government's 
finances become a thing of the past? Unfortunately, the 
answer is probably I/no 1/ One way of expressing the 
problem is to note that the Federal government's budget, 
while counting as revenues the payroll taxes being col
lected from today's workers, does not reflect the large 
financial obligations it will have to those workers when 
they retire This issue will become important when the 
"baby-boom" generation begins to retire around the year 
2010. By 2022 the revenues of the Social Security system 
will be less than its payouts The Trust Fund will then 
diminish rapidly as benefits greatly exceed revenues, 
presumably taking the overall Federal budget well into 

deficit. Assuming that neither payroll'tax rates nor ben
efits are changed, it is projected that the Trust Fund will 
be exhausted in 2034,* The basic reason for the decline in 
Social Security revenues relative to benefits is the aging 
of the population: In 1990, there were four people of 
\vorking age (20-64) for every person older than age 65. 
By the year 2030, the ratio of working-age people to 
those older than 65 will be only two to one 

Can anything be done to shore up the Social Security 
system and prevent a fiscal crisis? Three types of poli
cies might prevent the Social Security 'I rust Fund from 
running out of assets: (1) reduce promised Social 
Security benefits; (2) increase Social Security taxes; and 
(3) earn a higher rate of return on the assets in the Trust 
Fund. Promised benefits can be reduced in a variety of 
ways other than simply cutting the promised monthly 
benefit, such as increasing the retirement age at \vhich 
workers become eligible to receive benefits, taxing ben
efits more heavily than in the current system, and 
reducing the degree to which nominal benefits are 
increased when the consumer price index (CPI) increas
es (see Box 2 3) However, any proposal to reduce ben
efits would certainly meet with strong resistance from 
retirees. Similarly, proposals to increase Social Security 
taxes would face strong resistance from current workers 
because many of them fear that the Social Security 
system might collapse before they can receive their ben
efits 1he third type of policy, earning a higher rate of 
return on the assets in the Trust Fund, is appealing to 
many people because it appears to be a painless way to 
solve the fiscal problems of Social Security without cut
ting benefits or increasing taxes. One suggestion for 
earning a higher rate of return is to invest part of the 
T rust Fund in the stock market, which has historically 
earned a much higher average rate of return than bonds. 
However, the returns on the stock market are much 
more risky than the returns on bonds; thus stock returns 
could far exceed bond returns, but they could also be far 
less than bond returns. This risk may ultimately cause 
policymakers to shy away from investing even a part of 
the Trust Fund in the stock market 

,. These projections me from the 1999 Old Ag~ (I/Ul Sunrj'Uors Disallility IlIsllrnlla (OASDl) Trl/stet'S Report 
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Generational Accounts 

How are the costs of a government program, such as 
Social Security, distributed among the population? We 
could try to answer this question by noting that in a par
ticular year-say, 2001-Social Security benefits were 
received primarily by older people while younger people 
paid most of the taxes to fund those benefits, 
Nevertheless, concluding that Social Security helps old 
people at the expense of young people fails to recognize 
that current retirees paid Social Security taxes when they 
were YOlmg, and that the people who are paying Social 
Security taxes today will someday receive benefits A 
better way to measure hmv the costs and benefits of Social 
Security are distributed is to compare taxes paid and ben
e~its received by various individuals over their ell tire life
tune For example, by projecting the lifetime pattern, 
under current law, of Social Security taxes and benefits 
for a worker who is now thirty years old, we could deter
mine whether Social Security is overall a "good deal" for 
that worker In conhast, looking at the worker's taxes and 
benefits for only the current year wouldn't allow us to 
conclude anything about whether the worker should be 
satisfied to be part of the Social Security system 

We can apply the same lifetime perspective to all 
government taxes and transfer programs combined, 
thereby seeing how any group of people-members of a 
particular generation, for example-fares in terms of 
benefits and burdens Building on his earlier work with 
Alan Auerbach and Laurence Kotlikoff,* Jagadeesh 
Gokhale of the Federal Reserve Bank of Cleveland, in 
conjunction \vith economic analysts Benjamin Page and 
John Sturrock of the Congressional Budget Office,t have 
calculated net tax rates as a fraction of lifetime income 
for each generation to be born in the future. Net tax 
rates are defined to equal the gross tax rate paid by each 
generation (total taxes paid, as a percentage of lifetime 
income) minus transfers (such as Social Security and 
Medicare) received from the government, also mea
sured as a percentage of lifetime income. Thus the net 
tax rate measures the net financial burden of the gov
ernment borne by each generation This methodology 
for evaluating the costs of fiscal programs is known as 
gelwmtiollal necolll/tilig 

Some of these authors' results are summarized in the 
accompanying table, which is based on the assumption 
that existing tax laws and transfer programs will con
tinue indefinitely into the future_ According to the 
Gokhale-Page-StuITock calculations, the net tax rate 
grew with each generation until the generation born in 
1960, which faces a lifetime net tax rate of 30.1% .. 
Generations born since 1960 face somewhat lower life
time burdens; in part this pattern reflects the assump
tions that YOtUlger generations will live longer than their 
parents and grandparents and that they will thus draw 
Social Security benefits for a longer period~ 

A particularly interesting number in the table is the 
estimated net tax rate on generations not yet born as of 
1998, equal to 29.0%. Although higher than that of 
people born during the 19805 and 19905, the net tax rate 
on future generations reported here is much lower than 
(in fact, less than half) that estimated in earlier research 
The movement of the Federal budget from a large deficit 
to a substantial surplus in recent years is a key reason for 
the reduction in the likely burden on future generations 

Lifetime Net Tax Rates by Generation 

Generation's Net Lifetime 
Year of Birth Tax Rate 

1900 233 
1910 265 
1920 278 
1930 292 

1940 296 
1950 299 

1960 301 
1970 296 

1980 281 
1990 264 

1995 25.8 
1998 256 
Future generations 290 

~~ee Alan, AU,~rbach, Jagadeesh ~()khale, ~nd Laurence Kotlikoff, "Generational Accounting: A Meaningful Way to Evaluate 
Fiscal Polley, !ormw{ {~fEcOllolllrc Perspectives, Winter 1994, pp 73-94 
t"Generational Accounts for the United States: An Update," Americall Ecollomic Rtrvicw, May 2000, pp 293-296 TIle table is 
based on Table 2 of this paper 
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Although the popular view of the burden of the government debt is faulty, 
economists have pointed out several ways in which the government debt can 
become a burden on future genewtions. First, if tax rates have to be raised sub
stantially in the futUle to payoff the debt, the resulting distortions could cause the 
economy to function less efficiently and impose costs on futll!e generations 

Second, most people hold small amounts of government bonds or no govern
ment bonds at all (except perhaps indirectly, as through pension funds) In the 
futUle, people who hold few or no bonds may have to pay more in taxes to payoff 
the government debt than they receive in interest and principal payments; people 
holding large quantities of bonds may receive more in interest and principal than 
they pay in increased taxes. Bondholders are richer on average than nonbond
holders, so the need to service the government debt might lead to a transfer of 
resources from the relatively pOO! to the relatively rich. However, this transfer 
could be offset by other tax and transfer policies-for example, by raising taxes on 
high-income people 

The third argument is probably the most significant: Many economists claim 
that government deficits reduce national saving; that is, when the government 
runs a deficit, the economy accumulates less domestic capital and fewer fOIeign 
assets than it would have if the deficit had been lower. If this argument is correct, 
deficits will lower the standard of living for all! children and grandchildren, both 
because they will inherit a smaller capital stock and because they will have to pay 
more interest to (or receive less interest from) foreigners than they otherwise would 
have This reduction in the future standard of living would constitute a true burden 
of the government debt 

Crucial to this argun1ent howeveI, is the idea that government budget deficits 
reduce national saving As we have mentioned at several points in this book 
(notably in Chapter 4), the question of whether budget deficits affect national saving 
is highly controversial We devote most of the rest of this section to further discus
sion of this issue 

Budget Deficits and National Saving: 
Ricardian Equivalence Revisited 

Under what circumstances will an increased government budget deficit cause 
national saving to fall? Virtually all economists agree that an increase in the deficit 
caused by a rise in goveInment purchases-say, to fight a war-reduces national 
saving and imposes a real burden on the economy. However, whether a deficit 
caused by a cut in current taxes or an increase in current transfers reduces nation
al saving is much less clear. Recall that advocates of Ricardian equivalence argue 
that tax cuts or increases in transfers will not affect national saving, whereas its 
opponents disagree 

Ricardian Equivalence: An Example. To illustrate Ricardian equivalence let's 
suppose that, holding its current and planned future purchases constant, the gov
ernment cuts this year's taxes by $100 per person. (Assuming that the tax cut is a 
lump sum allows us to ignore incentive effects.) What impact will this reduction in 
taxes have on national saving? In answering this question, we fiIst recall the defi
nition of national saving (Eq 28): 

., 
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5=Y-C-G (155) 

Equation (15 5) states that national Sewing, 5, equals output, 1', less consumption, (, 
and governn1ent purchases, G 12 If we assume that government purchases, G, are 
constant and that output, y, is fixed at its full-employment level, we know from 
Eq (155) that the tax cut will reduce national saving,S, only if it causes consump
han, C, to rIse. Advocates of Ricardian equivalence assert that, if Cllrrent and 
plann~d future governlnent purchases are unchanged, a tax cut willHof affect con
sumption and thus won't affect national saving, 

';l:Y wouldn'~ ~ tax cut .that raises after-tax incomes caLIse people to consume 
mOl;, The answer 15 that-If current and planned future government purchases 
don t change-a tax cut today must be accompanied by an offsetting increase in 
expected future taxes. To see why, note that if curTent taxes are reduced by $100 per 
person WIthout any change In government purchases, the government must 
bOll ow an additional $100 per person by selling bonds Suppose that the bonds are 
one-year bonds that pay a real interest rate, I In the following year, when the gov
ernment repay~ the principal ($100 per person) and interest ($100 x r per person) on 
the bonds, rt wrll have to collect an additional $100(1 + I) per person in taxes. Thus, 
when the public learns of the current tax cut of $100 per person, they should also 
expect then taxes to mcrease by $100(1 + I) per person next yearB 

Because the current tax cut is balanced by an increase in expected future taxes, it 
doesn't make taxpayers any better off in the long run despite raising their current 
after-tax mcomes. Indeed, after the tax cut, taxpayers' abilities to cOllSllme today mId ill 
tlte flltllre me the same as they were originally That is, if no one consumes more in 
response to the tax cut-so that each person saves the entire $100 increase in after-tax 
hlcome-in the following year the $100 per person of additional saving will grow to 
$100(1 + r) per person This additional $100(1 + r) per person is precisely the amolmt 
needed to pay the extra taxes that will be levied in the future, leaving people able to 
consume as much ill the future as they had Originally planned. Because people aren't 
made better off by the tax cut (which must be coupled with a future tax increase), 
they have no reason to consume more today Thus national saving should be Lmaf
fected by the tax cut, as supporters of Ricardian equivalence claim 

Ricardian Equivalence Across Generations. The argument for RiCa/dian 
eqlll:'ale~ce. rests ~n t~1e assumption that current government borrowing will be 
repard wrthm the lrfetrmes of people who are alive today In other words, any tax 
cuts recerved today are offset by the higher taxes that people must pay later. But 
what If some of ~he debt the government is accumulating will be repaid not by the 
people who recerve the tax cut but by their children or grandchildren? In that case, 
wouldn't people react to a tax cut by consuming more? 

Harvard.economist Robert Barro1-1 has sho\vn that, in theory, Ricardian equiva
lence may stIll apply even if the current generation receives the tax cut and future 

12 We assume that net factor payments from abrond, NFP, nrc zero 
13 The goverl1l~1Cnt might put the tnx incrense off for two, three, or more years Nevertheless, the 
general conclUSIOn that the current tax cut mtlst be offset by future tnx increases would be 
unchnnged 
H ··Are Government Bonds Net We"lth?'" /ollrllill (~f Political ECOIIOIII!!. November/December 197-1 
pp 1095-1117 ..' 
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generations bear the bUldcn of repaying the governmel:t's d~bt 10 ,state B~r~~ols 
aro'-ument in its simplest form, let's imagine an economy Ul \VhlCh ~velY g~nelabon 
ha~ the same number of people and suppose that the current genera~on reccl\:es a tax 
cut of $100 per person With governn1ent purd.13ses held c~nstantl ~hls"tax cut ll1~refas~ 
es the government's bonowing and outstandmg ~ebt by $:00 per per.son, I7oV\,€\ e~, 
people currently alive are not ,taxed. to repay thIs debt; 1.I1st~a~, t1~lS obligation 15 
defened until the next generation. 10 repay the govelnn1ent 5 mcreased debt, the 
next generation's taxes (in real terms) will be raised by $l?O(l + R) per pe~son., ~~1ere 
1 + R is the real value of a dollar borrowed today at the hme the debt rs repard 

Seemingly f the current generation of peo~le, .who ~·eceive ~he, ta~ cut, should 
increase theiI consumption because the reductIOn ll1 theu taxes 1511 t expected to be 
balanced by an increase in taxes dUling their lifetimes. However, Ba~To ~Igued tha~ 
people in the CUI rent generation shouldn't i~1Crease their (onsumpt~on m lesp01~se 
to a tax cut if they (ale about the well-bcmg of the next genelatlO~l, Of c~ulse, 
people do care about the well-being of their children, asis reflected 111pa;t 111 the 
econo111ic resources devoted to children, mc1udmg funds spent on chIldren s health 

and education, gifts, and inheritances 
rIm'\' does the concern of this generation for the next affect t.he response of 

people to a tax cut? A member of the cunent generation who receIves a tax cU,t
call him Joe-might be inclined to increase his O\vn consumption, all else bemg 
equal. But, Bano argues, Joe shot.~ld Iealize that, for each dolla~' of ta~ C:lt h~ 
lcceives today, his sonja£' Junior Will have to pay 1 + R doll~ts of extta taxes ,m the 
future, Can Joe do anything on his own to help out Joe Jumor? I~,le ans~ver It:) yes. 
Suppose that, instead of consum~n~ h.is $10,0 tax cut, Joe s~ves the ~1~~ and us~s tl~e 
extra savings to increase Joe JU11lm s mhentance By the time H:e next genetatlOn IS 

requited to pay the govelnment debt, Joe junior's extra inh~ntance ~'1us accu:n~
lated interest will be $100(1 + R), or just enough to cover the rncrease rn Joe JUl1lor s 
taxes 'Thus, by saving his tax cut and adding these S~vi~lgS to his pl~nned bequest, 
Joe can keep both his own consumption and Joe J UIHOl S consumption the Saine as 
they would have been if the tax cut had never occurr~d, " ',I _ 

Furthermore, Barra points out, Joe should save all hiS tax Cl~t fOl Joe JUl1lm s b~l~ 
efit Why? If Joe consumes even part of his tax cu~, he \vo~ t l~ave enough extta 
inheritance to allow Joe Junior to pay the expected mcrease m hIS taxes, and so Joe 
Junim will have to consume less than he could have if thele had b~en,no tax cut fo~' 
Joe, But if Joe wanted to increase his own consumption at Joe JUI11m s expe.nse" he 
could have done so \vithout changes in the tax laws-for example, by contn~utU1g 
less to Joe Junim's college tuition payments or by planning to le~v~ a sll:al1ellnl;el:
itance That Joe didn't take these actions shO\vs that he was satisfied With the diVI
sion of consumption behveen himself and Joe Junior that he had planned bdore the 
tax cut was enacted; there is no reason that the tax cut should cause thIS ongmal con
SUlnption plan to change, Therefore if Joe and other m~m~~rs of th~ current gener
ation don't consume more in lesponse to a tax cut, Rlcaldtan ~qulvalence should 
hold even when debt repayment is defelTed to the next generaho~l , 

This analysiS can be extended to allow for multiple generatlOns and r~1 otl:er 
ways These extensions don't change the main pomt, whlch IS that, 1f taxpayeIs 

15 For example. if thc debt is to be rcpnid in thirty years nnd r is the one-year rctll interest rate, lh~n 
1 +R=(l +r}'o 
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understand that they (He ultimately responsible for the government's debt, they 
shouldn't change their consumption in response to changes in taxes or transfers that 
are unaccompanied by changes in planned government purchases .. As a result, 
deficits created by tax cuts shouldn't reduce national saving and therefore shouldn't 
burden futme generations 

Departures from Ricardian Equivalence 

The arguments for Ricardian equivalence are logically sound, and this idea has 
greatly influenced economists' thinking about deficits Although twenty-five years 
ago most economists vvould have taken for glanted that a tax cut would substan
tially increase consumption, today there is much less agreement about this claim 
Although Ricardian equivalence seemed to fail spectacularly in the 1980s in the 
United States-when high government budget deficits vvere accompanied by 
extIemely lovv rates of national saving-data coveIing longer periods of time sug
gest little relationship between budget deficits and national saving rates in the 
United States In some otheI countries, such as Canada and Israel, Ricardian equiv
alence seems to have WOl ked quite well at times, II> 

Our judgment is that tax cuts that lead to increased government bOll owing 
probably affect consumption and national saving, although the effect may be small 
We base this conclusion both on the experience of the United States dUling the 
1980s and on the fact that there are some themetical reasons to expect Ricardian 
equivalence not to hold exactly, The main arguments against Ricaldian equivalence 
are the possible existence of bOllowing constIaints, consumels' shmtsightedness, 
the failure of some people to leave bequests, and the non-lump-sum natme of 

most tax changes 

1. B(1I rowillg cOllstwillts Nlany people would be willing to consume mme if 
they could find lenders \vho would extend them credit However, consumers often 
face limits, knO\'\'ll as bOl J OWilig COJlstlaillts, on the amounts that they can bon ow, A 
person who wants to consume morc, but \vho is unable to bonow to do so, will be 
eager to take advantage of a tax cut to increase consulnption Thus the existence of 
borrowing constraints may cause Ricardian equivalence to fail 

2. Shortsightedness, In the view of some econonlists, many people ale shm t
sighted and don't understand that as taxpayers they are ultimately responsible for 
the government's debt FOI example, some people may determine their consump
tion by simple "rules of thumb," such as the rule that a family should spend fixed 
percentages of its cunent after-tax income on food, clothing, hOllsing, and so on, 
without regard for how its income is likely to change in the future If people are 
shortsighted, they may respond to a tax cut by consuming more, contrary to the 
Plediction of RicaIdian equivalence, However, Rical'dians could leply that ultta
sophisticated analyses of fiscal policy by consumers aren't necessary for Ricardian 
etpivalence to be approximately conect For example, if people IG10W generally 
that big government deficits mean future problems for the economy (without 

16 For surveys of the evidence by n supporter and tin opponent of Ricnrdian cquivtllencc, respectively, 
sec Robert Bmw. "The Ricardian Approach to Budget Deficits:' IOlmllli {~f Ecollomic Pcrspccliv6. Spring 
1989. pp 3i-54; tlnd 13 D()uglt1s Bernheim" ··Ric"rditlll Equivtllence: An Evnluation of Theory and 
Evidencc." in Stanley Fischer. ed, NBER MIlCrot'CtJ!lOIllIcS AIIIIIlIli, Cambridge, Mass: MIT Press, 1%7 
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knowing exactly why), they may be reluctant to spend from a tax cut that causes 
the deficit to balloon, consistent with the Ricardian prediction 

3. Failllre to lea"e beqllests If people don't leave bequests, perhaps because 
they don't care or think about the long-run economic welfare of their children, they 
will increase their consumption if their taxes are cut, and RicardIan equivalence 
won't hold Some people may not leave bequests because they expect their children 
to be richer than they are and thus not need any bequest If people contmue to hold 
this belief after they receive a tax cut, they will increase their consumption and 
again Ricardian equivalence will fail 

4. NOIl-lllIllP-SlllII taxes In theory, Ricardian equivalence holds only for lump
sum tax changes, with each person's change in taxes being a fixed amount that 
doesn't depend on the person's economic decisions, such as how much to work or 
save As discussed in Section 15.2, when taxes are not lump-stm1, the level at1d timmg 
of taxes will affect incentives and thus economic behaviOI 'Thus non-lump-sum tax 
cuts will have real effects on the economy, in conhast to the simple RieaIdian view,. 

We emphasize, though, that with non-lump-sum taxes, the incentive effects of 
a tax cut on consumption and saving behavior will depend heavily on the tax 
structure and on which taxes are cut FOI example, a temporary cut in sales taxes 
would likely stimulate consumption, but a reduction in the tax late on interest 
earned on savings accounts might increase saving Thus we cannot always c.on
elude that, just because taxes aren't lump-sum, a tax cut will increase consurnp~on, 
That conclusion has to rest primarily on the other three arguments agalnst 
Ricardian equivalence that we presented 

115.4 Deficits and Inflation 
In this final section of the chapter we discuss one more concern that has been 
expressed about government budget deficits: that deficits are inflationary We 
show that the principal link between deficits and inflation is that in some Cllcum
stances deficits lead to higher rates of growth in the money supply and that high 
rates of money growth in turn cause inflation 

The Deficit and the Money Supply 
lnflation-a rising price level-results when aggregate demand increases more 
quickly than aggregate supply In terms of the AD-AS framewor,k, suppo~e that the 
long-I'lln aggregate supply curve (which reflects the productive capacity of the 
economy) is fixed Then for the price level to rise, the aggregate demand curve 

must rise over time, 
Both the classical and Keynesian models of the economy imply that deficits can 

cause aggregate demand to rise more quickly than aggregate supply, leading to an 
increase in the price level In both models a deficit owing to increased governm~nt 
pUIchases reduces desired national saving, shifting the IS curve up and causmg 
aggregate demand to rise This increase in aggregate dem~nd causes the pnce 
level to rise 17 If we assume (as Keynesians usually do) that Ricardian eqUIvalence 

17 Ihe classical analysiS predicts that an increase in government purchases will cause aggregate 
supply to rise as well, but we have assumed that the supply effect is smaller than the demand effect 
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doesn't hold, a budget deficit resulting fron1 a cut in taxes or an incIease in trans
fers also reduces desired national saving, increases aggregate demand, and raises 
the price level Thus deficits resulting from expansionary fiscal policies (inCJeased 
spending 01 reduced taxes) will be associated with inflation 

~owe.ver, an u~cIease in government purchases or a cut in taxes causes only a 
o.ne-hme. mcreas~ .111 aggregate demand. Therefore, although we expect expan
SIOnary frscal poIrcles to lead to a one-time increase in the price level (that is, a tem
poraIr burst in inflation), we ~on't expect an increase in goveInment purchases OI 
a cut 111 taxes to cause a sllsfallIed increase in inflation. In generaL the only factor 
~hat car: sustain an ~1crease in aggregate demand, leading to continuing inflation, 
IS sus tamed growth m the money supply Ir1deed, high rates of inflation are almost 
invariably linked to high rates of national money growth (recall the Application 
"Money Growth and Inflation in European Countries in Transition," p. 264) The 
key question therefore is: Can government budget deficits lead to ongoing increas
es m the money supply? 

The answer is "yes" The link is the printing of money to finance goverrm1ent 
spendmg when the government carmot (or does not want to) finance all of its 
spending by taxes or borrowing flOm the public In the extreme case, imagine a 
government that wants to spend $10 billion (say, on submarines) but has no abili
ty to tax or bon ow from the public. One option is for this govenunent to print $10 
bllIron worth of currency and use this currency to pay for the submarines, The rev
enue that a, governn1ent ~aises.by printing Inoney is called seignorage" Any gov
ernment WIth the authOIlty to issue money can use seignorage; governn1ents that 
do not have the authority to issue money, such as state governments in the United 
States, can't use seignorage. 

~ctually, g~vernments that want to finance their deficits through seignorage 
don t Simply pnnt new currency but use an indirect procedure First, the Treasury 
authorizes government borrowing equal to the amount of the budget deficit ($10 
billio~ in OUI example), and a corresponding quantity of new government bonds 
are pnnted and sold. Thus the deficit still equals the change in the outstanding gov
ernment debt (Eq 15.3) However, the new government bonds aren't sold to the 
public Instead, the Treasury asks (or requires) the central bank to purchase the $10 
billion in new bonds The central ba~k pays for, its purchases of new bonds by 
pnntmg $10 bilh?n m ne~' currency,I whrch It gives to the Treasury in exchange 
for the bonds ThiS newly Issued currency enters general circulation when the gov
ernment spends it on its various outlays (the submarines) Note that the purchase 
of bonds by the central bank increases the monetary base by the amolillt of the pur
chase (see Chapter 14), as when the central bank purchases government bonds on 
the open mar ket 

The precise relationship between the size of the deficit and the increase in the 
monetary base is 

deficit = ilB = t>.BI' + t>.B'/o = ilBl' + t>.BASE (15,6) 

Equation (15.6) states that the (nominal) government budget deficit equals the total 
increase in (nominal) government debt outstanding, t>.B, which can be broken into 
additional government debt held by the public, t>.8", and by the central bank, t>.B'" 

18 Ihe new money created by the central bank could also be in the form of deposits at the central 
bank; the ultimate effect is the same 
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The increase in goveInment debt held by the centIal bank in turn equals the 
increase in the monetary base, 0.BA5E The increase in the monetary base equals the 
amount of seignorage collected by the goven1111cnt, 

The final link between the budget deficit and the money supply has to do with 
the lelationship between the Inaney supply and the l110netary base In general, the 
increase in the money supply, M, equals the money multiplier times the increase in 
the monetary base (Eq 148) [n an all-currency economy the money supply and the 
1110netary base are the smne and the money multiplier is 1 Nothing significant in 
this discussion depends on the value of the money multiplier, so for simplicity we 
focus on an all-cuneney economy, in which the change in the money supply equals 
the change in the monetary base Based on this assumption, Eq (156) implies that 

deficit ~!lB ~ LIB" + !lB'" ~ LIB" + LlJ'vI, (157) 

where LlBASE = LlNl 
Why would governments use seignorage to finance their deficits, knowing 

that continued money creation ultimately leads to inflation? UndeI normal condi
tions developed countIies rarely use seignorage. Fm eXaInple, in lecent yeats the 
monetary base in the United States has typicaUy increased by about $30 billion per 
year, which equals less than 2% of Federal government receipts. I-Ieavy reliance on 
seignOlage usually occurs in war-torn OI developing countries, in which military or 
social conditions dictate levels of government spending well above what the coun
t! y can raise in taxes or borrow from the public 

Real Seignorage Collection and inflatiol'l 

The amount of leal revenue that the government collects hom seignorage is close
ly related to the inflation rate To examine this link let's consider an aU-currency 
economy in which real output and the leal interest rate ale fixed and the rates of 
money growth and inflation are constant In such an economy the leal quantity of 
money demanded is constant!(j and hence, in equilibrium, the leal money supply 
must also be constant Because the real money supply M/ P doesn't change, the 
growth rate of the nominal money supply LlM/ M must equal the growth rate of the 
price level, or the rate of inflation n:: 

L'.M 
11:=--

M 
(158) 

Equation (158) expresses the close link between an econOll1y's inflation rate and 
money growth late 

Hovv much seignorage is the govenUl1ent collecting in this econOll1Y? The IIOIll

illnl value of seignOlage in any period is the increase in the an10tll1t of money in cir
culation L'.Nl Multiplying both sides of Eq (158) by M and rearranging gives an 
equation for the nominal value of seignmage: 

L'.M~rrM (15.9) 

19 Rea! money demand depends on rca! output and the nominal interest" rilte (we asslime that the 
interest rate paid on money is fixed) Output is constant, and because the real interest rate and the 
inflation rate are Cllllst,lIlt, the numin,,1 interest rate is (onst.:mt as wcll Thus the rcal quantity of 

money demanded is constant 
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Real seignorage revenue, R, is the leal value of the newly created money, 
which equals nominal seignorage revenue, L\IVI, divided by the price level, P 
Dividing both sides of Eq (15.9) by the plice le\·el P gives 

L'.M M 
R=-=11:- (1510) 

P P 
Equation (15 10) states that the government's leal seignmage revenue, R, equals the 
inflation late, n:, times the real money supply, tvfl P 
. E~uation (15 10) illustrates why economists sometimes call seignorage the 
Inflation tax. In genelal, fot any type of tax, tax revenue equals the tax rate multi
plied by the tax base (whatever is being taxed). In the case of the inflation tax, the 
tax base is the leal money supply and the tax late is the rate of inflation 
Multiplying the tax base (the real money supply) by the tax rate (the rate of infla
tion) gives the total inflation tax revenue, 

How does the government collect the inflation tax and who pays this tax? The gov
ernment collects the inflation tax by printing money (or by having the cennal bank 
issue new money) and using the newly created money to purchase goods and services. 
The inflation tax is paid by any membel of the public \vho holds money, because 
inflation erodes the purchasing powel of money For example, when the inflation rate 
is 10tX) pel year, a person who holds cUll'ency fm a year loses 10(X) of the purchasi.ng 
pmveI of that money and thus effectively pays a 10% tax on the real money holdings 

Suppose that a government finds that the seignorage being collected doesn't 
covel its spending and begins to increase the money supply faster Will this increase 
in the money growth rate cause the leal seignorage collected by the government to 
rise? Somewhat surplisingly, it may not. As Eq. (15.10) shows, the leal seignorage 
collected by the govelnment is the product of two terms-the rate of inflation (the 
tax rate) and the real money supply (the tax base). By raising the money gIO\vth rate, 
the government can increase the inflation rate. However, at a constant real interest 
rate, a higher rate of inflation will raise the nominal interest rate, causing people to 
reduce the real quantity of money held Thus whetheI leal seignOlage revenue 
increases when the money growth rate increases depends on whether the rise in 
inflation, 11:, outweighs the decline in real money holdings, !vII P 

This point is illustrated by Fig. 15.7, which shows the determination of real 
seignorage IeVenue at an assumed constant real interest late of 3%). The real quan
tity of money is measllled along the horizontal axes, and the nominal interest rate 
is meastlIed along the vertical axes_ The dowl1\-vard-sloping MD curves show the 
leal demand for money; they slope downward because an inclease in the nominal 
interest late leduces the real quantity of money demanded 

In Fig 15.7(a) the actual and expected late of inflation is 8%), so that (for a real 
interest late of 3(Yt)) the nominal interest rate is 11(10 When the nominal interest rate 
is 11%, the real quantity of money that people are willing to hold is $150 billion (point 
H) Using Eq (1510), we find that the real value of seignorage revenue is 0.08($150 
billion), or $12 billion Real seignorage revenue is represented graphically by the area 
of the shaded rectangle The rectangle's height equals the inflation rate (8%) and the 
rectangle'S width equals the real quantity of money held by the public ($150 billion). 

Figure 15 7(b) shows the real amount of seignOlage revenue at tvvo different infla
tion rates The r0al interest late (3%)) and the money demand curve in Fig. IS,7(b) are 
identical to those in Fig. 15 7(a) When the rate of inflation is 1 % pel year, the nominal 
interest rate is 4%, and the real quantity of money that the public holds is $400 billion 
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Figure 15.7 
The determination of 
real seignorage revenue 
(a) The downward~slop~ 
ing curve, MD, is the 
money demand function 
for a given level of real 
income The real interest 
rate is ilssumed to be 3% 
When the rate of infla
tion is 81Xf, the nominal 
interest rate is 11 %, and 
the real quantity of 
money held by the public 
is 5150 billion (point H) 
Real seignorage revenue 
collected by the govern
ment, represented by the 
area of the shaded rec
tangle, equals the rate of 
inflJtion (8%) times the 
real money stock ($150 
billion), or 512 billion 
(b) T he money demand 
function, MD. is the 
Si.une as in (a), and the 
real interest rate remains 
at 3% When the inflation 
Talc is 1 %, the nominal 
interest rate is 4()/'" and 
the real quantity of 
money held by the public 
is 5400 billion In this 
case real seignorage rev
enue equals the area of 
the rectangle, ABeD, or 
54 billion When the rate 
of inflation is 15%, the 
nominal interest rate is 
18%, and the real money 
stock held by the public 
is SSO billion Real 
seignorage revenue in 
this case equals the area 
of the rectangle AEFG, or 
$7. 5 billion 
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Figure 15,8 
The relation of real 
seignorage revenue to 
the rate of inflation 
Continuing the example 
of Fig 157, this figure 
shows the relation of real 
seignorage revenue, R, 

measured on the vertical 
axis, to the rate of infla
tion,1t, measured on the 
horizontal axis Fron) 
Fig 15 7(a), when infla
tion is Wy" per year, real 
seignorage revenue is 
512 billion From Fig 
15 7(b), real seignorage is 
$4 billion when inflation 
is 1 % and $7 5 billion 
when inflation is 15% At 
1m\' rates of inflation, an 
increase in inflation 
increases seignorage rev~ 
enue At high rates of 
inflation, increased infla
tion can cause seignorage 
revenue to fall In this 
example the maximum 
amount of seignorage 
revenue the government 
can obtain is $12 billion, 
\-\'hich occurs when the 
inflation tate is 8%, 
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Real seignorage revenue is 0.01($400 billion) = $4 billion, or the area 01 rectangle 
ABeD Alternatively, when the rate of inflation is 15%) per year, the nominal interest 
late is 18%, and the real value of the public's money holdings is $50 billion, Real 
seignOl age revenue in this case is $7 5 billion, or the area of rectangle AEFG 

Comparing Fig 15 7(a) and Fig 157(b) reveals that real seignorage revenue is 
higher when inflation is 8{Ycl per year than 'when inflation is either 1°/c} per year or 15% 
per year Figure 15.8 shows the relationship between the inflation rate and seignor
age revenue At low inflation rates an inCIease in the inflation rate increases real 
seignorage revenue. However, at high inflation rates an increase in inflation reduces 
real seignOlage revenue In Fig. 158 the maxirnUlll possible real seignOlage revenue 
is $12 billion, which is achieved at the intermediate level 01 inflation 018% per year. 

What happens if the government tries to Iaise mOle seignOlage revenue than 
the maximum possible amount? If it does so, inflation will rise but the real value of 
the government's seignorage williall as real money holdings lall. II the govern
ment continues to increase the rate of money creation, the economy will experience 
a high rate of inflation or even hyperinflation Inflation will continue until the 
government reduces the rate 01 money creation either by balancing its budget or by 
finding some otheI way to finance its spending, 

In some hyperinflations, governments desperate for revenue raise the rate of 
money creation well above the level that maximizes real seignorage. FOI example, 
in the extreme hyperinflation that hit Germany alter World War I, rapid money cre· 
ation drove the rate of inflation to 322% per month In contrast, in his classic study 
of the German hyperinflation, Philip Cagan20 of Columbia Univelsity calculated 

20 ·'The Monetary Dynamics of Hyperinflation," in Milton Friedman, ed I Studies ill Ille QlIll/llity 
Theol'lI (:fMollt'l( Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1956 

1% 8% 15% 

Inf1ation,1t (percent per year) 
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Hyperinflation 
in the United 
States 

that the constant late of inflation that would have maximized the German govern-
1l1cnt's real scignmilge revenue was "only" 20% per month 

Although extreme inflations have not occurred fm a very long ti'me in the United 
States, they are not completely absent from U S. history Before declaring inde
pendence from Great Britain, the British colonies that would eventually becon1c 
the United States issued their own money. In the first half of the eighteenth 
century, several colonies (including South Carolina and the New England 
colonies as a group) experienced very significant inflations 

A more 'widespread inflation began in 1776, when the Continental Congress 
started issuing large amounts of currency to help pay for the war against England 
(the individual colonies were sin1ltltaneously printing their own n10neys as 
quickly as possible) The amount of Continental currency put into circulation 
went from $6,000,000 in 1775 to $124,800,000 in 1779, and average prices 
increased more than one hundred-fold between the signing of the Declaration of 
Independence and the end of the Revolutionary War The Continental currency's 
precipitous decline in value gave rise to a COlnmon expression, Jlnot worth a 

continental. II 
Another sevele inflationalY episode (on what is no\V American soil, although 

not involving the govermnent of the United States) occurred in the Confederacy 
during the Civil War." The Confederacy found it very difficult to collect taxes, 
due to lack of cooperation from the individual Confederate states, the inroads of 
the invading Union forces, and a lack of experienced and reliable tax collectors 
(In one incident, when agents of the Confederate Treasury attempted to contact 
the state collector in Arkansas, A B. Gteenwood, they were informed that "Mr. 
Greenwood fled with his property II om the state to avoid capture by the enemy 
and has settled in Texas 1/ [cited in Lerner, p.165].) Tax evasion was widespread, 
and up to October 1864 less than 5% of all revenue entering the Confederate 
Treasury came from taxes, In a desperate attempt to pay its bills, the Confederate 
government printed large quantities of paper money As the war continued, 
even the printing of money became a problem, as sufficient paper and engravings 
for new bills became ever harder to find At one point the Confederate govern
ment began paying 6 cents on the dollar for counterfeit notes, \vhich were in wide 
circulation. The counterfeit notes \vere then stamped "valid" and reissued as 

legitimate money 
In April 1865, when Robert E Lee surrendered to Ulysses Grant at 

Appomattox Courthouse, Virginia, prices in the Southern states were ninety
two times their level at the beginning of the war 

21, For <1n account, see Eugene M, Lerner, "Inflation in the Confederacy, 1861-65," in Milton 
Friedman, ed , 5tlldic~ ill tilL' QlII'l1Ifity 1heory of A,lol/I:1/, Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1956 
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Chapter Summary 

CHAPTER SUMMARY 

1~ Gm·ernmenl outlays are gm·ernlllent pun:.:hu:ies of 
goods and services, transfcrs, and net interest To pay 
for them, the government collects revenue bv four mui;l 
types of taxes: personal taxes, contributiot~s fOt' social 
insurance, indirect business taxes, and corporate taxes 

2. The government budget deficit equuls government 
outlays minus tax revenues and indicates how much 
the government must borrow durilw the year The 
.0. 

primary government budget deficit is the total deficit 
less net interest payments The primary deficit indi
cates by how much the cost of current programs 
(measured by current govcrnment purchases <lnd 
tr<lnsfers) exceeds tax revenues during the yeu!" 

3, Fiscal policy affects the economy through its effects 
on aggregate demand, govet'nment capital formation, 
and incentives 

4. Increases or decreases in gm'ernment purchases affect 
aggregate dem<lnd by changing desired national sa\·ing 
and shifting the 15 Cl1IVC If Ricardiun equiVi.llence 
doesn't hold, as Keynesialls usually argue, changes in 
taxes also affect desired national Sewing, the 15 curve, 
and aggregate demand Automatic stabilizers in the 
gO\'ernmenfs budget aUow spending to rise Of taxes to 
fall automatically in <I recession, which helps cushloll 
the drop in aggregate demand dming a recession The 
full-employment deficit is what the deficit would bL'-
given cuncnl g()\'ernment spending programs and tax 
laws-if the cconomy wcre at full employment 
Because of automatic stabilizers that increase spending 
and rcduce taxes in ['ecessions, the i.lcttlal deficit rises 
above the [till-employment deficit in recessions 

5, Government capital formation contributes to the pro
ductive capacity of the economy Gcwcrnment capital 
forIllation includes both im-estmcnt in physical capi
tal (muds, schools) and investment in human capital 
(education, child nutrition) Official measures of gO\·
ernIllent investment include only im·cstmcnt in phys
iced capital 

6. fhe averuge tax rate is the fraction of total income 
paid in taxes, and the Illarginal tax rate is the fraction 
of an udditional dollar of income that must be paid in 
taxes Changes in a\'erage tax tates and changes in 
marginal tax rates have different effects on economic 
beh,lVior For example, an inct'ease in the avef'ilge lax 
rate (with no change in the marginal tax Inte) increns
es labor supply, but <1n increase in the Illi.lt"ginal tax 
fate (with no change in the average tax rate) decreas~ 
es labor supply 
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7. Policymakers lllllSt be concerned about the fuel that 
taxes induce distortions, or deviations in economic 
bcha\·ior f!'OIll thut which would ha\'(~ occllned in the 
ubsence of taxes One stliltegy fot minimizing distor~ 
tions is to hold tax rates appt'oxim<ltelv constant over 
time (tax fate smoothing), rather th·an nlternating 
between high und low t<lX [,eltcs 

8. The nationi.ll debt equals the value of government 
bonds Olttsteltlding:, The government budget deficit, 
expressed in nominal tcrms, equals the change in the 
government debl The behm·ior of the debt-GDP ratio 
m'er time depends on the ratio of the primary deficit 
h) oulstiltlding gm·emtllent debt nnd on the interest 
rate minus the GOP growth rate 

9 Deficits are ,1 bmdctl on future generations if the\, 
CilUSC nationill saving to fall because lower llation~1 
s<l\·ing means that the country will have less capilnl 
<lnd fewer foreign assets lhan it would have had oth~ 
etwisc Ricardian equivalcnce indicntes that a deficit 
caused by a tax cut won't affect consumption and 
therefore won't affect national saving In the 
Ricardian view, <l tax cut doesn't affect consumption 
becilllse lhe ilKledse ill Clln~Ul1leIS' current income 
arisin~ from the tax cut is offset by the ptospect of 
inct'eased taxcs in the future, leaving consumers 110 

better off In theory, Ric<lrdi<lr\ equi\·uIence still holds 
if the g(wernment debt isn't ,ep<lid by the cunent 
generation, p!'()\'ided that people care about the well
being of their desccndants <lnd thus choose not to con
sumc more at their descendants· expense 

10. Ricardi<lt1 equi\·alencc may not hold-and thus tax 
(uts may affect n<ltional saving-if ('!) borrowing con~ 
straints prc\'ent some people from consuming as 
much <lS they want to; (2) people <lre shmtsighted and 
dotl't take expected future changes in taxes into 
<lccount in their planning; (3) people fail to leave 
bequests; or (4) taxes aren't lump-sum The empirical 
e\'idcncc on Ricardian equivalence is mixed 

11, Deficits arc linked to inflation when <l government 
finances its deficits by printing money The amount of 
re\·enue that the gO\'ernmcnl raises by printing money 
is called seignorage The ['eal value of seignorage 
equals the inflation rate times the real money supply 
Increasing the inflation rate doesn't always increase 
the government's realseignOlage because higher infla
tion (auscs the public to hold a smulier real qU<lntity of 
money Attempts to push the collection of seignorage 
abon:o its m<lximutll can lead to hyperinflation 
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Key Equatioll1s 

b.B :::: nominal deficit (15.3) 

The change in the nominal value of the government debt 
equals the nominal government deficit 

growth rate of debt-GOP ratio :::: 
primary deficit , . '-__ "-__ + I - growth rate of nommal GOP 

B 
(154) 

The growth late of the ratio of government debt out
standing to GOP depends on the ratio of the primary 
deficit to outstanding government debt, B, and on the dif
ference between the nominal interest rate, i, and the 
growth rate of nominal GDP 

Review Questioll1s 

1. What are the major components of government out
lays? What are the major sources of government rev
enues? How does the composition of the Federal 
government's outlays and revenues differ from that of 
state and local governments? 

2. Explain the difference between the ovetall government 
budget deficit and the primary deficit. Why are two 
deficit concepts needed? 

3. Hm'\' is government debt related to the government 
deficit? What factors contribute to a high growth rate 
of the debt-GOP ratio? 

4. What are the three main ways that fiscal policy affects 
the macroeconomy? Explain briefly how each channel 
of policy works 

5. Define aJ/tomatic stabilizer and give an example For 
proponents of antirecessionary fiscal policies, what 
advantage do automatic stabilizers have over other 
types of taxing and spending policies? 

deficit = tJ.B = aB!' + aW" = aB" + tJvl (15.7) 

The government budget deficit equals the increase in the 
stock of government debt outstanding, B, which in turn 
equals the sum of additional holdings of government debt 
by the public, BI', and by the central bank, Wit The increase 
in debt held by the central bank equals the increase in the 
monetary base, which in an all~cuITency economy is the 
same as the increase in the money supply, M 

(15.10) 

In an all~cunency economy, real seignorage revenue, R, 
equals the increase in the money supply, MvI, divided by 
the price level, P 'This ratio in tum equals the inflation 
rate (the tax rate on money) multiplied by the real money 
supply (the tax base) 

60 Give a numerical example that shows the difference 
between the average tax rate and the marginal tax rate 
on a person's income For a constant before-tax real 
wage, \yhich type of tax rate most directly affects how 
\yealthya person feels? Which lype of tax rate affects 
the reward for wOIking an extra hour? 

7. Why do economists suggest that tax rates be kept 
roughly constant over time, rather than alternating 
between high and low levels? 

8, In what ways is the government debt a potential 
burden on future generations? What is the relation
ship bet\veen Ricardian equivalence and the idea that 
government debt is a burden? 

9. Discuss fOllI reasons why the Ricardian equivalence 
proposition isn't likely to hold exactly 

10. Define hiflatioll tax (also called seigllorage) How does the 
government collect this tax, and who pays it? Can the 
go\·crnmcnt always incrcase its real revenues h'om the 
inflation tax by increasing money growth and inflation? 

Chapter Summary 

Numerical Problems 

1" The following budget data are for a country having 
both a central government and provincial govern
ments: 

Central purchases of goods and services 
Provincial purchases of goods and services 
Central transfer payments 
Provincial transfer payments 
Grants in aid (central to provincial) 
Central tax receipts 
Provincial tax receipts 
Interest received from pr ivate sector by 

central government 
Interest received from private sectOI' by 

provincial governments 
T atal central government debt 
Total provincial government debt 
Central government debt held by 

200 
150 
100 
50 

100 
450 
100 

10 

10 
1000 

a 

provincial governments 200 
Nominal interest rate 10°1<) 

Calculate the overall and primary deficits for the cen~ 
tral government, the provincial governments, and the 
combined governments 

2, Congress votes a special one-time $1 billion transfer to 
bail out the buggy whip industry Tax collections don't 
change, and no change is planned for at least several 
years By how much will this action increase the overall 
budget deficit and the primary deficit in the year that the 
transfer is made? In the next year? In the year after that? 
Assume that the nominal interest rate is constant at 10(10 

3., Because of automatic stabilizers, various components 
of the government's budget depend on the level of 
output, Y The following are the main components of 
that budget: 
T ax revenues 1000 + a 1 Y 
Transfers 800 - 005Y 
Government purchases 1800 
Interest payments 100 
Full-employment output is 10,000 Find the actual 
budget deficit and the full-employment budget deficit 
for 
a Y = 12,000 11 Y = 10,000 c Y = 8000 
In general, how does the relationship between the 
actual deficit and the full-employment deficit depend 
on the state of the economy? 

4. Suppose that the income tax law exempts income of 
less than $8000 from the tax, taxes income behveen 
$8000 and $20,000 at a 25(Yo rate, and taxes income 
greater than $20,000 at a 30% rate 
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a Find the average lax rate and the marginal tax rate 
for someone earning $16,000 and for someone earn
ing $30,000 

b The tax law is changed so that income of less than 
$6000 is untaxed, income from $6000 to $20,000 is 
taxed at 20%, and income of more than $20,000 con
tinues to be taxed at 30%, Repeat part (a) 

c How will the tax law change in part (b) affect the 
labor supply of the person initially making $16,000? 
Hmv will it affect the labor supply of the person 
making $30,000? 

5" Suppose that all workers value their leisure at 90 goods 
per day The production function relating output per 
day, Y, to the number of people working per day, N, is 

Y = 250N - 0 5N' 

Corresponding to this production function, the mar
ginal product of labor is 

IvJPN = 250 - N 

a Assume that there are no taxes What are the equi
librium values of the real \-vage, employment, N, 
and oUI:J:mt, Y? (Hillt: In eqUilibrium the real wage 
will equal both the marginal product of labor and 
the value of a day's leisure to workers) 

b A 25% tax is levied on wages What are the equilib~ 
dum values of the real wage, employment, and 
output? In terms of lost output, \vhat is the distor~ 
tion cost of this tax? 

c Suppose that the tax on wages rises to 50% What 
are the equilibrium values of the real wage, employ
ment, and oUlput? In terms of lost output, what is 
the distortion cost of this higher tax rate? Compare 
the distortion caused by a 50% tax rate \vith that 
caused by a 25% tax rate, Is the distortion caused by 
a SOl}';) tax rate twice as large, more than twice as 
large, or less than twice as large as that caused by a 
25% tax rate? How does your answer relate to the 
idea of tax smoothing? 

6. Find the largest nominal primary deficit that the gov
ernment can run without raising the debt-GDP ratio, 
under each of the following sets of assumptions: 
n Nominal GDP growth is 10%), the nominal interest 

rate is 12%J, and outstanding nominal debt is 1000 
b Nominal interest payments are 800, outstanding 

nominal debt is 10,000, inflation is 6'}'0, and the econ
omy has zero real growth 
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7. In this problem YOll are asked to i:lnalyzc the question: 
By issuing new bonds i.l1ld llsing the proceeds to pay 
the interest on its old bonds, can government avoid 
ever repaying its debts? 
a Suppose that n001i11<11 GDP is $1 billion and the gov

ernment has 5100 million of bonds outstanding The 
bonds are one-year bonds that pay a 7% nominal 
interest rate The gl'Owth rate of nominal GOP is 5{X] 
per year Beginning now the government luns a 
zero pritrlaIY deficit forever ;lI1d pays interest on its 
existing debt by issuing new bonds \IVhat is the cur
rent debt-GDP rati1..1? \-Yhat will this ratio be after 1, 
2, 5, and 10 years? Suppose thal, if the debt-GDP 
ratio exceeds la, the public refuses to buy addition
al government bonds Will the debt-GOP ratio ever 
reach that level? \,Vlll the government someday have 
to run a primary surplus to repay its debts, or can it 
avoid repayment forever? Vvhy? 

b Repeat part (a) for nominal GOP growth of S% pel' 
year and a nominal interest rate on government 
bonds of 7(}';, per year 

8. Real money demand in;1I1 economy is 

L ~ 0 21' - 500;' 

where Y is real incon1e and i is the nominal interest 
rate. in equilibrium, real money demand, L equals real 
money supply, !VI/ P Suppose that Y is 1000 and the 
real interest rate, r, is 0 0-1 
a Draw a graph with ten! seignorage revenue on the 

vet tical axis and inflation on the horizontal axis 

Analytical Problems 

1. Why is some state and local spending paid for by grants 
in aid from the Federnl government, instead of having 
every state and locality pay for its own spending by 
levying taxes on its residents? What me the advantages 
and disadvantages of a system of grants in aid? 

2, Using the EcO/wl/lic Report (:rtlle Presidcllt, cOtTlpare the 
Federal government's budget in 1979, 1992, and 1998 
Express the main components of Federal spending and 
receipts in each year as fractions of GOP 'Were the 
increased deficits between 19i9 and 1992 more the 
result of increased spending or reductions in rev~ 
enues? What accounts fm the decrease in the deficit 
between 1992 and 1998? 

3, Both transfer programs and taxes affect incentives 
Consider a program designed to help the poor that 
promises each aid recipient a minimum income of 
$10,000 That is, if the recipient earns less than $10,000, 

Show the vaiues of seignorage for inflation of 0,002, 
o O~, 0 06, ,0.30 

b What inflation rate maximizes seignorage? 

c What is the maximum amount of seignorage rev
enue? 

d Repeat parts (a)-(c) for l' ~ 1000 and I ~ 0 08 

9 Consider an economy in which the money supply con
sists of both currency and deposits The growth rate of 
the monetary base, the growth rate of the money 
supply, inflation, and expected inflation nil are con
stant at 10% per yem. Output and the real interest rate 
are constnnt Monetary data fO! this economy as of 
January 1, 2000, me as follows: 

Currency in circulation 
Bank reserves 
Monetary base 
Deposits 
i'vloney supply 

$200 
$50 

$250 
5600 
5800 

11 What is the nominal value of seignorage over the 
year? (Hillt: How much monetary base is created 
during the yem?) 

b Suppose that deposits and bank reserves pay no 
interest, and that banks lend deposits not held as 
reserves at the l1huket late of interest Who pays the 
inflation lax (mei.lsured in nominal terms), and how 
much do they pay? (Hillt: The inflation tax paid by 
banks in this example is negative) 

C Suppose that deposits pay a mmket rate of interest 
Who pays the inflation tax, and how much do they 

pi.ly? 

the progHH11 supplements his income by enough to 
bring him up to $10,000 

Explain why this program would adversely affect 
incentives for low-wage l'ecipients (Hillt: Show that 
this program is equivCllent to giving the recipient 
S10,OOO, then taxing his labor income at a high mar
ginal rate) Describe a transfer program that contains 
better incentives Would thClt program have any dis
advantages? If so, what would they be? 

4, (/ Show that Eq (154), which describes how the 
debt-GOP ratio evolves, still holds if the primary 
budget deficit, the outstanding stock of goveIllment 
bonds, the interest rate, and the growth rate of GOP 
all are expressed in real rather than nominal terms 
(Hillt: Use the growth-rate formulas in AppendiX A, 
Section A 7, to show that the growth rate of nomini.ll 
GOP equals the growth rate of real GOP plus the 
inflation rate) 

Chapter Summary 

b Show that, if the primary deficit is zero, the real 
stock of outstanding government debt grows at il 
rate equal to the rea! interest rate (Hillt: In this case, 
the government budget deficit is iB, its nominal 
interest payments) 

5. A constitutional amendment has been proposed that 
woul~ force Congress to balance the budget each year 
(that lS, outlays could be no greater than revenues) 

For fhe COlljcn:/lCc BOI1I'1(" BlIsilll.'ss C!jcle Il1dicators O(/fail(/se, 
go to W\VW mvlonline com/abel_bernanke 

1 Using quarterly data since 1959, graph Federal govern
ment expenditures and receipts ilS a percentage of GOP 
Separately, graph state and local government expendi
tures and receipts as a percentage of GOP Compare the 
hvo graphs How do Federal and state/local govern
ments compare .in terlllS of (a) gIOwth of total spending 
and taxes over time and (b) the tendency to !'lin deficits? 
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Discuss some advantages and disadvantages of such 
an amendment Hmv would a balanced-budget amend
ment affect the following, if in the absence of such an 
nn1endment the Federal government would run a large 
deficit? 

a The use of automatic stabilizers 

b The ability of Congl'css to "smooth" taxes over time 

c The ability of Congress to make capital investments 

2. Using quarterly data since 1948, graph the Federal 
deficit as a percentage of GOP. Draw lines on the figure 
COlTcsf)onding ~o business cycle peaks and troughs 
\"'hat IS the cychcal behavior of the Federal deficit? 

Repeat this exercise for the deficits of state and local 
governments Are state and local deficits more or less 
cyclically sensitive than Federal deficits? 
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The Debt=GDP Ratio 

In this appendix we derive Eq (154), which shows how the debt-GOP latin 
evolves if we let Q represent the ratio of government debt to GOP, by definition 

B 
Q = py' (15 A 1) 

where B is the nominal value of government bonds outstanding (government 
debt), P is the price level, and Y is real GOP (so that PY is nominal GOP) A useful 
lule is that the percentage change in any ratio equals the percentage change in the 
numerator minus the percentage change in the denominator (Appendix A, Sec
tion A 7) Applying this rule to Eq (15 A 1) gives 

I1Q LIIJ 11( PY) 
-=----
Q PY 

(ISA2) 
B 

The increase in the nominal value of government bonds, DB, equals the nomi
nal value of the government budget deficit (Eq. 153) The budget deficit equals the 
nominal value of the primary deficit plus intelcst payments on the government 
debt so that 

DB = POI' + iB, (15 A 3) 

whCle 0" is the real v<lluc of the primi."ll'y deficit, PDP is the nominal value of the 
primary deficit, i is the nominal interest late, and fB is the nominal value of inteI
est payments on the government debt Using Eq (15 A 3) to substitute for 118 on the 
light side of Eq (15. A 2), we obtain 

I1Q POI' . 11(1'y) 
-= +1---
Q 13 PY 

(15 A 4) 

As POl' / B is the latio of the prin1aIY deficit to the government debt and 
L'.(l'Y)/ PY is the growth late of nominal GOP, Eq (15 A 4) is equivalent to Eq (154) 

A 

Some Useful 
Analytical Tools 

In this appendix we Ievicw some basic illgebraic ilnd 
graphical tools used in this book 

A.1 Functions and Graphs 

A function is t1 relationship among two or mote \'minbles 
For an economic illustration of a function, suppose that in 
a certain firm each worker employed can produce five 
units of output per day Let 

N = the number of workers employed by the finn; 
Y = total daily output of the finn 

In this example, the relationship of output, y, to the 
number of workers, N. is 

Y=5N (A I) 

Equation (A 1) is <:In example of a function relating the 
v<:lriable Y to the variable N Using this function, for (lny 
number of workers, N we can calculate the total amount 
of output, Y, that the firm can pIOduce each dav For 
example, if N = 3, then Y = 15 -

Functions can be described graphically as well as 
algebraically The graph of the function Y = 5N, for values 
of N behveen 0 and 16, is shown in Fig A 1 Output, y, is 
shown on the vertical axis, and the number of workers, N, 
is shown on the horizontal axis. Points on the line OAB 
satisfy Eq (A 1) For example, at point A, N = 4 and Y = 20, 
a combination of Nand Y that s<1tisfies Eq (A 1) Similarly, 
at point B, N = 125 <lnd Y = 62 5, which also satisfies the 
relationship Y = 5N Note that (at B, for eX<1mple) the rela~ 
tionship between Y and N allows the variables to hnve 
values that me not whole numbers Allowing fractional 
values of Nand Y is reasonable because workers can work 

:::; '0 r-----------------~ 

.e. 70 -
" °625 . 

50 

40 

30 -

20 

to -

B 

Y=5N 

o IL_--'-_~ ______ ~ __ ~ __ _ 

2 4 10 12,5 14 16 

Workers, N 
Figure A,1 
Points on the line DAB s<1tisfy lhe I'cJtltionship Y = 5N 
BCC<111Se the graph of the function Y = 5N is a straight line, 
this function is called a lineal' fUllction 

part-time 01' overtime, and i1 unit of output may be only 
parti<:l!ly completed during <l day 

Functions such as Y = 5N \"vhose graph is a straight 
line me called IiI/car fllllcliolJs Functions whose gl"t1ph is 
not a line nre called mmlillCl1f An example of a nonlinear 
function is 

Y = 20JN (A2) 

The gr(lph of the nonlinear function Y = 20iN is shown 
in Fig. A 2 All points on the curve satisfy Eq (A 2) For 
example, at point C, N = 4 and Y = 20/4 = 40 At point 0, 
N = 9 and Y = 2019 = 60 

601 
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Workers,N 

Figure A.2 
The function Y = 20m, whose graph is shown in this 
figure, is an example of a nonlinear function 

Both examples of functions given so far ale specific 
numerical relationships We can also write functions in 
mote general terms, using letters or symbols For exam
ple, we might write 

y= G(N) (A3) 

Equation (A 3) states that there is some general relation
ship between the number of workers, N, and the amount 
of output, y, which is represented by a function, G The 
numerical functions given in Eqs (A 1) and (A 2) are spe
cific examples of such a general relationship 

A.2 Slopes of function 

Suppose that two variables, Nand Y, are related by a func
tion, Y :: G(N) Generally speaking, if we start from some 
given combination of Nand Y that satisfies the function G, 
the slope of the function G at that point indicates by how 
much Y changes when N changes by one unit 

To define the slope more precisely, we suppose that 
the current value of N is a specific number, NI, so that the 
current value of Yequals G(NI) Now consider what hapw 
pens if N is increased by an amount tlN (t1N is read ':the 
chilnge in N") Output, Y, depends on N; therefore ,f N 
changes, Y must also change, 1he value of N is now NI + 
6N, so the value of Y after N increases is G(NI + t1N). The 
c!wIIge in Y is 

flY = G(N, + fl.N) - G(N,) 

The slope of the function G, for an increase in N from 
N,toN,+fl.N,is 

,.. 80 ;; 
"- 70 • 

Y=5N , 
0 

60 -
f" 

50 

40 

.:;0 

}Jf.i4f--_J J6Y = 20 
6.N=4 :Slope=LW =~=5 

. tlN 4 
20 . 

10 

0 
2 4 (, 

Workers, N 

Figure A.3 
The slope of a function equals the change in the v<lriable on 
the vertical axis (Y) divided by the change in the variable 
on the horizontal axis (N) For example, between pOints E 
and F the increase in N, DoN, equals.J: and the increase in y, 
DY, equals 20 Therefore the slope of the function between 
E and F. n Y / uN, equals 5 In general, the slope of a linear 

function is constant, so the slope of this function between 
<lny two points is 5 

il.Y G(N, +fl.N)-G(N,) 
slope = fl.N = (N, + fl.N) - N, 

(A 4) 

Note that if AN = 1, the slope equals L\ Y, the change in Y 
Figures A 3 and A4 show graphically ho~v to deter

mine slopes for the two functions discussed In the p.re
ceding section. Figure A 3 shows the graph of the fun~tlOn 
Y = 5N (as in Fig A 1), Suppose that we start from pomt E 
in Fig A.3, where N :: 6 and Y :: 30 If N is increased by 4: 
(for example), we move to point F on the graph, where 
N = 10 ilnd Y = 50 Between E ilnd F, fl.N = 10 - 6 = 4 ilnd 
t.Y = 50-30 = 20, so the slopefl.l' jt.N= 20/4 = 5 

In general, the slope of a linear function is the same 
at all points You can prove this result for the linear hll1cw 

!ion l' = 5N by showing thilt for ilny chilnge fl.N, fl.Y = 
5 b.N, So for this particular linear function, the slope 
t1Y / tlN always equals 5, a constant number 

For a nonlinear function, such as Y = 20m, the 
slope isn't constant but depends on both the initial value 
of N and the size of the change in N These results are 
ilIushilted in Fig. A 4, which displays the gmph of the 
function Y :::: 20JFT (as in Fig, A 2)_ Suppose that we me 
initially at point G, \vhere N :::: 1 and Y = 20, and we 
increase N by 8 units After the i~c['ease in N we are at 
point 0, where N:::: 9 and Y :::: 20)9 = 60 Behveen G and 
0, fl.N = 9-1 =8 ilnd fl.Y = 60-20 =40 Thus the slope of 

4 
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Figure A.4 ~ S0r---------------------------------------------------------~ ,. 
Between points G and 0 the 
change in N. !1N. is 8 and the 
change in y, ti y, is .. W, so the 
slope of the function between 
points G ilnd 0 is fl.Y /fl.N = 
40/8 = 5 This slope is the 
same as the slope of the line 
GO Similarly, the slope of the 
function between pOints G 
and C is IIY /t.N = 20/3 = 

0-, 
o 70 

hO 

50 -

·!O 

D 
.. 0 

Slope (GC) = .1,y = ~ = 6~ 
L\N 3 .3 

667 The slope of the line tan .. 
gent to point G, which equals 
10, approximates the slope of 
the function for very small 
changes in N Genemlly, 
when we refer to the slope of 
a nonlinear function at a spe .. 
cific point, we mean the slope 
of the line tangent to the func~ 
tion at that point oL-~~~--~----~----~----L---~----~-----

2 ·1 6 8 () 10 12 14- 16 

the function between G and 0 is 40/8:: 5 Geometrically, 
the slope of the function between G and 0 equals the 
slope of the straight line between G and 0 

Starting once again from point G in Fig, A,4, if we 
instead increase N by 3 units, we come to point C, \Nhere 
N = 4 ilnd l' = 20)4 = 40 In this case t.N = 3 ilnd t. Y = 40 
- 20 = 20, so the slope between G and C is 20/3 = 6.67, 
which isn't the same as the slope of 5 that we calculated 
when earlier we increased N by 8 units Geometrically, 
the slope of the line between G and C is greater than the 
slope of the line behveen G and 0; that is, line GC is steep
er than line GO 

In Fig A 4, we have also drawn a line that touches 
but does not cross the graph of the function at point G; 
this line is trll/gellt to the graph of the function at point G 
If you start from point G and find the slope of the func
tion for diffeIent values of !:iN, you wiII discover that the 
smaller the value of !:iN is, the closer the slope will be to 
the slope of the tangent line For example, if you compare 
the slope of line GO (for which fl.N = 8) with the slope of 
line GC (for which LIN = 3), you will see thilt of the two the 
slope of line GC is closer to the slope of the line tangent to 
point G For values of !:iN even smaller than 3, the slope 
would be still doser to the slope of the tangent line 

These observations lead to an important result: For 
small val lies of !:iN tlte slope of a jll/ICtiOIl at allY poi/If is close
ly approxillIated by the slope oj tlte Ifill! tallgelll to thell/llelioH 
at that poill! Unless specified otherwise, in this book when 
we refer to the slope of a nonlinem function, we mean the 
slope of the line tangent to the function at the specified 

Workers, N 

point Thus, in Fig A 4, the slope of the function at point 
G means the slope of the line tangent to the function al 
point G, which happens to be 10. 1 

The numerical example illustrated in Fig A,4 shows 
that the slope of a nonlinear function depends on the size 
of the increase in N being considered The slope of a non
linear function also depends on the point at which the 
slope is being measured In Fig A ,4 note that the slope of 
a line drawn tangent to point 0, for example, would be 
less than the slope of a line drawn tangent to point G 
Thus the slope of this pmticuiar function (measured with 
respect to small changes in N) is greater at G than at D 

A.3 Eiasticities 

Like slopes, elasticities indicate how much one variable 
responds when a second variable changes Suppose again 
that there is a function relating Y to N, so that when N 
changes, Y changes as well, The dasticity of Y \vith respect 
to N is defined to be the per'centage change in Y, 6 Y / Y, 
divided by the percentage change in N, 6.N/N Writing 
the formula, we have 

elasticity of Y with respect to N = il.Y/Y 
t.N/N 

! Showing thM the slope of the line tangent to point G equals 10 
requires basic (<1kuius The deriv<1tivl' of the function Y = 20/7,[ 
whic.h is the S<1lIle <15 the slope. isdYldN = 101 IN EV<1luating this 
derivative at N = 1 yields a slope of 10 . 
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Because the slope of a function is D. Y / LlN, we can also write 
the elasticity of Y with respect to N as the slope times (N IY) 

If the e!('lsticity of Y with respect to IV is large, a 1 (~/;, 
change in N causes it large percentage change in Y Thus 
a large elasticity of Y with respect to N means that y- is 
\'cry sensitive to changes in N 

A.4 functions of Several 
Variables 

A function can relate more than two variables To contin
ue the example of Section A 1, suppose that the firm's 
daily output, y, depends on both the number of wOl'kers, 
N, the firm employs and the number of machines (equiv
alently, the amount of capitili), K, the firm owns 
SpecifiGlIly, the function [elating Y to K and N might be 

y= 2/K IN (A 5) 

So, if there arc 100 machines and 9 workers, by substitut
ing K :::;: 100 and N :::;: 9 into Eq. (A 5), we gel the output 
y = 2·JTIj(jJ'J = 2 x 10 x 3 = 60 

We can also write a function of several variables in 
general terms using symbols or letters A general way to 
write the relationship between output, y, ilnd the two 
inputs, Glpital, K. and labor, N, is 

Y= F (K, N) 

This equalion is a slight simplificiltion of a relationship 
called the production function, which we introduce in 
Chapter .3 

Figure A.5 

The graph of a function relating three variables 
t'equires three dimensions As a convenient \vay to graph 
such a function on a two-dimensional page, we hold onc 
of the right-side \'ariables constant To graph the func
tion in Eq (A 5), for example, we might hold the number 
of machines, K. constant at a value 0'[ 100 If we substitute 
100 for K. Eq (AS) becomes 

y = 2JTIjjj IN = 20m (A 6) 

With k held constant at 100, Eq (A 6) is identical to 
Eq (A 2) Like Eq (A 2), Eq (A 6) is a relationship 
between Y and N only and thus can be graphed in two 
dimensions The graph of Eq (A 6), shown as the solid 
curve in Fig A 5, is identical to the graph of Eq (A 2) in 
Fig A2 

A.S Shifts of a Curve 

Suppose that the relationship of output, y, to machines, 
k, and workers, N, is given by Eq (A 5) and we hold K 
constant at 100 As in Section A 4, with K held constant at 
lOa, Eq (A 5) reduces to Eq (A 6) and the solid curve in 
Fig A 5 shows the relationship between workers, N, and 
output, Y At point C in Fig A 5, for example, N "" 4 nnd 
Y = 20J.! = 40 At point 0, where N = 9, Y = 2()j9 = 60 

Now suppose that the firm purchases additional 
machines, raising the number of machines, 1<, from 100 to 
225 If we substitute this new value for K, Eq (A 5) 
becomes 

Y = 2123 IN = 30·m (A 7) 

Suppose that output, Y 
depends on capital, K, and 
w01'kers, N, according to the 
function in Eq (A5) If we 
hold K fixed at 100, the rela
tionship between Y <1nd N is 
shown by the solid curve If K 
rises to 225, so that more 
output can be produced with 
a given number of workers, 
the etHYl' showing the rela
tionship between Y and N 
shifts up, horn the solid curve 
to the dashed curve !n gener
a!, a change in any right-side 
\-ariable that doestrt <1ppcar 
on an axis of the grJph causes 
the CUI'YC to shift o L---:;-2----;----;6----:;6--;9;--;;!o;---~12;---;'14;----;16 

Wori<ers, N 
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Equation (A 7) is shown graphically as the dashed curve 
in Fig A 5 Note that the increase in K has shifted the 
clll've up Because of the inCl'ease in the number of 
machines, the amount of dilily output, Y that com be pro
duced for any given number of workers, N, has risen FOI 
example, initially when N equaled 9, output, y, equaled 
60 (point 0 in Fig A 5) After the inCIease in K if N :::;: 9, 
then Y = 3019 = 90 (point J in Fig A 5) 

This example illustrates some important general 
points about the graphs of functions of several variables 

1, To graph a function of several variables in two dimen
sions, we hold all but one of the right-side variables 
constant 

2. The olle right-side variable that isn'l held constant (N 
in this example) appears on the horizontal axis 
Changes in this variable don't shift the graph of the 
function Instead, changes in the variable on the hori
zontal axis represent movements alollg the curve that 
represents the function 

3, The right-side variables held constant for the purpose 
of drawing the graph (K in this example) don't appeal 
on either axis of the graph If the value of one of these 
variables is changed, the entire curve shifts [n this 
example, for any number of workcrs, N, the inCl'ease in 
machines, K, means thelt more output, y, can be PI'O
duced Thus the curve shifts up, from the solid curve 
to the dashed curve in Fig AS 

A.6 Exponents 

Powers of numbers or vaIiables can be expressed by 
using superscripts called (,XPOI1(,II/:; In the following 
examples, 2 and 4 are the exponents: 

5' = 5 x 5, and Z·I = Z X Z x Z x Z 

For any numbers Z, 17, and h, exponents obey the fol
lowing rules: 

ZII x ZI,:::;: Z'I1·I', and (Z'I)I>:::;: zab 

An illustration of the first rule is 52 x 5:' "" (5 x 5) x (5 x 5 x 
5) :::;: 5·'> An illustration of the second rule is (s·lf :::;: (5::1) x 
(5') = (5 x 5 x 5) x (5 x 5 x 5) = 56 

Exponents don't have to be whole numbers For exam
ple, 5° 5 represents the square root of 5 To understand why, 
note that by the second of the two rules for exponents, 
(5° 5)2:::;: 5(05)2:::;: 51 :::;: 5 That is, the square of 505 is 5 
Similarly, for any number Z and any whole number '1, ZlIq 
is the qth mot of Z Thus 5°.25 means the fourth root of 5, for 
example Using exponents, we can rewrite Eq (A 5) as 

Y:::;: 2Ko5Nos, 

where KOs:::;: JK and N°;>:::;: Jf\T 
In gener<:1l, consider any number that can be 

expressed as <:1l'atio of two whole numbers, p and i] Using 
the rules of exponenls, we have 

ZI'/'i = (ZI')I/'i = qth root of ZJ' 

Thus, for example, as 07 equals 7/10, N0 7 equals the 
tenth root of N7 l~or values of N greater than 1, NU7 is i:l 

number larger than the square root of N, NU 5, but small
er th<:1n N itself 

Exponents abo may be zc!'o or negative In general, 
the following two relationships hold: 

ZO "" 1 and Z-I1:::;:...L " za 
Here is a useful way to relate exponents and elastic

ities: Suppose that two variables, Y and N, are related by 
a function of the for 11l 

(AS) 

where (/ is a number and k can be either a number or a 
function of variables other than N Then the elasticity of Y 
with respect to N (see Section A.3) equals a 

A.7J Growth IRate formulas 

Let X and Z be any two variables, not necessarily related 
by a function, that are changing over time Let /j,X/X and 
/j,ZIZ represent the g!'Owth rates (percentage changes) of 
X and Z, respectively T hen the following full'S provide 
useful approximations (proofs of the various lull'S are 
included for reference) 

Rule 1: The growth l'ilte of the product of X and Z equals 
the growth rate of X plus the growth rate of Z 

Proof Suppose that X increases by ~X and Z increases 
by ~Z Then the absolute increase in the product of X and 
Z is (X + "X)(Z + "Z) - XZ, ond the growth rate of Ihe 
product of X and Z is 

growth rate of (XZ) 

= ,,( Xcc.' _+""",,,X-,,)(:::,Z:::+.c:"==Z,,-) _-,,-,X-,,-Z 
XZ 

("X)Z + ("Z)X + "X "Z 
XZ 

LlX ~Z LlXLlZ 
=-+-+---

X Z XZ 

(A9) 

The last term on the right side of Eq (A 9), 
(~X ~Z)/XZ, equals the grO\vth rate of X, ~X/X, times 
the growth rate of Z, LlZIZ This term is generally small; 
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for- example, if the growth rates of X and Z aIe both 5% 
(005), the product of the t\VO grmvth rates is only 0.25% 
(00025) If we assume that this last term is small enough 
to ignore, Eq (A9) indicates that the growth rate of the 
product XZ equals the growth rate of X, b.XjX, plus the 

growth rate of Z, I1Z I Z 

Rule 2: The growth rate of the ratio of X to Z is the 
growth rate of X minus the growth rate of Z 

Proof Let W be the ratio of X to Z, so W = XI Z Then X = 
ZW By Rule 1, as X equals the product of Z and W, the 
growth rate of X equals the growth rate of Z plus the 

growth rate of W: 

I1X = I1Z + I1W 
X Z W 

Rearranging this equation to put I:lWjWon the left side 
and recalling that I:lW jP.,r equals the growth rate of (XjZ), 

we have 

growth rate of (XIZ) = I1X _ I1Z 
X Z 

(A 10) 

Rule 3: Suppose that Y is a variable that is a function of 
hNO other variables, X and Z Then 

11 Y I1X I1Z 
Y = '11' X --x + 1jy zZ' (A 11) 

where 111' x is the elasticity of Y with respect to X and 11'( l 
is the elasticity of Y with respect to Z 

Proof (iIlJorlllal): Suppose that only X changes so that 
I1ZIZ = 0 Then Eq (A.ll) becomes the definition of an 
elasticity, 1jy x = (I1Y IY)/(I1XIX), as in Section A.3 
Similarly, if only Z changes, Eq (A 11) becomes Tjy z = 
(M IY)/(I1ZIZ), which is the definition of the elasticity of 
Y with respect to Z If both X and Z change, Eq (A.11) 
indicates that the overall effect on Y is approximately 
equal to the sum of the individual effects on Y of the 
change in X and the change in Z 

Rule 4: The growth rate of X raised to the power a, or 
XII, is a times the growth rate of X, 

growth rate of (X") = a 11: (A.12) 

Proof: Let Y = X" Applying the rule from Eq (A 8) and 
setting k = 1, we find that the elasticity of Y with respect to 
X equals o. Therefore, by Eq (A 11), the growth rate of Y 
equals a times the growth rate of X Because Y = XIl, the 
growth rate of Y is the same as the growth rate of XII, 
which proves the relationship in Eq (A.l2) 

Example: T'lte rcal il/ferest rate 10 apply the growth late 
formulas, we derive the equation that relates the leal 
interest rate to the nominal interest rate and the inflation 

rate, Eq. (2 12) 

The real value of any asset-say, a savings account
equals the nominal or dollar value of the asset divided by 

the price level: 

e I a t I 
nominal asset value 

r a (sse va ue = 
price level 

(A 13) 

The real value of an asset is the ratio of the nominal asset 
value to the pI ice level, so, according to Rule 2, the gnrwffl 
mtl! of the real asset value is approximately equal to the 
growth mte of the nominal asset value minus the gnrwtll 
rate of the price level The gro\vth rate of the real value of 
an interest-bearing asset equals the real interest rate 
earned by that asset; the growth rate of the nominal value 
of an interest-bearing asset is the 1l00Tlinal interest rate 
for that asset; and the growth rate of the price level is the 
inflation rate Therefore Rule 2 implies the relationship 

teal interest rate = nominal interest rate - inflation rate, 

which is the relationship given in Eq (2 l2) 

Problems 

1. GIaph the function Y = 3X + 5 fm 0:::; X::.; 5 vVhat is the 
slope of this function? 

2, Gtaph the function Y = X 2 + 2 for 0 ::.; X ::.; 5 Starting 
from the point at which X = 1, find the slope of the func~ 
Uon for i.lX::= 1 and i.lX = -1 vVhat is the slope of the line 
tangent to the function at X ~ I? (See Problem.3 ) 

3, For the function Y = X 2 + 2, use Eq (A -1) to write a 
general expression for the slope This expression for 
the slope \'I'ill depend on the initial value of X, Xl' und 
on the change in X, b.X. I=or vCllues of I:lX sufficiently 
small that the term (LlXf can be ignored, show that the 
slope depends only on the initial value of X, Xl \Vhat 
is the slope of the function (which is the same as the 
slope of the tangent line) when Xl = l? 

4 Suppose thu1 the amount of output, Y, thClt a firm can 
produce depends on its amount of capital, K, and the 
number of wor kers employed, N, according to the 

function 

(/ Suppose that N = 100 Give the function that relates 
Y to K and graph this relationship for 0 ::.; K :::; 50 
(You need calculate only enough values of Y to get 
a rough idea of the shape of the function) 

b vVhat happens to the function relating Y and K Clnd 
to the gl'aph of the rciationship if N rises to 200? [f N 
falls to 50? Give an economic interpretation 

c For the function relating Y to K and N, find the elas-

4 
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hcity of Y with respect to K and the elasticity of Y 
with l'espect to N 

5" Usc Cl calculator to find eClch of the followin w 
17 50] t,. 

b 5035°.2 

C (5ll25 )2 

d (5° 35° 3)2 5o.j 

C 502 j505 

f 5-0 ; 

6. a Nominal GOP equals real GOP times the GOP defla~ 
tor (see Section 24) Suppose that nominal GOP 
growth is 12% and real GOP gfOwth is 4% \Vhat is 
inflation (the rate of growth of the GDP deflator)? 

b ~he "velocity of money," V, is defined by the equa~ 
han 

PY 
\1=-, 

M 
where P is the price level, Y is real output, and !VI is 
the m?ney supply (see Eq 74). In a particular year 
velOCity IS constant, money grmvth is 10%, and 
inflation (the rate of growth of the price level) is 
7'X) What is real output growth? 

c Output, Y, is related to capital, K, and the number 
of workers, N, by the function 

Y = 10KO] N0 7 

In a particular year the capital stock grows by 2'X) 
and the number of workers grows by 1 ()A) By how 
much does output grow? 



(The I/J//I/bcr ill parel1theses after tilt' glossary talll is the 
chapfa ill wlticlI tltat terlll first appcars or is IIIOSt extcnsive/lf 
disCllssed) 

absorption: (5) lotnl spending by domestic residents, 
firms, and governments, equal to C + I + G. (p 180) 

activist: (14) describes a policy strategy thnt involves 
active responses by the central b<lnk to changes in 
economic circumstances See discretioll (p.545) 

acyclical: (8) not displaying a regular pattern of behtwior 
over the business cycle See procyclical, c01lllfcrcyclical 
(p.285) 

agglegate demand: (9) the economywide demand for 
output when the goods market and the asset market 
are in equilibrium; the level of output corresponding 
to the intersection of the IS and Ltv! curves 

aggregate demand (AD) curve: (8, 9) in a diagram vvith 
output on the horizontal axis and the price level on 
the vertical axis, the downward-sloping relation 
between the pr ice level <lnd the economyvvide 
demand for output (pp 296,330) 

aggregate demand fot labor: (.3) the sum of the labor 
demands of all employers in an economy (p 76) 

aggregate demand management: (11) the use of monetary 
and fiscal policies, which shift the <lggregClte demand 
curve, to try to smooth out the business cycle; also 
known <1S macroeconomic stabilization or stabiliza
tion policy (p 423) 

aggregate demand shocks: (11) shocks to the economy 
that shift the IS curve or the LM curve and thus affect 
the aggregate demand for output. (p 413) 

aggregate supply (AS) curve: (9) in a di<lgram with output 
on the horizontal axis (lnd the price level on the verti
CEll axis, the relation between the price level and the 
total amount of ouq.,ut that firms supply (p 333) 

aggregate supply of labor: (3) the sum of the labor sup
plied by everyone in the economy. (p 77) 

aggregation: (1) the process of adding individual eco
nomic variables to obtain economywide totals (p 11) 

appreciation: (13) see l/oll1IJUlI apprcciatioll, rcalappreciatioll 
automatic stabilizers: (15) provisions in the government's 

budget that automatically cause government spend
ing to rise or taxes to fall when GOP faHs (p.572) 

average labor productivity: (1) the amount of output pro-
duced per unit of labor input (per worker or per hour 
of work). (p 4) 

average tax rate: (15) the total amount of taxes paid divid
ed by the taxp<lyer's income (p 5'75) 
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balance of payments: (5) the net increase (domestic less 
foreign) in a country's official r~serve assets; also 
known as the official settlements balance (p 174) 

balance of payments accounts: (5) the record of a country's 
international transactions, consisting of the Current 
account and the capital and financial account (p 1(9) 

bank reserves: (14) liquid assets held by banks to meet 
the demands for withdrawals by depositors or to P(lY 
the checks drawn on depositors' accounts (p 559) 

bank run: (14) a large-scale withdrawal of deposits from a 
bank; caused by depositors' fear th(lt the bank m(lY go 
bankrupt and not pay depositors in full (p 526) 

Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System: (14) 
a group of seven governors, (lppointed by the 
President of the United States to staggered foufleen
yeiU terms, th(lt provides the le(ldership of the Federnl 
Reserve System (p 5.33) 

boom: (8) in a business cycle, the period of hale during 
which aggregate economic activity grows; also 
known as an expansion (p 276) 

borrowing constraint: (4) a restriction imposed by lenders 
on the amount that someonE' can borrow If a bor
rowing constraint causes an individual to borrow less 
than he 01' she would choose to borrow in the absence 
of the constraint, the borrowing constraint is binding; 
otherwise it is nonbinding (p 162) 

budget constraint: (4) a relation that shows how much 
current t1nd future consumption a consumer can 
afford given the consumer's initial wealth, current 
i.llld future income, and the interest rate (p. 152) 

budget deficit: (2) government outlays minus government 
receipts. See .',Wl1cr/J/J/elll olltlays, gOPCI'IIIIICllt rcceipts 
(p 40) 

budget line: (4) the graph of the consumer's budget con
straint; the budget line shows graphically the combi
n(ltions of current and future consumption a 
consumer can afford given the consui11el"s initial 
wealth, current and future income, and the interest 
rate (p 152) 

budget surplus: (2) government receipts minus govern
ment outl(lYs See gOVCJ'lIIIICllt outlays, g(7)L'l'Ill1lel/t 

rCCL'ipt" gOVCII1II1Cllt smlillS (p. 39) 
business cycle: (8) a decline in aggregate economic activ

ity (a contraction Or recession) to a low point (a 
trough), followed by a recovery of activity (an expan
sion or boom) to a high pOint (a peak). A complete 
business cycle can be measured from peak to peak or 
from trough to trough (p 276) 

business cycle chronology: (8) a history of the dates of 
business cycle peaks and troughs (p 275) 

"i 
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capital account: (5) the record of unilateral transfe1's of 
assets between countries (p 173) 

capital account balance: (5) the net flow of assels unililt
erally transferred into a country (p 173) 

capital and financial acCOunt: (5) the record of a coun
try's international trade in existing assets, either real 
or financial (p 173) 

capital and financial account balance: (5) the sum of the 
capital account balance <lnd the financial account bal
ance; equivalently, the sum of net assets unilaterally 
transferred into a country and net financial flow's 
(financial inflows minus -finanCial outflows) into a 
country. (p 173) 

capital good: (2) a good that is pl'Oduced, is used to PI'O
ducl' other goods, and-unlike an intermediate 
good-is not used up in the same period th(lt it is pro
duced (p 30) 

capital-labor ratio: (6) the amount of capita! per worker, 
equal to the capital stock divided bv the number of 
worket's (p 216) , 

central bank (14) the governmental institution responsible 
for monetmy policy, such (IS the Federal Reserve 
System in the United States and the Bank of Japan in 
Japan (p 521) 

chronically unemployed: (3) workers who are unem
ployed a large fraction of the time (p 95) 

classical approach: (1) an approach to macro(.'Conomics 
based on the assumption that w(lges and prices adjust 
quickly to equate quantities supplied and demanded 
in each market Classical economists generally argue 
that free markets are a good way to orgmlize the econ
omy and that the scope for govemll1ent intervention 
in the economy-for example, to smooth out the busi
ness cycle-should be limited (p 17) 

closed economy: (1) a national economy that does not 
have trading or financial relationship~ with the rest of 
the WOl lei (p S) 

coincident variable: (8) a variable with peaks (lnd troughs 
that occur at about the same time as the correspond
ing business cvcle peaks and twuo-hs See laoaillo ul1ri-

- 0 L~L~ L~ 

able; /endilIS 'Uaril1ble (p 285) 
cold turkey: (12) a rapid and decisive reduction in the 

growth rate of the money supply aimed at reducing 
the r<lte of inflation; contrast with grad/lalislII (p. 462) 

co movement: (8) the tendency of many economic vari
ables to move together in a predictable wa\, over the 
business cycle (p 278) -

conditional convel'gence: (6) the tendency of living stan
dards within groups of countries with similar chmac
teristics to become more equal over time See 
wl/vergcJlce, lII/wllditiollal COIIVcrSCI/CC (p 228) 
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consumer price index: (2) a price index calculated as the 
current cost of a fixed basket of consumer goods di\'id
ed by the cosl of the ba~ket in the base period (p -1:8) 

consumption: (2) spending by domestic households on 
final goods and services. (p 33) 

consumption-smoothing motive: (4) the preference of 
most people for a relatively constant or stable pattern 
of consumption over time, as opposed to having high 
consumption at Some times and low consumption at 
others (p 111) 

contraction: (8) in a business cycle, the period of time 
during which am~regClte economic actidty is falling; 
also known as a I'ecession (p.2'75) 

contractionmy policy: (rI) a monetary or fiscal policy that 
reduces £lggreg<ltc demand (pp 406,408) 

convergence: (6) a tendency of living standards in differ
ent countries to become equal over time See cOl/di
fiollal C(:I/'i,ILTSCIICC; III/wlldifiollal cOIl'UL'l'gL'llCC (p 228) 

countercychcal: (8) tending to mO\'e in the opposite dhec
tion of aggregate economic activity· over the business 
cycle (up in contractions; down in expansions) See 
procl/clical; I7cydicl7l (p 285) 

credibility: (l.!) the degree to which the public believes the 
central bank's announcements about future polky 
(p 548) . 

credit channel: (1 .. 1) the effects of lllonet(lIY policy on 
credit suppl~; and credit demand, which affect the 
economy in addition to effects operating through 
interest rates and exchange rates. (p 542) 

currency: (7) paper money and coin issued by the govern
ment; cash. (1' 243) 

currency-deposit ratio: (1.!) the ratio of the currency held 
by the public to the public's deposits in banks (~, 527) 

currency union: (13) a group of countries that agree to 
share a common cunency. (p 510) 

current account: (5) the record of a country's international 
trade in currently produced goods and -services (p 169) 

CUrrent account balance: (2, 5) p(lyments received from 
abroad in exchange for cUIrently produced goods and 
services (including factor services), minus the analo
gous payments made to foreigners by the domestic 
economy (PI' 40,172) -

cyclical unemployment: (3) the excess of the actuaiunem
ployment rule over the Il<ltural rate of unemployment; 
equivalently, unclllployment that occurs when ~)Utput 
is below its ful!~employment level (p 96) 

debt-GDP ratio: CIS) the quantity of government debt 
outstanding divided by GOP (p 580) 

deflation: (1) a situation in which the prices of most goods 
and services arc falling ove1' time (p 7) 
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demand for money: (7) the quantity of monetary assets, 
such as cash and checking accounts, that people 
choose to hold in their portfolios (p 251) 

depository institutions: (14) privately owned banks and 
thrift institutions (such as savings and loans) that 
accept deposits from and make loans directly to the 
public (p 521) 

depreciation: 1. (2) the amount of capital that \vears out 
during a given period of time. (p 36) 2 (14) a decline 
in the exchange rate; see /lDlllilwl depreciatioJ/, real 
dt'll/eeial;'", (pp 487,488) 

depression: (8) a particularly severe and prolonged down
turn in economic activity. (p 275) 

desired capital stock: (4) the amount of capital that 
allows a firm to eam the highest possible expected 
profit (p 125) 

devaluation: (13) a reduction in the value of a currency by 
official government action under a fixed-exch<mge~ 
rate system (p 475) 

diminishing marginal productivity: (3) a feature of pro~ 
duction functions that implies that, the more a partic
ular factor of production is used, the less extra output 
can be gained by increasing the use of that factor still 
further (with the usage of other factors of production 
hcid conslant) For example, for a given capital stock, 
adding an extra worker increases output more when 
employment is initially low than when it is initially 
high (p 66) 

discount rate: (14) the interest rate charged by the Fed 
when it lends reserves to banks (p 536) 

discount window lending: (14) the lending of reserves to 
banks by the Fed (p.536) 

discouraged wOlkers: (3) people who stop searching for 
jobs because they have become discouraged by lack of 
success at finding a job; discouraged vvorkers are not 
included in the official unemployment rate. (p 94) 

discretion: (14) the freedom of the central bank to con
duct monetary policy in any \vay that it believes will 
advance the ultimate objectives of low and stable 
inflation, high economic growth, and low unemploy
ment; in contrast to tlfll's. (p 544) 

disinflation: (12) a fall in the rate of inflation (p.461) 
distortions: (15) tax~induced deviations in economic behav

ior from the efficient, free-market outcome _ (p 578) 
duration: (3) the length of time that an unemployment 

spell lasts (p 94) 

economic model: (1) a simplified description of some 
aspect of the economy, usually expressed in mathe~ 
matical form (p 14) 

economic theory: (1) a set of ideas about the economy that 
hewe been organized in a logical framework (p 14) 

effective labor demand curve: (11) in a diagram with 
output on the horizontal axis and the quantity of 
labor on the vertical axis, an upward":sloping curvc 
that shows how much labor is needcd to produce a 
given amount of output, with productivity, the capi
tal stock, and effOI t held constant.' (p. 403) 

effective tax rate: (4) a single measure of the tax burden on 
capital that summarizes the many provisions of the 
tax code that affect investment (p 131) 

efficiency wage: (11) the real \"age tha t maximizes worker 
effor t or efficiency per dollar of real wages received. 
(p 394) 

efficiency wage model: (11) a model of the labor market 
in which, because workers exert more effort when 
they receive a highet real \vage, profit-maximizing 
employers choose to pay a real wage that is higher 
than the real wage that clears the labor market; the 
efficiency \'>'age model can be used to help explain 
real-wage rigidity and the existence of unemploy
ment (p 392) 

effort curve: (11) the relation between the level of effort 
put forth by workers and the teal wage; its positive 
slope indicates that a higher real wage induces \vork
ers to exert greater effort (p. 393) 

empirical analysis: (1) a comparison of the implications of 
an economic theory or model with real-world data 
(p 14) 

employment ratio: (3) the fraction of the adult population 
that is employed (p. 91) 

endogenous growth theory: (6) a new branch of growth 
theory that tries to explain productivity growth 
(hence, the growth rate of output) within the context 
of the model of economic growth (p 230) 

equilibrium: (1) a situation in which the quantities 
demanded and supplied in il market or set of markets 
are equal (p 17) 

exchange rate: (13) the number of units of foreign curren
cy that can be put chased with one unit of the home 
currency; also known as the nominal exchange rate. 
(p.472) 

exchange rate channel: (14) the effects of monetary policy 
working through changes in the real exchange rate 
(p 542) 

expansion: (8) in a business cycle, the period of time 
during which aggregate econornic activity is rising; 
also known as a boom (pp 406, 408) 

expansionary policy: (11) a monetary or fiscal policy that 
increases aggregate demand (pp. 406,408) 

expectations~augmented Phillips curve: (12) an inverse 
relation between unanticipated inflation and cyclical 
unemployment (p 440) 
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expected after-tax real interest rate: (4) the nominal after
tax rate of return (equal to the nominal interest rate 
times 1 minus the tax rate) minus the expected rate of 
inflation; equals the expected increase in the real 
value of an asset after payment of taxes on interest 
income (p. 120) 

expected real interest rate: (2) the nominal interest rate 
minus the expected rate of inflation; equals the expect
ed increase in the real value of an asset (p _ 52) 

expected returns: (7) the rates of return on real or financial 
assets that financial investors expect to earn (p 249) 

expenditure approach: (2) a procedure for measuring eco
nomic activity by adding the amount spent by all pur
chasers of final goods and services (p 27) 

factors of production: (3) inputs to the production 
process, such as capital goods, labor, raw materials, 
and energy (p 61) 

FE line: (9) seefllll-elltploYlllellt filII! 
Federal Open Market Committee (FOMC): (14) a twelve

member committee (consisting of the seven gover
nors of the Federal Reserve Board, the president of 
the Federal Reserve Bank of New York, and four of 
the presidents of the other regional Federal Reserve 
Banks) that decides the COUIse of U.S. monetary 
policy (p 533) 

Fed funds rate: (14) the interest rate charged on reserves 
that one bank loans to another. (p. 537) 

final goods and services: (2) goods and services that are 
the end products of the productive process, in con
trast to intermediate goods and services (p. 30) 

financial account: (5) the record of a country's flow of 
assets into or out of a country. (p. 173) 

financial account balance: (5) equals the value of financial 
inflows (credit items) minus the value of financial 
outflows (debit items). (p 173) 

financial inflow: (5) a credit (plus) item in a country's 
financial account that arises when a resident of the 
country sells an asset to someone in another country. 
(p 113) 

financial outflow: (5) a debit (minus) item in a country's 
financial account that arises when a resident of the 
country buys an asset from abroad. (p. 173) 

fiscal policy: (1) policy concerning the level and composi
tion of government spending and taxation. (p. 10) 

fixed-exchange~rate system: (13) a system in which 
exchange rates are set at officially determined levels 
and are changed only by direct governmental action 
(p 472) 

flexible-exchange-rate system: (13) a system in which 
exchange rates are not officially fixed but are deter
mined by conditions of supply and demand in the 
foreign exchange mcll'ket; also known as a floating
exchange-rate system (p 472) 
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floating-exchange-rate system: (13) see flcxiblc~t:xcl/(lIISc~ 
rate system (p 472) 

flow variable: (2) a variable that is measured per unit of 
time; an example is GOP, which is measured as 
output per year or quarter See stock variable (p 42) 

foreign exchange market: (13) the market in which the 
currencies of different nations are traded. (p 4'72) 

fractional reserve banking: (14) a banking system in 
which banks hold reserves equal to a fraction of their 
deposits so that the reserve-deposit ratio is less than 
1 (p 523) 

frictional unemployment: (3) the unemployment that 
arises as the result of the matching process in which 
workers sear'ch for suitable jobs and firms search for 
suitable workers (p 95) 

full-employment deficit: (15) what the government 
budget deficit 'wollld be, given the tax and spending 
policies currently in force, if the economy were oper
ating at its full-employment level. (p 572) 

full-employment level of employment: (3) the equilibri
um level of employment, achieved after wages and 
prices fully adjust (p 86) 

full-employment (FE) line: (9) in a diagram with output 
on the horizontal axis and the real interest rate on the 
vertical axis, a vertical line at full~employment 
output. Points on the FE line correspond to points of 
equilibrium in the labor market (p 305) 

full-employment output: (3) the level of output that firms 
supply when wages and prices in the economy have 
fully adjusted to their equilibrium levels (p 86) 

fundamental identity of national income accounting: (2) 
the accounting identity that states that total produc~ 
tion, total income, and total expenditure dllIing a 
given period are equal (p 28) 

fundamental value of the eXChange rate: (13) the value of 
the exchange rate that would be determined by the 
forces of supply and demand in the foreign exchange 
market, in the absence of government intervention 
(p. 500) 

game theOIy: (14) the study of situations (games) in which 
individuals (players) use stIategy in attempting to 
achieve their goals, possibly at the expense of the 
other players (p 549) 

GDP: (2) see gross dOlllestic prodJ/ct 
GDP deflator: (2) a measure of the price level, calculated 

as the ratio of current nominal GOP to cunent real 
GDP (p 46) 

general equilibrium: (9) a situation in which all markets in 
an economy are simultaneously in equilibrium (p. 318) 

GNP: (2) see gross lIatiO/wl prodJ/ct 
Golden Rule capital-labor ratio: (6) the level of the capi~ 

tal-labor ratio that maximizes consumption pel 
worker in the steady state (p.219) 
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government capital: (5) long~lived physical assets owned 
by the govcrnlTwnt, such as IOilds and public schools 
(I' 57~) 

government debt: (15) the total value of government 
bonds outstanding at any given time (p 579) 

government outlays: (2) the government's purchases of 
goods and services plus transfers and interest pay
ments; also known as government expenditures, (p 40) 

government purchases: (2) spending by the government 
on clInently produced goods and services (p 3-1) 

government receipts: (2) taxes ilnd other revenues collect
ed by the govclnmen t (p. 39) 

government saving: en net government income minus 
government pmchnses; 'equivalently, the govern
ment's tax receipts minus its outlays; equal to the go\'
ernrnent budget surplus (p 39) 

gradualism: (11) a prescription for disinflation that 
involves reducing the rate of monetary growth and 
the rate of inflation gradually over a period of sever~ 
al years; contrast with cold tllrkey (p. 462) 

gross domestic product (GOP): (2) the lTlmket value of 
final goods and services newly produced within a 
nation's borders during a fixed period of time (p 28) 

gross investment: (-t) the total purchase or construction of 
new capital goods (p 133) 

gross national product (GNP): (2) the mnrket value of 
fin<ll goods and services ncwly produced by domesti
cally owned factoIs of production during a fixed 
petiod of time. (p 31) 

growth accounting: (6) a method for breaking down total 
output gIOwth into parts attributable to gl"Owth of 
capital, labor, and productivity (p 108) 

growth accounting equation: (6) the production function 
writtcn in growth rate form; it states that the growth 
rate of output is the stun of (1) the growth rate of pro
ductivity, (1) the elasticily of output with respect to 
capital Um(.'S the growth rate of capital, and (3) the 
L'lasticity of output with respect to labor times the 
growth rate of labor (p 20'7) 

high-powered money: (14) the liabilities of the central 
bank, consisting of bank reserves and currency in cir~ 
culation, that ate usable as money; also known as the 
IT\Onetmy base. (p 522) 

human capital: (6) the productive knowledge, skills, and 
training of individuals (p 231) 

hyperinflation: (2) a situation in which the rate of inf1a w 

lion is extremely high for a sustained period of time; 
one suggested definition is a 5D'};, or higher monthly 
rnte of inflation (p -159) 

hysteresis: (12) the tendency of the natmal rate of unem
ployment to change in response to the actual unem
ployment rate, rising if the flctual unemployment rute 

is above the natmal tate and falling if the actuClI 
unemployment rate is below the natural rate (p -t54) 

income approach: (2) a procedure for meElsuring econom
ic acti\·ity by adding ali income r!,!ceived, including 
taxes Clnd after-tax profits (p 26) 

income effect: (4) a change in economic behavior (such flS 
the amount a person saves or works) in response to a 
change in income 01" wealth; graphically, a change in 
behavior induced by a parallel shift in the budget line 
(p 258) 

income effect of a higher real wage: (3) the tendency of 
workers to supply less labor when the leal wage 
increases, as a result of the fact that a higher- re<ll wage 
makes workers wealthier (I'. 78) 

income effect of the real interest rate on saving: (4) the 
tendency of savers to conStHlle more and snve less in 
response to nn increase in the reill interest rate 
beG1USe they arc mnde \\'ealthier; the tendency of bor
rowers to consume less and S.1VC more in response to 
an increase in the real interest fate because they are 
made less wcalthy (p 119) 

income elasticity of money demand: (7) the percentnge 
change in money demand resulting from a l % 
illCleclse in reed income (p 156) 

income-expenditure identity: (2) the Clcc0t1I1ting identity 
that states that total income (product) eqtl<1ls the sum 
of the four types of expenditure: consumption, invest
ment, government pUl'cilnses, and net exports (1'.32) 

inconvertible currency: (13) a cuneney that cannot be 
traded freely for- other currencies, usually because of 
goverlllTlent-imposed restrictions (p.5Dl) 

index of leading indicators: (8) a weighted average of 
eleven economic variables that lead the business cycle, 
used for forecnsting future business activity (p. 286) 

indicators: 0 .. 1:) see illtalllediate tnfgcts 
indifference curve: (4) shows graphically the combina

tions of current and future consumption that yield 
any given level of utility (p 154) 

industrial policy: (6) a strategy for economic growth by 
which the government, using t:lxes, subsidies, or reg
ulation, attempts to influence the nation's pattern of 
industrial development (p 235) 

inflation: (1) a situation in which the prices of most goods 
and services nre rising over time (p ?) 

inflation tax: (15) the rcsoLlIces I-aised by the government 
by issuing money and creating inflation; also known 
as seignornge (p 591) 

insider-outsider theory: (12) attributes hysteresis of the 
natural unemployment rate hJ the supposed tendency 
of unions to try to obtain the highest real wnge con
sistent with continued employment of employed 
members (insiders), without taking account of the 
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interests of unemployed worket's (outsidel's). See 11.1/S~ 
tl..'r('sis (p. 468) 

instruments: (I .. I-) the pOlicy lools that the Fed can use to 
influence th~ economy; they include reserve requirt.."'
ments, the discount rate, and, espedallv, open-market 
operations (p 538) , 

interest elasticity of money demand: (7) the percentane 
~hangl' in ~l~oney demnnd resulting from n 1~~, 
l.'lCleas: (dlf~erent from a '1 percentage point 111-

, CtCclse) III the IIlterest rate (p 256) 
Interest rate: (1) the rate of return promised by a bono\V~ 

er to a lender (p 50') . 
interest tate channel: (14) the effects of monetClry policy thnt 
. wOl'k. through changes in real interest riltes (p 542) 
intermedIate goods and services: (2) goods and services 

that are used up in the production of other o-oods and 
sel'\'ices in the same period that they thcms~lves were 
produced; an example is wheat used up in making 
bread (p 30) 

intermediate targets: (l-!) macroeconomic variables that 
the F:d cannot control directly but can inlluence fairly 
predICtably and that, in tU1'I1, are related to the ultl
mute goals the l:ed is trying to achieve; also known ns 
indicntors Examples of intermediate targets cue the 
~rowth rates of monetary aggregates and short-term 
Interest rates (p 53t;) 

inventories: (2) stocks of unsold finished goods, goods in 
. plocess, and produ~tion J11i1terials held by firms (p. 30) 
tnve:,tme~t: (1) spendmg for new capital goods, called 

tlxed !lwestml'nt, and increases in firms' inventor V 

~oldings, called inventory investment See SI'O;S 
IlIr't'stlllclli, lid IIlvestlllent (p 3.3) 

invisible !land: (1) the idea (proposed by Adam Smith) 
that, If there ale free markets and individuals con
duct their economic affairs in their own best interests, 
the cC<,Hlomy as a whole will work well (p 17) 

IS cur~e: (9) in i;1 diagram with output on the horizontal 
aXIs and the real interest rate on the vertical axis, a 
dowJ1\.vard-sloping curve that shows the value of the 
I'~al interest rate that clei.1rs the goods market for any 
gl\'en value of output At emy point on the 15 curv~ 
desired national saving equals desired investment (iJ~ 
a. closed economy); equivalently, the aggregate quan
tIty of goods demi.1nded equals the aggregate quanti
ty of goods supplied (p.3D6) 

J Curve: (B) the typical time pattern of the response of net 
exp.orts to a depreCiation of the leal exchange rate, in 
which net exports initinlly decline but then increase 
(p 479) 

Keynesian approach: (1) an nppl'Oach to mncroeconomic..'1 
based on thL' atisumption lhal wngt..'s and prices may 
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not adjust l~uickly to equate qlwnl-ities supplied and 
dcmanded 111 each market Keynesian economists are 
lllorL' likely lhan cii.1ssicaleconomists to ilrgue thilt 
govL'rIll11en tin terven tion in the econoll1\'-f(;1" exam
ple, to smooth oul the business cycle-n1ay be desir
able. (p 18) 

labo.r forc~: (3) the number of people willing to \vor k, 
111clud111g unemployed people actively searching for 
wOlk, n~ well as employed workers (p.91) 

labor hoardIng: (lD) <l situation that OCCurs if, becfluse of 
the costs of firing and hiring workers, fir-n1s continue 
to e~1ploy some workers in a recession that they oth~ 
erwlse would have laid off (p 361) . 

lagging variable: (8) a vnriable with peaks and tI'Oughs 
that tend to ~cctlI-lC1ter.than the corresponding peaks 
and troughs m the busll1ess cycle. See coil/cidellt IYlri .. 
a/lle, ImdillS 1Hll'iab/c (p 185) . 

large open economy: (5) an economy that trades with 
other economies and is brge en~ugh to affect the 
world real interest ri.1te (p 191) 

leading variable: (8) a variable with peaks and troughs 
that tend to OCCllI earlier than the correspondin v 

pea,ks and tl"Oughs in the business cycle See (.:oilJcidcl~ 
ul7nl1blc, lassillg ['ar/able (p 285) 

leisure: (3) aU off~the-job activities, indudinu ec1tilw sieep-
'. 0 p' 

. mg, recrealiOl1, .111d household chores (p 77) 

hfe~cycle model: (4) n muitiperiod version of the basic 
two-period model of consumer behnvior that focuses 
on the patterns of income, consumption, and savino

, ,O\:er the various stages of an individual's life (p. 160') 
liqUidIty: (7) the ease and quickness with which an asset 

cnn be exchanged for goods, services, or other assets 
(p 250) 

liquidity trap: (11) CI situation in which the nominal inter~ 
est rate is vcry ~jose to zero, making it impossible for 
monetary poltcymakers to expand the econQI11V 
through f~u ther,reductions in the interest rate (p 418) 

LM cu~e: (9) 111 il dlagrnm with output on the horizont<ll 
aXIs and the real interest rate on the vertical axis, an 
upward-sloping curve that shows the value of the rcal 
interest rate that clears the asset market for any given 
value of output At nny point on the LM CUlve the 
quantities of money supplied and demanded' are 
equal (I' 314) 

long-n:n aggregate supply (LRflS) curve: (9) in a diagram 
\vlth output on the horizontal axis and the price level 
on the v~rti~ai axis, a vertical line at full-employment 
output; 111d!cates that in the long run the supply of 
output does not depend on the price level (p. 333) 

long~run Phillips curVe: (12) in i1 diagram with unel1l~ 
ployment on the horizontal axis and inflation on the 
vertical axis, a \'crticai line at the natural rate of 
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unemployment; indicates that in the long run the 
unemployment rate equals the natural rate, indepen
dent of the rate of inflation (p 446) 

Ml: (7) a monetary aggregate that includes currency and 
travelers' checks held by the public, demand deposits 
(non-inter est-bearing checking accounts) at commer
cial banks, and other checkable deposits (p. 245) 

M2: (7) a monetary aggregate that includes everything in 
Ml and a number of other assets that are somewhat 
less moneylike, such as savings deposits, small
denomination (under $100,000) time deposits, nonin
stitutional holdings of money market mutual funds 
(MMMFs), and money market deposit accounts 
(MMDAs) (p 246) 

macroeconomics: (1) the study of the structure and per
formance of national economies and of the policies 
that governments use to try to affect economic per
formance (p. 2) 

macroeconomic stabilization: (11) the use of monetary 
and fiscal policies to moderate cyclical fluctuations 
and maintain low inflation; also known as aggregate 
demand management or stabilization policy. (p 417) 

marginal cost: (11) the cost of producing an additional 
unit of output (p 402) 

marginal product of capital (MPK): (3) the amount of 
output produced per unit of additional capital (p 65) 

marginal product of labor (MPN): (3) the amount of 
output produced per unit of additional labor. (p 68) 

marginal propensity to consume (NIPC): (4) the amount by 
\"1hich desired consumption rises when current output 
rises by one unit (p ll2) 

marginal revenue product of labor (MRPN): (3) the extra 
revenue obtained by a firm when it employs an addi
tional unit of labor and sells the resulting increase in 
output; for competitive firms, equal to the price of 
output times the marginal product of labor (p 71) 

marginal tax rate: (15) the fraction of an additional dolla!' 
of income that must be paid in taxes. (p 575) 

markup: (11) the difference between the price charged for 
a good and its marginal cost of production, expressed 
as a percentage of marginal cost (p 402) 

medium of exchange: ('7) an asset used in making trans
actions (p. 244) 

menu cost: (11) the cost of changing prices-for example, 
the cost of printing a new menu or remarking mer
chandise (p. 400) 

merchandise trade balance: (5) a country's merchandise 
exports (exports of goods) minus its merchandise 
imports (p 171) 

misperceptions theory: (10) predicts that because of pro
ducers' inability to observe directly the general price 
level, the aggregate quantity of output supplied rises 

above the full-employment level when the aggregate 
price level is higher than expected; hence the shor t-fun 
aggregate supply curve is upward-sloping (p.372) 

monetarism: (14) a school of macroeconomic thought that 
emphasizes the importance of monetary factors in the 
macroeconomy, but which opposes the active use of 
monetary policy to stabilize the economy (p 545) 

monetary aggregates: (7) the official measures of the money 
supply, such as Ml and M2 See NI1, NI2 (p 245) 

monetary base: (14) the liabilities of the central bank, con
sisting of bank reserves and currency in circulation, 
that are usable as money; also known as high-pow
ered money (p 522) 

monetary neuttality: (9) characterizes an economy in 
which changes in the nominal money supply change 
the pl'ice level proportionally but have no effect on 
real variables The basic classical model predicts neu
tralily; the classical model with misperceptions and 
the Keynesian model predict that neutrality holds in 
the long mn but not in the shOt t run. (p 329) 

moneta[y policy: (1) policies determining the level and 
rate of growth of the nation's money supply, which 
are under the control of a government institution 
known as the central bank (the Federal Reserve 
System in the United States). (p 10) 

money: (7) assets that are widely used and accepted as 
payment (p 243) 

money demand function: (7) the function that relates the 
real demand for money to output and the interest rate 
paid by nonmonetary assets (p 254) 

money multiplier: (14) the number of dollars of money 
supply that can be created from each dollar of the mon
etary base, calculated as the ratio of the money supply 
to the monetary base. (p 527) 

money supply: ('7) the total amount of money available in 
an economy, consisting of currency in circulation and 
deposits; also known as the money stock (p.248) 

monopolistic competition: (11) a market situation in 
which some competition exists but in which a rela
tively small number of sellels and imperfect stan
dardization of the product allow individual 
producers to act as price setters rather than as price 
takers (p 399) 

multiple expansion of loans and deposits: (14) in a frac
tional reserve banking system; the pIOcess in which 
banks lend out some of their deposits, the loaned 
funds are ultimately redeposited in the banking 
system, and the new deposits are lent out again; as a 
result of the multiple-expansion process, the money 
supply can greatly exceed the monetary base. (p. 524) 

multiplier: (11) for any particular type of spending, the 
short-run change in output resulting from a one-unit 
change in that type of spending (p .f08) 
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national income: (2) the amount of income available to 
distribute among producers, equal to the sum of 
employee con1pensatio!l; propJ'ietors' income. rental 
income of persons, corporate profits, and net inter
est Also measured as gross domestic product plus 
net factor payments less depreciation and indirect 
business taxes (p 35) 

national income accounts: (2) an accounting framework 
used in measuring current economic activity (p.25) 

national saving: (2) the saving of the economy as a whole, 
including both private saving (business and house
hold) and government saving (p. 40) 

national wealth: (2) the total weillth of the residents of a 
country, consisting of the country's domestic physical 
assets (such as its stock of capital goods and land) 
and its net fmeign assets (p.38) 

natural rate of unemployment: (3) the rate of unemploy
ment that exists when the economy's output is at its 
full-employment level; consists of frictionalunemploy
ment and structural unemployment (p 96) 

net exports: (2) expor ts of goods and services minus 
imports of goods and services (p 3-1) 

net factor payments from abroad (NFP): (2) income paid 
to domestic factors of production by the lest of the 
world, minus income paid to fmeign factms of pro
duction by the domestic economy. (p. 32) 

net foreign assets: (1) a country's foreib'11 assets (for exam~ 
pie, foreign stocks, bonds, and factories owned by 
domestic residents) minus its foreign liabilities (domes
tic physical and financial assets o\vlled by foreigners) 
(p 43) 

net government income: (2) the part of GOP that is not at 
the disposal of the private sectOl". It equals taxes paid 
by the private sector minus payments from the gov
ernment to the private sector (transfers and interest 
payments on the government debt) (p. 37) 

net investment: (4) the change in the capital stock over the 
year, equal to gross investment minus depreciation of 
existing capital. (I' 133) 

net national product (NNP): (2) GNP minus depreciation 
(p 36) 

no~bQ[rowing, no-lending point: (4) on the budget line, 
the point at which current consumption equals cur
rent income plus initial wealth; if the consumer choos
es the consumption combination cor responding to this 
point, he or she neither borrows nor carries over 
resources into the future (p 268) 

nominal appreciation: (13) an increase in the nominal 
exchange fale in a flexible-exchangc-rate system 
(p ,175) 

nominal depreciation: (13) a decrease in the nominal 
exchange rClte in Cl flexible-exchange-rClte system 
(p. -175) 
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nominal exchange rate: (13) the number of units of for
eign currency lhat can be purchased with one unit of 
the home currency; also known as the exchange rate 
(p.500) 

nominal GDP: (2) the value of an economy's final output 
measured using cmrent market prices; also known as 
cUl"Ient-dollar GDP (p 46) 

nominal interest rate: (2) the ['ate at which the nominal 
value of an interest-bearing asset increases over time; 
equivalent to the market interest rate. (p 51) 

nominal shock: (10) a shock to money supply or money 
demand; which causes the Uvf curve to shift (p 353) 

nominal variables: (2) variables measured in terms of cur~ 
rent market prices. (p 44) 

normative analysis: (1) an analysis of policy that tries to 
determine whether a certain policy should be llsed; 
involves both analysis of the consequences of the 
policy and value judgments about the desirability of 
those consequences See positive fl/wlysis (I'. 16) 

official reserve assets: (5) assets held by central banks, 
other than domestic money or secllIlties, that can be 
used in making international payments; examples aEe 
gold, foreign bank deposits, and special assets created 
by the International Monetary Fund. (p 174) 

official settlements balance: (5) the net increase (domestic 
less foreib'11) in a country's official reserve assets; also 
known as the balance of payments (p 174) 

Okun's law: (3) a rule of thumb that says that output falls 
by 2 5(}';, for each percentage point increase in the 
cyclical unemployment rate. (p 96) 

lOWX, reserve banking: (14) a banking system in which 
banks hold reserves equal to 100% of their deposits 
(p 523) 

open economy: (1) a national economy that has signifi
cant trading and financial relationships with other 
national economies (p 8) 

open-market operation: (7) an open-market purchase or 
sale of assets by the central bank, used to affect the 
money supply See Opell-I/wrkct pllrchasl.', ope/J-lIIarket 
snle (p 248) 

open-matket purchase: (14) a purchase of assets (such as 
T reaSllI y securities) from the public by the central 
bank, used to increase the money supply. (p 529) 

open-market sale: (14) a sale of assets (such as Treasury 
securities) to the public by the central bank, used to 
reduce the money supply (p 529) 

overvalued exchange rate: (13) in a fixed-exchange-rate 
system, an exchange [ale that is higher than its fun
damental value See .til/uimlIclltal '1}alllL' of tlze excl/tlllge 
mle (p SOO) 
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participation rate: (3) the fraction of adults who are in the 
lilbor fmet' (p 9"1) 

peak: (t)) in a business cycle, the point in time when e(o~ 
nomic ilctivity stops increasing ilnd begins to decline 
(p 276) 

perfect competition: (11) il 111,u"ket situation in which there 
is a standardized good and many buyers and sellers 
so that all buvers and sellers are price takers. (p 399) 

permanent inco~e theOl'y: (-1) C1 theory that states that (011-

sLlI11.ption depends on the present vallie of lifetime 
l'CsOl1!'ces, with the in1piication that consumption 
responds much less to temporary than to permanent 
changes in incom('. (p 159) 

persistence: (8) the tendency for declines in economic 
(Ictivitv to be followed bv fmther declines and for 
growtl~ in economic acti\-ity to be followed by more 
growth (p 278) 

Phillips curve: (12) U downwul'd-sloping relationship 
between the inflation rate and the unemployment 
tate; theory suggests that i.1 Phillips curve will be 
observed in the data only in periods in which expect
ed inflation and the natural rate of unemployn1ent 
are relatively stable See L'xpcctllfiolIs-mIS"IL'Jltcd Pltillil'~ 
Cllr£lC, /{lIlX-11I1I Phillips C/iriX' (p 435) 

portfolio allocation decision: (7) a wealth holder's deci
sion about which assets and how much of each asset 

to hold (p 2-!9) 
positive analysis: ('I) nn analysis of the economic conse

quences of a policy that doesn't address the question 
of whether those consequences are desirable. See 1I0f

II/I1th,/, {ll1Il/ysis (p 16) 
present value: (-1) the \'alue of a future payment in lerms 

of today's dollars; equal to the amount of money that 
must be invested today at a given interest rate to be 
worth the specified payment at the specified date in 
the future (p 153) 

present value of lifetime consumption (PVLC): ( .. 0 the 
present \"alue of CUI rent nnd future consumption, 
which equals PVLR nccon"iing to the budget con
straint (p 15-1) 

present value of lifetime resources (PVLR): (4) the present 
value of current and expected future income plus ini
tial \\'ealth; corresponds to the horizontal intercept oi 
the budget line (p 153) 

price index: (2) n measme of the average level of prices fOI 
some specified set of goods and services, rclnth"c to 
the prices of a specified base period (p -16) 

price setter: (11) n milrket purticipant with some power to 
set prices; see 11I(l/lOpofislic ({JlIlpcfifioll (p 399) 

price sticldness: (11) in Keynesian theory, the tendency of 
prices to adjust only slowly to changes in the econo
my; also known as price rigidity. (p. 398) 

price taker: (11) a market participant who takes the market 
price as gi\'en; see flclfcct (oll/pdftiull (p 399) 

primary govemrnent budget deficit: (15) a mensme of the 
deficil lhuL e;-;cludes go\"ernment inlerest payments 
from total outlays; equ<11 to gtwernment purchases of 
goods nnd services plus transfers minus tux revenues. 

(p 5(9) 
private disposable income: (2) the income of the private 

sector (households and businesses taken together) 
nftel' pnyment of l'axi.:.'S and rl'ceipt of tr<lnsfer pay
ments ,md interest from the gm'ernment (p 37) 

private saving: (2) the sn\'ing of the private sector (house
holds nnd businesses), equal to private disposilblc 
income minus consumption (p 38) 

procyclical: (tl) tending to Jllm'e in the s,une direction as 
aggregate economic activity over the business cycle 
(up in e;-;punsions, down in contractions) See IlcljC/iclIl, 

l(I/llllcrCljdiclll (p 285) 
product approach: (2) CI procedure for measuring economic 

{1cti\ itv bv adding the matket \'Cllues of goods and ser
vices '~rm.iuced, e;-;ciudinn ClIl\' t!oods and services lIsed 
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up in intermediate stages of production; equivnlently, 
by sllml1lin(T the value added of all producers. (p. 26) 

produ"ction fun~~ion: (3) a function that shows the Clmount 
of output that can be produced (by n finn or by an 
entire economy) by using Clny given quantities of capi
tal ,md lClbor (p (1) 

productivity: (3) a measure of the overall effectiveness 
with which the econonw uses cnpitnl and labor to 
pttxluce output; nlso kn~1\\'n as total bctm produc
ti, ity (p (;0) 

productivity shock ('10) a c!lunge in an economy's PI'O
duction function; ellui\"alently, n change in the 
amount of output thClt can be pn.)duced using gh'en 
qunntities of capitClI nnd labor; nlso known as a 
supply shock (p 353) 

propagation mechanism: ('\0) nn nspect of the economy, 
such as the behavior of itwentories, that alknvs short
li\"ed shocks to have longer-term effects on the econ
omy (p. 37Y) 

purchasing power parity: (13) the idea that similar foreign 
and domestic goods, or baskets of goods, should have 
the snme price in terms of the same cunency (p .. 476) 

quantity theory of money: (7) a theory that asserts that 
nominal money demnnd is proportional to nominnl 
GOP so that \'e\ocity is constnnt' (p 257) 

rational expectations: (10) expectntions about the future 
\nlues of economic v<niables that are based on reCl
soned nnd inte!ligent e;-;amination of a\'ailable eco
nomic datn; although they may make forecast errors, 
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people with rational expectations cannot be SI/stL'lIl
aticalfl! surprised by changes in macroeco;~omic 
policy or in the economy (p 379) 

real appreciation: (13) nn increase in the leal exchange 
rate, which increases the quantity of foreign goods 
that can be purchased with a given qunntity of 
domestic goods (p 475) 

real balances: (7) the real amount of money held by the 
public, measured as the nominal amount of money 
divided by the price level (p 254) 

real business cycle (RBC) theory: (10) a version of the 
classical theory that assumes that productivity shocks 
(supply shocks) are the primary source of cyclical 
fluctuations (p.353) 

teal depreciation: (13) a fail in the real exchange rnte, 
which decreases the quantity (Jf foreign goods that 
can be purchased with a given quantity of domestic 
goods (p 475) 

leal exchange rate: (13) the quantity of fOIeign goods that 
cun be obtained in e;-;change fm one domestic good; 
also known as the terms of trade (p.474) 

real GOP: (2) the market vnlue of an economy's final 
output measured in terms of the prices that t;revailed 
during some fixed base period; also known as con
stant-dollar GOP (p 46) 

l'eal interest rate: (2) the rate at ,,,illch the real value or 
purchasing power of an interest-beClring asset increas
es over time; equal to the nominal interest rate minus 
the rate of inflation (p 51) 

real shocks: (10) disturbances to the "real side" of the 
economy, such as shocks that nffect the production 
function, the size of the labor force, the rea! quantity 
of government purchases, or the spending and snving 
decisions of consumers; teal shocks affect the 15 curve 
or the FE line. (p 353) 

real variable: (2) CI variable measured in terms of the prices 
of a fixed base yem'; a measure intended to represent 
physical quantities pwduced or used. (p 46) 

real wage: (3) the real value (measlll'ed in terms of goods) 
of whClt firms must pay per unit of labor input that 
they employ; equal to the nominal (dollar) wage 
divided by the price level (p 72) 

real~wage rigidity: (11) from the Keynesian perspective, the 
apparent tendency of real wages to JllOVe too little over 
the business cycle to keep the quantity of labor sup
plied equal to the qUClntity of labor demnnded (p 391) 

recession: (8) in CI business cycle, the period of time during 
which aggregate economic activity is falling; also 
known as a contraction (p 275) 

relative purchasing power parity: (13) the idea that the 
rate of appreciation of the nominal exchange rate 
equals the foreign inflation rate minus the domestic 
inflation rale. (p -177) 
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resel've-deposit ratio: (l-l) the ratio of reserves held by 
banks to the public's deposits in banks (p 523) . 

Icserves: 1 (1-1) see billlk I'CSCI'i lCS 2 (5) see (:rficia/ tCSCI'"1}C 

Ilssds 
revaluation: (13) an increase in the value of a currency by 

official govemment action under a fixed-exchange
mte system (p 475) 

reverse causation: (10) the tendency of expected future 
changes in output to cause changes in the current 
money supply in the same direction; used by real 
business cycle theorists to explain why the money 
supply leads the cycle (p 370) 

Ricardian equivalence proposition: (4) the proposition 
lhnt changes in the government budget deficit caused 
entirely by changes in ([ump-sum) tax collections 
hm'e no effect on the economy (p. 123) 

risk: (7) the possibility that the actual return received on 
all Clsset will be substnntially different from the 
c;-;pccted retur n (p 250) 

rules: (14) a set of simple, prespecified, Clnd publicly 
Clnnounced guidelines for conducting monetary 
policy; in contrast to disudiOiI (p 544) 

sacrifice ratio: (12) the amount of output lost when the infla
tion rate is reduced by one percentage point (p.463) 

saving: (2) current income minus spending on current 
needs (p 38) 

seignorage: (15) government revenue t'aised by printing 
money; also known as the inflation tax. (p 589) 

shoe leather costs: (12) the costs incurred in the process of 
economizing on holdings of cash-for example, in 
more frequent trips to the bank (p 458) 

short~['un aggregate supply (SRAS) curve: (9, 10) in n dia
gram with output on the horizontal axis and the price 
level on the vertical axis, the relationship behveen the 
price level and the amount of output supplied that 
npplies in the short run In the short run, prices 
remain fixed and producers produce the quantity of 
output demanded at the fixed price level, so the 5RAS 
curve is horizontal In the extended classical model 
based on the misperceptions theory, the SRAS curve 
slopes upward, as producers are fooled into supply
ing more output when the price level is higher than 
expected; the shot t r un in this model is the period of 
time during which the expected price level remains 
unchanged (p 333) 

small open economy: (5) an economy that trades with 
other economies but is too small to affect the world 
real interest rate (p 180) 

Solow residual: (10) an empiricClI measure of total factor 
productivity (p. 358) 

speculative run: (13) a situation in which financial 
inveslms, fearing the imminent devaluation of a cur-
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rency in a fixed-exchange-rate system, rush to sell 
assets denominated in that currency (p 502) 

spell of unemployment: (3) see /lJlClIlpJoy/llCllt spell 
statistical discrepancy: (5) the amount that would have to 

be added to the sum of the cunent and capital and 
financial account balances fO! this sum to reach its the
oretical value of zero; arises because of erroIs of mea
surement and incomplete reporting (p.1'76) 

steady state: (6) a situ<ltion in which the economy's output 
per worker, consumption per worker, and capital 
stock per worker are constant over time. (p 218) 

stock variable: (2) an economic quantity that is defined at 
a specific time; examples are wealth or the money 
supply See J70w variable (p, 42) 

store of value: (7) a means of holding wealth over time 
(p 244) 

structural unemployment: (3) long-term and chronic 
unempioyment ariSing from imbalances between the 
skills and other characteristics of workers in the 
mar ket and the needs of employers (p 95) 

substitution effect of a higher real wage: (3) the tendency 
of workers to substitute work for leisure, and thus 
supply more labor, in response to an increase in the 
reward for working when the real wage increases 
(p. 78) 

substitution effect of the real interest rate on saving: (4) 
the tendency of consumers to save more, and thereby 
substitute future consumption for current consump
tion, in response to a higher reward fOI' saving (p 118) 

supply shock: (3) a change in an economy's production 
function-thM is, in the amount of output that can be 
produced by using given quantities of capital and 
labor; also known as a productivity shock (p.68) 

supply-side economics: (15) a school of economic thought 
based on the premise that all aspects of economic 
behavior-such as labor supply, saving, and invest
ment-respond strongly to economic incentives, and, 
in particular, to incentives provided by the tax code 
(p 577) 

tax-adjusted user cost of capital: (4) indicates how large 
the before-tax expected futwe matginal product of 
capital must be to make a proposed investment prof
itable; equivalently, the (unadjusted) user cost of cap~ 
ital divided by 1 minus the effective tax rate (p 130) 

tax rate smoothing: (15) a policy of maintaining stDble tax 
rates over time so as to minimize the distortions cre
ated by the tax code See distmtio/ls (p 579) 

Taylor rule: (14) a guideline for monetary policy, it relates 
the real Fed funds rate to the difference between 
output and full-employment output and the differ
ence between inflation and its target (p 545) 

tenns of trade: (13) the quantity of foreign goods that can 
be obtained in exchange for one domestic good; also 
known as the real exchange rate (p .. 178) 

total factor productivity: (3) a measure of the overall effec
tiveness with which the economy uses capital and 
labol to produce output; also known as productivity,. 
(p 62) 

trade deficit: (1) a nation's excess of imports over expOI'ts 
(p 9) 

trade surplus: (1) a nation's excess of exports over 
imports (p 9) 

transfers: (2) payments by the government, excluding 
payments made in exchange for current goods or ser
vices; examples of transfers are Social SecllIity and 
Medicare benefits, unemployment insurance, and 
welfare payments (p 34) 

trough: (8) in a business cycle, the time when economic 
activity stops falling and begins rising. (p 275) 

turning points: (8) peaks or troughs in the business cycle 
(p.276) 

turnover costs: (11) the costs associated v,"ith hiring and 
training nev.' workers. (p 392) 

unanticipated inflation: (12) thc actual rate of inflation 
minus the rale of inflation that was expected to occur 
(p.437) 

unconditional convergence: (6) a tendency for the living 
standards of different countries to become more equal 
ovcr time, independently of the particular character
istics of individual countries See cOl/ditiol/al cOIl"ver
gellce, co/rue/sellce (p 228) 

underground economy: (2) the portion of the economy 
that includes both legal activities hidden from gov
ernment recoId-keepers and illegal activities (p 29) 

undervalued exchange rate: (13) in a fixed-exchange-rate 
system, an exchange rate th.:lt is lower than its funda
mental value SeeflllltialllclJta[ valllc (if· tile cxcltallgc mtc 
(p 503) 

unemployment: (1) the number of people who are avail
able for work and actively seeking work but cannot 
find jobs. (p 6) 

unemployment rate: (3) the &action of the labor force that 
is unemployed (p 91) 

unemployment spell: (3) the period of time that an indi
vidual is continuously unemployed (p. 94) 

unilateral transfers: (5) payments made from one country 
to another that do not correspond to the purchase of 
any good, service, or asset; examples [He foreign aid 
and gifts by domestic residents to foreigners (p 172) 

unit of account: (7) the basic unit for measuring econom
ic vDIue (dollars, for example). (p. 244) 

Glossary 

user co.st of ca~ital: (4) the expected real cost of using a 
Ul11t of cal-~lt~l for a specified period of time; equal to 
the dep.recl~tlon :ost plus the interest cost (p 126) 

uses-of-savmg Identity: (2) the accounting identity that 
states that private saving equals the sum of invest
ment, the government deficit, and the current account 
balance (p. 41) 

utility: (4) an individual's economic satisfaction or well
being (p 154) 

value ~dded: (2) for any producer, the value of output 
mInus the value of purchased inputs (p. 26) 
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vault cash: (14) currency held in the vaults of banks; vault 
c?sh f~rms a portion of banks' reserves (p 533) 

velOCity: (;) the number of times the monev stock "turns 
over" each period; calculated as nomin"al GOP divid
ed by the nominal money supply (p 257) 

wealt.h: (2) the assets minus the liabilities of an individual, 
flrm, o~' counhy; also known as net worth (p. 38) 

world ~ea.l Intel.'est rate; (5) the rcal interest rate that pre
vaIls 1I1 the lI1ternational capital market in which indi
viduals, businesses, and governments borrow and 
lend across national borders (p 180) 
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451---l33 
Depository institutions, 521 
D(:pre:ciation, 36, 475 
DeprL'Liati(ll1 ulkl\vanccs, IJI 
Dep!"t..'ssioll, 275 
Desired capital stock: 125-128 

changes in, 128-132 
link with investment. 133-135 
taxcs i"lnd. 131-132 

Desired consllmption, 109-1 III 
Desired nntionill saving. 110 
Dt:\-illuation, 475 
Dl'\-£:Inping country (DC), 186n 
Diminishing marginill productidty, 66 
Discotml ri"lte. 536 

ill1d l;ed fund:; r<lte, 538 
Discount window lending. 536-5.38 
DisC()uraged \\'orktrs: 94 
Discretion. 544-545 
Di:;infliltinll, 461 

ri1pid vs gradual. -162 
Distortions .. 578-579 

tax-indLlct.:d.57S-57,) 
Dollilr (U 5) 

and net exports. -180-IH! 
in 19805, -190-500 

Double-digit inflation, 457 
Durable goods. consumption expendi

tures nn. "j 15 
DUli1tion, of unemployment spell, 94 

t'ilst Asia 5((' Asian crisis; East Asii1n 
tigers 

Llsi Asian lig£:rs. 209-210 
EC 5('( turopei1n Community (EC) 
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ECB 51.'1.' European Central Bank (ECB) 
Econometric models, macroeconomic 

forecasts and, 323 
Economic forecasters, 378 
Economic growth Sec also Long-run eco-

nomic growth 
democracy and, 233 
Solow model and, 215-232 
sources of, 206-211 

Economic Indicators, 93 
Economic interdependence, -1-71-472 

exchange rates and, 472-181 
fixed exchange rates and, 500-511 
is-Ltv! model for open economy, 

487-493 
open economy with flexible exchange 

rates, -1-93-500 
supply-and-demand analysis of 

exchange rates, 481-186 

Economic model, 14 
"Economic Organisation of a POW 

Camp" (Radford), 243 

Economic policy, 13 
Council of Economic Advisers and, 

-120 
Economic Rewvery Tax Act (1981) 

(ERTA),577-578 
Ewwmlic Rep(lrt oflllc Prl.'sidwt, 26, 93, 

11l, 246, 420 
Economic shocks, in small open econo

my, 183--185 
Economic theory, 14 

developing and testing, 15 
Effective labor demand, 403-404 
Effective labor demand curve, 403 
Effective tax rate, 131-132 
Efficiency wage, 394 

and FE line, 397-398 
at Ford Motor Company, 397 

Efficiency wage model, 392-393 
employment and unemployment in, 

394-396 
wage determination in, 394 

Effort curve, 393 
Elasticities 

as anillytical tooL 603-604 
of money demand, 256-257 
of output, 207 

Elections, Scc Presidential elections 
Empirical analysis, 14 
Employees, compensation of, 35 
Employment, 288-290 

changes in status of, 92-94 
in efficiency wage model, 394-396 
full-employment level of, 86 

EmploymeH/ and Earnings, 93 
Employment ratio, 91-92 
Emp/oyllwllt Sitllll/ioll, Tllc, 93 
EMS Set! European Monetary System 

(EMS) 
Endogenous growth theory, 230-232, 

23411 

Energy Scc Oil price shocks 
Environment, 31 
Equality of money demanded and sup

plied,312-314 
Equilibrium, 17-18, 109 

in AD-AS mode\' 334-335 
in asset market, 260-263, 347-348 
in goods market, 136-143,346--3-1,'7 
in labor market, 85-90, 344-345 
short-run and long-run, 349-350 

Equilibrium condition, in open economy, 

487 
Equilibrium world real interest rate, 

192-193 
ERT A Sec Economic Recovery T ax Act 

(1981) (ERTA) 
Eurodollar (Euro), 246, 510 
Europe, hysteresis in unemployment and, 

·154-455 
European Central Bank (ECB), 510 
European Community (Ee), 510-511 
European Monetnry System (EMS), 

508-509 
Excess sensitivity, of consumption to 

current income, 162 
Exchange rate, 472-l81, 482 

appreciation, depreciation, and, ·175 
determinants of, 482, 484-486 
fixed,500--509 
fixed vs flexible, 509-510 
net exports and, .J:77-179 
nominal,472-473 
and purchasing power parity, 475-477 

real, -173-1'75 
supply-and-demand analysiS of, 

481-486 
undervalued,505 

Exchange rate channel, 542 
Expansion, 276 

effects of, 32.J:--328 
IS-Ltv! curve and, 324 

Expectations-augmented Phillips curve, 
437-440,445 

Expected after-tax real interest rate, 120 
Expected future income, changes in, 

112-113 
Expected future marginal product of 

capital, 185 
Expected inflation rate, 266-26'7 
Expected rea! interest rate, 51-52 
Expected return, 249 
Expenditure, 286-288 
Expenditure approach, 27 
Exponents, as analytical tooL 605 

Exports, 8-9 
net, 34-35,477-479 

Factors of production, 31-32, 61 
Federal funds rate, 1~1, 537 

discount rate and, 538 

outlays and taxes of. 567-569 
Federal Open Market Committee 

(FOMe), 533 
Federal Reserve Board Sec Board of 

Covernors of the Federal Resen'c 

System 
Fcdaal Rt!sL'rl'l.' Bill/dill, 171, 246 
Federal Reserve System (Fed), 10, 13.246 

currency stock and, 2-17 
intermediate targcls of, 538-540 
monetnry control and, 532-535 
monetary policy and, 520-521 
money supply and, 2-18--24-9 
politicS and, 53-1-

Fed funds rate Scc· Federal funds rate 

Fed watchers, 378 
FE line Scc Full-employment line 
Final goods and services, 29-30 
Financial account, 173 
Financial account balance, 173 
Financial data. sources of, 246 
Financial inflow, 173 
I~inancial markets, worldwide: integration 

of, .J:71 
Financial outflow, 173 
Financial regulation, money demand 

and,258-260 
Fin,mcial variables, 2tJ3-29-1-
Financing, of government, 563 

Finns 
central banks and, 550-553 
investment spending by, 125-136 

Fiscal policy, 10, 120-125 
aggregate demand and, 571-57.J: 
current account and, 193-195 
incentive effects of, 575-579 
in Keynesian model. 408-412 
macroeconomic policy and, 570-579 
in open economy, .J:93-196 

Hscal policy shocks, in clilssical model, 

362-366 
Fixed CilpitaL consumption of. 36 
Fixed-exchange-rate system, 473.500-509 

and flexible exchange rates, 509-510 
monetary policy and, 504-507 

Fixed nominal price, meeting demand at.. 

·102-403 
Flexible-exchange-rate system, 472 

and fixed exchange rates, 509-510 
in open economy, 481-486, 493-500 

Floating-exchange-rate system, 472 
Flow variables, 42 
FOMC 50.' Federal Open Market 

Committee (FOMC) 
Ford Motor Company, efficiency wage at, 

397 
Forecasting, 12 

econometric models and, 323 
misperceptions theory and, 378 

Foreign debt, 178-179 

Federal government See also Government 

entries 

Foreign exchange markets, 472, 482 Scc 
a/so Exchange rate 

Fractional resern: banking, 522-526, 523 
money supply with pL;blic holdings oi 

currenc\, and, 526-528 
Frictional unemp(oyment, 95 
Friedman-Phelps theory, ·137---1 .. E'i 
l~ull-emplnyment ddicit, 572-574 
Full-employment level of employnll'nt 

86 
Full-employment (F E) line, 305 

efficicncy wages and, 397-3'l8 
factors causing shifts in, 305 
in KeyneSian model, 405 

Full-employment output, 86-S7, 305-3()6 
Scc also lS-l 1v1 model 

Functions (ns analyticnl tool), 601-602 
of severul variables, 60-1 
slopes of, 602-603 

Fundamental identity of national incoml: 
accounting, 28 

Fundnmentnl value of the exchange rate, 
500 

Future income 
expected, t 12-113 
increase in, 15S-159 

Game theon' 549-SS0 
GOP Sec C;~ss dO;l~estic product (COP) 
GOP defl<Jtor, 46 
General equilibrium. 318-322 

IID-A5 model with mispNn'rtinf1s 
and,38S-389 

in IS-LM modtA, 3..J-8-3-19 
price adjustment nnd, 322-329 

GCl/a1l1 Thcory i~f Emphll/lllt'lI( [lIh'n'~1 IIl1d 
MilllL'II (Keynes). 18,304 

Gcner<1tional accounts. 583 
Gencrati{ms, Ricardian equivilience 

ilcrOSS, 584-587 
C lob,lil'cononw 3 
CNP Sl'( Gros; ~ational product (GNP) 
Colden Rule capital-labor ratio, 219, 2~(l 
Gold standard, 473, 501 
Goods 

nggregate demand for, DC) 
cupital,30 
demand for, lOS 
government pLlrChilSeS of, 3·~ 
n{;:t exports of, 170-172 
services and, 29-30 

Goods market, 345-3.J:6 
equilibrium condition in, ..J-87 

Cooels market equilibrium, '136-1.\3 
in open economy, 179-180 

Covernment Scc IIlso Budget; Budget 
deficit; Taxes 

(fedibilitv of, 465 
data published by, 15-16 
money printed by, 249/1 
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policies to raise long-run living stnn

darels, 232-236 

purchases by, 1:22-123, 362-36,l 
spending and financing, 563 
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unl'mployment rilte <lnel, -155-156 

eO\ crnment budget ddicit Set' Budget 
ddicit 

G()yernment budget ,;;ul'plus SCt' Budget 
surplus 

Cm erllment capital, 574-575 
Cm'ernment consumption, 39 
Cm ernmL'nt debt, 579-581 Sec lIi!'(/ 

Debt 
future generations and, 581-584 

Governm(:nt ill\'estment, 39 
Cm ernlllent nutlavs 40 
Gm'erllment policle:, .3 
Go\'ernment purchuses, 34, 563, 564 

Keynesian model of fiscill policy <lnd 
4llS-411 

ilnd Opl:ll economy, 49(], ·l9..J
Covernment receipts, 39 
Cm ernment sadng, 39 
Gll\ ernment spend in); See Spending 
CruduulislH.462 
Cramm-Rudman-Hollings bill, 573 
Crants in <lid, 568-569 
Cr,lphs, a.;; analytical tool, 601-602 
GreaL Depression, 6, 7, 11. 19 

business cycle and, 280-2B! 
monL'Y multiplier during:. 529-531 
shocks and, 355 

Cross domestic product (COP), 2S-37 
(lluill-weighted,47 
I:\penditure approach to, 32-35 
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inCllme approach to, .35-37 
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Cnm th rate formulas, ,1';; analytical tOll\. 

603-606 
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co.;;ts, 31 
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HOLlsing. investment'in, 135-136 
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pruductidty growth and, 235 
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HystNesis, in unemployment, .. 153---15S 

454 -. 
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(I~H'I . 
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157-159 
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e;..pl'cted future, 112-113 
foreign e\change ,mel . ..J-85 
COP measurement and 35-37 
life-cycle mode! of. 160~161 
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Incoll11: elasticity of mUlll:Y denhlnd, 256 
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of consuml:r confidence. ll3 
of consumer sentiment, 113-115 

Indexing, of contracts, -160 
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Indl'x of lending indiciltors. 285-287 
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Indirect businc.;;s ta\(:s, 36, 567 
lndustri.ll policy. 235-236 
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rute; Hyperinflation 

imticipated,457---15S 
central bank independence and, 558 
costs of, 457-16"1 
(PI, 49 
cydicu\. .. ~37 
deficits ilnd, 588-594 
disinflation and . .J:61 
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Fed and, 542 
hyperinflntion and, 45Y-461 
money growth and, ~63-267, 55..J--555 
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and RBC theory, 354 
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Inflation (Colltitwcd) 
wage indexing and, 460 
wage-price controls and, 462 

Inflation targeting, 555-556 
Inflation tax, 591 
Information sources 

about labor market, 93 
for NIP A data, 26 

Information technology (II) revolution, 
productivity slowdown and. 
214-215 

infrastructure, productivity growth and, 
234 

Innovation 
industrial policy and, 236 
money demand and, 258-260 

Inputs See also specific inputs 
economic growth and, 206-207 

Insider-outsider theory, 455 
Instruments, 538 
Insurance See Unemployment insurance 
Interdependence See Economic inter-

dependence 
Interest elasticity of money demand, 256 
Interest rate, 50-52, 121, 252-253. See also 

Real interest rate 
and price of nonmonetary asset, 312 
\vorld real. 180 

Interest rate channel, 542 
Interest rate targeting, 539 
Intermediate goods and services, 30 
Intermediate targets, 538-540 
International economy, 8-9 
International lending, equivalent mea-

sures of, 177 
International Monetary Fund (IMF), 13, 

14,26,177,186 
International trade, 471 See also Balance 

of payments accounts (BPA); 
Exchange rate 

equivalent measures of, 177 
saving, investment, and, 169 

Internet See Web site 
Intervention See Government 
Inventories, 30 
investment in, 135-136 
investment, 33-34, 41,108,125-136,290 

determinants of desired, 135 
effects of taxes on, 132-133 
government, 39 
increase in desired, 142 
international trade and lending and, 

169 
in inventories and housing, 135-136 
lags and, 135 
in large open economy, 191-193 
link with desired capital stock, 

133-135 
saVing-investment diagram and, 

137-143 
in timan open et.:onomy, 180-185 
stock market and, 129 
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Investment curve, shifts of, 1·12-143 
Investment t<lX credit, 131 
Invisible hand, 17-18 
IS curve, 306-311 

in open economy, 487--490 
15-LM / AD-AS model, 304--305 
15-LM model, 296, 304, 338, 493 Sec also 

Keynesian theory 
algebraic version of, 296, 344-349, 

517-519 
classical version of, 328-329 
general equilibrium in, 318-322 
in Keynesi<ln model, 296, 328-329, 

404--107 
for open economy, 487-193 

IT Sce Information technology (l I) 
revolution 

Japan, macroeconomic policy in 1990s, 
418-419 

J curve, 478-479 

Keynesian theory, 18-19, 20, 296, 299, 
300,304,351-352 

business cycles and, 274, 413-115 
fiscal policy and, 408--411 
gradualism nnd, 462 
IS-LM model and, 328-329 
<lnd japnnese macroeconomic policy, 

418-119 
macroeconomic policy, unanticipated 

inflation, and. 446 
of macroeconomic stabilization, 

·115--119 
monetary neutrnlity in long run and, 

498 
monetary policy and, 40.J..--l08, 544 
multiplier in, ·131--432 
r<ltionai expectations and, 380 
supply shocks and, 419--422 
un wage and price rigidity, 390--422 

Kmean War, 141 

Labor Sct:" also Efficiency wage model; 
Factors of production; 
Unemployment; Wage entries 

aggregate demand for, 76, 77 
demand for, 69-76, 77 
mnrginal product of, 65 
production function and, 66--67 
supply uf, 77-85 
weekly hours of work, national 

wealth, and, 83-85 
Labor contracts, nominal-wage rigidity 

and, 428--lJO 
labor demand curve, 73-74 

factors causing shifts in, 74-76 
Labor force, 91 
Labor hoarding, 361-362, 415 
Lnbor market, 101, 344-345 

d<ltil about, 93 
Labor market equilibrium, 85-90 

labor market flexibility, unemployment 
and,456 

Labor productivity, average, ·1, 5 
Labor supply 

aggregate, 82, 83 
in efficiency wage model. 395 
real w,1ges and, 78-80 
and tax reform (1980s), 577-578 

Labor supply curve, 81, 82 
of individual worker, 81 

Lugging variable, 285 
Lags 

in effects of monetary poliCY, 540-5·12 
investment and, 135 

Large-denomination time deposits, 246 
Lnrge open economy, 191 

saving and investment in, 191-193 
LOes Sel! less developed countries 

(!.DCs) 
leading variable, 285 
Legal environment, productivity decline 

and,212-213 
Legal tender, 522 
l.eisure,77 
Lending 

equivalent measures of, 177 
saving, investment, and, 169 
by small open economy, 182 

less developed countries (lOes), 168 
debt crisis in, 186-188 
tvh·:'xican crisis and, 189-190 

Life-cycle consumption, income, and 
saving, 160 

life-cycle model, 16(}-161 
liquidity, 250 

of alternative assets, 255 
liquidity trap, 418 
Living standards 

convergence <lnd, 228-230 
long-run, 223-228. 232-236 

Uvl curve, 311-318, 314 
Loans, default on. 189 
Local governments, outlays and taxes of, 

567-569 
Long-run aggregate supply curve, 298, 

333,334 
Long-run economic growth, 2, 3-5, 

205-206 
L.ong-run etluilibrium, 349-350 
long-run Phillips curve, 446-447 
L.mv-inflation countries, 8 
Lucas critique, 447 
Lump-sum taxes, 588 

Ml, 245-246, 258-260 
velocity of, 258 

Nt2,246,259-260 
velocity of, 258 

M3,2·16-248 
tvlaastricht Treaty, 510 
Macroeconomic analysis, 12-13 
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Macroeconomic policy, 10-11 
in Japan (1990s), 418--119 
Phillips curve and, ·1·15--146 
presidential elections nnd, 449 ..... 150 

Macroeconomic rese<1rch, 13-14 
t"vlacrol;conomics, 2-11 

ll1<lcroeconomic policy and, to-II 
unified approach to, 19-20 

Macroeconomic stabilization, 417 
Keynesian theory and, -!15 ..... !19 

Macroeconomists 
disagreements among. 16-20 
functions of, 12-16 

Macroeconomy. fiscal policy and, 
570-579 

Manufacturing, weekly labor hours and, 
83-85 

Marginal cost, 402 
Marginal product of capital (MPK), 

65-66.67 
and desired capitnl stock 130 

Marginal product of labor (MPN), 66-68 
lubor demand and, 70-72 
labor demand curve nnd, 73-74 

Mmginal propensity to consume, 112 
Marginal revenue product of labor 

(MRPN),71 
Marginal tax rate, 575-576 
Market failure, industrial policy and, 236 
1vlarket value, 28-29 
Markup, 402--1,03 
Maturity, of bond, 121 
Akllsllrillg BlIsilwss Cydes (Burns), 275 
Medicare benefits, 3-! 
Medium of exchange, 244 
Menu cost, 400, 458 
Merchandise trade bal<lnce, 171 
tvlE:xico 

199-! crisis in, 189-190 
political problems in, 190 

Microeconomics, 11 
Minorities, unemployment rate and, 

·151-153 
1vlisperceptions theory,S, 372-374, 437 

AD-AS model and, 382, 388-389 
monetnry policy and, 376-378 
and nonneutra1ity of money, 371-380 

MMDAs SCI..' Money owrket deposit 
accounts (MMDAs) 

tvlMMFs SL'L' Money m<lrkct mutua! 
funds (MMMFs) 

Models Set· specific models 
Monetarism, 520, 545 Scc also Rules 

J:riedman and, 546-547 
rules and. 545-547 

Monetary aggregates, 245-248 
information on, 246 
as intermediate targets, 538-540 

Monetary base, 522 
components of, 536 

rVlonetary contr<lction SCI..' also 
Contraction 

exchange rates and, 496-499 
rvIonetary control. 532-5+1 

Federal Reserve System and, 532-535 
1vlonetaryexpansion 

coordinated,507 
inflation nnd, 461 

Idondary History (!( thL' Ullited Stah's, 
1867-196(), A (Friedman and 
Schw<1rtz), 37(}-371, 529 

Monetary neutrality, 329 
in AD-AS model, 335-336 

Monetary nonneutmlity Sec 
Nonneutrality of money 

Monet<1ry policy, 10 
economy and, 369 
F!:deml Reserve System nnd, 520-521 
and fixed exchange r<lte, 504-507 
in Keynesian AD-AS model, 407-408 
in Keynesian model, 404-408 
lllisperceptions theory <lnd, 376-378 
in practice, 540-544 
rational expectations and, 378-379, 

380 
rules vs discretion in, 5.1-!-558 
transmission channels for, 542-544 

Monetary policy shock, output, prices, 
Fed funds rate, <lnd, 541 

Money, 242-249,243 
in classical model. 369-371 
demanded and supplied, 312-3H 
functions of, 2-l3-2·!5 
me<lsuring, 245-248 
in prisoner-of-war c<lmp, 243 

Money demand Sec Demand for 
money 

Money demand function, 253-254 
Money growth, 291-293 

inflation and. 263-267,327-328 
Money-growth targeting, 55·1-555 
Money market deposit accounts 

(M~oJDAs), 246 
Money market mutual funds (MMMFs), 

2·i5,2·16 
Money multiplier, 527-528 

in Grent Depression. 529-531 
Money supply, 248-2·19 Sec olso 

1vlonetary contraction; rvlonetnry 
exp<lnsion; Real money supply 

anticipated changes in, 377-378 
deficit and, 588-590 
discount window lending and, 

536-538 
and fixed exchange rates, 506 
under fractional reserve b<1nking, 

522-526 
principles of determinntion, 521-531 
propagation mechanism and, 379 
with public ho!ds of currency and 

fractional reserve banking, 
526-528 

n:s(:f\ e requirements and, 536 
unanticipated changes in, 376-377 

l'vlone), supply-money demand dingr,1111. 
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ivlonopolistic competition, 399 
price stickiness <lnd, 398. 399 

ivlPK SCi' tvfarginal product of capitill 
(MI'K) 

ivlPN Sec l ...... !arginai product of labor 
(MI'N) 

MRPN, Sct' Marginal revenue product of 
labor (MRPN) 

Multiple expansion of loans and deposits, 
524 

Multiplier, 408 
in Keynesian model, 431--H2 

Municipal bonds, 121 

NAFT A SeL' North American I:ree Tlade 
Agreement (NAFTA) 

Nllfi()lw/ ACCOlIlIls, 26 
Nllliollall\cco/lIIl Slatistics, 26 
Nntional Bureau of Economic Resenrch 

(NBER), 14, 275, 279, 282, 286 
National Economic Council (NEC), 420 
Nnlional income, 35-37 
N<1tional income accounts, 25-28 

natural resources, environment, and, 
31 

National Income and Product Account 
(NIP A), 17211 Sce olso National 
income accounts 

National saying, 40 
determinants of desired, 124 
fiscnl policy <lnd, 193-194 
government budget deficit and, 

194-195 
National wealth, 38, 43 
Natural rate of unemployment, 96 

··high-pressure economy" and, 457 
policies to reduce, 455-457 
shifting Phillips curve and, 442 

N<ltural resources, 31 
Natur<ll unemployment rate, 451-453 
NBER Sec National Bureau of Economic 

Research (NBER) 
NEC Sec National Economic Council 

(NEC) 
Net export demand, macroeconomic 

determinnnts of. 48+-486 
Net exports, 34-35 

determinants of, -186 
dollar and, ·i80-181 
of goods and services, 170-172 
real exch<lnge rate and, 477--479 

Net factor payments from abroad, 32 
Net foreign assets, 43 

and ba\<lncc of payments account, 
176 .... 177 

Net government income, 37 
Net income, from abrond, 172 
Net interest, 36, 569 
Net interest payments, 56-! 
Net investment, 133-134 
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Net nutional product. 36 
Net unilaterill transfers, oWn. In 
Newly produced goods <lnd services. 29 
NIP A Sec National income and product 

account (NIPA) 
Nominal ilppnxiiltion, 475 
Nominal depreciation. 475 
Nominal ~xchange rate, 472--473 Sct' also 

Renl exchange rate 
Nominal GOP. 46 
Nominal interest rate, 51, 266-267, 293 
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Nonneutrality of money, 370-371 
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accounts, 246 

OECD SCt' Organization fot Economic 
Cooperution and Development 
(OECD) 

Office of l'vlanagement and Budget 
(OMS),573 

Officinl reserve assets, 174 
Official settlements balnllcc-, 173-174 
Oil price ~xplanation. of productivity 

decline. 213-214 
Oil price shocks 

and Keynesian model, -n 9---t22 
output. employment, and rea! \vage 
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Ohm'S law, 96-97, 98, 448 

growth rute form of. 107 
OMI3 Sa' Office of Management nnd 

Budget (OMS) 
100% reserve banking, 523 
OPEC Sec Organization of Petroleum 

Exporting Countries (OPEC) 
Open economy, 8 

algebraic version of Is-LM model, 
517-519 

business cycles in. 492 ..... 493 
exchange rates in, 472-481 
fixed exchange rates and, 500-511 
flexible exchunge rutes nnd, 493-500 
goods murket equilibrium in, 179-180 
IS-LM model for, 487-\93 
saving and investment in, 168-169 
small, '180-185 
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supp!y~and-demand iln<1lysis of 
exchange rates. 481-186 

Open~economy IS ClIn'e, -187---t90 
shifting, 490-492. 
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version of, 517-519 

Open-market operations 248. 528-52.9. 
533 

Open-market purchase, 529 
Open-ilwrket sale, 529 
Optimal level of consumption, 156-157 
Organizntion for Economic Cooperation 

and Development (OECD), 26, 565, 
566 
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Present value, 153 
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Key Macroeconomic Data Key Macroeconomic Data 

. 
Federal 

Nominal Real Governnlent Net Price Inflation Unemployment Money Government Interest 

2ar GDpa GDpb Consumptionb Investmentb Purchasesb EXPOltsb Year Levelc Rate Rate Supplya Budget Rate 

(PY) (Y) (C) (1) (G) (NX) (P) (IT) (11) (NI) Surplusa (i) 

)59 5074 23000 14548 272.9 6597 -347 1959 2206 -29 55 140.0 -12.8 341 
)60 5274 23572 14944 2728 6595 -212 1960 22 37 14 55 1407 03 2.93 

)61 5457 2412.1 1524.6 271 0 6913 -191 1961 2262 11 6.7 145.2 -3.3 238 
)62 5865 25576 15997 3053 732.9 -26.5 1962 2293 14 55 1478 -71 2..78 
)63 618.7 26682 1665.7 325.7 7502 -22.7 1963 23.19 11 5.7 1533 -48 316 
964 6644 2822.7 1765.2 3526 7648 -15.9 1964 2354 1.5 52 1603 -59 355 

965 7201 30028 18764 4020 7886 -27.3 1965 23.98 19 45 1678 -14 3.95 
966 789.3 31995 1983.3 437.3 859.3 -409 1966 2467 2.9 38 172 0 -37 488 
967 8341 32795 2042.7 4172 9241 -50.2 1967 2543 31 38 1833 -86 432 
968 9115 34356 21591 4413 9534 -672 1968 2653 4.3 36 1974 -252 534 

969 985.3 35432 2241.2 466.9 9500 -712 1969 27.81 48 35 2039 32 668 

970 1039.7 35494 22930 4362 9286 -650 1970 2929 53 4.9 214.4 -2.8 646 
971 11286 3660.2 2373.6 4858 9097 -761 1971 3083 53 5.9 2283 -230 4.35 
972 1240.4 3854.2 2513 2 5430 909.8 -896 1972 3218 44 5.6 249.2 -234 4.07 

973 13855 4073.1 2634.0 606.5 902.6 -643 1973 3402 57 49 262.9 -14.9 704 

974 1501 0 40617 26223 5617 921.3 -376 1974 3696 86 5.6 2742 -6.1 7.89 

975 16352 4050.3 26813 4622 939.3 -92 1975 40.37 9.2 85 2871 -532 584 

976 18239 42626 28265 5555 938.6 -430 1976 42.79 60 77 3062 -73.7 B9 

977 20314 4455.7 29440 639.4 9474 -68.1 1977 4559 65 71 3309 -537 527 

978 22959 4709.9 30816 7130 977.6 -692 1978 48..75 6.9 61 3573 -592 722 

979 25664 4870.1 3168.0 735.4 9976 -48.0 1979 5270 8.1 58 3818 -407 1004 

980 2795.6 4872 3 31694 655.3 10186 8.0 1980 5738 89 71 408.1 -73.8 1151 

981 31313 4993.9 32140 715.6 1027.9 3.3 1981 6270 93 76 436.2 -79.0 14.03 

1982 32592 49003 32598 6152 1044.5 -159 1982 6651 61 9.7 474.3 -1280 1069 

1983 35349 51056 3431.7 673.7 10789 -655 1983 6924 41 96 5208 -207.8 8.63 

1984 39327 5477.4 36176 8715 1116.3 -130.2 1984 7180 37 75 5512 -1854 958 

1985 4213.0 5689.8 37980 8634 11884 -1509 1985 7405 3.1 72 6194 -212 3 748 

1986 44529 5885.7 3958.7 8577 12532 -1669 1986 7566 22 70 7243 -2212 5.98 

1987 47425 6092 6 40960 8793 12909 -157.6 1987 77.84 2.9 62 7497 -1498 582 

1988 51083 6349.1 42632 9028 1306.1 -1135 1988 80.46 34 55 786.3 -1552 6.69 

1989 54891 65687 4374.4 9365 13418 -812 1989 8356 3.9 5.3 7926 -1525 8.12 

1990 58032 6683.5 44541 9073 13855 -586 1990 86.83 39 5.6 8246 -221.2 7.51 

1991 5986.2 66692 4460.6 8295 1402.8 -164 1991 8976 34 6.8 8967 -269.4 5A2 

1992 6318.9 68911 46038 8998 1410.7 -18.7 1992 9170 22 75 10245 -290.4 3.45 

1993 66423 70541 47419 9779 13981 -599 1993 9416 2.7 6.9 1129.4 -255.0 3.02 

1994 7054.3 73378 4920.0 1107.0 13994 -87.6 1994 9614 21 61 1149.9 -2031 429 

1995 74005 75371 5070.1 1140.6 1405.9 -792 1995 9819 2.1 56 11269 -1639 551 

1996 7813.2 7813.2 52375 1242.7 1421. 9 -89.0 1996 100.00 18 54 10816 -1075 502 

1997 83008 81651 54337 13858 14551 -1098 1997 101.66 17 4.9 1075.2 -219 5.07 

1998 87599 85163 56986 1547.4 H80} -215.1 1998 10286 12 45 1093.7 69.2 481 

1999 92546 88670 60009 16377 15354 -3229 1999 . 104.37 15 4.2 11254 79.3 4.66 

1 In billions of dollars b In billions of (chnined) 1996 dollars c GOP deflator, base YCilf 1996 :::: 100 




